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1 N D E X
To Vo]. IV. of the New Orleans Medical and Siiri^ioal Journal,

From July 1847
,
to May 1848 .

A'ddress delivered in Med. College ot
|

Chemistry, Hanover square, by Gardi-
|

iier, 369
. .

I

Air passages, treatment of d seases ot, 69 i

Alabama, Medical History of, by Lev,ns,
j

151, 459, 318, 3 I

Alabama, proceedings of Medical ,Society

of. Mobile, 674

Alabama, review of Medical history of, by

William M. Boling, 601

Aneurism, compression in the treatment
;

of, 235
j

Anatomy, general and special, 91

Animals, their constituents and their

food, 103

Arsenic, Medical evidence in poisoning

by, 389
Artery, carotid, ligature of, 107

Asthma and pertussis, ether in, 266

Bartlett, on fevers of U. S., 759

Beck, on adulteration of Medicines, 757
BischofF, on maturation and discharge of

ova, 757
Blood, speculations on coagulation of, 34 i

Boling, W. M. his review of Medical His- I

tory of Alabama, 601
|

Breast, abscess in, by Velpeau, 667
Burrows, on cerebral circulation, connec-

tion between disease of heart and brain,

review of, 753
[

Calcus, extraction of from female, 47,

110 .

Carotid artery, ligature of, 107
Cerebrum, disordered circulation of, 753
Cerebro-spinal meningitis, Chester on,

314
Cenas, obstetrical memoranda by, 312
Cholera, nature of the secretions from the

alimentary mucous membrane in, 668
Cholera, its history, progress, &c., 768
Chester on cerebro-spinal menigitis, 314
Charleston, value of life among children

of, 270
City, health of, 405, 682, 535, 133, 272

797
Country, health of, 406, 542, 685, 135

275, 805
College of Physicians, transactions of, 88

j

Compression, use of in treating aneurism,
235 !

Ck)nvention, national medical, proceed-
ings of, 231

{

Chloroform, a substitute fur Sulphuric

Ether, 794

Day, Dr. cases of obstetrics, by, 223
Diseases, causes of, in St. Louis, 269
Dowler, Dr. his criticisms, &cc., in relation

to muscular and nervous systems, 279

Dowler, Dr. his meterological researches,

411
Dropsy, treatment of after scarlatina, 670

Education, elementary principles of, 87

Electricity, influence of in producing dw-

eases, 666
Electro-galvanic machine, by Moorhead,

547
Epidemic, a new and fatal kind of, by

Taylor Hicks, 49
Epidemic, Cerebro-spinal meningitis,

cases of, 106
Epidemic, a peculiar kind of, 689

“ History of same, 689
“ Prevailed in Vicksburg, 689

Ether, the vapour of in asthma and per-

tussis, 266
Ether, the inhalation of, by a new appa-

ratus, 265
Ether, its use and value, in Surgical,

medical and obstetrical diseases, 256
Ether, inhalation of in obstetrics, 145,

112
Eye, a treatise on the disease, of, 83

Fenner, Dr. on retained placenta, 177
“ withdrawal of, 681

Fever, scarlet, cases of, 560
“ yellow, a disease sid generis, 563
“ animalcular origin of, 56-3

Fevers, their peculiarities in U. S., 759
“ description of, by Bartlett, 759
“ review of, by Harrison, 759

Fever, typhoid, treatment of, 669
“ “ black sulphuret of mer-

cury in, 669
“ “ causes, prevention and
“ “ treatment of, 571

Fever, congestive, speculations on, 36
“ Yellow, a memoir on, 237
‘‘ a report on, at Boa Vista, 365

Fermentation, causes of, 376
“ ascribed to growth of fungi

and infusoria, 376
Fever, yellow, 536
Fistula, urinary, a case of, 694



INDEX.

Fistula, vesico-vajrinal, 391)

Foieij^n Body, lodged in the Trachea,
785

Functions of the Red Corpuscles of the

Blood, by G. O. Rees, 787

Gardiner, his address, &c. 367
Generation, tracts on, a review of, 764
Generation and development, 99
Graham, Dr. his address before the

Physico-Medical Society, 448

Health, an act to establish a Board of,

798
Harrison, John Dr., on Coagulation of the

blood, 34
Harrison, John Dr., lecture, introductor)",

‘ 439
Harris, Dr. versits. New Orleans Medical

and Surgical Journal, 371
Hernia, strangulated, 695

“ operation for cure of, 695
Hippocrates, oath of, 403
Histology, history of, by Henle, 353
Hospital, reports from, 410-687-543-

142-278-801
Hort, W. P. Dr. on Congestive Fever, 36
Hydriod. Potassa in Secondary Syphilis,

by Dr. Brickell. 801
Hysteria, its pathology and treatment,

528
Hypochondriasis, clinical lecture on, 382

Ingalls, on Malig. fever and Black vomit,

349
Iodine, poisoning from use of, 535
Irish Emigration Society, 144

Lectures, introductory, by Mitchell, 641
“ “ by Muller, 641
“ “ byJ. P Harrison,

641
“ “ by J.Harrison,43 9
“ “ by Geo. R. Grant,

641

by O. W. Holmes,
641

“ “ by S. H. Dickson,

641

Letheon, its discovoer, who 233
Lecture^ on the Phenomena of living

beings, by Matteucci, 643-496
Louisiana, University of, 147-404 800

Matteucci, his lectures on the phenomena
of living beings, 643-496

Materia medica. a work on, review of,

78

Magruder, Dr. on epidemic, 689
McWilliams, Dr. his report, 275
Medicines, communication on the adul-

terations of, by J. Tickell, 796

Medical ethics, a code on, 246
Medical science, Ranking’s Abstract of,

236
Medical Botany, description of, 232
Medical Society, State New York, 88
Meteorogical Tables, by Lillie, 688-278-
547-149-410-807

Medicines, adulteration of, 757-396
Medical Colleges, appointments in, 404
Meteorology, researches on,'‘by Dowler,
411

Medicine, a treatise on practice of, a
review of, 766

Medical Society, proceedings of, in Mo-
bile, 674

Milk of the Carnivora, on the presence of

layer of milk in the, 788
Midwifery, theory and practice of, review

of, 766
Morehead, Dr. his Electro-Galvanic ma-

chine, 547

I
Muscular and Nervous System, criticisms

on, by Dowler, 189
Mucous membranes, the nature of their

secretions in cholera, 668

National Medical Association, 126
National Medical Convention, proceed-

ings of, 231
New Orleans, mortality in, for 1847,

540
“ “ List of interments in,

687
“ “ Scientific miscellany of,

351
New Medical Journal, 272
New York, medical society of, 88

Obituary, Dr. J. B. Slade, 548
Obstetrics, cases of, by Cenas, 312

“ use of belladonna in, 312
Obstetrics, cases of, by Day, 223

“ use of Ether in, 145-112
Oil, castor, new method of using it, 266

!

Osteo-Sarcoma, operation for, 400

j

Ova, enlargement of, 457

I

“ treatment of by iodine, 457

j

Ova, their maturation and discharge, 757

I

“ “ proofs of, without coition, 757

j

Parotid gland, removal of, 395
Parturition, effects of, 402

!

“ to early rising after, 402

j

Physiology and Pathology, mutual rela-

I

tions between, 92

I
Physico-medical Society, New Orleans,

;

address before, by Graham, 448
Physic, lectures on principles and prac-

tice of, review of, 495
Physicians, compliment to, 264
Plaster, discovery of the new Liquid Ad-

hesive, 790 ^



JNDEX.

Placenta, remarks on retention of, 177

Pcdisons, medical jurisprudence, 641

“ their relation to each* other, 641

Poisoning, from arsenic, evidence of, 389

Prussic Acid, new test for, by Liebig, 789

Quinine, poisonous properties of, 119

Quinine, large doses of, in Fever, by Dr.

Brickell, 803

Ranking’s Abstract of medical science,

notice of, 236

Report of Dr. McWilliams, 361

River quarantine, 275

Scarlatina, dropsy from, 670
“ treatment of, 670

Scarlatina and measles, 391

sequalae of, 391

Scirrhous, tumor, removal of, 229

Silver, nitrate, use of, 110

Slade, Dr. J. B. obituary of, 548

St. Louis, causes of disease in, 269

Surgery, obstetrics, ether in, 256

Surgeon general, (Mexico,) 267
“ his letter to his government,

after battle of Cerro-Gordo, 267

Surgery, system of, by Chelius, 491
•i “ review of, 491

Surgery, elements of, operative, revievr

of, 85

Taylor and Hicks, on a new epidemic, 49

Taylor, medical jurisprudence, 641
“ -f review of, 641

Tendons, painful crepitation ol, 667

Trismus Nascentium, Sims on, 544

Typhoid Fever, on the Urine in, by M.

Martin Solon, 787

University of Louisiana, 800, 147, 404

Uterus, diseases of, by Holmes, 549

“ practical illustrations of, 549

Uterus, inflammation and ulceration ot,

230
“ a treatise on, by Bennet, 230

United States Army in Mexico, 90
“ “ “ sickness of, 90

Vaccination, 547
Vade-mecum, 90

“ or manual of examinations, 90
t< « review of, 90

Vesico-vaginal fistula, 396

Wood’s Quarterly Retrospect, 351
“ “ of practical medicine

351

Wood’s Practice of Medicine, 698
“ review of, by Boling, 698
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PUBLISHER’S NOTICE.
For the satisfaction of our subscribers, we shall continue to nublf^ih

Subscribers are respectfully requested to be punctual in making their

ofd!Z
’ themselves the expense

“gZSX
S. WOODALL,

Publisher, No. 49 Camp St.,

1
^' j® certain changes in our list of ^eMs*^^h'ichsubscribers would do well to observe attentively. They wiU find on thecover of this number, the names of our only au’^^horizedC-ttStM:
New Orleans, July 1, 1847.

_ JOSKPH COHN, Printer. 31 Poydras Street,
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TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

We have received a communication from Dr. Gist, of Jackson, Miss., for our
next number.
We have received the following books :

_

1. Medical Botany : or Descriptions of the Important Plants used in Medi-
cine, with their History, Properties, and Mode of Administration. By R.
Eglesfield Griffith, M. D., &c., &c. With upwards of 300 illustrations.--
Philadelphia. Lea & Blanchard. 1847, p.p. 704.

2. Fascination, or the Philosophy of Charming. By John B. Newman, M. D.
New York. Fowlers & Wells. 1847.
The following pamphlets have been received :

1. Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the Connecticut Medical Society.
May, 1847. Together with a List of the Members and the Annual Address.

2. Valedictory Address to the Graduates of the Medical Department of Penn-
sylvania College, (Session 1846-7.) By Washington L. Atlee, M. D. Pro-
fessor of Chemistry.

3. Proceedings in the Trial of Jeremiah Darby, for the Murder of his Wife.
In the Circuit Court, for Montgomery county, Alabama. May, 1847. (From
Dr. Boling.)

The following Foreign Medical Journals have come to our address, from the
publishers.

The Dublin Quarterly Journal of Medical Science.
The Dublin Medical Press. May, 1847.
Our customary American exchanges have all been received.

IT We regret to perceive that the sources of some of our Foreign extracts

have not been appended to the articles. The articles 'on Cerehro-Spinal Me-
ningitis, and Ligature of the Common Carotid were extracted from Ranking’s
Half-Yearly Abstract, p. 192, and p. 207,
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|)art*#ir0t.

ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

L -—Medical History of Alabama, By P. H. Lewis, M. D., of Mobile.

Published by order of the Alabama Medical Society. [A silver-cup

was unanimously awarded to this essay by the Alabama Medical So-

ciety on the 7th of December, 1840.]

( Continued,)

In the foregoing imperfect sketch, it will be observed that no mention

is made of the North-west section of the State, or the Tennessee Valley.

Our means of information and knowledge of the topography and diseases

of that region being too limited to speak with any degree of certainty,

we are compelled to leave it to other hands.

Before entering upon a description of the diseases of those sections

adverted to, we will take a brief notice of other causes and circum-

stances influencing disease, than those arising merely from soils.

The vicinity of eddies of rivers, as those of the Warrior and Coosa
are extremely unhealthy

;
it has been noticed that bubbles of air and

wreaths of foam are constantly seen on the surface of the quiet waters—
the supply of material for this fermentation never ceases. Mill ponds
wheresoever found are exceedingly noxious, never failing when spread

out beyond the banks of the creek, to effect the entire neighborhood.

—

The supply of new material for decomposition, furnished by these artifi-

cial lakes, is so abundant and constant that miasmatic exhalations con-

tinue throughout the entire year.

The waters in common use, as an aliment, are often pernicious :

—

the surface wells of the prairies resting on a base of limestone, the

water is infiltrated through and partakes of the properties peculiar to

the subsoil we have already alluded to. In the upland country, the

waters are frequently so astringent from the deposits of iron and lime

1



4 The New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

through which they pass, as to produce in many instances a constipated

habit of body. VVe are credibly informed that the artesian wells

throughout the prairie region, frequently contain saline properties, the

constant use of which tend to change the healthy functions of the sys-

tem.

The action of all those waters affects the normal condition of the

digestive tube, which may not present any marked feature until disease

in some violent form ensues, when the attention is directed to an abnor-

mal condition of the bowels that had for some time previously existed.

It is, however, not unfrequently the case that those individuals who
suffer with chronic disease of the stomach, have been restored to health

by the use of the prairie waters, on removal to that region.

We should do injustice to the beneficence of the laws of nature that

so strongly marks the character of our State, did we omit to make men-

tion of those numerous perennial fountains, like the Robinson Springs

in Autauga county, which yield an abundant supply of the purest waters.

And in most of our upland country every hill side throws forth its

stream of mineral water, that can vie in medicinal properties with

the most celebrated springs of this country or Europe.

The removal of trees or their foliage from around marshes, sloughs,

and habitations, is frequently followed by visitation of fevers, peculiar

to the locality only
;
one instance we will refer to, from many that have

been detailed by our numerous correspondents.

“Mr. P. E., had negro quarters situated on the first prairie eleva-

tion above the low grounds of a small creek, the fourth of a mile

from the houses. This belt of low ground frequently overflowed, caus-

ing water to remain in holes over its entire breadth, on the subsidence

of the stream, but it was well shaded by a dense foliage, the plantation

laying on the prairie in the rear of the cabins. In the winters of 1842

and ’43, the trees between the houses and creek, were cleared away,

and up to that time, some 8 or 10 years, the negroes living in this quar-

ter had enjoyed uninterrupted health, a case of fever scarcely ever

occurring. During the summer of 1843, the first after the forest had

been cleared away fever prevailed among the negroes with great vio-

lence, continuing until frost. The negro quarters were afterwards re-

moved to the opposite side of the creek, about the same distance from

it, but with an intervening growth of timber, and no fever has occuiTed

on the place since.” (^Doctor Wooten.)

It is the generally received opinion that living vegetation protects the

human system from the deleterious effects of malaria, and reasoning by

analogy, it would appear that experiments made by scientific men have

satisfactorily explained the mutual dependence of the animal and vege-

table kingdoms on each other for support.

It has been ascertained that ifair rendered pernicious by respiration be

confined in a bottle, into which some green plant has been introduced,

and exposed to the action of the sun, the carbonic acid will be absorbed,

and the air restored to its original condition. The putrefartion of ani-

mal matter and the decomposition of vegetable substances would cause a

sufficiency of carbonic acid vapor when united with atmospheric air,

to destroy every living being, were it not for this wise prorision ot na-

ture.
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This gas, which is poisonous to the human as well as animal species,

is a source of nutriment to every variety of plant, and thus, it would ap-

pear, exercises a benign influence in protecting man from the deleterious

effects from poisonous vapors.

The Easterly winds that occasionally prevail in August, September,

and October, are exceedingly unwholesome. These winds being dry,

such a rapid evaporation takes place as to change and derange the func-

tions of animal and vegetable life. The skin becomes dry and husky, the

head grows dull and heavy, with vertigo, or coma, and a state of general

depression ensues. This eflect is most perceptible upon the Gulf coast,

invariably giving rise to an increase of such disease as may be existing

at the time, with symptoms of a more aggravated nature. Whenever

an Easterly wind prevails, we frequently find in the course of one

night, a marked change for the worse even in those patients that are

deemed convalescent, the fever often assuming a grave and unyielding

type-

It seems to be the unanimous opinion of physicians in the prairie

region, that the summers of 1835, ’36, ’41, ’42, and ’43, have been the

most humid and the most sickly.

On the other hand, it is conceded that the summers of 1837, ’38, ’39,

’40, ’44, and ’46, have been exceedingly dry and healthy.

To these general facts are found exceptions, the most prominent of

which occurred in the vicinity of Hayneville, Lowndes Co., Alabama, in

1839. The congestive fever which prevailed there during the autumn

of this year was very fatal, and its origin was ascribed to the bring-

ing into cultivation a short time previous, a large body of low, humid,

prairie soil.

During dry summers, vast tracks of alluvial bottoms of the lower

Bigby are exposed to the heat of the sun, and under these circumstances

fever is certain to prevail.

In the hilly, granitic, and coal region of the State, as well as on the

blufls of water courses and diluvial elevations of other regions, a different

state of things exists.

After a careful study of all the facts collated, we have arrived at the

conclusion, that in this description of country the dryest seasons are

generally the most unhealthy, and in some portion of the State this has

been very conspicuous.

Dr. Kitrell, of Greene Co., says, that during the summer of 1839,

and ’40, the broken and hilly portions of that country were very un-

healthy; every family, even those residing on the most elevated situations

were severely afflicted.

Doctor Clarke, of Benton Co., informed us, “in that section of the

State, especially such portions as are broken by the hills and ridges put-

ting out from the Alleghany range, they suffered more by disease in

1839 and ’40, than before or since. Those Autumns, particularly the

former, were the dryest and hottest ever experienced. Springs, hitherto

perennial, dried up, the farmers remarking “ that the crops were literally

made without rain, the dews alone sufficing.”

It should be remembered, that in rainy seasons, the waters along the

rallies, are fresh and in motion, and the temperature of the atmosphere
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is not greatly elevated
;
both of these circumstances being unfavorable

to the elaboration of the elements that constitute a miasmatic influence.
As a general rule, dews are more common in vallies or plains, and

near bodies of water.

On the level cultivated prairies of Alabama, they are lighter, and less
constant than in the hilly region of country, being confined to slight
elevations, the river bluffs and narrow belts of argillaceous mulatto
soil.

The absence of dews, on the prairie soil, is probably owing to a
variety of causes, one of which is, that the sub-soil absorbs and retains
with great tenacity, the diminished humidity of summer.
The surface is so perfectly dry and heated, its immediate atmosphere

is but slightly modified or lowered in temperature during the night,
and the vapour is not sufficiently condensed for the formation of dew.
Another reason is presented in the fact, that the prairie soil is so com-
pact and slightly absorbent, as to possess very little power of attracting
aerial moisture. From the fact however, that as the cool nights of
Autumn approach, the drenching dews fail not to ensue, the first cause
assigned, the want of a low temperature, is the principal one in account-
ing for the absence of dew in that case.

It is true that those hills and mountains which have an elevation be-
yond the ascent of vapours raised during the day are free from these
phenomena

;
but the bluffs, hills and ridges of Alabama, so far from

being beyond their reach, are about the proper elevation, not only as
regards the vicinity of the vapours, but more effectually to be brought un-
der the influence of refrigeration.

Argillaceous mulatto soils, being but a very little higher in some in-
stances than the prairie plains, are the depositories of dews in summer
nights.

This is no doubt occasioned by the character of the soil, it contain-
ing sand finely divided, carbonate of lime, clay and organic remains in
such proportion as to render it highly absorbed, admitting access of air
to a considerable depth; hence the lowering ofthe temperature at night,
and the great power of attraction in those localities during the day.

—

Dr. B. R. Hogan, of Dallas Co., in a letter to the writer, says, “ should
June, July and August be dry months, with a low dewpoint, we usually
have a healthy Autumn.
The state of the dew point has an important influence upon the causes

of disease proceeding from miasmatic origin and upon the physical con-
dition of the human frame. It modifies the influence of solar-heat to an
inconceivable extent, the chemical affinities of all terrestial exhalations of
organic depositions, and the functions of vegetable and animal life. We
hazard the conjecture that future investigation will establish the fact

that the nearer the dew point approximates the temperature of the sum-
mer and autumn, the greater will be the prevalence of every form of
miasmatic disease.”

What agency the presence of dews may have had in contributing to

the unhealthfulness of certain localities, in seasons when there were no
rains, or what effect they may have had on the plains in dry and healthy
autumns, we will not say, but the coincidence is such as to command
attention and invite further investigation on the subject.
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The mean state of the thermometer, and hygrometer, in Mobile, for

three months, 1846, was as follows :

August, thermometer 78°—hygrometer 59®

September, 75®
‘ “ 55®

October, “ 61® “ 43

From partial observations made in 1845, the same vei) i.nusual ine-

quality in the range of these instruments existed. The autumns of those

years, 1845 and ’46, have been remarkably healthy.

Observation has caused the writer to remark, that during the nights

and mornings, dense dews, commonly called fogs, are hovering over and

settling down on the hills and bluffs of South Alabama, whilst the atmos-

phere of the vallies and plains below are comparatively dry. That these

elevations are more unhealthy in dry seasons than the vallies, is a fact

conceded by all.

It is a popular opinion among physicians, that dew, or an atmosphere

saturated with moisture, is most unhealthy
;
because, in that condition

the miasm is suspended, or held in solution in such a manner as to be

inhaled or absorbed into the system. Independent of this indirect effect,

there can be no doubt that an atmosphere thus charged with water,

exerts a direct and pernicious influence upon the functions of the skin

and lungs.

Dr. C. A. Lee, of New York, who has been making many experi-

ments in reference to this subject, remarks, relative to the influence of

the dew-point in the production of diseases :
“ This arises chiefly from

the circumstance, that a high state of the dew-point interrupts to a

greater or less extent, the healthy functions of the skin and lungs
;
two

of the most important organs of the body. I maintain that a perfect

decarbonization of the blood, cannot take place in the lungs with a

high dew-point
;
and, consequently, that the vital fluid cannot receive a

sufficient quantity of oxygen to fit it for those various offices which it is

designed to perform in the animal economy.”

We are led, consequently, to infer, from the remarks of this able in-

vestigator, as to cause and effect, that as the hygrometer approaches

the maximum or minimum point, so, in proportion, the seasons will vary

from health to disease.

This principle of reasoning is not inconsonant with the operations of

nature, for we find in the vegetable kingdom, that an unusual degree

of moisture, tends to depress the healthy property of every variety of

plant and forest growth.

Diseases of the Thirds or Present Epoch.

Having presented the general outlines of the physical characters of

each section of the State, we will now endeavour to give a brief descrip-

tion of the prominent diseases prevailing in each division. It is too much
the custom with medical men to view disease in the mass, without di-

recting the attention to its individual character. Diseases that are

dissimilar in the manner of invasion, unlike in symptoms, complication,

duration and mode of termination, either in recovery or death, are gen-

erally looked upon as one and the same affection. This want of analy-

sis in investigating the nature of disease in the abstract, leads to great
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confusion in medical literature, particularly in the South, where remedies
are prescribed through the Medical Journals, in varying doses, for
disease under some one head, that may be totally dissimilar in charac-
ter. It is true, that disease, to a great extent may prevail in some one
locality in the same season, presenting precisely the same symptoms
as in the various types of intermittent, remittent, congestive and yellow
fevers

;
yet, in other sections of the country the symptoms may be so

unlike in many respects as to demand an opposite method of treatment.
Being only in the incipent stage of those investigations which it is

our purpose to pursue, and pretending only to a mere sketch in this paper,
lathci than a full history, our account of the diseases now prevailing,
must necessarily be brief and imperfect, with the satisfaction, however,
of believing, that so far as we go we are correct.

As the affections of winter, from their increasing severity and fatality,
are becoming invested with an interest of peculiar importance, even
gi eater than that which attains to those of summer and autumn, a sepa-
rate notice will hereafter be taken.
Many settlements and towns, which in the second epoch were noted

as the abodes «)f disease, have of late years become distinguished for
great salubrity. The city of Montgomery presents a marked instance
of this change. From the settlement of this place, until 1837, a visita-
tion of summer and autumnal fever, was annually experienced

;
since

then, its exemption from this character of disease, has been very remark-
able. Jhis fortunate revolution in the health of this flourishing town
was coincident with marked physical changes, such as the filling up of
slues, ponds and low lands, abounding in organic remains, by thp
washing down of the ferruginous clay and sand from the surrounding
hills.

The exceptions to the many instances of this kind that abound, are
to be found upon, and in, the vicinity of the yellow argillaceous soils,
which, as has already been mentioned, retain moisture, attract dews,
and give rise to disease of much constancy and uniformity of character.
We novy propose to describe those maladies which would seem to be

the offspring of some emanation from that character of soil, which we
have endeavoured to show is peculiar to sections presenting certain
geological features, and which have been brought into cultivation since
1830.

Our attention will first be directed to those summer and autumnal
FEVERS, ot THE COAL aild GRANITIC Or HILLY PORTIONS of THE StaTE.

Notwithstanding the extreme vicissitudes of the weather, incident to
this region, are sufficient to give rise to an endless variety in the type of
fevers, yet the general character of disease is not such as would come
under the head of active, or open phlegmasia, but, like those of other
sections, they are attended with small frequent pulse, moderate degree of
heat on the surface, and in a majority of cases, there is a constant ten-
dency to prostration.

Exposed, as this upland country is, to the effect of northerly winds, it

may be assumed, that the warm days proper of summer, are some twenty
less in number, than in the middle and Southern sections. For two or
three weeks in July and August, the thermometrical range is higher
than is exhibited in the pariries, or on the sea board

;
yet, if we take
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the mean temperature for any number of months consecutively, it is less

in proportion than in the same degree of latitude, either East or West,

where the levelled surface of prairie soil presents an unbroken area

of perennial verdure. There, the substratum is decomposed lime-stone ;

the surface, alluvial soil, where caloric and moisture are known to

abound.

In the upland country, fevers of an intermittent and remittent type

usually make their appearance about the first of Jul}’, increasing in

number and becoming more violent in the month of August, Muth occa-

sionally one of a typhoid character
;
and by the first of September, they

have attained their maximum point.

These fevers, usually begin to decline in October
;
being more un-

frequent, and less violent, except in those cases that have proceeded

from a relapse, and then the disease is both obstinate and tedious, until

repeated frosts have tended to change the character of the atmosphere,

allay malaria, and brace up the shattered constitution. For some years

past, in low, moist localities, the fevers have assumed a more grave

type
;
what the physicians in those regions term “ congestive intermit-

tents.” They are mostly quotidian, the chill continuing from tMm to six

hours, and attended with coldness, shivering and the usual phenomena
of an ordinary chill.

The cold stage is not attended with the same difficulty of respiration,

cold clammy skin, sense of oppression, heat of the internal surface,

extreme thirst, together with that marked depression of all the vital

forces that characterizes the true congestive fever; the continuance of

the cold stage, and moderate febrile reaction, seeming to depend upon

the general tendency to a state of adynamia, that so peculiarly marks

every form of fever at the present day, rather than any vital or impor-

tant derangement of the functions. In the course of these, as well

as all other acute affections, it is not unfrequently the case, that from

some morbid derangement, by the administration of harsh and irritating

medicines, vomiting, watery dejections and a state of colapse, may sud-

denly supervene. Under these circumstances, the medical attendant,

unaccustomed to the fevers of the prairies, or not having studied the

individual nature of southern fevers, is perfectly assured that he has

encountered a case of congestive fever. This character of fever is rare *

in this region, and is simply referred to here because it is the only de-

scription of cases which has been denominated congestive
;
and the

difference in the two diseases will become apparent, when we have

described those of the prairies.

The summer and autumnal fevers of this region are principally in-

termittent and remittent, of a mild irature, attended with little fatality
;

the only severe, or grave form of febrile affection, being ofa continued

or typhoid character. Dr. Clark, in his esteemed letter, remarks, “ in

August, September and October of 1840, in Benton County, typhoid fever

prevailed as an epidemic, assuming frequently a malignant, obstinate

and unmanageable character. It attacked, indiscriminately, individuals

of all ages, without regard to sex or colour. During the prevalence of

this fever, we had also every grade and vareity of intermittent and
remittent fever, throughout the summer months, but all the fatal cases^

were of a typhoid character.”
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Notwithstanding the occurrence of this and other partial epidemics,
idiopathic typhoid fever cannot by any means be regarded as the pre-
vailing disease of summer and autumn

;
it more properly belongs to the

winter and spring months
;

yet, as the general tendency of the remittent
IS to the continued typhoid, taken in connection with those that are
essentially so, and that is the only type which is considered grave or
dangerous, we cannot err in stating that typhoid fever prevails in this
section of the State to some extent at least.

In the summer of 1839 and ’40, the writer witnessed many cases of
fever of various types in this section of country; some, which termed
“typhoid congestive,” were attended with a coldness of the extremities,
protuse perspiration, and a strong accelerated pulse. Contrary to the
usual course of fever, the perspiration increases with the arterial excite-
ment, and subsides with it. In other cases, again, there is bilious vom-
iting, soft feeble pulse, moist yellow tongue, stupor, or coma.

In these forms of disease, the fever generally lasted from ten to fifteen
days, and may be comprehended under that variety as described by
Chomel, as not being essentially typhoid fever, representing different
degrees of severity.

Typhoid fever, whether remittent at the first, or continued from the
onset, is attended with extreme debility and great prostration of body,
nervousness, irritabilit}', perversion of the senses, stupor, sometimes
delirium, and pain in the head and limbs; thirst and heat of skin, are
frequently the variable, although prominent symptoms. The pulse is
small and frequent, the bowels are slightly tympanitic, and sore on pres-
sure. The tongue is usually round and lengthened, dark in the middle,
the edges inclining to bend, and always dry, but when it becomes moist
it is generally a sign of convalescence, which may occur in 8 or 10
days, but the usual duration of the fever is from 15 to 25 days.

This fever is not so strongly marked in autumn as in winter, and,
separated from it, would not deserve the name, as it does not comprehend
the strict definition of typhoid fever, a further notice of it, however, will
be taken under the head of diseases pertaining to winter and spring.

In the treatment of the continued fevers of this section of country,
whether they are idiopathic, or supervening upon a remittent type, local
depletion cautiously practised, diaphoretics, sinapisms, emolient poultices,
diffusible stimulants, and mild alteratives, are the remedies usually em-
ployed by judicious practitioners. Quinine has been used at different
periods, in every variety of dose and form, but always tending to aggra-
vate the disease, and increase that disposition to local inflammation,
which usually exist in the cases of that region.
We are, therefore led to infer, that the disease is one of that mixed

character, requiring a mild antiphlogistic course, combined with moder-
ate stimuli, to guard against the tendency that invariably exists to pros-
tration.

In the southern portion of the State, pointed out as the Tertiary, the
the fevers are less uniform in their type than in any other region, dif-

fering in every respect with the varying features of the country, and the
peculiar nature of the soil

;
for in this section we find every variety of

cause that would tend to generate malaria.
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Here you meet with the dark lagoon that is overshadow^ed by the

cumbrous foliage of timeworn forest trees
;
here the brackish marsh

abounding in animal and vegetable deposit, the accumulated mass of

ages lies exposed to the sun, and here the widespread creek and over-

flowing river leave their slimy deposit of decomposed matter over a vast

extent of adjacent soil to furnish material for the generation of poisonous

gases, all combining with their teeming stench to induce disease of

grave malignant nature.

As any attempt at a description of all these types is incompatible

with the limits of this paper, we will confine ourselves to those cases

which occur in the vicinity of the swamp, extending from the junction

of the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers, down to the City of Mobile.

—

The fevers here are strikingly dissimilar to those now prevailing in other

parts of the country
;
the poisonous cause of disease, it will be remem-

bered, arises from swamps and marshes of recent formation, in which
vegetable matter greatly preponderates.

The cold and hot stages of the intermittents are characterized by the

most violent extremes. The chill lasts from four to six hours, often amount-
ing to a “ shaking ague,” the fever then ensues and continues with great

violence from ten to twenty hours
;
the sweating stage is scarcely form-

ed before another chill is announced, the paroxysms occuringat irregu-

lar intervals, and it must be noted that these intermittents are exceed-
ingly obstinate, usually continuing from 8 to 10 days without any
change.

The remittent, or, according to a strict definition, continued bilious

fever, most usually form, and is commonly known as “ swamp fever.”

It is attended with a full bounding pulse, from 110 to 130 in the minute,

a dry and hot skin, pale flattened tongue covered with white fur, which
in the course of the disease becomes yellow or dark brown, the pain in

the head, back and limbs is very violent, some thirst, nausea and biliary

derangement. Once in 24 or 48 hours, there is a tendency to remit,

manifested usually by less frequency of pulse, abatement of pain,

and moisture about the chest and head. The bowels are usually con-
stipated, all the secretions becoming diminished or suppressed. The
blood very soon looses its rich tenacious qualities, becoming thin and
pale, and the disease is from 6 to 14 days in running its course.

We have been treating this fever for several years, and seldom suc-

ceed in cutting it short. Large doses of quinine change the character
of the symptoms, but never cure

; convalescence is painfully protracted,

or interupted by relapses, until the approach of frost.

During convalescence, or rather that protracted undefined state be-
tween the subsidence of the fever and frost, the patient is very weak,
presenting a pale waxen appearance, but there is no evidence that any
organ, has experienced a severe lesion. In fact, the absence of any
tendency to local determination, sinking or collapse of the vital forces;

or to putresency and decomposition, proves at once its non-malignant
character.

In the examination of four bodies made in the Hospitals of Mobile-, the
liver was atrophied in one, being-also dry and brittle, like those dying
of Yellow fever

;
and ofa pale straw color. In the other three, this organ

presented nothing peculiar as a lesion of disease
;

in fact there was no-

2
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lesion sufficiently prominent any where to attract attention, except in the

serous condition of the blood and soft spongy condition of the cellular and

muscular tissues.

FEVERS OF THE PRAIRIE REGION.

To ascertain that malady, which, from its malignancy, constitutes the

outlet of human life in this section during summer and autumn-—that

malady which for gravity is the maximum in the chain of morbid sequen-

ces—that malady which most excites the fears of the people, and absorbs

the attraction of the medical man, it is only necessary to be brought

to the bed-side of one laboring under congestive fever, and the search is

at an end. The time of, and circumstances connected with, its appear-

ance in the State has already been detailed. The writer, whilst a stu-

dent in the Charity Hospital of New Orleans, witnessed the cholera

in its most aggravated form
;
since then he has become familiar with

the yellow fever of Orleans and Mobile, and although, to his percep-

tions, they are so strongly and distinctly marked that no one could tail

to distinguish them from all other affections—yet, they are not more so

than' was the congestive fever which prevailed in this region, during

the autumns of 1835 and ’36. In those years it maintained the same

connection and relation to the intermittents and remittents of the country

that yellow fever does to the same diseases, during the epidemics of

Orleans and Mobile. But before examining into the connection or unity

of these diseases it is necessary to say something of the habit and

character of the one which it is now our purpose briefly to consider.

In order that we may reconcile conflicting opinions, and at the same

time educe the truth from contradictory statements, it is necessary to

enter somewhat into detail.

It is stated by a medical gentleman residing in Marion, that the dis-

ease was confined to adult males
;
the women and children of that vil-

lage being exempt. After having his attention directed to it, he is con-

fident that those attacked were in the habit of visiting the neighboring

creeks and swamps. A medical man who practiced in Dallas county

during the years 1835 and 1836 remarks, that the congestive fever was
confined to male adults

;
after some enquiry it was discovered that he

lived in the midst of a people inhabiting a sandy ridge, and that the men
were in the habit of making daily visits to the plantations situated in the

adjoining swamps and along the prairie creeks. Doctor Mabry, of Selma,

in his prize essay on this disease, remarks that women and children are

equally liable and as often attacked. The people among whom the

Doctor practices, live mostly in a low damp prairie region and of course

all ages and conditions are exposed alike. A correspondent residing

for many years in Montgomery, a town situated amidst diluvial eleva-

tions of the prairie region, informs us that he has not yet seen any case

of congestive fever, such as has been described by medical men, as pre-

vailing in other sections of the State,—that he has “seen cases of sim-

ple fever collapse^ or become complicated, (under the influence of inju-

dicious treatment) resembling in that condition the congestive state.”

From abundant testimony, it would appear that this town is exempt from

the disease in its true characteristic form;—take, for instance, the able

paper of Dr. Boling on the fevers of that vicinity. He describes no case
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of febrile aflfection, which physicians of certain localities in Greene,

Marengo and Dallas, would recognize as congestive fever. We could

give many other instances, where medical gentlemen relying on their

own experience, had arrived at opinions conflicting with those of their

neighbors, making a confused contradictory mass; butwhen they are care-

fully considered in connection with all the attending circumstances, they

become reconciled, tending to the deyelopement of iacts, which could iiot

have been elicited from the observations of any one individual. In this

case the combined testimony before us, points unerringly to the follow-

ing conclusions : that the poison of the disease is confined mostly to

humid prairie, or low swampy lands abounding in organic remains,

that this poison does not spread broad cast over extensive tracts of coun-

try, or rise to elevated situations like the ordinary marsh poisons—that

the more elevated prairie soil, which has in the process of cultivation

given out its excess of humidity does not produce the disease—and that,

with an equal exposure, all ages and sizes of the white population, are

alike susceptible.
, i i

In looking back at our sketch of the first and second epochs, the regu-

lar gradation of disease will be observed as follows intermittents and

irreo-ular bowel affections prevail in spring and early summer; as the

seaSin advances these are replaced by remittents
;

late summer and

autumn find that the latter have attained their maximum and the fevers

are continued, being either of a nervous inflammatory or malignant

character. Here is presented a regular gradation of morbid condition,

from its mild incipiency to a high toned or malignant action, without any

su'per-added complication or change of character, 8‘a.vG in degree. In

this case no one can reasonably question the identity of these fevers.-—

We find that the congestive fever- is preceded by the intermittents and

remittents, precisely in the same manner that the continued fevers were

in past times. This apparent connection and dependence afford a strong

argument in favor of the identity of the congestive and the other fevers so

closely associated with it—but whilst we admit its force, w^e cannot sub-

scribe to its conclusiveness. He who does not know that the most deadly

maladies—maladies wholly and essentially different in form—are often

found engrafting themselves upon simple intermittents, has observed to lit-

tle purpose. This however, as before remarked, is not the place to con

sider the identity or connection wdiich may exist: allusion is made to

the question, for the simple purpose of calling attention to the importance

of a rigid scrutiny and investigation, not only of connecting circumstan-

ces, but the symptoms pathognomonic of congestive fever.

^

In 1834, this disease made its appearance in a few localities
;

in 1835,

it prevailed in its most extended and malignant form. The writer began

the practice of medicine in Dallas County, in the spring of the latter year,

during the summer and autumn of which, together with that of 1836, he

was actively engaged in the treatment of this disease.

In 1835, intermittents and remittents prevailed from the first of May

until the first of July
;
they then began to decline, and by the middle of

the month the country w^as exempt from disease of every kind. I he

congestive fever made its appearance early in August, and continuea its

ravages until the middle of October. The following case, condensed

from notes taken at the time, will best serve the purpose of description.
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Mr. A., aged 24, native of the State, of robust constitution, came io
my office at 9 o’clock in the morning tor advice. Says he has been
for the last week engaged in superintending “some world' in an adjoining
prairie swamp

;
went to bed last night feeling well, awoke this morn-

ing at daylight, since when, he has been weak or languid, not particu-
larly sick, but is unable to shake offi a restless, desponding and uneasy
feeling. Found his pulse not exceeding 100, but small and deep seated,
skin cool and damp, which was attributed to exposure, the atmosphere
being warm and very damp. Says he is thirsty but does not feel chilly ;
his difficulty mainly consists, to use his own language, in an “inability
to get my breath. In two hours after he returned home, some two
miles from my office, he wrote and despached the following note : “Come
and do something for me or I shall die.” Did not see him until 3
o’clock in the afternoon

;
his condition then, was nearly as follows—skin

cold, of a pale blueish color, muscles soft, unless put upon the stretch by
exertion, profuse perspiration over the entire surface, standing in large
drops on the chest and forehead, tongue cool, pale and inclined to a
livid hue, pulse frequent, small and thready. Action of the heart
changed to a tremulous flutter, with now and then a violent pulsation,
causing the patient to start, urine abundant and colorless, bowels torpid,
slight nausea, countenance haggard, expressing the deepest agony or
physical trouble, very restless, walks rapidly over the floor for a moment,
then sinks exausted, wants an emetic to relieve his breathing, is
perfectly sensible. About 10 o’clock at night the perspiration sensibly
diminished, pulse improved and the breathing became easier. This
partial improvement continued until 6 o’clock m the morning. At 10
o clock in the morning found him much worse-—pulse imperceptible at
the wrist, tongue and lips livid, skin icy cold, dependant portions wilted
and shrivelled

;
other symptoms about as yesterday. After a doubtful

struggle of 6 or 8 hours, during which time there is no complaint of
chilliness, but great heat and burning, the pulse again becomes per-
ceptible, a slight degree of warmth returns to the surface, and hope
again enlivens the household. The next morning, I was summoned
early. He began to grow worse at 2 o’clock, made several efibrts to
vomit

;
had not been chilly

;
he now speaks in monosyllables, says he

“ is sensible, but has no breath to talk.” Is extremely restless,' skin
cold, blueish and mottled about the back—each expiration is attended
with a harsh distressed murmur, cannot bear any covering—finally, in
a paroxysni of wild despair, rises from the bed, rushes to a window, and
whilst holding to (he lacing, is seized with a convulsion. He expired
in a few minutes, after being laid upon his couch

;
having been ill but

52 hours.

In this case, notwithstanding the most active means were used, there
was no evacuation of faeces from the bowels. During efforts to vomit,
a little water mixed with mucous was occasionally ejected.
By reference to notes and the recollection of conversations had with

Drs. Gantt and Herbert, who did a leading practice in the county, the
foregoing case represents the general condition and symptoms of those
attacked—the difference in the cases, consisting in degree, or the vis-
cera more especially implicated. For instance, in the case discribed,
it appears that the first appreciable derangement of function, was that
of the respiratory apparatus

; this grew more and more prominent, until
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the lungs totally failed in their office. In many cases, there was paio
in the head, flushed face, watery injected eye, sensibility to light, and
an early supervention of delirium. In this variety, labored and difficult

respiration was not so prominent
;

this, together with the absence of
symptomatic gastric complication, caused practitioners to refer to the

brain as the seat of mischief. Again, there were cases (and probably
a plurality were of this description) where early nausea, sinking at the

stomach, vomiting and frequent stools of sero-mucous matter were the
most prominent and urgent symptoms of disease—here, the stomach and
intestines were pronounced to be the points most especially involved.
Although one or the other of these determinations may have existed in

one case, or they all may have been manifest in another, producing
death in 24 hours

;
yet, as a general rule, the assemblage of symptoms

characterizing the disease were very uniform.
With a majority of those attacked, there was in the course of 24 hours

a return of warmth to the surface, and in fact a general improvement,
showing a strong effort or disposition on the part of nature to react

—

but if this reaction amounted only to a gentle glow of warmth on the
surface, the pulse continuing quick, and perspiration profuse, the ensu-
ing morn witnessed, in a more aggravated form, the return of all the
perilous and depressing symptoms so peculiar to the disease.
The formation of the true and, healthful reaction could always be

distinguished from the false and ephemeral. In the first case, the
'persfiration sensibly dhninishes

;

as the skin becomes dry, the capillaries
till, and a deep general warmth ensues

;
the pulse, which a short time

since may have been extinct at the wrist, is now perceived, and as it

becomes raised more to the surface, it lessens in frequency and increases
in force. We did not see a case, where the skin became dry and
warm,, that the patient did not recover, and that very rapidly. During
the improving stage, evacuations of a bottle green color, and about the
consistence of grape jelly, took place

;
often as much as a gallon passed

in 48 hours : this remarkable colluvies was inodorous, devoid of bile,
breaking into pieces like the coagula of blood. Occasionally or-
ganic or functional disorder followed the patient, but relapse or second
attacks did not occur.

Our attention thus far has been directed to the graver and more
malignant cases, about one third of which proved fatal between the 2nd
and 3d day. There w^ere those of a much lighter and milder grade,
distinguished by the same phenomena—such as cool skin, continued
perspiration, thirst, quick thready pulse, interrupted respiration, uneasi-
ness and occasional sighing. These symptoms would deepen and be-
come more urgent in the morning, a partial reaction taking place in
the afternoon. In these as w^ell as those previously described, there
was no marked remission or intermission

;
the patient continuing in a

pathological condition, until a dryness or permanent warmth of ^kin
announced a restoration of the functions of the body- In no discriptioii
or variety of case, could there be detected, even in the cold stage, that
shivering or sensation of coldness that otiuses the patient in intermittents
to seek the/re, the sun or warmth of clothing :—On the contrary, there
was an earnest cry or impatient demand for cold drinks, coldfresh air,
constant fanning and exposure of person. This was the congestive
fever which prevailed along the prairie, creeks and low humid swamps
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of Willcox and Dallas counties in 1635 and ’36. The medical men at

that time, did not dream of classing it with the intermittents and remit-

tents of the country. . . -.o-,- *-n

As a o-eneral rule, this disease has become modified since 183o
;

still,

howevei” maintaining in some localities, its original marked violence.

4.S it is the most formidable and interesting disease of summer and

autumn, that is known in the bounds of the State, the impressions of

medical men practicing in different localities, will not only assist in re-

vealin^T its true character but are absolutely necessary to the end we have

in view, a fair and correct picture, so tlir as we go, oi the prominent

disease of the State.

Doctor A. G. Mabry, a resident of Selma, in his prize essay says

“Of fevers this is the lowest grade of which we have any knowledge—

it is an idiopathic disease and may be intermitting, remitting or con-

tinued in type. Its invasion is often sudden, coming on after a tew hours

premonition with a chill which continues for several hours, during which

time the patient is harrassed by difficulty of breathing, nausea and re-

peated efforts at vomiting : the pulse is feeble and frequent, SKin cold

and clammy, countenance distressed and shrunken
;
not unfrequently

attended with sero-mucous discharges. The duration of this stage

varies in different cases, seldom passing off however under tnree or four

hours and often continuing much longer. The hot stage is cnaracterized

bv a feeble reaction of short duration, say one or two hours, after which

it^ gives place to the sweating stage. About the same hour, the next, or

perhaps the day after, a second paroxysm takes place, which differs but

little from the first, except in severity; the cold stage becoming much

lono-er and the reaction less perfect in every succeeding paroxysm until

the third or fourth day, when death closes the scene.” 1 he Doctor goes

on to state that this is the most usual variety of the disease and that dur-

ino- the intermission (if so it can be called) there is languor, lossp ap-

pSiie, restlessness and not unfrequently a painful apprehension of some

In other portions of this interesting article it is stated, that the symp-

toms which denote congestion are the first and most prominent m mark-

uvr the onset of the disease. Again it may be very slow in forming, the

patient complaining of fullness in the chest, loss of appetite, inability to

sleep, and is discontended and peevish several days before the superven-

tion of aggravated symptom.s.

*Doctor Bates, a resident of the prairies not very far fiom Selma, m
his description of the cold and perilous stage of this disease, uses the fol-

lowino- language :
“ The skin of the whole body is pale and cooler than

natural, shrivelled and where pressure is made, as on the back and sides,

motley and livid
;
frequently the whole body is covered with clamm>

exudation. The nose and ears become icy cold, and the lips peifectly

livid.
^ ^ * There is a great diminution of sensibifit}, ana

oftentimes the patient does not manifest any feeling on the app^

cation of the most powerful rubefacients. The countenance betrays the

greatest anxiety, the eyes are red and suffused. The ‘“f"

ftequently in bed, or tosses from side to side, uncovers himselt, com-

* This Essay is among the papers belonging to your Society.
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plains of great heat, intense thirst, and says, if water is not given him
“ he will barn wp.” The respiration is more frequent than ordinary

;

sometimes it is slower, but very difficult, frequent sighing, with expira-

tion like one out of breath. The pulse is small, and more frequent than

natural. In the most violent cases it is imperceptible, except just above

the elbow. The heart is felt beating tumultuously as if struggling to

free itself of a load. * * * The venous system is greatly engorged.
* * * The tongue presents various appearances, sometimes it is slightly

furred, white or yellowish, frequently large and f]abl>y. ****** gome-
times there is fullness in the epigastric region, and the patient feels no re-

lief until he has vomited. Oftentimes the dejections are copious, and after

one or two evacuations become watery, containing small ilocculi of

mucous. * * * The intellectual faculties are often retained to the last,

* * frequently there is dimness of vision, and obtuseness of hearing.”

Dr. Bates’ observations have been made within the last three years.

It should be borne in mind that the foregoing accurate and vivid des-

scription represents the condition of the patient whilst in that stage,

which it is contended by some, is synonymous with the cold stage of

intermittent and remittent fever. The Doctor says, how^ever, “ there is

very little difficulty in distinguishing between this and all other diseases.”

Doctor H. V. Smith, of Lowndes Co., inlorms us that 1834 was the

first year in w'hich congestive lever made its appearance in that section

of the State, and that during the three first years of its prevalence, it

was a disease of one paroxysm,—at least, such as has been described

by the writer, as prevailing during the same years in Dallas County.

—

Doctor H. V. Wooten, also of Lowuides Co., has furnished us with notes

of cases, taken during the last few years. As Dr. W. resides in the

same place with Dr. Smith, and reports none but cases of a distinct

intermittent type, his notes will serve, not only to show the modified

character of the disease at the present time, but conveys a correct des-

cription of this variety. We take the liberty of abbreviating his notes,

“ T., a white male, aged 17, was attacked on the 15th September, with

a light chill, which was soon followed by febrile reaction
;
the fever

subsided in seven hours xvith free perspiration. Although he w^as rest-

less, with a slight feeling of oppression in the epigastric region, still he

walked about in the afternoon, and retired at bed-time, without com-
plaining. About 2 o’clock the next morning, he was seized ’‘’‘with a

chillf and when a short time after, we attended his bed-side, he was
found extremely restless, toes, fingers, and nose quite cold, trunk and

head hot, complained by gesture of great distress in the region of the

stomach, could not speak intelligibly, moans, rolls about the bed, making
frequent efforts to get up. The coldness of the extremities increased very

rapidly, soon extending to the trunk. About 9 hours after the paroxysm
commenced, whilst the extremities were yet cold, and the pulse in that

extremely small and frequent state so characteristic of a grave chill, a
copious perspiration broke out—this sweating stage ensued without re-

action from the chill. The grave and depressing symptoms continued

until about 10 o’clock at night, when he become easier, spoke sensibly,

manifesting a sense of great fatigue and exhaustion. An imperfect

reaction, the extremities remaining cool, and perspiration continuing,

lasted until morning, when there was a return of all the depressing
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symptoms of the morning previous, attended with profound stupor. He
died about 8 o’clock, r. m.” It is due to the doctor to state, that he did

not have the management of this case.

“A girl 12 years of age, very plethoric, and unaccustomed to the

climate, was seized with a chill on the 10th of August. On reaching

the house, four hours after the attack, found her sitting up, saying she was
getting better. I noticed that her breathing was hurried, complexion,

particularly that of the nails and around the eyes was livid, pulse full and

frequent, bowels constipated, tongue coated, and complained of fullness

about the head and chest. Bled 12 ounces, which relieved the head

and chest. As this paroxysm was the first, and came on in the after-

noon, did not fear another until the afternoon of the second day. She
was so much better in the morning of the second day, that her parents

discontinued the quinine and sent her to school. She returned home at

noon, complaining of headache, pain in the back, and difficulty of

breathing. At 5 o’clock, I was summoned and found her lying with her

head thrown back, eyes protruded and fixed, face livid, breathing hur-

ried and laborious, pulse scarcely perceptible at the wrist, and too fre

quent to be counted
;
extremities cold, trunk and head very hot

;
all

present were expecting her to die every minute. With the assistance

of stimulants and revulsives, she become in three or four hours restless,

made efforts to tear off the plasters. At this point, the pulse had become

decidedly stronger, but the lividity of the face, and difficulty of breathing,

continued the same. Stimulants were suspended for the time, and 18

ounces of blood drawn. After a doubtful struggle of a few hours

more, she gradually improved, the respiratory functions being the last

to resume a healthy and natural action.”

In those persons unaccustomed to the climate, especially if the con-

stitution is robust, the pulse is always fuller, and local plethora much
more manifest. We have also noticed, that in unacclimated persons,

laboring under an attack of the swamp fever, of which we have previ-

ously spoken, there is greater vascularity and more tension of pulse

than in the natives or those living long in the country. With this class

of patients, in either case, blood-letting can be resorted to with great

advantage.

“A., aged 24, of good constitution, complained for the last two mor-

nings of languor and aching in the bones, but would so improve in the

afternoon as to attend to his ordinary duties. On the third morning

(6th Sept.,) at 5 o’clock, I was summoned in haste, and found him wholly

insensible to surrounding objects
;
would not answer questions, open his

mouth, or move the least from his position. With the exception of the

chest, the entire surface was cold, that of the extremities intensely so

;

respiration laborious, pulse small and 140 in the minute
;
found much

difficulty in getting him to swallow. At 7 o’clock in the afternoon,

there were signs of improvement, as an increase in the volume of pulse,

restlessness, warmth of skin &;c. The notes of this case show, that

from this point there was a constant increase in the force of the pulse,

and warmth of skin, until a high fever was set up. There was no dis-

position to a return of the cold paroxysm—he recovered in a few days,

the lancet having been used very freely.”
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Other cases reported by Dr. Wooten are in our possesion, but the
three we have condensed, will, without being tedious, present a view
of that simple variety known as “ congestive or intermittent chill.”

That soreness of the body, sense of exhaustion and fatigue after reaction
was established, spoken of by the Doctor, has been frequently noticed
by the writer. The patient betrays by his manner of breathing, acting,

and speaking, a condition resembling that of one who had passed in

safety some struggle which had called forth all his physical and mental
powers—the mingled feelings of exhaustion, safety, and exultation, be-
ing strongly marked in the countenance.

Dr. Wooten, speaking of the coldness of congestive fever, remarks—
“ It is very different from that which falls upon the body of one about
dying from an inflammatory disease

;
in this, there is a kind of deadness

about the impression it makes, which is much like that of any inani-

mate substance
;
but in congestive fever, the coldness, though more in-

tense, is of a more active lively kind in its impressions.”

Notwithstanding the exhibitions in this disease of apparent strength^
(regarded by many as real,) we are firmly convinced that great muscu-
lar prostration exists. The patient is capable of these surprising efforts

only at occasional intervals. In a moment of extreme agony, with his
lungs and heart oppressed with dark blood, like the victim of asthma, he
exclaims, “ I cannot breathe, I am smothering,” and by an instinctive

struggle his nervous energy is rallied for a moment—he starts up

—

rushes for the open door or window and falls powerless on the floor. It

is said by some that the action of the heart is “ loud, strong and tumul-
tuous”—hence, they conclude there cannot be diminished nervous power.
True, it is “ loud and tumultuous,” and often beats violently against the
thoracic wall

;
but it is that tremulous irregular action (often seen from

depressing poisons) where the heart painfully labors to force on the
stream of blood which flows in too fast for its exhausted powers. The
patient often complains of fullness and oppression, and one ear placed
over the heart, conveys to the mind, the idea of a distended organ labor-
ing in vain to free itself. We have here nothing of the bold, distinct

measured pulsations which belong to the heart i n many of the simple
phlegmasiae.

The cold adynamic condition which so essentially characterizes this

malady has been likened to pathological states occurring in other dis-

eases after injuries, loss of blood, &c.; we are unable to trace such
analogies. We have under treatment at the present time, two rare
cases, caused by subjects falling into a dry heated steamboat boiler,

some five days since, in which the condition is not unlike that of con-
gestive fever. The extremities are wilted and shrivelled; the skin
cold and damp, (but not perspiring profusely,) the action of the heart
tremulous and oppressed, the pulse in one small and thready, in the
other imperceptible, expiration harsh and violent, much internal heat,

oppressed breathing and yet muscular strength sufficient to walk 100
feet, but the exertion is followed by sudden and complete prostration.

We beg leave, in this place to present from correspondents, a few of
the answers to interrogatories propounded them, touching the identity of
intermittent, remitttent and congestive fever. One gentleman remarks,

3
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“ Remittents and intermittents of a mild character prevail in May find

June
;

I have never seen a case of congestive fever before the 15th of

July/ after which the remittents disappeared. With a few exceptions

the congestive fever supervenes upon simple intermittents. *** I

believe they (intermittent and congestive) are essentially the same dis-

ease; congestive being a morbid condition superadded, to the inter-

mittent. Remittent fever may owe its origin, its remote and exciting

cause to the same sources, but there is inflammation or exalted irrita-

tion of tissue or viscera. I regard intermittent and congestive fevers to

result from functional disturbance under a particular state of innerva-

tion and probably an altered condition of the elements of the blood, wUh-

out the necessary existence of high irritation or inflammation. We

here take the liberty of asking this correspondent if his own language

or narrative of the connection and relative character of these affections

do not raise strong doubts as to their identity 1 Another correspondent

answers as follows: “ Congestive fever prevails only in the low swampy

parts of our country, where a case of remittent fever is seldom se^en alter

the other makes its appearance ;
which is usually in August. I regard

it as pernicious intermittent and identical with the other forms of remit-

tent and intermittent.” This gentleman will pardon us for saying, that

if the reason assigned, is the only one he has to advance in favoi ol the

unity of these fevers, it strikes us his conclusions should have been ot a

directly opposite character. Another correspondent, old in the practice,

says :
“ I have not seen a case of continued bilious fever since 1834.

In that year true congestive fever first made its appearance, then it was

not uncommon to terminate fatally in the first paroxysm, resemljlingthe

cholera very closely.” Notwithstanding this impression ofthe disease the

same writer goes on to remark, “ I have never \yitnessed a prevalence

of con'J estive fever without an increase of intermittents and remittents ;

in fact so uniformly is this the case that I have long since viewed them as

primarily the same form of fever.” Another correspondent says :
“ In

most cases those severely attacked were stricken suddenly down with

violent determination to the head, as indicated by stupor, insensibility

and speechlessness, this state of things would often recur in paioxysrns

of 24 and 48 hours internal.” Strange to say that this writer, notwith-

standing the prominent difference declared by his own description, can

see no reason why we should “interfere with the popular^ nosology of

the state which places these diseases under the same head.” Were we

contending for the distinct individual character of congestive fever, we

surely, notwithstanding their conclusions, could not ask for better advo-

cates than these gentlemen.*

Correspondents trace such an analogy between the cold stage ot in-

termittent and congestive fevers, as to be unable to distinguish between

them. Let us very briefly define these stages. The cold stage of an

intermittent or remittent begins with languor, gaping, stretching, slug-

gishness in motion and uneasiness in exerting it. At the same time,

the face and extremities become pale, the features shrink, and the skin

over the whole body appears constricted and dry
;
the patient becomes

* The gentlemen quoted, are our intimate and esteemed friends, otherwise

we should have avoided comment.
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ekilly, particularly in the back
;
presently this chilliness or fleeting sen-

sation of cold becomes more positive, he says he feels very cold, “ and
acts and looks as though it was intense he goes to the fire, or has
piled on him as many blankets as can be procured

;
he shivers and

shakes violently
;

this frequently occurs too when very little coldness is

felt by others except it be the fingers and toes. His pulse is low and
feeble, often he complains of pain in his head, back and limbs, the skin

remaining dry. After this has lasted some time, fever sets in &c. What
now are the phenomena of the cold stage of congestive fever? The
patient first complains of being languid and oppressed, he is restless, his

skin is cool, damf) and sticky, his breathing is interrupted
;
a few hours

elapse and the extremities, as felt by another, become intensely cold,

soon extending up to the body
;
the pulse is here small and frequent, be-

coming finer and finer until it is imperceptible
;
he is oppressed, rest-

less, moans, breathes with difficulty, the whole surface is bathed with
cold sweat

;
complains of being hot, burning up, cannot bear the fire, all

clothing is oppression, he wants the cold fresh air to blow upon him.-—
These are some of the more usual symptoms distinguishing the cold
stage of these respective diseases—let us now take comparatively, one
of the most simple of the phenomena, perspiration, and trace the analogy.
In intermittents and remittents it does not come^^on until after reaction

;

in this case it is one of those fortunate excretions' by which nature
throws off disease

;
its appearance is the herald of a remission or con-

valescence. In congestive fever it is a diseased exudation and among
the frst symptoms of complaint, continuing throughout the cold stage,
constituting a grave symptom, and in proportion as it diminishes so does
the patient improve. Its subsidence here is a remission or the begin-
ning of convalescence. Extend the comparison to all the symptoms,
stages, terminations and ultimate results, and it strikes us that all analogy
is lost. In what particular then do they resemble ? It is only in habit
or periodicity. After we have noticed the diseases of Mobile City, and
detailed a few of the many instances of the blending of the febrile en-
demical diseases of the State that have come under our observation, we
will again jecur to this branch of our enquiry.

Occurring in the same localities and at the same time with congestive
fever, is an occasional case of violent acute affection, the seat of which
would seem to be wholly and entirely in the stomach. Owing to the
circumstances under which they appear, together with the sunken hag-
gard appearance of the patient, they are usually classed with congestive
fever, and treated accordingly. We have, from time to time, treated four
patients laboring under this form of disease, every one of which presented
in itself a case of pure idiopathic acute gastritis. Three of the four
died, two of th.em on the fourth and the other on the fifth day after the
attack. The following account of one of those cases will fairly repre-
sent the whole. We condense from notes taken by Mr. Jenkins, resi-
dent student of the Marine Hospital.

Baxley, a large muscular man, arrived in the City yesterday morning,
immediately from the prairie region, admitted into the Hospital this
morning

;
says he began feeling unwell on yesterday at an early hour,

but did not give up until late at night. This morning (10th Sept.) his
condition is nearly as follows :—Skin blueish, damp and cool, pulse
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small, hard and sharp, great anxiety, restlessness and insatiable thirst,

countenance haggard and troubled. Complete prostration of muscular

power, the patient being unable to raise his hand, wishes his legs flexed

upon the body, but is too much exhausted to retain them in that position.

Complains of great burning at the stomach
;
the vomiting is incessant.

As the disease progresses, (the notes go on to say,) the pulse becomes

variable and slightly intermittent, continuing small and hard, the tongue

dry and very red, as also the whole internal surface of the mouth, the

upper lip thinned and drawn up, the eyes injected, red and suffused, epi-

gastrium sore to the least touch or pressure, every thing taken into the

stomach is immediately rejected, swimming in an abundant discharge of

grass green fluid, this matter is thrown forward on the neck and chest,

the patient being too much exhausted to turn to either side. The breath-

ing is apparently easy but very quick, slight enlargement of the abdo-

men takes place, bowels constipated. Night of the third, speaks inco-

herently, tongue very dry and red, the only word he utters is water,

water. The next morning (4th day) the coldness of the extremities in-

creases, slight convulsive tremors shake the frame, and he died at noon.

Examination two hours after death. Surface, dark pale or ash color

and exsanguineous. The whole internal surface of the stomach presents

a dark red color
;

all the coats, with the exception of the serous, vascular,

red, and to all appearance thickened, the mucus coat softened, yielding

under the least force
;
the balance of the digestive canal healthy.

—

Spleen enlarged, and softened liver engorged, and varying from a healthy

to a dark purplish color. Membranes of the brain vascular and con-

gested, the blood vessels about the base much engorged and very dark ;

as much as three ounces of serous fluid effused into the cavity ot the

cranium. . . ,,

There is a variety of fever termed by physicians “ cerebro-congestive,

in which the brain is the organ chiefly implicated. It is more common

late in autumn, and so far as our observation extends is confined, with

now and then an exception, to the blacks. Doctor Silas Ames, of Mont-

gomery, ^s kindly furnished us with notes of five cases
;
these reports

are herewith embodied, they not only convey an accurate and vivid pic-

ture of the disease, but are so perfect and complete as to be worthy of

preservation as models.

“ A negro boy about twenty years old, previously well, was taken on

the 6th of August 1844, with slight chilliness, followed by a little fever.

On the next morning, he was able to walk about a little, and set up a

good deal, feeling pretty well, but very weak. (I must remark here,

that I have seen persons in the remission after the first paroxysm of

this kind of fever, which is generally, but not always mild, and have

found the pulse feeble and quick, and the extremities cool.) At 12

o’clock M., he felt cold, complained of head-ache, and laid down. At

2 p. M., he had the following symptoms : dorsal decubitus, countenance

natural, respiration slow, quiet, except a little stertor occasionally, and

regular, has the appearance of a well man asleep, skin cool and moist

on the head and trunk, and cold on the feet and extremities, pulse 140,

thready, and exceedingly compressible, pupils dilated, but sensible to

light, tongue thinly coated, and ash-colored, and mouth full of saliva,

cannot be roused by shaking and loud calling, does not shrink from
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the cut of a lancet, does not notice the passing of an electro-magnetic

current through his chest, although it agitates his body with a violent,

and rocking motion. Some medicine being poured into his mouth, he

took no notice of it, until his nose was held so as to prevent his breath-

ing, when he moaned, struggled with some strength, and spat it out

forcibly. At this moment I spoke to him sharply, on which he opened

his eyes, and answered in three or four words distinctly, and correctly,

but instantly fell off again into the same profound coma. This remark-

able waking up and momentary return to conciousness, I have wit-

nessed several times, under similar circumstances. At seven o’clock

the next morning, the remission having begun about midnight, his coun-

tenance was sunken and haggard, his skin cool, and pupils a little dilated,

his pulse was 110, thready and soft, with thirst, great restlessness, and

prostration. He was convalesent on the next day.

“ A young gentleman, aged sixteen years, was attacked with a chill

on the 9th October 1842, which was quickly succeeded by convulsions
;

his pulse about 80 beats in the minute was nearly as full as in health,

but soft and hollow, generally comatose, but sometimes wakeful, and

restless, temperature of the skin natural every where, pupils dilated,

refuses to swallow any thing but water, and frequently screams, and

struggles violently when disturbed, does not articulate, nor indeed

attempt to speak. He continued in this state, about forty-eight hours,

without any remission that could be detected, during which he was bled

to ten ounces, with a bad effect, had a warm bath repeatedly, with

cold applications to his head, and blisters to his neck, thighs, and arms
;

he also took purgatives, which acted promptly, and well. Quinine was
given occasionally, but as he swallowed medicine only when forced to

do so, his screams, and struggles, were so distressing to the family, that

they gave him anything with great reluctance. After this time how-

ever, he took it regularly and freely, with immediate and permanent

benefit.

A stout, and rather corpulant negro man, about 24 years old, was
taken with a mild intermittent fever of the tertian type, in July 1844.

I learned that during the exacerbations of fever, he was sluggish and
stupid, but as he was able to sit up and walk about some during the

apyrexia, very little attention was paid to him, and he took no medi-

cine, except some cathartic pills once. On the 7th day of his illness,

I found him in the following condition. Dorsal decubitus, countenance

natural, exbept that the eyes were a little sunken, breathing slow, heavy,

irregular and stertorous, sweating, skin cold on the feet and hands, and
cool elswhere, pupils greatly dilated, and but little sensible to light,

pulse varying from 115 to 120, small and yielding to the least pressure,

heart beating pretty firmly, but no throbbing of the carotid or temporal

arteries, insensible to any common stimulant, but moans and struggles

feebly when his nostrils are closed, and when he inspires the fumes of

aqua ammoniae. He died on the next day.

“ A negro woman, young, and previously healthy, was ^ittacked on
the 13th July 1846, in the afternoon, with a slight fever. On the 14th,

in the morning, felt pretty well, but got sick again late in the evening,

and was stupid during the night. On the 15th, about 10 o’clock, she
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presented the following symptoms : face full and of good expression,

respiration slow, regular and quiet, looks like a well person asleep

;

temperature of the skin natural, except below the elbows and knees,

where it was cool, pupils dilated, mouth overflowing with saliva, pulse

86, small and very soft
;
when roused, speaks with great reluctance,

and only in monosylables, articulation thick and indistinct, apparently

from sluggishness, as there is no paralysis
;

will not swallow anything

Avithout much urging and some violence, being disposed to eject every

thing from her mouth, which she would always do if not prevented. On
the next day, nearly the same symptoms were present, but much miti-

gate'd, and her pulse had risen to 96, being fuller and firmer. She was
convalescent on the 17th.

“ A negro man, small and spare, about fifty years old, was attacked

on the 12th of September 1842, late in the afternoon with pain in the

head and great sluggishness in look and motion, and indisposition to

speak
;
nothing further was noticed in regard to him until the next morn-

ing, when I was requested to visit him. He was sitting on a pallet

spread on the floor, his look timid and watchful and pupils dilated, his

skin was cold and dry, pulse 120, thready and yielding to the very slight-

est pressure, tongue very little coated and natural in colour, breathing

slow and regular without sighing, hands tremulous. On being asked

how he did he answered “ very well sir.” I had hardly got through my
examination when he began to creep over the floor, peering about as if

in search of some small object
;
afterwards he got up and attempted to

go out at the door and appeared surprised that he was prevented. He
did not speak except when spoken to, and frequently not then unless ad-

dressed in a peremptory tone. When asked to take medicine, he gen-

erally assented readily, speaking, naturally and respecttully
;
but imme-

diately after taking it into his m.outh he spit it out, without regard to the

direction it was made to take, a symptom which exasperated the overseer

beyond measure. The same thing happened when water or food was

given him. So that he swallowed nothing for more than twenty-four

hours, during which time he was watched and attended to carefully. He
slept none on the ‘day that I visited, nor any in the night following.. He
got better on the next clay, and was convalescent on the 15th.

“ The coolness of the surface in these cases is never the coldness of

collapse, nor is there even the profuse' sweating, vomiting, diarrhoea, op-

pression of the epigastrium, sighing, jactitation and general restlessness

of the obdominal congestive remittent. Neither have I ever observed

muttering delirium or picking at the bed clothes. Head-ache is never

spontaneously spoken of when the disease is fully developed, although it

is a conimon precusory symptom. The aspect of most of the cases is

that of profound sleep, an apoplectic state without the stertor or pulse of

apoplexy. Very rarely have I seen cases in which the skin was above

the natural temperature with some throbbing of the carotids, but never

with anyfirmness of the pulse.

“ In the latter cases there is never a profound coma, and there is always

I believe some evidence of inflammation in the small oiTarge intestines.

Cases first, third and fourth, present the disease in its most common

varieties. The refusal to swallow medicines is a characteristic syfiip-
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tom. I have not made notes of any case in which it is not mentioned
except case thirds nor can I remember any other in which it was absent.

“ The anatomical characters of the cerebral congestive remittent fever,

are little else than fulness of the blood vessels of the brain, with occa-
sionally a coagulum of blood, or a liquid effusion in some part of this or-

gan. 1 am inclined to think that whatever other lesions may be found
after death, these are all that belong properly to the disease.

“I may be generalising too hastily however, for 1 have had an oppor-
tunity of observing them but in four cases

;
one of them is the third of

those I send you. In this case the examination was made about three
hours after death. The pia mater was a good deal congested

;
about

the base of the brain the blood vessels were particularly full and dark,
the brain showed an unsual large number of large red points when ciif;

there was also about a drachm of serum in the lateral ventricles, and the
vessels. on the surface of the corpora striata were very plainly defined.
No other morbid appearances could be detected in any other part
of the body after a careful examination. In another, besides the cere-
bral congestion there were only some doubtful appearances of disease in
a part of the ilium. ,

In a third, there was besides the congestion, a small flat coagulum of
blood under the pons varolii

;
there was also a slight circumscribed red-

ness in the smaller curvature of the stomach, and several small patches
of the same kind in the greater ;.the heart was pale, the left ventricle
thick and firm, and the right flaccid

;
some of the mesenteric glands

were enlarged. In a fourth, to the usual appearances of the pia mater
and brain, was added some redness of a part of the inner coat of the
large intestines.”

^

Since 1840, we have examined in the Mobile Hospitals, eleven bodies
of those dying in the acute stage of congestive fever

;
but as our time is

limited, and we have already wandered into more paths than was origin-
ally designed, the notes of these examinations will be defered for a sup-
plemental article. We will state, however, in relation to* the stomach,
that, with the exception here and there of a deep red patch very circum-
scribed, the mucus coat was of a dull pearl color. This coat in 8 of
the II was certainly much softened, giving way with very little force
and not stripping off in bands like those dying of yellow fever. In two
of the 8 the mucous coat appeared thickened, raised and pulpy, corning
off before the finger nail or handle of the scalpel like a thick gelatinous
or stringy mucus.

We'have already pointed out and sifted that testimony which induces
the belief, that with an equal expos^ire, all ages and sexes of the white
population are alike susceptible—as for ourselves, we have, notwithstand-
ing much experience, met with no case, the subject of which was under
12 or over 45 years of age

;
still, as the young and athletic are by habit

and occupation more exposed than those in infancy and old age, and
being bound to yield what is due to the experience and observation of
otheis, we cannot demur to the conclusion. The negroes, however, who
are much more exposed than even the young men of the white popula-
tion, are seldom affacked. In 1835 and 1836, the writer’s circlenfprac-
tice embi’aced a population of 1500 ;—one thousand of whom were ne-
groes and the other whites. During the autumn of these two years he
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treated 88 cases of grave congestive fever
;
among the whole number

there were but three cases occurring in negroes, and two of these were

of that variety described by Dr. Ames and occurred late in October.

—

Dr. Gale, of Marengo county, who has practiced many years in the

prairie region, says, that negroes are rarely attacked, having seen but

three.or Sur in his whole course of practice. Of 25 correspondents

residing in different sections of the State, two thirds aver, that with the

limited^exposure to which the whites are subjected, negroes would not

have the disease. During warm weather this class of persons enjoy the

best of health
;
but after the approach of cold nights and mornings, such

as we have in October and November, disease, such as a low typhoid

affection coming on with a chill, the skin continuing cool and damp, is

rife among them. In these disorders diarrhcea followed by immodeiate

collapse frequently ensue, putting a period to the life of the patient in a

few days. Disorders of this description are often confounded with con-

gestive fever.

As before remarked, it is only here and there that we now see the

disease in that violent form which distinguished it in 1885 and ’36. In

some localities it is the prevailing disease in September and October

;

whilst ill others it only appears, like the occasional assassin, striking

down the vigor and noon of life, to the terror and dismay of friends and

neighbors. A few years more and the physical changes -going on will

have uprooted its sources and unveiled to the light its last hiding place.

It will be perceived that our attention has been directed to the more

prominent and graver febrile affections, making no special reference to

the simple remittents that prevail so generally tlnoughout the State.

—

Any account of them would not be compatible with the general plan of

this paper
;
and even if it were, we should deem it unnecessary to do

more than refer to the very excellent history and definition of this form

of febrile affection, by Dr. Boling, of Montgomery.

Before attempting any account or analysis of the prominent febrile af-

fections of Mobile, which will be followed with some remarks touching

the febrile poisons of the State, we will turn our attention to the disor-

ders of whiter and spring.

DISEASES OF WINTER AND, SPRING.

It has been observed by those scientific men who have directed their

attention to the subject, that there is but little variation in the average

amount of rain from year to year, and that an undue state of high ther-

mometrical range during the summer is usually followed by severity of

cold during winter and spring. Corresponding with these ordinances

of nature, we find that if the summer and autumn months have been

comparatively exempt from disease, there is invariably an excess of

winter and spring affections.

As previously remarked, we find that since 1832 the high inffamma-

tory tone of all acute diseases during the second epoch has changed to

that of a grave and malignant character, and although this change is

very marked in all the affections of winter, yet we find it more strongly

exemplified in the diseases of summer and autumn^ when contrasted

with those of a former epoch.
i i t r i,'

Individual observation and experience induce the belief, that when

the exanthematous affections prevail during winter and spring, there is
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a peculiar condition of atmosphere, differing essentially from that which
would seem to constitute the cause of disease in the pulmonary tissues.

For instance, if the ground has been saturated with water to an extent

covering its surface, and cold Northerly or Easterly winds prevail, we
find pneumonia or pleurisy, either singly or combined, to constitute the

most prominent epidemic of the winter or spring months, raging with
varying intensity.

When the clouds during those seasons only descend in the form of
mist, for any considerable length of time, sufficient however, to moisten
the earth and atmosphere, and a Southerly or Westerly wind prevails,

we find disease characterized by all those well marked symptoms that

constitute the exanthemata.

It is to these two forms of disease, (the thoracic and cutaneous,) that

we should properly confine our attention, for those more common to the
North, as rheumatism, phthisis &;c. are rare among us, although spo-
radic cases are occasionally met with, but not sufficient to constitute in

the regular order, a prominent winter disease. When the months of
autumn are closed by copious rains, it is usually noticed that thoracic
diseases make their appearance

;
at first, manifested by catarrh, influ-

enza and incipient bronchitis, advancing onward until the pleura and
lungs become seriously invaded. Those gentlemen with whom we
have corresponded unite in the opinion, that both pleurisy and pneumo-
nia, either in a distinct or united form, are most generally attended with
symptoms of a low grade, strongly resembling a typhoid condition ofthe
system, and that these symptoms, attend the course of disease. Inde-
pendant of such pathogmonic signs, as cool skin, depressed pulse, and
phlegmonous tongue, we have confirmatory evidence ofthe true character
of these diseases in the treatment adopted by physicians

;
for instead of

the lancet, antimony and conlra-stirnulants, they are forced to resort to
those agents that are known to sustain and nourish the depressed sys-
tem. It is true that in some particular localities there is a tendency to
active inflammation

;
but even here, in a large mass of cases, we find in

the early stage, as well as during the oscillating changes that ensue, a
tendency to collapse. It has been remarked by a distinguished writer,
(S.Forry) on the climate ofthe United States, that in pneumonia and pleu-
ritis, as well as other winter affections, if the wind be cold and damp,
the system is especially liable to all the irregular action of the capillaries
generally imputed to those causes. Hence, he remarks, there is reason
for the commonly received opinion, that in Georgia and Florida, the dry
air of the interior, in conjunction with the aroma of pine forests, is pe-
culiarly congenial to pulmonic affections. If we compare the diseases
of the sandy barrens of the lowlands and the hilly pine country of Ala-
bama, with those of the Tennessee Valley, prairies and the river swamps,
it matters not as to immediate latitude, we will find the same rule hold
good in Alabama, that is applied to Georgia and Florida. But of all
the causes tending to designate a particular type ofpneumonia or pleuritis,
the nature of the soil and attending local circumstances are most promi-
nent, and so marked is this influence, that a knowledge of the locality
and grade of autumnal fevers that previously prevailed, is often neces-
sary to a correct diagnosis and treatment of the disease.

4
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Where is the medical man who has not observed during the moiitha

when the chilling blasts from a hyperborean region strike on the pre-

disposed constitution, inducing pulmonic disease, thp impress of that

type which immediately preceded? If there is one who doubts this

position, we would direct his attention to the intermittent and reinittent

pneumonia of the hill top and mill pond, so lately the abodes of fever of

the same types. So with the malignant and congestive typhoid pneumonia

of the river and prairie swamps, which but a shoit time previous, \yere

the lurking places of a kindred and equally 'unfriendly monster. If this

be not satisfactory, we would bid him pass to that season, when the

vernal breezes of a tropical climate unfold the bounty of nature, and he

will still find in the chain of morbid sequences, that local causes are

operating with unerring chemical law, to designate the type and char-

acter of disease.

. In the treatment of those maladies peculiar to this season, it is very

important that operating causes should be well considered, and that

close observation relative to topography be made
;
for in some localities,

a modified antiphlogistic course and in others, a stimulating plan is re-

quired.

With these general remarks, we will proceed to take a cursory review

of those winter epidemics that have prevailed since 1832.

We have previously observed, that after a series of influenza and

catarrhal fever at the onset of winter, pleuritis or pheumonia is generally

presented to cur notice as next in the chain of sequences, if favouring

circumstances should tend to develop their character. It is unnecessaiy

to take a general range throughout the State, as a few cases drawn from

observation and corroborated by the testimony of others, is all sufficient

to indicate their true character, .
varied according to their peculiar

locality.

Bilious or typhoid pneumonia as presented to our notice, may, strictly

speaking, be separated into a distinct type, for although in both forms of

that disease, there may be a chill or rigor to usher in the attack, with

all the concomitant symptoms that denote its peculiar character, yet

there is throughout its course a very marked difference.

For a graphic and true description of these two forms of pneumonia,

we will resort to a paper addressed to your society by Dr. C. A. Wood-

ruff.
, ...

“ So far as my observation has extended, bilious pneumonia is inva-

riably ushered in by a chill or rigor of indefinite duration, succeeded by

an intense heat of the skin extending over the whole surface of the

body, and during the febrile excitement the pulse is full, strong and

corded, with a slight remission at the interval of eighteen hours. The

eye is glassy, the pupil dilated, the conjunctiva heavily injected with red

blood, and a wild vacant stare, that on first view would convey the im-

pression of delirium. Nor can the physician console himself with the

hope that no cerebral determination exists, for although the patient

may readily and correctly answer any question that may be put to him,

yet no sooner has he left the room, than a rambling, incoherent con-

versation is commenced with the attendants at the bed side. The

tongue is heavily coated with a thick tenaceous fur, at first white or

greyish, and then changing to a dark orange, or deep brown color.
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“ The alvine discharges from the commencement of the attack, are of a
brown ochre or dark green color, and generally continue without mate-
rial change throughout the course of the disease,

“ There is often violent spasm in the abdominal region, sometimes
distinctly traced in the colon, and at others confined to the ductus chole-
dochus, attended with the most excruciating misery

;
the pain in the

lumbar region is very intense, extending along the spinal column, and
as described by the patient, “as if his back was broken.” The pain in
the chest is not very acute at the commencement of attack, more usually
a general, degree of soreness, and a sense of constriction or tightness
of the pectoral muscles

;
the expectoration is of a dark brown viscid

mucus, sometimes almost black, in general resembling the outer cover-
ing of the muscadine grape, and the blood when drawn from the arm or
by cups from the chest, is extremely thick, of a dark colour and quickly
coagidates. There is great gastric derangement, constant nausea, the
stomach often rejecting the fluid it receives, and there is not unfrequently
incessant vomiting of dark green bile.

“Typhoid pneumonia is usually preceded by acute pain over the
temporal, frontal and occipital regions of the head, and sharp lancinating
pain in the chest; the eyes of a dull leaden hue, watery, with great
intolerance of light

;
the cheek usually suffused with a bright scarlet

glow, sometimes extending over the forehead, chin and neck.
“There is no distinct chill, but a slight coldnes,s of the extremities,

hands, feet and nose, generally returning every day, without regularity
as to time, and not unfrequently, there may be two distinct paroxysms
in the .twenty-four hours, invariably succeeded by increased arterial
action, although the skin is but little above the natural temperature.

“ The pulse presents the most marked phenomena from its varied
character in this form of disease

;
at times small, tremulous, and vibra-

ting, while at other times it is soft, intermitting and thready, ranging
from 120 to 160 pulsations in the minute, and changing from day to day.
The tongue in the commencement of attack, presents a milk or cream
colored appearance, with a dark streak running down the centre and
red on the edges, but soon it changes to a bright red, dry, cracked and
matted.

“ There is usually a hacking cough, with scanty expectoration, of an
iron rust color, attended with much pain in coughing, great difficulty of
breathing, accompanied with stertor in the respiration, a harsh mucous
rale, and not unfrequently sighing.

“ One peculiarity attendant on this disease, is the intense soreness,
complained of over the entire scalp

;
the abdominal region is extremely

sensitive to the touch, and yet, on minute examination, showing no
marked symptoms of active inflammation.
“The bowels are generally loose, or easily acted on by the mildest

laxatives, and in this respect there is a marked contrast to the bilious
type, which usually demands the most active purgatives.

“ As the disease progresses, the bowels become more constipated, or
when acted on, the dejections are thin, a glairy mucus, or gelatinous
bile, and th e expectoration freely passes off of a brick-dust color, attended
with a copious perspiration over the entire body.”

This disease is usually of a remittent or continued form, and may be
said to represent the true, character of that prevailing in the prairies,
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along water courses, and in fact, all such portions of country distinguished

as unhealthy in the summer and autumnal months.

There is a form of pneumonia, commonly known as “ congestive,

which may be said to bear the same relation to those described by Dr.

Woodruff, that the congestive does to a remittent fever. The patient tirst

complains of being weak, drowsy, but unable to sleep, with a sense of

oppression and constriction across the chest, the skin becomes cold,

damp, and shrivelled, breathing labored, with all the norrnal respiratory

sounds merged in one loud, continous mucous rale. As the disease ad-

vances, a dark red spot appears upon the cheek, the patient expectorates

a bloody frothy mucus, every symptom of thoracic congestion increases

with fearful rapidity, the function of respiration is at last confined to the

bronchia and trachea, the eye becomes glassy and protruded, clearl}

expressive of deep physical agony, but an unclouded reason
;
and in

this form, the disease proves fatal in from 20 to 50 hours.

In the hilly country, the character of pneumonia is somewhat modi-

fled, presenting in many instances more inflammatory action, which

perhaps may proceed as well from the peculiarity of location, being

remote from those low depressing causes, as from the habits andconsti-

tution of the residents.

Well marked and uncomplicated pleuritis is a rare form of disease to

be met with during this epoch, especially prevailing to any extent in any

one settlement. Sporadic cases, however, are sometimes found, fully

developed in every particular symptom, of a true inflammatory type

;

but when the disease assumes an epidemic form, there is usually marked

pneumonic inflammation in conjunction with that of the pleura, consti-

tuting pleuro-pneumonia.

The symptoms attendant on this form of disease vary but little from

those previously described under the head of typhoid pneumonia, with

the exception of more intense pain in the costal region and perhaps less

expectoration, although in a majority of cases nice discrimination has

. to be observed to distinguish between the two diseases.

The cause of these extraordinary phenomena, complication being an

exception to the general rule, is not easy to arrive at, but we will quote

from our correspondent, Dr. Pearson, of Pickens county, on the subject.

“I do not recollect to have seen a case of old fashioned pleuiisy since

I came to Alabama, in 1836. Here, the cases are

my opinion traceable to miasm, coming on with a chill, &c. 1 have

known it to prevail epidemically, and upon the borders of dirty watei

courses exclusively.”

This opinion seems to be concurred in by most medical men, with

whom we have corresponded on the subject, from various portions of the

State. The colored population, who are comparatively exempt fiom

severe visitations of fever during the summer and autumn, sutler more

severely from these affections than do the whites. Children aie often

attacked, but the disease is quite manageable, P™P®’'

Remittent bilious pneumonia prevailed to a considerable extent among

children of all ages and color in Mobile during the past spring, and al-

though many cases were protracted, yet it was not fatal
;
the P"®*?

*6
being characterized by all the symptoms of the disorder in the adult, the

remissions more complete, taking place every morning.
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Dr. Mabry, of Dallas county, has furnished us with notes of a case of

pneumonia, with the post-mortem examination, presenting lesions that

would hardly be supposed to exist during life in this disease, and as it

may throw some light in pathological investigation, we take pleasure in

inserting it in this paper. He remarks :
“ February 1st, I visited a negro

boy, aged 19, plethoric habit, presenting the following symptoms : res-

piration hurried, pain in the right lower portion of the chest, distressing

cough and free expectoration of a prune-colored sputa, feeble and fre-

quent pulse, tongue coated with a very heavy yellow fur, moist, diarrhoea,

natural appearance of skin and countenance.

“The treatment observed, was small portions of calomel, Dover’s

powder, and ipecac, combined, until ptyalism ensued, and bilious evacua-

tions produced
;
vesication over the seat of pain, nauseating doses of

ipecac, and demulcent drinks
;
but notwithstanding the tongue cleaned

and liver became active, the patient grew worse until the 9th, and died.

'‘'‘Examination 10 hours after death—found considerable quantity of

sero-purulent matter in the right thoracic cavity. The pleurae of this

side adherent nearly the whole extent by m^ans of a thick, greenish,

coagulable ^mph. The membrane softened on both sides, the whole

of the right lung and lower third of the left hepatized. Pericardium,

contained a considerable quantity of serum. The substance of the heart

healthy, but found a fleshy cord covered with coagulum of dark blood

attached to the internal surface of each ventrical, following the course

of the aorta and pulmonary artery.”

It is a generally received opinion among medical men, in various por-

tions of the State, that typhoid fever, as described by Bartlett and others,

has been an annual disease, although not prevailing as an epidemic,

except from some local and strongly exciting causes. The first infor-

mation that is presented to our notice of its appearance in a marked

form, was in Dallas Co., during the spring of 1835. In this instance

it was the sequence of typhoid pneumonia, that had prevailed during the

previous winter, assuming at that time an irregular intermittent type.

A planter in that county, for the purpose of procuring manure for

some wornout lands, had exposed to the weather, several hundred

bushels of cotton seed, which during the latter part of December,

became completely saturated with water
;
the heat retained in so large

a mass soon set up very active decomposition. Some fifteen or twenty

negro houses were situated in a circuit immediately around the spot

where the seed were exposed. About the middle of January, several

cases of pneumonia were developed among the negroes, which continued

occasionally to attack them, until the month of March. The spring

opening warm, the disease immediately assumed a new type, and con-

tinued to prevail until every negro above the age of five years had been

seized. The attack in these cases was insidious, the disease forming

very slowly, there was a slight remission every morning for five or six

days, after which, it became continued, with clammy skin, quick com-

pressible pulse, diarrhoea, coma, and sordes of the teeth
;
the disease

ran its course in from 15 to *25 days
;
average mortality about 20 per cent.

Dr. Pearson mentions a striking instance of a similar character, and

as such facts, when clearly ascertained, cannot fail to assist in the most

important of medical enquiries, we will here quote, from his esteemed

favor.
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“ The past winter, a friend of mine had his gin house burned down,

in which there was a great deal of cotton seed and cotton in the seed.

This pile was burning for weeks. As his stock used in this yard, the

ground which was prairie, became soft from the treading of the cattle
;

there being also a good deal of wet weather, it gave rise to a collection

of water over the charred seed, which became peculiarly offensive both

to the eye and olfactories; with myself it produced a paroxysm of

sneezing.

“It was on the South side of his negro quarter, the inmates of which

became sick. The first cases were of typhoid, and pleuro-pneumonia,

and after the weather became warm, it assumed the type and character

of typhoid fever. The members of his family both black and white,

remote from the quarter, although not more than two hundred yards dis-

tant, but in an Easterly direction from the contaminated spot, were exempt

from the disease. I feel certain that this disease had its origin as stated,

and was strictly local, as the entire neighborhood was healthy. There

were as many as 60 cases, and all were benefitted by quinine.”

These, and other instances, which we have not space to detail, are

sufficient to induce the belief that the decomposition of cotton seed by pro-

cess of fermentation, produces a gas—probably the ammoniacal—which

affects a majority of those who may be subjected to its deleterious agen-

cy. These effects of course will vary with the change of season, and in

that revolution the constitution of the atmosphere induces varied types.

We have repeated instances presented to notice, where low, dirty

buildings become the place of deposit for filth acted on by moisture, or

the decaying of the logs, with which a large portion of our country

houses are constructed, becoming the medium of disease.

Typhoid fever, as usually presented in this section of country, is varia-

ble in its character, in many cases attended with grave and malignant

symptoms, owing in a great measure to locality; as for instance, in our

prairifes and low bottom lands
;
whilst on the other hand, there is more

vascular excitement and inflammatory action in the hilly region of

country.

In the former instance. Dr. Hogan, in his letter, says, “ The disease

is usually ushered in by a chill, not unfrequently a double tertian
;
the

fever being remittent, with partial perspiration, great enteric irritation,

terminating in special congestion, with a specie^ 'paralysis agitans,

or, meningitis may supervene. There is more or less pulmonary con-

gestion that is preceded by cerebral disturbance, sometimes in the form

of delirium, and at other times it may be attended with stupor,. or coma.

In brief, typhoid fever may invade by the brain, the lungs, or the bowels,

and in the grave cases, all these organs are apt to be involved, and

your patient may die from exhaustion, in a physiological condition.

Whenever a patient is found with a dry red tongue, excessive ten-

derness of the abdomen, small fluttering, or wiry pulse, that is easy to

be compressed, the eye dull, leaden and watery, morbid condition of the

cerebral organs, and the bowels easily excited to action, we should not

hesitate under ordinary circumstances, to pronounce it a case of typhoid

fever of the low country.

Typhoid fever prevails in autumn, winter and spring
;
most usually

the latter, and is met with annually in various sections of our country.
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either sporadic, or prevailing as an epidemic on some particular plan-
tation, attributable to local causes. The symptoms that mark this
disease in the upland region are so very dissimilar in many respects
from that of the low country, that we do not hesitate to adopt the true
pathological signs, as furnished us by Dr. Clarke, a resident of Benton
Co., Alabama, who savs :

“The fever,—typhoid,—was not ushered in by any distinct chill, but
was some days in forming, and crept slowly on the patient. They o-rew
dull, complained of being unwell, “and weak,” the skin became’ dry
and harsh, there was anorexia, headache, stupidity, and sleeplessness

;

there was at first some degree of constipation, subsequently diarrhoea *

finally, more or less fever was developed, the pulse becoming accelera’
ted, but always compressible, in some cases from 75 to 90^ in others
from 100 to 120. The skin usually became hot, especially about the
head and across the abdomen; in some there was a tendency to cold-
ness of the feet, which was difficult to remove; in others the feet like
the rest of the surface became hot. The tongue by degrees assumed a
redness on the edge, and in some bad cases was dry and fissured, there
was dryness of the mouth, and constant calls for water.

“ One marked symptom usually prevailed in every case, viz : intense
pulsation of the carotids, the alvine evacuations frequently chano-e as to
consistence and color; the abdomen becomes tympanitic, in some cases
highly so, and after a few nights insomnolency and delirium.

“ The fever generally lasted from 15 to 21 days, and it was from 5 to
6 weeks after the patient complained of being unwell, before restoration
to health.”

This disease, like the various foians of pneumorbia, prevails most
among the negroes, especially in Middle and South Alabama. On some
plantations two thirds of the residents are attacked with some' form of
the disease, and in many instances from 15 to 33 per cent, of those at-
tacked have died.

The anatomical character of this disease from the examinations made
by Dr. ClarkeJ'and the writer, appears to consist of an enlargement and
softening of the spleen, dark leaden appearance of a poilion of the small
intestines, with now and then thickened, dark, ash colored patches in
the ilium, which are easily scraped down

;
very little redness noticed

any where in the canal, but on the contrary, a pale darkened appear-
ance. In two cases that died in the Marine Hospital, there was ulcera-
tion of the eliptical plates of the ilium, such as the writer had seqn in
the Massachusetts Hospital

; the mesenteric glands were enlarged in
every case.

®

Taking into view the rapid decline of severe autumnal fevers, together
with the lessening mortality attending them and the rapid increase of
those diseases just pointed out, the winter and spring diseases may
now be regarded as the most fearful maladies within the borders of the
State. To the negro, whose organization is such as to endure the heat
of summer with impunity, these diseases which come on the chilly blast
and are nourished by cold and moisture, are peculiarly noxious and
alarmingly fatal.

In this section of the Union, scarlatina does not seem to be attended
with the same degree of malignancy, as in the older States, neither has
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it been noticed to observe the same periodic and epidemic character as

presented elsewhere. As a general rule it may be said to be sporadic

in its nature, some few cases appearing in various sections of the coun-

try every year, but generally mild and easily controlled by remedies.

—

There are however some exceptions in ditferent localities where the

disease has assumed a malignant type, but its fatality has usually been

confined to a limited space, and but few years have 'been noticed when

this form prevailed.

It would appear that whenever the disease is presented during the

spring or mid-summer, its character is usually mild
;
but if in the autumn

or whiter it assumes a more malignant type. The winter and spring of

1844, were marked with great flitality consequent on this disease in the

middle, counties of the State. During that period the disease was com-

plicated in its nature, assuming at times so much the appearance of

rubeola with catarrhal affection as to warrant the belief of a distinct

disease existing, and then again the two diseases were so intimately

blended as to defy the utmost scrutiny of pathology.

The exanthematous affections like those of the thoracic viscera, are

rapidly increasing, and if we are to judge by the effects generally pro-

duced by physical changes, the day is not far distant when they will be-

come the prominent disorders of the State, and the affections of summer

and autumn, gradually yield to an improved state of cultivation.

{To he continued.)

II. Review of Opinions Concerning the Cause of the Coagulation of

the Blood. By John Harrison, M. D. Professor of Physiology and

Pathology in the Medical College of Louisiana.

There is perhaps no phenomenon more calculated to excite the atten-

tion of the curious than the coagulation of the blood—the rapid change

of form from the liquid to the solid state was enough in itself to attract

curiosity, but the interest if the subject was greatly enhanced,' when the

theories advanced in explanation were found to be so various, so con-

tradictory, and so unsatisfactory. It is my purpose in the present paper

to review these theories, they will present some curious specimens of

medical logic upon indeed a very perplexing subject.

With the exception of one theory (that of Prevost and Dumas, etc.,)

it is now conceded by all that the coagulation of the blood is due to the

consolidation of the fibrine held in solution in the serum both together,

they constitute the liquor sanguinis. The question, then, is limited to the

cause of this change in the fibrine. But before taking up this question,

it becomes us to give the theory of Prevost and Dumas, and show the

grounds of its refutation.

According to Milne Edwards* their theory is as follows : “the at-

traction,” say they, “which keeps the red matter fixed around the white

globules having ceased along with the motion of the fluid, these globules

Cyclopedia of Anat. and Physiology, Art. Blood.
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are left at liberty to obey the force which tends to make them combine
and form a net-work in the meshes, or amid the plates of which the
colouiing matter is included along with a great quantity of particles
which have escaped this spontaneous decomposition.”

Muller has the merit of overthrowing this theory,* which was for
some time very generally received. His remarks are thesef—“Berze-

k
lymph contains fibrine in solution, conjectures that

the blood must also contain it in that state, because, he says, the lymph is
a fluid seperated from the blood. Berzelius therefore suggested that
the clot was formed by the fibrin coagulating and enclosing the red par-
ticles. This idea of the fibrin being in a state of solution in the blood
has been advanced several different times, I have been so fortunate as
to discover a definative proof of Berzelius’ conjecture. In some frogs’
blood which had been received in a watch-glass, I observed that before
the^ whole mass coagulated some colourless transparent clots formed,
which I could draw to the edge of the glass with a needle and on pour-mg oft the blood, one or two minutes after it had flowed from the animal,
I peiceived that there were points or small fragments of similar coagula
remaining adherent to the bottom of the glass. To this experiment it
might be objected, that in amputating the frog’s thigh, which is the readi-
est mode of obtaining blood from this animal, some lymph had escaped
with the blood and had given rise to these coagula, I therefore collected
the blood for the future, directly from the great ischiadic artery, which
runs among the muscles at the posterior part of the thigh

;
I laid bare

this artery, which is easily found on account of its running close to the
great ischiadic or crural nerve, as it is usually called, and collected the
blood from the artery only and with such care as to be sure that I had
pure blood

;
I obtained blood in the same way from the heart, which is

done with more facility. In this blood, of the purity of which there could
be no doubt, the same small transparent coagula were always formed
before the entire mass of blood coagulated

;
a drop of this pure blood was

diluted with serum, and placed under the microscope, 'the globules then
appeared widely separated but in the spaces between them I could dis-
cern the formation of a coagulum which connected these bodies together
hoivever, with the intervals between them and by placing a needle be-
tween any two globules and moving it about, I could set the whole massm motion

;
as the red particles of the frog’s blood appear very large, when

viewed by a -high magnifying* power, this experiment admits ot the
greatest accuracy, and is perfectly convincing. There is, however, an-

* So, at least, it is frequently said. I do not know the date of Miiller’s ex-
periment, but in a work published by Sir Charles Scudamore, in 1826 we find
the following experiment and_remarks.-i.“Exp. 38. The Blood, immediately
after being received in the basin, was kept briskly stirred with a piece of stickand this being continued for a qu-arter of an hour, a mass of fibrine became
twisted round it. The coloured portion in the basin remained permanently
fluid, and from subsequent digestion of it in water, no more fibrine could beobtained Hence we see, in a simple and familiar manner, that the solidifica-

ofThfh lf
is the essential cause of the coagulation of the crassamentum

of the blooif This fact of the separation of the fibrine by stirring the blood ismentioned by Mr. Hewson.” Essay on the Blood.
^ ’

t Elements of Physiology, p. 110, English Edit.

5
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other and much easier, and indeed still more unquestionable method ot

demonstrating the same fact, knowing that the red particles ol frog s blood

are four times the size of those bodies in the blood of mammalia, I co

lectured that although the red particles of the latter animals pass thioug

filter paper, those of the frog might not. I found this “Pj;™

thus as generally happens, the most simple means was the >^=1 though

of. I am now able to show at lecture, by an easy e^Pf^ment that

fibrin is held in solution in the blood, that it passes limpid thiou„h

fiber and l^hen coagulates. The experiment can be made qmm on a sma

scale, with the blood ofa single frog ;
a small glass funnel and a filtei ol

common white filter paper, or not very thick printing paper, are all the

apparatus required. The filter must be of course

and it is better to add some water to the b ood as soon

Doured into the filter
;
what then passes through is a F‘jectly cleai

serous fluid diluted with water and merely
‘‘’P

with the red colouring matter, which, in frog s blood, is not lapidly dis-

solved, sometimes it is quite colourless. Ifm the place of water a rery

dilute syrup containing one part of sugar in two hundred or more parts

of watS is'^employed,”he red envelopes of the red parficles is not atail

acted on, and the filtered fluid is perfectly colourless. INo globules can

discovered in this fluid, by the aid of the microscope ;
in a few minutes a

coaoulum forms, which L account of its transparency would not be

remlirked, were it not drawn out of the fluid with a needle, fhis coag

lum gradually contracts, becomes whitish and fibrous, and tlien has -

acfly the aspect of human lymph.' The fibrin of the blood is by this

means obtained in a purer state than is possible h)' any “‘hei method

Of course all the fibrin of the blood is not obtained P‘““^ ’

greater part of it coagulates before it can pass through the filter. To fii d

fhe paper best adapted for the filter, ^ome trials must be “ale ;vuh dif-

ferent kinds; if the paper is too thin, some few red par icles passthrough

it with the fluid, and will afterwards be seen here and there in the coagu-

lum ;
if the paper be of a proper thickness, the coagulum will not contain

a single red particle. There is no distinct appearance of granules in the

fibrin thus obtained
;

it is quite hemogeneous i
"’hen it ^a® n»nyan‘a^

become white, it acquires a finely granu ated aspect. This appaamnce

which it presents when viewed with the compound
^

^

however arise merely from unevenness ofthe surface, fheiais anothei

mode of proving that fibrine exists dissolved m the blood of the flog, as

well as of the mammalia ;
by adding to the blood of inan, or ‘‘”5' Y

animal some drops of a very concentrated solution ofcarbonate of potash,

coagulation is refarded so that the red particles have time to subside ,
in

thelpace of half an hour a soft coagulum forms, of which the mnei pait

containinif the red particles is red, while the upper is white.

A change in the fibrine constitutes, therefore, the coagulatmn. Is

thitchana! a chemical one, that is, so far as the composition of Ahrme

differs in °the soluble or insoluble state
;
or is it one merely of form ?

All the effects of re-agents on fresh blood and upon coagulated fibiine,

as well as the analogy and close resemblance, physically and chemica y,

between fibrine and insoluble albumen, lead us to the latter opinion.

"Tut vVt causes this change, be it one in

of form? It was natural and proper that enquirers should tuin their
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attention at first to the circumstances in which coagulation takes place,

and endeavour to find in them the object of their pursuit. For instance,

blood drawn from the veins or arteries of a healthy person and received

into a basin, is, when at rest, found to coagulate in from three to ten

minutes. In what respects does the blood in the basin differ from that

flowing in a continued stream through the blood-vessels ? Perhaps all

the circumstances cannot be appreciated, but the following are obvious.

It is at rest, while that in the body is in motion
;
the temperature is

changed, generally lowered
;

it is in contact with the atmosphere
;

it

exhales a halatus perceptible to the smell
;
evaporation and possibly the

exhalation of gases go on from its surface
;
and it is in contact with

substances entirely different from what it meets with in the living body.
It was natural that these circumstances should, therefore, first command
attention

;
but how little light has been shed on the subject by the en-

quiry, will be seen from what follows.

Rest and Motion.-^—It has been found that motion of the particles of
the blood over each other when they have been removed from the body,
whether this occur in air or in the vacuum of an air-pump, so far from
preventing, accelerates the coagulation. But if blood be put into a
vial so that it be completely filled, and then shaken up with beads or
gravel, the coagulation is very much retarded but not prevented. So its

repose cannot be the cause of the blood’s coagulation.

Temperature.—The blood of the human body is variously estimated
from 98^^ to 102 Fahr. If the cause of its coagulation be a loss of heat,

it is but reasonable to infer that an increase of temperature would keep
it fluid. Such however is not the case. The blood will coagulate at
120'^ Farh. much sooner than at 98^.,

Again, a fall of temperature from 98"^, though it retards,' does not pre-
vent coagulation, unless the blood be exposed suddenly to a freezing
mixture, and then it is frozen. Even then after being allowed to thaw,
it will coagulate.

Influence of the air.—It would seem that the air does in some meas-
ure accelerate the coagulation of blood. It is shown above -that if blood
be put into a vial so that it be completely filled, the coagulation is re-
tarded. If, on the other hand,, it be shaken up with air, the coagulation
is accelerated.

On the other hand, blood exposed in the vacuum of an air-pump, co-
agulates sooner than when exposed to air. But this may be caused by
evaporation or by the loss of carbonic .acid gas,— suppositions which
will be examined presently.

The fact, however, that blood received into vessels so that it com-
pletely filled them and that, too, without the possibillity of contact of
air, did not fail to coagulate,* sufficiently shows that air, though it may
accelerate, cannot prevent coagulation.

As to the halatus or aura sanguinis being the cause of coagulation, it

is plain such cannot be the case, from the fact last mentioned. The
same fact refutes any theory based upon evaporation or evolution of
gases from the blood.

* Mandl. Anat. Gen. p. 227. Hunter, the Blood, etc. p. Scudamore.
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Difference of Contact.—'Fhe blood, it is contended, is in contact with

living tissues In the body, but in contact with dead matter when drawn

from the system ;
and, therefore, the blood is kept fluid by the influence

of those tissues ;
and when it loses this influence it resumes its natural

state—in other words, coa^ilates. Unlbrtunately for such an hypothe-

sis, the blood will coagulate in a vein or artery if they be tied so as to

confine it. The coagulation is retarded to be sure, but stiU it coagu-

lates in due time. It is coagulated also in ecchymoses trom contusions,

from efibsions into the celular tissue in wounds, around the walls ot

aneurisms, and in many other instances.

Therefore, as neither all these circumstances, nor any imaginable

combination ofthem are suflicient to explain why the blood becomes solid

when extracted from the body, the intellect of man has undertaken to

supply causes, and some ot them indeed are very ingenious.

But before going on with this subject it may be well to mention that

the coagulation of the blood may be accelerated, retarded, or even pre-

vented by several substances, and by certain conditions of the system.

From a recent work* I here copy a summary ot what is kjiov\n on

this subject,

“ The Retardation or Prevention of Coagulation.j

Fresh blood becomes solid below 32°. v. ithout the coagulation of the fibrin,

which however occurs after thawing.

The blood of frozen and apparently dead frogs remains fiuid. and the same

is the case in hybemating animals, in which the temperature of the blood is

reduced to that of cold-blooded animals.f

The coatrulation of the blood is retarded by contact with animal membranes ;

it will remain fluid in tied arteries for the space of three hours. Blood which

has been infused into the cellular tissue wiil remaia fluid for weeks. Schultz

has observed that blood which has collected in the intestines remains fluid for

a Ion®' time 5
moreover, the blood which has been abstracted by leeches does

not ccaxTulate, as lonsr as it remains in the body of the animal.
2 _

<

Gerhard. Hufeland^and Kielmeyer, have shown that blood through which' an

electric current is continuously passed, remains fluid for a long time, bchu-

beler also showed that positive electricity* hinders the coagulation of the blood :

moreover, the blood of animals killed by electricity or lightning does not coagu-

l£tt0

The following salts hinder the coagulation of the fibrin, according to Hew-

son. H Schultz •“ and Hamburgers observations :
,
sulphate of soda, chloride

of sixlium, nitrate of potash, chloride of pnotassium, acetate of potash, and borax,

if they be added in the proportion of half *an ounce to six ounces of blood. If,

however, the blood be diluted with double the quantity of water, the fibrin

coamilates. (Hewson.) The carbonates and acetates prevent the c(«gulation

of the blood, in all degrees of concentration. With regard to the action of the

sulphates, a concentrated solution appears to retard the coagulation ;
a dilute

[* Simon's Chemistry of Man.] - - j
t [A full account of the vairious erperiments by John Hunter, Davy, Prater, Scud-

amore and others, on the efiects of various agents-upon the coagulation of the blood,

to the period it was written, may be found in Ancell's seventh lecture on the Physi-

ology and Pathology of the blo^.—'Lancet, 1540.)

; Schultz, op. citT p. 60. 4 L- c., pp. 64 and 81.

H Disquisitio experimentalis de sanguinis natura- L B. 1765.

1 Op. cit.
. - • j-

** Experimentorum circa sanguinis coagulationem specimen pnmum dis, maug.

auct. Hamburger. Berolini, 1539.
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solution, on the contrary, to accelerate it. (Hamburger.) The same appears
to be the case with respect to the tartrates and borates.

The following metallic salts impede the coagulation of the fibrin : sulphate
of copper, ommoniaco-sulphate of copper, sulphate of the protoxide of iron,

chloride of iron, ferrocyanide of potassium, acetate of lead, and tartrate of an-
timony and potash.*

Magendie’s f observations differ cosiderably from the above. He arranges
in a tabular form, | the following salts which tend to impede the coagulation
of the blood

;
the alkaline carbonates, nitrate of potash, and nitrate of lime.

All observers agree that the free alkalies completely prevent the coagulation.
The observations of Schultz, Magendie, and Hamburger, show that dilute

mineral and vegetable acids prevent the coagulation of blood, which however
thickens, and assumes a syrupy or oily appearance. These statements have
been confirmed by myself.

The following non-mineral reagents have been observed by Magendie to
prevent or impede the coagulation of the fibrin

;
nitrate of strychnine, nitrate

of morphine and nicotine. This statement, as far as regards the nitrate of
strychnine, has been denied by Hamburger.

^

Hunter observed that the coagulation was retarded by the addition of a solu-
tion of opium, a statement however which is not confirmed by Hamburger.
The latter observer notices the effect which is produced by the addition of bile,
in preventing the coagulation.

Acceleration of the Coagulation.

The coagulation of the fibrin is accelerated, or at any rate not impeded, by
a temperature higher than that of the living blood. According to Hewson, it

takes place most rapidly at from 114° to 120°. Scudamore and Schroder van
der Kolk assert that the coagulation is accelerated by electricity and galvanic
currents, which, however, is opposed to the previous observations of Kielmeyer
and others. Contact with atmospheric air hastens the coagulation

According to Hamburger, no influence, either in accelerating or impeding
the coagulation, is exerted by sulphate of lime, chlorate of potash, or iodide ot
iron.

II

According to Magendie and Hamburger, the coagulation is accelerated by
acetate of morphine. The former observer states that water, a watery solution
of sugar, the fluid of dropsy, Seidlitz and Vichy waters, alcohol, ether and rnan-
nite

;
and the latter, that decoctions of digitalis, and tobacco, solution of tannin,

iodine, solution of sugar, gum Arabic, starch and fresh urine, have a similar
effect. IT

It will easily be seen that none of these facts throw light upon the
cause of coagulation.

We now turn to the theories. That of Prevost and Dumas, etc-.,

has alfeady been shown to be untenable. The next to be spoken of is

that of Sir C. Scudamore.
Th£ory of Sir C, Scudamore.—The amount of this theory is, that

* Schultz remarked that* hydrochlorate of ammonia, sulphate of potash, and sul-
phate of magnesia, retain the blood in a state of fluidity, an^ that even the addition
of a large quantity of water does not produce coagulation. After the addition of sulphate
of soda, the blood could only be prevented from gelatinizing by constant stirring, a step
that was not requisite with the other salts, t Lemons sur le Sang. Bruxelles ] 839

t Op. cit. p. 294.
^ § lb. p. 45.

- » •

II
Magendie observed that the coagulation is hastened by the addition of the chlor-

ides of potassium, sodium, ammonium and barium
;
of bicarbonate of soda, sulphate

of magnesia, borax, nitrate of silver, iodide of potassium, and the cyanides of gold
and mercury. ^

IT [A summary of Mr. Blake’s experiments on the effects of various salts, &c. on
the blood, is given in William’s Principles of Medicine, page 99.]
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coagulation is caused by the extrication of carbonic acid gas from the

blood. The subject can perhaps be best put before the reader by

transcribing one of the experiments of the author.^ “Exp. vi.—Blood

was taken from a man very slightly indisposed. Four ounces drawn in

one minute were received in seperate cups. The temperature of the

blood when placed under the air pump, was 84“ . In half a minute

after the exhaustion, it fell to 80®.

SUBSEQUENT RATE OF COOLING :

Blood in vacuo.

1 minute after the exhaustion, 79
t> 44 44 44 44 -yg

g 44 44 44 44 ' ^7

4 “ « “ “
• 76

5 “ “ “ “ 75

In the air of the apartment.

At the same time, 84®

2 minutes, 83.5

3 “ 83®

4 « 83®

5 « 82.5

The blood being now removed from the air pump, was found much

more coagulated than the other portion
;

it was free from air vesicles

on the surface, the other abounding with them. It was almost black in

colour, the other having the usual appearance. In nine minutes each

portion was quite coagulated.”

Now, it had been before shown that cold retarded coagulation, yet

though cold was produced in the above experiment, coagulation was

produced sooner than in the cup left to the air .of the apartment. He

then goes on to examine whether this effect was produced by the exclu-,

sion of the air or from other causes. His experiments led him to the

following results :

“ Low temperature delays the coagulation of the blood, as shown in

the first experiments.

“ At a reduced temperature, in vacuo, coagulation is hastened. At-

mospherical air being simply excluded in the stopped bottle, the tem-

perature not reduced, coagulation is retarded. All communication with

atmospherical air being prevented, the temperature not reduced, coagu-

lation is much retarded.”

He then makes these remarks :
—“ It occurred to nie that probably

the more or less gradual extrication of the carbonic acid belonging
,
to

the blood, was the chief circumstance having an influence on the period

of time in which the coagulation takes place.

f

Then follow a number of experiments which go to prove that \jarbo-

nic. acid gas is evolved from blood. The inferences from them may be

thus stated.' When blood, contained in a saucer, is placed over lime

water, and under a receiver containing atmospheric air, the lime water

presents a very dense pellicle in four minutes
;
the blood just beginning

to coagulate :

That lime water alone under the same receiver gives, in the same

amount of time a film just discoverable ; . . ^

That if blood be exposed for some time to the air, so that coagulation

may be conceived to be somewhat advanced, and then placed under the

receiver with lime water, a much less considerable pellicle is formed.

In other words, as coagulation is more advanced before commencing the

experiment, the lime water is the less affected.
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*‘The following experiments,” says the author, “appeared more clearly

demonstrative.
“ Exp. xxvii. A portion of blood drawn from a person in health

was placed with lime water under the receiver of .the air-pump, which

was immediately exhausted. In three minutes there appeared a thick

and universal pellicle, and the blood was considerably coagulated.

“ Exp. xxviii. I made a comparative trial with lime water only, and

could not in three minutes discover the slightest pellicle.”

There was for a long time a dispute in physiology whether carbonic

acid could be evolved from the blood by means of the air-purnp. But

the recent investigations of Magness, Bischofi’ and others, have settled

the question in the affirmitive.

But it is plain that these experiments of Sir C. Scudamore only prove

that the evolution of carbonic acid gas accelerates the coagulation, not

that it is essential to the process. And yet he declares this in the fol-

lowing words. “ Its evolution (that is, of carbonic acid gas,) takes place

most freely as the blood begins to concrete, arid ceases when coagula-

tion is completed. It is evidently an essential circumstance in the pro-

cess of coagulation,- as the same causes which retain the carbonic acid

in the blood, delay coagulation.”*

This theory is completely overthrown by the experiments already

mentioned, in which the' greatest possible care was taken to prevent the

blood coming in contact with the atmosphere, and by others, in which

vials were completely filled with blood
;
and yet coagulation, though

retarded, was not prevented. There could have been no possible escape

for the carbonic acid gas
;
the blood ought therefore to have remained

fluid. It did not, and the theory therefore falls to the ground.

Theory of Raspail.—This theory is just the reverse of the preceding.

So far from the loss of carbonic acid being the cause of the blood’s

coagulating, it is its presence, according to Raspail, that produces the

effect.

I must premise that Raspail makes no distinction between insoluble

albumen and fibrine. According to him, they are one and the same

thing, physically and chemically, and it is useless to give two names to

the same substance.
,

He begins the subject by relating the manner in which he deems the

blood corpuscles to be produced. According to him they are simply

precipitated molecules of albumen. To translate his own words :

—

“Hyaline globules, soluble in water, ammonia, acetic acid, concentra-

ted hydrochloric acid, coagulable by other acids, by heat, by alcohol,

are evidently simple globules of albumen, and not organized molecules.

“ Each of these globules may then be considered as so much albumen,

at first dissolved in the serum of the blood by the acid of any menstruum
whatever, and afterwards precipitated from this menstruum, either by
neutralization or by evaporation of the menstruum. Nevertheless the

precipitates obtained by means of alcohol are always formless.coagula.

This is true
;
but the precipitates of albumen obtained by the sponta-

neous evaporation of the menstruum which holds them in solution, repre-

sent so well all the phenomena of the blood, that by the addition of a

* Op. cit., p. 103.
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red colouring matter, one would think he was looking at true blood.

—

In hict, let a certain quantity of white of egg be dropt into an excess of

concentrated hydrochloric acid
;
the albumen, at first coagulated white,

will very soon dissolve in the acid, taking on a violet colour which will

afterwards pass into a blue. If the hydrochloric acid be now decanted

and left to spontaneous evaporation, a white powder will be precipitated,

which under the microscope will be seen to consist of very small, sphev

rical globules, equal in size, and which the most practised eye might

easily mistake for the globules of the blood.

“ Now it will be easily granted that the quantity of these globules will

vary according to the quantity of the menstruum which will evaporate

in a given time, and according to many other accessory circumstances
;

so that these globules might present themselves in different forms and

magnitudes, according to the age, habits, species and sex of the animals

submitted to observation.
* * * * *

“ Besides these albuminous globules, the blood still contains a large

quantity of liquid albumen
j
a fact of which the microscope may assure

us, either by our letting blood, diluted with water, dry spontaneously, (we

then see, in fact, a layer of albumen which cannot be produced by a

junction end to end of the globules,) or by coagulating it with alcohol.

Keeping the eye at the microscope, globules are seen enveloped by a

membranous coagulum which'is unexpectedly formed at the expense, of

the liquid portion.

“ Let us now endeavour to discover the nature of the menstruum which

renders this albumen soluble, and which, by being neutralized or by its

evaporation deposits the globules which swim in the serum, or are car-

ried along the vessels without uniting with each other. .The analogy

of chemical composition and of circulation between the liquid of the

chara and the blood, induced me at first to think that the menstruum of

the albumen was, in both, acetic acid. Macquer and Homberg had

already discovered an acid in blood
;
Prevost had found acetic acid in

it; Berzelius had shown the presence of lactate of soda and potash not

only in the blood, but in all the tissues. This lactate we have demon-

strated to be but an albuminous acetate of soda and potash. This

hypothesis was, it is true, in opposition to the evident alkaline nature of

the blood at the moment it leaves the vessels, but this alkaline condition

might be consecutive to an acid state, and that might occur which we
have already had occasion to verify, with regard to an acid ammoniacal

salt becoming blue by contact of the atmosphere. But the constant

alkaline nature of the most recently drawn blood, and the coagu-

lation produced by diluted acids, gave no room to doubt but that the

menstruum of the albumen was an alkali. This alkali is soda, and

above all, ammonia, of which authors take no account, and whose various

salts are recognized under the microscope.

“ This principle once admitted, the spontaneous coagulation ofthe blood

no longer offers any inexplicable difficulty. For the carbonic acid of

the atmosphere, that which is formed in the blood by its avidity for

oxygen, or that formed in consequence of the spontaneo.us fermentation

of the elements of the blood itself, saturates the menstruum of the albu-

men, which is precipitated in the form of clot. The ammonia and water
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of the blood which springs smoking from the vein, by being evaporated,
abandon in time a proportional quantity of dissqlved albumen, and the
mass coagulated so much the sooner, the less the blood contains of
water. I might add that an acid fermentation is susceptible of being
manifested in a liquid raised to the temperature of 98 “ Fahr., and con-
taining at the same time insoluble albumen and sugar, immediately on
its exit from the vessels. This acid will render the saturation of the
menstruum still more rapid.”*

This theory of Raspail is certainly a very ingenious one, but it is as
untenable as it is ingenious. In the first place, it is opposed to the facts
developed by the experiments of Sir C. Scudamore. It will be remem-
bered that in those experiments coagulation was hastened by the evolu-
tion of carbonic acid gas under the receiver of the air pump, and that
too, though the temperature was lowered. It is opposed, too, to the fact
that arterial, coagulates more rapidly than venous blood. Admitting that
there is an increase of fibrin in arterial blood and a less quantity of
water, still there is certainly a much fess quantity of carbonic acid, for
this last has been evolved from the venous blood in the respiratory pro-
cess. Moreover, Sir H. Davy could distinguish no difference in the
time required for coagulation when the blood was subjected to the influ-
ence of carbonic acid gas.

Nervous Theory.—Mr. Thachrah in his “Inquiry into the nature and
properties of the blood,” comes to the conclusion that “the vital or
nervous influence is the source of the blood’s fluidity, and its loss the
cause of coagulation.”

Mayer of Bonn, came to a like conclusion from some experiments
upon the nervus vagus. Dividing those nerves, he found the blood
coagulated in the arteries and veins of the lungs, and also in the heart.
‘•But, says Muller, “I have repeated the experiments without oblainino-
the same result.”-!-

' But be the fact so or not, it is impossible to refer the coagulation of
blood to the want of nervous influence. The nerves cannot possibly
act upon the mass of the blood contained in the larger vessels. They
may, to be sure, exert an indirect action upon this fluid in the nutritive
process—when molecules of blood come in contact with molecules of
the solids but they exert this influence indirectly^ and by means of
primary changes induced in the solids. A sufficient answer, however
to any such theory, is found in the fact that blood effused into the tissues
from contusions, that contained in the extremities of arteries that have
been tied, as in aniputations, &;c., coagulates, becomes organized and a
part of the living tissues. Moreover, in certain diseases, such as Asiatic
cholera, the blood is found fluid after death, and uncoagulable. It is
hardly worth while to mention that in such a disease the influence of
the nervous system must be nearly annihilated.

Vital Theory .—This theory bears two^phaSes one attributes coami-
latioii to'some unknown mode of action of the vital principle; the other
to the loss of the vital principle, in other words, to the death of the blood.

I he celebrated John Hunter is the coryphoeus of the first. As, frommany experiments, he knew it to be true th^t this remarkable change

* Chimie organiqiie, tom. iii. f Elements of Physiology, p. 358 .
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depended neither upon rest, nor upon the lowering of the normal tem-

perature, nor upon the presence and contact of the atmosphere, nor upon

a difference in the nature of the substances in contact with the blood
;

and as he supposed that he had considered all the circumstances ot the^

case, he naturally inferred that the phenomenon was not due to any ot

these circumstances, nor to any combination of them, but to something

in the blood itself—and this was the vital principle. He u.^es the fol-

lowintr lancTuage with regard to this subject. “ Coagulation, I conceive

to be an o^raiion of life; and I imagine it to proceed exactly upon the

same principle as the union by the first intention ;
it is particle uniting

with particle, by the attraction of cohesion, which in the blood forms a

One would suppose, d priori, that as the blood is taken in a fluid^

state from the living body and then changes its form, that the cause ot^

the change was a loss of the vital principle
;
provided the existence ot

such a principle be admitted. But as coagulation is a/i operation of life

it was incumbent upon the theorilt to tell us what was the cause of its

fluiditv in the vessels. It might be pertinently asked if the fluid bloody

in the" liviniT body was dead matter ? Coagulation is an operation ot

life now what is the cause of its being constantly found fluid in the

vessels of a healthy man ? m a
In replv, we have the following strange language. hile the blood

is circulating, it is subject to certain laws, to* which it is not subject

when not circulating. It has the power ot preserving its fluiditx, or m
other words, the living principle in the body has the power ot preserving

it in this state.” Asain, “If the blood had not the living principle, it

would be, in respect of the body, as an extraneous substance. Blood is not

only alive itself, but is the support of life in every other part of the bodx

.

So, coacTulation is caused bv the living principle, and the very reverse

condition (that of fluiditv) is caused by the same agent. But it is evi-

dent, that until we are informed how this principle operates in the two

cases,.we are just as wise as we were before.

Puzzled in the extreme by the perplexities of this subject. Hunter, at

last, as if in desperation, uses the following extraordinary language.—

The pa--age has been often quoted and needs no comment. **^'ly

opinion is, that the blood coagulates fiom an impression—that is, its

fluiditv under such circumstances being improper, or no longer necess^rx,

it coagulates to answer now the necessary purpose ot solidity, this

power"" seems to be influenced, in a way in some degree similar to mus-

cular action, though probably not entirely ot that kind
;

for I ha\e rea^on

to believe that blood has the poxver of action within itself, according to

the stimulus of necessity, which necessity arises out ot its situation.

Let us now turn to the other phase ot this theory—to the x lew s ot

those who contend that fluidity is owing to the vital principle, and

coagulation to the death of the blood. It is obvious that such a theory

cannot account, for many familiar phenomena, indeed is opposed to

them, and theorv must always fall when arrayed in opposition to tacts.

We knoxvthat blood, extravasated into the tissues, will coagulate, become

organized and part of tlto living system. It may be converted into

various tissues, take on inflammatory action and the various phenomen

of disease. The clot left in the extremities of divided vessels alter being
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tied, becomes organized and is not .distinguishable from similar tissues.

If the coagulation is caused by death of the blood, how can all this

happen? Again, in certain kinds of death, as from lightning, malig-
nant diseases, collapse of cholera, etc., the blood remains fluid. Is its

life the cause of its so remaining?
Dr. Carpenter in his work on Human Physiology, seems to be of the

opinion of Hunter, or at least to have adopted a similar one. “That the

coagulation of the fibrin is not,” says he, “ as some have supposed, a
proof of the death of the blood, but is rather an act of vitality, appears
evident from what has been already stated of the incipient organization
which may be detected even in an ordinary clot

;
and still more from

the fact that, if the effusion of fibrin takes place upon a living surface,

its coagulation is the first act of its conversion into solid tissues posses-
sing a high degree of vitality. It is absurd to suppose that the blood
dies, in order to assume a higher form. When withdrawn from the
body, however, the coagulation of the blood is the last act of its life

;

for, if not within the influence of a living surface, it soon passes into

decomposition.”

This is singular language from an author who has so ably contended
that life is not something superadded to matter.

But what is the use of so many words to tell us two well known and
familiar facts, namely, that fibrin will coagulate in the body and be-
come organized

;
and, that it will coagulate out of the body and then in

due course of time pass into decomposition
;

for, to so much, and so
much only, the passage amounts. But in all, is there one single circum-
stance mentioned which throws light upon the question, why the fibrin

in either case passes from the fluid to the solid form ?

That the fibrin will be organized in the one case, and pass into de-
composition in the other, like all animal matter under similar circum-
stances, is perfectly plain when the different conditions under which they
exist are considered.

* * ,
* * * * *

We have seen all the foregoing theories insufficient to account for the
transformation of fluid fibrin into the solid state. It is not my purpose
to offer another view of this singular phenomenon, but to point out that
there are similar phenomena among artificial compounds, and to show
that an explanation of the change in the blood ,can only be hoped for
from the progress of chemistry. To that science the problem properly
belongs, and by it will doubtlessly some day be solved.

It is well known that fibrine and albumen are closely allied, if indeed
as some suppose, they be not identical. The word fibrine may there-
fore, with propriety, be substituted for albumen in the following extract
from Dr. Turner’s chemistry. “Were I to hazard an opinion on this
subject, it would be the following : that albumen combines directly with
water at the moment of being secreted, at a time when its particles are
in a state of minute division

;
but as its affinity for that liquid is very

feeble, the compound is decomposed by slight causes, and the albumen
thereby rendered quite insoluble. Silicic acid affords an instance of a
similar phenomenon.”

Of silicic acid, he says, “ In its solid form silicic acid is quite insolu-
ble in water

; but Berzelius has shown that if presented to water while
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in the nascent state, it is dissolved in large quantity. On evaporating

the solution gently, a bulky gelatinous hydrate separates, which is par-

tially decomposed by a very moderate temperature, but does not part

with all its water except at a red heat.”

This, to be sure, does not explain the coagulation of fibrine, since the

slight causes spoken of are the very things which we arc in quest of.—

But Dr. Turner’s remarks evidently point to the general manner in

which the phenomena may occur, as well as to an analogous pheno-

menon.
But we may point to several other phenomena still more closely re-

sembling the coagulation of the blood, and it will be seen that they too

are, in the present state of science, inexplicable. Chemists, when speak-

ing of these phenomena, are forced to use metaphorical language, and

therefore employ the expression that the change is sjiontaneous

;

which,

in other words means that they are ignorant of the cause of the etiect.

It is surely not worth while to argue that there can be no spontaniety of

action except in beings possessed of volition.

The first of the phenomena alluded to which xve shall mention, is the

singular change which takes place in cyanic acid from no kno\yn cause.

Graham thus describes it :
“ It is a transparent, very volatile liquid of a

pungent odour, highly corrosive, miscible with water. Soon after its

preparation this liquid spontaneously undergoes a very extraordinary

change : it is converted with the evolution of heat into a white solid

matter, cyamelide, having the same composition in 100 parts, but insolu-

ble in water and dilute acids, dissolved by caustic alkali, with the for-

mation of ammonia, » cyanate and cyanuret of the alkali.’

The next substance which we shall mention,' subject to spontaneous

change is chloral—“chloral,” says Professor Graham “is a pretty

oleaginous liquid, colourless, greasy to the touch, having a penetrating,

disao-reeable odour which provokes tears
;

its taste is first oily and then

caustic. Its density is 1.502 at 64.4« (18« Cent.) and it boils at 201.2®

(94® Cent.) distilling without alteration,” etc.

“Like aldehyde, pure chloral cannot be kept long without alteration.

It gradually passes into a solid mass, resembling porcelain, without

change of weight, and equally whether contained in vessels hermetically

sealed or open. This mass is not dissolved by water,” etc.

But a still stronger example of these spontaneous changes is to be

found in the substance termed aldehyde. I shall quote from Liebig’s

Animal Chemistry. “ Among those substances which contain no nitro-

gen, we have aldehyde—a combustible liquid miscible with water, which

boils at the temperature of the hand, attracts oxygen from the atmos-

phere with avidity, and is thereby changed into acetic acid. 4'his com-

pound cannot be preserved, even in close vessels ;
for after some hours

or days, its consistence, its volatility and its power of absorbing oxygen,

all are changed. It deposits long, hard, needle-shaped crystals which

at 212® are not volatilized, and the supernatant liquid is no longer alde-

hyde. It now boils at 140®, cannot be mixed with water, and when

cooled to a moderate degree, crystallizes in a form lik-e ice
;
nevertheless,

analysis has proved, that these three bodies, so different in their charac-

ters, are identical' in composition.”
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Now, here we have clianges of form, and (in the last mentioned in-

stance) even more singular than that which occurs in the librin ot'the

blood, and equally inexplicable in the present state of science. As well

might we invent some 'principle to account for the transformations of

aldehyde, as for those of librine.

It is now well known, that even elementary bodies are capable of

presenting very, different forms. Those of sulphur and carbon are well

known. If this 1)0 the case, the susceptibility to change of tbrm in liigh-

ly compound bodies cannot, or at least ought not, to be a matter of sur-

prise.

I shall conclude this paper by repeating whatdias been asserted above
;

that we must expect from chemistry the solution of these mysteries.

\lL~Casr of TAtholomij: Extraction of a, large Stone from the Bladder

of a little (Eirl. By James Guild, i\I. I)., of .Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Tuscaloosa, Ala., February, 1817 .

Editors of the New Orleans Medical and. Surgical Journal:

Gentlemen :—Should you think the following described case worthy
of notice in your Journal, you will please publish it.

Mr. J Hawit, of this vicinity, consulted me in relation to his little

daughter nine years old, who, he informed me was suffering excessively,

and had a continuous dripping of urine, and occasional paroxysms, that

seemed almost to take.' lile. Said he had consulted several physicians,

and had given a great deal of medicine, without any benefit. From his

description of the case, I was confident there existed a calculus in the
bladder. I accordingly sounded the bladder on the 20th ult.; and
found the stone without difficulty. The child was much emaciated,
oedema present, and the healthy functions of the system much impaired

;

in consequence of which, I saught the first favorable day to operate.
Accordingly, on the 25th of the same month, I performed the new ope-
ration of Mr. Ferguson, and removed 'the largest stone I had ever seen,
or described by any surgeon taken from the living subject. The little

patient was placed on the table and tied in the usual w'ay for lithotomy.
I introduced a deeply grooved straight director into the bladder, the
groove pointing downwards and outwards, and to the left side, and with
a probe-pointed bistoury, such as is used in operating for fistula in ano,
an incision some halt an inch in extent, was made towards the tuber-
osity of the ischium

;
the incision being limited to the anterior half of

the urethra. I then introduced my finger into the wound, and by gentle
pressure could dilate the urethra.so as to feel the neck of the bladder,
the finger coming in contact wdth a very rough surface and of immense
size. Finding it impossible to get the stone through so small an aper-
ture, I made an incision on the opposite side of the urethra, of the same
extent that was first made. I could,-then, without difficulty feel the neck
of the bladder, and found the whole body filled, and its' coats firmly
attached to the stone. I then by a very tedious process, broke up the
attachment with the scoop and fingers. A large lithotomy forceps was
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now introduced, when the stone was immediately seized, and though the

blades slipped frequently in consequence of its immense size, I succeeded

in withdrawing the calculus without crushing. It was about the size

of a hen’s egg, weighing two ounces, and measuring six inches length-

wise and four inches and five eighths of an inch across its small diameter
^

it was of an oval form. 27th, visited her, going on well. 29th, much

improved, able to retain her water a few hours. 31st, still improving,

able to retain her water still longer. Feb. 4th, able to sit up, good

appetite, wound almost closed, al)le to retain her wateralmost at pleasure.

11th, discharged, able to walk and amuse herself as she thinks proper.

Intimation being given that the child had introduced a pin into the

bladder some twelve or fifteen months previous, I sawed open the cal-

culus across its small diameter, and to our great astonishment found a

brass pin in its center, of an unusually large size, which acted as a

nucleus on which the deposit was formed. I am much gratified to find

there is no incontinence of urine in the case, and am satisfied there

never will be, when the operation is performed in this way.

Sir Astley Cooper states that all his operations with the knife, were

attended with incontinence of urine, and recommends a suture upon the

edges of the wound. I am well satisfied there is no necessity of cutting

the neck of the bladder in the female to extract calculi, for ^fter mak-

ing the incision as I have described, the parts can be so dilated as to

remove any sized stone that may form in the bladder.

My esteemed friend. Professor Brumby, of the university of Ala., has

analyzed the stone, and addressed me the following note.

UNIVERSITY OF Ala., January 30th 1847.

Dear Sir.—The portion of urinary calculus, which you gave me for

the purpose, this morning, has been caretully subjected to chemical

examination.

It is insoluble in alcohol and very partially soluble in boiling water.

In solution of potassa or soda, it is insoluble, but emits a taint odor of

ammonia, and deposits, after cooling, small flakes of animal mattei. It

is readily dissolved by diluted nitric, hydrochloric, sulphuric and acetic

acids. From any of these solutions, it is precipitated by alkalies. The

solution in nitric acid placed in a small retort, was slowly evaporated

to dryness. The saline mass was white. This was then heated to

near redness, over a small spirit lamp, when the retort was filled with

dense white fumes, evidently of undecomposed nitrate of ammonia, and a

white saline residue was left. This was insoluble in water, but dissolved

readily when a drop of pure nitric acid was added. This solution ren-

dered neutral by ammonia, was tested and found to contain phosphoric

acid, magnesia and a trace of lime.

A portion in fine powder was then heated gradually to redness m a

small platinum spoon, over the flame of a spirit lamp. It became black,

yielded the odor of ammonia, but did not melt. In the blow pipe flame

it was fused with difficulty into a white 'enamel.

These chemical characters combined with color, form, size', structure,

powder and other physical properties,' prove this calculus to be of the

species denominated amrnoniaco-magnesian phosphate, mixed probably

with a small quantity of phosphate of lime. Its aspect shows that it is
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not the fibrinous, a rare species of calculus
;

it is not the xanthic oxide,

for its color is neither reddish nor yellow; it is insoluble in potassa, and
its solution in nitric acid, deposits on evaporation, a white, instead of

a bright lemon residue. It is neither cystic oxide, nor the uric acid

calculus
;

for it is insoluble in alkalies, and soluble in acetic acid. It

is not the fusible calculus, for to convert it into an enamel, requires the

highest heat of the blowpipe flame. Finally, it is not the phosphate
of lime (bone earth) calculus, since it contains very little lime, is solu-

ble in cold acetate acid, and consists chiefly of ammoina, magnesia and
phosphoric acid. Yours truly,

Dr.^James Guild. R. T. Brumby.

IV.

—

Accounts of a New and Fatal Epidemic that Pi'cvailed Recently in

Mississippi and Tennessee. By B. J. Hicks, M. D., of Vicksburg,
Miss., and B. F. Taylor, M. D., of Whiteville, Hardeman County,
Tennessee.

(It is a remarkable coincidence that we should have received about
the same time the following communications, evidently describing the
same curious disease, as it prevailed at localities nearly 300 miles apart.

It will be seen that Dr. White gives no name to the strange affection
;

whilst Dr. Hicks calls it myelitis petechialis. We are satisfied it is the
cerebrospinal meningitis, which prevailed during the last year in Ireland
and some parts of Europe—an interesting account of which may be found
among our Foreign extracts in the present number, taken from Bank-
ing’s Half-Yearly Abstract, vol. 2, No. 2, p. 192. Upon enquiry, we
learn that several cases of a similar nature were seen in this city in the
early part of the spring

;
and on reflection, we are inclined to think it

was the same disease that killed so many of the 2nd regiment of Mis-
sissippi Volunteers as they passed through this place in January last.—
We think it evident that neuralgic and spasmodic affections have in-

creased greatly in the south within a few years past. Eds.)

Editors of the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen :—In the neighborhood of this village we have had an
epidemic that has proven to be one of the -most formidable, probably,
in the records of medicine. It appears to have been more prevalent
near Hatchie river, than in any other section of the country. The dis-

ease has been confined principally to children between the age of six
and fifteen years. The attack is ushered in with cold chilly sensations,
after which moderate heat of surface, pain commencing between the
shoulders, extending to the occipital region, rigidity of the posterior
cervical muscles, retracting the head considerably backward, as in
tetanus. Delirium supervenes in an hour or two, contraction of the
pupils of the eye, dilitation of the one eye sometimes, with contraction
of the other, ptosis of the eyelids, ecchymoses under the eye and on the
body, rigidity of the abdominal muscles, spasmodic twitchings of the
flexors of the extremities, and a disposition to keep the legs in motion
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from side to side alternately. A difficulty in expanding the lungs,

breathing through the nostrils principally, constipation of the bowels,

and sometimes retention of urine. Stertorous breathing comes on,

and death soon closes the scene—such are the general symptoms of the

disease. It terminates its course in from fifteen to seventy-two hours.

1 have known one case to terminate as late as the twelfth day.

Almost every method of treatment has been devised and carried into

efi'ect
;
bleeding, emetics, cathartics, cold douche, cupping, mercurials,

blisters
;

after which, opium, quinine, and stimulants. The system ap-

pears to be so excessively shocked that the recuperative powers are not

sufficient to sustain the tottering fabric. The necessary chemical

change is not carried on in the lungs
;
the blood is not decarbonized,

consequently, from the phenomena manifested, we are led to the conclu-

sion that death is produced principally by asphyxia.

I will simply detail one case, the particulars of which will be found

highly interesting, illustrating clearly and conclusively the pathology of

the disease.

Case. I was called in consultation with my ffiend Dr. Durham, an

old practitioner, in the night of the 30th March, to see a servant girl,

acred 11 years, the property of John H., Esq. She was taken on Sun-

day evening the 28th, and was seen the following morning by Dr. Dur-

ham. She was then delirious, conjunctivse injected, pupils contracted,

retraction of the posterior cervical muscles, twitchings of the flexors,

rigidity of the abdominal muscles, hurried respiration, pulse full, but

compressible, constipation of the bowels. A mercurial cathartic was

ordered, and a blister to the nape of the neck, extending over the occi-

pital region.

29th. Delirium ceased; there is still retraction of the muscles;

medicine produced two evacuations ; has passed a small quantity ofmine;

says she 'feels better. Ordered calomel and pulv. doveri.

30th. This evening I saw her the first time. Intellect clear, com-

plains of pain in the hypochondriac region, retraction of posterior mus-

cles, pupils contracted, the eye looks rather -dull, tenderness on percus-

sing the 2nd and 3rd dorsal vertebrae, restlessness, pulse quick and

compressible, no fever, tongue of a dull red or purple color around the

borders, coated with a thin yellow fur and fissured, respiration quicker

than natural, performed principally by the abdominal muscles^ dullness

on percussion over the right hypochondriac region, auscultation detec-

ted slight engorgement of the lungs, no purgative since yesterday. I

adviser? that she should be cupped over the spine pretty extensively, and

to have an active mercurial cathartic.
. r i r

31st. The cupping relived the muscular retraction
;
skin feels pliant,

though there is increased heat of the scalp. In the course of the night

it was thought proper by Dr. Durham to administer 6 i. tinct. opii.

camph. to relieve excessive abdominal pain. Bowels not nio%ed; the

anodyne had the desired eflect. She says that she is better. Ordeied

ol. riciiii. and ol. terebinth., to be repeated in four hours, should it not

operate.
_ . r

When we were in the act of leaving, the mother came out from the

cabin and desired us to come back and see her, as she was much worse.
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She stated that the patient had asked for a drink of Water a few minutes
previously, complaining on lying down of pain in the abdomen, and
evacuated her bowels in bed. The pupils were contracted, pulse
depressed, breathing stertorous. Death closed the scene in a few
minutes.

I examined the body in presence of Dr. Durham, and the following
were the appearances.

Sectio. Cadaveris, 18 hours after death.—The body was not thin,
and there was a quarter to half an inch of fat covering the abdominal
muscles.

Head. The posterior integuments were swollen, both pupils were
dilated. On removing the calvarium, a considerable amount of blood
flowed from the sinuses of the dura mater. The arachnoid membrane
adhered with moderate firmness to the surface of the convolutions. '

While the brain was being removed, some two or three ounces of
serum escaped from the ventricles, being a clear and transparent color.
The weight of the brain was not ascertained, but it appeared heavier
than usual. The surface of the convolutions was much flattened. The
base of the brain bore evident marks of inflammation. The membranes
covering the medulla oblongata and the cerebellum, the right lobe more
especially, were thickened and opaque, adhering likewise pretty firmly
to the fissures of Sylvius. The membranes at the base were unusually
vascular, but the substance of the brain itself was not altered very much
in color or consistence. The membranes, more particularly, around
the third nerve of the right side, were thickened and more vascular than
natural. . On examining the superior surface of the brain and separating
the two hemispheres slightly, they gave way inferiorly. This was as-
certained to arise from softening of the lower part of the middle lobe of
both hemispheres, as also a considerable portion of the corpus callo-
sum. The corpora, striata were very slightly injected and softened,
particularly that of the right side

;
the lining membrane of the ventricles

was not altered in color. The brain, taken as a whole, excepting the
parts mentioned, was natural.

Spinal Marrow.—On sawing the vertebrae, a considerable quantity of
fluid blood gushed out the moment the interior of the canal was reached.
It appeared to be perfectly flooded and engorged. The membranes
were evidently thickened and highly vascular. The spinal marrow was
not altered m appearance, but if any thing, softer than natural. The
substance itself was not injected.

Thorax. On inflating the lungs, the cells were permeate throughout.
Ihere was no appearance of hyperemia or’ inflammation of the sub-
stance, or of the lining membrane.

The Heart contained within the ventricles a thick coaguliim of blood
The pericardium being cut through, about two ounces of serum escaped.
Ihe valves were healthy and the artery was free from deposits.'
Abdomen.— liver was perfectly engorged with blood

;
an incision

being made through its structure, the blood could be squeezed from it
as from a sponge. The gall bladder was distended and contained a
quantity of thick black bilious matter. The weight of the liver was 54
pounds. ^

The Kidnies were congested, but otherwise healthy.

7
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The Spleen was large, but contained little blood in comparison with

The Intestines contained a quantity of thin greenish matter, ihere

were a few spots of ecchymoses in the lower two fifths of the ilium.—

The small intestines contained a few large worms. Ihe almien ary

canal was otherwise throughout healthy. The bladder bore no mark ot

d I S60Js0

Such are the facts and history of one ot the most malignant diseases

that it has been my lot to witness.

I forbear making any remarks, as I have, I fear, trespassed upon your

columns already too much.
Very respecttully,

Whiteville, Tenn., April, 1847. B. F. WHITL,

(In reply to a note requesting farther particulars, the following were

received from Dr. White. Eds.)

The disease made its appearance the 25th day of hebruary, near

Hatchie river. The region of country extending along Hatchie, trom

Bolivar to Estanaula, was the only section that was affected. A o case

that I am aware, occurred more than six miles out from the river, teome

fifty cases that I know of, have occurred. The ratio of mortality in my

practice, has been three-fourths out of the whole number. Eveiy case

that wa^ taken with the extreme violent symptoms mentioned, died.

Towards the last, the disease lost its malignancy to a certain exten ,

like all epidemics. However, the last two cases that I saw, dieff. 1 he

first of these demonstrated the futility of the antiphlogistic, with the se-

dative plan. In the second case, no time was afforded for any plan ot

treatment. The system received such a shock that it could never re-

cuperate. The following were the notes taken at the time.

Miss Nancy E., aged 15 years, taken on Sunday evening, April 4th;

complains of pain between the shoulders
;
spasmodic retraction ot the

posterior cervical muscles; suhsiiltus tendinum ;
pain in the he«d and

limbs ;
delirium, with intervals ofconsciousness ;

some fever, face Hushed,

bowels acted once during the day. April 5th, Monday morning, com-

plains of pain of the stomach, with occasional sickness
;
slight deliiium.

Family gave an emetic ;
acted pretty thoroughly ;

delirium relieved ,

bowels evacuated ;
took a dose of calomel. I saw her first on Teusday

morning, 6th April, and found her in the following condition : head

elevated on pillows
;
complains of an intense pain in the foiehead

,
puls

hard and pupils contracted. On percussing the spinous processes, there

was found to be tenderness, more particularly over the 2nd and 3d dor-

sal vertebrae; tenderness on pressure over the right hypochondiiac

region
;
tongue covered with a thick yellow fur, fissured and dry; bieath

offinsive. Bled her to ! xvi, took ten ounces of blood by cups from

the spine. A blister to extend from the neck, over the spine to the

sacrum. Proto-chlor. hyd. grs. x, acetate morph, gr. i, for a
^

cold douche over the head. She has now fallen to sleep, lo take

sulph. magnesia, 1 oz. in four hours, should she be not evacuated.

Wednesday 7th, I saw her this morning at 2 o clock ;
still complains o

pain in the head
;
pulse 75 ;

bowels have acted freely, rational ;
no subsul-^
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tus
;

pupils still contracted. Ordered a cold dash over the head, vene-
section to f xviii

;
to take proto-chlor. hydr. grs. x, acet. morph, gr. i,

followed in four hours by a dose of sulph. magnesia. In my absence, a
professional friend was called at 2 o’clock, p. m. He prescribed a dose
of calomel with morphia. I saw her at ten o’clock at night. Head
relieved, very little fever, small red spots, not unlike ecchymoses have
appeared under the left eyelid, and over the body. To have two drops
croton oil, repeated in two hours, should the bowels not act freely.
Thursday, 9 o’clock, 8th April, complains of her head, great restless-
ness, sighing; pulse 100. Bowels were evacuated freely, discharges
dark and very offensive. Stertorous breathing came on, and death took
place at 12 o’clock.

In reviewing this case,- you probably may be led to believe that the
opiurn brought on the stertorous breathing, and that the treatment was
sufficient to have produced death. I have seen precisely the same thing
occur where no narcotic was given. The fact is, that I had almost lost
confidence in any therapeutical agent. In those extreme cases, nothing
appeared to be of any service. If any remedy is of any service, it is
most unquestionably the preparations of opium.

I may remark, that in some of the cases that survived, the hearing
was not restored for some lime. The function of taste also, was lost.
In one^ little child I recollect that he could not tell any thing bitter from
any thing sweet. Bvery thing was devoured with the same gusto.

Yours, &c.,
Whiteville, May 18th, 1847. B. F. WHITE.

To the Editors of the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

/ Gentlemen Conceiving it to be the duty of every medical philan-
thropist to contribute his mite towards the advancement of a science
whose object is the relief of human suffering and prolonging life, I trans-
mit to you for publication if deemed worthy, the following observations
upon a disease of most extraordinary character which has lately prevailed
in our city, to a moderate extent, but with great fatality. I submit them
as taken from the bed-side of the sick, leaving the readers of your Jour-
nal to draw their own conclusions. When the disease first made its
appearance, with what industry and zeal did the physicians of our city
search the medical periodicals for half a century back, in order that they
might receive some light as an inheritance from the experience' of our
predecessors,^ to aid them in the diagnosis and treatment of this fatal
malady, but in vain

;
hence, 1 offer no other apology for this communi-

cation, hoping it may serve in a slight degree as a beacon, to aid some
traveller through the dark maizes of our profession, and to shun the
errors which have often prevented success.

The disease of which 1 speak, I shall call myelitis petecliialis., as the
meaning of the terms will convey an idea of the most prominent syrnp-

The patients were attacked with groaning, muttering delirium, chilly
sensations, pallid countenance, extremities cold

; which symptoms were
soon followed by roving restlessness, flushed countenance, frequent pulse,
expression of the eye wild and frantic, surface of the body hot and dry,
vio ent SCI earning when touched or spoken to, unable to answer questions
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correctly, to locate the pain or point out the suffering organs
;
whilst

sleeping, alternate pallor and flushings of the countenance were often

observed and violent inflammation of the right or left eye was not an

unfrequent occurrence. This condition was followed on the second or

third day of the disease with symptoms of tetanus, the spinal muscles

beino- very much contracted and rigid
;

in some instances to such an ex-

tent ^that the patients were enabled to swallow even fluids with much

difficulty, accompanied with a loss of power in either the right or Mt

upper and lower extremeties, followed by convulsions of great severity,

which would be excited or called into action by touching or raising the

inferior extremities as quick as the operations of a galvanic apparatus.

Durino- the existence of this disturbed state of the nervous organism

there was no evidence of lesion existing in the biliary or digestive

organs, but great activity of the urinary secretions, being unnaturally

copious and pellucid.

There was no uniform rule for the appearance of the various symp-

toms in this disease
;

in some instances the tetanic symptoms were ob-

served as early as the first day of the attack, and in other cases as late

as the tenth. In many of the most violent cases, within six hours after

the patients were taken \\], petechicB of large size made their appearance

upon the arms, over the eyelids and upon the inferior extremities, as if

a violent hemorrhagic effort had been made and the blood arrested undei

the cuticle. These petechicB disappeared on the 4th or 5th day, if the

patients were not sooner cut off. In the most violent cases, death ensued

on the 5th day of the disease
;
in other instances they survived from

thirty to fifty days ;
but few cases recovered after the symptoms of teta-

nus presented themselves.

In consequence of a doubt existing in regard to the pathology of the

disease, the treament was pursued with a cautious and timid hand. The

stimulating and anodyne course of treatment did not avail, and blood-let-

ting was equally unsuccessful. The course which was of most promise,

was of a mixed character. In vigorous constitutions, blood-letting in the

onset of the attack, followed by an active mercuiial cathartic, was of

great service. If the patient should be of a more delicate constitution,

cupping the whole length of the spine and early vesication by the use of

the newly invented blistering tissue, or the unguent cantharides, would

be preferable to the general bleeding
;
revulsives to the extremities and

iced cloths to the head, together with the internal exhibition of the fol-

lowing mixture, greatly aided in advancing the case.

^ Pulv. gum. camph. 3j.

Potassio tartrit. antimonii. p’s. ij.

Mucilage gum. acaciae. § vi. M.

Give one tablespoonful every two hours. An enema composed of 5 ij.

spir. terebinthinse, 3 ij. tr. assafoetida and a half pint of thin starch was

administered morning and evening, with a view of tranquilizing ner-

vous distress, and keeping the bowels gently open.

After the violence of the disease had abated, the most beneficial tonic

for relieving the inertia of the nervous system, which occurred in every

instance of recovery, I found to be the following.
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^ lod. Ferri. 9 j.

Iodine, grs. viij.

lod. Potassse, 3 ij.

Syr. Sassapar. I iv.

Give one teaspoonful every four hours in a little water. This pre-

scription should be continued for some days, unless found to produce

gastric distress
;
then some mild bitter vegetable infusion should be

substituted.

The pathology of this disease may be stated in a few words. The
brain and spinal marrow being the great centre of the nervous system,

any injury done to its substance by mechanical violence or otherwise,

must necessarily derange the functions of all of the organs of the human
machinery which depend upon their sane condition for the healthful

elimination of the vital fluids and the depurative processes that are neces-

sary to keep the organism in a condition suitable for the purposes of

maintaining the proper operations of the whole
;
and when such impor-

tant functions are so interfered with, the tendency is consequently to a
cessation of that nervous power or excitation which is necessary to carry
on the operations of vitality.

In the disease in question, there is a positive injury existing within

the spinal canal
;
congestion and inflammation of the spinal marrow and

its membranes, which, if not speedily arrested, terminates in softening

of its substance, which must be necessarily fatal. This condition of the

spinal marrow has been produced by the sudden operations of meteoro-
logical changes made upon the nervous expansions of the skin, which
impressions are transmitted to the opposite extremity of the nervous ap-

paratus through the medium of the nerves themselves, they being the

natural conductors of sensations, at which point morbid action is excited

and continued until lesion takes place, if not prevented by timely treat-

ment. The pathology of nervous diseases has been too much neglected
;

the operations of the nervous system are much modified by the electrical

condition of the atmosphere, and the treatment of this particular class of
diseases will be unsatisfactory until more attention shall be paid to this

particular study. The nervous system is more involved in the diseases
of our climate than has, been conceived of by medical writers. In in-

termittent fever we may bleed, blister and give alteratives, and we can-
not cure the disease until we administer some remedy that will break
up the morbid chain of nervous action, and keep up a proper equilibrium
of the vascular system. What is the first organ upon which diseased
action locates itself in the fevers of our miasmatic district

;
is it not the

expansions of the nervous system ? Do we not see shivering, and mani-
fest derangement of nervous action before congestions of the spleen, liver

and other organs take place, and the consequences attendant upon such
conditions ? Should the energy of the nervous system be of sufficient

force, the equilibrium of the circulation would be maintained and no
congestions could ensue.

B. J. HICKS, M. D.,

March 31st, 1847. Vicksburg, Miss.

(In reply to a note requesting farther particulars, the following letter

was received from Dr. Hicks. Eds.)
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’ Vicksburg, May 11th, 1847.

Gentlemen :—Yours of the 7th instant, has just come to hand.

—

The disease I gave you a partial account of under the head of myelitis

peicchlaJis, made its appearance in our city and its vicinity about the

10th of January last, and continued until the close of March
;
during

which time between forty and fifty cases occurred, at least one half of

which proved fatal. No case to my knowledge recovered after decided

symptoms of tetanus presented themselves.

Only one opportunity occurred in my practice of making a post-mor-

tern examination, which, on account of press of business, was a hurried

one, and consequently no organ was examined, except the brain and spi-

nal marrow.
The cerebrum and cerebellum showed no symptoms of inflammation.

The medulla oblongata and upper portion of the spinal marrow presented

dots of blood when cut into, and the meninges of the same were found

to be highly injected. 1 regret that I did not make a more perfect

examination of this case, as no subsequent opportunity presented of

investigating the pathology qf this interesting disease.

Yours, &C-,

B. J. HICKS.

V.

—

A 71 Enquiry whether there is in the Southern States, a Specific Dis-

ease that can properly he called, Congestive Fever ; with Cases and

Remarks. By Wm. P. Hort, M. D.

In all the fevers of the South, and South-western States, generally

referred to miasmatic origin, there is more or less of congestion, and of

what Dr. Carpenter calls “ Periodicity or Interrnittence.” In common in-

termittent fevers, the chill, ague, or cold stage may be considered the

mildest form of congestion occurring in fevers, which nature is compe-

tent to relieve by febrile reaction, followed by copious pers|)iration, and

complete temporary suspension of the disease. This remark applies to

all the types of intermittent fever,—the quotidian, the tertian, and the

quartan, double-tertian, the semi-tertian, the double-quartan, with the

exception of a variety of obscure and irregular cases, very properly de-

nominated malignant intermittents, where nature is utterly incompetent

to afford relief, and ail, however well directed, is not always successful.

Bilious remittents are also characterized by “ periodicity,” without com-

plete temporary suspension of the disease

In the class of malignant intermittents that I have seen, the few par-

oxysms are well marked
;
the interval between the paroxysms is seldom

more than four hours, and congestion is all the time becoming more

apparent; yet I have never heard this form of disease called a conges-

tive fever. It sometimes terminates in death after the first paroxysm;

in other cases after the second
;
but most frequently, unless the disease

can be arrested, after the third.

Is there then a type of fever sufficiently distinct in its symptoms from

the large class of intermittents, including' the regular and irregular, and

the bilious remittents, which can fairly ne called congestive fever ?
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My attention has been called to this subject by several articles, which
1 have read within the last twelve months

;
but chiefly by a brief article

in the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, for jTanuary, 1847,
page 443, by Dr. Thomas C. Brown, of Woodville, Mississippi.

He commences as follows :

“The term congestive fever has become so familiar in the South and
West, that the young and experienced are led to look for a distinctly

marked and peculiar fever, and are sadly perplexed in their investiga-
tions. At one time it is described as “algid intermittent fever,” at
another as “malignant or pernicious remittent fever.” They And it

supervening on intermittent, remittent and continued fevers, on gastritis
and gastro-enteritis, on typhoid pneumonia, on epidemic dysenteiy

;
and

in fact, commplicated with most of our summer and autumnal diseases,
and sometimes with our winter epidemics.” This is all very true

;
and

again, the Dr. observes, “ the symptoms of a particular organ, or of
several organs, combining with the sympathy of a particular fever or
disease upon which it supervenes, must neccessarily give rise to great
diversity of symptoms, and will require a variety of treatment as dictated
by the existing circumstances. Hence the confusion which results in
an attempt to study the symptoms of congestive fever as a distinct spe-
cies of fever. If we are to have a nosology, in which congestion is to
be the cognomen of a particular species, we must ado|)t a division of
fever, somewhat like the arrangement of Armstrong, and dispense with
the distinctions of fever into intermittent, remittent, and continued.”
These last remarks are entitled to consideration.

Physicians practising in the Southern, and South-western States can-
not fail,to observe in the course of a few years congestion in every
variety as to particular organs, and of every degree of intensity, from a
simple chill which lasts but an hour, and is then relieved by nature, to
that aggravated and terrible form of disease, called in Louisiana, perte
froid, and by the Americans cold plague, which may be preceded by a
light intermittent, or strike with the force of a tornado, without aiiy
premonitory symptom. Within these limits, which include all the vari-
ous types of miasmatic fever, with an almost endless variety of symp-
toms, where can a clear line of distinction be drawn that will fairly
separate congestive fever as a distinct disease of peculiar type and
symptoms, from all the other forms of miasmatic fever?
The Chipola river runs through Jackson County, West Florida. Un-

like nearly all our Southern rivers, the lowest land is immediately on
the bank of the river, forming wet swamp, beyond which is dry swamp,
succeeded by low grounds, the land rising gradually as it recedes from
the river, presenting an inclined plane. Beyond this, there is undula-
ting or hilly country, with a growth of oak, hickory, cherry, ash, &c.
And there is another ascent of from one to two hundred feet, where an
undulating pine country is found. The swamp is from three to five miles
in breadth

;
and from the river in that part of the country to which I now.

allude, the distance to the pine woods is also from three to five miles.
Now on this line of five miles, I have seen light intermittent fevers in
the pine woods, a more serious fever on the outer edge of the oak ridge,
severe in the inner edge, and gradually increasing in intensity dowifto
the edge of the wet swamp, where there was highly malignant and fatal
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disease, called in that country sometimes congestive fever, and often cold

plague. The same miasm or organized matter emanating from the

swamp, was the cause of all the foregoing types of fever from the mild-

est to the most severe
;
but it operated with very different force accord-

ing to proximity to, or remoteness from, the swamp. All the various

fo”ms of fever were then only different types of one and the same disease,

depending on the quantity of poison that had been taken into the system,

other things, as constitution, age, temperament, &c., being equal.

In the fall season of the year, a heavy and damp fog with a sickening

disagreeable smell rises almost every morning just before the dawn of

day, covering all the swamp, low grounds, and the first ridge
;
and oc-

casionally reaching a depressed point of the pine ridge. When I resided

in that country the extension of the fog well defined the limit of the

fever region. Frequent observation from an elevated part of the pine

ridge, whence I could trace the outline of the fog, rendered me confident

of the fact just stated.

Admitting, for the sake of argument, that there may be a class of

miasmatic fevers that can properly be denominated congestive, because

congestion predominates and is the chief symptom of the disease, yet to

attempt to treat it by one fixed plan, would be to consign at least two

thirds of the patients to the grave. And unfortunately, this has been too

generally the case throughout the South and West. Hundreds of physi-

cians have treated the disease with calomel, relying on it as a specific,

of which I may have more to say hereafter, but experience has shown

that it is rather a specific in destroying, than in saving life. Another

class rely on purgatives, and I have known' several who bled on all oc-

casions. My object is not so much to criticise any particular plan of

treatment, as to condemn the practice of treating any formidable mias-

matic disease by a specific invariable plan of treatment, when it should

be, and can only be successfully treated by varying the practice accord-

ing to the s^^mptoms that may be present.

'To illustrate this position, I shall introduce some cases, which have

occured in the course of my piofessional career.

Case 1.—Mrs. Spears, aged about years, of a sound constitution,

resided about halfway between the swamp and the oak ridge. In July

1827, she was attacked with fever, complained of severe pain over the

eyes and across the loins
;

it seemed, she observed, as if her spine was

about to break
;
tongue moist, covered with an ashy colored secretion,

no regular paroxysms, pulse small, distinct and rapid, about one hundred

and ten. An emetic was administered which operated well
;

pediluvia,

rendered stimulating by salt and mustard, with warm aromatic drinks,

brought on prespriation, which however was only partial, and rapidly

disafTpeared
;
gave thirty grains of calomel, to be followed by a dose of

castor oil. I did not see her till about eleven o’clock the next day,

when I became alarmed for her situation
;

her bowels had been

opened by the calomel and oil. Her distress was indescribable. She

could not remain quiet a moment
;
the surface of the body and the up-

per extremities were very warm, the lower extremities cool
;
pulse

weaker than the day before, but more rapid, about one hundred and

twenty
;
great irritability of the stomach

;
drinks of all kinds instantly

rejected ;
clammy prespriation would occasionally occur on the neck
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and foiehead, and almost immediately dry up. Not knowing at that
time what else to do, I took from her arm, in a full stream, thirty ounces
of blood. This bleeding acted most favorably. She was quiet before
the arm was bandaged. The pulse became fuller and fell to about
ninety pulsations a minute

;
a blister was then applied over the stomach.

In five minutes she was sound asleep, in the course of which sleep,
warm prespiration appeared all over the body. After this, there was
no difficulty in treating the case. Quinine and castor oil were the only
medicines I prescribed. Had I not bled this lady boldly, she would
piobaoly have died on the ensuing day. I should, however, have bled
her on the first day. A practice since adopted of administering Qui-
nine and morphine in combination, might have proved quite as success-
lul as bleeding in this case.

Cain, about 40 years of age, SheriffofBladen County,
iMorth Carolina, a stout man, was attacked with what was called con-
gestive fever, in the month of August 1830. I treated him pretty much
as 1 did the first case, until the third day, when I found him much worse

;an emetic had operated well, but there had been no action of the bowels,
although he had taken several doses of calomel and oil. On the third
day he was in a stupor, eyes very red, tongue dry, chapped and incli-
ning to a mahogany color, extremities cold, temperature of the body
very low, pulse imperceptible at the wrist, head intensely hot, the
action ot the carotid arteries was strong. I opened the temporal artery
on the right side of the head. I did not pretend to regulate the quantity
ol blood the bleeding had to produce a certain effect, and until that
etlect was produced there was no use in stopping the flow of the blood.
1 judge thiU he must have lost between forty and fifty ounc'es of blood,
before he became thoroughly aroused, when most po.werfuI action of the
boweJs immediately ensued, which completely evacuated all the morbid
secrebons. The symptoms became very much mitigated, and there was
no difficulty ill the subsequent management of the case. Quinine was
the principal remedy. Bleeding from the temporal artery, was in this
case indispensable

;
the congestion or engorgement of the brain, was

feo great as to completely paralyze the nervous, and consequently, the
muscular system. However, this patient should have been bled'at an
earlier period of the disease, and more attention should have been paidothe bowels. But it is.an evil inseparable from a country practice,
that m the sickly season,- a physician who has a large practice, can only
see his patients once in twenty-four hours. His directions are more
genei al than special

; and too much is left to the discretion of the per-sons in attendance. ^

Case 3. Henry Russell, a young man of delicate constitution, and pre-doming nervous temperament, about twenty-one years of age, wassuddenly prostrated by disease, after having been on guard all ni<dft i^ thetown of Wdmmgton, in September, 1831, a ti.ne of the year when thenight air IS extremely pernicious on account of the draining of the rice-

symlm I "ot perceive any

beZledr^hT? i skin was cold and

sh^hr f n
clanmiy perspiration, his pulse feeble and rapid, tongueslightly fun-ed and of a dark color in the centre, shaded off' towlrds fheedges. The eye was not red, but had a v^ry drowsy appearance

; ho
8
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complained of no pain, but of excessive debility, and frequently sighed.

Here was a very different case from the two former cases, fetimulants

were required internally and externally
;
and nothing else could be done,

Intil reaction was brought about. I applied a bhster to the whole

length of the spinal column, one on the inner side of each

shoulder to the elbow joint, and on the inner side of each
J'®™J*’®

knee to the ankle ;
I directed stimulating pediluvia, to be followed ^Mth

sinapisms. Internally, I administered in alternate doses, quinine and

carbLate of ammonia. The blisters did not

soaked in spirit of turpentine and re-applied, drew well aftei about twel e

hours. Slight reaction took place during the night, and the disease as-

sumed the intermitting type. His bowels were then evacuated by ene-

mata, and the internal stimulating practice continued ;
at night, mor-

phine, combined with quinine, enabled him to rest comfortably,

was out ofdanger when reaction was established ;
but his recovery was

4. Alfred W., aged about thirty-six, very stout, with a short

thick neck; drank freely of brandy and watei^he was attacked with

malignant intermittent in the month of September, 1834^n Brunswick

Coufty North Carolina, twenty miles from the town of Wilmington.-

When I saw him, he had just experienced the second paroxysm . he

was in a deep stupor, with a low agitated pulse, the skin

and warm. As I was not present during a paroxysm, I have to desciibe

the course of the disease as it was related to me. The disease corn-

ruLced with a severe chill, which lasted for four hours; during the whole

of which time, he vomited incessantly; spasmodic cramps in the

stomach tormented him beyond description ;
and towards the cone usion

of the vomiting, blood, which from the descripUon given me

been arterial, was ejected after excessive straining from the stomach.

This distressing state of things was followed by fever not well

but accompanied with excruciating pam in the head and back in the

himber region. After four hours more of suffering almost too

human nature to endure, he sank into a stupor, with labored respiiation,

and eyes but partially closed. After a short time I succeeded in rous-

ing him, when he told me that it would be impossible for him to hear

another paroxysm, and that he would rather be shot and put out of his

nain at once tLn endure it. I saw clearly that he could not survive the

third paroxysm. I therefore gave him, during the short interval, sixty

erains^of sulphate of quinine in two doses. . When the four hours of in-

fermission or remission had elapsed, and the time for the accession o

another paroxysm had arrived, the system was under the full '"A™"®®

of quiniL ;
instead of the dreaded chill, the pulse was ful and bound-

ing^ and the heat of the surface was much increased, but theie was an

evident determination of blood to the head, from the red eye, and pow

erful action of the carotid and temporal arteries,
P'’®®®"‘*”f

ture of danger. In this case however I could not bleed ,
I knew t

habits of rny patient
;
and they who drink freely never bear bleeding

well. Beside^s his strength had been greatly
P*'®f''‘‘‘®‘’,,‘’i

severe paroxysms which he had experienced ;
and aliove all, the excite

ment wL artificial. My object therefore was to equalize ll*®. ®,'’’

and knowing that the case was desperate, and that from his habi s
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could bare an unusually large dose of opium. I gave him eight or ten
grains in pills, and watched the result with great anxiety. In ten to
lifteen minutes the action of the opium was apparent

;
the equalization

of the circulation was going on rapidly
;
and in half an hour he was

fast asleep, and his body covered with warm natural perspiration. I
then left him, after giving general directions, and had no occasion to
visit him again. I saw one of the family a few days afterwards who
told me that he slept for twenty hours, and awoke much refreshed and
with a keen appetite. A dose or two of caster oil was all the medicine
that it was found necessary to administer to him, and he then speedily
recovered.

Case 5. Henry Stone, about 26 years of age, of a robust tempera,
ment, was apparently in good health when he left a camp meeting
ground in Jackson County, West Florida, about 11 o’clock, a. m., in the
month of September, 1826. He was accompanying his father-in-law,
Major Trippe, to his residence about five miles from the camp ground.
Soon after starting he complained of feeling very cold, but it excited no
alarm, as it was supposed to be a common chill—the first stage of an
ordinary intermittent. On arriving at the house, the disease had made
such rapid progress that he was nearly insensible, and had to be taken
fro rn his horse and carried to bed. Still the family believed that they
could put a stop to the chill, and bring on re-action. After fruitless trials,
persevered in for several hours, they became alarmed, and sent for a
physician. My friend Dr. Stewart arrived at the house about sun down,
but every effort was unavailing

;
and he died at midnight. Dr. S. informed

me that he made use of every external and internal stimulant that he
could think of, whhout for one moment checking the progress'of the dis-
ease. The Dr.’s remark was expressive, “ that he might as well have
thrown all the medicine into the yard, and applied the blisters and sina-
pisms and frictions to the wall.” It is to be regretted that a post-mortem
examination of this case was not made. The prejudices of the family
on this subject vyere very strong, and they would not tolerate it. In this
case, the sensation of a chill increased in intensity without any respite
until It terminated in the icy coldness of death. The nervous system
was completely overwhelmed and paralyzed, and all the functions of life
suspended, except a feeble internal action of the blood vessels, and equally
feeble respiration. Now there is nothing in this case to prove tLt it
did not belong to the gj-eat class of intermittents or remittents. Had
re-action occurred, it is fair to infer that the disease would have become
periodical, as such is invariably the case when re-action can be brought

Case 6. In the spring of 1827, in the month of May, Henry Trippe
the brother-in-law of Stone, of nearly the same age, but of a largerfmme, and one of the family in whose house Stone had died, was rifle
shooting for beef, enjoying, as he thought, perfect health. He was
attacked about the same time of day as Stone, and with the same
symptoms, but died two or three hours sooner. Every effort to produce
re-action was without the least effect. He, like his brother-in-law, was
death-struck from the accession of the attack.

Case 7. In 1836, in the month of August, I was practising on theBayou Boeuf, and on the prairies of Opelousas, in this State. For
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several days in succession 1 experienced a slight paroxysm of

tent fever, which did not last over three or four hours. I thought 1 had

eot rid of it, when I was suddenly prostrated by the aggravated form ol

disease that supervened. It appeared to me that some person had struck

me a violent blow on the back of the head with a heavy hammer; an

icy coldness was extending slowly from the extremities towards (he

trunk, and the power of speech was lost for several minutes. 1 his

occurred about 5 p. m., on Thursday. Fortunately, several friends w-ere

in the house at the time, to whom I was able to give directions before

I became completely insensible. I told them that they had nolhing to

do but to stimulate me, and bring on re-action. After frictions with

warm spirit ofturpentine, a blister was applied along the spine, from

the commencement of the dorsal vertebrae to the end of the spinal

column ;
blisters were also applied to the inner parts of the arms and

leus as in Russell’s case, No. 3, and one large one immediately over the

stomach, covering the whole epigastric region. French brandy and

water was administered to me freely, and remained in the stomach, until

in the course of the night, being very delirious I asked for other drinks,

which were immediately rejected ;
my friends subsecjuently paid no at-

tention to what I asked for, but gave me brandy. From 5 p. m., on

Thursday I remained insensible until 7 a. m., Saturday, except when

occasionally roused by a most distressing singultus. During this time

the skin was uniformly dry and cold, the mouth very dry-no urine, no

saliva, no bile secreted. In fact, the secretions were completely sus-

pended ;
and several times I was supposed to be dying. The blisteis,

however, aided by the internal stimiilas, drew well, and on Saturday

morninir a slight re-action was apparent; the pulse could again be felt

at the vvrist
;
urine was secreted and passed, and saliva appeared in the

mouth Finding that my pulse was becoming stronger, and deeming it

ISme to evacuate the bowels, I took a moderate dose of rheubarb and

magnesia, in mint water. It was instantly rejected. I Uien took 20

grains of calomel which remained on the stomach, and an hour or t«o

after several enemata were administered, which speedily excited the

hnwels After five or six thin evacuations of an almost black color, 1

began io sink again rapidly; the purging was stopped by a ™PP°^y
of opium, and brandy and water taken freely. By day light, Sunday,

I could bear further evacuation, when to my great satisfaction, I had

conclusive evidence that the secretion of bile was restored. F"''

a week I experienced a slight chill and fever every day, followed by

porspiration.^which yielded to quinine in moderate^doses. My

from^his attack was very slow
;
indeed I was not ful y restored to health

untn after a trip to Florida in April, 1837, and another to Phdadelphia,

near the first of June. Here the intermitting character of the disease

was evident, both before and after the intermediate stage of collapse,

wtiich lasted 38 hours. Yet it is almost impossible to conceive of dis

Tase mrsevei-rthan what existed during that period Soon after my

recovery, I lost several cases of as nearly as possible the same charac-

ter and which were treated in the same way with the addition of large

doses of quinine. Re-action appeared in all of them, but they com-

menced shiking soon after the bowels .were evacuated, and never could

be revived again.
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It is evident, that if I had not stopped the purging on Saturday night
when I was rapidly sinking, so that the room appeared to be tilled with
smoke and there was a confused ringing sound in my ears, and resorted
to stimulus for three or four hours, I must have died in less than twelve
hours.

Had I been present in the c^.ses which terminated unfavorably, at the

opportune moment to arrest the purging for some hours and stimulate in

the meantime, it is probable that some of them would have terminated
favorably.

I have repeatedly had occasion to notice that in fevers, such as have
been described, whenever the re-action is feeble, purgatives must be
administered with the utmost caution. Enemata should be tried first;

and they will generally answer the purpose
;

if, however, a purgative is

necessary, the mildest should be selected.

It is lamentable to think of the great number of lives that have been
lost from inattention to this important point. Over and again in my
practice, and almost every year in the practice of others, before I resided
in this city, I have seen, or heard of patients who were thought to be
convalescent, re-action having been completely established, but who
were purged to death by the repeated doses of purgative medicine that
had been previously adminstered, none of which had operated up to the
moment of re-action.

Case 8. I)r. W., a gentleman forty years of age, who resided in West
Florida, died in the fall of 18^36

;
and his case, as related to me by Col.

Pitman in May, 1837, will illustrate the foregoing remarks. The Colonel
visited him more or less every day from the commencement of the attack,
until it terminated in death. From the description given to me, the
disease must have been very similar to one, for which I treated him
eleven years before, in 1825. Pain in the head and back, morbid heat
of the surface, clammy perspiration appearing on spots of the body,
sometimes on the forehead, at another time on the neck, and again at
the wrists; pulse not very frequent, but indicating disturbance of the
vascular system, great restlessness, frequent sighing, and a dark brown
tongue rather dry and much coated, make up the symytorns as described
to me.

Efforts were made to purge him, and to substitute a natural general
perspiration, instead of one partial and clammy. In this way two or
three days passed, the patient growing gradually worse and sinking

;

dose after dose of calomel, of rheubarb and jalap, of castor oil, and epsom
salt, aided by enemata and pediluvia were given, without producino- the
slightest effect. His medical attendants then became alarmed, and be-
gan to stimulate internally and externally, doing at last what should
have been done at a much earlier period, immediately after moderate
bleeding with cups. But it is evident that the man’s fate was already
decided. The moment he was roused by the stimuli, so that the bowels
could act, he was purged to death by the numerous doses of purgative
medicine that had accumulated in the stomach. Every effort to arrest
the purging failed as usual.

As the Dr. was a man of sound constitution who usually enjoyed
rigorous health, he would probably have been saved by a different course
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of treatment. It seems to have been a case for cupping, a mild emetic,

blister, mixed doses of quinine and morphine, enemata, pediluvia, &c.

Case 9. Bradshaw, an Englishman, of sanguine temperament, and

florid complexion, twenty-eight years of age, experienced an attack of

bilious remitting fever in Jackson county, W. Florida, during the month

of July, 1825. The fever was very intense, heat of the body much

elevated, pulse full and bounding, one hundred and twenty per minute,

eyes red, tongue moist of a light brown color, red at the edges; he com-

plained of headache, and great thirst, and was very restless. For three

days in succession I bled him each day from the arm, to the extent of

twenty ounces, and gave a dose of calomel and jalap. The bleeding

always afforded temporary relief, the purgatives operated well, carrying

off large quantities of bilious matter, the urine at the same time was

scanty and high colored. Under this treatment he did not improve.

The fever raged as fiercely the fourth day as it had the first. It was

necessary to'i-esort immediately to some other decisive measure. His

head was placed over the side of the bed with the face downward over

a lar^e tub placed on the ffoor, and very cool water from a deep well

was poured on the back of the head from a large pitcher by a negro

standino- on a table. He shuddered at first, for the shock was severe,

but soon found it very agreeable. In about half an hour, the operation

of pouring the water going on all the time, he was cool to the end of

the extremities, and experienced complete relief. The fever began to

rise again in fifteen or twenty minutes, and in half an hour had increased

sufficiently to bear again the stream of water. This practice was con-

tinued from 9 o’clock in the morning, until sun down, the intervals of

relief becoming each time more prolonged, until at length a copious

spiration appeared on all parts of the body. He soon fell asleep, and

slept soundly the whole night, being the first sleep he had enjoyed for

four days and nights. The remittent was then converted to an intermit-

tent fever. The fever never returned with the same violence, but

diminished in force every day under the cold water treatment. I had

occasion to give him a mild emetic
;
and a decoction of peruvian bark,

snake root, and the bark of the swamp poplar, soon restored him to

This case was badly treated for two dap; after the first day, the

bleeding and purging, should have been omitted, and the application of

a stream of cold water to the head substituted ;
the emetic and bitter

decoction should then have followed, and he would probably have been

spared two days of severe suffering.
^

I subsequently treated several somewhat similar cases, resorting to the

cold water practice and an emetic on the first day of the disease. / pX
all ended in light intermittent fever, which yielded promptly to quinine.

The foregoing cases occurring in Florida, North Carolina and Lou-

isiana, lead to the conclusion : 1st, that the summer and autumnal fevers

of the South and South-western States, are all more or less character-

ized by “ periodicity or intermittence.” 2nd, That they are all varieties

of one and the same disease. And 3d, That the symptoms are so various

and different, that no one plan of treatment can be adopted. Each case

should be treated with reference to the symptoms which may be devel-

oped, without thinking of the name of the disease.
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If the first proposition be true, that all the summer and autumnal or
miasmatic diseases, are characterized by “ intermittence” in a greater
or less degree, then the term congestive fever cannot be properly applied
as signifying a distinct and specific disease.

The difficulty exists in finding a better term. In this Journal for
May 1847, p ige 701, Dr. Lewis, of Mobile, observes when speaking of
the third epoch of the Medical History of Alabama, “but, in 1834, we
find its approach (i. e. fever) was insidious and unobserved, giving no
serious warning of its proximity, until the unconscious victim was secure
in its grasp. The patient first complained of depression, heat and burn-
ing, when to the touch the surface was icy cold. That cold, that first

stage, is now the stage of disease and peril
;
and that re-action which

in past days was looked to with fear and trembling, would now be hailed
as the messenger of returning health and vigor.”
There could be no better description in so few words of what is ordi-

narily called congestive fever. Art is required to bring on reaction in
this case, while nature brings it on in all the other forms of inter-
mittent and remittent fever.

Cases like those of Stone and Trippe, Nos. 5 and 6, have to my
knowledge occured in the practice of other physicians, yet they cannot
fairly be cited, even as an exception to the general rule of “periodici-
ty.” On such occasions, the nervous system is completely overwhelmed;
no reaction follows naturally, and all the resources of art, are as una-
vailing as those of nature

;
so that we witness but the first stage of a

paroxysm, during which the patients die. Whenever, without exception,
re-action however feeble, can be established, the true character of the
disease is developed, and “ periodicity or intermittence” is invariably
observed.

The disease called congestive fever, is not confined to the summer
and fall. We see deaths announced, as occuring in this city, of con-
gestive fever as early as the month of April, and as late as November.

In all the formidable varieties of miasmatic fever in the Southern
States, there is a decided tendency to congestion—but that is no reason
why they should be called congestive fevers. “ Periodicity” is the
characteristic feature. The intermittent or remittent type is apparent
before congestion ensues

;
and in those terrible fevers which destroy life

in ten or twelve hours, and which are often cited as proving beyond
doubt the existence of congestive fever, as specific in character as the
yellow fever, there is probably little, if any congestion. A subtile poison,
be it inorganic or organized matter, instantly paralyzes the nervous sys-
tern, and every function of life is suspended, except feeble pulsations of the
heart and large arterial trunks, and an imperfect laboured respriation.
It is, in fact, a sudden stoppage of the machinery of life. There is no
time for lesions, congestions or any thing of the kind.

I he purgative plan of treatment so highly recommended by Dr,
Hamilton, may be benificial in the cold regions of the North of Europe,
but it is extremely dangerous, and rarely ever successful in the aggra-
vated miasmatic fevers of Southern latitudes. Sad experience at
an early period of my professional career, convinced me of this fact.

In the treatment of these fevers, it is necessary to evacuate the bow-
els, and if enemata do not accomplish the purpose, then a purgative may
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be tried
;
but there ai e cases in M'hich something has been done before

we attempt to evacuate the bowels, or before it is possible to accom-

plish that object. In all those malignant fevers, where the secretions

of bile and urine, and saliva are suspended, and the skin is dry as

parchment, purgatives will not operate. To persist in giving dose after

dose to relieve the constipation as it is called, is in nine cases out of

ten, to ensure the death of the individual, even should the secretions

subsequently be restored. The practice therefore, is not only useless,

but decidedly dangerous. Let the organs of secretion be first attended

to, and then very little purgative medicine will be required.

Dr. Cartwright of Natchez, about twelve years ago, published an ac-

count of the treatment of a malignant fever, in which congestion pre-

dominated. If I mistake not, he gave as much as ten grains of tartar

emetic, and thereby completely broke up the disease, and rendered the

case quite manageable. 1 have never ventured to give so large a dose,

but have never failed to produce marked benefit, when the circumstances

of the case have permitted the use of emetics in ordinary doses. But

there are some cases in which they are inadmissible, particularly when

there is great irritation of the stomach, which ejects every thing that

can be given, and pain is excited by the slightest pressure on the epi-

gastic region.

Again, there are instances where bleeding affords great and'immediate

relief, and other cases where death would be the inevitable result. It

is therefore useless to recommend any particular form of treatment.

Let all the circumstances of the case be duly considered, as the season

of the year, age, sex, temperament, habits and occupation
;
also the

general character of the prevailing diseases in the neighbourhood, in

their inception, course, and especially in their termination
;
and then

prescribe as enlightened judgment may dictate or experience suggest.

In conclusion, I shall offer some remarks on the use of calomel in the

fevers that have been spoken of.

There is, perhaps, no one article in the meteria medica more valua-

ble than calomel, when judiciously administered on proper occasions
;

and it is still more certain, that no other medicine has produced such

mischief, and brought such approbrium on the medical profession.

In bilious remittent fevers, when there is an inordinate secretion of

bile, can the same remedy be proper which is employed to rouse a tor-

pid liver ? In the former case, there is too much action in the organ
;

and what other effect can murcurial purgatives produce, except it is to

increase that action ? Day after day have I, in the early part of my
professional career, given a mercurial purgative, and on the seventh or

eighth, been astonished to see as copious bilious discharges as ever
;

and no wonder, as I was daily exciting the secretions of bile, instead of

endeavouring to restrain it. It also frequently happens, that the young

physician is deceived by the appearance of the stools, procured by the

administration of mercurial purgatives. They are sometimes quite

black
;

this color arising from the presence of an acid in the stomach

or intestines, with which the calomel comes in contact. This is con-

sidered as the strongest evidence of the necessity of more purgaitve

medicine, and this mistake has cost many a man his life. In every
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case, however, sooner or later, I had to resort to an emetic, and change
the plan of treatment. Rheumatic, and dropsical affections, torpid liver,
dyspepsia and a broken constitution, are too often the sequel® of bilious
remittent fever treated with mercural purgatives.

In the more aggravated fevers such as what are called congestive,
malignant or pernicious, mercurial purgatives persisted in are equally, if
not more inadmissible.

But the greatest objection is to the plan of treatment adopted by somany physicians in country practice at the South, and in the great val-
ley of the Mississippi

;
I mean when calomel is relied on as a specific,

and ptyalism as a rule must be established. In the first place, all symp-
toms are disregarded, and the disease is treated by name and by rule.
In the second place, the mortality is greater than by almost any other
plan of treatment Thirdly, if it effects a cure, it leaves the constitu-
tion shattered, and entails diseases almost as bad as the original one.
'

1

considered incredible, were I to relate some of the de-
plorable effects of this mercurial plan of treatment which I have wit-
nessed and heard of. Some have died from the destruction of the iaw
bonei^and other bones of the face, and sloughing of the gums and edges
of the tongue. Others have wasted away and perished with mercurial
fever, brought on by the attending physician, but which it was out of
his power to arrest; while a much larger number have escaped death
t^o wear out a miserable life with a broken down constitution and obscure
forms of chronic disease.

Such being too often the lamentable effects of the salivating curative
plan in the fevers m question, humanity, as well as common sense, should
preclude its use, if there i^ any milder and safer treatment that can be
adopted And that there is, we have in this city the most abundant
proot, while m the medical journals we continually meet with cases of
lever ol the gravest character treated successfully without the use of
mercury.

It may be well to state that salivation can be arrested by washing
the mouth several times in the day with a saturated solution of acetate
ot lead, in two parts of water to one of vinegar, and with the addition oflaudanum, say a drachm to four ounces of the solution. The earlier
this is used, the better. If the gums are spongy and denuded, the appli-
ration IS very painful for several successive times the solution is usedUt course, care must be taken not to swallow any portion of it, and hence’
It would be unsafe to use it with young children. I have used it formany years without failing in a single instance. The idea was first
suggested to me by Dr. Chapman in the session of 1823-24 at Philadel
phia. When lecturing on colica pictonum, the Dr. observed that if calo.'mel IS an antidote for the lead in this disease, why should lead not bean antidote for calomel. Some years afterwards I met with the ore
scription as already given, in one ofthe New York Medi'cal Journals, takenfrom a Prassian Journal. It produces a black deposit on the tongue andgums, and even colors the teeth black

; this deposit should be fcraped
off every day with the handle of a silver spoon.

It IS probable in this case that the greater part of the mercury is inthe salivary glands, and becomes decomposed in the form ofa black oxideA gentleman of veracity assured me that he had scraped off this black
9
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deposit, and exposed it to the sun for several days, when globules ot

quicksilver could be distinctly seen. I have used this remedy in a great

number of cases, some of which were recent and slight, and others

arrain very severe and of several days duration, but I cannot recollect a

shigle instance in which the constitution subsequently suffered in conse-

quence of the mercury that had previously been taken. I theretoie

recommend all to give it a trial, who are at a loss for a remedy to arrest

salivation.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF NEW WORKS.

I.—A Treatise on Diseases of the Air Passages: Comprising an In-
quiry into the History, Pathology, Causes and Treatment of those
Affections of the Thioat called Pronchitis, Chronic Laryngitis, Cler-
gyman's Sore Throat, etc., etc. By Horace Green, A. M., M. D.
Formerly President and Piofessor of the Theory and Practice of
Medicine in the Castieton Medical College

;
Vice President of the

New York Medical and Surgical Society, &c., &c. New York and
London. Wiley and Putnam. 1846. pp. 276.

We had heard much of this work before we were honoured by its
reception, which was but recently, and now that we have examined its
interesting contents, we regret that our engagements will not allow us
to give as ample a notice of it as we think it merits. As a literary
prediction, its pretensions are quite moderate, but the author’s apology
that it was ‘‘prepared amid the pressure of constant and constantly
accumulating professional engagements,” should have due weight • for
It must be exceedingly difficult to write carefully and well when harassed
with business. This work deserves commendation as an American
production,fv it may not be generally known, that European authors
especially m Pans, command far greater facilities for making books’
than the writers of this country. There, if we have been correctly in’
formed, an author, not having time to write himself, has only to shadow
Jorth the grand idea and leading features of the desired book, the refer
ences and number of pages; and in due season his publisher furnishes
It prepared secundum artem. He then has only to revise the work and
see that he is made to express what he means. Here, it is altogether
different; we havejo do every thing ourselves, there being neither a
suthemnt number of authors nor competent assistants to render available
the short and easy method of attaining literary distinction. We there-
tore feel inclined to extend every encouragement to native authors
giving due credit for m-iginality and practical utility, and making proper
allowances for imperfections in composition.

^

When Dr. Green’s work lirst appeared it was severely criticised, and
the author accused ot appropriating to himself the credit due to MiVI.
belloc and Trousseau, of France, for discovering the virtues of nitrate of

diffi®*’

h

lyy"* and pharynx. Dr. Green settles the
dithcidty by saying, “while 1 claim ho credit for having orix^inated the
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practice myself, I, on the other hand, give these authoi^ none, for

having, so far as I am concerned, suggested it, for I had been in the

practice of cauterizing the larynx nearly two years before I had ever

heard of Trousseau and Belloc.” Their work was published m this

country in 1841 ;
whereas. Dr. Green says he took the idea of applying

the nitrate of silver within the larynx, from a conversation he had with

Dr. James Johnson, of London, in 1838, and after returning home he

put into successful practice what had been deemed hitherto impracti-

cable. Indeed, its practicability was denied on theoretical grmnds,

even after Dr. Green had made many most remarkable cures. He has

now the gratification of appending to his volume, the complimentory

testimony of Drs. Charles A. Lee, Alfred C. Post, J. Bryan, S. C.

Foster, and Abm. L. Cox, of New York.
, . , ,

His work consists of 10 chapters, under the following heads, viz

.

1. Anatomy of the Larynx, Trachea and Bronchi

;

2. Physiology oj

the Mucous Follicles; 3. Pathology of the Throat, Larynx and Bron-

chi; 4. Follicular Inflammation of the Throat and Air-Passages,

5. Malignant Follicular Disease of the Air-Passages

;

6. Pathology

of Follicular Disease of the Air-Passages

;

7. Causes of Follicular

Disease of the Air-Passages; 8. Symptoms of Follicular Disease

the Air-Passages

;

9. Of the Treatment of Follicular Disease

;

10.

Each of these subjects is treated in a lucid and practical style. The

treatment, particularly, is illustrated with a variety of interesting cases.

The title on the back of this work would indicate that bronchitis was

the principle disease treated of
;
but such is by no means the case. It

is devoted almost entirely to the consideration offollicular inflammation

of the fauces and larynx. Dr. Green says this is apparently a new

disease
;

at least, that it is only Muthin the last twelve or fifteen years

that its distinct history has been given. We extract from the work the

following

:

Description of the Follicular disease of the Air-passages.

This peculiar malady consists essentially, in its formatwe stage, ofan inflam-

mation of the' mucous glandulEB
;
which is sub-acute m its character ;

and

which may result, as aboAe stated, in hypertrophy, ulceration, or induration of

these glandulm, or in a deposition of tuberculous matter into the substance of the

^°^Mn its simple and uncomplicated form, the affection commences, invariably,

in the mucous follicles of the fauces and pharynx ;
and is extended thence,

by continuity, to the glandulse of the epiglottis, larynx and trachea ,
and m

some instances to those ol the oesophageal membrane.
if<?

“ So insidious, frequently, is the onset of this disease ;
and so gradual its

progress, that in some inLnees it will be found to have continued many

months, and to have made considerable advance before the presence of any

prominent local symptom shall have called the

the existence of the affection. He then, perhaps, becomes aware of an uneasy

sensation in the upper part of the throat, accompanied by a frequent inclina-

tion to swallow, al If some obstacle in the passage m^ht be 'e^oved by the

act of deglutition ; or, more frequently, there is an attempt made^
.Up™

repeated to clear the throat by a kind of screatus or hawking, and to relieve

it of a sensation of “ something sticking at the top of the wiijd-p pe. About

the same time, there is observed an alteration in he

voice, there is experienced in the vocal organs, a loss of power and a hoarse
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ness is present, which at first is hardly perceived in the morning or after a
iuIj meal, but which is increased towards evening, and alter speaking or
reading longer or louder than usual. The mucous secretion, which in a
healthy condition of the glands is bland and transparent, becomes viscid, opaque,
and adherent, and is increased in quantity. Frequently there is a slight sore-
ness felt about the region of the larynx, but seldom is anv cough present at
tins stage of the disease. Jn this condition the symptoms may remain for a
long peiiod

; sometimes for years
; nearly disappearing at times, and then

again being greatly aggravated by vicissitudes of temperature, increased exer-
cise of the vocal organs, and by various other morbific causes.

“ If we inspect the throat and fauces during the progress of the above symp-
toms we shall find the epithelium, which in the healthy state of the mucous
tissue covers its surface, more or less destroyed

;
its absence being manifested

by the slightly raw or granulated appearance which the membrane presents :
the mucous follicles will be found hypertrophied, and will appear distinctly visi-
ble; especially those studding the upper and posterior part of the pharyng-eal
rriembrane (See plate I.) If the disease has been long continued, a portion
of the follicles may be found indurated, or in some instances filled with a yel-
lowish substance having a. resemblance to, and presenting the physical charac-
ters of tuberculous matter, whilst striae of opaque adhesive mucus, or of a
muco-purulent secretion, may be seen hanging from the veil of the palate or
coating the posterior wall of the pharynx. As the disease advances, and the
ollicles situated at the root of the epiglottis and in front of the arytenoid carti-
lage, and the still more numerous glandulae of the laryngeal mucous mem-
brane, become involved in the morbid action all the above symptoms appear
greatly aggravated

;
the hoarseness is much increased, and is constant

; speak-
ing or reading aloud is attended with great, difficulty

; and when continued
for any period is followed by pain and increased soreness in the region of the
larynx

;
and by a sensation of extreme languor, not only about the vocal organs

but throughout the whole system. In some cases, where the disease affects the
glands situated in the ventricles of the larvnx and near the vocal chords, the
voice becomes completely extinguished; or if, by great eftbrt,the patient essays
to speak aloud, the vocal resonance is uneven, harsh and discordant.

“ Iri such cases, notwithstanding the situation and extent of the disease,
there is seldom present any decided or troublesome cough

;
and in this respect

fdhcular disease differs essentially from all other equally grave laryngeal
affections. Cases have fallen under my observation, repeatedly, where the

f
symptoms present indicated extensive disease

of the follicles of the larynx and of the membrane covering the vocal ligaments *

u
ulceration of these glands situated at the root of the epiglottis

could be lelt upon the laryngeal surface, and yet the patient would remain free,
or nearly free Irom a cough, notwithstanding an abundant acrid secretion,
poured out by the diseased follicles, would occasion an incessant hawking to
clear the upper part of the wind-pipe and the pharynx of this tenacious mucus,

r
dlustrative of many points in the above description of uncomplicated

follicular disease, I have selected the following cases.” »

Fi om these cases we select the following as among the most inter-
esting.

“ K. H. E. Esq., a lawyer of eminence in this city, aged 38 years, suffered
from an attack of acute bronchitis, in April, 1840. Under the most active
treatment he recovered from the disease and resumed his professional duties.
In 1841-2, he was a member of the Common Council, and in addition to the
duties of a full practice, which necessarily involved much public speaking, he
was frequently engaged in the exciting debates of the honourable body of
which he was a member.

“ Early in 1842 he began to be sensible of a slight huskiness of the yoice,
and of an uneasy sensation in the throat, after public speaking. These symp-
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toms would all subside after a little rest, but only to

sequent public exercise of the vocal organs. It was observed

ness gradually increased, and that the irritation about the throat impeded the

individual to make frequently repeated efforts at hawking, as

obstruction from the larynx. Being in attendance upon his family during the

pro^rress of these symptoms I had frequent opportunities to inspect his throat,

Ld”l observed that the follicular glands of the isthmus of the fauces aiid of

the superior portion of the pharyngeal membrane, were slightly hypertrophied,

and vXe pourino- out an altered and increased secretion. Believing, on his

part, that these morbid symptoms would pass away no special

case was required or given until the latter part of July, 1842. At this time,

Herirnent hoarseness was present; the voice was rough and uneven wi*

a constant irritation and a sensation of soreness m the laryngeal cavity

,

symptoms that were all greatly increased by every effort madg and continued

o'rhe diseSedlomcles now presented a very different appearance frorn that

which they had exhibited a few weeks before. The posterior fauces and pha-

mem^ were studded with elevated tubercles, with inflamed bases

or gmiulations of different sizes, like pustular inflammation—bearing a marked

The raosrpe^TdfnTpOTti^^^^^ which was greatly e^ngated was

also covered by similar diseased follicles. Compelled now by the seventy of

the disease, to relinquish in a great measure his professional duties, he applied

‘^August 4th.—Removed the diseased portion of the uvula, and after wuding

a few dlys to allow the truncated part to heal, 1 applied the nitrate of .si verm

Butetance to each enlarged follicle that could be seen, and ordered pills com-

nled of tlie tenth of a grain of bichloride of mercury with two grains of the

extract of conium ;
one to betaken night and morning.

, . v.

» 24th —The affected glands are much less m size; the huskme.a of the

voice and the sensibility of the larynx yet remain. Paped the index finger of

mv left hand over the back of the tongue and laryngeal face of the epiglottis.

tL base of this cartilage and the lips of the glottis were slightly cedematous.

CauteSed the fauces and pharynx\vith a solution of the nitrate of silver of

the strength of forty grains to the ounce of water ;
discoritmued the pills, and

ordered o^ne teaspoonful of the following solution, to be taken in sugared water

three times a day :

—

U.

Potassii. lodid. 3 ij.

Aq. distil. § iv.

u The patient complains of a dull pain in the back of the neck ;
counter im-

tation, by^means of antimonial ointment, was employed along the cervical por

‘“"slpteUCT^fthl-Threniarged follicles have nearly disappeared ; the

muoous membrane of the fauces and pharynx appears smooth and of a heidthy

ralour- but the hoarseness and sensibility in the laryngeal cavity are in no

deirree’ relieved. The least excitement, he remarKs, attects him injuriously

thfre • and if he attempts to read to his family or to converse in an ordinal y

tone of voice with a friend, all these symptoms are greatly aggravated.

“ Confident, from these symptoms, that the follicles about ^ ™cal

were diseased, I determined to cauterize the interior of the larynx. This was

effected by passino- the sponge, wet with the solution, over the laryngeal face

of tte eoiglotS and prefsini it between the lips of the glottis into the laryn-

ffeal cavity By the spasmodic action that succeeded, the fluid was expressed

iw tL sLnge!and t&s latter being quickly withdrawn its removal was fol-

lowed bv a^convulsive cough and a free expectoration of adhesive mucus.
^

Th

.

unpLasLt the larynx subsided m a few minutes,
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and, as is very generally the case in such instances, was followed in the course
of the subsequent twenty-four hours by marked relief. As the effects of the
cauterization, however, did not entirely pass off for several days, the employ-
ment of topical medication was not renewed until the thirtieth, when the pha-
rynx and the interior of the larynx were again freely cauterized.

“ This operation was repeated, at first every third or fourth day, for some
time

;
then every week, until the first of November, when the hoarseness and

the sensibility about the vocal ligaments had disappeared, and the patient was
enabled to resume and again to discharge his professional duties, without any
other inconvenience than a debility of the vocal organs, which, however, under
the use of local and general tonics, soon passed away.

“ In all cases of sub-acute inflammation of the mucous follicles, the tendency
of the morbid action is to terminate, ultimately, in ulceration

; although, as we
have seen, these glands may remain in a state of hypertrophy or induration, in
some iristances for years, before this form of structural lesion shall occur!
Ulcerations of the follicles of the air-tubes differ essentialy, in their appear-
ances, from those ulcerations of the mucous membrane, which are the frequent
consequence of inflammation of that tissue. In the latter, when the result of
chronic inflammation, the ulcer commences by destroying the epithelium, and
then, extending its circumference and depth, penetrates the mucous tissue and
appears in the form of a superficial ulceration, with irregular edges and a roimh
sloughy base.

^

“ Ulcerations of the glandulae are preceded hy chronic inflammation and hyper-
trophy of these bodies, and when thus engorged the follicles appear like small
points beneath the mucous membrane. If the irritation continues, infiltration
of puriform or tubercular matter takes place within the cavities of the glands
by which the parietes are distended, and finally are ruptured

;
and they are

then seen in the form of small reddish elevations, with irregular hardened
edges, and having central ulcerations which often extend into the sub-mucous
cellular tissue.”

Dr. Green reports twenty-three cases illustrating the various compli-
cations of follicular disease, but we must refer the reader to the work,
for interesting details.

’

In his 7th chapter Dr. Green treats of the causes of follicular disease,
under the following heads, viz: hereditary tendency ; climate; debility]
sex; influence of age ; influenza; eruptive fevers ; dyspepsia; exercise
of the voice ; and tobacco.

Dr. G. says that “ one of the rnost important among the remote causes
of this affection is a constitutional predisposition.” In regard to the in-
fluence of climate, he says :

f Climate.—The influence of climate in the production of a morbid condition
of the mucous lining of the larynx, trachea and bronchi, has bepn noticed by
nio.st writers on diseases of these organs. In predisposing the mucous follicles
of the investing membrane of the air-passages to take on diseased action the
cold, and especially the cold and moist atmosphere of a northern climate oner-
ates as a powerful agent.

,

’ ^

“ In its more aggravated form, follicular disease of the pharyno-o-laryn^eal
membrane, first made its appearance, in this country, in New Engfand : and it
has occurred most frequently and Ijas proved most severe in the cold and
Northerly btates of the Union. Fo^ several years after the attention of the
profession at the North had been called to the frequent occurrence, and the
severity of the disease, it was not admitted that the affection had any existence
at the bouth.

“ But this exemption from the disease does not obtain at the present day.—
fcome of the eeyerest cases of follicular-disease which have come under my
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observation during the last two or three years, have been those of individuals

comino- from some of the most Southern States ;
and I have been mlormed by

intelligent patients from New Orleans, that cases of the “ 1 hroat Ail are very

rife in that city.”

We feel bound to add our testimony to what is here said of the fre-

quency of follicular disease in New Orleans. During the past winter

and spring we met with a number of severe cases, all of which were

o-reatly benefitted by the treatment laid down by Dr. <jreen. We are

ffreatly indebted to the author for valuable hints obtained from reading

notices of his work, and therefore more cheerfully perform the task ot

inviting the special attention of Southern physicians to the subject.

We cannot omit the following remarks on a habit which is indulged

to a most injurious excess in the South.

“ Tobacco —With regard to the effects which are produced on the human sys-

tem by the habitual use of tobacco, different opinions are held and have been

a deleterious influence is exerted on the animal ceconomy by Us use,

most pathologists of the present day admit. Of this, after having watched for

many years in my practice the effects of this narcotic, I entertain not a doubt

,

3 Sly accor^with the opinion expressed by Dr Prout who observes m

his work, “ On the Nature and Treatment of Stomach and Urinary l^isoases

that it [tobaccol disorders the assimilative functions in general, but particularly,

as he bSs the assimilation of the saccharine pr nciple. “I have never

indeed been able, he adds, to trace the development of oxalic acid to the use of

tobacco- but, that some analogous and equally poisonous principle (probably

of In acid nature) is generated in certain individuals by its abuse, is evident

from their cachectic looks, and from the dark and often greenish yellow tint of

^^‘‘Tn^thf‘‘ Elements of Materia Medica,” Dr. Pereira, in speaking upon the

physiological effects of the moderate use of tobacco on

Remarks; that he is not acquainted with any well-ascertained ill effects result-

ing from the habitual practice of smoking tobacco.
. r-. fc

He admits, however, that he is not so competent to speak of its effects when

otherwise employed, as in England » the practice of chewing Tobacco is princi-

pluy confined to sailors,” and is, therefore, less frequently submitted to his

°^‘‘Xan"excitine cause, the use of tobacco, in my experience, has proved a

nowerful agent in the production of follicuJar disease of the throat. Acting as

a stimulanfdirectly and constantly upon the mucous follicles of the fauces and

throat and greatly increasing, as it does, the secretion of these glands, its em-

ployment as we should conclide a priori, must have a direct tendency to de-

velope the disease, especially if a predisposition to the affection

if hii occurred to me to notice that of a great number of cases of throat-ail

which during the last year or two, have come under my observation, a large

proporto of them have taken place in individuals who had been or who were

nt the time in the habitual use of tobacco.
i i i r..

“ Mv attention has been called more particularly to this subject from having

noticed several years ago, some observations on the use of tobacco in laryn-

sell and bronchial aSbctions, by an eminent surgeon of this city. After having

flluded to the almost universal use of tobacco in the countries of Northern

F^irope he observes “ In one very fatal and distressing form of disease, to

wit Laryngeal Phthisis and Bronchitis among public speakers, the fact is very

clearly established, that the moderate habit of smoking, by the dram it accom-

* Op. Supra Citat. p. 318.
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plishes, and its anodyne qualities has been eminently useful, at least as a pre-
ventive of that peculiar malady so frequent in the United States, especially
among the clergy.”*

From this opinion of my distinguished countryman and friend, I am com-
pelled to differ, entirely, by the statistical facts, which I have obtained, on this
subject. Not only has the use of tobacco in any and all its forms proved, in
my experience, an exciting cause of laryngeal disease

;
but where its employ-

ment has been persisted in, during the treatment of any case, I have found it

impossible to restore such to perfect health.”

We extract the following from his chapter on the symptoms offollicu-
lar disease.

“ Having already described the morbid appearances which are found in the
forming stage of follicular inflammation, and entered quite fully into the
pathology of the disease, I shall now’ only allude briefly to the particular symp-
toms of the affection.

^

‘‘ It has been stated in a former chapter that the access of follicular laryn-
gitis is in some instances so insidious, and its progress so gradual, that not
unfrequently it may continue many months and make considerable advance
before the manifestations of disease shall be such as to alarm the individual or
to call his attention even to the existence of the affection.

^

“ Ordinarily, however, soon after the mucous glandulae have taken on a mor-
bid action, there is perceived in the region of the fauces an increased mucous
secretion, and an uneasy sensation in the gullet or upper part of the throat is
observed, attended by a frequent desire to swallow, as if some object stickino-
in the passage might be removed by the act of deglutition

;
or more generally,

repeated attempts are made by hawking to clear the throat and allay the irri-
tation, all which difficulties are- considerably augmented by every continued
effort made to read aloud, to sing, or to speak as in ordinary conversation. If
the secretion from the mucous follicles of the throat be examined at this period
it will be found to be altered in its character—being adhesive and in some in-
stances of an alkaline quality, and proving to be by its effect on the mucous
membrane, of an irritating nature.

“ About the same time, if the patient be accustomed to employ the voice in
public speaking or in singing, there is apparent to a greater or less extent a
loss of power in the vocal organs, uneasiness in the larynx, with sometimes
pain on pressure. Hoarseness is also present, which may be light in the
morning, or altogether absent, but which is increased towards evenino- and
after speaking longer or louder than usual.
“On inspecting the throat, the fauces and the posterior wall of the pharynx

will appear redder than natural, and the mucous membrane covering these
parts will be deprived of its epithelium, injected, and studded over with enlarged
niucous follicles. (See plate I.) Sometimes, if the disease is recent, these
g ands will appear quite minute, and will be distinctly apparent only when the
pharyngeal cavity is exposed to a full light. In other instances, they will hfive
attained a size sufficient to give a rough or granular appearance to the whole
surface of the fauces, while the viscid tenacious mucous which is poured out
by these follicles in their morbid state, may be seen coating the membrane, or
appearing in patches, or marking its surface with white or yellowish white st-rice.

“ In sorne cases, several of the enlarged -and morbid cryptag will become con-
fliient, and uniting form angry looking tubercles of the size of a split pea,
which may be seen on the posterior wall of the pharynx.

In others, again, a deposition of textural matter takes place and the follicle
becomes indurated and permanently enlarged, or it may be distended with pus,
or with a morbid secretion which will exhibit all the physical properties of tuber-
culous matter.

Travels in Europe and the East. By Valentine Mott, M. 1)., pp. 83-4,

10
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“ If the affection has continued for some time, we shall frequently find some

of the diseased follicles in an ulcerated state ;
these are generally first observed

about the palatine arch, the posterior wall of the pharynx, and along the border

and on the laryngeal face of the epiglottis. In the first stage, these ulcers are

small and superficial, appearing in the form of ash-colored patches, surrounded

by an inflamed and slightly elevated base. (See plate II.) Continuing, they

at length destroy the mucous follicles, and sometimes involve not only the

mucous but the sub-cellular tissues in their progress.

“ Accompanying the above symptoms there is often found oedema, and elon-

gation of the uvula, and in many instances hypertrophy of the tonsils.

» In the incipient stage of follicular laryngitis, of the uncomplicated form,

there is seldom much cough present. The irritation that is felt in the larynx

and which is caused by the increased and vitiaie.l secretion from the diseased

follicles is generally relieved for the moment by hawking m this stage ot the

affection. As the disease advances, however, and the glandulae of the larynx

and trachea become involved in the morbid action, a cough will steal on, which

from being slight at first, is at length severe, and in most cases is attended

by a free tenacious expectoration.
j./r e

“In this respect, the cough which arises in follicular disease differs from

that which occurs in the early stages of tubercular affection ot the lungs. In

the latter the cough will frequently continue for months without any expecto-

ration, or if expectoration should occur, it will consist only of a trifling amount

^^“Tn another respect these two diseases are essentially different. That pecu-

liar mental condition incident to pulmonary disease—by which the spirits ot

the patient are buoyed up, and hope often continues bright to the last-is

well known. The reverse of this obtains in follicular laryngeal disease. In

this latter affection, mental depression is to some extent so universally present,

particularly where the affection has been protracted, that I have been led

almost to consider it a characteristic of the disease.
r i

“ If the disease is not arrested until ulceration of the follicles of the larynx

and trachea occurs, a manifest influence is exerted by this lesion on the nature

of the cough ;
it becomes greatly aggravated and is more or less paroxysmal.

It has if the structural change is extensive, a peculiar clacked or whistling

character, and is attended, moreover, by considerable soreness in the region

of the os hyoides. The effects produced upon the intonation of the voice are

likewise very apparent, but they differ materially according to the seat and

extent of the disease. If the ulcerations are confined to the follicles about the

tonsils the veil of the palate and the pharyngeal membrane, the timbre ot the

voice is not ordinarily much changed; incomplete disphony sometimes exists

;

or in other words, the sounds are merely obscured or imperfectly articulated.

But let the ulcerations extend below^ the epiglottis, and the hoarseness is greatly

increased, the voice loses its power, and should the mucous glands within the

ventricles and around the vocal chords become involved in the morbid altera-

tion it is reduced to a state of complete aphonia, and a harsh whisper—which

is merely an articulation of the ordinary respiration—alone remains.

Treatment of Follicular Disease.—J)r. Green uses both general and

local remedies in this disease, but as he says it may nearly always bo

cured in the early stages by the local, and the strong solution of the

chrystals of nitrate of silver is his grand remedy, we give his directions

for using it.

“ Method of avvlying the solution.—In the treatment of laryngeal disease, by

the direct application of the nitrate of silver to the diseased surface, I have

emnloyed ordinarily a solution of this substance of the strength of from two to

four scruples of the nitrate to an ounce of distilled water. When, however,

there are found extensive ulcerations of the epiglottis, or about the opening ot
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\

the larynx—ulcerations which it is desirable to arrest at once, I have not hesi-

I

tated to* apply directly to the diseased parts a solution of double the strength
of the last named. But one or two applications only of a medicine of this
power should be made at one time

;
ordinarily, however extensive the lesions

may be, it will not be necessary to employ a solution of greater strength tijan
one composed of four scruples of the salt to an ounce of water. On the other
hand, it has been found that one of less strength than of from forty to fifty grains
of the nitrate to an ounce of fluid will have but little effect upon a diseased
mucous surface, where ulcerations exist.

“ In cases in which it becomes necessary to cauterize the interior of the
laryngeal cavity, the aperture of the glottis should not be passed at once

; the
part should be educated by applying the solution daily for several days to the
faucial and pharyngeal region, to the epiglottis and about the opening of the
glottis.

^ ^

“ Proceeding in this manner, that exquisite sensibility which belongs to the
lips of the glottis is in a good degree overcome, and the instrument may then
be passed into the larynx without producing half the amount of that irritation
which its introduction below the epiglottis would have awakened at first.

“The instrument which I have always employed for making direct medicinal
applications into the cavity of the larynx is one composed of whalebone about
ten inches in length, (with, or without the handle, as represented in the plate)
curved at one end, to which is securely attached a small round piece of fine
sponge.

“ The extent to which the rod is to be bent must be varied according to cir-
cumstances, for the opening of the glottis is situated much deeper in some
throats, than in others; but the curve which I have found suited to the greatest
number of cases is one which will form the arc of one quarter of a circle
whose diameter is four inches. (See plate VII. fig. I.)

’

_

“ The instrument being prepared, and the patient’s mouth opened wide and
his tongue depressed, the sponge is dipped into the solution to be applied and
being carried over the top of the epiglottis and on the laryngeal face of this
cartilage, is suddenly pressed downwards and forwards through the aperture of
the glottis into the laryngeal cavity.

“ This operation is followed by a momentary spasm of the glottis, by which
the fluid is discharged from the sponge, and is brought into immediate contact
with the diseased surface.

“ Every physician who has been present when this operation has been per-
formed, (and a large number have witnessed it from time to time,) has mani-
fested much surprise on observing how little irritation has been produced bv
the introduction of the sponge.

^ ^

“If the patient, on opening his mouth, take a full inspiration, and then be
directed to breathe gently out at the moment in which the sponge is introduced
the irritation caused by the application will be much less than when this
caution IS not observed The fact, indeed, has been fully established bv
repeated experiments, that the introduction into the larynx of a sponge satura-
ted with a solution of the crystals of nitrate of silver, of the strength of forty
fifty or even sixty grains of the salt to the ounce of water, does not produce
ordinarily, as much disturbance as is caused Ly the accidental imbibition into
this cavity, of a few drops of tea, or even of pure water

!

“ In the topical treatment of the follicular disease it will be found that all
larynges cannot be entered with the same facility. Indeed, in some instances
where (Eczema of the epiglottis and of the arytenoid cartilages has existed I
have found it very difficult, in making the first attempt, to pass the sponge’of
the probang through the aperture of the glottis.”

^

Under the head general remedies, he gives directions for using the
following, accompanied by illustrative cases, viz : nitrate of silver •

iodine; mercury; prussic acid.; muriate of am.monia^ and change of
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dimale. For his remarks on these we must refer the reader to the

work, as our limits are exhausted.

We must here close
;
but we cannot do so xvithout expressing our

decided approbation of both the principles and practice laid down by Dr.

Green, and urging our Southern readers to supply themselves with his

valuable work, it may be had of S. Woodall, 49 Camp street.

E. D. r.

II. Materia Medica and Therapeutics; including the Preparations of

the Pharmacopoeias, with many new Medicines. By J. Forbes

Royle, M. D., F. R. S., &c., Professor of Materia Medica and

Therapeutics, King’s College, London. Edited by Joseph Carson,

M. D., &c. Philadelphia. Lea & Blanchard. 1847. 8vo., 689.

The author of this book has already won a high reputation as a scien-

tific man, by his “ Illustrations ofHimalayan Botany and by researches

into the medical history of Hindoston, the results of which have not, yet

been published in full, but we must all hope that this work, entitled an

“ Essay on the antiquity of Hindoo Medicine,” will not remain long, as

it yet does, in the manuscript form. Many of the interesting things

brouo-ht to light by these researches are now published in the present

volume, and give new interest to many of the articles of the Materia

Medica. Indeed, as far as the ancient history of many of these articles,

of Asiatic origin is concerned, the Materia Medica of Professor Royle is

fnore full of interest than any work that has come to our notice. He

seems to have pursued every mode of research that could possibl}'" throw

any light upon his subject, and his accurate personal observation is in-

valuable in elucidating this previously obscure subject.

This work was prepared at the instance of Mr. Churchill, an eminent

publisher, who brings it out as one of his excellent series of medical

manuals. The arrangement of the work is good
;
the medicinal sub-

stances are arranged according to the natural system, and each sub-

stance considered in reference to its history, its physical and chemical

properties, preparation, tests, action, uses and doses.
^

All of these are

briefly sketched in a concise and lucid manner, and in a way to show

that a master hand was employed in the task.

This work, though apparently designed as a text book for students, is

much better adopted to the use of those already familiar with the subject,

as in the condensation of his matter, the author has been obliged to

omit much that is highly important to the student. The physiological

relations and effects of medicines are matters of the first consequence to

the student in the acquisition of correct notions respecting their^ thera-

peutical properties and applications. In this respect this work is deci-

dedly defective, so much so in fact, as to exclude it from competition, as

a text book, with that of Pereira, or Wood and Bache’s Dispensatory.—

But to those who desire the latest information respecting the history and

general relations ofmedicines, especially those of Asiatic origin, this work

will prove highly satisfactory.
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As examples of the authors description, &c., we may quote the fol-

lowing ;

“ Assafcetida, L. E. D. (U. S.) Gninrni Resina, L. D. Gummy-resinous Exuda-
tion (E.) of Narthex (Ferw/a, Linn.) Assafcetida, Fc'/coner. Assafcetida.

‘‘ Assafcetida, a product of Persia and Affghanistan, is mentioned in the an-
cient Sanscrit Amera Gosha. The ancients highly esteemed a gum-resin which
the Romans called laser, and theGreeks o'lrog xvprjva'ixoa', or the Cyrenaic juice,
from being produced in that region. The (jiXcpiov yielding it was an umbel-
lifer, and is represented on the coins of Gyrene. It has bemi discovered of late
years, and named Thapsia SilpJihi'm. This laser had become scarce even in the
time ot Pliny, wLo as well as Dioscoricles describes another kind as obtained
from Persia, India, and Armenia, which was probably the same that wais knowm
to the Hindoos. Avicenna describes huUeel as of two kinds : one, of ^ood
odour, from Ghiruana (Gyrene?) and the other foetid, the present assa-fcelida.—
Ihe terrn is no doubt ot oriental origin, since it is applied to other gum-
resins. Thus Benzoin is called hussee-Ioohan

;

it used to be called assa dulcis
in old works. Dr. Lindley has received the seeds of a ierula called hooshee.

the fruits or seeds ((puXXov of the greeks,) is'usually translated laser-
pitium. Ihe plant is called angoozeli by the Arabs. The root of silphion is
described by Arrion as affording food to herds of cattle on Paropamisus.
.“Assafcetida is produced in the dry Southern provinces of Persia, as in the

mountains of Ears and ot Beloochistan, but chiefly in Khorassan and Affghan-
istan

;
likewnse to the north of the Hindoo Khoosh range of mountains, wffiere

it wms found by Burne.s'and also by Wood’s expedition to the Oxus. (c.) Dr.
Falconer found it in Astore, introduced the plant into the Saharunpore Botanic
Garden, as mentioned in the author’s “ Product. Resources of India,” p. 223, and
has obtained from it a small quantity of assafcetida. He also sent home numer-
ous seeds, which wmre distributed from the India House to several gardens

;but the author has not heard whetheV any plants have been produced from them.’
But he has no_ doubt that some of those which the author is informed bv his
friend Dr. Ghristison are still in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, were produced
from these seeds, and not from those sent "by Sir John M’Neill. The assa-
foBtida is conveyed on camels into India across both the Punjab and Bhavvul-
pore, and is sold in large quantities at the Hurdwar Fair. It is also conveyed
down the Indus and by the Persian Gulf to Bombay.

“ Two or three kinds of fruit called seeds are met with, which are said to be
those of the assafcetida plant

;
but there is no proof that more than one plant

yields assatmtida. Dr. Falconer, an excellent botanist, after examining the
original specimens, considers the plant he saw in Astore to be the same as that
figured by Kaempfer and Dr. G. Grant, who saw the plant at Syghan, says, as
stated by Dr. Ghristison, that its roots, leaves, and flowering stem correspond
on the wLolewith Kaempfer’s description, except that the root is deeply divided
like the outspread hand. The E. P, assign ferula persica as probably yieldincr
some assafmtida. There is no doubt that its seed has been sent from the North”
west of Persia as those of the assafcetida plant : but there is no proof, nor in-
deed is it probable, that it yields any of the assafcetida of commerce. The gum-
resins of these umbelliferae are too similar to each other, for any but experienced
pharmacologists to determine between inferior assafcetida and varieties of
sagapenum or other gum-resins.

As Dr. Falconer, the author’s friend and successor as superintendent of
the East India Gompany’s Botanic Garden at Saharunpore, has had excellent
opporturiities for examining the assafcetida plant, both in its native sites and as
cultivated by himself, he has favoured the author with the following full account
of this important plant, which he conceives belongs to a genus allied to but
distinct from ferula.”

^ »
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“ Narthcx, both in the characters of the flowers and fruit, and in its “ psony-

Jeaved” habit, diflers widely from any known species of ferula, and appears to

constitute a distinct and well-marked genus.
j r * • \

In the Dardoh or Dangree language (the Dardohs being the Daradi of Arrian)

the plant is called “ sip’’ or sup.” The young shoots of the stem in spring

are prized as an excellent and delicate vegetable.

“ The species would appear to occur in the greatest abundance in the pro-

vinces of Khorassan and Laar in Persia, and thence to extend on the one hand

into the plains of Toorkestan on the Oxus north of the Hindoo K.hoosh moun-

tains, where it seems to have been met with by Sir Alex. Burnes,'^ and on the

other to stretch across from Beloochistan, through Candahar and other provin-

ces of Affghanistan to the Eastern side of the valley^ of the Indus, where it stops

in Astore,\nd does not occur in great abundance. The whole of this region,

which constitutes the head-quarters of the gum-bearing umbglliferss, possesses

the common character cf an excessively dry climate, indicated in Berghaus’s

hytyrometric map in Johnson’s Physical Atlas by a belt of white.

“Besides the gum-risen, the fruit of narthex assafcetida is imported into India

from Persia and Affghanistan, under the name of “ anjoodan,” being extensively

employed bv the native physicians in India : anjoodan” being the epithet ap-

plied to the seed of the “ heengseh,” or “ hulteet,” by Avicenna, also quoted by

Kampfer, and used by the Indo-Persian and Arabic writers generally in describ-

ing the assafoetida plant. Another umbelliferous fruit is also imported with it,

and sold under the name of “ dooqoo” (a word evidently connected with Ae

bavy.og of the Greeks.) being recommended as an excellent substitute for “ An-

ioodan,” which it closely resembles in its general appearance. This I found

to be the fruit of a species of true ferula
;

it is one of the two assafcetida-like

fruits mentioned bv Dr. Royle as occurring in the bazaars of nothern India.

—

The species of ferula yielding this fruit may furnish some one of the obscurely-

known ffum-resins resembling assafcetida produced in Persia.

“ I ha^ve examined another kind of umbelliferous fruit in the collection of Dr.

Rovle labelled as “ the' seed of the wild Assafcetida plant collected and brought

to Eno-land by Sir J. Macneill from Persia,” which differs widely from the

fruit both of narthex and of ferula, and belongs to another tribe of the order.”

he
“ Assafoetida is obtained by making incisions into or taking successive slices

off the top of the root, and then collecting the produce, which is then united in

masses, and in this state is usually met with in commerce. It is at first rather

soft "but becomes hard, of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour. When broken,

an irreo-ular. whitish, somewhat shining surface is displayed, which soon be-

comes red. The mass is composed of various-shaped pieces, some like tears

pre^'^ed too-ether, and in some parts agglutinated together by darker-coloured

eum"-resin.“ Some parts are cellular. By thus becoming red on exposure to

the air, and its intolerable alliaceous odour, assafcetida may be readily distin-

CTuished. The taste is garlicky, bitter, and acrid. It is best preserved covered

by bladder. It is powdered with difficulty, even when become hard; softens

bv heat and burns with a clear flame. Assafcetida is composed of Resin 65

parts volatile oil 3.6, gum 19.44, bassorin 11.66, salts 0.30, {Pelletier.)—

Brandes obtained less resin, volatile oil 4.6, and 10.5 of various salts and impu-

rities. The oil is at first colourless, but becomes yellowish-browm, has an

exceedingly offensive odour, a bitter and acrid taste, and contains some sulphur.

Water will' dissolve the gum, and form an emulsion with the other ingredients.

Alcohol or rectified spirit is a good solvent, but an emulsion is fornied when

the solution is added to water. Ether dissolves the oil and all the resin, except

about 2 per cent, of a peculiar kind. Ammonia also takes up the active ingre-

dients.

* Bumes mentions the plant as an annual, prol^bly in consequence of the annual

decay of the .stems. He states that sheep browse on the young shoots.
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Action. Uses. Stimulant, antispasmodic
;
thought to be emmenagogue and

anthelmintic. Much used as a condiment in the East. Useful in spasmodic
and convulsive diseases, as hysteria and chorea, also in hooping-couo-h, flatu-
lent colic, and in chronic-cough.”

^

Cannabis sativa and its variety C. indica. The Leaves and Resin of Hemp.
The hemp appears to be a plant of the Persian region, where it is subjected

to great cold in winter, and to considerable heat in summer. It has thus been
able to travel on one hand into Europe, and on the other into India

; so that
the varieties produced by climate have by some been thought to be distinct
species, the European being called C. saliva, and the Indian C. indica The
name xavvct^ig, by which it was known to the Greeks, seems to be'derived
from the Arabic kinnub, the canape of the middle ages, Dutch kinnup and hin-
nup, German hanf, whence the English hemp. Herodotus mentions it as Scv-
thian. Bieberstein met with it in Tauria and the Caucasian region. It is wellknown in Bokhara, Persia, and abundant in the Himalayas. It seems to have
been employed as an intoxicating substance in Asia and Egyyt from very early
Bmes, and even in medicine in Europe in former times, as we find it noticed in
Dale (Pharmacologia, i. 133) and Murray (Apparat. Medicamnium, iv. p 608
—620,) where it is arranged, as in this work, next to the Humulus. It has of
late years been brought into European notice by Dr. O’Shaughnessy

» The Indian plant has by some been thought to be a species distinct from
the European one

;
but, like Dr. Roxburgh and others, the author was unablewhen in India to obprve any difference between the plant of the plains and

that of the hills of India, nor between these and the European plant. The
Indian secretes a much larger proportion of resin than is observable ' in the
European plant, but a difference is observed in this point in India between plantsgrown in the plains, and those of the mountains, and also when grown thickly
together. The natives plant them wide apart, to enable them to secrete their
full powers. In Europe, the thick sowing, and moister, often dull, climate will
prevent the due secretion of the peculiar principles of a plant of the Persian
region. But the plants grown in the past season, from the great heat and light

resinous than usual. It is not without interest to observe
tfiat both the hop and hemp, belonging to the group Cannabineae, owe their
properties to glandular resinous secretions. The author, in calling attention
to the uses of this plant, in his lilusl. of Himalayan Botany, stated that “ the
leaves are sometimes smoked in India, and occasionally added to tobacco but
are chiefly employed for making bhang and subzee, of which the intoxicating
powers are so well known. But a peculiar substance is yielded by the plants
on the hills, in the form of a glandular secretion, which is collected by the
natives pressing the upper part of the young plant between the palms of their
hands, and then scraping off the secretion which adheres. This is well known
in India by the name of cherrus, and is considered more intoxicating than anv
other preparation of the plant

;
which is so highly esteemed by many Asiatics

and serves them both for wine and opium : it has in consequence a variety ofnames applied to it in Arabic, some of which were translated to me as “ grass
of faqueers, ‘ leaf of delusion,” “ increaser of pleasure,” “ exciter of desire,”
qernenter of friendship, &c. Linnaeus was well acquainted with its “ visnarcotma, phantastica, dementens ” (anodyna et repellens.) It is as likely asany other to haye been the Nepenthes of Homer. (1. c. p. 334.)*

^

1

O’Shaughnessy has described in detail the different preparations, as—
1. G/iwrrws, the concreted resinous exudation from the leayes, slender stemsand flowers. This is collected in yarious ways

;
that of the Himalayas much

• as to the medicinal effects of hemp existsm the standard writers on Materia Medica to which we have access.” It is only in
acquainted with them, as the authorquoted in the above briefly, as being a botanical work.^
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esteemed, that of Herat and of Yarkund still more so. For a specimen of the

last the author is indebted to Dr. Falconer.

2. (Janjah. Dr. OkS. describes it to be the dried licmp plant which has

flowered, and from which the resin has not been removed. The bundles are

about two feet long, and contain twenty-four plants. In N. W. India the

name Ganjah is applied to the whole growing plant.

3. Bang, Subjee, or Sidhee, is formed of the larger leaves and capsules with-

out the stalks.

“ The leaves of common hemp have been analyzed, but the analyses requires

to be repeated and carefully compared with that of the Indian plant. The proper-

ties seem to depend on a volatile oil, which is as yet but little known, and upon

the resin. This is very soluble in alcohol and ether, as well as in the hxed and

volatile oils, partially soluble in alkaline, insoluble in acid solutions ;
when

'pure, of a blackish-gray colour. (The Yarkund specimen is of a dark black-

ish-green, another kind is of a dirty olive.) its odour is fragrant and narcotic ,

taste slightly warm, bitterish, and acrid. The Gavjali, which is sold for smok-

ino- chiefly, yields to alcohol 20 per cent, of resinous extract, composed of chur-

rus and chlorophylle. Dr. Farre found that already a substitute {Apocynum

cannabinum, called Indian Hemp in America) is sold tor this, though having

no resemblance to it, and possessing only emetic and cathartic properties.

Action. Uses. All these preparations are capable of producing intoxication,

whether the churrus be taken in the form of a pill, or with conserve, or the

dried leaf be rubbed up in milk and ^vater with a little sugar and spice, or

smoked. As a medicine, it was tried by Dr O’S. in rheumatism, hydrophobia,

cholera, and tetanus. In the last such marked benefit and cures were produced,

that the hemp was pronounced an anticonvulsive remedy of the greatest value.

Its general effects are, alleviation of pain (generally.) remarkable increase ot

appetite, unequivocal aphrodisia, and great mental cheerfullness. Its more

violent effects were, delirium of a peculiar kind, and a cataieptic state.
_

Dr.

Pereira was among the first to submit it to experiment, but killed in obtaining

any results, probably from changes having taken place in the drug. Dr. Laurie

pronounced it uncertain, and not to be trusted to as a narcotic. _Mi.^ Ley,

however, found it useful in relaxing spasm, producing sleep, and during its ac-

tion abatement of pain. Mr; Donovan found its power great in temjiorarily

destroying sensation, and subduing the most intense neuralgic pain, rrotes-

sor Miller of Edinburg considers its virtue to consist in a power ot controlling

inordinate muscular spasm. Dr. Cleridinning says that in his hands its exhi-

bition has been followed by manifest effects as a soporific or hypnotic in con-

ciliatino- sleep, as an anodyne in lulling irritation, as an antispasmodic m check-

ing cough and cramp, and as a nervous stimulant in removing languor and

anxiety. The hemp may be used in the following preparations and doses, but

Dr. O’IS., when in England, found that he was obliged to give as niuch as 10

or 12 grs. and even more ;
though in India he considered gr. ^ a sufficient, and

1 1 gr. of the extract a large dose.

“ Extractum Cannabis. Resinous Extract of Indian Hemp.

Prep. Boil the rich adhesive tops of the dried Ganjah in Rectified Spirit until

all the Resin is dissolved out. Distil otf the Spirit with a gentle heat.

“ D. This extract is effectual in gr. ss. and gr. j. doses ;
but 10 and 20 grs.

have been given in Hydrophobia and Tetanus.

“ Tinctura Cannabis. Resinous Tincture of Indian Hemp.

Prep. Dissolve Extract Cannabis gr. iij. in Proof Spirit f 3 j. A weaker Tinc-

ture may also be made with the dried herb or Ganjah.

“ D. mx.—f3j. with the dried herb or Ganjah. A drachm or so may be

iriven in tetanus every half-hour, until the paroxysms cease, or catalepsy is in-

duced.
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thp'
tfie only preparation to be relied on is the tincture of

i^arMpH M I'at
be added to rectified spirit mxiv. and taken as a draught; or,

;lt:td IdhlrnVllfveiT^^"" would ®precipi-’

W. M. C.

c” o
Diseases of the Eye. By W. Lawrencp F R

S., Surgeon Extraordinary to the QuLn, sCg^on^SrEartVolo:mews Hospital, and Lecturer on Surgery at that Hosnit-! pIp iA new edition, edited with numerous addUions, and one hund ed andseventy s.x .Dustratmns. By Isaac Hays, M. D., Surgeon to Wdl’sHospital, &c. &c. Philadelphia. Lea & Blanchard. 1847. pp. 858.
This work originally embodied the lectures on the anatomy, physiol'

0;^ha'lndeTnrma,T Pb’ 'he London'upthalmic Inhimaiy. In the various editions through which this bookhas passed, many and important additions have been added to the text •

and now it may be said to represent the present advanced Ite of ^p’
thalmic medicine, both in a pathological and a therapeutical pobit Fo,'a ong time “ Lawrence on the Eye” took precedencro!' almost alo „ei trorks on the same subject

; nor has time detracted from its Meritsor weakened its high claims as a standard work in the pi'ofeTsion

h^^stvle' engaging in

?he Slish‘i~ " - eP'i'alm^ofogy" i„

student mid practitioner can desire, and adds greatly to theh'ahe ol’d'ie

af tom P®®® subjects being fully developed, Mr. Lawrence enters

sifieation Tf%tZhXZsf^eZ^ and the elas.

His views on inflammation, are at once sound and orthodox—bein.r

p^Uy well^ettreJ'quIslior'm^^^ ’^<1 now
place as they are already familiar to the mTsfdesultoiy

"
ant^i;rrs1nlal:L:’rfo^r^^^^

®‘' ‘*>® ®>^®' =>e

general depletion even to synco, e lie i
’

f”®«ases, pushing

German opthalmologists, who adv;cate sniaTm^ related WeeL“^^^

.10 .f ih, .»o,i:r.,:;ri';r;f g:™:c: ;;r'”
'“™-

Ihe plates and illustrations in the first mri nfthr^ hr. i

.‘o uXtiafdlhfsidij’ettTt a^a^::"
^ ®-W® "Sm-

11
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It is superfluous to attempt to review in detail, a book so well and so

Ion<r known by the profession. His views and mode of treatment, have

loni influenced the profession in this country, in the management of

xtr editor,*" Dl''Ha'yes, has, unlike most editors of foreign books,

added much valuable matter to the original text; besides intioducing

and discussing in a very satisfactory manner, some points oteilooked

Dr°'Havs his*Ljoyed fine opportunities for the study of the eye dis-

eases and from the materials which he has scattered through the pages

of thL work, we are inclined to think him a close observer and a sound

practitioner. Both the author and the editor are opposed to the apP*":^-

Uon of cataplasms and poultices, so common with the Germans to in-

flaLd eyl?; this practice we believe is almost universally condemned

ra“, uid^e a™e7;culist,but like a sound physician looks

to the constitution of the patient, as influencing the course ot the e} e

A‘ and as of the first importance in the treatment of this clasa o

dl^a s Many o t affectioL of the eye partake of the constitutional

lous opthalmia-and the remedies required to rid the constitution of the

the basis of ail the difl'erent structures of the body. The conjiinctna

mL be sard to be, continuous with the mucous structures ;
he sdero-

4
-

^
'tVi tVip fibrous and so on with the other structuies of this orga i.

T * rfi'ta "hisTs.

scrofulous V of the conjunctiva ;
ihirteenih,

opthalmia,
’

i.^otica • fourteenih, of the diseases of the cor-

of
diseases of the aqueous membrane and chambers ;

nea. fifteenth, oi the
. under the head, iritis and maltor-

’“'tTot^rflhe'iitT'SgAteLrt, formation of artifical pupil

;

affections of the cTaract’;

twentieth, amaurosis and other delectus g
^ ]^enty-third, malignant

T'T oJomok calculous concretions,

eZoa in the i.enf/:fifth, affections of the orbit ;
tu-enty.s,.th,

lastly, affections of lachrymal organs.
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Such are the more prominent topics brought to view, and examined

in the work before us. From the above, it will be seen that few points

of interest, relative to opthalmology, have been neglected in this com-

prehensive volume.

There is one part of treatment, in nearly all the acute affections of

the eye, advised by Mr. Lawrence, to which we most respectfully put

in our demurer
;
we allude to his purgative plan of treatment. In every

variety, almost, of opthalmia, whether strumous or otherwise, he is an

advocate for free and copious purgatives. Perhaps in beef-eating and

beer-drinking England, where the bowels are likely to become loaded

and the blood vessels turgid, purgatives may be a sine qua non, but in

this country, and especially in this latitude, harsh and drastic purgatives,

are not only not called for, but they are positively hurtful—first, because

they irritate to a high degree, the gastro-enteric mucous membrane,
and thus kindle up an irritative fever, which reacts upon, and aggravates

the original affection; and second, they debilitate the constitution,

without reducing in a corresponding ratio, the primary local inflamma-

tion. Mr. Lawrence says, that in scrofulous opthalmia, the use of

purgatives is generally necessary
;
and those of an active kind are often

required, even in young children. Such a course of practice, would
not be likely to be followed by good results in New Orleans, according

to our observation. P/Iost generally the mildest aperients, followed by
an alterative and tonic course of constitutional treatment, answers the

just expectations of the physician, and crowns his efforts with complete

success.

In conclusion, we cordially recommend this excellent work, both to

the general practitioner and the oculist. . A. H.

IV.

—

New Elements of Operative Surgery. By Alf. A. L. M. Vel-
PEAU, Professor of Surgical Clinique of Pvledicine, of Paris; Surgeon
to La Charite, etc., etc., with a Treatise on Minor Surgery, illustra-

ted by over 200 engravings, incorporated with the text : with an
atlas in quarto of twenty-two plates, representing the principal

operative processes and surgical instruments. First American, from
last Paris edition. Translated by P. S. Townsend, M. D. Aug-
mented by the addition of several hundred pages of new matter,

comprising all the late improvements and discoveries in surgery in

America and Europe,- up to the present time : all under the supervi-

sion of, and with notes and observations by Valentine Mott, M. D.,

Professor, etc., etc., etc. In three volumes. Vol. iii. New York.
Samuel J. and William Wood. 1847. pp. 1162.

The reader may form some idea of the matter contained in this, the

third volume of Velpeau’s Operative Surgery, after glancing over the title

page of the book. It is certainly equal to what it claims to be
;
being

undoubtedly the most voluminous work that ever appeared in the Eng-
lish language on surgery, in this country. Dr. Townsend, the translator,

certainly bears off the palmn for industry and perseverance in bringing

1

1

I
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out this work in a neat English dress. Of the reputation

M Velpeau, as a surgeon, we need not speak, as all who Unou anything

fthe hiS:,’rv and it^proventen.s of sut^ery, are quite

labours and the fruits of his extraordinary powers. As a book ol

'reference, it is a small library in itself, and invaluable to the pracli-

tioner; yet we cannot say that we admire the arrangement ‘'i®

as a whole
;
the subjects are too much crowded together ,

the m'"

conLed with the importance and the variety of the matter brough be-

fore it
;
hence, the impressions made, are seldom

Perhaps, in a work of this size, any other arrangement Could not hat e

been Lopted, at all events, without repetition or greater labour. Let

us, therefL, receive it as it is, without murmur or foi '

«

truth it stands unrivalled, both for the value and amount ofmattei

The book is much disfigured, in our opinion, by the

made in the body of the work, to the medical periodicals and woiks

7the dlv This-'all serves to balk the -^der, to nter^upt he sen^

of the paragraph and to distract the understanding. 1 he references,

lich are ^o n':.inerous, should have been placed at the foot of each

nave in small type, both as most convenient, and less likelv to an

Ly ’the student.' ^f these can be considered objections at all,

mav be revarded as too trifling to be urged against a vvoi.. whicn

contains such a largo amount of information. In the title page, it

“med tlmrseverariuindred pages of entirely new matter have been

added to the orivinal work, by Drs. Mott and Townsend. M'e regret that

sS an amoun! of valuable material should have been scattered through

a work, already too large for convenience, destined, w e fear, to attiac

little or no attention, on account of such an amalgamation.

Vhv did not Drs. .Molt and Townsend gke us a work on

surver'y ? The material is abundant, the time opportune, and they aie

even- w-ay qualified to produce such a work as would ‘3"
thenlselv^s and their country, The matter incorporated into \ s

••Ooerative Surverv,” by the American editors, should have been hi o ^

cm ra separate' form, upon its own merits; this course was due to

themselves, ^and to .kmerican surgery. Hovv
^of the

genius and talent thus continue to act as trumpeters of^
writers of the old world, play a secondary, a subordinate part

and the sciences ? Let us strive to garner up the-achievements oi our

own surgeons, the experience and observations of our ovvn physicians,

in works written by ourselves, and divorced from that forced alliance

with forei’gn productions, which degrades us as a profession in the estima-

alia™ wM^^acclpaiiies this, the third and

reau’s Survery, is-a valuable addition to the work. The designs are

good, and weii executed. Velpeau, in getting "P

ample justice, to both the ancient and modern writeis in th.s depattme

of our science. He has detailed the operative proceedings of

distinvuished surgeons, of all countries, -and almost every
,.

vvill rarke the wo°k highly valuable as a book of reference, and for this

we rlcommenlit m the profession throughout the coun,ry.^_
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hducaiion : its Elementary Principles, Founded, on the Nature of
Man. By J. G. Spurzheim, M. D., of the Universities of Vienna
and Paris, &c., &c. With an Appendix, by S. R. Wells. Sixth
American Edition. New York. Fowlers & Wells. 'i,1847.

In these days, when the attention of statesmen and philosophers is
strongly directed to the mental and physical training, and education of
the lising generation, in order to the permanent improvement and
amelioration of the human race, such a work as this by Dr. Spurzheim,
cannot fail to be read with deep interest by every philanthropist.
A few extracts will show what the work is. '

As to the definition of the work, I think it necessary to state that I intend
to in reduce m this volume several topics which are not generally considered
as tailing under education in the common acceptation of the word, merely de-
noting instruction in literature and accomplishments

;
I use this term as em-

bracing eyery means which can be made to act upon the yegetatiye, affective

Sid naTurT”'^^^

constitution of man, for the purpose of improving this, his three-

In speaking of the perfectability of man, he does not contend that
they can lose one fiiculty and acquire another

;
but that all livin.o- beintrs

can be, by judicious training, materially improved, the desirable faciTl-
ties strengthened, and the pernicious ones weakened. After enume-
rating many instances, in which desirable qualities in plants and ani-
mats may be fostered and strengthened, he says :

tJa!
succeed only if treated according to their natural quali-

t!) Ws^ nature ” succeed, without adapting it

“ Children are not pieces of blank paper, on which you may write wbateveVyou please. Every poet is not a Homer,
,

Every musician a Handel, a Mozart
or a Haydn

; nor every painter a Raphael? A child that miglit, bv proper edu-
ratioii, make a Lacitns, will, under other circumstances, be a Do'irberrv. Hethen devotes a chapterto Anthiopology

; and proves that organizatioli and 'facul-
les are bransmissiole, according to certain laws, from parents to children He
or memafcnl^f

anJ.gives directions for physical training.01 menta cultivation hesays It is time to abandon the immense error thatwords and precepts are sufficient to call internal feelings and intellectual facul-
ties into active exercise. * * * The sight of a person wounded or in dairner

kil'efin fS tie

‘'‘® » ‘'''‘“h°“«ands havebeen
language, in general, has more effect on the feel-ings than artificial signs ; we are, for instance, more likely to smile or laugh onookmg at a gay face, than on hearing the word gaiety pronounced. ****

From he considerations unfolded in the preceding chapters, I draw the conclu-sions^ that education ougnt to be founded on the nature of man ; that the trueprinciples ol education ought not to be confounded with school-learning • that^•eat improvements remain to be made even with respect to instruction in thearts and sciences
; and that the education of the feelings, which I consider as

fat- above the understanding, will require to be

^

After considering the details of education, he sums up in the follow-
ing conclusions: ' ''

^

“ The great object of education is, not to create, but to prepare, develon orimpede and to direct the natural dispositions—vegetative, affective and intel

ht^msuirf powers, Ind the conditions

1 l em Tb!
known, to enable us to cultivate and directthem. The difference between the feelings and intellectual faculties, is par-
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ticularlv to be attended to. Then if the means of excitement and those of direc-

tion be employed, as I have detailed them, arts and sciences will improve, moral

evil-will diminish, and mankind will become more happy. I do not flatter iny-

self. however, that in the present state of mankind, the most perfect education

can abolish all disorders. Hence, institutions of another kind are necessary,

which 1 shall speak of iii the following pages.”

He then in an appendix, treats of legislation in regard to the punish-

ment of malefactors, and shows conclusively that the present manner

of treating criminals, instead ofanswering the end for which it is inten-

ded (the prevention of crime, and the reform of criminals,) actually de-

bases, hardens, and confirms the criminal in his vicious propensities.—

The criminal comes from the house of correction, instead of a reformed

and useful man in society, an outcast, having the mark of Cain on his

brow, from whom every man flees and shuts the door against nim
;

so

* that, even if he would,* he cannot be an honest man. “ These things

ought not so to be.” In this respect his veiws are r^ot new ;
for men

cefebrated for their strong intellect, and philanthropic exertions, have

long endeavored to reform the present mode of treating criminals. e

belfeve the time is not far distant, when there will be as great an im-

provement, in the treatment, and punishment of crimmals, as has lately-

been made in the treatment of insanity. Hear Dr. Sperzheim.

“ The considerations, examined in the appendix of this work, tend to show

that leo^islation in everv branch ought to have only one aim, viz, the general

happiness of mankind,’and that of each individual, as far as it is compatible

with the former, that penal legislation in particular, ought to be corrective;

that in prisons, the iuliabitants of which are sent back into .society, all possible

means of correction should be emploved ; that capital punishment might be

abolished, and the crimes fpr which it is inflicted prevented by proper establish-

ments. As punishment, however, is still the object of the pena.1 code, I have

treated of the ditierent degrees of guilt which may be implied in criminal actions,

and of some illegal actions that admit of extending motives, such as suicide and

infanticide. From this appendix too, it maybe inferred, how important and

necessary, for legislators and judges, is the study of man.

There is also an appendix to the American edition, by S. R. Wells,

containing a description of the temperaments, and a brief analysis of

the phrenological faculties. Take the book all in all, it is just ^^hat

we might expect from the known mental abilities, and enlarged veiws,

of its scientific and benevolent author, and the wants of the present state

of society. We most coidially recommend it to legislators, philanthro-

pists, teachers, and parents 'who have children whom they desire to

make a blessing to society, and an honor to themselves.

Summary of the Transactions of the College of^ Physicians of

Philadelphia. From December, 1846, to April, 1847.

2. Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of JSew 5 orJc. A ol.

vii. Part I.

We return thanks for these interesting documents, and request a

continuation of the favors. In a brief report on the now celebrated

Letheon, made by Dr. Parrish to the College of Physicians, we find the

following closing remarks, which we think so just, and in which we so

fully coincide, that we mu.st make room for them.
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“ From the above narration, it will be perceived, that a powerful ao-ent forproducing insensibility to pain, is now fairly broug-ht to the test of experiment
and if the favorable accounts received, through the high authority vvhich wehave quoted should be confirmed by subsequent experience, and if no serious
effects should be found to lollow its application, ft may justly be considered asan important medical discovery.

“ It is not inteniied of course by these remarks to give tlie impression that bythe eyclence furnished of the effects of this article, its true value is, as yetsufficiently decided, to estaldish any conclusion in regard to it. This can onlvbe tested by repeated and well directed experiments, made by those who possessa knowlHge of the human system, which will enable tliem to judoe of itsprecise effects, and to these we must look for the decision of its merits"
* Be.ore leaving the subject, we would venture a remark or two. in reference

to ffie manner jn which this new agent has been brought before the public.
composition is kept secret, though from its sensible properties, there is

ttle doubt that it is an etherial solution of some narcotic substance DrJiige low institiited a number of experiments to test the effects of the inhalationof sulphuric ether and oil of wine, neither of which articles possess the peculiar
properties of this preparation, though the oil of wine produced effects quiteanalogous to it

;
with tnis, patients were tranquillized and lost all inclinatiL tospeak or move, but their consciousness continued.

“That an agent, which is said to possess such useful qualities should bepatented, and that the patent should bear the name of an intelligent physicianand a man of science, must be a source of extreme regret to eveiw^ liberalmember of our profession. We understand that both the patentee and theproprietor, hold a diploma from a medical college
;
and we observe further thatthe course of these gentlemen in making merchandize of this discoverv if notopenly justified, is excused by the Boston Medical Journal. We trust that thesefacts are not to be taiien as an expression of the sentiments of the medicalcommunity of Boston.

uicuiuai

“If the agent referred to, really possesses the power claimed for it. if itsc aracter as a certain and safe means o^ assuaging human surTering shouldbecorne established, how different would be the position of its discover^er fromthat held by Bie true promoters of science. Wiiatever plea may be set up atthis late pei lod, for the restrictive policy of securing patent rights for discoverieswhich tend to relieve the sufferings ot mankind, or to extend the boundaries ofscience, the sordid motive of self-aggrandizement and individual interest inthese, as in inventions relating to manufactures and the mere mechanic artswill undoubtedly be attributed to those who avail themselves of this policv l’
individual rights against the public appropriation of an improvLentthat the law grants the patent, vesting exclusive ownership in the^ inventorwith the right to dispose of his invention for his own profit. To us it wouldappear much more candid and manly for those who avail themselves of thisprivilege and use it to this end, openly to avow it and not attempt to excusetheir course by pretending great solicitude for the public welfare; the fear Tftheir secret is made known, that unworthy and ignorant people may use it tothe deJnment of others, when it is well known that many of the mLt useful

dLgefZaSesTrSr' exceedingly

,

physicians wlio have given this article their sanctionwithout knowing Its contents, are jnstilied in this departure from the rule’
regulated the conduct of the most honorable and conscien-tious members of our profession in such cases, it is not for us to determine—

instance, they may have deemed tlie circumstances of such acharacter as to warrant them in adopting this course; but we sincerely hopethat no precedent will be thereby established which shall tend to loJer tC
ouesS f There is a principle involved in thisque tion of patents, which is vital to the existence of the medical profession
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as a liberal, humane and scientific art. If that be given up, and the doctrine be

substituted, that the physician has a right to appropriate to his own pecuniary

benefit any useful medical discovery which he may make, the barrier that now

separates us from the charlatan is broken down, and the high position which

our profession has long held as a humane and dignified calling is lo^st.

“ We hope, therefore, that whatever may be the results attained by this new

process, that medical men will be especially careful to avoid any conipromise

of principle in regard to the position in which it stands before the public, and

that the whole medical community will, with one voice, enter their protest

against keeping secret any process or preparation, a knowledge of which would

extend our means for the relief of human suffering.”

In the same transactions we find an exceedingly interesting report, by

Dr. Moore, on the Meteorology and Epidemics of 1846. Also a valua-

ble report, by Dr. Condie, on the diseases of children
;
amongst which

he gives a full account of the cerebro-spinal affection described by Drs.

Hicks and White in our first part, and in our Foreign quotations.

The New York Transactions open with a very able annual address,

on mental manifestation in health and disease, by Dr. John McCall,

President of the Society. The author seems to be deeply impressed

with the truths of phrenology, and we confess our entire concurrence

with him.

This is followed by an interesting paper on the Resources of the

Medical Profession, bv Dr. Joseph Bates
;

in which the author casU-

aates the different forms of modern empyricism with commendable

Severity. It would be well if this paper were widely disseminated

amongst the reading community. E. D. F.

VII —The Students' Vade Mecum, or Manual of Examinations upon

Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry, Materia Medica, Surgery, Ohste>

tries. Practice of Medicine, {including Physical Diagnosis and Dis^

eases of the Skin,) and Poisons. Second edition, revised and greatly

enlarged. By George Me:^denhall, M. D., Lecturer on Pathology,

in the Medical Institute of Cincinnati, Member of the Philadelphia

Medical Society, &lc., &c. Philadelphia. Lindsay & Blakiston.

1847. pp. 575.

This Vade Mecum seems to be a very neat little work, and quite

popular with students and young practitioners, for whom it was written,

as the first edition is already exhausted. The second seems much supe-

rior to the first edition, since the author tells us he has brought his

work up to the present advanced state of the profession.

We again echo the sentiment which we have advanced on several

occasions, that we are no advocates for “ manuals,” “ vade mecums,” and

the like
;

in justice, however, to Dr. Mendenhall, we think his equal to

the best of the kind, and displays commendable enterprise and industry.

To those who can content themselves with a smattering of rnedical

knowledo-e, and who prefer reading by the noon-day sun to studying^by

the midnight lamp, we can honestly recommend the “Vade Mecum.
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VIII.

—

A System of Human Anatomy, General and Special. By Eras-
mus Wilson, M. D., Lecturer on Anatomy, London. Third Ameri-
can from the third London edition. Edited by Paul B. Goddard,
A. M., M. D., Professor of Anatomy, etc., in the Franklin Medical
College of Philadelphia, with 233 illustrations, by Gilbert. Phila-

delphia. Lea &: Blanchard. 1847.

The rapid progress of this work through successive editions, shows
the high estimate placed on it by the profession. We are assured by
the American editor, that the present edition is a careful and exact re-

print of the English work, with the addition of such other illustrations,

as were deemed necessary to a more complete elucidation of the

text, &:c.

We need only remark that the work is gotten up in superior style, and
must continue to be among the most popular of the day. The publishers
will accept our thanks for the copy sent us through the hands of Mr. J.

B. Steel.

/
12
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EXCERPTA.

\.—0n the Mutual Relations existing heticeen Physiology and Pathology,

Chemistry and Physics, and the Methods of Research pursued in these scierw.es.

By Baron Liebig.

{Concluded from our May No.)

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS PROPERTIES OF BODIES.—CONNEXION OF VITAL-

PROPERTIES WITH CHEMICAL. NECESSITY FOR ANATOMY ;
ITS INSUFFICIENCY.

CHEMISTRY NECESSARY, BUT INSUFFICIENT.—ILLUSTRATIONS. VALUE OF

CHEMICAL FORMULia:.—CONCLUSION.

The Law of the Relations of Mutual Dependerwe existing between twophenomena

independently of the causes producing these phenomena.

The examples adduced in the preceding paper clearly demonstrate the exis-

tence of a natural law, and show that the properties of a body stand in a definite

relation to its composition, and that an alteration in one of the properties of a

body is attended with a corresponding alteration in so.me one of its quantitative

relations. What deserves particular notice here is, that the knowledge of, this-

natural law, of the mutual relation between the boiling point of substances and

their composition, is altogether independent of the actual cause, or of the con-

ditions, to the joint operation of which the constancy of the respective boiling

point of substances is to be ascribed, since the real nature of the boiling point

is as much unknown to us as the real nature of lile.

The Mutual Dependence of Composition, Specific Gravity, and the Boiling

Point.

Every property of bodies stands in some similar relation to their composition,

as the boiling point of the foregoing example, law has been made out for a

considerable'number of organic bodies, which enables us, from a knowledge of

the boiling point, to deduce the weight of a cubic foot of any of these substan-

ces
;
consequently, it appears that the specific gravity of bodies—that is, the

pressure exerted by equal volumes on a substratum supporting them, stands in

a definite relation to, and varies with variations of, two other properties

—

namely, their boiling point and their composition.

Relation between Specific Gravity and Atomic Weight.

A similar relation of dependence has been discovered to exist between the

respective amounts of heat required to raise the temperature^ of bodies to the

same point, and the relative weights in which they enter into combination,

(equivalents.) It is a well known fact, that different bodies at -the same tem-

perature contain different quantities of heat. Equal weights of sulphur, iron,

' and lead, for example, heated to 212®, when placed in contact with ice, melt

widely different quantities of the latter. Now, if the amount of heat in these-
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bodies were equal, it is obvious the amount of ice liquefied would in every case

be equal. The differences in this respect manifestly indicate differences in the

cause of the liquefaction. The sulphur liquefies six and a half times, the iron

four times, as much ice as the lead. If we heat equal weights of sulphur, iron,

and lead, to the same extent—say from 60°‘to 400°—with the same spirit-lamp,

it is obvious, that if for a given weight of lead half an ounce of spirits, be neces-

sary, then, for the same weight of sulphur, three and a quarter, and for iron,

two ounces, would be consumed. These different amounts of heat required to

heat to the same temperature various bodies, are on this account termed specific

heats. From a knowledge of tlie unequal quantities of heat which equal

weights of different bodies contain, at the same temperature, we may, by rule

of three, calculate the weights of sulphur, iron, and lead, which contain an
equal amount of specific heat. From this calculation, it appears that 16 parts

of sulphur liquefies as much ice as do 28 parts of iron, or 104 parts of lead, at

the same temperature. These numbers correspond exactly to the equivalents

of sulphur, iron, and lead. So that the equivalents of these and other bodies

coincide with like quantities of heat
;
in other words, require like quantities to

raise them to the same temperature. If we consider that the equivalents of

bodies represent the relative weights of the atoms, it is evident that the quantity

of heat absorbed or yielded up by every single atom, under like conditions, is'

the same for every atom, and expressed in figures, is inversely proportionate to

the weights of the atoms. It is certainly a curious fact, that the quantity of

ice which a body melts should have served to determine and correct in many
instances, the combining proportion of that body.

Relation between the Specific Heat and Musical Tone of Gases.

It may appear still more wonderful to many persons, that this property (to

absorb or to yield heat) stands, in gaseous bodies, in a definite relation to the

sound produced by the transmission of the gas through a pipe or flute
;
indeed,

a celebrated philosopher (Dulono) computed, from the difference in the sound
thus produced, the respective quantity of h^t evolved by gases upon compres-
sion, or absorbed in their expansion. In order to understand clearly this

remarkable relation between the specific heat of gases and their power of pro-

pagating sound, I may refer to an idea occurring to La Place, which is one of

his most beautiful and happy thoughts. It is well known that Newton, and
many Other mathematicians after him, endeavoured in vain to deduce a formula

for the velocity of sound that should exactly correspond with the results of

actual observation
;
they succeeded, indeed, to deduce approximate formulae,

but none that corresponded exactly
;
tliere remained invariably an inexplicable

difference. Now, as the propagation of sound is effected by the vibrations of

the elastic molecules of the air—consequently, by the compression and subse-

quent expansion of the particles
;
and as heat is liberated upon the compression,

and absorbed upon the expansion, of the atmosphere—La Place conjectured that

this phenomena of heat ought to exercise a certain influence upon the propaga-
tion of sound

;
and it was in reality found that the formula which the mathe-

maticians had deduced for the velocity of sound corresponds exactly with the

results of actual observation, if the specific heat of the air is taken into account.

Now, if we compute the velocity of sound by the Newtonian formula, (i. e.,

without taking the specific heat of the air into account,) and compare the result

with the formula of La Place, we find between the two a difference in the extent
of space which a wave of sound is* computed to traverse in a second. This
difference in the velocity of the propagation of sound arises from the specific

heat of the air, or, in other words, from the quantity of heat evolved from the
molecules of air compressed during the passage of the sound. Now, it is obvi-

ous that this difference in the velocity of the propagation of sound will, in the
case of other gases which with equal volume contain and evolve upon pressure
more or less heat that the air, be greater or less than it is in the case ot the
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atmosphere, and consequently, that the figures expressive of these different

velocities of sound in various gases indicate at the same time the different

quantities of heat which these gases respectively contain.

Now, since the acuteness or the gravity of tones depends upon the Pumber of

vibrations produced by a wave of sound in a second, and consequently upon the

velocity with which the motion imparted is propagated,—and since we know

that tlie velocity of the propagation of a wave of sound is, in all gases, directly

proportionate to the number of vibrations of the tones thereby produced by it,

—

it follows, that from the difference in the height of the tone produced respec-

tively by the transmission of different gases through a pipe, we may determine

the respective specific heat of the several gases.

Acoustics owes the rank which it at present occupies amid the sciences to

the grand discovery, that musical harmony, that every sound which touches the

heart excites us to joy, or inspires us with valour, is the mark and sign of a

definite and determinable number of vibrations of the particles of the propagating

medium, and thus a sign of everything that may be deduced from this motion

according to the laws of undulation. A number of facts concerning tones have

been deduced from the theory of undulation
;
whilst, on the other hand, empiri-

cal truths have led to a corresponding knowledge of the properties of vibrating

bodies, which properties formerly were entirely unknown.

It is asserted of a celebrated violin-maker of Vienna, that he himself selected

the wood for his violins in the forest, making choice of those trees which, under

the stroke of a hammer, returned a certain peculiar sound known to himself

alone. This, in all probability, is a fable
;
but there can be no doubt that he

knew that the upper and lower boards of a good violin must make a certain

number of oscillations in a second, and produce a certain definite sound
;
and

that he ought to be governed by this consideration in the selection of the boards,

particularly as to their respective thickness.

Relation heticeen Electricity and Magnetism—Magnetism and Heat—Magnetism

and domical Force.

If, finally, we take into consideration that the electric current passing through

a metallic wire stands in a definite relation to the magnetic properties there%

imparted to the wire—if we recollect that the mo.st minute differences of radia-

ted heat may be measured by the magnetic needle—that the quantity of

electricity put in motion is expressible in numbers by means of the same needle

—that this quantity may be measured in cubic inches of hydrogen, and weights

of metals,—and when we thus see that the causes or forces which govern the

properties of bodies, their power to make impressions upon our senses, or to

produce effects in general, stand in a definite and determinal relation of depen-

dence to one another,—how can we doubt that the vital properties likewise

obey the same laws of mutual dependence, and that the chemical and physical

properties of the elements, their form and mode of arrangement, perform a defi-

nite and determinable part in the vital phenomena.

Fallacy of looking upon Vital Properties as exceptions to the Laws of Nature.

The false method pursued by many physiologists and pathologists has led

them to look upon the vital properties, in some measure, as exceptions to a

great law of Nature. How otherwise can we explain their refusal to look upon

the number and arrangement of the elements, which constitute the various

parts of the organism, as a physiological property affording an indispensable

auxiliary towards the ultimate attainment of a clear insight into the vital

phenomena ! How otherwise can we explain that, in the treatment of diseases,

they should neglect to take into account the elementary composition of the

remedies, and the properties dependent upon that composition, and through

which the curative action is exercised ? The mere knowledge of the formul8B,

of course, does not suffice for this purpose. It is necessary likewise to ascertain
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the laws of the relations in which the composition and form of the food or of
the secretions stand to the process of nutrition, and in which the composition
of the remedies stand to the action which they exercise upon the organism.

Anatomy essential to the progress of Physiology.

ScHLEiDEN says, “ It is unquestionable that all the advances made in the
physiology of plants and animals, from tlie time of Aristotle up to our own
days, have been. effected mainly through the progress made in anatomy. The
mere sight of the mash-tub, the fire, and the pipe, from which the spirit runs, is
not sufficient to afford a clear insight into the process of distillation: this
requires absolutely an accurate knowledge of the whole apparatus. Now the
organism is a much more complicated apparatus than a still, and before we can
attempt to judge of the importance and functions of the several parts composing
it, it IS absolutely necessary that we should acquire a perfectly accurate knowl-
edge of the structure of every individual part.”
But we must not forget here, that from the days of Aristotle to those of

Leeuwenhoek, anatomy has thrown only a partial light upon the laws that
govern the vital phenomena

;
that the mere knowledge of a distillation apparatus

does not suffice to inform us of the purpose for which this apparatus is intended,
and to instruct us as to \is modus operandi; and that he who knows the nature of
the fire, the laws of the diffusion of heat, the laws of vaporization, the composi-
tion of the mash, and that of the product of the distillation, knows infinitely
moie of distillation, not only than he who simply knows the apparatus in its
most minute details, but infinitely more even than he who constructed the ap-
paratus. ^

Each new discovery in anatomy has added to the precision, accuracy, and
extent of the descriptions of the various parts of the organism, and their func-
tions

; unwearied investigation and research has penetrated even to the cell •

but from this point our researches must proceed upon a new track.
’

Anatomy alone insufficient.

But if, as many persons seem to think, tije further progress of phvsiology
both lor the present and in future, must entirely depend upon the proVessive
pprovements of our knowledge of the anatomical structures of organisms, then
indeed, chemistry can be of no avail to physiology, since it does not contribute
to enlarge our anatomical knowledge, having for its object, not tlie form, but
the relations of the form to the elements, and to their mode of arrangement by
which that form is produced. The study of anatomical structures, and of ^ the
relations of the various structures constituting the animal organism, serves
exclusively to advance the science of anatomy

;
and the most minute and accu-

rate research into the motory phenomena affords not the slightest clue to the
causes and laws which govern these phenomena. It only teaches us the mode
and manner in which the motion is directed.

Chemistry the necessary adjunct of Anatomy in the Solution of Physioloo-ical
Questions.

^

If, then, anatomy alone will not enable us to solve physiological questions it is
evident that something besides is required for this purpose

;
and the first thins*

in this respect, must surely be the knowledge of the matter of which the form
consists, of the forces and properties which At possesses, besides the vital pro-
perties, its origin, and the alteration which it undergoes to acquire vital pro-
perties.

^

To this knowledge must be added, as equally indispensable, that of
the relations in which all the constituent parts of the organism, both fluid and
solid, stand to one another, independently of their form. Many physiologists
fancy that the discoveries which chemistry has made regarding these hilhlv
important questions, have simply served to enrich the domain of' chemistrv
although, in reality, all these acquisitions occupy, in chemical science, the same
subordinate rank as those gamed by the analyses of minerals and of mineral
waters.
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Chemistrif alone insufficient to explain the Phenomena of Life.

Anotlier fundamental error entertained by another class of physiologists, is to

suppose that the chemical and physical forces are in themselves, or in conjunc-

tion with anatomy, sufficient to explain the phenomena ot life. One would, in-

deed, hardly believe, that whilst the chemist, who is most intimately acquainted

with the chemical forces, recognizes in the living body the existence of new

laws and of new forces unknown to him, the physiologists, who daunts but a

very defective and superficial knowledge of the nature and action of chemical

and physical forces, should attempt to explain the vital phenomena by the laws

of inorganic matter alone.
, • i. v i u

The view which would assign this disproportionate share m the vital ptieno-

mena to the chemical and physical forces, may be considered as the extreme

result of the reaction against another view that preceded it, and which ascribed

all the phenomena of the living organism entirely and exclusively to the vital

force. Now, on the contrary extreme, some reject the vital force altogether,

supposino- that all the vital processes are referable to physical and chemical

causes. °Forty years ago, it was a favourite notion of physiologists to assume

the existence, in the living animal body, of laws different from those which

govern inorganic nature, and to assert the most perfect dissimilarity between

organic processes and those ocurring in inorgariic matter. Many of our modern

physiologists, on the other hand, would maintain that there exists the moot

feet analogy between these two sets of laws and processes. Both these theo-

ries are alike untenable ;
they labour alike under one great and fatal defect—

viz., the advocates of neither have never endeavoured to establish or determine

the differences between the effects of the vital force and those of the inorganic

forces, nor their respective similarites or analogies. The deductions and con-

.clusions which were arrived at, were not based upon the knowledge of the

points of similarity or dissimilarity which their mutual relations presented, but

rather upon a total ignorance of both these points.

True definition of the term “ Chemical ForcesT

Those physiologists who regard the vital processes as the effects of inorganic

forces, forget altogether that the term “ chemical forces” implies nothing beyond

what is quantitative in the various vital manifestations, and the qualities depen-

dent UDon these quantities.
. , c i -a

It is* entirely owing to the erroneous notions entertained ot the mtluence

which chemistry exercises in the vital phenomena, that this influence is, on the

one side, greatly underrated, whilst, on the other side, the expectations enter-

tained of, and the demands made upon chemistry, are exaggerated.

Numbers serve simply to express fully established relations of mutual dependence

between two or several facts, but not to establish such relations.

When a definite relation has been discovered to exist between two facts, it

is by no means the task of chemistry to demonstrate their relation, but simply

to express it quantitatively, or in numbers. But these numbers themselves do

not constitute or establish any relation between two facts, if such relation does

not really exist.
, . , ^ ^

Oil of bitter almonds and benzoic acid are, in origin and properties, two total-

ly different organic compounds. A few years ago the existence of a mutual

relation between these two substances was not even thought of. But when it

was discovered that oil of bitter almonds becomes solid and crystaline upon ex-

posure to the air, and that the resulting body is identical in properties and com-

position with benzoic acid, this fact placed the existence of a relation between

these two substances at once beyond question. Subsequent pbservations and

examinations showed that oxygen is absorbed from the atmosphere upon the

transformation of the bitter almond oil into benzoic acid, and the ilormul®

deduced from the respective analysis of both substances expressed this trans-

formation in figures, and explained it thus so tar as it admitted of explanation.
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In a similar manner the study of the alterations which the fousel oil of the
potato undergoes by the action of oxygen, led to the discovery of the existence
of a definite relation between this compound and valerianic acid

; and the nu-
merical formulae of these two compounds showed that they stand in the same
relation to one another as the common spirit of wfine stands to acetic acid.

Chemical relation between Urea, Uric Acid, Allantoin, and Oxalic Acid,

The urine of man contains urea, and, in many instances, likewise uric acid.
This acid is not found in the urine of certain classes of animals, whilst the urine
of other classes, again, contains no urea. The quantity of urea in urine de-
creases in proportion as that of the uric acid increases. The urine of the fcetus
of the cow contains allantoin. Oxalic acid forms almost constantly a consti-
tuent of the urine of man. Changes in certain vital processes in the organism
are accompanied by corresponding changes in the nature, quantity, and condition
of the compounds which are secreted by the kidneys. It is the task of the
chemist to express quantitatively, by numerical formulae, the relation in which
these various substances are observed to stand to one another, and to the pro-
cesses occurring in the organism.

How Chemistry proceeds to express these relations.

Chemistry, in the first place, substitutes for the terms urea, uric acid, allan-
toin, oxalic acid, &c., numerical formulae expressive of the respective quantita-
tive composition of these compounds : these formulag, however, do not yet estab-
lish any mutual relation between these several substances

;
but my investiga-

ting the deportment and properties of these compounds, and the alterations
which they undergo under the influence of oxygen and of water,—consequent-
ly, of those substances which perform a part in their formation or alteration
within the organism,—chemistry arrives finally at terms which establish a
definite and unmistakeable connexion and mutual relation between these four
compounds. Upon addition of oxygen, uric acid separates into three products

viz., allantoin, urea, and oxalic acid. A larger supply of oxvgen converts
uric acid into urea and carbonic acid

; allantoin presents the composition of
urate of urea.

^

The comparison of the conditions under which uric acid is
found, in chemical experiments, to change into urea with those that attend this
process in the organism, leads to the conclusion, either that these conditions (in
the case before us, supply of oxygen) are the same in both cases, or that they
differ from each other. These differences furnish new startling points for
further investigation, which finally leads to the elucidation of the process in the
organism.

Urea and uric acid are products of the alterations which the nitrogenous con-
stituents of the blood undergo under the influence of water and of oxygen.—
The nitrogenous constituents of the blood are identical in composition with the
nitrogenous constituents of the food. The relations between the latter and uric
acid,—between urea, and the oxygen of the air, and the elements of water,—
the quantitative condition of the formation of urea, &c., chemistry expresses’ in
formulae, and explains and elucidates them thereby as far as its own province
extends.

Functions of the Clmnical Formulcc.

It must be evident, even to those not conversant with chemistry, that the dif-
ference in the respective properties of two bodies containing the same elements
is dependent either upon a different mode of arrangemeni of the elements of
which they respectively consist, or upon a quantitative difference in the respec-
tive compositions of the two bodies. Now, the formula of the chemist are in-
tended to express this difference in the mode of molecular arrangements, or the
quantitative differences which accompany the qualitative ones. Chemistry at
present is unable, notwithstanding the most careful analysis, to establish with
positive certainty the composition of an organic body, so long as the quantita-
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live relation remains undetermined, in which this body stands to another sub-

stance, of which the formula has been clearly and positively established.

It was in this way alone that chemistry succeeded in establishing the ior-

mulie of fousel oil, and oil of bitter almonds, for instance ;
and in cases where

direct observation fails to discover relations of mutual dependence, the chemist

is obliaed to create such relations by his art. For this purpose, he endeavours

to resolve the body under examination into two or several products : he exam-

ines the products, which he thus derives by the action of oxygen, or of chlorine,

of alkalies and acids, upon the substance of which he is desirous to hx the tor-

mul$ • and it is by these means that he succeeds finally in obtaining one or

several products, of which the composition, and consequently the forinul®, are

clearly Ld distinctly known. From the formulae of these products he finally

deduces the formula which he is in quest of, and derives thus his knowledge ot

the whole from that of one, several, or all the parts constituting that whole.—

Thus, for instance, analysis leave us altogether in the dark regarding the num-

ber of equivalents of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen that constitute the sugar

atom ;
the skill of the chemist fails to furnish him with a positive proot, demon-

strative of the correctness of his analysis of salicin, or of amygdaline ;
but sugar

combines with oxide of lead, and is, by ferhientation, resolved into carbonic acid

and alcohol, into two compounds, consequently, of which the formulcB are per-

fectly and distinctly known
;
amygdaline is resolved into hydrocyanic acid, oil

of bitter almonds, and sugar : salicin into sugar and saligenine- .

Use and Import of Chemical FormulcB.

It is clearly evident, that from the known weight of a substance, and the

known weights and formulce of one or two, or all ot the products derived Irom

it, the number and the relative proportions of one or two, or all of its elements,

in other words, its own formula, may be deduced, and thus the results ot the

analysis may be verified or corrected.

Reason why the Chemist studies the Products resulting from the Decomposition

of Bodies.

The preceding passages show clearly what is the real use and^ import of

chemical formulae. The correct formula of a substance expresses tne quanti-

tative relations in which that substance stands to one, two, or several other

bodies. The formula of sugar expresses the sum total of the elements of sugar,

which combine with an equivalent of oxide of lead, or the quantity of carbonic

acid and of alcohol into which sugar is resolved upon fermentation. It will be

readily understood now why the chemist should be so frequently obliged to

resolve into numerous products the substance of which he is desirous to fix the

composition, and why he should be obliged to study the various compounds

which the substance under examination forms with other bodies. Fvery one

of the results arrived at by such investigations and experiments of the chemist

serves as a control for the correctness of his analysis. No formula, deserves

implicit confidence, unless the body, the composition of which it is intended to

express, has been subjected to these operations.

Misapplication of Formulce to purposes for whkh they are not intended.

Some modern physiologists, forgetting that the knowledge of the relations

existing between two phenomena ought to precede the numerican expressions,

have turned the formulge of the chemist into a sort of unmeaning play of num-

bers ;
instead of applying them to their legitimate purpose—viz., to express ac-

tually existing relations of mutual dependence between two phenomena, &c.,

these physiologists would endeavour to establish, by these means, relations

which do not exist in nature, or, at all events, have never been observed to

exist.*

* Thus Valentin says, at page 174, vol, i., of his “Manual of Physiology;

“ Microscopical anatomy shows that there exists in the brain and spinal marrow a
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Hopes.

But the time will come, although the present generation will hardly live to
see It, when numerical terms in chemical formulae shall have been determined
tor all the normal fiinctions, processes, and forms of the organism

; when the
variations and deviations in the functions of every individual part of the organ-
ism shall be measured by corresponding variations in the composition of^the
matter of which these parts respectively consist, or of the products derived from

u
® effects produced by morbific causes, or by remedies,

should be quantitatively determined
;
and when a better and more rational

method than obtains at present in physiology shall lead to the knowledge of all
the conditions of the vital phenomena, and introduce perspicuity and precision

and elucidations of these phenomena. Posterity will then
hardly believe that there was a time when the share that chemistry is intended
to take m these acquisitions was contested, when men of science could remain
doubtful and uncertain regarding the mode in which chemistry might assist
them in the investigation and comprehension of vital phenomena.

2 .— Generation and Development.
Ovum of Mammalia, and the several changes which it undergoes .—Bischoff

has recently published a new work containing the results of his researches on
the development of the ovum in thebitch.** The chief conclusions at which he
has arrived may, on account of their relation to the development of the mammi-
ferous ovum generally, be briefly stated here. Much of the matter which they
contain, however, has been already made known by the author in his previous
works, as well as by the researches of others, and may be found fully discussed

wu the “ Ovum of Man and the Mammifera,” by Mr.
Wharton Jones.f 1 . The unimpregnated ovum of the bitch whilst in the ovary,
consists, like that of all mammalia, and indeed of all other animals, of a vitellarv
membrane, termed zona pellucida,| of a vitellu;^or yelk, of a germinal vesicle“,
and a germinal spot. The average size of the ovum is 1-15 of a line

; that of

mixture of grey and white substances, and that albumen and oil are associated togetherm these organs. Instead of acting upon this knowledge of the anatomist, the chemists
analyzed this mixture in unknown proportions of albumen and fat, as consisting wholly
of fat

;
t^s analysis led them to the discovery of a peculiar nitrogenous, fatty acid

upon which they bestowed the name of ‘ Cerebric acid,’ endeavouring, at the same
time, to support, upon theoretical grounds, the anomaly of the existence of a nitrogenous
fat. But by a chemical deduction, based upon Mulder’s formula of protein, it may
be demonstrated, that the analyzed substance consists simply of what the results of
the anatomical and microscopical researches would lead us to expect—viz., of a mix-
ture of albumen, fat, and phosphorous.

Thus, this apparent anomaly which the cerebral substance would seem to offer
according to the chemical analysis, has, in reality, no existence.

* Entwicklungsgeschichte des Hunde-Eies, 1845.
t Brit, and For. Med. Rev., vol. xvi., 184.3.

t In regard to the structure of the zona pellucida surrounding the unimpregnated
ovum, Bischoff still agrees with Mr. Wharton Jones in considering it to be formed of
a homogeneous transparent membrane, without vessels, fibres, or cells, and to corres-
pond m all respects to the vitellary membrane of the bird’s egg. The thickness
firmness, and elasticity of this membrane, as well as the fact that the ova of no otheV
class of animals m their primary state are provided with albumen, arb all opposed to
the truth of the theory held by Krause and others, that this zona pellucida is com-
posed of albumen, either alone or enclosed in a membrane. Neither is there any
proof of the existence of any other membrane within this zone which could correspond

“embranc’ and the probability is, that as Coste (last Report,
p. 29b) and others believe, the granules composing the vitellus are held together eithersimply by their own cohesive force, or by the help of some clear viscid substance.

13
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the germinal vesicle 1-60, and that of the germinal spot 1-240 of a line. Within

the ovarv the ovum is imbedded in a layer of cells which, m the form of a mem-

brane (membrana granulosa,) lines the internal surface of the Graafian follicle.

At the Doint of this membrane where the ovum is situated, the cells are accu-

mulated in larger quantity than elsewhere, and adhere to the viteljary membrane

rthrovL, constituting the so-called discus proligerus. 2. The ova m the

bitch fas probably in most other mammalia) arrive at their maturity m the ovary

at certain periodic times, corresponding with the periods of heat m the same

animal. As circumstances denoting the occurrence of this state of ful maturity

of an ovum, may be regarded—the swollen state of the Graafian follicle, the

larger size and fuller appearance of the ovum itself, the elongation of the cells

of the discus proligerus into the state of fine fibres, and lastly, the disappearance

of the germinal vesicle. The latter event indeed sometimes does not occur

until the ovum has escaped into the Fallopian tube. \\ itli regard to the ger-

minal spot at this time, nothing certain can be said. 3 . Wheri an ovum is

fully matured, it escapes from the ovary, and passes into the Fallopian tube,

whether sexual intercourse has taken place or not. If copulation does not now

occur, or if access of the seminal fluid to the ovum is entirely prevented, the

ovum dies. Inasmuch, however, as the sexual desire is especmlly strong at

this period, copulation and consequent impregnation are usually effected. Fven

if the ovum has not left the ovary at the time of coition, it may stnl be impreg-

nated by the seminal fluid passing up the Fallopio tube to the ovary
;
or it

may, at a lat.er period, meet this fluid on its way. There is plenty of time for

this to happen, for after leaving the ovary the ovum is usually from six to eight

days in passing along the Fallopian tube to the uterus, during any part of

which period it may be impregnated on coming into contact with the semma^

fluid When once arrived at the uterus, however, it is no longer capable o.

beinir fecundated, and by the time it has advanced to within a few lines of this

its destination, the bitch will no longer allow itself to be lined. 4. The number

of ova which at a single period of heat escapes from the ovary varies somewhat

They almost all escape at about the same tune, there never being an interval

of a day between the departure of any two
;
they are all therefore found accu-

mulated together at the same part of the Fallopian tube, and present near y e

same degree of development. The several Graafian follicles which are distended

at the time of heat do not all discharge their ova ;
some retain their ova, which

eventually break up and disappear. 5. Previous to the discharge of the ovum

from the fully matured Graafian follicle, there begins to grow from the internal

surface of this follicle a peculiar substance, under the form of granlflations

,

and after the follicle has burst, and the ovum escaped, this new growth becomes

further developed, so as to form a true corpus luteum. The presence of such

a new structure in the ovary must therefore always be rega^rded as a certain

proof of a Graafian follicle having burst, and of its contained ovum or ova (tor

m some cases a single follicle contains two, or possibly even more ova within

it) having escaped ;
though not as a proof of coition and consequent impregna-

tion having been effected. [This account, as was stated in the first Report,

must be modified in its application to the corpus luteum m the human ovary,

in which this new growth in its perfect form probably never occurs, except as

a consequence of conception.] 6. In order that fecundation of an ov«m may

take place, the seminal fluid must come into actual contact wi h it Alter copu

lation, spermatozoa in a state of active movement may be
^Yn^the

abundance on the ovary ;
but whether or not, they are always ^

Fallopian tubes, and consequently around the ova, if these have

there. It has never been clearly shown, neither is it probable, that a sperma-

* Half Yearly Abstract, vol. i., p. 277.
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tozoon enters bodily into an ovum.* The action of the semen on the ovum is

probably a chemical one
;
and it appears tolerably certain that (as suggested

by Valentin) the fluid part of the seminal secretion is the material by which
fecundation is effected, and that the office of the spermatozoa is two-fold : first,

by their energetic movements to act as carriers of the seminal fluid to its desti-

nation at the ovum
;
and secondly, by the same active movements, to maintain

in its integrity the due mixture and composition of the liquor seminis. The
spermatozoa therefore probably acts towards the liquor seminis a part somewhat
similar to that performed by the corpuscles of the blood towards the liquor

sanguinis. So soon as the spermatozoa lose their movements or are separated
from the seminal fluid, the fecundating power of the latter is lost. The liquor

seminis, or its fecundating part, most probably enters the ovum by imbibition

through the zona pellucida. 7. During the passage of the ovum along the

Fallopian tube, the cells of the discus proligerus, which have hitherto surrounded
the zona pellucida, gradually and entirely disappear, so that eventually the latter

is lelt quite bare; no, deposit of albumen on it takes place, such as is observed
to be the case in the rabbit’s ovum (as discovered by Mr. Wharton Jones.)

—

The ovum itself, as it passes along the Fallopian tube, becomes only somewhat
larger in size. 8. When arrived towards the lower extremity of the tube, the
first certain signs of the development of the ovum take place. These consist
in a division of the yelk into smaller and smaller globular masses, which division

takes place in geometrical progression with the factor two. These globules
into which the entire mass of the yelk is eventually broicen up are not cells,

but simply agglomerated heaps of the yelk-granules unsurrounded by a mem-
brane, and containing each in its centre a clear unnucleated vesicle, very
similar to a fat-vesicle. The cause of this progressive division of the yelk ar/d

the source of the clear vesicle in the centre of each ultimate globule are points
still in obscurity. It is probable, however, that the central vesicle is the cause
of this division and subdivision, and , that this vesicle itself is derived from the
germinal vesicle or its nucleus.f 9. The forces concerned in propelling the
seminal fluid along the genital passages towards the ovum are probably three-
fold, and consist, first, of the impetus furnished by ejaculation, which carries
the semen quite into the, uterus; secondly, of a contractile movement of the
uterus and Fallopian tubes, which commences at the vagina, and thence proceeds
onwards towards the ovaries ;t and thirdly, of the energetic movements of the
spermatozoa themselves. The ciliated processes of the epithelium lining the
uterus and Fallopian tubes can have no share in producing this onward move-
ment of the seminal fluid, since their vibrations take place in a direction con-
trary to that along which the seminal fluid is advancing. 10: The forces con-
cerned in conveying the ovum from, the ovary* along the Fallopian tube to the
uterus are probably derived partly from the movements of the vibratile cilia

situated along the Fallopian tube, and partly from the contraction of the Fallo-
pian tube itself. 11. When first arrived in the uterus the ovum has much the
same appearance which it presented when in the Fallopian tube, and the
division of the vitellus still continues. Shortly, however, the small globular
masses into which the vitellus has divided are developed into cells; a delicate
membrane forming around each mass, and the clear vesicle in its centre consti-

* In the present, as m his previous works, Bischoff states (p. 17,) that although he
has repeatedly and carefully searched for spermatozoa in the interior of ova taken
from the bitch as well as from the rabbit, he has never succeeded in finding them,
and that he has been equally unsuccessful in his attempts to find the opening or fis-

sures in the zona pellucida through which the spermatozoa might be enabled to enter
the ovum, as described by Mr. Martin Barry.

t For Coste’s account of the Metamorphoses of the Vitellus, which correspondj
closely with the above, see last Report, p. 256.

t This movement has been hUherto observed only in bitches and rabbits. There
is no proof of its existence in the case of the human female.
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luting a nucleus. 1‘2. Tlie cells which are thus gradually formed out of the

vitelline granules become joined together, and as their number increases, and

they become jjressed and flattened against the internal surface of the zona pel-

iucida, they combine to form a delicate membrane, which lines the internal

surface of the zona, and contains in its cavity a clear fluid which the ovum has

gradually absorbed, and whereby it has become increased in size. The appear-

ance therefore which the interior of the ovum presents in consequence of this

new development is that of a vesicle, and it has been named accordingly germ-

vesicle, or vesicula blastodermica (keimblase.) At one point of the germ-vesicle

may be seen a round dark spot, which is called the area germinaliva* (fruchthof ;)

in this spot the development of the embryo commences. On examining the

ovum at this period with high magnifying powers, it may be seen that the yelk-

granules are arranged in concentric circles around the vesicle of the cells of

the germ-vesicle. In proportion as the cells increase so the yelk-granules

diminish in number, and finally disappear altogether. 13. As the ovum thus

Increases in size by the absorption of fluid into its interior, the zona pellucida

surrounding it becomes greatly stretched, so that it loses its double contour,

and is converted into a fine structureless membrane. But it still continues to

act as the only external membrane of the ovum ;
for even in the uterus there is

no deposit of albumen around the zona. 14. The ovum, therefore, at the com-

mencement of its stay in the uterus, is composed of two pellucid vesicles

inclosed one within the other, and closely joined together—the zona pellucida

and the germ-vesicle, or vesicula blastodermica ;
within the latter is situated

the area germinativa, or spot where the formation of the embryo commences.

At this time the ovum lies free in the uterus, and gradually makes its way to

the spot where it will eventually become fixed. The po\ver which determines

the part of the uterus at which the ovum shall settle is quite unknown ;
it does

not appear to depend on anything in the organization of the uterus itself.

—

Sometimes the ovum, when arrived at the uterus, passes across its cavity, and

attaches itself at the side opposite to that at which it had entered. 15. When
the ovum has attained the size of from one and a half to two Paris lines, a close

examination will find that from the internal surface of the vesicula blastodermica,

at the point where the area germinativa is situated, a second delicate cellular

laver has formed, so that the vesicula germinativa now consists of two mem-

branes, the external of which is called the animal layer, the internal the rege-

tative. They are so designated because at the part of the area germinativa

which corresponds to the external la\"er the organs of animal life are formed

in the embryo, whilst at the part adjoining the internal layer the organs

of vegetative life are formed. Between these two layers there, probably

in a short time, is formed a third, in which the blood-vessels are devel-

oped, and which may therefore be called the vascular layer. It is, only

at a later period, however, that this third layer can be clearly demon-

strated. 16. Until the 20th or 21st day post coitu the area germinativa

has consisted merely of a dark accumulation of cells, but it now begins^ to

brighten in its centre, and to be divided into two parts, a bright central portion

(the area 'pellucida') and a dark circumferential part (the area opaca.)
^

The

earliest trace of the embryo commences in the area pellucida, and consists at

first of an elliptical, then of a guitar-shaped heap of cells situated in the animal

layer, in the long axis of which heap a bright streak may be observed. In the

accumulation of formative matter on either side of this bright streak are formed

the walls of the body of the embryo. The portions of this formation immediate-

ly adjoining the streak are called the laminw dorsales, and the portions exter-

nal to these, the lamince ahdominales. or visceral plates. The longitudinal streak

itself is called the primitive groove. The first trace of the embryo therefore

consists of two seperate halves. 17. In the primitive groove are formed the

central parts of the nervous system, namely, the brain and the spinal cord.

—

These terms are used by Mr. Wharton Jones in his Report.
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Neithei of these two arises from the other, but each has its own separate devel-
opment. ]8. After the formation of the central parts of the nervous system,
the heart and vascular system are next developed. Here again also the heart
IS not formed out of the blood-vessels, neither do the arteries and veins originate
^om the heart, but each is developed separately and independent!v of the other.
1 mally, is developed from the central part of the vegetative layer 6f the vesicula
blastodermica the intestinal system, namely, the intestines, lungs, liver, pan-
creas, &c. 19. The mode in which these systems and the organs belonging
to them are formed in the ovum of the bitch, is exactly similar to that which
takes place in other mammalia and in birds. The development of these parts
proceeds so rapidly when once the first trace of the embryo appears, that after
forty-eight hours the three chief systems are laid down.

3.-071 the Relahon heticeen the Constituents of the Food and the Systems of
Animals. By R. D. Thomson, M. D., &c. &c.

'

The first individual who showed that wholesome food should contain matters
Identical with animal substances was Beccaria, of Bologna, who .wrote an ex-
cellent paper on the subject in 1742. Dr. Front has taught and extended this
view for more ^an tvyenty years, and his opinions are now followed by all
physiologists._ That the systems of animals are capable of sustentation by a
supply of fibrinous matter alone, is obvious from the history of the primitive
inhabitants of the prairies of America

;
but it appears from experiments made

on the nutrition of animals with pure fibrin, that an auxiliary in the production
of animal heat is either indispensable or advantageous, since animals fed on
fibrin alone invariably declined in health. (Magendie.) That the amount of
calorijient, or heat-producing food, in contradistinction to nutritive food pro-
perly so called, as it has been well defined ]by Liebig, is out of all proportion
greater than that required to supply the waste of solid matter of the body is
obvious from an experiment made by the author on a cow, in a state of re^, in
which

^
was found that 15^ lbs. of food were taken into the circulation in one

day. Uf this, only fi^lbs. was nitrogenous or nutritive food; the rest beinff
calorijient and saline. From this experiment, frequently repeated with nearly the
same results, the author concludes that in such a condition of the system the
natural relation of the nutritive to the calorifient constituents is nearly as ^ one
to eight one-third. The author gives formulae for calculating the amount of
nutritive and calorifient food, with a view to determine the laws of dieting—He also gives tables froni his own analyses, of the amount of nutritive mitterm about twenty different kinds of vegetables (principally farinaceous food.) By
these It IS shown that oatmeal consists of .1 nutritive and 5 calorifient matter,and barley 1 and 7^—facts which explain the universal employment of these sub-
stances. From these tables it is also inferred, that as milk is the natural food
of the infant mammalia the constitution of their food should be formed on thesame type, and that of the use of arrow-root or starchy food, where the relation
of the nutritive to the calorifient matter is as 1 to 26, instead of beino- as inmilk 1 to 2, IS opposed to the principles attempted to be establishedV theauthor He observes that, in nutritive tables, it is usual to give a column of

Tver m parts of beans as equal in nutritive

Tnot fnnndp/
^ut, according to the author’s views,\uch a method

IS not founded on scientific principles. In a correct plan of dieting, a properequilibrium must be maintained between the wants of the animal organism and
importance of this view is supported by the

results of an extensive series of experiments, made by the author with diffLntkinds of food upon cows. These results are highly interesting, and were givenin a tabular form, but our limits will not allow us to detail them at leno-th.

table
observing that, when more condensed forms of vege-table are required, the object might be obtained by mixing certain portions'’of
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American flour with difterent kinds of meal, wliich could not otherwise be raised

by fermentation ;
for example, by mixing equal parts of flour and oatmeal, flour

and peas or barley meal, excellent bread could be formed; and two-thirds ot

Indian corn with one-third of flour yielded an excellent loaf.

Dr. Goldinff Bird, while he bore testimony to the industry and patient inyes-

ti'Tation w'liich characterized the researches of Dr. Thomson, could not agree,

in the conclusions at which he had arriyed with reference to the dietary of per-

sons in health and disease. It should be recollected, that previous to the labours

ot Liebiff. the proportion of carbon which existed in yarious articles of food was

thought to ofler a fair indication of their nutritive power, ihat distinguished

philo°sopher, however, had shown the. fallacy of such a view, and had proved

that, with the exception simply of the fatty tissues, every structure in the body

was supported, and its waste supplied, by the nitrogemzed elements oflood.—

Dr. Thomson's iiaper had the merit ot satislactorily showing that animals could

not be well nourished on nitrogenized or carbonized food by itself, but that there

should be a certain proportion between the tw^o, so that the ridily-nitrogized

food mio-ht make up the waste of tissue, whilst the richly-carbonized would

become a source of animal heat. He (Dr. Bird) did not believe that the com-

portion of the food of the infant animal, or milk, gave us any sure indication,

in our selection of nutriment for the adult; for milk, nearly identical in com-

podtion. afforded nourishment to the inhint cat, sheep, and poiToise ;
whilst, in

after-life, how remarkably different was the food of these different animals.

•\dmittino- that the tables of Dr. Thomson were correct, it would seem that

the most nutricious food for infants and invalids, npt to milk, would be beans

and peas This could not be followed out practically. White bread, according

to the tables, was below beans and peas in nutricious power ;
but, ^usnng to

the same authority, a portion of cheese added to it would, t^heoretically, raise it

hioh in the scale of nutriments : yet who would carry out this view practically .

He admitted that inlhnts might be literally starved- tram eating arrow-root m
consequence of their supply of nitrogen being cut off

;
he yet ^^^‘eved that m

these inquiries sometimes more than the mere chemical principles must be taken

into the account in our determination of the diet we shall seiect for our patients.

The ease with which different kinds of food were digested, and the vital endow-

ments of the stomach, must not ‘be overlooked.
r • u-

Dr. Babino-ton observed that the last speaker had gone inuch too lar in his

cniticism, as "every one must be aware that animal food and some other kinds

of condensed nitrogenous matter might not be suited to children, from the r

difficulty of digestion. He considered the paper a very valuable one, and de-

servino’ of the thanks of the society. u •

r Htliough one of the speakers stated that there was not rnuch novelty in the

views brought before the society by Dr. Thomson, we confess that to us, and

to all w‘ith wdiom wm have conversed on the subject, many of the facts and de-

ductions are quite original. The table, which exhibited an increase m the

butter of the milk of the cow, in proportion to the augmentation of ni^:rogen in

the food, is .perfectly new, and apparently at variance wuth Jbe ^heor e

Liebig, who derives the butter from the starchy constituents of the ^ut

which Dr. Thomson reconciled, by considering the food m these case^ to be .o

formed as to restore the proper equilibrium of the system of the animal. T

view also leads to the novel suggestion, that by experiment we should d ter-

mine the amount of matter removed from the system under different c^^urnffan-

ces of rest and exercise, and that a true plan of dieting should be funded
^

such knowledge, and should not be left to mere instinct. W e hehexe w ith Dr.

Thomson, that on this consideration depend the true law^s of dieting ^ sub-

ject of so much the greater interest in an artificial state of f ^
here the

food is too frequently concocted to minister to the palate instead
^^ ^

,

dition cf the waste of the system. The relation which Dr. Thomson instituted

between the food serving for nutrition and that for the mere production of annual

heat wL very striking, and we have certainly never seen the subject so treated

/
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before. This analysis of arrow-root, tapioca, and sag^o, was also quite new, and
demonstrated the impropriety of employing- them as food for children. The
table, already alluded to, showed, c'ontrary to the statement of one of thespeak-
^s, that arrow-root could not produce fat, and that such views are imaginary.
The table containing the amount of albuminous matter in various kinds (Tf vege-
table food, was highly important. The higher position occupied by ScottTsh
oats and barley-meal over English flour is a new and startling statement. We
concur in the concluding observation in Dr. Thomson’s paper, that his remarks
tend towards an extensive field of experiment and deduction, of a highly prac-

1

assist in indicating the direction in which the physician
should pursue his inquiries when studying the laws by which the animal sys-
tem IS to be retained in a state of health .—Reporter of the Gazette.^

Med. Gaz., May, 29, 1846, p. 965.
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MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.

FOREIGN.

(By reference to the papers of Drs. Hicks and White, in our first

part, it will be seen that this fatal disease has made its appearance in

the valley of the Mississippi.)

l^Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis. disease of which an ac-

count as given by Dr. Darby, is mentioned in our last volume, p. 75, has more

recently been notmed by Dr. Mayne,* who witnessed it in the Irish workhouse

to whiL he is medical attendant. The pathology of the disease as described

by him appears to have been uniformly the same m all the cases examined.

Tn the post-mortem examinations which have fallen under Dr. Mayne s notice,

the scalp and dura mater exhibited but little undue vascularity ;
the pia mater

covering the hemispheres of the brain was congested, and the l^p veins, in

their way to the several sinuses, appeared remarkably turgid. The free sur-

face of the cranial arachnoid felt dry and clammy, and had lost its transp^ency

in many places, particularly at the base of the brain ;
but there was no lymph

or otheV inflammatory effusion in the sac of the arachnoid. Lymph of a yel-

lowish or greenish hue appeared on the surface of the encephalon the

serous tunic
;
this occurred sparingly on the upper surfaces 'of the hemispheres,

and there only along the sulci, but at the base of the brain it was found in greater

quantities, especially in the sub-arachnoid space corresponding to the circle of

Willis, where many of the cerebral nerves at their origin were fairly imbedded

in it. In the spinal canal a similar exudation filled the sub-arachnoid space ,
it

there existed in sufficient abundance to envelop the cord completely ;
it also ex-

tended down to the -lowest extremity of the cauda equina, investing each of the

spinal nerves at its source ;
but in the vertebral canal, just as in the cranium,

the cavity of the arachnoid contained none of this morbid secretion The sub-

stance of the brain and spinal marrow appeared remarkably free from Icsmn

,

there was no unusual vascularity, induration, or softening apparent, nor did the

ventricles betray any evidence of inflammation. A remarkable feature of this

malady is the class of persons on whom it has seized. In Ireland, so fai as has

been ascertained, boys under twelve years of age have b^n, with few excep-

tions its only victims ;
the seven cases reported by Dr. Darby were all boy^s,

and only one of them had passed his twelfth year ;
in Belfast ten cases of ihe

disease were noted, all occurring in boys from seven to twelve years of age ,

and in Dr. Mayne’s experience, individuals of the same description have alone

* Dublin Journal, and Med. Times.
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been attacked. It is also a curious circumstance that in Prance the complaint
appeared for the most part amongst the conscripts who had lately joined their
^giments

;
and Versailles, Lyons, Mets, Strasbourg, Avignon, Nancy, and

Poitiers, were the places in which it proved most destructive to life. Although
females have been very rarely attacked, yet they are not exempt from its inva-
sion, for, at the Hardwicke Hospital, one of Dr. M’Dowel’s patients was a girl
ol seventeen, and the other a woman aged thirty-six years,

f
which this alfection commences are in general of a very

tormidable character, and its accession is usually sudden and quite unexpected

;

in the rnajority of cases the patient has been in his ordinary health and spirits
up to the very moment of the seizure, and has experienced no premonitory
syinptoms to warn him of his danger. In four of the cases at the South Dublin
Union the boys had eaten a hearty dinner and retired to bed in apparent health,
when the disease all at once declared itself. In many instances it commences
with severe pain in the abdomen, followed immediately by vomitino-, and not
unfrequently by purging. In the worst cases these symptoms are accompanied
by marked collapse, the extremities are cold and bluish, the pulse is at this time
a mere thread, and altogether the disease assumes very much the aspect of
cnoleia. Alter the lapse of a few hours, reaction, more or less perfect, ensues

;

the muscular system then presents characters which may be considered almost
pathognomonic. The muscles of the extremities, and those of the neck in par-
ticular, become remarkably rigid, the head is drawn back upon the vertebral
column, and firmly fixed in the unnatural position

;
no efforts of the patient can

bend it forwards, neither can the attendants do so, at least by the employment
of any justifiable force. The countenance at this period often assumes very
much the tetanic expression; twitchings of the muscles of the face sometimes
ensue

;
the patient loses, in great measure, the power of moving his extremities,

so that he is quite unable to assume the erect position, tbe surface becomes
hot, the pulse full and frequent (from 120 to MO ;) the stomach often continues
irritable, whilst an insatiable thirst torments the sufferer; and the epigastrium
evinces marked tenderness upon pressure. Symptoms of a still more distres-
sing nature quickly supervene

; the patient may be seized with general convul-
sions, of frightful severity, requiring personal restraint to protect him from
injury; or he may lie in a semi-comatose condition, constantly moaning and
grinding his teeth, or even crying incessantly. Towards the close of his
sufferings he generally merges into perfect coma, the pulse becomes slow and
labored, the powers of speech and deglutition fail, his stools are passed involun-
tarily, and death finally closes the scene. All this may occur in a surprisingly
short space of time

;
some of the cases ran their course in forty-eio-ht hours

and the greater number terminated about the fourth day, whilst some few were
prolonged over a fortnight or three weeks. Examples are on record of death
from the disease in so short a period as fifteen hours. The fatality of the
complaint in Ireland has been very great, but continental practice has been
even still more unsuccessful. Dr. Mayne is of opinion that the active exhibi-
tion of mercury will be considered the sheet-anchor in England and Ireland, in the
treatment of this as it is in that of other diseases of the serous membranes.

2.—Ligature of the Common Carotid.—.Qur last Report on this subject
embraced three cases, the whole of which proved fatal (Vol. II., p. 266.) The
following facts are upon the whole more favorable^ although, it must be con-
fessed, they tend to the conclusion that our knowledge is defective^ as respects
the influence which the operation produces on the structure and functions of
the brain. In one case Dr. Blackman tied the common carotid for a fungoid
tumour of the neck.* The fungus had an opening in its centre, which extended

* Amer. Journ. of Med. Sciences, Oct. 1845, p. 333.
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to the sheath of the artery, and it discharged about ^

offensive bloody matter. This had continued for nine weeks, and the patient s

Strength was 4arlv exhausted. The operation was performed without diffi-

culty^ in less than an hour afterwards the tumour became coxd, the discharge

ceas^. and by the second day it was obvious that the who.e mass would soon

fiiouffh The patient, however, became paralytic on the opposite side, mid

ultimately comLse, and died on the eighth day after the operation. Dr.

Blackman remarks that the season was most unfavorable to the case, the ther-

mometer ranging about 95® Fahr., and that had the operation been performed

earlier, and under more favorable circumstances he sincerely beneves that e\en

if the patient had not been cured, his life would have been considerably pro-

lono-ed^ Aaain, Mr. Vincent has publisned two cases ol diseases of the brain

following the application of a ligature to this artery.* In the first, the operation

was performed for the cure of an aneurism ;
the man became paralytic on the

oppose side ;
he was bled very copiously, and after death, the brain was fou^

ouL soft and cream-like, on the side on which the operation was pertormed.

In the second case, the operation was performed in consequence of an injury to

the artery ;
the patient became paralytic on the opposite side, and even during

the operation, he^was observed not to move his extremities on that side. After

deatlfthe veins on the same side, within the skull, were only partially filled

there was effusion of serum beneath the arachnoid, and the convolutions of the

cerebrum were flattened and softened. Mr. ^ incent makes no comment on

tL^ fonowdno- case of aneurism of the carotid artery, recorded by G. White,

Esq., surgeon to the General Hospital, Nottinaham is possessed ^nsidera-

ble^ interest.! It being considered practicable and expedient tO deligato the

common carotid below the tumour, before the operation, at toe suggestion of

Mr Sibson, the patient was desired to exhale completely, and to keep his chest

L empty as possible ;
the upper part of the chest was then closely suriounded

with a very long, firm bandage, and he was instructed to respire as much as

practicable ‘by the diaphragm and abdominal muscles. By this means the

Lno-th of the^ neck was materially increased, and the cervucal veins weie pre-

ventod from beiim alternately distended and emptied. Mr. White considers

Ihe operation was thus very much facilitated. At tne commencement of the

operaLn, it was found necessary to place two ligatures upon a large vein, and

to divide the vessel between them. Formidable hemorrhage took p ace imme-

diately after the separation of the ligature of the artery, but was easily arrested.

Mr \kite considers that it probably came from the portion of the artery con-

nected with the tumour, and he observes, that the case proves the practicability

of successfully placing a ligature on a large arterial trunk, very near Us oi igm.

Mr Yates, of Nottingham.^ on this case observes, that there is no other

well-authentiUted instance of recovery after deligation ot the common caroticl,

under similar circumstances, although the operation has been perfoimed moie

than once or twice ;
that, in such cases, hemorrhage on separation ot the

ligature is the cause of death; and although recovery took place, it is not

uLeasonable to expect that hemorrhage will always occur when a similar

operation is performed for a similar disease, under the same conditions ;
because,

in nea’-ly every instance of spontaneous aneurism, the vessel is diseased to

some extont both above and below the tumour; and on account ot the danger

of pkefo" a ligature upon a diseased vessel
;
and further, that where thmn is

no greater space than an inch or so between the aneurismal sac above and the

clavfole andVr margin of the sternum below, bleeding «

follow an operation of this kind; and even if the vessel were Wealthy

questionable^whether the force of the circulation would not wash away any

» Med. Chirurg. Trans ,
vol. xxv., p. 37. t Lancet, Feb. 7, 1846, p. 149.

i Lancet, March 14, 1846, p. 298.
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elot that might be forming within an inch of its fellow trunk, the subclavian
artery. These observations are contradicted by the instance of the carotid being
tied successfully within the eighth part of an inch of the innominata, by Mr.
Porter, and by the fact that Dr. Robinson, of Edinburgh, with equal success,
cured an aneurism occupying nearly the entire side of the neck, when it was
with the greatest difficulty that he could find space between the disease and the
sternum to expose the root of the carotid.*

Mr. Yates lurther remarks, that whether the bleeding proceeded from the
proximal end of the artery, or issued out a tumour by a retrograde movement,
is a matter of the greatest moment. One end of the artery could not have
been closed at the time of the hemorrhage, and reason would lead us to suppose
the end nearest the heart was that one, since it had to bear the greatest impulse
of the heart's action, and the force of a heavy column of blood, which must
almost necessarily prevent the tormation ot a coagulum sufficiently large- and
firm- to close up the vessel

;
that the tumour, in Mr. White’s case, became hard,

which must have arisen from coagulation, and it is not reasonable to believe
that at the same time hemorrhage took place from the end of the artery attached
to the tumour But Mr. Fe^rgussonf states that this opinion—that secondary
hemorrhage always occurs from the proximal ends of the vessel—is losing
ground, and it is now believed that the occurrence happens as frequently, if not
more so, from the distal side of* the seat of ligature, and that post-mortem
examination favors this view.
M. Tribolij tied the common carotid in a man, aged 27, in consequence of a

wound near the angle of the jaw. The hemorrhage was arrested in the first
irjstance by syncope, and did not return until towards the end oi’the tenth day.
I wo ligatures were employed—one with which the artery was tied, the other a
little lower than the first, which was left in its place, to bo used in case of
emergency. Both ligatured came away the eighth day after the operation, and
the case did well. ^
M, Triboli was aware that in placing the second ligature round the artery he

was deviating from the ordinary practice, and he does not appear to have given
any very, good reaspn for doing so

;
two days after the ligatures came away,

hemorrhage occurred, and returned repeatedly for two or three days.

.

the greatest stress upon the impropriety, in this operation, of
disturbing the vessel by detaching it from its sheath, or breaking up its fine
cellular connexions ' further than is barely sufficient for the passage of the
needle, and upon the disadvantage of applying more than one ligature; but he
admits, as an exception, that two ligatures should always be used, when, by
any awkwardness, the vessel has been much disturbed from its cellular con-
nexion.

^

(We are happy to meet with the facts here set forth, as they may
serve to counteract a probably erroneous conclusion about to be drawn
from a recent case that occurred at our Charity Hospital, in which the
etherial vapour was inhaled. The common carotid artery was tied, as
a preliminary step to the removal of a diseased parotid gland. Death
occurred on the third day after the operation, and the autopsy revealed
softening of the brain, with extensive engorgement. These lesions
inclined the operator to attribute much blame to the ether, but it is seen
above that like results may follow ligature of the common carotid, where
no ether has been used. Let us do the ether justice, although it fail to
fulfil all the sanguine expectations created at its introduction into sur-
gical practice.

—

Edrs.)

* Fergusson’s Practical Surgery, 1846, p. 448. t Lib. cit., p. 449.
t Gaz. M6d. de Paris, from B Raccoglitore Medico. § Prac. Surg. 1846, p. 17R.
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3 . Internal and External Employment of Nitrate of Silver. By Dr. Heller.

[The diversity of opinion with respect to the therapeutical action of nitrate

of silver, has been so grreat as to induce Dr. Heller to institute inquiries on the

subject for himself. He performed experiments to ascertain to what extent it is

taken into the secretions and excretions, and also to ascertain what was the

effect of its direct addition to the gastric fluid the following are the results.]

In several cases of epilepsy nitrate of silver was administered internallly in

doses varying from three to ten grains daily
;
thus, one girl took ten grains

daily, and a lad, aged thirteen, twelve grains daily for three months. In the

latter case, therefore, about two ounces and a quarter were administered alto-

gether, yet without the disease being in the slighest degree mitigated or any

other effect on the system being produced. In none of the cases did the skin

become in the least discoloured. The blood was several times examined m
many of the cases ;

it presented the character commonly found in the blood of

epileptics, especially an increase in the quantity of albumen ;
but in none of

the examinations was there a trace of silver found. ... i j

The urine, also, contained not the slightest trace of silver ;
it was clear and

without sediment, possessed its ordinary quantity of chloride of sodium, and

contained no ammonia. Since the urine, therefore, contained chloride oi sodmm,

no silver could have been present in it, else would the chloride of silver have

been precipated, and detected as such, which it was not
;
and since the ^rine

contained no ammonia, which is a solvent of chloride of silver, so also could

none of the chloride of silver have been retained in solution : rnoreover, after

combustion and careful examination of the ash, not a trace of silver ^ould be

detected. The feces, Heller says, contain, in the form of chloride, the whole

of the silver which has been administered. To prove this, nothing more i.s

necessary than that the feces should first be reduced to ashes in a platinum

crucible, and then the mineral salts which remain dissolved by a little dilute

nitric acid ;
after this the chloride of silver is left behind, and may be weighed

and estimated ;
it is completely soluble in ammonia.

, • a -j

Heller found that when he mixed nitrate of silver with the gastric fluid,

chloride of silver was at once precipitated, for the gastric fluid contains a large

quantity of the chlorides of sodium, potassium, and calcium ;
when ten grains

of the nitrate was added to an ounce of the gastric fluid, the whole was preci-

pitated in the form of chloride. From this fact Heller concludes, that so soon

is nitrate of silver is taken into th^stomach, it is precipitated as chloride,

which, being an insoluble substance^asses through the entire length of the

intestinal c^nal, and appears as such in the feces ;
the results of examination

of the blood and urine also show that none of the silver enters into the blood.

This renders easily intelligible the circumstances that such large doses of nitrate

of silver mav be taken without any observable effect on the system resulting,

vet according to Heller, leaves unexplained the statements of some writers,

who describe "the skin of patients who have employed the nitrate of silver for

some time, as becoming brown, or even black ;
he seems inclined to doubt the

truth of these statements, inasmuch as they are opposed to the results of ms

experiments, and to the fact of this discoloration never occurring in any of ^he

cases which he noticed.—//eZfers Archiv.—[Med. Gaz.,July 24, 1846, _p. 170.

4.^Lithotomy *in the Female. By W. Fergusson, Esq., Surgeon to King’s

College Hospital, &:c.

[This case w’as admitted into King’s College Hospital, under the care of Mr.

Fergusson, October 8th, 1845. The stone was ascertained to be present, and

was operated upon on the 11th.]

The patient was placed on the table, and tied in the usual way for lithotomy

;

a deeply-grooved straight director was introduced into the bladder, the groove
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pointing do^wnwards, and to the left side
; a straight, probe-pointed bistoury was

then passed along jt, and an incision about half an inch in extent was made
towards the tuberosity of the ischium, the wound being limited to the anterior
hall ot the urethra. A slight nick was next made in the right side of the orifice
ot the urethra, and the director being withdrawn, the point of the left forefmo-erwas introduced into the wound, and then gradually insinuated into the bladd'ir
at the same time dilating the posterior half of the urethra. The fino-er bavins
touched the stone, was then withdrawn

; a small lithotomy forcepi was nowintroduced, when the stone was immediately seized, and, thou.o-h the blades
slipped once, was speedily removed. It was of an oval form, about the size ofa pigeon s egg, and composed chiefly of lithic acid. Seven, p. m., patient com-
fortable, and in good spirits. Water passes freely, and without much pain.

[Eveiything went on favourably, and she was discharged cured on the 3Ist
]Mr Ferg-usson called attention to the peculiar operation which had been per-formed m this instance, dilfering, as he stated, in some important respects fromthe operations usually resorted to in the female. There Ld been here as tomost other instances, a choice of means of cure. As to lithotrity, he did notthink It eligible in this case, chiefly, perhaps, on account ol the timidity of thepatient, and her consequent restlessness when touched by the surgeons. For

practicable
; and he had thereforeto adopt a proceeding whereby he could at once remove the stone while thepatient was held steady by main force. The operation which he had performed

character the opening necessary for the extractfon of thestone having been made partly by incision and partly by dilatation. He haddescribed this operation ever since he had been a teacher; and was disposed tothink It the best mode ol relieving a female from stone of all with which hexvas acquainted. In the, process of dilatation, he had remarked, both of theliving and the dead body, hovv slowly the extetfnal orifice of the urethra dilatedand hovv much pain it caused
; indeed, the tissues in this part seemed- incana-ble ol dilating to any extent likely to permit the passage of a large stone unlLsthe force were very gradually applied. Towards the'back pai/of the passagehowever, and at the neck of the bladder, the strictures yielded mfefeaX’and they seemed also to regain their tone with much more facility Jt fas inerror to suppose that dilatation, in whatever way performed invariably «;aypflhe patient from dribbling of urine ever after, ifry recenTl’y

"
oLe provhlthe reverse had been under notice in the hospital. A girl nfre 4ars ofZhad a stone extracted, some years before, by dilatation

; blit she neler since hadpower over the stream of urine. In lithotomy, as usually performir there waseven a greater risk of this unhappy consequence; and although’ in eithermethod, especially by dilatation, many cases were familiar to the profes^^ionwhen no such results had ensued, it was yet felt by most practical^men that

.•ng,rin™sucTcases.'''‘""’‘^
“ P™ceeS-

After describing the various operations which had been proposed for lifhntomy m the female, Mr. Fergusson stated his conviction, that w^hiie there wasess positive danger in the proceeding which he had followed in this frstarcethan m some o the others described in ordinary surgical works, there w^ nerlhaps, greater chance of the parts regaining tone suffiripnt tp n-iTiQ ’ j
^

will over the stream of urinel. Thelcisio^n*™ the Srilr paTofZZ"t ,raproduced, m his opinion, less injury than dilatation while hv nnf c i
•

knife to the back part of the passage, or to the neck of the bla drier
positively less risk of severe and dangerous toflafltLnwt^^^^
structures at the neck of the bladder, in the viscus itself wtoe df
the power of retaining the water, more speedily regained ’their a
than after division with the knife. The^little^notch which he hff

^ condition,

other side of .the urethra might or might not be ma^ fcldtoft
ees. Here the stone seemfd so Iar|e in pro^’t^r“aftl? ZtTZ
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thoncrht it advisable ;
'but with a smaller stone, he should extract without it

It
to conclude, from this single case, that this operation

was the best that could be -performed ;
possibly the same happy results migh

,

n this insinc^^^^ followed any other proceeding; but it appeared to him

that there was so much good in this operation, and apparently so little evil, that

it was well worthy of further trial.

5- 4 UUun on tfe and Safety of the Inhalation of Ether in Obstetric

Practice. By W. Tyler Smith, M. D., Lecturer on Midwilery.

The only authorities who have published their opinions and experience on the

subject I am about to consider, are Baron Dubois an^d I rolessor Simpson ,
but

in the accounts of these obstetricians, though va liable facts are ^
attempt is made to reconcile experience and the phenomena of etherization,

‘'°(>ir%thitonl’re?p«ting the value of etherization in practical midwifery must

ch° r/e end on our knowledge of the manner in which th.s state of n.seqs i-

h litv^catl modify the physiological actions of parturition, and also on our

obseravation of the results 'in those obstetric cases m which it has been or may

'’'^nTheTrodiiction of the etherized state merely removed pmn, withOTt mducing

any Xl complication, the question, as it relates to midwilery, might be readily

Sided -he felief of the pings of travail would indeed be an invaluable boon.

Cut the problem to be solved is by no means so simple or so uncomplicated^-

he nbLtion of ether takes away from the parturient woman severa other

e-emints natural to her condition besides mere physical pain, wh, e it ^d

thereto other states of the system, which are not observed in strictly natural

’'‘The true mode of proceeding is to examine carefully what there is substracted
i he true mo t

1

processes of labor, and Then to come to a

d^edsirni^as to whether the advantages or the disadvantages of the use ether

in midwifery are likely to preponderate. Etherization is chiefly a ^ew c®n "

tion of the ^nervous system, and we must examine the modes m which the

difterent divisions of the nervous system are atte^ctea.

And first as reimrds the cerebral division of the nervous system.

rHS7S",:ESi:S“
States violent actions of the voluntary muscles takes place, but they are nregu

gical sense, even of more importance than volition to parturit .
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pains of labor, when the motor power is prodigious, and the patient is threatened
with laceration, the sensation and emotion of pain comes in as a preservative.
All the ordinary actions of labor at this period are reflex in their nature, and
are, whatever their violence, uncontrollable by the will. But whenever the
pain becomes too intense to be borne,—and pain is here a measure of danger,

—

the patient, chiefly' under the influence of emotion, cries out, and her cry, by
opening the glottis, takes away all expiratory pressure, and leaves the uterus
acting alone.

^

So, in the last stage of labor, upon the mingled agony and
exertion of which obstetricians hav'e exhausted their descriptive powers, pain
and its attendant em'otion play a benign and salutary part. It is now that
laceration of the perineeum is most impending, and at this point not only is the
glottis opened, but the sphincter vesicae are suddenly dilated, so as to relieve
the perineum to a very great degree. It cannot but be considered as a singu-
lar provision of nature, that at the moment when the outlet of the vagin^ is
threatened with the greatest danger, these two sphincters should suddenly relax
before and behind it. We may even deduce, from this fact a reason for the
anatomical position of the vagina betwixt the rectum and the bladder. Thus,
then, volition, and especially the sensation of pain, and its attendant emotion’
are of considerable importance in natural parturition.
Some interesting points relating to sensation have been suggested by the

fa.cts observed in etherization. It has been again and again noticed that patients
may preserve ordinary consciousness, and the uses of the special senses, with
a total insensibility to pain. They have in some cases talked rationally, and
have,seen and heard perfectly while they w^ere unconscious of the performance
of the rnost painful operations. (Separate seats, have been proposed for ordinary
consciousriess and the perception of pain. Both the seat of pain, and the exact
nerves which are the communicators of pain, are as yet unascertained.. It is
evident that the nerves of special sense are not the conductors of pain

; the
optic, olfactory, and auditory, are insensible tp pain

;
and a whitlow aflectino-

the cushion of the finger, upon which the tactile nerves are accumulated, is no't
more painful than a burn on the back of the hand, or than an inflamed peri-
tonaeum. Thus,, the nerves of special sense, as such, are not ordinarily
conductors of pain. Besides tlie fact that the intellect may remain clear while
sensation is abolished, there are other reasons for believing that the cerebrum
is not the seat of the -sensation of pain. Longet, for instance, removed the
whole of the brain of a living animal, leaving only themedulla oblongata

; and on
being pinched or punctured, it cried out, and gave the most lively manifestations
of pain. These facts would lead to the inference that there must by a special
seat of pain, and special nerves for its propagation, from the periphery to this
centre of painful sensations. Lastly, it becomes a question whether either
aflects the seat of pain, or the ner'^es which conduct to it. Mr. Adams, of the
London Hospital, made the ingenious suggestion that the blood was altered in
etherization, and that the altered blood paralyzed the extremities of the nerves
Others have maintained that this altered condition of the blood depends on the
irnpei feet inhalation of the ether, and partial asphyxia. We know that a writer

nervous system is of opinion, that the central seat of pain
wi.h that of pleasurable sensations, and emotion, and respiration, is in that
ncRud vital, or nodus vitalis, the medulla oblongata, whilst its actual seat is in
some part of the ganglionic system. Probably, under the full influence of ether
the \vhole of the nervous system concerned in the production and perception of
pain IS simultaneously affected.

But whatever its nature and seat, sensation is removed by the influence of
ether; the parturient woman may pass at once from her agony, into a state of
oblivion to pain. Pain is taken away !

Labor itself, like a^urgical ojieration, produces what has been termed shock.
In certain cases, the vital powers fail, the contractions of the uterus and the
actions of the heart sink together, and the patient may even die from the pure
mfiuence of shock. This may take place in labors, difficult it may be, hut still
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from which the majority of women recover in the usual way, so that we have

no certain means of estimating beforehand the probable power of the shock ot

parturition in any given case. Professor Simpson, in his recent paper, asks,

“ On what division of the nervous system does the nervous shock operate—the

cerebral, spinal, or ganglionic ? If on the former, it should be kept in abeyance

bv due etherization.” Now, I conceive this important point need hardly be put

as an interrogation, or if so, that it should meet with something like a dehnite

Shock is composed of several elements, and is certainly not confined to the

brain
;
those which are really referrible to the cerebrum, and to the medulla

oblono-ata, which partakes both of the nature of brain and spinal marrow,—lor

here the cerebral and spinal systems seem fused,—are, pain and emotion, and

the effects of these depend on the perfect presence of consciousness and the

perception of physical suffering.
, . , xr •

We must doubtless look on pain—

I

mean, physical suffering^as distinct

from uterine contraction, which in midwifery almost takes the term to itself,

not only as a great evil, but as a source of other evils. No human suffering,

perhaps, exceeds in intensity the piercing agonies of child-bearing, and no

benevolent mind but would consider it an inestimable ble^ing to be able to

relieve women with safety from so great a trial. I do not undertake (to speak .)

the importance of pain or of its alleviation. There are women who alter one

labor remain their life-long depressed and in dread of the repetition pf their

sufferings. But in the present subject it is with the immediate effects ot pain

that we have most to do. Acute physical pain, in the majority of cases, mtiicts

a shock upon the system, the shock being in proportion to'the depressing effects

of the pain endured. Pain, then, when it depresses the system, is one element

of shock, whether in parturition or in surgical operations. But it must be said

that it is not always depressing; on the contrary, it sometimes acts as a stimu-

lant, and as such is probably salutary rather than prejudicial. Even this great

evil is not unmixed with good.
^ , r j

Emotion constitutes another element of shock, as when fear or de.pair, or

some kindred emotion, depresses the vital powers ;
and this element begins to

act. it must be borne in mind, before the commencement of the operation.—

Thus, to put an extreme case, the step of the crimmal falters, and his heart

fails, on the wav to execution. But as emotion begins to operate before pain

or danger is actually present, it may exert a bad effect on a patient about to be

operated on, or delivered, in the etherized state, if there should be any great

fear or dread for the result. However, in the majority of cases, pam, and

emotion, as elements of shock, would disappear when insensibility commenced.

Many parturient women are destroyed, directly or indirectly, by emotion alone,

and so are many surgical patients
;
these latter, however, in a different inode

from the former; there is no escape from labor; but that extreme motion,

which in midwifery is so dangerous, prevents surgical patients from undergoing

the proper operations at all, and in this manner such patients die. e snail

see hereafter whether in midwifery there are not counterbalancing evi.s more

than sufficient to weigh against the partial deliverance from emotion and physi-

cal pain accomplished by etherization.
, . , t 4.

I now pass on to speak of the spinal marrow, by which I mean the trpe spina

marrow, the seat of the reffex function in its most extended signification ;
and

of the ganglionic system.
• *

There is, speaking generally, in the application of ether, a point at \vffiich the

cerebral faculties are suspended without any affection whatever of the spinal

marrow. But after this has been passed, the respiration becomes stertorous,

and spasmodic twitchings, or even general convulsions, many ensue.; the spinal

marrow is now fully involved as well as the brain. Stih latet, according to the

experiments of Baron Flourens and M. Serres, this organ becomes inexcitahle ,

no reflex movements follow upon the application of an excitant to the s^^mce ,

and even the spinal marrow itself may be pricked and lacerated withou
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ducing any convulsive action. If etherization be still further continued, the
animal dies. In the cases in which ether has been employed in midwifery, it

I „ has not affected the uterine contractions—that is, it has not been pushed so far
as to materially depress the spinal functions. I have little doubt that accurate
observation will show that.it may either not influence them at all, or that it
may increase or diminish them according to the condition of the patient, and
the extent to which it may be employed, though the effects of its successful use
would be almost invariably the suspension of voluntary motion, sensation, and
emotion, the uterine reflex actions remaining natural, or being but slightly
affected. I cannot enter here into the physiology of Baron Dubois, but it is

,

evident that this distinguished accoucheur is quite unaware of the reflex physi-
ology of parturition, and engages in the discussion of points about which there
IS no doubt.

I have already spoken of the influence of shock upon the brain
;

still more
, important is the influence of severe injuries upon the spinal marrow and the

ganglionic nerves. An experiment and a fact will prove this. If the whole of
I

the contents of the cranium are removed from a frog, so as not to affect the
circulation, and the thigh or the pelvis be now crushed'by the sudden blow of

. a hammer, the heart’s action is arrested, and for a time no reflex actions can be
excited oy external irritation. This experiment shows the part borne by the

,

spinal marrow in the phenomena of shock. You must bear in mind that this
physical shock is quite independent of the brain and of sensation. If a man is

j

shot with a bullet through the body, 'he may drop instantly, though he has not
I

fmt himself wounded. He falls, not from the effects of pain, and before the
effects of loss of blood are felt, but probably from the simple effects of shock

;

upon the spinal marrow and the ganglionic system.
This fact, that shock in its major part may be still present, though a state of

I

peifect insensibility has been induced, has escaped the attention of all writers

I

on the subject of ether. Cases have been deij^iled, and this inhalation of ether
;

eulogized, not only as the assuager of pain in' surgery, but as the alleviator of
the shock of operations. It is most important that it“should be understood, thatm Its true nature shock affects the spinal marrow and the ganglionic system
even more imminently than it does the brain.
The stimulant effect of ether upon the brain and spinal marrow at one stao-e

of its operation is of great importance in considering its applicability to mid-
wifery. It has been used by Dr. Ranking in tetanus with the effect of increas-
ing the spasm

; it has also been found prejudicial in hysterical and epileptic
convulsions

; and it has, produced convulsions in persons who have inhaled it
rnerely for experiment or for surgical purposes. Baron Dubois vividly describes
the symptoms produced in one of his obstetric patients, in which all the most
intense premonitory signs of convulsions were induced

;
the congestion was so

peat,_ that he almost expected the eyeballs to syringe forth'^blood. Now,
knowing the tendency to convulsions which belongs to the puerperal and
pregnant states, it would at once seem improper to resort, "without very grave
reason, to the use of an agent so capable of adding to the utero-spinal excite-
ment labor, a new and a direct stimulant of the organ concerned in convulsions.

In some operations there has been a considerable amount of reflex action; in
others, the twitchings of the stump after amputation has been considerably
diminished. In one of Baron Dubois’s cases, the limbs remained motionless •

m another, a movement of the thigh occurred on the introduction of one of the
blade^ of the forceps. These and similar facts sItow that the spinal marrowmay be either excited or depressed by this agent. I cannot now enter fully into
this subject; but in some cases the loss of sensation and consciousness, and
the persistence of reflex action, have been very remarkable. The cerebral and
spinal divisions of the nervous system have been as completely separated as
they could be by actual experiment. The inhalation of ether has, with almost
the certainty of a chemical reagent, decomposed the old cerebro-spinal system
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into two and the cessation of its influence has as suddenly reunited them-

hus offering an additional proof, if such were necessary, ot the mdei^nden

function of the true spinal marrow. Baron Flourens has also obtained turther

proofs of his doctrine of the separation of the contents of the cranium in o

Lcitor and inexcitor parts, by the phenomena observed in ethenzat on.

One extraordinary circumstance relating to this subject must not be forgotten

—namely, the occasional incitement of the sexual passion ^

influence of ether. In one of the cases observed by Baron Dubois, the

drlvan attendant towards her to kiss as she was lapsing

and this woman afterwards confessed to dreaming of coitus with her hu b^^^

while she lav etherized. In ungravid women, rendered insensible for the per

fortnce o^l^gLl operations,"erotic gesticulations have occasional y been

observed, and in one case, in which enlarged nymph® were ^cmoNed he

woman went unconsciously through the movements

nroanism in the presence of numerous bystanders, feexual excitement na

al?obeen’.observe(fin the male subject. Viewed apart from the moral con-

f£r.Zs involved, there is not, in the whole of the wonder^ related o , s

e.xtraordinarv agent, anything more wonderful than this excliange ol u e

smarting of the knife and the throes of parturition, not for mere

for sensations of an opposite kind, pain, in fact being

antithesis. Still. I may venture to say, that to the women of this comitp the

bare nossibility of having feelings of such a kind excited and manifested in

outward inco/trollable actions, would be more shocking even to anticipate, than

rte endurance of the last extremity of physical pain. I an, only “
the distinguished French obstetrician sliould not have maoe some obsen at on

of this kind. In many of the lower animals, we know that an erotic condi o

of the ovaria is present during parturition, and that sexual congress and con-

cejtionX take place immePliately upon delivery. It was, however, reserved

for^the pheLmena^ of etherization to show that, as regards sexual emotion, the

hi nirn female mav possibly exchange the pangs of travail for the ^ensatio sof“
and so approLh to Ihe level of tlie brute creation. 1 have no^ “

indeed, I have accumulated evidence to prove, as o gene, ai tot —that at the

time of parturition in all ovipara and vivipara, the human fernale included, the

ovariraTe in a state fitted for fecundation. May it not be, that in woman the

physical pain neutralizes the sexual emotion, which would
"‘''""’’"f.

be present but which would tend very much to alter our estimation of the

Ld^esty and retiredness proper to the sex, and which are never more

rS admirable than on these occasions? If this be so women would

sca-cely part with pain, hard as their sufferings may be to bear
;
chastity of

feelino-, and, above all, emotional self-control, at a time when 'vomen are

receivunir such assistance as the accoucheur can render, are of 'n”®

imnortance than insensibility to pain. They would scarcelv submit to the

possibility of a sexual act in which their unborn offspring should take I^e part

of exciter ;
and as the erotic condition has been chiefly observed in Patients

undergoing operations on the sexual organs, we must assign the ex ,,ng

cause either the manipulation of the attendant or the passage of the child_-

Lucin’a fabled as she was to have been born without pain, was a name often

giZ te trsevere Juno, and to the chaste and cold Diana, but never to tue

*’'*We arrnmv', I think, in a position to argue the .T'eetione^ they relate to

midwifery—What benefits ‘can be conferred, what injuries hazarded by the u e

of ether? Pain and emotion may be obiitered ;
all, or nrar

ly ^
which belongs to pain and mental emotion may be “^^ed, but, at the same

time volitiol and the salutary influence exerted by pain and emotion on the

Zor acrns’of labor, are vVithiawn.- In -ccessfu cases-that is vvhen he

brain only was affected-parturition, as a reflex function,
"“f

Jj*"
‘"‘fn

fered with. There remains to the woman, m its full intensity, all that portion
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of shock which depends on the spinal marrow and the ganglionic system.

—

There is added, in some cases, the increased tendency to puerperal convulsions,

and the collapse described in the cases of Messrs. Nunn and Robbs as the

effects of the ether itself, and which has also occurred in many unrecorded

cases. The dangers incurred by the use of ether in midwifery would be that

of convulsion, and of the meeting of the physical shock of parturition with the

shock or collapse produced by the ether itself. Whenever this complication

occurred, there would be considerable danger. The moral considerations

which relate to our decision I have already alluded to. Briefly, I may repeat,

there is, on the one hand, the absence of pain and of painful emotions, with

their attendant evils
;
on the other, there is the physical shock unaverted, the

tendency to convulsion, and the possibility of dangerous collapse—a possibility

which, in some surgical cases, has passed into fatal certainty.

I know it is ungracious to take the part of an alarmist on such a question

;

but many fatal cases have now occurred after operations in which etherization

has been practised. The patient who underwent the Caesarian operation died

;

another patient, on whom extirpation of the eyeball was performed sank
;
a

clergyman, whose leg was amputated, never rallied after the operation; two of

the women delivered while under the influence of ether, by the Baron Dubois,

subsequently died
;
and fatal collapse occurred in the case of a woman from

whose thigh a tumour was removed. Probably other fatal cases have occurred,

of which wo have no information. It would be difficult to say in how many of

these instances the ether contributed to the fatal results : in some, death would
no doubt have taken place under any circumstances : but in others, it may be
considered well nigh certain that its use was the chief, if not the sole, cause of

death.

The morbid phenomena fairly attributable to ether, observed in cases which
have recovered, have been—nausea, sickness, stertorous breathing, pulmonary
and cerebral congestion, convulsions, and protracted failure of the heart’s action.

Now, the bare possibility of producing symptoms such as these by a remedial
agent, however valuable, renders it imperative that we should be able to dis-

tinguish the cases in which the more serious of them are likely to occur,
otherwise the agent itself must inevitably fall into disrepute. As is well known,
digitalis may produce failure of the heart

;
opium, congestion of the brain

;
and

hydrocyanic acid, convulsions : and consequently, caution is always observed
in the administration of these still valuable remedies

;
but after etherizatiom we

may have effects which resemble either undue narcotization, an over-dose of
hydrocyanic acid, or the cumulative results of digitalis; so that it behooves us
to be triply careful respecting its indications and its exhibtion. In two fatal

cases, a fluid state of the blood has been found after death.

As yet, very little has been said towards indicating the proper cases for resorting

to ether, and those in which it should be avoided. There has been a general
rush towards the operating room, such as the world has never before witnessed.
Great numbers of cases were successful on its first introduction

;
and this gave

an Mat to the subject, and induced a confident state of mind in patients, which
has doubtless been an element in the successful results

;
but now that fatal

cases have occurred, all that was mere prestige must fall to the ground
; and

unless the proper cases for etherization can be distinguished with somewhat
approaching to certainty, patients upon whom it may be used will go under the
knife influenced by previous dread rather than confidence

;
and so an item of evil,

not properly belonging to etherization itself, will come into play. Such is the
constitution of the human mind, that a few fatal cases, even by the side of a
great number of successful ones, will be sufficient to transmute hope into fear,

confidence into timidity and mistrust. Probably the fatal cases which have
become known have already produced this effect, and it is believed that many
of our most eminent surgeons are declining the use of ether as much as possible.

For the sake of etherization, itself, then, something like a pause is required,
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otherwise it is to be feared that the old empire oi pain will return, and if so, it

will seem for the future doubly difficult of endurance, because of the hopeful

promise that, in surgical operations at least, it was conquered for ever.

It may be said, that in the dangerous and fatal cases the ether was unduly or

improperly inhaled—and from an examination, it does appear that the ether was

inhaled for a longer time than usual by some of the patients who died,—but in

none does it appear to have been inhaled longer than was necessary to produce

insensibility; and in Mr, Robbs’ case, if we may believe that reflux movements

were mistaken for movements of volition, complete insensibility w'as not present

at any time during the operation. It would appear as though the ether occa-

sionally followed °an erratic course, not, as is usual, affecting the brain at all,

but still going on to poison the spinal marrow and the ganglionic system, and

to alter the condition of the circulating fluid. Indeed, so various have been the

symptoms observed by different operators, that ether seems almost as volatile

in its effects, as in its physical consitution.

In all I have said I am merely setting forth my individual opinion. I have

given you the data upon which it is founded, and which, I believe will stand

the test of examination. I should observe, in conclusion, that Professor Simp-

son is far more sanguine than myself in his views of the application of ether to

midwifery. Plis last paper upon the subject ends in the following terms :

“I have stated that the question which I have been repeatedly asked is this ;

Will we ever be ‘justified’ in using the vapour of ether to assuage the pains of

natural labor? Now, if experience betimes goes fully to prove to us the safety

with which ether may, under proper precautions and management, be employed

in the course of parturition, then, looking to the facts of the case, and consider-

incr the actual amount of pain usually endured, (as shown in the above des-

scriptions of Merriman, Naegele, and others.) I believe that the question will

require to be quite changed in its character. For instead of determining m
relation to it whether we shall be ‘justified’ in using this agent under the

circumstances named, it will become on the other hand necessary to determine,

whether on any grounds, moral or 'medical, a professional man could deem

himself ‘justified’ in withholding, and not using any such safe mehns, (as we

at present pre-suppose this to be,) provided he had the power by it of assuaging

the agonies of the last stage of natural labor, and thus counteracting what

Velpeau describes as ‘those piercing cries, that agitation so lively, those

excessive efforts, those inexpressible agonies, and those pains apparently

intolerable,’ which accompany the termination of natural parturition in the

human mother.
i- • .l j

Baron Dubois concluded his address to the Academy of Medicine, as reported

in The Laxcet, in less glowing terms :— -r

“ My profound conviction is, (he said,) that inhalation of ether m midwifery

should be restrained to a very limited number of cases, the nature of which

ulterior experience will better allow us to determine.’’

More recent experience has certainly not been in favor of enlarging the

limits of its applicability in practical midwifery. In our owm department there

is good reason to believe, that after a short time, unless some certain mode of

bindincr or disciplining this Prometheus shall be discovered, it will be rarely, it

ever, used in difficult parturition or obstetric operations, and certainly never in

natuml labor. It will be a disappointment to have to turn from this promised

good, but it is better to do so than to follow an ignis fatuus, if so it prove, to

the neglect of real and scientific advancement. Let us hope that this glimpse

of deliverance from this heavy infliction on humanity, may act as a stirnulus to

Science to continue her search after some certain dnd available relief from

physical pain—possibly a "visionary search,—but still one for which. human

nature will never cease to yearn.
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AMERICAN MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.

l.~Obsenatimis on the Poisonons Properties of the Sulphate ofQuinine. % M M- D. Baldwin, M. D., of Moiitgmneiy, Ala.^
^

of
'lx- American Journalot the Medic,a Sciences, for April 1847. M'hile the writer gives histestimony to (he great value of this important remedy, he canfions the

p o cssion against the abuse oi it, and adduces cases and c.iperimentsupon an;ma.ls to show that it sometimes proves a deadly poison.' He islom being satished with the impression entertained hy many of itsunder all circumstances, and when given 'in any’;,.an.

!
sajs, “we have in a few instances beendevised of the baneful eldects ol quinine in producing- deafness amaui^is, h?ernatui-ia, violent gastralgia, sudden prostration, delirium epi'let3sv palpq &c., and under circumstances so olivious as to leave nodoub of Its being the result of the poismious operation of quinine.”

Aftei quoting Christiseii and Oi-fila to prove that almost, all pohonsact in exactly ike same imy on. dogs and cats as on man, he ^[ves\hefollowing experiments which he made with quinine on dogs.
Expen-n^iis.—^^ Thc^e. experiments were performed in the presence ofrltfferent members of the hicnlty, and for valuable aid and as.iiDn.o7

^

I'wifl n"'!'* McLesicr of til “pH?rI w ill not impose upon the reader a minute detail of each individiial experimentbut vvi 1 endeavour to condense the general results as concisely as possible
’

Symptoms which followed tne ingestion of large doses of ‘quinine iutn th^stomach of dogs :
—restlessness D-enerally preceded all nfhor cml j

,Nndicated by tl,e animal changing its position often, and constantly Zv’iiw from^kce to place VomUms, or, in those cases where the msonhairwaf t edefforts to vomit succeeded. Purginfr was noticed occasions
stance except where the medicine was taken by the stomach, ^i'hej came ‘onmusculat agnation or tremulous movements of the body and extremities wifh Iconstant motion of the head, resembl ing somewhat paralysis a<ritans In attem fmg to walk the dog would tetter from side to side and fall7r if hehis feet would walk in a direction different from the one ’which Hp a
desire. When under the full operation of the pSson, Tpf^m of locomoln"or even the.power of standing in tlie erect position was lost altonethe^Thp

" ’

ttw mouth. The dyspnoea in all instances was excessive, sometimes'pant/nT ftothers slow and laiourej, resembling in a most striking manner an acutfof asthma; countenance expressive of oreat distress and nnvLw ro!
'

0/ tkc eyes were invariably dilated, and generally to an enormous extelueS''but a sma I ring of the iris perceptible, and vision, as well as coutl bowas entire y lost. .Convulsions were observed in every case fexc™ one I
1’

was watched to its termination, where the dose given wa^sVffiSt t„ pVfd.mdeath, and m one or two instances where the medicine failed te nmii’
result. Furious delirium was present in one case aTwasH f 'h®
dog barking and biting at everything about him. Sometimes a profound rwould ensue, accomianied with slight muscular aaitaZn sfi, ^
breathing, termimting in death in a vfry few minutes after the roiron^hfdtaken, and in a few instances the subject seemed as ifs^nL Crmeldd™
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parenchyma of the resembling very much red hepatization. The vessels
ot the membranes of the brain were engorged, so also were the liver and kid-
neys in a few instances. T,he stomach and bowels were vascular and highly
injected in patches The membranes of the spinal cord were more or less vas-
cular and, in one instance, a semi-fluid coagulum of blood was found in the
upper half of the theca vertebral is. This was probably owing to the subject
being very young, and the convulsions being much more violent and frequent
than in any other instance.

“ Thus it seems clear that quinine is a. poison, and one which may be made
directly fatal to life, and if these experiments upon the dog, in themselves, are
not conclusive ot that fact, which the concurrent testimony of toxicologists
would justify us in believing, they at least become so when it is remembered
that the symptoms which its exhibition gave rise to, are not only stron«ly cor-
roborated by, but were almost identically the same with those observed in the
human subject, in the few instances >vhere poisoning from this substance is
known to have been produced.

^

There is not a symptom noticed in these experi-
ments which has not, at one time or other, been observed in its operation upon
the human subject, and the tvvo cases of poisoning in the human subject reported
in the commencement of this article, where the same striking and peculiar
psemblage of symptoms which followed its administration, were so completely
identical with those observed in the dog, most clearly establish the fact that
the manifestations of its poisonous operalion, at least upon the dog, are identical
with those observed in the human subject, or at any rate do not differ more
than they do in different instances on “ man and man.”

Its operation as a poison, as well as a remedy, is certainly peculiar, and it
seems difficult to assign it to any particular class of poisons, differing in some
respects from all of them. It appears to resemble in its action, more closely
than ^ny other, those of the “ second class'^ ol Orfila, or the class of “ narcotic
poisons.” It does not seem to possess any hyj^notic. properties

;
in this it dif-

fers from most of the substances included under this head. I do not mean to
touch the much agitated question of the mode of its remedial operation, but
desire to speak of its poisonous action only

;
and, .on this head will only add,

farther, that its operation seems to be principally upon the nervous system, as
is clearly demonstrated in the derangement of the senses of vision and hearing,
and respiratory functions, as also in the general muscular agitation, convul-
sions, &c. As it has been detected in the urine there can be no doubt but that
It enters and mixes with the circulating masses of the body, and through this
means exerts a direct

_

influence upon the nervous system, which, as we have
seen, is excitant when given in quantities calculated to destroy life.”

Dr. B. says he knows of “ no antidote which will, with any certainty,
negative the injurious effects of quinine.” He suggests a prompt emetic
and such other means as will be calculated '‘'‘to augment the natural
secretions of the bodyd^ He is of opinion that “its poisonous effects
niay generally, if not always be avoided by proper attention to the mode
of its administration.” He condemns the customary method ofpills and
mucilaginous mixtures, and prefers decidedly a solution in acidulated
fluid. Although he does not deny the claims set up for it by Dr. Bolino-,
in inflammatory affections, and even admits that on “ innumerable occa’
sions he has seen it manifest “ a most decided and unmistakeable con-
tra stimulant effect

f

yet he has sometimes seen it prove a stimulant.
Dr.^B. rarely gives more than 10 grains at a dose

; most generally
he gives from four to six grains every 2, 3, or 4 hours until 24 or 3G
grains are introduced into the system.

As to the extent to which the article may be given ^^4th impunity,
Dr. B. remarks

^ q i jj
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“ From all that I can gather I am disposed to think from fifty to eighty grams

of a pure article of quinine, given in solution at one c ose, will produce death

nine times out of-ten. in healthy adults, and occasionally even siiiallei quanh-

lies. How far its operation may be modihed by morbid action is. a matter tor

consideration at the bed side.”

Such are some of Dr. Baldwin’s views of quinine. A|V'e give them

for what they are worth
;
our Southern readers are capable ot judging

of them.

2.—A Case of Inhalation of Ether in Instrumental Labor.— W. Chan-

NING, M. D.

To the Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

Deah Sir,—I beo- leave to offer you the following case for publication. It

is indeed but a single instance of the use of ether. in midvyilery practice ;
stid,

such is the importance of that discovery which has abolished pain m so majiy,

and in such a variety of cases-and such the state of opinion, and such the

popular and professional interest, in everything hearing uselully on the subject,

that I venture to present it in an amount of detail which otherwise might seem

unnecessary. To my mind, in the present position of this great discovery, tins

is the most proper method of communicating such facts.
_

I look back on the occurrences of this trial of ether with entire satisfaction,

and with the deepest pleasure. The ether did just what was moked lor Irom

its use. It did it at once, and with no circumstances of embarrassment or dift-

cultv. When its influence was no longer needed', its effects passed quietly

away, and left a repose—a continued sense of relief, which, m an equal degree,

and like kind, I do not remember to have witnessed before. I shall with pleas-

ure communicate through your Journal the results of such farther trials of ether

as circumstances may seem to authorize me to make. And no one should

venture upon such trials until he is perfectly* satisfied that such circumstances

exist A case came under my obseVvation this day, which impressed upon my

mind' very strongly the importance of this rule of practice. It was one ol un-

usual severity, and the time of suffering was long. Still there wyere circum-

stances in theprevieus history of my patient, and in her actua condition, which

detered me from taking ether with me. Such, however, ah length, was the

uruency, I may say violence of demand for relief, on any terms, and tor the

use of ether especially! that I sent for it. I felt that the, morai conviction

always so powerful in labor, that relief would be obtained from this agent, might

revive hope, and give encouragement, where a most depressipg despair existed,

and that thus the labor might be naturally terminated. Wlrether my leasoning

were’ correct or not, I can say, that almost immediately (after the messenger

was despatched, efficient uterine contractions came on, which speedny, and

safely, accomplished delivery. I remain very truly yours,

Boston, May 11, 1847. *
:

‘ ‘

Mrs. H., aged 23, was taken in labor, the first time. May 5th, at 12

o’clock at nioht.' I saw her betw^een Q and 10, of the morning of the 7th, m
consultation with her medical attendant. Dr. W. E. Townsend. His pupil,

Mr. Jerome Dwellev, was present, and who also from the beginning had laith-

fully attended to the case. The pains had been fre(|uent and very severe.—

Some diminution of saffering had followed the exhibition ot an opiate, which

had been given before I saw' the patient. Patient was wel purged with castor

oil the day before labor. I found, on examination, the head tairly tbh pelvis,

where, I was told, it had been many hours. There was no show.^ The vagina

was swollen, rough, hot, especially about the urethra, or anterior part ot the

pelvis. The os uteri was somewhat dilateil, but less in its anterior portion than

elsewhere, though in no part of its circumference had it cleared the head. It
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was swollen, smooth, hard, undilatable. It gave just that feel which so strongly
intimates that the labor will be protracted, and accompanied by much suffering.
The scalp was much swollen, and protruded as a tumor of a conical shape
through the firm ring formed by the undilated and undilatable os uteri.

Mrs. H. was comparatively easy, from the opiate apparently. Her pulse
was natural. Her strength was not much exhausted. Her stomach bore food
well. There was no cerebral trouble, and the bladder had been duly emptied
by the catheter. Under these circumstances I suggested delay

;
and it was

agreed to wait to observe the changes which might occur in the present rest,
and on the recurrence of pains. I saw her again at noon. Belladonna oint-
ment was recommended, as no important change had occurred in the state of
the os uteri. I was called to see her at about 6 P. M., about forty-two hours
since labor began. I learned, on reaching the address, that the ointment had
been used, and a solution of tartarized antimony exhibited, and that some
change had occurred in the os uteri, namely, that it was more dilatable. Her
pulse was now 120 in the minute. It was less strong than at noon. She
could speak only in a whisper, and with great difficulty even so. She com-
plained of great distress and most earnestly entreated to be relieved of her ter-
rible suffering. On examination I found the os uteri somewhat more dilatable
and it was agreed that the forceps should be used.

’

Dr. Townsend called on me to make the visit just related. I said to him inmy study, that this seemed a very fair case for the use of ether. He agreed
with me in this opinion, and added that he had a quantity of pure ether at home
and a sponge of suitable size for its inhalation, and that he would meet me at
his patient^ house. We soon met there, and I proceeded to apply the forceps.
1 selected Davis’s solid forceps, because they are narrow, thin and very easily
introduced, and seemed less likely to injure the os uteri than a broader and a
thicker instrument. The application was perfectly easy, and I made an extract-
ing effort,' which wa^ attended with very severfe pain. Mrs. H. soon became
quieU and I desired Dr. T. to apply the sponge, saturated with ether, to the
mouth and nose. This he did, and in about a minute she was under the full
influence of the ether. The first inspiration produced a slight cough, as if the
larynx had been irritated. It was like the sound by which an effort to remove
some irritating matter from the air-passages is commonly accompanied The
next noticeable effect, and which was quite an early one, was a sudden move-
ment of the body, such as is made sometimes when one is falling asleep and
has consciousness enough to know this, and to rouse the will into sufficient
action to prevent it. It was involuntary, still it did not convey the idea of beinp-
spasmodic, in any morbid understanding of the term. She was directed to open
her eyes, to answer questions, &c., but gave not the least evidence of conscious-
ness of anything said. I now proceeded to extract. The os uteri at once
came down again, and much embarrassed the operation, so that I desired Mr
Dwelley to pass his fingers between the shoulders of the forceps and the svm-
physis pubis, and gently press the protruding os uteri upwards. He did so
and thus removed that part from the chance of injury. The extraction was
continued at intervals. Not the smallest complaint was made. The wombwas roused to action, and strong expulsatory efforts were made. The head
advanced, and everything promised well. But at length the head became
again firmly fixed, and this to a degree which prevented its being removed bv“ 1 believed it safe to employ. I removed the forceps. The
eiiects of the ether passed off, but as soon as consciousness returned most
earnest demands were made for more. “Put it to my mouth—I shall faint—
you must”

; in short, all forms of entreaty were made use of to obtain the entire
relief that the ether had produced. She had at first refused to employ it The
ether had now been used up, and a short delay took place while a further sim-
ply was sent for. I perforated the cranium, fixed the hook, and made some
extracting effort. Again was complaint made of the suffering which wa<=! im-
mediately produced by the traction. The repose had been entire since con-

16
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scloiisness had returned. She thought she u-as delivered. Said that she had

sense knew that she was alive, after the sponge was put to her mouth, but that

she had no feeling after, and knew not what had happened. She had pa^&ed

the Tnmosfentire freedom from all pain. She said ^mt there had been

light before her eves, and buzzing in her ears, and that she had been ^h^
^^^orld. The aphonia had entirely disappeared, and her voice was natural

The ether was again applied to the mouth and nose, and \\hen it was ascer-

tained that its full effects were present, extracting effort was made by the hook.

Again did the womb act, and the head advanced. Its progress was very alow.

Much effort w^as demanded to bring the head along. The ether was used sev-

eral times before the labor was over. In fact, she vyas most of the time inspir-

ing the vapor, largely mixed with atmospheric air, for her Pil^o^

clothes were necessarily kept wet with it, from the mode of using it. There

was no accident, or the least untoward circumstance attending the delivery.—

There was no pain—no complaint—no resistance

The limbs were perfectly flaccid, and it was necessary that they should be kept

separate by an assistant, and the whole weight of the upper one was to be sup-

loZd She came to herself soon after the child was born, and again expressed

her entire ignorance as to everything that had been done. The plac^enta was

Separated, £id reached the outlet by the unaided efforts of the womb, and no

hemorrhage followed. A swathe was applied to the abdomen, and the^ patient

made comfortable in her bed. I left soon after, having ascertained that her

vTe vvL as good as it had been for some hours, and that every hing promised

well. It was^impossible to determine what

messure of the head had produced. The bladder had been carefully attended

to and the least possible amount of examination, I w^as told, had been made

during the vvhole attendance on the case. The child had been dead some

^"^Mav 8th, 9, A. M.-I learned that soon after I left, the vyomb expelled from

its cavutv a large mass of coagula, with a gush of liquid blood. Cold was im-

medrately applied to the abdomen, and the flow ceased It was not so great

Ts to affect a^t all her strength, or her pulse. I learned that she had passed an

excellent night, and had slept as tranquilly as if under the kindest influence of

opium. Her pulse was 108, of good strength and v;olume-tongue moist, head

clear and her whole state perfectly comfortable. W e were particularly struck

wflh’ these facts, in the distinct recollection of the long-continued suffering

which a short time before had been endured. She had passed no vv^ater. The

catheter was introduced with great ease, but got clogged with blood in jts pas-

sage, so as to draw very little, if any urine. Mrs. H. said soon after she

felt a strong inclination to pass water, and in making an effort to do-so there

vvas expelled from the vagina a firm coagulum, and immediately after the urine

followed voluntarily, and with perfect relief. Directions were given that the

greatest quiet should be preserved, and sleep encouraged. Liquid farinaceous

‘^‘1tri°M.!9‘^o’clock.-Mrs. H. slept most of yesterday, and less well last

niffht.’ That is, was awake, but comfortable first part of night, slept latter

part.' Pulse now 104. Skin natural. No pain in abd^en, and no tender-

ness on pressure. Urine natural. Somewhat thirsty. Tongue slightly dry.

^^lOth^^lO^^A. M.—Patient very comfortable. Pulse 108. Skin warm.--

Breasts’ dist’ended and painful. Abdomen soft. Two dejections from 3 ij. ol.

ric and as much lemon juice. In all respects doing well.

Remarks.—The ether was applied by a sponge. It vvas very easily applied.

The effect was produced very soon, in about a minute, say after about fourteen

respirations, and when consciousness vvas returning, one or tvyo respirations

were enough to procure insensibility. The room, or the atmosphere about the

rttent“was satiated with ether. Was there not danger of e.xplosion had a

Lndle or lamp been brought into this atmosphere ’ I have heard of expert-
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merits which were designed to prove that this fear is groundless. I have notseen them, and should be unwilling to act in accordance with them. In theknowledge that equal parts of the vapor of ether and atmospheric air, produce
hydrogen and oxygen, he who uses ether at nighthould be most cautious to keep a lighted candle or lamp at a distance from the

patient. As our midvvifery arrangements so frequently occur at night, thismay sometimes bean inconvenience. We cannot examine the pulse or thecountenance during the use of ether, which it is very desirable to do. But we

the gaf^^
opportunity, than incur the least risk of the explosion of

fi f u m i

^ ^ supervention of puerperal fever. But this resultwill hardly be ascribed to the ether used, or be made an objection to its use

wro^^nowf/'^th-® fT'm everybody
. ,

,
knows anything of the disease, must be aware how readily it extends

Itself /rom patient to patient, especially in hospitals. It is said^that thl is
especially true of the hospitals in Paris. I have not in memory a case of instru-mental labor of so much severity as this above reported, from which recovery

Tppnllp
‘"ofP^ete, and in which suffering was so slight. I do no^pco lect that a complaint was made of any suffering, from the time of theinhalation to the day on which I made my last visit

Not only in Paris, but in Edinburgh also, has this method been tried in labor

t^P
more indebted than to Dr. Simpson, Professor in^e Edinbuigh University, on this behalf. I quote from Forbes’s Medical

No-’ leading authority in medical literature in Europethe following on the subject. I do it for the facts to^which it refers and
fhp^amp^

oaution with which the information is accompanied. Fromthe same Review I make an extract which represents the opinion of Duboiswith an important remark from the reviewer.
*

received from Edinburgh, dated the22d of March, Dr Simpson states that he had, up to that date, used etheriL-tion some forty or fifty times, with the most perfect safety and success Weunderstand that he has kept it up for hours~m one woman four, in another six

w^nlpTi'^^^fT
ya-ijing above ten or twelve beats during thewhole tune, the mother in both cases recovering perfectly, and both of courseastonished at being delivered without being aware of it. We believe that Dr’SimpsoM, m making these statements, still inculcates caution in the use of thenew means

;
justly regarding all his own trials hitherto, bold as they are asmerely experimental, and as only first fruits which, however delightfuT ^nd

CvesT’^’ Tlet
harbingers of an abundant and a thol^^some

Forbes 'm D F » i? 5 "'"'1

favor of the employment ofether in midwifery, alihoii^h he admits that he has seen no ill effecfs that hecould, with certainty, attribute to it. He thinks, ‘ that it should be restrainedto a very limited number of cases, the nature of which ulterior experience willbetter allow us to determine. He, however, confesses that the Result of tLcases he has treated in this manner, has lessened Ihe fears with which herS Professor and the Baron_thedoughty champions and learned representatives of the obstetrics of Paris nnHEdinburgh-to fight the battle between them. Time at lea^^^^^
determine which of the two is in the right. We are disnosed to hpllpvp
neither is absolutely so

; and that here, as in many other^^nstances of Hashopinions, the truth lies between.” Ih. p. 569.
^ instances of clashing

the womb in the above case, in the absence of all voluntarvagency, was very striking. Not only was there natural expulsatorv efforf

usud
® ‘he effort was marked occLionally bf itssual audible expression, the bearing down which is so well known.^ /was
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reminded of this effort during insensibility, by a case of
P™’’PThe

convulsions, which came under my notice the day after the above «3se. The

organic effort, in the entire abolition of voluntary *

have known the child bom by this organic agency, without the least apparent

consciousness of the event on the part of the mother at the time, or memory of

it afterwards. In this fact, established by so many, and so varied observations

at home and abroad—in this fact of efficient uterine action,

known agent, ether, and the use of which has thus far been so safe, and the

application and modus operandi of which, a wider 7''*
5“to“.he®trme

more to determine—may we not in these facts look with confidence to the t me

when labor will be accomplished with an ease, a freedom from suffering, quite

as great as has hitherto been the pain which has accompanied it, and which

has been regarded as its necessary condition ?
,

P S —In a subsequent No. of the Boston Journal, Dr. Channing

reports a case of Laborious Labour in ^vhich the ether was used Mnth

perfect success.
^

3._-T/ie National Medical Association.

It appears that this august sssemblage of the Representatives of the*

Medical Profession of the United States met in Philadelphia, on the 5th

of May last, according to previous adjournment, and went through their

proceedings with becoming dignity, harmony and ability. We have not

vet had the pleasure of receiving a copy of their report, but as it will

probably be too long for insertion in our Journal, we furnish our readers

the followdng interesting summary, taken from a Supplement to the

Medical News and Library, and the names of the members of the

standing committees, taken from the Medical Examiner. We aie

pleased to find the Transactions of the Convention spoken of by the

Northern Journals, several of whose editors were present, in the most

complimentary manner. They contain some of the reports of the late

standing committees, which are certainly very creditable. D'juust

necessarily require some time to develope the full influences of this

great Medical Society. Each meeting will doubtless be attended with

increasing interest, and we do not despair of seeing the most beneficial

results spring from their deliberations. In a future number we may say

something about the reports of the late committees.

“ The National Medical Convention held its sessions in Philadelphia on the

5th, 6th, and 7th of May, in the magnificent hall
fwlntv

Sciences. The number of delegates appointed was three hundred and twe y,

of whom two hundred and thirty-three were in attendance, and every ^t^e
^

Union was represented, except Maine, Alabama, Arkansas, Iowa, Florida,

Texas and North Carolina. ... r

Dr Isaac, Hays of Philadelphia, chairman of the committee of arrangements,

on the part of the Philadelphia delegation, opened the proceedings with a few

remarks, in which he welcomed the delegates to the

the pleasure which his delegation experienced m receiving the

convention as their guests. He then propo^d for the purposes ^

organization, that Dr. J. Knight, of New Haven, who presided witk so

much dignity, ability and impartiality at the last convention, should be appointed

chairman, which nomination was unanimously confirmed.

Dr. Arnold, of Georgia, and Dr. Stille, were then appointed Secretaries

A committee was appointed to examine the credentials of
,

committee have reported—a committee of one from each State was appoii^ed

to nominate officers^of the convention. This last commute reported the names
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of the following gentlemen, as’ permanent officers of the Convention ; Dr. J.

Knight, of Connecticut, President; Alexander H. Stevens, of New York,
George B. Wood, of Philadelphia, A. H. Buchanan, of Tennessee, John
Harrison, of Louisiana, Vice Presicfents

;
R. D. Arnold, of Georgia, A. Stille,

of Philadelphia, F. C. Stewart, of New York, Secretaries.
The Convention unanimously agreed to the nominations.
The Convention being organized and ready for business, a motion was

made that medical gentlemen who. might be present from States not represented,
be authorized to take seats in the Convention

;
and that members of the medical

staff in the army and navy have the same courtesy extended to them, which
was carried by acclamation.
The report of the committee appointed at the last Convention,’ to report a

plan of organization for a Nation^ Medical Association, was called up and
read. On a subsequent day, the plan, after much discussion, was adopted.

—

The name of the society^ is “The American Medical Association.”
The members to consist of delegates from medical societies, and medical

instiutions to be appointed annually, members by invitation and permanent
members, the latter consisting of those who have served as delegates.
Each local society has the privilege of sending to the association one dele-

gate for every ten of its regular resident members, and one for every additional
fraction of more than half of this number. The faculty of every regularly
constituted medical college or chartered school of medicine, has the privilege of
sending two delegates. The professional staff of every chartered or municipal
hospital containing a hundred inmates or more, has the privilege of sending two
delegates

; and every other permanently organized medical institutipn of good
standing, has the privilege of sending one delegate.

The Members by invitation consist of practitioners of repuUble standing, from
sections of the United States not otherwise represented at the meeting, to
receive their appointment by invitation of the meeting after an introduction
from any of the members present, or from any of the absent permanent mem-
bers. They are to hold their connection with the association until the close of
the annual session at which they are received

;
and be entitled to participate in

all its affairs, as in the case of delegates.

The Permanent Members to consist of all those who have served in the
capacity of delegates, and of such other members as may receive the appoint-
ment by unanimous vote. They may share in the debates, but cannot vote.
The officers are a Presidsnt, four Vice Presidents, two Secretaries and a

Treasurer.

Standing Committees, each composed of seven members, are to be organized
at every annual meeting, for preparing, arranging, and expediting business for
each next ensuing year, and for carrying into effect the orders of the Associa-
tion not otherwise assigned—namely, a Committee on Arrangements, a- Com-
mittee on Medical Sciences, a Committee on Practical Medicine, a Committee
on Surgery, a Committee on Obstetrics, a Committee on Medical Education, a
Committee on Medical Literature, and a Committee on Publication.
No amendment or alteration can be made in the plan of organization,

except at the annual meeting next subsequent to that at which such amend-
ment or alteration may have been proposecjl

; and then only by the voice of
three-fourths of all the members in attendance. ,

Dr. J. H. Grisdom, of| New York, chairman of the committee appointed at
the last meeting, to whom was referred the consideration of the expediency,
and if deemed expedient, the mode of recommending and urging upon the
several State governments the adoption of measures for a registration of the
births, marriages and deaths of their several populations, made a report favora-
ble to the subject, to which was attached a series of resolutions, pointing out
the means by which the desired end can be attained, and an address to the
State governments. The report was accepted, and the resolutions and memo-
rial adopted. The resolutions were as follows : Resolved^
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1 st. That it is expedient for this Convention to recommend to, and urge

upon the various State governments, the adoption of measures for procuring a

Registration of the Births, Marriages and Deaths occurring in their several

populations. # ^ ^ i

2d. That a Standing Committee be appointed by the Convention to take a

general charge of the subject, and report annually to the Convention.

3 d. That the State Medical Societies be requested to assume the duty of

carryino- out the objects embraced in the first resolution; and that in those

States where no organized societies exist, the delegates therefrom in the present

Convention, be charged with the duty for their respective States, and report to

the Standing Committee.

4th. That in procuring the Registration, the forms and nomenclature

adopted should be, as nearly as possible^ similar to those prepared for, and

reported to, the Convention.
. . , ^

5th. That the paper hereto annexed, be adopted as the voice ot the Con-

vention, be printed, and signed 'by its officers, and transmitted under their

direction to all the State governments of the Union.
^

Dr. Robert W. Haxall, Chairman of the Committee appointed at the last

meeting to report a uniform and elevated standard of requirements for the

degree of M. D. for all the Medical Schools in the United States, made a

report urging judicious reform, and enforcing the necessity of clinical instruc-

tion, to which was attached a series of resolutions which were subsequently

amended and adopted as follows :

—

Resolved,

1 st. That it be recommended to all the Colleges to extend the period em-

ployed in lecturing from four to six months.
r m- t»

2d. That no student shall become a candidate for the degree ot ^-.D.

unless he shall have devoted three entire years to the study of medicine,

includino- the time allotted to attendance upon the lectures.

3d. That the candidate shall have attended two full courses of lectures,

that he shall be twentv-one years of age, and in all cases shall produce the

certificate of his preceptor to prove when he commenced his studies.

4th. That the certificate of no preceptor shall be received who is avowedly

and notoriously an irregular practitioner, whether he shall possess the degree

of M. D. or not.
. j •

6th That the several branches of medical education named in the report be

taught in all the Colleges, and that the number of Professors be increased to

S0v0 ri

6th! That it be required of candidates that they shall have steadily devoted

three months to dissections. *

7th. That it is incumbent upon preceptors to avail themselves o\ every

opportunity to impart clinical instruction to their pupils; and that Medical

Colleges require candidates for graduation to show that they have attended on

Hospital practice for one season, whenever it can be accomplished, tor the

advancement of the same end.
,

‘ j- i • 4.-*

8th. That it be suggested to the faculties of the various medical institu-

tions to adopt some efficient measures for ascertaining that their students are

actually in attendance upon their lectures.
.

9th. That it is incumbent on all Schools and Colleges granting diplomas,

fully to carry out the above requisitions.
. j . ^

10th That it be considered the duty of preceptors to advise students to

attend only such institutions as shall rigidly adhere to the recommendations

herein contained.
. ,^^,14. 4

.-

Dr Couper, of Delaware, from the committee appointed at the last meeting,

to whom was referred the subject of a suitable preliminary education, made a

report, concluding with the following resolutions, which were subsequently

adopted : Resolved,
.

^

That this Convention earnestly recommends to members of the rnedical pro-

fession throughout the Uniied States, to satisfy themselves, either by persona
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enquiry or the wrkten certificate of competent persons, before receiving vounu-

I
students, that they are of good moral character, and^at they have acquired a good English education, a knowledge of Natural

Philosophy and the Elementary Mathematical Sciences, includino- Geometryand Algebra, and such an acquaintance, at least, with the Latin^and Greek
languages, as wi l . enable them to appreciate the technical language of medi-
cine, and read and write prescriptions.

^

Resolved, That this Gonvention also recommends to the members of themedical profession of the United States, when they have satisfied themselves
that a young man possesses the qualifications specified in the preceding resolu-
tion, to give him a written certificate, stating that fact, and recording, also, thedate ol his admission as a medical student, to be carried with him as a warrant

studies
medical college, in which he may intend to pursue his

Resolved, That all the medical colleges in the United States be, and theyare hereby recommended and requested to require such a certificate of everystudent of medicine applying for matriculation; and, when publishing 'theirannual lists of graduates, to accompany the name of tlie graduate wfth thename and residence of his preceptor, the name of the latter being clearly anddisUncdy presented as certify the qualification of preliminfry education.Ur. Bell, of Phfiadelphia, from the committee appointed at the last meeting-
to report a code of Medical Ethics for the government of the profession, S’that the report consisted of two parts, viz an introduction, and such a codeas the resolutions called for; the first was not ready at present, but that hewould take a future opportunity to read it, which was subsequently doneUr Hays, from the same committee, presented the code, which, at a subse-quent stage of the proceedings, was adopted.

suuse

On motion of Ur. N. S. Uavis, of New York, it was—
Resolved, That a committee of one from each State represented in theConventiori, be appointed, whose duty it shall be to investigate the indigenousmedical botany of our^ country, paying particular attentions to such plants asare now or may hereafter, during the time of their service, be found to poss’essvaluable medicinal properties, and are not already accurately described^ in thestandard works of our country, and report the same in writing, giving not onlythe botanical and medical description of each, but alsfi the localifies Jhere the^^

Laid on BiTtaMe
^ meeting of the American Medical Association^

Dr. McNaugMon, of Albany, from the committee, to whom had been referredthe resolution offered at the last Convention, which states, “ That the union nfthe business of Teaching and Licensing in the same hand’s, is wrong inTrLu
pie and liable to great abuse in practice. Instead of conferring the rm-ht tolicense on Medical Colleges, and State and County Medical Sociefies, it should

^o'^Posed in fair proportion of repre-sentatives from Its Medical Colleges, and the profession at large, and the nav

IWrTiTfi
as examiners, should in no degree depend on the numbSicensed b} them, made a report in reference to the subjecl, mainly sustainino-the above resolution This report, however,, states that the commfttee do notdesire to say, that the union referred to is wrong in the objectionableconduct, which may have occurred, is, in their opinion,^attributable trsomeer cause. The committee in all other respects express their accordancewith the sentiments contained in the resolution. The report and the accompanying resolutions were ordered to be printed.

^ accom-

from the same committee, also submitted amajority report and m opposition to a change in the present order of thing-s

checks be p^ut

- education, to
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Dr Griscom of New York, from the committee to prepare a nomenclature

of diseases adapted to the United States, having reference to a general reps-

tration of deaths, made a report conUming some interesting

statistical information in regard to various diseases, and concluded with a

deserved tribute of praise to Mr. Lemuel Shattuck, of Boston, who drew up the

rPDort The report was ordered to be printed.
, i

On motion of Dr. Pierce, of Maryland, the following resolution was adopted

:

That the members of this convention be requested to ^certain, as far as

may be practicable, and report to the next annual "J^eting, the number of

practitioners of medicine in their respective States, designating the number

who may have received a diploma from a Medical College, the number who

may haL been licensed by a Medical Society, and the number who practice

medicine without any authority whatever.
^

<

On motion of Dr. J. V. C. Smith, of Boston, it was
. onrt

• Resolved, That the thanks of this Convention are due to the officers and

directors of the various institutions, who have politely invited the members

to visit them at their own convenience—to the committee of reception and

arrantrements, on behalf of the Philadelphia delegation, for the spacious and

elegaSt accommodations provided-and to the whole medical profession of the

city, for the marked kindness, personal attention, and generous hospitality

which have characterized their intercourse with this body since the commence-

ment of its deliberations—and to the Academy of Natural Sciences for the use

It was Resolved, on motion of Dr. Garvin, that the thanks oP the committee

be presented to its officers, for the very efficient manner in which they have

discharged the onerous duties imposed upon them.

On motion of Dr. F. C. Stewart, of New York, it was then
,

Resolved, That all unfinished business be referred to the American Medical

Association about to be organized.

Resolved, That this convention, do now resolve itself into the American

Medical Association,” and that the officers of the convention continue to act as

officers of the association until others are appointed.

A committee was then appointed, consisting of one member from each

State, to nominate officers for the American Association; this com^^^^^^^^^

reported the names of the following gentlemen, as officers of the National

Medical Association.”

Dr. Nathaniel Chapman, Penn., President. v i n,.

Dr J. Knight, of New Haven, A. H. Stevens, of New York, Dr. Moultrie,

of South Carolina, Dr. Buchanan, of Tennessee‘ Vice Presidents.

Drs. Stille, of Philadelphia, and Dunbar, of Baltimore, Secretaries.

Dr. I. Hays, of Philadelphia, Treasurer.
^ , i r j .

On ballot these gentlemen were declared unanimously elected to their

several offices, as above mentioned.
, -j ...

A committee was then appointed, to wait on the President elect, and info

This^committee introduced Dr. Chapman, and escorted him to the Presi-

dential seat. On taking which, he made some feeling remarks. He said he

could find no language to express the depth of his gratitude. It had often been

his good fortune during his professional life to have been complimented in

samI manner, though^ot in the «ame degree. This was, he confe^^^^^

incompetency to serve the Association as he could desire He said he loved

his profession, and should be ungrateful if he did not : whatever he possessed

in his life, had been bestowed by its favors ;
when he forgot it, or ^^erted i

and its disciples, he remarked with great emphasis may Almighty God forget

and desert me. He desired that the association should be per^iaded of h^

ardent wishes for the cause, and that his most strenuous eflforts

unceasingly directed to advance the dignity of the profession, and extend its

usefulness.
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NEW ORLEANS, JULY 1, 1847.

OUR FOURTH VOLUME.

With this number we commence a new volume of our

more than three years we. have labored unremittingly to establish and

maintaira Medical Journal in the city of New Orleans, where none

existed when we undertook the task ;
nor indeed was tlieie one in ope-

ration throughout the whole Southern States at the
.

commenced ours, two able cotemporaries have appeared on th,. field,

and done oood service. We hope and trust they have received a more

substantial reward for their laJtors than has fallen to our

may be said to consist alone in the consciousness of

thine useful for the medical profession and the good people of the South.

sS.stbsolutelythe fact Is to ourselves; we barely receive enmtgh

annually to defray the expense of publication, and we make the state-

Tut not for the purpoL of lauding our own sacrifices of time and

labor but to remind some of our subscribers that tney should not take

offend at bein. called on for the amount of subscription. On review-

Lrthe labors°of the past yeaiy we have 1^™ our
no1 Derformed the duties assumed, with more ability. We return our

m-lteful acknowledgments to those kind friends who have signified their

Approbation of our humble efforts, and especially to those wlwhace^aided

ns with their pens. We have never set ourselves up, m our editoiial

Tapac ty, rbe^tcacAers or rulers in the profession ;
our higyst aspira-

te ha^s been to establish a medium of intercommunication through

Xch"L physicians of the South should be kept advised o the pro-

gress of medical science, and likewise make known the results of then

Awn observation and experience. As to the importance of the commu-

nications which have appeared in this Journal, it is not proper for us to

Teak • but if we may be permitted to judge by the respectful attention

rfl-ve attracted Abroad, we may at least they hav. not

hela discreditable to their authors. Vie have ever belieted that h

resvectabilitii of a Medical Journal must depend upon the amount and

importance of its original matter. Under this impression, we hayfe made

tTpoint all communications that we deemed worthy The le-

lit hafbeen that, owing to our contracted limits, but a brief space has

reen allowed us for quotations. We trust that in this will be found a

satisfactory apology for our apparent oversight of the numerous valuable

ralers vlich liavfappeared among our respected American cotemno a-

S Ifvlhad mme space, it would afford us much pleasure to

the science.
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cT?
friends, particularly those connected with the Hospitals

ol New Orleans, we feel that we have a right to look for aid, for they
can but be interested in the success of their own—their only Medi-
calJoLirnal. 1 o our colaborators generally, and especially our oblig-
ing correspondents the health of the country, we return thanks for
their generous assistance and beg a continuance of their favors.

ne woi^ to the Medical Societies of New Orleans, two of which
in successful operation for several years—we should be

d I n"f concisely drawn up
;
and are confi-

. f
“ "««'<’ doubtless

leo-e t ‘I'cir deliberations. Our Medical Col-

uif and
a commanding position in this great empori-

,
and hate the power to do the community much service and them-

bec''oL"?,o?
’

r""*’
perform their duties. New Orleans mustbecome not only a prominent seat of medical learning, but the focus of

DomdlrnT^
™®d‘cal and surgical practice to a vast and densly

feso rc^
country around. It combines all the necessary facilities and

lomnent
’ required but talent and energy for their deve-

hehrof ;
tello'v-laborers who at present occupy the

wplivl determination, lest

rnti .
•

oui^^elves outstripped and suj)erseded by the rising gene-ratmn impelled by the irresistible spirit of progress and reform.^
®

ofm, “le fourth volume

Chile nine ’ r <=“'ducted the work on the prin-

the rcronirer'^
at ns starting, and assuring our readers that withthen co-operation it shall continue to be sustained.

HEALTH OF THE CITY.
pi'psents a singular spectacle at the present time. Whilstly one ot its hospitals is full to overflowing, and several additionalhouses have been appropriated to hospitaf p,Eposes, we llure o.m

rear I "d’'' h’
‘^^^ree of health at this season of theyea,, indeed, as is customary, there is less sickness among them nowthan on the 1st of May, wlien we last went to press. Sickness gene •

rally decreases here as the summer advances, unless yellow fevel- becomes epidemic; and, with the exception of this occaLnal visitation

htalthT?®’’
“'® prevailing opinion abroad, is always the’healthiest season of the year in New Orleans. Whence then the hosto invalids iiow crowding our hospitals ? It consists of Foreign Immi

froTthflf^f discharged soldiers ^turning

fmilled 1 oT " 1 wretchesfnt: outy ombmed honors of a long sea voyage, ship fever and hnwolcomplaints, ever seen. The poor Volunteers exhausted by the hmdshTns

and endearments of /ro«, a’nd voluntarily saeSed L r^^i :e:T/d?fence of thmr country’s honor. Poor fellLs 1 how little d d ry knon
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of the hardships and dangers to be incurred, when they embarked in the

enterprise. But it would have been all the same if they had been fully

acquainted ;
for the American heart, excited by patriotism and the thirst

for distinction, quails at no danger, whether present or prospective. W e

believe the U. S. Medical Purveyor at this place. Dr. McCormick, is aoing

every thing in his power for the sick and wounded soldiers who arrive

here ;
butfas we stated before, the Charity Hospita and all the private

Infirmaries are now as full as they can hold and if they continue to

airive by the hundred, as they have recently, additional private Infirma-

ries will have to be erected. The most of the invalids arriving froin

the seat of war are worn out with typhoid fever and chronic bowel

complaints. Many perish on their passage oyer the Gulf

and many barely live to reach their country s shores, \yhere the) p.efei

beino- buried, to leaving their remains on a hostile and Foreign strand.

The arrival of such large numbers of Foreign Immigrants in a dis-

eased ‘^tate, is a subject of grave importance for the consideration ot our

Muntipal authorities. do not think it likely that the diseases with

which they are inflicted will be spread amongst our citizens, though

such a thing is by no means impossible ;
nor are we without examples

of several inmates of the Charity Hospital having contracted the sh^

fever there. But as matters are going on, this large Institution may be

completely monopolized by Foreigners ;
and in case ot an epidemic,

our own poor will be totally excluded from its benefits. It occurs to us

that they should either at once be sent up to the great West, oi there

should be established, beyond the precincts of the city, a hospital for

their special accommodation. They are fellow-heings, and we cannot

see them perish in our streets ;
though, from the present prospects, it is

probable the benevolence and generosity of our citizens will be hea\ily

taxed before the summer is over. We understand that a number of our

benevolent fellow-citizens have already united under the name of the

-Irish Immigrant Society," and have established one or more hospitals m
the upper part of the city, for the relief of these unfortunate beings. This

is very commendable, and we hope to see the example followed m other

instances; but we think these infirmaries should be located m retired

and open places, lest they become focuses of infection to the suiround-

ino- neiirhborhoods. The miserable objects of poverty and affliction have

otter efaims upon the better classes of society than those of mere bene-

volence and charity; they bear along with them the seeds of deduc-

tion, which, after ripening and devastating their ranks, spread abroad

through the community and involve all in common ruin. It is, there-

fore, the interest of the rich to take care of the poor ; and they mus see

them xvell provided for if they would hope or deserve to escape then

^^'^The prevalent diseases among our own citizens since our last date,

have been diarrhcEa, dysentery, measles, intermittent and

fevers, bronchitis, hooping-cough and the like. Dunng the hottest day

in June there were several deaths from sunstroke. We have seen more

obstinate cases of bronchitis this year than we ever witnessed before.

There has been no case of yellow fever. By reference to the list

^
interments furnished by the Secretary of the Board of

seen that opr mortality is unusually great for the season ,
yet we ha
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said enough to account for it, and to show that it is not inconsistent with
our remark, that there is but Jittie sickness amongst our citizens proper.
Our city continues crowded with people, notwithstanding the business
season is nearly at a close. However, owing to the peculiar state of
the cotton market, the business season will probably be extended much
later this year than customary. Among those who are detained beyond
their usual tirtie of departure, uneasiness begins to be felt, and we hear
many enquiries about yellow fever. Dame Rumour now and then
quickens their curiosity by reporting the existence of a case, handed
perhaps through some half a dozen mouths; but we do not see the
least cause for alarm as yet. We learn that the Vomito is raging
severely at Vera Cruz

;
but notwitstanding the frequent intercourse now

existing between this place and that, hardly a week passing without one
or two arrivals, no cases have been brought to this city. Convalescents
from yellow fever are beginning to arrive here. We shall have, this

year, a raj-e opportunity of testing the question of the iransmissibiliiy of
yellow fever

;
and we do hope that every physician in the city will feel

it incumbent upon him to note carefully every fact bearing on the point,
that may come within his view. Much is expected from the vigilance
of the Board of Health, and it appears the members are duly on the qui
vice.

The weather since we last wrote has been very variable
; during the

most of May it was rather cool, but since the commencement of June
we have had some very hot days. (See the abstract from Mr. Lillie’s
Meteorological Journal.)

The River. The extraordinary rise mentioned in our last number
continued at this place until about the 20th of xMay, when the river began
to fail and has continued to recede until it is now very low for the sea-
son. About the 15th of May, there was a crevasse at the town of
Algiers, immediately opposite this city. The water poured over in im-
mense torrents, and was only arrested after four or five days, by extra-
ordinary exertions, aided by the falling of the river, which occurred
most opportunely. We have thus touched upon all the points which we
deem of interest in relation to the health of the city. We hear the
usual prophecies and auguries in regard to coming events, but as we do
not pretend to any degree of prescience, we content ourselves with
noting facts, which may prove useful for future reference.

HEALTH OF THE COUNTRY.
As far as we have been able to learn, the general health of the

Southern country is very good. We return thanks to our obliging cor-
respondents for the following letters, and would respectfully requesUhem
to extend their observations as far as they conveniently can beyond the
bounds of their own immediate practice.

Montgomery, Ala., June 15th, 1847.
Gentlemen Below is our list of cases from the 10th of April, to

the 9th of June, inclusive, made up from the sources before mentioned.
Abscess 2, Aptha (infant.) 1, Angina (diptheretic) 1, Bronchitis

(acute) 19, do. (chronic) 1, Catarrh 2, Cholera Morbus 7, Colic 6,
Cystitis (sub-acute) 1, Croup (spasmodic) 1, Carcinoma (of mam.) l]
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Dirt-eating 1, Dyspepsia 2, Dysentery (acute) 21, Diarrhoea (acute)

21, do. Chronic 3, Difficult Dentition io. Dislocation (simp, of clavicle)

1, do. (comp’d, of ankle) 1, Erythema papuDtum 2, Enteritis (acute) 3,

do. (chronic) 1, Epilepsy 1, Engorgement of cervix uteri 2, do. (with

ulceration) 1, Fissure of Anus 1, Furunculus 1, Fistula in Ano 1, Frac-

tiire (simple of thigh) 1, do. (comp’d, of leg) 1, Foreign Body in

Trachea 1, do. in oesphagus 1, do. in Ear 1, Fever Int. 20, do. Remit.

34, do. Remit. Infantile 12, do. Ephemeral 4, Gonorrhoea 5, Glossitis 1,

Gastro-enteritis 1, Gastritis (acute) 2, do. chronic 1, Hernia (Inguinal

reducible) 2, Hydrocephalus (acute) 2, Hemorrhage (uterine) 2, do.

(Pulmonary) 2, Injury of Head 2, Iiffiammation of mamma 1, Leucor-

rhoea (vaginal) 1, Menorrhagia 1, Masturbation 1, Neuralgia 12, Ne-

crosis 1, Opthalmia (catarrhal) 2, Otitis 1, Orchitis 3, Prolapsus uteri 1,

Pneumonia (acute) 5, Psoriasis (palmous) 1, Paronychea 3, Paralasys

3, Peritonitis (acute) 2, Parotitis .5, Rubeola 31, Rheumatism (acute) 1,

do. (chronic) 1, Scabies 3, Syphilis (prim.) 3, do. (second..) 3, Sup-

pression of Catamenia 3, Strophulus confertus 1, Stribismus 1, Stricture

of urethra 2, Spinitis 1, Synovitis 1, Tumour (fatty) 1, Tonsilitis 5,

Ulcer (on leg) 1, Urticaria 3, Varicella 4, Vertigo 1, Worms 4, Wounds
Incised 2, do. Punctured 4, do. Lacerated 1, Gun-shot 3.

'

111 all there were 333 cases, and 9 deaths. To wit two from In-

fantile Remittent Fever, two from Acute Hydrocephalus, one from Acute

Gastro-enteritis, one from Rubeola, one from Colic, one from Acute

Dysentery, and one from a Gun-shot wound.
Very respectfully,

Vv. M. B.

Me:mphis, June 10th, 1847.

GE^'TLEME^' :—Having been absent from home part of the time, the

following report of cases is not so full as it otherwise would have been.

It is however furnished as the best exhibit' of the character and relative

proportion of the different diseases in the past two months.

Cases .—Abscess 4, Asthma 1, Abortion 1, Aracno-spinitis, 1, Bron-

chitis 5, Burn 2, Convulsions (infantile) 3, (epileptic) 2, Colic 8, Cholera-

morbus 3, Cholera-infantura 13, Cynanche Tonsilaris, 3, Cystitis (chronic)

1, Dysentery 19, Dysenteric-diarrhoea 4, Diarrhoea 33, Dysmenorrhoea

1, Dislocation (elbow joint) 1, Dropsy (general) 3, Dyspepsia 4, Endo-

carditis, 1, Fever (intermittent) 11, (remittent) 31,4^onorrhoea 2, Gastro-

enteritis (chronic) 5, (acute) 2, Gastritis (chronic) 2, Hemoptysis 3,

Hysteria 3, Hemorrhoids 2. Hydrocephalus 1, Hydrocele 1, Hernia

(inguinal) 1, Hepatitis (acute) 1, Jaundice 1, Leucorrhea 3, Mania-a-

potu (complicated with convulsions) 1, (with pleuro-pneumonia) 2,

Menorrhagia 3, Neuralgia 3, ophthalmia (acute) 2, (chronic) 1, Orchitis

1, Pleurisy 19, Pneumonia 8, Phthisis 3, Porturition (natural) 6, (tedious)

2, (convulsions requiring delivery with forceps) 1, Puerperal peritonitis

1, Purtusis 4, Parotitis 2, Rheumatism 4, Rubeola 30, Rabid Dog Bite 1,

Syphilis 1, Spinal irritation 1, Splenitis (acute) 1, Tumor (adipos.)

excised 1, Tabes-mesenterica 1, Urticaria 2, ^ aricella 1, Vicarious

menstruation 2, Wounds (gun-shot) 2, (incised) 5, (lacerated) 4.

Making in all 301 cases.
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Out ol these 12 deaths occurred, viz. 1 of Infantile convulsions, 3 of
Dysenteric-diarrhoea, 1 of Diarrhoea, 1 of Gastro-enteritis (acute,) 1

Hydrocephalus, 1 of Mania-a-potu (complicated with pleuro-pneumo-
nia,) 1 ofPhthisis, 1 ofPuerperal entero-peritonitis—the entero-peritonitis
produced by premature delivery, and in twelve days afterwards death,—

1

of Tabes-mesenterica, 1 of Pneumonia.
Dysentery has been more common than usual during the spring

months.
^ ^

^

In its treatment in the last few weeks, after bleeding when the con-
dition of the patient and the stage of the disease would admit of it, I have
found an equal mixtui’e in bulk of calc, magnesia, lac. sulphur,

, super
tart, potassse and pulv. rosin, given in doses of one to two teaspoonfuls
every two hours until it operated fi'eely on the binvels, then followed by
an opiate, to arrest the mucous and bloody discharges, and by its repeti*
tion in the same way when necessary, from a return of similar dis"
charges, to cure the disease more promptly and certainly than any other
practice.

Jeanerette’s, St. Mary, La,, June 15th, 1847.

3Iessrs. Editors:—As usual at this season of the year, this section of
country is healthy, with the exception of the prevalence ol the measles
at numerous points throughout this and some of the adjacent parishes.
Phe cases that have fallen under my observation have been accompanied
by a higher grade of febrile symptoms than I had usually met with, but
so far as I have learned, little fatality has attended the epidemic.

I think I have seen more trouble among children this Spring, during
the process of dentition than heretofore. Infantile diarrhoeas have been
prevalent in this vicinity.

Respectfully your ob’dt. servant,

J. B. D.

WooDviLLE, (Miss.,) IGth June, 1847.

Gentlemen -I regret that I have to apologise for my long silence,
but my excuse is a paucity of any thing worthy of notice in this section.
At this time I have little to state. The people have been exempt from
diseases during the winter, and the spring has, not produced any, with
the exception of a few cases of diarrhoea and dysentery. This has
been, generally, of so trivial a character, as to be manageable by the
ordinary means, lasting from four to eight days. The number of deaths
in the county for the last six months have been few.

A case of cerehritis and hydrocephalus in a male negro child, five
months old, came under rny care in April. I was informed the nurse
had let it fall some two weeks l/efore, but no symptom arose therefrom
at the time to attract attention. It had some fever

;
moaned in its

sleep
;
was averse to any motion

;
held its neck rigid

; bowels torpid
;

but good appetite. Cathartics brought away green discharges. The
most prominent symptoms, however, were given by the respiratory ap-
paratus

;
wheezing, cough, strangling and discharges from the nose.

The case presented more the appearance of laryngismus stridulus, or
cerebral croup, until thirty-six hours before death, when it was seized
with convulsions, which unmasked the case, though too late.
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Post n^rtern .—The stomach and bowels pale and containing very

little of any thing. Other abdominal viscera quite healthy. Thoracic

viscera gave no sign of any lesion, more than a small patch of bloody

engorgement at the lower tip of the left lung, (which, however, I attii-

butedlo post mortem influences) and a slightly increased quantity of

serum in the pericardial sac.

Head.— The sutures were all open from one extremity to the other.

On opening the cranium and exposing the dura mater, this membrane

was found coated nearly all over with a thick coat of cheesy pus, which

was so consistent as to be pared off in large flakes. The convolutions

of the brain were nearly obliterated. On attempting to separate the

hemispheres, they ruptured suddenly from a slight touch, and about

three gills of serum flowed out, when the brain collapsed and left the

cranium nearly half unoccupied. The entire brain was so much dis-

organised and softened that no examination of its compartments was

attempted
;

it was nearly of the consistence of mush or soft butter.

This case is worthy of notice from the indefiniteness of its symptoms*

The brain was diseased, but the lungs first gave any sign of disease.

The child’s holding its neck rigid, made me suppose that some of the

cervical vertebrae and muscles had been injured or made tender by the

fall it had suffered.

In May, I had a case of morbus coerideus in a well developed primi-

para male child at full term. I tried the plan suggested by Professor

Meigs, of placing it on its right side, inclined at an angle of thirty

degrees. This seemed to be of some slight benefit to it and the blue-

ness disappeared for a time, but returned at irregular intervals, accom-

panied with convulsions and coma. It lived about twenty-eight hours,

when it became blue, was seized with a slight convulsion, and died

very suddenly. The child never cried out stoutly during the whole

time, but merely whined and moaned.

As I have usually given a short report of the seasons and weather

heretofore, I will append the following :—The spring has been cool and

rather dry. Thermometer ranged, at 10 a. m. from 60° to 79°, and at

3 p. M. from 64° to 83°, during the month of April—wind principally

from s. s. w.—rain only on 4 days in the month. May was ushered in

by a smart tornado on the night of the 1st, which blew down several

houses, both great and small, crippled some negroes and prostrated

much timber. It ranged from s. w. to n. e., and was attended with

lightning, thunder and rain, and hail in some places, succeeded by

some cold days. Thermometer at 10 a. m. ranged from 60° to 82°
;

at 3 p. M. from 66° to 83°—wind from all points—rain on 6 days.

June entered with heavy rain. Thermometer at 10 a. m. from 78° to

84°
;

at 3 p. m. from 80° to 89°—rain on 5 days—wind mostly s.

Yours, &;c.

SICKNESS IN THE U. S. ARMY IN MEXICO.

We have made repeated requests of the medical officers of the Ar-

my of Invasion,” to keep us informed as to the sickness and surgical

operations that come under their observation, but as yet we have not

been favored with any detailed accounts for publication. Our cotempo-

raries at New York and Saint Louis, it seems, have been more fortu-
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iiate, and have given us very interesting papers from Surgeons Jarvis
and Johnson. We have some idea of the arduous duties which devolve
upon surgeons engaged with an army in active service, but they owe it
to themselves and to their profession to make known the amount of toil,
hardship and danger they undergo, that they may come in for a due
share of whatever honor and fame may be achieved. Military com-
manders are m reality the trumpeters of their own fame. Their re-
ports are devoured with eagerness by their admiring countrymen, and
their chivalrous deeds are heralded throughout the world. To them
belongs the direction of the fierce and bloody conflict! they lead on
the armed hosts, fired with the maddening thirst of fame or vengeance,
unto the very jaws of death. But when the strife is ended and the bat-
tie-field IS strown with the mutilated bodies of the wounded and dead

;when the strong arm becomes powerless and the manly form is pros-
trate on the dust

; when the vital energies are failing fast and the mind
reverts to the beloved scenes of distant kindred and home

;
to whom in

that dark and trying hour does the poor soldier look for succour and
relief It is to the Surgeon. He alone can staunch the bleeding
wound and arrest the unfinished work of destruction. By his know-
ledge and skill much suffering is prevented and many valuable lives
are saved. Nor, in the pursuit of his peculiar duties, is the Surgeon
secure from the dangers of the battle-field. He may often be seen
ministering to the wounded within range of the deadly cannon and
amidst showers of musket balls. But the horrors of war are by
no means confined to the battle-field: the diseases incident to camp-
hie, exposure to the inclemencies of the weather, the long and exhauslmg march, the rude diet and rough nursing, go largely to make up the
catalogue of miseries. It has been ascertained that the killed in battle
constitute but a small portion of all who perish in active military ser-
vice. Under all* the calamities just enumerated, the Surgeon is con-
stantly called upon. Indeed his duties are incessant

;

and whether thearmy be at rest, or on the fatiguing march
; whether chafed by inglori-

ous inactivity, or stirred by the exciting call “to arms,” he knows no
rest. His deeds are not emblazoned With the pomp of military fame •

pt they are not the less important on that account. The General
Surgeon has to combat

Jar moreformidable enemy within the camp. We beo-
pardon foryaving wandered from Our theme, but our sympathies are
deeply enlisted in behalf of our brethren, the Medical Staff of the Army, whose important services, we believe, are not properly appreciated
by Government, and we have therefore taken the liberty ofWinu ex
pression to these reflections. It is true, their services generally com-mand an honorable though brief notice in the army reports : but this
is not enough

; the world should be better informed as to their priva-
tions, their toils, their exposures to danger, and their personal sacrifices.

1

Health of the Army in Mexico. We
learn that bu little sickness prevails at present among the troops underGeneral Taylor s command. The ill-fated 2d regiment Mississippi Vo-
lunteers, which was so heavily afflicted as it passed through this dty in

got high up on the Rio Grande,When, to cap the climax, small pox made its appearance amongst them
18
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and committed frightiul ravages. Dr. T. N. Love, Surpon of the re-

ciment, writes us as follows

“

Camp near Monterey, May 10th .

“ I have had a hard time with small pox—over a hundred cases, incl

in<r varioloid. We are getting nearly through with it-only about 2o

ca'ses of it in hospital at this time, and nearly all of thern convalescent.

We have had only two new cases within six days. \ accmation has

put a stop to it. The general health is improving, have had two

Lses similar, in fact, the very same disease '’’ai

Orleans. They were produced by exposure and imprudence both

'’^ifto^General Scott’s division, we hear of nothing but the ordinary

camp diseases, dysentery, diarrhoea, intermittent and typhoid fevers, be-

yond^ Vera Cruz. The main body is doubtless m a very healthy region

on the table lands. Yellow fever appears to be raging pretty severely

at Vera Cruz. We had the pleasure of conversing vyith Dr. 1 udoi,

of this city, who has lately been in service at the latter place. He gave

us an interesting account of the diseases, but we ^
at present with the following communication, obligingly fuii i^s.ied by

Dr.^McCormick, who, from his position as medical purveyor of the aimy,

has the best opportunities for obtaining information

:

New Orlea>^s, June 22, 1847.

Ge^s-tlemex:—

A

t your request I furnish the following information

in relation to the sick and wounded of the- army :
. ,

On the 16th inst. the steam ship Massachusetts arrived fiom \era

Cruz, having on board one hundred and sixty-three sick from the army.

On the 21st, the steamer James L. Day arrived, having on board one

hundred and twenty sick men, also from the army and \ era Cruz.

The military hospital at the barracks being nearly full as many ot

the men were received there as Surgeon R. C. Wood deemed it proper

to take in, with a view to their proper comfort and accommodatiom

The balance were placed in Dr. Luzenberg s, and Stone,

Carpenter’s hospital, and after those two hospitals had been filled, about

thirty-nine were sent to the Charity Hospital, where they were receiv-

ed and made as comfortable as possible.
CtPo TT

In relation to the yellow fever at \ era Cruz, Dr. Laub, of the U. S.

Army says :
“ We have a great many sick

;
and our list inci^asing

among them some cases ofyellow fever, though as yet it cannot be said

to hale become epidemic. No doubt, hou;ever, m a short t.me we

shall have it in all its virulence, at Rast if the accounts given of it by

many here are to be depended on.”
_

Dr Barton, U. S. A. says :
“ Vomito increasing—but exactly what

we are accustomed to in New Orleans—its type in some instances

Dr! Barnes, who was employed and went from this city to Vera Cruz

to assist in the military hospital, says ;
“ The yellow

f

a considerable extent in Dr. Porter’s hospital. There are ^bont 3o0 m

it and in Dr. Laub’s, of the 1st infantry, and some 82 quaitermastei

men. But it has not the malignancy I was led to expect it would pi -

sent here. The most of the cases I have seen, present more the ap-

pearance of remittent than of yellow fever, and 'vej'e >t

hilliant and red appearance of the eye, and above all the termination
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of the cases in black vomit, it would be thought, in the country, remittent
fever. They either run their course with great rapidity of the symp-
toms, or improve. I have seen but few of that typhoid form which was
^en last summer in nearly all of the patients suffering from it in the
Charity Hospital, and in which it was almost universally fatal. The
fever is very high for the first 24 or 36 hours

;
a remission then takes

place of variable degree and duration, and mounts up again, and again
remits, until the 5th or 8th day, when the patient either throws up black
vomit, or is left in a state of great exhaustion, free of fever and conva-
lesces slowly. The fatality has not been more than one in twenty.
Ihe treatment most successful, you will be pleased to learn, coincides
with your ideas as regards fever. The favorite practice with Drs.
Porter and Laub, has been qainine and mercurials, and their prefer-
ence has determined their juniors to adopt the same plan, and I have
no doubt has a great deal to do with the favorable termination of the
disease. I have treated, myself, in the quarters of the 1st infantry, 8 or
10 cases, whom I did not send to hospital, as at that time I did not pre-
scribe in it. I did this in order to observe the progress of the disease
under my own treatment, and the result w^as that I lost but one case,
and he had it supervening on an old dysentery. I used very careful
bloodletting locally, with cups, &;c., and but once generally, and placedmy whole reliance on quinine to subdue the jTeiJer, which, under its use
was accomplished in 48, often in 24 hours. I hare had now, however
a better opportunity of seeing its effects, and can speak more and more
favorably of its use.

“ I tliink that the preferable plan of treating it is, to use extreme cau-
tion in bloodletting, and to give quinine and blue mass in the first 36 or
48 hours, and after that period the formula I use is generally quinine,
grs. 30 or 40, blue mass, grs. x—this give immediately and con-
tinue, in the proportions of quinine grs. viij, mass hydrarg. grs. iv.
every 5 hours. If a marked effect is not produced in the first 24 hours
or this treatment, the doses are repeated for the next 24 ;

but after 48
or 50 hours have elapsed, this treatment may as well be discontinued,
particularly if the disease manifests its specific effects on the blood

;nature, after that period, had better be trusted than so powerful a remedy
as the one mentioned be continued. The only error I can detect
(speaking correctingly with regard to my ideas of the pathology and
treatrnent of this disease,) in the practice here, is that bloodletting is
pushed too freely and quinine continued to be given, in too large doses,
too long. I also think that calomel is contra indicated, and that if a
mercuiial is wanted, it should be the milder preparations of mercury.”

Dr. Dashiell states a case of yellow fever that occurred previous to
his departure from Vera Cruz, in a man of good health, who was get-
ing shaved in the barber’s shop, and who commenced at once to throw
up the black vomit, expiring (as a matter of course) shortly afterwards.
1 his comprises the latest medical information I have received from that
portion of the army in the direction of Vera Cruz.

Very respectfully,

CHARLES McCORMICK,
Assistant Surgeon, United States Army.
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By late advices from the army, we learn that on account of the sick-

ness^t Vera Cruz, General Scott has determined to make luspan the

nrincinal Dort of entry. He has also had the military stores removed

from Jalapa to Puebla. The route will now be direct from Tuspan to

Puebla. Our soldiers may thus shun the dangers of yellow fever.

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

As before stated in our remarks on the health of the city, every Hos-

pital is crowded with invalids. Many interesting cases must occur

among such a number, and we should be much pleased to receive repor

of them.
CHARITY HOSPITAL.

So great has been the number of applicants for admission into this

Hospital, that its accommodations have been extended as far as possi-

ble
^ The good Sisters of Charity, (twenty of whom reside m the Hos-

pital,) with their accustomed readiness to sacrifice their personal com-

Lt o the claims of suffering humanity, have given up three of their

private apartments to be converted into wards for the sick. Several of

the mess-rooms and even the space under the seats of the amphitheatre

have also been converted into wards. On the 25th of June we were

informed by the Clerk, that there were nearly SOO patients in this Hos-

pital. At the present rate, the annual admissions will probably amoun.

to between ten and twelve thousand. Where, on the face of the earth,

can such another charity as this be found 1 As our space is exhauste ,

our remarks must be brief. The following are the only special repoits

with which w© have been favoured.

Service of Dr. T. M. Logan.—A due proportion of the numerous

cases of Ship-Fever, received into the Hospital during the past month,

have come under my care—of all ages and of both
‘J.®

treatment has been chiefly addressed to the organs invaded, and modi-

fied according to their varied complications. Where no special ten-

dencv to intenupt the functions, or to destroy the structure of the vi al

SaL was obsLvable, the disease was permitted to run Us definite

course, and to terminate in health, as it generally does under such c i-

cumstances when not thwarted by the mmia cura medtci. The ratio

of deaths among those under' my care was 5 per cent.

Into whatever opinion the mind of the medical community may settle

down respecting the question of this disease being typhus or typhoid

fever, there is one subject connected therewith of deep interest, touch-

ing its contagiousness, as the four following cases attest, and which

deem worthy ot record. ^

1. Mrs Bellar, the oldest niirse in the Institution, in which capacity

she has been acting ever since the Hospital has been built, and w ose

food constlution htd enabled her to resist all the mal gnant and epi-

demic forms of febrile and other diseases to which the inmates are

ex'osefwas one of the earliest victim-s-the disease going through Us

regular well-known stages, and terminating m coma and death in about

20 days.
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2. Mrs. Elizabeth Gullett, one of the most respectable nurses in the
Hospital, where she has been assiduously engaged during the last eight
years, was attacked in one of the usual forms—the nervous system
manifesting its disorder by direct and great prostration. She is nowin
the convalescent stage, occasionally retarded by a diarrhoea, which is
readily controlled by opium and calomel.

3.

Schmidt, a robust man, whose occupation for a long time past
consisted in carrying dirty clothes to the wash-house, also contracted
the disease, but ultimately recovered.

4. Abnar Willis, a crippled inmate, also fell a victim to the prevail,
ing fever.

Such facts prove, beyond a doubt, the introduction of the disease from
abroad, and, so far as the contagiousness of typhus is as much reputed
as the absence of this property in typhoid fever, tend to establish the
differential point in the present instance, if they do not identify the two
diseases.

Service of Dr. E. D. Fenner. Wards 10 and 12.—One of these
wards (No. 12,) is the only pay ward in the hospital

; consequently it
presents both medical and surgical cases, and rather a better class of
patients than are to be found in the other wards. My engao-ements
have not allowed me time to draw out full reports of particular"^ cases

;
I shall therefore only offer a few remarks on the general character of
those which have occurred.

Surgical Cases, 1. Amputation of both arms at once. A young
man was brought in at night with both arms horribly mutilated by a
cannon which went off whilst he was in the act of loading it, on a late
festive occasion in honor of the returning volunteers frofn Mexico. The
case requiring immediate attention, the house surgeon. Dr. Wedder-
strandt, promply amputated one arm below the elbow, and the other
above. The patient never had a bad symptom, and is now nearly well.

2. Wound in the abdomen .—A robust Irishman, engaged in a fight]
had a large knife plunged into his abdomen, (left hypochondriac region,)
and went to a drug store several squares distant, with the knife sticking
in the wound. On withdrawing it, the hemorrhage was very profuse,
and the patient seemed like expiring very soon. The abdominal parietes
were penetrated, and there was no telling what injury the viscera
had received. The wound was closed with adhesive plaster, and the
patient taken to the Charity Hospital, ward 12. On arriving there,
then night, a dose of laudanum was administed, and he rested pretty
well. When I saw him on the following morning, he was suffering
m)m soreness in the wounded region, and distension of the abdomen.—
His pulse was good, however, and he retained considerable energy. A
purgative enema, with quietude and abstinence were advised. As soon
as the bowels were evacuated he was greatly relieved, and from that
time recovered so rapidly as to be able to leave the hospital in four or
five days.

3. Double Fracture of the Femur. 4.—Compound Fracture of the
iibia. 5.—Severe contusion of the thigh.—Mtet the inflammatory
symptoms subsided, these fractured limbs were put up in the starch
bandage and are doing well.
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Medical. 1. Ship Fever.—

I

have had a number of cases of this

disease but not so many as the other visiting physicians. But few

laths have occurred from it in my wards, and I have discovered nothing

new in relation to its pathology. Several cases came into rny wards a few

days after their attack. I found them with flushed countenances, hot

and dry skin, frequent pulse, soreness m the abdomen, pain in the head,

pain and soreness of the muscles, especially the gastrocnemii, gieat

tliirst, with evening exacerbations. They were much relieved by cups

and poultices over the abdomen, mild cathartics, sponging with vinegar

and water. &c., to some I gave quinine m 10 gram doses during the

remission, with good effect. Some requited blisters to the abdomen

and nucha, and others were cured by drinking largely of cold

flaxseed tea. In the latter stages of the disease, the most troublesome

symptom I had to combat was an obstinate diarrhoea. This

from ulceration of the large intestine, and was apt to prove fatal. Some

of the cases presented very curious symptoms, but I haye 'iot space to

notice them. I saw several cases among men oelonging to the ciens

of emigrant ships. It would appear that they had contracted the disease

and Dysentery—Numerous have been the cases with

these affections. In the early stages they were ^
after running on for a long time, it is almost impossible to cuie them.

Post-mortem examinations have revealed ulceralion throughout the whole

extent of the colon and rectum. As to remedies, I think I

more benefit derived from the nitrate of silver and anodyne enemas than

any thing else. Before the disease has become settled into he chrome

stage, I have witnessed very happy efiects from the combination o

Three cases were relieved by calomel and

opium, croton oil, cups over the abdomen, and the

nothing so well as the croton oil as a purgative in this paintul affection.

4. Haimoptysis.—A very violent case under treatment.
_

There have been numerous cases of bronchitis, pneumonia, phthisis,

dropsy, jaundice, &c., but I canni^otice them at present.

IRISH IMMIGrTnT SOCIETY.

(Since penning our remarks on the health of the city,

briefly alluded to this benevolent institution, we have been kindly fui-

nished with the following notice of it by one of the Secretaries ;
^ *

we deem worthy of insertion in our Journal. New Orleans ‘“"S
^

noted for its liberality and benevolence, though there has been so little

sickness suice 1841, as to ofler no occasion for a display of these -

tues Wc are happy to see by the prompt establishment of this tiuly

benevolent society, Ihat the good old spirit is by no means extinct, but

Still reigns in the hearts of our Citizens.)
^ ixfov 1R47 and went

“This society was organized on the 9th of May, 1~4 ,

immediately into operation.

The following gentlemen compose its officers :

Daniel President. Michal Gbknon, ) Secretaries.

T } -1 _ , .
Stephen O. Leary, ^

J. S. Bossiere,

L. C, Fallon
:e

,
^ y]

S

ice. Presidents, j p Kirwan, Treasurer.
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“ The sole object of its organization is to aid, assist, provide for, and
advise all emigrants upon their arrival in this city, no matter what the
country whence they came, no enquiry ever being made, or being
allowed to be made by our superintendent whose duty is to visit all
ships arriving at our city, and attend to the wants of the passeno-ers.

“Its members are composed of all persons who think proper to join it
and observe its rules.

“ The ^ylum into which, hj positive regulation, no one is admitted whomay be afflicted with serious sickness, or any disease of a pestilential or
contagious nature, and whose condition may be so declared by one of
Its visiting physicians, is situated on Duplantier street, and is visited
daily by Drs. Harral, Bien, and Hare, who benevolently render their
protessional services gratuitously.

“ Besides, there is a resident physician receiving a salary from the
society whose duty it is to prepare the prescriptions left for those
inmates who may be laboring under debility, brought on by their sea
voyage, or who may be convalescent after leaving the ship.

A superintendent is also under salary, who remains at the asylum
to the duties aforementioned, attends to the cleanliness

ot the house and inmates.
“Since its formation, we have forwarded to the Western country 610

persons, provided out-door relief for 460, found employment for thirty

We have been enabled to forward so large a number by the kind
co-operation of many of our noble hearted Western captains, who have’
taken numbers free of charge on their boats

;
the society being required

only to provide the emigrants with provisions for the trip.
“The monthly expense is about 8300. There are about 150 personsnow within the institution.”

INHALATION OF SULPHURIC ETHER.
The medical world seems to be more and more agitated by the dis-

covery of this great composer of human suffering. It has been called
Letheon by our classical brethren of the '^American Athens:^’ thus
deriving a name from the fabled stream in whose oblivious waters all
remembrance of the past is blotted out forever

;
yet its announcement

has produced quite the contrary effect. It seems to have brightened up
the recollections of many, and if their pretensions are to be recognized
they knew all about it a long time ago. New claimants to the dis’
covery have appeared in both Europe and America, and it is very pro-
bable that when it is made known in Asia and Africa we shall hear ofthem there. Books have been ransacked, and almost-forgotten obser-
vations have been resuscitated to show that it has been long knownihat
the inhalation oj certain vapours and gases will produce a slate of insen-
sibility. In our last number we alluded to a Dr. Wells of Hartford
Conn., who having observed that the inhalation of nitrous oxyde gas’and sulphuric ether too, would produce insensibility, claims to be the
first person who attempted to apply the fact to the practice of surgeru •

0W convince^d himself of its truth by extracting more than 20 teeth •

to have preferred the nitrous oxyde because he believed it less danger’
ous

; and to have communicated his discovery to the Medical Faculty
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of Boston, among whom he signalises Drs. Jackson and Morton. We
expressed our surprise that his pretensions, apparently so well founded,

should have attracted no attention. Since then, we find that he has

forced himself into notice, and there is going on quite an angry contro-

versy between him and the patentees of the Letheon. It seems also

that Jackson and Morton have fallen out and are quarrelling for the

honour of the discovery. We have not space to enter upon the merits

of these controversies ;
nor indeed would it be to us a pleasant task,

such is the disgust we feel that any person having the title of M. D.

appended to his name, should, at this day, be so far insensible io the

philanthropy and magnanimity which have been attached to the pro-

fession by a long list of illustrious benefactors, as to attempt to obtain

a vcL^^nt right for any thing he may be so fortunate as to add to its

means of alleviating human suffering. That the application of ethereal

inhalation to the practice of surgery is a great discovery, we are tree

to confess
;
and we are also gratified at its being an American dis-

covery
;
yet we can but condemn the illiberal, sordid and selfish motives

which prompted the futile attempt to monopolise its benefits under the

protection of a patent right. If such motives were to predominate m
the medical profession, it would soon degenerate into knavish quackery,

which calamity indeed has only been hitherto prevented by the enlarged

benevolence and self-devotion of its leading members. It is now made

known that Dr. Charles T. Jackson, a respectable graduate in Medicine,

was actually concerned with Dr. Morton the Dentist in the application

for a patent, and that it was, granted to them jointly. Jackson claims

to have suggested the use of ether to Morton. We believe Morton does

not admit this, and at least claims the merit of developing and illustra-

ting its wonderful powers. Whilst Wells, also a dentist, says he sug-

gested the idea to both of these gentlemen, and that he has been unjustly

deprived of the credit of discovery. However the truth may be in this

re^mrd, and to whatsoever extent it may prove a blessing to mankind,

these gentlemen, (J. and M.) by the course which they have taken,

have lost the opportunity to obtain a pure and enviable distinction.

The world will accept the benefit, but cannot entertain a very exalted

opinion of those who brought it into notice.

It appears from the Journals that this remedy is being applied to a

variety of cases, not the least marvelous of which is partuntmn.—

Amongst our extracts may be found some interesting articles on this

subject. If experience should prove it to be a safe and effectual remedy

a^^ainst the pangs of labour, will indeed be an inestimable blessing.

We have only room to make a brief allusion to some of the surgical

operations which have been recently performed under its influence in

this city. In our last number we reported a case in which the parotid

gland had been removed by Dr. Mercier, and in which the eiherfailed

to produce its desired effect. We have now to state that the patient died

three days after the operation, and that on examination after death, soft-

ening and great engorgement of the brain were discovered. Some have

been disposed to attribute the unfavourable results to the ether, but we

think the extract we give in our Foreign Medical Intelligence, proves

satisfactorily, that the same result and lesions may follow ligature ot

the common carotid artery, when ether has not been inhaled.
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We have not been favoured with a full report of one of the most extra-
ordinary cases that has occurred at the Charity Hospital, under the care
of Dr, Wedderburn. It was that of a man labouring under typhus
fever, in whom spontaneous gangrene of the leg made its appearance
commencing at the foot. It had progressed nearly up to the knee, and
was still marching upwards, when it was proposed as a dernier resort
to amputate at the thigh, with the aid of sulphuric ether. The patient
suffered no pain and the amputation did well. He rallied astonishingly
and became convalescent, but unfortunately, relapsed and died about six
weeks after the operation.

On the 24th of May, Dr. Stone amputated the leg of a man at the
Charity Hospital, under the use of the ether, hut its effects were by no
means satisfactory. It is but just to state, however, that the ordinary
ether of the stores was used. The man was heard to say afterwards
that nothing could induce him to inhale it again.
On the 22nd of June, Dr. Luzenburg "Ixterpated the eye of a man

undei the inffuence ot ether, with the most satisfactory results. We
have been furnished the following brief memoranda of its effects.—
Patient inhaled the ether 4 minutes, when profound intoxication was
produced. Pulse fell from 75 to 40 in the minute—respiration labori-
mis._ During the operation, not the slighest evidence of pain was given
loxic phenomena continued several hours. 12 hours afterwards—free
froin drunkenness and says he knew something of the operation, but is
unable to describe his condition—pulse restored to the normal standard.

' 24 hours—doing well
;

free from every indication of cerebral distur-
bance. 36 hours

;
doing well.

There have been other operations in private practice, but we have
not seen them or been furnished details. Mr. Knapp, one of our most
respectable dentists, has extracted a great many teeth without painWe will conclude by remarking that ethereal inhalation has signkly
jailed m some instances, whilst we have read of others in which its
effects were fatal. The real value of this potent agent has yet to be
determined by experience.

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA.
In accordance with the provisions of the New Constitution, adopted by

the State Convention in 1845, the Legislature at its last session passed k
lavv tor the establishment of a State University, with the above title to
be located m the city of New Orleans. It is to have four Departments—
La24>, Medicine^ Theology, and General Literature and Science
Iwo of these Departments, viz: Law and Medicine have already been'
organized, and will proceed with their respective duties next fall. The
late Medical College of Louisiana has been merged into the Medical
Department of this University, and its Professors will fill its different

has been organized by the appointment
of the following Professors, viz : Hon. Henry Bullard, late one of the
J udges of the Supreme Court of Louisiana, Hon. Theodore McCaleb, of
the United States District Court, Randell Hunt, known as one of ourmost distinguished lawyers, and the Hon. Henry A. Wilde, late of
Georgia, but for several years a resident of New Orleans- The late
Medical Hall is destined for the Law School, and a much larger building
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is being erected for the Medical School. The Literarjr^

Departfiieiit has not yet been organized. The buildings are all to be

on tlie Capitol Square. See a drawing of them on our advertising

sheet. The late class of the Medical College numbered 166 ;
of whom

27 graduated at the close of the term. The prospects of this Institution

are certainly very liattering.

MORTALITY IN NEW ORLEANS.
With a List of the Diseases,from April 16, to June 26, 1847, being*nine weeks.

By A. Hester, Secretary to the Board of Health.

Accidental, 2 ;
Accouchment, 2 ;

Affection Chronic, 2 ;
Anasarca,

1 ;
Anemia, 4 : Aorta, anuerisrn of, 2 ;

Apoplexy, 22 ;
Ascites, 1

;

Bowels, hemorrhage from, 1 ;
do. inflammation of, 8 ;

do. ulceration of.

2 ;
Brain, congestion of, 5 ;

do. concussion of, 2 ;
do. disease of, 2 ;

do. effusion on, 1 ;
do. inflammation of, 2 ;

do. softening of, 1 ;
Bron-

chitis, 11; do. chronic, 1; Burn, 1; Catarrh, 5; do. pulmonary, 2;

do. chronic, 4 ;
Cerebral Congestion, 2 ;

do. effusion, 1 ;
Cerebritis,

6 ;
Cholera Infantum, 7 ;

do. Morbus, 2 ;
Cholerine, 1 ;

Chorea, 1

;

Colic, (from lead) 1 ;
do. infantile, 1 ;

Colitis Chronic, 1 ;
Congestion,

2; Consumption, 107; Contusion, 3; Convulsions, 24; Coxalgia, 1;

Cramp, 2; Croup, 8; Debility, 26; Del’m. Tremens, 13; Dentition,

26; Diarrhdea, 24; do. chronic, 26; Dropsy, 11; Drowned, 27;

Dysentery, 45; do. chronic, 35; Encephalitis, 2; Enteritis, 13; do.

Acute, 3 ;
do. Chronic, 11 ;

Entero. Colitis, 2 ;
do. do. chronic, 1 ;

do.

Encephalitis, 2 ;
Epilepsy, 4 ;

Erysipelas, 1 ;
Fever, 5 ;

do. Bilious,

5 ;
do. Congestive, 9 ;

do. Cerebral, 2 ;
do. Doubtful, 2 ;

do. Inter-

mittent, 3 ;
do. Malignant, 1 ;

do. Nervous, 2 ;
do. Pernicious, 1 ;

do.

do. Intermittent, 3 ;
Puerperal, 2 ;

do. Remittent, 4 ;
do. Scarlet, 3

;

do. Typhoid, 54; do. Typhus, 49; do. Verminose, 1; Gangrene, 2;

Gastritis, 5 ;
do. chronic, 5 ;

Gastro-duodenitis, 1 ;
do. encephalitis, 2

;

do. enteritis, 19 ;
do. do. chronic, 7 ;

do. hepatitis, 1 ;
do. pneumonitis,

1 ;
Head, injury of, 4 ;

Heart, affection of, 1 ;
do. hypertrophy of, 3 ;

Heart, wound of, 1 ;
Hemorrhage Cerebral, 1 ;

do. gastro-intestinal

1 ;
Hepatic Abscess, 1 ;

Hepatitis, 1 ;
do. acute, 2 ;

chronic, 4 ;
Hy-

drocephalus, 1 ;
do. chronic, 1 ;

Hydro-pericarditis, 2 ;
Hydrotho-

rax, 3 ;
Hypertrophy, 1 ;

Humerus, fracture of, 1 ;
Inflammation, 2

;

do. chronic, 1 ;
Intemperance 2 ;

Intestinal perforation, 1 ;
Intestines,

inflammation of, 1 ;
do. softening of, 2 ;

Jaundice, 1 ;
Laryngitis, 3

;

do. oedematous, 1 ;
Lungs, congestion of, 2 ;

Marasmus, 8 ;
Measles,

18; Meningitis, 12; do. acute, 1 ;
do. chronic, 1; Metro-peritonitis,

1; Old Age, 6; Peritonitis, 4 ;
do. puerperal, 1 ;

Pertussis, 1 ;
Pleurisy,

1; Pleuro-pneumonia, 4; Pneumonia, 6; do. Typhoid, 4; Poisoned,

2 ;
Premature Birth, 1 ;

Ribs, fracture of, 1 ;
Scald, 2; Scorbutis, 1 ;

Scrofula, 5 ;
Scurvy, 1 ;

Skull, fracture of, 3 ;
Small Pox, 6 ;

Sore

Throat, 1 ;
Spasms, 3 ;

Spinal marrow, softening of, 1 ;
Still-Born,

23 ;
Stomach, cramp of, 1 ;

do. disease of, 1 ;
do. inflammation of, 1

;

do. schirrus of, 1 ;
Sun stroke, 7 ;

Tetanus, 14; do. Idiophatic, 2 ;
do.

Traumatic, 2; Throat, gangrene of, 2; Trismus Nascentium, 6;

Uncertain, 94; Uterus, ulceration of, 2; Verminose affection, 4; Ver-

trebra, injury of, 1 ;
Wound, gun-shot, 2 ;

do. penetrating, 2. Total,

1,019. Whites, 756 ;
Colored, 263. Under 10 years of age, 334 ;

Over 10 years of age, 685. 1, a native of Africa, aged 112 years
;
2

aged 100 years
;

1 aged 90 years; 2 aged 80 years.
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ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR 1847.
By D. T. LILLIE, at the City of New Orleans.

Latitude, 29 deg. 57 min.
; Longitude. 90 dei^. 07 min

WEEKLY.

1847 .

May

June
ii

1

8

15

22

29

5

12

19

thermometer. BAROMETER. COURSE

OF

WIND.

FORCE
OF

WIND,

Ratio
1 to 10

Rainy

Days.

'•

duan-
tiiy of
Rain.

Inches.
Max. Min. Range. Max. Min. Range

83.0 63.5 19.5 30.26 29.88 0.38 S.W. 3 0 0.000
81.0 63.5 18.5 30.22 29.79 0.26 S.E. 3 1 1.025
82.0 64.0 18.0 30.06 29.85 0.21 W. H 0 0.000
85.0 65.5 20.5 30.09 29.93 0.16 N.W. H 1 0.333
84.5 65.0 19.5 30.17 30.02 0.15 N.E. 3 3 3.835
88.0 72.0 16.0 30.14 30.02 0.12 N.W. 2| 1 0.225
88.5 75.0 13.5 30.15 30.02 0.13 W. H 0 0.000
90.5 71.0

1
19.5

1 30.16
1
30.05 0.11 S.W.

j

3 3 5.975

the^Barometer '‘tat"fr»rir“‘
ol^servations is not attached to

ReguirrS’ 0 "otee vl
^

5 KJXA.IJ 40 CL OCll-lt
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f 19 feet above .the level of the_ _ ^ building’.
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( Continued.')

SUMMER AND AUTUMNAL FEVERS OF MoBILE,

in <he interior ofoui State, that the fevers prevailing in this city, during the autumnal
months, are identical with those they encounter in the country, and that itnot unfrequently happens a case of yellow fever is there presented, simi-
tar to that we are wont to encounter in Mobile. To form a correctknowledge relative to this matter, we deem it very essential, that the

Zdensed ^

.U
Ma''ing communicated through the January and March numbers of

di!ef
and Surgical Journal, (1845,) a history of thedseases of this city, with all the facts that patient industry could acquirewe deem it unnecessary to travel again over the same ^und. Fromthat paper we will extract such facts and conclusions, only, as Zrequisite for the object in view, without refering to the general historyof yellow fever, in all its topographical bearings.

^
Previous to 1817, the population of Mobile did not exceed 500 soulsconsisting principally of French, Spaniards, and free negroes

;
but afti;this period the place rapidly improved, and in the year 1819, the accesSion of Europeans and whites from the adjacent States, had increasedhe number nearly three-fold in the two years.

20
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The causes which, in all probability, produced the virulent epidemic

of that year, are noticed in the history above alluded to, and to it we

refer the^ reader for further information. The deaths that summer, and

autumn, were estimated at 400, being nearly one third of the population.

Durino- this calamitous season, it would appear that every character

of endemic febrile poison was poured in concentrated abundance upon

the inhabitants, each one being active in its peculiar way m doing the

work of death. The whites invariably died on the fourth, fifth, oi sixth

day, of black-vomit, whilst the negroes and quadroons, after protracted

sufering from bilious fever, resulting in frequent relapses, cold sweats,

and calUquative diarrhoea, shared the same fate. 1 he equal prominence

of bilious and yellow fever makes this a remarkable epidemic—the dis-

eases, however, were respectively confined to different classes of persons.

Since the year 1819, bilious fever of a grave and fatal character has

disappeared, and the mortality from febrile affections, has been confined

Such was the consternation produced by the epidemic of 1819, that

public attention was then directed to a location on the opposite side of

the Bay, and the alarmed inhabitants began rapidly to lmpro^e the

small villao-e of Blakely, which for a time increased in population, and

Mobile was sinking to decay. Amidst the congratulation of the builders

of the new city, the same scourge which had borne so heavily on hei

ancient sister, came with desolating hand, and turned the tide of popula-

tion and of capital, to its former origin.

The epidemic of 1822 in Blakely, was equally fatal

in Mobile, in proportion to the amount ot population ;
the inhabitants

were confounded in the new project, and the former place passed out of

existence as a town of commercial importance.
, . , . .

Since 1819, five epidemics of yellow fever, noted in their charactei,

havroccu 'L’in MobSe, viz: of 1825, 1829, 1837, 1839, and

1843
;
whilst the disease has prevailed m a mild endemic foim in the

vears^l824, 1827, 1842, and 1844.

^ The yellow fever of 1842 was confined to the Southern of the

city, whilst that of the year 1843 was confined mostly to the Northern

section, and did not invade the district infected the preceding autumn.

From an analysis of the epidemic of 1843, we will endeavor to present

such facts and circumstances as will bring to view the several vaiielies

of febrile diseases, and the striking phenomena Uiey present as con-

iiected with a Mobile epidemic.
, 0^0 i + Vo

The periodical fevers of the climate in the year 1843, began to be

developed early in July, and by the first of

physicians were brought into active employment. Ifmse «ho v eie

LLible of the increase of disease, and familiar with the incidents of

previous epidemics, became confident that they had
f

encounter he

Vellow fever in its most violent and terrific form About the yth o

September, several cases of black-vomit occurred, m the Nortli-«e,t

section of the city. ,

The epidemic may be computed at about 80 days, say from the ^0 fi

of August to the 10th of November; the population of the city was at

that time about 14,000, and the number of patients treated 1,300,

follows

:
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Simple intermittent and remittents, 500
Intermittent and remittent yellow fever, 100
Mild yellow fever of one paroxysm, 350
Grave cases of yellow fever, 400

Making in the whole number of cases that were
^ i q-aknown during the season of 1843 \

l)3o0

Of the intermittent and remittent yellow fever, 50 proved fatal
;
of the

grave cases of yellow fever, 190; making in all 240 deaths. This
discloses the fact, that during the epidemic, 10 per cent, of the entire
population were attacked with disease, and 18 per cent, of those that
were attacked, died.

Having set forth the varieties of fever that then constituted the
epidemic, we will merely review their peculiar nature, so as to enable
medical men in the interior, to perceive the manner in which they often
become blended, and to point out the difference existing between yellow
fever and the diseases with which they are annually acquainted.

SIMPLE INTEKMITTENT AND REMITTENT FEVER.
On the first of September, the scene presented in Mobile differed but

little from that which takes place in all inland villages every sickly
suminei. Intermittent and remittent fevers that began to prevail earlym July, had by this time become so prevalent as to attract general
attention, but as they were mild, yielding readily to treatment, no serious
apprehensions or alarm was created.

About the 10th of Septembel’ that fatal symptom of yellow fever, the
black-A^ornit, made its appearance. So difficult was it, during the first
paroxysm in many cases, to pronounce with any degree of certainty on
the character of the disease, that the most prudent were known to avoid
committal, by their hesitation to express any positive diagnosis. After
the first paroxysm passed off, the physician was still in doubt, in many
cases, until the appearance of the second, after which he would not
hesitate to pronounce it intermittent or remittent yellow fever, as the
case or its specific symptoms might warrant.

In these doubtful cases the judicious practitioner seldom failed to
lemaik to the friends of the patient, that care should be observed or it
might run into black-vomit. This difficulty in diagnosis so often occurred
as to make it obvious that the types of those intermittent and remittent
fevers, are so connected with mild yellow fever, in the first paroxysms,
that the distinction cannot be drawn, and should the character of disease
be pronounced upon, it is done from circumstances independent of the
phenomena that are usually attendant on the several diseases.

Having directed attention to the difficulty that arises under peculiar
circumstances, of separating intermittent and remittent from yellow
fever, it is unncessary to dwell on their general character. These
fevers usually yielded under proper treatment after the second paroxysm,
but when the usual anti-periodic remedies were unavailing, there were
strong reasons to suspect, notwithstanding the apparent singleness of
type, that the morbid condition was one of a complicated nature, and
perhaps after a third, or fourth paroxysm ensues, the mask is thrown
aside and the patient discovered to have passed into the collapse or
black-vomit stage.
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INTERMITTENT AND REMITTENT XELLOW FEVER.

The facts in relation to these cases are curious, and when properly

considered, cannot fail to throw some light upon the unity of the pro-

ducing cause of fevers in malarious regions. By reference to his-

tory previously alluded to, it will be observed that the suburbs of Mobile,

are contiguous to low marshy soils, swamps or morasses, all abounding

in vast quantities of vegetable matter undergoing decomposition through

the agency of heat and moisture.

Every summer and autumn intermittent and remittent fevers pre-

vail in these suburbs, whilst those living in the middle part of the city

seldom have this character of disease, unless in sickly years, and then

the cases are confined to those who are acclimated, while strangers

unacclimated suffer in the more violent form of yellow fever.

In the year 1843, very few persons residing on the outskirts of the

city escaped periodical fevers, quotidian, being the most usual foim.

That portion of the population who w^ere acclimated had but one or

two paroxysms, whilst those who were not had chill and fever, compli-

cated with yellow fever. When medical men were treating what they

supposed to be simple intermittent, and were not apprised of the real

character of the disease until they were startled by the appearance of

black-vomit, as was frequently the case, they consoled themselves by

stating that a simple case of chill and fever had, under atmospheric

influence^ run into black-vomit.

Now, what are the facts and conclusions to be drawn therefrom ?

—

Although the peculiar characteristics of chill and fever were very

prominent, so much as to conceal from the observation of the incautious

phvsician the real nature of the disease, yet there were signs by which

the hidden demon could be traced out. During the apyrexia, there

were the peculiar pulse, some of the restlessness, and that peculiar ap-

pearance of the eye, or a glimmering of that unmistakable physiog-

nomy peculiar to the yellow fever, which once seen can never be for-

gotten, all of which prominent traits merit the highest consideration ;
a

description of which we will give when treating of yellow fever proper.

Independent of these signs and symptoms there are other facts which

force on us the conviction that these cases we^’e complicated, from the

initiatory chill, and we ask for them a careful consideration.

We allude to the duration of illness, and the period at which black-

vomit made its appearance. Under the appropriate head it will be

seen that grave malignant yellow fever, well marked from the onset,

terminated between the third and seventh day. Of 28 fatal cases of

intermittent and remittent yellow fever, all died within the eighth day after

the initial chill
;
two had black-vomit in the third paroxysm, (quotidian,)

and died on the fourth morning. Those that recovered passed through

the critical, or collapse stage of the yellow fever, on the fifth or sixth

day. Inasmuch, then, as the result of the distinct morbid action, con-

stituting yellow fever, proves that five or six days are requisite to the

changes which must precede the advent of this critical symptom, we

cannot avoid forming a similar conclusion, that the same morbid process

was going on in those intermittent cases which had a corresponding

termination.
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Every pathological fact yet fully demonstrated and the accumulated

experience of time is in support of the position that peculiar changes

in the system occur previous to black vomit.

In 1844, remittent yellow fever prevailed to some extent in this city
;

the cases well marked and of long duration, ranging from 5 to 12 days
;

they were attended with hemorrhage from the gums and nose in a

large proportion of the cases, presenting a low condition of the body,

but most generally they recovered.

MILD CASES OF EPIDEMIC YELLOW FEVER.

This description of fever was confined mostly to the natives, to those

that were acclimated, or those that were partially so. With those

classes it was frequently so ephemeral as to pass of in a few hours,

leaving no trace behind save some dull pain in the hips and legs with

extreme soreness of the muscles.

As a general rule, however, the patient was confined to his chamber
some four or five days. After the chill, which was of very short dura-

tion, the pain in the temporal region, in the back and hips was very

intense, the flushed face, excited manner, and sparkling eye that so

peculiarly characterized the febrile stage could only be compared to

the excitement produced by an excess of champaigne.

In those cases, the pulse is more rapid, the skin hotter, and more
pain and restlessness, than in those of a grave character. The pecu-

liar physiognomy of the malignant cases cannot be traced in these.

—

The phenomena of fever proper yield in 10 or 20 hours to a fine

equally diffused perspiration, and the patient is enabled to take his

nourishment and return to his business in a few days. A moderate
mercurial cathartic to excite the liver and act on the bowels gently,

the warm bath, and stimulating ptisans are of service, but any excess of

medicines is too often injurious and not requisite to a cure. If the

patient escapes a severe drugging, the disease passes rapidly away,
without seriously affecting or materially interrupting any of the functions

or their associated relations.

GRAVE, OR MALIGNANT YELLOW FEVER.

As previously stated, persons unaccustomed to yellow fever localities

I

are generally subject to this form of disease, it matters not whether they

!are from the North or residents of Southern country. Should they

arrive in the city during the prevalence of the disease, they are gene-
rally attacked between the sixth and fourteenth day after exposure.

—

[Should they have been settled in the city, previous to the appearance of
disease, they may escape for several weeks. No precaution or cai;eful

attention to bodily health will ensure immunity from attack. In the

midst of the best health and vigor, they are often stricken down.

—

Without the slightest warning, probably while asleep, the patient is

Seized with a chill or pain in the head, with cold creeping sensations.

In a few minutes, fever comes on, the skin is hot, pulse 110 or 120,
pain in the head, back, and limbs very severe, the latter being of that

character known as the “ broken bone 'pain.'^ In eight or ten hours
ihe fever is modified, the skin becomes moist, pain in the head less,

iongue slightly furred, pulse down to 90 or 100, full and bubbling,

having lost the hardness or tension a short time previous.
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This stao-o, which is designated as tlie febrile, lasts from 80 to 50

hours in that class of cases to which attention is now directed. After

this fever has disappeared, wo tind the patient in what is called the

calm or vassive stage of the disease. Tlie pulse has sunk to the natura

standard, the secretions diminished, evacuations scanty, ash colored, and

inodorous, the eye muddy and yellow, the countenance gloomy, dejected

or sottish.
1

In some patients the skin is injected, of a dark red or brown color,

while with others it is a deep yellow or light lemon tinge.^ tor the

most part, the patient does not complain, is not troubled with inordinate

thirst, has nb nausea, yet does not desire food. Ihis state continues loi

two or three days, when another, the “coZZapsc” or critical stage,

approaches. As this latter period in the disease advances, it wm be

discovered that the pulse has dropped down to GO or 70, is lull, but

o-aseous and compressible, the skin continues moist, but not so warm.

ITe patient speaks slowly, drawling out a syllable at a time, he is

evidently growing weaker, hangs his head on the side of the bed, hugs

the pillmv closely. If he does not rally at this point he grows more

restless, he sighs, and groans, the secretions are all stopt, the skin

becomes cold, his features are sharper, the upper lip thin, and trembling,

black-vomit is thrown up, and he soon dies.
, ,

Attacks frequently come on, especially about October, with catarihal

symptoms : although, the physician may readily discover the true charac-

ter of the disease, the patient cannot be made to believe he is sutiering

with any thing more than ordinary cold. In this class of patients the

febrile symptoms are moderate and slow in being developed, they

continue‘on, however, to the collapse or hemorrhagic stage, no calm

or passiveness in symptoms intervening, and most usually terminate m
moderate hemori-hage from the nose and gums. In those years, when

the disease prevails as a moderate epidemic, the commencement ot

attack is violent and abrupt with a large portion of cases. The subject

is restless and agitated, paces the door with a hurried, impatient mannei,

and sometimes screams aloud, falling to the floor.
^ , r

In these cases there is profound coma or stupor for three or four

days and notwithstanding the unpromising aspect ot the patient, hernorr-

haoe’from some of the orifices on the fourth or fifth day takes place,

and is followed with restoration of mind, of all the functions, and recovery

is very rapid.
_ . i

Now and then the physician meets with some patient who continues

on his feet up to the black-vomit stage; in fiict we have frequency seen

them throw up this matter when walking in the street or waiting 111

the office for medical aid. In this variety there is no chill or pain and

but little fever, the skin is usually injected and^ torpid, presenting a

chocolate appearance, the pulse variable, stools thin, and urine copious.

The patient, from exhaustion, will lay down, but soon he is on his ee

ao-ain, often getting up at midnight and going into the streets, where

he will walk for hours. Should he be told he is sick and must take

medicine, he is certain to object, frowning down with a sullen scowl all

entreaties to go to bed or have medical assistance. They are usually

very abrupt, use the most violent and satirical language and laugh with

a peculiar sardonic grin
;
these cases arc always fatal.
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_

During epidemics, the gloom that surrounds a community so se-
riously atlects some persons as to produce the most fatal results.

—

Individuals become victims of fear and despair, they are tbund sigliing
and weeping, refusing to be consoled, or pacing the lloor in a restless
and hurried^ manner. Under these circumstances, the most gloonjy
pictures ot fright and despair arise up in horrid form before the i^iagi-
nation, and it they take medicine they usually remark to the physician,
“it is ot no use, I am obliged to die,’’

Here is no symptom for the medical man to meet and combat, the
pulse is full, but compressible, the skin moist, imparting a scjisation of
both heat and cold, the pulse diminishes, getting as low as 45 in the
minute. On the third day after this despojident lit seizes them, they
begin to helcli^ which they aid by every effort iii their power

;
finally

they vomit a little mucus and water, thc^ skni and eye begins to assume
the tavyny yellow of the disease, and on the filth or sixth day, black-
vomit is thrown up.

The silent, dark and mysterious manner in which these fearful patlio-
logical changes take place, leading to black-vomit and death have
very frequently caused us to to wonder what must be the nature ot that
invisible fiend, that comes in so many shapes, the most deadly and
unobservable.

With these brief remarks on some of the common varieties, we will
dwell for a moment on the most prominent symptoms, distinguishing the
great mass of cases. If the attack is ushered in with a chill or cold
sensation, the fever becomes very soon characterized bv all the usual
phenomena of high arterial excitement. have not seen any cases,
however, attacked in this way, where a persjiiration did not ensue in 10
or 15 hours, after which the fever began to abate, and in thirty or forty
hours from the moment of attack it had almost entirely passed away.

Pain in the head, particularly over the eyes, is most severe during
the first or febrile stage, and is always present. As the disease adt
Vances, the pain leaves the head and lingers in the hips and lower
extremities until the second or third day, when it disappears. Females
suffer very little with ])ain in the head, it being chiefly confined to the
pelvic region, and in those cases is very viohmt. x\s a general rule,
there is not much local pain or soreness at the epigastrium. 44ie mus-
cles of the whole body are generally very sore, and sensitive to the
touch. This gives rise to the impression with those in search of oas-
tiitis, that the stomach is the principal seat ot organic lesion

;
when, if

the examination had been extended, the same pressure on the chest,
thighs or arms Would have been observed to produce equal degree of
flinching. ®

The passive, or stage of calm, may be dated from the subsidence of
fever to the collapse or black-vomit period; and it is very ditiicult du-
ring this stage to detect any symptom of disease. The skin may be
natural, countenance perfectly composed, the tongue clean, and the
*pulse, if altered, is so slight as to require the nicest discrimination to
detect If. In a large majority of cases the experienced practitioner
can discover and array a sufficient number of symptoms to form a cor-
rect diagnosis and prognosis. The restlessness in the fbbrile sta-re is
proportionate to the degree ©f pain and suffering

;
whilst, in the'calm
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or passive stage, there is a peculiar methodical action
;
when conversing

in a slow, pleasant manner, the patient will remove his pillow to the

opposite side of the bed, and in a few minutes he returns to his former

position, placing his head in a careful manner, and denying that he teels

in the least uncomfortable.

The collapse stage is more marked and regular in some epidemics

than in others. Its approach is indicated by increased restlessness

and wandering ;
the patient complains that his ribs are pressing in-

wardly ;
desires his limbs to be supported by pillows

;
and the least

exertion is followed by very great prostration. This stage is looked tor

by the physicians of Mobile with the greatest anxiety, for unless in the

first hour of its appearance, the failing powers and energies of the sys-

tem are rallied and the stomach sustained, black-vomit is inevitable.

The pulse, during the febrile stage, is large and full in robust pie-

thoric subjects, corded and bounding. In the passive stage, it would

appear natural to the unpractised observer, but to the experienced ob-

server the sensation it imparts is fully recognized. Its impression un-

der the finger is like an air bubble, rebounding quickly under the least

pressure. With the exception of such cases as become localized, or

are of the ataxique variety, attended with delirium, the pulse becomes

slower as the disease advances towards its fatal termination, sinking to

45 or 5f) strokes in the minute, the last being very distinct.

The most common appearance of the skin is of a gingerbread red,

caused by its yellowness combined with the injected state of the tissues.

In the collapse or convalescing stage, the* blood partially recedes from

the surface, leaving the skin yellow. In some cases, when the powers

of life seem to have been overwhelmed at the onset, inducing a torpid

or inactive condition of all the functions, the surface is mottled, oi pre-

sents a bruised appearance, not unlike the swollen limb that has been

subjected to bandage and lotions, the skin being purple and yellow.—

This yellowness differs widely from that which is presented in jaundice.

The urine in jaundice is always exceedingly yellow, but m yellow fever

it is not materially so. In some who die, as well as those who recover,

the yellowness of skin is wanting.

The physiognomy of the disease is striking and peculiar. With many

it throws a gloomy, melancholy shade over the countenance ;
with

others the brow is furrowed, the lip compressed, and he frowns defaance

on all around. At other times, it is so blended with a comic hyeiy ex-

pression of countenance as to give the patient a peculiar, variable and

singular appearance. Once displayed, no effort of the patient can dis-

pel it; he may rise from his bed, laugh and talk with his friends, be-

come exhilerated with wine, or joyous in the anticipation of coming

pleasures, but he cannot chase it away. There it sets enthroned upon

the face, like the shade of a monster, smiling in contempt upon the

efforts of the physician, mocking the assumed gayety and levity ot its

victim. Nor is the cradle exempt from its visitations. Its gloomy,

cheerless mantle is often placed on the infant brow, giving to it a sullen

look not suited to its tender face. The symptoms attendant on this form

of disease are very peculiar; for, during the first stages, there is less

irritability of stomach and vomiting than in any febrile endemic o the

State. The matter ejected from the stomach, during the feverish stage,
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most usually consists of the fluids received in that viscus; but if the
irritability continues in the stage of calm, there is vomited a mucus
containing particles of flocculi resembling beeswings. If bile is vomited
in the second stage, it constitutes good reasons for questioning the
character of the disease.
We have known emesis in excess produced by tart, antim. or lobelia,

without the least appearance of bile. The small specks or masses
noticed m the fluid vomited, enlarge as the disease progresses, becom-
ing in the collapse stage thick and black. The matter ejected in very
malignant cases, takes place only towards the close of life

;
it is pre-

ceded by total suppression of all the secretions, great restlessness, and
burning in the stomach

;
there is no nausea, but a coffee-ground fluid ispumped up very suddenly, and thrown to a great distance. In a large

proportion of cases unchanged blood is vomited. We have seen three
brothers vomiting at the same time; one of them, slightly coagulated
blood, resembling wine lees

;
another, fresh blood; and the thb’d,.th0

coffee-ground vomit. These young men were all purging blood at*the
same time. This exudation of blood is not peculiar to the stomach, it
IS often found over the whole mucous surfkce of the canal, bladder,
tongue, &c. Black-vomit, in a few instances, made its appearance on
the morning of the third day

;
but the fourth, fifth or sixth was the most

usual. Many cases terminated fatally, in which this symptom was
wanting, especially with those in which the brain become affected early
in the disease. When there was any vomiting in this form, the matter-
appeared of a ihm tea-like fluid, containing small, round black particles
like grams of powder Recoveries after black-vomit aue exceedingly
raie; 5 per cent, only of those in which this symptom made its appear-ance in 1843 survived. So long as this vomit is ^raised in smal^quan-
tities, thick and pasty, thrown up with a natural mucus, there is somenope ol recovery.

The thin, black fluid, with coflee-groiind sediment, is always a fatal
symptorn. Numerous tests made by Dr. Nott and the writer, have
proved black-vomit to be highly acid; no instance to the contrary was
discovered in 1843 and 1844. Connected with this fact, that the patient,
in the black-vomit stage, complains of burning in the stomach and
scalding of the oesophagus, induced Dr. Nott to institute some experi-
ments, with a view to ascertain what effect acids would have upon theb ood. Di uted muriatic acid so changed the blood as to resemble
black-vomit. In relation to the character of this discharge, it is aston-ishing there should ever have been a difference of opinion as todecided black-vomit and blood. There is, in shade and appearance, agieat diffeience, but when we see them thrown up together, and runnine
into each other by perceptible degrees, just in proportion to the quantityof blood exhaled, or as it is intermixed with the secretions^ of thestomach and intestines, the facts are too obvious to question or wonderat for any discnminating mind. It is blood, decomposed or changed incoloi, mixed with the secretions of the canal just in proportion m thelength of time the blood remains in the stomach, or comes in contactwith the secretions. If hemorrhage takes place from the nose andgums, previous to the appearance of black-vomit, it is favorable. Thisdischarge usually arrests the restlessness, the inability to take food, and

2

1
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other unfavorable symptoms. It has been mentioned, that the nature

of the disease is not altered under any change of symptoms, however

favorable
;
but under the influence of these hemorrhages we have oiten

witnessed great amendment, leaving the countenance bright, sott and

relaxed.

In some cases, a strong hemorrhagic tendency showed itself at an

early stage, by an oozing from wounds, excoriated surfaces, &c. He-

morrhage from the bowels is a dangerous symptom, but not usually

fatal, unless it is excessive at an advanced stage of the disease. In te-

males, hemorrhage from the uterus sets in usually during the passive

sta^e. After it takes place all irritability of the stomach ceases, and

the^patient rapidly improves; the hemorrhage is seldom so great as to

require checking. These hemorrhages are all of the passive kind
;

the blood is forced through the orifices from blistered surfaces and

wounds, by the mere mechanical action of the heart, for the tissues have

become so altered that they exert no more power or constriction ot the

surface than sponge.

The blood does not coagulate easily, and the constant oozing is not

easily arrested, except by mechanical means. In those cases, other

evidence of the broken down and altered condition of the blood and

tissues is found in the small, dark livid spots, called petechi*, that now

and then make their appearance. Large dark purple carbuncles are

also observed occasionally in the very low putrid cases. As a general

rule, the mind is usually clear, with some hesitation or confusmn in ex-

pression. In many cases we find the patient apparently rational, but

after recovery cannot recollect the incidents of conversation.

In many of the late epidemics there has not been wild or raving de-

lirium in the first stage
;
where the vis vit8e_ is immediately over-

whelmed, there is profound stupor and unconsciousness, and in those

irregular ataxic cases there may appear nervous delirium. Heliriuni

frequently ensues during black-vomit, and in such cases, black-vomit

ceases, new strength is gained, and the patient lingers out an existence

protracted for several days.

The following particulars concerning 160 of those who died of the

disease in one epidemic, will convey a correct knowledge of its dura-

tion, and the character of individuals mostly liable.

Died on the night of the 4th day, 4

a “ “ “ 5th “ ... - 10

Died between the 5th and 8th day, mostly 7th, - '

u u “ 8th “ 12th “ - - - •

160

Of this number, 4 were infants; 8 between the age of 8 and 15

years ;
30 between 16 and 22 ;

106 between 22 and 40 ;
26 between

40 and 60 years
;
and of the whole amount, 160, only 18 were females ,

no negroes, but two quadroons or light mulattoes.
.

We here beg leave to call attention to the general febrile charactei

of the disease. It is a malady of but one paroxysm, with pheno-

mena peculiar to each stage, depending upon of change

which may have taken place in the blood and solids at the onset of
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attack. These stages we have thus divided into the febrile, the stage
of calm, and of collapse, of which we have already spoken.

In thirty cases of fever where these stages were well defined, themean duration of each was as follows febrile stage, or fever, 25
lours; ca m, 117; and collapse, 14 hours. The pulse in those caseswas as follows:—Uvo days between 90 and 115 strokes in the minute,two days about natural, and two days and a half below the natural
standard. The mean average of the pulse, during the whole course of
le disease,_being but very little, if any, above the condition of health.
Ihis pulse IS at no time hard, tense, contracted or wiry, but full, soft,

Tt the skin is not pun-
g ntly hot, but moderately warm, sometimes imparting a feelino- of cold-ness to the hand.

i o o ^

Connecting these leading and general symptoms of the disease withphenomena of a larp class of cases where the three stages are not
defined, and where, with a heavy sluggishness, great torpoi^ and wantof vascular and cutaneous action, the disease progresses to hemorrhage

I
before life is extinct, it seems evident, that whUe

It would be useless to point out the difference existing between this dis-ease and the essential fever on the one hand, and the true phlegmasiaon the oJier, It is equally unnecessary to enquire, where are the markedphenomena that entitle it to the name of fever?
Post-Mortem Appearances.—Bociot J. C. Mott of Mobile, one of themost competent and careful pathologist in the South, has made several

autopsies during the late epidemics that have occurred in Mobile. Inthose examinations, his attention was mainly directed to the stomachand liver Of 10 dissections, he found the livers in 6 of a pale ginger-bread color, dry and friable—2 olive—2 normal, and 6 darker thannatural and much engorged. This dry, brittle, shoe-leather or straw-
coloied iver, we have found in most of the cases where the hemorr-
tiage, either in the shape of black-vomit or unchanged blood had been
excessive. We have examined four cases of this description of fever
originating in Havana and dying in the Marine Hospital at Mobile, in
all of which the liver presented the above characters. The discharge
of blood and black-vomit from the bowels in those cases had been goiiiff

'

on for several days before death. This lesion is considered by Louis*
as diagnostic of yellovy fever. But as it is occasionally found in olddrunkards and those who have died of long continued, wasting swamp
fevers, and is confined (from our observations) to those cases of yellow

foMHlr 1

^ termination as we have designated, it cannot,

tLSase
^ ® appearance in

0’Halloran~^mined at Barcd^n
bodies of perso^ dying of violent hemorrhagic putrid yellow feverIn every one of these cases, the liver is described as being of light straw color*

arly to this lesion, describes it vividly and considers it diagnostic. Yet Louis
,

® iT^ade a few examinations at Gibraltar some 10 years after, seems to have

LiverP
"" lesion-hence it is called “ Louis’

t Within the Tropics where the disease prevails in its genuine uncomnlica-ted form, uninfluenced by climate, or the poisons of bilfous fever as itquently is on the gulf, this lesion is doubtless far more constant and uniform.
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Stomach .—Doctor Nott remarks, “of eight cases in 1843, this organ

in four presented no appreciable morbid change ;
the mucous coats

throughout were free from injection or extravasation of blood, smoo h

and of normal thickness ;
consistence good, giving strips from tour to

twelve lines. In the other four cases the mucous coats were more or

less red, mammillated and softened. Of eight cases in 1844, the mucous

membranes in three were perfectly healthy, and five presented, as the

above, various morbid changes
;
but in no case was the membrane

ulcerated or reduced to a pulpy consistence; all the stomachs contained

^^Tn\hi's"^organ, like that of the liver, the changes presented will depend

upon the character, duration, termination, and treatment pursued in the

cLe. We have examined many bodies and had the pleasure of seeing

those referred to by Dr. Nott, and with a few exceptions, have not met

with such lesions as would warrant the conclusion that the stomach had

been inflamed. In as many as five autopsies dunng our practice in

Mobile we have found the coats of the stomach so thin and decoinposed

as to give way or tear with the least force. In refering back to the

history of these cases, it appears that no black-vomit had been ejec e ,

and that the stomach was distended with this fluid which doubtless had

been accumulating there for some time, and by its presence contributed

no little to the breaking down of the coats of the stomach. Again,

these belonged to that class of cases which are essentially of a low

putrid character, the skin often giving away long before death.

^ The blood is invariably dark and fluid, it coagulates very slowly, th^e

clots are soft, grumous, and easily broken down, showing a great defi-

ciency of fibrin. ,,

In protracted cases where local inflammation supervenes, ‘he appear-

ance of the organs and consistence of the blood differs from that exhibi-

ted in those cases which have the usual termination.

Those, however, who expect to find a constant, reliable, diagnos ic

lesion in any of the putrescent or adynamic diseases that run their

course in aL days, will search in vain. The ravages of the storm

are not to be traced in well marked lines, but in the geneial luin

'^™Bv'refering to the history whence we get our data, you will find that

the conclusions and statements made in this paper aie sustained by a

Negroes barely have the disease—in 1819 they suffered severely

from bilious fever; the poison of the two diseases being that autumn

in active operation. In late epidemics, a few mulattoes only have ex-

perienced attacks, and these exceedingly mild, seldom arriving at the

'^'^Whins^lTled' sporadic yellow fever, occurring in healthy

fined to strancrers. During epidemics this class also has to be^

Z mJi^ancy Ind force of the*^ disease. Many of the acclimate ,

among whom are those who have had the disease in formei y®a>s. ex-

perience mild ephemeral attacks. There can be ^
Lrsons have the disease the second and some the third or fou^ time,

Lch succeeding attack being lighter than ‘h®
f®‘Xal

or second attacks during the same season are not known ,
a, a genera

rule, recovery is very rapid, frequently resulting in a condition of health
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greatly better than that which existed previous to attack. As a general
rule, long residence in a locality where yellow fever is the predominant
disease will acclimate, but a distinct attack is a greater protection than
either nativity or long residence.
So far, yellow fever in Alabama has been limited to Mobile and

Blakely, and but the one year (1822,) in the latter place
;

for since
that time this town has been depopulated. In this section of the State
there is every description of marsh, from the fresh water to the salt
water marshes, newly made by the mingling of vegetable matter broun-ht
down by the rivers on the one side, and the marine exuvise washed'up
by the gulf s tide on the other—on and around those marshes, people
trom ditierent parts of the world are constantly settling—they have fevers
of every known bilious type, but we have never been able to trace a
simple case of yellow fever to any of those marshes or recent tbrmations
nor have we yet seen a case of “congestive fever,” as we have defined
it, which had its origin in any of those marshes or in the city of Mo-
bile. Some few persons engaged in watching boats at Stockton, and
employed as laborers about old mills, some miles distant from the city,
have been seized with yellow fever

;
but they were in the habit of visit-

ing town.

Experience and observation warrant the belief, that if a city were
built up any where between the junction of the Bigby and Alabama
rivers and the Gulf, that the excavating and principal changes conse-
quent to such a settlement would be followed by the development of
yellow fever, which would ever after assert its dominion over the dis-
eases of the^ swamps and marshes.

^

Whilst residing in the interior, a young gentleman /rom Mobile, came
into the neighborhood and was seized with congestive fever. A few
hours before he died, on the fourth day of illness, he ejected from the
stomach coffee-ground black-vomit in large quantities. In 1826
Mobile was healthy, and the town of Montgomery very sickly in the
month of August two gentlemen came from the former place, visited the
latter, and after remaining a few days were seized with remittent bilious
fever, the disease of the place, and died on the seventh day of illness of
black-vomit

;
no other case of black-vomit occurring. As previously

remarked, congestive fever does not originate in or about Mobile
;
the

only perfect type of that disease seen there being confined to such

* Doctor B. Dowler of New Orleans, a most curious and faithful observer
has arrived at a corresponding conclusion, in relation to the marshes at themouth of the Mississippi.

We are aware that the most popular writers on malarious fevers, as Wil-
liams Chisolm, Johnson, Bancroft, &c., assert that yellow fever in common
with bilious fever has its origin in paludal or marsh poison. After a carefulstudy ot the essays of these gentlemen, in connection with those of the resident
physicians of the Islands, we discover that this is not the only error into whichthese travelling authors have fallen. Their observations were confined to the
disease as It appeared among the unacclimated troops connected with the dif-lerent fortifi^tions, and the loose ill considered statements made by incompe-

matters, can only be arrived at by manyyears practice and drudgery in some one of the towns where yellow and”^bilious
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persons as have recently come from the interior. In the autumn of

1842, several boatsmen were engaged in raising a sunken boat m a

reoion of country where congestive fever was the iwevaihng disorder;

they came to Mobile 8lh of September, and lodged in the infected part

of the city. Some six or eight days after their an ival, they were taken

ill, and conveyed to the City Hospital, then in our charge. Ihese

were the most malignant and formidable cases of disease we ever

approached. They were seized with languor, headache, sinking at the

stomach, followed with labored difficult respiration, cold sweat, lividity

of the skin, small thready pulse, in fact, all the prominent characteristic

symptoms of congestive fever. The physiognomy was that of yellow

fever, as was also the peculiar appearance of the eye. There was a

yellowness along the course of the large veins of the thigh and neck,

not observable 'in congestive fever. The thin black fluid, with small

flocculi discharged from the bowels, was that of yellow fever.

was retching, but no vomiting. Upon dissection, the stomach and

intestines were found distended with black-vomit. In these unequal

struerMes, the two bold prominent and striking diseases, yellow and con-

ffesttve fever, were easily recognized, each doing its work of destruction

in its own peculiar way. These facts speak for themselves.

We have passed rapidly over the field spread out before us. lo

enlai-e upon the character of soils and formations peculiar to certain

diseases, and to point out with some particularity, the differences and

resemblances of the various febrile diseases of which we have spoken,

as was originally intended, we find incompatible with the limits of this

^ In the coal, granitic, and hilly portion of the State, subjected to great

vicissitudes of weather, we find the fevers to be of the continued or

remittent type
;

usually, when not so from the onset, becoming continued

as they become grave and serious. It would appear to be irritative,

attended with dry tongue, slight delirium, tendency to semis evacuations,

enteritis, and continuing from 10 to 25 days—displaying after death a

distinct lesion of the small intestines.

In the prairie or middle part of the State, where the soil is peculiar,-

abounding in animal matter, we have dwelt at some length upon the

character of disease that there meets the eye. It is a malady of short

duration, running its course in from two to six days. The ge^^eral

assemblage of symptoms characterizing it, are, a deep-seated thready

pulse, cold skin, profuse exudation, pale, livid, mottled, shrivelled

appearance of the skin, coldness of tongue, tremulous, oppressed, irregu-

iar action of the heart, difficult breathing, violent harsh expiration;

feeling of great heat, burning and smothering, anxiety, restlessness,

menial depression, and gloomy forebodings of coming evil. Death

ensues, and we find the surface and external tissues ensanguineous,

whilst the viscera are excessively engorged with dark venous bloo .

In the vicinity of the deep, humid vegetable morasses, marshes, and

swamps of the Tertiary or Southern portion of the State, find the

history and pheftomena of disease describing another type. The lexers

there are remittent, intermittent, or continued, lasting froin 4

days. The cold stage, is attended with an intense feeling of coldness,

stretching and shaking of the whole frame ;
fever immediately succeeds,
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and is characterized by a pungently hot skin, white furred tongue,
violent pain in the head and back, pulse increased to 120 or 140, hard
and contracted, maddened impatience, and irritability of temper. This
fever, high and violent as it is, rages for 10 or 15 days, without produc-
ing oiganic lesion or serious disease of structure. The blood becomes
thin and impov^erished, but the nervous system has not succumbed, as in
congestive fever, nor do we see that tendency to a breaking down of
the tissues and putrescency, so characteristic of the yellow fever..-—
Convalescence is painfully protracted, or interrupted by relapses until
winter.

We pass on to the city of Mobile, and then discover, peculiar to her
trodden animalized streets, yet another character of disea se. Its mode
of accession is varied

;
fever rages for a few hours or a day, and then

its phenomena begin to lower, a short time elapses, and there is but
little outward token of the deep, silent, and destructive changes that are
going on. Three or four days pass by, and the prostration of muscular
strength, loss of all elasticity and contractility of the tissues and muscu-
lar fibre, the passive hemorrhages and rapid tendency to putrefaction,
proclaim at once its true and distinctive character.

Here are four varieties of acute disease, peculiar somewhat to certain
terrestrial formations. Can any one possessed of candor and ordinary
reasoning powers examine into their history, and fail to see the striken-
ing charactei istic diflerences. Ihe enslaved and overtasked mind may
reason, that inasmuch as they are all fevers of the same season,
appearing, blending, and mingling together, and often running into each
other, specific distinctions cannot be made. To this kind of aro-umen-
tation, we may properly reply, that red, white, black and green,'’are all
colors, they may be so mingled and blended, running into each other bv
imperceptible degrees, as to produce various shades, and associate in
the rnind a most intimate and inseparable connection

;
yet, when they

are displayed in their primitive natural character, how boldly and promi-
nently do they contrast.

In that portion of this paper devoted to a consideration of congestive
/ever, we briefly noticed the difference between that disease and inter-
mittent, remarking that the only jioint of resemblance consisted in their
periodicity, and promising to advert to that hereafter—preliminary to
this, we ask attention, as a necessar;y part of this history, to the connec-
tion existing between the yellow and intermittent fever of Mobile.

In 1819, we find the two diseases prevailing in a most aggravated
and nmlignant form—the negroes dying of the one, and the whites of
the other. Since that time, yellow fever has been invariably preceded
by a great increase of intermittent and remittent fever. In 1843, we
find that in the first stage there is great difficulty in distinguishin<y the
diseases

;
and in the suburbs of the city these diseases were often

blended, constituting intermittent and remittent yellow fever. By pas-
sing into the dwellings you would find children, born of the sLie
parents, living under the same roof* and nourished at the same table
attacked near about the same time with a complaint which for some
hours is characterized by the same phenomena. In the sequel, one
portion of them prove to be simple bilious, and the other grave malig-
nant yellow fever. Again, examine into the character of the mild
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endemic remittent yellow fever of 1844, and say if the connection

which existed between the congestive and intermittent fever of 1835

and 1836, which has been candidly portrayed, was any closer than that

which binds together intermittent and yellow fever.

,
After a carefnl study of the foregoing history of the yellow fever ot

Mobile, brief and imperfect as it is, no member of your society will

doubt the distinct individuality of its character, and that the poison or

ao-ent of its production is not in common with other fevers, but a.so

distinct and peculiar. The old argument, founded in ignorance of a

correct knowledge of all the flicts, that yellow fever is but a high grade

of bilious fever, diftering only in degree, is scarcely worthy of notice—

for bilious fever often prevails with a malignity unto d^ath, without

di^playino- any of the symptoms pathognomonic of the other. Again,

well marked cases of yellow fever are often lighter and more ephemeral

than even the slightest case of bilious fever. On the other hand,

history discloses the fact, that congestive fever with all its perilous

depressing phenomena, unlike that of any other, often displays in a mild

and harmtess form the same marked distinctive symptoms—all going to

prove, considering it in connection with bilious fever, that they are not

different grades of violence merely.
_ ^ r -i r

In further elucidation of the question of the unity of this family ot

malarious diseases, it becomes necessaay to refer to intermittent fever

in its pure uncomplicated form, and in doing so, unhappily for the genera)

salubrity of our climate, we need not borrow from the observations and

reflections of those living in other countries.^

The obstinate and violent grade of fever incident to the swamps and

marshes of the Tertiary already described, we believe to be identical

with intermittent fever, only differing in degree. Aside from this and

the other disorders which have been the burthen of our narrative, we

now wish to direct attention to the diseases of the mill-ponds, simple

marshes, creeks, and rivers of the poor unproductive portions ot our

country. In the vicinity of these we find a disease, which throughout

all time has occupied a conspicuous place in the catalogue of endemics,

and is easily distinguished from all others. It is intermittent

definition of which is here unnecessary. In some portions of Alabama,

in many parts of Florida, and throughout Simthern Georgia it is^ the

only endemic disease. In many of those sections of country, especially

alono- Flint river, the natives do not experience violent well marked

attacks ;
but the prominent ears, flat nose, tumid belly, large spleen,

slender limbs and waxen skin tell, too plainly to be mistaken, ot the

powerful though indirect effect of this febrile agent on the constitution.

It is only under circumstances of this kind, where the only supposed

cause is the decomposition of vegetable matter, that the disease is seen

in its simple genuine character; in that form, it is the most inveterate,

obstinate, well marked endemic of which we have any knowledge. In

many instances it may be interrupted or changed in

cured
;

its victim may fly to Canada or London, but it will still be with

him, ready at an unguarded moment to re-inflict its sting.

The product then of simple vegetable matter decomposing m poor

sandy soils, would appear to be simple intermittent fever
;
and although

it is usually modified, complicated, or changed in its effects by the
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emanations from different formations, yet with the exception oflar^e
cities and the frozen regions, few indeed are the spots of earth where
this peculiar morbific agent does not exist. From the fact too, that we
see persons affected on the highest hills, or living miles distant from the
toci ot this malaria, proves that it is lighter and more serial than other
morbihc agents another cause, doubtless, for its wide spread and gen-
eral influence. ^

- This chain of facts having brought us to the conclusion, that this
active busy “imp of the marshes” is almost co-extrusive with the earth’s
verdure, it only remains, in order that we may prove its pliancy, supple-
ness, and perfect adaptation to the system, it matters not what may be
Its pathological condition, to point you to most of the diseases around
us. tor instance, idiopathic, and even traumatic tetanus, pneumonia,
rheumatism, neuralgia, puerperal peritonitis, and other disorders, to

Song-^”'^
immediate family of diseases to which it probably

In view then of all the relations and circumstances detailed in the
foregoing pages, it is not speculative when we assert that the same
meteorological influences necessary to the production of one of these
poisons, seldom fail to call forth the others—consequently the effect of
the one is seldom experienced without that of the other being manifest-
under some circumstances, producing a disease of a blended or compli-
cated character

; whilst under others, the effect of one of these agents
may so completely predominate, as to impress its separate and
specific effect on the constitution. Hence it is that the development of
congestive and yellow fever is preceded or attended by a great increase
of mtermittents, and in many instanced, the former, which are properly
diseases of one paroxysm, are so materially influenced by the other as
to become periodical in their course. '

’

The exanthematous fevers, as small-pox, chicken-pox, measles, and
scarlet fever, occupy amongst the groups of diseases what is called the
type family.

^

In their mode of access, phenomena, changes, periods or
stages, duration, impossibility of interfering by art with their course
and perfect immunity after attack, constitute a perfect resemblance • yet
a characteristic eruption stamps them as distinct diseases, caused by a
specific poison or contagion.

^

The family of autumnal fevers that have occupied our
, attention, do

not, in their mode of access, phenomena, changes, periods or stages
duration, impossibility ofintefering with their course by art, &c., &c

'

discover the same resemblance one with the other, as do the exanthe-’
matous fevers still, their origin, history, and great affinity, entitle them
to be classed as one of the families of disease that belong to our State.
The typhoid fevers, and probably the bilious and remittent pneumonias
should be placed on the outer skirt, whilst periodical or bilious fever
proper, should occupy the centre of this circle of disease.

therapeutics of the third epoch.
It will be seen that the active inflammatory nature of fevers during

the preceding epoch, required the free use of contra-stimulants; anti!

* Bartlett’s Phylosophy of Medical Science.

22
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monv, venesection, and calomel usually combined with jalap were used

indiscriminately to reduce the high phlogistic condition ot all febrile

affections, and generally with marked beneficial results.

year 1830, the active progressive medical mind ot the t^outh and vv esi,

received new light in relation to the therapeutical action of calomel.—

This newly found virtue which excited surprise that it had not been

discovered before, consisted in a certain stimulant or sedative property

depending on the nature of the case, and the amount given to produce

the effect which the practitioner desired. The modus operandi of this

venerable remedial agent became the subject of discussion by members

of the profession, who at that time were dvided into three parties, each

maintaining the respective doctrines inculcated at the alma mater from

whence they derived the first principles of medicine, and based on

experience in the treatment of disease in their native States.
^

The graduates of Philadelphia, adhering to the precepts o^heir ven-

erable instructors, resorted freely to venesection and the use of antimony ;

those coming from the rice fields of the palmetto State, generally gave

salts and tartar emetic
;
and the former resident practitioner of the time-

worn lands of Virginia or Georgia, based their system of treating disease

almost entirely on the use of calomel. Thus we find that rnen in all

professions may carry with them early prejudices, without reference to

climate or circumstances.
, j- -a a

The advocates of these respective doctrines remained equally divided

for a short time only, for soon they found the diseases of Alabama pre-

sented new features from those they were accustomed to witness m the

older States, and want of success in practice compelled them to abandon

original theories, and to direct their thoughts in anew channel of specu-

^^^in”*the far West, a new theorist in the science had sprung into

existence, and with pompous display promulgated his researches in

pathological anatomy to the world
;
and his disciples, burning with ardent

Lai, infused the doctrines of their master into every hamlet throughout

the populous valley of the Mississippi.
v j

Of all the doctrines of former or latter days that have elicited the

attention of mankind, none ever found the same favor with popular

opinion as did that which was peculiar to this sect. The theory and

practice of Dr. Rush had attained a wide spread reputation, yet there

was too much obscurity in his principles of practice for the common

mind; but this doctrine fresh from the Western temple of Esculapius,

was within the comprehension of the most ordinary intellect, and the

pathological theory of Dr. Cooke became at once the medical doctrine

L Alabama. The ploughman, the mechanic, and the politician of the

village were ardent votaries at the shrine of this modern Proteus.
^

In thL confidence with which ignorance is too often sustained, when it is

supposed to have grasped and matured a new principle in scien^ce, they

went forth in the high-ways and by-ways inculcating it to others, and

woe be to modest, doubting physicians who viewed medicine as a science,

founded on rational principles extending beyond this recent discovere

secret in pathology.
^ . j •

The constant habit of political discussion gives this desciiption ot

persons a facility of strong and rapid expression of ideas, which being
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attended with no small degree of impudence and presumption, renderthem no ordinary antagonists, when the calm observer of facts met themm argument, especially as they seldom failed to carry along with them
the sympathies of the people. The uneducated disciple of Cooke did
not hesitate to treat the most difficult cases of disease according to this
new-fangled system with perfect impunity, it mattered not as to the result.
1 he planter would not send for a medical man to treat his negroes, andseldom the white members of his family. In this way the introdurtion
of this popular doctrine was often injurious to the interest of those routine
doctors who had promulgated it.

IwT!’'’
''ena cavaism, as advocated

th»
^scip es, differed but little from that promulgatedby the celebrated Dr Hamilton, of Edinbourg, and consisted principally

of active purgation, by means of a well known drastic pill, bearing thename of its compounder. The principle object to be obtained, according
'''as to stimulate the torpid and congested

oene°V°
'''e from the system, and arouse thegeneral secietions to action. Armed with a box of those pills, the

uninstructed practitioner went forth to conquer or to kill, and if per-chance victory over the grim enemy of man was the fortunate result ofthe champion, great was the laudation and many the converts
; but if,

diselse?b
“'® a much more aggravated form ofdisease than the original supervened, it was purely viewed as the will of

a "T S*''®" ‘® docfrine in medicine
at had giadually begun to decline m popular favor, from want of sue-cess attendant on the practice, as is usually the result of all visionary

Rhemes after having run their allotted time with the susceptible masses.
I his impiovement 111 pathology and practice had its origin through the

where hi
E. who was well known in South Alabama,here he made his appearance in the winter of 1834-35, a man of

aItho'll^h‘^h
-^1 marked features, andalthough his long hair was whitened by seventy winters, still he pos-

Td^d
energy and activity that belongs to the prime of life._

k ?
“"P°®mg appearance, there was a boldness and fluency ofspeech tM swayed the multitude, and having at one time been the

fe^'!itv of Fd-
®'!,'^®e<ieen‘>y graduating at the far famed Uni-

nl nfffio
theory and practice onmost of those who came m contact with him, and the few who had therashness to oppose his opinions soon withered beneath the popular blastof an Ignorant multitude.

in
*“®ated the primary accumulation of bloodin the large venous plexus of the mesentery, instead of the vena cavaor frrer, as assumed by his predecessor in pathological notoriety. DrCooke

;
but his therapeutics did not differ materially from the latte^gen

’

tleinan. It was only a change in appearance to sustain a sinking cause'to usher into existence a new enthusiast, and to give another local’habitation and name to disease in the abstract as embracing unityUnder such influences, at least one half of the medical men andmost of the heads of families, imbibed to the fullest extent, this fallaciousa erratic doctrine, which, from its apparent consistency, and coming
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from so venerable a fountain, seemed to the uninitiated to simpHfy the

nature of disease. With this confidence in their knowledge of patholop

the medical practitioner of that period in the treatment of disease, dis-

carded all relevant symptoms that so prominently mark the charactei

of eachtvpe of fever, and directed their sole attention to the liver, as

the balance wheel of power by which the sluggish and morbid current

of life was to be again revivified.
_

, .

The uninstructed mind, incapable of dispassionate reasoning, m
fancy’s fearful apprehension, was wont to behold at every sick bedside

no less an adversary than the champion of death, presiding in the torm

of hepatic inflammation or congestion, in which afl their attention was

absorbed, and with which they entered into a rash encounter with lor-

midable weapons of potent agency, to master with a deadly blow, the

grim monster, forgetting that disease is tractable only as we ascertain

the powers of nature in its morbid condition and assist in relieving it.

The unfortunate liver was here made the citadel ot attack, against which

enormous doses of calomel were discharged in rapid succession, until

the undermined frame gave way to repeated bombardment. Ihe voice

of suffering humanity appealed in vain to the doughty chieftain who

carried on the warfare, to cease for a time his operation, to raise the

siege, and permit nature for a space to recover its balance ot power,

but without the remotest chance of pacification. The calomel vial was

ao-ain and again appealed to, tb stimulate, this dormant function, until

bfle on bile, black as the demon of darkness, was thrown forth, which

in their ignorance of chemical action, was mistaken for the presence ot

the enemy, and the exhibition of forced excretions, instead of being

viewed as a sign of subjection to the power of medicine, was heard as

the voice of menace and the warfare was continued with greater activity.

This contest between the doctors and the liver was genera.lly main-

tained until a serious change ensued from derangement of structure

or organic lesion, and the patient sank into the arms of death. It is

unnecessary to enter into detail of the principle involved m the thera-

peutics of those misguided men who had been turned aside from the

true path of medical knowledge, and wandered in the wilderness of

error, who had listened to the false teaching of a visionary enthusiast,

and embibed such extraordinary doctrines ;
they give rise to reflections

of too serious a character to permit the language of ridicule, and yet

we are hardly disposed to treat them with any degree of gravity.

The following comments, from page 237 of Bartlett s phylosophy ot

medical science, are applicable to the practice pursued in Alabama, dur-

ing the years 1834-35 and 36.
, , i

“ The follies of German uroscopy are outdone by those ot pra,ctical

vena cavaism. Its votaries seem to have forgotten that there is any

organ in the body except the liver, and in the management of disease,

the only important points to be determined are, what is the colour,

what the consistence, the odor, and the quantity of the stools.
^

“ Diagnosis is wholly discarded as a matter merely of idle curiosity,

and of no practical importance
;
and prognosis is founded almost exclu-

sively upon the character of the alvine evacuations. If these are hilious,

as it is termed, if they are consistent, and dark colored, every thing is

going on well, and the prognosis is favorable.
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“The Cookite would be utterly at a loss, in regard to the state of his

patient, if he should be deprived of the aids which arc furnished him by
a daily and nightly inspection, ocular and nasal, of the stools. They con-
stitute his guiding star, his rudder, and his compass

;
they shed a clear

light on all his pathway, which but for them would be darkness and uncer-
tainty itself. The language of his sect, as usually happens in similar

cases, has passed into the popular tongue, and we hear from all invalids

daily and hourly complaints that the liver does not act, that the liver is tor-

pid, that the liver is locked, up and so on. Almost every ailment to which
the body is subject, functional or organic, trifling or grave, (dironic or.

acute, is immediately referred to this ubiquitous and autocratic organ.
“All and each of these ailments can be removed only in one wav,

by the restoration of the biliary secretion^ by inducing the liver “to
act”

;
and this can be accomplished with certainty only by one remedy,

calomel.”

About the year 18.30, the Thompsonian, or steam system of practice

was under certain restrictions licensed by the Legislature of this State.

A leading principle of this doctrine was, that “ Life is heat and death is

cold,” and when the vital spark was in danger of being extinguished, it

was to be supported by the free use of stimulants externally and inter-

nally.

However false the theory, the practice was much more appropriate
to the type of disease of that period than any other in vogue. We should
not, therefore, be surprised that this practice, though confined to the hands
of that illiterate class, which is ever ready to seize upon any and every
thing new or monstrous in politics, religion, or medicine, should have
achieved signal triumphs over the equally false theories and but too
fatal practice of the unreflecting routinist of the regular profession.

We have already stated that about the years 1834 and ’35, typhoid
fever made its appearance on many of the plantations, especially in

Dallas and Perry counties. The character of this disease has already
been noticed. Treated as it was by the “ regular Doctors,” with salts

and tartar, active cathartics, mercurials to act on the liver, &c., the
disease was fatal to one -half of those attacked. The xvant of success
amongst the “ regulars” was so marked that they were in many instances
discharged, and the red pepper gentlemen summoned in their stead.

—

Those of the latter class who used the capsicum freely, and laid aside to

a great extent emetics, were in comparison rewarded with marked suc-
cess, and a great impetus was inconsequence given to the popularity of
the Thompsonian system. In many of those localities where its

triumphs were achieved, it still holds its place in popular favor—other
remedies of a kindred nature have been since added to their materia
medica, as quinine, camphor, opium, <Ac.

Though the mass of the “ regulars” rushed blindly on, like Sangrado,
slaying every thing before them with the exhausting remedies which
the schools had prescribed, the errors were too palpable to escape the
notice of all

;
the thinking part of the profession, appalled by the mor-

tality of disease, began to study its nature and look out for more rational
indications of treatment. To minds of this class arc we indebted for
the advance of our profession

;
and to such perfection has our experience

and observations arrived, based as they are upon the modern lights of
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pathology and the modus operandi of remedies, that the acute febrile

diseases of the South are now met with the full confidence of success.

An incidental notice, as it were, of the general plan of practice agreed

upon by most of our medical men in the treatment of some of the mala-

dies described in the foregoing pages, will close this paper.

The successful treatment of congestive fever demands the most prompt

and energetic application of positive remedies—la medicine expectante

is here out of the question, and the indications stand forth clearly and

boldly; the heavily oppressed nervous and vascular systems, the cold

and shrunken surface, the engorgement of internal organs, the general

prostration of the vital powers, all appeal strongly to you for prompt

relief.

To equalize the circulation and call back the vital heat to the surface,

is the first indication, and with 'this view revulsives are applied exten-

sively over the external surface, strong cataplasms of mustard are

applied to the abdomen and extremities, and the more extensively the

better; in addition to such applications, with which too many practi-

tioners are satisfied, we would beg leave to impress upon the reader the

impoitance of dry cups along the whole course ofthe spine, to be followed

immediately by one of the above stimulating cataplasms. The reaction

following this plan has been so prompt and decisive in many instances,

as to force upon us the conviction that in the spinal column is to be found

the pathological centre of all the mischief. In plethoric subjects, deter-

minations take place to the abdominal or thoracic viscera, demanding

also the free use of cups.

In the Summers of 1835 and ’36, when it was not unusual for the

patients to remain several days in a cold adynamic condition, (the dis-

ease constituting but a single paroxysm,) we were driven to the use of

long continued frictions, a copious kettle of decoction of capsicum and

mustard in brandy, (or rather tincture,) was prepared, and a servant

stationed at each extremity was directed to keep up rapid frictions with

the liquid heated almost to the boiling point. In this way a partial

reaction was produced and kept up until the internal remedies had time

to come to the rescue and stave off the fatal collapse.

Calomel, opium, quinine, and piperine are the favorite remedies for

internal administration
;
they ard^ used singly or variously combined,

according to the condition of the patient and peculiar notions of practi-

tioners. If vomiting and purging, either separately or together exist,

calomel and opium (5 grains to 1) may be given every hour until quiet

is restored; enemata of starch and laudanum are also used with happy

effects. Many practitioners, who are ordinarily opposed to complication

of remedies, prescribe in urgent cases something like the following

formula : Calomel grs. v, opium gr. piperine gr. i, and quinine grs.

iii, every hour or two—some one of these ingredients may be left out

where from its specific effect it is thought inapplicable. After a few

doses the calomel and opium are withdrawn, and the quinine increased

ill quantity and continued for a longer or shorter time, according to the

duration and circumstances of the case.

Quinine is not given in congestive fever as a stimulant to promote

reaction. On the contrary, it is a popular and well-founded impression

that when given in adynamic diseases in large doses, its effect is
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decidedly sedative and consequently prejudicial in this stage of the dis-
ease. It IS therefore given in combination with stimulants, as opium,
capsicum, brandy, ammonia, &c., in order that it may have time to
exert its peculiar anti-periodic effect. During the state of extreme depres-
sion, many gentlemen give opium and brandy to the exclusion of every
other remedial agent. Some give as much as 100 drops of laudanuiii
every hour until a change in the symptoms is produced. We have
never given it in this way, but are assured by gentlemen of experience
and judgment that it soon arrests the pernicious tendency of the disorder
and places the system in a condition to be easily and happily influenced
by external and internal stimulants, and thus enable them to auard
against another paroxysm.

,

We h^e already commented on the great abuse of calomel in former
years. Ihe prejudice excited against this article is so great that many
medical gentlemen are reluctant to acknowledge its utility in the treatment
ot this or any other disease. To satisfy the caprices of patients, we
have sometimes treated cases of congestive fever without calomel, but
have met with great difficulty in establishing full reaction and in restoring
the secretions to their normal condition. We are convinced that nine-

I

tenths of our practitioners, (amongst whom are many of its loudest

I

denunciators,) use mercury in some form in all acute diseases—the
I

mass ot testimony in its favor is too strong to be rejected.

^

Although quinine, as before remarked, would, ifgiven alone, be hurtful
in some stages of this fever, yet it is administered by all, especiallv in
cases of intermittent or remittent type

;
its omission even in decided

doses would be severely censured by the great mass of medical men in
this State.

In but few cases do even the most “bold and bloody” use that
double edged sword,” the lancet—that ignis fatuus theory has often

led the way to the chamber, but the murdered victim has as often risen
up in judgment. It may occasionally happen under peculiar combination
ot symptoms, as in the second case of Dr. Wooten, that depletion may
be resorted to, but such cases are exceptions to the broad general rule.

Dr. Ames, in his notes of cases, remarks of the cerebro-congestive-
remittents, that “quinine is better borne in this than in any other form
of congestive fever. It seems to be tolerated as tartar emkic is tolera-
ted in inflammatory pneumonia, and bleeding in encephalic inflammation.
I gave recently to a negro boy, under twelve years of age, about fifty
grains within twelve hours, without producing any deafness or ringing iiime ears. Its good effects, however, were none the less evident.*
Bleeding, so far as I have seen, even in the smallest quantity, does mis-
chief, and the bad effect is in proportion to the quantity and the rapidity
with which blood is drawn. Blisters and sinapisms are valuable adjuncts,
particularly the former, and so is the hot foot-bath. When the pulse

^
feeble under the use of quinine, and the sweatino- profuse

and debility greater, I know of no remedy equal to carbonate of ammo-’
nia to counteract these effects. When they are observed I always sus-

/rT
method of informing his friend Dr. Boling, that he(Dr^ Lewis,) would be as far from classing these disorders with the phlegmasicr'as Dr. B. would the unknown poison of yellow fever'' with remedies
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pend the quinine, nnd tliese observations apply as well to one form of

nmlifirnant fever as another.” '

, • • r

In the treatment of the yellow lever m Mobile, no physician ot any

experience expects to cut it short; hence, Ml due excess or the least

forciiuT is carefully avoided. Emetics, iilood-letting, and m fact all

contra'stimulants aVe viewed as highly pernicious. We have already

mentioned that the physicians of that place watched the approach of the

collapse staire with great anxiety, for it is at that particularjuncture that

his art is most available. When it is discovered by the wavering

variable pulse, increased restlessness and the other signs premonitory

of the advent of this critical stage, a stimulating treatment is immediately

begun. There is probaldy no disease or condition to which the system

may be reduced that requires more than this the administration ol

positive stimulants. We are convinced beyond persuation to
_

the

contrary, that by the use of brandy alone, given at the proper time,

hundreds, even whilst.trembling on the verge of the grave, have been

rallied, sustained, and restored to life. But we cannot stop now to give

even an outline of the treatment pursued in this disease; to such gentle-

men as feel an interest in it, we respectfully refer them to the March

number of the New ,Oj-leans Medical and Surgical .Journal lor 184.7.
_

Although quinine in large doses, was not in general use until 183a

and ’36, yet there were a few who gave it in 5, 8 and 10 gram doses

as far back as 1830, Dr. Parker, of Florida, during a short sojourn m
Alabaman in 1831, advised its use to many in 5 and even 10 gmin

doses. This gentleman considered it tonic and anti-periodic.

Perrine and Cartwright, of Mississippi, and Dr. team, of Huntsville,

were probably the first to give it in large doses during the exacerbation

of fever We believe that Drs. Allison, of Dallas, Vincent, of Autauga,

and \mes, of Montgomery, gave this salt in .7 and 8 grain doses in every

form of endemic fever as early as 1834. They administered it during

remissions or the declining stage of fever.
, - n

On the subject of its early use in what are supposed to be mtlamma-

tory affections, Doctor Ames addresses the writer as follows :
(his let-

ter was not intended for publication.) “In 1835 I gave it first in an

inflammatory affection—the case was remittent pleuro-bronchitis, which

the quinine removed as by a charm. At this time, this form of disease

was rare, and 1 do not recollect that I used it again until 1839. \ou

xvere certainly the first to use it extensively and genera ly m pulmonic

diseases in 1837. In the fall of 1842, and winter following, se^^rai

physicians in this place began to employ it in the iiiflammatory afiec-

. dons which then prevailed, but I do not think its purely contra-stimu-

lant nature xvas fully recognized at that time. The circumstances would

have led to its use, on account of its acknowledged febriluge qualities

alone The ordinary endemic remittent fever became, on a change ot

xveatherin October, suddenly complicated with pulmonic inflammation,

wiMany other change in its type
;
the treatment consequently

not changed, and quinine was found to be quite as beneficial aftenxard

as before the change—allowance being made for the increased violence

and obstinacy of the disease induced by local inflammation, feince

then it has been employed in our inflammatory powers as one ol the

principal remedies ;
Ld the occasional observation of its effects m case.^
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111 which the causes of our endemic fevers were not in action, and in
which there were no symptoms, not common to the inflammatory affec-
tions of higher latitudes, has satisfied some of our medical men of the
true nature of the remedy

; whilst others
, with the same facts before

them, still look to its well known febrifuge and anti-periodic properties
for the explanation of its beneficial effects in these cases. My own
opinion as you are aware, was formed several years before, partly from
obse,-vat,ons of this kind, but principally from facts of another class,

'

Without which. It seems to me, the evidence is very imperfect. These
relate to cases of direct debility

;
either diseases of this kind, or exhaus-

tion rom hemorrhage, or protracted diseases in which the depressing
effects of bleeding or cathartics have been aided by long abstinence.—
In these cases quinine is always injurious, quickening the pulse and
aiigmeiiting the general debility. In many instances, during the last 16
years, have I seen its use in this description of cases followed by the
most disastrous consequences—apparently depressing the powers of life
With astonishing directness and rapidity.*

Doctor Ames mentions that we were “the first to use quinine gen-
era ly in pulmonic diseases in 1837;” the disease alluded to was inter-
mittent piieumonia, wdiich prevailed throughout the months of Novem-
ber and December of that year, confined however to those localitieswhere simple intermittent was the predominant disease. The parox-ysms in those cases were very violent, attended with difficult breathing,
prostration, small, compressible pulse and difficult expectoration, thatwhich was raised being more or less cold, and intermixed with blood.
_lhe remissions [for notwithstanding each paroxysm was usually usheredm with a chi I, it cannot be properly regarded as intermittent,! were,
considering the violence of the paroxysms, very complete. After thetwo first cases, wffich proved fatal, we began what we then viewed asan experiment—the use of quinine, in decided doses. We lost but few
cases after this. We did not, after some reflection and experience, con-
sider these inflammatory affections; nor did we give quinine, believing
It would act as a contra-stimulant

;
for in that case it would not havebeen advisable

;
but we gave it solely in reference to its anti-periodic

properties, and to quiet nervous irritability.
^

th/’ivr
'"” f of "'inter and spring, we have treated inthe Maiin^e Hospital, 40 cases of pneumonia—the subjects were mostly

active robust young men belonging to the volunteer service. Westudied tlie character and tendency and effect of remedies on this dis-ease, with no little cure and interest. Twelve were of a remittentform, o pleuro-pneumonia, 10 bilious, and 13 typhoid pneumonia. In
all those of the remittent, and a. few of the bilious type, quinine was

in ollv 3'nrr‘
beneficial, so far as we could discover,m only 3 of the remittent, ana very partial in these. In three of thebilious variety the pulse was corded and tense

;
general blood-letting waspiacticed in those. Cups were used in every case, but it was seldom

rf t "'ell-earnecl knowledge of its effects sav

assenfblw n"f

'ietailed with much self-satisfaction, to a krgessemblage of students and medical men, a case of obstinate nrofuse ufprintx^

fe47nTofTflniL'? he’aLinisJered 60

23
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that the strength of the patient would permit the abstraction of blood even

in this way. Tartar emetic was not tolerated in doses exceeding the

eighth of a grain. Alterative, such as calomel and Dover s, and blue

pis were occasionally given, expectorants were also used, and purga-

tives were necessary in most of the cases. T he reliable remedies, hi -

ever, were mustard cataplasms and poultices after the manner adiised

by Dr. Baldwin of Montgomery, and the carb. ammonia. 1 hese woie

used more or less in every case, and throughout the whole course of tl e

disease. In 6 cases of the typhoid or continued variety, we gave brandy

in combination with ammonia, and with decided advantage. In many

cases it is necessary to sustain and strengthen the patient in his phaust-

incr efforts at expectoration—otherwise, the immense accumulation of

patty, daAlloi'ed matter within the cavity of the chest woidd have

Lffocated him. Stimulants, when judiciously given, instead

ing, materially aid expectoration, upon the ease and profuseness of which

depends the life of the patient. This disease runs its course in from

eight to 14 days, and it is dangerous to attempt to cut it short
,
3 of 4

°°Wrare'^c*onvinced, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that had contra-

stimulants been freely used in the treatment of these cases, not

one would have survived ;
had quinine then been given with the best

results it should not on that account be classed among contra-stimu-

lants—if so, brandy, opium, and ammonia are entitled to the same dis-

^'"Gendemen of the present day are of opinion that had quinine been

freely used in the treatment of the “ bilious inflammatory fevers of the

second epoch, the mortality and suffering would have been materially

lessened.^ In the vicinity of the river swamp there occasionally occh's,

in nlethoric healthy emigrants, cases of continued bilious fevei, attended

with “violent pai/in the head and back, injected ep, hot skin, and

corded tense mdse.” We have administered quinine in

Tses” in“4 of these cases, and it never failed to augment all the in-

flammatory febrile symptoms. We could, time permitting, go on s‘ndng

“rabiinstancL,'all^
truly phlegmonic, whilst it is beneficial to a proverb in all the adynam

periodic^ affectmns^^ofthe
d elaborate articles on

the use of quinine, that it is contra-stimulant and highly serviceable m

has*«) liTaterially^contributed to the medical literature of the South, and

reflected so much honor on his adopted State, it is painful to differ ;
and

be this, however, as U may, he has too much liberality not to agree wit

US ill the sentiment of the poet,

“ One man’s word is no man’s word,

Truth demands that all be heard.”
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We cannot conclude without stating that in 1834 Dr. B. R. Hogan
began, in the treatment of all our acute endemic diseases, the use of the
most active stimulants, and that it is the impression of this and many other
gentlemen, that they can be used in some stage of every variety of
.Southern fever, with signal advantage

;
but like quinine and morphine,

experience and discrimination are required in their use.

, 1,

‘jiis rough and hasty sketch, permit the writer to say,
hat he has expemnced no little trouble in collecting the material which

IS embodied m the first and second epochs”—if, however, he has
succeeded in gleaning frorn the neglected past, any thing of value or
inteiest to the profession of the State, then he is repaid for his labors.
In Ins history of the diseases and therapeutics of the third epoch, he hasmed at nothing more than to designate the particular portions of the

cultivation. The description of the predominant leading character ofd sease somewhat peculiar to certain geological formations and the
distinctions drawn between these diseases, are peculiarly his own. In

T® is represented; the

drcTimstancrs^lb? ^^t*'
^rawn fromdLases and theurc imstances that surround them, or the time-worn dogmas and false

deluded"the“
7'=“.'®";® Southern fevers, which havl shackled anddeluded the profession for so many generations. Whether the effort

start
®*’ ”®‘’ ‘'® at least hopes it will

CeTber ''^‘"^ble results.

II.-Remarfo on Relentim of the Placenta. [Read before the Medico-Chirur^cal Soctety of Louisiana, on the third of September, 1845 .By L. D. Fennee, M. D., Corresponding Secretary,]

It will be recollected that at our last meeting, I apologised for notbeing prepared to read my promised paper on the subject o^Retention ofthe Placenta, and asked permission o offer in its stead the ^nnr nf
-^

case of Hepatic Abscesi. My apology was accen ed and ,7*^
but I was still held to my obli^atL fo^Cd the Josed pZr'^^ heensuing meeting. From this proceeding, I am induced rtnfeM*atconsiderable interest is felt m regard to the subject I had chosen and I

thThone
"'•'at I have to say, chiefly undejtte^hope of eliciting the opinions of the different members of flie so'

The subject is surely replete with interest and importance for it
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much manual interference in the management of the retained placenta.

1 have no doubt that death has thus been caused m thousands of cases,

which, if left alone to the efforts of nature, would have terminated most

'’'^As'l speak to practical and experienced men, I need not descend to

minutiae, but will confine myself as much as possible, to what I c^ceito

to be important points and a brief narration ol such facts as hate fallen

under my own observation.
^ , j ^ j tUof

Upon looking into the authorities, ancient and modern, we find that

different rules of practice have prevailed at different periods, in legar

to the management of the 'placenta.
- i

Hippocrates did not recommend any extraordinary means to bring i

awav. The introduction ofthe hand into the uterus for this purpose,

does not seem to be advised, or to have come into consideration in his

time. The case xvas left pretty much to nature.

Celsus appears to be on the opposite extreme ;
he put no leliance i

the efforts of nature, and directs that if the afterbirth is not expell

very soon after the child, the hand is to be introduced for the purpose ot

‘"''pilfe? who^wrote in the fifteenth century, seems to have generally

followed this practice, but recommends
'""'.'‘’Irt

exercise of extreme caution; not to use violence, lest we should iineit

or otherwise injure the uterus.

Iluysch, who paid great attention to this subject, and who, by his

anatomical researches, threw much light upon the physiology of the

foetus, forbade the placenta to be extracted hastily—choosing cleaily to

run the risk of the evils that might follow the imperfections of nature,

rather than of those which would be incurred by the harsh and violent

practice' oTcelsus, however, continued in vogue till

J’*'
William Hunter. This celebrated physician, having witnessed many

fatal results from the officious

the placenta, resolved again to rely upon the
f

®

Afte^ mature deliberation, and not without

to the result ofthe innovation, it appears that he and Hi. ^andys, vh

with him had charge of the Middlesex Hospital, determined to put

resolution in practice. We learn that in the very first case, the pla-

centa was refoined twenty-four hours, but no ill consequence followed.

Tlir practice soon became general; but several untoward accue t»

having occurred, it was again abandoned and that of ’

which, modified and improved, has continued in vogue down to the

’’"C-lJ'Iff the recent writers on obstetrics direct, that if ‘h® pi-enta is

not expelled within a short time, (say one hour or two ®
.

the hand must be introduced to ascertain the cause of d®t®^i'bo». ^
eeiierallv to remove it

;
but I fully concur with our distinguished coun-

fryman, Dewees, in setting “ my thee against Tme” ‘''® f
ot such cases. Circumstances alter cases, and no rule can b

"‘'Denmrntas laid down the very best practice in the management of

the placenta, founded, as he justly remarks, “on common sense and
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observation it is, that the placenta ought to be, and is generally
expelled by the action of the uterus, in the same manner as the child,
feeling ourselves at liberty, and called upon to assist, only when this
action is not equal to the purpose, or when a hemorrhage or other
dangerous circumstance demand our assistance.

The opinion prevails almost universally, that if the placenta be not
brought away within a few hours after the birth ofthe child, the woman
is placed in'great danger, independent of uterine hemorrhage; that it

is a dead and extraneous mass which becomes pernicious every mo-
ment it remains, and that if not brought away immediately, the os uteri
would close upon it so that it could not be extracted. Hence there is

generally felt upon such occasions a great degree of apprehension and
alarm. But there is a great deal of error in all this\

It is certainly desirable that the placenta should come away soon
after the birth ofthe child, and all prudent and judicious means should

- be used to accomplish this object, for then the delivery is complete and
much anxiety is removed

;
but the placenta may be* retained for hours,

days, or even weeks, without proving fatal.

Dr. Ramsbotham says, that “cases are on record in which the placenta
never passed, it having been supposed that the whole, or the greater
part of it, had been absorbed by the action of the uterine vessels.”
Knowing the astonishing resources of nature. Dr. R. says he should

not have the temerity to deny the possibility of such an occurrence, yet
he would consider it unwise to leave the placenta in the uterus under
the hope of getting clear of it in this way.
He relates a remarkable case that fell partially under his own obser-

vation. In 1829, he was called to assist a medical friend in the case of
a young woman, first pregnancy—sixth day after delivery of a dead
child, the placenta still retained, the funis broken away, no hemorr-
hage, os uteri almost closed, could not feel the placenta, slight fever,
but no urgent symptoms. He saw her again two days afterwards

—

nothing could be done. His friend, (in whom he says he had every
confidence,) watched the case closely more than a month; during which
time a portion of placenta the size of a walnut was expelled. She
recovered her health perfectly in six weeks

;
nothing more of a solid

nature ever passed
;
he does not know whether the woman ever men-

struated again.

Dr. Denman once saw an instance of a whole placenta retained till

the fifteenth day after the birth of the child, and then expelled with little

signs of putrefaction, except upon the membranes
;
the whole .surface

which had adhered, exhibited marks ofa fresh separation. The recovery
of this woman was very fortunate.

You are all aware that retention of the placenta may take place from
three causes :

1st. Uterine inertia
;

2d. Adhesion of the placenta to the uterus
;

3d. Irregular contraction of the uterus.
In regard to retention by inertia, I shall be very brief. A slio-ht

inertia may generally be expected alter the tremendous effort required
to expel the foetus

;
at least, it most frequently happens that some time

elapses before the uterus resumes its contractions with sufficient force
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to ex[)el tho placenta. At this stage, the accoucheur should excite the

action of the uterus by means ot friction, compression, and cold wet

cloths over the hypogastric region, gentle stimulants, ergot, &;c.

—

When the womb is felt firmly contracted, and the pains recur, traction

at the umbilical cord may be used—retching also tends powerfully

to excite the uterus to action. Blundell relates an instance where the

physician being fatigued with exertion to excite the action ot the uterus,

and also embarrassed, left the chamber for a short time—while he was

absent, an old woman stuck a candle down the patient’s throat, which

excited violent retching, and the placenta was at once expelled. 1 he

feelings of the doctor upon his return, are not to be envied. I have

upon several occasions, where the placenta remained several hours from

ordinary inertia, known it to be brought away by the action ot a dose

of castor oil upon the bowels.

There is one ])rinciple not to be forgotten at this stage, that is

—

not

to take away the placfinia unless the uterus be feltfirmly contracted.

Retention by adhesion presents a much more difficult case, and here

I am inclined to believe that the most of writers authorize too much

manual interference. They caution us seriously and emphatically

against the dangers and injuries to be apprehended, but still direct the

adhesion to be broken up by the hand, and the placenta to be forcibly

taken away.

Now if there be but partial adhesion, there is liable to be considerable

and even dangerous hemorrhage
;
and if the uterus is disposed to con-

tract, it would certainly be proper to take away the placenta. But if

the adhesion be extensive and strong, with no pressing emergency from

hemorrhage, convulsions, or any thing of the kind, I should certainly

deem it more safe to trust the case to time and the efforts of nature,

than to run the risk of inversion, or of exciting fatal inflammation of the

uterus, by tearing away the placenta, as many direct. 1 have no doubt

that thousands of women have perished by this proceeding, although I

suppose it must be considered secundum artem. I confess my own

experience has been quite limited in the management ot retention by

adhesion, occurring at the full period, and I now call attention to it

chiefly with the view of eliciting the observations of other members of

the society in regard to it. I will lay before you, however, the follow

ing extraordinary cases of abortion, in one of which the placenta was

retained 31 days, and in the other 35 days.

Case.—On the 21st December, 1837, I was called to see Mrs. W.,

a rather small and delicate lady, the wife of a Mississippi planter, aged

about 25 years. Her health had been quite delicate for some time

from diarrhoea and abdominal pains. She had had before numerous^

abortions and premature births. From the customary irregularity of

her catamenia she was now uncertain whether she was pregnant or not.

I found her suffering uterine pains—she was shivering and chilly

—

pulse quick—great thirst—and a slight hemorrhage. Upon placing my
hand upon the hypogastrium I could distinctly define the dimensions of

the uterus, and was convinced that she was not^ only pregnant, but on

the eve of an abortion.
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I gav^e liRi’ a pill ol the acetate of lead and opium, and had hot bricks
applied to the feet.

Within an hour afrerwards, a foetus of about three months was

^
expelled. She expressed herself as feeling much better; the uterus

I
contracted pretty well, and the hemorrhage was trifling. The tender-

:|

ness of the abdomen was so great that she could not bear friction. A
i

cold wet towel was now ap()lied over the hypogastrium, and gentle
ti action made upon the umbilical cord. The cord, however, was so

'
. weak that it was easily broken ofl’.

The ergot was now administered, which slightly increased the uterine
pains, but not sufficient to expel the placenta. I then attempted to
introduce the hand

;
))ut the relaxation necessary for the expulsion of

so small a feetus was so slight, and the pain and soreness were so o-reat,
that 1 was compelled to desist. There being no dangerous symptoms,
J left her under the influence of the opiate pill, and directed a purgative
enema to be administered a few hours afterwards.

Four o'clock, r. m.—I found my paticait easy and comfortable—she
had slept—pulse natural—no thirst. The enema and also a dose of
oil had been given, but without moving the bowels—the iilacenta still
remained—no hemorrhage.’

I determined to await the operation of the purgative, and left her wdth
directions to repeat the opium and lead pills, and to re-apply the cold
towel if hemorrhage should appear.

22nd. Patient had spent a good night, and was cool and comfortable
—bowels had operated three or four times, but the placenta was
retained—soreness diminished.

1 determined to make another effort to extract the placenta. I intro-
duced my hand gently into the vagina, but found it impossible to make
It enter the uteri. The placenta could be felt with the linger, and a
portion of membrane was exti-acted that admitted of considerable trac-
tion

;
still the mass could not be brought away.

Finding it impossible to get the hand into the uterus, I determined to
irritate the parts no more.

Ordered the ergot to be tried again, and a warm fomentation to the
abdomen.

Evening.-~Found patient cool, easy, and comfortable, with the
exception of slight nausea produced by the ergot—about the customary
amount of lochial discharge—the placenta still retained. Advised a
glass of wakm water, and the finger to be thrust into the throat to
encourage the ejection of the ergot from the stomach—other directions
continued pi r. n.

23rd. Rested well through the night, but now has slight uterine
pains—skin cool—no thirst—pulse rather frequent—moderate discharge
from the uterus. Ordered low diet and perfect rest.

24th. Had considerable uneasiness in the bowels, but no fever.—
Ordered to be purged with ol. ricini.

Evening.—Buvlng the action of the cathartic, the placenta was
expelled, and the patient is now relieved. The placenta was very large
and quite foetid. Not an unpleasant symptom followed, and the ladv
soon recovered. ^
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Here we have an instance of the placenta retained three days and a

half, without any unfavorable result. I thought at the time this placenta

was retained by adhesion, but as the attachment could not be reached

with the hand, there must remain some doubt. It is possible it was

retained by spasmodic contraction of the os uteri.

Case.—

T

he following remarkable case occurred in-a servant of my

own, a negro woman aged about 35 years
;
healthy, and ot robust

statue, but very narrow in the pelvis
;
so much so, that her previous

labors, of which she had three at full time, were extremely difficult,

proving fatal to the children in every instance save one.

On the night preceding the 1st ot Mai’ch, 1846, she aborted with a

foetus at about the 4th month. She had but little hemorrhage, but the

placenta did not come away. I arrived at home about 11 o clock on

the morning of the 1st of Mkrch, and found her pretty quiet and com-

fortable—a dose of castor oil had been administered, and her bowels

were freely purged, but the placenta was still retained. There was no

flooding, nor any distressing symptom. I made an examination per

vaginam, and found that the placenta, still within the uterus, could

barely be touched by the finger.

I administered ergot freely, and when there were slight uterine pams,

I dre\y gently at the umbilical cord; but this was so small and weak

that it immediately broke away. The foetus was very small, and the

vagina and os uteri were so little dilated, that I found it impossible to

introduce my hand. The uterus was firmly contracted, and theie was

no hemorrhage. I let her remain quiet.

iMarch 2nd.—She had rested w^ell, and w^as quite easy and free from

fever. Gave her a diuretic of spts. nitr. dulc. and infusion of parsley-

roots, and directed her to sit over a vessel ol* w’arm w'ater, until she felt

an urgent inclination to urinate.

A copious flow of urine w'as soon produced, but the placenta W'as stiL

retained. She w^as kept on low^ diet.

3rd. Rested w^ell—in the evening had slight excitement, and slight

discharge from vagina. Gave cathartic pills at bed time.

4th. Felt better—bow'els freely moved—no fever—no thirst—some

appetite—not so much uterine discharge.

5th. Did not rest w'ell—had pain in back and abdomen—slight

hemorrhage—to-day feels better—uterine discharge considerable, and

slightly foetid. Evening.—pulse a little excited—disagreeable throbbing

in the head. Gave a purg- pill, of rhub. al. and cal.

7th and 8th. Symptoms all better—uterine discharge small, and very

slightly offensive.

10th. Chloe says she feels almost well—walks about, and has a

good appetite—she says her abdomen and w-omb do not feel as if any

thing w'ere retained—but it is evident the placenta has never been dis*

chained ;
and I, myself, removed the umbilical cord without it. The

uterine discharge is but slight, and not now offensive.

^

15th. Patient did very w^ell since last date, until yesterday, wTen

she had headache and pains in the limbs. She took a cathartic pill last

night, and feels much better this morning. She has an appetite, and

w alks about the house. The discharge is light colored, moderate, and

has a very slight odour. Placenta still retained.
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25th. Patient has done well since last report, until last night, whenshe had a return of the pains in her body and limbs. This morning
feels quite unwell. Has slight fever-tongue white and furred—shehas a sense of weight and bearing down in the pelvis. Gave her a
cathartic.

26th. Entirely relieved—she went to work of her own accord—
says there is still some whitish discharge—placenta still retained—andher abdomen appears somewhat enlarged.
From this date she kept about her business, and appeared as cheerful

as usual, until the 3rd of April, when Mrs. C. who vvL living with me

sXd whh'floodingi

She went to bed immediately—had cold wet cloths applied to herabdomen and vulva—and took a pill of opium, acetate of lead, and
ip0C3iC*

nai?b,'ThTh^,T 7,!
77“^’ considerable

radly duH4th: „ighf
April 4t/i,.—Hemorrhage ceased, but feels very badly—is costive.—Gave her a dose of castor oil, and ordered her to keep her bed. About4 o clock m the evening, (the time she was attacked the day before )hemorrhage returned with great violence. Oil had not operated—shewas yeiy much prostrated—extremities cold—pulse feeble and quick—

niliVnVi7 the opium and lead
pill and cold applications, and gave brandy and water.

unJn tb^s'
case, would be too tedious to relateupon th.s occasion. Suffice to say, it proved to be one of the most des.peiate attacks of uterine hemorrhage that any woman ever survived. Inspite _ol the most powerful remedies-opium, both in substance and tine

ture, m extraordinary doses—acetate of lead—French brandy—camphorjulep the tampon, &c., &c., the hemorrhage continued^for two orthr ee days, and she was reduced to the very verge of the grave. She

and ‘the‘’e7’
cf'-'s'cn and syncope—she was almost pulseless,and the extiemities as cold as clay—in short, nothing but incessant

attention, both by day and night, saved her from death.
objep* of our special attention, (he placenta.—This was expelled on the night of the 4th of April, thirty.jice days afterthe birth oj the feetus. It was reduced to the size of a walnut—itappeared to b^e firm and fleshy—and not at all putrid or offensive Aprofessiona friend, (Dr. Wydown, of Clinton, Mississippi,) examined it

The convalescence of the woman was exceedingly tedious. Beiim

n
*’7^' bocaoic of an ashy hue, from the state of ansemia towhich she was reduced. She recovered her health perfectly, however •

liviwT,7^r"7®^"’‘ ‘ime. and is stillliving, d lobust and hearty woman.
I presume that in this case the retention was caused by adhesion •or the placenta could have only been prevented so long a time from

3hfuteraf“^“”
continuance of the circulatiot between it

24
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It is particularly to relenlion hi) irregular contraction of the that

I wish to call the attention of the society, for I am convinced both by

experience and reflection; that very grave error prevails generally in

regard to it. You are aware that this irregular contraction may take

place either at the mouth of the womb, or in the central circular fibers,

or in the circular fibers of one of the cornua.
• j* • ~

When the contraction occurs in the central fibres, the womb is dm.

ded into two distinct compartments or chambers. In this case, the

placenta may be partly in both. This is properly the hour-glass con-

traction spoken of by authors. • •

,

It is believed that more or less adhesion of the placenta remains m

all cases of irregular or spasmodic contraction, and that its cause ma>

be traced to this, assisted by improper traction on the umbilical cord

and other improprieties. c.vnnpr
Ramsbotham and Dewees think it is a very rare case

;
the toirnei

says he never met with but three or four well marked cases ;
and the

latter that he never met with a single instance, where he had had the

entire management of the case.

On the other hand Burns says it is exceedingly common.

In regard to this question, 1 am disposed to believe it depends pretty

much upon one’s fortune; and although I have no doubt the occuirence

is frequently brought about by officious and improper management, yet

that independent of this, one physician may meet with as many cases

in the lapse of two or three years, as another will in forty.

For the most part there is not much hemorrhage attendant upon Ao«r-

glass contraction, yet it is sometimes quite severe where there is but

lanial adhesion of the placenta, accompanied by irregular and spas-

modic contraction in one of the cornua of the uterus.

To come at once to the management of retention by irregulai con-

traction, I must declare my belief that this contraction is always ol a

svl^Ldic nature, and thafit is lar better and more “P™
anti-spasmodic remedies for its removal, than the direct application of

^^Obsteh'ical writers mention a variety of remedies and expedients to

be resorted to for the purpose of detaching and bringing away the pla.

centa, but the most of them, although with well guarded piecautions,

place the chief reliance upon the hand.

This is the point to which I invite your particular attention, tor my

conviction is that too much force is generally resorted to for the puipose

of overcoming this difficulty. , ,

It is surprising to me that any person who had ever measuied the

power of his hand with that of the gravid uterus in "P^™^
Ltion, should ever expect to gain any thing by the contest or di ect

others to attempt a similar feat. Authors tell us that when houi -glass

or other irregular contraction is discovered, the hand is to be cai ried

up to the point, and Brst one finger is tobe introduced into the stricture,

and then another, and so on until a sufficient number is admitted to

exert an expanding power, and that then by a persevering effoit of

dilation the ^uterine spasm may be overcome, the
f

through the stricture, and the placenta taken axvay Now ‘his noay

succeed in some cases where the contraction is slight and confined to
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the mouth or one of the cornua of the uterus
;
but 1 speak from expe-

rience when I say it will always fail in the real hour-glass contraction
of the central fibres, and that a continued and persevering effort will be
attended with great danger to the patient.

The following interesting cases, have fallen under my own observa-
tion.

Case 1.

—

The very first case of midwifery I was called to attend
after commencing the practice of my profession, and during the first

year, proved to be one in which the placenta was retained 2Lho\A sixteen
hours, by a perfes^tly well marked hour-glass contraction. It was a first

labour, and occurred in the person of one of the most respectable ladies
of the village in which I then resided. It was in the year 1830—the
lady was of good size and well formed—the laljour lasted about six
hours, and a fine healthy child was born. Friction over the abdomen
produced firm contraction of the uterus, but not sufficient to expel the
placenta. In the course of an hour or two, ergot was given, which
produced slight pains, and traction was made upon the umbilical cord,
but with no good effect. The placenta could not be felt with the finger.
There was no hemorrhage, and as both the patient and myself were
fatigued and it was late at night, it was concluded to let her rest until
the next morning. I remained near her all night, and on the following
day found the placenta still retained. My patient was quite easy, with
the exception of mental anxiety, in which I participated with her to the
fullest extent. A consultation was called, but I was sorry to find that
my medical friend, although more experienced in the protession than
myself had seen but little more of obstetrical practice. The ergot was
again given, and every other means resorted to which we thought advisa-
ble

;
but without effect.

It was now resolved that I should introduce my hand into the uterus
to bring away the placenta. I did so, and found a firm stri:-ture around
the centre of the uterus, dividing it into two distinct compartments, with
a portion of the placenta above, and another below. Of course it was
recognized as the hour-glass contraction, and I proceeded at once accord-
ing to the directions of the books and teachers, to endeavour to over-
come it by gradual dilatation. I introduced one finger into the stricture,

and with considerable difficulty, a second, and after awhile, the end of
the thumb

;
but the action of the womb now became so violent as to

g;ve me considerable pain, and to render my hand perfectly powerless.

I let my hand remain quiescent during the contraction, and when the
uterine pain passed off, would renew my efforts to dilate the stricture

;

but this was immediately followed by a return of the spasm, and after a
tedious and persevering effort, becoming convinced of the utter folly of
what I was attempting to do, notwithstanding I had the sanction of high
authority, I withdrew my hand.

We were now at the end of our expedients, and entertained the most
gloomy forebodings as to the fate of our patient. We dwelt with pain-
ful anticipation upon the dangers of secondary hemorrhage, putrefaction
of the placenta, and inflammation of the uterus. After a while our
patient began to complain of strangury—she could not evacuate the
bladder.
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VVe gave her an infusion of parsley roots with sweet spts. nitre and

laudanum, and applied a fomentation to the abdomen. She soon dropped

to sleep, and after an hour or so awoke with an urgent desire to urin-

ate. She got upon the vessel, discharged urine, and to our astonish-

ment and great delight, the long sought 'placenta also. It was evident

that an anodyne diuretic had brought away what the whole power of

my hand could not move
;

but we were not prepared to appreciate the

full value of such a lesson of experience. Our patient had afterwards

considerable inflammation of the uterus, but finally recovered. She

has since borne a number of children, but has had one or two attacks

of puerperal mania.

Case 2.—The following year I was called in consultation in a case

of retained placenta. The subject was a stout and healthy country

woman, belonging to the lower rank of society in Tennessee. She had

borne two children previously without any difficulty. I arrived at the

place late in the evening, and found that a healthy child had been born

ten or twelve hours previously, but the placenta was still retained, in

spite of the best efforts to bring it away, of a very respectable and expe-

rienced village practitioner. There was no hemorrhage, and the womb
could be distinctly felt like a globe in the hypogastric region. I care-

fully introduced my hand into the uterus and discovered a well marked

hour-glass contraction, almost precisely like the one just described.

It was determined that I should endeavour to dilate the stricture by the

gradual and persevering application of manual foice, according to the

direction of authors. The result was precisely as in the case just rela-

ted. I soon felt convinced that the application offire times the power I

possessed in my right hand would have been inadequate to overcome

the stricture. Indeed, my hand soon became paralyzed by the spasmo-

dic action of the uterus. My friend Dr. B. now opened a vein and

attempted to bleed the patient ad deliquium animi, but this could not

be accomplished
;
nor did I perceive the least relaxation of the uterine

stricture. I now withdrew my hand, and we determined to try the

effects of some relaxing remedies. Tartar emetic was given in nau-

seating doses, and a tobacco fomentation was applied over the lower

part of the abdomen. The nausea soon became distressing, and she

vomited. In this state of prostration the hand was again introduced

under the sanguine hope that no difficulty would now be met. But

such was not the case, the stricture was found as unyielding as ever,

and no effort of the hand could make any impression upon it. It was

now past midnight, and all of us, patient, physicians and attendants,

being nearly exhausted with fatigue, it was determined to administer a

decisive anodyne and let her rest until the morning. I assented to this

the more willingly from having witnessed its good effects in a previous

case—my medical companion had never met with a similar case before.

Forty or fifty drops of laudanum were given, and we all laid down to

sleep.

On the following morning we found that our patient had slept several

hours, and now only complained of some uneasiness in her bladder and

bowels. An infusion of water-mellon seed with sweet spts. nitre was

given and she soon rose and emptied the bladder, but the placenta still

remained. A purgative enema was now administered and during the
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action of the bowels the placenta was discharge

f

afler havino- been
detained about 27 hours. °

Eperientia docet—and here was the repetition of a lesson that has
been indelibly impressed upon my mind. Would to God 1 had learned
it at lighter cost than the loss of my patient! Within 24 hours the
woman was seized with violent inflammation of the uterus and perito-
neum, which terminated fatally on the 3d day, in spite of ail our efforts
to arrest it.

These two cases served to convince me that the nature hour-glass
contraction was not well understood

;
and that the directions laid down

by authors for overcoming it by manual force are not only unwise, but
fraught with the greatest danger to the patient.

I am satisfied that the affection is purely spasmodic, and I would as
soon expect to overcome the rigidity of Tetanus, by manual force, as a
true and well defined hour-glass contraction of the uterus. The grand
remedy is a decisive anodyne, either by the mouth or rectum

; this will
overcome the stricture, and then the regular action of the uterus may
be induced, either by gently moving the bowels or bladder, or if it be
still retained by a partial adhesion, and hemorrhage appear, it may be
taken away by the hand

;
but let me enter my solemn protest against

the exercise of much force by the hand within the uterus, either with
the view to overcome irregular contraction, or to break up extensive
adhesion of the placenta.

On the examination of a number of authorities upon the management
of this case, I find that nearly all of them speak of opium among the
remedies to be used, but they do not allow it the importance that I think
It meuis—mechanical dilatation is their grand remedy. As I fear I am
trespassing too far upon the patience of the society, and being desirouS
to have the observations of members upon the subject under conside-
ration, I will not fatigue you with a reference to authorities with which
I dare say you are sufficiently familiar.

Before quitting the subject of hour-glass contraction, I beg leave to
lay before the Society the following case communicated to me in a letter
from a very intelligent professional friend in Mississippi, (Dr. G G
Banks, of Clinton,) dated January 29th, 1845. Alluding to a notice of
Chailly s Midwifery in the New Orleans Medical Journal, he remarks

;

“I was particularly struck with your comment on the treatment of
hour-glass contraction of the uterus, in which you object to the forcible
introduction of the hand, (as advised by the Annotator Dr. Bedford, and
also by other high authority. Dewees among them,) and for the plain
reason that I fully agree with you. The fiillowing case has just occurred
in my practice. Mrs. C., during her recent confinement (being the 9th
or 10th) had hour-glass contraction, which my partner. Dr. W., who
was m aUendance, found it impossible to over iome without dangerous
force and rnost excruciating pain. I was sent for, and reached there
about three hours after the birth of the child. The stricture was then
unrelieved, and of course, the placenta still retained. There were no
symptoms calling for immediate delivery—lhe hemorrhage, which was
at first profuse, had ceased—and she objected to the manual delivery on
account of the pain, which she said was agonising as soon as the hand
touched the contracted fibres of the uterus. On reflection, it struck me
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that the retnedy most to be relied on in rigid os tincee would be the

proper one in spasm of the circular fibres of the uterus. I so informed

Dr. W., and we determined to give a full anodyne by e/ie/na, and to

wait for some time the result. Eighty drops of the tinct. opih were

given, and in one hour the placenta was removed without pam and

with the greatest facility.” .... j -.u

You perceive gentlemen that this case is in direct accordance with,

the principles I arn endeavoring to sustain ;
which aie,

1st. That all irregular coniractions of the uterus are of a spasmodic

nature, and that we"’should 'rely chiefly upon anti-spasmodic remedies

for their relief.
, , . i ^ •

2nd. That the utmost caution and prudence should be exercised in

forcibly extracting the placenta from the uterus : in short, that it should

not be* attempted except under pressing and dangerous emergencies.

I fear I have already greatly .wearied your patience, but i must beg

of you to bear with me whilst I recall to your memories, the following

striking remarks of the able and judicious Denman, to which I heartily

subscribe.
i • . j f-

“ In the wu-itings, and in conversations on this subject, the introduction

of the hand, for the purpose of bringing away a retained placenta, is

often mentioned as a slight thing; but 1 am persuaded thut every person

who attends to the consequences of practice, will think it o. importance,

that, if possible, it ought always to be avoided.” And further,
_

“ It must be acknowledged, that it is always a very desirable thing to

brino- aw^ay the placenta wholly and perfectly, not only for the sat^lac-

tion 'of friends, but for the real good and interest of the. patient. Even

the membranes should be managed with caution, for though a portion or

the whole of these might be left without danger, they occasion a Jiztor

in the discharges, and often so much pain, as to create a suspicion ot

disease. But without meaning to give authority to negligence or mis-

conduct, to rashness or violence, we may suppose a sUuation m which

w^e must submit to some evil, and in which all that is in our power is to

choo'je the least. There can then be no doubt, but that it is a less evil

to leave a portion of the placenta behind, than to do any positive injury

to the uterus, in striving to bring it away.”

p. s. I am happy in being able to add the following recent case of

retained placenta, illustrating the principles attempted to be laid down

in the foregoing paper.
. , r ^

On the 23d of June last, I w^as requested by a professional friend,

in this city, towisit an obstetrical case of his, to which he was unable

to attend. He informed me that the subject was a valuable negro

woman belonging to a gentleman on Red river; that she had been sen

to the city to be confined, so as to obtain the best medical aid, as there

had been great difficulty in removing the placenta at her two

fiiiements and that she had come nigh being lost
;
that the child had

now been born about three hours, and that the placenta was still le-

tained. At 11 o’clock, a. m., I visited the patient, and found her a ver>

intelligent woman, about 37 years of age, and the mother of eleven

children. She was having very slight uterine pains, accompanied by

but little hemorrhage. The uterine globe was distinctly ^ecognl^e
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through the abdominal walls. On examination I thought I could recog-
^nise the insertion of the funis into the p!ac(mla. A little camphor was
given, and fi’iction was made over the abdomen. The pains seeming
to increase, I made considerable traction on the cord, but M'ithout
moving the placenta. I resolved at once to introduce my hand and en-
deavor to find out the cause of the detention. There was no difficulty
in introducing the hand so soon after the passage of the child. I found
the placenta just within the mouth, but on passing my fingers around it

soon discovered an irregular contraction of the circular fibres. This
was not so strong, however, as to exclude my fingers, andil carried them
far enough to discover a pretty extensive and strong adhesion to the
fundus of the uterus. I now made gentle efforts to detach the placenta
with my fingers

;
but it caused considerable pain, and I desisted. Be-

ing able to grasp so much of the placenta with my hand, I made cautious
ti action upon the whole mass, pressing at the same time with my left
hand externally upon the fundus

; but finding it not to yield, I withdrew
my hand, and resolved to test again the views I entertained in regard to
the management of such cases. I gave her 50 drops of strong lauda-
num which was at hand, and directed her to be kept perfectly quiet un-
til my return.

At 6, p. M., I fodnd her quiet and easy. She had slept an hour or
two

;
no fever; no hemorrhage

;
no pains. I ordered a dose of castor

oil, and if the placenta should not come away during its operation, to
take afterwards 50 drops of laudanum again.
On the following morning I called to see my patient, and had the

gratification to learn that during the action of the oil the placenta had
passed, about 11 o’clock the night previous. She did not take the second
dose of laudanum

;
had rested well, and was now in a most satisfactory

condition. The patient informed me that in a similar condition at her
last accouchement, the efforts to bring away the placenta had been
almost incessant for two or three days, and that she came nigh dying of
the consequences.

III .—Criticisms and Controversies relating to the Nervous and Muscular
Systems. By Bennet Dowler, M. D.

It is impossible to separate the controversial, from the scientific por-
tion of this paper. Whatever the reader may think of the former, he
cannot but regard the latter as relating to a subject of great interest,
especially at the present moment. If great errors have been assented
to as great truths—if deceptive experiments have been relied on to
establish principles, which can have no scientific, or even possible con-
nection as cause and effect—if dangerous analogism has replaced exact
knowledge and pertinent observation—if hypothetical and “mysteihms”
assumptions are henceforth to constitute the only foundations of the
nervous system or neurology, including nearly tlie entire circle of the
medical sciences, surely it is a most reasonable thing to scrutinize
without delay the fundamental principles of medical belief.
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The warlike aspect recently assumed by the goddess of neurology, is

without parallel. Opposition to the reflex-hypothesis has been repeat,

edly denounced within a few months, by some of the foreign medical

journals, as “calumny, cowardice, consummate meanness, damning

crime,”—nay, more. Providence itself has been invoked—prophecies

have been uttered ;—the Lancet prophesieth, concerning the rejecters

of Dr. Hall’s reflex doctrine on this wise :
“ We venture to prophesy,

that posterity will take ampl^ revenge upon the present race of laggards

and obstructors in the way of truth it affirms also, that among the

Royal Society there is but one man who understands this doctrine,

namely. Dr. Hall himself there is not another Fellow within the

College who thoroughly comprehends the advance which has been made

in the physiology of the nervous system.”*

War is a necessary evil, dangerous it may be to the combatants, but

often beneficial to the public. The passions die,—tiuth lives. If any

real conquests be made, posterity will reap the benefit.

1 regret for the reader’s sake, as well as for my own, that any per-

sonal matters should have a place in this paper, but as this is unavoidable,

it is hoped that he will be- more than compensated for this evil, by

scientific references, facts, and illustrations from different points of the

medical compass, shedding a degree of light on sonffe ot the dim paths

in the tangled forest of physiology.

Content with the approval, the encouragement, the generous efforts to

disseminate my researches, hitherto extended to me in Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Louisville, Lexington, Charleston, New Orleans, and

elsewhere, I had determined not to reply to foreigners—not even to Dr.

Hall, whose communication in the New York Journal of Medicine for

January, of the current year, though restricted to eight lines, is marvel-

lously exuberant with animosity, nay, it is positively belligerent, ft is

intended in another part of this paper, to take a slight observation on

his parallax in the neurological heavens. There is, indeed, no ne-

cessity that I should return railing for railing, were I ^so inclined.

The retribution of his own countrymen is coming apace.”t

About midsummer, a medical gentleman of New Orleans, called my

attention to the Medico-Chirurgical Review for April of the current year,

in which I found an attack upon myself, implicating my American

friends,—an attack in which that journal has greatly departed from its

accustomed rules of sound criticism. My determination was now

changed. It seemed due to truth—due to the distinguished American

critics, who with scarcely a dissenting voice, had pronounced in favor

— —t
—

* Dec., 1846, Amer. Ed.

t “ Dr. Hall’s conduct to other physiologists, his predecessors and cotempo-

raries, abundantly manifests that no reliance whatever ought to be placed on

his assertions where his vanity is concerned, and how seldom is it not

!

“In sober earnestness, indeed, we think it impossible to contemplate Dr.

Hall’s actual position in the estimation and regard of his cotemporaries and

fellow-laborers in science, without compassionate sympathy which is at once

melancholy and distressing ;
he lives the very Pariah of the physiological caste,

the Ishmael of a desert created and sought out by himself, with his hand against

every man, and ever man’s hand against him.”—(T/i^ Brilish and Foreign

Medical Review. London, January, 1847.)
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of the originality of my experiments on muscular contractility—due to
myself, to attempt a reply. Two methods presented themselves first,
to publish the residue of my experiments, with a generalized view of the
whole, leaving my trans-Atlantic critics to their own consciences, and to
the soothing influences of time. But, then, if fifty'cases will not convince
unbelievers, neither will one hundred. I therefore determined to adopt
the only remaining method, that is, to meet my opponents in their own
way, to abandon things for words, experiments for logical abstractions,
entities for theories, with, however, an occasional fact, the ponderosity
of which might serve to keep the controversy from flying beyond the
influence of gravitation and materialism; for, it will be seen, that the
neurologists have entered their protest against “material studies.”

—

Ihe Lancet maintains that, while Dr. Hall’s discovery of the true spinalmarrow is destined to revolutionize to a great extent physiology and
pathology, and to alter our ideas of the action of remedies,* a “reason of
Its tardy reception,” “is the material studies of medical men,” as.

^

huraoralism, morbid anatomy, and organic chemistry,” “all materialm their objects, rendering men’s minds inept to the study of phenomena
and laws of action of a vital force or imponderable, such as the excito-
motor.power. f In plain English, the experiments, scalpels, -true
spinal marrows,” frogs, tortoises, salamanders, are immaterialities,
invisible incompressible, undilatable, inelastic, formless, unextended,—
and all the changes in morbid anatomy, as induration, softening, brittle^
ness, color, form, size, weight, vascularity, tuberculization, ulceration,
pngrene, and soforth, are immaterial. The new school builds its
imnmterial, imponderable system, upon the grossest materialism—noton Pantheistic Materialism, but on frogs and the like; a few obscure
material plienomena from these, on being transferred to man, become
material, and in their action, according to Dr. Hall, “as definite asthe ordinary ray.

Unfortunately for neurological neophytes, no immaterial, imponderable
standards, weights, measures, and tests have as yet been revealed^
In this critical state of things, and as a prelude to some remarks in the
sequel, a passage from Goethe’s Faust, is deemed worthy of considera^

or do'irbT.''^'
either critics

there be devfls ?

something
;

for how else could

Idealist.—Phantasy, this once is really too masterful in my mind
^ but vex memuch. I stand here for the first time, not firm upon my feet.

Supernaturalist.—I am greatly pleased at being here, lam delighted with these
;

for, from devils [frogs,} “I can certainly draw con-elusions as to good spirits'^ [men.}
^

peculiar advantage in this kind of; warfare is, that it can be pro-longed ad infinUum without the danger of whipping or being whipLdand m many cases without the remotest probability ofcomfng ti^Lvsatisfactory conclusion whatever. A whipping de facto, thft is by

Lond. Lane., Nov., 1846 .

25
f Ib. Dec., 1846 .
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experiments, is a materializing process, a regular entity, a species of

realism, unfriendly to the soarings of the Ideal, in logical speculations.

No fact in the history ofthe human mind is niore extraordinaiy, and a

the same time more instructive, than that to, shown hy even g.eat

men, to attack the very foundations of knowledge. Berkeley s ai gum

n sp”oof ofthe existence of matter, have not been yet fairly answered

i? i-s supposed, by even Dr. Reid. The Ideal is a regular and most

'^Sdiillevl'in his ^Esthetic letters, says, “ chained to

is all his time only serving his own designs, before he a
^

special personality in the art ofthe Ideal. He ‘1^!

‘

ij

tLl revolution in his whole mode of perception, without which he u ou.d

never find himself on the way to the Ideal.” '

, i *

Far be it from me to say a word in depreciation of the transcendent

value of neurological knowledge. The brain, ds spinal prolongation

the individual nerves, constitute a central sun, which illuminates an

controls several minor systems, which would otherwise roll on in cheer-

less obscurity. The senses themselves, those inlets of knowledge,

psychology, tL doctrine ofthe mind, many morbid changes and health-

fuUctions^ vital functions and anatomical relations, have been

elucidated, but to a great extent refered to their appropriate laws, n

indeed, by theories in themselves as inconceivably obscure as aie the

phenomeL whence they are illegitimately derived, under the denatu-

SiLg vivisections of the inferior animals, not by meaningless tremors,

vibratiLs and convulsions in the muscles from irritating the spinal roots,

and thence generalizing almost without limit,-not by loca izmg and isola-

ting the fuLtional phenomenona (with a precision unknown even to

phrenologists,) to a mathematical point or figure, m some root oi gan-

Son in L anterior peduncles ofthe cerebellum, or the tha ami iiervo-

ram opticorum, as the special residence of the great All or the Me of

neurology. Anatomy itself, to which Bell finally gave in his adhesion,

Ts not thJ only route te be pursued ;
for strictly there is not one neu-

rological doctnne, which <t priori is determinable from mere stiuctuie,

fronf any aggregation or configuration of nervous atoms
;

here e

anlgyl & voiceless as the dead. Neither the sense o taste, nor the

sense of smell can be infered from any nerve-structure alone. Indeed,

the whole material world, is up in arms with analogies

as countenancing the fundamental doctrine of Bell, Had, and many

others, who ascribe motor force to the nerves only. It is possible to

conceive that the muscles and bones, even the skin and the memhianes,

from their mechanism, might be endowed with force, motion, ‘ke

like, but as for the nervous matter, it has
''®'J-rif" S’

a much greater pretention in that direction than the blood itself. Anal-

ogWnof a-very^onvincing kind of proof, it mus_t be con essed,) is

alainst this assumed, exclusive moving power as inherent
‘Je

neive

Do men make ropes of sand, or levers of water? The

bv the reflex neurologists to show that the muscular fo ce, is meiely a

L^rW^e o^e from th! nerves, is inconclusive, naj’ absolute^ erroneou

as I have fully proved by adopting their own point of depaituie. me

d strucron o/the spinal^ord: the division of
^

and all the muscles not concerned in the special functional act intended
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to be performed, do not in the human subject even diminish the intensity
or duration of muscular contractions,—do not prevent regular, and I
might say intelligent flexions and extensions to which the spinal methods
can make no pretensions.

he reflex neurologists who are not partisans, feel that the ground
is constantly sliding from beneath their feet. Clear as “ Euclid, definite
as the ordinary ray,” are expressions which they never use. They can
scarcely regard their theory as rising beyond a probability, or provi-
sional admission.

The editor of Documents on the modern Discoveries in the Nervous
System, sums up, albeit doubtingly, thus,—“ under these circumstances of
indicision and doubt as to past experiments—of parts different in nature
manifesting similar results, is this fundamental question again thrown
open to discussion. Nerves directly opposed in their nature as the
spinal roots are supposed to be, on irritation, yield results which are
moie or less similar, instead of being precisely opposite. The character,
too, of the motions occasioned by such experiments, appears in no way
to resemble that of the calm and deliberate acts induced by impressions
on the organ of touch, but that of involuntary and irresistible spasm .

—

It seems not improbable, therefore, that the immediate subject of these
expeiiments has not hitherto been understood’^—“so as to derive from
them any satisfactory information.”*
The editor of the Medico-Chirurgical Review, convinced that some

explanation of my experiments must be given, otherwise Bell and Hall’s
discoveries as founded on spinal experiments upon the inferior animals
must disappear forever, (thef first discovery, Harvey’s being perfectly
safe from any foreign flag,) offers one so essentially absurd as to defy
competition. To see by means of the finger, toe, or stomach, at every
possible angle, and through the opaque earth, to maintain that a dose of
quinine or arsenic grows stronger the more it is divided—to maintain
with the Reviewer that the physiology of a reptile is essentially that of
man—are mere truisms in comparison with the following: “The
cause of the contractions above described, [by Dr. Dowler,] and similar
instances which occurred in this country during the prevalence of the
cholera, is doubtless the rigor mortis, and is, therefore, independent of
the nervous centres. Such is the conclusion of the author.” Now this
conclusion is not only as absurd as any conclusion ever was, but is
directly opposed to all my published statements. The rigor mortis the
dause of muscular contraction !

I might here ask, by what principle of plain-dealing physiology or of
common sense, can Bell and Hall’s denaturalizing experiments, with
galvanic and instrumental irritations upon the spinal roots, of dying and
dead frogs, &;c., he good for the explanation of human physiology,
pathology, practice, medicinal agents, obstetrics, clear as “Euclid,”
“definite as the ordinary ray,” a mere incarnation of exact science,—how
comes It that unmeaning, “ convulsed, tremulous” actions upon such
animals constitute “ the most important discovery,” while, from the same
point of departure, regular, definite, prolonged, functional flexions and

* 3 . Bond., 1839 .
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extensions produced on 7»a?i, without galvanism., without the spinal mar^

row, without any discernible nerve lett undivided, must go for nothiyg .

prove nothing, but the rigor mortis

!

As a mad-doctor might never hear

anything equal to this in the mad-house, it may deserve a little attention

like any other monstrosity. If this be physiology, “ the American pro-

fessional mind,” is, as the editor fears, ignorant enough.

To be obliged to define the simplest words, and to prove, selt-evident

truths, is as lamentable as it is difficult—difficult, because no terms

remain so clear as the very matter to be explained. There is, however,

no alternative. It is my misfortune to have a critic who requires this

sacrifice. I ask the commisseration of all charitable iEsculapians, and

the more so, as “ definitions which throw light on some things, cause

darkness in others.”

*^Pir02, Rigoe, stiff, unbending, inflexible. “Rigoe Moutis, stiflness

of death. The rigidity of the limbs that occurs in dissolution.''"^

“Cadaverous stiffness is a constant phenomenon, and is^ characterized

by ihefirmness of the soft parts and the reflstance and immobdity of the

articulations.”t ^ ,
.

“ The rigor jnortis is due to a particular state of the muscles, ensues

at a certain period after death,--never later than ten hours, and alter a

tilTlG CGciSGS«^^i •

“ The action of I’eal death is that which takes place in the stiffening

of the body, and until then it is not dead.”§

“ When muscular irritability ceases, cadaveric rigidity sets m ; U is

the first certain evidence ofdeath. The body may be liftedlike a plank.
1|

M. Louis in a letter to myself, says that the rigor mortis is one ot

the most certain signs of death—“ la roideur cadav&rique une des signes

le plus certains de la mort."

Finally my own authority, is, at least in this particular, good for some-

thing, as it is the result of many prolonged observations. I will quote

from the essay which the Reviewer had before him when he penned

the“ conclusion” that “the cause of the mascular contractions desmabed

[by Dr. Dowler] is doubtless the eigoe moetis.” In pages 32, and

20, it is said, ‘

^ i ^ 77

“ Every dissector sees in the relaxation or flexibility which /o//ow.*5 ca-

daverous stiffness, the first step towards putrefaction.” “ Sometimes, post-

mortem rigidity sets in during the paroxysm of contraction, producing a

very singular phenomenon,—a hard mass, which continuing tor hours,

feels like bone. I have known this to be mistaken for a fracture badly

set, or for a bony tumor.” Again; “ rigidity prevented flexion. In a

few cases the rigor mortis appeared to be wholly wanting, at least tor

many hours, that is as long as observed
;

in some it was very transient,

but in none was contractility observed during theflexibility whichjotlows

rigidity in no case could any appropriate contraction, as flexion ot the

for-earm be eSeciedduring the action of /Ae eigoe moetis; but, in those

very rare cases wherein no rigidity perhaps ever occurred, contractiti.y

* Dunoflison’s Med. Diet., 1846.

t Beclard, Gen. Anat. 108-. X Miiller, Phys. 656. §
Hunter’s Lect. c. ii.

11
Guy and Lee, Med. Juris. 381. In a fevv particulars, not material to the

matter under consideration, I dissent from these authorities.
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existed, I ^recollect one case, (though I have not now time to search
lor it in X\ II. vols. _MS.,) where in the woman’s body was everywhere
Ilexible,—even the muscles of the neck, where rigidity usually begins
were as limber as in complete syncope, while, tor hours, the flexo?s of
the arm contracted vigorously, when struck with the edge of my hand,
lifting a hatchet weighing about throe pounds from the floor to the breast.

I

strong cdntractility is the fore-runner of sirono-

I

rigidity. Contractility is dynamic, rigidity static. Antagonists are they.
1

iNay, they differ more than motion and rest, being in fact both physical
and physiological contraries, but never related as cause and effect ~
Mr. Hume deflnes “ a cause to be an oljject followed by another, where
all the objects similar to the first, are followed by objects similar to the
second

;
or in other words, where, if the first object had not been the

second had never existed.” According to the Reviewer, muscular con-
.

tiaction can never take place, until after the rigor mortis sets in, as the
effect ca,nnot precede its cause or antecedent. The Ijody must be per-
fectly stiff, to be perfectly limber. The greater the rigidity, (the cause)
the greater the effect (contraction), that is, a cadaver so inflexible that a
limb cannot be bent without severing the muscles, is at the same time
capable of performing repeated, prolonged, regular functional motions, as
extensimis, flexions, &.c. To use the language of the Reviewer, some-
what differently applied, “ if the publicRtion of these views be the result

.
of any peculiar importance attached to them on the other side of the
Atlantic, we fear that modern physiology has not penetrated very deeply
into the [European] professional mind.” Is the Reviewer altoffether
competent for the responsible office of decidingupon the scientific claims

^

and rights of cotemporaries? Years of toil, the long watchino-s of the
I

mouldering cadavera, facts gathered by actual observation, experiments

I

repeated from time to time along the frontiers of death, because they
I do not favor the theories of the Reviewer, are at the small expense of a

I

little ink, blotted out, or misrepresented without an attempt to test their
truth, or study their import. A physician of New Orleans, observes
several thousand physical phenomena, and publishes about fifty individual

I histones ;* an editor in London, closeted among the classics, seeks not

j

the thing but the word—Kmon mortis. This is literally following the
I

advice of the devil (Mephistopheies) to the medical student, iiiTaust,
!

and is directly in point ;
'

.

'

“Meph. a tine will stand you instead. Attend but one mas-
ter and swear by his words. Generally speaking stick to words; you
will then pass through the safe gate into the temple of certainty.
Student. But there must be some meaning connected with the

word.

M. Right! only xve must not be too anxious about that; for it is
precisely where the m.eaning fails that a word comes in most oppor-
tunely Disputes may be admirably carried on with words

; words form a
capital subject Hor hehef

;

a word admits not an iota being taken Rom it.
ihe spirit of medicine is easy to be caught; you study-and

let things go on in the end-as it pleases God.” But if there be any
devil m London, he never would have advised the term, rigor mortis as
explanatory of the cause of muscular contraction, inasmuch, as this

* Some of these were published in the West. Jour. Medicine, April, 1843.
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would but compromise his understanding without any necessity, seeing

that the excito-motory-reflexians have already, a vocabulary not to be

surpassed in obscurity, puzzling to the devil, and rivaling the Choctaw.

liicTor mortis is a plain word, with but one meaning,—represents but one

idc°a. “ Falsehood, says Locke, is the joining of names otherwise than

their ideas agree.”

Logic is as dangerous as gunpowder in careless hands. At one

moment the Reviewer determines to foreclose the question of origin-

ality
;
and with that view, he exclaims, all Europe knew this before !

At the next moment, wishing to use the argument of authority, he says,

all Europe is arrayed against you ! Can any one resist the vis inertia

of ‘.‘the Europian professional mind ?” Now the argument of authority,

is only. good where opinion is to be weighed against opinion, but, good

for nothing when opinion is to be opposed to fact.
. n

The Reviewer has, however, made an attack upon one fact, that I had

incautiously admitted, but not as an observation of my own; for to tell

the truth, I was misled, if at all, by “the European professional mind,

and this I regret the more, as it is, however true, wholly immaterial to

my argumenCand must have been intended as a quotation. I hold the

fact in abeyance, nay, I abdicate it without mental reservation, as non

est inventus; I give it up to the experimentalizing wizzards, that they

may throw it into their cauldron once more,

• “With adder’s fork, and blind worm’s sting,

Lizzard’s leg, and owlet’s wing.”

It is, however, proper to show that I have the highest European au-

thority for the fact. I will put the editor of the Medico-Chirurgical

Review in one scale, and the Professor of Natural History, of the Royal

Collei^e of Henry IV, Paris, in the other,—authority against authority.

P.,EVIEWER :

“In further illustration, the au-

thor, [Dr. Dowler,] invokes the

supposed fact that ‘ an earth-worm

may be cut into several pieces, and

that each portion becomes a perfect

animal.’ No one acquainted with

the structure of this annelide and

with the laws of development,,

could imagine such a departure from

the principles of formation ;
but for

the information of Dr. Dowler, we

may state that, by numerous experi-

ments made some years ago, we
ascertained that no portion of the

earth-worm severed from the head,

however large, survived beyond a

limited period, dependent upon the

length of the segment: the part so

detached dies ring by ring.”

H. Milne Edwards :

The lubriciis terresiris or earth-

worm.

‘Hfwe examine the disposition

of these different sets of apparatus,

which concur, each in a different

manner to the support of life, we
' shall find that they extend uniformly

from one extremity of the body to

the other, and that each transverse

segment of the animal differs but

little, or not at all, from the others ;

it is a constant repetition, includes

all the organs necessary to vital

movement. If an earth-worm be

cut transversely into two, three,

ten, or twenty pieces, each of its

fragments may continue to live as

a whole, and to constitute a new

individuals^ (Anat. and Phys. 15.

Translated by Dr. Lane. Boston,

1841.)
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The Reviewer quotes the following passage, (in brackets.) fiom mj
essay: [“The reflex school maintains, not only that the integrity of
the spinal cord is indispensable to transmission, but that the division of
the anterior roots is a complete barrier to muscular motion. This doc-
tiine is not based on the healthy living body. It is not, with a few
obscure and unimportant’ exceptions deduced from morbid conditions,
but fiom the last agony, and more than all, from the recently dead state
of the inferior animals—a kind of proof by no means satisfactory. It
should never be forgotten that experiments on the inferior animals, as
frogs and turtles, are inconclusive in establishing the complicated
physiology of nian :'’]—whereupon the reviewer remarks : “ It is
difficult to conceive, with the evidence possessed upon the points here
refered to, how this passage could have been. penned. What, it may be
asked, are the phenomena displayed in the anencephalus infant that
survives its birth? It breathes, it cries, it sucks, it discharges the
excreta of the body. How, we would ask of the author, are these
complex, associated movements performed ? Ho they involve any
nervous agency ?—if so, what is the part implicated? Brain there is
none

;
and we may presume that even Dr. Dowler would not attribute

either to the nerves or the great sympathetic, the po'wer of originatino-
and combining in functional action, muscles so numerous and remote as
ffiose engaged in the functions named. Wdiat other conclusiob remains,
but that the spinal cord is the necessary and active centre.”*
T^e fairness with which I have laid down the reflex doctrine of trans-

mission, the supposed essentialism of the spinal cord as the agent of
muscular action, no candid man who really knows anything of the mat-
ter, anything of the writings of Dr. Hall, and the entire school of Philo-
Hallians, will deny. Ihe present paper demonstrates that ;—^but, if a
doubt remain, the numerous volumes of the Medico-Chirurgical Review,
for a quarter of a century, will show that I understand, and quote Bell
and Hall truly. Let the present editor read that valuable work upon
that point, together with JEsop’s Fable of the Belly and the Members,
in which he will learn that coalitions for or against any one organ ex-
clusively, even the true spinal marrow, is bad physiology. The brain
is good. The heart is good. The muscular system, as well as the
spinal cord is good. The controversy against “ the Belly was kept up as

* This unfortunate, reported by M. Lallemand, lived only three days Its
movements were not energetic. Dr. Hall, and the ci-devant Reviewer, many
years ago, had worked this monstrosity into spinal capital. The interpretationm 1834, IS reiterated in 1847, namely : “ It must be obvious that the muscular
motions in this instance must have been the result of impressions transmitted
from the^nerves to the medulla, and of actions impressed by the medulla on the
muscles —a very explanation. For, if the hicldng impression beganm the mouth, it had little to do to travel down into the spinal marrow, and
back, tor nothing, seeing that in such an emergency the sucking powerwas already m the muscles ol the mouth. A back-woodsman on beinff asked
for an explanatron of the word disembogue, defined it satisfactorily to himself
and interrogator, thus: “You disembogue me, and then I will disembogue
you. 1 he mouth and spinal marrow mutually mystify each other, and if there
be any thing m the decalogue, requiring us to explain every thing, I propose togive the mouth the preference, and hush the matter up.

^ *
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loiifT as anything of that kind can he kept, which was until each of the

rebel meinbers pined away to the skin and bone,—the hands wouldn t

work, the teeth refused to chew, <k-c. Then they found there was no do-

ino- without the Belly, and that he contributed as much to the maintam-

aiTce and welfare of all the other parts as they did to his.” Robert Whytt

knew something of this. But he called it sympathy,— a remarkable

consent of parts, and so on. I have no doubt that the Reviewer’s brain-

less babies missed their brains very much
;
had their “true spinal cords

been withdrawn gently,” (as- Dr. Hall would say,) their breathings, cry-

ino-s, and excretings would have been damaged, and still more, had their

hearts been “ gently extracted.” What then ? What other conclusion

remains says The critic, but that the spinal cord is the necessary and

active centre'? forgetting the “Belly,” and even the heart! forgetting

the mutual dependence and moditications of associated organs.
^ ^

If logic chopping were allowable, I would adopt the. Reviewer’s

method, and ask, “ what other conclusion remains but that the muscles

are the’ necessary organs in sucking, crying, and defecating 1 Allow

the anencephalus infant, a brain, a spinal marrow, a perfect nervous

system, and every other organ in the most perfect state, and allow at the

same time that, by some freak of nature, the muscles are wanting in their

attachments, either at their origins or insertions, then of breathing, cry-

ing, and sucking there will be none, of complex associated movements

there will be none, and of the Reviewer’s exclusive spinal arguments

there will be none.* The argument is altogether in my favor, and

more than all the experimental proof is mine, beyond question. 1 have

proved that in New Orleans, dead men and women from the icy circle

to the torrid zone,—after cutting oft' the connections with the spinal mar-

j-ovv,-rafter amputating the shoulder so as not to injure the muscles of the

arm, after dividing all the discernible vessels, and nerves, and tissues,

except the individual muscles to be called into action, can perform dur-

ing many hours, definite functional motions, not the tremulous, convulsed,

and therefore, unmeaning motions, which from Haller to Bell, have been

vaguely refered to irritability, but the elementary or simple motions

from which are compounded all the varied actions of the living man !

The two muscles which bend the forearm for anatomical simplicity, and

still more for the enormous mechanical leverage which they overcome.f

when a weight is placed in the palm, are the most convenient for ex-

perimental purposes. ’
.

I have, as it were, insulated the muscular force, and have noted,

very imperfectly I admit, its isolated phenomena, shown its periodicity, its

* “ That motions peculiar to life can exist without the accompaniment of

brain and nerves, is proved by the existence of those animals which are destitute

of tbem.” (Blane’s Med. Logic, 121, Amer. Ed.)

Even Bell, admits “that animals, without possessing nervous cords, are sus-

ceptible of the impressions and of the reactions necessary to their existence.

(Anat. and Phys. 11, 51. Am. Ed.)
i r .u

+ Bonelli states that the whole force expended by the muscles of the arm,

when stretched horizontally, is 209 times greater than that of any weight sus-

pended at its extremity, and that the force of the bioeps, compared with that ot

brachialis, is as 3 to 2.60, or as 15 to IS", and their absolute forces 300 to 260

lbs. {Lancet, May, 1846.)
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iits or action, duratioti, direction, exhaustion, extinction, its times, veloci-
ties, its decreasing ratios from increasing times, from repeated efforts,
and from augmenting weights; nay, more, that it may, in a certain
sense, De weighed, that is, exactly counterbalanced by the gravitating
lorco of pounds and ounces. I will not say that I have proved positively,
THE EXrsTEXCnj OC AN IMMATERIAL ENTITY, 01' FORCE IN THE MUSCLE,
lut, 1 may say, that I have odered some pi f^sumptive proof to that effect.
Omitting That immaterial, psychological entity, tlie soul, where is there
so much proof, so many tests, going to show in any other tissue of the
body, a force, possibly immaterial, and isolated, possessing so many
properties, and which can be approached by so many methods, ave-nues,
and tests? Inaccessible until after death, this force, whatever may
Have been its complications and dependencies during life, shows an
utter independence of the spinal marrow, as well as of the entire nervous
s}stem. 1 he biaiii, the spina) marrow, the nerves, under similar cir-
cumstances, appear as so much inert matter, without force, without
function, without any apparent vital phenomena whatever, actually dead,
and in the strongest contrast to their high functions in life, as the
instruments of the mind, of sensation and of some of the principal vital
phenomena. But there is a constant bias to .assumption, and to be
satished with the minimum

,
of evidence in neurological doctrines, and

the more so, as the subject is obscure
;
the mind yields to a flattering

illusion rather than confess ignorance.
I^w brainless infants contrive to cry, suck, and excrete, I will not tell

tlie Reviewer, because I do not know. But this 1 know, that if Reflexians
hx as the point of departure, the morphological type, unmeaning experi-
ments upon the spinal marrow of the inferior animals, under denatural-
izing processes, and thence proceed by analogizing speculations, to
appropriate to their theory the encyclopsedia of medical science, not
excepting “all the emotions, appetites, and passions,” surely, experi-
ments upon the human subject, must be far more cpnclusive and
comprehensive, and were they applied in the same latitudinarian man-
ner, nothing would be left for future discovery; muscular motion would
be to the organic, what gravitation is to the inorganic world, and the
physiological mechanism would be like the celestial, but a matter of
calculation, an estimate of simple and compound forces and velocities
fJntil then a mystery will hang over the physiology of the “anencephalus
infant, which in the mean time, will deserve all the compassion
expressed by an old poet,

—

“111 fated youth'! what stars malignant shed
'

Their baleful influence o’er thy brainless headl'

Upon the whole, it is evident that my experimental researches are
not acce_pfable to the Reviewer, because they disprove that which the
Vledico-Chirurgical Review had so often proclaimed as a discovery, as
the fundamental principles of his distinguished countryman, and of
medica science, as if Bell and truth were synonymes. The naivete
with which this IS set forth, is admirable :

“ we have no wish, however,
to afiirm that these observations are devoid of interest

;
nor that, if

published as illustrative of a somewhat obscure class of phenomena con-
nected with muscular action, they would have'been’uninstructive

;
hut

26
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considered as the level- by which the magnificent superstruc.ture of

modern neurology is to be overturned, we hold them to be most vain and

futile.” Now by “ modern neurology” the Reviewer means Bellism and

Hallism, as taught by experiments on frogs and the like,—animals which

he has pronounced “ essentially like man !” My experiments and aigu-

ments, do not in the least conflict with, much less pretend to “ overthrow

the magnificent superstructure of neurology,” or any poi’tmn thereof,

except the erroneous. “ But if they had been published to confirm

Bellism and the exaggerated estimates of tne same, in the Medico-

Chirurgical Review, they would probably have oeen unqualifiedly

“interesting and instructive!” Is the Reviewer a better neuiolops

than I am, because he believes more errors? Is he aware that Bell is

nearly as great a skeptic in his discovery, as founded on experiment,

as I am ? Bell, the critic loves well, but not wisely, as is easily prqved.

He swears by Bell’s words, and by Bell shall he be judged, for

the blunder dias been growing many years! Here, the Re\iex\ is

be borne in mind, that the muscular motions in the inferior

animals which Bell describes, upon which he reasoned most doubtingly,

but upon which, according to the oft-repeated depiarations of die Medico-

Chirurgical Review, all our knowledge inust ever repose, are wholly

unlike those I have produced, described, and published, that is. Bell s

are not the appropriate motions intended by nature, such as P^y-

formed during life.' In Bell’s Nervous System of the Human Body,—his

great work, it is said, that “on irritating the anterioi’ roots, evident

motion was produced on the muscles, not only perceptible to the eye,

&c. The motion was not the slight tremulous motion arising from the

natural irritability still remaining in them, but it was convulsive ^
spasmodic.^’' Bell’s animals were, so far as he indicates their condition,

not half dead. He proceeds thus :
“ cut across the nerve which had

the power of exciting the muscles, and stimulate the one which ns un i-

vided, the animal will give indications of pain ;
but although the nerve

be injured so as to cause universal agitation, the muscle with which it

is directly connected does not move.” “To expose these nerves requires

the operator to cut deep, to break up the bones, and to divide the blood

vessels. All such experiments are much better omiUed ;
they never can

lead to satisfactory conclusions.^f True, but what then becomes of the

discovery? Indeed, this eminent man lost faith in his own discovery,

at least, in its experimental proof. ‘When M. Muller published expe.ri-

ments confirmatory of Bell’s theory, the latter repelled them, declaring

that “ he preferred ta build on Anatomy and the vital powers, not on the

galvanic conducting powers of the nerves.”^ Was there ever s'Jch a

case before? The discoverer has misgivings, doubts,—repudiates his

own experiments without which, his discovery can have no existence,

except as a conjecture, without even the aids of analogy ;
the^ more le

doubL, the more strongly others believe for him
;
the more obscnrejve

his experiments to himself, the more concentrated is the buist of lig
^

to every one beside ! When he had much faith, others had none

when he had little faith others had much. Who has the truest lespe

* Amer. Ed. Preface, 10. f ib. 128. t Med. Chir. Rev. 1834.
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for the memory of the illustrious Bell, Dr. Dowler, who believes in his
honesty, or his London friends, who do not ^

My Reviewer speaks of “ Bell’s splendid discovery,” as “ havin
brought conviction to. the professional mind of Europe,” as being “
great^ truth henceforth to be ranked as one of the fundamental princi-
pies, while the closing paragraphs in Bell’s Nervous System, are devoted
to the discrediting of the very experiments without which, I repeat, this
foscovery ,s nothing but an opinion; “I feel a hesitation,” says he,when I reason on any other ground than on the facts of anatomy.—
Expenmcnts are more apt to h<, misinterpreted

;

and the very circum-
stance of a motor and sensitive nerve being generally combined together,
^nords B. pre^gnant source oj error. It is natural to suppose thit theplvanic influence might be brought to bear on this subject; but I maybe permitted to suggest to any one-who pursues it in this way, that it
will be necessary to distinguish the ejects produced by the tierve as amere conductor, and when performing its living functions. The nerves
dead or aZn-c may. convey the galvanic power 'like a wet cord: but if
the nerve be in possession of its living property, a great deal will dependon the direction in which the galvanic fluid is transmitted.*
“Does the nen’ous fluid (to use a hypothetical term)' pass ever in thesame direction, outwards from the brain in one nerve, and towards it in

another, can ,t be propagated by the same tube or fibre backwards and
loi wards in two opposito'directions, at the same instant of time 1 I an.
prehend that it cannot. What then is the difference ofthose two nerves ?
s It in the direction in which they convey their impression, [or fluid!

SI ce It IS proved that- they are both connected with the sensorium, andboth connected with the muscles ? I am inclined to say that it is so.—
It may then be, &c. I am yuite at a loss, &c. I am inclined to savtheie IS a circle in the nervous system; that one nerve conveys its

va ledt, &c. How cautious ! nay, skeptical 1 Long since I pointedout the eiror into which writers have fallen in attachine- to Beli’s experi-ments a value, a meaning, an extent, and a certainty, disavowed bynimsetf His almost dying declarations against the conclusiveiiess ofhis own experiments, though left on record in his most authoritativew oik, are rejected lest the great Islanders should lose the glory of “ tlmsecond gi-eat discovery!”—a new feature in literary anifals! In theLancet the experiments are praised,-the experimenler condemned '—
It deplores the weakne.s.s of this eminent man in dispraising, in ihe

ri' ‘’'V

of his hie, physiological experiment, which had been themeans of establishing the product of his own genius.”!
What then is this “second great discovery” which Sir Charles BellIS said to have made, and of which, albeit, he speaks so doubtingly 7—The uninitiated would scarcely suppose that an aitual discovery^ ^siich

obscuirv'’"ira't
oooW he still involved in the^iilnfostobscuiity ,—that experiments, experimenters, and opinions, are stillabout equally divided that the anatomical, physiological, and patholo

feica. phenomena, involved, adord no positive knowledge, whether the

* Nervous System, 180.

t December, 1846.
f lb. 218-19, On the Nervous Circle, Apn.

be

ci
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brain and spinal cord perform actions separate, independent, opimsite,

conjoined or associated. Their role in the hypothetical ^ervons'Cllcie ,

the precise functions of the spinal nerves, in receiving, camung, and

returninxT the hypothetical liuids, impressions, vibrations, particles, and

“the mysterious messengers,” first to the anterior, then to posterior

roots, or the contrary, no man knoweth. M. Magendie concludes irom

his experiments, “ tirat sensation does not belong exclusively—nest ]ms

exclusivement—to the posterior roots, any more than motion to the ante-

rior “ I obtained contractions from each

—

avec les deux sories.'

Hence, “ Magendie ivllows both sensation and motion to anterior, as

as posterior roots. Muller’s experiments on frogs would, inclecd, indi-

cate a distinct appropriation, but the anomalous organization ot tiiesp

animals discovered by Volkmann, will prob.ably appear, to ab xHm aie

not partizans as calculated to leave the great question stih subjudice. y

In the Physiological Anatomy and Physiokigy ot Man, tue hist volume

of which I have lately seen, and which was first published m London

in 1845, the following statements are found: “ The irritation ot a

motor nerve in an animal recently dead, causes contraction ot the mus-

cles to which it is distributed. The simplest way of applying a stimulus

for experimental purposes is by passing a galvanic current trom a small

battery.”! “The function of the anterior roots of the spinal nenes

was discovered by Bell, but from the violence of the operation and

pain produced in performing it, it was impossible to determine wbm

degree of sensibility remained in parts supplied from the d'vided roots.
^

These authors sav, that when the anterior roots are divided at their

emergence from the cord, “ no motion can be excited by stiqmlation ot

the surface, nor by stimulation of the cord itself’’-“the stimulus acts

throuMithe afferent nerve upon the centre, by which the motor nene is

excitSl.”!! They witnessed Matteucci’s electrical experiments on frogs

while their work xvas passing thimugh the press, and conclude with him,

“ that the muscular current is quite independent of the nervous system.^

“ ContractilUy is a property of the living muscular substance ^s sucli. '

“ We enter our protest against the doctrine which assigns the spinal

cord as the source of muscular irritability. This doctrine, indeed, has

but slender support in reason or experience. It is contrary to a

analoo-y to assign to one tissue, the power of confermg wital properties

on another. If bone, tendon, and cartilage have their distinctive proper-

ties they possess them in vii-tue of some peculiarity inherent m iheiv

mode of nutrition, and do not derive them from any other texture. And

surely, it is too much to supposb that a tissue, like muscle, so complex

in its chemical constitution, 'and so exquisitely organized for the develop-

ment of its proper force, should be dependent on the nervous system, or

a portion^ it, for its contractile power. Our own experience is qtn e

opposed to the statement of Z>r. Hall, that in cases of palsy dependent

on cerebral lesion, the muscles of the affected limbs acquire an increased

* Jour. Phys. Exper., Oct. 1822,—cited Doc. 97, 98.

+ Doc Nerv Svst. ll],Lond. 1839.

t 303-4 5 306. II
312. IT 378. ** 190. These doctrines are

very sound—such as I had previously advocated, published, and proved expen-

mentally.
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irritability from the cord, which ho supposes to he ihe source of
irritahdity remaining intact, while, the influence of the exhauster of
iiTitability (the brain is removed.) In all our experiments, which have
been numerous, we have found the palsied muscies less excitable by the
galvanic stimulus than those of the sound side.’”^ “ It has been su]) 5iosed
that the tone of the muscular system is maintained by the spinal cord.He can only remark, that the phenomena which characterize that state
are just as obvious in muscles taken from aninials, recently deprived of
the spinal cord as in others

;
and that the analogous state, the rzVo?-

mortis, comes on as distinctly when the cord and brain liave h?en
removed, as if they were untouched.”t “The removal of the spinal
cord produces .flaccidity of the muscles, owing to the immediate cessa-
tion of the slight degree of active contraction necessary to maintain a
certain posture.” “ We use the term spinal cord in its ordinary ‘^ensepwe irjeci the Irnypothesis of a true spinal cord, anatomicailyVlistinct
from that which has t^o do with mental nervous action. ”t ‘Whether
these able xVriters are always consistent, the preceding, and especially
the following quotations will show ‘ in summing up they “conclude 1 .

lhat the spinal cord m union with the brain, is the instrument of sen-
sation and voluntary motion to the trunk and extremities.- 2. That the
spinal cord may be the mediqm for the excitation of movements inde-
pendently of volition or sensation, either by direct irritation of its
substance^, or by the influence of a stimulus conveyed to it from some
surface of die trunk or extremities by its nerves distributed upon that
Mirface. This-latter otflee of the cord, although recognized by Whytt
1 ROCHASKA, Blane, and Flourens had not attracted all ‘the noticewhich Its great importance merits, until the researches of Dr. Marshall
Hall and Professor Muller drew attention to them”^

The R^iewer biased in favor of his “ distinguished countryman, ”|| as
well as English frogs and turtles, and remembering that the Review
stood deeply committed to Belli'sm, naturally enough shows an eao-er-
ness to maintain his ground, and to annihilate oppositionists. But noone could have anticipated his attack on the human subject, nor his
pertinacious preference for frogs, as subjects for the study of
physiology ! But here he is not singular, for on the Continent, physio-
legists of the highest standing manipulate this interesting animal with
electricity and ^Mth scratchings, from year to year, and in some iiistances
by the authority of the State, a^ in the case of Professor Matteucci ofhe University of Pisa. Happy Matteucci! he lectures on froes’by
appointment from, the Tuscan government,—the treasury pays him He
experiments on frogs, and the Royal Society honors him w‘ith theureat
Copely Prize. Po ply frogs with electrical batteries, so as to cause
unnatural muscular motion, is the exclusive road to medical honor aswell as to medical knowledge, and opens the true gate of discovery’'—
Mohere mentions a doctor whose pathological doctrines all centered inthe lungs. His patient said he had “pains in the head.” “Exactly,”

11 The Medico-Chirurgilal Review, (Jaluary, 1847,) in theVLn^P ofBntam thanks Har.ey. Bell, and Ilall “for^t’he uni,Haedgtory ofthe iwomightiest discoveries in physiological science !”
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said the doctor, “poumons.”—“Dimness of sight.”—“Poumons.”

“Weakness in all the limbs.”—“ Poumons.”—“ Colic.”—“ Poum-onS.^’

“An appetite.”—“Poumons.”—“A love of wine.”—“ Poumons.”—

“Sleepy.”—“Poumons.” So in physiology, Grenouille/ frog!

The Reviewer sets out with.“a decapitated tuitle or frog,’ tells the

old story about “ irritating the posterior roots,” “ the muscular actions,

which are totally prevented by the destruction of the cordf and con-

cludes, “ can any one, w^e ask, entertain a doubt that the consequences

would also be the same in man, with a^ spinal centre constructed upon

essentially similar principles'?” It is necessary to dwell a moment on

this assumed analogism, nay, essentialism? to speak like the Reviewer,

Avho stakes his all upon the naked, spinal experiment, without the aid 'of

sneezing.

Is it true that a frog is the essential analogue of man, ifi its anatom}

,

phvsiology, pathology, parturition, natural history, arid so forth ? 01 the

frog, Cuvier says, “it buries itself during the winter_ under ground, or

in the mud below the surface of the water, where it continues to il^e

without food or respiration Reaumur knew frogs to live in hot

springs at 111'^, and Spallanzani, at 138^ Fahr.f Many -facts have

been repo-rted, showing that they have lived for ages without food and

air in rocks and trees, wherein they had been completely and narrowly

enclosed, &c. ! Mr. Paget’s Report on the progress of Anatomy and

Physiology in the British and Foreign Medical Review, for April, 184.5,

contains the following statement, which is here somewhat abridged:

“ To prove the functional independence ot the sympathetic nervous sys-

tem, Volkmann and Bidder, (Muller’s Archiv. 1844,) ha,ve published an

extensive series of experiments on the effects ot removing from frogs,

the brain, or spinal cord, or both, leaving the medulla oblongata,—the

muscles were rendered' at once incapable of contracting upoti either

voluntary or reflex stimulus, the circulation continued unimpaired two

weeks after crushing the cor'd, lourteen days after destruction of the

brain, five days after destroying both at the same time
;
the pulsations

were as frequent and vigorous as in healthy frogs, the processes of exu-

dation, absorption, urinar-y secretion, defecation, digestion, continued

as usual
;
on the whole, no organic function was materially disturbed

by the destiWion of the brain and spinal cord.”

The following quotation is taken trom documents on the modern dis-

coveries in the nervous system “The circumstances in the. structure

of frogs pointed out by^ Volkmann, (an anomalous distribution ol ganglia

and ganglionic fibrils upon the pi’ecise parts which are the subjects of

experiment,) must in all experiments on these animals, have beeri

attended by demonstrations only of correspondingly anomalous', instead

of regular function.''—Once more :
“ Redi removed the brain from a

land tortoise. It appeared for several months to enjoy life, and exercise

its functions nearly as before the loss of the brain.' §

Professor Matteucci, in his .vork on Living Beings, (1847,) maintains,

from his celebrated experiments upon frogs, that contractility is the vital

- * An. King. 286, Lond. 1840.

\ Intro. 3.

f Ency. Brit. Ed. 1842, XIX, 153.

\
Edin. Ency. X. Herpetology.^
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pioperty of the muscle alone^^ and cannot be explained by electricity or
any other known cause. The same number of the Review, which
Ccclarcs m opposition to myself, that the doctrine of Bell and Hall “is
a- great truth henceforth to be ranked as fundamental,” offers to the
rising sun of Italy, superlative laudations : “Matteucci’s work is alike
valuable and interesting to the general reader and the professional man,
to the natural historian and natural philosopher, to the physiologist and
the practical physician, etc.” At the same time it is said,’ “ our readers
will not kil to perceive that the conclusions drawn by Matteucci from
Ins experiments are opposed to the views- of Dr. Marshall Hall. The
Italian professor regai-ds the irritability of the muscular fibre as inherent,
whereas Hr. Hall considers.it as derived from what he calls the true
spinal system.^ Now, if “the pfofessionai mind of Europe” can adopt
these contradictory views of the Reviewer, or prove that man can live in
good health for months without the brain and spinal marrow, “that little
or nothing cart be learnt in physiology without these cruel reptilian
experiments, (heretofore denounced by the Medico-Chirurgical Re.
view,-|-) and that premises laid among these, ban legitimately be'^appealed
to, m order to bring out conclusions in the medical sciences, so as to
harmonize human physiology, pathology, therapeutics,’ and obstetrics,
then, it must be admitted, that “ the' European mind” has made great
advances, indeed. But it may be -doubted, whether any act of the
professional mind,” can make frogs • essentially like men, not to say

anything of endowing them with a physiological superiority! Sidne’y
femith maintains that frost cannot be put off by act of Parliament, nor
can spring be accelerated by any majority of both houses. In analogy,
of an obscure kind, the same difficulty is not experienced. Hamlet saw
in the entire, world, the analogue of an extensive prison, having “many

Inattention to the structure ot nerves has led to a mistake^ that they haveapower of contraction:^ (Bell’s Anat. Phys. II, 53.) The very nerves ihich
give all motion, have none whatever ! Though I am no friend to the exclusive
motor function of the nerves, I never-could go so far as this, much as it is inmy lavmr. Although the entire limits of this paper, would scarcely suffice towarn the student against the illusions of the microscope, as an exclusive patho-
logical instrument, yet, the following statement by M. Mandl, (author of a
treatise on the microscope,) before the Academy of Sciences, in a recent sit-
ting, may be worth translating; (Sec L’lllust. Feh. 20, 1847.) M Mandl
said that he had observed motions in. the nervous system of leeches, mao-nihed
Irorn 50 to 60 limes. He separated a portion of the living leech, from thegang ionic chain, -placing it in a drop of water, after having torn its black
cellular envelope,- isolating the ganglion arid the nerve, he noticed vital con-tractions as.in the muscular fibres. M. Flourens remarked upon the occasion
that he had seen in his experiments upon the functions of the nervous* system’

VrZ ^ movement on bringing together the two ends of a divided

co"™a.tmty®o7[h:’ciLTlrv:t’. "P-
Professor Liebig, adopts the bold assumption, that the nerve is the exclusivesource of muscular motion, and this too, in the most literal, nay, mechanicalsense, so that the role of the muscle, is that of a mere subordinate, passivepowerless instrument. (See An. Chern. 66.)

P^-^Mve,

t When this the Fiftieth volume of the Review, recommending as the very

side w^h^iNf^d
and fallacious experiments, shall be placed side by
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conthies, wards, ajul dunii'^ons; D^iiniark being one of the worat.’^'—

Polonius foLm{l in, a cloud,the‘ aiialoglsHi ot many Iniiigs at once; it

was like a earned, like a weasel, and very like a whale.

Next to the Duke of Otranto, (Foudic) the Reviewer is becoming

the most prolbundlv cunning and calculabngly eqiiivocal of mortal men.

In his review of Uia HhU’s works, (January, 1847,) biting irony, bitter

denunciation, and extravagant laudation, are showered upon that ^i^i^thoi

in equal proportions, while his morale and the fallacious^ impoit of his

experiments, “ his manglings and his mutilations” are painted the mpst

revolting colors
;
whereupon, the Reviewer (who could have anticipa-

ted what follows?) takes a fit of .patriotic glory, in behalf of the happy

land which is “ honored as the birth-place of Ilall’s .mighty discovery :

“ Ten years ago, (says the KevieAver,) we spoke of bis labors in these

^^.ords ‘ He has evolved a simple fact {that of involuntary contractions

following the irritation of the corresponding sensory nerves as long as

'the pari retains its connection with the spinal cord) an extensive

AND INGENIOUS TiiEOKY.’ ” The Rcviewer divides tne ^^orld into two

classes, (“ocean into tempest wrought to'xvaft a feather or.to drowm a

fly !”) both being against Hall
;
“one party attempts to rob him of his

fame, the other to quench the torch of discovery ! No such reproaches

can be made against us !” Fortunate critic ! May you live a thousand

years, and have forNmur epitaph—“ No such reproaches, &c.” Ion ut-

terly repudiate Hall’s experiments as wmrse than useless. \et, they

have “ evolved the simple tlict,” “ the great discovery, the ingenious

and extensive • theory !” Reader ! I pray you, to remember that'in the

year 1847, this renowmed Review^ based the second great discovery,

wholly on Dr. Hall’s irritation of the"spinal sensory root, and the conse-

quent muscular movement. This is really the true state ot the question,

the real issue, and waie to him w^ho shall change it! The malediction

as read by Dr. Slop, is not too severe for such an one. The Am^iean

Journal of the Medical Sciences, in an elaborate review of Dr. Hall s

Nervous System, (February, 1839,) says :
“ The system is simple, and

rests upon experiments which may easily be repeated.” If the issue be

not changed, Bellism and Hallism will soon be expunged frpm,* instead

of forming the material of the medical cyclopsedia.

An English traveller has admitted the superiority of Ameiacan thiin-

der. I regi'et that I cannot in return, concede as much for English

Looic, if the Reviewer’s, be taken as an average sample ? Firsf^e

Reviewer lays down the broad deduction, immovable as the rock of Gib-,

raltar, ponderous as inertia itself “ Dr. Dowler brings forward as a

novelty wdiat is familiary .known to all careful observers on this side oj

the Atlantic.^' But after a few broadsides in this behalf, (the srqoke

being dense, and fearing that I might not only survive, .but prove a bona

Me discoverer,) the Reviewer terminates the engagement by a coup de

main. Being influenced by a scientific amor patnee, and knowing a

very learned and worthy countryman of his, straightway he hoists the

flag of discovery over hiS domicil: for if after a declaration, that all

Europe knew all about this matter, it should turn out that nothing was

known, then it would be very well to fall back on the question of priority.

“Mr. Bowunan was the first writer who distinctly showed by

microscopic observation, that the individual muscular fibies contracte
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independently of the presence of the nerves
;
and we have here the

c^e to the more extensive hut essentially the same phenomena related by
nr. Dowler. If Mr. Bowman ever made any observations similar to
mine, 1 am wholly unacquainted with them, I am convinced, from the
concurrent opinion^and statements of writers,* that none such exist. I
ask for documents and dates. It is believed that no work of his, having
any bearing on this subject, had been received in this country, or even
published m London, until years after my experiments upon post-mortem
contractility began,^ and a number of cases had been published in the
Western Journal of Medicine. Mr. Bowman’s Physiological Anatomy,
sound as it is in general, is quite too recent. It contains nothing so far
as published, at least so far as I have seen, touching my method or
results. I have quoted, in another part of this paper, all that I have
seen having a bearing on certain views of mine. The insinuations of
the Reviewer about “microscopic observation,” and his “fears that
physiology has not penetrated very deeply into the American professional
mind

^

are gratuitous, and, I herewith give the opinions of the Ameri-
can mind as published m various journals, on the originality and nature
of these researches, m opposition to those of the Reviewer, without any
tears that the European and American minds, will differ materially on
his or any other ^edical subject. As to the clue, that is, “the thread
that IS used to guide a person in a labyrinth—any thing that guides inan intricate case, why should I take the clue in this case, from MrBowman, seeing every body, on at least one “side of the Atlantic,” had
long known the \vhole matter ? The Reviewer says, “Mr. Bowmanwas the &c., —“Dr. Dowler took the clue ^vom him,” to discoverwhat is_ familiarly known to all careful observers!” As a medical
bull, this is not bad

;
as logic, it is contradictory

;
as a criticism, it is the

morphological type, which each sentence of the entire article tends todevelope until a monstrosity is at length brought forth, in which St.

zatio^
he alive, could scarcely detect any unity of organi-

I will presently prcceed to show what is the opinion of “the Ameri-can professional mind,” concerning these researches, upon which theReviewer “places a very low value,” while at the same time hedenounces m effect, all who think differently,
- as ignorant of physiology.The writers of the following extracts are personally unknown to meexcept as being among the most eminent authors, and professors inAmerica, not one of whom, it is confidently believed, could be benefited

b} the praise, or injured by the censure of the Reviewer. Were I soimmeasurably beyond the reach of the editor, I would regard his criti-cisms as being as harmless
, as they are uncandid and sophistical.

* In thenewedition of the EncyclopaBdia Brittanica, Dr. Roget, in his elabo

. Mr.^ Mayo ascertained that after any nerve which supplies a volun

instance the pinching it with the forceps, causes a single sudden action

o^'eruddcl "^th^

irritating mL'haffclTly ffe trcIs'diiSted
vei which the will has indisputably no influence.” (XVII 675 )

27
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The Reviewer, assuming an unwarrantable jurisdiction over the iiew

Continent, as if unwilling to permit the republication of any pamphlet

but his own Quarterly, fulminates the charge of culpable ignorance, (at

least by an indirection,) against the American profession, if it shall

“attach any importance to my researches,” a provifional amnest), but

not all available, inasmuch, as the dreaded contingency has really hap-

pened. Sentence must be pronounced: “If,” says the Reviewer,

“the republication of these views, [Dr. D’s.] be the result of any pecu-

liar importance attached to them on the other side of the At antic, ^ve

fear that modern physiology has not penetrated very deeply into the

American professional mind:” but, as if the very demon of contradic-

tion had possessed his critique, he, in another place, (forgetful one .)

acknowledges these views to be both “ interesting and inslriiciive, tj

they had been published to illustrate a class of obscure phenomena, and

not in opposition to his favorite theory, “ upon which all our knowledge

must ever repose.” His sneer at “the American professional mind,

is undeserved, seeing that by his estimate, my researches are -not

devoid of interest, are not iminstrucHvef'—a praise, which that jouinal

expressly denies to, perhaps, nine-tenths of the publications in Great

Britain, as its pages will lestify. But Samuel Johnson set tne example :

he abused Goldsmith freely, but would allow no other person that

luxury : so with the Reviewer. But to spit a criticism, or rather an

animadversion over the Atlantic, for “ attaching importance to what

the Reviewer himself calls an interesting, and an instructive republica-

tion, is a thing without example. •

Of all the medical journals in the country, tnat Oi Boston has been

the first and most decided in speaking upon this, and upon sevm’al sub-

jects in which I have been an humble actor, but in terms so flatteiing

to the experimenter, that I must forego the advantage of its disinterested

and weighty testimony. I have, in making the quotations which follow,

avoided complimentary expressions as much as is possible consistent

with my aim, which is, to show the importance and originality of these

researches, which the Review and others, seek to undervalue by an

array of great, opposing names, without any direct proof whatever,

excepting stale experiments, wholly unlike mine, and foreign to the

subject under consideration, and therefore, inadmissible in the studj of

human physiology, much less for the establishment of an entire new

system of philosophy—another Novum Orgx^sos.

With the exception of a single journal, which dissents to one, perhaps

' more, of my leading opinions, the numerous medical journals “ on this

side of the Atlantic,” which have noticed the “ researches, have con-

ceded the question of originality, or “have attached importance to the

same, though not having copies of all these, the following may

“The experiments made by Dr. Dowler on Post-mortem Coidiactili },

are highly interesting and important to the physiologist.
* * Ihese

experiments are new, and reflect great credit on Dr. Dowler as an accu-

rate observer.” (Western Lancet. Lexington, Kentucky.)
^

“ Dr. Dowler is favorably known to the medical world as the authoi

of several original views in physiology. His interesting trams of re-

* I have sometimes Italicized the text.
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'''® Post-mortem Contractility oftie Muscles, have not failed to elicit the attention of the profession.”—

wf Medical and Sukgical JouiiN.AL. Augusta, Georgia.)

!»» 1

confess the fact that contractility, in the cadaver at

isahuV‘V“
^ «/«« nervous connec

tions, zs abundantly proven, admitting the ej;periments to be valid, whichwehavenore^tson to doubt. The muscular contractions must haven pi o uced exclusively by the act of purcussion upon the musclesnot involving the nerves to them; for contractiLs were^ allstances limited to tne muscle or muscles struck, and hence, by percus-sing appropriate muscles, each or all the muscles of the fore^ami forevau^le, could be produced at pleasure. * * * The observations of

pj; in the tissue,
^

, . , ,

^ known that the subjects of the experiment^?upon which the doctrines of the reflex schoM are W, XeTaUe„chiefly fi pm the Batracian class of animals. * * * The coarse cruel^nd fallacious experiments practiced, arei„.v% repudiated. * * i Wecome now to the method of Dr. Dowler, which certainly has the m^ft

aLou3 * ‘
"“I'®?* o.*" attention and confidence on thataccount. I„ closing this review we should do injustice to ourappreciation of the labors of Dr. D., if we omitted to express the ffreagiatihcation with which we have read his valuable paper. His obser

dlT'a”"
and the temperatureVthe body aftei-death, aie of a striking character, and cannot fail'to excite the lively

Ittemn
«on-y to learn that nofoni; have

the eT,frr' Tl'!®
*; to originality, but thatthe exactitude of his observations has been flippantly discredited Theexperiments can easi y be verified, which does not kppear to have beendoi e before calling his facts in question. We trust he will be eLour"

„ to continue and extend his experiments, relying as he certainlymaj_do>v.th confidence, that justice will be done both to hiLelf, and orte foots which he may develop.” (BurrALo Medical Jodunal, New

Tin,
Itn™ in a formernumber contained some account of DrDowler s expernnents in reference to post-mortem calmicity

;

since then

xvhh^t.”
^'7'°" acquainted through other publications’w th his observations on post-mortem contractility, which are little if atall less curious and suggestive than those on the former subject.”

a J5 r '
(Medical Examiner, Phila )

Inte
*^7

L®"
“ is replete with matter of very deer,

tions of Ihe^
eorrect views of the func^tions of the nervous system, and a modification of at least some of thepathological tlieories of the day. The iesults of Dr. Dowlerrexperi!nents aie we must- confess, as unexpected as they are important Thatthe muscles were capable of being excited to co ifiract fmCmetime afierdeath was known to physiologists, but it was admitted that the period
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I copy a small portion of my scientific correspondence, omitting

names, places, and dates, as I have no means of knowing, at this mo-

ment, wLther the writers would, or would not allow me to P“bhs

their names. I will say, however, that as professors and an hors, they

Ind high “ on this s-J of the Atlantic.” They are ‘‘ -11 mformed

observeit,” though they do not charge me, as does the
"'i

,

bringing forward as a novelty, what was well hnown to all careful

"'’frYo'ur article on the refler, &c., malies a great deal ol talk here.—

Prof. , is warm in its praise
;
they all think, you have gone far to

'*^*“^Nor'can yourfacts run any risk from his
* * * speculations.—

Go on fearlessly. Truth is mighty and will prevail.

“He rOr. Hall] will give you a sharp review. It will be a battle

worth looking at “ when Greek meets G>;eek,” &c. I ’'“."j

bets would go at present, though I have heard several goodjud,,es wi 1

stake two to one, &c. ’
^ n a + ^

“I must say without any intention to flatter you at all, that you have

been perfectly successful in the accomplishment ®

it-not very unkind in you, to knock this
‘‘’X?

’

on the held? It was so pretty, so very consistent "-.th many phe-

nomena ! such a beautiful assumption 1 I do not 1”'®"’ vvhat .^e o

our eon/r^re«'will do, now thrown so complete^- at sea a„am.
J _

experimt^n's must have fallen like a bomb-shell among ‘he nerrons

physiologists. Your discoveries are exceedingly important, ^mi®

apply them to practical purposes. Anticipate that ime. Go to the

Stlrian* worl/of deduction. To be sure you have Wown to he w d

the fine cob-web theories of your opponents, topther

ductions. That is something;—tor next to the discovery of "®''

truth, is the destruction of an error. [I] should like to be iieai Ha ,

&c., when he reads your paper.

yv;etrha7saTrprs rhPt-

ted.” (Ib. ii, 189.)

Schiller says of Wisdom,—

To some she is a goddess great

;

> To some the milk-cow of the field

—

Their Avorship is to calculate

The butter she will yield.

The London correspondent of the New Orleans Bulletin in his letter (of the

3rd of July 184^-) giving an account of the Scientific Associa ion o

Brltl which had lust closed its labors, and which includes
®f“d thrlghout Europe, adds, “ the only

applicability of their discoveries is not many way made the subjeU of attenti

'Vo discover, not to apply, is their motto.
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Ask, O ! student of medicine ! ask your unprejudiced judgment, were
there ever errors so general, and yet so stupendous, as those now called

modern discoveries in the nervous, especially the spinal system. Are
they not v/hoily based On certain experiments, which have no] known
connection with the doctrines sought to be deduced from them ? Have
these phenomena any fit scientific application, except to the individual

animals or class experimented on ? Have these phenomena any proba-
ble value even in this identical class excepting the special conditions in-

duced by vivisections, and so forth? Can denaturalizing processes, illus

trate, nay constitute complete discoveries in, and for conditions essen-
tially different ? Were these phenomena derived directly from man, or
from an animal precisely .similar, would they be admissible proof, by
which, to establish the one hundredth part, of what is now supposed to

he established by them ? Are not these phenomena for general pur-
poses obscure, blind, meaningless, and therefore, valueless ? or at lea^st

not yet matured into exact science? These experiments are praise-

worthy, and constitute a portion of knowledge, highly interesting, in

comparative physiology, butvery limited in their itnport
;
but they neither

prove- the nature nor modus of sneezing, nor do they constitute scientific

midwifery
;
they do not prove that the passions and paralysis, haemor-

rhage and convulsions, are exclusively due to “the true spinal marrow.”
These matters are thus, not without reason, alluded to frequently

;
and,

as 1 have satisfied myself, if not others, that muscular contraction is not
dependent on the spinal marrow or nerves, and, that therefore the fun-

damental principle of the new system is absolutely erroneous, I deem it

no crime to publish what I believe, though the times be troublous,

though neurological terrorisfn now reigns, and opposition, like spitting

against the wind, is spitting in one’s own face, France, so celebrated
for medical science, heretofore, generally opposed to the most important
improvements and doctrines of English medicine and surgery, (witness
Hunter’s doctrine, of healing wounds by the first intention,) has bowed
to Bellism, and of course, Reflexism will follow. But history is, in such
cases very instructive.

Broussaisism lived and died within a few short years. Before his
doctrine prevailed, France exported leeches to a considerable extent'; in
1833, the imports exceeded the exports, about forty.one millions, being
an increased consumption to that amount. Three or four years ago
blood-letting to fainting often repeated in the same case, was essential

!

Now in some of the largest fever institutions in the world, not a vein is

opened during the entire year ! Humoralism replaces solidism
;
the

nerves, gastritis
;

stimulants, leeches
;
quinine, calomel ! What is it,

that authority cannot be brought to support ? If great names can be
quoted in favor of Reflexism, the same is true of mesmerism, hydropa-
thy, and homoeopathy

;
but fficts, nature, science, do not change, or if

they should even change, they cannot be brought to sustain propositions
and theories which contradict each other.

The following just views, by a cori espondent of the Lancet,* deserve
much attention :

“ How strange and inconsistent in modern pathology
is this exclusive reference to the nerve, in all questions relating to the
nature and treatment of muscular disorders ! In the operations of dis-
ease, every organ,, excepting the musele, is supposed to originate its

* October, 1846.
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own symptoms, and to maintain its own process of damage or cure.

—

Heart, liver, lungs, kidney, are thus made responsible, by name and in

their complete structure, tor the disoi-ders affecting their several func-

tions. The muscle alone, of all organs, in truth, the most independent

is never sufiered in the lists of nosology, under its proper designation,

but linds a place, by right of spasm and palsy, in the loose catalogue of

the neuroses, as a mere part aiid offsett of the so-called nervous system.

Jly most practitioners, when a consultation on disorders of the contractile

function, muscular and nervous are used as convertible terms, for the

expression of their views in the treatment of the case. In the physic of

1846, there is no greater, no more mischievous error, than this substi-

tution, in the complete organ, of a part for Uie whole, this degradation,

in the nosology of spasm and palsy, of the blood and the fibre, by dis-

tinction, undue and exclusive of the nerve. No palsy, it is well known,

is more sudden and complete than that which follows on interruption ot

the blood-current in the affected muscular structure, though its nervous

material be everywhere sound aiu^ complete. Be assured that it is not

a mere speculative question, how far in palsy of the muscles, the pre-

vailing nervous theory should be sufl’ered without rebuke.'’ The writer

argues that patients are put to great and useless torture by this limitation

of the treatment to the nerve, “by cupping, blistering, moxa-burnings,

caustic issues
;
from the drain and irritation consequent on these severe

local applications, there is serious, it may be fatal, irritation of the

original symptoms.”
Without admitting that the recent neurological discoveries, so called,

are well established fundamental truths, I propose to give a critical

sketch of the histdrical progress of the same, which, however, imperfect,

must be regarded as a desideratum to the medical student, who will

xvith every aid, find himself perplexed in this branch of science, even

at the present era, after all the illusory announcements put forth, as if

the whole temple of medicine were completely irradiated with some

sudden gush of light. The discoveries attributed to Bell and Hall, are

viewed by many as due to those who preceded them, and even to ages

very remote.

In a review* of Mr. Adam’s Translation of the works of Paulus

jHgineta, an author who xvrote according to Springel, k. D. 634, it is

asserted by the Translator, that all the merit of the discovery ot the

anterior and pokerior roots of the spinal marrow, belongs not to .Sir

Charles Bell, but to the ancients, Erasistratus,"]* Aretaeus,:}; and Galen;

especially the latter, who maintains that the “ nerves have three uses,

namely, to communicate to the organs of sense their respective sentient

faculties; to excite. motion
;
and to enable their organs of the body in

general to discern what might be injurious to them,” (lib. v. c. 9.); a

theory which Aretseus had previously published, namely, that there are

sensatory and motor nerves” altogether distinct.^

Passing by all the neurological observations of more than thirty centu-

ries-, which afford little more than prelusory suggestions, unaccompanied

by demonstrations, we come down to the moderns, particularly to Robert

Whytt, of Scotland, who died in 1766, after having published several

* Med. Quart, Rev. April, 1831, cited, Doc. 7, et seq.

f B. C. 304, Sprengel. f
A. D, 81, ib. 5 Documents, &c., 8, 9.
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ingenious works on the physiology of nervous system. In his book on

the Nerves,* he dwells chiefly on “ that sympathy which obtains l)e-

tween the various parts of the body,” and which he calls “a remarkable

consent.” But his essay on -the Vital and Involuntary Motions of

Animals, published in 1751, falls more directly within the range of this

inquiry. Like that most acute, but often visionary metaphysician.

Bishop Berkeley,! he ascribed muscular motion to the soul. VV^hytt

goes so far as “to conclude that the motions of the separated pails

of animals are owing to the soul or sentient pi inciple still continuing to

act in them,”! “though not attended with reflex consciousness, a power
which the soul only exercises in the brain. “The various sympa-

thetic motions of animals produced by irritation, whether in a sound or

morbid state, are owing not to any union or connection of their nerves,

but to particular sensations excited in certain organs, and thence' com-
municated to the brain or spinal marrow.'^'^W “Dr. Hales informed me
(he adds,) that having many years since tied a ligature about the neck
of a-frog to prevent any effusion of blood, he cut ofl’fhe head, and thirty

hours after, the frog moved its body when stimulated : but that on
thiaisting a needle down the spinal marrow, the animal was strongly

eonmlsed, and immediately after* become motionless . These quota-

tions are not reproduced for their truthful expositions of physiology, nor

for their similarity to the reflex doctrine, but for their language and
suggestive character

;
as “ reflex sensation, sympathy transmitted to the

spinal-marrow, a loss of motion on disintegrating the latter.

N

for example,

the statement that sympathy is transmitted to orfrom the spinal marrow
without nervous connections, very naturally suggests the converse

question, whether the nerves may not be the identical agents of trans-

mission.

The same course of reasoning will apply to many doctrines affirmed

by Haller: “The same nervesf'^ he remarks, “most evidently are sub-

servient both to sense and motion ; so that we are not allowed to adopt

two distinct systems of nerves, one motory, the other sensative.” {Phys.

cccLXXxiv.) Here the doctrine of Bell is mentioned, not assented to.

If writers four thousand years ago had denied the possibility of setting up

the printer’s types, and the present useful applications of steam-power

—

had they asserted that lightning rods, electric telegraphs, and rail-roads

would prove useless—vaccination, inefficacious—mercury, a cure for

salivation—the bark and its salts or quinine, fatal in agues—orhad'they

argued, that the blood was circulated toivards the heart by the arteries

and jTrom it by the veins, and that etherization increased the pain of a
surgical operations, it is almost certain that these false views, would
have awakened inquiry, or rather would have revealed the truth, in

almost every instance, and as a conse(|uence : This mode of reasoning

is not, 'however, very satisfactory, though worth something. Thus rea-

soned Polonius :

—

“ By indirections find directions out.”

The reflex function or action of the nerves is the favorite doctrine of

* Third Edit. Edin. 1768. f Berkeley's Works, ii, 90. Loud, 1843.

I Documents, &c., 1 13. ^
lb* 116.

1|
lb. 121. ih. 121.
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Professor Procliaska* in his Latin works, from 1784, to the early part

of the present century..

I give a little abridged, and corrected the translation of the work-

cited,t which fairly expresses the ' original, so far as I am capable of

iudo'ing on comparison of both
;
Prochask’a, says : “External impres-

sions, which are made upon the sensorial nerves, are propagated rapidly

through their whole length to their origin, whence they are reflected,

accordino- to a certain laic, passing into certain corresponding nerves,

through which, being again rapidly propagated to the muscles, they

excite certain determinate motions. This place in which as in a centre,

the nerves appropriated to sense as well as motion, meet and communi-

cate, and in which the impressions of the sensorial nerves are reflected

upon the motor nerves, is called the sensorium commune—a term already

received by physiologists,” {including the sjnnal marrow.] The original

differs from the modern style only in its greater clearness ;
in quo im-

pressiones nervorum sensoriorum reflectuntur in nervos motorios, etc.

Prochaska regards the sensorium commune as the great reflector

;

but

unlike more recent writers, he includes under that term, the entire spinal

(.Qfd—totam medidlam spinalem, and although he does not always limit,

he clearly recognizes the separate, disfmct, and independent reflex action,

now referred to""' “the true spinal marrow,” and rendered as obscure as

style can make it. Here, there is no room to doubt, because he first

lays down the doctrine, and then gives examples :
“ That the sensorium

commune extends to the spinal marrow, we learn from the motions

remainino- in decapitated animals, which could not take place without

the consent and co-operation of the nerves arisingfrom the spinal mar-

row ;
for if a decapitated frog be pricked, not only does it retract the

punctured part, but it crawls and leaps, which could not be without the

consent of the sensorial and motor nerves, of which the common seat

must be in the spinal marrow— consensus sedes in rnedulla spinaii

the part of the sensorium commune remaining.'*'’ “Ibis reflection

takes place whether the mind be conscious of it or not.” Again and

a^ain, he distinguishes the reflexfunction of the spinal ma/row; from that

of the hrain, physiologically, and pathologically. “To we must

add all those motions xvhich for sometime remain in the body of a

decapitated man,t or other animal, and are excited by pinching xhQ

hody, but especially the spinal marrow, and are governed by the residual

part of the sensorium -commune, which is in the spinal marrow per

* Commentatio'de Functionibns'Systeinatis Nervosi, Opera Minora, etc.—

The verb reflecto and its cognates, together with terms characterizing the laws

of lio-ht, as angulns, mcido, incidentis, as well as molm'^ and the like \vere

favorite words with this author, in his neurological speculations, nearly halt a

century before their adoption by Dr. Hall.

f Documents and dates of Modern Discoveries in the Nervous System.—

London, 1839.
, .

t Galvanic muscular contraction, was forbidden by the King of Prussia m

1805, to be practised on decapitated criminals, because it increased the pain

beyond the prescription of the law; as such persons were supposed to retain

sense and consciousness ! {Med. Rep. ix.) An electrical battery, sufficien y

strong, would instantaneously kill, and probably, without any pain !
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scran he has printed ” He has over and over again, and loudly

nroclaimed his own unequalled merits in this department, and scoffed at

the pretensions ofother excellent men, his predecessors or cotemporaiies.

He has either studiously passed over in silence or openly ridiculed and

malitmed Prochaska’s doctrine, and poured on the heads of those who

did no more than assert their resemblance to his own, all the venom

which his bitter nature could engender. And up to the very hour a

which we write, he continues to boast as loudly as ever, of his origin-

alitv &c. We can add no comment in words that can in any way •

cmLte, in damning potency, the eloquence of this simple ^“ement -
It is grievous to be forced to write it down ;

it is melancholy to contem-

^'^'^feel justified in making these quotations to show the manner in

which Dr. Hall treats those who do not, any more than inyselt, receive

him in his mission as a discoverer, as well as to show that, if I do no

always speak of Dr. Hall, (a man of ability, I admit,) the respect

which might seem requisite in matters purely scientific, there aie the

strongest reasons for my justification.* But leaving this subject I

proceed to conclude the historical sketch of modern neurologicaJ dis-

covery, omitting for want of space, many illustrious ntmies.

Mr^ Alexander Walker preceded Bell, Magendie, Muller, Hall, and

indeed, all others in discovering the lading features of wliat is now

called Bell’s discovery; for although the Bellites differ with him m

resard to his ascription of the sensiferoiis property to the anterior, and

thf motiferous to ^he posterior roots, these are rather details than an

absolutely new conception. His 'first publications were dated in 1808_,

those of the following year, speak thus :
“ wherever a part having both

sensation and motion, is supplied from one nervous trunk, that trunk

envelopes both a nerve of sensation and one of volition. The^ only app

rent difference is that their motions takes place in differem directions

the latter resemble the arteries, the former the veins. The nervous

circle” is dwelt on. The action or function of the nerves passes to

the spinal marrow, by the anterior fasciculi ot the spinal nerves, which

are, therefore, nerves of sensation, and the connections of "'>'tch 'vith

the spinal marrow or brain must be termed their spinal or cerebial ter-

minr/tions.^^f Foveii better than Reflectors.]
i i

•

“
in a comparatively recent work, (by Mr. Walker,) to which is

prefixed some account of the author’s earliest discoveries, ^
more recent doctrine of Bell, Magendie, etc., is shown to be at once a

plagiarism, an inversion, and a blunder, associated with useless expeii-

ments, they have neither understood nor explained. + , , .

More than twenty years after Mr. Walker had published this vjevv,

setting forth in the clearest manner the aferent and efferent function of

'
* The Medico-Chirutgical Review. \847,) admittm^

Dr. Hall’s claims as a discoverer, declares nevertheless, that he is o e

characters that will not correct his errors ; ths.t pertinacity is the very woof o

S hfdeOl: it a point of honor never to

f mTeft ’,

except to himsd/; that he is>lons to patotness,- that he continually repeal,

usqm ad nauseam, the same facts, dogmas, that he has not on y ,

suiFered much from this arrogancy of character, &c.

i Doc. 15, et seq. t Doc. 17.
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the nerves, aftei\stating that this double function is performed by separate
nerves, “ a nerve of sensation and one of volition,'’' vve find Mr. Bell
making exactly the same statement: “The nerves are sometimes
separate; sometimes bound together; but they do not, in any case,
interfere viuth or partake of each other’s influence—one filament for
sensation, another for muscular motion.*” In the same work, he quotes
from his lectures to the College 'of Surgeons, a summary view of his
system, of each portion of the nervous circle, of innervation, ofexperi-
ments, and of muscular contraction; of each he speaks with becoming
doubt, until at the end of the enumeration, getting out of the deep waters
of uncertainty, he exclaims, At all events, you observe that a mistake
has hitherto universally prevailed in supposing that one nerve could
pertorm two functions of opposite tendencies,

’’f and all this, the only

It u
Walker had published long before.!M. Muller undertook to experiment upon^ rabbits, with the view of

ascertaining the functions of the spinal roots. “ But he found that the
pievious operation of opening the vertebral canal was so difficult, and
attended with such excessive pain to the animals, as frequently toinduce involuntary twitches of all the muscles even when the nerves were
not directly irritated,jo that he was precluded from deducing any satis,
factory conclusionsf'^ He, therefore, fell back upon frogs, and upongalvanism! by which, through the anterior roots, he caused “ coi
sive movements.”
The Medico-Chirurgical Review calls this substitution of frogs formbbits, a happy thought!” and the reasons are these: “the verte-

ral canal of (he frog may be opened with very liltle trouble, and with
comparatively irifitug pain

;
the animal is so tenacious of life, that itremains quite Iwfy after the operation.”|| If all this be true, it is one

ot the worst analogues that could be chosen for human, or even rabbit
physiology. Who knows that fi-ogs sutfer but little from the dissection

!^Ld®rer"‘‘ .u I*''"-
™an, agood leason, not for their selection but their rejection 1

I proceed next to the discovery claimed by Dr. Hall. What that
doctrine really is, seems to be at least, sometimes misunderstood. Ina crr<r,7«e on my essay on muscular contractility, my quotations and
leleiences, were regarded as too general. It is remarkable, however,
hat the parties most interested have not complained. The short sketchnow called for, will obviate all difficulties in this respect, and at thesame tune be acceptable, as I hope it will, to the student, showing what

ts the reflex system of Dr. Hall, and all Philo-Hallians, not the reflexsystems of others. There is one fundamental error in the logic of this
school, which must be corrected, otherwise nothing can be determinednamely, the introduction of collateral, irrelevant iLtter, with assumed

* Nerv. Syst. 20
f Ib. 218, 219 .

indeed, ungrateful, to enter upon the chargesagairiht Ml. Bell, in relation to certain dates prefixed to his papers some^of

menfs
either by himself, or by others (See Docu-

Ifrfn” oh
'^1 “A New Anatomy of the Brain.” which was

publicatfens.
y«ws, than Mr. Walker’s

k Med. Reg. cited from Med. Chir. Rev. 183 k
[j Jdem.
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analogies, c^uite overlooking the positive, direct, experimental proof,

based°upon the spinal cord, its roots, and the terminations of its nerves,

which constitute the discovery, and sterility, haemorrhage, tic
;
the

passions, parturition, &c.,—concerning' these, no dii'ect experiment has

been offered.
'

-
i i-

•

By confounding the reflex doctrines, and by assuming for the living

body, sundry rellex actions beyond the pale of my inquiries on contrac-

tility, I have been misapprehended by several critics. To prevent lati-

tudi’narian criticism, “ stale, flat, and unprofitable ” analogisnis, 1 wish it

to be distinctly understood, that, by nervous circle, the functions of the

spinal roots, the reflex action, &.C., I mean the doctrine of Bell and

founded on certain experiments, as explained by themselves and

their most ardent friends. If the issue is to be changed again and again,^

if new elements are to be introduced into this doctrine, then the war ol

logic will be eternal.

1 proceed, therefore, to make the ainende honorable,

^

as my former

quotations have not been sufflcienlly definite, I begin with Dr. Hall, in

an order somewhat chronological, quoting in part from his first papers,

as recently republished in London,* as well as from his kter works.

—

“ Ail movement ceased on withdrawing the spinal marrow [ofa tuitle.Jj"

The presence of the spinal marrow is essential,'’ '%
[to muscular con-

traction ;] it ceases on removing the spinal mairow”§—^attaches itself

to any part of an animal, the corresponding portion of the brain and

spinal marrow of which is “The reflex function consists of

impressions carried to and from the medulla”^— “.flrst pursuing an

arricre coui-se to the spinal marrow, being afterwards reflected upon^the

muscles,’’** “ incident into the medulla, reflected from the medulla.’’jj

A horse was knocked down—the cornea pricked—the orbicularis and

abducens contracted
;
whereupon Dr. Hall philosophises thus : “There

can be no doubt that a filament, &c., conveyed the impression to the

medulla oblongata. All this is wonderful, and I believe, hitherto quite

unknown to physiologists [the reflex function is] “ some mysterious

influence”—[liow then, a perfect discovery If, “another fact,—the whole

tone of the muscular system is the result of an excito-motory function.-

The limbs of an animal, or of a part of an animal separated from the

influence of the cerelirum become relaxed, on destroying the spinal

marrow. “ I gently withdrew the medulla and brain” [of a turtle.]

“All. the phenomena,” [i. e. muscular contractions,] “ceased—no

movement followed ;”1||1 “the limbs were no longer obedient to stinnili,

and' became perfectly faccid, having lost all their resiliency. Ihe

sphincter lost circular form, becoming lax, flaccid, shapeless—

The tail was flaccid and unmoved on the application of stimuli;

“proves that the presence of the medulla is necessary to the contractile

function,—the reflex character of this property,” [and,] “that of the tone

of the limbs, &c., depend upon the medulla spinalis,—eflects not hitherto

suspected by physiologists.’’^^ The author asserts “that the phenomena

Documents, &,c., 1839. f First Com. Zoolo. Soc., Nov. 27, 1832, p. 136.

t Doc 137 h Ib. 138. 1|
Id. 11 Ib. 142. Second Com. Zool.

Soc., Aug. 12, 1834. ** Ib. 143. ff Ib. 144. « Lect. Nervous

System, 1836, Phila., 33, 34. The fact here given does not justify the con-

clusion. ^5
Ib. 40. 1111

Ib. 41. HH Ib. 42.
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detailed, subsist in distinct portions of' the medulla”—“ distinct and
separate portions;”—which being destroyed, the corresponding -portions
oj the muscular system deriving nerves therefrom, will be no loncrer con-
tractile, etc.* Dr. Hall’s next work. Memoirs on the Nervous System,!
IS but an Iteration of those previously cited.f The necessity of the
mtegrity i\io, spinal marrow in order to muscular action, with the
incidental question of originality of the discovery, are the leading topics
ot this work. ^ ^

The folloudng passages, cited from Dr. Hall’s work on the Reflex
Function, published in 1833, will be found-^in the Medico-Chirurgical
Review, tor July 1834 : “There are four modes of muscular action,—

, voluntary; 2, that of respiration
; 3, involuntary; a fourth, excited

3y the application of stimuli, which are not, however, applied immedi-
uteiy to. he muscular or nervo-muscular fibre,-but to certain membranous
pans, udience the impression is carried to the medulla, reflected, and
re.conducted to the part impressed, or conducted to a part remote from
It, in which muscular contraction is effected”—“ in a curved reflex
course-requiriiig the connection with the medulla to be presented
fftfe. Ihe third kind of muscular motion, the involuntary, he calls
irritabddy, of which he gives this definition,—“ The movements of
irritability are the result of the immediate application of a stimulus to
trie nervo-muscular fibre itself. “ The reflex function is different

; its
seat IS in the meduLa

—

ceases when it is removed.^^

In the last edition of Dr. Carpenter’s esteemed work on Physioloo-y,
published m both England and America, during 1840, it is said in rell
tion to the reflex doctrine, that, after the brain of the frog is cut off
muscular contractility remains, whereupon, the following explanation is^
given: (the Italics are chiefly mine.) “We are not to suppose that
the stimulus ads at once upon the muscles, without the nervous system
being concerned at all

;
throwing them into contractions by direct in-

Jiuence. For it is quite certadi that unless the nervous trunks remain
continuous with the spinal cord, and unless the part of the spinal cord
vviih which they are connected remains sound, no action will be the
result. If the trunks be divided, or either oH the roots by which they
are connected with the spinal cord be severed, or the lower portion of the
spinal cord itself be injured, no stimulation will cause the muscularmovements

;§
“ if the anterior roots be touched, contractions are imme-

late ij d.ivided,^ no such a result follows, whatever amount of irrita-
tion be applied if the posterior roots be touched, no vigorous muscular
contmctions the movements are evidently of a reflex character, being
called forth by the anterior or efferent roots.''\\

^

,
f Lord. 1837.

J i iis practice of constantly repeating himself, is a striking illustration as
'

Ha
^ tendency to self-glorification, so characteristic of Drllall, as of the comparative barreness or limited range of his intellect. Perhansthere never was an author who persisted so perseveringly and systematicallv

%dr
f Phys.’236.

II Ib. 502.
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The rellex-neurologists, tail utterly, in showing any positive or even

probable connection, as cause and effect, between their experiments and

theory. The vast assemblage of physiological and pathological pheno-

mena, which they claim as having been explained in the clearest man-

ner by these experiments, have not been traced link by link, either in

the ascending or descending series; their order, uniformity, succession,

antecedence, sequence, have not been ascertained and made known,

with the concurrent, but unessential concomitants and co-incidents

;

their pathological anatomy, whether material ov immaterial, not been

plainly traced to these experiments. Indeed, no material or immateiial

mprbid anatomy of the spinal cord, the seat of so many diseases has

ever been given, or even described, and, yet there must be in this cord,

a change for every malady. What are the spinal anatomical characteis

of h-cemorrhage, or hydrophobia,—sterility, or strangury,—paralysis, or

passion,—asthma, or abortion,—tic, or tetanus,— all spinal in their

location ? Now, I lay it down as an axiom in morbid anatomy, that no

great and important tissue or organ of the whole body, presents on^an

average, so few well marked structural alterations, as the spinal mar-

row, provided it be examined in its material form, from one to six or

even twenty-four hours after death, leaving out immaterialities, incorpo-

realities, and spiritualisms. In fact the spinalists have been an unsuc-

cessful sect. Le Gallois, (the date of whose publications on the vital

functions of the cord, is not precisely recollected,) early in the present

century, claimed the medulla spinalis as the source of life to the entire

trunk, as well as the exclusive seat of sensation and modion, all being

independent of the brain ! The cord ought to be the focus of morbid

alteration—if anatomy have any thing material in it, as some people

•have supposed in their simplicity and ignorance. Its physiology, I re-

peat it, is still more obscure than its anatomy. No one will pretend

that there is anything in the physical structure of the anterior roots, by

which motion can be recognised or inferred as a nerve-property, ihe

physico-analogical argument is against the supposition, and still the

more so when the roots are supposed to communicate to the muscles a

power, which they themselves do not possess in virtue of any special

physical, or anatomical adaptation. I do not positively^ deny that the

anterior roots excercise an influence upon muscular motion duiing life,

but, I contend, that their influence as the exclusive motory force or

atrent, is not proved, is not even probable, while the muscles do possess

adaptations in size, strength, direction, origin, insertion, and mechani-

cal contrivance^ every way adapted to act in the most independent man-

ner as motors, as far as any one tissue can- lay any claim to indepen-

dence.*

John Hunter’s massiveness of intellect, enabled him in a great degree,

to resist the momentum of mere theory. He spoke but the language ot

* Englishmen, ono-ht by this time, to know something of muscular motion,

as Dr. Croone, who died, in 1684, bequeathed not only money, but the profits

of a house, for annual lectures on that subject. The Croonian Lectures on

Muscular Motion have continued 163 years ! Many rich prizes, in both Con-

tinental and Insular Europe, are awarded annually, for similar purposes. It is

easy to swim when held up by the chin !
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common sense, M^hen he declared in his lectures on surgery, that “ much
more has been given to the brain and nerves than they deserve. They
have been thought to be the cause of every propei-ty in the animal
body; that independent of them the whole body was a dead machine,
and that It was only put in action by them. ' But although their actions
are absolutely necessary in the machine, they are not so universally so
as has been imagined. They are not the cause of growth, nor do they
even preserve a part from death, although the whole as a whole cannot
live without them.”

The reflex thQory, including Bellism, unlike every other theory has
not a single, clear application in practice. Humoralism appeals to

; chemistry, and solidism shows disorganizations, but the reflex doctrine
nothing. In dysentery, consumption, croup, pneumonia, the alterations’
are palpable, and the treatment can be directed upon intelligible princi-
pies; but the reflex pathology and therapeutics are wholly unknown •

perhaps, this is the proper method of managing immaterialities, that’ is
to know nothing about them; and yet, we are told that “the material
studies of medical men, as humoralism, pathology, anatomy, and chem-
istry render the mind inept” for the sublime study of the true sphial
cord! fhe consequence is, that “these material studies,” should be

i

banished from our medical schools, as “they render the mind inept’’
! to the second great discovery.” Which college will set the example'?

It is owing to these visionary theories which promise so much and
disappoint the student’s expectation, that so many turn out of the rightway into the paths of quackery. Faust studied theory profoundly until
he lost confidence in practice, and while the people were praising him
and his father, for their great success in curing fever, he exclaimed
“thus did we with our hellish electuaries, rage in these vales and
mountains far worse than the pestilence. I myself have given the poison
to thousands

;
they pined away, and I must survive to hear the reckless

murderers praised ;”—he therefore, soon renounced both the theory and
practice :

“ I no longer fancy I know anything worth knowino-.—
1 hen I have neither land nor money, nor honor, nor rank in the world
JNo dog would like to live so any longer. I have therefore devoted
myselt to magic., * and drive no longer'a paltry trafic in words.’’'

The reflex doctrine “is the second great discovery, destined to revo
lutionize the science of medicine,” or it is a great error destined to
consume, without any compensating advantage, much of th^ student’s
valuable time,—to lead him into a fallacious method of experiment and
of reasoning, and to mislead in both the theory and practice of his pro
fession. Taking this latter view of the matter, and believing that everv
cultivator of science is bound to do all the good he can in the discovery
and diffusion of the truth, as well as in the correction of erroneous
principles, and believing, moreover, that the reflex neurologists, cannot
be understood, simply, because they do not understand themselves, I will
indulge the hope that the reader will not attribute to me unworthy mo
tives, whatever errors may be committed in this discussion.

Is it modest in reflex-neurologists to affirm that they are fifty years in
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advance of their age-fifty years before their ignorant, ungratefni

cotemporaries— fifty years before our nnworthy planet

their advent? And what have they done / -Reflected a reflection

.

Reflected an opinion—the hypothesis of another. “ pP""'’"®

from opinions-what are they but clouds sai ing under clouds, rvhich

impress shadows upon shadows.” These theorists would, ?

ilki^sions, convert the fair field of science, into a sterile waste. The

Reflex-Mirage, like that in the deserts ot Africa, presents

medows, pure fountains, and hospitable dwellings where none actually

exist.

The ink with which the last sentence was written, M'as scarcely dr^,

before the last number of the Lancet was received, in which ‘t

posed to examiners, to require all candidates to he examined m the reflex

theory.'* Innocent youths, never yet guilty of a homicide, seomdum

arlul—oaome.tes for M. I).—who have learnt in the Lancet, that not

one of the Royal Society, (the most learned in Europe,) understands, the

reflex discovery, (its inventer excepted)—these poor lads are lequired

comprehend that which the gray beards themselves cannot.

^ * The sun had gone down upon the earth. The moon was

mounting above the plains of Louisiana, while many reflex-moons were

dancing upon the turbid waves of the Mississippi, which rolled noislessly

beneath my window. The pendent gray moss a parasite of the cypress

forest which overlooks the city, now blackened by night, waved silently

in the breeze. I fell asleep, as soundly as John Runyan while wilting

the Pilgrim’s Progress. I dreampt I was a young man, walking thought-

fully upon a shore, but whether it was the shore ot the Mississippi, the

ChLapeak, the Hudson, the Thames, or the Seme I could no tell.

Hardby arose a great temple, whose spire pierced the clouds. It was

the medical college, wherein I was going to be examined for the,degree

ofM. D. I feared the ordeal. Every artery of my head thiobbed. 1

hastened to my room, to review my studies. The sciences, after

another, passed before my mind. Surgery with his catlings, scalpels,

and saws—chemistry with its crucibles—obstetrics with her scieaming

infants ! To the dead body I was perfectly at home. I marched up to a

skeleton, in my room, and struck it with defiance! Dry bones, I know

you all ! The skeleton grinned! A voice came from its hollow skull.

Reflex’ Reflex! Reflex! I was once a student, but the nerves

Ltracted me-turned my brain. “ I sought the bright day, and w^A

an ardent longing after truth, went miserably astray m the twilight.

Beware of the reflex function, for even the Royal Society cannot, the

Reflexians do not, and the students should not, understand it.

' [Being informed by the printer, that there is not space for more than

half of my article in the present number of this Journal, 1 ask the indu -

gence of the reader. As the article is, so far, nearly through the press,

it cannot be re-organized, and will be, therefore, mord desultory and

incomplete than I anticipated.]

(To h& continued.)

* June number.
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IV .—Obstetrical Cases. By R. H. Day, M. D.

Case 1.—On the night of the 17th of February 18^0, I was cailed
to see the wife of Mr. W. C.,—aged about 17 years.

After riding about ten miles, I reached the place just before day, and
found her in labour with her first child. She had been in labour six

days, and had with her an old lady who acted as midwife for the neigh-
horhood. Upon examination, I discovered, 'presenting at the superior
strait, a large tumid oval something, I could not tell what

;
whether it

was the breach, head, or shoulder, I was unable to decide in my own
mind, as the distinctive marks of either 'presentation were wanting .

—

Upon further enquiry of the old midwife, I learned that during the first

day of her labour, the waters broke, and that the arm presented and the
hand protruded from the vulva, and that she had replaced it

;
from

which period the presentation had been right.

Getting this clue, I readily distinguished this as a shoulder presenta-
tion, and found the hand and elbow doubled up by the side of the shoul-
der, returned by the thin edge of the os tince, with the humerus frac-

tured, and all very much swollen. The child was dead and partly
putrescent. The mother was quite exhausted and in a state of morbief
excitement. . She had been roughly and frequently handled, and was
now so irritable and tender, that the slightest touch caused great pain.

Concluding in my own mind that an instrumental delivery, and that
by mutilating the infant, was the only chance of success for the mother,
and that but a slender one, I made known my views to her husband
and friends, and, requested the counsel and assistance of my friend Dr.
D. R. Allison, (now of Saltsburgh, Pa.) He was accordingly sent for,

and in a few hours arrived. But in the interim I had employed myself
diligently in composing my patient by the use of warm anodyne fomen-
tations to the vulva, not without some benefit.

Dr. Allison, after a proper examination came to the same conclusion
I had, and recommended the same course. It might be well to state

here that in connection with the great exhaustion of the general system
there was a cessation of regular uterine contraction. The uterus closely
embraced the foetus, the os uteri fully dilated and all so unyielding, that it

was impossible to introduce the hand and bring down the feet.

We accordingly commenced the operation, first by removing, the arm
with the scapula attached to it. This waS easily done, mostly with the
‘fingers, the muscles and tissues readily giving way to gentle force. The
humerus was found fractured in two places, through the rudeness of the
old midwife, and the arm, &c., considerably sphacelated. The abdo-
men was next opened and the foetus eviscerated

;
and then by the aid

of a hook, made at the time by the ingenuity of' Dr. Allison from the
bail or handle of g common water bucket, and friction over the abdomen,
she was soon delivered. The placentaT was removed without force or
difficulty, and she seemed as smart a few minutes after the operation as
could be possibly expected.

It is but justice to say that Dr. Allison, performed the major part of
this operation.

Prescribed for her to take at night, submur. hydrarg. Dov. pulv.
aa grs. 10, to be followed next morning with ol. ricini. Un the 19th I

29
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visited her again she was doing well—lochia abundant, but rather

more offensive than common. Bowels soft, no pain nor tenderness.

Enjoined rest,’ light diet, &c. &c., with instructions that if at any time

within a fe\y days, she had pain in the bowels with tenderness on pres-

sure, to send me word immediately—and that unless I had a hearing

from her I would not return as 1 lived some distance off.

On the 22d at night I was called, so^n started, rode fast, and soon

reached her residence. She was in considerable pain, at times very

severe
;
pulse small, feeble and frequent

;
skin moist

;
belly large, but not

tympanitic ;
uterus somewhat swollen and a little tender, lochia sup-

pressed.
. • •

From the sym'ptoms present, I could not believe it was active mnam-

mation, but rather an extreme irritability and morbid sensibility of

the uterine nerves and a passive congestion of its venous system. I

determined' to use full doses of opium and warm fomentations to the

bowels. Accordingly I gave her acet. morphia and ipecac, ‘and had

flannels, WTung out of hot vinegar assiduously applied over the abdomen.

I remained all night. After the second dose of morphia, she became

easy, slept co/nfortably, and in the morning was quite easy and alto-

gether improved. Lochia had returned—leaving such directions and

medicines as I thpught necessary, I again took my departure with the

understanding that I should be notified if she grew worse, or did not

continue to improve. On the night of the 24th, they again started a

messeno-er for me, but .in consequence of high xvater they could not

reach me. They ^sent to Dr. Allison, who being from home was not

obtained, and from his house the messenger came to mine
;

I accom-

panied him, but in consequence of the circuitous route we had to travel,

did not reach there till 9 o’clock of the 25th. She expired about two-

hours before my arrival. What terminated her existence 1 I believe a

low- or sub-inflammation of the uterine veins, terminating in gangrene.

Probably the inflammation was ijf the erisypelatous character.

Had I a case of the same kind to treat again, in addition to the means

used, I would cup over the sacrum, or apply leeches if they could be

had
;
give internally small doses of calomel, act. morph, et camphor,

and moderate stimulation. .

Case 2.—February 28th, 1841.' Early Sunday morning a m.essen-

ger came in haste for me, to visit the wife of Mr. J. H., of Knox county,

la., distant about five miles. I immediately started and soon reached

the place. Upon enquiry I learned that Mrs. H. had been in labour

some five days; pains the first few’ days very regular and violent, tor

the last day very w-eak and frequent, amounting to nothing more than

slio’ht' irritable spasms. She xvas aged about 35 or 36 years
;
was preg-

nant wdth her sixth child
;
her previous labours, all natural and easy

;

she has been hearty and of robust constitution.
_ ^

Condition at present.—Excessive exhaustion, xvith much nervous irri-

tability and stupor'; slight spasmodic contractions of the extremities and

uterus. Upon examination per vaginara, found the os uteri fully dilated,

with the head and" one hand partially in the excavation of the pelvis,

but completely locked, or bound in the superior strait. The hand had

descended with the forehead and was fy mly pressed and wedged against

the arch of the pubis. The waters had escaped on the second day o
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her labour
;
and from what I could learn from the attentive old ladj, the

head of the foetus had occupied about the same position as at present,
soon after the escape of the liquor amnii.

I tried to move the head and liberate the hand, but could not
;
nor

was the slightest impression produced by the feeble contractions of the
uteius which frequently took place; the hand of course was much tume-
fied below the point of stricture and prevented its return into the cavity
of the uterus.

I endeavoured to use the forceps, but was foiled in this, the pelvis
being so completely filled as to prevent the introduction of a single
blade, without doing violence to the soft parts of the mother.
My patient was so exhausted and feeble from the long continuance

of her violent and ineffectual throes, that I dared not use the lancet
;and also believing that it would not enable me to disengage the head or

hand even should the uterus be relaxed by it. It was rather presuma-
ble that the foetus was dead

;
the mother had not felt it move for the

last thirty-six or forty-eight hours, I reflected upon her situation, and
came to the conclusion that the only plan which could be persued,
with any hope of success to the mother, was the operation of cranio-
tomy.

This operation dyeing attended with some risk to the mother, and as
1 thought from her present worn out and irritable condition rather
hazardous, I took the husband aside, and made known to him my views
of his wife’s case and her danger, as honestly and as candidly as I
could. 1 also requested medical assistance, fearing she might sink
during the operation.

The case being one of emergency, he declined calling in any other
help desiring I should do what 1 could for her as speedily as possible.

1 had a pretty strong infusion of secale cornutum made
;
braced up

and encouraged the mind of my patient as well as I could. The ergot
being ready, I administered to her a dose of it

;
and having no obstetri-

cal mstiaiments with me, except a pair of forceps, I took a pair of strong
^ scissors from my pocket case, introduced the fore and
middle fingers of the left hand, placing them upon the vertex, and with
the right hand carefully guarding the points of the scissors, with the
forefinger, pushed them up and lodged their points in the cranium at
the interior edge of the posterior fontanelle. By perforating the skull
in several different places, and opening the handle of the scissors, and
turning them in various directions, I very soon succeeded in breaking up
the skull, and completely evacuating the brain! The ergot by this time
began to act slightly. I gave her another dose, which in a few minutes
produced very good pains. The foetus now began to descend a little •

lodging my middle finger of the right hand in the base of the skull, Iwas enabled to exert considerable traction, which, together with the
noble effects of the ergot, speedily terminated fortunately-this alarming
case. J he placenta was expelled in due time, without difficulty—and
by light cooling medicine, and careful conduct on her part and her
friends, she rapidly recovered, without any bad consequences at all.

In reporting the two foregoing cases, and the few remarks I shallmake thereon, 1 am actuated by a sense of professional duty, and trust
they will not be found without interest or benefit. It was my intention
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to have reported them long since, hut owing to circnmstanees over

which I liad no control, have been prevented. The first thought which

sufT^ests itself is, could any other treatment have been adopted in either

cas?, more rational and with better success ? And secondly, could any

means have been used at the comtneiicement of labor, to have prevented

a resort to instrumental delivery
? ^ i i • r

In reference to the first question, after a caiieful consultation ot

authorities, and a deliberate consideration ot the cases and attendant

complications, I am still firmly of the opinion, that in each case the

most iiidieious and successful practice Avas resortedTo.
_

In the first case it will be recollected, that the lady had been in labor

siv days
;
that on the first or second day, the membranes yielded and

the waters escaped, and that then the arm presented and protruded ;

that it was forcibly attempted to be returned, and in the attempt trac-

tured in two places, by wliich the child died—tli^ shoulder enormously

swollen, and perhaps the spontaneous evolution ot the toetus prevented.

' The waters having escaped, the uterus contracted upon the foetus, and

embraced it closely upon every point. The woman became gradual y

exhausted and excessively nervous and restless; and when I first saw

her, presented the most haggard a])pearance, being affected withgeneia

irritability and constant spasms of the uterus, or at least frequent, short

and weak contractions, 'riie child was beyond doubt dead. Under

mich circumstances, the safety of the mother only could be consulted^

and I know of no course more likely to have been successful, than

mutilation of tiie foetus.
. i ^ i

in the second case, there was also great exhaustion, but not so much

irritability as in the first. The only difficulty seems to have been the

larcxe volume of the advancing body. This might not have been a

serTous obstacle if the hand had not descended with the head. But as

it wa^, the most violent, long continued and energetic throes, had failed

to overcome it, but had thrust,the head and hand suffimently low to pre-

vent the return' of either. The os uteri already sufficiently dilated, and

ofterino- no resistance to the passage of the foetus, and the patient quite

worn o”ut, the idea of blood-letting or relaxants was out ot the question.

And as the long continued and most powerful contractions of the uterus

had failed to expel the foetus, it was deemed not only doubtful, but im-

possible, for any amount of ergot to succeed, unless the volume of the

Lcapincr body was reduced. This rational measure was adopted the

more readily as, it was almost certain that the ’

and the result proves the correctness ot the plan. But could these feaiful

and dernier resorts have been avoided, or their necessity prevented had

timely obstetrical skill been invoked ? I must answer, I believe it could.

I have some four or five times,.had the hand to present with the head

in my practice, and on two or three occasions, the arm was entirely

protruded; and yet by a little timely assistance, the natural efforts of

the uterus were quite competent to the task ;
and in every case the labor

was fortunately terminated without the use of instruments.

In the first case, if violence had not been used, the natural powers

mifht’have produced a spontaneous evolution, as I have twice seen, an

the" child delivered with saffty-or if not, the feet nnght have been

brought down, and perhaps terminated v. ithout much difficulty or serious

consequences.
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111 the second case, if a pliysiclan of experience had been present at
the escape of the ainnrotic liquor, I should judge with moderate skill
he might Inye succeeded in keeping the hand from engaging with the
head, and' by this means the child xvould have been spared, and the
mother subjected to no hazardous operation.

^

How great then is the attendant risk, and perilous the custom so rifem many parts ot the country, particularly in the South, of committing
parturient cases to the management and direction of ignorant and un-
skilful women How fraught with danger the practice of not securing
(he services ot experienced accoucheurs until the eleventh hpur » Howmany usetui lives are cither destroyed or rendered miserable through
false notions of modesty ! And how many husbands and fathers aremade to wring their hands in bitter anguish at the deep distraction in.

'

dieted upon their family circle by the reprehensible custom of employ-mg old women as midwives ! Let physicians think and write upon this
subject Let it be honestly and judiciously presented to the views and
understandings of the fathers and mothers in our land*! And if such
cases must,, be put in charge of women—to which I yield my hearty
assent—let public opinion and the laws of our State require of all
such a proper -study and due qualification for their important and
responsible avocation. Let not old age. be their only qualification, as
at pi-esent; for however much we may venerate age and its multiplied
experience in the ordinary occurrences of life, it alone can never fit one
to practise a profession or science so intricate in its nature and so
crowded with responsibilities.

l^attersonville, la.,May 2.5th, 1847.

^ ^cMrrous 'Tumour removed fromglic nech of a lady
whUst in the Mesmeric state. Communicated by W. R. Gist M. D.
of Jackson, Mississippi.

’ * *’

(Having long been acquainted with both the reporter of this case
and the cpiisulting physician, and knowing them to be men of high res-
pectability and unquestionable veracity, we cheerfully give it a place in
our Journal. We have recently conversed with Dr. Lano-ley and he
confirms every thing stated by Dr. Gist. F.—Edr.)

Subject.—Mrs. Matthews, aged 40 years, slender, rather delicate,

1

health, nervo-phlegmatic temperament, and mother ofeight children.

j

I had been consulted frequently during the last four years about asmall tumour which she had, and which was located over the lower half
j

0 the parotid gland, on the left side and just behind the angle of the

^

mferior maxilary bone. It was, when I first saw it, about the size of a
. hazelnut, but had increased very much within the last six months, and
I

was, at the time of the operation, about the size of a nutmeg, but with
! a base much broader and very firm in its attachments. Dr. W SLangley and myself had long since pronounced it cancerous.

*

It wasnow very painful, and in every respect seemed about to assume its
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nialit'iiant form. The ordinary remedies had been tried without aii>

henelit- nor had we any liope that We could effect a cure by the use ol

medicines. We therelore advised e.vsection as the only possible I'emedy

that could avail any thing
;
we also informed her husband, Col. Mat-

thews. that even this was a doubtful remedy.
i,„,.

Mrs. M. consented to undergo the operation, but she had all the hor-

ror of the knife that a delicate female could have, and requested me o

mesmerize her, informing me at the same.time that she had been mes-

merized some years ago hy her brother. 1 he following is
I

June 25th, 1846, I visited Mrs. M., caused her to be seated in the

parlour, and succeeded for the first time in putting her fully under the

magnetic influence in about ten minutes. 1 lefher remain so

a hMf hour, and then demagnetized her. She iioW said she felt pleasantly

,

onlv a little drowsy and fatigued.
. . , r

this was repealed on the 27th and 29th, and with the same success,

every time being more easily put under its influence.

July 2nd. I met Dr. Langley by previous agreement
;
my patjent

now was much agitated, as she suspected that .we were ^n^«dmg to

operate, vet she was afraid to ask. I, however,, soon succeeded in g -

tincT her ‘to take a s'eat, and in five minutes had her completely insensible.

Co!. Matthews now asked in Gen. Clark and lady, Chancellor Cock,

and Mr. G. Boddie, who were close by the house of Gen. Ciaik. m
the meantime my student, Mr. Dismukes, brought in my instrumen s,

and all was ready for the operation.
, . is

Dr. L. now examined the pulse and found it 80, respiration lo, skin

soft, countenance placid and serene. I proceeded to the operation y

p-raspin- the tumour in mv left hand, raising it, skin and all, as free fiom

the muscles as I well could, and plunged a sharp pointed bistoury under

the centre of the tumour, carrying the knife out below, cutting away he

entire skin and cellular substance, together with a small portion ot the

muscular fibres. Dr. L. then seizdd the integument* with a tenaculum,

and I completed the operation by carrying the knife and remoMiig the

same attachments of the. upper half. It bled freely
;
we ^

waited some time before we could satisfy ourse ves tha we had le^
all of the diseased fibres. This being done, I closed it by the inteiiupte

sature; making three stitches, and completed the operation by appl}in„

the ordinary dressing, occupying in all about
.

Dr. Lano-ley now counted the pulse again, and found that it had not

chano-ed one beat in the minute
;
neither had the respiration change ,

nor was there, during the whole operation, the least sign of pain ; no

even the contraction of a muscle or change of countenance ;
all was plac d,

calm and serene. Having removed the instruments, cleared away the

bloody cloths, &c., I proceeded to arouse her.

was fullv awake. -When she first came to herself, I said some tiniaJ

thincT on purpose to divert her mind from the wound, she laughed anc

seemed quite disposed.to p3ss a joke with me. Her ^
called to the tumour by one of the company who asked her

hurt her'?” She seemed perfectly astonished, and asked me it 1 hac

performed the operation. I told her that I certainly had. t>>e">

the first time, remarked that “ she believed her neck did smart and buri

a little.” She said that she had not the, slightest eonseiousness of pat,
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nor could she realize it until she

we Pvt rT"‘ 1

^ "'“'e ®o 'linnwe expected, and is now, nearly twelve months since the operation, entirely

other location
disease returning, either at the same or any

the'^fl'pfvl!
‘'™ nnnounts

; the first is, it shows that

liire this is tT™ f
" *‘^'’'''*7® '^"es give a chance for a final

The of h
‘

Is ,i
^ ”«* '-“Parted before.

as t^milrt’
^

•*
;
“ f

®“'’ “ magnetismmjM mmdean wish I can conceive nothing wanting, connected

Zent hJ f'"
‘‘ ™°''® sadsfactory. 'The

^ Ldhortm.n-^'A^''^^
of the highest respectability, and wife of the

'

riai-l- tJi ? nl
Accounts, r- file spectators, among whom were Gen.

^

looked nt with '"'‘'"r*’’
Chancellor Cock, and George Boddie, all

swl * ®?P®®‘"’S every moment to see her jump up, for

It eve
‘hey were delighted to see such perfect LcLss

;

l4S,“^L:d;;urx?ti
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REVIEWS AIMD NOTICES OF NEW WORKS,

^ Practical Treatise on Infiammation, Ulceration., and Induration

*

of the Neck of the Uterus : With Remarks on the value of Leucor-

rhcea and Prolapsus "Uteri as symptoms of Uterine disease. By

James Henry Rennet, M. D. Licentiate of the Royal College ot

Physicians,. &c., &c., &c. Philadelphia. Lea & Blanchard. 1846.

pp. 146.

This interesting little volume is a re-publication of sundry papers on

diseases of the uterus, which appeared in the London Lancet during the

year 1846. They are now presented in a “more extended and com-

nlete fcrrm,” and we think should be widely disseminated among

Uysicians in all parts of the country. The lights of modern smence

in regard to uterine pathology, and the very great improvements in the

treatment of uterine diseases, are as yet far from being generally known

and practised by the medical profession. The French are entitled to

the Ue credit for these beneflts, and their improvements date trom the

time the speculum was introdueed into practice, an instrument of mca.-

culable value, and one that has had to contend against the powertul

obstacles presented hj prejudice and false delicacy. Such is the pre-

vailinfr prejudice against this instrument, both in Great Britain and the

United States, that it can hardly be said to be in common use in these

countries, even at this day. By the leading physicians of the large

cities it is frequently used, but chiefly among the middling and lowei

classes of women. If we are not mistaken, it is only resorted to,

amongst* ladies of the first respectability, in extraordinary cases, winch

seem to require extraordinary remedies. It is among this latter class

that prejudice chiefly prevails, and in this instance it evidently sufiers

bv it Whilst we thus condemn the false delicacy, which often repudi-

ates the best remedies that have been discovered for the alleviation oi

the numerous afflictions incident to the frail frame of woman, we would

bv no means withhold our admiration of her brightest true and

Jenuine modesty. Painful and revolting as it must be to the sensitive

female, to be compelled to undergo the manipulations absolutely neces-

sarv for the treatment of her diseases, it is nevertheless her duty to

submit

:

for the preservation of her health and life are paramount to al

other considerations. The responsibility that devolves upon the physi-

cian in the management of these delicate cases is very great, and should
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be duly appreciated. Nor is there any thing better calculated to show
the necessity and importance oU pure and unhUmished character in the
"‘7 f‘

“d'lser. The relation between patient and physician is as

T B; an imperious

heahh h
secrets involving not only the

tha t w„^ K u
happiness of our clients. How important then

that we should conduct ourselves in a manner free from reproach; and

V rtue^Zd‘“*’°‘?fi"‘
community to encourage the promotion ofviitue and scientific attainment among medical men. The communitymay, con mue to patronize and encouilge the host of mercenarradi

s

and char atans that infest our cities, as much as it will, but the^occa-

of Drofoimd"°‘i^'
"" 7®“''’/'”' ''’® ‘•'e physician

Men of th
.P'";® “d e.valted character will be required.

dls„n r‘®
particularly required in the treatment of the

arnte/r" 'j " of Dr. Bennet is .well

tione T?
•

‘‘"d .should be in the hands of every practi-

of wL ‘o ‘he consideration of the most common diseases
01 women, such as infiammation, ulceration, and induration of the neck

iJl tZ' f t Z'" f .‘''®

with ^ife a 3
“>e principal hospitals of Paris,h the aid of the most eminent instructors, has certainly afforded Dr.bennet uncommon opportunities for obtaining information. A perusal

iortunitiesr“
As we are writing this little notice under the heats of August, amidst

c'itXm-eTi
commencement of an epidemic of ourc ty s gieat scourge. Yellow Fever, we are compelled to relinquish the

We I f'rP^'S ‘c g'''® an analysis of Dr. Beimet’s practical views,
must, theiefoie, content ourselves with giving only the table, ofonens. It consists of 7 chapters on the following topics, viz : 1 .

Inflammation, ulceration, and induration of the cervix uteri in women

of the Z 2- Inflammation, ulceration, and induration

•/ T7 «re pregnant, or have borne children.
.^yphititKal ulcerations of the cervix uteri. 4. Cancerous ulceration

of the cervix uteri. 5. 0, and 7. Treatment of these different affections.buch aie the contents of this little work, and as it is so very cheap(only 7o cents,) we hope it will obtain a- wide circulation.
^

F.

^^dical Convention, held in NewYork^ May, 1846, and in Philadelphia^ May, l‘847.

We have at length i^ceived the proceedings of the great NationalMedical Association. The business brought before the body during itsConvention is of the highest mterest to the profession throucrhduAhe
ni ed States

;
and we trust, that as almost every section of our widelyextended country was ably represented in that body, all who claim aninteiest in, or belong to the profession, will do their utmost to carry outthe views and suggestions of the Convention. *

^
30
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This is but the beginning of a great reform, we trust, which is to re-

generate and elevate medicine in the estimation ot civilized man.
®

'As it is impossible, in a short notice to give any thing like an abstract

of the doings and sayings of this Association, we must content ouiselves

with recommending the profession to read the proceedings

and do all in its power to carry out the wishes of that body, m older

that it may learn how to protect itself, and secure the esteem and con-

Wr regard ^this Convention as destined, if continued in the proper

spirit, to do more for the elevation of the profession than all the legisla-

tion in the country. Let us protect ourselves.

In another place may be found an able Report on Medical L h ,

which is all we can make room for in this number of our Journal.

in.—Medical Botany; or description of the more im^rtant plants med

in Medicine, dfC; dfc. By R. E. Ouiffith, M. D. Philadelphia.

Lea &; Blanchard. 1847. pp. 704.

Medical botany has hitherto been a neglected branch of medical

science in the United States, and it may be said of the members of the

profession generally in this country, that they are entirely

of the elementary principles of this department of their profession. 1

is true, that individuals in this country have done much to advance oui

knowledge respecting the indiginous medical botany, have possessed

accurate inforLtion respecting the science of medmal botany m its

most extended sense, but nothing like a general work on this subject

has been produced here before. We have now arrived at ^ "ew era

In times past we had our Bigelows, Bartons, Rahnesqiies, &c., giving

the profession works of great value, as containing correct infoiroation

respecting our medicines of home growth
;
others were studying h ore.^

productions, and making important discoveries, as to the plants yieldmg

certain medicinal substances; but we were. still under awe 8"

learning, and the profession was allowed to continue to draw i s inloi-

matibn on these branches from Foreign authors
;
and Foreign works wei e

our only sources of authority. Times and things have now undergone

a most important change. Works of great value on this branch ol sen

cnee are now emanating from our presses, and our authois mil no

begin to reflect back upon the old world new light in retprn for that

which in early times we drew from them. Those who study medical

botany hereafter in this country will have our own works
^

sources of information and authority. In'place of Lindley s “d ^u, net s

works on medical botany, we have now Dr. Griffith
® ^

and Woodville’s beautiful and excellent, but now antiquated

botany,” will be exchanged for the admirable work of our accomplishe^

counuymaii. Dr. Joseph Carson,* in which the learned authoi has con-

This work is now in course of publication in PhiMelphia. It is issued

in parts, of which four will complete the work, at a moderate price.
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densed information from every source and quarter, and the elegant
coloied illustrations of which surpass in excellence the most beautiful
works of the kind produced in Europe.

Dr. Griffith s work is admirably calculated for the physician and
student. He has adopted Lindley’s modification of the Jussian classifi-
cation, as the basis of his arrangement; and his descriptions are clear
and full. To facilitate the acquirement of knowledge, our. author has
given, a most excellent introduction to structural botany, and the princi-
ples of the science of classification

;
and has added a sufficiently full

glossary of the terms used.
Taking the work as a whole, we have seen” none which promises

greater advantages to the profession, if its members will only avail
t emselves of its use, and devote a few of their leisure minutes each day
to the study of its contents.
The profession generally have prejudices against medical botany for

several reasons
;

in the first place, they dislike it in accordance with
that general principle of human nature, which' leads us to care but little
01 even dislike those things of which we are almost entirely ignorant

;

in the second place, they- dislike it because they regard it as’ a branch
ot knowledge of difficult acquirement

;
and thirdly, on account of the

opinion that it affords no absolute and practical results. An attentive
perusal of the work now under notice will remove all these causes of
dislike, and the physician or student will soon not only acquire a vast
deal of interesting information respecting articles of daily use, but will
have the satisfaction of viewing an interesting branch of his profession
with a new light.

We most cordially recommend this volume to the profession', with the
mil conviction that if it were generally read it would give a decided
impulse to knowledge and investigation in this department of learning in
the United States.

^

^

W. M. C.

IV.—Some Account of the Letheon : or Who is the Discoverer 7 By
Edward Warren. . Boston. T847. \

This is one of those polemical panfiphlets that have been published in
Boston on ffie subject of the Letheon and its discoverer. The author,
it seems is not a physician, and says he has done what he has “ rolun-
tarily, freely, arid without any pecuniary reward, whatever. He has
certainly espoused the cause of Dr. Morton, most zealously, and is un-
stinted in his censures upon, all such as have ever expressed a doubt
either as to the value of the Letheon or the exclusive merits of Dr.
Morton as its discoverer. By way of rescuing from oblivion and secur-
ing to them the condemnation which he thinks they so richly merit, he
has collected the names of all these worthies, (private practitioners,
medical journalists and dentists,) and inserted them iri his pamphlet

;

thus assigning them over to the infamy which he thinks will be awarded
them by posterity. Most noble, generous and disinterested advocate !

defender of the weak
! protector of obscure merit ! Happy the land that
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can boast of such a chivalrous and fearless defender of hunnble but dai -

ing genius ! It is our misfortune to have fallen under the ban of this

bold knight’s displeasure, and to be numbered amongst the opponents of

the Letheon. Our first impressions in regard to the.Letheon are remem-

bered and quoted against us to our eternal shame by this knight of the

quill, whilst no' notice is taken of what we subsequently said upon the

subject. When this remedy was first announced to the profession by

Dr. H. J. Bigelow, accompanied by a report of some surgical operations

and its effects upon the human system, we expressed our doubts as to

the safetij of its use. Nor did we conceal our chagrin and astonishment

that a 'patented, secret nostrum should have obtained the sanction and

recommendation of the leading physicians of Boston.
^

feubsequent ex-

periments have tended greatly to enhance its reputation, but we have

already been supplied with' many instances, in which its effects weie

very deleterious, and some in which it caused death. This is suf-

ficient to show that our apprehensions were not altogether groundless.

The Letheon has now obtained a wonderful repute throughout America

and Europe, but we have yet to learn that the conduct of the leading

physicians of Boston, in using a secret remedy, or that of the ostensible

discoverers in taking out a patent right, have received the approbation

of the medical profession. On the contrary, we think the course taken

by both parties has been decidedly condemned, and this very pamphlet

affords sufficient evidence that they heartily regret it themselves.

After one or two successful operations with the Letheon, whilst it was

yet a secret, the Boston surgeons refused to proceed any farther with it

without being informed what it was. This demand was then gratified

and other operations were performed, though under the seal of secies}.

This is what has been disapproved by the medical profession. As to

the conduct of Morton and Jackson, it appears that after having made

extraordinary exertions to monopolize the use of the Letheon sent

agents throughout the world to procure and sell patents spent much

ntoney—quarreled with one another, and finally failed to accornplish

their selfish purposes, one of them (Dr. Morton) is now very willing to

relinquish all private interest in the article, and will be content with iTie

honour alone of being considered the sole discoverer of so great a boon.

His competitors, Drs. Jackson and Wells, deny him this, and hence the

bitter quarrel amongst the trio. But the opportunity for acquiring high

and honorable fame has been lost, and the aspirations of these gentlemen

have been already sacrificed on the altar of avarice: We are son

y

that.a man of Dr. Jackson’s standing should have suffered himself to be

involved in this affair, and we particularly regret to such hard things

not only said, but apparently proven against him as is done in this pamphlet.

We presume he has much to say in his own defence, but we do not feel

sufficient interest in the quarrel to examine much farther into its merits.

Dr. Morton’s apologist and advocate has certainly made out a strong

case in his behalf, and it really appears that he ‘is entitled to the chief

merit of bringing the Letheon into notice.

As for ourselves, although our first impressions were unfavourable to

the Letheon, when it was brought to this city, we felt perfectly willing to

see it have a fair trial. We have done for it what no one else here
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would have done—--we have reported fully and impartially most of the
capital operations which have been performed under its influence.

^

As we said in our last number, it is certainly a wonderful agent, but
Its true value has yet to be settled by experience. We wish, for the
honor of our country, that it had been freely offered to the world, with-
^t any attempt at monopoly, and so doubtless do Drs. Jackson and
Morton. Much more might be said on the subject, but we are com-
pelled to desist. .

•

F.

V.—Observations on Anuerism, and its Treatment by Compression. By
•O’Bryex^ Bellingham, M. D., Edin., Fellow of and Professor iii
the School of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, &;c. &;c.
London. John Churchill, Princes-street, Soho. 1847. pp. 18l!

The following extract from the preface of this interesting little work
will aff)rd a sufficient idea of its objects and scope.

“The following pages contain a sketch of the history of the treatment of
aneurism by compression, from the rude attempts of its earlier advocates to its
present improved state

; accompanied by an abstract of every case that has
been reported, in which compression has been hitherto used—at least of every
case which the author has met in a rather extensive reading. The various
instruments which have been employed for making pressure are described •

and the theories upon which it has at different times been supposed to effect
the cure of aneurism are noticed. The author has also endeavored to point
out some of the advantages which compression, as a mode of treating aneurism
possesses over the ligature, when the position of the sac permits of its applb
cation

;
he has added some rules for the guidance of the surgeon in its appli-

cation
;
and it has been all through his aim to refer every invention to its

proper author, and every improvement, either in the theory or practice of this
method of treating aneurism, to its legitimate source.”

As we cannot go into an analysis, we will give the author’s summary
of some of the most material points bearing upon the method of treat-
ment by compression.

“1. The arteries to which compression is applicable being far more fre-
quently the subject of aneurism than those to which it is inapplicable, com-
pression is calculated to supercede the ligature in the great majority of cases.

2. The cure of aneurism by compressibn upon the artery between the
aneurismal sac and the heart, according to the rules laid down here is accom
phshed by the gradual deposition of the fibrine of the blood in the sac, until both
the latter and the artery at the part are completely filled. The process is in fact
exactly similar to that by which nature effects a spontaneous cure of aneurism.

3. Such an amount of pressure as would cause inflammation and adhesion
between the opposite sides of the artery at the point compressed is never re-

4. The pressure should not be so great as to interrupt the circulation in the
artery at the point compressed

;
an essential agent in the cure being that a

current of blood should pass through the sac.
5. Compression by means of two or more instruments, one of which is alter-

nately relaxed, is. much more effectual than by any single instrument, and inmany instances the pressure can be maintained by the patient himself.
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6. The treatment of aneurism by compre^^on does not involve the slightest

risk to the patient, and if persevered in cann “fail of effecting a cure.

7. A cure of aneurism effected by compression, according to the rules laid

down here, must necessarily be permanent; and in every case in which a cure

has been accomplished, the patients have remained well subsequently.

8. The femoral artery remains pervious after the cure at the point at whicti

the pressure had been applied, and no morbid change ot any kind is to be

detected in either the artery or vein at the site of the compression.

9 When a cure is effected by compression, the vessel is obliterated only at

the seat of the aneurism, and the 'artery at this part is eventually converted into

an impervious ligamentous band,
^

10. Compression effects the cure of aneurism by more simple and safer means

than the ligature, while it is applicable to a number of cases m which the

operation is contra-indicated or inadmissible.
. r i .i, j

11. Compression is not necessarily a more tedious or more painful method

of treating aneurism than the ligature, while it is much more certain, more

likely to be permanent, and is free from all danger. <

12. Compression, according to the rules laid down here, has little analogy

with the old method which went by this name; and in fact has no greater

resemblance to it than the Hunterian operation had to the operation for aneurism

which it superceded.”
p

yi^The Half-Yearly Abstract of the Medical Sciences! Being a

Practical and Analytical Digest of the contents of the principal Brit-

ish and Continental Medical Works, published in the preceding six

months. Together with a series of Critical Reports on the Progress

of Medicine and the Collateral Sciences during the same period.--

Edited by William HC Ranking, M. D., Contab, &c.

January—June, 1847. Philadelphia. Lindsay & Blackiston. 1847.

Just as we were closing our editorial notices, we had the pleasure of

receiving this valuable work from the American Publishers, through the

post-office. We have only to reiterate our decided approbation ot the

work, and our desire to. exchange with the talented and indefatigable

editor. We would thank the American Publisher, to let us

best method of forwarding our Journal to Dr. Ranking. We should be

glad to have our humble labours brought to his notice. As we have

said before. Ranking’s Abstract is such a valuable production, and the

American Edition so^ very cheap, that it should be in the hands

practising physician. We usually draw pretty largely from it, and shall

avail ourselves of the present opportunity.
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1. Memoir on the Yellow Fever, or Vomilo Negro.
,
By Dr, Dn. Julio

Jacinto Le-RiveRend. Translated from the “ Observador Ilabanero bv
. John Forbes Innerarity, M. D., Mobile,. Ala.

’ ’ ^

Before. treating of this terrible scourge, it has appeared to us more conve-
nient to present to the reader a slight topographical sketch of this city and its
suburbs, the data for which we have obtained from the “ Memorias de la Real

f tL
edited by some friends of the country, from the statistics

ot the Island of Cuba, published in 1827, by a commission of officers of the
Royal Dorps of Engineers, and from Baron Humbolt’s “ Political Essay on the

This island, discovered by Cristopher Colon in the year 1492, was at firstreg^dM by the Spanish government as of so little importance, that Dr Nivo-
las de Uvando, the then Governor of Sante Domingo did not receive orders tosend an expedition to ^plore it till the year 1 508. And then notwithstandino-
the lavorable report of Dr. Sebastian de Ocamipo, in regard to the fertility of the
soil, the number of the ports, and the pacific and benevolent character of the
aborigines,'nearly three years were allowed to elapse before Dr. Diego Velaz-
quez was commissioned to occupy and colonize it. Being master of the coun-

f^^"ded towns and villages in various parts, and lastly the citv
ot the Habana in 1519,

^ j

Originally built without any plan, it is evident its founder was far from fore-
seeing that, from its geographical position, this city was destined to become inthe course ot time, the centre of' an immense commerce and the mok precious
jewel in the crown of Spain. It was at first regarded as a mere port of call for
vessels returning to the Peninsula laden with the 'riches of New Spain andCosta kirme. Having been declared capital of the island in 1543, a regularplan of building, adapted to its future greatness, might then have been adopted
but the government did not occupy its attention with this important point, andallowed the colonists to continue heaping together buildings with as little order

reader
f^e description we now submit to the

Situate m 23 o 9' N. lat. towards -the confines of the torid zone, the Habanacontains, according4o the census of 1842, 148,860 souls. Its figure is that of anirregular polygon of an elliptical form
;

its greater diameter is 6,300 feet and

4 500 feet extension, and on a burning soil, it is bounded on the E. N E bv aCham of low hills, on which are erected the fortifications intended for its defenceand which partly shut out the East wind, the most refreshing and healthy of

the* Memoir"*'^
Periodical published in the Habana, edited by. the author of
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those that prevail here. The streets, running E. and W. and N. and S., are so

narrow that hardly can two carriages be. driven abreast through them ;
they

are not graded nor paved, and the excavations formed by the continuous passa-

ges of quitrines, waggons and carts, are filled up with stones so loose in texture

as to crumble beneath the slightest pressure : for which reason the streets are

filled with dust in the dry season, and with mud during the continuance of the

^^*There are in the Habana* 3,971 houses, the majority of which are low and

deficient in space. The rooms situate in the rear of the houses are unhealthy

from their proximity to the privies and stables, wherein are not unfrequently

kept the rubbish and dirty water for several days. The same thing happens m
the houses termed accessary, which are small, low-roofed and difficult of ventila-

tion, and inhabited for the most part, by poor mechanics or wretched prostitutes,

who struggle in their miserable apartments for a breath of hot air, vitiated by

the emanations from their own bodies and from their excrements, of which

they have no mode of ridding themselves, save' by casting them at night, into

The water, which supplies the greater part of the inhabitants, is distributed

by means of six fountains, proceeding from an artificial creek called la zavja

only the more wealthy class make use of rain water preserved in cisterns.—

That portion of la zanja which pa'sses through the suburbs de la Salud, receives

during the wet season, the waters and filth of the streets which cross its course ;

the little care that is paid to its cleanliness allows also of a constant accumu-

lation within it of vegetable debris at all seasons.

The transition from one season to another not being here so marked as in

Europe, the year may be conveniently divided into two, the dry and the rainy

seasons. During the first, which begins in November and terminate.s in May,

the prevailino- winds are the North and North-east, till towards the end of reb-

ruary when the hot South wind commences to blow with force and Irequency.

During this period the dawn, the evenings and the nights are cool and some-

times cold, but from 10 o’clock, a. m. till 4, p. m. the heat is great. These

atmospheric changes, together with the particles of dust with which the air is

surcharged, produce at this period affections of the eyes, throat, larynx, bronchi

and lungs, intermittents, neuroses, and neuralgias, and cutaneous, muscular

and articular inflammations.
i i i

'

During the season of heat and rains, which last for many years back, have

occurred at a later period on account of the clearings (c/esmou^) of the West-

ern part of the island, reigns particularly the hot fSouth wind, which blowing

across the land arrives at the city laden with the exhalations of the numerous

marshes over which it passes in its course. At this time it rains almost daily

after mid-day, and to it are well appliable the verses of Boileau

:

“ On disait que le ciel qui se fond tout en eau,

Veuille inonder ces lienx dffin deluge nouveau.”

Indeed the water falls in torrents—one portion flows to the sea, and the rest

stagnating in the streets for want of gradation, forms puddles which are rendered

infectious ; 1, by the action of' the heat which at this season ranges at from

280 to 290 Reaumur, and which would be insupportable but for the prevailing

breezes ;
2. by the continuous passage of carriages which unceasingly renew

its surface, and 3, by its admixture with dead animals, as dogs, cats and poufi

try which are cast into the streets.

To .these causes of insalubrity may be added

:

1 The existence in the interior of the city of a great number of stores for

the sale of salted and smoked fish and flesh, as those of tasajo, bacalao, sardines,

&.C : these edibles, destined for the consumption of slaves and of the poorer

Entre-muros, or the city proper.
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classes, heaped together in low and damp situations, and heated by mutual con-
tact, promptly enter into the putrefactive process, and unceasingly spread
around emanations of an insupportable smell.

2. The ill construction of the wharf, built of planks supported by posts or

stakes, under which the water is with difficulty renewed, which by its admix-
ture with the excrements of the crews of vessels, moored to it during the time
of unloading, acquires deleterious properties, the activity of which is augmented
by the ardor of the sun’s rays striking immediately upon the planks.

3. The condition of the fish market, a shed, near a stream which receives

the filth of the streets in its immediate neighborhood, and into which is cast
the refuse fish!

4. And lastly, the market square,' known as that of Fernando VII, containing
in a very small area very many stalls, on which are exposed for sale flesh, fish,

and vegetables, of all which the qffals abandoned to the rays of a burning sun,

soon fall into putrefaction.

Before entering upon the examination of the direful influence of these

numerous causes of infection, we propose to cast a rapid glance over the'

suburbs known by the titles of Guadalupe, San Lazaro, and Jesus-Maria, which
contains a populatfon of 87,519 souls. The first of these, built on higher ground

^

than the Habana, is the. healthiest of all. The houses of which it is composed
are generally lofty and stand apart, from which it may be inferred that at the

epoch of their construction, the exigencies of the climate had begun to be
considered in the formation of dwellings. This quarter is much indebted for its

beauty to the liberal munificence of Bishop Espada, who greatly labored to

render it salubrious—it was he who 'caused to be drained the marsh which
formerly^ occupied the site of what is now the Field of Mars.

The suburbs of San Lazaro is built, in.the greater part, on low ground, and
the water, finding no easy exit, transformed its narrow and tortuous streets into

infectious muddy gutters. This quarter contains numerous holes and pools of

considerable size in which is accumulated the rubbish of the city
;
besides

many guano-thatched huts with floors generally below the level of the streets.

Such are the dwellings of the majority of the inhabitants of this suburbs.

In the suburbs called of Jesus-Maria, we have already given a description in

our* memoir on Intermittent Fevers.

Such was the condition of the Habana and of its suburbs at the time of our
arrival in 1824, and such it continued with little difference till 1834, when
General Tacon received the command of the island. Surprised beyond measure
to see the numerous causes of insalubrity that the city contained, this chief

labored incessantly during the entire period of his government as much to

remove these pernicious influences as to embellish the city. He caused the

streets fo be graded and paved
;
and established in these, as well as in the

houses, sewers to carry of! dirty water. The paltry sheds of the fish-market

and of those of the squares of Fernando VII and of the Vapor were replaced by
spacious and well ventilated stone edifices. Each of these markets was provi-

ded with a fountain and its ba^in. The accumulation of rubbish in the interior

or rear of private dwellings was remedied by a system of daily carting. His
philanthropical cares embraced the suburbs, the streets of which were, in great

part, graded, paved and provided with sewers. Two grand promenades were
formed, and the holes and pools in the quarters of San Lazaro and Jesus-

Maria were filled up. The number of houses being insufficient on account of

the great increase of the population by immigration from Mexico, Costafirme,

and Europe, he gave permission to build in these quarters spacious edifices,

Ivvhose number daily increasing has since caused the disappearance, in part, of

* In a previous number of the “Observador Habanero.” .
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enjoys of obtaining a plentiful suppiy of pure and wholesome water.

Climate—The climate of the western part of the island is snch

to Se^OTthern limit of the torrid zone, and almost to the commencement ofthe

months 28o C., and for the coldest 21° C.

nr ih^ Coupes Nature and Seat of Yellow Fever.—The improvements which
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surroimded by an atmosphere charged with putrescent particles ;
the energy

with which the heart acts, the rapid movements of the blood in the arteries

whose pulsations are difficultly counted, the color of the face, and of the

nal openings of the mucous membranes, the vascularity of the eyes and the

burning condition of the -skin, does not this combination of circurnsta rices

indicate that all the organs of the economy are affected with a more or less

powerful congestion ? is it not evident that this state of violent erythism cannot

long persist without causing the most jirofound lesions of the vital organs ?—

-

The collapse to which the economy succumbs on the second or third day of

this exalted inflammatorv state, the hemorrhages, the black-vomit, and the dis-

tairbance of the sensorial functions, so much the more marked as stimulants

have been abused, announce dissolution as the effect of an inflammation which

'has not been combatted.

Hisforif of yellow fever, when its seat is principally in the nervous centres.

—

The invasion is as sudden in this as in the lormer case, the patient beiiig,

unawares, seized cold, and convulsive trcmoj's ;
he suffers a general malaise

fnialesiar.) his speech is interrupted, his respiration short and catching, the

pulse hardly to bb felt, and the face pallid. This state, indicating a profound

lesion of innervation, has no determinate duration
;

this, after a shorter or

longer period, is replaced by the lollovving series of symptoms
;
pallor of the

face which wears an expression of uneasiness, yellowish circle around the

mouth, divergence of the eyes, or deviation from the parallelism of the axis of

vision, fyos estraviados.^ supra-orbital pains, the tongue red or white, broad

and moist, great or no thirst, little or no pain in the epigastrium, palpitation in

the region of the cmliac axis, severe pains in the loins, and in the inferior

extremities
;
patients occasionally complain of an obtuse pain in the precordial

region, frequent impossibility ol remaining for an instant in the same position,

constipation, clear urine, passing horripilation, pulse strong and frequent, skin

hot, greater alteration of the feaUires, increase of uneasiness, and of the lumbar

and articular pains, which extend to the low motor muscles following the tract

of the nervous trunks, exasperation of the headache which some patients com-

pare to the pain that would be occasioned by the stroke of a hammer on the

cranium; tongue always moist, broad and red, vehement thirst, nausea, epigas-

tric insensibility, wakefulness, small and frequent pulse, and the skin nearly of

its natural temperature, finally death is ushered in by the following symptoms

:

augmented intensity of those already described, hemorrhao’e, disturbance of the

intellect, the patient, although awake, labors to co-ordinate his ideas; the

mucous vomitings of the commencement now become bilious, and vary in

color, as blue, greenish or dusky; sometimes the sick vomit nothing but their

drinks; sub-delirium, convulsions, sensations of extreme prostration, the pulse

becomes momentarily smaller, the skin grows cold, and occasionally turns of a

V6-II0W' color
;

finally, all the pains concentrate in one or two points, the arm

and the thigh, and force screams from the sufferers : these parts being exam-

ined, no sign can be perceived tliat within a few hours they will lall into a

gangrenous state and die.

Typhoid Form.—The disease commences in this case without premonitory

symptoms by an attack of vertigo which, passing, leaves the following train of

symptoms; purple color of the face, w.hich is sometimes spotted, eyes vascular,

intense supra-orbital pain, tongue dry and red, foetid breath, constant thirst,

sensiliility of t,hc epigastrium, with increase of heat in this region, pain on

pressure in the ileo-coecal region, borborygmus, feetid stools, nausea, lumbar,

and articular pains, high colored urine, hot and dry skin, lull and slow pulse,

and somnolency. Increasing coarse.—Agitation, increase of headache, features

contracted, axis of vision not parallel, constant nausea, and vomiting ol mucus

and ot variously colored bile, mixed not untrequently with streaks of blood

;

tongue dry and red, increasing feetor of the breath, intense thirst, rneteorism,

increase of pain on pressure in tin? e])igastrium, and in the coecal region; dry
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coutrli, stools more and more fcetid, skin hot, exhaling a sickening smell, dark
urine, and frequent changes of the pulse. Second 'period.—Loquacious deli-

rium, continuance of the vomiting which is sedimentous, breath insupportably

foetid, tongue covered with a dry and rough' fur, convulsive movements of the
lips, epistaxis, clear yellow color of th^ skin, meteorism, greater frequency of

the alvine discharges and supine decubitus. Third perid and termination in

death.—Somnolence, indifference or apathy on the part of the patient, renewal
of epistaxis, which is more abundant, small pulse, dusky hue of the skin, invol-

untary alvine discharges, faintings from the slightest movements, meteorism,
increased fur on the tongue and gums, which are prone to hemorrhage, ecchy-
mosis on different parts of the body, and most frequently on the sacrum, and
finally death, ushered in by gangrene.

These three are the forms under which this disease makes its appearance.

—

In all, it is worthy of note, that the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane is the
seat of the observed phenomena, and that the nervous system is profoundly
implicated. This disturbance of innervation is that which constitutes the chief

danger of the disease. Death occurs the more promptly and fearfully in the

direct ratio of the use of energetic stimulants. What plan of treament soever
be adopted, it is not generally followed by such happy results as in other
pathological conditions. All physicians, following very different methods of

cure, count many unfortunate cases, but those who rely on an antiphlogistic

and antiseptic treatment, if very often they find this plan unavailing to achieve
a triumph over the disease, have still the consolation to see their patients pass

away with tranquility, instead of suffering the convulsive agonies which precede
the death of those who have been stimulated.

In making the above classification we do not pretend to assert that the same
series of events occurs in each case. Our object has been to call attention to

the organ or system most profoundly affected : whatever may be the predomi-
nance of the disease over one or more organs during its course, the ^ene
always opens with an attack on the nervous system. The instantaneous'^ins
of the head, of the loins, and of the articulations invariably precede the febrile

movement. This inclines us to the belief that the virus or unknown cause of

the disease, does not act through the circulation, but intermediately through the

nerves.

II. The yellow fever called by Sauvage, Trytmaphya Americana
; by Cullen,

febris flava, typhus icterodes, and by Pinel, fievre gastro-adynamique, is a
disease peculiar to the new world, which has existed in all ages on the Eastern
coast of South America and in the Antilles. History furnishes incontestible proofs

that it was not imported from the coast of Africa by vessels engaged in the

slave trade, as is asserted by M. Andouard, as we recognize in the description

of the sickness which attacked a portion of the troops composing the first expe-

dition against the island of Cuba, the distinctive characters of the yellow fever

such as we observe at the present day. This terrible scourge, like other mor-
bid affections, is not an entity

;
we never, indeed, see it reproduced with the

identical series of symptoms : besides the modifications impressed upon it by
age, sex, temperament, idrosyncracy, habits of life, moral impressions, especially

fear of contracting it, and the pathological condition of the viscera, particularly

of the heart and stomach, previously to the invasion
;

it is powerfully affected

by the constitution of the atmosphere, which tends to alter its aspect so mate-
rially as to have caused it to be termed a truly protean disease. Indeed, if the

squalls which form daily on the horizon during the summer, do not soon bring

rain to the. city, the atmosphere becomes surcharged with electricity, no breeze

agitates the stagnant air, the heat then reaches a suffocating degree of intensity

from 10 forenoon till 5 o’clock, evening, causing the expanded fluids to exert a
continuous force upon their containing vessels. This condition of the atmos-
phere annoys and fatigues the creole as well as the stranger, producing in

every one an invincible repugnance to the slightest exertion. Every disease
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developed during this atmospheric constitution, but particularly the yellow fever,

takes on the hemorrhagic form from the invasion : frequently these hemor-

rhages cannot be restrained, and the patients are then rapidly plunged into a

state of prostration from which only with great difficulty can they be raised.

When, on the ptherhand, the summer rains are abundant, the hot and humid

air facilitates the disengagement of miasmata with which it is loaded and the

disease shews itself less openly inflammatory, is accompanied by mucous and

bilious discharges and quickly assumes the adynamico-ataxic type. Lastly, if

the gases, evolved by the process of decomposition of vegetable and animal

matters be very active, persons submitted to their influence, are attacked at the

commencement with convulsions ai)d coma, and die frequently without febrile

reaction having been excited. We have had the misfortune to lose several

patients in this manner, and we have in every case, ascertained that these indi-

viduals recently arrived, have resided near the, openings of sewers, and have

been in the habit of leaving open, during the night, the windows of their diminu-

tive dormitories. In all these cases the signs of more or less profound distur-

bance of innervation have been met with.

The slight typographical sketch given in the first part of this memoir, obliges

us to recognise three occasional causes of yellow fever, heat—moisture and

miasmata, especially such as proceed from the decomposition of animal and

vegetable matters. These mixed gases are those which, introduced by imbibi-

tion into the economy of unacc^mated individuals, produce irritative conges-

tions and visceral phlegmasiae, rapid in their course and accompanied by more
or less profound disturbance of innervation, tending to quickly extinguish life.

The predisposing causes are, non-acclimatation, sanguineous temperament,

abuse of the pleasures of the table, of alcoholic drinks, of coflee and of venery,

muscular exertion during the great heat of the day, insolation, residence near

the foci of infection, (almost all the springs of the sewers are such, dispersing

around at all hours, but principally at night, so pestilent a stench that the

passers by are compelled to hold in their breath.) walking at. too late ah hour

in the evening or too soon in the morning, periods when the miasmata, carried

to the superior strata of the air by solar heat, again descend dissolved in a

chilling mist.

Tjaough we profess ourself untrammeled with any favorite system, yielding

only to our convictions, and bearing in mind the saying of Mirabeau that
“ there is nothing more easy than to deceive one’s self,” we must express our
opinion that, from the careful study of the facts we have observed during the

space of twenty years, the following corollaries can be deduced.

1. The yellow fever is a specific disease of an inflammatory nature; it is

one of the numerous modifications of inflammation.

2. Whatever be the system primarily attacked by the septic gases, the in-“

flammatory character of the disease is always evident
;
and this is the more so in

proportion as the attack in the digestive organs takes place at an early period.

3. The yellow fever is not developed except through the agency of heat,-

moisture and miasmata.

4. The greater or less intensity of these three causes or the predominance
of one of them, impresses on the disease its pecular character of malignity or

of benignity and gives rise to various epi-phenomena.

6. Like all inflammations produced by septic gases, it runs quickly through
its various stages and tends to rapid disorganization. Introduced by imbibition

and circulating with the fluids, the gases proceeding from the decomposition of
animal and vegetable matters, more active consequently than others, do not
manifest their presence except by their eflects upon the solids, and these alone
give intimation of the infection. We are aware that this explanation of the
action of these agents is opposed to the opinion of many physicians of the
school of M. Magendie, who attribute the yellow fever and typhus to the altera-
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tion of the fluids by the action of these gases mixing with them in the circula-

tion. Broussais opposes to these ideas, which belong to the humoral pathology

the fact that, in ten persons exposed'to these septic gases, at most only three

or four contract tlie disease, whilst the remainder experienced not the least in-

convenience, although Uie whole have absorbed the same gases which have

equally mixed with the fluids and circulated in the vessels of each. This

shews that in some cases the poison is tranquilly eliminated by the depurative

organs while in others it excites the nervous and sanguineous systems to the

point of causing those disturbances constituting the disease peculiar to these

gases. According to these data it is not possible to regard the yellow fever as

a disease primarily humoral.

We have no doubt that our, colleagues, as- well as ourself, have frequently

met with individuals who, placed in tlie most favorable circumstances for tlie

developement of the yellow- fever, have not contracted it till their second or

even their third year of residence. During this period they had certainly

absorbed gases which by its mixture with their fluids ought to have aflected

their health, yet they have continued well till the time when these gases, not

being eliminated by the excretory organs, have acted on the solids and have

produced the disease, which has not been less severe on account of the delay

in its attack. If the blood drawn during the inflammatory stage of the yellow

fever be examined, it will be found to differ in no degree perceptible to the

senses from that taken in diseases not of mia^^mtic origin
;
but it is otherwise

in the -adynamic stage. Inflammations generally as well internal as external,

have a tendency to produce alteration in the fluids and to cause them to run

into decomposition
;
the yellow fever cannot form an exce[)tion to this law, and

therefore the alteration of the blood and its loss of fibrin, which is observed only

in the adynamic stage, can be but consecutive to the alteration of the solids.

Let us now enquire where is the seat of the disease. In almost every case

of sickness observed during the hot season within the tropics (whether or not

produced by specific causes) the digestive organs are positively affected ; this

occurs in at least nine-tenths of the cases. Tliese organs are the most exposed

to be affected by the direct impression of noxious agents
;
they sufier most from

humid heat
;
they have the most extensive sympathies, and are most suscepti-

ble to be impressed by irritations affecting other parts. These sympathetic

irritations are quickly changed into idiopathic inflammation.

The group of symptoms observed as well in the inflammatory as in the

adynamic stage, prove that the disease has its seat, in the majority of cases, in

the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane, and particularly in its gastric, duode-

nal and caecal portions, and that the nervous centres are secondarily and some-

times primarily affected. In these last cases the patients are struck down, as

it were, by aflash of lightning, and often die without febrile reaction
;
or if this

be established, the cerebro-rachidian phenomena predominate over those of

gastro-enteritis and augment the gravity of the disease.

The course of this disease, whose features we have endeavored to delineate,

may be divided into two distinct stages, the inflammatory and the adynamico-

ataxic. The duration of the first is from two to three days, which passing, the

patient experiences a kind of remission and a feeling of apparent comfort,

which seems to announce convalescence, but is frequently only the precursor

of death, particularly if at this period the pulse be slow and the lumbar and

articular pains disappear leaving a sensation of extreme debility refered espe-

cially to the epigastric region. We have seen many, who at this time believ-

ing themselves cured, have left their beds, instantly seized with vertigo, fol-

lowed by black-vomit and death.

The mean duration of the second or adynamico-at-axic stage is from six to

seven days
;
the termination in death ordinarily occurs on the seventh, eighth

or ninth day.

( To he continued.)
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II.—A CODE OF MEDICAL ETHICS.
[From the proceedings of the National Medical Association.]

The Committee appointed under the sixth resolution adopted by the Conven-
tion which assembled in New York, in May last, to prepare a Code of Medical
Ethics for the government of the medical profession of the United States, res-
pectfully submit the following Code.*

JOHN BELL,
ISAAC HAYS,

Philadelphia, June 5th, 1847.

G. EMERSOIV,
W. W. MORRIS,
T. C. DUNN,
A. CLARK,
R. D. ARNOLD,

Committee,-

CHAPTER 1.

OF THE DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS TO THEIR PATIENTS AND OF THE OBLIGATIONS OF
PATIENTS TO THEIR PHYSICIANS.

Art. 1.—Duties of Physicians to their Patients,

\ 1. A physician should not only be ever ready to obey the calls of the sick,,

but his mind ought also to be imbued with the greatness of his mission, and the
responsibility he habitually incurs in its discharge. Those obligations are the
more deep and enduring, because there is no. tribunal other than his own con-
science, to adjudge penalties for carelessness or neglect. Physicians should^
therefore, minister to the sick with due impressions of the importance of their
office

;
reflecting that the ease, the health, and the lives of those committed to

their charge, depend on their skill, attention and fidelity. They should study,,
also, in their deportment, so to unite tenderness firmness, condescension
with authority, as to inspire the minds of their patients with gratitude, respect
and confidence.

j
2. Every case committed to the charge of a physician should be treated

with attention, steadiness and humanity. Reasonable indulgence should be
granted to the mental imbecility and caprices of the sick. Secrecy and deli-
cacy, when required by peculiar circumstances, should be strictly observed;
and the familiar and confidential intercourse to which physicians are admitted
in their professional visits, should be used with discretion, and with the most
scrupulous regard to fidelity and honor. The obligation of secrecy extends
beyond the period of professional services;—none of the privacies of personal
and domestic life, no infirmity of disposition or flaw of character observed dur-
ing professional attendance, should ever be divulged by him except when he is

* Dr. Hays, on presenting this report, stated that justice required some explana-
tory remarks should accompany it. The members of the Convention, he observed,
would not fad to recognize in parts of U, expressions with which they were familiar.
On examining a great number of codes of ethics adopted by different societies in the
United States, it was found that they were all based on that by Dr. Percival, and
thati the phrases of this writer were pre.served, to a considerable extent, in all of
them. Believing that language which had been so often examined and adopted,
must possess the greatest of merits for such a document as the present, clearness
and precision, and having no ambition for the honors of authorship, the Committee
which prepared this code have followed a similar course, and have carefully preserved
the words of Percival wherever they convey the precepts it is wished to inculcate.

—

A few of the sections are in the words of the late Dr. Rush, and one or two sentences
are from other writers. But in all cases, wherever it was thought that the language
could be made more explicit by changing a word, or even a part of a sentence, this
has been unhesitatingly done

;
and thus there are but few sections which have not

undergone some modification; while, for the language of many, and for the arrange-
ment of the whole, the Committee must be held exclusively responsible.

32
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imperatively required to do so. The force and necessity of this obligation are

indeed so great, that professional men have, under certain circumstances, been

protected fn their observance of secrecy, by courts of justice.

\
3. Frequent visits to the sick are in general requisite, since they enable

the physician to arrive at a more perfect knowledge of the disease,— to meet

promptly every change which may occur, and also tend to preserve the confi-

dence of the patient. But unnecessary visits are to be avoided, as they give

useless anxiety to the patient, tend to diminish the authority ol the physician,

and render him liable to be suspected of interested motives.

§
4. A physician should not be forward to make gloomy prognostications,

because they savour of empiricism, by magnifying the importance of his services

in the treatment or cure of the disease. But he should not tail, on proper

occasions, to give to the friends of the patient timely notice of danger, when it

really occurs, and even to the patient himself, if absolutely necessary. This

office, however, is so peculiarly alarming when executed by him, that it ought

to be declined whenever it can be assigned to any other person of sufficient

judgment and delicacy. For, the physician should be the minister of hope and

conifort to the sick
;
that, by such cordials to the drooping spirit, he may smoothe

the bed of death, revive expiring life, and counteract the depressing influence

of those maladies which often disturb the tranquility of the most resigned, in

their last moments. The ^fe of a sick person can be shortened not only by the

acts, but also by the words or manner of a physician it is, therefore, a sacred

duty to guard himself carefully in this respect, and to avoid all things which

have a tendency to discourage the patient and to depress his spirits.

\ 5. A physician ought not to abandon a patient because the case is deemed

incurable; for his attendance may continue to be highly useful to the patient,

and comforting to the relatives around him, even in the last period of a latal

malady, by alleviating pain and other symptoms, and by soothing mental

anguish. To decline attendance, under such circumstances, would be sacri-

ficing to fanciful delicacy and mistaken liberality, that moral duty, which is

independent of, and far superior to all pecuniary consideration,

^
6. Consultations should be promoted in difficult or protracted cases, as

they give rise to confidence, energy, and more enlarged views in practice.

h 7. The opportunity which a physician not unfrequently enjoys of promo-

ting and strengthening the good resolutions of his patients, suflTering under the

consequences of vicious conduct, ought never to be neglected. His counsels,

or even remonstrances, will give satisfaction, not offence, if they be proffered

with politeness, and evince a genuine love of virtue, accompanied by a sincere

interest in the welfare of the person to whom they are addressed.

Art. II .— Obligations of Patients to their Physicians.

5
1. The members of the medical profession, upon w'horn are enjoined the

performance of so many important and arduous duties towards the community,

and who are required to make so many sacrifices of comfort, ease, and health,

for the welfare of those who avail themselves of their services, certainly have

a right to expect and require, that their patients should entertain a just sense

of tl?e duties which they owe to their medical attendants.

5
'I. The first duty of a patient is, to select as his medical advisor one who

has received a regular professional education. In no trade or occupation, do

mankind rely on the skill of an untaught artist ;
and in medicine, confessedly

the most difficult and intricate of the sciences, the world ought not to suppose

that knowledge is intuitive.

5
3. Patients should prefer a physician, whose habits of life are regular,

and who is not devoted to company, pleasure, or to any pursuit incompatible

with his professional obligations. A patient should, also, confide the care of

himself and family, as much as possible, to one physician, for a medical man

who has become acquainted with the peculiarities of constitution, habits, and
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piedispositions, of those he attends, is more likely to be successful in his treat-
ment, than one who does not possess that knowledge.

^

A patient who has thus selected his physician, should always apply for advicem what may appear to him trivial cases, for the most fatal results often super-
vene on the slightest accidents. It is of still m.ore importance that he should
apply for assistance in the forming stage of violent diseases

;
it is to a neglect

ot this precept that medicine owes much of the uncertainty and imperfection
with which it has been reproached.

^ 4.^ Patients should faithfully and unreservedly communicate to their
physician the supposed cause of their disease. This is the more important, as
many diseases of a mental origin simulate those depending on external causes,
and yet are only to be cured by ministering to the mind diseased. A patient
shou d never be afraid of thus making his physician his friend and adviser; he
s.iould always bear in mind that a medical man is under the strongest obliga-
tions of secrecy. Even the female sex should never allow feelings of shame or
delicacy to prevent their disclosing the seat, symptoms and causes of complaints
peculiar to them. However commendable a modest reserve may be in the
cornmon occurrences of life, its strict observance in medicine is often attended
with the most serious consequences, and a patient may sink under a painful
and loathsome disease, which might have been readily prevented had timely
intimation been given to the physician.

\
5. A patient should never weary his physician with a tedious detail of

events or matters not appertaining to his disease. Even as relates to his
actual symptoms, he will convey much more real information by giving clear
answers to interrogatories, than by the most minute account of his own framing.
Neither should he obtrude the details of his business nor the history of his family
concerns.

5 6. The obedience of a patient to the prescriptions of his physician should
be prompt and implicit. He should never permit his own crude opinions as to
their fitness, to influence his attention to them. A failure in one particular
may render an otherwise judicious treatment dangerous, and even fatal. This
remark is equally applicable to diet, drink, and exercise. As patients become
convalescent they are very apt to suppose that the rules prescribed for them
niay be disregarded, and the consequence but too often, is a relapse. Patients
should never allow themselves to be persuaded to take any medicine whatever,
that may be recommended to them by the self-constituted doctors and doctresses,
who are so frequently niet with, and who pretend to possess infallible remedies
for the cure of every disease. However simple some of their prescriptions
may appear to be, it often happens that they are productive of much mischief,
and in all cases they are injurious, by contravening the plan of treatment
adopted by the physician.

5 7. A patient should, if possible, avoid even i\\e friendly visits of a physician
who is not attending him,—^and when he does receive them, he should never
converse on the subject of his disease, as an observation may be made, without
any intention of interference, which may destroy his confidence in the course
he is pursuing, and induce him to neglect the directions prescribed to him. A
patient should never send for a consulting physician without the express con-
sent of his own medical attendant. It is of great importance that physicians
should act in concert

;
for, although their modes of treatment may be attended

with equal success when employed singly, yet conjointly they are very likely
to be productive oj^ disastrous results.

^

\ 8. When a patient wishes to dismiss his physician, justice and common
courtesy require that he should declare his reasons for so doing.

\ 9. Patients should always, when practicable, send for their physician in
the morning, before his usual hour of going out; for, by being early aware of
the visits he has to pay during the day, the physician is able to apportion his
time in such a manner as to prevent an interference of engagements. Patients
should also avoid calling on their medical adviser unnecessarily during the
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hours devoted to meals or sleep. They should always be in readiness to receive

the visits of their physician, as the detention of a few minutes is often of serious

inconvenience to him.
, . , j • ^

b 10. A patient should, after his recovery, entertain a just and endunng

sense of the value of the services rendered him by his physician
;
for these are

of such a character, that no mere pecuniary acknowledgement can repay or

cancel them.
CHAPTER 11.

OF THE DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS TO EACH OTHER, AND TO THE PROFESSION AT

LARGE.

Art. 1.—Duties for the support of professional character,

h 1 Every individual, on entering the profession, as he becomes thereby

entitled to all its privileges and immunities, incurs an obligation to exert his

best abilities to maintain its dignity and honor, to exalt its standing, and to

extend the bounds of its usefulness. He should therefore observe strictly, such

laws as are instituted for the government of its members should avoid all

contumelious and sarcastic remarks relative to the faculty, as a body
;
and

while bv unwearied diligence, he resorts to every honorable means ot enriching

the science, he should entertain a due respect for his seniors, who have, by

their labors, brought it to the elevated condition in which he finds it.

5 2 There is no profession, from the members of which greater purity ol

character, and a higher standard of moral excellence are required, tnan the

medical ; and to attain such eminence, is a duty every physician owes alike to

his profession, and to his patients. It is due to the latter, as without it he can-

not command their respect and confidence, and to both, because no scientific

attainments can compensate for the want of correct moral principles. It is also

incumbent upon the faculty to be temperate in all things, for the practice of

physic requires the unremitting exercise of a clear and vigorous understanding;

Ld, on emergencies for which no professional man should be unprepared, a

steady hand, an acute eye, and an unclouded head may be essential to the

well-being, and even to the life, of a fellow creature.
^ i. * ur

5 3 It is derogatory to the dignity of the profession, to resort to public

advertisements or private cards or handbills, inviting the attention of individuals

affected with particular diseases—publicly offering advice and medicine to the

poor gratis, or promising radical cures ;
or to publish cases and operations in

the daily prints or puffer such publications to be niade to invite laymen to be

present at operations,—to boast of cures or remedies,—to adduce certificates of

skill and success, or to perform any other similar acts. T. hese are the ordinary

practices of empirics, and are highly reprehensible in a regular physician.

5 4. Equally derogatory to professional character is it, for a physician to

hold a patent for any surgical instrument, or medicine ;
or to dispense a secret

nostrum, whether it be tl^ composition or exclusive property of himselt, or ot

others. For, if such nostrum be of real efficacy, any concealment regarding it

is inconsistent with beneficence and professional liberality; and, if mystery

alone give it value and importance, such cratt implies either disgraceful ignor-

ance, or fraudulent avarice. It is also reprehensible for physicians to give

certificates attesting the efficacy of patent or secret medicines, or in any way

to promote the use of them.

Art. II.

—

Professional services of physicians to each other.

5 1. All practitioners of medicine, their wives, and their children while

under the paternal care, are entitled to the gratuitous services of any one or

more of the faculty residing near them, whose assistance may be desired. A
physician afflicted with disease is usually an incompetent judge of his ovvn

case ;
and the natural anxiety and solicitude which be e?penences at the sick-

ness of a wife, a child, or any one who by the ties of consanguinity is rendered

peculiarly dear to him^ tend to obscure his judgment, and produce timidity and
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irresolution in his practice. Under such circumstances, medical men are pecu-
liarly dependent upon each other, and kind offices and professional aid should
always be cheerfully and gratuitously afforded. Visits ought not, however, to

be obtruded officiously
; as such unasked civility may give rise to embarrass-

ment, or interfere with that choice, on' which confidence depends. But if a
distant member of the faculty, whose circumstances are affluent, request
attendance, and an honorarium be offered, it should not be declined

;
for no

pecuniary obligation ought to be imposed, which the party receiving it would
wish not to incur.

Art. III.—Of the duties ofphysicians as respects vicarious offices.

\ 1. The affairs of life, the pursuit of health, and the various accidents and
contingencies to whicli a medical man is peculiarly exposed, sometimes
require him temporarily to withdr-aw from his duties to his patients, and to
request some of his professional brethren to officiate for him. Compliance
with this request is an act of courtesy, which should always be performed with
the utmost consideration for the interest and character of the family physician,
and when exercised for a short period, all the pecuniary obligations for such
service should be awarded to him. But if a member of the profession neglect
his business in quest of pleasure and amusement, he cannot be considered as
entitled to the advantages of the frequent and long-continued exercise of this
fraternal courtesy, without awarding to the physician who officiates the fees
arising from the discharge of his professional duties.

In obstetrical and important surgical cases, which give rise to unusual
fatigue, anxiety and responsibility, it is just that the fees accruing therefrom
should be awarded to the physician who officiates.

Art. IV.

—

Of the duties ofphysicians in regard to Consultations.

§
1. A. regular medical education furnishes the only presumptive evidence

of professional abilities and acquirements, and ought to be the only acknowl-
edged right of an individual to the exercise and honors of his profession.
Nevertheless, as in consultations the good of the patient is the sole object in
view, and this is often dependent on personal confidence, no intelligent regular
practitioner, who has a license to practice from some medical board of known
and acknowledged respectability, recognized by his association, and who is in
good moral and professional standing in the place in which he resides, should
be fastidiously excluded from fellowship, or his aid refused in consultation when
it is requested by the patient. But no one can be considered as a regular
practitioner, or a fit associate in consultation, whose practice is based on an
exclusive dogma, to the rejection of the accumulated experience of the profes-
sion, and of the aids actually furnished by anatomy, physiology, pathology, and
organic chemistry.

\ 2. In consultations no rivalship or jealousy should be indulged; candour,
probity, and all due respect should be exercised towards the physician having
charge of the case.

>

®

\ 3. In consultations the attending physician should be the first to propose
the necessary questions to the sick

;
after which the consulting physician should

have the opportunity to make such farther inquiries of the patient as may be
necessary to satisfy him of the true character of the case. Both physicians
should then retire to a private place for deliberation

;
and the one first in atten-

dance should communicate the directions agreed upon to the patient or his friends,
as well as any opinions which it may be thought proper to express. But no’
statement or discussion of it should take place before the patient or his friends,
except in the presence of all the faculty attending, and by their common consent

;

and no opinions or prognostications should be delivered, which are not the result
of previous deliberation and concurrence.

§ 4. In consultations, the physician in attendance should deliver his opinion
first; and when there are several consulting, they should deliver their opinions
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in the order in which they have been called in. No decision, however, should

restrain the attending jjhysician from making such variations in’the mode of

treatment, as any subsequent unexpected change in the character of the case

may demand. 13ut such variation and the reasons for it ougdit to be carefully

detailed at the next meeting in consultation. The same privilege belongs also

to the consulting physiciari it he is sent/ for in an emergency, when the regular

attendant is out of the way, and similar explanations must be made by him, at

the next consultation.

§
6. The utmost punctuality should he observed in the visits of physicians

when they are to hold consultation together, and this is generally practicable

,

for society has been considerate enough to allow' the plea of a professional en-

gagement to take precedence of all others, and to be an ample reason for the

relinquishment of any present occupation. But as professional engagements

may sometimes interfere, and delay one of the parties, the physician who first

arrives should wait for his associate a reasonable period, after which the con-

sultation should he considered as postponed to a new appointment. If it be the

attending physician who is present, he will of course see the patient and pre-

scribe
;
hut if it he the consulting one, he should retire, except in case of emer-^

gency, or when he has been called from a considerable distance, in which latter

case he may examine the patient, and give his opinion in icriiing and under

seal, to he delivered to his associate.

§
6. In consultations, theoretical discussions should be avoided, as occa-

sioning perplexity and loss of time. For there may be much diversity ot

opinion concerning speculative points, with perfect agreement in those modes

of practice which are founded, not on hypothesis, but on experience and obser-

vation.

§
7. All discussions in consultation should be held as secret and confiden-

tial. Neither by words nor manner should any of the parties to a consultation

assert or insinuate, that any part of the treatment pursued did not receive his

assent. The responsibility must be equally divided between the medical atten-

dants,—they must equally share the credit of success as well as the blame of

failure.

§
8. Should any irreconcilable diversity of opinion occur when several

physicians are called upon to consult together, the opinion of the majority

should be considered as decisive
;
but if the numbers be equal on each side,

then the decision should rest with the attending physician. It may, moreover,

sometimes happen, that two physicians cannot agree in their views of the nature

of a case, and the treatment to be pursued. This is a circumstance much to

be deplored, and should always be avoided, if possible, by mutual concessions,

as far as they can be justified by a conscientious regard for the dictates of

judgment. But in the event of its occurrence, a third physician should, if prac-

ticable, be called to act as umpire, and if circumstances prevent the adoption

of this course, it must be left to the patient to select the physician in whom he

is most willing to confide. But as every physician relies upon the rectitude

of his judgment, he should, when left in the minority, politely and consistently

retire from any further deliberation in the consultation, or participation in the

management of the case.

§
9. As circumstances sometimes occur to render a special consultation

desirable, when the continued attendance of two physicians might be objec-

tionable to the patient, the member of the faculty whose assistance is required

in such cases, should sedulously guard against all future unsolicited attendance.

As such consultations require an extraordinary portion both of time and atten-

tion, at least a double honorarium may be reasonably expected.

5
10. A physician who is called upon to consult, should observe the most

honorable and scrupulous regard for the character and standing of the practi-

tioner in attendance : the practice of the latter, if necessary, should be justified

as far as it can be, consistently with a conscientious regard for truth, and no

hint or insinuation should be thrown out, which could impair the confidence
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reposed in him, or affect his reputation. Tlie consulting physician should also
carefully retrain from any of those extraordinary attentions or assiduities,
which are too often practised by the dishonest for the base purpose of gaining
applause, or ingratiating themselves into the favour of families and individuals.

Art. V.—Duties of physicians in cases of interference.

51 . Medicine is a liberal profession, and those admitted into its ranks
should found their expectations of practice upon the extent of their qualilica-
tions, not on intrigue or artifice.

^2. A physician, in his intercourse with a patient under the care of another
practitioner, should observe the strictest caution and reserve. No meddliny
inquiries should be made; no disingenuous hints given relative to the nature
and treatment of his disorder

;
nor any course of conduct pursued that may

directly or indirectly tend to diminish the trust reposed in the phvsician
employed.

$
3. The same circumspection and reserve should be observed, wlien, from

motives ot business or friendship, a physician is prompted to visit an individual
who is under the direction of another practitioner. Indeed, such visits should
be avoided, except under peculiar circumstances, and when they are made, no
particular inquiries should be instituted relative to the nature of the disease, or
the remedies employed, but the topics of conversation should be as foreign to
the case as circumstances will admit.

5
4. A physician ought not to take charge of, or prescribe for a patient who

has recently been under the care of another member of the faculty in the same
illness, except in cases of sudden emerfency, or in consultation with the phvsi-
cian previously in attendance, or when the latter has relinquished the case or
been regularly notified that his services are no longer desired. Under such
circumstances no unjust and illiberal insinuations should be thrown out in rela-
tion to the conduct or practice previously pursued, which should be justified as
far as candour, and regard for truth and probity will permit

;
for it often hap-

pens, that patients become dissatisfied when they do not experience immediate
relief, and, as many diseases are naturally protracted, the want of success, in
the first stage of treatment, affords no evidence of a lack of professional knowl-
edge and skill.

§
5. When a physician is called to an urgent case, because the family atten-

dant is not at hand, he ought, unless his assistance in consultation be desired
to resign the care of the patient to the latter immediately on his arrival.

^
6. It oiten happens, in cases of sudden illness, or of receift accidents and

injuries, owing to the alarm and anxiety of friends, that a number of physicians
are simultaneously sent for. Under these circumstances courtesy should assio-n
the^ patient to the first who arrives, who should select from those present, any
additional assistance that he may deem necessary. In all such cases, however
the practitioner who officiates, should lequest the family physician, if there be
one, to be called, and, unless his further attendance be requested, should resio-n
the case to the latter on his arrival.

°

\ 7. When a physician is called to the patient of another practitioner, in
consequence of the sickness or absence of the latter, he ouoht, on the return or

'

recovery of the regular attendant, and with the consent oF the patient, to sur-
render the case.

\ 8. A physician, when visiting a sick person in the country, may be desired
to see a neighbouring patient who is under the regular dirtmtiorl ol' another
physiciari, in consequence of some sudden change or aggravation of symptoms.
Ihe conduct to be pursued on such an occasion is to give advice- adapted to
present circurnstances

;
to interfere no lather than is absolutely necessary with

the general plan of treatment; to assume no future direction, unless it be ex-
pressly desired

;
and, in this last case, to request an immediafe consultationwnh the practitioner previously employed.
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§
9. A wealthy physician should not give advice gratis to the affluent

;

because his doing so is an injury to his professional brethren. The office of a

physician can never be supported as an exclusively beneficent one ; and it is

defrauding, in some degree, the common funds for its support, when fees are

dispensed with, which might justly be claimed.

5
10. When a physician who' has been engaged to attend, a case of mid“

wifery is absent, and another is sent for, if delivery is accomplished during the

attendance of the latter, he is entitled to the fee, but should resign the patient

to the practitioner first engaged.

Art. VI .—Of differences between Physicians.

h 1. Diversity of opinion, and opposition of interest, may, in the medical,

as in other professions, sometimes occasion controversy and even contention.

Whenever such cases unfortunately occur, and cannot be immediately termina-

ted, they should be referred to the arbitration of a sufficient number of pliysi-

cians, or a court-medical.
j u ur •

As peculiar reserve must be maintained by physicians towards the public, in

regard to professional matters, and as there exist numerous points in medical

ethics and etiquette through which the feelings of medical men may be pain-

fully assailed in their intercourse with each other, and which cannot be under-

stood or appreciated by general society, neither the subject matter of such dif-

ferences nor the adjudication of the arbitrators should be made public, as pub-

licity in a case of this nature may be personally injurious to the individuals

concerned, and can hardly fail to bring discredit on the faculty.

Art. VII .—Of Pecuniary Acknowledgements.

5 1. Some general rules should be adopted by the faculty, in every town

or district, relative to 'pecuniary acknowledgments from their patients
;
and it

should be deemed a point of honour to adhere to these rules with as much uni-

formity as varying circumstances will admit.

CHAPTER III.

OF THE DUTIES OF THE PROFESSION TO THE PUBLIC, -4ND OF THE OBLIGATIONS OF

THE PUBLIC TO THE PROFESSION.

Art. I .—Duties of the profession to the public.

j 1 As good citizens, it is the duty of physicians to be ever vigilant for the

welfare of the community, and to bear their part in sustaining its institutions

and burdens : they should also be ever ready to give counsel to the public m
relation to matters especially appertaining to their profession, as on subjects of

medical police, public hygiene, and legal medicine. It is their province to

enlighten the public in regard to quarantine regulations,—the location, arrange-

ment and dietaries of hospitals, asylums, schools, prisons, and similar institu-

tions’—in relation to the medical police of towns, as drainage, ventilation,

—and in regard to measures for the prevention of epidemic and contagious

dise’ases : and when pestilence prevails, it is their duty to face the danger, and

to corttinue their labors for the alleviation of the suffering, even at the jeopardy

of their own lives. u fi

«

5 2. Medical men should also be always ready, when called on by the

letrallv constituted authorities, to enlighten coroners’ inquests and courts ot

justice, on subjects strictly medical,—such as involve questions, relating to

sanity legitimacy, murder by poisons or other violent means, and in regard to

the va’rious other subjects embraced in the science of medical jurisprudence.

But in these cases, and especially where they are required to make a post-

mortem examination, it is just, in consequence of the

required, and the responsibility and risk they incur, that the public should

award them a proper honorarium.
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5
3. There is no profession, by the members of which, eleemosynary ser-

vices are more liberally dispensed, than the medical, but justice requires that

some limits should be placed to the performance of such good offices. Poverty,
professional brotherhood, and certain public duties referred to in section 1 of
this chapter, should always be recognized as presenting valid claims for gratui-

tous services
;
but neither institutions endowed by the public or by rich indi-

viduals, societies tor mutual benefit, for the insurance of lives or for analogous
purposes, nor any profession or occupation, can be admitted to possess such
privilege. Nor can it be justly expected of physicians to furnish certificates of
inability to serve on juries, to perform militia duty, or to testify to the state of
health of persons wishing to insure their lives, obtain pensions, or the like,

without a pecuniary acknowledgment. But to individuals in indigent circum-
stances, such professional

, services should always be cheerfully and freely

accorded.

5
4. It is the duty of physicians, who are frequent witnesses of the enormi-

ties committed by quackery, and the injury to health and even destruction of
life caused by the use of quack medicines, to enlighten the public on these
subjects, to expose the injuries sustained by the unwary from the devices and
pretensions of artful empirics and impostors. Physicians ought to use all the
influence which they may possess, as professors in Colleges of Pharmacy, and
by exercising their option in regard to the shops to which their prescriptions
shall be sent, to discourage druggists and apothecaries from vending quack or

^
secret medicines, or from being in any way engaged in their manufacture and
sale.

Art. ll.-^Obligations of the public to physicians.

5
1. The benefits accruing to the public directly and indirectly from the

'active and unwearied beneficence of the profession, are so numerous and im-
portant, that physicians are justly entitled to the utmost consideration and
respect from the community. The public ought likewise to entertain a just

appreciation of medical qualifications ;—to make a proper discrimination be-
tween true science and the assumptions of ignorance and empiricism,—to afford

every encouragement and facility for the acquisition of medical education,—
and no longer to allow the statute books to exhibit the anomaly of exacting
knowledge from physicians, under liability to heavy penalties, and of making
them obnoxious to punishment for resorting to the only means of obtaining it.
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MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE. ’

FOREIGN.

1.

—

Re'port on the present state of knowledge respetting the Surgical ^

Medicinal, and Obstetrical application of the Vapour of Ether. By
the Editor. (Ranking^s Half-Yearly Abstract.)

Dr. Ranking deems the introduction of this new remedy into practice,

and the various experiments that have been performed with it of suffi-

cient importance to deserve a special report. He has, therefore, drawn

up one which will be read with interest. As we cannot make room for

the whole of it, we will only give the following extracts. He begins

thus :

—

“ The introduction of a new remedy, or a naw means of obviating the many
undesirable events contingent upon the practice of medicine and surgery, is

always regarded in a different light by different members of the profession.

—

There are some among us, on the one hand, who, contented to move along in

the mental “ jog-trot” to which they have been long accustomed, look with

suspicion or dislike on any innovation upon the ancient opinions with which

they have enfolded themselves. These are the men who ridiculed and opposed

the" introduction of the stethoscope, and who will continue to ridicule and

oppose anything else which they had not “dreamt of in their philosophy,” and

which either threatens to interfere with the usual routine of their thoughts, or

necessitates a greater amount of intellectual application than they are capable

of devoting to it. There is, on the other hand, another equally mischievous,

perhaps, but far more interesting class of practitioners, whose imagination is

apt to lead them to expect something' great of every chimera which a busy age

is continually forcing upon the attention. These men take up mesmerism,

homoeopathy, and such-like vagaries
;
become positive as to the curability of

incurable diseases; and alternately blow hot and cold upon every medicine

with an impossible name, which is ushered into notice by the inventive genius

or needy exchequer of the practical pharmacopolist. Between the priggish

contempt of novelties exhibited by one class of medical practitioners, and the

injudicious favouritism of the other, it is seldom that any new suggestion for

the benefit of mankind meets with that dispassionate judgment which the

public has a right to expect from those who constitute themselves the guardians

of its health
;
and it is generally not until the lapse of a considerable time that

its merits or demerits can be ascertained with anything like certainty.
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“ The introduction of the inhalation of ether, for the purpose of annihilating^

pain in surgical operations, and of depriving even the dreaded process of partu-

rition of its pangs, has not been exempted from the ordinary fate of novel

propositions in medicine, although it must be allowed that the objectors lo the

value of this agent form the minority of those who have been led to reflect upon

its afvplicability. Still there have not been wanting, in every locality, some

over-cautious or over-timid persons, who are haunted with the idea of the

danger which must attach to means so' extraordinary, and who look upon an

ether inhaler as almost a synonym for apoplexy or asphyxia. These individuals,

however, as we have said, are few in number, and their opinions are, therefore,

of little consequence as respects the estimation of the agent
;
the real danger

to which it is exposed arises from the precipitate encomiums of its friends, u.nd

the reckless manner in which it appears to be made use of, without reference

to, and by persons utterly incapable of judging of, the normal or diseased

physical peculiarities of the patient.

“ In the following report it will be our endeavor, as far as present experience

of its effects will allow, to place the inhalation of ether as an anodynic and

medicinal agent in a just light; laying before the reader an analytical digest

of those communications upon the subject which appear to us to be most

worthy of confidence.”

He continues his report under the following heads 1, Historical

Notices

;

2, Preparation, Application, Physiological Action, Spc.; S, Its

Application to Surgery

;

4, to Practical Aledicine

;

and 5, to Obstetrical

Practice. It seems that the inhalation of sulphuric ether was used *

many years ago, as is shown by literary references, but Dr. R. does

not think this “ as in any degree derogating from the honor which is in

common justice to be accorded to the American gentlemen, who at the

close of the last year, brought this subject prominently before the

medical world.” In regard to the comparative claims to the discovery

set up by Jackson and Morton, he thinks it “ evident that the idea was

Dr. Jackson’s; the merit of applying that idea belongs to Dr. Mortin.”

As our readers have seen so much about the application of ether to

surgery and general practice, we shall confine ourselves to what he

says under his last head, viz :

^
V .—Application of EliLer Vapour to Obstetrical Practice.

“Many circumstances conspire to render the application of ethereal vapour

to the purpose of annihilating the pangs of childbirth the most interesting fea-

ture in the history of the discovery ;
but at the same time, from the number of

points to be taken into consideration, in a process so complex as that of partu-

rition, it is, of all the applications of the agent, that concerning which it is the

most difficult to arrive at satisfactory conclusions. We have not to determine

merely whether the inhalation of ether is capable of suppressing the pain which

accompanies parturition, but we have to take note also of other conditions

which complicate the problem. The action of ether upon the foetus, and upon

the general economy of the mother ;
whether the insensibility which paralyzed

the voluntary muscles would not likewise abolish the contractility of the uterus

and abdominal muscles—were all so many novel questions which it was neces-

sary to elucidate. It required, we think, no small courage to take the first step

in solving a problem so important
;
a problem in which to err would not have

been to commit a mere physiological blunder, but, in point of fact, to sacrifice

the two lives, the preservation of which was confided to our care. It would be

premature at the present time, to make any decided observations as to the gen-

eral applicability of ether to midwifery; but if it should appear, on further

examination, that it is a safe proceeding in that important department of medi-

cine, to Professor Simpson, as the first to make the experiment, the profession
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an^ the public will be not less indebted than to the original discoverers of the

process itself.

“ The communications respecting the application of ether vapour to midwifery,

which, in point of number, rank next to those devx)ted to its use in surgery,

consist, for the most part, in the narration of individual cases. We shall recapi-

tulate these as nearly as possible in the rotation in which they appeared.

“ 24. The first to be noticed is a paihphlet by Professor Simpson*, containing

the subjoined cases, which we slightly abridge.

“ The first is that of a female in her second confinement, whose pelvis was
so contracted as to have rendered craniotomy necessary in her previous labor.

Contrary to the advice of her medical attendant, she did not make him aware

of her pregnancy until nearly her full time, so that it was too late to have

recourse to the induction of premature labor. The labor-pains commenced on

the 19th, and in the evening Dr. Simpson caused her to inhale the ether vapour.

As she afterwards informed him, she almost immediately came under its influ-

ence; but as her insensibility was doubtful, it was continued for twenty

minutes before turning was commenced. The operation was performed, and a

full-sized still-born child was extracted.

“ On questioning the patient after her delivery, she declared that she waa
quite unconscious of pain during the \vhole period of turning and extracting

the infant, and only became fully aware of her situation by hearing the noise

caused by preparing a bath for the restoration of the child
;
she quickly regained

her full consciousness, and talked with gratitude and wonderment of her

delivery and her insensibility to the pains of it. On the fifth day after delivery

• she was dressed, and her convalescence was rapid and uninterrupted.

“ The next two are forceps cases. One was brought into the Royal Mater-

nity Hospital, in strong labor, early on the morning of the 3rd of February. It

w^as her second confinement. At her first accouchement (seven years before)

she had been delivered by instruments, in Ireland, and had been informed by

the attendant practitioner that artificial delivery would be similarly required at

her future labors. Dr. Simpson saw her between ten and eleven o’clock, a. m.

The os uteri was well dilated, the membranes ruptured, and the pains extremely

strong and frequent; but the large head of the child seemed not to enter fully

into the brim, and was little affected by the powerful uterine contractions under

which the patient was suffering. By three o’clock her pulse had risen to above

125 beats a minute, and it appeared to the medical officers present that it would

be improper to allow the ineffectual and exhausting efforts of the patient to be

longer continued. She was then, at the request of Dr. Simpson, brought under

thelnfluence of ether. Dr. Moir, with great skill, applied the long forceps

upon the head of the child. He subsequently was obliged to use strong traction

during the pains that followed, and becoming temporarily fatigued with his

efforts, Dr. Simpson supplied his place. After the head fully passed the brim,

the forceps were laid aside, and one or two uterine contractions finished the

delivery. The child was large and strong, and cried vigorously soon after it

was expelled. During the whole of this severe operation the patient appeared

quiet and passive. The cries of her child speedily roused her from her ether-

ized state, and she subsequently assured Dr. Moir that she had felt compara-

tively little or no pain during the whole operation and delivery.

“ The other case was seen by Dr, Simpson, in consultation with Dr. Graham
Weir. The patient was advanced in life, and it was her first confinement.

—

The waters had escaped early, and the anterior lip of the uterus had subse-

quently been forced down in a very swelled and cedematous state before the

head of the infant. After this obstruction was overcome, the child’s head

speedily descended upon the floor of the pelvis
;
but it was there impeded in its

further progress by the narrow transverse diameter of the outlet. Under the

compression of the converging tuberosities of the ischia, the bones of the foetal

Notes on the Inhalation of Sulphuric Ether in the Practice of Midwifer)^
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cranium soon began to overlap; but, at last, no further progress being made
the patieiit 'becoming exhausted by a continous labor of about twenty-four
hours, and the soft parts being evidently well relaxed and prepared, Dr ‘Weir
applied the short forceps, and extracted a living infant. For a considerable
time before this operation was adopted. Dr. J:3impson 'exhibited the vapour of
ether to the patient

;
under it she speedily became quite narcotized. Its actionwas kept up, and the pains appeared to be so strong as almost to warrant the idea

that nature would yet be sutiicient
;
but ultimately instrumental deliverv was

had recourse to. The mother did not fully recover from her state of etheriza-
tion for ten or fifteen minutes after delivery, and then stated that she was quiteunaware of what had occurred. ^

_

“ The foregoing cases. Dr. Simpson observes, jioint out one important fact
VIZ : that the uterine contractions in all continued as regular in their occurrence
and duration after the state of etherization had -been induced as before it - as
yet, he states, that he has seen no case in which the pains have been diminished
either m frequency or energy. In one case the combination of ether and tinc-
ture of ergot appeared to increase the strength of the uterine contractions

_

As might be expected, from our experience of its effects in suro-erv the
inhalation of ether acts differently on different women. In some a total insen-
sibility is induced, others appear to writhe under the uterine contractions butwhen restored to consciousness, have no recollection of suffering; others again
remain conscious of what is passing around them, and watch the return of the
pa, ns, but seem indifferent to their effects. Df. Simpson relates two cases
illustrative of the above difference. In one the lady knew all that was said
around her, but felt nothing amounting to pain, and only expressed her recrret
for the unnecessary suffering she had endured in former confinements The
other female became excited, and refused to continue the inhalation, but in atew minutes recommenced; she, however, was equally insensible to the birth
of her child.

pape?-*
makes the following remarks at the close of his interesting

A careful collection of cautious and accurate observations will no doubt
be required, before the inhalation of sulphuric ether is adopted to anv great
extent in the practice of midwifery. It will be necessarv to ascertain its pre-
cise effects, both upon the action of the uterus, and of the assistant abdominal
muscles

; its influence, if any, upon the child
; whether it gives a tendency to

hemorrhage or other complications; the contra-indications peculiar to its use •

the most certain modes of exhibiting it
;
the length of time it may be employed’

&c. In no case have I observed any harm whatever to either mother or infant
tofiow upon Its employment. And, on the other hand, I have the strongest
as^irance and conviction that I have already seen no small amount of maternal
suffering and agony saved by its application. The cases I have detailed suffi-
ciently show Its value and safety in cases of operative midwifery. And here
as m surgery, its utility is certainly not confined to the mere suspension and’
abrogation of conscious pain, great as, by itself, such a boon would doubtless
be. Dut in modifying and obliterating the state of conscious pain, the nervoue
shock otherwise liable to be produced by such pain,—particularly whenever it
IS extreme, and intensely waited for and endured,—is saved to the constitution
and thus an escape gained from many evil consequences that are too apt to
follow in Its tram. Granting that experience will yet be able to prove its
safety arid efficacy in modifying and annulling the pains of labor, will Vl have
repeatedly heard the question asked) the state of etherization ever corne to begenera ly employed with the simple object of assuaging the pains of natural
parturition ? Or (as the problem has not unfrequently been put to me) wouldwe be justified in using it for such a purpose ? In conclusion, let us consider
this point for a moment.

of 'fs inevitable necessity,make both the profession and our patients look upon the amount and intensity

N
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ol imin encountered in counnon cases of natural labor as far

consideration thaii in reality it is. \ iewed apart, and m an isolated I ght, the

denree oC actual pain usually endured during common labor is as “ ^

greater, than that attendant upon most surgicai operations. I allude particuU y

fo the excessive pain and anguisii which, in nine out of ten cases accompany the

paisa 'e of thediild's head throiigh the outlet of the pelvis and external

parts." SpeakiinJ’ of common or natural labor in its last ^ages, Di. JN errinian

observes, the inilse graduallv ‘increases in quickness and force; the skin

grows hot; the face becomes intensely red ;
drops, of sweat stand ^

forehead ;
and a perspiration, sometimes proluse, breaks out all over the Y »

frequently violent treinblings accompany the last pain, and at the moment that

tlmW passes into the world, th6 extremity of suffering seems to be beyond

endurance.’ Or, take the picture of the suffering of the mother in the last

stage of natural labor, as portrayed bv the most laithful of

Professor Naegele, of Heidelberg :
‘ The pains,’ he observes, of thi. stage are

still more severe, jiainfu], and endgring; return aiter a short

a far greater effect upon the patient than those of the previous -ta„e.

severity increases so much the more from the additional suff^ing arising i

the continually increasing distension of the external parts. They convulse the

whole frame, and have hence been called the dolores conquassanles. The beai mg

down becomes more continued, and there is not untrequently

patient quivers and trembles all over. Her face is flushed, and rest

ofthebodv is bathed in perspiration. Her looks are staring and v\ il
,

features alter so much that thev can scarcely be recognized. Her impatience

rles to Its maximum with loud'erying and wailing, and frequently expressions

which, even with sensible, high-principled women border close *

Everything denotes the violent manner in which both body and mind are

I have stated that the question which I have been repeatedly asked is this—

will we ever be ‘justified’ in using the vapour of ether to assuage the pains ol

natural labor ? Nowq if experience betimes goes fully to prove to u^s the satety

with which ether may. under proper precautions and management, be employeu

in the course of parturition, then, looking to the facts of the case, and consider-

ino- the actual amount of pain usually endured (as shown in thq descriptions

ofMerriman, Naegele, and others,),1 believe that the question will require to

be quite changed in its character. For, instead of determining m relation to it

whether we shall be ‘justified’ hi using this agent under the circumstances

named, it will become, on the other hand, necessary to determine whether on

anv grounds, moral or medical, a professional man could deemhimselt justified

in withholding, and not using any such safe means (as w^e at present presup-

nose this to be,) provided he had the power by it of assuaging the pangs and

anguish of the last stage of natural labor, and thus counteracting what \elpeau

deferibes as ‘those piercing cries, that agitation so lively, those excessive

efforts, those inexpressible agonies, and tliose pains apparently intolerabie,^

which accompany the termination of natural parturition in the human m<^ther.

“Havino- thus given the opinions of Professor Simpson upon this mterestinj,

question, we shall next mention the experience and remarks of M. Dubois upon

the same point. At a meeting of the French Academy of Medicine, February

25th M Dubois stated that his attention had been directed towards the use oi

ethe^ vapour in midwifery, and that he had more P^rticular.y endeavored to

arrive at definite conclusions on the following points. 1st.

aid of ether certain obstacles to parturition can be overcome. 2d. Whetneyi

extino-uishes the pains of labor. 3d. Whether its use is innocuous to ttie

mother and child. 4th. Whether it would not, in extinguishing pain, also

abolish the uterine contraction. 5th. Whether the consequences were mno-

^^‘Hn elucidation of these questions, he related two forceps cases, in which

the child was extracted without the least consciousness on the part ot tne
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mother
;
and some other cases of natural labor, the results of which rendered

It manifest that the whole process of parturition could be safel}^ conducted
under the use of ether vapour, and that neither the uterine nor abdominal con-
tractions were in the least diminished by it. At. Dubois further states that in
some of his cases, though the head passed precipitately there was not the
slightest laceration of the perineum, and that in none of his patients was there
any complaint of the after effects of the ether.

‘•M. Dubois concludes by expressing In's opinion that he could not at pre'^ent
recommend the common application of ether in natural labor, a conclusion
which MM. Velpeau and Malgaigne did not think justified by the favorable
experience of its effects which he had detailed.*

“ M Bouvier reported a case to the Academy, in which he considered that
the inhalation of ether suspended the contraction of the uterus, because the
pains subsided from the period of its exhibition, and recurred some time after
the restoration of sensibility

; but, as M. Roux observed in reference to this
case, there is no evidence to prove that the subsidence of the pains was not
spontaneous, and would have occurred if ether had not been employed f“At the same meeting of the Academy, M. Chailly (Honore) related thefolbwing case. A lady, mt. 43, since the date of her former continement had
suffered from such extreme sensitiveness of the vagina, that intercourse could
not oe effected without extrem.e pain. For the same reason when M. Chaillv
arrived, an examination could not be made without eliciting cries of aoonvWnen insensibility had been induced by inhalation, an'examination was mlde,and the ca.use of the delay being found to be impaction of the head, the forcenswere applieff, and the labor quickly terminated. The woman cried out as thehead passed the ostium vaginm, but declared that she had not suffered in the
least degree.

“ The next case is one reported by Mr. Latham, in which the ether wasexhibited by Dr Lloyd. ‘ The woman had been in labor for three hours : theos uteri was fully dilated, when inhalation was commenced. In about four or
five minutes the patient was insensible, but the uterine contraction continued
with regularity, though, as was thought, with some abatement of force Themembranes were now ruptured; the child’s head gradually descended into the
pelvis Consciousness having returned, the patient said that she had felt no
g-iin, but had been in a comfortable sleep, and dreamt that her child was bornShe now began to feel the pains recur with their usual severity, and earnestly
mitreated us to give her the ether again

;
she even seized the instrument fronrDr Lloyd s hands and applied it to her mouth herself. After three minutes

inhalation unconsciousness was again established, and though the inhaler wasoccasionally removed, she was kept under the Lethean influence for about tenminutes
;
after which time the apparatus was not again applied. The childgradually descended, the head pressing upon the perineum, which became per-fectly relaxed, and the head and shoulders were expelled by one strongcontinuous uterine effort, in eight minutes from the withdrawal of the inhalf’

fZ;i
^ frequently to the abdomen', andfound that the muscles were much more lax during than previously to theadministration of ether. A few minutes after the expulsion of the^fmtus aponsiderable gush o blood came from the uterus, which was now felt to belarge and relaxed, but soon contracted again under the firm and steady pres-

t^hX IL pT /rt
^ bandage Was

rnn W Ml’ h^^wever, be stated that this patient bad sufferedconsiderable hemorrhage after the expulsion of the fetus in her previous laborOn questioning her subsequently, she stated that she had felt noWain with theof the last, and that she would strongly recommend any one to takee ether under similar circumstances, expresing her gratitude to us for having

t
Encyclogr., Mars 1847

; Archives Geirfrale, &c.t Archives Generales, April 1847. I Archives Gcnerales, AprU Ts^.
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anolied it No inconveniences have since followed, and the patient is conva-

lescinu- as favorably as possible. It is of course impossible, from an isolated

case fo draw any just conclusions as to the inadmissibility of this ageiit in

narturition. This case, however, so far as it goes, is satisfactory ;
and if we

can by any means alleyiate the first curse, which has for so many ages been

incidental to the parturient state, we shall confer the greatest boon on those

who are deserving of all our svmpathies, and worthy of our best energies.

- Mr. Lansdown. of Bristol,'has published the three following cases

;

-^Mrs W -, at. 86, was taken in labor of her fourth child. On the

evenincr of the 8th inst.. the pains subsided, until the evening of the 10th when

an arm" was found presenting. All attempts to turn being prevented by the

extreme ri^^iditv and narrowness of the vagina, ether was administered, and the

patientbecW insensible for two or three minutes, during which time a foot

was seized and brought down. With returning consciousness the vaginal con-

traction reappeared; ether was again administered; but the rigidity of the

uterus, which continued during the insensibility, prevented the completion of

the labor. Fearing to continue the inhalation, it was abandoned from this time,

and the case was allowed to terminate in the usual way.'f

li 'TV.o nPYt rases are more decidedly successful.
Lue case .-w- -— -

The next cases are more decidedly successful,

yfrs. O- ,
in labor of her sixth child. Presentation natural, labor

‘•‘Mrs U- ,
in laoor oi nci sialu ^

oroo-ressincT favourably, but with exceedingly sharp pains. The ether was

Llnbited by Mr. Lan^own at the approach of eyery pain, during which she

remained insensible. The contractions of the uterus were powerful
;

but

althoucrh she apparently exerted herself during their persistence, she declared

that ‘^he was perfectly unconscious of them. The head descended precipitately,

but the perineum being fully relaxed, no injury occurred ;
the uterus contracted

immediately after the placenta was expelled. The inhalation was continued in

Ihis case during three hours. The patient had no after-pains, which had been

Mi-rV^^^— aet. 35, in labor with her eighth child. Ether commenced

^yhen%he head was in the yagina; three strong pains immediately followed,

the la^^t completing the expulsion of the child; the placenta was renioved, and

the woman remained dozing. In about five minutes she awoke a^d began to

regret the absence of her pains, being, as she said, convinced that she uou d

have another tedious night unless they came on. M hen told that her child

was born, she scarcely believed it, and affirmed that she had felt nothing hut

had been in a pleasant dream. This patient likewise had no unpleasant sj mp-

Three cases of the successful employment of ether in midwifery, are also

nlarpd on record bv Dr. Protheroe Smith, v-i j •

^ “ The tir^t case appears to have been a tedious labor with a first child, m a

female aet 40. The ether was exhibited at intervals during a period of nearly

forturs and although the patient to all appearance was sensible to every

pain ‘‘he distinctly affirmed that she was unconscious ol those ^^hlch occurred

durino- ethereal insensibility, while those which happened in the i“^r\als a%e

he^The usual amount of suftering. It became necessary to apply the ^lior

forceps from the impaction of the head, which was done during a period of

n'eSilitv and a living child was extracted. On regaining her senses, she

continually 'expressed a hope that the child would soon be born. \\ hen in-

formed of the termination of her troubles, she burst into
j

Uclaimincr, ‘ It is a dream, it must be a dream ! what a good thing it is that

W the ether ’ &c. Both mother and child did well m everj^ respect.

•Thetecond oLe was that of a female, »t. 33 in labor with her seventh

child In this instance there were also impacted head

pXis, and the child was delivered with the long forceps
stead h

ether in the first instance was imperfect, as the patient did not inhale . i

X Lancet, J une 5, 1847,
Med. Times, 3Iarch 27. + Lancet, April 24.
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but towards the close complete insensibility was induced, and the labor was
terminated without the slightest consciousness on the part of the patient.
The after sufterings of this patient are described as less than in previous con-
finements.

‘The third and last case was also a forceps case, and in this complete un-
consciousness to pain was the result of the inhalation. Dr. Smith states, that
in this instance the effect of the ether was to materially increase the strength
of the uterine and abdominal contractions. In this case also the woman uttered
the usual cries of the last stage of labor, but positively denied having been
aware of its termination.

The narrator terminates the narration of the above cases by an acknowl-
edgment of the truth ot the deductions of M. Dubois, viz :

“ 1st. hat ether prevents pains during obstetrical operations.
“ 2dr- That it does not suspend uterine or abdominal contractions.
“ 3d. That it appears to lessen the natural resistance of the perineal muscles.
‘ 4th. That it does not appear to exert any bad influence on the life or health

ol mother or child.

5th. That it does not retard the subsequent contraction of the uterus.
The author adds, that he considers it probable that the temporary suspen-

sion of the pains, which has been observed in some instances to follow the use
of ether, may be caused by the novelty of the means used, and is no more than
may be produced by other emotions, as that which is so commonly known to
follow the first appearance of the accoucheur.*

“ Having thus given a brief account of the several cases in which, up to the
present time '(end of May,) ether has been employed in practical midwifery,
we have in the last place, to mention two or three other communications, which
must be considered more or less opposed to the obstetrical use of this ao-ent.

“In a paper published in the ‘Lancet’ (March 27,) Dr. Tyler Smith Investi-
gates tlie action of ether in connection with the physiology of parturition. He
examines the various parts which are taken respectively in that process, by
sensation, volition, and emotion, and from the effects of ether upon these func-
tions of the nervous system endeavors to determine its applicability in mid-
wifery. That the pain of parturition may be obliterated by ether the author
at once admits, but it does not appear to him so clear that the ‘shock’ of labor
IS necessarily diminished, as, in his opinion ‘shock’ is manifested not in the
cerebral system only, but in the true spinal and ganglionic systems. This he
demonstrates by the experiment of crushing the legt)f a decapitated frog. Upon
these considerations, he maintains that the ‘shock’ of parturition may ensue
even though the cerebral system be insensible to pain. This, if true, will, of
course, considerably contract the limits of the usefulness of ether; but, if, as
we believe this is the case, ‘shock,’ though not necessarily, is generally atten-
dant upon excessive pain

;
the annihilation of this pain will go far to diminish

the chances of ‘shock.’ And, moreover, it will not be doubted that another
cause of ‘shock,’ namely, mental depression, will be greatly controlled by the
knowledge on the part of the woman that an agent is at her command which
has the power of removing that agony, the dread of which is the basis of her
despondency.

“ Dr. Smith, to our surprise, we confess, also advances the cases supposed to
have been fatal from ether as a part of his arguments against inhalation in
midwifery. We have already shown that there are no logical grounds for
believing that death in those cases was the result of the ether; and it is, there-
fore, needless to repeat our opinions on that matter. So also with respect to
the fluidity of the blood, which Dr. Smith subsequently refers to.f
“Dr. Radtord has published a communication, in which he more strongly

condemns the use of ether in midwifery, though upon different grounds. Hismam objection is founded upon the fact that in instrumental deliveries more

31
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particularly, as in lithotomy and lithotrity, the sensibility of the patient is the

safeo-uard against injury of the soft parts
;
and he instances, as a possible con-

tingency, the non-discovery, by the touch, of the os and cervix expanded over

the^head of the child, and its inclusion within the blades of the forceps, ihat

such a mistake might occur cannot be denied ;
but if every iheasure is to be

abandoned because its adoption may precipitate a bungler into error, we fear

that many proceedings besides that of ether inhaling must be withdrawn irorn

the list of therapeutical resources.*
. , , . i i

“We now bring our report on the subject of ether inhalation to a close, and

in doing so beg to guard ourselves against the imputation of a premature ad-

mission of all that has been said in its lavor. In the criticisms we have thought

it right to make upon the various objections which have from time to time ap-

peared, our sole intention has been to point out the non scqmivr stvle in which

the adverse argumentation has been conducted. We do not deny that other and

more loo-ical objections may, upon further experience, be justifiably adduced ;

bu^ we do maintain that up to the present time no evidence of injurious

effects has been brought forward, which ought to weigh against the accumidated

testimony in surgery more particularly, which has caused many to regard the

introduction of ether inhalation as one of the most merciful dispensations of

Providence.

2 .—Coniplwient to Young Physicians.

(The editor of the London Medical Gazette, in his exordium to a

brief but slashing review^ of a work emanating from “a surgeon of

thirty years’ standing in the profession,” which he pronounces to be

“one of the most singular collections of inconclusive arguments, gratui-

tous assumptions, ill-grounded theories, and false doctrines which it had

ever been his fate to peruse,” passes the following handsome compli-

ment on the young physicians of the day. We withhold the name of

the unlucky wight who has incurred the penalty of his critical dis-

pleasure, but give the compliment for the benefit of those concerned.)

“ It is not very lono- since there existed a prevalent idea that the yiews^ and

writino-s of young men engaged in scientific investigatmns were mvyiably

shallow, speculative, and visionary; and that opinions of true and substantial

practical value could only be expected to emanate from those veteran philoso-

phers in whom the observation of a long series of years had become matured

knd revised by the cool and subdued reasonings of age. And, to a limited

extent, this doctrine was true enough, but it will certainly not hold good in the

present day. It now seems to be almost constantly observable, thai,, whenevei

a book appears which is replete with fine-drawn speculations based upon little

or nothino-, rash theories, crude fancies, and daring assumptions, the author

declares himself'to be one who has enjoyed throughout the period of some six

or eight lustres the opportunity of applying the test of experience to the accu-

racy of his crotchets. In the present day, young men have learned ^ have an

absolute horror of everything approaching to a theory, unless they leel ^oierab y

confident that they have the power to convert it into something very near v

approaching to a demonstration by the corroborative evidence of facts. And

hence it is, that both here and on the continent the medica institutions every-

where contain men who, although young in years, am really

and who are continually adding to our store of scientific and practical knowledge

by the closeness of their observation and the caution of their

ihe other hand, we are almost monthly receiving works by ok

with theories, a large proportion of which were evidently the cherished lantasies

Lancet, April 7.
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of the author’s youth—opinions which these gentlemen were either too difhtient

or too wise to publish at the time when they were first conceived, but which

have remained fixed and unchanged in their minds during all the revolutions

which medical science has undergone in intermediate years, to be given to the

world at a time when Jong experience and grey hairs are supposed to confer

the highest degree of authority upon matured convictions.”

3.— Value of the Patent for the Inhalation of Sulphuric Ether.

To the Editor of The Lancet.

Sir,

—

As notice has been given of a patent for the inhalation of ether in sur-

gical operations, and as such notice may deter surgeons and dentists from using
it in the mitigation of pain, I beg to ask your insertion of the following letter,

which I have received from one of her Majesty’s council learned in the law.”
Yours, &c.,

Gower-street, Jan., 1847. F. Boott.

January 4, 1847.

“My Dear Mr. Boott,—In answer to your question with respect to the

patent alleged to have been obtained for ‘ a process for procuring insensibility

to pain by the administration of the vapour of ether to the lungs, I beg to say,

that I am clearly of opinion no patent can be valid, giving the patentee the ex-

clusive privilege of administering the vapour of ether to the lungs. If the word
‘ process’ is used to denote some particular apparatus for the convenient admin-
istration of the vapour, then the validity of a patent for such apparatus will

depend upon whether the patentee is the first inventor, and the apparatus was
not known to, or in use by, the public before the granting of the patent. The
power of the Crown to grant patents is defined by the 21st, Jac. L, chap. 3,

which was passed to put an end to the abuse of the power of the Crown to

grant monopolies. This power was, by this statute, limited to the granting

patents /or any manner of new manufactures. In commenting upon this statute

in Rex v. Wheeler, (2d Barn, and Aid. Reports, 245,) Lord Tenterden, describ-

ing the sort of inventions for which patents can be granted, says,—‘ The word
manufactures has been generally understood to denote either a thing made,
which is useful either for its own sake, and vendible as such—as a medicine, a
stove, &c.,—or to mean an engine or instrument to be employed either in mak-
ing some previously known article, or for some other useful purpose, as a stock-

ing-frame, or steam-engine for raising water from mines ; or it may, perhaps,

extend also to a new process to be carried bn by known implements or elements

acting on known substances, and ultimately producing some other known sub~

stance in a cheaper or more expeditious manner,’ &c.
“ I could cite abundance of other authority to the same effect, but it must be

sufficiently plain that no construction of the word manufactures can give the

Crown the power to confer by patent the exclusive privilege of administering

the vapour of sulphuric ether for the purpose of producing insensibility to pain
;

or of administering any particular drug, or compound of drugs, for the purpose

of producing any particular effect, although an inventor may have a patent for

the manufacture of particular medicinal preparations. But who ever heard of

a patent for the performance of a new operation in surgery (as, for example,
that by which squinting is cured ?) I can see no distinction in principle

between such a patent and the patent supposed to be claimed for the adminis-
tration of ether. If this patent could be supported, the patentee might grant a
monopoly to any particular surgeon of all operations to be performed with the
assistance of the ether, or he might grant it to such surgeons in each town as
he might please to select, to the exclusion of others ; for although he might sell

licenses to all, he would not be obliged to do so. He might almost be said to

hold in his hands, in some cases, the power of life and death. Upon the whole,
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I am satisfied you may safely advise your professional friends to continue the

use of ether in their operations, without the slightest fear of legal consequences.

Whether the instruments which are manufactured for the purpose are an in-

fringement of any valid patent will be a question between the patentee and the

manufacturers
;
but the operators can have nothing to do with this

;
and it

would be most deplorable to have any interruption to such a mitigation of

human sulfering.

Believe me, yours faithfully,
“ Q. C.”

4 ,—New Methods for Using Castor Oil.

“ The mildness and certainty of operation of this cathartic give it peculiar

advantages in the treatment of many diseases ;
very often, however, its ten-

dency to produce vomiting prevents it from being employed. To remedy this

inconvenience, M, Parola proposes tlie substitution of an extract, an ethereal,

and an alcoholic tincture of castor-oil seeds, for the oil itself. The result of

his experiments on himself, and on numerous sick and convalescent individu-

als, is as follows 1st. That the ethereal and alcoholic tinctures have a pur-

gative action four times as strong as the oil obtained by expression, and that

they are not so apt to produce vomiting, nor so irritaiit, as the ordinary oil.

—

2nd. That these new preparations remain unalterable for a long period without

reference to climate or season. 3rd. That the ethereo-alcoholic extract pos-

sesses a purgative action comparatively weaker than the marc or pulp from

which it is extracted, proving that the seeds contain a principle which is insolu-

ble in alcohol or ether. 4th. The advantage of the new preparations, so far as

relates to their not causing vomiting, is easily explained by the smallness of

the dose in which they are administered .”—Dublin Quarterly Journal.

5 .—On the Vapour of Ether in Asthma and Hooping-Cough.

Dr. Willis makes the following observations on this subject in the Medical

Gazette

:

“ Ether, given by the mouth, has long been familiarly employed in the treat-

ment of asthma. I have for many years been aware of the fact that it is vastly

more efficacious administered directly in vapour by the breath. My plan of

using it is extremely simple. I have had recourse to no kind of apparaitus

for this purpose, but have been content to pour two, three, or four drachms of

the fluid upon a clean handkerchief, and to direct this to be held closely .to the

mouth and nostrils; a single short and difficult inspiration is hardly made

before the effect is experienced ;
and I have occasionally seen the paroxysm

ended in six or eight minutes, the respiration having in that brief interval

become almost natural.

“It is not otherwise with hooping-cough; the paroxysms of coughing are

positively cut short by having thg ether and the handkerchief in readiness, and

using them when the fit is perceived to be coming on. So effectual have I seen

their immediate application, that I have even found it neeessary to suffer the

patient to have an occasional fit of coughing to its natural termination, with a

view to clearing the chest from accumulated means.”
’
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[We take the following interesting document from “ The Picamne ”
one o( the ablest newspapers of our city. The Editor’s remarks are so^propriate that we insert them in place of any that we wish to offerWe will state however, that Dr. Vander Linden is mistaken in the

rTwrs^r
p‘' «P ‘l><! guns of our brave Volunteers.—

It was Captain Pugh, instead Piond\

“One of the most interesting documents which we find in the Mexican papers lately received is the report of Dr. Vander Linden, whoserved as surgeon general to the Mexican army at Buena Vista andapm at Cerro Gordo. It bears noble testimon/to the humanUy andkindness of our gallant volunteers at Cerro Gordo. We had Lforelearned from Capt. Hughes that many cases occurred within his own^seivation of touching acts of considerate and gentle kindness to theMexican wounded, shown by our volunteers, even while their blood was
f w an enemy with whom to engage in deadly

stiife. We needed no cimfirmation of the statement of Capt. Hughes^for we well knew t^he stuff of which a true American soldie? is madebut we have here the testimony of the enemy’s principal surgeon, whichwe hope may teach the misguided Mexicans that the reports made ofthe barbarity of our volunteers are the fictions of those interested to

‘^In Dr v'"
against the United States.

.•„l t I

® report a striking and beautiful anecdote ise ated, which diustrates as well his own firmness and sense of profesMonal duty as tjie prompt humanity of our officers and men. We^ could

ffie ^tsi
given as full an account of those wounded onthe ISth as of the victims of the affair of the 18th which Santa Annaclaimed as a victory. Here is the report

:

Army of the East, Medical Department, )

Jalapa, Apn7 19, 1847. (
Ge?2er«/.—About mid-dav, on the 1 7fh i'n«f or, „ ?

e,ferny
puted the point with obstinacy. At about 2 o^loTk mv Tid Tarhe

aheTltH ‘T of wounded had co^lectedfo^nd my^en
"

(the filth ambulance or camp hospital) Beino- ignorant l a’

become general I could not dispose of anv o^m/^bori•nate^^
action had

their respective posts, and therefore wasVnmryJlixxri f

‘l^ates, who were all at

the assistance ofthese unfortunates At 7 o’clock in fh
immediately to

had come to my hspital, of whom lofhld been f
having been performed and thirty-one balls extracted

amputations

should continue the next day, to be encumbered with the
dispatched immediately tho.se whose wounds harl

wounded, I

wagons, and ordered Dr. Felix Ocellar surne^ nf
the convoy that same night to the hosnital’at iflanQ

accompany
I continued attending fo the^
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ni.ht Nve laid down, worn out with fatigue. At 6 o’clock on the morning of

the 18th some more wounded arrived. Having ascertained that the enemy had

rendered himself master of the wood and mountain which he had attacked the

evening- previous, I considered that my camp hospital had become and

called i)r. Rivadeneira to my assistance. I despatched two more wagons with

wounded to Jalapa, but without escort, as there was none disposible.

As the enemy advanced, turning the Cerro Gordo, few wounded could reach

my hospital, and as besides two congreve rockets fell, one close to ^nt and

the other in the park of artillery, which was only at the distance of a piAol

shot, but fortunately without bursting, I concluded to avoid this

0-0 nearer to the rear guard of our forces. Accordingly I transpor ed m, camp

hosnital hio-her up on the public road, a distance of about six hundred yards, to

a hut fronttno- the commissary general, where, at that momen^ seveia \\oun

arrived and anion, them the' sergeant of artillery, Antonio Bustos, whose left

foot had been carried off by a 4-pound ball. All our cavalry was extended on

the public road; the brigade of infantry of Dr. Ortega
wirh

raoid nace so that it was with e.xtreme difficulty I could reach the hou^e with

mv medicine chest. Dr. Dominguez, who came witn this lorce, reported him-

self to me and I detained him to assist in performing

We made the necessary arrangements tor the amputation in the
,

hou'^e Drs Tarbe and Verde holding the patient and Dominguez and Rivade-

neira assistin. me. I had commenced cutting the flesh of the patient when a

shower of balls coming from the woods in the rear of the house and pass^m.

throLioh its feeble walls made our cavalry retreat in the

Fiso° A woman, an old man and a child of seven years were wounded m the

Lchen of the house. The balls followed in every direction. Our cavalry con-

tinued the descent with impunitv, while our horses, tied to the posts of the

entry, attracted the attention and the balls of the enemy. But

permit us to abandon the sergeant, whose amputation was only half hm^n ,

Lhouo-h our death appeared inevitable, but a Divine
...r

I continued attending to the various stages of the amputation m the

balls and the cry of the enemy, and at last flnished an operation which appeared

to me to have listed an age.' The serenity and resignation of compan ons

in this crisis were admirable, and is above description. All remained around

the patient attendin. to the part of the operation which fell to their share, m

he nfldst of the whilU of balls and ihe cries of death; and when we rose,

lookino- to Heaven with gratitude for our salvation, as we thought, ^ "^w per -

came To dismay us. A number of volunteers presented themselves in ^ont of

oiren^rrand seein. our uniform, cried-' Death to the Mexican officers

and presented their guns to our breast. I do not know
I

me in the resolution which 1 took, but I rushed to the muzzle ^l/cir r^^c^

showed them my hand, dripping with blood, and holding a piece of the mutila-

ted Teff crL^-'' Respect humanity or a hospital of blood--we are surgeons

My wmrdrproduced a magic effe'ct. In an instant an officer, whose name I

hale since learned to be Pion, stepped between the volunteers and ourselves,

raised their guns with his sword, and these men, animated bv victory, thirsting

to aveno-e the loss of their General, mortally wounded, as I have s^cejearned^

becaTne°ftom that moment our friends, our protectors. While these events

were passin. in my hut, which will never be erased from my memory, our flnng

Td ceated ;°the troops in the redoubts, finding themse ves cut off from the pub-

ho road surrendered or capitulated; those on the slope of the Cerro Gmdo

Retired through the ravines, and the enemy remained master of all our posit

and of an immense materiel

The volunteers of the enemy commenced bringing in,

'j;f
j””;

tbpir own and our wounded, and we dressed their wounds according to the die

Utes of humanU; and our i.:structions. We
some real giants, which succeeded inganmng their good will to such an e

that they rifused us nothing that could be useful to us or our wounded.
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Although tw’o of their own surgeons had arrived, the body which I have the

lionor to command had the satisfaction that from their number was chosen one
member -to assist in some grave cases, even in that of Gen. Shields, who had
been traversed by a grape shot.

On the 19th all my companions of the camp hospitals of the redoubts, where
they had remained at their post, with honor to their corps, until they received

permission from the enemy to retire, presented themselves to me, and consider-
ing their presence in this place indispensable, I have retained them near me.
God and Liberty ! PEDRO VANDER LINDEN.
To Col. D. Luis Carrion,

In charge of the Inspect’n of Med. Milit’y Dep’t.

2.— The Cause of Disease in St. Louis.

That the diseases of warm weather prevail to a great degree in St. Louis no
one can deny, and that our bills of mortality are high and startling every one
knows who has examined them. St. Louis has been termed “the grave-yard
of children.” It is a sad truth that our infant mortality is great—but this we
think, in part, attributable to the great number of children relatively to the
population. Our population is composed mostly of young married emigrants.
Verbum sat. We have not set down to go into a detail of all the causes
of disease in our city, many of them are common to other cities, and the
country generally, and cannot be well avoided; of these may be mentioned
atmospheric changes, excessive heat—and its opposite dampness and dryness
of the Eltmosphere, &.C., &c. Of the modes of living in St. Louis we having
nothing to say.

We have often asked ourselves the question : Is St. Louis by virtue of its

location and other uncontrolable circumstances necessarrily more unhealthy
than other cities in the same latitude ? We have no hesitation in answering in

the negative. The city is situated on an elevated ridge sloping to and from the

river—the position is therefore favorable to draining. It is surrounded by no
stagnant marches from which pestiferous effluvia might emanate, but on the

contrary by a beautiful undulating country for miles, covered not with decaying
forest but with a green carpeting of grass, and thriving flocks. The suburbs
of St. Louis strikingly remind us with their charming meads and apparently
comfortable and sometimes stately residences, of the cultivated and undulating
champagne which delights the eye in the neighborhood of Paris, London, and
other cities of the old world.

Some have thought that the American bottom on the opposite of the Missis-
sippi, might account for the unhealthiness of St. Louis. We cannot believe

this for the following reasons

:

1st. According to the best authorities marsh miasmata cannot pass over a
body of water so large as that afforded by the Mississippi.

2d. During the early history of the city, malarious diseases did not so generally
prevail as at present.

3d. The American bottom is but little more unhealthy than the city itself.

—

We should be loth to acknowledge this ctmdition of things did we regard it

irremediable
;
Ave do not thus regard it. St. Louis can be made as it used to

be, as healthy a city as any in the Union. How is this to be done ? By
removing the factitious causes of disease. What are they ? In a great degree
the stagnant pools within the environs of the city

;
the filthy streets, which

amount to about the same thing; and, above all, and more than all the rest put
together in our opinion the thousand (at least) local marshes—dens where the
evil genius of death and decomposition manufactures the agents of destruction
—the cellars of St. Louis

!

We have said that there are a thousand cellars containing water in the city;

we are not above the mark. Most of these cellars are used as wood-houses
and as depots for various vegetable substances. To say nothing of the tax on
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comfort which such a state of things occasions—to say nothing of the coldness

and dampness of the houses under which they are situated, which coldness and

dampness deserve no little consideration.

To say nothing about all the other causes of disease in St. Louis these

thousand stagnant pools, operated on by the heat of summer, are sufficient to

account for the major portion of the diseases which affect us. According to

the weight of authority three circumstances are necessary to the production of

miasmata. Heat, moisture and vegetable decomposition, all these circumstances

are formed in our cellars. In vain may our medical police recommend the

sweeping and washing of streets, whilst the cellars are stagnant pools ! In

vain may we clear the streets and highways of the enemy, whilst he is allowed to

tire on us from the houses ! And now why is it that the children are more

unhealthy than adults? Many causes perhaps, but we would offer as one

reason—that they are more confined to the houses than adults. Our remedy is

plain. Let the Hercules of St. Louis if he can be found drain these Lernean

marshes, and thus cut off the hundred heads of the hydra of disease generated

by them.—(»S7. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.)

3 ,— Value of Life among the Children of Charleston, illustrated by s'ahstics

of the Orphan House.—I lav before the readers of the “Southern Journal of

Medicine and Pharmacy” the following table, which I procured many months

since, for a purpose of my own. It seems to me well adapted to confirm and

illustrate the views of Dr. Nott, contained in his able essay on longevity, insu-

rance, &.C., recently published in this Journal. I requested my friend. Dr. G.

Logan, the venerable Physician of the Institution, from whose books it was

taken, to examine it and *pronounce upon its accuracy. It was prepared for me

only to October I8th, 1845; he declares it correct, and adds the last year.

On its very face this statement contains a tribute highly honorable to all

parties concerned in the management of the Institution : the trustees, wno

exert so benevolent a superintendence over its concerns; the stewards,

matrons and nurses, who have so well watched over the little destUute crea-

tures committed to their charge; and very specially to the medical officer, who

has, for the third of a century, had the management of its Hygienic and Hos-

pital Department.

It should be observed, in regard to this table

—

1. That the children referred to are of the low’est class of our white popula-

tion—speaking generallv.
. . ,

2. They are likely, therefore, to present all the impairment, imperfection and

deterioration of constitution and physical and moral health, naturahy and

necessarily connected with the condition of their parents, hereditarily transmit-

ted, and impressed by circumstances.
.

3. That the parental management of children in families, is. at least, as

favorable to life and health as their mode of living in the best conducted public

institutions.
_ ..i i -u

4. That inferences drawn from the proportion of mortality among the children

of an alms house or orphan house can hardly be deemed unduly or deceptively

favorable, when applied to the community in the midst of whom it exists.

5. That the chances of life are as good, and the proportional mortality as

small, in the young children of Charleston, and its population under puberty,

as any where else. No where else do we hear of a less proportion of deatns

amontr children under seven years of age than three in a bundled .

Dr.'" Nott has proved that *the acclimated adult population of our boutliern

cities, on the sea-coast, is somewhat specially exempt from disease, and that

their expectation of long life is comparatively good.
. , , u .u

The table given extends over sufficient space of time to incluoe all tne

epidemics to which we are liable
:
yellow fever, bilious fever, small pox, or

varioloid, scarlatina, measles, hooping cough, mumps, and even Asiatic c o era.
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From all this, I think, we are reasonably entitled to the gratifying conclusion
that our city is as healthy as any other in the world, and that her children
enjoy an equal prospect of reaching maturity, and her men and women of
attaining a ripe old age, as the denizens of any civilized region.

Vear. No. Child*n. Officers . Serv’ts. Tof. Inmales. Deaths. Remarks.

1825, 172 14 14 200 — No death from sickness—a boy
was drowned.

1826, 156 14 13 183 3 Varioloid and Influenza prevailed.

1827, 154 14 13 181 2 Mumps, Yellow Fever, and
Bilious Fever, were epidemie.

1828, 130 12 12 155 1-

1829, 130 12 12 154 _ No death.

1830, 130 12 12 154 3
1831, 136 12 ' 12 160 4

Scarlatina and Pertussis prw-
vail6d.

1832, 165 11 11 187 — No death.

1833, 152 11 11 174 2 Pertussis epidemic.

1834, 143 10 11 164 2
1835, 137 17 11 165 2

•

1836, 120 15 11 146 4 Asiatic Cholera prevailed.

1837, 112 14 11 137 3
1838, 114 12 10 136 3 Pertussis—Yellow Fever pre-

1839, 118 12- 10 140 3
vailed.

1840, . 136 12 10 158 No death.

1841, 129 12 10 151 1

1842, 135 12 8 155 3
1843, 115 12 8 135 No death.

1844, 109 11 7 127 3 Scarlatina—Pertussis prevailed

1845, 109 11 7 127 1

1846, 103 11 7 121 1 Mumps and Sore Throat.

Totals, 2905 273 232 8310 41

Average annual number of Inmates, 150. Deaths, if divided, to include all
these, 1 in 75, or 1^ per cent.

Average annual number of children, 132. Deaths, if divided among these
only, 1 in 66, or 1|^ per cent.

Average annual number under 7 years of age, 30. "The rest between 7 and 14.
If half these deaths be supposed to occur in the fraction under 7, (less than ^ of

the whole number,) it would not amount to more than about three in the hund^d.
{Southern Journal of Medicine and Pharmacy.)

DR. HARRIS versus THE NEW ORLEANS MEDICAL AND
SURGICAL JOURNAL.

We learii from the Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery, that
one of its contributors, Dr. Harris, of Wetumpka, Alabama, complains
of injustice having been done him in a review of his paper on ’•Hhe
Pathology and Treatment of Feverf which appeared in our Journal for
May last. The editors say

—

“ We have not received that number of the New Orleans Journal, and are
not informed as to the extent or character of the strictures, except as adverted
to in the reply of Dr. Harris. What he particularly complains of is, that the
editors accuse him of “inexperience and want of candor.” We can undertake
to say, if ,^ich charges have been preferred against Dr. Harris, that they are
unjust. Dr. H. has been engaged in the practice of medicine for more than a
dozen years, and in that time has seen much of those diseases which abound in

:J5
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southern latitudes. In respect to candor, no one who has known him ever

questioned that, however much he may be mistaken in his views, he is always

honest in the entertainment and expression of them. For the rest, differences

of opinion among physicians, both as to pathology and modes of practice, must

prevail, and every writer who submits his thoughts to the profession may make

up his mind to have them fully and freely canvassed. We cannot for a moment

entertain a suspicion that the able and impartial editors of the New Orleans

Medical Journal would willingly do Dr. Harris injustice, and therefore decline

publishing his reply to their notice of his paper.”

This is extremely clever in the liberal editors of the Western Journal,

and we take pleasure in rendering our grateful acknowledgments. They

do us but justice in repudiating the “ suspicion” tha-t we “ would willingly

do Dr. Harris injustice,” and we think a reference to the remarks in

question will satisfy the candid reader that Dr. H. has taken offence

without sufficient cause,

P. S. This acknowledgment was prepared for our last number, but

unavoidably excluded.

A NEW MEDICAL JOURNAL.

We have received two numbers of a new medical Journal, from Mem-

phis, Tennessee; edited by James Conquest Cross, M. D. Professor

of the Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence in the Memphis

Medical College; assisted by his colleagues. It is a monthly, each

number containing about 50 pages. We welcome our new cotemporary

into the Southern field of labor, and trust it will do good service.

NEW ORLEANS, SEPTEMBER 1, 1847.

HEALTH OF THE CITY.

The present number of our Journal is sent forth under the harrassing

cares and painful anxieties of a severe epidemic of our city’s great

scourge. Yellow Fever. Since the commencement of this Journal, we

have had to announce the prevalence of yellow fever upon two separate

occasions, viz: in 1844 and 1846, but never before as an epidemic, in

our September number. In our last we alluded to the prevailing appre-

hensions and flying reports on the subject, but stated that there had

been no well marked case of yellow fever in the city. Very soon after

we went to press the disease actually made its appearance in different

parts of the city, about the same time, and the cases have steadily

increased ever since, until the present moment, when it completely

engrosses the attention of the community. As is generally the case,

the rumours which go abroad respecting the amount of sickness are

greatly exaggerated, but we would not disguise the fact that the sleek-

ness is already great, and constantly increasing. Nor can we hope for

any material mitigation until the appearance ot'frost. It is yet a long

period, shadowed with the most gloomy forebodings, in which the pesti-

lence may be expected to reign over our devoted city, and none knoweth

who shall survive to tell the tale of sorrow, affliction and death.

A general epidemic of fever has hardly ever been known to prevail

in our city at so early a period as at present. We have endeavored to

trace the commencement and gradual spread of what is called yellow
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fever, as carefully as possible, and have collected some facts and memo-
randa which we think will tend to throw light upon the subject, but they
must be reserved for a future occasion, as our engagements will not
allow us to dilate on them at present. So far as we have been able to

ascertain, there has been no connection whatever between the first well
marked cases that occurred

;
one happening in one place, and another

quite distant. Within a week after the first man died with black vomit
at the Charity Hospital, cases were occurring in all parts of the city.

On the 12th of July, the Board of Health report the number of inter-

ments in the city for the week ending July 10th, as having been 138,
and make the first public announcement of the appearance of yellow
fever, in the following communication :

—

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.

Monday, 12th July, 1847.
“ Nothing has occurred to change the opinion of the members of the Board

of Health respecting the nature of that form of Typhus Fever called Ship
Fever, in this climate, since their publication about three weeks since.
“In the hospital, a ward crowded with Irish immigrants, suffering with the

aforesaid fever, has invariably become a focus of disease, where any person
exposed for a sufficient length of time to the inffuence of the vitiated atmos-
phere, might contract the disease. Four persons employed in the Charity Hos-
pital have died of this fever, so contracted. During the last month but one
vessel has arrived from Liverpool with Irish immigrants—the “William and
Elizabeth.” She had on board about sixty, in fine health. One man died
during the passage, of chronic diarrhoea. In the mean time, the disease is

diminishing in the hospital
; many have been discharged

;
very few have died.

Other cases are still under treatment, but should no other immigrant vessel
arrive, it cannot be long before the disease will disappear from the Charity
Hospital.

“ Five deaths from yellow fever have occurred in the Charity Hospital, and
two or three cases are still under treatment in that institution. They appear
to have originated in the city

; and no facts have com.e to light to prove any
connection between these cases and the fever prevailing at Vera Cruz, or other
foreign ports.

“ The following resolution was unanimously adopted by the Board

:

“ Resolved, That the physicians of the city be requested to report to the Board
of Health . through the Secretary, any cases of yellow fever that may fall under
their notice—to trace the origin, progress, and, indeed, every thing connected
with the history of the disease.”

(Signed,) W. P. Hort, Chairman.
A. Hester, Secretary.

In their report for the week ending July 17th, we find the whole
number of deaths 143

;
of which 6 were of yellow fever.

In their next weekly report, up to July 24, the whole number of
deaths is 131, of which 16 were from yellow fev'^er.

In the next report, w'eek ending July 31st, the whole number of
deaths is 177

;
of which 47 were from yellow fever. In this report the

Board announce the existence of the epidemic as follows :

—

Board of Health, August 2d, 1847.

^

“ It having been well established by the observations of the physicians of the
city, that the yellow fever is now prevailing in nearly every part of it, and
further appearing by the reports of the medical men, of the public and private
hospitals, and of the cemeteries, that the cases of this disease have been
numerous during the past week, and forty-seven thereof fatal—it becomes the
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duty of this board to apprize the public, and particularly the unacclimated, that

we are on the eve of an epidemic, that the latter may prepare to absent them-

selves in time, and avoid such exposure and imprudence as may increase their

ausceptibility to the disease.”

Warren Stone, Chairman.

A. Hester, Secretary.

From this time daily reports were published in the city papers, and

the number of deaths from yellow fever for the next week was 133.

Since that time the number of cases and the mortality have continued

to increase, until at the present writing, (August 23,) the disease per-

vades all ranks of society, and the number of deaths for the past week

from yellow fever alone amounts to 324.

As usual, the lower class of society has suffered first, and to the

greatest extent. When the deaths from the fever at the Charity Hos-

pital amounted to from 8 to 15 a day, but few physicians had more than

four or five cases under treatment in private practice. It has been

remarked that there have been more cases than usual among negroes,

but the disease is evidently lighter among them than the whites. It is

worthy of remark that every form and grade of Summer fever may be

seen in our city at the present time—as mild intermittent and remittent

fever, dysentery, mild and grave yellow fever, and congestive or pernicious

intermittent, sometimes terminating fatally in the second chill. All these

forms of fever may occasionally be seen blended or running into each

other—the milder into the grave, and vice versa.

As usual, the Third Municipality or lower part of the city suffers more

than any other. Owing to the cheapness of rent, the greatest number of

poor people reside in that quarter, and besides, the principal markets

and shipping are in that vicinity, which were shown by a report of the

Board of Health last year, to be always offensive in hot weather.

The quarters which suffer in the next degree, are the upper part of

the Second Municipality, and the town of Lafayette immediately above.

The First Municipality contains a greater number of long settled and

acclimated inhabitants than any other, and consequently suffers less

from the epidemic. Whatever the influence of locality, it appears that

the lower class of society are far the greatest sufferers, and there has

been an immense influx of this class within the last five years.

In regard to the connection between the sickness of this city and Vera

Cruz, it is worthy of special remark, that notwithstanding the constant

intercourse between the Uvo cities, and the great number of discharged

soldiers returning from tfie seat of war, very few cases of yellow fever

have been brought to this place. Nor have the army invalids, during

their confinement in hospitals here, appeared to contract the disease

with readiness, notwithstanding their close proximity to yellow fever

patients. Dr. McCormick, the medical Purveyor for this place, informs

us that among five or six hundred sick and wounded soldiers who have

returned from Vera Cruz, there have not occurred more than half a

dozen cases of yellow fever. Now, there were from 60 to 100 of these

invalids entertained at the Charity Hospital after cases of yellow fever

were numerous in the house
;
and there are from three to four hundred

at Dr. Luzenberg’s Hospital, in the suburbs of the city, where therq

are usually from thirty to forty cases of yellow fever. True, the fever
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patients are kept in separate wards, and mostly in a separate building

;

yet they are close together.

As to the Ship Fever, of which we spoke in our last number, it has
nearly disappeared

;
the tide of immigration from Ireland to this city

having been checked. When it was so bad at the Charity Hospital,
many of the inmates who had entered for other complaints, and several
of the House Students contracted it. We also heard ofa number of
cases in different parts of the city. Some of our physicians are fully
satisfied of its communicability from person to person.

1.116 Weather. The summer thus far has been unusually cool and
remarkably wet. By reference to Mr. Lillie’s Meteorological Report
it Mull be seen that it rained nearly every day in July, and a good deal
in the early part of August. There has been a great deal of thunder
and lightning

;
several houses in the city have been struck, amongst

others, the St. Charles Exchange. But no injury was done.
The River is very low. There was something of a rise after the

Spring freshet mentioned in our last number, but very moderate.
We cannot close this hastily written notice of the prevailing sickness,

without a passing allusion to the ample means of relief provided for the
poor by our liberal and benevolent community. The Municipal Coun-
cils have all appointed physicians and apothecaries to visit and furnish
medicines gratuitously to the sick

;
and the different religious and ben-

evolent societies, such as the Odd Fellows, the Masons, the Howard
Association, the Hebrew Benevolent Society, &c., &c., have all estab-
lished funds, and appointed committees to seek out and minister to the
necessities of the afflicted. These poor creatures, (almost exclusively
Foreigners,) seem to be incapable of appreciating the active benevo-
lence displayed in their behalf, and often display a disgusting want of
sympathy with each other, yet this does not stay the hand of charity;
it bestows freely and expects no reward but the gratification of benevo-
lence. At a future time, if spared, M^e may furnish a more dilated ac-
count of the epidemic.

RIVER QUARANTINE.
F.

It is hoped that the towns on the river and bayous above New Or-
leans will keep a strict M^atch on the progress of yellow fever, and that
those M'hich have established quarantine regulations will have them
rigidly enforced.

HEALTH OF THE COUNTRY.
The folloMung communications have been received from our obliging

correspondents, for Mfflich we return thanks.
^ ^

Montgomery, Ala., August 15th, 1847.
Gentlemen :—We have had considerably more M^et and cloudy

weather for the last two months than is usual with us at this season of
the year, there having been about 36 rainy days, between the 10th of
June and the 9th ot August. Besides this, on many of the days in thesame interval, which were fair in town, it rained in some part of the
surrounding country, Muthin a few miles of us.
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We have as yet had a smaller number of cases of fever ol the differ-

ent types than it is usual for us to have at this season.

Below is the list of cases, made up from the same sources as the others.

Abscess 3, Apoplexy (pulmonary) 1, Asthma 1, Abortion 1, Bron-

chitis (acute) 1, Croup 1, Cholera-morbus 4, Cholera-infantum 3, Colic

13, Cataract 1, Dirt-eating i. Dyspepsia 2, Diarrhoea 23, Difficult Den-

tition 3, Dysentery 10, Enteritis 2, Epilepsy 1, Eczema 2, Erysipelas 1,

Fracture (of cervical vertebra) 1, Foreign body in ear 1, Fever (epheme-

ral) 3, do. Intermittent 38, do. Remittent 79, do. do. Infantile 4, do.

Pernicious 5, Gonorrhoea 3, Gastro-duodenitis I, Haemorrhoids I,

Haematuria 1, Haemoptysis 1, Leucorrhoea 1, Laryngitis 1, Jaundice 2,

Menorrhogia 1, Meningitis I, Marasmus I, Neuralgia 9, Prolapsus

uteri 1, Pneumonia (acute) 3, Parotitis 2, Parturition (nat.) 3, Rubeola

25, Rheumatism (acute) 1, do. chronic I, Retention of urine I, Synovi-

tis 1, Syphilis 7, Sprain 1, Scirrhus (of rectum) 1, Spinitis 1, Tinea

capitis I, Urticaria 2, Vertigo 1, Wounds (lacerated) 2, do. (contused)

2, do. (punctured) 2, do. (incised) 3, M orms 1, Whitlow 1.

Making 293 cases in all—of which 9 proved fatal, I from pulmonary

apoplexy, 2 from cholera infant., 1 from Dysenterey, 1 from fracture of

cervical* vertebra, 1 from Meningitis, 2 from acute Pneumonia, and 1 from

Rubeola.

In conclusion I would observe that an intelligent medical gentleman,

residing about 14 miles South of this place, recently informed me that

Typhoid Fever was prevailing to some extent in his neighborhood, and

though I have never myself in Alabama, met with a single case which

I was entirely satisfied was Typhoid Fever
;

still his account of the

cases of which he spoke, corresponded so well with the description of

Dr. Bartlett, and of others who have made this disease as it were a

subject of special investigation, that I should feel exceedingly reluctant

to doubt that they were such, notwithstanding a degree of scepticism

which I have for some time felt, in regard to the existence of this disease,

to any extent within the State, The gentleman however made no post-

mortem examination.

Memphis, August 10th, 1847.

Editors New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen :—Herewith you will receive the list of cases that have

occurred in my practice in the last two months.

Cases.—Angina Pectoris 1, Asthma 2, Abortion 2, BroMchitis 2,

Cerebro-spinal meningitis (acute) 1, (chronic) 1, Convulsions (infantile)

5, Colic 5, (painters) 1, Carbuncle 1, Colera-morbus 4, Colera-infan-

tum 14, Croup 2, Cynancha-Tonsilaris 1, Dysentery 18, Dysenteric-

diarrhoea 1, Diarrhoea 33, Dysmenorrhoea 1, Dislocation (elbow) 1,

Dropsy 1, Dyspepsia 6, Fever (intermittent) 12, (remittent) 79, Gonorr-

hoea 1, Gastro-enteritis 2, Hepatitis 2, Hemoptysis 2, Hysteria 2, Hema-

plegia 1, Hemorrhoids 2, Jaundice 1, Hydrothorax 1, Lumbago 1, Leu-

corrhoca 3, Mania-a-potu 1, Menorrhagia 1, Neuralgia 3, Ophthalmia 2,

Pleurisy 3, Pneumonia 3, Purtussis 1, Phthisis 4, Prolapsus uteri 3,

Parotitis 4, Rheumatism 6, Rubeola 3, Syphilis 1, Spinal irritation 3,

Spleenitis 1, Urticaria 1, Wounds (incised) 2, (contused) 2, (lacerated)

6, Hydatids-uterine 1.
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In all 263 cases, and 9 deaths. One from Chronic Cerebro-spinal
Meningitis, 1 from Croup, 3 from Dysentery, 1 from Gastro-enteritis
and 3 from Phthisis.

Compared with the cases reported the two months previously, it will
be seen that measles and mumps have subsided

;
and that the only form

ofdisease that has increased much, is remittent fever. All the cases of
remittent fever were mild. No death having been produced from that
form of disease.

For the past three or four weeks, the city and surrounding country
have been gradually improving in healthfulness, becoming exempt from
measles and its secondary complications

;
and now may be reported

as unusually healthy for this season of the year.
The spring, and the summer thus far, have been unusually cool

;
and

the amount of rain that has fallen has been unusually great.
During June and July, the quantity has not been so great, but the

showers unusually frequent. Seldom more than one or two days have
passed without rains.

The crops both of corn and cotton, are unusually well grown and
promising

;
and the quantity of vegetable matter of every kind, never

was greater in this region of country. Almost every kind of vegetation
is sdll in a growing state, and presents a large absorbing surface for the
purification of the atmosphere. The weather for a few days has been
dry

;
and the large amount of vegetable matter, of every kind, with

which the country abounds, will soon be matured, and its decomposition
commence, when a great increase of sickness will no doubt be pro-
duced.

Very respectfully,

J. S.

Pattersonville, La., August 17th, 1847.

Messrs. Editors :—This region of Louisiana has been comparatively
healthy this whole season, up to within two weeks past. Diarrhoea has
been the prevailing disease up to the beginning of this month. It has
been confined most generally to the slave population

;
the recent cases

yielding pretty readily to suitable treatment
;

but the chronic ones diffi-

cult to manage, and recurring again and again upon the slightest error
in diet or drinks, or exposure. The best treatment as yet instituted is

the internal use of quinine, opium and tannin, and a mixture of chlorate
potass in hydrochloric acid, together with vesication over the abdomen.
Since the beginning of August there have been some fever cases, both
among the white and colored population. They have been of the con-
gestive, intermittent and remittent type

;
some presenting considerable

gastric and enteric irritation. Though requiring prompt measures, they
have not been difficult to treat, and I think for the last six or eight days
have rather been on the decline. This has been a very wet season
and continues so up to this time. Should it now become dry, we are
expecting much sickness; it being generally thought, and probably
with much correctness, that wet Springs and summers, with dry hot
autumns, are generally associated with much sickness in this climate.

Very respectfully your ob’dt. servant,

R. H. D.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS.

If time had been allowed us, we might have obtained interesting re-

ports from all the hospitals in our city for the present number of our

Journal, but under existing circumstances it has been impossible to

attend to it. All of them have been full. In the month of June last,

there were admitted into the Charity Hospital 1,216 patients, the

greatest number that ever entered that hospital in the same time.

The first death from yellow fever that occurred at the Charity Hos-

pital, was on the 7th of July. From that time to the 22nd of August,

the number of deaths from yellow fever at this institution was 362. -It

is now the predominant disease of the house, and the deaths have been

as high as 27 a day. This hospital will furnish some interesting fever

statistics when the epidemic is over.

MAIN BUILDING.

June—Admitted : Males, 879 ; Females, 346. Total 1216.

Discharged : Males, 665 ;
Females, 247. Total 912.

Died: Males, 117 ;
Females, 53. Total 170.

Remaining on the 1st of July, 578.

(Lunatic Asylum, 101.)

MAIN BUILDING.

/ July—Admitted : Males, 802 ;
Females, 166. Total 968.

Discharged : Males, 754 ;
Females, 145. Total 899.

Died : Males, 126 ;
Females, 37. Total 163.

Remaining on the 1st of August, 483.

(Lunatic Asylum,' 100.)

ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR 1847.

By D. T. LILIilE, at the City of New Orleans.

Latitude, 29 deg. 57 min.
;

Longitude, 90 deg. 07 min. west of Greenwich.

WEEKLY.
THERMOMETER. BAROMETER. COURSE

OF

FORCE
OF

WIND,

QD

Quan-
ti' V of
Rain

—
Max. Min. Range. Max. Min. Range

WIND. Ratio
1 to 10 Inches.

184:7.

June - 20 84.5 72.0 12.5 30.16 30 00 0.16 N.E. 2-3/5 3 0.331

“ - 27 84.7 71.5 13.2 30.20 29-96 0.24 S.W. 2-4/5 6 1.452

July - 4
“ - 11

85.5 73.0 12.5 30.13 30-00 0.13 W. 2-4/5 7 7-545

87.0 73.0 14.0 30.24 29-99 0.25 W. 2-6/7 6 2.330

“ - 18 89.0 75.5 13.5 30.20 30.07 0.13 S.W. 2-3/7 4 2.960

“ - 25 89.0 71.0 18.0 30.16 29.87 0.29 S.W. 2-3/7 5 4.625

August - 1

“ - 8

91.5 71.0 20.5 30.10 29.79 0.21 N. 2-6/7 4 5.015

87.0 74.0 13.0 30.17 30.00 0.17 S.E. 3 1 0.050

“ - 15 90.0 73.5 16.5 30.18 30.04 0.14 S.W. 3 3 0.385

Remarks.—The Thermometer used for these observations is not attached to

the Barometer, but is a self-registering one, and is placed in a fair exposure.

Regular hours of observation, 8 a.m., 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

The Barometer is located at an elevation of 19 feet above the level of the

ocean, and is suspended clear of the wall of the building.

The Rain Guage is graduated to the thousandth part of an inch, and the

receiver is elevated 40 feet from the ground.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

—Criticisms and Controversies relating to the Nervous and Muscular
Systems. By Bennet Dov/ler, M. D.

( Concluded.)

As the present paper is but the hasty sketch of a rambler in the
realms of neurology, and not a systematic effort, I may with the more
propriety introduce, here, a few supplemental observations belonging to
an era anterior to that of Whytt, Prochaska, and Haller, which will
serve to illustrate the earlier doctrines of contractility and of the nervous
centres, with a glance at the ganglionary system of nerves as explained
at a later period by the illustrious Bichat, and by the learned Dr.
Copeland, a quarter of a century ago, and still adhered ^o by him,
together with some experiments performed while these sheets were
passing through the press.

A correct history of the medical theories of the 17th and 18th
centuries would be little more than an account of the doctrines based
on niuscular contractility, under the terms contractilitas, irritabilitas,
vis vitalis, vis insita, vis motoria, etc.

Glisson, (born 1597, died 1677,) studied the muscular system with
great care, and was the first to discover and name its most characteris-
tic and peculiar principle, namely, irritability. From the muscular fibre
he ascended to the principal organs, noticing the distribution of irrita-
bility to each, generalizing the whole into “natural, vital, and animal.
‘It IS hardly comprehensible,’ says Sprengel, ‘how this lucid and exceb
lent notion was not accepted with greater alacrity, and further unfblded
by cotemporaries.’ It has, however, since, been universally adopted •

though the explanation hitherto offered, of the way in which the nerves
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operate on this irritability, and discharge their other offices, present

only a series of hypotheses. Glisson assumed the existence of certain

vital spirits,—a mild, sweet fluid.”* Cuvier,f in reviewing Glisson’s

researches on this subject, regards him as the founder ot nearly the

whole system of physiology of the 18th century. It is not a little

curious, that the illustrious Frenchman himself, whose vast erudition

and massiveness of thought would seem guarantees against theoretical

puerilities, should have adopted Glisson’s doctrine of innervation. For

although Cuvier does not use the words “ vital spirits, mild, sweet fluid,”

he adopts the hypothesis of “a nervous fluid,”:}: adding to this several

other assumptions, still more incomprehensible, as will be seen here-

after, forming the strongest possible contrast to that ingenious, but in no

respect peculiar, generalization of his, namely, “ Natural History has a

principle on which to reason, which is peculiar to it—that of the condi-

tions of existence, commonly termed final causes—nothing can exist

without these ;—the component parts of each must be so arranged as to

render possible the whole living being, not only with regard to itself,

but to its surrounding relations. The analysis of these conditions fre-

quently conducts to general laws, as demonstrable as those which are

derived from calculation or experiment”§—a proposition which rests chiefly

upon a, priori and synthetic reasoning, but which at the same time bor-

rows or rather steals much from the experimental and inductive method.

At least, few can make any sure progress in philosophizing in this man-

ner, without being deeply learned in the experimental school. Cuvier,

for example, infers the structure of the viscera of an unseen animal,

from its claws or teeth, upon the doctrine of adaptation, or what he calls

the conditions of existence, implying contrivance, purpose, end.

The authors of the Bridgewater Treatises, who, under the assurance

of a heavy golden consideration, wrote to order, to prove the power,

wisdom, and goodness of God in the Creation, proceeded generally upon

this principle of adaptation,—a principle which is displayed in the mus-

cular system to an extent not equalled in scarcely any department of

nature they have investigated, and which even Sir Charles Bell, in his

treatise on the Hand, its Mechanism and vital endowments, as evincing

Design, does not enter upon as fully as its importance demands. It is

not a little ^curious, that St. Hilaire who wrote about the same time,

maintaining the Theory of Analogues and the doctrine of Unity of Plan,

in even the Organization of Monstrosities, (views that would seem to

harmonize with those of Cuvier, as well as of those given in Bridge-

water Treatises,) repudiates, nevertheless, all such purpose, end, aim,

intelligence, &c., as hypothetical :
“ I take care, says St. Hilaire, not

to ascribe to God any intention—Je me garde de prHer d Dieu aucune

intention. I ascribe no intention to God, for I mistrust the feeble power

of my reason. I observe facts merely, and go no further. I only pre-

tend to the character of the historian o^what is. I cannot make nature

an intelligent being who does nothing in vain, who acts by the shortest

mode, who does all for the best.” Now from the muscles of the foot

to those of the eye, the adaptation of the means for the attainment ot the

* Whevvell Hist. Indue. Sci. iii. 427-8.

I An. King. 23.

T Hist. Sci. Nat. ii. 434.

§
An. King. 23.
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end, is indubitably clear
;
the intention or purpose of nature is obviously

developed. The most complicated motions of the hand, for instance,

can be traced to the combined actions of appropriate muscles, while in

neither the individual nerves of the part, nor in the assumed impondera-
ble fluid, can there be traced by experiment or analogy, any organiza-
tion or conditions of existence, specially adapted to the infinitesimal
varieties of muscular motion. In fact, the function and the organization
go hand in hand. If the fibres of a particular muscle be radiated, pen-
niform, orbicular, or rectelinear, the contraction will correspond, whether
excited by a blow, a cramp, or a volition, while the nervous cords pre-
sent no organization, no action, no adaptation of this kind. It is here, if

any where, that what is, serves to conduct to the wherefore, the result,
the end, the purpose.

Glisson more than a century before the era of Haller, developed the
great principle of muscular irritahility, while an Italian cotemporary
made great advances in unfolding its mechanical details or eflects.

—

I his was the celebrated Borelli,* who maintained that the muscular
fibres were hollow cylinders like a chain of minute bladders. He was
the first who seriously applied mathematical calculation to explain and
to estimate the muscular force. He was the first to demonstrate the
principle, then little known, namely, that nature had guarded against
that arrangement of the muscles which economises the muscular power,
so that much of this power is necessarily lost, and that it is, in fact,
much greater than it appears to be,—the muscles being inserted, not
perpendicularly, but obliquely, at an unfavorable angle, and into the most
disadvantageous points or ends of the bones or levers to be moved

;
the

power being remote from the resistance,—all of which is now well known
to every physiological anatomist acquainted with animal mechanics.
Borelli showed, nevertheless, that this arrangement of the muscles com-
bines advantages greater and more varied than is attainable by any other.
His generalizations gave a new impulse to the Mathematical School of
that day, a school that sought to explain, upon mathematical principles,
not only the animal forces but the whole science of medicine—a school
which Pitcairn, *] a Scot, subsequently labored with zeal to advance, par-
ticularly in a work of his under the imposing title o? Elementa Medicincc
Physico-Mathematica !

Haller,^ a Swiss, the morning star of modern physiology, recognised
under the terms contractile power, irritability, vis insita, &c., an
enumeration ofphenomena, throwing a greater luminosity over this entire
field of inquiry than any other preceding writer. It is evident, that he
knew nothing of post-mortem contractility in the manner and form which
I have described. The vis insita “ is according to him excited by a
sharp instrument

—

oscillates to and fro ;
at one moment it contracts

itself towards the middle and at the next, extends itself from the mid-
dle towards the extremities, and so on for several times.” {Phys. cccc.)
In a word, Haller knew, that with a sharp instrument, a delicate ridge
could be produced, the summit of which oscillates, but soon flattens
down, and may be reproduced, as he says, “ for several times.” Now
this cannot be called a functmnal action, as the flexion of a limb. The

* 1608-1679.
t 1652-1713.

t 1708-1777.
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action which he describes as being “more powerful than any other is

the stimulus of electricity,” and says, that violent convulsions can be

produced in the muscles through the nerves of the spinal cord, (cccciii.)

Now this vis insiia or irriiahilitij as he knew, it was refered not to the

nerves or ** nervous power,” as he termed it, but to the muscle itself.

Here lies the merit of Haller, not so much in proving and developing

the phenomena, as in announcing the true principle. He relies, it must

be confessed, almost wholly upon the heart and intestines for his proofs,

asserting that “ they are exceedingly tenacious of their vis insita.^'*

(ccccii-ccccix.)—organs wherein 1 have never been able to detect, in

the human subject, any thing of the kind, except a delicate ridge from

scratching the surface of the heart, hrom half an hour to latei peiiods

after death I have searched often, but in vain, for any other motions.

Bichat, during the Reign of Terror, received from the authorities decapi-

tated criminals, for experiment, in from 30 to 40 minutes after death,

but was never able, by even Galvanic electricity, to produce motion in

these organs.

Cuvier criticises Haller for ascribing irritability to the muscle, as a

property independent of the nerves—a theory which he pronounces veiy

weak.* Yet Cuvier the at same time admits, that in many animals where-

in no nerves can be discovered, muscular motion exists, as among the ^oo-

phytes, and especially the medusas. The weakness in this case is not

with Haller. Cuvier with all his greatness, sometimes adopted theories

not at all tenable, especially in neurolog>\ Thus he considers, “ the

nerves the cause of [muscular] contraction.” He next assumes the

existence of “ a nervous fluid derived from the blood and medullary mat-

ter which secrete it,” and says, this “cannot be doubted !” He then

finishes his circle of assumptions by stating “that it is by an impon-

derable fluid that the nerve acts upon the [muscular] fibre.”]* Here,

without a particle of proof, one improbable assumption is oftered to prove

and explain another still more improbable, until the subject becomes

absolutely inconceivable, not to say absurd, and judging by analogy,

impossible. For, by no law, by no analogy, no adaptation, no plan,

can the imagination itself connect as cause and efiect any fluid what-

ever, in locomotion, respiration, sensation, thought. To say water will

run down an inclined plane to seek its level, or that caloric will cause

expansion is comprehensible, but to aver that an imponderable fluid,

that is, a fluid the weight of which cannot be appreciated by our present

imperfect instruments, can in virtue of any special organization it pos-

sesses, communicate to the nerve, and the nerve to the muscle, all the

motory variations in painting, in dancing, in running, in fencing, in sing-

ing an opera, &c., is to adopt a method of explanation which is directly

opposed to that profound intellection and rigid induction which Cuvier

generally displayed and for which he is justly admired. Haller wisely

refers “ the motive cause to a law established by the Creator

;

(ccccviii,)—though philosophically speaking, this is only a provisional

reference—a contession of ignorance—a leaving of the question open,

unencumbered by theoretical trammels, and not as some imagine to

silence inquiry, or to intercept further efforts to rend the veil which now

* Hist. Sc. Nat. TV. 233. f An. King. 23, Lond. 1840.
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hides the truth and which prevents further advances. But the most
extraordinary part of Cuvier’s series of assumptions remains to be told,

namely,—“ sensativeness and muscular irritability, are so much the

stronger at every point, in proportion as the exciting cause is more abun-
dant, and this agent is the nervous fluid, &c.” Now, I have shown that

the muscular force is not even diminished by destroying the nerves.

—

There is, indeed, no ratio between the amount of nervous matter and
the amount of the muscular forces. 1 could illustrate this principle in

the living body, in its normal and diseased conditions : one example
will suffice. Many anatomists, especially before Scarpa’s time,* main-
tained that no nerves whatever entered, into the tissue proper to the heart.

Professor Dunglisonf regards the nerves, especially the cerebral, as
exercising but a very limited and indirect action over this great organ.
Digitalis may diminish—exercise, fever, and mental perturbations
increase its action, but from the first to the last moments of the longest
life, its motion is perpetual. Answ'er, ye who slight the muscles and
idolize the nerves, how comes it to pass that the very organ which is

the poorest in nerves should be the richest in the muscular /orce ? Has
any dissector ever shown any morbid change in the nerves of the heart,

even in angina and maladies unmeaningly called nervous? Are not
nearly all diseases of the heart, as induration, softening, hyperaemia,
atrophy, dilatation, enlargement, muscular ? Ask the morbid anatomist.
Probably most cases of palpitation, angina pectoris and the like, are
attributable to spasms or convulsive cramps of the muscular tissue of
this organ.

Certain it is, that the heart’s action is not in a ratio corresponding to

its nervous matter. Borelli’s estimate, (doubtlessly an exaggerated one,)
represents the force, in the left ventricle alone, as equal to 180,000
pounds ! The muscular force of the uterus is in no respect propor-
tioned to its quantum of nervous tissue. Its irregular actions in rupture,
abortion, hoiir-glass-contraction

;
its hypermmias, its scirrhous, and

other degenerations, belong to. the muscular rather than to the nervous
texture.

The beau Ideal of the physical man, the Sampsons of our race, pos-
sess brawney masses, prominent muscular developments, with the brain
and nervous matter and the intellect and the sensibility minimized
without longing after immortal fame—without genius and without taste
in the fine arts— having much animal, but little moral courage. On the
other hand, a great development of the nervous system, large brains,
intellectual superiority, exquisite sensibility, taste and genius seldom
appear in a man possessing Herculean muscular strength. With respect
to this particular, who can believe that Homer and Milton, Shakspeare
and Voltaire, Rousseau and Pope, were equal to the ancient as
wrestlers, or to the modern boxers and tumblers in muscular action ?

The Cuvierian doctrine, that muscular action or irritability is propor-
tion to the nervous matter, its agent, is the reverse of the general
opinion and the general experience ofmankind, and contrary to Cuvier’s
owui statements elsewhere. He asserts that no quadruped approaches
man in the magnitude of his brain,f but that he is inferior to animals in

* 1746-1826. f Phys. ii. 146, et seq.
|; An. King. 4G.
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strengtli and swiftness,* that is, in muscular force. Hence the rule, to

wliicii tlie exceptions are few, namely, the muscular and nervous sys-

tems are in the inverse ratio to each other, and not correspondent.

—

Coleridge asserted that in the features of every man of genius there is

som (4 h i ng fem i n i n e

.

'.rhe obliquities in the logic of the nervous system, but too truly repre-

sents those in its anatomy, })hysiology, and morbid action. M. Sarlan-

(liere, in one and the same page, says that “the principle of motility

resides in the spinal medulla, which is the reservoir of innervation, of

nei’vous power for the ganglionic system”—of which latter, he main-

tains, that “ all the nerves of the life of relation entering the ganglia

are sensible— all passing from the ganglia are insensible
;
that they

intercept the cerebral nervous influence, and are found in all animals

having a distinct nervous system, constituting that of the invertebrated

exclusively. ”'j' Now if we turn to Cuvier’s work on the Animal King-

dom, his second great Division will be found devoted to these animals,

xvhieh he groups in six classes, with many orders and families, and,

which he describes thus: “their nervous system does not unite in a

spinal cord, but merely in a certain number of medullary masses dis-

persed in different parts of the body. Their irritability is very great,

and is retained a long time in parts after they have been amputated.”:!:

Neither the existence of the spinal cord, nor a great quantum ot nervous

matter is necessary to a great muscular force.

Prelusory to a few remarks concerning the sympathetic nerve, includ-

ing the ganglia, plexuses and their supposed functions in presiding over

the involuntary muscles, circulation, nutrition, secretion, and absorption,

it may be proper to say, that while Glisson was engaged in dissemina-

ting the doctrine ot irritahilify, his compatriot, Willis,§ was engaged in

propagating the Doctrine of the Nervous centres,—the ganglionary

masses, and, indeed, the distribution and configuration of the entire ner-

vous skeleton.

As the summit of the loftiest mountain is the first to receive and

reflect the morning light upon the dark plains below, so Bichat’s tower-

ing mind received and reflected the medical glories with which the

Nineteenth century opened, and which the bright emanations ot his own

genius increased and concentrated. But his brief life passed away like

a meteor, leaving however an enduring track of light in the medical

heavens.
II

Paradoxical as it may seem, it is nevertheless true, that Bichat’s most

erratic speculations and the least sound of his generalizations are more

or less valuable, because they are suggestive, and serve as starting

points for the inquirer. An original observer, an orginal thinker, the

massiveness and the multitude of his ideas, like a crowd hastening to pass

through a narrow door-way, embarrassed each other. An enemy to

mere words and metaphysical abstractions as exponents of things, he

generalized without limit. Was there ever before any book so exces-

sively generalized as his upon Life and DeaihV^

Bichat’s theory of the nerves, epecially of the ganglionary system

—

its insensibility, independence, and involuntary action, is of great impor-

* An. King. 45 . f Anat. passim. J 335 . i 1612-1675 . 11
1771 -1802 .
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taiice, as serving to classify a very peculiar and extensive group of
phenomena, over which he supposes the sympathetic nerve presides.

—

Now if the heart or some other organ shall be found to exercise this

assumed control, the leading conception is not the less due to Bichat.
According to Bichat,* the nervous mattter constitutes two distinct sys-

tems, whose functions have but little in common. The Sympathetic is

a separate sptem, emanating from the ganglions, each of which has a
distinct and independent action. This system he calls the organic, gan-
glionic or sympathetic which has numerous centres in the ganglia, greatly
differing from the cerebro-spinal which has but one centre, that is, the
brain. Whether the marvellous influences of Ether, lately discovered,
act through the blood, the nerve, or the muscle, may not be evident, but
one fact appears to be, if not established, quite probable—a fact favoring
Bichat’s views of the independence of the sympathetic, namely, that the
organs supposed to be under the influence of the latter, are the least
and the last to suffer, from etherization ;—though many of the reflex
school are making haste to appropriate these etherial phenomena to
their theory. The reflex anatomy and function of the spinal arcs are
alike obscure, especially in parturition, where they are supposed to be
the most clear. If the uterus be exclusively under the control of any
great division of the nervous system, it ought not to be that of the cere-
bro-spinal, but that of the sympathetic, whence it derives its principal
nerves, that is from the renal and hypogastric plexuses. If the nervous
texture of this organ be nothing else but a portion of the spinal arcs,
why does not etherization intercept its motory as well as its sensory func-
tion, as in other arcs ? If the ganglionic and every other nervous influ-
ence as the primary controlling power of the affiliated organs of the cen-
tre, be rejected,— if the doctrine of a special, yet common organization
and function be assumed, as necessary to and inherent in all, as an ulti-

mate fact beyond which it is impossible to look,— in either case, the
fundamental idea of Bichat, that is, independent action is, to a considera-
ble extent, countenanced by etherization. I may remark, however, that
the great precision—the mathematical exactness with which the action
of ether has been traced and described, must be viewed with the greatest
distrust by all, not partizans, who have studied with care the uncertainty
with which such physiological, morbid, or medicinal actions are enveloped.

Dr. James Copeland’s exposition of the gangiionary system, (diflering
but little from Bichat’s,) given more than a quarter of a century since,
and now reinforced by the late approval of the author, becomes the
more important from the fact that it contains a reflex doctrine. Dr.
Copeland says, “the phenomena which Dr. Hall has assigned to a
reflex function of the spinal cord, were fully recognized by Whytt.
Reflex actions, I denominated many years ago, (1824,) reJLex sympat^hies.'^
Dr. C. contends that Dr. Hall has only dignified with the term function
what had long before been called reflex sympathy. The former attri-
butes reflex action to the ganglial, the latter to the spinal system. Dr.
Copeland so far from limiting reflex sympathy or action to the brain or
spinal cord, or to both conjoined, refers it chiefly to the organic or

* Life and Death.

t Lancet, for January and March, 1846.
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ganglial nervous system, affirming from experiment, that after the division

of the spinal cord, “galvanic currents through the sympathetic ganglia,

affected the muscles both below and above the divided portion of the

cord.” “ As the ganglia of the great sympathetic form, says Dr. Cope-

land, an independent system, presiding over certain functions which

are essentially vital, consequently, they may be viewed as the system

and seat of organic life, and may therefore be denominated the vital

system of nerves, whose centre is in the semilunar ganglion. The vital

influence being thus produced from the centre of the body, and reinforced

and modified by subordinate ganglia, allotted to the individual organs,

according to their functions, is propagated along the distributions ot the

system on which it depends and is inherent, throughout the whole body.”*

“Contractility,” he continues, “is essentially a vital phenomenon.

This property may be divided into insensible organic contractility., into

sensible organic contractility or irritability, and into cerebral contrac-

tility,” or “ the contraction occasioned by the will in the voluntary

muscles. The first and second species result from the ganglial distri-

bution and influence.”!

Dr. Copeland maintains that “the ganglionic nerves do not originate

either from the brain or spinal marrow :—because they are observed in

the lowest animals which possess neither brain nor spinal cord,

—

because they may be distinguished in embryos before either one or the

other nervous mass can be traced, and because they are never wanting

in the fcetal state,—whereas not only have the brain and spinal marrow

been individually wanting, but the same foetus has been found entirely

without both.”!

Dr. Copeland denies “the existence of a peculiar structure or

mechanism set apart for the reflex or excito-rnotory actions, as Dr.

Hall believes.”§
Of the Reflex discovery, the Lancet affirms, “ there is nothing so

original, diffusive, developmental, grand,— it will deliver our art from the

hands of the ignorant— bring certainty out of chaos—rev<dutionize physi-

ology, pathology, remedies—and is the key, the corner-stone, the basis

of scientific midwifery,” while Dr. Hall asserts that this system “is as

definite as the action of the ordinary ray.” These are great discoveries,

if any body could understand them. It is with despair that a plain man

reads in the Lancet, that these things are too high for any intellect save

that of Dr. Hall. “ We know, says that journal, of none except Dr.

Hall himself by whom the spinal functions, and the spinal marrow are

fairlij treated of.” Now this kind of argument is well known among

the Indian tribes of North America. No one dares to know as much

as the Medicine Man. His Medicine-Bag is more wise than any other.

There is, fortunately, a greater doctor than either of these, namely,

common sense. What he cannot understand is no discovery at all.

—

Nor can he be frightened the by words physical, dynamical, imponderable,

rejlex, excito-rnotory, &c.

In the dark ages, words were more potent than at the present era.

In the 11th and 12th centuries, the State, the church, the learned--

were divided between Plato and Aristotle, or the Realists and the Nomi-

* Doc. 166-7; Read, 1820. f Ih- 169,170. t 1^. 156. §
Lancet, 1846.
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nalists. The former believed that words, or rather ideas have a proper
or independent existence, being realities, true entities, but without souls

;

the latter, that general ideas are nothing but abstractions, or intellectual

results deduced from sensations. Bitter was the dispute—fiery was the

persecution—and violent were the shocks, when one, half of Christen-
dom arrayed itself against the other, about a word, an abstraction,

—

whether an idea was an entity, a reality, or but jlatus vocis—whether,
qui in rebus, non in vocibus^ verum positam. esse ? The Nominalists
failed according to D. Stewart, because they had no experiment or pal-

pable example by which to illustrate their doctrine of the real and uni-
versal function of words, in opposition to things. The same failure

awaits reflexism. One of the greatest merits of Bichat, was his rejec-
tion of metaphysical abstractions as exponents of physiology. The
Reflex abstraction, under all its metamorphoses, throws no light what-
ever upon, nor has it any connection with, any branch of medical science,
being an idea, a word, not a thing,—not physical, but phantasma-
goria!,—not light, but a Cimmerian darkness. “ The Germans, says a
wit, possess the faculty of making the sciences inaccessible.” So does
the reflex school.

A true history of the w’orld would be, not so much a relation of the
acts of kings and cabinets, of generals and of armies, as of Words .

—

Aristotle’s ten categories reigned longer, more extensively, and more
despotically than the Twelve CjEsars. “The majority of mankind pay
an habitual veneration to words, and this species of adoration is not
exempt from fanaticism. It would not be difficult to find men who would
willingly suffer any privations and tortures, an even death, for words.
And it is almost always for want of attaching the same ideas to the same
words, that men misunderstand each other, dispute, and sometimes come
to blows.” Words, in every age, have reigned in Medicine.

“ Allow a man, says Berkeley, to make his own definitions of common
words, and it will be no hard fnatter for him to infer conclusions, which
in one sense shall be true and in an other false, at once seeming paro-
doxes and manifest truisms.” Admitting, provisionally, the truth of the
Reflex discovery,—does it belong to Nominalism, or to Realism ? Is
it a real, proper, independent entity, or an abstraction—a thing, or a
word—Dr. Hall is aware that the true Spinal System is but a cadaver
without a soul, when separated from the wmrd 7'ejlex. He, therefore,
idolizes that potent word. I will not say that he would, the law per-
mitting, like the Realists put dissenters to the torture, though he and
his friends do even now% in this age of toleration, go as far as the law
will allow—nay, a good deal beyond it.

In a late communication in the Lancet, having for its title, “ The
Anatomy of the Kxcito-Motor System, Dr. Hall exclaims, “how much,
then, is conveyed or implied in that one word Reflex !” Without intend'
ing any persiflage, I may mention a true story of a certain clown, who
was unacquainted with the reflex laws of light, and who, having as he
.supposed, a real moon in a bucket of water, killed his jackass, for drink-
ing up the same, though the poor beast had done nothing but drink the
water \vhich reflected the moon. “ But how much is implied in that
one word Rejiex

!

It performs in the excito-motory system, all the mys-
terious functions of the Zodiacal Man, pictured in the Almanac. Whether
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“ internality or externality, subjectivity or objectivity,” or some other

Germanism can reveal its hidden meaning, is doubtful. But the most

difficult part of the inquiry is, to ascertain whether it applies to a mate-

rial, or an immaterial entity, as constituting this discovery, the evidence

being about equally balanced: For, although, “the material studies of

medical men, as humoralism, morbid anatomy, pathology, organic chem-

istry,” are denounced as pernicious, the language used by that school

is of the most materializing character; “ spinal marrow, distinct

anatomy of the excito-motor system, arcs^^’ and many terms, tests and

properties indicative of materiality^ are used. The spinal cord is surely

as material as the great wall of China, but a true spinal cord is not

quite so clear in meaning, but Mephistopheles says, “ we must not be

too anxious about that, for where the meaning fails, a word comes in

most opportunely.” Is not that esse substratum or something which

goes, comes, has incidence, reflection, “ which is physical in its nature,”

which has curves, a distinct anatomy,” and many attributes of matter,

as much matter as the pyramids ? It is to no purpose to talk of parti-

cles, fluids, and the like, or even of “ dynamics.” Mere abstract power

which is described as being of a physical nature—as being also fully

discovered, mapped out, and made known, without having at the same

time substance or a substratum in which it inheres as an attribute, is

about as obsure an idea, as ever turned up in the sea of dreams.

—

Power as a separate entity, is not as “ distinct in its action as the ordinary

ray.” “ Power, says Dr. Reid, is not an object of our external senses,

nor even an object of consciousness, but a relative conception, a quality,

and cannot exist without a subject to xvhich it belongs. That power

may exist without any being or subject to which that power may be

attributed, is an absurdity, shocking to every man of common under-

standing.” Though this may be an extreme view, yet whatever may

be the reflex thing, entity, light, or power, its material or immaterial

form, its course, or curves in going to, being pictured upon, and return-

ing from the reflector, or true spinal cord, none of these could be seen

or appreciated by the senses, inasmuch as “the mysterious messenger”

would be masked and concealed in the midst of opaque muscular, bony,

and nervous masses. Its exact route, could not be seen nor mapped off.

The inductive philosophy is too naice to permit “the lynx-eyed Dr.

Hall,” as the Lancet calls him, to impose on her a mere abstraction,

for “ the second great discovery,” having “ a distinct anatomy, reflex

arcs, animal dynamics, mysterious messengers,” which by the new

regulcE philosophandi, are immaterial yet “ physical in their nature,

reflex in their action.” Now when a plain man cannot comprehend all

this, he is gravely told that “ the difficulty lies in the inductive nature of

the thing itself,” or, in other words, that he is ignorant of the inductive

philosophy, that is, of common sense, and is only fit for the execration

of future generations, as “ a laggard and an obstructor of the truth.”

It has been already shown, that the excito-motory “ meaning of the

word rejlex is not figurative^ as in politics and morals,” but literal^

physical,” and that no one had discovered or used it, in this sense,

before Dr. Hall. This he insists on in his last paper in the Lancet

:

“ The terms incident and refiex imply a real phenomenon of the most

remarkable kind.” “There is, in these nerves, some extraordinary
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recondite connection.” “The superior laryngeal sends forth some
mysterious messenger,—returns in thejust channels.'^' “ Reflex function,

with \X.s fulness of meaning, had been used, could have been used by no

onef [other than Dr. Hall.]

No one can tell whether the true spinal marrow is the reflex-acting

matter itself, or a mere passive reflector, a receiver of impressions,

—

notfiguratively, but literally, and if literally, how does the seal traverse
“ the reflex arc” to make its stamp on the medulla ? Is the seal a self-

moving one ? Is its impression, one that can be seen ? or must it be
divined ? Does it travel among transparent, or opaque tissues ? Can
one see “the mysterious messenger,” going, and “returning in the

just channels,'’’ and not in bye-paths ? How does he travel ? What is

his velocity? Being a physical, not a metaphorical personage, what
are his characteristics, distinctive features, natural history ? Whatever
this entity may be, “it claims,” according to the Lancet, “to be a great

discovery, and cannot descend to a lower title;” [though]—“the
writers of the profession still go on writing, and their so called thinkers

still go on thinking, as though the spinal marrow, as we now know it,

had no existence.” But let, no one cry Eureka ! He cannot be sure,

so long as the question of entity and non-entity, the literal and the

metaphorical, the ranine and the human are jumbled together, and the

more so, as “ all material studies render men’s minds inept” in this new
science. Never was a system more obscure—data more inconclusive,

hypothesis more unwarrantable ;—in none have criteria, direct experi-

mental proof, rational analogy, coherent, philosophical deduction, been
more constantly avoided. Its “ arcs,” like mechanical arcs, serve but

to illustrate the law in mechanics, that nothing is stronger than its

weakest part.

It may be proper to say something of the luciferous argument, {argu-

mentum ad lucem,) of the reflex school.

After a considerable slumber, the doctrine of Goethe—doubtless, at

first, an ideal reference of his poetical mind, is attracting universal at-

tention among physicians and naturalists I allude to Metamorphosis
or Morphology.* The reflex theory seems to have taken for its mor-

* Morphology, with numerical averages, promises the greatest advantages
to medical science, in solving many problems, beginning as it does, with ele-

mentary types, noticing progressive development from the lowest to the highest
formations, it seeks to appreciate the circumstances which modify the primordial
law of organization, the range of which is more limited than is generally
imagined. One of the most remarkable, and, as yet, unapplied facts, going to

show how a single circumstance may triumph over the apparently inexorable
purpose of nature in maintaining the unity of organization, is found in that
subterranean wonder of the world, the Great Cave of Kentucky. In the New
York Journal of Medicine, about two years ago, will be found an anatomical
discription of Eyeless Animals, inhabiting that Cimmerian region. The fishes

of the river Styx, in this cave, have no eyes. An unbroken Night for countless
ages, has, as it were, assumed the functions of the Creator ! has annihilated
one of the most important organs, because it was useless

!

Would the great Archceus of the Kentucky Cave, restore the visual organs
of these eyeless animals, upon laying open that vast realm to the light of day ?

The Kentucky philosophers have within their reach, in the great cave, what
Goethe would call “ the sacred riddle” of metamorphosis. If Darkness annihi-
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pJiological type or analogue, Light—a very lucid point of departure. If

the germ be so bright, how much more so the fully developed form !

The language is that of optics

—

incidence, refieciion, <Sfc., and if the

word refrangihilily is not used, the curve is. One would naturally

suppose that these terras were used in a figurative sense, but such is

not the fact. The Lancet says, “ The term refiex was, it is true, used

by some,” [before Dr. Hall,] “ but it was in the same sense as the

word is now used in morals or politics, as something secondary or

dependent.” Dr. Hall says, “ How much then, is conveyed or implied

in that one word, refiex,—incidence, refiexionfi &c.; ‘‘the ordinary

reflection of a ray of light, or the polarization oi’ a ray of light, is not

more definite “the ray of light, which is now incident, and imme-

diately afterwards reflected, is the same ray, modified, directed, and

returned by the reflector, whether it consist in locomotive particles, or

in vibration.”

With respect to this new light, there cannot be much propriety in

investigating its laws, so long as its reality as a discovery, is questiona-

ble.

Berkeley has well said, “ it is to no purpose for explaining nature to

bring forward Avhat is neither open to the senses, nor can be understood

by reason.”* Sir Charles Bell, (much as it was against his theory,)

quotes and adopts Dr. Reid’s observation concerning the nerves,

namely, that they are unhandy engines for carrying images, elastic

ether, animal spirits, vibrations, tonicity, &c.'|' How much more

unhand is the ^^trt,e” spinal marrow for a looking-glass,—not a

figurative, hut literal reflector! “definite as the ordinary ray.” By

‘which of the five senses may this “ mysterious messenger,” the morning

star, the harbinger of that effulgent day long prayed for hj the .Llscula-

pians, be recognized? Can the material eye trace its self-luminous

path, its rectelinear, refrangible, and reflex actions—its divergencies,

intensities, velocities, composition, decomposition? This light or dis-

covery “is physical in its nature, and refiex in its action,” but is

figurative. Now the literal meaning oH reflection, (the one recognized

ii” the excito-motory system) is thus given :
“ Reflection, the return or

progressive motion of a moving body, occasioned by some obstacle

which prevented it from pursuing its former direction. Now this

spinal luminosity, being “as definite as light,” like optics, ought not to

be incomprehensible to the Royal Society, nor to any other sane

society. If there be any truth in Dr. Hall’s discovery, it is of such a

nature that every man of education can attest it—can depose to its

reality before “ a court medical,” civil or military—not being the result

of prolonged and deep mathematical calculation, such as the Mechanique

Cdeste presents—not such as was required in the case of Le Verrier’s

late discovery. If there is really any thing “as definite as light,”

which goes to or returns from the spinal marrow of a frog, it is a sirnple

fact, which, whether it have any connection with Dr. Hall’s doctrines

lat.es the most complex and complete organ of the animal body, would the

Light create or restore the same, that is, the eye ? This problem might perhaps

be'solved in a few years, by the removal of some of these animals to the light.

* WKv ii, 89. Lond. 1843, f Anat. ii, 221. Am. Ed. 1834.

I
Kncy. Brit, xix, 87.
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or not, can be proved as easily, as the movements of a ship or a
locomotive,—and to make a mystery of the reality of the act itself, is an
insult to the common sense of mankind. It is in vain for Dr. Hail -to

write of “the mysterious messenger •,—his message may be mysterious,

but his arrivals and departures, 2ive facts susceptible of proof. Dr.
Hall’s discovery, says the Lancet, is physical.” Now which physical

fact has he proclaimed, the existence ’of which “ one,” but himself is

competent to recognize as a fact, leaving the explanation out of view?
Is the loss o{ resiliency, contractility, or shape in the muscles” of a
frog, as the immediate consequence of the destruction of the s])inal cord,
such a fact, as no one can perceive but himself? If his excito-motory-
system be as clear and as “definite as ordinary light,” the laws of
which constitute the most certain of all the sciences, why can no one
comprehend it?

Was there ever before a discovery which, having been completed,
systematized, epitomized in the Ibrni of tables, maps, and axioms, and
published, no one but the discoverer could comprehend. Columbus,

.Harvey, Galvani, .lenner, Franklin,—all made discoveries ;—Drs. Jack-
son and Morton, ot Boston, discovered the new uses of ether in suspend-
ing the painful sensations hitherto incidental to surgical and some other
operations, but, as in all other true discoveries, intelligent cotempora-
ries possessed themselves not only with the whole discoverv, but con-
firmed, extended and perfected the same—an easy achievement, after

genius has made known the true path to knowledge. In this reflex
discovery alone, the contrary rule holds good. No one can understand
or apply it. This failure is charged to envy, jealousy, and malice !

—

The Lancet says, “Theie can be no doubt, whatever, 'that Dr. Marshall
Hall is half a century in advance of ids cotemporaries.” A popular
English Author says, “ woe to the man who precedes his age

;
awful is

the duel between Man and the Age in which he lives.”

The reflex school reproaches England with being behind other coun-
tries in adopting this discovery. If this be so, it is one among many
proofs, that Englishmen are very much prejudiced in favor of common
sense or mother-wit. From Shakspeare to Scott, and from Bacon to
Brougham, this it is which constitutes the charm of their literature.

The following enumeration, by the-Lancet, gives ten true and two doubt-
ful disciples, as “ early advocates” of the discovery, namely, Muller,
Flourens, Sharpey, Smith, Barlow, Simpson, Grainger, Clark, Van
Deen, Budd,—with two later converts, of whom it is said,—“ it would
be well for Dr. Carpenter and xMr. Newport, if they could wipe out their
former opposition by their later conversions.”

Never having seen the newly discovered agent of the excito-motory-
systern, “physical in its nature,” I cannot say that it is, or is not iden-
tical with, or analagous to, light, but, I presume it is only the Fata
Morgana, or that sort of light described in Hudibras :

“ Whate’er men speak by this New Light,
Still they are sure to be i’th’ right.

'

’Tis a dark-lantern of the spirit,

Which none can see, but those who bear it

:

An ignis fatuns, that bewitches,
And leads, men into pools and ditches.”
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Sternutation or sneezing is, evidently, a most important branch of

reflex-science. It is a dernier resort, especially with the C^lile of that

school
;
the sneezing influence is theii epidemic arguement. To sneeze

is a great matter
;

its import is stupendous. But this is nothing new.

One of the earliest and most universal customs of mankind was that of

praying to the Deity for the safe deliverance of, and a benediction upon,

every one who happened to sneeze
;
and, this too, by people, who, per-

haps, never prayed upon any other occasion.

Homer considered sneezing as belonging to Astrology :

^ ;}: * «« Telemachus then sneezed aloud,

* * Ilis nostril echoed through the crowd,

The smiling queen the happy omen blessed.”

Puck, and other fairies, in the mid-summer night’s Dream, regard it

as belonging to comedy—
“ And waxen in their mirth, and sneeze and swear.”

The Miltonian explanation is a 'physiological or rather a sanitary

one : „
“ Harmless, if not wholesome as a sneeze.

But the reflex school regards sneezing as the dispeller of all doubts.

Sneeze and believe. In order to know the eternal reasons, the hidden

mysteries, the inscrutable secrets of nature, it is only necessary to sneeze.

A learned Professor and a worthy citizen of New Orleans, does me the

honor to say—“ Surely, our author, during the course of his life, has

taken a pinch of snuff, and had a good sneeze therefrom.” Most true,

but whether this good sneeze was a reflex, a direct, or a rectelinear

operation I neither affirm nor deny positively, not knowing. It is, how-

ever, a circular argument, to affirm that the sneeze itself is a competeiit

witness of its own modus operandi, or the very thing in dispute. Is it

not surprising, that, as this sort of evidence always existed, the discovery

was not made long ago 1 The number of sneezes must have been im-

mense before Dr. Hall’s era. While writing this page, I was called to

aid at the debut of an infant, which during the first ten minutes of its

extra-uterine life, performed the three principal reflex acts almost simul-

taneously, and with prodigious force ; it cried, coughed and sneezed,

but I could not discern any physical agent marching to or from the true

spinal cord, in an arched manner, “as definite as the ordinary ray.”

All nations, and all genders, ought now, since the discovery has, at

last, been made, to be able to testify as to the reflex nature of sneez-

^or my own part, I am a Nosarian, as a noseless man could not

sneeze, though “ the respiratory arcs” might be in the best possible con-

dition. In The life and opinions of Tristram Shandy, is an excellent

account of a long nosed stranger, whose arrival at Strasburg created

an excitement and controversy very like the present one. The disputes

of the vulgar, though intense, were not more so than those of the faculty.

The doctors could not admit that the stranger’s nose could be as large

as was represented, because, it “ would have destroyed the statical

balance of the foetus in utero, and have thrown it plump upon its head

nine months before the time.” Another party ai’gued, “ that there was
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no cause in nature, why the nose might not grow to the size of the man
himself.” This was answered, by showing, that there could not be
nutrition for both mortification would ensue, the nose would fall off

from the man, or the man inevitably fall off from his nose
;
that there

was a just and geometrical arrangement and proportion of the human
frame to its several destinations, offices and functions.” “The logicians
began and ended with the -word Nose ; and had it not been for a peiitio

principii, which one of the ablest of them ran his head against in the
beginning of the combat, the whole controversy had been settled at
once. A nose, argued the logician, cannot bleed without blood,”

—

I

[and, is necessary to a “good sneeze.”] “God’s power is infinite,

cried the Aosarians
;
he can do any thing. He can do nothing replied

the Anti-nosarians, which implies contradictions.” One maintained
that a nose might be as big as the steeple of Strasburg. This was
answered, by showing that a middle-sized man could not wear a nose 575
feet long

;
but no one argued that the spinal marrow was the exclusive

seat of “ a good sneeze,” nor, that the nose itself was a mere superfluity
in that operation.

As to pathological sneezing, I will help the reflex school to a case,
which is, for their views, the most favorable one that I know,—thouo-h
by no means damaging to mine. A worthy printer, a patient of mine,
had frequently suffered from sudden and prolonged paroxysms of sneez-
ing, which sometimes seemed to endanger his life, and which alternated
with haemorrhoidal attacks. The premonitory symptoms were fulness,
stuffing, and engorgement of the nasal passages. How the eeeentric
morbid reflex action “of the respiratory arcs,” and of the anal “arcs”
mutually compensated each other, acting at remote points of the “true”
spinal marrow, leaving all the intervening “arcs” unaffected, while
“the mysterious messengers” were running up and down “by two
lines,” most perpendicularly, is quite so “definite as the action of
the ordinary ray.” Besides, it must be borne in mind, that the 7nodus
operandi of the sternutation is, as already mentioned, the precise ques~

I lion in dispute, in which the sneeze itself caniiot be a competent witness.
When the credibility of the witness is questioned, do we take his testi-

mony in order to decide whether'^he ought to be believed ? Is a sneeze
in the United States bound under the constitution to criminate itself?
By which of the five senses is the physical matter, with the inward and
outward course of the sneeze traced, that is clearly seen, going first

fiom the nose to the spinal cord, &c., then back, before the sneezing
explosion can take place ?

The reflexians take for granted— for proof they give none—that the
whole science of obstetrics is but an embodiment of their system, “ Dr.
Marshall Hall, says the Lancet, has himself declared that it will one
day form the very basis of scientific midwifery—constitutute an entire
department of the medical art—the key—the corner-stone,* etc.; now,
all this, “physical in its nature, reflex in its action,” is done, not by the
common material spinal cord known to anatomists, but by a true spinal
cord known to Dr. Hall alone. A lecturer on Midwifery, in London,
Mr. Smith, who has, according to Dr. Hall, made out of this reflex

* Lancet, Nov., 1846.
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discovery a department peculiarly to Ids own, testifies in effect, that

the whole science of obstetrics comports or adopts itsell precisely to Dr.

Hall’s theory, and is, therefore, the reflex Ideal, Actualized—an incar-

nation of “the imponderable, the i)hysical, the dynanaical. Mr.

Smith deposes as follows: “The act of parturition never had been

and never could be studied properlg as a motor function,^ until the

discovery of the spinal marrow by Dr. Marshall Dali! Ihe spinal

marrow is"^ the central presiding; organ. All the chief physiological

uterine motor actions are reflex in their nature.”* What is the

proof? Nothing but a few obscure, meaningless experiments upon

frogs, turtles, and salamanders, not even in the’ act of parturition, but in

the last emony—in extremis and under the stimulus of thunder, &c.

Call you this the discovery of the spinal cord ?

Without pretending to know anything of parturition in the latitude of

I.ondon, I can affirm” after having witnessed many acts of this nature in

Virginia, and in New Orleans, that if anything reflex—any “ mysterious

messenger” ever travels to or from the true spinal cord, “as definite in

its action as the ordinary ray,” I never could see it. This phenomenon

must be peculiar to London. It is believed that no one in America

will testify to this fact—'‘^physical in its ‘nature
’^—before any court

medical or obstetrical. There is, however, a very inexact method of

testifying to
^ physical facts; suggested by Mephistoplieles to Faust,

who ‘hesitated to bear testimony as to the reported death of Martha’s

husband: “Is it the first time in your life that you have borne false

testimony? Have you not confidently given definitions of God, of the

world, and of whate'i^er moves it? And looking fairly at the nature of

things, did you—you must confess jmudid not—did you know as much of

these matters as of Mr. Schwerdtlein’s death?”

Assertions ai’e easily made, but when unproved and improbable, they

ought not to have much weight. The spinal marrow, not less than the

brain, heart, and soforth, is doubtlessly necessary to ^natural labor,

though both reason and experience teach that the expulsive power in

that great hollow muscle, the uterus, is not refex, but the direct, inhe-

rent act of its muscular tissue and function, other organs contributing

only in a secondary manner. The uterus, like other muscles may act

after death : in Moreau’s late work on Midwifery, he relates the case

of a parturient woman, whom he was called to see but not arriving

until after her death, he proceeded to turn and deliver. The uterus

contracted perfectly, and expelled the placenta completely.
.

I have

observed, not only an apparent resistance to the introduction of the

thermometer into the rectum, but a partial expulsion of that instrument,

not to mention defecations in cadavera, under circumstances not admit-

ting of a very satisfactory explanation from the expulsive power of post-

mortem gases and the like, though, it must be confessed, that this kind

of proof is equivocal.

Early in the last century, when midwives were more ignorant than

they are now, they attended only to the placenta, which, immediately

after accouchement, was forcibly pulled away, destroying thereby many

lives
;
Ruysch directed that the practice should be discontinued, declar-

* Lancet, May, 18 IG.
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ing that he had discovered in the fundus of the uterus an orbicular

muscle, [detrusor placentce,) whose special business it is to expel the

placenta,* drawing the surface of the uterus by a gliding motion from

the corresponding surface of the placenta, thus separating it and casting

it off;” the existence, as well as the function of this muscle. Bell

admits,f because Ruysch saw it, adding, that he had “ nearly an abso-

lute reliance on the observations of that author. The editor of Cuvier’s

work,:]: denies the existence of any such muscle, and considers it as alto-

gether incomprehensihle that nature should place a muscle in an organ,

which is itself only a muscle.

The reflex school does not seem altogether exact in their neurography,

in claiming the uterus for the true spinal marrow exclusively, for anato-

mically speaking, this viscus is vastly dependent on the sympathetic

system for its nerves. The operation for the removal of placentce

retained by hour-glass contraction which I have several times performed

without pain or ill consequences, illustrates Bichat’s notion of the little

sensibility of that system of nerves, with which the great organs of the

centre are connected.

§

There can be no doubt that the expulsive power in parturition, is

essentially a muscular effort. The nervous system, including of course

sensation, its great function, usually dies in advance of the muscular—an
opinion, which, independent of experiments, it would not be difficult to

support. It may be sufficient to say, that many writers could be

quoted, proving, as above stated, that after the death of the mother, the

uterine action has continued, resulting in post-mortem births—the chil-

dren being usually dead. It is out of the question to regard such

deliveries as the result of post-mortem gases, or of any merely mechani-

cal force.

Reflexism affects an admiration for Numerism, though, as yet, noth-

,
ing has appeared to justify this Arithmetical pretension,—no exact his-

tories, no numerical analyses. Dr. Hall dedicated his Lectures on the

Nervous System to the father of numerism, M. Louis—a book of 2,000

I

or 3,000 sentences, with about one thousand divisions, duly marked
with numerals, but not a single case or experiment in a tolerably com-

I

plete form to compensate for a great many assumptions. The British
^ and Foreign Review,

||
justly remarks, that Dr. Hall’s researches “are

in absolute contrast to M. Louis.” “There is not, we repeat, the

slightest attempt at a physiological or numerical consideration” etc.

—

Dr. Hall must, therefore, admire Numerism by way of contrast to

Reflexism. Coleridge must have had a glimpse of this kind of admira-

tion, when he asserted of connubial bliss, that ‘a contrast of character

* Hist. Sci. Nat. ii, 405. f Anat. and Phys. \ Hist- Sci. Nat. ii, 515.

\
It is the ceroax uteri, not the fundus which possesses acute sensibility, if I

may judge from obstetrical experience. In asserting that no ill consequences,

or even pain has resulted from this operation, I by no means dissent from Dr.

Fenner’s views of the management of retained placentae, set forth in the last

number of this Journal—a few lucky cases do not form a rule. My first case

of hour-glass retention was in the country. I was forced to act in order to

escape, if not a lynching, at least the condemnation of a dozen of ladies. After

passing the os tinccc, no sensibility was experienced.

1! January, 1847.

HR
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is essential to happiness.” M. Louis’ facts relate to man ;—Dr. Hall’s

to reptiles. M. Louis gives appropriate names to his books, as Yellow

Fever of Gibraltar, Phthisis, Typhoid
;
Dr. Hall calls his experiments

on the most inferior animals. Human Physiology,—The Nervous Sys-

tem,—The True Spinal System—Excito-motory System,—Pathology

and Therapeutics of the Nervous System,—Scientific Obstetrics ! M.

Louis gives facts, physical changes, an account of all the organs, with-

out bias or selection
;
Dr. Hall gives opinions, confines himself to one

organ chiefly—to imaginary reflex functions, arcs, lines, curves. M.

Louis generalizes his facts,—Dr. Hall his opinions. The former gives

analyses of his histories,—the latter of his hypotheses. Louis builds

upon arithmetical averages
;
Hall, upon reflex abstractions. L(»uis

copies from nature,—Hall from Hall. Louis can be understood by

others—Hall by Hall only. Louis philosophises upon the thing,—Hall

on the word Reflex. Louis’ studies being material, lie within the

realms of sense—Hall abhors these as pestilential entities, “ rendering

the mind inept” in comprehending the reflex discovery. The former

numerizes, reasons, and makes a free will-offering from his scientific

treasury, without attempting to coerce his confreres; the latter dogma-

tizes, anathematizes, and would, the law permitting, “crush as vipers”*

all dissenters who believe not in him, or rely on any other reflex name

but his.

As illustrative of the morale, as well as of the method of argumenta-

tion in the reflex school, I subjoin, with reluctance, the whole of Dr.

Hall’s famous communicationj* in the New York Journal of Medicine

for January, 1847
,
enclosing the words of the editor in brackets. I do

this, because the following, as well as some preceding remarks, cannot

be otherwise intelligible, and, because this is an average specimen of

the means resorted to in order to intimidate oppositionists.

Hitherto the reflex thunder has been directed against others, rather

than myself. This is remarkable, because the denunciation of European

oppositionists was based, not on their dissent to the reflex system, which.

* Dr. Hall gives an anonymous letter from Paris, in the Lancet, from “ the

first physician of our day”(?) averring that “the reflex actions of the spinal

marrow are regarded in the Academy of Medicine as an established fact

whereupon Dr. Hall breaks forth against Her Majesty’s United Kingdom, thus

:

“ In the midst of the attempts at detraction here, it is a relief, &c. The viper

detraction is only just crushed
;
being cold blooded, it has been very tenacious

of life.” (Juhj, No. ’47.)

f [Marshall Hall and Dr. Dowler.—We have received a communication

from the able author of the “ reflex doctrine,” complaining of the language em-

ployed by our correspondent, Dr. Dowler, in the May number of our Journal,

and especially of the imputation of “ Materialism,” imputed to him by Dr. D.

This charge is denounced as] “ cowardice and calumny, refuted by anticijia-

tion, by
§ 9, &c. &c. &c., of my work on the Diseases and Derangernents of

the Nervous System. The rest is as little founded in truth, moral or scientific.

Many have been the attacks on the poor reflex doctrine, but none to compare

with this last, and not one with one fact, or sound argument against it, Dr.

Dowler’s inclusive. Many and great are the efforts being now made here to

sustain the Status of our jirofession. I am sorry that you should have sanc-

tioned by your name, in any way, what must be certainly considered an attempt

in a contrary direction.”
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indeed, they generally admitted, but on their denial of Dr. Hall’s assumed
claim as the discoverer thereof. My experiments, taking the same
point of departure with Dr. Hall’s, show that his fundamental doctrine

cannot be true
;

it was reasonable, therefore, to suppose that I should

have incurred the maximum of displeasure—I say reasonable, because
in the logic of this school, the most conscientious men, who cannot
believe in the reflex dogma, are denounced as felons, as the numerous
readers of that able periodical, the Lancet, must have observed

;
the

Royal Society, for example, is represented as a band of conspirators,

allied together for the criminal purpose of preventing the extension of
“the second great discovery—a discovery which is destined to revolu-

tionize the whole science of medicine,” and to bring in that more than
millinnial glory, which, the most imaginative TEsculapian, never yet
dared to predict, since “ man’s first disobedience which brought death
into our world with all our woe.”

What does Dr. Hall mean by “the Status of the Profession, to sus-

tain which many and great eft()rts are now being made ?” Does he
mean that dynamical spiritualism, that moral force and beauty, known to

erudite Heathens, as honestum,—To xaXov? Zrd&ig, status, state, stand-

ing ; the moral sublime—the eternal fraternization of all faithful tEscu-
lapians,—is this the enterpretation ? .Is this the Status?

The very best rule that can ])e adopted in doubtful cases, in verbal

and doctrinal criticism, is after giving the literal meaning, to give

examples showing how the writer applies the rule himself. The Status,

then, by this rule signifies in its practical, that is its reflex sense, that

Dr. Hall and his adherents are not amenable to the law of libel,—but
have a right, or a ca 'te blanche, to call about nine tenths of the medical
professsion, that is ail dissenters from the reflex doctrine, the following

names—sometimes in the singular, but generally in the plural ;
“ Lag-

gards, obstructors of the truth, consummately mean, impudent, ignorant,

physiological Dogberrys, worms of the Nile, foiled disappointment book
worms, calumniators, abominable and false slanderers, wicked, foolish,

malignant, bitter, envious,—like the kiss of the ancient lady, to all

comers,—cowards,—unable to comprehend the reflex function,—dam-
ning serpents biting the file after the teeth are all gone—deserving to

be tried before a court medical,”—not to mention other epithets without
number

;
such epithets as bad men seldom, if ever, apply to the greatest

felons, even after sentence has been pronounced against them,—^yet

these are the choice phrases used to designate that brilliant constellation

of worthies now shining in the medical heavens. In the reflex vocabu-
larly alone, is found such an exhibition of the status, of the moral
sublime.

“ Many and great have been the efforts to sustain the status of the
profession, here, says Dr. Hall. It may be so. But the success seems
“ to grow small, and by degrees beautifully less.” The word status, in

its reflex meaning, is therefore but little better than that by which
Goethe characterizes the French language, in his Wilhelm Meister

:

“ is a language of reservations, equivocations and lies
;

it is SLperflidous
language. Heaven be praised ! I cannot find another word to express
this perfide of theirs. Our poor treulos, and the faithless of the English
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are innocent babes beside it.” The excito-motory style was not known

to Goethe.

The following propositions are, it would seem axioms with the Lan-

cet, (and here the style changes :)
“ Dr. Hall stands alone in the modern

history of real and legitimate discovery.” “ Of cotemporary names, who

by their own egotisn^ or the vanity or partiality of their friends have been

placed in competition with our author, it is scarcely necessary to say a

word. For any actual competition there never was any chance. Dr.

Marshall Hall has always been too lynx-^ed, and too far in advance of

h's cotemporaries for this.”* Let the reader always remember that this

discovery relates to frogs and turtles, and can be as well tested by a

“first course student,” as by any man, howsoever learned he may be,

as “ it is physical in its nature,—reflex in its action a discovery,

which if true of frogs, does not prove the reflex doctrine even among

them, excepting in a special state, &c., and if it did, must be limited to

the single, artificial condition of the particular vivisection, and which can

no more be received into human physiology, than the other peculiar

habits and functions of those animals.

Why should dissenting physicians, who cannot conscientiously receive

“ this as the second great discovery,” be nothing but “ cowards, lag-

gards, obstructors of truth,” whose very memories shall be accursed by

succeeding generations ? Do these propagandists remain ignorant of the

fact, that medical faith is an involuntary act 1 If, in the language of Dr.

Hall, the discovery is “as clear as the ordinary ray,” disbelief is impos-

sible. Can any one doubt the existence and action of “the ordinary

rayf’ If, as I contend. Dr. Hall’s experiments have no more connec-

tion with his doctrine, than they have with the ebbings and flowings of

the tides, are not some doubts allowable, nay, unavoidable 1 In offering

fifty or sixty histories, not of frogs, but of bonajide men and women,— ^

an humble offering, it is true—have I done Dr. Hall any personal

wrong—committed a mortal sin] If my experiments nullify his on

frogs for all the purposes of human physiology and pathology, am I to be

blamed] Had I anything to do in forming the laws of Nature] A

lover of scientific truth does not regard as a calumny, or a caning, an

attempt to investigate the physiology of the muscles, even though the

result might show the fallacy of frog-experiments, when applied to man.

Is it a virtual assault and battery, to show that all that Dr. Hall can do

with the true spinal marrow, aided by electricity, I can do ten times

better without ? Is it a crime to show the traveller that he has mistaken

his way]
The great efibrts made, and means used, to pass this assumed dis-

covery upon the world for a bona fide one, naturally begets a suspicion

that it is only a counterfeit: “M. Say relates a story of a woman, who

for a wager stood the whole day on one of the bridges of Paris, offering

' * This kind of philosophy is very common among our Indians. If the

Medicine Man, such as Tecurnseh, the Great-Bear, Black-Hawk, ^ Walk-m-

the-Water, consult his Medicine-Bag, every body must submit: “for, (in me

language of the Lancet,) actual competition there never is any chance

;

me

medicine man is too lynxed-eyed, too far in advance of his cotemporaries for

this,” and his Medicine-Bag is equally potent with Dr. Hall s true spinal mar-
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to sell a five franc piece for one franc, and (naturally) not finding a pur-

chaser.”

The spinal cord, to say nothing of its equivocal physiology, is the

obscurist of all organs in its pathology, and the least certain source of

diagnosis, except to Dr. Hall., who .at a late meeting of the London
Medical Society,* informed that Body, that “the spinal system had
become the source of all diagnosis—a gift and boon conferred on the

art of knowing and curing diseases—taught the nature and value of

symptoms—was our sole diagnostic;”—and then kindly added, “ for the

correction of a certain weak and ignorant set of persons who wrote__.and

spoke foolishly upon the subject,” that “no one knew or understood the
' subject, who had not seen with his own eyes the actual experiments”

—

all of which the society accepted with meekness—no dissenting voice

was raised
;
but speech after speech was made, in favor of Hallism and

nothing else. I will not call this fanaticism, nor orientalism, but scio-

lism it must be
;

for if Dr. Hall’s most accredited expounders can be

relied on, “Ahere is not another person who understands, and fairly

treats of the true cord, its discoverer excepted.” The doctrine is here

reiterated, namely, that no one can know or understand the discovery,

unless he sees with his own eyes Dr. Hall’s reflex experiments! All

other believers, therefore, must believe without any evidence whatever;

and still worse, no one but the discoverer can comprehend these experi-

ments, even after seeing them I Hence all physiologists must conduct

themselves like sheep. Here, a little explanation may be necessary for

city doctors, who have not observed the habits of these animals. In the

hilly portions of the country, where the fences arc generally con-

sisting of a series of salient and retiring angles, it often happens on the

slope of a steep hill, that the Bell-Wether, in jumping a fence, strikes

the top rail, and thereby precipitates, perhaps twenty pannels into the

plain below, especially if the fence be wet at the time. Now, although

not one rail be left upon another,' each sheep of the entire flock, instead

of relying on his own senses, and walking quietly-over the prostrate

fence, will jump just as high as his Leader jumped, to the great danger
of breaking his neck.

As to my charging, Dr. Hall with Materialism, and which he bravely

calls calumny and cowardice, I can only say, that it is a pure fiction of

the John Doe and Richard Roe kind, serving only to give him an occa-

sion to -refer to a work of his. I have quoted Dr. Hall as saying that

the true spinal cord “ is the sole seat of all the emotions., passions, and
appetites. But I have not said that he was a materialist. j: The
Pantheists, materialize the Divinity whom they consider literally as the

All, the Whole, the Aggregated Universe. Berkeley denied the existence

of Matter altogether, maintaining that the mind with its ideas, alone,

had any positive existence. Yet Pope ascribed to

“ Berkeley, every virtue under Heaven,”

* Lancet, Aug. 1847. f ISiervous System 4 to. 96, 71.

I Whether a materialist or an immaterialist in physiology be the greater
heretic, is a quiddity,, worthy of the study of one

Who can “ distinguish and divide

A hair ’twixt South and South-west side.”
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though he was an immalerialist. A German writer approved Diderot

for saving, that the Monadcs would one day unite and form a God, it

one did not already exist. I fully acquit Dr. Hall of atheism, panthe-

ism, materialism and monadism
;

but, at the same time his spinalism

is equally absurd. His distinct anatomies, physical dynamics, spinal arcs,

mvsterioLis agents, passions, reflections, incidences, curves, true spinal

cord, &c.,'seem at times both material and immaterial. On the whole

his system inclines, not to materialism, but to immaterialism ;
indeed it

is declared expressly, that ‘’all material studies render men’s minds

inepd' to Dr. Hall’s studies !

The reflex school greatly mistakes the proper method of making con-

verts. Does Dr. Hail think that the medical public <^an he coerced into

a belief of his hypothesis ? Does he really adopt the logic of Hudibras ?

“ Some have been wounded with conceit

;

And died of mere opinion siraight

;

Others, though wounded sore in reason,

Felt no contusion, nor descretion.

* * * * * +

But since no reason can confute ye,

ril try to force you to your duty,

For so it is, howe’er you mince it,

As ere we part I shall evince it.

And curry (if you stand out) whether

You will or no, your stubborn leather.”

The Falstaffian philosophy, of giving no man a ‘‘ reason on compul-

sioid' is more rational. There is, it seems, but one method of escaping

the wrath, and of securing the good will of these fiery reflexians, who

swear by Dr. Hall’s theory ;—it thus explained by Dean Swift :
“ It

is an easy and short way to obtain the reputation of a wise and reasona-

ble man, wherever any one tells you his opinion, to agree with him.”

The whole ot Dr. Hall’s argument concerning the “ Status of the

profession,” when interpreted according to its reflex meaning, is this :

to proclaim Dr. Hall’s few frog and turtle experiments as constituting

that o-reat discovery “ destined to revolutionize medical science,” is to

“ sustain the status of the profession”—to ofler an host of experiments

pul ..

to mention a vast number not yet published—the individual acts of con-

traction, of these sixty cadavera, amount by estimation to one thousand;

amputation, the division of every discernible nerve, the destruction of

the spinal marrow and evisceration, were performed in a sufficient

number of these to establish the law to which there is no exception, and

which overthrows the fundamental doctrine of Hall, narnely, that the

«pinal cord has no influence whatever upon the contractility of human

bodies recently dead. Now if these cases had been given, however

falsely, as so many proofs of Dr. Hall’s discovery, nothing would ha\e

been heard of this “ status,’' &c.

In a word, I say with all the fearlessness of truth, that my experi-

ments disprove, as far as the human body is concerned, the reputed dis-

coveries of Bell, Hall, and others, who ascribe to the anterior roots or to
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the true cord, of to the sympathetic, or to any other portion of nervous
matter, the force necessary to muscular contractiofi. My experiments
are direct—the force I apply, on an extended arm, is towards the centre
of the earth—the effect produced is in the opposite direction— is con-
trary to every other known force or motion, and is that appropriate to

the function of any given muscle ;—all is clear, definite, unequivocal,
and unlike that obscure 77?^/<277ge of frogs, and convulsions, and elec-
tricity. which constitute “ the second great discovery.”
The Lancet charps Bell with “the singular and deplorable weak-

ness of not mentioning, in all his works, the name of Marshall Hall.”
Is there any weakness in this ? The veteran vivisector had labored
long in the field of experiment, without obtaining delinite and positive
results illustrative of human physiology and pathology —was he bound,
therefore, to rely on inferior evidence, and 'to believe the “physical
nature” of reflex impossibilities ?* Having failed in the experiments
necessary to establish his own “ Nervous Circle,” was he bound to
replace it with “ arcs, lines, distinct anatomies, the mathematics of the
nervous system, Euclid, definite as the ordinary ray”—the mere mysti-
fications, physiological travesties, kaleidoscopic views and dissolvent
scenes of his own labors, baptized by the attractive names of Excito-
motor-system—Reflex system—a system which localizes in the true
spinal cord, with an host of healthy, morbid, curative, obsterical agents,
entities, actions, and functions, includihg “the emotions, appetites, and
passions,” and which must be a perfect pandemonium

—

“Black spirits and white, ‘

Red spirits and grey,

Mingle, mingde, mingle, \
' Ye that mingle may.”

As Harvey’s great discovery nearly ruined his ))rivate practice, owing
to the ooposition which it brought from his professional brethern, some
condemning it as an innovation, others maintaining that it was known
before, so Dr. Hall s potent abstraction seems to have had a similar
effect. The Lancet says, “we have heard Dr. Marshall Hall say, that
if he had been devoted to physiology before he had established himself
in practice, he should never have succeeded at all. Sir Charles Bell
had the same story to tell; he has left it on record, that after every
step in his discovery he was obliged to work harder than ever, to pre-
serve his reputation as a practitioner.” “ This discovery met a better
fate” [than Dr. H’s.;] he had to complain not of black balling, but that
his papers appeared without exciting attention

;
but his time'came, and

suddenly, as he says, alter reading a paper no better than the rest, a
cumulative reputation, worthy of ail his labors, burst suddenly upon him,
and he stood confessed the head of anatomy and physiology at that
time. Knighthood followed.”! And it may be added, that Victoria 1 .

pays his widow a pension for this same discovery.

* This word is not too .strong. Had 1 space, I could show, that, until the
laws of nature be changed, much in reflex experiment and deduction is phys-
ically impossible, being not a discovery, but a revoluliori in the constitution of
nature.

t Dr. Copeland has lately remarked, that “Dr. Hall’s doctrines have been
more advanced by his supporters than by himself, as the opinions admitted by
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It is pretty evident that the “ second great discovery” is looking up

for “the honors of H^nighthood.” Hence, the intolerance towards all

who oppose the excito-motoiy system.

Post-mortem contractility presents an important point of departure—

a

dynamical type for studying the physiology of motion, serving at once to

ascertain and fix the uses of each mus<-le, and to develope the leading

but peculiar force inherent in all the contractile tissues. It may seem

contradictory to study a living function or principle, in a dead body.

—

Did Goethe intend a satire on the physiologist where he says in Faust

“ De who wishes to know and describe anything living, seeks first to

drive the spirit out of it

;

he has then the parts in his hands

;

only,

unluckily, the spiritual bond is wanting In the present instance,

however, the general or popular death, leaving as it often does the mus-

cular force alive, aids this investigation, in several respects, chmfly by

insulating this force from an host of vital and modifying complications

derived from the mind, sensation, circulation, respiration, &c.
;

thus

preparing the inquirer to rise to higher and more complex laws in phy-

siology. The study of the muscular force will probably end in, or serve

as the prelude to, a great dynamical discovery in the organic, like that

of gravitation in the inorganic world. Professor Whewell says, “ many

anatomical truths have been discovered, but no genuine physiological

principle. All the trains of physiological research have begun in exact

examination of organization and function, and have ended in wide con-

jectures and arbitrary hypotheses. Hitherto we have had to tell of the

failures of physiologicalspeculation.”** ^ j i

It has been already said, that the flexions of the forearm afford the

best myological type for physiological post-mortem dynamics : Thus

the biceps and brachialis being inserted into the most unfavorable ends

of two levei-s, must act to the greatest disadvantage,—that is nearly all

the foi-eai-m, not to mention the hand with weights in the palm, lies

beyond the point where the force is aqiplied
;

in other words, the resist-

ance is remote fi*om the force. This resistance is aided by friction at

the fixed end or elbow, by incipient rigidity in some, and by the anta-

gonistic muscular foi’ce and physical elasticily or resiliency ol the oppos-

ing muscles in all cases. The small angle at which those muscles are

inserted, diminishes, to a great extent, their force, percussion probably

does not excite all portions of the muscle at once
;
besides it is presumed

that great obliquity in the insertion is a bar to the equal and the simul-

taneous action of all the fibres, particularly in such a muscle as the del-

toid. Now if we admit the dynamical principle that as much force is

lost on the fixed, as on the moving end of the fore-arm, it follows, that, if

the fore-arm and a body placed in the palm shall weigh ten pouncs,

the force exerted to carry these to the perpendicular must be equal to

about two hundred pounds placed at the point of insertion. The physi-

him were either obscure as if he had himself seen them only through a haze,

or they were successivelv inconsistent with, or different from, those previous y

published. May they no longer be tortured by their overfond parent, in hopes

of bestowino- upon them that decent form which they are incapable ol receiving.

(Lancet, 1846.)

* Hist. Ind. Sci. lii. 431-3.
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ologica) antagonism of the muscles, is really no hypothesis : I have
known it more than once to extend the arm spontaneously, immediately
after the subsidence of the flexor-paroxysm of contraction. The few
cadavera on which I have experimented the present year, have not pre-
sented this most curious phenomenon, and I find my notes, as to this
particular, very indefinite in former years ;—whether the extension
reti-ngraded by the same route in which the flexion .advanced—whether
any massive knot took place in the triceps, .with other questions, require
further elucidation.

It may be doubted whether these and similar questions, will be satis-
factorily solved by electrical experiments upon animals, now strangely
named Electm-PhysioTogy—a study to which the distinguished Proles-
sor Matteucci, of the Univerity of Pisa, has given much attention. In
a recent communication to the French Academy, he terms the eight pro-
positions which comprehend the whole of his speculations, nothing more
than “ some hypothetical ideas,"" and which I reduce to a single sen-
tence, namely : There is a nerx^ous fluid existing in, and generated
hy the muscles, whence it is diffused to the NERVEs/rom their extreme-
ties to the brain, where it is subjected to the will. Here all is reversed,
neurography, myography, physiology,—the origin, direction, and distrb
bution of the nervous force. Now I propose, not as “a hypothetical
idea,” but as an indubitable verity which I have fully established, to
reject all circumlocutions, and to name this force, what it really is, a
peculiar and inherent property of the muscular system, which, in the
voluntary muscles, during life is subject to the will, which often remains
for hours after death,-^which may be called into appropriate action by
percussion, and which, if I may judge from the published statements of
electro-physiologists, cannot be proved in a satisfactory or natural man-
ner by exciting, or combining it with an electrical force. What a
perversion of language, what, an inversion of logic, to call the nervous
fluid a muscular product, or to call the muscular force a nervous fluid !

This is infinitely more than I could ask in behalf of the muscles
; but

without admitting that the electro-physiological method is at all conclu*
sive, I must confess that this theory is still more simple and much nearer
the truth, than the usual one—namely, a hypothetical fluid which does
nothing but hand over its power to the nerve,—which latter can do
nothing only to hand over power to the muscle, by aflerent and
eflerent routes, &;c.

‘
•

The following supplemental observations on post-mortem contractility
were niade with the utmost care, amid the excitements incidental to an
epidemic, which, for many weeks has every day struck down as many
victims as might be expected from the daily shock of hostile armies *—

This season, meteoiologically speaking, is healthy—historically, mortal •

ceasele^ss breezes loaded with ceaseless sighs
; a balmy temperature, with

fiery plagues; refreshing showers, with scalding tears; starry nigiits, with

hSr""
'ghts flickering m the chambers of the dead. The mornfng breaks

br ghtly
, the afternoon is overcast with thunder-bearing-clouds, which evening

f
in banky masses tringed with red, shimmering in the setting sun^while, funeral marches blacken the streets—while the dead carts, loaded withvictims, coffin rumbling upon coffin, pass on, without a single mourner. Eventhe strong mind of Johnson, quailed at the idea of dying unwept. Philanthropy

39
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No dissection was deemed necessary. I take for granted, that in no

case does the destruction of the brain, the spinal cord,* the great sym-

pathetic, the nerves, viscera, produce any diminution of tlie muscular

force. Having arrived at this result by direct experiment, nothing

remains but to investigate the physiological dynamics of the muscular

system. This I do not propose to engage in at present, but simply to

offer a few new experiments, with some remarks, not having time to

copy old ones, much less to entertain speculative views upon the subject.

It may be proper to state that the cadavera experimented on, were the

victims of the now prevailing epidemic which has already more than

decimated the unacclimated portion of the p6pulalion of New Orleans.

I. August 8th, 1847. J. E,, resident 15 days—sick 9 days—dead

30 minutes—experiments lasted for one and a half hours alter death.

The mercury soon reached 101^ in the axilla, and remained stationary.

During this "period about twenty flexions of the forearm took place from

percus'sing the biceps, after having placed the limb at a right angle

with the cadaver
;
the fingers rested over the centre of the chest or

abdomen. The contractility after having been apparently exhausted,

was, after some time, reinforced spontaneously without frictions.
^

A
blow upon the middle of the pectoral is major, caused a rapid, but slight

jerk of the middle portion of the shoulder joint downward and forward

—

a rare phenomenon
;

for although this muscle is very contractile, the

weight of the cadaver makes the shoulder a fixed point. The muscular

7iis^-\ or effort is generally strong, but for motory purposes unavailing.

If friction, pressure upon the upper end of the humerus, and the weight

of the forearm could be obviated, the complex action of this muscle could

readily be demonstrated. On semi-flexing the thigh, so as to bring the

knee nearly to the vertical, the leg hanging down, clear of the floor,

and percussing the rectus femoris, the foot and leg were instantaneously

carried nearly one fourth of the distance towards the vertical, but

returned as quickly by its gravity. The cadaver was now turned over

on the face theflexors of the leg were percussed—a strong nisus, but

no flexion took place. ^
and Science, busied " in the labors of love,” are mute as to the essential

cause of the epidemic. No changes of the weather can be designated as satis-

factory causes of the prevailing mortality.

The highest temperature at sunrise in the air, was for July, 78°, for August,

790 in my office 82^° and 83^ 0
;
in the ground, in a grass lot, 6 inches deep, at

3 P. M. 83*0 and 82° ;—the river at sunrise, 85f 0, and 86°
;
at 3 P. M. 85f

and* 860. The River in 1845 and 1846, reached in August, |o higher than in

1847. The diurnal range of the river is hardly appreciable—generally a frac-

tion of a degree. There occurred in the present year the most extraordinary

chancre of temperature that I have ever noticed in the river; on the 9th of

August, at sun rise, the river gave 86®—the Levee 71®—the street 79®
;
on

the 13th the river was 83°—the 18th and 22d, 83io_the 29th 85®

;

Sept. 1st,

It might be well for the reflex school who spinalize almost every function,

to call to mind that competent authorities might be cited, showing that children

have been born with neither brain nor spinal cord. Can they point out a case

in which the entire Ganglionic system of nerves was wanting ?

t It is necessary to use some such term to prevent confusion, that is, to dis-

tinguish tke eflbrt, from its accomplishment. The eflbrt may be intense, 3
el

many causes, chiefly rigidit\q may prevent motion.
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II.— the same time, J. W., born in Boston, aged 34, resident 9
months, dead two -hours, had rigidity of the neck and abdominal muscles,
with a temperature for half an hour of 102^° in the axilla, and 105^^
in the rectum, while the muscular nisus in the pectoralis and biceps
was strongs producing massive knots, but no functional motion.

III.—On the same day—J. E., a German, aged 30, resident 18
months—died at 4 p. m. The experiments began in half an hour, and
lasted an hour and three quarters. Caloricity.—Axilla, 5 minutes
102^—5 m. 1030—10 m. lOS®

;

rectum, 13 m. 104^o. axilla, 5''m.
102^0—5 1020

;
rectum, 5 m. 1040. Capillary Circulation.^—

The veins of the arm were collapsed. A ligature was applied as in
ordinary blood letting, though somewhat tighter—the veins became
distended as in the living body, though the position of the arm was
varied by elevating and depressing it, and finally, by turning the cadaver
over

;
at all elevations, the distention continued with but little variation,

though it was greatly augmented by moving the muscles of the forearm,
as in ordinary blood-letting. The arm without ligation presented no
venous distention. Contractility.—The arm was extended

;
the biceps

was percussed with the ulnar edge of my hand—the arm arose to the
perpendicular; the handle of the hatchet M^'as used at intervals upon the
same spot, and with a Similar or rather increased effect, three or four
times, after which the muscles appeared to be completely exhausted.
These blows covered about one inch of the length of the flexors. I
then took a piece of plank, wide enough to extend about one inch on
each side of the exhausted part of the muscle ;—each blow for a con-
siderable period caused much more perfect flexions, the hand being
always quickly placed on the breast

;
finding at length that the force

was declining, I took a wider piece of plank, covering the whole length
of the biceps,—upon using which, the contractions were more powerful
than ever, until about twenty flexions took place. Exhaustion now
quickly ensued. At 5f p. M.,.the neck became rigid. A blow caused
strong and prolonged nisus^ with a large dense knot, lasting nearly a
minute before relaxation occurred, but without changing the position of
the limb. The thigh, as in case I, was semi-flexed ;—a blow over the
rectus femoris, produced similar effects.

IV.—August 20, 3 p. M.; air of the house 88 N. B., born in
France, aged 45, resident 18 months—dead one hour. Cadaveric
hyper(B7nia,-\ well marked—on turning the right or left cheek towards

* See an allusion to this subject near the close of this paper,

f This was comparatively a slight case of posl-mortem hyperccmia, scarcely
transcending the average, and falling short of many. This change often
begins, even before death and during the agony in dependent parts. If the
cadaver be turned on the face, in a few minutes after death, it will in many
cases become so discolored as to look nearly black, especially in that portion of
the tissue which was the most flushed or injected in the early stao-e of the
disease. The vast import of this change, which in many bodies allows the
blood immediately after death to run through the capillaries like a seive, flow-
irig and re-flowing from side to side, by simple gravity, has never been appre-
ciated in pathology nor in morbid anatomy. A pathologist, wedded to the
gastric theory of fever, cannot see without a profound sensation, the faintest
discoloration of the mucous membrane, even one or two days after death, while
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the floor a dark red congestion of the skin took place in the dependent

parts, ill from three to five minutes, and so of the limbs and body.

Ca/oriczVy.—Axilla, 3 m. 1021°—5 m. 102^—5 m. 103»—5 m.

103® ;—rectum, 5 m. 103|°—2 m. 1031—30 m. axilla, IO25®- 10 m.

10210 Contractility.—Flexion of the right arm was made artificially,

the hand of which was made to rest on the floor, between or beyond the

left ear and shoulder, the elbow having been elevated nearly over the

wind-pipe, so that the arm could not return, except by overcorning the

force of gravity equal to tfie entire forearm, not to mention the inciden-

tal friction, which the result showed to be great.' A blow widi a piece

of plank upon the upper part of the triceps and the outer third of the

deltoid, caused the extension of the arm, though considerably short of a

right angle with thebody
;

the forearm was dragged obliquely over the

breast, flexed upon the arm, the semi-flexed fingers raking the chest;

the hand came to rest on thje floor near the axilla. The experiment was

repeated several times with a similar result. The motion was probably

due chiefly to the outer portion of the deltoid. The flexors, (perhaps

always stronger than the extensors in the dead body,) did not act with

much force:—a blow with the hand raised the forearm about ten

deo-rees above the floor—with a plank ninety,—but the elevation be

came less and less from repetition. Thrde hdurs after death, a nisus

only remained.

August 21. A. J., born in England, aged 45, resident 9 months

dead three quarters of an hour ;—observations ended the 3d hour

after death. Ca/onci7?/.^Axilla 5m. 104®—5 m. 1041®—5 m. 104|®

3 rn. 105®—2 m. nearly 105"
;
rectum 5 m. 102^®—5 m. 102^®

;

axilla 10 m. 1041®—5 m. 104^®—2 m. 104®. Capillary circulation,

the same as in III. Contractility.— blow with the hand caused a

complete, but slow flexion, occupying a number of seconds hand

was carried to the outer end of the collar bone, where it was allowed to

remain five minutes, when the limb was again extended. A bar of iron

about six inches long, Aveighing exactly twenty-one ounces, was tied m
the palm, extending to the tips of the fingers—percussion was flowed

by a slow, but uniform motion—the arm arose to the perpendicular

the hand with the weight descended gently to the middle ot the breast

bone. The force was so constant, the motion throughout its semicircu-

lar path so equable, that it was comparatively easy to estimate its velo-

city. It might seem incredible, that the hand, the arm, and the iron,

should not be greatly accelerated by the force of gravity, after passing

the vertical ;
it might be expected that they would, from the two forces

coinciding, fall heavily and with increased velocity upon the chest, and

not gently, as was the case :—Explanation is scarcely cornprehended

within the scope of this paper
;

yet, some of the phenomena in this case

call for one. The following is offered as probable, if not demonstra-

tive. The distribution of the muscular force tends to antagonize mus-

his subject, if turned on the face for a short time, say from two to ten minutes,

will, at a few paces distant, look nearly like a negro—a discoloration whicti is

despised, because it is in the skin ! In morbid anatomy, as in practice, an

exclusive theory ends in sciolism. The subject here alluded to requires a

distinct essay, being a pathological and an anatomical as well as a post-mor em

and a physical alteration.
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cles whose functions are opposite, giving a tone or passive contraction,

so as to form an equilibrium so long as this power is latent and equal.

Percussion destroys this equilibrium, this latency, causing an accumula-
tion of free force like free caloric or positive electricity. This excita-

tion induces contraction,—flexion, for example. In the mean time, the

latent muscular force as well as the elasticity of the antagonistic mus-
cles, the extensors, resist this excited force, more especially after the

hand has passed its culmination, and is descending upon the breast, by
which these antagonists, are put upon the stretch, so. that their physi-
ological or muscular. force, combined with their physical, elastic or resi-

lient force, may so augment as to equalize or modify the induced and
gravitating ‘forces resident irr the flexors. ,Hence, the sum of all these
forces or the resulting force, is uniform

;
the hand passing through equal

spaces in equal times. Herein is seen a beautiful combination of physi-
ological and physical dynamics upon the principle' of mutual compensa-
tion—an aggregation of forces maintaining towards each other definite

ratios—elasticity and gravity, a latent and a free force, resulting in an
uniform motion. Many circumstances, however, often occur to derange
this harmony of forces. It is sufficieiit to mention rigidity.

After an interval of ten minutes, percussion was repeated—the iron
bar being still in the palm :—the arm arose towards the vertical about
45 degrees,—the induced force was insufficient to complete its orbit

;

but instead of tailing back to its original position, agreeably to the law
of, gravity, the hand was defected diagonally towards the hip, which it

came in contact with near the floor, illustrating the same law of com-
pound forces, that is, the free or positive force was modified by the latent

antagonistic force, and by the forces of elasticity and gravitation, result-

ing in a physico-vital force,
,
the mean of all these motory elements can-

joinqd.

In less than five minutes all motion ceased in the arm
;
but in half

an hour its contractile power had returned, and the arm was raised as
in the preceding experiment, but each succeeding elevation diminished,
until the force appeared to be entirely expended again, when the experi-
ments ceased, though, possibly, the contractility -may have been re-
inforced afterwards.

VI.—August 28. A. R., dead half an hour. Caloricity.—Axilla 5
m. 100 0—5 m. 107|o—5 m. 108 « nearly. Contractility.—This was
moderate, but increased for a time. In two hours it declined considera-
bly. The right arm was now carried over the throat to the left,' and
was placed as in case IV

;
the deltoid and a portion of the triceps were

struck. The arm, dragging the flexed fore-arm across the chest, was
extended, but lacked twenty or thirty degress of forming a right angle
with the body. This experiment was repeated several times.

VII.—August 23. J. F., born in Ireland, aged 19, resident 9 months
;

well proportioned, the bony and muscular systems rather predominant.
The Agony.—Nearly pulseless

;
eyelids slightly parted

;
eyes upturned

;

the pupils, contracted
;
mouth open, the under jaw forcibly drawn down-

ward
;

respiration irregular, with loud stertor, causing the larynx and
wind-pipe to descend and ascend to a great distance, with much force

;

the breathing became more difficult, and more limited to the bronchial
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tubes and trachea
;

total insensibility. In about half an hour the eyes

opened with a stare, which continued until death
;

the globes oscillated

to and fro with great rapidity, doubtlessly from the involuntary contrac-

tions of the recti and ohliqui muscles, but so quickly that it was impos-

sible to decide at any instant which set acted. These oscillations or

tremblings of the eyes were preludes to a general rigidity or tetanic

stiffness of the neck and trunk
;

in about ten minutes, the muscular

equilibrium was for an instant broken, that is, the antagonism of the

right side was overcome by the mtscles of the left
;
the body curved

laterally, and the eyes lost their parallelism at the same time. This

muscular agony lasted from thirty to forty minutes, during which a

series of indescribable wave-like contractions of the muscular fibres

were seen to pass beneath'the integuments, chiefly on the trunk. No
entire muscle seemed to act at the same instant, but portions of its fibres

oscillated convulsively and irregularly
;
sometimes in undulating lines,

which trembled along their summits. These agitations, which were

the most striking in the muscles of the eyes and of the chest, continued

to augment
;
the respiration became more and more limited to the air

tubes, in which, mucosity accumulated, causing rattles. The skin of

the face and neck became congested and cyanosed. The muscular con-

vulsion having reached its acme, gradually declined, each fibre trem-

bled less and less. The respiration was now wholly tracheal. The

pupils now dilated enormously. The impresssion produced on the

observer’s mind was that of a muscular convulsion, in which each

muscle, if not each fibre had a particular agony of its own. The death

of the lungs and heart, that is, the respiration and the circulation seemed

to have been caused or at least accelerated by this general muscular

spasm. The breathing and muscular agitations ceased for more than

a minute, when an universal muscular convulsion or rather a shock ran

over the entire body—a few respiratory gasps, not extending to the

lungs, followed. The muscles ceased to quiver. The agony had lasted

three quarters ofan hour. Death was complete.— caloricity ;

Axilla 10 m. 110«—-10 m. IlOp
;
hand 5 m. 107 <>

;
axilla 10 m. 110«.

Death.
‘ Ante-mortem rigidity.—The under jaw \vas depressed by an appa-

rently constant force, during the entire agony, keeping the mouth open.

This was not a relaxation or falling of the jaw, but an active contrac-

tion of the muscles which depress it—a phenomenon, which I have seen

several'times in both adults and children, hours beforedeath from fevers,

not to mention a similar appearance in infantile lock-jaw. The rnoment

the breathing ceased, the nurse, a strong man, attempted to bring the

jaws .into contact
;
the fingers were placed on and near the base of the

nose and on the cheeks, the thumb under the chin ;—force was applied

several times for about a minute, but with little effect. The rigidity

had evidently set in before death. I have more than once observed in

the abdominal, especially the recti muscles, a similar ante-mortem rigidity^

which seemed to have reached nearly to its maximum during the agony.

Post-mortem Axilla, 25 m. 110^°—10 m. 110«
;
bend of

the arm 107". The cadaver was now carried to the dead house

—

stripped—laid out in a sheet. Pupils now but little dilated
;
general

rigidity; the muscles of the abdomen were rigid
;
thumbs strongly flexed
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within the semi-flexed index finger
;
the other fingers were strongly

bent into the palm, requiring great force to stiaighten one at a time.
After a number of efforts, during which the muscles and ligaments made
a cracking noise, the rigidity, which was great, was finally overcome
at both the elbow and the shoulder joints; the limb was artificially

flexed and extended several times. The arm was now extended—the
biceps struck. The flexion was perfect. The hand was carried to the
abdomen with an uniform motion, three times. The fourth blow pro-
duced no effect. The heat of the axilla, an hour after death, had des-
cended to 107|” only.

This case may appear to contradict an assertion in the preceding
part of this paper, namely, that the

.
mortis and contractility are

contraries. Perhaps this language'is too strong, or rather not suffi-

ciently explicit. For although rigidity is an insuperable harrier to

contraction, it does not always imply the absence of the contractile
force. At the same time, the occasional coincidence or co-existence of
these forces furnishes no proof whatever of their being identical in
nature. Many fa^s and reasons could be adduced to show that they
are wholly different, even when contemporaneous. But this is not
necessary in a matter which is self-evident. I have on a former occa-
sion published cases illustrative of the aberrations, not to rhention the
spontaneity of contractility, showing that it may decline in the cadaver
for a time and then revive

;
and that the muscular of the biceps

may be strong without moving the forearm, owing to the rigor mortis
prevailing simultaneously among the pronators, supinators and extensors,
fixing the elbow joint. Rigidity and the contractile force, in its latent
state, may for a time run parallel with each other, without affording any
presumption of identity. This coincidence in point of time is- supposed
to be a fact wholly new, and opens a field for speculation. Broussais
regarded contractility as thefimdamental principle of life: “ Contrac-
tility and sensibility are the evidences of the living state : contractility
belongs to all the fibres

;
sensibility is one of the modes of action of the

encephalo-nervous apparatus.”* The rigor mords has been viewed as
the extinguisher of contractility, and, therefore, as the most certain sign
of real death, putrefaction excepted. Is not this erroneous? • The rigor
mortis^ like a strong man, hinds the weaker hand and foot, but this does
not necessarily kill him. The cords will prevent the latter from walk-
ing, but db not prove him to be dead or without motory force. In the
same way the contractile force may be bound by the rigor mortis, so
that percussion and electricity shall utterly fail to develope the natural
phenomena inherent in the muscular tissue. If, therefore, contractility
be the test of life, or life itself, its absence cannot always be inferred
from the fact, that contractions do not folloM^ the application of galvan-
ism

;
or in other words, the great majority of the learned, in asserting

that contractility, especially when excited by galvanism, is the test 5*

life, or rather its absence the test of reality of death, assert a hypothesis
only. It is remarkable, with respect to the nature of many recondite
principles or ultimate facts, as death for example, that the learned and
unlearned stand on a pe'rfect equality, philosophy may without shame

* Princip. Phys. Med. 10. Prop. vi.
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or reproach adopt, in many instances, the popular notions concerning

the nature, if not the laws of life, death, etiology, gravitation, matter,

mind, force, muscular power, &;c*

Dr. Reid regards as self-evident, that active power exists as an attri-

bute, but '‘whether it can exist in a subject which has no thought, no

understanding, no will, is not so evident. Des Cartes thought matter,

and a certain quantity of motion given to it by the Almighty at first, to

be all that is necessary to make the natural world. Leibnitz conceived

the whole universe, even the material part of it, to be made up of mon-

ades, each of which is active and intelligent, and j)roduces in itself, by

its own active power, all the changes it undergoes from the beginning

of its existence to eternity.”* No force in nature approaches the mus-

cular force in the light of a independent and positive existence
;

in fact,

it may be not a mere attribute, but an entity (though imponderable and

invisible) in which attributes inhere, many of which have been already

mentioned; motion is one of its conditions;— it may be increased,

diminished, exhausted ;—it may oppose or coincide with that simplest

law of matter, inerticB

;

it bears no resemblance to chemical attraction

or gravitation
;
both of which are attributes of matter, constant and sim-

ple. But far be it from me to call such speculations, discoveries.

[tin uterine diseases, the organs secondarily affected, are for the most

part, those affiliated with the ganglionic masses and their cords. A
young married woman, now convalescent from an attack of yellow fever,

afflicted for several months -with prolapsus uteri, complains chiefly of

gastric and jesophageal symptoms. Not long since, I was called to see

a negress, for seventeen years a slave in the family of a merchant of this

city. During her treatment, (for cholera,) it was ascertained that she

had prolapsus uteri, which had existed many years. This woman, aged

about 35, can give no account of the origin of the prolapsus
;
and never

having made known her situation, she probably thought it was natural.

I have not met with any case of reported prolapsus so complete as this,

not even in Madame Boivin’s works. The vagina is completely inver-

ted
;

its tissue nearly white and dry like the skin, as is the uterus. The
latter is of the usual size, and is quite as external as the male scrotum.

Menstruation is regular, the mammae normal. Her mistress, (an accom-

plished and humane laxly,) had observed that this slave, though generally

healthy, occasionally became suddenly indisposed, and once fainted.

Doctors were called in, and the girl was treated for disease of the heart.

The symptoms did not indicate eccentric or other disease of the spinal

cord, but disturbances among the organs associated with the ganglionic

system. I have never seen in any disease vomitings so obstinate, as in

some cases in the advanced stage of cancer of the uterus. Now accord-

ing to the reflex system, all these maladies are, or ought to be eccentric

diseases of the cord. Eccentric tetanus, eccentric convulsions, &c.,

might be expected, or at least, strongly developed secondary spinal affec-

tions.]

Cases I and II, in which the phrase. Post-mortem capillary circula-

* Es. 1.

f This paragraph was omitted in the proper place. It relates to the reflex

•speculations on obstetrics.
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tion is used,* by no means give a tolerable illustration of the doctrine
indicated, in relation to which, I possess ample experimental proof.

—

Although I am engaged in preparing a medical work which absorbs my
time, yet, the reception which my “ Researches on Post-mortem Calo-
ricity”-r—“ Researches on Post-mortem contractility,” &c., have met with,
is a strong inducement with me to ofler before many months, “Researches
on Post-mortem Capillary circulation,”' not so much to establish its

physiological truth, as to develope its fundamental importance in the
pathological anatomy ot fevers, and, indeed of most other maladies of an
acute character, in which hypera3mia, cpngestion, inequilibrium of the
blood, constitute a leading principle —all of which may in a few hours,
nay a few minutes after death, be moditied, or even obliterated by the
post-mortem action of the capillaries. Whether the experiments and
the doctrines of the post-mortem capillary circulation, which I may offer,

will draw upon me another controversy, time will show.* Lest a ques-
tion ol priority should arise, I now state, that my experiments began inr

1841
;

the germ ofthe doctrine, illustrated by a number of cases, will
be found in the Western Journal of Medicine, for April, 1843.

There is a grand hiatus to be filled up in physiology, pathology, and
morbid anatomy, comprehending the agony, the general death, and the
first hours thereafter—a brief era, which, nevertheless, presents a con-
centration of phenomena, not to be learned thirty-six hours after death,
(the usual period of European dissections)—a period which presents
three principal points of departure, namely, caloricity, contractility, and
capillary circulation, jiot to mention gravitation, ^imbibition, coloration,
and other changes antecedent to putrefaction.

I intended to conclude with a rapid survey of the functional and struc-
tural diseases of the contractile tissues

;
but this paper is already too

extended.

I will only add, that among the earliest symptoms of yellow fever, is
a muscular aching like that which follows excessive exercise,—described
by the patient as soreness of the flesh, as if tired all over, particularly
in the gre'at muscles along the back which sustain the trunk, and in
those of the legs. In the latter, cramps are not uncommon. This
muscular malaise is not simply a loss of force or debility. The patient’s
strength often is considerable until the close of life

;
ne vertheless, as a

preventive and as a means of cure, perfect muscular quietude is of the
utmost value. Muscular apoplexy sometimes takes place in yellow
fever, impeding motion, and causing much uneasiness, and even pre-
venting the extension of the limbs. Masses of coagulated blood are
found among the fibres, but more generally in the interspaces of the

* I can scarcely hope that the reader will admit, to the fullest extent mv
dislike to controversy, seeing that I have been so much engaged in it

;
yet

*1

have never acted without the advice of those who were more competent Vo
judge than myself; though, my friends are not, of course, answerable for the
manner in which I have acquitted myself. The controversy, as to the orimn-
ahty of my researches on Febrile Caloricity has resulted in the magnanimous
concession of the chief point contended for by me, in opposition to Dr! Kankinff
of London, as may be seen in that gentleman’s valuable Abstract ; fii 246*
June, 1846,)—thanks, to the disinterestedness of Professor Lee, of New York’
and to the Editors of the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

’
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muscles, varying in quantity from minute points to several pounds. The
fibre is never pale

;
on the contrary its color is usually increased. No

lesion of the human body is more curious than that of the wuscular tis-

sue of the bowels, in fevers of an acute character in New Orleans, and

although I have the materials for ascertaing its proportional, or rather

its approximate frequency, I have not the leisure to count. This lesion,

chiefly, of the caecum, colon and rectum, consists in thefirm contraction

of the bowel into a round cord, elastic, white, bloodless, obliterating not

only the cavity of the great intestine, but even its notchings, pucherings,

OiXid sacculatedpouches. Another lesion, that is, intus-sussception, though

less frequent, is doubtlessly a muscular disease or irregular action of the

muscular coat of the small intestine. A careful dissector will occasion-

ally, perhaps frequently find from two to six complete intus-sussceptions

in the same subject—one portion of the bowel having descended within

another several inches.

[ give a case from memory, not having time to search the original

MS. A stout, young.Scot, taken with the yellow fever in the evening,

was soon after bled largely by an apothecary, and was freely purged

with senna and salts. Next morning his physician ordered that blood-

letting should be repeated, until fainting supervened. This required

fifty, four ounces of blood. In the evening I saw the patient. He said

he was sinking and would die, that he had a strong nisus or straining

in his bowels since the blood-letting, but could pass nothing. His

strength was such that he got up, and endeavored in my presence, for

ten or fifteen minutes, to evacuate the bowels, but in vain. He died

during the night. The post-mortem examination, which I made the

next morning, showed that the bowels were Completely empty, but

obstructed by six intus-sussceptions.

II.

—

Obstetrical Memoranda. Partial occlusion of the Os Uteri during

Labour, treated successfully by Incision. Rigidity of the Os Uteri

treated by Injections of Belladonna. By A. H. Cenas, M. D.

Rigidity of the os and neck of the uterus during the course of labour,

is by no means a rare occurrence, and offers sometimes no incon-

siderable obstacle to its safe accomplishment. But it is not, generally

speaking, a dangerous complication, and is in a great majority of cases

easily overcome by appropriate general or local means. Th^^’e is,

however, a source of rigidity sometimes met with, more serious in its

character and exercising a more important and sometimes fatal influ-

ence upon the progress of labor
;

I mean rigidity with more or less

complete occlusion of the os uteri. This rare condition may be con-

genital, blit it is more often the result of previous disease of the parts,

occurring as a consequence of protracted or instrumental labor—and

when met with must be boldly treated by free incisions—otherwise

exhaustion, laceration, or extensive and fatal sloughing may take place,

either before or after the labor is accomplished. In the course of my

obstetrical practice, I have met with but one such case—and in which
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I pursued the bold practice above alluded to with the most satisfactory

results.

The patient was a young woman of about 25 years of age, who had
been the subject of instrumental delivery in her first labor, the result of
which was inflammation and sloughing to a serious extent—I found her
advanced to about the 4th month of her second pregnancy, and suffering

under active uterine contraction, with considerable haemorrhage.

—

Examination per vaginam detected a preternatural hardness of the
whole neck, and the os uteri which was dilated to about the size of a
dime piece, conveyed to the finger the sensation of a firm structure—the
uterine contraction having not the slightest effect upon it. As her
pulse was firm, and skin hot and dry, I bled her “acZ diliquium” and
kept up the impression with nauseating doses of tart, emetic for nearly
six hours, without effect. The pains, however, increased in violence,
and an arm of the foetus was actually cut off by the sharp and firm edge
of the os uteri and expelled

;
fearing the worst from such powerful and

unavailing contractions, I determined to incise freely the structured os
uteri, which with the assistance of my friend. Dr. Le Monnier, I effec-
tually accomplished, and had the satisfaction of seeing the balance of
the foetus expelled in a short time afterwards. My patient suffered very
little from the operation, and soon recovered her usual health.

Simple rigidity, as 1 said above, does not often resist general means,
such as venesection,* when the patient admits of it, or nauseating doses
of tart, emetic either with or without opium. But sometimes even these
means fail, and then we have a precious recourse in belladonna, which
in my opinion and experience dilates the os uteri as rapidly and effec-
tually as it does the pupil of the eye.

Case 1.—I was called to Mrs. G., aged about 19 years, in labor
with her first child, she had been suffering already nearly 12 hours, and
the os uteri thick, hard and dry was dilated scarcely more than the size
of a half dollar piece—pulse being full and skin dry, she was bled to
fainting, and the impression kept up with tart, emetic. But discovering
little or no effect after the lapse of six hours, though the skin had
become cool and relaxed, I applied belladonna freely, and in little more
than one hour the labor was over.

Case 2.—Was also a primi para, and the patient, aged about 20
years, had been in labor about 14 hours before 1 was sent for. I found
the contractions active, and the os uteri about the size of a quarter dol-
lar, thick and hard, though the head was low down in the pelvis. As
general means seemed here indicated also, I bled usque ad diliquium
and gave solution of tart, emetic, without effect for nearly 4 hours. A
liberal application of belladonna, as in the above case, terminated the
labour in less than one hour after its use.

Case 3.—Was a premature labor, 7th month of gestation, and was
brought on by a fall. The patient had been in active labor under the
charge of a midwife before I was sent for. I found the os uteri dry,
hard and diffused, and open to the extent of about half a dollar. Tart!
emetic used as in the other cases, producing no effect, I resorted to
belladonna, and as pains seemed flagging, gave ergot—under the com-
bined influence of which the case was terminated in little more than an
hour.
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Case 4.—Was also a premature labor—patipnt a prime para and

term of pregnancy about sixth month. Uterine action was brought on

by a fall, and the contractions had been pretty active for several hours

before I was called. On examination, found thexommon dryness and

heat, the head desceiiding rapidly in the pelvis, covered by the hard and

rigid neck, and the os uteri felt so small and wiry, that I feared incisions

would be necessary.

The bleeding and tart, emetic to nausea and the effects kept up for

some time, seemed to produce some influence upon the parts—but after

a few hours, finding no further benefit resulting, I applied the bella-

donna
;
which in this case seemed to act more readily than in any

previous one in which I had used it, for the labor was terminated in

little' less than one hour after its application—showing its rapid influence

not only upon the os uteri, but also upon the soft parts below, viz : the

perineum and os externum.

The foregoing cases are only a.few of many similar ones occurring

in my pi-actice. They are not given as novelties, for the same results

obtain every day where the belladonna is efficiently used. But as the

profession is by no means agreed upon the obstetric value of this agent,

and as some high authorities have even pronounced against if, I am
disposed to think that its mode of application has a good deal to do with

its efficiency, for we know that the usual method of applying it is either

in extract or ointment of the extract, carried on the end of the finger to

the parts to be acted upon. But this plan is uncertain, and for this

reason, that the medicine is wiped from the finger during its passage

through the vagina, and Utile or none of it reaches its destination—hence,

in my opinion, the frequent failures and disappointments complained of.

Now, in order to obviate tins inconvenience and secure a direct contact

of the article, 1 have been in the habit for some time back of employing

it by injection, either in the form of a watery solution of the extract, or

as an ointment sufficiently fluid to answer the same purpose. The
instrument used should be an ordinary vagina syringe. Employed in

this way I am pretty sure that very few disappointments would result.

Jn relation to the above method of applying belladonna by the os

uteri, viz : by injection, I would remark that I was under the impression

until lately that it was peculiar to myself. But I have xvithin a short

time had occasion to learn that Professor Eve, of Georgia, has recom-

mended precisely the same practice. Although I find myself shorn of

the merits of originality in this matter, yet I am highly pleased in having

the testimony of such excellent authority in behalf of its value.

July 12, 1847.

III.

—

Four Cases of Cerehro-Spinal Meningitis, Reported by Charles

Chester, of Union County, Arkansas.

The following cases occurred in my practice upon the plantation of

Mr. S. Harper, in this county, which I have diagnosed Cerehro-Spinal

Meningitis. If you think them worthy of notice in your Journal, they

are at your service.
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The first case, a negro boy, aged 12, was taken about 11 o’clock,

A. M., February 11th, with rigors and violent pains in the head. Sup.
posing it an ordinary case of chills, (which were prevailing on the

plantation at the time,) no attention was paid to the boy until night,

when he was found in a comatose state
;
head flexed back upon the

spine, followed by convulsions and death in a few hours.

This case I did not see, but learned the particulars on being called

to the plantation the following day to visit the ovei^eer.

Case 2.—February 20th. Called to see negro girl Ann, aged 20,
on the evening of the thitd day of her sickness—learned that she was
taken on the 18th with a chill, followed by high febrile reaction and
delirium—found her in the' following condition

: pulse GO and irregular

—extremities cool—tongue thickly coated and dark—partial delirium

—

intolerance of light—uttering loud and repeated cries, “mj/ head, my
head.” Pres. : Cups to back of the neck—cold applications to head

—

hot mustard pediluvia and stimulating purgative enema—at bed-time
cal. 20 grs.. Ipecac. G grs.

21st. Medicine operated well—passages dark, viscid mucous. Gave
ol. ricini, applied sinapisms to extremities and spine—continue cold to

the head—still complains of pain in the head.

22d. Head somewhat relieved—violent pain in nucha, convulsive
mobility of the muscles of the face—double vision—tetanic spasms of
the opisthotonos variety. Pres. : Blister to nucha, to extend some dis-

tance down the spine—calomel 20 grs.

23d. Pain in nucha relieved—tongue commenced to clean—head
still flexed back—convulsive mobility of the muscles of the face still

continues—gave cathartic of sulph. magnesia.
24th. Much better—head relieved—tongue nearly clean. Patient

continued to improve for about a week—when she was attacked with
gonorrhea—complained of aching in her bones, headache, some return
of convulsive mobility of the muscles of the face—tongue became coated
and dark. The disease assuming a typhoid character, with evening
exacerbations of feyer—in which condition she remained until about the
middle of March, when she again became convalescent. The treatment
during the typhoid stage consisted in revulsives in the form of blisters
and setons—alterative doses of blue pill and the sulph. of quinine.
Case 3.—Parthena, a negro girl, aged 18 years, taken with a chill

on the 22d of February, followed by very slight febrile reaction—saw
her on the morning of the 23d

;
found her with pulse slow and irregu-

lar—skin normal—tongue furred and dark—nausea and vomiting of
bilious matter resembling the yolk of eggs—uttering the most distressing
cries—my head! my head. Prescribed emetic of Ipecacuanha—cups
to back of the neck—hot mustard foot-bath and cold to the head—at
night cal. 40 grs.

24th. Had a restless night—bowels constipated—no operation from
the medicine——still vomiting—vomited 5 large lumbricoid worms—gave
stimulating enemata—sinipisms to epigastrium and extremities, and re-
peat cal. 40 grs.

25th. Violent pain in the nucha—tetanic spasms of the opisthotonos
variety bowels still constipated. Gave oil ricini which produced some
small evacuations of a dark viscid mucous.
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26th. Still complains of pain in nucha—has some small operations

from the bowels—pulse more frequent and regular—applied blister to

nucha, and gave blue pill, 8 grs.

This case assumed rather a typhoid character, with slight pain in the

head and nucha—pulse about 100—extremities and skin cool in the

morning, with slight evening exacerbations offerer, when the skin was

rather abov^e the normal temperature without much variation in the fre-

quency of the pulse—no relaxation in the muscles of the neck—when

interrogated how she felt, her uniform reply was, right smart, she con-

tinued in this condition until the 12ih of MarMi. The treatment during

this stage consisted of blisters to the posterior parts of the scalp, and

down the spine, and to the lower extremities—alterative doses ot blue

pill and sulph. of quinine during the remissions of fever. On the 12th

of March, she spent nearly the whole day and night in singing.

13th. The muscles of deglutition were paralyzed—the jaws firmly

clenched—eyes constantly rolling about in their sockets, without mani-

festing any signs of consciousness—the pulse was slow and weak

—

extremities cold. Prescribed stimulating applications to extremities and

gruel enemata.

14th. Same condition. 15th, no change—repeat prescription.

16th. No change—had the whole body immersed in a warm red

oak bath—poured boiling water upon the ankles, and applied the actual

cautery to the spine, when she manifested some signs of consciousness.

17th. Has continued in profuse perspiration since the bath—ankles

finely blistered, pulse better.

18th. Still continues in warm perspiration—respiration growing

shorter—dies in the evening.

Post-Mortem appearances on the 19th : The substance of the brain

normal. The pia mater was deeply injected over its whole surface, and

the posterior portion gorged with blood—between the pia mater and

arachnoid there was a bloody serosity and an effusion of bloody serum

in the ventricles. The abdominal and thoracic viscera were not exam-

ined.
^

Case 4.—Bella, a negro girl, aged 7, was taken on the morning of

the 28th of February with a chill, followed by high fever and violent

delirium—holds both hands upon her head, uttering the most distressing

cries, “mv head, my head;'' tongue coated and dark—pulse full and

hard. Prescribed venesection at the arm—cathartic of calomel 12 grs.

March 1st. Medicine operated freely, passages dark, viscid mucous

delirium still continues, pulse irregular and frequent, extremities cold.

Pres.

:

put her up to the hips in warm mustard bath—at the same time

shaved head and applied cold—cups to back of the neck—at night repeat

cathartic of cab, 12 grs.
^ ^

2d. Medicine operated well—head relieved—great pain in nucha

—

tetanic spasms—intolerance of light, &c. Pres.

:

applied blisters to

back of the neck and ankles.

3d. Great pain in nucha, pulse irregular and full, extremities cold

—

gave carthartic of castor oil, and keep warm applications to the feet.

4th. Pulse more regular—tongue improved—pain still continues in

the nucha—blisters on the ankles did not vesicate. Pres.: applied
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blisters to inside of the thighs—warm applications to the feet, and repeat

cathartic of cal. 12 grs.^

5th. Pain still continues in nucha—head still drawn back—pulse

regular and 80—medicine operated well, wants to eat.
’

- 6th. Still violent pain in nucha, and some febrile excitement—tetanic

spasms still continue—appetite good.

This patient continued to have some pain in nucha, her head drawn
back upon the spine vyith evening exacerbations of fever for about two
weeks, when she gradually recovered her health—during this time her
appetite was good, her bowels regular, and dejections normal.
The symptoms in each of these cases were various—yet there were

certain general features which the riiost careless observer could not fail

to recognize. In every case on the 3rd or 4th day there was an erup-
tion upon the face, which in a few days again disappeared. The cases
all occurred among negroes who had recently arrived in the country.

With regard to the treatment, it requires to be energetic and varied
according to the symptoms present. In the first stage free blood-letting,

followed by mercurial cathartics—sinapisms' to the extremities—with
local bleeding by cups and leeches, would’seem to promise more benefit,

than any other class of,remedies—and if these were energetically applied,

might nfjt the second or typhoid stage be avoided ?

With regard to the sulph. of quinine, I would remark that although
in the second sta^e the fever was regularly intermittent, and I exhibited
it for several su^cessiv’^e days, (20 grs. during an intermission,) yet I

could see no benefit derived from its use.

Union County, Arkansas, August 16th, 1847.
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REVIEWS AISD NOTICES OF NEW WORKS.

\,—The Medical History of Alabama. By P. H. Lewis, M. D., of

IMobile. '
.

'

This is a paper of 73 pages, to which a silver cup offered by the

Alabama Medical Society, for the best essay on the subject named in

the caption-, was unanimously awarded in December last. It was

originally published in the May, July, and September Numbers of the

New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, and now appears in a sep-

arate firm.
i j 1

1

The undertaking we are sure will be considered,^ most laudable

one, and no little credit is due the society for their coVl-ect discrimina-

tion in regard to matters of most interest to the physicians of the South,

displayedln'the selection of the subject for emulation, as well as to the

author, for the able manner in which he has accomplished the task.

' Dr. Lewis has collected, at no small amount of labor, a vast number

of facts, and much interesting information -relative to the character of

the diseases of the State during its earlier settlement, the souices of

which must necessarily in a tew years more have been in a great

measure lost or unattainable. The paper is one not only of much

immediate interest to the physicians of x\labama, and indeed of the

South generally, but must prove also of great value for reference to

others who may hereafter engage in the investigation of Southern dis-

eases.

Dr. Lewis’s information, besides what he gives from his own expe-

rience, has mostly been gathered from the recollections of some of the

elder and more accurate medical men of the State,—indeed in some

instances seemingly from reliable persons not connected with the pro-

fession,—from the few publications which have appeared in the various

medical periodicals, or in a separate form from the pens of the medical

men of Alabama at various periods ;—and in some instances from the

passing remarks of the newspapers of the day, in which notice may

have been taken of the more malignant epidemics.

Having now expressed our opinion of the merits of the paper in

general terms, we will proceed to make occasional extracts
;
which,

while they may be presented as fair specimens of the author’s style,

will also afford occasion for a passing comment.
^

It is possible that in

so doing we may in more instances select those, in which we may dif-

fer in opinion with the author, than those in which our sentiments accord
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with his, while in the expression of such difference, we do not think
there is any inconsistency with our general opinion of the high merits
of the -paper.

Dr. Lewis says, “We find in Alabama, that although the diseases
may belong to the same family, yet they are distinguished by certain
differences, as apparent, as are the physical characteristics peculiar to

the regions where they respectively prevail.
“ Finding that this connection and dependence every where exist, and

the influence which physical geography exerts, independent of latitude,

is not less apparent, the writer is forced to the conclusion, that there
will be no further advance in the ^science of aetiology without the aid of
geology and chemistry.” Dr. Lewis is perhaps rather hasty in the con-
clusion, at which he here arrives, for although few will be found to deny
the influence of locality and peculiarities of soil, &c., in modifying what
may be called the standard characteristics of diseases, the number is

still smaller of those who would be willing to admit “ that there will

be no further advance of aetiology, without the aid of geology and
chemistry,” nor do the premises at all warrant so broad an assertion.
There are several other inconsequent conclusions in the paper, which
perhaps, however, are less indicative of a correct understanding of the
subject—and of a logical mind, than of the fact that the paper had to he
finished by a given time. Simply these we look upon as evidences of
haste in the weaving together of the authors facts,—the material of the
paper, alter collection.

^

The author gives a brief, but seemingly correct description of the
geological peculiarities of the State. Describing the characters of the
soil of the different regions into which it is divided

;
to jwhich, as may

be inferred from what has just been observed, he attaches considerable
importance, and not without some reason perhaps, as producing a modi-
fying effect upon diseases, or rather, indeed, as giving to those of each
region any peculiar, features which they may possess.

Dr. Lewis divides his history into three periods, during each of which
the diseases prevalent were characterized by distinct and peculiar fea-
tures, the causes of which he attempts to account for

;
but we fear that

in this, his explanation will not be considered entirely satisfactory. We
may recur to this again. He says “ after a careful review and study
of the regular gradation of diseases, we will so far anticipate inevitable
conclusions, as to divide the proposed history into three distinct epochs,
viz : the Ataxic, Phlegmonic, and Adynamic.”
The first epoch—the ataxic—dates from the first commencement of

emigration to the State, which it seems was very inconsiderable prior
to the year 1812, down to 1819, a period of about seven years.

Having always ourselves looked upon the word ataxic as exceedingly
indefinite when used as characterizing a state of disease, we deem it

the better way to give such extracts from the paper, as make allusion
to the diseases and the symptoms marking them during this epoch, that
the reader may himself judge as to the fitness of the term used, and its
accordance with the symptoms named.

“ The character of fever prevailing in these years consisted of the
various types of intermittent, with now and then, in mid-summer, the
occurrence of bilious remittent; quotidians in the Spring and first of the
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Summer, remittents towards the close of Summer, with tertians and

quartians in Autumn, and frequently continuing through the Winter.

“The remittent fevers of this day were exceedingly mild, yielding

readily to the operation of one emetic, and not unfrequently to the spon-

taneous discharge 'of bile and copious sweats that usually occurred in

the first paroxysm. In the most serious and obstinate cases, the inter-

missions or remissions were irregular and incomplete, the hot and

sweating stages rapidly succeeding each other, and the chill or cold

sensation becoming less distinct with every revolution.”

“If in the neglect, so often attending the treatment of non-malignant

diseases, these fevers were suffered to continue, they not unfrequently

glided into a continued irritative type, attended with great nervousness,

twitching of the muscles, general emaciation and debility,^ constituting

what in those days was termed nervous fever:' We imagine that

these latter cases were not unlike many that occur in the present day.

Indeed it is no very uncommon thing in some parts' of the State to see

cases of remittent fever, which at first perhaps were rather of a mild

character, by neglect or maltreatment assume the appearance ^heie

described, and in fact, the terms “ nervous fever,” “ typhus fever, and

“typhoid fever,” are not unfrequently applied to them in this stage;—

though, on careful inquiry, the peculiar characteristics of remittent fever

may always be discovered to have marked their eaily stages.

But to proceed. “ The cold stages of these interrnittents continued

for many hours, attended with gaping, stretching and incessant shaking.

It has been stated that in these fevers there was no danger in their

primary stages inquiry has, however, brought to light a few exceptions,

to which attention is here invited. After several hours.continuance ot

a hard ague, the rigors and shaking would suddenly cease, and instead

of the usual sign of reaction and fever, the physician would be surprised

to find the body bathed in a copious perspiration, slow compressible

pulse, cool, bluish toffgue, sunken, careless expression of countenance,

with a cessation of all pain and anxiety. In a few hours, the tendency

of this condition was made manifest by a deepening of the foregoing

symptoms, together with insensibility, swelling ot the abdomen, and

involuntary discharges.”

During this epoch the country was thinly inhabited, and it seems was

“ inadequate to the support of scientific physicians.” We are not there-

fore surprised to learn that “tartar emetic, given to emesis, was exten-

sively used
;
as was also, especially in remittents, the ^oneset or

eupatorium perfoliatum. But Calomel and Jalap to “ pass off the bile,

and Peruvian bark to prevent the occurrence of the paroxysm, was the

most uniform and successful system of practice.”
u w

So much for the symptoms and therapeutics of the ataxic epoch. e

will now examine some of the circumstances which, in the opinion ot

Dr. Lewis, gave to the diseases of this epoch their peculiar features,

by which they are distinguishable from those of the succeeding epoch.

“Asa consequence of these changes (spoken of in the paper,) ot

atmospheric and terrestrial temperature, the rapid increase and decay ot

vegetable and animal matter, together with physical causes not enu-

merated, such a change in the gaseous emanations is doubtless produced,
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as tends to designate the character of diseases at various periods of

time.”
“ Connected with this matter there is at the same time an altered

condition of the constitution and temperament, as man advances from a

state of native simplicity, to the refined and luxurious habits that wealth

can command. In that primitive state of existence the mind was unfet-

tered by corroding cares, the articles of food simple in their nature, and
the oaken couch was as' soft to the wearied husbandman as a pillow of

down—then the robust frame enjoyed an almost uninterrupted condition

of health, and great longevity marked man’s pilgrimage on earth.”
“ But when refinement slowly and stealthily creeps into his habita-

tion
;
when the rude cabin obscured in the tangled vines of the wild-

wood, is exchanged for the more modern mansion of the exposed and
cultivated plain

;
when the unlicensed freedom of sensual indulgence,

with the pampered appetite and excess of libation reign supreme,—then
is forcibly marked the cause of disease, tending to reduce the once stal-

wart man to a state of decrepitude
;
and the prattling urchin, instead of

the glow of health that once sat upon his cheek, now presents the aspect
of refined infirmity, laying the foundation of an early grave.”
“To these various causes can be traced a gradual change in the

character of disease fr«m the first occupancy of our country to the present
day.”

“ The early settlers came mostly from Georgia, Carolina, Virginia,
and Tennessee. Owing to the fact that these immigrants brought but
few laborers with them, they chose the uplands and hammocks, rather
than encounter with a feeble force the rich and heavy timbered alluvion
of the river swamps.”
Simply then we must infer, that the circumstances principally which

contributed to the comparative good health of the earlier settlers of the
State were their avoidance of the “ rich and heavy timbered alluvion of
the river swamps,” the small extent of lands as yet brought under culti-

vation “ exposing the virgin soil to a tropical heat,” and consequently
the comparative small amount of poisonous material disengaged

;
as also

the absence of that enervation of the system, produced by sensual indul-
gence, and “the refined and luxurious habits that wealth can command.”
Though the facts, relative to the character of the disease, prevalent

during the first and second epochs, the “ ataxic” and the “ phlegmonic,”
cannot be thereby invalidated, we must deem the explanation of Dr.
Lewis, anything but satisfactory. Thus the diseases of the first epoch
we must of course suppose to have been characterized by ataxic symp-
toms

;
while those of the second, as the name would imply, are described

and spoken of as of a highly inflammatory character, and yet we are
reminded and forcibly impressed with the idea, that during the ataxic
epoch the inhabitants were generally possessed of the finest constitu-
tions

;
that in this “ primitive state of existence the mind was unfettered

by corroding cares and that “ then the robust frame enjoyed an almost
uninterrupted condition of health, and great longevity marked man’s
pilgrimage on earth.” Surely in such subjects as are here described,
we would naturally expect disease to assume a high inflammatory char-
acter

;
though the fict seems to have been otherwise—according to the

information collected by Dr. Lewis. Still, on what grounds he offers
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this condition of stalwart health, in explanation of, or as among the

causes of the ataxic character which the diseases of this epoch assumed,

we cannot comprehend. •

In regard to the phlegmonic epoch, we are informed that by this time

“ the rude log cabin had in many instances given place to the stately

mansion,” and it is to this period that the author alludes, when he speaks

of the enervating habits and sensual indulgence at the command of

wealth,” tending to reduce the once stalwart man to a state of decrepi-

tude
;
and the prattling urchin, instead of the glow of health that once

sat upon his cheek, now presents the aspect of refined infirmity, laying

the foundation of an early grave.”

Another quotation ;
—“ And again, we should not forget, that there is a

principle well established in the progress of society, that as wealth

accumulates, so luxury creeps into the favored domicil, and under the

imperious sway of sensual enjoyment the wealthy inmate is tortured

with a protean disease, unknown to the tenant of an humble mansion.

From the causes thus briefly alluded to, we may distinctly trace^ on

rational conclusions, that marked change in the character of disease, so

fully exhibited during this important epoch.’’' Now, we can conceive it

possible, that circumstances might conspire to produce a tendency to

high inflammatory action, even in the prevalent diseases of a period, or

in a condition of society, in which luxury and sensual indulgence had

tended “ to reduce the once stalwart man to a state of decrepitude”

—

but must think the author decidedly at fault, as advancing indeed a

doctrine contrary to one of the most firmly established principles of

medicine, when he offers this very state of decrepitude and deteriora-

ted health in explanation of, or at least, as among the causes of the

high inflammatory symptoms, characteristic of the disease of this epoch.

We cannot but look upon it as a matter to be regretted that the Dr.

could not so have arranged his facts, that those circumstances “tending

to reduce the once stalwart man to a state of decrepitude, &;c., should

have beeti in operation during the ataxic period
;
and equally so, that it

could not have been so arranged that during the phlegmonic period"

the mind should have been unfettered by corroding cares ;” and that

“ then the robust frame should have enjoyed an almost uninterrupted

condition of health, and great longevity marked man’s pilgrimage on

earth.” But facts, of course, cannot always be bent to meet our wishes.

En passant, we must recollect, that this ataxic epoch during which ^^great

longevity marked man’s pilgrimage on earth,” (if we have not misunder-

stood our author’s statements)—extended only through a period of about

seven or eight years, from the time emigration to the State fiist com-

menced, which was very limited prior to the year 1812,—-as the Doctor

informs us,—-down to about 1819.

We will here point out a slight seeming inconsistency, but in doing

so must again remind the reader of the vigorous constitutions^a,ccord-

ing to the statements of Dr. Lewis, possessed by the inhabitants of the

State during the first epoch
;
“ that then the robust frame enjoyed an

almost uninterrupted condition of health, &;c.; and yet the Doctor, in

accounting for a condition somewhat resembling congestive fever, which

occasionally followed a protracted ague during this epoch, says, “ we

find in these cases the mischief to consist in the shock given to the sys-
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tem by the violence of the ague, when in an atonic condition.” No
other explanation is given, no reference whatever to any circumstances

in which previously these patients differed, as regards health or consti-

tution, from others
;
and we are consequently at once thrown back upon

the condition of constitution which characterized the epoch. We are

irresistibly impelled to the remark, that by a few paragraphs of the

essay before us, we are forcibly reminded of the “ cross readings” with

which newspaper editors occasionally amuse their patrons.

In the commencement of this notice it was observed, that our extracts

would be such as might be presented as fair specimens of the author’s

style. This to a certain extent we must now retract, for the quotations

which have formed the basis for the last few remarks are not such.

Indeed we are perfectly convinced, it was not owing to- an effort on the

part of the author, that such sentences, (of which there are several

others of a similar character, more nearly allied to the inflated style of

modern romance, than to the simple and concise manner suited to the

investigation of subjects of scientific interest,) crept into the essay; but

to a circumstance to which we have already alluded
;

the hasty, the
“ Currente Calamo^^ manner in which the material of the essay was
woven together after its collection.

The second epoch, the phlegmonic, embraces the period betw^een

1818 and 1833. We are told that “ about the years 1817, 1818 and
1819 the town of Cahawba increased very rapidly in population.” It

is altogether probable that it was about this time, too, that the towns and
villages generally throughout the State began to spring up or increase

in population—the agricultural settlers, prior to this time, having consti-

tuted'Tnuch the larger proportion of the inhabitants.

It is a fact well known, that while the towns and villages of the State

have been peopled principally by emigrants from the Northern States

and Europe—the agriculturalists,without exception almost, were during

the first epoch, at least, from other Southern States ; as for instance

Georgia, Carolina and Virginia, where the prevalent diseases, though
mitigated in severity, were of a character corresponding with those of

Alabama, produced by similar causes in diminished force ;—for we
cannot agree with Dr. Lewis in his remark, that in those States “the
seed of infection had been exhausted.”

Dr. Lewis seems to have been aware of the difference in the locali-

ties from whence emigrated the principal portion of the settlers of the

first epoch, and' of those of the towns and villages at least of the second
;

for in speaking of the first epoch, he observes, that “ the early settlers

came mostly from Georgia, Carolina, Virginia, and Tennessee ;” while
in- speaking of the second epoch, he says, “ the population of these towns
was composed in part of emigrants from the Northern States of Europe,”
—yet he attaches much less importance to these facts combined, than
they would seem to merit, as exercising a modifying influence in the
amount and character of disease during the two epochs ;—no doubt
owing to his belief, that “the seed of infection had been exhausted” in

the States from whence emigrated the principal part of the settlers of
the first epoch.

In confirmation of the opinion which we have expressed, that the
seeds of infection were not exhausted at’ this period in the States from
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whence principally the settlers emigrated—we have but to refer to the

accounts which are given in the periodicals of that day, and subsequently

of even severe epidemics of Autumnal fever in these parts. Indeed,

scarcely a year has elapsed since the commencement of emigration from

the other States to Alabama, for which we cannot find in the medical

periodicals distinct accounts of Autumnal fever, as occurring in some of

them.

In 1821 and 1822, in Cahawba, we are informed that the “mortality

was not less than twelve per cent, of the entire population, which far

exceeded that of the country settlements.”

The remittents of this epoch “were ushered in with a sensation of

coldness, slight in degree, but often long continued, with restlessness,

thirst, and burning of the muscles ;
this condition soon passed into one dis-

tinguished by inien'se heat and dryness of skin—excruciating pain in the

head and back, white furred tongue, frequent tense pulse, restlessness

and irrilability of temper. In 18, 24 or 43 hours, during which time

the lancet and antimony were used freely, a moderate perspiration with

a decrease of heat and 'moderate pulse ensues. This abatement of dis-

tressing symptoms, called a remission, rendered the patient so comforta-

ble wlien* compared to his previous suffering, as often to flatter hirn that

a happy crisis had approached, but in a few hours there was, without

any sensation of coldness, a renewal of the febrile symptoms even more

intense than before. After the second or third paroxysm, which were

irregular in duration, the disease gave way under the influence of copi-

ous '^evacuations of thick black matter, and a general perspiration. In

some cases, however, after one imperfect remission or a momentary

calm, the symptoms became indicative of the most aggravated character

of disease, the pulse becoming strong and corded, delirium of the most

extravagant character attending. These cases continued many days

—

yielded in the end to the heroic practice of the times, spontaneous active

hemorrhages, or unfortunately resulting in organic disease, or after the

departure of the fever leaving the patient in a fatal collapse.”

“ In other cases, again, after the second or third paroxysm, the tongue

becomes fiery red, pulse small, frequent and wiry, extremities ^cool,

constant thirst, retching to vomit, great restlessness and delirium.”

“ But the most common form of obstinate and dangerous fevers

throughout this period, was the continued. They took place usually

^'itho'ut chill or sensation of coldness
;
the pulse, slow at first, gradually

became corded and bounding
;
the skin increased in temperature till it

became burning hot
;
eyes injected and suffused

;
pain in the head, back

and joints; restlessness, thirst, and some times nausea took place.

Towards the evening after the first day, delirium made its appearance.

:i: * * :ic * Tliesc fevci’s were usually called bilious inflammatory—

and owing to the violence of the vascular excitement, local inflammation

often occurred. Spontaneous haemorihage from the nose, and black

grumous discharges from the bowels were frequent, and always attended

with happy consequences.”

The blood was cohesive, and “ not unfrequently the crassamentum

was covered with the buffy coat, as in cases of local inflammation.”

* n liver was distended with blood—the spleen engorged
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and sometimes softened, and the membranes of the brain and stomach

giving evidence of pre-existing inflammation.”

The treatment during this epoch “was bold and prompt, correspond-

ing perfectly with the violent undisguised character of disease which the

physician had to combat. Blood-letting, emetics, cathartics, calomel

and jalap, with a constant stand by of the pulvis aiitimonialis were then

the Sampsons of the art.” '
,

•

Peruvian bark we are told—“ which had been in high repute in the

treatment of the diseases during the preceding epoch, was given during

the remissions of these fever-s with unsatisfactory results.”^

Dr. Heustis, the most authoritative writer of his day, perhaps, in

Alabama, gives an account in the Arnei ican Journal of Medical Science,

of an epidemic which occurred in Cahawba in the Autumn of 1831,

being in the “phlegmonic epoch,” which we think does not exactly sus-

tain the author’s views relative to the highly inflammatory character of

the diseases of that day
;
nor in the epidemic spoken of, at least, do we

find him speaking in any thing like high terms of the use of,the lancet.

He says, “the fever this season was of the congestive character, with a

great disposition to an unequal distribution of febrile action and develop-

ment. In many instances the head, and particularly the extremities

would be cold, while the trunk was hot : whilst at the same time there was
considerable palpitation of the heart, with a pulse small, weak and fre-

quent, sometimes after a transient state of febrile excitation, collapse

took place at an early stage of the disease, with little impairment of the

general powers of the system
;

this was more especially the case when
depletion had been too freely practised. * * * protraction

and collapse are for, the most part confined to the vascular system, while

such is the strength ofMie muscles of locomotion, that the patient is able

to rise and set up, and even to walk about. The cases in general did

not admit of the free and liberal extraction of bloody and for the most'

part the loss of four or five ounces was sufficient to produce a reduction

and softening of the pulse.” Even in the exceptional cases in which
Dr. Heustis supposes that bleeding >vas highly useful—^he admits that

“the quantity required at any one operation was small, seldom exceed-

ing 8 or 10 ounces. II the extraction was carried much beyond this,

there was danger of sinking and alarming prostration.”

These remarks of Dr. Heustis, we will add, were relative to the

general characteristics of the epidemic of 1831, as it occurred at Ca-
hawba. \

Before entering upon the third or adynamic epoch, we will turn back
to make an extract from the first epoch.

“After tracings disease from its mild incipient action of early days,

through the high toned phlegmasial of later times, unlll we arrive at the

low state of typhoid affection that marks the character of all disorders at

the present day, it will be discovered that the above division, so far

from being the result of' an hypothesis, is naturally and imperiously
demanded.” VVe would ask what does Dr. Lewis mean here by
“ typhoid affection.” He cannot, of course, we must believe, have refer-

ence to the disease known under the names of the “typhoid alfection,”

“typhoid fever,” “ dothinenteritis,” “follicular enteritis,” &c., for no
one who is at all familiar with the diseases of Alabama, could be so far
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led astray, even by a favorite hypothesis, as to discover among our more

prevalent diseases anything at all answering to the description of this

affection. Or does he wish to convey the idea by the word tyj)hoidy

that the diseases of the present epoch are characterized by symptoms

resembling typhus. If this be the case, we consider the application of

the term- equally objectionable. Most certainly, in a few rare and

exceptionable cases of fever, which have become protracted, from neg-

lect at first, an injudicious treatment, or perhaps an unusual degree of

obstinancy in the disease itself, symptoms of a typhoid character do

supervene
;
but from this small proportion perhaps not over one in

every two or three hundred cases, it would be incorrect to draw the

characterizing features of the diseases of the epoch.

Further on we shall have to state, deriving the impression from

another part of the essay, that Dr. Lewis has assumed the congestive

fever as the typel)f the diseases of the adynamic epoch. How then

can he reconcile this with the idea of typhus or a typhoid state 1 Has

he recently compared the symptoms of either typhus or typhoid fever, as

given by any practical writer, Avho has had personal opportunities of

observing these 'diseases frequently, with those of pongestive fevers?

Certain we are, and all we think wdl agree with us, that no febrile

diseases are more diametrically opposite in the manner of their develop-

ment and progress, and in their symptoms generally.

The third, the adynamic epoch, embraces the period from 1834 up-to

the present time,

“ Causes of a prominent nature have been assigned for the change

which took place in the character and temper of disease about 1818.

4c ***** * But foi- the change which we are now contemplating,

the mind cannot fix upon any tangible or supposed cause, with certainty

or satisfaction. In many parts of Europe, as well as America, it was

noticed about this time that diseases assumed an adynamic type.

****** Watson and other observers seem to hold the opinion

that it was in some way influenced by the epidemic cholera, which

immediately preceded.” Dr. Lewis, however, is inclined to the opinion,

that its “development in Alabama was owing to local causes, rather

than any inexplicable foreign atmospheric agency.”

We make a few' extracts in which Dr. Lewis’s description of the

peculiarities characterizing the diseases of the present epoch is con-

veyed
;

premising, however, the expression of our belief,—that the pic-

ture is drawn from exceptional cases, rather than from the mass collec-

tively.

“In 1834, the change in type and character,as contrasted with 1828,

was complete and striking. During the summer and autumn of this

year, the red and scarlet livery of past years had disappeared, and^dis-

ease henceforth robed itself in darker and more gloomy colors. The

cold stage of fever had heretofore attracted no other attention than as

ushering in the stage of preternatural excitenfent, the intensity and vio-

lence of which alone marked the degree of danger in the case. To

local inflammation, or that sinking and collapse which ensue on the

breaking up of such high unnatural excitement in the system, was direc-

ted the attention of the physician for the issue of these evils. Disease

then was bold in its approach, open and undisguised in its conflict with
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the constitution. But in 1834 we find its approach w^as insidious and
unobserved, giving no serious warning of its proximity, until the uncon-
scious victim was secure in its grasp. The patient first complained of
depression, heat and burnings when to the touch the surface was icy

cold
;

that cold, that first stage, is now the stage of disease and peril,

and that reaction which in past days was looked to with fear and trem-
bling, would now be hailed as the messenger of returning health and
vigor.”

* * * * “ Diseases of every form, season and locality in the bounds
of the State, became at this particular time characterized by a low,
enfeebled state of the circulation.” * * * In the disease of this epoch,
“ there was a display of certain specific differences, in various sections
and localities of the 'State, ****** owing to some peculiarity
attaching to the organic nature of each locality and region.”

Dr. Lewis being unacquainted with the topography and diseases of
the north-west section of the State, “leaves the subject to other hands.”

“ Before entering upon a description of the diseases of those sections
adverted to, we will take a brief notice of other causes and circumstances
influencing disease, than those arising merely from soil. In the “circum-
stances” enumerated, however, we perceive but little that is new or of
special interest. They are merely repetitions of statements made fre-

quently and long since by others
;

as, for instance, the agency of mill-
ponds

;
of the eddies of rivers, the removal of trees or their foliage from

around marshes, sloughs and habitations^ <^c., as exerting a local noxious
infiuence. The bad quality of the water in some parts of the State is

also alluded to, and it is stated that “the water from the artesian
wells throughout the prairie region frequently contains saline properties,
the constant use of which tends to change the healthy functions of the
system.” The ground on which this conclusion is based, are not given,
but in the next paragraph we are informed that it is not “ unfrequently
the case that those individuals who suffer with chronic disease of the
stomach, have been restored to health by the use of the prairie waters.”
We fear that we do not understand exactly what Dr. Lewis means in

the following paragraphs.
“ It is the generally received opinion, that living vegetation protects

the human system from the deleterious effects of malaria, and reasoning
by analogy, it would appear that experiments made by scientific men,
have satisfactorily explained the mutual dependence of the animal and
vegetable kingdoms on each other for support.”

“ It has been ascertained, that if air rendered pernicious by respira-
tion be confined in a bottle, in which some green plant has been intro-
duced, and exposed to the action of the sun, the carbonic acid will be
absorbed, and the air restored to its original condition. The putrefac-
tion of animal matter, and the decomposition of vegetable substances,
would cause a sufficiency of carbonic acid vapor, when united with the
atmospheric air, to destroy every living being, were it not for this wise
provision of nature.”

“ This gas which is poisonous to the human as well as animal species,
is a source of nutriment to every variety of plant, and thus, it would
appear, vegetable absorption exercises a benign influence in protecting
man from the deleterious eflects from poisonous vapours.”

42
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We presume, however, that no other inference can be drawn from

what we have quoted, than that Dr. Lewis believes in the exploded

opinion,—so exquisitly ridiculed by Professor Caldwell, in the American

Journal of Medical Sciences, for August 1831,—of the identity of car-

bonic acid gas with the malarious poison. This we say is the only

literal inference that can be drawn from the matter quoted
;

but as the

position is so absurd, so extremely ridiculous and untenable, we are

willing to believe that Dr. Lewis really did not mean to express any

such opinion, but merely, that reasoning analogically,—as living vege-

tation absorbed the carbonic acid gas,—it probably absorbed also the

miasmata productive of autumnal fever
;
and this exercised a protective

influence. This idea is by no means of recent origin.

The Doctor also speaks of the effects of the winds from different

points
;
of the different results produced by large quantities of rain in

different localities
;
of the influence of dews

;
and informs us that one

of his correspondents “hazards the conjecture, that further investigation

will establish the fact, that the nearer the dew point approximates the

temperature of the summer and autumn, the greater will be the preva-

lence of every form of miasmatic disease.

Our author next enters upon the diseases of the third epoch. He

says :
“ Having presented the general outlines of the physical charac-

ters of each section of the State, we will now endeavor to give a brief

description of the prominent diseases of each division. It is too much

the custom with medical men to view disease in the mass, without

directing attention to its individual character. Diseases that are dis-

similar in the manner of invasion, unlike in symptoms, complication,

duration and mode of termination, either in recovery or death, are gen-

erally looked upon as one and the same affection.” 1 his indeed is new

to us and startling in the extreme. Before Dr. Lewis informed us

otherwise, we at least had remained under the impression that dis-

eases, that were “dissimilar in the manner of invasion, unlike in symp-

toms, complication, duration and mode of termination, either in recovery

or death, were generally looked upon “ as difterent affections.”
^

We
can call to mind but one instance to the contrary, and that occurs in the

paper now under consideration
;
nor are we certain that in this we are

not mistaken. If, however, it is not an instance of the kind, it is a

nearer approach to it than any thing we can now recollect. We allude

to that part of the paper in which Dr. Lewis speaks of “ that low stage

of typhoid affection^ that marks the character of all diseases of the present

day,” bearing in mind at the same time, that he has taken congestive

fever as his type of the diseases of the present epoch.
^

That this is

really the case we will refer the reader again for proof, to his picturesque

account of the change in character between the diseases of the second

and third epochs, so marked in 1834, commencing with “during the

summer and autumn of this year the red and scarlet livery of past years

had disappeared, &c.” Now, in the sentence quoted before the last, if

Dr. Lewis does not mean to say that congestive fever and typhoid fever

are the same—he must, to justify his use of the term typhoid,—find a

striking re5e?w6Zawce between congestive fever and typhus
;
and we venture

the opinion, that there are few acute febrile diseases more “ dissimilar in

the manner of invasion, unlike in symptoms, complication and duration.
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Dr. Lewis proceeds. “ This want of analysis in investigating disease

in the abstract, leads to great confusion in medical literature, particu-

larly in the South, where remedies are prescribed through the medical
journals, in varying doses for disease under some one head, that maybe
totally dissimilar m character.” We presume, though we do not pretend
to understand precisely the meaning of this sentence, that a grave im-
putation is conveyed in it, as to the qualifications of the physicians of the

South
;
and all must admit,—we majte the acknowledgement in sorrow,

that our “ medical literature” in every instance^ is not of the very highest
order.

We continue the paragraph. “It is true that disease, to a great
extent, may prevail in some one locality in the same season, presenting
precisely the same symptoms as in the various types of intermittent,

remittent, congestive and. yellow fevers
;
yet in other sections of the

country, the symptoms may be so unlike in many respects as to demand
an opposite method of treatment.” Here again we are at a loss as to

the precise meaning of the author. If he intends to say that in any one
season or locality the various types of intermittent, remittent, congestive
and yellow fevers” are found to present precisely the same symptoms

f

we fear that his position will not be generally sustained by the members
of the medical profession of the South, who are not yet sufficiently

illuminated to recognize a difference in diseases or in the “ various
types,” of a disease from an identity of symptoms. On the other hand,
if he merely intends to say that any one of the diseases named, may,
during the same season, even in different localities, differ somewhat in
their symptoms, and require a modified treatment accordingly, he is

certainly advancing nothing new, nothing which he on consideration
himself must not acknowledge that even the physicians of the South
generally seem to understand. Since the time of the Father of medicine
himself, this opinion has generally been admitted, and is most forcibly

inculcated by Baglivi, to a partial extent at least, in speaking of the use
of the Cinchona under particular circumstances at Rome. “ Aliisforsaii
in urhihus egregrium est remedium, hie noxium experiorN
We would here, with all respect, suggest to Dr. Lewis that words

may or may not express ideas, according to the manner of their

arrangement.

In entering upon an account of the diseases of the three different

sections into which the author divides the State—he first directs atten-
tion to the summer and autumnal fevers of the coal and granitic or hilly

portion.

“ Notwithstanding the extreme vicissitudes of the weather, incident to
this region, are sufficient to give rise to an endless variety in the type
of fevers, yet the general character of disease is not such as would come
under the head of active or open phlegmasia!, but like those of other
sections, they are attended with small frequent pulse, moderate degree
of heat on the surface, and in a majority of cases there is a constant
tendency to prostration.”*******“ The warm days proper of summer, are some 20 less
in number than in the middle and Southern sections. For two or three
weeks in July and August, the thermometrical range is higher than is

exhibited in the prairies or on the seaboard.”
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“ In the upland country, fevers of an intermittent and remittent type

usually make their appearance about the first of July, increasing in

number and becoming more violent in the month of August, with occa-

sionally one of a typhoid character, and by the first of September they

have attained their maximum point.”

“ For some years past in low moist localities, (of the upland country

also,) the fevers have assumed a more grave type—what the physicians

in those regions term “congestive intermittents.” They are mostly

quotidian, the chill contmuing from two to six hours, and attended with

coldness, shivering and the usual phenomena of an ordinary chill.”

“ The cold stage is not attended with the same difficulty of respiration

—cold clammy skin, sense of oppression, heat of the internal surface^

extreme thirst, together with that marked depression of all the vital

forces, that characterizes the true congestive fever; the continuance of

the cold stage and moderate febrile reaction seeming to depend on the

general tendency to a state of adynamia that so peculiarly marks ever)'

form of fever at the present day, rather than any vital or important

derangement of the functions.^'’

“ In the course of these as well as all other acute affections, it is not

unfrequently the case that from some morbid derangement, by the

administration of harsh and irritating medicines, vomiting, watery dejec-

tions and a state of collapse may suddenly supervene. Under these

circumstances, the medical attendant unaccustomed to the/ei*er5 of the

prairies^ or not having studied the individual nature of Southern fevers,

is perfectly assured that he has encountered a case of congestive fever.

This character of fever is rare in this region, and is simply referred to

here, because it is the only description of cases which has been denomi-

nated congestive, and the difference of the two diseases will become

apparent when we have described those of the prairies.”

Dr. Lewis here for the first time hints at a position, which further on

he enters upon more fully, to wit : that there is a radical and total dif-

ference between our ordinary autumnal fevers and congestive fevers,

or, as he terms it, “ the fever of the prairies ;”—indeed that the latter is

a distinct and separate disease, a disease sui generis^ and not, as seems

to be the more general impression among physicians, a mere modifica-

tion of the former.

As we look upon the determination of this question as one of no trivial

importance to the Southern physician, we must beg the indulgence of

the reader, should we dwell more especially upon all that the Dr. has

to say upon the subject
;

as—seeing that he confidently and boldly takes

the position named we may reasonably expect that he has cogent rea-

sons, if not the most absolute proofs to advance. At present he promises

us that “ the difference between the two diseases will become apparent

when we have described those of the prairies ;” though he has already

drawn a contrast in part, which we have quoted a short time since, and

which for the sake of clearness and precision we will again repeat.

“ The cold stage is not attended with the same difficulty of respira-

tion, cold clammy skin, sense of oppression, heat of the internal surface,

extreme thirst, together with that marked depression of all the vital

forces that characterizes the true congestive fever. The continuance of
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the cold stage and moderate febrile reaction, seeming to depend on the

general tendency to a state of adynamia, that so peculiarly marks every

form of the present day, rather than any vital or important derangement
of the functions.” We will look forward to Dr. Lewis’s explanation of

this “ vital or important derangement of the functions” with some inter-

est, as he, of course, bases his distinction of the two diseases mainly
upon it, and intends to show that such exists in the congestive or

“prairie fever,”—different in character,—and not merely different in

degree,—from that existing in the other forms of autumnal disease.

Now, so far as we may judge by what has already been said, the con-

clusion might readily be drawn that the difference is not one of a radical

nature, but of degree merely
;
seeing that those “ congestive intermit-

tents” must have been of a very mild character, (scarcely deserving the

title, we think, though the Dr., in speaking of their advent, says, that “ in

low, moist localities, the fevers have assumed a more grave type,”) and
consequently we would expect that the cold stage would not be attended

with the same difficulty of respiration, cold clammy skin, sense of
oppression, &c.,” as in what Dr. Lewis is pleased to term the true

congestive fever; seeing that in continuation of his account of the

fevers of the same region,—in the very next paragraph,, indeed, he says

that “ the summer and autumnal fevers of this region are principally

intermittents and remittents of a mild nature, attended with little fatality
;

the only severe or grave form of febrile affection being of a continued

or typhoid nature.” Thus far then the Dr. has given us no reason to

believe that what is called congestive fever is not a mere modification

of our ordinary autumnal fevers.

But in continuance of the account of the upland country. Dr. Clark,

one of our authors “ correspondents,” remarks, “ In August, September
and October of 1840, in Benton County, typhoid fever prevailed as an
epidemic, assuming frequently a malignant, obstinate and unmanageable
character. It attacked indiscriminately individuals of all ages, without

regard to sex or color. During the prevalence of this fever we had
also every grade and variety of intermittent and remittent fever through-
out the summer months, but all the fatal cases were of a typhoid char-

acter.”

The author goes on himself to observe, “ notwithstanding the occur-
rence of this and other partial epidemics, idiopathic typhoid fever cannot
by any means be regarded as the prevailing disease of summer and
autumn

;
it more properly belongs to the winter and spring months, yet

as the general tendency of the remittent is to the continued typhoid,

taken with those that are essentially so, and that is the only type which
is considered grave or dangerous, we cannot err in stating that typhoid
tever prevails in this section of the State to some extent at least.” We
are exceedingly puzzled to know what to make of the above sentence.
We find, however, the conclusion—that “typhoid fever prevails in this

section of the State to some extent at least.” A conclusion which we
think, without a clearer case than is here made out at least, the author
need not have put himself to the trouble of repeating, as he had already
informed us in a quotation from a correspondent, that in “August, Sep-
tember and October of 1840, in Benton County, typhoid fever prevailed
as an epidemic, &c.” On what authority or grounds the Doctor bases
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his opinion that “ the general tendency of the remittent (fever) is to the

continued typhoid,” he has not informed us.

“ In the summer of 1839 and 1840 the writer witnessed many cases

of fever of various types in this section of the country; some of which,

termed “ typhoid congestive,” were attended with a coldness of the

extremities, profuse perspiration and a strong accelerated pulse. Con-

trary to the usual course of fever, the perspiration increases with the

arterial excitement, and subsides with it. In other cases again, there

is bilious vomiting, soft feeble pulse, moist yellow tongue, stupor, or

coma.” '

“ In these forms of disease the fever generally lasted from ten to fif-

teen days, and may be comprehended under that variety described by

Chomel as not being essentially Typhoid fever.” Now we do not know
whether the Dr. retracts here the opinion just given, “ that Typhoid

fever prevails in this section of the State to some extent at least,” or

wishes to be understood as persisting in it, contrary to what he says, is

the opinion of Chomel in regard to such cases—that they are not

“ essentially Typhoid fever,”—nor do we exactly understand whether he

means to convey the idea, that Chomel pronounces a disease Typhoid

fever, and then declares it “ not essential Typhoid fever,” or not. If so,

he should have referred us to volume and page.

Next we have a description of Typhoid fever. “Typhoid fever,

whether remittent at the first or continued from the onset, is attended

with extreme debility and great prostration of body
;
nervousness, irrita-

bility, perversion of the senses, stupor, some times delirium, and pain in

the head and limbs, thirst and heat of skin, are frequently the variable

although prominent symptoms. The pulse is small and frequent, the

bowels are slightly tympanitic and sore on pressure, the tongue is usually

round and lengthened, dark in the middle, inclining to red at the edges

and always dry^ but when it becomes moist it is generally a sign of con-

valescence which may occur in 8 or 10 days, but the usual duration of

the fever is from fifteen to twenty-five days.”

“ This fever is not so strongly marked in Autumn as in winter, and

separated from the latter would not deserve the name ;
as it does not

comprehend the strict definition of Typhoid fever.” Which meaneth

we suppose when “ literally interpreted” that typhoid fever in Autumn is

not typhoid fever.

It cannot be questioned, that there is much confusion and some con-

tradictory statements in regard to this typhoid fever of the “ upland

region.” First we are told, that cases first spoken of as typhoid, are

not “ essentially typhoid,” and next, after urging the existence of the

disease again,—that typhoid fever in Autumn does not deserve the name.

Is not all this calculated to strengthen the doubts, which many physi-

cians of Alabama already entertain, as to the existence of typhoid fever

at all, within the limits of the State—especially when we recollect also

that this typhoid fever of the “upland region in 1840,” “ attacked indis-

criminately individuals of all ages,” We fear in this particular instance

that, “ investigating the nature of disease in the abstract,” has led to

“ great confusion in Medical literature.”

“ In the treatment of the continued fevers of this section of the country,

whether they are idiopathic or supervening upon a remittent type, local
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depletion cautiously practiced, diaphoretics, sinapisms, emollient poulti-

ces, diffusible stimulants and mild alteratives, are the remedies usually

employed by judicious practitioners. Quinine has been used at different

periods, in every variety of dose and form, but always tending to aggra-

vate the disease, and increase that disposition to local inflammation

which usually exists in the cases of that region.”

The author’s account of the Southern region and its diseases is so

brief—and withall so interesting, that we quote it almost entire ;

—

“ In the Southern portion of the State, pointed out as the tertiary, the

fevers are less uniform in their type than in any other region, differing

in every respect with the varying features of the country and the pecu-

liar nature of the soil, for in this section we find every variety of cause

that would tend to generate malaria. • '
'

“ Here you meet with the dark lagoon that is overshadowed by the

cumbrous foliage of timeworn forest-trees
;

here the brackish marsh
abounding in animal and vegetable .deposits—the accumulated mass of

ages lies exposed to the sun
;
and here the wide spread creek and

overflowing river leave their slimy deposits of decomposed matter over

a vast extent of adjacent soil, to furnish material for the generation of

poisonous gases
;

all combining with their teeming stench to induce

disease of a grave malignant nature.”
“ As any attempt at a description of all these types (varieties ?) is

incompatible with the limits of this paper, we will confine ourselves to

those cases which occur in the vicinity of the swamps, extending from

the junction of the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers down to the city of

Mobile. The fevers here are strikingly dissimilar to those now pre-

vailing in other parts of the country. The poisonous cause of disease

it will be remembered arises from swamps and marshes of recent for-

mation, in which vegetable matter greatly preponderates.”
“ The cold and hot stages of the intermittents are characterized by

the most violent extremes. The chill lasts from four to six hours, often

amounting to a shaking ague, the fever then ensues and continues with

great violence from 10 to 20 hours. The sweating stage is scarcely

formed before another chill is announced, the paroxysms occurring at

irregular intervals
;
and it must be noted that these intermittents are

exceedingly obstinate, usually continuing from 8 to 1 0 days, without any
change.”

“ The remittent, or according to a strict definition continued bilious

fever, (we cannot perceive the propriety of the change of name, nor the

correctness of the “ strict definition”—Rev.) most usually forms, and is

commonly known as “ swamp fever.” It is attended with a full bound-

ing pulse, from 110 to 130 in the minute—a dry and hot skin—a pale

flattened tongue covered with white fur, which in the course of the

disease becomes yellow or dark-brown. The pain in the head, back
and limbs is very violent

;
some thirst, nausea, and bilinary derange-

ment. Once in 24 or 48 hours, there is a tendency to remit, manifested
usually by less frequency of pulse, abatement of pain, and moisture

about the head and chest. The bowels are usually constipated
; all the

secretions becoming diminished or suppressed. The blood very soon
loses its rich tenacious qualities, becoming thin and pale, and the dis-

ease is from 6 to 14 days in running its course.”
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“ We have been treating this fever for several years, and seldom suc-

ceeded in cutting it short. Large doses of quinine change the character

of the symptoms, but never cure
;
convalescence is painfully protracted

or interrupted by relapses, until the approach of frost.”

“ In the examination of four bodies made in the hospitals of Mobile,

the liver was atrophied in one, being also dry and brittle, as in those

dying of yellow fever, and of a pale straw color. In the other three

this organ presented nothing peculiar as a lesion of disease; in -fact,

there was no lesion sufficiently prominent any where to attract atten-

tion, except in the serous condition of the" blood, and soft spongy condi-

tion of the cellular and myscular tissues.”

Dr. Lewis thus enters upon his accouut of the fevers of the prairie

region.

“To ascertain that malady which for gravity is the maximum in the

chain of morbid sequences—that malady which most excites the fears

of the people, and absorbs the attention of the medical man, it is only

necessary to be brought to the bed side of one laboring under congestive

fever, and the search is at an end.”

After some preliminary remarks, the author observes “that the com-

bined testimony before us points unerringly to the following conclusion,

that the poison of the disease is confined mostly to humid prairie, or

low swampy lands, abounding in organic remains
;
that it does not

spread broad cast over extensive tracts of country, or rise to elevated

situations like the ordinary marsh poisons
;
that the more elevated prairie

soil, which has in the process of cultivation given out its excess of

humidity, does not prqduce the disease, and that with an equal exposure,

all ages and sizes of the white population are alike susceptible.”

“ In looking back at our sketch of the first and second epochs, the

regular gradation of disease will be observed as follows : intermittents

and irregular bowel affections prevail in the spring and early part of

summer
;
as the season advances these are replaced by remittents

;
late

summer and autumn find that the latter have attained their maximum,

and the fevers are continued, being either of a nervous, infiammatory or

malignant^ character. Here is presented a regular gradation of morbid

action, from its mild incipiency to a high toned or malignant action,

without any superadded complication or change of character, save in

degree.”—We must pause here a moment.—Although a few might be

found unwilling to cavil at the “ regular gradation” from intermittents

and irregular bowel affections to remittents, and from these to continued

fevers
;
yet when they are spoken of as “ being either of a nervous,

infiammatory or malignant character,” the impression will force itself on

many, that there must have been a “ superadded complicatioh or change

of character.”
“ We find that the, congestive fever is preceded by the intermittents

and remittents, precisely in the same manner that the continued fevers

were in times past. This apparent connection and dependence afford

a strong argument in favor of the identity of the congestive and other

fevers so closely associated with it,—but while we admit its force we

cannot subscribe to its conclusiveness. He who does not know, that

the most deadly maladies, maladies wholly and essentially difierent in

form, are often found engrafting themselves on simple intermittents, has
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observed to little purpose. This, however, as before remarked, is not

the place to consider the identity or connection which may exist
;

allu-

sion is made to the question, for the simple purpose of calling attention

to the importance of a rigid scrutiny and investigation, not only of con-

necting circumstances, but the symptoms pathognomonic of congestive

fever.” We are not a little pleased with the conclusion of this para-

graph,—for, now, we have reason to expect, that in addition to an
explanation, relative to the “vital or important derangement of the

functions”—formerly alluded to, as existing in the congestive fever, and
not in other forms of malarious fevers, we have also the hope held forth,

that we are to have the 'pathognomonic symptoms of the congestive fever

given us, and then, of course, if in reality there exists the distinction for

which Dr. Lewis contends, it will be made clear and manifest. The
line of demarcation will be plainly drawn, and “ he who runs may read.”

We turn back a page. “A correspondent residing for many years

in Montgomery, a town situated amidst diluvial elevations of the prairie

region, informs us that he has not yet seen any case of congestive fever,

such as has been described by medical men, as prevailing in other sec-

tions of the State. That he has “ seen cases of simple fever collapse

or become complicated, (under the influence of injudicious treatment,)

resembling in that condition the* congestive state.” From abundant
testimony it would appear that this town is exempt from the disease in

its true characteristic form. Take for instance the paper of Dr. Boling

on the fevers of that vicinity. He describes no case of febrile affection,

which physicians of certain localities in Green, Marengo, and Dallas

would recognize as congestive fever.”

A question of no little importance is involved in the preceding

remarks. It is, whether there really exists a disease in Alabama,
distinct and separate in its nature from our ordinary autumnal diseases,

—more especially deserving the name of congestive fever, and radically

differing from the various aggravated shades of the former disease, which
have been described frequently, and spoken of under the latter term.

Whether indeed physicians, in speaking of congestive fever, have inclu-

ded under this term and in their descriptions, unknowingly, with a
disease distinct and peculiar, also certain aggravated shades of other

diseases of an entirely different character in some instances
;
and in

others, have erroneously spoken of the latter merely, as congestive fever.

Dr. Lewis, it will ere this be distinctly perceived, assumes the posi-

tion, that there is a “ congestive fever,” a disease sui generis, distinct

and separate from our ordinary malarious fevers
;
while, as has already

been observed, the mass of the profession in the South, if we are not in

error, is inclined to the opinion that the latter is a mere modification of

the former, or, rather, that the cases termed congestive are mere modi-
fied shades of the former, produced perhaps by different degrees of
concentration of the malarious poison itself, with certain circumstances
connected with the invasion and progress of the disease

;
as, for instance,

the extent of predisposition, the kind and degree of exposure
;

irregu-

larities of diet, more especially a recently eaten indigestible meal, the

condition of the system in regard to strength or debility, perhaps even
the remedial agents first resorted to

;
and we may also add, the tem-

perament of the patient. Under this latter view of the case, it would
43
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be expected, as a matter of course, that in different localities, and in

different seasons—as also in different individuals in the same locality

and season,—there would be some variation in the symptoms,—as is the

case in regard to all other diseases, whose different shades also would

be dependent somewhat on the organs bearing the principal onus of

morbid action, and the extent and degree of the latter ;—but still, to

justify the term congestive, as applied to and embracing them, possessing

a general resemblance and an identity in some important features.

The term, we believe, is intended to express a general tendency of

the blood from the surface to the central organs, of which a small and

corded or feeble pulse, cool, shrunken and often shriveled condition of

the extremities, are among the principal indications,—these coming on

rapidly and 'unexpectedly in many instances, and when seemingly the

result of depletion
;

supervening upon such measures, carried to an

extent inadequate to the production of any thing like a similar condition

of surface, pulse, &c., or even marked debility in any respect, in an

individual whose nervous system has not previously been impaired or

modified by the malarious poison. Although we consider, that ail of

the different shades of congestive fever very properly come under the

description of pernicious intermittent and remittent fevers, as given by

the Italian and other physicians practising in malarious regions, yet we

do not think that all the forms described as pernicious fever, could with

equal propriety be called congestive. For instance, several of the

shades of comatose fever, included by these writers among the perni-^

cious fevers,—present none of the evidences of central determination ot

the ffuids. We see for example, occasionally, cases of fever marked

by periodical coma, in which there is a full and moderately firm pulse,

heat, and even a slight general redness of the surface, which is full and

plump, in contrast with the shrunken state, and pallid or pale livid color,

marking the congestive fevers. Again, there is another shade of the

comatose remittent, in which there is a periodical suspension of the

animal functions, without any perceptible febrile excitement or determi-

nation of blood to the brain ;—the skin, respiration, pulse and pupils, the

state of the secretion and the tongue, to all appearance being indicative

of a perfectly healthy condition of the system. During the paroxysm,

the patient seems to be in a natural and healthy slumber, and the only^

thing giving, evidence that this is not the case, is the impossibility ot

rousing him. Such cases as these, we repeat, though classed among

the pernicious fevers, cannot properly be called congestive. In the last

described, there cannot be a doubt, we imagine, that the affection of the

brain is entirely nervous, “the functions of the organ being probably

suspended by the noxious agent, in a -manner analogous to that, by

which local neuralgic affectio^is are produced by it,” without local

determination of blood. In regard to the shade first named, the presence

of coma with febrile excitement would lead at once with many to the

supposition of cerebral congestion, and though there may exist more or

less preternatural fulness of the brain, it is not improbable that in these

cases also the suspension of the animal functions is dependent upon a

nervous cause, and merely coincident with febrile action. At any rate,

there is not present that central determination, with shrunken surface,

&c., which are looked upon as characterizing mainly the various shades
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of feVer termed congestive. All these, however, we have exhibited in

some of the shades of the comatose fever.

We proceed to an examination of vyhat is meant by congestive fever

by Southern physicians, and the symptoms by which it is is recognized
;

and in so doing, will wander somewhat from the essay before us, as in

the fulfilment of our object we deem it the better method to present

extracts from different writers, who at least supposed, when writing, that

they were giving an account of the only forms of disease recognized

under the term. We make our first extracts from an article on conges-

tive fever in the Americal Journal of Medical Sciences, for July, 1843,

by Charles Parry, M. D., of Indianapolis. Of course we must abbre-

viate.

“ In the majority of instances the symptoms of the first paroxysm are

such as occur in an ordinary intermittent attack. * * * * Xhere is a

general coldness of the surface of the body and extremities, felt by the

physician, but not by the patient, as there is a lessened endermic sensi-

bility,
***** patient in the interval (subsequent to the first

paroxysm) complains of malaise only, or some debility, being in other

respects perfectly well.”

The second paroxysm, “ is always severe, not somuch in the violence

of the rigors, as in the extreme coldness, and in the approaching death

like hue of the face and extremities.”
“ In the chill, gastro-intestinal irritation is very violent, the vomiting

and purging being almost incessant. * * * * The discharges do not

resemble those of cholora
;
they have more the appearance of water,

in which a large portion of recently killed beef has been washed.”
“ The patient complains of a sense of weight and burning heat in the

stomach. ***** The respiration is often peculiar. It consists of

a deep drawn double inspiration (or double sigh) with one expiration.”

“ The pulse, even from the beginning of the second paroxysm, is very

small, thready, very frequent, 120 to loO in a minute.”

“ Restlessness is very great, the patient constantly tossing about from

one side of the bed to the other
;
throwing his arms and legs around

;

incessantly endeavoring to get out of bed
;
and he is able to do so, even

to walk across the room if permitted, until within an hour or so of dis-

solution. I have positively seen persons get out of bed and stand in the

doorway, hours after it was impossible to detect any pulse at the wrist,

though the carotids could be felt plainly. Such is the intense desire of

the patients to get cold air, that they frequently express themselves

determined to have it at all hazards.”

“The mind is usually undisturbed until the agony. ******
Increased coldness, clamminess and wilting of the skin on the hands and

arms
;
a sticky unctuous sweat from head to foot, collecting in drops the

size of a half dime, if not wiped away. Hippocratic sharpness and
anxiety of look, without corresponding sensations (for even here the

patients may speak as if there was little the matter with them)
;
seldom

any subsultus or hiccough, or convulsions
;
and death takes place easily,

as if without cause.”

We will next quote from an article by Dr. R. G. Wharton, (of Grand
Gulf, Miss.,) in the American Journal of Medical Sciences, for April

1844. After speaking of the gradual initiation of the disease, he pro-
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ceeds to the more marked symptoms. “ By degrees the heat of skin

passes off with profuse perspiration
;
the hands and arms become rather

cool, the pulse becomes quicker, the breathing still more oppressed, the

patient every few seconds making a deep inspiration
;
the restlessness

increases; the perspiration becomes more profuse, standing in large

drops on the head and face
;
gradually it feels sticky and cold, especially

on the extremities
;
the hands now become shriveled and very cold, and

disagreeable to the touch, feeling like a corpse
;
the coldness rapidly

spreads up the limbs to the body
;
the pulse is very small and quick,

beating from 120 to 140 per minute
;
the patient is so restless that he

cannot remain in one position for a second, his great complaint being

that he cannot get his breath
;
sometimes he will get out of bed a very

short time before death
;
the pulse becomes imperceptible at the wrist

often eight or ten hours before death. ***** Xhe patient has

usually great thirst and complains of a feeling of inward heat.”

“ It often commences as a simple intermittent, and the reaction not

faking place, the cold stage is rapidly merged in the most violent form

of congestive.”

We have given these extracts from the two papers above named, not

only because to us they seem to convey a pretty correct idea of what

we have always considered congestive fever, but also because we have

heard them spoken of by others as giving a most accurate description of

the disease ;—and the truth of the pictures has also been acknowledged

in some of the medical periodicals.

We will here give the symptoms of the disease as it occurs in Mont-

gomery and its immediate vicinity,—as represented by Dr. Boling,

reminding the reader at the same time, fhat Dr. Lewis says, “ he (Dr.

B.,) describes no form of febrible affection, which physicians of certain

localities of Green, Marengo and Dallas, would recognize as congestive

fever,” and also, that a “correspondent,” of the Doctor’s from Mont-

gomery, says that “ he has not yet seen any case of congestive fever,

such as has been described by medical men as prevailing in other parts

of the State.” The extracts which we have given above descriptive of

the disease, are not taken from the accounts furnished by the physicians

of Alabama, and the reason will be presently apparent.

Now, should it appear, that the description of Dr. Boling corresponds

in all important points with the statements of Doctors Wharton and

Parry, and others, who have supposed they were describing congestive

fever, and that the account of the disease by Doctor Lewis differs in no

essential feature from these, we think it will be but a fair conclusion,

not only that there is a more general and correct accordance among
physicians as to what constitutes congestive fever, than Doctor Lewis

would lead us to believe
;
but also that he has also failed to make out

his position, that there is a congestive fever of a distinct and separate

character. If Doctor B. describes none such, and we should be

able to discover no important difference
;
no constant diagnostic symp-

tom, in the account of the disease by Doctor Lewis, distinguishing it

from the disease described by Doctor B., surely he describes none

such.

Here are the symptoms as given by Dr. B.
“ There is a form of malignant remittent fever, known in many parts
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of the Southern country as “ congestive fever,” in which there is rarely,

till a short time preceding ‘death, any affection of the brain. The prin-

cipal characteristic of this form of fever is the absence of any great

degree of febrile heat on the surface generally, with extraordinary cold-

ness of the extremities. The pulse is small, corded and very frequent,

varying even in the first or second exacerbation from 130 to 140, and

should a third or fourth exacerbation occur, without being mitigated or

modified by treatment, it still increases in frequency till it cannot be

counted, and becomes small, thready, and occasionally imperceptible

sometimes before the death of the patient.. The extremities with each

exacerbation become colder and more clammy, while a proportionate

increase in the temperature of the chest and abdomen frequently occurs.

The conjunctivae are white and pearly,—except in those instances in

which the surface becomes jaundiced,—when they,partake of the yel-

low tinge. So susceptible are the bowels, to the action of purgatives,

that the smallest doses produce hypercatharsis, ' the stools generally

being a thin serous matter, sometimes tinged of a yellow colour with

bile
;
but more frequently they are of a dirty reddish color. The respi-

ration is sighing, interrupted, and at times disproportionately slow, com-
pared with the pulse. The stomach is excessively irritable, the matter

rejected being principally a transparent ropy mucus, in which is sus-

pended a small quantity of a grass-green flocculent matter. The sur-

face is frequently of a slightly livid tint, that of the extremities shriveled

up and clammy, and covered with an exudation, cold, and so profuse as

to have been likened by Senac to the “ Sudor Anglicanus.’^ In this

form of fever, the remissions are indicated more by a tendency to a

natural temperature, than in any decided mitigation in the other symp-

toms.”

“Notwithstanding the small and thready state of the pulse in this

variety of pernicious fever especially,' the action of the heart will be

found strong, as indicated by the loudness of its sounds and the force of

its impulses. ****** Muscular prostration is rather apparent

than real, as evinced by the force with which the heart beats, and the

fact that there is “ oftentimes surprising muscular strength, until within

an hour or two of dissolution, the sufferer being able to jump out of bed
and walk about, while he is pulseless.” *=)<****

“ There is a modification, a shade of this variety of pernicious fever,

produced by injudicious treatment, in cases where there is an original

tendency to assume a bad character, and sometimes indeed it is to be
feared, where this tendency is not very great. It is most frequently

brought about by drastic purgatives. It differs from the last only in a
greater feeling of weight and anxiety about the epigastrium

;
more heat

and distension of the abdomen, jactitation, a deeper colored and more
parched state of the tongue, a more rapid respiration, an indescribable

expression in the countenance of anxiety and apprehension,'—and where
the abdominal distension is not too great to admit of a satisfactory

examination,—more violent throbbing of the descending aorta will be
found.”

The description of the disease as given by Dr. B., it must be
admitted, is defective

;
nevertheless, so far as it extends, it coincides so

exactly with the accounts of Doctors Wharton and Parry, we are dis-
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posed to think, as to show conclusively that he was speaking at the

time of the form of disease which they have described as congestive

fever. I’lie accounts of no two physicians in picturing a disease, even

from the same case, would be identical—as certain symptoms would

probably strike the mind of one with more force than that of the other,

and would therefore be represented moj-e prominently in the foreground
;

while a variation might be expected also, in consequence of the differ-

ent stages of the disease which might be held principally in view at the

time. How much less could we expect exact identity when the descrip-

tions are drawn from the general impressions made by a number of

cases, each one varying no doubt in some of its features from the rest.

We have said, that the description given by Dr. Boling is defective

and imperfect. We find no mention made of the intense thirst with

which the patient is harrassed—the disposition to get out of bed, and

move to a window .or door, or from one bed to another,—the wish to be

constantly fanned—requiring frequently the services of several persons

at once for this purpose, to satisfy the great desire for fresh air
;
and

as is frequently observed to relieve measurably the insupportable feeling

of weight and oppression, faintness and deadly nausea about the prae-

cordial and epigastric regions. Neither do we find any mention made
of the exceeding restlessness and jactitation, inducing the patient con-

stantly to toss his limbs and head about, as also suddenly to change his

position from side to side, perhaps as often as every few minutes. No
mention either is made of the great internal heat of which the patient

often makes such loud complaints. This extreme internal heat we will

here observe has a real existence, for in no other disease have we ever

found it so great, during post-mortem examinations as in congestive

fever—we have a most distinct recollection of one case in particular, of

a post-mortem examination of a patient about three hours after death

from congestive fever, in which we assisted our friend Dr. W. O. Bald-

win of Montgomery, and in which the heat of the viscera, was not only

extremely disagreeable—but almost insupportable to the hand inserted

among them.

We will now give the only account of congestive fever, which we are

able to find, as it is “described by medical men as prevailing in

other sections of the State,” which was published prior to the presen-

tation of the essay of Dr. Lewis before the medical society, expressing

at the same time our regret, that the “ correspondent” from Montgomery
did not refer us to the accounts of the disease, to which he alludes, as

otherwise we are disposed to think it will be a somewhat difficult task

to find them. We quote from a paper to which we have already

referred, on the autumnal remitting fever of 1831, by J. W. Heustis, M.
D., who at that time wrote from Cahawba

;
which it will be recollected

is in Dallas, one of the counties to which Dr. Lewis more especially

refers as the site of congestive fever.*

“ The fever this season was of a congestive character, with a great

* There may also be found, however, a few passages descriptive of the dis-

ease in an article on the cold dash in congestive fever, published by Achilles

Whitlock, M. D., of North Alabama, in the Western Journal of the Medical

and Physical Sciences, for January, 1837.
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disposition to an unequal distribution of febrile action and development.
In many cases the head and particularly the extremities were cold,

while the trunk wjas hot ;—whilst at the same time there was considera-

ble palpitation of the heart, with a pulse small, weak and frequent.
* * * * * Sometimes after a transient state of febrile excitation, col-

lapse took place at an early stage of the disease, with little impairment
of the general powers of the system

;
this was more especially the case

when depletion had been practised too freely. * * * * 'pjjg prostra-

tion and collapse are for the most part confined to the vascular system,

while such is the strength of the muscles of locomotion, that the patient

is able to rise and sit up, and even to walk about.” So far as it extends
can any thing be in more perfect accordance with the description of Dr.
Boling?—and if Dr. Heustis has not here spoken of the* same form of
disease as the writers whom we have before quoted, we most respect-

fully request Dr. Lewis, or the “ correspondent,” to point out in what
particulars it differs.

We will now present the reader with extracts from accounts of con-
gestive fever from several of our authors “ correspondents,’^ which he
himself quotes as descriptive of the genuine disease,—that an opportu-
nity may be afforded of detecting, if possible, the difference between
this and that which Dr. Lewis says is not congestive fever

;
and also,

of judging, whether or not in most instances those who have thought
they had under their care congestive fever, and have attempted its des-

cription, have been deceived, and that it was reserved for Dr. Lewis to

separate the true from the false
;

to distinguish the reality from the coun-
terfeit.

Before presenting the views of his correspondents, however, Dr.
Lewis observes, “ as a general rule this disease has become modified
since 1885; still, however, maintaining in some localities its original

marked violence. As it is the most formidable and interesting disease
ofsummer and autumn that is known in the bounds of the State, the

impressions of medical men practising in different localities will not only
assist in revealing its true character^ but are absolutely necessary, to

the end we have in view, a fair and correct picture, so far as we go, of
the prominent diseases of the State.” It will therefore be perceived
that Dr. Lewis here endorses the descriptions of his “correspondents”

—

and he in no other part of the essay expresses a dissent.

The first extract we shall give, is from a quotation made by the
author, from a prize essay (in manuscript yet) on congestive fever, by
Dr. Mabry, an intelligent and estimable physician of Selma, in Dallas
County.

“Its invasion is often sudden, comipg on after a few hours premoni-
tion with a chill, which continues for several hours, during which time
the patient is harrassed by difficulty of breathing, nausea and repeated
efforts at vomiting; the pulse is frequent and feeble, skin cold and
clammy, countenance distressed and shrunken

;
not unfrequently attended

with sero-mucous discharges. The duration of this stage varies in dif-

ferent cases, seldom passing off, however, in less than three or four
hours, and often continuing much longer. The hot stage is character-
ized by a feeble reaction of short duration, after which it gives place to
the sweating stage. About the same hour the next day, or perhaps the
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day after, a second paroxysm takes place, which differs but little from

the first, except in severity.”

Our next extracts are from a quotation made by Dr. Lewis, from a

communication to him, of “Dr. Bates, a resident of the prairies, not

very far from Selma.”
“ The skin of the whole body is pale and cooler than natural, shriv-

eled, and where pressure is made, as on the back and sides,—motley

and livid
;
frequently the whole body is covered with clammy exudation.

The nose and ears become icy cold, and the lips perfectly livid. There

is a great diminution of sensibility, and oftentimes the patient does not

manifest any feeling on the application of the most powerful rubefacients.

The countenance betrays the greatest anxiety, the eyes are red and

suffused. The patient turns frequently in bed, or tosses from side to

side, uncovers himself, complains of great heat, intense thirst, and says,

if water is' not given him, he “ will burn up.” The respiration is more

frequent than ordinary
;
sometimes it is slower, but very difficult, fre-

quent sighing with expiration like one out of breath. The pulse is

small and more frequent than natural. In the most violent cases it is

imperceptible, except just above the elbow. The heart is felt beating

tumultuously, as if struggling to free itself of a load.
***** Often-

times the dejections are copious, and after one or two evacuations

become watery, containing small flocculi of mucus. The intellectual

faculties are often retained to the last.”

Dr. Lewis next gives three cases communicated to him by Dr. H. V.

Wooten, an accurate observer, residing in Lowndes County,—in the

prairie region also. Previous to quoting them, Dr. Lewis observes that

Dr. Wooten, “ reports none but cases of a distinct intermittent type
;
his

notes will serve, not only to show the modified character of the disease

of the present day, but convey a correct description of this variety.”

The Dr. then, it will be observed, admits of varieties and modifications

of the disease. After giving the cases, he observes that they present a

view of that simple variety known as “ congestive or intermittent chilV^

Our space will not permit us to present before the reader the cases of

Dr. Wooten in detail—but we will merely observe that among the

symptoms present were, in the first : an inability to “ speak intelligibly,

moans, rolls about the bed, making frequent efforts to get up.
*****

A return of all the depressing symptoms of the morning previous,

attended with profound stupor,—death.” In the second : the patient in

the second paroxysm,—the Dr. found “ lying with her head thrown

back, eyes protruded and fixed, face livid, breathing hurried and labori-’

ous, pulse scarcely perceptible at the wrist—and too frequent to be

counted
;
extremities cold, trunk and head very hot.” As the third case

is short we will, contrary to our first intention, give it nearly entire.

“ A., aged 24, of good constitution, complained for the last two mornings

of languor and aching in the bones, but would so improve in the after-

noon as to attend to his ordinary duties. On the third morning, at five

o’clock, I was summoned in haste, and found him totally insensible to

surrounding objects
;
would not answer questions, open his mouth, or

move the least from his position. With the exception of the chest, the

entire surface was cold, that of the extremities intensely so,—respiration

laborious, pulse small and 140 in the minute ; found much difficulty in
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getting him to swallow. At 7 o’clock there were signs of improve-
ment—as an increase in the volume of the pulse, restlessness, warmth
of skin, &;c.” He recovered in a few days. Such are the cases w'hich
Dr. Lewis says present “ a view of that simple variety, known as con-
gestive or intermittent chill.” We would ask here, how the word
“ simple,” can apply in connection with such symptoms, as are enumera-
ted by Dr. Wooten?—and by whom any form of disease is called “con-
gestive or intermittent chill;” or where in “ medical literature” the
author finds authority or precedent for the use of the term? Dr.
Wooten’s cases we think might have received a more appropriate
name

; indeed they are most graphic representations of some of the
shades of what has been called comatose remittent, cerebral remittent,

^<^•5—kut of a congestive character. In other words, congestive fever,
in which the brain is one of the organs sustaining the principal force of
the disease. Indeed, cases very similar, differing in but the slightest
shades,—and from these not more than from each other further on,
it will be found. Dr. Lewis recognizes as “ cerebro-congestive” fever.

—

We allude to the cases of Dr. Ames.
We think it will be perceived, that the greater part of these quota-

tions are descriptive of the same disease, with slightly varied phases—s-s that spoken of by Dr. B. as congestive fever
;

at least we
cannot discover upon what particulars or peculiarities to base a diag-
nosis. Consequently, so far, it is our impression, that our Author has
not succeeded in establishing the existence of a disease, with symptoms
distinctive and peculiar, as entitling more especially to the term “ con-
gestive fever, and differing in important features from that which has
generally been recognized by others under this term. Yet Doctor
Lewis says that Dr. B. does not describe the disease, and that
Montgomery is entirely exempt from it. The opinion of Doctor Lewis,
as also of his “ correspondent” from Montgomery', who says “ that he
has not yet seen any case of congestive fever,” &;c., is singularly at
variance too with the statements of Doctor Ames, one of our author’s
correspondents, who likewise resides in Montgomery, and who furnishes
Doctor Lewis with several cases, which he inserts in his essay, under
the title of “ cerehro-congestive fever.'' They are all cases in which
the brain seems materially to have suffered, presenting each in a greater
or less degree, evidences of congestion. In passing we would also
remark, that Doctor Ames in his communication to Doctor L. quoted in
the essay before us, speaks incidentally of the abdominal congestive
remittent, and in such a manner as to prove to us, that he at least, more
fortunate than the “ correspondent,” has seen congestive fever in Mont-
gomery, “ such as has been described by medical men as prevailing in
other sections of the State.” Speaking of the “ cerebro-congestive”
cases, he says :

“ the coolness of the surface in these cases is never the
coldness of collapse, nor is there even the profuse sweating, vomiting,
diarrhoea, oppression of the epigastrium, sighing, jactitation and general
restlessness

q/^
the abdominal congestive remittent." Surely when

Doctor Lewis inserted this brief but correct description of cono’estive
fever from Doctor Ames, together with his five cases of “ cerebro-con-
gestive fever,” he had forgotten, that but a few pages before he had said^
that Montgomery “ from abundant testimony was free from the disease
in its true characteristic form.”

14
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We would remind the reader, that Montgomery is within the bounds

marked out by Doctor Lewis as the prairie region,” which he con.

siders so emphatically the site of congestive fever, that he frequently

uses the term “ prairie fever” as synonymous with the other term ;

that the prairie lands reach on one side within about a mile of the city ;

that the city is situated on the Alabama river
;
that on the opposite side

from the city in an extensive body of “ low swampy land abounding in

organic remains,” the character of soil most favorable according to Dr.

Levvis ;—next to the prairies, for the production of the congestive fqver

poison,—that within a few miles of the city in another direction runs

the Catoma creek, almost touching at certain points, the prairies
;
and

that along its borders also are extensive bodies of “ low swampy land,

abounding in organic remains ;” and finally that, as is the case pei-

haps in every other place,—the practice of the physicians of the city

extends for a considerable distance into the surrounding country.

Having failed so far in discovering in the cases and \uews of the

“correspondents” of Doctor Lewis,—as presented by the Doctor him-

self, in his essay,—any distinctive phenomena characterizing any form

of disease spoken of as peculiar and separate from those various modi-

fications or shades of our autumnal fevers, recognized generally as con-

gestive, entitling it to be considered a distinct disease, we turn to the

Doctor’s own remarks, and will transcribe verbatim the only case given

from the records of his own practice, with the hope that here at least

we may be able to discover the “ vital or important derangement of^the

functions,” and the “symptoms pathognomonic of congestive fever, —
with which he has intimated that we are to be favored,—distinguishing

the congestive fever of Doctor Lewis, from the forms which others have

heretofore spoken of, and treated under that name. Here is Doctor

Lewis’s picture of the disease.
^

“ Mr. A. ao-ed 24, native of the State, of robust constitution, came to

my office at % in the morning for advice. Says he has been for the

last week engaged in superintending “ some work ’ in an adjoining

prairie swamp
;
went to bed last night feeling well, awoke this morn-

ing at daylight, since when he has been weak -or languid, not particu-

larly sick, but is unable to shake off a restless,, desponding and uneasy

feeling. Found his pulse not exceeding 100, but small and deep seated ;

skin cool and damp, which was attributed to exposure, the atmosphere

being warm and damp. Says he is thirsty but does notfed chilly

;

his

difficulty mainly consists, to use his own language, “ in an inability to

get my breath.” In two hours after he returned home, some two miles

from my office, he wrote and despatched the following note : “come and

do something for me or I shall die.” Did not see him till 3 o clock m

the afternoon. His condition then was nearly as follows : skin cold,

of a pale blueish color, muscles soft, unless put upon the stretch by exer-

tion, profuse perspiration over the entire surface, standing in large drops

on the chest and forehead, tongue cool, pale and inclined to a livid hue,

pulse frequent, small and thready. Action of the heart changed to a

tremulous flutter with now and then a violent pulsation, causing he

patient to start; urine abundant and colorless
;
bowels toipid, slig

nausea, countenance haggard, expressing the deepest agony or p lysi

trouble, very restless, walks rapidly over the lioor for a moment, thei
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sinks exhausted
;
wants an emetic to relieve his breathing

;
is perfectly

sensible. About 10 o’clock at night the perspiration sensibly diminished,

pulse improved and the breathing became easier. This partial improve-

ment continued till 6 o’clock in the morning. At 10 o’clock in the

morning found him much worse. Pulse imperceptible at the wrist,

tongue and lips livid, skin icy cold, dependent portions wilted and
shriveled

;
other symptoms about as yesterday. Alter a doubtful strug-

gle of 6 or 8 hours, during which time there is no complaint of chilliness,

but great heat and burning, the pulse again becomes perceptible, a
slight degree of warmth returns to the surface, and hope again enlivens

the household. The next morning I was summoned early. He began
to grow worse at 2 o’clock, made several efforts to vomit

;
had not been

chilly. He now speaks in monosylables, says he is “ sensible but has

no breath to talk.” Is extremely restless, skin cold, bluish and mottled

about the back—each expiration is attended with a harsh distressed

murmur, cannot bear any covering. Finally, in a paroxysm of wild des-

pair, rises from the bed, rushes to a window and whilst holding to the

facing, is seized with a convulsion. He expired in a few minutes, after

being laid upon his couch
;
having been ill but 52 hours.”

The Doctor it will be perceived does not give the treatment of this

case, and we are therefore at a loss to know how far the symptoms
peculiar to the disease itself may have been modified by the remedies
used. He observes, however, at the close that “ notwithstanding the

most active means were used, there was no evacuation of faeces from the

bowels.”

Dr. Lewis has not pointed out in the enumeration of the symptoms of
this case such as he considers “ pathognomonic 'of the congestive

fever”—but from the fact that every thing relative to the absence of a
sensation of chilliness, as regards the feelings of the patient, is put in

italics, we presume this must be one of them. Nothing, however, is

said relative to what were the symptoms from 9 o’clock of the first

morning till 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and this is the period during
which a chill would most probably have occurred, and have hcQn felt by
the patient,—prior to the entire loss of “ the endermic sensibility.” We
presume also that this absence of a sensation of coldness on the part of
the patient,—when much of the surface is cold to the feeling to

another,—is considered by Dr. Lewis among his “pathognomonic
symptoms,” because further on he goes to the trouble of pointing out
certain distinctions between the cold stage of an intermittent or remit-
tent fever, and congestive fever, in which the complaint of coldness in
the former and its absence in the latter are especially dwelt upon. Does
the Doctor really mean to say that congestive fever is never ushered in
by one or more distinct rigors—in which the patient is sensible of, and
complains of coldness ? Does not Dr. Mabry,—as quoted too by Dr.
L. himself, to “ assist in revealing its true character,”—say distinctly

that it comes on “ after a few hours premonition with a chill and is

it not also stated in some of Dr. Wooten’s cases, quoted for the same
purpose, that the patients were seized with chills? We would not do
such injustice to these intelligent gentlemen, as for a moment to sup-
pose, that they would call that condition of coldness, (the patient not
complaining of cold,) in the further progress of a case, which has
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become congestive, and in which stage the patient is so devoid of sensi-

bility of the surface, as to be insensible to the most powerful rubefa-

cients,—a “chill.” Is it not a common thing also in cases of remittent

fever, not even of a grave character, or deserving the term congestive,

—

after the first two or three exacerbations, for the subsequent ones to be

ushered in by actual coldness of the fingers and toes
;
perhaps indeed

extending some distance up the wrists and ankles, without the percep-

tion of their real state on the part of the patient, who is oppressed, and

annoyed, and complains of heat, on the application of additional cover-

ing to the feet by the nurse, to moderate this cold stage ? Is there not

in such cases evidence of an irregular distribution of nervous influence

or perverted innervation of the cutaneous surface, differing only in

degree, from that so characteristic of the various modifications of the

malarious fevers denominated congestive, by the mass of Southern prac-

titioners ?

“ The muscles were soft unless put upon the stretch hy exertion.’’^

We believe this is generally the case, in health, or disease, and can

scarcely therefore be considered a “ pathognomonic symptom.” The
torpor of the bowels spoken of,—although we think they have seldom

been found in this condition, in what others have considered congestive fe-

ver,—cannot be one of the pathognomonic symptoms, because Dr. Lewis

subsequently says there are cases, in w^hich there are “ frequent stools

of a sero-mucous. matter.” The next italics we find are these, “ action

of the heart changed to a tremulous jiutter''—more of this anon. We
acknowledge our incompetency, in the case given, to discover the

“ pathognomonic symptoms”—distinguishing it from the modified forms

of remittent, which have been denominated congestive fever by others,

and which may be traced in every degree, from the most simple remit-

tent to the most malignant form, passing into each other by impercepti-

ble shades,—unless indeed we admit that one is presented in the last

sentence quoted.

We will next quote from Dr. Lewis’s own general observations

regarding the symptoms, and though in a condensed form we will if

possible leave out nothing referring to any symptom upon which we

have not already remarked.
“ In many cases there was pain in the head, flushed face, watery

injected eyes, sensibility to light and an early supervention of delirium.

In this variety, labored and difficult respiration was not so prominent.

This, together with the absence of symptomatic gastric complication,

caused practitioners to refer to the brain as the seat of mischief.

—

Again there were cases (and probably a plurality were of this descrip-

tion) where early nausea, sinking at the stomach, vomiting and frequent

stools of a sero-mucous matter, were the most prominent and urgent

symptoms of the disease. Here the stomach and intestines were pro-

nounced to be the points more especially involved, although one or the

other of these determinations may have existed in one case, or they all

may have been manifest in another, producing death in 24 hours
;
yet

as a general rule, the assemblage of symptoms characterizing the dis-

ease were very uniform.
*****Hc>!c***=f=****.ic during

the improving stage, evacuations of a bottle green color, and about the

eonsistence of grape jelly, took place
;
often as much as a gallon passed
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in 48 hours. This remarkable colluvies was inodorous, devoid of bile,

breaking into pieces (mirabile dictu—Rev.) like the coagula of blood.”

“ Our attention thus far has been directed to the graver and more

malignant cases, about one third of which proved fatal between the

second or third day. These were those of a much lighter and milder

grade, distinguished by the same phenomena—such as cool skin, con-

tinued perspiration, thirst, quick thready pulse, interrupted respiration,

uneasiness and occasional sighing. These, symptoms would deepen

and become more urgent in the morning, a partial reaction taking place

in the afternoon. Jn these, as well as those described, there was no

marked remission or intermission
;
the patient continuing in a patholo-

gical condition- until a dryness or 'permanent warmth of skin, announced

a restoration of the functions of the body.” Is not then a patient

laboring under an attack of remittent fever of whatever form^^ in a

“ pathological condition” all the time prior to convalescence ?

We confess we were for a moment startled into the belief that we had

discovered one of the “pathognomonic symptoms” when we reached the

passage descriptive of the evacuations. On more mature deliberation,

however, we are impressed with the belief that such can scarcely be

the case, seeing that not one of the “correspondents” makes mention of

“ this remarkable colluvies,” and it is not probable that so extraordinary

a phenomenon would have escaped the notice of some half a dozen

medical gentlemen, all seemingly pretty accurate observers,—when

especially questioned too relative to the disease in which Dr. Lewis

found it,—if such stools were by any means of sufficiently frequent

occurrence, to be considered characteristic of the disease. Vv e are

therefore led,—legitimately we believe,“to the conclusion, that this

cannot properly be considered a “ pathognomonic symptom,” seeing that

it is by no means of common or general occurrence in the disease.

We continue our quotations. “Notwithstanding the exhibition in

this disease of apparent strength, (regarded by many as real,) we are

firmly convinced that great muscular prostration exists. The patient is

capable of these surprising efforts only at occasional intervals. In a

moment of extreme agony, with his lungs and heart oppressed with dark

blood, like the victim of asthma, he exclaims “ I cannot breathe, I am
smothering,” and by an instinctive struggle his nervous energy is ral-

lied for a moment—he starts up—rushes for the open door or windowy

and falls powerless on the floor. It is said by some that the action of

the heart is “loud, strong and tumultuous,” hence they conclude there

cannot be diminished nervous power. True it is “ loud and tumultuous”

and often beats violently against the thoracic w^alls
;
but it is that tumul-

tuous irregular action, (often seen from depressing poisons,) when the

heart painfully labors to force on the stream of blood which flows in too

fast for its exhausted powers. The patient often complains of fulness

and oppression, and one ear placed over the heart, conveys to the mind

the idea of a distended organ, laboring in vain to free itself. We have

here nothing of the bold, distinct measured pulsations which belong to

the heart in the simple phlegmasiae.”

It will be perceived in the above extract, that Dr. Lewis admits that

the action of the heart is “ loud and tumultuous, and often beats violently

against the thoracic wall.” Whether this statement is reconcilable with
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;i “tremulous irregular action” or a mere “tremulous flutter,” we leave
to others to decide. This we do believe, however, that as a general
rule the strength of the heart’s action is judged of by the loudness of its

sounds and by the violence with which it- b^ats against the thoracic
walls—in other words, its impulse. We most heartily concur with our
author in the belief that the “ heart painfully labors to force on the

stream of blood,” but at the^same time also believe that it is not so
much from “ exhausted power” on its part—as from an increased cen-
tripetal tendency of the blood,—fl’oin what cause produced we cannot
say,—that this is rendered necessary, and that the unequal distribution

results. That there is then perverted innervation, irregular distribution

of nervous influence, diminished nervous power, if the Doctor will have
it so—we fully admit,—but, in regard to the heart and 'vascular system
—in the capillary network, and smaller vessels alone. There can be
most certainly no diminution of nervous influence, to the heart, when
its action is “ loud,” and it beats “ violently against the thoracic parietes,”

at a time when the patient’s pulse is a mere thread, or perhaps entirely

extinct at the wrist. That we have not the “bold distinct measured
pulsations which belong to the heart in many of the simple phlegma-
siae,” so far as the latter qualities are involved at least, is easily ex-

plained. In these the heart is perhaps beating at the measured rate of
Irom 90 to 120—while in the disease under consideration it strikes at

the rate of 120 to 100 in the minute. That nervous influence may be
unequally distributed,—that a diminished supply may be sent to the
cutaneous surface, and to the capillaries, and an increased supply to the

heart and larger vessels, will not appear improbable or unreasonable,
when we reflect on the many anomalous exhibitions, connected with the

nervous system in the various shades of our malarious diseases.

The Doctor is convinced that in this disease “ great muscular pros-

tration exists.” If by this is meant that the patient is incapable of the

same degree and continuance of physical exertion as in health, nothing
is more true. If in comparison with other diseases, nothing we believe
can be more erroneous. Is there any other form of disease, in which,

—

perhaps not more than a few minutes before death, as he himself has
shown in the case quoted, and hours after the pulse has become extinct

at the wrist,—the patient is able to rise from his bed, and walk across
the floor, to a window or open door ? Is it not most surprising—and in

striking contrast with what occurs in almost all other forms of disease,

—

that the patient under ' such circumstances should be capable of these
“ surprising efforts,”—as our author himself most truly characterizes

them, even at occasional intervals 1 But instead of being at occasional

intervals only, is not the patient in most instances able to, and does

he not actually change his position in bed, turning quickly from one side

to the other without assistance—every few minutes from the time the

disease puts on its malignant garb, till almost the last moment,—now,
and then too, walking across the house from one bed to another, or to a

window, and frequently without sinking exhausted—or “falling powerless

on the floor,”—without in many instances, indeed, his respiration being

appreciably quickened thereby, or giving other evidence that his powers
have been diminished by the effort ? How is it with regard to all other

diseases—Typhoid fever for instance, or those of the most violently in-
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flammatory character ? Of what manifestations of muscular strength are

the patients laboring under these, capable during the hours of impending

dissolution, and when the pulse can be no longer felt at the wrist 1 And

in these, under similar circumstances, is the sound of the heart “ loud”

—

or does it ever “ beat violently against the thoracic walls ?” Even the

“ victim ofasthma”—with “ lungs and heart oppressed with dark blood,”

ceases to be capable ofany great physical exertion before the pulse ceases

to be felt at the wrist. We think that Dr. Lewis has here denied the exis-

tence of symptoms, which with more probability of successful argument

might be presented as “pathognomonic,” than any that he has named.

We do not think that it is by any means a common occurrence for

the patients after such' exertions as we have spoken of to “ fall powerless

on the floor,”—our own experience is against it, and we believe that

we can show by Dr. Lewis himself that he did not regard it as such, or

at least did not keep the fact at all times before his mind’s eye ;—else,

we know not what language means. We commence at the end of oiir

last quotation.

“ The cold adynamic condition which so essentially characterizes this

malady, has been likened to pathological states occurring in other dis-

eases, after injuries, loss of blood, &c.; we are unable to trace such

analogies. We have under treatment at the present time two rare

cases, caused by subjects falling into a dry heated steamboat boiler,

some five days since, in which the condition is not unlike that of con-

gestive fever. The extremities are wilted and shriveled; the skin cold

and damp, (but not perspiring profusely,) the action of the heart tumul-

tuous and oppressed, the pulse in one small and thready, in the other

imperceptible, expiration harsh and violent, much internal heat, op-

pressed breathing, and yet muscular strength sufficient to walk 100 /ce^.”

Up to this point, we think it will be admitted that there is a very striking

analogy between these cases and congestive fever as described by our

author. Here, however, we presume, he means that all analogy is lost

or rather destroyed by what follows—“ hut the exertion is followed hy

sudden and complete prostration:' Were it a common occurrence for

patients after similar exertions in congestive fever to “/a/Z powerless on

the door"—would not the analogy be most complete and striking ?

W. M. B.

(To he continued.)

11. A Treatise on Malignant Fever and Vomito Priesto. By William

Ingalls, M. D. Fellow of the Massachusetts, Rhode Island and

New Hampshire Medical Societies; formerly Professor of Anatomy

and Physiology in Brown University.— Venienti occurrite morbo ,

—

Boston: 1847, p.p. 108.

Dr. Ingalls informs the reader in his preliminary remarks “ that this

treatise on yellow fever was ready for the press in 1841
;
but having

consulted a physician in whose judgment 1 placed great reliance, in the

propriety of publishing it, who gave it as his o[)inioii, that as the work
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of Baron Louis on the same subject, translated by Dr. Shattuck, Jr.,

had recently made its appearance, a similar production was not at that

time required.

The foregoing remarks, aside from the bad grammar which they con-

tain, display great respect for the reputation of M‘. Louis
;
and no doubt

the noble Baron, when this book meets his eye, will feel himself under
lasting obligations to Dr. Ingalls for delaying the publication of a work
similar to his own bn the same subject..

Respect for the grey hairs of our author, as well as the antiquity of
the facts which he reports, (being collected in 1798 and 1319,) will

compel us to be much milder, in our criticisms, than the facts and rea-

soning here set forth deserve. The motives which induced Dr. Ingalls

to publish these few disconneQted observations, were doubtless good

;

and it is on this account that we shall treat him with that cqnsideration

and respect due his character as a practitioner of a past century.

Dr. Ingalls regards yellow fever like small pox, as a contagious dis-

ease
;
nor do we denounce him for embracing such a doctrine, since

many highly respectable physicians of the present day believe in the

transmissibility or contagious- nature of yellow fever. On this point

Ave are at issue with our author,. but this is not the place and time to

discuss the question.

Dr. Ingalls’ pathology of yellow fever is too good to be overlooked.—
He says, “ the cause of yellow fever produces an inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the stomach, intestines and pori biliari. That the

inflammation partakes, at least in one respect, of the nature of erysipelas,

appears from its frequently commencing in one portion of the alimentary
canal, and being diffused over its whole extent, either uniformly or in

successive patches.”

The course of practice such pathological views of yellow fever would
lead Dr. Ingalls to adopt, must be detailed in order to- be accredited.

—

Says the Dr., “I used to carry with me pills containing two grains of

tartrate of antimony, to prevent the delay that might be occasioned by
sending a recipe, to the druggists store. With regard to the dose, I

was guided by the circumstances of the case
;
sometimes giving a pill

every ten minutes till vomiting was produced
;
sometimes two pills at

first
;

if they did not operate in ten minutes the third was given
;

in

cases of extreme urgency three were administered at once
;

six grains

proved to be a sufficient portion (to kill does the Dr. mean to say?) in

every instance but owe.”

How our author can make his pathology and treatment of the disease

harmonize, is indeed strange to us, who have been taught both by obser-

vation and a little experience, to believe that an inflamed gastro-enteric

mucous membrane was intolerant of an irritant like tartar emetic.

We can but regret that an old and respectable practitioner like Dr.
Ingalls should have given to the world a small work so full of crude and
incorrect notions of the yellow fever—as, however, his aim was not to

gratify his ambition but to enlighten the profession, we are disposed to

commend his writings to the kind mercies of the critic and the intelligent

reader. ;

A. H.
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111 .—New Orleans Literary and Scientific Miscellany.

We have received from Dr. Macaulj, the editor, a prospectus for puh-
li'shin^ in this city a literary periodical with the above well-chosen title,

1 he object of this monthly publication is to disseminate valuable know-
ledge—to cultivate a literary taste, and to advance the interests of mw'als
and education. With these high aii^ in view, we trust the able and
worthy editor will receive such encouragement and assistance as the
enterprise deserves. 'Why should not New Orleans be represented in
the literary, as she is already in the commercial worfd ? Have we not
the material in abundance, and the talent to fashion it into beautiful and
lovely forms ? Ifcommerce is King, let literature henceforward be indeed
the Queen, that shall guide and direct with her gentle influence the
wealth and commerce of New Orleans.
Commerce and literature mTty march, like twin sisters, hand in hand.
The first may be made subservient to the diffusion and interest of the

last. Let a printed sheet go abroad with every bale of cotton and barrel
of flour that leaves our wharf, and receive in exchange from abroad, the
best literature of the day. “ Man was not made to live by bread
alone;” he has other than his animal appetites to gratify.

This scientific miscellany will not be the champion of any particular
religious creed. The editor, on this subject, says :

“ Whilst nothing
will at any time be introduced which can prove offensive to the mos't
scrupulous conscience, or be deemed an attack on any peculiarity of
creed or opinion, it is proper we should distinctly state, that this is not
intended to be a religious publication, nor is it identified with any sect.
It is intended for the people, and all may inspire its contents as innox-
ously as they do the vital air.”

The miscellany will be issued in monthly numbers of 104 pages, at
$5 per annum, 'payable on delivery of the first number.

Thfe editor has already engaged some of the best writers of the day,
as contributors to the pages of the Miscellany.

IV. Wood's Quarterly Retrospect of American and Foreign Practical
Medicine and Surgery, from April to July, 1847. New York
Richard and George S. Wood.

*

This is a new publication of 64 pages, somewhat on the plan of
BraithWaite’s Retrospect. We give the. publishers’ prospectus below,
that our readers may judge for themselves of the work. It is certainly
cheap enough. ^

PROSPECTUS.
“ The ^present enterprise is an attempt to meet the demands of this “ high-

pressure’’ age, by furnishing the physician and surgeon the means of keeping
pace with the progress of knowledge in their respective departments of science
at the least possible cost of time and money. It consists of condensed reports of
cases and their treatment, with occasional remarks, and abstracts of the medi-
cal literature of the day, collected from the whole held of medical science
Arnericari and loreign, with announcements of all new publications of interest
to the profession.

45
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Its plan is, in the main, that .which has been so much approved in “ Btaith-

waite’s Retrospect” and “ Ranking’s Abstract with the super-added advan-

tages of a fuller view of American Medical Literature and Science, a more fre-

quent emission, and reduction of price.
,

The project, which was suggested by some members of the protession as a

desideratum in medical literature not yet supplied by any journal, was decided

upon too near the day fixed upon for publication, to enable the publishe^ to

carry out their plan as fully in the present number as they could wish. They

trust, however, they have done enough to show its great utility ;
and they

promise that, if well sustained in the undertaking, they will spare neither pains

nor expense to make it worthy of the most extended patronage.

It will be seen at once that, at a price so low, it can only be supported by a

very extensive circulation ;
but the advantages offered are such, that this is

confidently anticipated ;
and they request all to whom this number is sent, who

approve the plan, to aid them by bringing it to the notice of their professional

brethren.

Terms

—

One dollar per annum, jpayuble in advance.
_

Those wishing to subscribe, are requested to send their names immedi^ely,

that the publishers may know how many to print of the next number. They

will please write their names legibly, and at full length, adding their respective

titles, and* the names of the town, county, &c., of their residence.

By the new Postage Law, subscribers to Periodicals are allowed to save

postage and the risk of transmission by paying their own postmaster, request-

ing him to give notice thereof to the postmaster where the publisher resmes,

and remitting his receipt, instead of the money, to the publisher. We hope

they will take advantage of this.
, ^ j • »

Authors and publishers wishing their works reported, will forward copies.

We hope the editor will hereafter be more particular in crediting his

articles. We observe that the extract from Dr. Boling’s “ Remarks on

Remittent Fever complicated with symptoms of Tetanus,” is not placed

to the credit of this Journal in which it first appeared.
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EXCERPTA.

1 .—The following interesting ^History of Histology' is translated from the

Traite D'Anatomic Generate ou Histoire des Tissus, etc. By J. Henle,
Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in the University of Zurich.

Introduction.

The human body is composed of a certain number of organs. Each one of

these organs, considered separately, may be reduced into parts which have no
analogy with each other. But it is easy to perceive that these parts are repro-

duced in different organs, either because they really constitute together one
body, and represent one continuous whole, as the nerves, the vessels, the layers

of the cellular tissue, or because they resemble each other in certain charac-

teristics which we consider essential, and differ only with regard to properties

less important, such as form, volume, and others of a similar nature.

The science, whose object it is to investigate the similar parts in the differ-

ent organs, to compare them together, and to assign to them their appropriate

characteristics, is called General Anatomy or Histology. The parts which
constitute the organs are called Tissues.

Development of Histology.

Histology is as old as the science of the structure of the human body in

general
;
for the most ancient observers had seen themselves that certain bones,

tendons, vessels, &c., appeared in all regions, with the same properties
; and

the physicians of the remotest ages supposed the identity of certain parts, dif-

ferent as to form and relative position, when they laid down, for example, for

the treatment of a fracture, general rules applicable to all the bones. But there

was not as yet any histological system, and the principles were not known by
virtue of which such and such parts were regarded as possessing the same
nature. Fallopius, to whom we are indebted for the earliest treatise on general

anatomy, established, indeed, rules for the classification of the tissues he also

divides them, for example, according to their origin, into parts which proceed

from the blood, and into parts which are derived from the principle of produc-
tion; or, according to their form, into tissues warm and cold, humid and dry

;

but he does not follow a single one of these divisions, and contents himself

with passing in review, one after another, a certain number of tissues, of which
he develops the texture and the uses. Before and since his day, the science

had the benefit of a multitude of disconnected observations upon the intimate

structure of certain organs and systems, particularly upon the subdivision of
the smaller blood-vessels; but we must come down to the beginning of the
present century in order to find histology reduced to a system, and presented in

the scientific form which it still retains, and which has exerted the most deci-

sive influence upon physiology and medicine. The author of this form, and to

speak properly, the author of General Anatomy, was Bichat.

* Lectiones de partihus similarihus humani corporis ex diversis exemplarihus.
Nuremberg, 1775.
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Bichat’s mode of examining histology had been preceded immediately by the

discoveries of Haller. Haller attributed, a special force, irritability, tp those of

the animal fibres which contract by the effect of contact with external bodies :

the greater the irritability, the greater the contraction. He denominated sensi-

ble hbres, those which, on being touched, transmit an impression to the mind.*
He and almost all the physiologists of his epoch studied especially the parts

and tissues of the body with reference to their sensible and irritable nature.

But be thence deduced th^at to the organized living fibres belong certain deter-

minate forces, which are called into action by the most diversified external

influences, by the aid of which the organic fibres are distinguished as well from
all inorganic bodies, as among themselves. It was easy to conceive the idea

of a physiological force of the tissues, and to discover that particular physiolo-

gical operations are the result of special animal substances, irritable, and
reacting in a manner peculiar to each one. The reflections of Pinel upon the

analogy of pathological phenomena in the membranes of the different organs
exerted considerable influence upon Bichat, as he himself acknowledges. “ Of
what consequence is it,” said- this great physician, “ that the arachnoid, the

pleura, the peritoneum, are situated in different parts of the body, since these

membranes have a general conformity in their structure ? Do they not undergo
analogous lesions in a state of inflammation, and must they not be reunited in

the same order, forming only different species ?”f It was an idea as bold as it

was fruitful to compare diseases of the mucous membrane of the stomach with
catarrh of the pituitary membrane and blennorrhagia. Pinel established thereby

the first basis of the natural classification of diseases according" to their anato-

mical characteristics, a classification of which our epoch is so proud
;
but he

rendered double service to histology by interesting physicians in its progress,

and by teaching them to avail themselves, for the distinction of the tissues, of

the manner in which they were affected in a morbid state. Finally, we must
not omit to mention the part which the advancement of the physical sciences

already so marked took in the labors of Bichat. He himself observes, in order

to find fault with it, how much the method pursued by the physiologists differs

from that adopted by philosophers : the philosopher sees every where phe-

nomena of weight, elasticity, &c.; the chemist ascribes all those which he
witnesses to affinity

;
but the physiologists had not yet ascended from the phe-

nomena to the properties of matter which produce them. Consequently the

first thing to be done in physiology is to investigate the properties, organic and
vital, of animal substances.

The different tissues are then, according to Bichat, so many different sub-

stances, endowed with particular forces, by the concurrence of which the

organs are formed, and with properties upon which depends the action of these

organs, almost in the same manner as the motion of a machine is the conse-

quence of the elasticity of metal and the weight of water. He describes each
tissue according to its chemical and physical characteristics, its vital properties

and its morbid changes. The materials necessary to fill up this outline were
supplied to him almost entirely by his own researches, by vivisectioi>s, by dis-

sections, by separating the tissues by the aid of the knife, by maceration, and
by chemical re-agents.

In France where Bichat propagated his doctrines himself by public teaching,

and where his death, the consequence of every species of excess,| caused gen-
eral emotion, his opinions soon took deep root. They were known in Germany

* Mhnoire sur la nature sensible et irritable des parties da corps animal. Lau-
sanne, 1756, t. 1, p. 7.

t Nosographie philosophique, 6th edition, Paris, 1818, introduction, p. xvii. The
first edition appeared in 1798.

t I am told that this is not true, and that Bichat led a most exemplary life. Be
that as it may, the expression used, “ suite d’exces de tons genres,” is susceptible of

no other meaning. (M.)

—

Trans.
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by the translation of the General Anatomy, published by Pfaft'; but they did not
begin really to flourish there until Walther had animated them somewhat with
the spirit of philosophy which prevailed at that time in the countries beyond the
Rhine.

Nevertheless the system of Bichat fell short of the end which the author had
so clearly in view, and which he made such efforts to attain. The tissues
which he considers as simple, and which in their quality of elements of organic
bodies he compares to hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, &c., are the following :

1. The cellular tissue.

2. The nervous tissue of animal life.

. , 3. The nervous tissue of organic life.

4. The tissue of the arteries.

5. The tissue of the veins.

6. The tissue of the exhalant vessels.
7. The tissue of the inhalant vessels and of their glands.
8. The osseous tissue.

9. The medullary tissue.

10. The cartilaginous tissue.

11. The fibrous tissue.

12. The fibro-cartilaginous tissue.

13. The muscular tissue of animal life.

14. The muscular tissue of organic life.

15. The tissue of the mucous membranes.
16. The serous tissue.

17. The tissue of the s^movial membranes.
18. The glandular tissue.

19. The cutaneous tissue.

20. The epidemic tissue.

21. The pilous tissue.

Among these tissues there are very few which are simple and homogeneous.
The greater part of.them are organs, some composed, as the arteries, the veins'
the lymphathics, the serous and mucous membranes, of many tunics ofa different
structure and endowed with different vital properties; others resulting from
particular elements combined with the cellular tissue and the vessels. Some
organs of a formation evidently specific, are omitted, such as the yellow liga-
ments, the crystaline lens, and the cornea. Some tissues of a similar nature
are found subdivided into two or three classes. Many of these errors were

,

speedily discovered, and the histologists who succeeded Bichat suppressed cer-
I

tarn tissues, for instance that of the exhalant vessels, united others under a
t

common appelation, and added some new ones, as the erectile system of Richer-
,
and, and the elastic tissue of Cloquet. The attempt was also made to group
the tissues

; for example, by dividing them into general and simple (Meckel )or into simple and compound (Rudolphi, R. Wagner,) or into simple, com-
plex, and compound (E. H. Weber.) All these systems were modifications of
that of Bichat

; but their authors abandoned little by little the principle which
had served as a starting point for the founder of the system

; and although
many of them arranged the materials in a more convenient order, nevertheless
It was impossible with the insufficient means employed, to arrive at a vigorous
classification. It is neither the external appearance nor chemical action of the
tissues which can furnish the essential characteristics by which to distinguish
them from each other. Their physiological functions are important, no doubt •

but the functions of many of the tissues are uncertain, and it has happenedmuch more frequently that the identity of function has been admitted onaccount of the analogy of structure with other known tissues, than that the
morphologic identity of two tissues deduced from a real knowledge of their
functions. Thus, for instance, the contractility of the middle tunic of the arte-
ries was denied, because great weight was attached to a superficial resemblance
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between this tunic and the elastic tissue, wliereas a more profound investiga-

tion .of its physiolocrical resemblance would have led to a comparison between

it aiid the muscles of organic life. An acquaintance with the structure of the

tissues, properly speaking, upon which must be based every good classification,

is impossible without magnifjfing them greatly; for certain organs appear

hoinoo-eneous to the naked eye, which are really composed either of fibres or ot

graniriations, or of both, while other organs which are formed of elements

totally different, resemble each other in their purely physical qualities, i he

followiiio- investigations will furnish abundant proof in support ot this assertion.

In fad, the microscope had already been in use for a long series ot years;

but it was confined to the hands of a small number of persons, who pursued a

separate course. It was at first the simple pleasure of seeing wonders con-

cealed from the naked eye, that induced Leeuwenhoek, Ledermuller and

Gleichen to make observations. He first mentions frequently, m his letters,

how the idea occurred to him one beautiful morning, to examine such and such

substances, to-day the tartar on his teeth, to-morrow the deposit in his wine.

This first period of infantile curiosity all those passed through in their turn,

into whose possession a microscope fell. Leeuwenhoek was also frequently

led bv one discovery to a series of methodical observations, and often he made

the happiest applications of his instrument to the physiological functions, lor

example, to the circulation of the blood, and to generation; but he never

thoimht of comparing together the elements of the different organs. It is only

in piwsuance of his own good pleasure that he describes the fibres some imes

as tendons, sometimes as muscles or vessels, and the cellules as granulations,

vesicles or scales. Toward the close of the precedmg century excellent mi-

croscopic observations of some liquids had been made m England, in Holland,

and in Italy; we may mention particularly in this connection Hewson, Muys,

and Fontana; but it was not until 1816 that Treviranus undertook to resolve

the tissues into their simple elements, easily discovered by the aid ot the mi-

croscope, that is to say, into parts of a legitimate form, by reference to which

we see clearly that they are not accidental fragments, and of which each one

possesses the properties of the whole. These were called the elementary

narts. Treviranus and most of the contemporary observers admitted three

kinds of elements: 1st, homogeneous or amorphous matter; 2nd, cylinders or

fibres • 3rd, globules. In place of the tissues of Bichat s system, figured here

and there at that time the elementary parts. We find sometimes in the works

of histologists the expression, “the muscular tissue, “the osseous tipue,

“the vascular tissue,” &c., replaced by those of “the muscular fibre, the

osseous fibre,” “the vascular fibre.” But this was the period m which men

nreferred to build up systems rather than to search for facts, and in which they

Elected from among the actual observations, not the most certain, but those

which were best adapted to their own views. Was a general anatomy possible

while the most erroneous ideas prevailed with regard to the intimate structure

of the most extensive of all the tissues, of that which entered into the composi-

tion of almost all the parts, the cellular tissue, which the majority considered as

an amorphous mucus, indeterminate, but susceptible of the most diversified

developments? It was necessary to begin with the study of this tissue, an

since it was described almost simultaneously (1834,) and nearly in the same

manner, by Krause, Lauth and Jordan, we see discoveries succeeding each

other with such rapidity, that the zeal for making observations does not leave

time now for the establishment of a system. May this state of

for a few vears longer ! We have many materials to collect before it will ^
necessary, before it will be even prudent, to arrange and to classify thein. Ihe

only thing is not to lose sight of the end in view, and to advance continua y,

sustained by the hope of attaining it. In fact, it becomes inore and more mam-

fest every day, that the same tissues regulate the same functions in all th

organs, that the different physiological phenomena depend "P®"

parts morphologically and chemically different, and that a time will come whe
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we shall be able, as Bichat desired, to reduce organism to a certain number ot

simple tissues, the names of which will recall the idea of determinate vital

actions, in the same manner as an inorganic body is connected inseparably with

the idea of specific gravity, of friability, of elasticity, &c.
But microscopic Judies have produced other fruits still. The human mind

has always been disposed to bring back the different forms of creation to a

small number of simple primitive parts. It rs to this innate tendency that the

systems of Epicurus and of Leibnitz owe their origin, both of whom conceived

their atoms, their monads, without reference to observation and without the

slightest hope that it would ever confirm their views. Urged knowingly, or

unwittingly, by the same instinct, many moderns have endeavored, arming

themselves with the microscope, to reduce the body into particles of similar

form. The first which were observed before people had learned to distrust the

instrument, were optical illusions, undulatory filaments and globules, which

under certain circumstances are to be seen in every transparent object. Oken
considered the infusory and spermatic animalcules as real monads. According

to him the superior organisms, animal and vegetable, are composed of smaller

animated beings, which have renounced their independent existence for a cer-

tain period of time. Doellinger and his school constructed the body of globules

of blood, put in motion in the unwalled fissures of matter, susceptible of being

united with the latter, to be afterwards separated from it, and to which C.

Mayer even went so far as to attribute a particular life, sensibility and sponta-

neous motion. Heusinger explained in the following manner how the fibres

and tubes may proceed from spherical elementary particles : the sphere is the

expression of an equal contest between contraction and expansion
;

it is on

that account that all the organisms, all the organic parts, were originally glo-

bules; when the forces experience a greater tension, the vesicle is seen to

emanate from the globule, which has often only the appearance of homoge-
neity

; when the globules and the atnorphous mass meet in organism, they are

arranged into series, according to the laws of chemistry (?), and form fibres

;

when the vesicles are placed one after another we have canals and vessels.

We see that this theory singularly approximates the truth, although the facts

alledged in support of it are some of them inaccurate, and others badly ex-

plained
;
for Heusinger classes, for instance, among the simple vesicles, not

only the adipous and mucous follicles, but also the serous membranes, and he

considers the valves of the lymphatics as traces of the previous separation of

the vesicles which have united to form these vessels.

What Raspail says of the formation of molecules or organic atoms, of their

configuration and of the forces by which they are animated, rests already upon
a better foundation. At the moment of its formation, the organic molecule,

reduced still to its most simple chemical expression, results from a combination

of hydrogen and carbon; it is liquid and oleaginous, and enjoys already the

faculty of aspiration
;
placed in atmospheric air, it absorbs principally oxygen,

and like all liquid molecules, it assumes the spherical form as soon as it is

suspended in water. At the same time that it absorbs atmospheric gases, it

has a tendency to combine with inorganic bases. When this combination lias

once become intimate, the sphere is composed: 1st, of a vesicular envelope

permeable to certain gases and to certain liquids, capable of developing itself

and of enlarging; 2nd, of a liquid which continues to be organized within this

envelope. The vesicle is then an organ endowed witli the faculty of repro-

ducing itself ad infinilum, anti organizing according to its type the liquid which
fills it and animates it. Whenever we have under our eyes the wall of a sim-

ple cel), in its fresh state, it is impossible, however much it may be magni-
fied, to discover in it the least structure, that is to say lliat it seems to be

homogeneous
;
but analogy leads us to believe that this incmbrane so simple in

appearance, is composed of primitive globules, ranged spirally around the ideal

axis of the cell. It must be admitted then, necessarily, that the wall of the

maternal cell results from globules of the same nature and of the same apti-
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tude for development, so that we can conceive of a cell formed, and so to

speak, paved with globules all touching each other at six points of their equator,

a nd whose axis is confounded with the radius of the sphere of which their union

delineates the envelope. These globules are all equal, all endowed with an

equal aptitude for development; but those only are developed, which meet at

the points of intersection of two spires moving in a direction opposite to each

other. Raspail compares these cells to crystals, atoms of organic creation,

and gives to organization the name of crystalization in vesicles, vesicular crys-

talization. The organic cell is a crystal which absorbs gases and liquids, in

order to convert them into internal organs ;
it is enlarged by organs of the

same nature and the same aptitude engendered within itself, while the inorganic

crystal increases only in surface, by the aid of successive juxta positions, and

end to end. As soon as the chemical elements are united in the form of

cells, they acquire particular forces, and constitute a separate kingdom, the

organic kingdom. Give me a vesicle capable of absorbing, exclaims this author,

parodying Archimedes, “and I will make you an organism.”

Raspail refers, in support of his theory, to the cells ot starch in the vege-

table kingdom, and to those of fat in the animal kingdom. He examined pro-

foundly those tissues which are really most likely to give rise to the idea that

vegetables and animals resemble each other in their elementary parts. As it

had already been demonstrated, with respect to the tubulous and fibrous tissues

of vegetables, that they are produced by cells extended or confounded

together, Raspail adopted these views for the animal fibres also. Dutrochet

arrived at the same results by a comparison of the intimate structure of the

animal, with that of the vegetable tissues. He discovered that the elements of

the salivary glands, and the gray substance of the brain are utricles, of which

those of the cerebral matter present, upon their walls, a multitude of opaque

punctuations, exceedingly small, which he compared, improperly, to the numer-

ous punctuations of the vegetable cells. He concluded, moreover, that the

glpbules which compose, hy their agglomeration, the greater part of the animal

organs, are small membranous vesicles containing a liquid. This consideration

induced him to reject the former distinction established between the solids and

the liquids of the body : the solids are aggregates of globules having a certain

solidity ;
the liquids, such as the blood, are equally aggregates of globules, but

disconnected ;
and in animals there are certain component parts in which the

globules are so slightly connected, that we do not know whether we ought to

consider them as liquids, or as solids. There is but a single organic solid, the

membrane of the urticle, or of the cell ;
the contents of this latter may very

well become solid too, but life exists, at least with a certain degree of activity,

only so long as the substances contained in the cells are liquid ; the solid

contents of the cells that have grown old have generally become strangers

to life. The muscular fibres, and the other animal fibres, are only cells

very much elongated, as we find them among the vegetables. Nature follows

then a uniform plan in the intimate structure of all organized substances, as

well animal as vegetable. The one and the other agglomerations of utricles,

sometimes globular, sometimes elongated. The elementary utricles, as Dutro-

chet calls them, all have a general resemblance, and differ only in the nature

of the liquids they contain. Nevertheless, the difference in the liquids they

contain establishes a difference in the intimate nature of the membrane which

forms the elementary utricle, for it is this membrane which secretes the liquid

contained in the interior of the cavity which it forms.

Neither Raspail nor Dutrochet has attempted to establish the laws of the

organic development which they have announced with so much boldness, and,

it must be confessed, with such beautiful simplicity, for the different animal

tissues. Their observations are deficient in this respect
;
their theory has there-

fore remained stricken with sterility, and has passed unnoticed. Besides,

neither the one nor the other observed, or at least has mentioned, an organ

which plays a very important part in the development ol the cells
;

I mean the

nucleus.
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As early as 1831, R. Brown had discovered the nucleus in the cells of

Vegetables; but it was reserved for Schleiden to as^gn its uses. Schleiden
demonstrated that the utricle, round or oval, which lies in the wall of the vesicle,

is a sort of plastic organ of this latter, since it begins by completing its own
development', and then the cell itself, which rests upon it at first as upon a
watch glass, is formed and enlarges little by little. The ancient observers
knew already some microscopic vesicles, belonging to animal organism, which
were furnished with a speck or nucleus, to wit, the corpuscles of the blood.

But within a few years past, similar elements have been discovered in a great
number of other liquids and tissues, in the lymph, the mucus, the pus and
humor of Morgagni, in the epidermis, the black pigment, the cartilages and the
central organs of the nervous system, in the glands, and even in some patholo-
gical productions. The reproductive vesicle itself, at the expense of whose
contents the animal is developed, has been recognized as a cell furnished with
a nucleus. Some authors supposed an analogy of these cells with each
other, and several, such as Purkinje, Valentin, and Turpin called attention to

the resemblance between these and the vegetable cells. The pre-existence
of the nucleus and the gradual formation of the cell around it were demon-
strated before the appearance of Schleiden’s work, by Valentin in the pig-

mentary utricles, by E. H. Schultz, in the corpuscles of the blood, by R.
Wagner, in the egg, by myself in the cells of the epidermis. The formation
of new cells in the older had been observed by Armand de Quatrefages and
Dumortier, in the embryo of testaceous animals. Valentine had found even in

the muscles and the substance of the crystaline lens, instances of fibres devel-
oped at the expense of vesicles or granulations. But it was Schwann who first

advanced the proposition that the cells furnished with a nucleus are the base
of every formation, animal as well as vegetable. He develops this proportion
in a work devoted specially to that purpose, and it was received with so much
the more favor, as it furnished a key to many known facts, and indicated the
direction which should be given to further researches conducted with reference
to a uniform plan. Schwann himself examined according to this principle the
development of the greater part of the tissues, availing himself of the observa-
tions already made, and endeavoring to supply the deficiencies by his own
researches. Although there remain yet, in the details, many doubts to be
removed, more than assertion which must be rectified, and it seems that the
cells furnished with a nucleus are but a species or secondary form of the
elementary organic parts, nevertheless, our contemporaries should always be
grateful for the influence exerted by the labors of Schwann.
The most obscure ideas continued to prevail in treatises on physiology, with

regard to the nutrition of the organs, and the forces by which their growth,
secretion, and reproduction are accomplished. Some represented these opera-
tions as depending upon the nervous system, others attributed them to the
blood-vessels, although they ought to have arrived at other conclusions from
seeing the germ produce, with a homogeneous substance, not only organs, but
also their nerves and their blood-vessels. It is one of the chief merits of
Schwann that he has shown the presence of the vessels does not establish an
essential difference in the growth, that it determines only certain modifications
which are explained by the distribution of the nutritive liquids and the greater
or less facility thus acquired for the reproduction of materials, while on the
other hand, the study of the functions of the nervous system led to a more cor-
rect appreciation of the part which this system performs in the circulation of
the blood, and thereby in nutrition. I shall discuss this point of doctrine in the
chapters devoted to the vascular and nervous systems.
We have arrived at this result, that organism is composed of a certain num-

ber of elementary parts, monads or organic atoms, which, controled and kept
together by some power beyond our means of investigation, are arranged and
developed conformably to a certain type. These monads are endowed with
particular forces, for it suffices that they should have a common origin, either

40
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the yelk or the blood, in order to form, and to nourish all the cells, ^ch one

in its order. General anatomy, in order to constitute the science of the efficacious

elementary parts of the body, ought now to divide these monads, to begin by

studying their structure, formation, forces, chemical and physical properties,

and afterwards to form them into tissues, which are nothing more than aggre-

gates of a multitude of homogenous elementary particles. A rational system

of histology ought to assume as the basis of its divisions, the metamorphoses

of the cells, so as to form groups of tissues, according, for example, as the

cells remain separate, or are arranged into series one after another, or are,

formed into stellated ramifications, or ate divided into fibres, &c. But the

facts are neither sufficiently numerous, nor sufficiently conclusive as yet to

enable us to follow this method with certainty, and the attempts which have

been made thus far, oflTer us but little inducement to imitate them.* 1 prefer, there-

fore, to pass in review one after another the tissues and the organs, as they

have for a long time been distinguished anatomically and physmlogical y, con-

fining myself to a description of their intimate structure, and their vital proper-

ties, and contenting myself with mentioning, incidentally, the resemblance

existing between their elementary parts. The order of succession of the chap-

ters was a matter of no consequence; nevertheless I have endeavored as i^uch

as possible to avoid anticipation, and to commence with the tissues a knowledge

of which seemed to be useful in further researches. One, and the first section,

will contain all that it is possible to observe or to conjecture with regard to the

development and the life of the cells in general. •

^

* Schwann divides the tissues into five classes: 1st. The isolated independent

cells: corpuscules of the lymph, the blood, the mucus and the pus, &c
;
Jnd. inde-

pendent cells united into coherent tissues; he places in this class the epidermis

and the other productions called corneous, the black pigment, and the crystaline lens
,

but we find cells confounded into fibres in the hair, feathers, nails, and the crys-

taline lens, and besides there are some ramified pigmentary cells which correspond

with each other
;
3d, cells of which only the walls are confounded together : carti

confounded in the

Is arranged

rous cells;

mpde

i.Wbr

lages, bones, and teeth
;

but the walls of the cells are not

spongy cartilages, and the dental bone is composed principally ot

one after another in a right line, like the fibres of the hair; 4th,

the cellular tissue, the tendinous tissue, the elastic tissue
;
here, the cells should,

according to this author, be divided into bundles of fibres
;
the cellular and tendinous

tissues, which moreover do not differ from each other, cannot absolutely be connected

with the elastic tissue when considered with reference to their development
;
oth,

cells in which the walls and the cavities are confounded together : muscles, nerves,

capillary vessels. We must oppose to this last class the fact that what are called the

muscles of organic life do not differ from the cellular tissue, with respect to develop-

ment, and that in reality the cellular tissue and the orgainc muscles pass from the

one to the other by insensible gradations
;
the muscles of animal life, on the contraiy,

and the nerves, appear to be, as I shall show hereafter, complicated organs, the

development of which is probably not the same thing as the primitive wall of the

cell. Schwann treats of fat in connection with the cellular tissue, and of ganglions

with the nerves, although these parts are entirely different, in a morphological point

of view. He does not speak of the glands, nor of many other particular organs.

Valentin (R. Wagner, Lehrbuch der Physiologic, t. 1, p. 133,) has proposed another

classification, and established a greater number of species
;
we cannot give an opinion

with regard to his labors without descending into details which would lead us much

too far. This classification contains imperfections analogous to those which were

urged against Schwann’s system, many of which it has even adopted. Valentin also

clises all the corneous tissues among the tissues with separate cells
;
he groups

together the cellular tissue, the elastic tissue, the muscular fibres, &c. Gerber

(Allgemeine Anatomic, p. 18,) has given a sketch, in the form of a table, of the

elementary animal parts
;
but he has paid too little attention to

ment, and attached too much importance to slight differences m the forrn of the tissues

developed. Thus he distinguishes the flat filaments, hollow filaments, and round

filaments, comprehending among the latter the cellular tissue, the muscular fibres,

and the fibres of the fibro-cartilages, while he refers to the class of hollow filaments

the nerves and the small channels of the teeth.
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2.

—

Dr. McWilliam's Report.

There are a few facts connected with the report on the Bona Vista fever

which still require notice. Among these may be mentioned the reappearance

of the disease at Moradinha, on the 30th May, 1846. Dr. McWilliam gives

us the following description of the symptoms, as they appeared in a girl, 14

years of age, and in a man, about 35 :

—

“ The countenance of the girl, a dark mulatto, was of a dirty lemon colour,

shining through the natural darkness of the skin, made it resemble very much
that of a light bronzed statue. A very strong foetor issued from the body,

which tainted the room and drove us back from the door until the window was
opened. She had complained much of pain along the spine, and still pointed

to her head as the seat of pain. She had been bled in the arm by one of the

neighbors, and all around the wound was of a greenish color, swollen, and
putrid. In the angles of the mouth there was dark frothy blood. She had had
black vomiting; but this symptom had for some hours ceased. The urine was
black, as were also the faeces. The former had been voided in very small

quantities. Pulse small, irregular. She had been ill seven or eight days.
“ The man had nearly the same symptoms, but in a milder degree, and he

had not been affected with black vomit.

Being persuaded that the disease had, during the epidemic, manifested

highly infectious qualities, we at once requested Senhor Librao, Administrador

do Cancelho, to have the sick put into as large a house as the village afforded
;

to cause a temperature of 140° Fahrenheit to be introduced into all the houses ;

to have the clothes of two persons who had already died burnt, and to have the

village surrounded by soldiery; sending all supplies under proper precaution,

and preventing ingress or ogress to all except the medical attendants. On our

visit to the village early the following morning, the girl was just expiring
;
but

the man was not worse, and was reported to have rallied somewhat during the

night. The nausea had in a great measure subsided under the use of small

and repeated doses of quinine. The urine gradually became lighter, and
increased in quantity

;
the headache was relieved : he took some nourishment,

and was convalescent in five or six days.”

The mode in which the disease was brought into this district, was clearly

traced :

—

“ A girl called Maria dos Prazeres was the first person attacked at Mora-
dinha on this occasion. She had visited Joao Gallego and the other eastern

villages on the 15th of May, and returned to Moradinha, where she was laid up
with fever on the 20th of the same month. Her mother, who slept with her

one night after she was taken ill, was also attacked on the 26th, and died on
the 29th, after three days’ illness. The girl whom we saw was called Per-

petua. She had visited Maria, soon after which she was seized with fever,

and died with the symptoms which have been already described, on the morn-
ing of the 1st of June.”

The strong resemblance which the disease prevalent in the island bore to

that which spread among the crew of the Eclair, justifies the inference that

they were identical.

“ Dr. Almeida, who was present during the early period of the epidemic, and
Messrs. Moraes and Leao, surgeons in the Portuguese navy, who arrived in

February, informed me that in the majority of the cases there were yellowness of
skin, suppression of urine, and black vomit. The two former symptoms existed

in the cases I saw at Joao Gallego in April, but there was no black vomit.

—

Suppression of urine was so common a symptom, that it has been mentioned to me
by all classes with whom I spoke on the subject of the fever. It is worthy of

* Circumstances prevented a chemical examination of the urine
;
but it seemed

to owe its color to the same cause as the matter vomited in black vomit, namely dis-

erganized blood. ^
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remark that, according" to Louis, this was an extremely rare symptom in the

epidemic at Gibraltar in 1828. It seems then hardly to admit of a doubt that

the disease with which the crew of the Eclair were afflicted, that which proved

fatal to the European soldiers at the Fort, and that which scon afterwards pre-

vailed on the island of Bona Vista, were identical.”

As additional proofs of the importation of this disease, and of its propagation

by contagion, we quote the following from Dr’. McWilliam’s summary

“ After most minute and repeated investigations at Porto Sal Rey, at Rahil,

Estacia, as well as the Eastern villages, I have failed to discover that there

was disease of any kind on the island until after the arrival of the Eclair. If

to testimony such as this be added the fact that Moradinha, which is situated

in the Rahil Ravine, and Estacia de Baixo, which overlooks it (both of which

places have always come in for a great share of remittent fever at any time

that disease was prevalent,) were in a most unaccountable degree exempt from

fever during the late epidemic, then I think that the source of the disease is not

to be found on the island, and therefore is to be looked for among the sick crew

of the Eclair.

“ The previous healthy state of Bona Vista will, I think, not now be ques-

tioned, nor will the occurrence of the disease in the two European soldiers at

the Fort soon after the departure of the Eclair’s people. If, then, the absence

of all local cause on the small island, and the identity of the diseases that proved

fatal to them and to the sailors be admitted, the inevitable conclusion is, that

the fever was propagated to the soldiers either directly by contagion from the

bodies of the sailors, or by an infectious matter left in the room which had been

occupied by the sick crew. The same reasoning applies to the island of Bona

Vista, to which it seems beyond any doubt that the fever was conveyed by the

negro soldiers, and by them' transmitted to Anna Gallinha and their other visi-

tors at Pao de Varella.
’

At the time that the reporter was engaged in collecting these observations.

Dr. Bowring was contending for the abolition of the quarantine laws, on the

ground thaUhere was not “ the slightest evidence” that this disease (African

fever) was communicated from one person to another. In support of this argu-

ment, he quoted the authority of Dr. McWilliam ! As the subject will again

come on for discussion in the Houses of Legislature, we may put in juxta-posi-

tion with this bold assertion, another quotation from the Report. This is the

more necessary, because the facts stated by the reporter tend to show that cut-

ting off all intercourse with the srck had a remarkable influence in preventing

the°diffusion of the disease in the island. We have seldom met with a case in

which the prudence and utility of maintaining quarantine restrictions, were so

clearly demonstrated.
, . , , , j-

“ In fact it may be said that in each town and village on the island the dis-

ease first appeared in a single house, which became an irradiating focus for its

dispersion in all quarters. The exemption in persons who removed in time

from infected places was clearly shewn in many instances. Dr. Almeida, by

changing the residence of his family from place to place, succeeded in keeping

the whofe of them intact. * The same gentleman for some time prevented the

introduction of the disease, into Fundo das Figueiras, by the establishment of a

sanitary cordon, and afterwards retarded its progress by the imperfect means

of segregation of the sick which he had in his power. Boaventura was for

some°weeks without a case of fever, although the disease was raging at Cabe-

cada, a few hundred yards only from it, by the adoption of measures to prevent

intercourse. When making the circuit of the island in May, I fell in with

many families who had fled from the several villages at the outbreak of the

fever. At a place called Espinguera, near Mount Broyal, on the North side of

the island, there were three families, amounting to twenty-four persons, who

had left Joao Gallego early in November, and they had all escaped. At Can-

tor, on the Nerth-east base of Mount Ochello, there were fifteen people from
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Cabega dos Tliarafes and Joao Gallego, who had left these places when the

fever appeared.. The original number that had taken refuge here was twenty-

three or twenty-four, but eight persons had imprudently returned to the villages

in January
;
of these all had fever, and four died. At a small hamlet only one

mile and a half to the Eastward of Cabeca dos Tharafes, there were twelve

persons from that village who had been completely exempt during the whole
of the epidemic, merely by never leaving their place of refuge, and allowing no
one from the villages to come near them. Other instances of complete immu-
nity from seclusion are on record in the evidence appended to this Report.

“ From the above statements it is evident that the fever at Bona Vista pos-

sessed the properties which are usually attributed to a contagious disorder
;

and, connecting this fact with the time and circumstances of the seizure of

the soldiers at the Fort by fever, and of the appearance of the disease in Porto
Sal Rey, will, 1 think, leave no doubt of its introduction into the island by the

Eclair.”

The supposition entertained by Sir W. Burnett, that the fever had an indi-

genous origin, and depended on a vitiation of the air, is thus swept away :

—

“ It is thus evident that all of these islands are within a few hours’ sail o^
each other with the North-eastern trade, which blows in this quarter with little

variation throughout the year. Now, had the disease depended upon general
vitiation of the atmosphere over the Cape de Verds, why did Sal, San Nicolao,

San Antonio, and the other islands escape, while the pestilence ^b.s spreading
far and wide upon the devoted Bona Vista ? The supposition (if there be such)
that there was an unwholesome condition of the air over the islands and cor-

responding portion of the African coast, cannot be reasonably entertained
; for

it is not in the usual order of nature that a cause so diffused would produce an
effect so merely local. An attempt has been made in a former part of this

report, to show that the origin of the fever on the island of Bona Vista, was not
attributable to an indigenous cause, but that it was the result of the visit of the
Eclair.”

The main conclusions at which Dr. McWilliam arrived, are the following :

—

“ 1. That the fever on board the Eclair was primarily the remittent of the
African coast, which is not a contagious disorder, but that the disease acquired
contagious qualities in virtue of a series of causes.

“ 2. That although there exists on the island of Bona Vista a physical cause
capable of producing remittent fever, yet it does not appear that that cause
was in action when fever broke out in September 1845, and that the island was
quite healthy when the Eclair arrived there.

“ 3. That the disease of which the Portuguese soldiers died at the Fort
(Duke of Braganza) on the small island, was that which afterwards ravaged
Bona Vista, and the same as that which prevailed among the crew of the
Eclair.

“ 4. That the fever was propagated throughout the island almost exclusively
by direct intercourse with the sick, there being only two cases in which there
appears any probability of persons having been infected in any other way.*

“ 5. That although those who had passed through the fever were much less
liable to the disease than those who had not, yet it would appear that a person
having had one attack, possesses no absolute protection against a second attack.

“ 6. That connecting the whole of the circumstances attending the arrival
and stay of the Eclair at Bona Vista with those under which the disease
appeared on the small island, and afterwards on Bona Vista itself, leaves no
doubt of its having been introduced by the Eclair.

* In one of these, the fever was supposed to have been conveyed by a blanket
which the man had in his possession.
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“ 7. That in all probability the mortality from fever on the island was much

increased by the want of proper nourishment for the people, as well as by the

total absence of medical assistance for some months.”*

The important questions which Dr. McWilliam had to solve for the infor-

mation of Government, are therefore conclusively settled in the affirmative.

—

The first conclusion is, we consider, open to exception ;
and so far as it bears

on the main subject of inquiry, quite superfluous. That medical writers should

a CTree about the essence of a particular disease, is not to be expected. Whether

tfe fever in the Eclair was from the very first a contagious disorder, as Sir

William Pym believes, or whether it only acquired a power of propagating

itself by contagion when the ship arrived at Bona Vista, as Dr. McW illiam

thinks, is really immaterial to the issue
;
because the Doctor has already proved

most satisfactorily that, but for the arrival of the ship, the island would have

been spared this terrible calamitv, and this is all that the advocates of conta-

gion and quarantine need regard. If Dr. McWilliam’s first conclusion be

sound, it makes the case even more fearful than we could possibly have antici-

pated ;
because it is admitted thereby, that a comparatively mild and tractable

disorder may, by a vessel touching at an island, become converted into a for-

midable and destructive plague, against which nothing but the strictest seclu-

sion can protect the inhabitants ! This hypothesis of “ acquired or contingent

contagion,” where the “ circumstances,” although stated to be peculiar,” can

neither be defined nor foretold, would, if well-founded, have a most dangerous

influence on the intercourse of nations. Governments must look to practical

results. The Governor of Goree refused all intercourse with the Eclair, and

the island escaped ;—the Governor of Bona Vista following medical theories

which were placed before him in a plausible form, allowed such an unguarded

intercourse, as to lead to a sweeping mortality, and to his own island being

placed for a long period under strict quarantine ! If, therefore, Dr. McWil-

liam’s views are to be made the basis of luture precautions in the Cape de

Verd and other islands, the authorities are bound to place, in the strictest quar-

antine, every vessel that happens to have on board a case of t.^e remittent lever

of the African coast, which is commonly admitted not to be a contagious disor-

der ! There is obviously no alternative when the “ series of causes” which

render a mild disease intensely contagious, cannot be defined or described.

—

The facts, however, do not appear to us to bear out Dr. McWilliam s theory,

i. e. that contact with Bona Vista first rendered this disease contagious : espe-

cially as it is admitted that the island was at the time in a very healthy state.

So far as we can perceive, the reporter had before him no proots to justify this

view. At the most, he could only judge from a perusal of the documents fur-

nished by the officers of the vessel and hearsay evidence. Therefore, in this

respect, he can claim no advantage in forming his opinion over others who are

at a distance. Indeed the mode in which he expresses himself in one part of

the Report, conveys the impression that he was without the meps of coming

to a correct decision. “ There is no proof that the fever in question was m any

degree contagious before the vessel reached Bona Vista.” | By using these

terms, the question is obviously left open ;
they certainly do not bear out the

conclusion at which the reporter has arrived ;
because this could be justified

only by his having discovered clear proofs that the disease, as it existed m the

* “The treatment adopted by the Portuguese surgeons, including Dr. Ah^ida,

the resident medical man on the island, was of the noost simple kind.

rarely bled generally, sometimes cupped and blistered, administered diaphoretics and

anti-spasmodics, and relied chiefly upon quinine and mild purges and enemata.—

Mercury was not exhibited in any form. As experience has, alas . too generally

taught on other occasions, the bad cases were little, if at aU, amenable to treatment

of any kind
;
but great dependence was placed upon quinine in checking vomiting,

whether bilious or black.”

t Page 110.
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Eclair before reaching the island, was certainly nol contagious. On this point
we cannot agree with Dr. McWilliam. If our readers will turn to our report

on the .state of this vessel in 1845, we think they will concur with us, in the
opinion, that the disease, if not contagious from the first, speedily became so;
and that the landing of the crew on an island, admitted to be healthy, was, pro
tanto, likely rather to mitigate than to aggravate its malignancy. On the
assumed convertibility of end^emic into malignant, remittent, or yellow fever, we
shall express no opinion; Countries may be decimated while medical men are
settling the types of diseases, or determining in what latitude or at what degree
of the thermometer they may acquire special malignancy. Discussions on
subjects of this kind merely touch the fringe of the question : the great fact for

a government to consider is,—under what circumstances and to what extent it

may be advisable to allow of intercourse with countries where disorders are
prevailing, which are either avowedly contagious or likely to become so by a
series of peculiar but unknown circumstances !

Although we have taken leave to differ on this question from the learned
author of this valuable Report, we must do him the justice to say that the mode
in which he has performed the highly responsible duties entrusted to him by
Government, reflect upon him the greatest credit. There can be no doubt that
before his departure from this country, his views, consistently with the expe-
rience that he had then acquired, were rather adverse to, than in favour of con-
tagion. He has had the honesty and candour—somewhat rare qualities with
those who take up medical theories—to state the truth boldly, even although it

might conflict with former opinions, and would effectually prevent him from
being hereafter quoted as an authority by the anti-quarantine members of a
House of Commons! Nevertheless, he will have the conviction that he has
performed his duty conscientiously, and that he has been able to contribute
valuable evidence on a subject in which the well-being of nations is eminently
concerned. It will be a great satisfaction to us to know that Sir W. Burnett,
the Director-General of the Medical Department of the Navy, has recommended
this worthy member of our profession for that promotion which he so well
deserves. His services in the Niger are not likely to be soon forgotten, and
alone deserve a better reward than has yet been meted out to him. Although
the Report, which we have here examined, does not accord in all respects with
the well-known opinions of the Director-General, we cannot believe that this

wiU be any obstacle to the recommendation of the author for promotion.

London Med. Gazette for July, 1847.

f

3 .—Report on Fever at Boa Vista .—Boa Vista is a small island of the Cape
de Verds, of some importance to England. During the latter part of 1845 and
beginning of 1846, a fever appeared there, attended with a singular fatality,

which was believed to have been introduced by H. M. Steam Ship Eclair.
Such was the sacrifice of human life, and the terror of the inhabitants, that the
subject reached the ears of the Lord of the Admirality, who at once made proper
inquiries, and instituted a commission to make a thorough investigation of the
facts in the case. I. O. McWilliam, M. D., a surgeon of the Royal Navy, was
selected to visit the Island, to gather such information as would be essential,
and report the same on his return. On examination of the document forwarded
by Dr. McWilliam, and by the admirality transmitted to parliament, and subse-
quently ordered to be printed, ample evidence is found of the confidence so
worthily reposed in the author by that body

;
and, while reading the details of

the report, which is exceedingly minute, we came to the conclusion that but
few men would have the patience, even had they the scientific ability, to collect
such materials, and arrange them with the scrupulous care and tact observable
in every page of this work.

Inform, the report is a folio, containing 112 pages, accompanied by two
maps, illustrative of the position ofBoa Vista, in the group to which it belongs.
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tocrether with other points memorable in the progress of fever 'J'here is also

added a letter by Sir William Pym, relative to the report, addressed to the

Lords of the Council. He gives a synopsis of Dr. MeWiiham s views, and at

the same time presents his own on the character of the two di^stinct fevers

known to exist on the coast of Africa, viz., the yellow, or Balam fever, known

to the Spaniards as the Vomito PrieLo

;

and the- Welclieren lever, or remretent,

from which seamen suffer in ascending rivers. The latter is the malaria ot

the Levant, the jungle fever of India, and is developed in a.l warm climates, in

moist, uncultivated lands. Had Sir William been familiar with the diseases ot

sailors and boatmen on the rivers of our Southern States, ana on the Mississippi,

even hio-h up, when the water is low, he would doubtless have also reterred to

this country for a locality in which that wasting disease reigns with almost

uncontrolled activity in the summer months.

Boa Vista lies in lat. 16 deg. 5 m. N., and long. 22 deg. 5o m. W. When

the steamer Eclair arrived, Aug. 21, 1845, the crew were sufiering from a lever

that appeared on board in June, while the vessel was stationed at the mouth o

the Shebar river. On arriving at Sierra Leone, they were employed m clean-

ing the hold of the steam ship Albert, which had been employed in the lamous

Nmer expedition. The seamen went on shore during the rams—some reinained

over night, and others were brought back by the police. INext, the Lclan

visited Gambia, Aug. 10,' towing the Albert. On the way to Boa Vista, she

called at Goree to deliver despatches, but, on account of sickness on board, tree

intercourse with the shore was interdicted. “Meanwhile, says the report,

“the fever was gaining ground. Three ot the men, who slept on shore, die .

A merchant passenger from Sierra Leone also died, and, Aug.^ 21, the day ot

arrival in port, fifteen new cases appeared-seven proving fatal Alter some

little formalities, free intercourse with the shore was established, and from that

time the disease was rapidly and extensively propagated to I orto Sal Kay, the

town of Rabil, Estacia, Provo^ao, Velha and the villages oi Joao Gallego,

Fundo das Figueiras and Cabeca dos Tharafes. Without tracing tne progress

of the disease from one station to another, m the order of the report, it is

enough to say that it was fully recognized to be highiy infectious, a point

placed beyond the possibility of doubt. The symptoms were those of a formid-

able type of fever, which Dr. McWilliam has left without a name. There is

one fact not readily understood, however flexible and yielding it may be in the

hands of the theorist, viz., the gradual alteration m the type of the fever, frorn

mild to severe ;—from a simply disturbing sickness, to a fatal, uncontrolled

"^So’rding to Dr. McWilliam’s conclusion, the fever on board the Eclair

was, primarily, the remittent of the African coast, which is not a contagious

disorder i
but it acquired contagious qualities in virtue of a series of causes.

Here, in America, there is a school of physicians who wo«ld be slow to

believe that the laws of disease are as flexible as this view of the Eclaii pestil-

ence represents. They certainly do not often run from one form to another,

but maintain tfreir original identity. Thousands may die m a Feva^'^g epide-

mic, yet the character of the complaint remains the same. Its fatality by no

means indicates that its essential elements are altered—but simply an unusually

extensive prevalence. Sir William Pym, more bold and confident than Dr

McWilliam, calls the Boa Vista sickness, yellow fever, without apology, and

gives an unshackled opinion that the steamer carried to that place two diseases,

fhe marsh or river, and the genuine yellow fever. Whereas the medical

commissioner, being non-committal, as we gather from the n^-riative, twists the

remittent of the coast into a terribly frightful engine of death; and by a

quite new to the expounders of the laws of disease, alters a non-contagious

disease into an actively contagious one.
,

. •
• , tliP

With regard to the manner of conducting the inquiries at Boa Vista, tlie

methodical preparation of the report, and the earnestness with which Dr

McWilliam prosecuted the business of the medical mission, he is deserving ot
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a full measure of praise. No man in England could have done it more accept-
ably, in all respects save one, already mentioned, viz., the theoretical metamor-
phosis of a governable disease into an ungovernable one. Leaving the subject
here, our thanks are tendered to the author for his politeness in sending a copy
of the report to our address.

—

Bosi. Med. Joiirn.

4.

—

An Addy'ess delivered in the Aledical College of Chemistry^ IJanover
Square, on Wednesday Evening, June 3*, by JoHxV Gardiner, M. D.—The
establishment of this institution, towards which your assistance has been so kindlv
and liberally afforded, must appear, to every one fully who considers its design and
object, one of the most important enterprises ever contemplated in this

country. The dependence of Great Britain for her prosperity on arts and
manufactures, based upon physical science, in the absence of all systematic
efforts to foster and advance our knowledge of nature and her laws, has often
called forth expressions of astonishment. You have determined to terminate
this state of things, and to form a school for inducting the student of Nature
into a profound acquaintance with chemistry—that branch of natural science
which most needs at this time to be studied and promoted, and which is the
key tp the greatest variety of professions, trades, and economic arts. This
being the general design of the Royal College of Chemistry, I am instructed
by the Council,to place before you, somewhat in detail, although as briefly as
possible, the means by which they propose to accomplish it, and to sketch out
in outline the several subordinate points amongst which their efforts should be
distributed, in order to accomplish'their main purpose.

I need not remind you of the popularity of the science of chemistry
;
you

are well aware of the fact, and of its causes, the beauty of its' laws and prin-
ciples, and the attractive, character of the experiments usually exhibited to il-

lustrate them. The chemical lecturer commonly commands overflowing au-
diences, and nothing is more easy of attainment, or more accessible, in this

country, than a speculative acquaintance with its leading facts and theories.
You know, too, how often it has happened, that amongst the spectators of the
brilliant phenomena of chemistry, some have been excited to a love of the
science, and a desire to pursue it, and have, by their own efforts, under
great difficulties, and after a considerableJength of time, distinguished them-
selves by becoming original discoverers" A history of the difficulties met
with and surmounted by those whose names are eminent in science, would be,
perhaps, the most powerful plea for this institution. It is difficult to fix a limit
to the achievements of genius, but he who would entrust science to individual
effort, must have forgotten that the patient collector of facts, the labourer on
details, is as necessary to progress as the bold propounder of theories

;
that

there must be Maclaurens as well as Newtons in the service of science
;
and,

indeed, we cannot, upon any department of Nature, bring to bear too great a va-
riety of mental character. If, therefore, there were no other reason for institu-
ting a school of practical chemistry than the prospect it affords of smoothing
the path of future philosophers, it ought to be sufficient to call forth and sus^'

tain our efforts. But there are more immediate and pressing motives. The
recent discoveries of chemistry, especially relating to organic matter, are like
those of navigators who touch only the shores of new continents—they merely
indicate unexplored regions, and point the way for future researches. That
the instruments and methods of research recently devised for investigating
organic productions should have been so little employed in this country—as
you must admit they have been—can only be explained by the absence of
efficient instruction. No one, in the present day, can oppose the progress of
science on the ground of his not being able to discover any use in it. Fqr

* Lancet.

47
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while it would be difficult to point out any practical application of many teau-

tiful and successful investigations in organic chemistry, instances have been

so numerous of most recondite observations, finding a use m promoting the

arts and adding to the comforts of mankind, that such a plea can no longer

avail as a subterfuge for ignorance. Who, for example, could have imagined

that the experiment of Galvani on the frog, as he watched the jerking ot its

muscles on the contact of metallic plates, should have brought forth, as it has

recentlv done, the numerous arts of galvano-plastics, electro-typmg, clectro-

nlatino-, &c., and have revolutionised some of the best established manufactures ot

Manchester and Sheffield. Who would stake his reputation on the prediction

that the beautiful crystalline bodies, formed by thp substitution of chloiine,

bromine, iodine, &c., for hydrogen, in organic acids and alkaloids, by Laurent

and Hoffmann, shall always remain mere objects of speculative curiosity, amt

find no use for the benefit of society ?
• ^ \ i r

Assuraiug,then, that you, gentlemen, are satisfied that the study

and her laws should in every direction be promoted, and that if it be expedient

to teach what is already known, together with the principles and methods of

research, and to assist further inquirers, it should be done efficiently, and by

the best means in our power, I would invite your attention to the practical

^‘^Uhiuk it“may'bfsaidwith safety, that until this college was established, no

chemist of any reputation was engaged in this country solely m teaching the

science practiLlly. The lectures ot professors of colleges and private schools

are doubtless admirable means for imparting a

science. Occupying usually an hour daily, it requires a lull session of six

months to teach the leading facts and theories of inorganic matter, allowin^g

only a few compendious sketches for organic chemistry. The pieparations

forWse lectures, together with other avocations, must necessarily have en-

gaged the whole time of the professors and their assist^ants. It was impossi-

ble°for them to establish practical schools. The Apothecaries Company (w ith

that desire to advance the education of the profession for which that body has

been remarkable), three or four years ago, added to their curriculum pi actical

chemistry, and the schools, in order to conform to this law, instituted clashes

which durino- an hour daily, practiced the preparation of substances, and tne

application of tests. A few laboratories were also opened for working stu-

d^Ss-at a fee of ten pounds per^onth-the most frequented of these num-

bered only six students ;
but on inqffring of every institution m

not discover one where the whole time and attention of a qualified professor was

given to the student, or where practical teaching was pursued systematically.

^
If an alteration has taken place-if practica schools of

and professors are appointed to devote their whole time and energies to teach-

ino-—if the fees now demanded are so moderate as to fil the new [^baratoiies

wfth students, it is to the enlightened noblemen and gentlemen who have formed

this college that this service to science is to be attributed.

Since this college has been completed, too, the Pharmaceutical bocie }
®

opened a laboratory for teaching the art in a scientific manner. I mention this
,

nierelv to observe, that while it renders unnecessary a department of the col

lege fL teachino- pharmacy, its objects are totally distinct and ditteremt from oui

own It is to pSre chemistry, and to its application to practical arts, unrepre-

sented by active societies, that this institution is devoted.

The m^ethod of study adopted at Giessen having been successful, so many

chemists of reputation in this country having studied there, and being accus-

tomed to proclLm this fact in demanding public confidence, it became a mat-

ter of primary importance to ascertain wherein the peculiarities of

consisted. I mn able very distinctly to assign the causes of the pre-eminence

"^St^thrfirJ placeAhe reputation ll Professor Liebig would

and the liberality of the Hessian government enables the profesoor to charge
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fees sufficiently moderate to come within the means of young men from t!ie
manufacturing, trading, and professional classes, and to employ qualified assis-
tants to take the burthqn of teaching. Secondly, a system of study is pursued,
which embraces an initiation into all the manipulations required in the prac-
tice of the science, keeps the student's attention constantly on the alert,
sharpens his faculties, of observation, obliges him to become acquainted with
the principles and theories of chemistry, in order to draw correct inferences
from the phenomena he creates, and, in one word, acts as a rigid mental disci-
pline, as well as a technical introduction to all the facts at present known.
J he chemical student, there, must possess the preliminary qualification of a
speculative acquaintance with the science. He then begins a course of ex-
perim^ents with his own hands, which produce the actions or manifestations
which are characteristic of every known substance, at least, of which all are of
ordinary occurrence. The plan is contained in the little work, entitled, “ Out-
ines of the Course of Qualitative Analysis followed in the Giessen Labora-
tory, which has lately been presented to the English public.
The student takes potassa, soda, ammonia, baryta, magnesia, lime, alumina,

and all the rnetals and their oxides
;
and with each he mixes the re-agents,

which have, by the consent of chemists, been established as infallibly- Fnani-
festing the peculiar re-actions, and thus detecting with certainty their presence
or absence in any given compound. In these experiments he has the constant
assistance of a qualified teacher, to guard Lim against the use of too little or
too great proportions of water, spirit, or other solvents—too great or too little
heat to show him the best manner of manipulating

;
and to assist him in

interpreting tne results. These results are certain appearances, mostly ad-
dressed to the eye; and consequently when spoken of as colors more or less
vivid—precipitates more or less distinct, &c.,—form subjects, beyond any other
111 the who e range of human knowledge requiring the aid of an experienced
teacher to define. The experiments thus to be made amount to many hundreds.W hen the student becomes lixmiliar with all the phenomena produced bv h-s
re-agents with these bodies, and is able to assign the cause—to give the ration-
al of the re-actions—he begins the analysis of unknown substances—that is
of substances unknown to himself, but which are prepared by the professor
and arranged in order, so as to lead the student, by slow and' safe steps, froni
simple to complex cases. This they call going through the bottles. About
twenty liquids, containing each only one base, are first taken

;
then, as many

With one acid and one base
; subsequently, two or more bases, two or more

acids, and so on, until the more complex cases are reached
; and in the end

all the inorganic bases, and a number of acids in admixture, are analysed, to
try the students skill and memory.

&o important is this method of study felt to be, that even many men, Vv ith a
high reputation for scientific knowledge, as soon as they have looked closely at
Its effects, have at Giessen submitted to go through thedrudgerv of this '^vsf''-
matic course.

When perfectly familiar with qualitative analysis—that is, when possessed
of the power, imparted in this course, of detecting the presence or absence of
every element in any possible form of mixture or compound—the student is
taught, by a similar system, to separate and estimate the quantities of every
individual constituent; this is quantitative analysis; afterwards, the prepara-
tion of organic matter, and its analysis by combustion, becomes a comnara-
tively easy step.

^

The constant presence, the incessant stimulus, and immediate aid, of a
qualified instructor, is the corner-stone of the system. It has a parallel only
in the custom, at our English universities, of working with a private tutor
wfien the student aspires to honors in classics or mathematics. Every diffi-
culty, ^ it IS met with, is explained; every fact for which the student feels at

loss IS imparted
; and his daily labor is definitely marked by the point reached

in his onward progres.s.
‘ '
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In a university education, the information obtained is generally held to be

inferior in imporince to the discipline of the mmd, the attainment of habits

of continued attention, and the exercise of the re^oning powers and memory

The deep study of classics and mathematics teaches men how to ^
as furnishes them with the instruments available on all occasions and o

^
subiects • and the facility with which the mixed sciences are acquired by those

wto have passed successfully through our universities is a matter of common

remark.
chemistry, in like manner, when pursued according to the sys-

tem wWch I have described, becomes an 0E0«0N-an instrumental means of

Attaining an intellectual habit and qualification for the
°‘'®q'"‘“'Xrf"has ob-

retmion of Nature. He who has thus become an expert analyst, has ob-

tained a power capable of application in any directmn for advancing h's own

knowledge, for practising the useful arts and manufactures, and for extend „

‘’'iSilsTy^temwSis pursued in the laboratory of the Royal College

of Chemism% and its effects are already begining to be manifested ^ member

of our council, himself accustomed to teach another science, applicable to one

ofZ nob e t practical arts, works daily in the laboratory. A few da^

aL he expressed to me his admiration of the earnestness, con^tan^, and

zeal displayed by every student, without exception, ^

r

system of teaching adopted, in comparison with others, is the on y m c

adduce in proof of the value of our school. 1 may be allowed,

tJa iiawr read by one of the students at the last meeting of the Chemical

Lim on apureiv scientific subject-namely,the phosphates of orpnic bases

asTcontr butimr to science which would do no discredit to a veteran. Mr

Nichron, in that paper, detailed a number of
Xattei

skill and accuracy.*^ Of course, it is chiefly to practice in analyses that the atten

tion of the more advanced students is now, after

fined Our Professor mentioned to me a tria,l he made, lately, of three

students, by giving them for practice the analysis of gunpowder. The niim

hers which they respectively presented to him w'ere—

asspsis; as::
i; er Si

3. Nitrate of potass, 76-70 •• Carbon, 13-28 Sulphur, 9 / i oi ,

T select this merely as an illustration of the way in which the students oc-

cupy themselves ;
numberless analyses of various substances are made in 1

1

"Ynfreport preSeVtolhe Council, at the close of the first session, the

Professor says! that several students will be perfectly qualified to commence

in toe nexf/ession, the analysis of soils, ashes of plants and mineral waters

and so far as the present session has elapsed, there has been no relaxation o

P-PO-s can the

pnt nf arts the origination af new sources of industry, the illumina

rrti^ob:i.rer"partr;i‘rhy>iogy : ^1^
means of remedying diseases, and preserving health, may all be ^^irly ant
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insight into the laws and plienomena of Nature, combined with manual dex-
terity, the young' chemist will lind everywhere around him materials unexam-
iued, and examples of manufacturing industry leading to wealth and rank.
Did these ever fail to animate men to exertion ?

But we need not dwell on vague anticij)ations of the future. We hope,
under your fostering care, something will be done in our laboratory, to honor
tlie founders of the college, and to commend it to the patronage of a larger
number of subscribers, to invoke the aid of other societies, and to secure the
favor of the Government. It is proposed, as soon as the new laboratories are
erected, to commence investigations for scientific and practical purposes. The
Council ^have endeavored to obtain the co-operation of the Royal Agricultural
Society in the pursuit of researches which may benefit the land owner and
farmer. The education of chemists capable of analyzing soils, manures, and
produce, and of giving safe advice to the agriculturist, for economy, the increase
of produce, and to save him from the frauds now so openly practised upon him,
would seem sufficient to ensure support from that so urce. But there are subjects
of inquiry which are of immediate and paramount importance for the success-
ful cultivation of land, of such a nature as to require a special laboratory,

concerted efforts, and money to pursue
;
and we trust that the Royal Agri-

cultural Society will, ere long, lend its assistance towards the institution of
these inquiries.

There are ^reat advantages in such a laboratory as we possess for carrying
out investigations

;
the presence of numbers engaged in the same work, and of

the professors to assist, by advice and suggestions, leads often to success
where individuals, by their own solitary exertions, fail. Subjects, too, are
supplied and help afforded, the value of which must be felt to be appreciated.
It by no means, as I conceive, lessens the merit of the individual who thus
seeks assistance

;
on the contrary, it is most honorable, and conducive, both to

private and public benefit. We have already indications of fruits of this

description. M. Warren de la Rue has worked out, in our poorly provided tem-
porary laboratory, an investigation on cochineal, which, when published, will

add to his already well-earned reputation as a chemist, and it has also furnished
him with a new material available for the improvement of his beautiful and
interesting art.

It could not fail to be a subject of remark amongst the students, that the chemist
is obliged to have recourse to Bohemian glass for his combustion tubes. One
of our friends remarked, that he could induce English makers to fabricate such
glass if they knew the exact proportion of its ingredients. Upon this hint
Mr. Rowney undertook the task of analyzing some specimens of Bohemian
glass. Mr. Rowney’s accuracy imparts value to the results he has obtained,
and it seems very likely that from this point will emanate such improvements
in the manufacture of glass as will preclude the necessity of importing it from
Bohemia.

Gentlemen, these are trifles—this college is but in its embyro state, it

has not even reached infancy
;
but it is difficult to repress our enthusiasm when

we recollect what the science of chemistry has done and is now doing, and
contemplate the boundless unexplored regions of Nature inviting our industry
and offering us its sure rewards.

Look only at the present uses of gas. Our esteemed friend Mr. Lowe
tells us that 1000 tons of coal are daily decomposed for the production of
gas in the metropolis

;
that the iron pipes in London alone measure several

hundred miles—the extent of the smaller being almost incalculable
;
that gas-

ometers are now made as large as a house, and that every town and almost
every village has its gas-works. Consider tiie trades created, the myriads of
men employed in working the mechanism of this vast chemical process—and
recollect that it is only in our own time that this branch of industry has been
created. To chemistry, too, we are especially indebted for the present cheap-
ness of this beautiful, indispensable light. The applications found for the other
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nrodiKt'^of the decomposition of coal have enabled the manufacturers to reduce

ii< price- it Iras become one of the most useful instruments of the laboratory,

and it will now be employed, we trust, as a means of eflecting further discov-

eries. Will anv one atiirm that it is impossible to obtain from coal a j'ohd,

dry. portable hydrocarbon, capable of being made a substitute for wax and tal-

low in the fabrication of candles, and so cheap as to supesede animal lat in

lio-hting the humblest cottages ?
_ • i x-

•

'^The point, however, to w-hicli I wish to direct your especial attention, in

reference to our anticipations of advancing the science, is organic chemistry.

The apparatus for organic combustion, the gre-at invention of Professor Liebig,

is alre-ady almost daily in use in our laboratory. By its means, as you know%

the analvsis of matter belonging to the animal and vegetable kingdoms—the

produce,'' in some form or other, of the vital force-is effected with greater

ease and equal precision w'ith the analysis of a soil or a mineral. i he

rapiditv with wdiich discoveries are being made, and the immense extent o* fhe

science, render it almost impossible, except for the professed chemist, to fol-

low^ and appreciate its importance. Every now and then, however, some tact

is made known, having an immediate application to practical purposes, and in-

dicating how vast a field of inquiry exists in organic nature. Within the last

few days. Professor Liebig has announced to us that a residue left in the man-

ufacture of sulphate of quinine is the pure alkaloid itself, merely obscured by its

form. The discovery of quinine by Pelletier, in 1820, revolutionized pharmacy.

The active principles of the most nauseous drugs can now be isolated from

the accompaniments of wmody fibre and other inert matters, and exhibUed in a

concentrated form 'This is a blessing which only those who have had to swal -

low bark in substance can fully understand. During the twenty-six years in

wdiich sulphate of quinine has been manufactured, a considerable portion,

every year, of the pure alkaloid has been laid aside, and consequently a con-

siderable amount has accumulated. Professor Liebig’s discovery wall not only

brina this into use, but it will enable the practitioner of medicine to prescri^be

the pure alkaloid, and to combine it at pleasure with vegetable or other acids

and thus to obviate the objections which are found in practice to lie -against

the sulphate of quinine, placing at command quinine and a variety of its salts

at a price which will not preclude the poorest from its benefit.
, .

\ great proportion of the vegetable kingdom still requires to be chemically

investio-ated ;
of the materials which constitute the animal body, every one,

without exception, awaits a new analysis and investigation. Not many months

since. Professor Redtenbacher, of Prague, found that taurine, a constituent ot

bile which acts a most important part in the animal ecomomy, contains sul-

pliur to the extent ot 26 per cent. This element had been previously over-

looked, in consequence of what must be considered a defect in the method of

analysis by combustion ;
in that process the oxygen of the analysed body being

estiinated by the amount of loss, the equivalent of sulphur being precise y double

that of oxygen, its presence did not disturb the calculation of the results. ro-

fessor Gregory has remarked, that this observation of Redtenbacher will probabl>

turn out. in its consequences, one of the most important yet made in

chemistry, and it cannot be doubted, that although our views must be changed

in many points, in consequence of it, our knowledge ^ylll be extended and

rendered more precise and more capable of direct application to
{^gy

^nd

pathology. Already Professor Liebig has found reason to believe tha. Mulder

protein and oxides of protein exist only in imagination, as sulphur remains

combined with the other elements after fibrin and albumen are subjected to

Mulder’s processes. To extend this inquiry into all the materials of the animal

tissues, requires many skilful hands and much labor.
_

The principle upon which organic investigations are now pursued, is worth)

of your serious attention ;
it is, to subject a substance to the action of heat, ot

oxidizing and reducing agents, and generally to every 3^!® f
chano-int or modifying its composition, to analyze the resulting compounds, to
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study their mutual relations, and thus to ascertain the true nature of tlie origi-
nal matter, This principle was first adopted by Chevreul

; its application by
Dumas and Boullay to the compound ethers, Professor Liebig says, gave tl.e tirst
impulse to the extraordinary developement which chemistry has smce then ob-
tained. It has created, in fact, a new branch of the science, which it would
be ot great importance to distinguish by a distinct designation. We are fa-
miliar with the distinctions of analytical and synthetical chemistry. Analysis
IS the separation of a chemical compound into its component parts. Synthesis
IS the puttirig together the elements of compounds, and combinino- them into a
chemical union. The formation of water, and of nitric acid, by "directly com-
bining their elements, as effected by Mr. Cavendish, are examples of synthesis.
Very little has been done in this direction, beyond a few instances illustrative of
the safety of depending upon analytical results, in certain cases, as philosophic
facts. 1 he only example I recollect of synthetic chemislry applicable to practical
purposes IS, however, a most brilliant one, made by Gmelin—namely, the for-
mation of artificial ultra-marine, by mixing silica, alumina, soda, and’ sulphur
CO orless bodies, to produce that beautiful blue pigment, there is no reason to
believe that it is by way of synthesis that Nature produces the manv complex
substances, termed organic matter. The affinities of inorganic bodies are em-
ployed to group together the proper elements, and in the process of construct-
ing the materials required in yegetable and animal organisms, intermediate
compounds are formed, which, not being needed in a separate state, are ao-airi
combined, and ultimately gave rise to the substances which are the designed
results ol the process. Proceeding in the path indicated by Chevreul. the4 in-
ternal forms of organic bodies are detached, re-combined, and undergo a variety
of metamorphoses, by which the true constitution of the first is revealed andnew complex bodies created, as it were, as truly organic as any of those ’pra-
duced by the vital force. The theory of compound radicals is the general
expression of the fact, that very simple forms, consisting of a few equivalents
of two or three elements, may be assumed as the basis or rudimental centres
ot all the varieties of compounds constructed in living organisms. By break-
ing up the internal structure of these compounds, or by bringing to bear upon
them other a-ffinities, that is, by employing certain media in°imitation of theway pursued by Nature, many natural productions can be produced artificially
and a peat number can be artificially made, exactly analogous to the acids
neutral bodies, and alkaloids found in plants. Of the former kind, that is of
natural productions produced artificially, several have become of commercial
importance : the manufacture of sugar from starch, by the mediation of sul-
phuric acid

;
of British gum, also from starch, which has materially affected

the commerce of Senegal and the Gambia
;
and that of valerianic acid are

well-known pamples. The process for effecting the first of these tran’stbr-
mations will illustrate the action of media. Sugar and starch have the same
composition, except that the former contains the elements of two atoms of
water more than the latter. To add the water to the starch directly, so as toconypt It into sugar, is at present beyond our power. But we know that the
vital force, aided by heat, converts starch into sugar. This is the rationale
ol the process of malting. And a method has been known for some time of
effecting the same purpose

; that is, of adding the elements of two atoms of
water to the elements of starch, and thereby converting it into sugar. This
is done by the long-continued boiling of starch water acidulated with sul-
phuric acid. The acid acts as a medium to effect the assumption of the waterby the starch, and to transform it into sugar, the acid itself remaining un-
changed. The same transformation may be effected on linen racrs, and any
form of ligneous fibre, thus converting them into sugar. Other natural sub-
stances which have been produced artificially possess only scientific interest"
as urea, formic acid, butyric acid, &c. But it by no means follows that thesepe of no practical use. The formation of butyric acid from starch, threw an
important light on the sources of animal fat. Natural urea is a curious and
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As I Jiave already observed, an especial designation seems demanded for

this branch of chemistry, which is neither analytical nor synthetical. I will

therefore propose, in the absence of a better term, to denominate the aggregate
of the processes by the term genesis, and the subject, genetical, or constructive
chemistry.

This branch of the science is occupying the attention of very many stu-
dents on the Continent, and is undergoing a rapid development. From the
masses of figures and calculations, now accumulating, representing analyses,
we may anticipate many practical results, of vast importance, to emerge. I

ought not to quit this subject, without alluding to the improvements in candle

-

making, resulting from Chevreul’s labors.

For my own part, I entertain the most sanguine hopes that the diseases most
fatal to mankind will be elucidated, and, perhaps, wholly prevented, by pursu-
ing this path of chemical inquiry.

Whilst the science of organic chemistry was advancing on the Continent
like a torrent, was this country to be permitted to remain the only one in
Europe where the necessary qualification could not be obtained to enable
men to assist in this great work ? The example of Hesse Darmstadt, in
founding and supporting a school at the bidding of Liebig, who has given his
country new importance in Europe, has been followed by France, Prussia,
Belgium, and even Russia and Austria, and nearly all the smaller German
states. Is the accomplished chemist less likely to find profitable employment
in the manufactures, arts, and professions of Great Britain, than in those
countries ? Much as we have to boast of in the way of popular lectures, it

might occur to many to suspect the soundness of the knowledge thus obtained
if the patent list were examined, and the extraordinary mistakes made, to the
serious pecuniary loss of many persons, for want- of scientific notions, con-
sidered. I may mention, as an illustration of this remark, the credit given by
the public, and, I might add, by some distinguished individuals, to the profes-
sion, made not long since, that a fuel had been discovered which would burn
and supply heat without leaving the ordinary products of combustion—that no
carbonic acid was given to the atmosphere by burning this material. The be-
lief entertained in this ridiculous fiction was sincere enough, as it cost the
loss of several lives. Assuredly, the spread of chemists, taught after the man-
ner we have adopted, will supply the public with better instruction.

It is a startling, but nevertheless certain fact, that in many of our manufac-
tures, depending, wholly or in part, upon chemical principles, this country is

fast falling behind those of the Continent. If the instances in which this is

most evident may appear insignificant in comparison with the vast creations
of our machinery, it should be remembered how easy a downward progress
becomes. “ A respect for every department of Nature,” says Baron Humbolt,
“ is especially necessary in the present times, when the material wealth and
increasing welfare of nations is so closely connected with the diligent use of
natural productions and natural forces. The most superficial glance at the
present condition of Europe assures us that any relaxation of elFort would be
followed by gradual diminution and ultimate annihilation of national prosperity.
Nothing but energetic progress in chemistry, and other branches of natural
science, will save any state from the evils of a decline. Man can make no
use of Nature, can appropriate none of her powers, if he be not conversant with
her laws, and the relations of number and measure existing amid her processes.
Those nations which relax now in manufacturing activity, in the practical ap-
plication of technical chemistry, must inevitably fall from any prosperity they
may have attained

;
more especially as neighboring states, instinct with powers

of youthful renovation, in which science and practice co-operate, enter upon the
struggle, and press forward in the race.”

It is wholly inconceivable, that the enlightened statesmen who guide the ener-
gies of this country, will, when once their attention is aroused to those trutlis
withhold their aid in establishing this college. Its special object is too great
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to be merged into courses of general education, or to be entrusted to individua 1

exertion The association and co-operation of but a few persons representing

each science and art based upon chemistry, would, however, am^y suffice to

effect its purposes. Perhaps it is better to call forth voluntary efforts, than to

institute schools of chemistry by authority, and to clog them with official restric-

^^°Gentlemen, it only remains for me to say what grateful thanks are due from

all persons interested in science and the arts, but especially from the ^ntlemen

whoenioythe privilege of our course of instruction, to our Royal President,

our noble Vice-presidents, and to the Council, for their generous assistance in

founding this college. This they have afforded, under the conviction that the

institution is calculated to confer great arid enduring benefits on all classes of

their fellow-countrymen, and on all mankind ;
and that—although not obvious-

ly and conspicuously—yet, to the enlightened rnind, the highest exercise of

benevolence^ is to promote the extension of our knowledge and of our power

^'^To one gentleman, however, we owe an especial debt of gratitude, for his

constant personal exertions, the devotion of his valuable time, and the unwearied

employment of his influence, with the most noble and enlarged vmws, to pio-

mote the establishment of this college.
_

I should
!f f

pleasure I derive from my own efforts in its behalf, if I could not publicly ac-

knowledge that our success—which, 1 trust, is now unquestionable—will be

mainly attributable to Sir James Clark.

5,—Fermentation ascribed to the growth of Fungi and of Infusoria.

The microscopical examination of vegetable and animal matter, in the act of

fermentation or putrefaction, has lately given rise to the opinion, that these

actions themselves, and the changes suffered by the bodies subjected to them,

are produced in consequence of the development of fungi, or of microscopical

animals, the germs or eggs of which are supposed to be diffused everywhere,

in a manner inappreciable to our senses; they are supposed to be developed

when they meet with a medium fitted to afford them nourishment.

Several philosophers have ascribed to this circumstance the fermentation of

wort and of the juice of the grape. They assert, that the decomposition of

sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid is effected by the contact of particles of tlie

suSar with the growing plants, which they view as the yeast, or ferment, with-

out studyincr more closely the final causes of the decomposition of the sugar.

Tt has been supposed that this view is opposed to the theory detailed in the

preceding pages, which described contact as the cause of a peculiar activity or

all chemical processes, and in all changes effected by chemical affinity,

we observe that contact is essential for the exercise of the acting power.

Hence, chemists describe affinity as a force distinct from other powers, because

it lets only in immediate contact, or at inappreciable distances. 1 hus contact

plays an important part in every case of combination or decomposition, for

without contact these changes would not take place. In this sense, ah sub-

stances effecting combination or decomposition are bodies acting by contact.

Tn the theory of fermentation alluded to, it was not asserted that the yeast or

ferment could effect the decomposition of sugar at appreciable distances. In

this respect, therefore, the two theories are not opposed to each other. They

deviate, however, in this, that the one theory considers yeast as a body, the

smallest particles of which are in a state of motion and transposition, and that,

by virtuelif this state, the particles of sugar m contact with it are thiown into

the same state of change; while the other theory asserts, that the particles of

veast are little fungi, which are developed from germs or seeds falling into t^

fernVenthig liquid l?om tlie air ;
and that in this they grow at the expense of the
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substances containing nitrogen, which are thus converted into, and separated

as, fungi. The particles of sugar in contact with the fungi are supposed to be

converted into carbonic acid and alcohol, which, in other words, signifies, that

the act of vegetation effects a disturbance in the chemical attractions of the

elements of the sugar, in consequence of which they arrange themselves into

new compounds.
Gay-Lussac showed by experiments that the juice of grapes expressed apart

from air, under a bell-jar full of mercury, did not enter into putrefaction,

although it did so in the course of a few hours when air was admitted. The
same chemist also showed, that fermentation immediately commences on the

introduction of oxygen gas, of which a quantity is absorbed equal only to the

yjo-th part of the volume of carbonic acid evolved during the fermentation. It

scarcely can be supposed, that the germs of fungi exist in chlorate of potash or

black oxide of manganese, out of which the oxygen was obtained
;
and hence

it is difficult to ascribe to a growing vegetation the cause of the decomposition.

Gay-Lussac further showed, that the juice entered into fermentation on being
connected with the wires of a galvanic battery, under circumstances, therefore,

which quite excluded the introduction of every foreign body. Hence the view,

that the fermentation of sugar is effected by contact with grov^^ing plants, must
presuppose that living beings, plants for example, may be formed and developed
without germs or seeds—a circumstance in direct contradiction to all observa-

tion regarding the growth of plants.

It is certain that sponges and fungi, growing in places from which light is

quite excluded, follow laws of nutrition different from those governing green
plants

;
and it cannot be doubted that their nourishment is derived from putre-

fying bodies, or from the products of their putrefaction, which pass directly into

this kind of plants, and obtain an organized form by the vital powers residing

within them. During their grov/th they constantly emit carbonic acid, increas-

ing in weight at the same time, while all other plants, under similar circum-
stances, would decrease in w'eight. Hence it is possible, and indeed probable,

that fungi may have the power ol growing in fermenting and putrefying sub-

stances, in as far as the products arising from the putrefaction "are a-dapted for

their nourishment. When a quantity of fungi are exposed to the temperature
of boiling water, their vitality and power of germinating become completely
destroyed. If they be now kept at a proper temperature, an evolution ol gas
proceeds in the mass thus treated

;
they pass over into putrefaction, and, if air

be admitted, into decay; and at last nothing remains except their inorganic
elements. The putrefaction in this case cannot be viewed as the act of the
formation of organic beings, but as the act of the passage of their elements into

inorganic compounds.
Observations of another kind,—for example, that flesh and other animal bodies

may be kept for several weeks without putrefying, if placed in a vessel con-
taining air previously heated to redness,—have gone far to support the opinion
that the process of putrefaction is effected by the growth of organic beings : but
all such experiments are of very subordinate value in support of these conclu-
sions. In some experiments instituted by the author, for the purpose of detect-
ing quinine in the urine of a patient in the habit of taking this medicine, he
obtained the remarkable result, that this urine kept for several weeks without
passing into complete putrefaction, although the urea of urine, under ordinary
circumstances, is often completely converted into carbonate of ammonia in the
space of six or eight hours. In the present case, the urine effervesced only
slightly with acids after fourteen days. This seemed to give sufficient founda-
tion for the opinion that the quinine must be the cause of this delay in the
putrefaction. But further experiments proved that common urine introduced
when freshly drawn into perfectly pure vessels behaved in an exactly similar
manner.

^

When a little putrefying urine was added to the fresh urine, the
putrefaction of the latter was accelerated in a high degree. Wood, in which
urine had been retained, exerted this action in a very decided manner, and the
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white, or 5^ellowish-white deposit from putrefying urine (which does not possess

an organized form) effects the conversion of urea into carbonate of ammonia m
the course of a few hours.

Fresh flesh remains for several weeks without experiencing appreciable

change in a perfectly pure glass vessel, whether the latter contains common

air, or air previously heated to redness ;
but, at the same time, it absorbs oxy-

gen and emits carbonic acid, and passes into putrefaction, if the necessary

quantity of water be present, the process not being prevented or retarded by the

ignition of the air.

It cannot be supposed, that dung-flies, living upon animal excrements, are

the cause of this putrefaction ;
neither can a similar conclusion be drawn m

the case of mites and maggots found so abundantly in old cheese.

When we consider, that the intermediate products formed in the passage of

animal and vegetable matters into inorganic compounds possess the power of

supporting the life of certain animals and vegetables low in the scale of crea-

tion, then the only mystery is, in what manner the germs of the fungi, or the

eggs of the infusoria, reach the place fitted for their development ;
for this being

known, there is no difficulty since the discoveries of Ehrenberg, in conceiving

this extraordinary increase. Now, as it is observed that the infusoria increase

in size only to a certain point, it must hence be concluded that their nourish-

ment, even if only from the point at which they are to grow, passes out of their

bodies in the form of excrements, precisely as in the higher orders of animals.

As is the case with all other excrements, these must possess, in an eminent

degree, the property of passing into decay or putrefaction; and this condition

must at all events be induced by contact with the original putrefying bod}^

Hence the increase in numbers of the infusoria must induce and accelerate the

process of putrefaction in the putrefying body itself. The ultimate products of

decay and putrefaction are carbonic acid, ammonia, and water. In order to

comprehend the chemical process by which this conversion is eflected, it is of

much interest to become acquainted with the intermediate coinpounds formed

by the elements. But in regard to the process itself, it is, chemically speaking,

quite indifferent whether the first, second or third product, before they a^ume

the final state, be in the form of fungi, or of living animals (infusoria.) These

plants and animals are not the causes of the conversion, for they suffer after

death the same changes which finally occasion their complete disappearance.

The enormous layers of microscopic animals in the chalk, (the siliceous in-

fusoria) do not contain any organic matter. The lime of their shells, and the

silica of their bony coverings, were obtained from the water in which they yv ere

developed. If this water had been deficient in lime, or in silica, these animals

could not have been produced
;
and if they had not found nourishment in the

products of the putrefaction of former species (the remains of which are found

in the muschelkalk,) they would not have been developed ;
and without the

co-operation of both these causes, they could not have formed such extensive

masses and lavers as they actually do.

But these animals are not the causes of the formation of the chalk, or ot tne

layers of flint, and as little are they the cause of the decay and putrefaction of

those substances, which yielded to them their organic constituents. Without

these animals there might not have been chalk, but there would have been

marble, or another limestone; and the silica would have been deposited as sili-

ceous schist, or as quartz, after the evaporation of the water. Hence it is on y

the form which is given to the layers by organic life
;
but the substance of

these strata (chalk) is chemically in no respect different from crystallized cal-

careous spar : in fact, the same explanation of their origin might be made as

that adopted in the case of the older limestone formations,

t The conversion of the constituents of an elephant into aerial compounds is

the same process, and is effected by the same causes as those occasioning t e

destruction of the carcase of the microscopical animals, which themselves
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obtained llieir elements from extinct species of other animals. The final

products are identical in both cases.

There have been very wonderful and incomprehensible observations made on
the behaviour and functions of certain microscopic animals From these obser-
vations, there seem to follow conclusions regarding the nutrition and growth of
these creatures, quite at variance with all that we know of the process of
nutrition of the higher classes of apimals.

In a treatise on the composition of the salt-springs in Hesse-Cassel, Pfann-
kuch mentions a singular phenomenon, that the slimy mass which deposits in
the tubs set to receive the brine percolating through the wells of the gradua-
ting-house, contains a gas which is found to be pure oxygen gas. The fresh
brine obtained directly from tlie draw-well is quite clear, and contains 5 per
cent, of salt with gypsum and sulphuretted hydrogen in such considerable
quantity that it might be used as a sulphureous water. During the summer
months, a slimy transparent mass forms in this brine, covering the bottom of
the vessel containing it to the depth of one or two inches. This matter is

everywhere filled with bubbles of gas, of a considerable size, often two or three
inches broad; these rise to the surface, when the membrane inclosing them is

torn with a stick. The quantity of these gas-bubbles is so great, that it would
be easy to fill hundreds of bottles with them in a short time. They are so rich
in oxygen gas, that a glowing match of wood introduced into the collected gas,
bursts in flame, and continues to burn with brilliancy. On being analyzed,
this gas is found to consist of 51 per cent, of oxygen, and 49 per cent, of nitro-
gen; but there can be little doubt that the gas originally consisted of pure
oxygen, which became mixed with nitrogen of air by virtue of diffusion, just as
it does when confined in an animal membrane. Tn fact, it is found, that when
the water in the tubs is very low, the bubbles existing in the deposite appear to
be pure air, owing to the celerity with which the diffusion has taken place»
(.Wohler.)

Wohler has subjected to microscopical examination the slimy membranous
deposite, and has shown that it consists almost entirely of living and moving
infusoria, principally species of Navicula and Gallionella, such as occur in the
paper-like formations of P’reiberg, and in the siliceous fossil strata of Franzens-
bad. The whole deposit possesses a slight greenish color, and is intersected
with very fine colorless fibres of confervas. After washing and drying the
deposite, a residue like paper is obtained

;
and this, on being heated, gives dis-

tinct indications of ammonia, showing that it contains nitrogen. It yields also •
a mass resembling paper, which on incineration, being treated,with muriatic acid,
leaves behind siliceous skeletons, which preserve the shape of the animal so
completely, that it appears as if the original deposite itself were submitted to
examination. (Wohler.)
These observations are of remarkable interest, for, as Wohler asks—Whence

comes the oxygen gas—from the conferva? or from the infusoria ? The quan-
tity of oxygen being so large, and the infusoria being in great preponderance,
would lead to the conclusion that the former must be derived from these

;
and

yet this is opposed to all analogy. The water comes out of a depth of 500
feet; and its sulphuretted hydrogen shows that it comes out of a layer of rocks
containing putrefying animal matter, which, acting upon the sulphates, produ-
ces sulphuretted hydrogen : and in this water is formed, with the aid of solar
light, a source of oxygen gas, to all appearances more abundant than we see in
the case of green plants. Sir B. Thompson (better known as Count Rumford)
published some experiments 56 years since, which are of such a remarkable
nature, that we give them in the author’s own words. Thompson found that
silk, cotton, sheep’s wool, eider-down, and other organic substances, evolve
oxygen gas, when they are freed from air by washing, and then exposed to
sun-light in a glass globe perfectly filled with water. After two or three days,
the water assumed a greenish hue, and from that moment the evolution of gas
commenced. ^
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- One hmulred and twenty grains of cotton, in a bell jar, along with 29G cubic

inches of snrinc>- water, gave out, during the first four days, '1% C. 1. of gas,

containino- hardly any oxygbn. It was not till the sixth day, when the sun uas

very rowerful, that the water suddenly became green, and gave out during the

next six days, 44A C. I. of oxygen nearly pure. On examining the water under

the microscope, it was found to contain a multitude of very minute, nearly

spherical animalcules. Wherever the water was green, these animalcules were

Ibimd, insomuch that the green color seemed to be caused by them. Alter

describing his numerous experiments, Count Rumford adds

“ The phenomena now described may, perhaps, admit of explanation, it we

assume that the air produced in the water in the ditferent expermients was

derived from the green matter; and that the leaves, silk, cotton, <&c., only

facilitated its disengagement by furnishing a surface adapted to the collection

and escape of the gas-bubbles.
. , , r

” These phenomena may also be explained by an assumption favorable fotlie

hypothesis of Priestley, namely, that the green matter consists of plants, which,

aiiering to the surface of the bodies placed in the water, there vegetate, and in

consequence give rise to the gas.”
_

“I would willingly adopt this opinion, were it not that a most caretul and

attentive examination of the green water by means of an excellerit microscope,

at the period when the oxygen was most abundantly disengaged, has corivinceu

me. that at this period nothing to which the name of vegetable can be given is

present. Tiie coloring matter of the water is of an animal nature, and is noth--

mg else than the accumulation of an infinite number of little movnng animals.

—^Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. Vol. Ixpn., I’lo /-

In a very interesting memoir, by Messrs. August and Morren ( I ransactions

ofthe Academy of Brussels, 1841,) it is shown that water with organic sub-

stances evolve “ a gas” which contains 61 per cent, of oxygen ;
and they con-

clude their treatise in the following words

“

It follows Irom the preceding

remarks, that the phenomenon of the evolution of oxygen gas is due to the

Chlamidomonas yuUisculns (Ehrenberg,) and to several other green animals

still lower in the sce.le.”
^ ctnic

The author took the opportunity of convincing himself of the accuracy of this

lono'-observed fhet, by means of some water out of a water-trough m his garden,

the°water being colored strongly green by different kinds of infusoria. This

water was freed bv means of a sieve from all particles of vegetable matter, and

, beino- placed in a jar, inverted in a porcelain vessel containing the same water,

was exposed for several weeks to the action of solar light. During this time, a

continued accumulation of gas took place in the upper part of this jar ;
aitej

fourte'-n days ^ of the water in the jar had been pressed out of it, and the gas,

which had taken its place, ignited a glowing match of wood, and in all respects

behaved like pure oxygen gas. It must be here expressly stated that the

water, before being exposed to the action of solar light, was examined l^y one

of Plcessel’s best microscopes, without the detection of confervae or of any kind

^
Wfthout venturing upon any opinion on the mode of nutrition of these ani-

mals, it is quite certain that water containing living infusoria becomes a source

of oxygen gas when exposed to the action of light. It is also certain, that a

soon as the^e animals can be detected in the water, the latter ceases to act in-

juriously to plants or animals ;
for it is impossible to assume that oxygen

gas can be evolved from 'water containing any decaying or P^frefy n^^ matters

for these possess the property of combining with oxygen.
_

^ow it is obvious,

if we add to such water any animal or vegetable matter in a state of decay,

* One hundred cubic inches of water saturated with air contained,

air, according to the experiments of Humboldt and Gay-Lussac, not

inches of oxygen gas.

in the form of

above 1-6 cubic
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that this, being in contact with oxygen, will resolve itself into the ultimate
products of oxidation in a much shorter time than if infusoria were not present.
Thus we recognize in these animals, or perhaps only in certain classes of

them, by means of the oxygen which in some way as yet incomprehensible
accompanies their appearance, a most wise and wonderful provision for remov-
ing from water the substances hurtful to the higher classes of animals; and for

substituting, in their stead, the food of plants (carbonic acid,) and the oxygen
gas essential to the respiration of animals. They cannot be 'viewed as the
causes of putrefaction, or of the generation of products injurious to animal and
vegetable life

;
but they make their appearance in order to accelerate the con-

version of putrefying organic matter into its ultimate products.
Many fungi grow without light, and in their growth and life are character-

ized by all the phenomena which characterize animal life
;
they destrx)y air by

absorbing oxygen and evolving carbonic acid, and, in a chemical point of view,
behave like animals without motion.

In opposition to this class of beings, which can scarcely be designated as
plants, we have living creatures endowed with motion, and with the organs
which characterize animals, and yet which behave in the light like green
plants

;
for while they increase in size and number, they furnish sources of

oxygen when its access, in the form of air, is excluded or prevented.

—

{Liebig's
Chemistry in its* Applications to Agriculture and Physiology—London Edition
0/1847.)
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MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.

FOREIGN.

1 —A Clinical Lecture on Hypochondriasis, delivered at the York Medical

School. By Thomas Laycock, M._ D. Physician to the \ ork Dispensary, and

Lecturer on the Theory and Practice of Medicine.

Polxcilinical or polyclinical—Abstract of a case of hypochondriasis—Diagnosis

from indigestion and from melancholia—Physiological estimate of the symp-

tmns—The reflex theories—Prochaska's-The ^Hrue spinar-The sensori-

motor^'— Objection to them—Reflexion a property of all organized nmtter, and

of the whole nervous system—Application to hypochondriasis—Etiology—

Quack hand-bills— Treatment—Ethics of quackery and of treatment of hypo-

chondriasis—Prognosis.

We had on Saturday at the Dispensary one or two cases of hypochondriasis

;

two more have come to me since ;
and it has occurred to me that they present

a favourable opportunity for a practical discourse on that affection and its treat-

jnent-and the treatment, I may add, of the patient
:
you will then be better

able to study these cases. For I do not think it is sufficient to tell you that

such are the symptoms, such the diagnostic characters, such the remedies to

be adopted, in a case before us. Your relations to the man who is the object

of your professional attention are ethical as well as curative ;
and the ethical

relations, I may venture to affirm, rival the curative in importance.

Perhaps I ought not to call the kind of discourse I propose addressing to you

from time to time, upon some case under my care at the Dispensary, a dmiccil

lecture: for, in the first place, the term clinical ought to belong exclusively to

a discourse given on leaving the bed-side of a patient in a hospital ;
and secondly,

to a discourse having reference to the theory and practice of medicine as an

art and science. But here we have no bed ;
the patient stands before u^ is

examined, prescribed for, advised, returns to his house and to his labour. You

cannot restrain him from hurtful practices or irregularities, nor insure that Ins

diet shall be suitable, that the remedies ordered shall be given to him at the

times appointed, or even that the remedies shall be taken at all. Now the term

clinical may be used in the sense of practical ;
it is, m fact, often so used

;
and

if we adopt this meaning, then I think the term j^oZiclmical, used very com-

monly on the continent in reference to Dispensary practice, will be applicable

enough to the sort of discourse I propose to give you. But the prefix poli i^

not derived from many, but from a city, as used in meiro-pohs,

poZitical, &c. I mention this, because I have seen the word printed with y

instead of i—polyclinical
;
and this error has led persons to think it a very pre-

suming word to be used.
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In the case for consideration (for I select one of two,) you have a very com-
mon form of disease—a disease always difficult to cure, and almost invariably
annoying or embarrassing, to the practitioner. It is a form of disease which
involves important ethical considerations—questions of moral conduct. The
special points we shall have to consider, will be,— 1, The disease itself and its

management ;—2, The ethics of gratuitous practice and of empirical practice

—

the misdeeds of quacks. I will read an abstract of the notes taken at our
examination of the case.

The patient is a man aged 28, by trade a comb-maker, unmarried, of pallid

cachectic complexion, bald across the head, looking older than he is, with a
grave, anxious, and rather melancholy expression of countenance

;
thinner

apparently than when his clothes were tirst fitted upon him. Gives the follow-
ing account of himself—his status presens and his anamnesis,-—ror, in other
words, of his present condition and past symptoms. He feels a large substance
in the throat, near the sternum

;
it gives the sensation of rising of phlegm, and

feels smaller after free expectoration. Just now (at the time of examination)
it is more solid and larger than usual. Has a slight cough from the irritation
in the throat. At the same time that he expels the phlegm palpitation comes
on, and also a good deal of flatulence, and he feels fluttered. He has also wind
rumbling through his bowels, and pain in the head, which is much relieved
since I ordered him the cold douche two days ago, and he remarked' that his
head would be very bad without it. His appetite is good, his food apt to turn
acid on his stomach, his bowels irregular, and his urine high-colored. He has
been troubled with wind and water-brash, and palpitation, for about two years.
Nine months ago he was under my care for the rising in the throat, when it

rose to the top of his throat, he got much better, and the lump was reduced to
the size of a pea. During the last few weeks he has been as bad as ever, and
he went to Mrs. Lamb, a worm-doctress, paying her a guinea for advice and
medicine

;
she gave him some medicine that boiled, and said she could cure

him
;
she never felt his pulse

;
no worms have come away, and he is no better.

Seven years ago he was first troubled with tape-worm, but he felt pretty well

;

took some medicine in gin for them
;
went to a quack doctor at Hull, who gave

him oil of turpentine, and eighteen yards of tape-worm came away
;
two years

ago went to a quack doctor at Sheffield, and got turpentine for the 'worms. He
was made very ill, and none came away, and has seen none pass since. Ever ’

since that time he has had the wind and rising
; he feels very nervous and low-

spirited, and muses a good deal
;
muses about the palpitation and rising : works

by himself.

Looking at his tongue we find it clean except on the posterior part
;
this

cleanness of the tongue does not correspond with the other symptoms, and
according, on inquiry we find the man has just dined. The taking of a meaf*
always clears the tongue more or less. Examining his throat, we find no
tumor or tumefaction at the point he indicates as the seat of the sensation that
distresses him. He swallows perfectly well. His pulse is 90, and this is no
doubt quickened by a little nervousness, for on stripping to let me examinq the
cardiac region, the pulse rises to 120. Percussion over the heart does not indi-
cate any enlargement, the dull sound is circumscribed to the normal limits

;
tlie

systolic stroke is short and jerking, with the sort of ring usually observed in
nervous palpitation, hut no other sound. No tumor, no tenderness in the epi-
gastrium or hypogastrium.
Diagnosis.Sach are the symptoms. What is the disease under which this

man labours ? It is hypochondriasis. I knew already before he spoke, when
he came to me two days ago

;
for he was an old patient

;
and I felt pretty sure

he had paid a visit to Mrs. I.amb
;
for I had seen her bills distributed freely in

the windows. Here is one : it describes the general symptoms of worms in a
quotation (that heads the hill) from “ The Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine
edited by .Tolni Forbes, M. D. F. R. IS., Physician to the Chicester Inlirmarv’
Alexander Tweedie, M . 1).,” &c. &c. Mrs. Lamb observes, “ that she confin4’

49
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tlie bulk of her practice to the digestive function.” She is therefore a special-

ist • and she modestly remarks, that the cases there detailed, together with

hundreds of cases published by her during her former residence in \ork, prove

with what success Mrs. Lamb has studied this important branch of medicine.

Tliere are few diseases to which mankind are liable that may not be traced to

a disordered stomach,” &c. ; and then she notes specially vyorms as a cause ot

indigestion, and gives cases and references, the dislodged tape-worms being

to be seen at her residence—trophies other skill.
, , ^ u

Now what made me think that the patient had consulted Mrs. Lamb was my

previous knowledge of his disease. As it is hypochondriasis he labours under

1 thought if he read a bill (which he would not fail to do) he would take the

bait. He did so, and Mrs. Lamb hooked his guinea; yet he is, I believe, leally

poor ;
at least he pleads poverty with me, and I know men of his cratt don t get

good wages. He borrowed the guinea, he says.
. .u

^ Now the general symptoms are those of gastric derangement ;
the melan-

choly musings rather belong to melancholia. Why, then, is the disease termed

hypochondriasis ? It is the combination and characteristics of the symptoms

that determine the diagnosis. There is disorder of the nervous system concur-

rently with the indigestion, and of a peculiar kind, inducing neryous palpita-

tion, the symptom of -rising,” allied to globus

with cardiac action, and a melancholy musing mood of mind, having reterence

to no external circumstances, as property, friepds, crimes,

would be melancholy, but to the state and condition of his body and his hea th,

especially to the condition of his throat and heart. This melancholy rnusin^

on the bodily condition characterises the cerebral affection termed hypochon-

driasis. The nervous symptoms distinguish the case ffoin indigestion.

Physiological estimate of the symptoms.—Twe physiology of the neivous sys-

tem is a tangled web indeed. There are, however, two or three laws of action

which I think you may regard as established, and may safely adopt in any esti-

mate of phenomena arising but of the action of the nervous system One ot

these is, that the nervous centres in the ganglia of the system, whether sym-

pathetic, spinal, or encephalic, re-act on impressions derived from the surfaccb

ol the body.. Another is, that the changes induced in the ganglia by impres-

sions from without, may be induced also by an inner action o. the

excited directly by changes in the circulation,—changes in the distribiUion ot

the blood and in the composition of the blood. Another ot these cases ^^ction

is, the propagation of changes in the ganglia originally excited from without to

other ganglia, and exciting in them complex changes corresponding in charac-

ter to those by which they were excited, and so on through the whole system

of grey matter, from the smallest fibril to the whole hemispheres.

Now, when an impression is made on a nerye in connection with tie gang la

contained within the yertebrae or spinal canal, those ganglia are excited m o

action, and that action may be propagated or passed upvvards to the encep la

ganglia
;
re-action will then begin in them, and acts of mind result. Lut, it

the connexion with the encephalic ganglia be cut off, as, for examp e, ii

cases of paraplegia, the re-action takes place m the ganglia below the

in the chain
;
for the impressions derived from without cannot pass upward..

The resulting motions are confined to the muscles, whose inotor ’serves aie

derived from these lower ganglia, and they constitute the socalled ^enex acts,

or rather the - purely” reflex acts; for there is no sensation. It is to be

specially noted that tliese mechanical or automatic acts

convulsive movements merely: they exhibit tog-n, just asM le

willed them; but there is no volition, and no sensation. The acts taKe place

in accordance with “ laws written upon the nervous pulp, .^h^ ^xp^®;'

Sion of Prochaska ;
or, in other words, in accordance with a definite action

the grey matter of the ganglia. Dr. Marshall Hall, like

that these reflex acts are limited to a certain portion of the

axis; namelv, that portion extending from the tubercula quadrigemina to the
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caiuia equina, and to a certain class of nerves diflerent from tliose of sensa-
tion and voluntary motion, termed incident exitor and reflex motor nerves.

—

The term “ incident,’' derived from Prochaska, seems to be used in a sense
analoD-ous to that used in optics, when we speak of an incident ray of light.

—

The impression u'pon the central ganglia along or through the incident ex-
citer nerve, and is reflected along the reflex motor nerve.
Many persons think Dr. Hall invented these views and terms

;
but he did

not altogether. Prochaska uses the term reflexion, and particularly cautions
against any mathematical use of the term

;
for iatro-mathematics were common

in his day, and algebraic equations were used freely in theories. He expressly
observes that this reflection does not take place, according, to physical laws,
where the angle of incidence'll equal to the angle of reflection, &c.,“but accord-
ing to laws writ on the medullary pulp

;
probably meaning thereby the grey

matter.

Now many of the reflex acts are accompanied by sensation, and on this cir-

cumstance another class of movements has been made out with another anato-
mical department of the central axis. Dr. Hall’s true spinal system is robbed
of its upper and lairest portion to make up this “ sensorimotor system,” as it is

called, the seat of the consensual acts—such as laughing, sighing, &c. Ana-
tomically it includes the ganglia of special sense

;
first, the olfactoT-y, the bulbus

ollactorius
;
secondly, the corpora striata and thalami optici subservient to

touch
;
then the tubercula quadrigemina or ganglia of vision; and, lastly, the

ganglia of hearing and taste embedded in the medulla oblongata. These are
the ganglionic centres of the consensual acts, just as the spinal ganglia are the
centres of the reflex acts. The consensual acts are all excited by sensation

;

a sensation is the consciousness of an impression
;
this consciousness, of course,

and not the impression, excites the consensual acts
;
how it is not explained,

but not by exciting an act of will—quite the contrary. The consensual acts
are all as involuntary as the reflex acts. The impressions made on the nerves
of special sense (the incident excitor nerves of the sensori-motor system.)
arrive at the sensory ganglia

;
then “ what motions shall follow, what sensa-

tions are determined by the laws written in the nervous pulp,” just as in the
case ol reflex acts: so that, in point of fact, the pith of the wliole matter is just
a reflex function attributed to these sensory ganglia, with “ consciousness of
the impression” superadded—a helpless spectator of the determination of the
“ laws written on the nervous pulp” by the impressions thereon. It is really
nothing more than Dr. Hall’s reflex acts combined with sensation, but hid under
an ingenious medley of words. The sensory ganglia have also a reflex func-
tion. and the cerebral nerves are also incident excitor nerves, consciousness
looking on the ganglionic changes as a helpless spectator, if they be purely”
sensorial—if no volition be excited by it. Prochaska had the same general
ideas, but he did not minutely localize them. He united the “ true spinal” and
“ sensori-motor” into one system, as distinct from the volitional. He distin-
guished between reflex acts with, and reflex acts without, sensation

;
he dis-

tinguished also the consensual acts, and argued that they were excited by im-
pressions—not sensations—that consciousness of the impression accompanied
them only

;
was coincident, but not causal. I believe he is right

;
I prefer his

views to the more modern improvements
;
modern anatomy is, however, much

better, and it well elucidates his physiology,—but Prochaska did not go far
enough.

I happened once to publish an essay on the subject, but I extended the doc-
trines of Prochaska of a reflex function, from the “ true spinal system” to these
sensory ganglia, and also to the cerebral hemispheres. I maintained that this
reflex function was a function common to the whole of the cerebro-spinal cen-
tres. The first statement of my views is in my “ Treatise on the Nervous
Diseases of Women;” the next in the 19th vol. of the British and Foreio-n
Medical Review, (the essay I allude to,) and the next in vol. ii. of the Lancet
for 1845, where you will find my correspondence with Mr. Combo. The fact
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is, that neitlier of the two systems, nor Prochaska’s, is satisfactory
;

first,

because they are conflicting ;
secondly, because they leave a vast number of

residual phenomena unexplained and unarrangcd
;
thirdly, because they are

opposed to the doctrine of unity of structure and function in all organisms.—

And this objection I consider the most important of all. No theory of vital

dynamics can leave out with propriety either the dynamics of vegetable life or

of intellectual life. Now the power of reflex action, according to laws written

on the organism, is a propriety common to all living matler, and its first mani-

festation ts in the nutrition of organisms ;
but our reflex and sensorial theories

leave this great and most comprehensive fact out of consideration altogether.

I therefore recommend to you a higher generalization, and advise you to con-

sider that, as regards the nervous system, all nerves, whether sympathetic,

spinal, or cerebral, are incident excitor
;
that all central grey matter, whethei

encephalic, spinal, or sympathetic, has a reflex function ;
and that all the nerves

proceeding from that grey matter, whether sympathetic or motor, are agents of

this reflex^ function
;
of a function which determines not the consensual acts

alone, nor the reflex acts only, but detremines also the phenomenon of mind, and

the nutrition of organs according to design, in virtue of laws written on the

nervous pulp.” I would not press this view upon you if it had not a great

practical value in such forms of nervous disease as hypochondriasis, and the

djronic forms of insanity dependent upon visceral disease.. The reflex theory,

so far as it is true, has a great practical value ;
but let me caution you against

adoptino- the whole, for, as I think, that the “ true spinal system” has no anato-

mical existence, I am likewise of opinion that in a few years it wfll become as

forgotten as Bell’s “respiratory system;” and take a place beside it in the

limbo of science, amongst numerous other used-up theories now lying unre-

garded there.
, . , , • r i j-

To apply my views. In hypochondriasis we think there is a tunctional ais-

turbance of some portion of the encephalon ;
and it seems probable that this

functional disturbance is dependent, firstly, upon an incident excitor action

derived through that portion of the sympathetic system, situate upochondra—
beneath the cartilages ;

in other words, from the morbid visceral surfaces sup-

plied with sympathetic nerves. Secondly, the functional disturbance may have

a centric origin; that is to' say, may be excited by mental operations, and this

disturbance may have a morbid reflex action on the viscera supplied from the

sympathetic svstem. In the one case the morbid changes are excited in the

brain by the morbid viscera ;
in the other, the morbid condition of the viscera

is excited by the morbid brain. But the two morbid states must exist together

to constitute the disease termed hypochondriasis.

The visceral derangement in hypochondriasis presents differences according

to the staffe of the disorder. In the case before us the disease is in its first

stage. There is functional disturbance only of the heart’s action
;
after a

twice-repeated examination with the stethoscope we can detect no signs of

structural change. The change is in the innervation of the heart alone ;
the

pulse was at 90 while we were inquiring into his status prasens, but the

emotion consequent on the stethoscopic examination raised the pulse to 120.

—

This susceptibility of the heart is very often witnessed in hypochondriasis as

the chief and most pressing symptom, and I think it is to be fairly assumed that

it ultimately induces structural change, as hypertrophy. The heart, by being

continually in a state of increased action, becomes over nourished, in the mode

I have lately explained to you. The symptoms of indigestion detailed by the

patient are highly characteristic ;
the borborygmi, the acidity, the inordinate

excretion of mucus from the pharynx and oesophagus, are all every-day symp-

toms. The tongue is cleaner than is usual in these cases; but this was

explained by the fact of the patient having just taken his dinner. It is very

oft^n scabrous or rough, with irregular red fissures in it, and covered with a

dirty-looking fur.

There is a tendency to constipation m this case, but not so great as in the
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more advanced stages. Nor is tliere that disturbance of the renal function fre-

quently met with. The nutrition of the body has evidently suffered from the

gastric derangement
;
the pale sallow tint indicates defective depuration of the

blood by the liver. The baldness is indicative of a tendency. to cerebral irrita-

tion. You may often witness excessive and early baldness in persons laboring
under morbid irritability of the brain. The hair is thin, dry, rough

;
and falls

off from the region of the coronal and parietal sutures rather than from the
crown.
The cerebral derangement is indicated by the sensation of globus, by the

anxious expression of countenance, and by the circumstances d^etailed in the
anamnesis, or history of the case. His patronage of Mrs. Lamb, the worin-
doctress, and of the Sheffield quack, and his sitting musing, are significant of
the hypochondriac. There was no real foundation for his idea that he had
worms, as from his own account the last discharge of tenia took place about
two years ago, and during the seven years that he occasionally pd.ssed portions
of the animal his general health was little if at all affected. But Mrs. Lamb
has some spicy bills out, suitable for a hypochondriac, and these had doubtless
impressed him with the id'ea of worms.
The fancies of the hypochondriac are very varied, but I believe they have all

a direct or indirect reference to the condition of the viscera, or to the functions
of the nutritive nerves. I had a man to consult me lately who was strongly of
opinion that his borborygmi and eructations, and pains under the ribs, and the
multiform feelings he experienced, were all caused by a poor old woman, a
neighbor of his

; and he would watch her night and day, and if he saw her put
her pipkin on the fire before going to bed—to warm her supper probably—he
would shudder with rage and desperation at the infernal arts'she was practising
against his comfort : and the more desperate did her conduct appear, because
she bought the pipkin at his own shop ! I was obliged, to humour the fancy,
and make her out an amiable witch. Many fancies of mono-maniacs arise in
the same way as these perverted notions

; as, for example, when a man fancies
that he is with child, or that he is actually consumed away, without stomach,
liver, or intestines,—nothing but a void. The exact locality of the cerebral
disease can only be guessed at; it is possibly in the phrenological organ of the
“ love of life.” That it is in a portion of the cerebral hemispheres is°manifest,
for the ideas are perverted

;
and that it is excited by or in connexion with the

incident excitor action of the sympathetic nerves may, I think, be fairly granted.
With regard to the etiology, I would observe, that in the case under consid-

eration it is probable the disease first commenced in the upochondra

;

that the
exciting cause of derangement in the digestive organs was the turpentine ad-
ministered by the Sheffield quack, (although the tenia may also have had an
effect,) and that this derangement has reacted upon a cerebrum already predis-
posed to diseased action, for he appears to be of the melancholic temperament.
It very often happens, however, that mental causes excite the visceral disorder
such as excessive anxiety, continued tension of the mind in commercial or lit-

erary pursuits, or the depressing emotions, as grief. The recurrence of this
attack at this season in our patient (and the increase of this class of patients)
is in accordance with an opinion of the older physicians that the disease is most
frequently observed in autumn. What may be the ’proximate cause of this
autumnal recurrence is not manifest, but I would guess it to be some change in
the blood. We have had a greater proportionate number of cases of chlorosis
in both boys and young women, a greater proportion of gastrodynia, and other
epigastric affections, and I am inclined to think that there is some common
cause for all these affections. It may be that in this particular instance the
perusal of the quack s handbill’s has be€in the ca’ciZing' cause, just as the perusal
of medical works will induce an attack of hypochondriasis. If this be the case
the visceral derangement is reflex. You may have real disease induced

; that
is to say, structural change in the organs in connexion with the sympathetic
nerves, _by the reflex action of the cerebral hemispheres. The individual excites
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abnormal action by continually directing his attention to an organ, most fre-

quently the heart; at first, the disturbance is functional only, afterwards it is

structural. Medical students are particularly liable to this form of hypochon-

driasis.

Now, the method of treatment to be adopted in this case is first to relieve the

gastric disorder. Once, on a previous attack, he took bismuth, and then the

fiimp in his throat was reduced to “ the size of a pea.” The trisnitrate is an

excellent remedy in caeliac neuralgia ;
it is prescribed for him again, and to

relieve the acidity we combine a few grains of carbonate of soda
;
to act gently

on the bowels we add two or three grains of rhubarb. He has already applied

the cold douche to the head, and with so much relief that he “ doesn’t know

how he could get on without it.” Of course you heard my directions as to his

diet and the mode of eating his food. If his case were more chronic and

severe, a smart purgative would be useful, and small doses of steel and calomel^

and perhaps a counter-irritant—an issue to the region of the heart: we cannot

send him on his travels. The mental hygiene of hypochondriacal patients is

very knportant. The mind should be occupied with a variety of occupations,

and hope encouraged. Never say to a hypochondriacal patient—“ Pooh I you

ail nothing, ’tis all fancy, you’re nervous.” His sensations flatly contradict

your assertion, and he immediately draws the conclusion that he is not safe in

\mur hands ;
that, in fact, you will neglect him, and this aggravates his disease.

Be sure that the man is really ill, that all pain or painful feeling is significant

of disease somewhere, and sympathize with his sufferings.
_

Hypochondriacs

are often capricious, ungrateful, querulous ;
that they are so is a result of dis-

ease : never resent their acts ;
if they change their “ doctor,” be thankful that

you have got rid of an annoyance
;

if they do not, do your duty firmly but ^flfa-

bly. You would notice that I reproved our patient for paying a quack a guinea

and coming to me in formd-pauperis. I did that, not to resent his consultation

of a quack, but his dishonorable treatment of myself. I had a right to the fee

if he were able to pay one, for he had already, by his own acknowledgment,

derived benefit from my previous services. VVe should always make as few

paupers as we can; it is a duty which we owe to society as well as to our-

selves. We should put down quackery, too, as much as we can
;
but I would

advise you never to abuse common quacks, or their supporters. Diffuse sound

knowledge ;
nothing else but that will stop quackery. In the meanwhile, laugh

at the quacks, and the simple folk they plunder. Ridicule will do more than

invective ;
in fact, they are not worthy the latter

;
I never would condescend to

it. We have some amusing quacks at York, particularly on the market days.

They travel about from town to town, and sell worm-cakes, corn-pla.sters, &c.

The “Idle doctor” is a water-caster from a village in the West Riding; the

cancer-doctors, bone-setters, and “ wise men,” are stationary, they do not “ stand

the market.” I should recommend you to study these people and their

methods. There is a w’orm-doctor, who “ stands the market,” that will amuse

you much. He has a stall with bottles of worms ranged upon it, and there he

sits with a Spanish cloak, with a stern grave countenance, often reading in a

book. Albert Smith might make a capital comic song out of him, for every

now and then he makes an oration, and abuses the York people well, while he

gets their money. The ffoys are badly behaved, he says, and the people won t

believe his cures unless he produces worms as thick as a mop-handle one

thirty yards long” (and he exhibits a worm in a bottle) “ won’t satisfy them

!

When you have witnessed the proceedings of these men for a while, and con-

vinced yourselves of the gross ignorance of the people who support them, you

will be pretty thoroughly convinced that quackery cannot be put down till the

millennium, if then. At all events, never quarrel with your patients for con-

sulting these quacks ;
laugh at the practice as a good joke, keep a very strict

account of your professional services, and make no abatement in the charge.

Be hoiwable and just to the quack abettor, but not generous. I believe these

common quacks get their patients principally from the hypochondriac class.
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The two who came yesterday had both been to the “ Idle, doctor”—the w^ter-
caster, and one had been also to Mrs. Lamb. The one from the country on
Saturday had also been to thb “ Idle doctor so that the extirpation of quack-
ery must depend partly at least upon the extirpation of hypochondriasis :—and
who is so ardently hopeful as to expect that ? Besides, I don’t think we could

deprive hypochondriacs of this amusement, or indeed ought to.

There are two classes of quacks to whom, however, you should show no
quarter—the extorting and the murdering. It may be only a question of taste

\whether you should certify to the skill of a wandering corn-cutter—I would
not do even that

;
but there can be no question about the obscene advertisers,

some of whom, as I positively know, attempt to extort money by the threat of

exposing their weak-minded victims. The obscene advertisements in some of
our newspapers are disgusting, and I trust that in a few years no respectable

family will countenance such papers; they are utterly unfit for the perusal of

the female branches. As to quackery, then, let your patients please them-
selves

;
ridicule the humbug quacks, sternly denounce the extorting and mur-

dering.

The prognosis is not favorable in cases of hypochondriasis if you can adopt
none other than the ordinary plan of treatment. Medication never can do
much in these cases

;
it can relieve the gastric derangement, and re-

lieve or palliate the cerebral phenomena, but the curative treatment must be
hygienic and moral. One of our cases on Saturday asked for a written prog-

nosis to show his master (he was an agricultural laborer.) for if he was likely

to get well soon, his cow would not be sold by the Board of Guardians. I, of

course, would neither be accessory to the sale of the poor man’s cow, and of

his consequent removal to the workhouse, nor would I aggravate his existing

disease by an unfavorable prognosis. Yet I told you the prognosis was unfa-

vorable afte^' he had gone, because, in fact, the curativ^ means—change of air,

of scene, of employment—could not be adopted, and because there was the fear

of the Union Workhouse resting like an incubus on his nervous system. And
this is the case with many examples of hypochondriasis amongst the poor

;
they

are incurable by the limited means at your command, but not incurable abso-

lutely.

—

London Medical '

Gazette.

2.

—

Medical Evidence in a Case of Poisoning hy Arsenic.

We extract the following from the report of a trial (for poisoning) of a woman
named Lennox, which took place at the Newcastle Assizes, on Friday last.

While the evidence reflects credit upon the witnesses, it gives a fair outline of

the course of examination adopted on these occasions. The woman was charged
with poisoning her husband by arsenic. She was proved to have gone to one
shop to buy poison under the pretence of destroying rats

;
and at another, where

she succeeded in procuring an ounce, she stated that it was for destroying bugs.
On the same day she was proved to have made a pudding for her husband,
which he ate for his dinner. By a very remarkable coincidence, the man was
soon afterwards attacked with symptoms of poisoning by arsenic, under which
he sank

;
and by an equally singular coincidence, arsenic, as the medical evi-

dence shows, was unequivocally detected in the body ! The counsel for the
prisoner suggested this was one of those “strange and unaccountable accidents”
which every now and then occur ; and he contended that there was no conclu-

sive proof that the deceased had diedfrom the effects of arsenic at all! We object

both to his logic and his chemistry, but on these matters we leave' our readers
to decide for themselves. The woman was of course acquitted.

Dr. Fenwick.

—

Is a doctor of medicine at North Shields. Had seen deceased
April 7th, 1846, for the first time. He complained of purging, which he had
had for nine montlis. He did not complain of much pain. Continued under
witness’s care 17 days. He then said he had been well for nearly a week.
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Never saw him alive again. It was a little after 7 o’clock on the 3d of July

witness saw him. He was then dead. Assisted Dr. Coward at a post-mortem

examination on the 7th. Examined the cavities of the head, chest and bowels.

The appearance of the stomach, and the upper part of the small intestines,

showed inflammation, chiefly in the stomach, and becoming less as they pro-

ceeded lower down. There was congestion of the lungs. There was disea.se

of the heart and the vessels proceeding from it. The liver was rather diseased.

The heart was greatly enlarged. The large vessel had a bony deposit. The
other arteries were, generally speaking, in a diseased condition, should say

some irritant poison had been the cause of death. Applied some tests to the

contents of the stomach which induced witness to believe that arsenic was pre-

sent. Took away the stomach and duodenum, and the contents of each, separ-

ately. They were left in the care of Mr. Coward. Could not form an opinion

of the time the poison had been taken before death. Cross-examined.—The

liver was attached to the bowels. Purging may accompany inflammation of the

bowels. Most commonly there is constipation. Inflammation of the stomach

is very rare. Brown patches on the stomach are usually found in cases of poi-

soning by arsenic. ' The inflammation is usually localized. In other cases

there Is diffused or general inflammation. In a recent case one does not expect

inflammation of the oesophagus. Did not in this case examine it. \ iolentpain

usually accompanies death by arsenic. It may take place without any pain.

In many cases there are convulsions
;
not generally. In most cases the death

is a severe one, unless coma comes on. Tlie brain in this case presented no

appearance of disease.

xMr. Henry Coward.—Is a surgeon at North Shields. Assisted Dr. Fenwick

in opening the body of the deceased. Witness gave the stomach and its contents

to Dr. Glover. Agrees generally with the testimony of Dr. Fenwick. Cros-s-

examined .—The inflammation might be produced by natural causes, or it might

be produced by an irritant poison. Gave the contents of the stomach to Dr.

Glover in a stoppered bottle. Got the bottle from the surgery. They were

washed out with distilled ‘water.

Dr. Robert Mortdier Glover.

—

Is a doctor of medicine, and a lecturer on

medical jurisprudence in the medical school of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Receiv-

ed the stomach and the duodenum, and the contents, from Mr. Coward. The

stomach was intensely inflamed, and there was the appearance of yellow pow-

der. It was in very small quantity—mere specks. Took the contents of the

stomach and boiled them with a little acetic acid. Filtered the liquid, and ap*

plied trial tests. Passed sulphuretted h^'drogen through one portion of the

fluid. Obtained a yellow precipitate. Added the ammoniaco-nitrate of silver

to another portion, and obtained a yellow precipitate. Added the ammoniaco-

sulphate of copper to another portion, and obtained a greenish color with a slight

precipitate. The results of these experiments satisfied witness that arsenic was

present. One of these precipitates was sulphuret of arsenic or orpiment : the

others wmuld be arsenites of silver and copper. Took another portion of the

filtered fluid, added a little muriatic acid, having previously tested it
;
boiled

it with small pieces of copper, which became black. Took the pieces of copper

and dried them carefully, heated them in a test tube, and obtained a sublimate

composed of a 'metallic-like film, and a white rim above the metallic film. Ex-

amined the ring with a microscrope, and discovered octohedral cr3’stals with

triangular faces
;
these were cr)'stals of arsenious acid. Took the stomach and

intestines, and cut them in pieces
;
boiled them in water and acetic acid, filtered

the fluid, and tested it in a Marsh’s apparatus. Obtained distinct arsenical stains.

Produces them. They^ are a little fainter than at first
;
the stains of antimony

are black. These stains show that the fluid contained arsenic. Tried these

experiments twice ; once with a new apparatus. There was no doubt of the

presence of arsenic ; it must have been some quantit^L Cross-examined. ill

not say positively there was more than a grain
;
thinks it probable there was

more. In Marsh’s test used zinc and sulphuric acid. Zinc contains arsenic

,
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?slilp|-iuric acid does when it is made from pyrites; arsenic is a component part
of glass. Would always wish to use Marsh’s test in conjunction with others

;would not wish to trust to it alone
;

it may be used so as to be free from any
doubt. Water was used in boiling' the contents ot the stomach

;
the filtered

liquid was mixed with organic matter. The liquid tests, except sulphuretted
hydrogen, are unsafe to trust to alone, where there is animal matter present to
any consideiable extent. Cadmium Vvmuld produce the same appearance as
arsenic when tested with sulphuretted hydrogen. Antimony gives a totally
difierent precipitate. Does not think tin would give similar appearances as
apenic. Never tested it with that view. Orfila was once of opinion that arse-
nic existed in the bones. Believes he has since retracted that opinion. The
stomach did not present any very characteristic mark of arsenical poisoning.
It presented appearances which arsenic might well cause, but which are not
peculiar to it.

In answer to questions from the Judge, the witness said he did not rely much
on the trial tests. They were used in conjunction with others. The conclu-
sive test is Reinsch’s, producing the peculiar crystals of arsenic.

Re-examined. The arsenic found did not proceed from the zinc—the sul-
phuric acid or the glass. Witness tested the apparatus while it was workintr,
and there was no arsenic present before the contents of the stomach were
antroduced.

—

Ibid.

'Z.— The Sequels of Scarlet Fever and Measles.—'Ey J. A. Hicgenston, Esq.
(A paper read before the Brighton and Sussex Medico-Chirurgical Society, August

oth, 1847. Dr. King, President, in the Chair.

As far back a,s the year 1843, 1 published in the pages of the Gazette some
patho ogical remarks on scarlet fever, showing that this disease is, at a certain
period ot its course, an inflammatory one, requiring the aid of antiphlogistic
measures. As my experience enlarged, my views became, of course, wider,
and 1 was able to compare scarlet fever with other disorders, especially with
measles : the ccnclusions of my mind upon which, I now submit to your appro-
val and publication in the pages of your periodical, if you please.

It is not generally admitted, even if it be understood,—at least I have not hith-
erto found It distinctly stated in medical works,—that there is an essential differ-
ence between scarlet fever and measles exhibited in the particular mode in which
the poison of either disease subsides of itself, or is eliminated from the consti-
tution—the one subsiding or settling upon the liver, or being eliminated through
It, and the other subsiding or settling upon the kidneys, or being eliminated
through them. Both these diseases fall upon the skin in their primary mani-
festaUons

; but, in their sequels, they are respectively opposite and different •

for, in Its issue, the measles attack the liver, while the scarlet fever attacks
the renal emunctories. This is the proposition of the case, or the problem that
1 wish to propound or prove.

I apprehend that the strumous diathesis will be found predominant in either
predicament. But, v^here is struma not predominant, if not latent ? The mani-
fold cares and anxieties, or, in other words, the numerous causes of vital ex-
haustion which subsist in savage or civilized life, are more than sufficient toengender or aggravate struma, the most lamentable of human ailments and themost lingering of incurable maladies. The first and the last stages of phthisis
pulmonalis; the suppuration of a single cervical gland, and the destructive
ulceration of the spovial membrane of the knee-joint; the precocious intellectof strumous childhood, and the premature old age of strumous manhood: arealike signs too well known to those before whom I am speaking, to render it
necessary or becoming in me to dwell upon the peculiar character of health ordisease which they indicate, or to describe the fatal goal towards which they

50
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tend and advance with incontrollable obstinacy, and very often with amazing

'"^Whatever depresses the vital forces is the cause of struma—a cause whose

habitation is favored by the congenital or acquired debility of the great nervous

centres—the cerebro-spinal axis, which, in the discharge of ns several func-

tions, betrays a greater or less imperfection m their respective failures. In the

brain itself, the governing organ of life, resides the origin of all chronic, if not

of all active maladies. Blushing, the most common imperfection or viitue ot

the strumous habit, arises from debility of the brain, which, incapable of sus-

taining the shock of mental emotion, becomes, all of a sudden, powerless m its

guard over the superficial or peripheral vessels of the cheeks, so that their cap-

illaries, unexpectedly and ungovernably relaxed, admit the red blood to flow into

them and to remain fixed there, for a time at least, in spite of every act of voli-

tion to the countrary. This is, in principle, an explanation of acute inflamma-

tion; there being, perhaps, no inflammation that does not begin ^cal or

general debility
;
the received Hunterian dogma of excess of arterial action being

In exceedingly debateable question. Not that this alters in the slightest degree

the usual treatment, which rests upon fact and experience and not at all upon

the probabilities of this or that theory entertained by pathologists either oi an-

^^^But^t^return to the subject of our present enquiry, namely, that of measles

and scarlet fever, both of them being a poison eventually set free, the latter

through the kidneys, and the former by the liver.

I appeal to those who have carefully attended to these two diseases, and re-

quest them to consider whether they have not observed diarrhma Mlow upon

measles, and renal affections succeed to the scarlatina ? I submit the question

to practitioners of large experience, or, if not to those of large practice, at leas

to those of still larger minds, who have well observed what httle they may have

leen called upon to treat. For there is a wide difference between those who

have seen a great deal carelessly, and those who have seen much less, but,

at the same time, have studied what little they may have seen with care

^^Now the three great emunctories of the frame are the lungs, the liver, and

the kidneys,—by the kidneys are eliminated the azotised or nitrogenous com-

pounds in a fluid form,—by the liyer the carbonaceous materials in a solid

form —and by the lungs the same carbonaceous materials in a gaseous or

aerial form—namely, that of carbonic acid gas. Cruveilhier, in some very

striking experiments, has shown, that, by introducing certain heterogeneous

particles into the blood through the veins, one or other of these tli^ree gieat

Imunctories becomes deranged according to the kind of poison or obstruction

that has been introduced. The first effect of these deleterious substances is

on the veins themselves, that is to say, provided that these substances are

arrested in their course before reaching the arterial branclms or ramifications

of the circulating tred, producing pus in the veins—phlebitis, in tact, pn-

grene, and death. But if these heterogeneous particles pass forwards from

the veins into the arteries, their ultimate effects fall upon the more vital or-

gans far removed from the seat of the original mischief, giv^mg rise to abscesses

fn the muscles, the joints, the eye, the liver, softening of

inflammations in distant organs, depositions of pus, blood, lymph, ^^^^d serous

effusions. And what is very singular is, that Gaspard agrees with ^ruve

heir in asserting that, in its course along the current of the circulation, the

poison finds great difficulty in its transmission from the to the venous

canillaries ;
while Cruveilheir remarks that, in successful cases, the poison,

when dilute or in small quantity, is eliminated by intestinal or urinary excretion,

but that when large or concentrated it kills. Tiedemann and Magendie have,

indeed, put the question almost entirely at rest by their experiments,

demonstrate' that the liver and the lungs are the two great ^
the frame; and it is owing, perhaps, to this, says Dr. Ferguson, who
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written very ably on this point of pathology, and from whose work on Puer-
peral Diseases the foregoing observations are chiefly borrowed—it is owing,
perhaps, to this, that they (the lungs and the liver) are, of all the organs of

the body, the seats of the greatest number of maladies. Surgeons know well
enough the fever that follows upon amputation when the veins have been in-

jured, or have become the focus of suppurative inflammation—a fever which is

well known to them in its source as it is in its almost invariably fatal issue.

And the accoucheur knows far better than I am able to describe to him, the
formidable symptoms of puerperal peritonitis, its rapid progress, and its lament-
able catastrophe—a catastrophe originating, as Cruveilhier has so picturesquely
portrayed, in a pathological condition both of the womb in particular and of the
constitution in general, precisely similar to that following upon the amputation
ef a limb, or the introduction of a morbific poison into the veins; deranged ex-
cretions, pus, &c., together with inflammation of the veins (phlebitis), disturbed
circulation, typhus fever, delirium, purulent infiltrations, and death. In fact,

the patient dies of poison. It is probable that some ©f the symptoms of the
hectic infesting tlm last stages of phthisis pulmonalis may be attributable to

the absorption of pus from the lungs, and that the colliquative diarrhoea which
precedes the end may arise from the purulent matter continually welling up
Irom the ulcerated lung, and as frequently swallowed as spat out by the pa-
tient

; for the pus thus swallowed carries with it the germs of struma, and
infects the intestinal glands with it

;
besides which, diarrhoea is, as is generally

known, one of the modes by which pus is evacuated from the system.

I have been led to introduce these remarks in order to show that it is not a
private opinion of my own, but that it is the conviction of some of the most
approved pathologists in Europe, that the mass of circulating blood may be
poisoned, and that the poison thus circulating is eliminated from the blood
through the channel of one or other of the three great emunctories of the frame.

[i.] Thus, it will be found that, after the measles have passed by, and the
eruption has effloresced and disappeared in the usual way, there supervenes a
stage characterised by gastrohepatic symptoms, eruptions at the angles of the
mouth, or sore eyes, (lipitudo, or chronic conjunctivitis of a scrofulous aspect).

The liver is either directly or indirectly brought to a halt
;
there is black or

pale, and eventually exceedingly yellow, bile. The countenance becomes
flushed and excited, the sleep disturbed, the appetite diminished or lost, and the
pulse and the heart’s action accelerated. It may be there is bilious vomiting
or diarrhoea, in which what is popularly called “ an overflow of bilefl shows
itself. On the loss of appetite quickly follows failure of the strength, and with
the hurry of the pulse is associated fever. Now, if the poison of measles be
not (as I apprehend it ought to be) eliminated through the liver, or if the liver

remain torpid and inactive even under the exhibition of its ordinary medical
stimulants or reagents, it will follow that the fever runs into the type of what
is usually known as infantile remittent fever, that is to say, a fever with irre-

gular intermissions, chiefly affecting the mucohepatic surfaces, and continuing
Irom one to six or eight weeks. During his anxious interval, there will be
-observed obstinate derangement of the entire alimentary canal, a very white
tongue, costive or relaxed bowels, thirst, absolute loss of appetite, debility, deli-
rium, emaciation, and death

;
or, on the contrary, instead of death, recovery

from the lowest and most alarming stage of attenuation and decline. The most
favorable crisis is vomiting—the vomiting of yellow or green bilious matters,

—

or diarrhoea, sudden and unexpected, by which the alimentary canal is dis-
charged of its morbid contents, or the liver is emulged of its overloaded or
poisonous congestion. But if this diarrhoea or vomiting do not take place, the
fever proceeds, and may, after having lasted a certain number of days or weeks,
subside by leaving the little sufferer as thin as a ghost and as pale as the wan-
ing nioon. When the mother holds her darling in her lap, scarcely discernible
in point of color from the sheet that envelopes its wasted limbs, she may begin
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to hope that the sharpness of deatli has passed, and that her offspring will be

restored to life as well as to its wonted hue and noisy animation and strength.

[ii,] But the reverse of all this is the case in the sequels of scarlet-fever.

Of the many cases that I have been unhappy enough to witness, I never

saw one in which, when the kidneys had been decidedly affected, -a per-

fect restoration to the former state of health, was ever accomplished. They

have all declined. The passing hopes of to-day have been blighted by the

positive relapse of to-morrow
;
and though, in some instances, several years

have ensued, yet the event has been always the same, and the starting-point of

the illness has never failed to terminate in protracted hopes, disappointment,

and death.

When we consider that the kidneys,—the great emunctories of those dele-

terious elements which, if retained within the round of the circulating blood,

act as a specific poison on the brain,—are the organs primarily and chiefly

affected, there can be no hesitation in declaring, that, if their natural or normal

tone be not restored at once, death must, sooner or later, be the inevitable re-

sult. This is the simple fact. The inflammation of scarlet fever is, by one of

the hitherto unexplained operations in disease, translated from the skin to the

kidneys, which, when thus attacked, are no longer able to excrete the nitro-

genous compounds from the blood, and, consequently, become the immediate

instrument for interrupting and putting a stop to the functions of the arterial

and cerebro-spinal systems together; for, if these nitrogenous or azotised ma-

terials be not excerned, but are retained and sent back on the brain, they

operate as a direct poison, depress the vital forces, and eventually disable and

annihilate the whole process of life. The truth is, when, upon discovering that

after scarlet fever the urine contains no lithic acid, nor any of the lithates (the

laleriiious deposit of health), but that, on the contrary, it betrays the presence

of the phosphates, or albumen, or blood (hsematuria), we may be sure that the

kidneys are in such a case already the seat of the diseased poison, virus, or

action, that there is danger either immediate or remote, and that the final de-

bility or decease of the patient may be predicted with the greatest certainty. I

have not yet seen a confirmed case of this description ever recovered from.

There is something so extremely delicate in the renal tissue, and, at the same

time, something so essential to life in its perfect capacity, that any intermediate

stage between its primitive perfection and its ultimate disorganisation is, in its

various proportions, phases, and degrees, equally detrimental or destructive to

the animal economy.
The result of renal disorder in consequence of scarlet fever, is profound

debility,—a debility which, as it generally happens at an early or a premature

age, it is very mournful to witness. At its commencement there is doubtless

a stage of inflammation which can be met and successfully treated by the or-

dinary antiphlogistic remedies
;
only this stage is very short

;
and, if it be not

foreseen in its onset, if its transit be not perceived, or if its existence have not

been recognised,—then its after treatment is nugatory, at least only palliative.

It is during the inflammatory stage that the brain is troubled with meningitis—

a kind of inflammation by no means uncommon in connection with primary or

secondary disorders of the kidney. At the first, while the urine is high-colored,

scanty, and of a high specific gravity, the proper treatment will consist in calo-

mel, salines, antimony, venesection, cupping, or leeches
;
but afterwards, when

the acute stage, short as it is, has passed away, nothing will be beneficial, ex-

cept the warmer purgatives, good food, the mineral acids, and removal to a more

invigorating air. Recovery will, in a certain degree, reward the adoption of

these measures, but perfect recovery never. The die has been cast : the lot of

life is determined, and nothing remains but a broken constitution, scarcely

worth the having.

The end of these cases is permanent debility. I have seen it at all ages-—at

12, at 15, and at 45. One of the saddest results is, that, as the brain declines

in power, stimulants are proportionally more and more requisite ;
for the sinuses
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of the enceplialon are, from their anatomical construction, incapable of contrac-
tion, and consequently, cannot accommodate themselves to the diminished
stream ot blood. Now,_ as the heart declines in power, the jet of arterial blood

.

depressed,—the same stream does not continue to
reach the great nervous centres,—energy declines,—and, with the loss of cer-
ebral energy declines pan passu the tonic functions of the spinal cord and the
kidneys, ihus power is lost, and with the loss of power in general is also
ost the jDarticular energy to excern the lithates-those poisonous elements of
1 e cnculating mass of bloou: in short, all is lost, except under the pressure of
aident spirits and the highest therapeutic tonics, which can, hov/ever, be sus-
tained only for a limited length of time. The glands of the neck inflame,
indmate, and run into suppuration: the pus is discharged, ulceration ensues,
and sometimes lays bare an extensive surface : the limbs become oedematous,—
the cellular or areolar tissue mortifies over those points of bone unavoidably
piessed upon by the bedding,—the entire skin becomes white, dry, and furfura-
coous, and anasarca is formed. The progress is soon told. The phosphatic
diathesis IS established In protracted cases, renal calculi are formed and
passed, ife is prolonged, but the patient is cut off from the fellowship of life,

1847.““' of dropsy, paralysis, orcoma.-/i:

AMERICAN MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.

1 .—Reinoval of Parotid.

Dr. Pancoast, of Philadelphia, has recently extirpated the parotid from awoman 60 years of age. Ten years since, the disease commenced apparently
as ordinary parotitis Within the past year it increased rapidly, with distresZing shooting pains about the face and forehead.
The tumour was on the right side of the face, nodulated and irregular in itsexternal aspect, and appearing about half the size of a man’s fist. It extendedfrom a little above the zygoma, to a short space below the angle of the iaw—passing forward over the greater part of the masseter muscle, and backwardunder the ear, so as to elevate and press posteriorly the anterior border of theear

;
It likewise nearly surrounded the auditory meatus, and also overlapped the

Sfr""
the sterno-cleidomastoid When grasped firmly, it was found butslightly moveable, deeply fixed and firm m its texture, except at its upper partwhere there seemed a local point of softening.

’

None of the surrounding lymphatic glands seemed at all involved Thecomplexion of the patient was somewhat straw-colored, though she appearedvigorous for her age.
^ d-ppearea

Operation -The was placed on her left side, with the head andshoulders elevated, and her head well turned towards the left shoulder. Thetumour was exposed by a single incision, shaped somewhat like the Italic /reversed: it was commenced above the top of the ear, and carried forward anddownward to near the centre of the tumour, then in a direction sloping slightlvbackward to just be ow the lobe of the ear, when it was again directed forwarddownward and nearly vertically, leaving a concavity in front, and terminatingabout an inch and a half below the base of the jaw, and somewhat within theinner edge of the sterno-mastoid. The dissection was then commenced bvleverting the flaps so as to expose the tumour, and continued by separating thediseased mass first above, then posteriorly, next anteriorly, and lastly below.
external carotid artery was now sought, with a view of placing a liga-ture upon it near its entrance into the tumour; this required a slighUncrefsen length of the first mcision, as from the size and attachments of the tumourIt was somewhat difficult to reach the vessel. It was isolated, howevS,Tth
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its vena comes, and the two were raised on the director, and a Physick’s aneu-

rismal needle armed with a ligature passed under them, along the groove m the

director, and both secured in the loop. From this moment to near the conclu-

sion of the operation, there was very trifling hsEinorrhage. The vessels were

now cut beyond the ligature, and while strong traction was made upon me

tumour. Dr. P. detached it from its connexions to a still greater distance below.

The patient complained much of the pain caused by the upward traction, i ne

tumour was next loosened to a greater extent above, as well as posteriorly and

^^The cLtral part of the tumour, deeply seated, v/as the last part detached;

and a strong jet of blood, by retrogression from the internal maxillary artery as

the final cuts were made, required that a ligature should be applied to the divi-

did vessel. This ligature, with two on smaller bleeding vessels, and the one

on the carotid artery, were all that were left at the conclusion of the operation.

A small piece of diseased structure being discovered after the thorougn

cleansing of the wound, near the bottom of the cavity, it was removed by the

handle and blade of the scalpel. As far as was possible, the handle ot the

scalpel was used during the operation, but for the most part the attachments

were so firm as to require the cutting edge.—Med Exam, for Jidy.—Jrom

Wood's Retrospect.

2.

—

Vesico Vaginal-Fistula.

Two successful operations for this distressing accident, are detailed by Dn.

Pancoast; in one of which there was a complete destruction of a cross-section-

of the whole urethral structure, at its junction with the neck of the bladder
;
in

the other there was an elongated orifice in the basfond of the bladder which

would more than admit the end of the finger. “ The principle of the operation

performed in these cases, is to bring into opposition four r^w surfaces, and it is

necessary that the margins of the fistula should have considerable thickness ;

and when not found in this state they are to be thickened, by repeated applica-

tions of lunar caustic, or, better still, of the actual cautery. Haying exposed^

the fistula bv means of a speculum, Dr. P. first splits the posterior margin ol

the fistula to'the depth of half an inch, and then pares the edges of the other

lip of the fistula into a wedge shape. The mucous membrane, both on the side

of the bladder and of the vagina, is now dissected off, and “ this is a very diffi-

cult but most important part of the process.” Having checked the haemorrhage,

the wedge-like portion is inserted into the groove formed in the opposite edge

of the fistula, “on the principle of the tongue and groove,” and he then secures

the parts in opposition, by means of his “ plastic suture,” allowing the stitches

to remain “until they become loose.” An elastic catheter is kept in the blad-

der to prevent the accumulation of urine, and to prevent too intense inflamma-

tion a bladder of cold water applied for 36 hours to the vulva. The after-treat-

ment consists in the application on the third or fourth day of a Sol. Nit. Arg.-

to the line of union, gradually increasing the strength.—

3 .

—

Adulteration of Medicines.

The following communications from the New York College of Pharmacy,

which we find in the New York Journal of Medicine, together with the remarks

by the editor of that Journal, are deserving of serious attention. That frauds

are practiced in the preparation of medicines to an enormous extent, is not new

to us. We have already commented upon the subject. The immediate conse-

quences, as respect the treatment of disease, are of vast moment ;
a,nd the

remote evils in vitiating medical experience are of no inconsiderable import-

ance. It is needless to amplify upon this view of the subject, for every medical
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man must at once perceive and appreciate its importance. We cannot see any
other method by which the public and science are to be protected against these
frauds, except by providing, under legal penalties, for the inspection of drugs
by competent analysts. We have in previous remarks suggested this method.
Our limits will not permit us to pursue the topic at this time.

“ Caution to Druggists .—The Committee of Inspection of the College of
Pharmacy, are instrhcted by the Board of Trustees to call the attention to

Druggists to another dangerous fraud. A quantity of a base composition, under
the name of Blue Pill is now in market, having been lately imported by, or
consigned to and sold by Messrs. Cumming, Dodge & Co., of this city. It

contains but little more than one-fifth the proper proportion of mercury,
according to the examination of Professor Reid, of this college, made at our
request, that we might have the corroborating testimony of the best analyst in
the city. His certificate of its composition, which we append, shows an extent
of methodical depravity in the manufacture, against which honest dealers will

have to oppose extreme vigilance in t^ie inspection of what they buy.
The article under notice is put up in rather large, white, flat-covered jars,

containing one pound each
;
the joint covered with coarse pink-colored muslin

;

white label with nothing upon it but the British arms and the words “ Blue
Pill,” in rather heavy letters in blue ink. The mass has tin foil laid over it,

under the earthen cover.

From what we learn of its history, this spurious compound was made by
William Bailey, of Wolverhampton, whose manufacture of similar blue 'pill,

two years ago, was so faithfully exposed by the late Mr. Adamson. A tran-
script of the correspondence on that occasion may be found in the American
Journal of Pharmacy, Vol. XI, (New Series.) p. 148. Mr. Adamson’s letter

still remains unanswered.

GEORGE D. COGGERSIIALL.C Committee
JNO. H. CURRIE, 1 of
WM. HEGEMAN, / Inspection,

New York, August 9th, 1847.

New York Hospital. August 6th, 1847.

Dear Sir .—According to the request of the Inspection Committee of the
College of Pharmacy, I have made an extended investigation into the composi-
tion of the Blue Pill furnished me, and have to report the following concerning
this dangerous and heartless fraud.

Its composition by analysis is

:

Mercury, 7-5

Earthy Clay, 27-0

Prussian Blue, used in coloring, - - r5
Sand in combination with the clay, - 2-0

Soluble saccharine matters, - - - 34-0

Insoluble organic matters, - - - 12-0

Water, 16*0

100

I could not see any thing differing in the state of combination of the mercury,
from that generally found in blue pill.

The density of the pill is about the same as the genuine. This is accounted
for by the large quantity of earthy matter, which, in combination with the
water, gives the requisite specific gravity, and makes the deception most plau-
sible.

The presence of so much earthy matter furnishes us with an easy means of
trying it. Place 100 grains on a clean iron plate or shovel, and place the
shovel over the fire until the pill is reduced to an ash. The genuine gives 2
per cent., or near it

; this 29 per cent.
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Tire per centaffe of mercury can be ascertained by a process proposed by me,

and described in tlie Medical Journal of Pharmacy for 1844.

Your’s respectfully,

(Signed) LAWRENCE REID.

Mr. Geo. D. Coggeshall, Chairman of the Committee of Inspection of the Col-

lege of Pliarmacy.

Remarks .—This is but a sample of the numerous impositions practised upon

American physicians in the manufacture and sale of drugs. We have again

and again adverted to the frauds constantly carried on in the manufacture of

spurious medicines, and have invited druggists and others conversant with these

impositions to expose them tlirough the medium of our pages. We have

received in reply two or three letters, which have been published in former

numbers of this Journal. We solicit still further communications on this sub-

ject.

It may not be generally understood, that the importation of drugs and medi-

cines into this country, is chiefly in the hands of commission merchants, mostly

foreigners, (German and French,) who are not druggists by profession, and who

know nothing of medicines, except to buy cheaply, and sell dearly.^ These

men supply our wholesale dealers, who, for the most part, have nothing to do

with the importation of the articles in which they deal, and who are not unfre-

quently imposed upon, as in the case of blue pill, as above stated. The com-

mission dealers have agents, travelling and resident, abroad, who buy up the

refuse drugs in all the principal European cities, and send them to this country,

where they generally meet with a ready sale. We may mention, for example,

Rhubarb, of which, we are credibly informed, there have been but two invoices

of a good article ( Turkeij) brought into this market since December. Immense

quantities, however, have been imported, of a worthless, worm-eaten article,

called Turkey, invoiced from twopence to eight pence sterling, {rom four to six-

teen cents per pound, which, we have reason to know, has been ground and sold

to our retail druggists for genuine Turkey Rhubarb, worth four or five shillings

a pound. The Compound Extract of Colocijnth, which has been imported into

this market for the last year, does not contain a particle of Colocynth, but is

made up of an inferior sort of Aloes, with some other worthless ingredients.

A great proportion of the compound extracts are adulterated in like manner.

More than half of the narcotic and other extracts, as of Belladonna, Coniiim,

Hyoscyamus, Aconite, Rhatany, etc., are entirely destitute of any active proper-

ties, as we know from our experience, and Opium is now rarely to be met with

in a genuine form. The Attar of Roses is more frequently than otherwise

adulterated with the oil of Rhodium, of which there is also an artificial com-

pound prepared for this very purpose. Our Volatile Oils are adulterated more

than half with sweet and other cheap oils. The Hydrargyrum Ammoniatum,

U. S. P. White Precipitate, of Baileifs manufacture, (Wolverhampton,) is now

as much adulterated as the sample of Blue Pill from the same house, analyzed

by Professor Reid. This is an article of a chemical nature, which should, if

prepared according to the Pharmacopoeia, always be of the same quality
;
and

yet we have its invoice price ranging from three to six shillings sterling per

pound, according to qualitij. We have not ascertained whether it is mixed with

clay, like the blue pill, white lead, chalk, or gypsum, but we have no doubt that

one of these will be found to constitute more than 50 per cent, of it, whenever

an analysis may be made. An article is now imported, under the name of

Colocynth Powder, which is prol^bly Colocynthin, mixed with some inert vege-

table powder; this varies in our Custom-House invoices, from 5 to 14 shillings

sterling per lb., and is often two-thirds adulterated, The Extract oj Rhubarb,^

from 4 to 9 shillings sterling per pound, according to quality. The Extract of

Sarsaparilla, as now imported, is a worthless’ imposition. Quinine is now

imported in bulk instead of bottles. These latter are now generally manufac-

tured here, together with the labels, according to the latest French patterns,

usually the Pelletier stamp, we believe is preferred. The Quinine now gene-
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rally in use all over this country, is atleast one-half Salicine; tliis latter being
imported very extensively for this purpose, at an expense of less than one-third
that of quinine. Some dealers, however, use flour or starch for the same pur-
pose. We believe that it is owing to the adulteration of this article that such
large doses ^xQ required, and safely borne, in the malarious diseases of the

West. We have known practitioners in these regions occasionally
get hold of a genuine article, and they very soon found that their patients, so
lar from requiring a drachm, or even half that quantity, found from five to fif-
teen grains sufficient. The house of Tesclidorf, Fischer cf' Co., of Hamburgh,
sends us immense quantities of drugs of every description, especially of
Extracts, as of “ Carduuss Benedictus,'' “ Chelidonium,'’ “ Fumaria,'^ “ Graiio-
lus, “ Lactuca Virosa;’ » MillefoUa;’ and “ Geaminis !” Where are these
articles used ? What are the medicinal properties of the Extract of Grass ?
1 he only use for the latter, we have very good reason to beliq,ve, is to mix with
genuine extracts, for the purpose of dilution. The invoice price of these
extracts varies from forty cents to 75 per pound.
Much of the Nitrate of Silver, so called, now on sale in our wholesale drug

establishments, does not contain a particle of the metal
; whether the substitu-

tion is prepared here or abroad, we do not know. Of the Hydriodate of Potash
also a large proportion is utterly worthless. Iodine not entering into its compo-
sition

; the article is extensively imported in this shape. In order to have an
article on which they can depend, we would recommend physicians everywhere
ffi prepare their own Hyd. of Potash, which can be readily done as follows:—’
Heat slightly a mixture of 100 grains of Iodine, 2 drachms of water, 75 grains
of carbonate of potash, with 30 grains of iron filings. The mass is dried to
redness. The resulting red power is heated with water, then filter and evapo-
rate to dryness; 109 parts of Iodine will thus furnish 135 parts of very white
iodide of potassium, but slightly alkaline.
Thus we could go through with the whole catalogue of medicines in daily

use by the physicians. It is now well known that there are establishments
abroad tor the express purpose of manufacturing spurious drugs for the Ameri-
can market, and it is high time that something was done to put a stop to it.As one important step towards reform, we hope that our wholesale dealers will
hereafter import their own medicines, and not trust to a set of sharpers who
think more of money than they do of life and health. There is no proprietym leaving this branch of business in the hands of men who are not competent
judges of the genuineness of the articles in which they deal. In the next
place, we hope Congress will, at their next session, pass a law, forfeitino- all
spurious and adulterated drugs, and subjecting the owner or consignee to heavy
penalties We have appraisers now connected with the Custom-House who
are regularly educated physicians and chemists, and who are fully competent
to detect these impositions whenever they may be practiced. At present although the government is fully aware of these extensive frauds, it has no po’werwhatever to prevent them

;
its ad valorem estimation may be nothing, or next to

riothing, as in the case of the rhubarb, appraised in the invoice at two pence sterImg per pound
; but it has no right to exclude the article from our markets —Vye need a stringent law, to prevent such practices in future. Again nhvsiClans must purchase their medicines in the crude state, and not in povvder • ifthey do, they will be imposed upon, nine times out of ten. They must maketheir own extracts, syrups, pills, and tinctures. They must resort more he-quently to the use of our indigenous medicines, and never employ a foreimiarticle where a domestic one will answer the purpose. When they Tn Schase, they should buy only of those wholesale dealers who import fheir Swnstock

, and not take their articles irom those who are unacquainted with thecharacters of genuine drugs. And lastly, they should deal only with tho^e wliosustain the leputation o. being honest men, and whose consciences would nntallovy them to go on quietly in the daily practice of imposture and ZpI
involving tlie lives and liealtli of their fellow-men. VVc^hopo the “ NcSork

51
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College of Pharmacy” will pursue this subject, and expose a few moi-e of the

frauds now practised in the manufacture an.d sale of medicines. And althougli

we are not personally acquainted with the Hon. Secretary of the Treasury, K.

J Walker Esq., we have reason to believe that he will cheerfully co-operate in

bringing about a reform in this matter, and thus put a check to the imp^ortation

of spurious and adulterated articles, which not only detract largely from the

public revenue, but prove destructive to the lives and health ot our citizens,

and often fatal to the reputation of the regular practitioner of medicine.

Buffalo Med. Journal.

4 —Osteo-Sarcoma of the Loiver Jaw. Removal of (he body of the bone without

'

external rnutilmon. By J. Makion Sims, M. D., of Montgomery, Alabama.

Jack, a negro man, aged 68, the property of John M. Sanders, Esq., of

Macon Co., Ala., was the subject of this operation. In 1843 he discovered a

small tumour at the symphysis, just at the junction of the lip and gum. It was

nainless ;
grew verv slowly ;

almost imperceptibly, till it gradually embraced

nearly the entire bJdy of the bone; the third molar tooth bounding its limits

on the right, while it extended quite to the angle on the left side. As m all

such cases, the teeth were somewhat loose and greatly displaced. The lelt

side was more prominent than the right. The tumour was very hard at some

points ;
quite soft and elastic at others. Just at the root of the central mcisors

was a small opening, constantly distilling a sero gelatinuous looking fluid. At

a point near the last molar, on the left, was another opening, giving vent to

pure pus, which had been discharging for a month or more. His breath had

the peculiar disagreeable smell always attending extensive ulcerations ot the

mouth. His general health was good. At night he would get sick, and vomit

in consequence of swallowing the secretions from the diseased bone : not so

during the day, as he would then spit them out.
_ , . , , t

The mouth of the patient was of enormous size, to which alone 1 \vas in-

debted for the happy thought of removing the bone in the manner in which it

was done. The very moment that I first saw him, it occurred to me to take

the bone out through the mouth without any external incision.

The operation was performed on Tuesday, 5th of January, 1847, with the

assistance of Drs. Boling, M’Lester, Jones, Spear, and Taylor.

The first step of the operation was to separate the diseased from the healthy

bone, which was effected by the chain-sa^v, thus with a long narrow sharp-

pointed bistoury, I made a puncture at the base of the jaw immediately under

the place of the second molar, on the right side, running the knife flatwise into

the cavity of the mouth, between the cheek and the bone, and as close to the lat-

ter as possible. One end of the chain-saw was now passed along the blade ol the

knife, or rather an eyed tube, armed with a ligature previously attached to the

saw, and the knife withdrawn. It was again introduced through the same

external opening, but was now carried into the cavity of the

ine it up on the inside of the bone, between it and tlie tongue. Through this

pew channel the other end of the chain-saw was passed, and both ends drawn,

rpari passu, till the middle of the saw rested against the base of the bone, while

the ends hung out at the left corner of the mouth. Thus I had the saw fitting

snugly around the bone at the expense of a puncture not more than a quarter

°^The jaws were now opened to the fullest extent, and the left angle of the

mouth widely retracted, while the saw was brought across the dorsum of the

tongue, and the bone quickly severed by sawing from without ^^.^ards, and

slightly upwards. As soon as the bone was divided, the saw was liberated by

clipping the super-imposed gum with scissors. In like manner the bone was

divided on the left side
;
but, as it had to be cut right at the angle, to get clear
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of diseased structure, the saw had to be passed from within outwards and
downwards, its two ends hanging- out at the external opening just under the
angle, and thus the bone was easily divided from above, downwards and back-
wards.

^

The next step in the operation was to dissect the lip, chin and cheeks
from this loose diseased mass, turning the lip downward under the base of the
bone. This required some little caution in putting the parts sufficiently on the
stretch, and cutting close enough to the bone to avoid the facial arteries.
After liberating the right side of the bone, getting it on the outside of the angle
of the mouth, .so that I could make a lever of it, the ease with which the opera-
tion was finished was a matter of great surprise to me. By rotating it inwards
on the axis of the left side, it was easy to separate the attachments from the
outer surface, and by reversing this movement it facilitated greatly the dissec-
tion from the muscles of the tongue and throat, while traction brought it so fair

out, that its separation from the soft parts at the angle gave no trouble at all.

Just^as the genio-hyo-glossi muscles were severed from their origin, the old
man’s head flew back, and he made a distressing sort of suffocative sob, when
it was immediately discovered that the assistant was holding the ligature
loosely, which had been previously passed through the fraenum linguae for the
express purpose of preventing a retraction of the tongue. By seizing the liga-
ture quickly, and putting it on the stretch, so as to draw the tongue forward,
the cause of this sudden alarm was instantly arrested. The only artery
requiring a ligature was the left facial, which was cut by a careless slip of
the knife after it had been cautiously separated from its bed in contact with
the bone.

The operation being completed, the cavity lately occupied by the diseased
bone was filled with pledgets of lint, wet with creosote water, for the purpose
of arresting the slight hemorrhage. The only dressing used was a bit of paste-
board, soaked in warm water, and moulded on to the chin of a healthy man, so as
to form a perfect encasement of the whole inferior maxillary region, which
being applied, was sustained in situ by a proper bandage.

The day after the operation the old man was chewing tobacco. In two
weeks he was out chopping wood

;
and in a month he went home perfectly

well. His pulse was regularly 72 all the time, both before and after the
operation.

There are several considerations to recommend this operation in preference
to the usual one with its extensive incisions.

1st. There was no external mutilation
;
the slight punctures, through which

the chain-saw was passed, healing by the first intention without the least mark
or scar.

2d. As the third branch of the fifth pair of nerves was divided at the outset
of the operation, its subsequent stages were comparatively free from pain; the
stretching of the angles of the mouth being the most that was complained of.

3d. As no important blood-vessels are cut, no ligatures are required. (In
this case it was my fault that the left facial artery was wounded.)

4th. There was no trouble with the after-treatment.

5th. It is just as easy of performance as the old operation.

This method of operating will be available under all circumstances, but is
only proposed for the removal of the body of the bone, or any portion of it ante-
rior to the angles. If the mouth should be small, and the diseased mass too
large to be brought through entire, it will be very easy to divide it near the
symphysis, OT elsewhere, as the judgment of the surgeon may determine, and
remove a piece at a time. Of course, where the jaw has to be disarticulated
the curvilinear incision, first suggested and executed by our distinguished’
countryman. Dr. Mott, will always be indispensable .—American Journal,
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5. On the consequences of rising too soon from bed after Confinement with

two cases in illustration. By Wm. M. McPheeters, M. D.

We have ever found it difficult to impress upon females the importance and

absolute necessity of remaining for a sufficient length of time after confinement

in a horizontal position, and keeping perfectly quiet. Imprudence in getting

up too soon, often entails upon the unfortunate patient, months, and even years

of suffering, which might have been avoided had she listened to the advice of

her physician, or to the suggestions of common sense. We are satisfied that

the practice of getting out of bed too soon after confinement, is very general in

our own community, and hence it is that such a very large proportion of our

female population suffer with prolapsus, and procidentia uteri, as well as from

other uterine affections, which subject them to the necessity of weai*rng pes-

saries, or to the use of those fashionable, but, in our opinion, very objectionable

instruments, utero abdominal supporters. Sometimes this imprudence is attri-

butable to the want of proper precaution on the part of medical advisers, but

more frequently it is owing to the folly of patients themselves. On the third

or fourth day after parturition, a patient who is “ very smart,” feels able to sit

up in bed, or in an easy chair, and in spite of all that the physician can say,

she will, in his absence, sit up for the purpose of changing her clothes, or get

out of bed altogether, that it may be made up, and not unffequently walk across

the fioor, by way of testing her strength. A moment’s reflection must convince

any one of the impropriety of such conduct. The enlarged and engorged con-

dition of the womb, the great relaxation of the abdominal muscles, of the vagina,

and of the broad and round ligaments, all tend, under the circumstances, when

the body is brought into an erect posture, to force the uterus down into the

vagina, and frequently through the vulva. Again, on the third or fourth day

after delivery, it is the practice of most physicians to administer a dose of castor

oil, or some other mild cathartic, for the purpose of securing an operation from

the bowels, which are usually torpid up to this time. Under these circum-

stances, patients, especially those who “feel smart,” instead of using a bed-pan,

and evacuating their bowels in a horizontal position, will get up out of bed, and

use the close stool, and thus bring about the evils of which we have just been

speaking.

These remarks are called forth by two cases which recently occurred in our

own practice, where our patients were guilty of the imprudencies here spoken

of. In one of the cases, in which we attended in consultation with a medical

friend, the labor was prolonged and difficult, and it was necessary to remove

the child by means of instruments. It was a first confinement, and the woman

had been some fifty hours in labor before we saw her. Her strength was well

nigh exhausted, and it was with difficulty that she could be sustained during

the operation, which, however, terminated favorably, and the patient was put to

bed, with strict injunctions to keep perfectly quiet. On visiting her on the

third morning after, we found that her bowels had been very much out of order

during the nfght, that she had been up several times on the close stool, and had

suffered' very much with straining effiirts. During our visit she complained

greatly of pain, and uneasiness in the region of the vulva, and on examinaUon

we found the uterus highly engorged with blood, and of the size of one’s fist,

protruding entirely through the labia majora. The second case was that of a

young athletic woman, also in labor with her first child, but who got along well.

On the third day, the bowels not having been moved, a dose of castor oil was

administered, and the patient, contrary to our express directions, got out of bed

when it came to operate. The consequences were similar in kind, though not

in degree to the case just mentioned.

In very many instances like imprudencies are not followed so immedmtely

by bad consequences, but it is invariably the case that those who are guilty ot

such folly, are made to suffer for it, sooner or later. Often, too, the bandage,

instead of being pinned tightly around the hips, for the purpose of supporting
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tliern, and bein^made to press from below, upwards, slips up, gets in a strinn-,
and acts as a ligature around the abdomen, pressing downwai’ds, and conse-
quently doing positive harm instead of good. Too much attention cannot be
paid to the subject of bandaging. In the first instance it should be applied and
projierly adjusted by the physician himself, and he should instruct the nurse
how to tighten and keep it in its proper position, and it should be worn long
after the woman gets out of bed, and until the parts have resumed their natural
tone and strength. The material, too, out of which the bandage is made, is
worthy of consideration. Of all the articles in common use, we prefer the
flannel, doubled, and of sufficient width to extend from the middle of the hips to
the umbilicus

;
it possesses the advantages of being soft and somewhat elastic,

and can be brought to fit the irregular surface around which it is intended to
pass.

A patient, after giving birth to a child, however easy or natural a labor she
may have had, should remain perfectly quiet on her back for at least two or
thiee weeks, at the end of which time, provided everything goes on regularly
she may be allowed to sit up cautiously in bed, and gradually remain for a
short time out of bed, in a sitting posture; but as a general rule, they should
not be permitted to rise from their beds under three weeks, and frequently not
so soon. This rule may seem a little stringent to those who have been in the
habit of getting up at farthest on the ninth day, and often walking all over the
room long before that period

;
but time would be saved by observing it, and

patients would save themselves an immense amount of subsequent pain and
unhappiness. '

We are aware that our suggestions contain nothing new or original, but the
subject is one of vast importance, and which is too much neglected— it is there-
fore necessary to add “ line upon line, and precept upon precept.” The health
and comfort of the female sex is so intimately identified with our own happi-
ness, that whatever affects them materially, concerns us

;
and we are satisfied,

that if due attention were paid to their proper “ getting up” after confinement’
we would not see so many young and lovely wives suffering with uterine affec-
tions—pale and ancemic, and unable to take the least exercise, or even attend
to their ordinary household affairs, without the greatest pain.— Louis Med.
and Surg. Journal.

6 .—Oath of Hippocrates.

[translated.] /

(The philosophic physician is equal to the gods.)

To ALL Physicians of all times.—I swear by Apollo, by ^sculapius by
Hygiae, by Panacea, by all the gods and goddesses whom I here invoke as wit-
nesses, to fulfil according to my best capacity and discernment, the oath which
I pronounce and here subscribe.

I swear to consider my master as equal to my parents
;
I will unite my exis-

^nce to his, and if he should ever require it, I will divide my effects with him
His sons shall be my brothers, and if they should wish to learn the art of heal-
mg, I will instruct them without any immediate salary, or any eno-agements
for the future. Maxims, detailed explanations, in fine, all of my medical doc-
trines shall be transmitted by me to my sons, to those of my master, to pupilsenpged by writing and sworn according to medical law, but to none others.

I will prescribe to the sick a proper regimen according to my ability and
discernment.

^

I will abstain from all things unjust and injurious. I will never
produce abortion. I will preserve, as a physician and a gentleman the utmost
purity of and sanctity of morals. I will never perform lithotomy, but leave that
operation for those who make a profession of it.

Into whatever house I shall enter, going to carry aid to the sick, I will remain
there a stranger to all iniquity, to all corruption, and to all criminal acts towards
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man or woman, bond or free. What I see or hear in private Tife whilst in the

exercise of, or even out of the exercise of my profession, and winch shall not be

of a nature to be divulged, I will keep holy and inviolate.

in fulfil faithfully this oath, and not violate it any manner, may 1 obtain

a celebrity as a gentleman and a physician, and be glorified by all men m all

acres
;
but if I transgress it and perjure myself, may the contrary belal me.—ie.

APPOINTMENTS IN MEDICAL COLLEGES.

J.^s. B. Rodgers, M. D. Professor of Chemistry in the Franklin Medi-

cal College, Philadelphia, has been appointed to the Chair of Chemistry

in the University of Pennsylvania, vice Professor R. Hare—-resigned. _

Ur. Hare has been appointed “ Emeritus Professor of Chemistry.”

Dr. Cabell, has declined the appointment of Professor of Surgery

in the Richmond Medical College.

Jacob Randolph, M. D., has been appointment “ Professor ot Clini-

cal Suro-ery” in the University of Pennsylvania.

Alonzo Clark, M, D., has been appointed “ Lecturer on Physi-

ology and Pathology” in the College of Physicians and Surgeons—New

Samuel Henry Dickson, M. D., late of Charleston, S. C., has

been appointed “ Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine”

in the University of New York—vice Professor Revere, deceased.

Charles Bell Gibson, M. D., has been appointed Professor ofSurgery

the Richmond Medical College—vice Professor Augustus Warner,

deceased.

Since the resignation of Dr. Warren, three new professors have

been attached to the Massachusetts Medical College in Boston, and one

to the University at Cambridge. The new professsors are Oliver W.

Holmes, M. D., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology; John B. S.

JvcKsoN, M. D., Professor of Pathological Anatomy and Curator; and

Jeffries Wyman, M. D., Hersey Professor of Anatomy at Cambridge.

In the Medical College of the State of South Carolina, Dr. Ged-

DINGS, has been transferred to the Chair of Practice of Medicine, and

Dr. Bellinger, appointed Professor of Surgery.

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA.

The Medical Department of this promising institution is rapidly ad-

vancing to completion. Its dimensions are ample, the arrangements of

the romns admirable, and when completed, which will be in time for the

lectures this winter, it will equal, if it does not surpass any simdar in-

stitution in the country. It is astonishing to see with what rapidity

this splendid structure has been raised; and much praise is therefore

due the Professors for their enterprize in the matter. Students who

desire to attend lectures the coming winter in this city, will find ample

accommodations, and every facility offered them for acquiring a thorough

and practical knowledge of their profession.
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NEW ORLEANS, NOVEMBER 1, 1847.

HEALTH OF THE CITY.
We shall continue hereafter, as heretofore, to make a few passing

remarks upon the sanitary condition of our city. In our September
number, it was stated that the Board of Health had declared the yellow
fever to be epidemic. Events which have transpired since that an-
nouncement, have fully verified, we regret to say, the assertion of the
Board. ,

'

The fever made its appearance about the 1st of July, and began to
decline, in accordance with the laws of epidemics, about the latter part
of September; and by the 1st of October, the deaths daily were about
ten. Thus the epidemic, as such raged about six or seven weeks. It
attacked many who had passed unaffected through the season of 1839
and ’41

;
some who had been permanent residents for several years, fell

victims to the disease. In some of its features, it differed from former
epidemics.

We had fewer cases of black vomit; and many who were attacked
with this usually fatal symptom, recovered. In many cases, the fever
terminated in 24 hours

;
in others it raged for 56 or 72 hours. Nor

Avas the issue of the case materially influenced by the duration of the
fever. Since, many in whom the fever continued for three days, recov-
ered as promptly as those in whom it ceased at the end of 24 hours.
Ihroughout the disease, the head-symptoms were striking and obstinate

;and many, very many, succumbed with all the symptoms of congestion
of brain.

As it is not our object to go into a description of the disease, we shall
confine ourselves to the statistics on the subject. After much labor and
great care, we have compiled from the published reports of the Board of
Health the following statement, which will speak for itself.

Interments in the city ofNew Orleans, from the 3rd of July, to the
18th October, 1847, inclusive.

For
u

the
u

week
(6

ending 10th July.

17th “
Total

it

138,

143,

5 of yellow fever
6 “ «

u n H 24th “ a
131, 16 it a

n ii (i ti 31st “ it
177, 47 a ((

n u (( it 8th Aug. a
263, 118 it ((

n a it 15th “ a 353, 197 it ««

(( ii a it 22d “ a 432, 322 a ((

u (( n (( 29th “ a 461, 328 a ((

a it n a 5th»Sept. (( 540, 435 a a
(( i( it (( 12th “ ((

491, 355 (( a
(( ii n a 19th “ it

257, 169 a a
(( n (( it 26th “ it

181, 85 a a
(( a (( a 3rd Oct. a

149, 61 a ((

a a a (( 10th “ it
126, 44 a a

PTom the 10th to the 18th “ a
148, 53 it ((

Total. 3990 2241 of yellow ffver
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Interinents in the city of Lafayette, from 2Cth of July, to 21st Sep-

tember, 1847, inclusive. Total, 793, of which 498 were ol yellow

fever Thus making the total of deaths from all diseases during the

time specified,—in both cities,—4,783, of which 2,739 were fi-om yellow

lever.

The above table will convey quite a correct idea of the state of health

of our population from the 3d of July to the 18th of October, 1847.

From the foregoing table it will appear that the epidemic reached its

acme about the 1st of September, and after that date it gradually de-

dined. During the prevalence of the fever, it has been computed that

between twenty and twenty-five thousand persons were attacked with

the disease
;

this, however, is more a matter of conjecture than accurate

calculation.
, , . , r- ,,

On the 18th of October, the Board of Health published the following

statement

:

Meeting of the Board of Health, October ISth, 1847.

The Board of Health feels authorized to make the announcement that

the yellow fever, which has been prevailing for some months as an

epidemic, has, for some time, ceased to exhibit this character, and as

such has now disappeared. At the same time it is proper to state, that

the sporadic cases, which have always been seen for one or two months

after the disappearance of epidemic yellow fever, must still be expected

to prevail.

Signed, W. Stonr,
Chairman.

W. T. Brent,
Secretary pro tern.

As the yellow fever declines, our ordinary autumnal diseases begin to^

make their appearance. We have now under treatment two cases ot

typhoid fever in private practice ;
they are very obstinate, one 17 days

standing, and not yet convalescent. Since the commencement of the

fall season, the sky has been clear, the air cool and bracing, and but

little rain to interrupt out-door business.

HEALTH OF THE COUNTRY.
Jeanerette’s, Parish St. Mary, La., October 15th, 1847.

Editors of N. O. Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gents ;—This part of the parish is now healthy—some few cases of

intermittents are occurring, but since the 1st of October, little sickness

has existed. Through the prairies during the months of July, August,

and September, much sickness occurred, mostly mild intermittents, and

easily cured—a few doses of Quinine promptly arresting the paroxysms.

The employment of Quinine has of late, much increased in the domestic

practice of the inhabitants of the county, and fortunately has taken the

place of excessive, and of repeated doses of cathartics and emetics.

Familiarity with the virtues of Quinine has sensibly diminished the

practice ofPhysicians—levers are arrested “ in limine” and consequently
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our services are less frequently required, and we seldom meet with those

aggravated cases of pseudo-typhoid and congestive fever, formerly so

prevalent in this region. During the season I have met with but 3 or 4
cases of congestive fever, and those may have been attributed to injudi-

cious treatment in the early stage.

Considerable sickness, I have heard, has existed recently in the upper
part of the Parish of St. Martin, and some deaths have occurred.

Our Summer months were excessively rainy, the fall thus far has
been mostly dry and pleasant. The crops are good, and promise an
abundant yield.

The charbon in cattle and horses, prevailed in this vicinity in the

early summer months, and destroyed great numbers. Some planters

loosing nearly all their horses and mules. No cases occurred in the

human subject. Little success attended any treatment. The most
efficient remedy however seemed to be the application of the actual

cautery at the onset of the disease.

Respectfully your ob’dt. servant,

J. B. D.

WooDviLLE, (Miss.,) 14th October, 1847.

Gentlemen :—I am sorry my last report, for September, was too

late for insertion. I send this, hoping it will be in time. We are all

resting on our oars, nothing of any consequence occurring to interrupt

our hours of reading, eating or sleeping. It is, and has been an unusu-
ally healthy season in this county. The following is the tableau of 3
physicians of this place, of the largest practice, embracing the time from
the 15th August up to date.

Abortion 1; abscess, common, 4 ;
mammary, 1; lumbar, 1; asthma,

3; bronchitis, acute, 1; do. chronic, 1; diarrhoea, acute, 12; chronic,

1 ;
dysentery, 9; dentition 15, 1 fatal; epilepsy 1, fatal; enteritis, chro-

nic, infantile, 6; adult, 2 ;
fever intermit. 38; do. infant, remit. 25; do.

remit. 45, 1 fatal; do. continued bilious, 6; do. catarrhal, 3; do. con-
gestive, 9; 1 fatal

;
gonorrhoea. 8 ;

hepatitis, acute, 1 ;
do. chronic 1

;

hysteria, 3; jaundice, 4; labour, natural, 4; do. difficult, 1; mania-a-potu,

4, 1 fatal; menorrhagia, chronic, 1; menses, suppressed, attended with
chorea sancti viti 1 ;

n^orbus coxarius 1 ;
neuralgia 3

;
pertussis, 4

;

phthisis, 2 ;
pleuritis, acute, 2 ;

placenta adherent 1 ;
rheum, acute 4

;

syphilis, 3 ;
ulcer, 3; vermes, 5 ;

wound, lacerated, 3 ;
do. gun-shot 1;

fracture of clavicle, 1 ;
do. of scapula, 1. I have omitted many minor

cases of a casual nature, being of no importance.

I would beg room to mention a case of calculus of the bladder coming,
under treatment in the past month, in a negro woman aged 32, mother
of two children. She has suffered much for upwards of three years, and
was thought by some to be incurable. The stone was of an oval shape
attached to the fundus of the bladder by one extremity, while the other
was elongated and impacted into the neck of the bladder, and through
the urethra even to the external meatus, so as to be tangible and visible.

The urethra was very much enlarged. Dr. R. L. B., the attending
physician in presence of Dr. A. C. H., operated by Dr. Fergusson’s
mode, on the 29th September, dividing the urethra laterally on each
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side, outwards and downwards towards each ischium. The stone was

seized and in the attempt to remove it, was crushed in the forceps. The
fragments were removed and from the amount obtained, must have been

as large as the largest sized hen egg. By accident the calculus was

misplaced and lost, so that no analysis was made.

The incisions healed kindly, and the patient seems destined to enjoy

good health and be useful again.

A. R. K.

Montgomery, Ala., October 15th, 1847.

Editors of New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen :—As heretofore I send you our list of cases for the two

past months,—from August 9th, to October 10th, inclusive. Although,

as you will perceive, the number of cases is much p’eater than during

the previous two months, it has been considered quite healthy here.

—

This is owing to the fact, that the cases of fever,—by which the list is

principally augmented,—have been generally, exceedingly mild, requir-.

ing but little time or medicine to effect a cure.

Abscess, 10; apoplexy, 1; abortion, 2; asthma, 1; after pains, (se-

vere and protracted) 1 ;
angina pectoris, 1; bronchitis, (acute) 1; con-

vulsions, (infant.) 3 ;
catarrh, 2 ;

cholera-morbus, 6 ;
cholera, (infant.) 3;

cataract 1; colic, 13 ;
contracted cicatrix, (of neck, from burn) 1; deli-

rium tremens, 3 ;
diarrhoea, (acute) 29 ;

do. (chronic) 5 ;
dyspepsia, 6 ;

difficult dentition, 2; dysentery, 6; dysmenorrhcea, 1; enteritis, (acute)

4; do. (chronic) 1; epilepsy, 1; Eczema, 1; fistula, in ano 1; fracture,

(simple of forearm) 1; do. (simple of radius) 1; do (simple, of thigh) 1;

foreign body (fish bone) in rectum, 1 ;
fever, typhoid, 2; do. (intermit,

simple) 319; do. (remit, simple) 141; do. (remit, pernicious) 10; do.

(remit, infant.) 11 ;
do. yellow, (from Mobile, on boats) 2; do. (ephe-

meral) 1; gonorrhoea, 10; gastritis, 1; hemiplegia, 1; hysteria, 1; he-

morrhoids, 1 ;
Hyalitis, 1 ;

hepatitis, (chronic) 1 ;
hernia, (reduc.) 1

;

irritable bladder, 1; injury of head 1 ;
jaundice, 5; incontinence of urine,

1; leucorrhoea, 3; menorrhagia, 4; meningitis 2; neuralgia, 12; necro-

cis, 2; purpura haemorrhagica, 1; pterygium, 1; phymosis, 1; prolapsus

uturi, 1; pneumonia 4
;

parotitis, 2; parturition, (natural) 1; do. (tedi-

ous) 1
;
phthisis pulmonal, 3 ;

poisoning, (by sulphate of zinc, taken in

mistake for sulphate of magnes.) 1; porrigo, 1; prurigo ani 1; opthal-

mia, (scrophalous) 1; do. (catarrhal) 3; otitis, 2; rubeola, 1; rheuma-

tism, (acute) 1; retained placenta, 1; spinal irritation 4; spinitis, 1; sy-

philis, (primary) 2; do. (secondary) 2; sprain, 4; stricture of urethra, 2;

tonsilitis, 1 ;
tumor, (adipose) 1; urticaria, 1 ;

ulcer of corea 1 ;
do. of

leg, 1 ;
vertigo, 1 ;

wounds (of corea) 2 ;
do. lacerated, 1; do. punc

tured, 3; do. incised, 1; contused, 6; worms, 1; whitlow, 3. Making

in all 710 cases. There were ten deaths—four from pernicious remit-

tent, two from meningitis, two from acute enteritis, one from cholera

infant, and one from yellow fever.

W. M. B.

Pattersonville, La., October 19th, 1847.

Messrs. Editors :—The health of this portion of the Parish of St.

Mary, since my communication in August last, has not been good. The
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prevailing sickness has been principally intermittent and remittent
bilious fevers, generally of a mild, character, although occasionally, very
aggravated.

^

The complications have been, abdominal, and cerebral congestions,
and gastro-enteritis. But in all the cases, there was a ready yielding
to judicious management. Notwithstanding the great amount of sick-
ness, this region has never experienced less mortality. I think I have
seen two well marked cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis

;
they both

occurred on the same plantation, about four miles below this village,
and within forty-eight hours of each other. They both yielded (but
slowly,) to profuse blood-letting, cathartics, quinine, &;c. Such cases
being rare and interesting, I may at some future time, give a detailed
report of the above two cases.

For the last few weeks, we have had some cool weather, particularly
at nights and early in the morning, with tolerably high temperature
during the middle of the days, since which the cases have declined in
numbei, but become more violent in disposition. W^e are soon expect-
ing that exemption, from sickness, which Southern Louisiana, usually
enjoys after the appearance of “ hoary frost.”

Respectfully and sincerely,

R. H. D.

CovrNGTo?^, La., October 22nd, 1847.
In answer to your letter of the 18th, which I did not receive in time

to acknowledge by return mail, I take the earliest opportunity of
replying to.

Several families of Germans and Dutch, who had resided in New
Orleansfor two or three years, came over here the latter end of August to
escape the fever in New Orleans, and took possession of some uninhabi-
ted houses. About the fifth day after their arrival one man was taken
sick

;
from what I can learn, no physician saw him for two days he died

the fourth day with black-vomit. In the meantime another man and
his wife (also emigrants) were taken down and both died in a similar
way. After a day or two, two of our citizens who had been with the
sick, and attending on them, were also taken down with a similar attack

;

and after this the disease spread generally thro’ the immediate neio-h-
borhood where it is thickly inhabited

;
from this it spread thro’ the town,

except that portion where I reside, which is separated by a small branch
from the town. We have all kept well.

I may safely estimate the number of cases from 160 to 180 out of
which, with other diseases, there have been eleven deaths, one of which
was from consumption, and ten of fever.

^

I have seen eleven cases from New Orleans, who were taken sick
either immediately on their arrival, or within a day or two after, some
at Madisonville, some at Lewisburg, and some here

; those cases have
not varied m the slightest degree, from the patients I have attended
here. I do not think it genuine yellow fever. The persons have gen-
erally been attacked severely

;
the fever has commonly been subdued in

thirty-six hours, but has left the system very much exhausted. In my
own practice m the place, I have lost only one patient—that from relapse.
1 have not bled in any instance, have only given Calomel to one person,
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and only cupped one—I have relied entirely on external applications,

castor oil, injections and quinine.
^

There have been several instances of persons coming Irom the coun-

try to the town on business, several of whom, soon after have been

attacked with fever, and generally have died mostly of black-vomit.

The fever has entirely subsided here for the last five or six da) s. In

haste. j ^

REPORT
Of the Charity Hospital for the months of August and September.

admitted. discharged. died.

August. 165B 980 494

September. 1105 1012 302

ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR 1847.

By D. T. LILLIE, at the City of New Orleans.

Latitude, 29 deg. 57 min.
;

Longitude, 90 deg. 07 min. west of Greenwich.

WEEKLY.
thermometer. BAROMETER. COURSE

OF

FORCE
OF

WIND,

CD

>.
05

C
Quan-
tity of
Rain.

—
Max. Min. Range. Max. Min. Range.

WIND. Ratio
1 to 10.

*5

Ph Inches.

1847.

August - 28

Sept. - 4
“ - 11

91.5 75.0 16.5 30.18 30.12 0.06 S.W. 3 3 3.900

88.5 72.0 16.5 30.15 29.94 0.21 s.w. 3 4 4.995

89.5 68.5 21.0 30.08 30.02 0.06 N.W. 2f 3 1.830

“ - 18 83.5 69.5 14.0 30.09 29.93 0.16 N.E. n 1 0.015

“ - 25 83.0 68.5 14.5 30.11 29.94 0.17 N.E. 2 1.380

Oct. - 2 84.5 69.0 15.5 30.13 30.03 0.10 S.E.

It
2 0.770

“ - 9 84.7 67.0 17.7 30.08 29.91 0.17 'N.E. 0 0.000

“ - 16 79.0 57.5 22.5 30.13 29.96 0.17 N.W. 2 1 0.550

« - 23 81.5 52.0 29.5 30.13 29.96 0.17 S.E. 1 0.850

Remarks.—The Thermometer used for these observations is not attached to

the Barometer, but is a self-registering one, and is placed in a fair exposure.

Regular hours of observation, 8 a.m., 2p.M. and 8 p.m.

The Barometer is located at an elevation of 19 feet above the level ot the

ocean, and is suspended clear of the wall of the building.

The Rain Guage is graduated to the thousandth part of an inch, and the

receiver is elevated 40 feet from the ground.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

I* Resecti'cJies on JMeteorology^ By Bennet Dowler, M. D.

Meteorology by no means corresponds in a literal sense with its
Greek origin—that is, /Asrawpo?, suhlimis ; lofty^ elevated above the
earth j celestial or atmospheric phenomena

5
for, “ Hecla, pouring her

flames through boundless wastes of snow”—the earthquake, theljulf-
stream physical geography—hydrography and medical topography,
are as much subjects of this science as the shooting stars—the thunder-
bearing cloud—the hurricane—the hail—the rain—the cloud—water-
spouts, those cataracts of the sky—the aurora borealis—the “ solar
walk and milky way”—“ the sun from behind the moon, in dim eclipse”

the monstrous Spectre of the Brocken which looms on the summit of
the Hartz Mountains, and which terrifies the good people of Hanover-—
or “ the dewy cloud, and in the cloud a bow conspicuous, with seven
listed colors gay.”

In fact, Meteorology is becoming more terrene^ and less celestial
less astrological. Our distinguished countryman, the late Dr. Noah
Webster, in his elaborate, but dry work on Epidemics—a work in two
volumes, published nearly half a century since, without logical analysis
or lucidity of arrangement, but valuable for its historical data, has with
unsurpassed research ransacked ‘ the unrelenting Past,’—collected the
debris of departed centuries,—remarshalled the fearful portents,
enumerated the flaming comets,—recounted the planetary commotions,
and pointed out the astral harbingers which appeared from time to
time in the sidereal heavens, to warn an emperor of impending death,

to foreshadow an approaching earthquake.—or to usher in a mortal
«pidemic. These cometary visitors from the deeps of infinity, as yet
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not anoear to shake pestilence from their locks upon our planet.

This branch of knowledge may be called astrological meteoroW or

physica? astrology, a,.d may lead to tetiolog.cal d.scovenes, bar.en

and analysis, of the celestrial, terrestial, and subterranean phenomena

and the general doctrines of meteorology, with the P ’

sanitary Itioloeical and climatic illustrations and applications ol the

saml Lim^ subjects of yast extent, I haye reserred for another occa-

sion Some of these subjects will necessarily be glanced at “

an economical as well as in a medical point of yiew, together ‘*’®

necessity for a thorough reformation m the manner of taking

the !vi.k ll, ".li"'

Frenchmen will no longer make sugar of beets,

Ld that the British Isles are too nigh the icy zone to

in a Year as in a o'enial climate—but even one with ceitain },

capital to an agricultural population. Ihi.
w-’f nnder certain cir-

of the Malthusian doctrine, namely to pcpuladon,

P imsrnnces, tends to increase taster than the means of subsistence,

will be admitted in Great Britain as soon as other nations cease o

undent o“ that country for -manufactures

America in hit^h northern latitudes, spend halt ot then su pi

be saved hy geniality., that is cAecrpiess of clima .

'^iiUprtvto

muermy ^iulapimi brethern will allow me a little furthei liberty to

had uerished lon<T ago but for the seal which thej contine

IreW, which an indolent Mexican may do without difficul j

.
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great portion of America, horses, cattle etc. multiply with astonishing
rapidity without labor or care, while, in the low temperature of high
latitudes, nearly all would perish in a single winter unless provided for
at geat expense.

Meteorology, independently of its medical utility, deserves the pa-
tronage of every government. It is gratifying to observe from time to
time that the Congress of the United States has passed laws appro-
priating money for continuing the meteorological observations at the
military posts, under the direction of the Surgeon General. The
knowledge hence arising, from its tendency to accumulation, will be
enhanced with the lapse of time. For a century and a half after the
Anglo-Saxons settled in North America, this subject attracted but little
attention—consequently the data do not now exist for illustrating one
of the most interesting problems, namely the influences resulting from
the clearing, draining, and cultivating the soil. A correct, continious
meteorological history, from the first settlements in New England,
Virginia, Carolina, hlorida and Louisiana, is wanting to show the
comparative humidity, temperature, and salubrity of the past and
present.

A correct thermal chart is a national desideratum, especially in
America; since it would 'afford the intelligent planter a guide, in ad-
vance of expensive and often ruinous experiments, in attempting to
cultivate and acclimate plants in a temperature uncongenial to their
natural requirements: the orange, palm, olive, vine, fig, banana,*
coffee, tea, rice, wheat, maize, cotton, sugar-cane and many other
valuable plants, which might be named as examples. The best coffee
or wine cannot be produced, except in such places as have a certain
and very limited maximum, minimum and mean temperature.

It is to be deplored that our planters neglect the science of meteoro-
logy> in which they have a pecuniary as well as a scientific interest.
Planters enjoy opportunities for studying the thermal adaptations of
many useful plants, denied to nearly all authors. There are doubt-
lessly zones for cotton, sugar and so forth, which a faithful thermo-
metrical history of a few years would point out as superior to all other
belts for quality, quantity, and economy.
Humboldt considers a mean annual temperature from 75° to 77° as

superior to all others for producing the sugar-cane, though he says it
may be reared where the mean falls below 66 or 6S°. He says
whatever may be the latitude of a place, that good wine cannot be
produced unless the mean annual temperature exceed 49°. 55, while
the^mean of winter must not fall below 32°, nor that of summer below
64 . 4. The range most favorable to the production of coffee, is
according to a late writer,! very limited in Cuba, havino- for its
maximum 80° and for its minimum 75°. Fever, cholera and con-
sumption, health and longevity, are not thus restricted by thermal lines,
nor by humidity, nor dislocation.

* The Galveston News, (Nov. 1847), asserts that a portion of Texas
equals Cuba in producing this most valuable plant, which transcendg all other®
in tne amount of its nutriciou® matter on a given area,

t Turnbull’® Cuba.
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It cannot be denied that atmospheric phenomena, particularly tern-

oerature and humidity, exert great influence upon the physiology ot

plants and animals, as well as upon the progress and termination of

many maladies. Yellow fever, for example, is evident^ a disease of

the warm season and of the warm climates,—typhus chiefly of cold ones.

Yet the hottest and the coolest years in almost any locality, stand

nearly equal chances of being accompanied by their usual endemics

and epidemics. The same is true of dry and wet seasons, at least in

New Orleans. But how high soever may he the average temperature,

how great soever may be its range, still this fever never assumes an

epidemic form in winter. Hence, whenever one hot or cold season,

or climate, is brought in comparison with another, even where the

topographical and meteorological phenomena seemingly comci

appear equivalent, it is altogether impossible in the present imperfect

state of our knowledge upon this subject, to trace an invariable con-

nection between these and endemics—between atmospheric and mor-

bid actions. No one can affirm that such a connection is improbable,

much less impossible, though it has hitherto eluded the

meteorologists. New, not lukewarm, careless and desultory re-

searches are necessary, and promise the most important results in

political economy, vital statistics, and the uetiology
'

thesis and analysis—the artificial, in imitation of the natural “"^dions

of phenomena, must be put into active operation.. Chemistry

physiology are the two eyes of meteorology.

There is, indeed, much assumption, more prejudice, and but little

trust-worthy experiment in relation to the agents or the meteorological

changes, whether these be regarded as fore-runners, causes,

dents or necessary conditions of epidemics.—Cholera, which

aaain awaked the fears of mankind, since a new invasion is now

threatened from the East, will from its history serve to show how

little is really known of its meteorology. This destroyer, a few yea

affo, raged amid Asian Jungles where enormous crocodilians diag

their slow lengths along, and upon the confines of the icy zone jhei

the gaunt wolf bays a Siberian moon. The destroying angel dipped

his pestilential wings alike in the balmy air ot olunates, and

in the sufibcating Sirocco from the great sand-ocean of Central Africa

—in the drifting snows of northern Russia, in the humid breezes of

Louisiana where the alligator crawls through vast swamps to seek his

prey or reedy den-in the dry and cool winds which sweep over the

hiah table lands of Mexico, or which descend from mountains whose

lofty heads are white with the snows of countless centuries, and whose

foundations rest in eternal summer. Cholera, tnerefore, prevailed in

climates the most dissimilar. It may be impossible to discover the

essential cause of such an epidemic, and such a discovery might leave

the cause as it now is, beyond our control, but, if the origin, approach,

or presence of these deleterious agents, or their harbingers, o" “““-

tial conditions of their appearance, could be opportunely tested,

rendered probable, much advantage would result in the prevention, not

to mention the cure of disease.

With our present imperfect means of exploration, hovv differen

we find the diseases of places where the meteorology is similar,—
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where, for instance, the annual, the winter and summer average tem-

peratures are alike. About 50“ is the yearly mean of Paris and of

Fort Van Couver (in Oregon)—in both the winter mean is 39“—the

summer 64“ or 65 “. The annual averages of Berlin, Augsburgh,
Bergen, Dresden, Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Zurich and Utica, in New-
York, are similar, as are those of Dublin and Boston : the latter cor-

responds in its summer mean with Baden, and in its winter with

Berlin and Dresden. The summer average of London and St. Peters-

burgh, and the annual means of the following placees are nearly

identical, that is Vera Cruz, Havana, Rio, Cairo, Canton, and Cal-

cutta.

Hitherto, Meteorology seems to have been regarded by many physi-

cians as of great importance, chiefly, if not exclusively, in reference to

the Italian hypothesis of Marsh-exhalation, or Malaria, promulgated by
Lancisi in 1717. Theory is often stronger than fact, not with the multi-

tude only, but with many of the wisest men.
Dr. Forry calls the shores of the lower Mississippi, (one of the most

salubrious parts of the globe), the valley of the shadow of death.”

—

The effects of Malaria in the Southern States he enumerates thus,

—

“ so deep and pervading are the effects of this subtle poison on the indi-

genous inhabitants of marshy districts, in warm climates, that the ener-

gies of the system are sapped, and premature decripitude induced ;—the

mind becomes torpid and ernbecile, the moral sentiments debased, and
the stature and symmetry of the body deteriorated.”* “ Boys,” he says,

are bowed down with age at sixteen years.” Dr. Prichard, a learned
ethnologist, has fallen into this very current error, in his Physical His-
tory of Man : “ In approaching the equator w® find the mortality in-

crease, and the average duration of life consequently diminish. The
warmer the climate, other circumstances being equal, so much the

shorter the average duration of life.”'|' Some of our Medical colleges

announce courses of Lectures, not only explanatory of the Genus Mala-
ria, but many of its species, as “ Necro, Eleo, Lumato, Idio-miasma, c^c.,—as if these were animals or plants, to be classed in like manner. It

is very remarkable that the farther medical writers live from swamps,
the more they seem do know about them. Hence, without the least

scruple not a few authors undertake to define the movements of miasma
with mathematical precision, to tell which side of a swamp is insalu-

brious, and how many feet miasma travels—how to arrest it by walls,

trees, and water-courses—how high it rises—the elevation at which one
must sleep to get above it—nothing of which can be known by the resi-

dents of the most swampy portions of this terraqueous planet. These
quotations and allusions are given not with the view of showing their
fallacy, as a complete refutation would require a volume.
That heat, humidity and vegeto-animal matter produce malaria, and

thereby epidemics, will be neither affirmed, nor denied. Further inves-
tigations are certainly required. In the mean time. Marsh-miasma will
answer as an Asylum fur theorists when persecuted with antagonistic
facts and explanations. Too much is taken for granted in meteorology,
instead of “ proving all things, and holding fast to that which is good.”

* Clirn. U. S. 21. f i. 116, 117.
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Humidity, for example, has been probably much overrated as a cause of

disease. Professor Casper, of the University of Berlin, in his work on

Medical Statistics, based on extensive data, and published in_1846, con-

eludes that humidity, not dryness of the atmosphere is most favorable to

life, while no state of the air is so prejudicial to health, as that of dry-

ness with cold.* Humidity is injurious chiefly from the cold it induces,

that is by conducting off or dissipating the animal heat.

Strange it is, that at the present time some of the German doctors,

instead of sending their pulmonary patients to lands of perpetual sum-

mer, send them to Russia, perhaps next to the summits of Greenland’s

icy mountains,—or to hybernate in snow-houses near the pole, where

the most dwarfish shrub dares not show its face,—a most quiet place,

withal, for an invalid, since there is no noise except for a few days m
summer, from the gratings of ic^-bergs that have broke from theii moor-

ino’s, or from a glacier, ever and anon thundering from the mountains

into the sea. Doctors like others blow hot and cold.

Thus many of the simplest questions remain undeterniined—questions

in which common sense, physics, and meteorological instruments aid,

nay almost decide many dubious principles pertaining to the healing art,

which have not been yet fully tested by the experimental and numeric

methods. Can any one from numerous experimental comparisons say,

that thousands of fever-victims now mouldering in their graves, might

not have been saved by the skillful application of cold water, in addition

to other means ? Passing by the hot stages of typhus and scarlatina, it

may be sufficient to observe, that yellow fever during the first 24 to 36

hours, in most cases, is marked by preternatural heat, which is neaidy

equally diffused over the entire body, sometimes rising to 109° in the

axilla, and to 107° in the hand,—and yet this patient must have hot

mustard baths, hot drinks, and be covered with non-conductors of heat,

as blankets,— all, it may be, proper enough, nay absolutely necessary,

when the circumstances are different—when the thermometer tmls a

different tale. Dr. T. Mayo, of London, in his clinical work, of the

present year, advocating cold Affusions, particularly in Scarlatina

Maligna, hurls a well merited anathema against his compatriots, (and

he mis^ht have included the Anglo- and the Franco-Americans, not ex-

ceptin° New Orleans,) for their neglect of Dr. Currie’s experimental

teachintrs : “The neglect, which Dr. Currie’s discovery has met with,

is,” says Dr. Mayo, “ infinitely discreditable to the medical science of

England.”:!; Who applies the thermometer, as a pathological instru-

ment, though more useful than the stethoscope 1 Is it worth while to

fight abourabstract theories, while the practical questions of cold or hot

are left undecided ? j •

As to the morbific effects of cold in nearly all high latitudes, there is

but little difference of opinion. Cold is one of the greatest enemies of

human life, particularly during infancy and still more in old age,

wherein the heat-producing power is feeble. A single illustration

taken from a most civilized and improved country, where, considering

its remoteness from the tropic, the winters are extremely mild, will

suffice. The English Registry of deaths from 1838 to 1841, gives the

* Brit, and For. Med. Rev. July, ’47. f Ibid. J Med. Chir. Rev.. April, 47.
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following as the mean mortality of the four seasons of eich year:

Winter 97,765; spring 89,141; autumn 83,639; summer 75,707.

—

'Here the winter mortality exceeds that of summer more than twenty-

two thousand. “ Cold,” says Dr. Reid, of London,* “ conjoined with

moisture has a powerful effect in lowering the nervous energy of the

system, and, consequently, in suppressing the generation of that vital

warmth which is necessary for the proper performance of the vital and

animal functions, and rendering the body liable to low fevers, dropsies,

catarrhs, chronic rheumatism, pulmonary consumption, dysenteric

diarrhoea, palsy, congestion of glandular parts, as manifested in 5cro-

fulous swellings and scorbutic affections.”—“ At least two thirds of the

complaints of children may be ascribed to cold.”—“ It may be laid

down as an axiom that cold is the most common exciting cause ot

diseases, particularly of those of an inflammatory nature. ’’f

Mr. McCulloch says in reference to persons aged sixty-five, that

“warmth, temperance, tranquillity, may prolong their years to the end

of a century
;
a rude breath of the atmosphere, a violent struggle will

terminate their existence.”J
It is not intended in this paper to dwell upon the geniality and com-

parative salubrity of Louisiana, nor on the sanitary character of its

capital—a city which is destined to become the commercial arch of the

two Americas, and to be gemmed with the treasures of the West-

Indies. Nor is it intended to show “ a perverse and unbelieving

generation,” its error in pointing out New Orleans as the grand

Aceldama upon the sanitary map of the world ;—nor to indicate how
wave after wave of an unacclimated population, breaking upon five

miles of the Mississippi’s alluvions and crescented plain, creates pe-

riodical increments and decrements, attractions and repulsions, cen-

tralizations and dispersions, and catastrophes like the upheavings of a

volcano, unsettling the hygienic, vital, social and commercial elements

of society
;

nor, yet, how many of these evils could and ought to be
obviated.

I hasten from these generalities to the more restricted object of this pa-

per, namely, a few remarks on Thermal lines—on the heat of the Globe

—

on thermometrical observations, &c., though I shall be compelled to omit,

as too voluminous, even in the form of an analysis, data which have been
long accumulating, and which will require additional labor to give them
that brevity without which the most accurate observer can hardly hope
to escape a punishment more awful than the lash of the critic—the pun-

ishment of not being read ! interment ! annihilation !

With respect to isothermal lines or belts of equal, annual mean tem-
perature—isochemial, equal winter, and isotheral, equal summer lines,

which the learned Humboldt first proclaimed to the world, it may be

* Philosophy of Death.

f Mr. Kendall, in his Army Correspondence of the New Orleans Picayune,
dated in the city of Mexico, (October 1847), mentions the drijness, rather than
the coolness of the air in that tropical capital, as most prejudicial to the health
of the Anglo-American Army, causing rheumatisms, neuralgias, etc. The-
opinionithat dryness of the air is unfavorable to health, is gaining ground.

I Statis. Brit. Emp.
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said, without invalidating the truth of the leading doctrine, that, however

])eautirul and regular these curves may appear in maps, they are far from

beino- at the present time ascertained and fixed. It may hereafter

appear, that these lines when traced and deliniated by actual and

extended observation in all climates, will be not as now laid down in

maps, but far more irregular and complex, far surpassing the almost

capricious variations of magnetism itself. Humidity, rain, soil, rivers,

lakes, bays, seas, and most of all elevation, (all irregular in their distri-

bution,) will in many places serve to converge these lines almost to a

focus. Thus the intertropical mountain, with its base immersed in per-

petual summer— its head crowned with eternal snow, presents to the eye

at one view all the lines of temperature in close approximation, under

the same latitude. Were every house converted into a thermometrical

station, it would be impossible in a single year to deduce these devirous

lines of equal temperature, forasmuch as one season gives in the same

place an average different from that by which it was preceded, so that

from the nature of the case a considerable period will be required

before safe numerical analysis can be made. In connection with this

subject, it may be proper to suggest a theoretical question which cannot

now be proved, because thermometrical facts are not only too scanty,

but too recent for its verification,—namely, whether there be not a ther-

mal cycle—a calorific periodicity of increment and decrement, in which

the mean annual heat of a place, though fluctuating, still augments or

declines within certain limits and for a definite period. Magnetism fur-

nishes an apt illustration, affiliated as it is with electricity,* caloric, and

meteorology : The magnetic poles—the magnetic equator parallels and

meridians do not exactly correspond to those called geographical. The

variations of the Needle are, so to speak, both regular and irregular.

The seasons—the succession ofday and night, change agents, lines ofac-

tion. Its curves resemble each other, without being identical. Topo

graphical and meteorological as bodies of iron, and the aurora borealis

contribute to augment these irregularities, yet over all these subvariations

presides a mightier power, during the long magnetic century, from its max-

imum to its minimum declination. In 1576, at London, the needle

pointed 11° 15' East of North
;

in 81 years it had declined so as to point

due North. It remained unchanged for five years. It then declined to-

wards the West. In 153 years its maximum Western declination, amount-

ing to 27° 18', was completed, whereupon it began to retrace its steps, but

in an irregular manner, equal times giving unequal velocities in its Eastern

declination at the same and at different places. Here, then, is an exam-

ple of a regular irregular series or cycle (perhaps aetiology may be in

a similar category,) requiring the perpetual vigilance of science.

—

Although the maximum and minimum variations, dip, etc., will no doubt

* Magnetic attraction and repulsion, in their phenomenal conduct, approxi-

mate the electrical action “ in two magnets the North pole of each attracts

the South pole, and repels the North pole of the other.”_ Magnetism is com-

paratively a modern science. The locality of the magnetic pole was indicated,

or perhaps discovered, by Captain Ross, in his Arctic Expedition, only a few

years ago. Such are the great advances which have rewarded the unwearied

labors of philosophers in this branch of—I might say—Meteorology !
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continue to recur as long as our planet shall occupy its present positionm the solar system. It does not hence follow—nay it is even improba-
ble, that the data of one magnetic cycle, will exactly correspond with its
fore-runner, or its successor. Many of the phenomena of nature are
invariable, but not all. Facts grow old, or, at least, become in many
particulars greatly modified, more especially such as relate to medicine,
civilization, political economy, and vital statistics. Thus, in a practical
point of view, some of the sciences, owing to remoteness of time,
climate and changes among the data themselves, require to be eternal-
ly renewed.

Should equal thermal lines be established in all parts of the earth,
still as remarked before, it will not follow, that equal or even similar
lines of disease will be in every instance thereby indicated. One por-
tion of the thermal beU may have cholera, another typhus, a third leprosy,
a fourth elephantiasis, a fifth goitre, a sixth yellow fever.

Having said something, and intending to say more, in dispraise of the
present state of Meteorology, it is no more than justice to the moderns,
by way of comparison, to glance at its former condition, in the century
in which Dante, Petrarch, Boccacio, Chaucer, Froissart lived, and the
Universities of Prague, Vienna, Heidelberg, Cologne, and Erford, and
the Medical School of Montpelier flourished. A single example illus-
trative of the wisdorn of our predecessors will enable us to make com-
parisons very flattering to our prcgress in the meteorology of medical
aetiology. Near the middle of the Fourteenth century, the Black Plague
or Black Death, which threatened to exterminate the human race, and,
which in Europe alone hurried to the realms of the dead, twenty-five
millions, or one fourth of the entire population, was according to the
authors of that day, ushered in with the sublimest meteorological cere-
monies. Above, around, below—the elements mustered their angry
battalions against poor, frail man. Meteors shot athwart the vaulted
skies. A pillar of fire hung over the Papal palace, at Rome. The
earth quaked. The Zones and the Indian Ocean were infected, the
atmosphere corrupted.* In the midst of the general consternation, the
august Faculty of Paris, then, as now, considered prodigiously learned,
assembled. The doctors, alter due deliberation, in a most solemn, offi!
cial manifesto or medical bull, decided in the most positive manner, that
the epidemic was “ owing to the constellations, which combatted the rays
of the- sun, and the warmth of the heavenly fire which struggled violent-
ly with the waters of the sea, originating a vapor in the great Eastern
sea of India, corrupted with fish, enveloping itself in fog. Should the
same thing continue not a man will be left alive, except the grace of
Christ preserve him. We are of opinion that the constellations, with
the aid of Nature strive, by virtue of their divine might, to protect and
hea,l the human race, and to this end, in union with the rays of the sun
^ting through the power of fire, endeavor to break through the mist ”
The Faculty proceeded at the same time, to predict in the most oracular
manner the future action of the constellations : “ Accordingly, within
the next ten days, and until the Xlth of the ensuing month of July, this
mist will be converted into a stinking deleterious rain, whereby the air

* Hecker, Epid.

34
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will be much purified. Now, as soon as this rain announces itself, by

tbnnder or hail every one of you should protect himself from the an ,

and as well beVmr^^ alter thl rain, kindle a large fire of vine-wood,

ereen-laurel, worm-wood, chamomile, &c. Until the eaith

completely dry, and three days afterwards, no one ought to
^

The means recommended as precautions, are sue
®

avoidedlii
“ only small river fish should be used : ram

"’f ‘hLs
rnokiniT &c • chastity is well spoken of, but bathing abore all

rcond;mned.” The physicians and the learned generally, without

hesitancy ascribed the Black Plague to .\stral action—the conjunction

of sS, Tpiter and Mars, in\e sign Aquarius, upon the 24th of

^^In Ws^Iltcameron, Boccacio, gives a vivid
‘''‘LgP'i't

demic as it appeared in Florence, where from

destroyed more than one hundred thousand persons, ^
remarks before that calamity, the city was not supposed to h^a\ e con

tained so many inhabitants. What magnificient

nalaces were then depopulated to the last person ! what families exbn .

tJESS Sts.

I am going to mention ;
which, had I not seen it with my

' rret

T^tlnd two ho^s comini up at the same time, and rooting amongst

:Cand sLkLgnhTraL in^their mouths, in less than an hour

The^meteorofogy'^of the Earth or mass constituting the Globe, is a

iiKipet of ffreat interest in a speculative as well as m a practical po

o^dew, particularly as to the origin,

caloric. “ The present temperature of the earth,” says Mi. Bak^ell.

?n his Geology, “appears to be dependent on two causes,-rte radia-

titmMfrom An, and internaljirf\ It will be preferable for

the purposes of illustration to notice this latter cause first.

The iXrnal heat of the globe-or the increase of temperature from

f 358 Prof. Silliman’s Edit.
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the surface to the centre, in a- constant ratio—is a most prevalent, and
as I conceive, doubtful, nay false theory ;—an allusion to which may not
be improper in this place. Whether the increased temperature observed
in deep wells, pits and mines, can be accounted for by atmospheric
pressure, forcing caloric from the air as compression does water from a
spunge, whether the existence of certain thermal springs, and the ejec-
tion of melted matter by valcanoes, be owing to chemical actions, (a
theory altogether probable,) are foreign to the present inquiry. Profes-
sor Bischof, of the University of Bonn, in a learned work* advocating
the doctrine of the intenial heat of the Globe, but proving quite the
contrary, if I may judge, says, “ Mairan first set up the hypothesis of the
existence of fire in the interior of the earth;—at his instance the first
observations were made in France, in 1749.^’t Bischof admits that the
an of mines is no guide, and that from observations of this kind, “ it is
impossible to discover the law.”j; The thermal waters occasionally
met with, and upon which he chiefly relies for proving this theory, are
equally fallacious.

The water from a snow-clad mountain in descending or ascending
through fissures, may be ^heated solely by chemical action, such as is
witnessed in mixing an acid, or alcohol with water, not to name more
striking instances where a metal Potassium, for example, takes fire upon
coming in contact with water, burning with a brilliant flame and intense
heat.^ Oxygen has been long and actively at work in changing the
earth’s crust. If the earth be composed of solid metals, or metalloid
substances, (which is probable,) it is reasonable to suppose that their
oxydation, &c., would produce not only hot springs, but volcanoes them-
selves.

^

As Mr. Bakewell’s Geology is but little disfigured by exaggerated theo-
ries, it is remarkable, that he should rely in thermal springs as proving
the internal heat of the Globe. His statement that “ some hot springs
h^^e flowed without any known diminution of temperature, for nearly
two thousand years,” proves not what he wdshed to prove, but the con-
trary, namely, that there is no such a mass of melted matter near the
surface, as the laws of conduction and radiation of heat clearly show.
The constant temperature of a spring, not less than of the whole earth,
for thousands of years, would be physically impossible upon this theory,
and contrary to every known law of caloric.

The internal heat of the Globe is supposed to keep the whole mass
in igneous fusion, except a thin pellicle or crust about 25 miles in thick-
ness, less than earth’s diameter,—thinner comparatively
than an egg-shell, or a soldier’s canteen, compared with its contents.
The heat, at a mile and a half, is estimated at^212°—-the boiling point
of water;—-the central heat, would, agreeably to this augmenting ratio,
amount to nearly half a million of degrees of Fah.—a hundred times
hotter than melted gold. Now, if the boiling point be only a mile and
a half below the surface, enormous quantities of steam would constantly
escape from innumerable points and fissures, more especially in the
mountain chains where the crust is known to be broken in all direc-

* Heat of the Globe, London, 1841. f Ib. 183. t Ih. 186.
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tions, vertically and horizontally or, not finding vents, would cause

earth-quakes or at least water^quakes,
^ ^ u„rYiV.1v

The falsity of this theory,—its physical impossibility, is as 1 humbly

conceive easily proved by experiment : Make a hollow globe, with a

shell not quite’' the ^i^th* part of its diameter, out

and clays which constitute the earth’s crust— fill this globe ^Mth melted

iron, to motion no greater heat—suspend this miniature world in the

air, as is the earth, and observe, whether the outside of the crust be m
the least heated by the internal contact of the melted mass ;—observe

whether in a day, ’'or a year, or a century, not to mention thousands of

centuries, the temperature shall remain constant without loss from radia-

tion. Now if the earth were thus filled in its central portion, vvith melted

matter, the heat would be speedily conducted to the surface of th is crust,

and would reach the poles first, as they are nigher the centre than the

equator, by thirteen miles and a half. The eternal ice of these regions

would dissolve—the glaciers melting at their bases would shoot down

the mountainsf—the ocean would become a boiling caldron, and every

drop of water belonging to our planet would become elastic ipor.—

A calorific equilibrium would at length be established between the cen-

tre and the circumference. In the meantime the Globe would contract

greatly, compared with its size during its maximum temperature—a rapid

Lndensation of vapor would take place-rains-not to ny^ntiori de i^es

would be abundant—the ocean’s bed would fill up—the cold would

constantly augment-frost would appear on the highest rnountains, and

the snow line would progressively descend their sides. The refripia-

tion would never cease, until as before mentioned an equilibrium should

be established between the centre, surface, and surrounding media,

agreeably to an universal law by which the radiation of heat is governed

in a recrular series, which may be calculated with exactitude both as to

time and velocity. Thus the earth would continue to refngerate.

The inhabitants would descend to the vallies and most de^^essed

places, until overtaken by a congelation. The last rnan and the last

wmman having been petrified into everlasting frost, would be unmourned,

and the earth vVould be transformed into a glittering cemetery of ice, as

lifelsss, voiceless, and lonely, as a moon-beam straying through the

chinks of a decaying tomb.
, • .i c

Prof. Bischof mentions a fact very little favorable to his theory of

auamenting heat in descending from the earth’s surface. In the town

of Jakutzk in Siberia, under the 62'^ parallel of North latitude, a man

has been engaged for years in sinking a well—in 18o0 he penetrate

* Let the crust of this globe be one inch thick—75 ieet in circumference

or about 25 feet in diameter—proportions agreeing with the assumed crust

nnd melted contents of the earth.
,

t In his work on the Arctic Regions, Sir John Barrow shows that even

a triflino- noise will cause the glaciers to descend from the icy mountains

headlong into the sea :
“ In their vicinity silence is necessary

;

^e explosion

of a gun scarcely ever fails to bring down masses of ice. Mr Beechy men-

on discharging a musket, a glacier “ ™ rrch was
thundering noise headlong into the sea-the first ware to which was

96 feet broad and wrecked their boat, throwing it on shore. —(voy. 66.

Lond. 1846.)
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78 feet, and the next year 90, without reaching water, and without pass-

ing through the frozen soil. In the North-east of that country at a cer-

tain depth, even in the hot season, the ground is constantly frozen to an
unknown depth.* Mr. Lyell quotes PiofessorVon Baer, of St. Peters-

burgh, as stating that the ground is now frozen permanently to the depth

of 400 feet in Lat. 62® N., in Siberia, on the Western banks of the

Lena, 600 miles from the Polar Sea.f
The influence of solar heat upon the soil, the depth to which it pene-

trates, the stratum of invariable temperature—in a word, the calorific

changes in the earth’s surface as well as in its atmosphere, involve an
interesting problem. Suitable instruments are wanting to test the terres-

trial temperature at a depth of 6, 12, 18, 24 and 66 inches. Although
my own experiments on this subject are imperfect, yet I am inclined to

think from them and from the physical character of Louisiana that the

line of constant temperature sinks but a shortdistance below the surface.

The soil is porous, favoring the percolation of water which abounds,
and which at all times, but more especially in the season of the inunda-
tion, reaches near the surface—the winds are active, the sun ardent—all

tending to favor evaporation, the great refrigerating process of Louisiana,

in connection with the sea-breezes of its littoral.

In the hottest portion of this year (1847,) at a depth of six inches, in

a grass lot, the* maximum heat was 83®. in the afternoon;—at sunrise,

in June, the highest 80®, the low'est 77®—the highest in July, 80®—the

lowest 76^®—the highest, August, 80^^—the lewdest 78®, and for eleven
days ending November 25th, the highest 68®, and the low^est 55®—a great

terrestrial range, owing to two powerful causes,—rain after a long
drought, and a sudden change of the air with Northerly wind, requiring

fires—the first that were needed during autumn, with perhaps a slight

exception towards the close of October, when the mercury descended to

52®.t
In the vaults of the observatory at Paris, and in Brussels, with other

similar places, at 91 to 92 feet below the surface, an invariable tempera-
ture of 52® ever reigns. A number of respectable authors maintain
what could not have been readily anticipated—namely, that in the equa-
torial regions the influence of external temparature does not penetrate

one foot, nay half that distance below the surface, where the line of inva-

riable heat is found. This line constantly sinks deeper at every remove

* Heat of the Globe, 96. f Geol. i. 151. Lond. 1841.

I About the middle of October frost was announced—the wish was farther to
the fact—frost there was none—the mercury had only descended to 57 o.

Even a month later, when Dr. Lindsay of this city returned from his plantation
over the lake, nearly one degree North of New Orleans, no frost had yet
occurred.

And now, in the last week of November—nearly seven weeks after the
Board of Health announced the extinction of the Epidemic—no frost has arrived
to the great scand.1 l of all faithful theorists

;
the miasma—the contagion, ifany’

was not frozen into substance. The summer heat was continued in autumn’
and yet the city, overflowing with non-acclimatees, continued to improve in its
sanitary condition. Strangers rushed into houses, where in some instances
every person had died a few days before, without being infected. Think of
this miasmatists, contagionists, quarantinists.
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from the equator towards the poles. In Germany it is 00 feet deep.*

—

IJumhoklt says that on the continent of Europe, between the parallels ot

48® and 52®, the stratum of invariable temperature occurs at from 55 to 60

feet deep; even at this depth the oscillations of the thermometer, in con-

sequence of the influence of the seasons, scarcely amount to half a degree.

In tropical climates, on the contrary, the stratum of invariable tempera-

ture is met with at no more than half a foot below the surface
;
and

Boussingault reckons this an accurate way of determining the mean tem-

perature of the air of a place. He gives the following table. "j*

STATIONS.
Therniom. foot

undei- the surface.
Mean of the air.

Parisian feet

above the sea.

Guayaquil
Anserma neuvo
Zupia

i Popayan

i

Quito

78. 8o
1

75.

70. 5

65.

59. 8

78®

75.

70. 5

65. 5

59. 8 .

0000
3231
3770
5564
8969

Ifthe intertropical soil at the depth of six inches, according to some au-

thorities, gives a constant temperature at all seasons, ana, if that constant

temperature be identical with the mean annual temperature of the air, it

follows that meteorological labor will be greatly abridged. It is how-

ever extremely difflcult to believe that the solar heat should not penetrate

to a greater depth during the day—in other words, that the coolest part

of the night and the hottest of the day, should produce no diurnal range,

to say nothing of seasons, which, in some places vary considerabl}'.—

The quality of the soil, the humidity or dryness of the sub-soil, and the

activity of the winds, must exercise a marked influence on the tern pera-

ture of the surface. It is probable, as before remarked, that this line

of constant temperature, is, for Louisiana, of very little depth compared

with similar latitudes. Copious rains, ceaseless breezes, with abun-

dant percolations of water from bayous, lagoons, swamps, lakes, and the

great river,—some of which rise 8 or 10 feet above, and none of which

foil much below the general level of the ground.
^

These must under a

most powerful sun, and ceaseless breezes contribute to neutralize or

render latent the heat of the country by evaporation.

It is worthy of inquiry, to what extent stone pavements augment the

vernal heat of Southern cities. It is probable that they absorb and

radiate a vast amount of caloric, as well as prevent the refrigeration of

the soil by hermetically sealing the surface, and thus arresting evapora-

’^^^In the first week of August, (1847,) the average difference between

a grass lot and a brick pavement, at similar depths, at 3 P. M., was 8®

..-an enormous difference—the latter being, of course the hottest.^

* Bishof. Heat of the Globe. 127. f Cosmos. I. 185. 444.

i I have converted the degrees from C. to Fah’s. scale.
^ ^ a /

5 The method of taking the temperature of the earth usually adopted (as

Dr Forrv’s, dim. U. S. 80,) is worse than useless, I mean that of digging

dovm and burying the thermometer three times daily. The ground should be

perforated,—the thermometer, being introduced so as to exclude the air, should

never be removed.
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The meteorology of the Mississippi River^ (rny observations upon

which I have not yet digested fully,) will possibly afford the shortest

method of ascertaining, approximately at least, some important average

results, or criteria for estimating the temperature of the atmospheric

heat of Louisiana. The annual range of the river is remarkably uni-

form—its diurnal oscillations scarcely appreciable. Its annual maxi-

ma, give the” same mean as the Gulf-Stream, nearly 86®—its an-

nual minima, scarcely 40®—its range 46®. The mean temperatme

of two years ending in August, 1847, (by averaging its maxima and

minima, not having time at present to be more exact,) is 63®. 37.

—

^ According to Dr. Barton (now of the Anglo-American Army of Mexico,

formerly a resident of New Orleans,) the general average temperature

of this city, from- 1833 to 1836, was 66®. 93.*

The Orinoco running parallel with, and but a few degrees North of

the equator, has probably nearly an uniform temperature during all

seasons. Humboldt, who explored the upper portion of that river, in the

spring of 1800, made a few casual observations on its temperature. He
does not give either the diurnal nor the annual maxima, minima, nor

the mean. The Apure, a tributary stream, gave 79® to 80® ;—the

Orinoco in the middle 82®. 9—near the shore 84®. 6 ;—670 miles from

its mouth, 82® ;—the rock's upon the shore 122®.4; at its upper cata-

racts, Lat. 5® 13" 57" N., Sl®.7,-^the air at night being 80® to 84®,

and in the day 86®.'|' These scanty hyd/o-calorific facts are quite suf-

ficient to show a marked difference between the Orinoco and the Mis-

sissippi, even when they- approximate the nearest. In the current of the

latter, at the breadth of the hand from shore, the running water is the

same in temperature as every other part of the river, with scarcely any
variation between the coolest and the hottest portions of the twenty-four

hours, while the annual increments and decrements are regular, though
the daily is nearly imperceptible. To the eye of science, if not to the

eye of the traveller, the Mississippi must appear the greatest of all hydro-

graphical sublimities,—from the volume of its waters, and the depth of

its channel, etc.

Without dwelling now on the necesstiy of uniformity in nomenclature,

and in classifying the phenomenal data of Meteorology, as in chemistrv,

physics, and natural history, it will be proper to allude to at least one
of its most important instrumental processes, as being so defective as to

require experimental researches de nova. Experience has convinced
me that the method, or rather the lack of method in measuring and deter-

mining the meteorology of heat by the thermometer,J renders the obser-

vations generally made—(including my own for some years)—of com-
paratively little value for exact calculations, to say nothing of fractional

* Gibson’s Directory, 1838.

f
“ Humboldt found the air on the Orinoco, at 2 P. M., 86<^—coarse, mova-

ble granitic .sand 140®.45—white, close grained, fine sand, 126°.5—^granitic

rocks, 1 17^.725. An hour after sun-set, the coarse sand was 89^.6—the grani-
tic rock, 101 1°.”

I The Thermometer (from cpspyos, heal, and p.7]rpov, measure—WtoraWy heat-
measurer), was invented nearly two centuries cince by the Florentine Acade-
micians, and which Fahrenheit and others subsequently improved.
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decimations. Comparisons can never be accurately made, particu-

larly during the maximum heat of the day in cities, until buildings suita-

ble for obs^ervat ions shall be selected or erected, of, similar form and

materials agreeing in local circumstances-, in radiating media, &;c.

—

The elevation, proximity, and mateiiais of the surrounding buildings,

and the relation which they bear to the place where the thermometer is

situated, must all be given or estimated, especially in cities where the

absorption and radiation of caloric is great. The thermometer will give

a different temperaturfe at the same elevation above the soil or the sea,

according to the height of the building in which it is placed., A house

one story high, will absorb more solar heat during the day, and radiate

more during'^the night than the corresponding or lower story of a house

five stories^high
;
the attic of the latter will during the hot season be

much warmer than the ground story. The following illustrations will

place this in a clear—not the strongest light—because reflected heat

wsLsavoidedj not sought after. The observations on the river and ground

were made in the sun,—the residue in the shade
: ^

1847,

June 14.

1

Air.
Office 1st

Storv.

Ground 6

inche-^ deep.
. River.

Attic or 3d
* Storv.

Sun-rise. 75|o 810 - 79^0 80^0 840

3 P. M. 85 — 83 8r 105

Sun-set. 81 — 83 81 91 .

August 2.

Sun-rise. 78 83 80 85| 85

3 P. M. 88 90* 82 86 105

It wuo'd be tedious to recapiiuiaie an me cApci x.x

houses, on the Levee, in the streets and in the public squares, before

sun rise, at the minimum of the day, and, therefore, free from the direct -

influence of solar heat. These media give different, often materially

diflerent temperatures. (I give but one example—not the most strik-

ing—at the moment of writing this page—November 25th—sunrise

15 feet from the house, east, 38«;— 15 feet, west, over a pavement, 42«;

in both places the instrument was alike exposed to the wind, but in

the latter, two blocks of houses radiated heat
;

in the former one.)

The upper story of a high house absorbs not only more heat by day^

than it radiates by night, but much more than the lower story, for halt

of the year. The thermometer may give a result differing from 20® to

30® or more, in different stories of the same house, or in the open air,

all the observations being equally in the shade. A large and high

house never becomes heated to the ground floor like a low and small

one, other circumstances being equal.

Shade is a material consideration in many points of view. A column

of moving air, heated in the sun, on approaching a wall that has been

exposed to the solar rays and sometimes heated to 150 ,
will have its

temperature much elevated. A thermometer may be so placed, though

actually in the shade, as to rise, perhaps, as high. The air thus heated

by the sun, by the radiated heat of the wall and by reflected heat from

other bodies, will on passing the line where the solar rays and the

* Picayune office, 91 ®—the Rotunda of the St. Charles Exchange, 90®
,
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shade meet, discharge its excess of temperature unless modified by re-

flection etc., until it reaches the remotest depth ofthe shade, in an uni-

form arithmetical ratio, at each successive moment, and for each in-

creasing distance from the line where the direct and radiated heat is

maximized. Perhaps, a thermometer might be so situated with respect

to radiating media as to receive nearly as much heat as would ignite

gun-powder, and yet be in the shade :* on the contrary, were a building
elevated on pillars, so as to cover a vast area, the range of temperature
under the centre would be but little, and would correspond to the area
of the shade,—the hottest day of summer would be comparatively cool,

and the coolest day of winter comparatively warm. The depth of the
shade,—in other words the distance from the thermometer to the sun’s

rays on all sides, is a fundamental point, giving even after the sun dips

below the horizon, or suffers temporary obscuration from clouds, a deci-

ded influence upon instrumental observations.

In a city during the hot season, houses of various sizes, elevations,

colors,! and materials, possessing different calorific powers of absorp-

tion and radiation, constantly receive yet in different degrees, increments
of solar heat by day, beyond what is radiated at night, until at a certain

season of the year, these masses attain, but not always at the same time,

their maximum temperature, after which the law of decrement sets in

until each mass, but not in equal times, reaches its annual minimum.

—

The maximum, minimum, range, average, and general laws of tempera-
ture in these masses of masonry, and in aerial currents, do not coincide,

nay differ materially.

In the Polar regions as the sun moves in a circle around the horizon,

the shadows pointing to all points of the compass, it would be desirable

that the thermometrical observatory should have a circular gallery, so
that observations might be always made at the side opposite or remote
from the sun,—in fact this rule applies to all the zones, to an extent cor-

responding to their winter and 'summer solstices, so as always to insure

1

an equal depth of shade or an equal distance from the solar rays, how
different soever may be the length of the day. Captain Ross, in his

Arctic Expedition, saw the sun continuously from June 7th to August
24th,—1,872 hours. From the equator to pole, the reflex action of calo-

ric (which conforms to physical laws, and is within the pale of mathe-
matical calculation,) should be avoided, as causing an elemental pertur-

bation or local change in the atmosphere, and consequently in the data,

whether noled in the sun or shade. Take an example from the most
boreal climate :

—“ Captain Scoresby, in his account of the arctic regions,

observes, that when the sun’s rays fall upon the snow-clad surface of
the ice or land, they are in a great measure reflected, without producing
any material elevation of temperature ; but when they impinge on the
black exterior of a ship, the pitch on one side occasionally becomes

* Dr. Chalmers, of South Carolina, many years ago remarked that the
atmosphere of Charleston was always 10° to 15® hotter than that of the coun-
try. (Bancroft Yel. Fev. 192.)

English authors mention that the mean temperature of London is 10.8
higher than the country in its vicinity.

t See Franklin’s experiments on the calorific or absorptive power of colors.

55
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duid, while ice is rapidly generated on the other:' “ The radiation of

the sun, says Mr. Heechy, is in the Arctic regions, m sheltered situa-

tions so powerful during two hours on either side of noon, that frequently

the thermometer upon the ice in the offing rose to 56®, 62S 67®
;
and

once at midnight to 73®, although in the shade at the same time it was

only at
. ,

•

Upon the 23d of July, 1845, perhaps the hottest day ever known in

New Orleans, the temperature arose (the house but little suited tor

observation) to lOOo ten feet deep in the shade—the true h^eat, fairly

taken, was probably 96o yet many radiating bodies gave from loO

to 152 in the sun from contact. Now had these radiating bodies been

properly arranged—had they been changed into concave reflectors, the

rays of heat might have been converged upon the bulb of a thermome-

ter in the shade so as to have reached in all probability nearly to the

boilino^ point. Hence we read of a temperature in India, Africa, and

other places, as rising in the shade to 1250—130^ and more. Cali-

fornia Dr. Coulter noted 140o in the desert near the mouth ox the Colo-

rado, more than two degrees North of the latitude of New Orleans

climate of which, according to Captain Wilkes, is colder in summer

winter owimr to the North-west wdnds.f It is the free, not the stagnant,

local air, saturated with radiated heat, to which the thermometer shou d

be exposed, in measuring the heat of the shade, and the same rule

applies to the taking of the temperature in the sun. Of the hot climate

of Egypt, it is said, that in the night, and every wffiere m the shade, the

air is singularly cold.
if

If it be true that the souls of the mighty dead know no peace until

they receive the full meed of praise due upon earth, the discoverer ot the

freezing and boiling points of the thermometer, is, to this day, doomed

to wander a discontented ghost. He deserved immortality.
^

Fahien-

heit’s improvement, which consisted in adopting quicksilver instead ot

the spirit of wine, was a great one, indeed
;

for whosoever trusts m a

«jpirit-thermometer, wofully deceives himself, as I can say from expeii-

mental comparisons. No one should put any dependence in even a

mercurial thermometer, until he has personally tested both the jreezing

and the boiling points of the same. Not more perhaps than one in ten,

will be found correct, at least for New Orleans—the freezing point

being nearly always too high. ^ i

The place where the thermometer is manufactured, that is, the eieva-

tion at which the scale is graded, is a fundamental point. For whethei

the freezing point be the same in all climates and at all altitudes,^or not,

certain it is, that the boiling point is materially different. Gcmeral

Scott boils his tea-kettle, in Mexico, with about fourteen degrees of heat

less, than General Taylor needs for that purpose on the Rio Grande.—

The London and New Orleans boiling point is 17® higher than that ot

Bogota and Quito
;
7^.5 higher than that at Jasper’s

higher than that at camp d’Orgal, and 14° above that of the Punch

Bowl,—ail three on the Rocky Mountain route to Oregon.§ Lieuten-

* Sir John Barrow’s Voy. Arc. Reg. 6^ Lond. 1846.
Pvnlnr

f U. S. Explor. Ep. V. 155. | Univ. Geog. Edin. 1844. §
U. S. Expior.

Exped. V. 155.
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ant Wood, of England, found in 1841, that water boiled at the source
of the River Oxus, in the Himalayan chain of Mountains, at 184®, or
28 ® lower than the boiling point of London and Paris.
Many circumstances combine to augment the intensity and irregular

action of solar heat in cities, whether compared with each other, or with
the surrounding country. The absence of grasses, shrubs, and shade-
trees—the presence of pavements, the condensation of the alluvial soil,

favor absorptions by day, and radiations by night, differing however,
according to the locality. Wide streets differ from narrow ones, even
where the houses are of the similar materials, colors, and altitudes

;
the

former admit the rays to the pavement over a larger area, and during a
longer portion of the day, while the upper stories of the houses formmg
the latter, intercept and absorb the greater portion of the rays, and, con-
sequently prevent them from reaching the ground, where they produce
their chief physiologico morbid impressions. Hence, also, the ratios of
evaporation and refrigeration will be different. Some buildings absorb
and radiate almost equally

;
others absorb but little, and reflect much.

It is a curious fact, for which we have the authority of experimenters,
that heat passes through certain bodies, especially such as are transpa-
rent without heating them. Professor Kaemtz says, that a piece of pure
ice made in the form of a lens, will concentrate the solar heat so as to
produce combustion, without being itself heated.
The temperature at a short distance above the earth, is, as all know,

very cold, and, beyond the atmosphere, in celestial space, where no
absorbing or opaque bodies exist to arrest the calorific rays, the cold is

estimated at nearly two hundred degrees below the freezing point.
Terrestrial absorption of the calorific rays is greatly diminished by shade.
Were half of the native forest trees which once flourished on the site of
New Orleans, now standing, interspersed with the houses, its sanitary
condition would probably be very different.

Heat is the great agent of development and transformation, not only
in the inorganic, but in the animal and vegetable worlds—in the nebu-
losities precipitated from the deeps of infinite space to form new worlds,
and in the microscopic battalions of infusoria which revel in the glitter-
ing dew drop. Calorific metamorphoses in physiology, rival those of
physics—in pathology, those of chemistry. Professor Liebig remarks,
that “ the same sugar which in beet-root juice fermenting is resolved
into alcohol and carbonic acid, yields upon an elevation of temperature,
(no addition whatever being made to the fermenting juice,) mannite,
lactic acid, gum, carbonic acid, and hydrogen gas.”
Now, as many substances at precisely the same temperature, possess

very unequal quantities of heat, that is insensible or specific heat, so may
many diseases

; and even sensible morbid heat, of the same tempera-
ture in scarlatina, yellow fever, and typhus, may be different in qualities,
and even in sensible effects hence the phrases, sharp, biting heat,
&;c. Sir John Pringle declared that the touch of a typhus patient pro-
duced an uncommon ardor, leaving an unpleasant impression on his
fingers.*

The influence of temperature upon the health of cities, is a problem

* Dis. Army, 259 ; also M. Dance. Clin. 376.
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that I do not now intend to examine. I will only add, that sun-stroke’^

the most fatal of diseases, is a strong example of the injurious effects o

solar exposure in hot weather, while exclusion from the sun duiing epi-

demics, is probably the means of that exemption fi’om yellow fevei,

which the inmates of the New Orleans prison have always enjoyed.

As learned treatises have been published, periodicals established,

and professorships endowed expressly to teach the science of meteoro-

logy, every thing relating to its elementary methods, is fundamentally

important. In offering a few remarks in relation to defective methods

I am not insensible to the great merits of many learned men, whose

patient researches have brought the science to

state • nor do I imagine, that there is any great \urtue in finding fault.

I should not have ventured any opinions in relation to one or two

existing imperfections, had I not labored sometime in this department

had I not felt convinced that the defects pointed out deserve attention,

and can be remedied. It is here, (I confess it
,

that the remark of

Goethe upon satirical poets, applies with an almost equal force--

» When I have called the h3id—bad, how much is gained by that f

The man who would work aright must not deal in censure, must not

trouble himself about what is bad, but show and do what is good.

No one can deny, with respect to the meteorology of heat, the im-

portance and the mutual international benefits that would arise horn

{he adoption of an uniformity of method—the same kind of buildings,

(however improperly constructed), the same relative positions, expo,

sures, depths of shade, hours of observation etc.,—otherwise ‘he data

of Paris Berlin, Vienna or Rome cannot be correctly compared with

those of New Orleans, Mexico or St. Petersburgh.

Having omitted to refer in the proper place to palaeontology, the

science of the fossil races of animals and plants—the ancient fauna and

flora of our planet—the ‘ Medals of Creation,’ the remains of a former

world, so much relied on by geological and palmontological vvnters as

proviiw- or favoring the doctrine of the internal heat, it may be proper

lo remIrk, that this branch of knowledge proves at most, nothing more

than that the polar regions once enjoyed a tropical climate, as mdi-

cated by animals and plants), without accounting for the alteration

which has since taken place. The hypothesis of the internal or su -

terranean heat, with the progressive and continued refrigeration ophe

earth! does not account for'the appearances of the tropical fossilized

and concealed organic remains found m the polar regions, in any

degree more satisfactorily, than the hypothetical doctrine of climatic

cycles, already mentioned. Even the Aurorm Boreales appeal to have

cycles or periodical increments and decrements during many years, as

well as a maximum and minimum strongly marked f" each year.

Prof. Kiemtz supposes the aurorae to be intimately connected '"‘i* °-

netism, as magnetism is with heat, and that the poles of cold and the

magnetic poles coincide.f The historical evidence, such as it is,

* This refrigeration, however gradual, would have caused great and easfly

apnreciaterchlnges in our planft-contraction-dimin,shed size-accelera-

tion in the diurnal revolution—and diminished length of the days.

I Meteorol. 462.
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without thermometical data,—would seem to show that climates are
growing not colder, but warmer.*

It is supererogation for philosophers to labor upon far-fetched theo-
ries to Explain the little that is known in relation to the increase of
temperature in descending into the earth, as pression alone is sufficient

to account for this phenomenon to a great extent—an explanation too,

which eveiy body can readily comprehend
;

for if a few feeble blows of
the blacksmith’s hammer, produces pression or condensation in a bar
of iron, so as to cause it to be red-hot, surely the pressure of perpen-
dicular strata or columns of metallic matter entering into the structure
of the earth—columns several thousand miles in perpendicular length

—

must force heat out of the same as completely as the rock of Gibraltar
would squeeze the juice out of an orange, and this too in a ratio cor-
responding to the depth.

In these matters we know but little and can ‘reason but from what
;We know’

—

“One part, one.little part, we dimly scan
Through the dark medium of life’s feverish dream.”

The hypothesis of igneous fusion with subsequent refrigeration is

less plausible, in explaining the former tropical conditions of the polar
regions than that of planetary or celestial aberration. An erratic sun
may have communicated its heat to the pole for ages, before disappear-
ing comet-like. With respect to the earth itself, astronomers agree
that it does not now pursue its former path through space, that its orbit
was once more elliptical than at present, that its eccentricity is dimin-
ishing, and that it more and more approximates a perfect circlQ.
When, therefore, its orbit was the most ellipsoidal, our planet must have
been nearer the sun during a certain period, than at present, and con-
sequently, the heat must have been augmented in the same ratio, so
that the poles may have possessed a climate approximating that of the
present tropics. Another hypothesis may be mentioned as explanatory
of polar palaeontology, namely, the austro-boreal axis of the earth may
have approximated the perpendicular axis of the equator. The present
inclination 23 ® 28'—if doubled or tripled would, to the same extent,
augment the heat of the polar regions. Milton believed that the earth’s
axis differs now from its paradisiacal condition

:

He bade his angels turn askance
The poles of Earth twice ten degrees and more
From the sun’s axle.

It is due to the reader, and still more to the writer of this paper, to
mention that so far as arrangement, and especially composition are
concerned, time did not allow of proper attention to either, owing to the
late period at which the polite request for a communication was re-

_

* M. Gayarre, of this city, the distinguished historian of Louisiana, men-
tions {Es. Hist, sur la Louisiane, 1830), that in 1768 the Mississippi in this
latitude was upon its shores covered with ice—an occurrence which has not
taken place, so far as I have been informed, since that year.
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ceh'ed from the editorial department of this journal. It is true, I had

the data in my possession—h more skeleton, not yet articulated, so that

the printer got a leg one day and an arm the next. If the readei will

join the whole together as symetrically as is possible, I will endeavor

to compensate him for his pains, especially if a miasmatist, by offering

him a sanitary or meteorological boquet, borrowed from the early his-

tory of Louisiana, such as no State of the Republic, during its colonial

condition, can rival—if the very modern epidemical blight, (.bl years),

which has fallen occasionally upon that part of the population transplanted

from remote climes, be excepted.—Descendants of Penn and of the Pd.

grims 1 dwellers upon the rocky hills of New England and upon the moun-

fains of Virginia, attend !—In a work published in Pans in 1803, on Loui-

siana, edited by M. Duvallon, founded on observations by a resident of

New Orleans, it is asserted that the mercnij never ascended m

summer higher than from 24 = to 26 ° .-86 = to 90i ° lah.-nor

fell in winter lower than 2 “ below 0, 28 ®
. 4 F. Phis wiiter though

less fascinated with the climate than his cotemporaries, sums up thus :

“ I say then, and I repeat it, that the climate ofLower Louisiana, {le chmat

de la Basse jMuisiane) is vastly more salubrious than it appears to be

”^La*Harpe, 'whose official duties centered chiefly at Nevv Orleans

soon after its foundations were laid, kept a minute journal for five years

before his return to France, in 1724. In a memoir on the state of the

colony at that period, he estimates the inhabitants of New Orleans and

its environs at sixteen hundred. The province, which had been settled

lono- before the city, contained then only thirteen hundred negroes ,
the

air was mild and healthy. The people knew nothing of the epidemics

which had desolated other parts of America New comers were Ijable

to attacks of a light kind offerer, (une Jiivre lenle), which was attended

with debility, without proving mortal,
, n

According to La Harpe, the tidewater region was beyond all dispu e

very healthy, which he seems to attribute to the dr), sandy soil of the

sea-shore.
'^“11 faut aussi convenir que les cbtes de la mer dont le

terrein sablonneux est moins humide sent tres saines, et des qu on a

franchi ces bas-fonds, en avancant dans les terres on y jouit d une

sante tres constante.”j'
r • c ^'1aA i..17QH +

Lozieres, in his second voyage to Louisiana from 1^94 to 17984

maintains lhat the people of New Orleans are healthy; he seems to

think this is owing to their using the water of th^e Mississippi rnei, whic

he regards as excellent.^ Indeed, such was the extraordinary salubrity

of New Orleans in early times, so unlike the Anglo-Ameiican m“es o

the North, that a number of authors attempted to account foi it from

the using of the Mississippi waters by the inhabitants. Whether these

expUnalons be correct or not, is foreign to my purpose m quo i^

th^m. Nor is the extravagance or exaggeration of some statements

the following for example—a material question

In a work entitled Travels in Louisiana, from 1794 to n98, the autnor

says, that “ Nexv Orleans is a particularly enchanting abode, (un s^iour

* Vue etc. 83, 93, 98.

\ 2 vols. Paris, 1803.

f Jour. Histor. 355-6.

$ I. 313.
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enchants ;) its air is so salubrious^ its soil so fertile, its position so deli-
cious, one has the belief that he is in the midst of a flower-garden, {qu'on
la croirait du jnilieu d'un 'parterre.) The city borders the Mississippi,
v\ hose shoies are favored by nature, and whose pure and agreeable
waters have, it'is said, the property of contributing even to i\iQ°increase
of the human species—(ses eaux pares et agriahles ont, dit-on, la pro-
pri€U de conirihuer mtme a mvliiplier Vespece hmaine.*) During a
journey from New Orleans, up the river to Pointe-coupee, in Louisiana,
each day, he says, revealed a crowd of new beauties ! What richness !

What elegance ! Here nature is arranged in all her charms ! The air
flings forth nothing but the most voluptuous perfumes ! What the poets
have said of the Eiysian Fields, is not fabulous—all their divinest con.
ceptions are in these enchanting places, realised.

’’fThe celebrated Count Vergennes,^ “in his memorial to the French
government, m the early part of the American' Revolution,” declared,
—“I repeat agaiii what I have already said many times, that Louisiana,
Without contradiction, is, from the sweetness of its climate, and its happy
situation, the most beautiful country in the universe.
Du X ratz,^ affirms that' life in Louisiana is not only agreeably, but

of long duration to such as avoid debauchery.lF
Now the question is not whether the banks of the lower Mississippi

are the veritable Eiysian Fields or not, but whether they are the special
abodes of the Angel of Death—not, whether every plant or swamp is
ever flinging its sweet odors to the breeze, but, whether it send forth
miasma, as Dr. Forry has said, to deteriorate body and mind, to bloat
the one, and dement the other, bringing on premature old ao-e, making
boys old at fifteen, and, according to Dr. Prichard, shortening the mean
duration of life ? The direct and implied statements of these and other
writers concerning the sanitary history of Louisiana, during its colonial
condition, show that the horrors ascribed to malaria could have had no
existence, but in theories,—in malarial abstractions.

I wish to notify all grave_ readers that this paper is here concluded
and, therefore, the following anecdote is not to be read, as it is mere

surplusage, and, withal, tinctured with le vity. The Parish of La Fourche
the great sugar-growing Parish, South of New Orleans, forming the lit'
toral of Louisiana, where more than half the soil, sinking to nearly the
same level as the Gulf of Mexico, is a vast salt water prairie-marsh
La Fourche where the other half, the higher portion, is annually inun-
dated with fresh water, during the periodical rise of the Mississippi
except along the River La Fourche, which being an arm of the Missis
sippi, breaks through the banks of the parent stream, 10 minutes North
of New Orleans La Fourche, where one in every 913 persons is
over one hundred years of age—a proportion 250 times greater than
the average of the 86 departments of France—La Lourche, at once the
most swampy and healthy part of the world, or at least of Louisiana, is
the /oca/e of the following anecdote taken from the Ascension Herald, of

I uu ^
^^•^fl'^ently hear,”sys the editor, “ persons boast of the

health of their several neighborhoods, in very extravagant terms. Amend of ours living in the Parish of Lafourche, insists that no person

17. t 22. t Darby, La.
} Hist. La. 3 vols. Paris, 1738. IT i. 141.
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Avasever sick in his neighborhood, and that very seldom any person

dies He says that when the vicinity where he >ijes " settled,

the immigrants were generally very young, and had lived there so Ion ,

whhout seeing any body die, they did not know what death was. Thj

did not travefmuih or they might have

places. He says that at last one man about 140 )
eais old died, an

that they could not imagine what was the matter with him, but kept him

foul- Zyl sitting in a chair, when some U-aveller passing, told them the

old man was defunct, and then they buried him.

n —A Case of False Aneurism of the Profunda Artery, with Disease

'of theBone\ for which a Ligature was placed on the Fenwral Artery,

tnfaftZ'aL Amputation%f the Limb. By Thcias N. Love, .M.

D., Surgeon, 2d Regt. Mississippi Rifles.

the edge ^ but external to it about an inch,S .TL"«. ™ w':

few moments, flowed in
broke loose and bled

healed kindly,
? comolained of a rheumatic pain in the hip-

^Tof Iw
discovered a small

joint
t f

,>3 ^„ond. It had no defined edges,

dTemeffo constt of a simple elevation of the part. Being so near

and seeme
mv attention was at once aroused, and I

over the femoral
i^^o the history of the case. The

enquired
^

u bnot” had been there ever since the

Kirir::; s
= * if Esr-csabove that of the other

alteration* in the tumour

rs^pmcM^ed on ^Issiii^ the ma\r artery. The tumour was not very

^rougTlTi™^^^^^
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about in two or three weeks. My attention was again called to the
patient about the first of September. I found him now complaining of
severe pain near the old cicatrix, and upon examination of the limb, dis-
covered considerable swelling, particularly on the outside of the thigh,
under the vastus externus muscle. It now presented the appearance of
a large abscess, being painful upon pressure, redness and heat of skin.
The swelling occurring in this region and still without pulsation, the
case was no less obscure than before. Perfect quiet was enjoined with
low diet, with the determination to wait a few days the progress of the
case. It was not until this time that Dr. Kinchloe and myself had a
consultation upon the case and I became in possession of the true nature
ofthe wound and character of the haemorrhage. We were both inclined
to the belief that it was a false aneurism proceeding from either the
femoral artery, or one of its branches. We removed the patient to our
hospital that he might be watched closely, and treated more care-
fully.

In a few days this abscess-like tumour seemed to point at the cicatrix
of the old wound. It was soft and evidently contained a fluid. The
whole limb was now extensively swollen, and the patient suffering with
some fever. We determined to open this tumour and let out the fluid,
and if it proved to be a false aneurism, we could take up the artery after-
wards. On lancing the tumour it discharged freely a thin disorganized
blood with some pus. We were now convinced of the absolute^neces-
sity of placing a ligature upon the femoral artery. In the evening I
called to see the patient, and found the tumour still oozing a thin bloo^-
fluid, containing some purulent matter. The next day the wound assumed
an unhealthy appearance, and the swelling was not in the least dimin-
ished, but if any change, an increase of swelling under the vastus exter-
nus muscle.

The state of the weather and the patient’s condition, which had pre-
vented an earlier operation, were no longer sufficient reasons for a delay,
and accordingly the patient was placed upon the table, on the 10th of
September, for the purpose of taking up the main artery. Another plair
was proposed by some of the physicians present, to lay open the tumour
and let out the coagulum, if it proved to be an aneurism, and take up the
artery afterwards. Feeling, however, confident that we were fiot
mistaken in this being a case of false aneurism, I proceeded at once
to place a ligature upon the femoral artery, about an inch and a half
below the origin of the profunda. I, then, after dressing the wound,
plunged the knife deep into the tumour, and following the knife, several
large coagula came out. By running my. finger into the wound and turn-
ing It transversely to the external side of the tumour, a large sinus was
discovered filled with coagula. This sinus, which lay behind the vastus
externus, could only be reached through a small aperture under the rec-
tus femoris. I proposed to lay open this tun^our by a deep incision on -

the outside of the thigh and let out the coagula, but it was not agreed
to, as the patient was somewhat fatigued by the operation. As no fresh
haemorrhage occurred on laying open the tumour, we had some hope
that our object had been secured.

Late in the evening, I was suddenly called to see the patient on
account of haemorrhage. Upon examining, I found that the bleedimr

5G
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proceeded from the incision into the tumour. It had ceased before 1

drived, and had bled only about half a pint, but was evidently arterial

blood. It was now evident that we had not accornplished any good by

placing the ligature below the origin of the profunda. A Arm

was pfaced upon the tumour, and a tourniquet led upon the limb, to be

tightLed if bleeding should begin, with a careful nurse to watch the

throuo’h the night. , , .
• -

^ Sept, nth? Bleeding occurred once during the night, and about a pint

of blL’d flowed before it was arrested. The bandages were remove >

and the wound in the tumour examined, which looked badly. 1 he tern-

perature of the limb was below that of the other leg. Spelling greater

than yesterday. The patient looks badly—pulse over 100, ami

We determined to take up the femoral artery in 1*'® g™’"

incision let out the coagula. The day was very
onemtlon

cloudy, like winter time. Before we were prepared for the opeiat on

the pitient had a severe chill, and we were therefore compelled for the

present to direct our attention to his constitution. We gave him quin-

ine"and Dover’s powder, and infusion of serpentaria.

Sent. 12th. The patient rested badly. Free haemorrhage occurred

once in the night, and once this morning—swelling much greater

Dulse 120—tongue coated with a white fur.

^ As soon as convenient, the patient was placed upon the table for the

purpose of placing a ligature upon the mam artery. It was now a ques.

tion of deep interest which would be the safer and better practice, t is,

orLputation at once. The limb was extensively swollen and the inci

sion in the tumour dark and gangrenous, and the discharge from it veo

offensive—the constitution of the patient suffering very much. It ne

placed a ligature upon the artery and failed iiy saving the '™b, it woul

then be too late to save his life by amp^utation. 1 he chance, at this

time, of saving his life by amputation, offered a reasonable hope of sue-

cess, and it was therefore determined upon immediately.
_

ments were sent for and I proceeded to the operation assisted by D .

Kinchloe, Strother, McQueen, Workman of our Regt.,_and Asst. Sui-

geon Bell of the Va. Regt. The anterior and posterior flaps were pi e-

fered, that as much of the limb as possible might be preserved. Ihe

amputation was performed near the trochanter major. In making the

posterior flaps, tL large aneurismal sac was opened and
^

coagulum fell out. Several small aneurismal sacs weie found m the

regfon of the flaps which were dissected off. It was only n®®®^®Q
Y,

take up the profunda artery. The bleeding soon ceased ;
the flaps

brought together and the patient placed on his matrass. He bore the

*^Smit” 13th.
^ Patient rested well last night.

_

Suffered some from

sicknLs, owing to the amount of morphine and stimulants given during

the operation. Discharges from the wound very offen^sive.

Sept. 14th. Patient rested well last night; some fever; pulse 100,

tongue foul ;
bowels costive.-Prescribed 01. Ricini. The wound looks

\vp11 • the discharges from it still offensive.
. ,

Sept Ibth. Patient rested well last night—appetite better n

fever—tongue foul—pulse 95.—Ordered Port wine and Arrow reob

Sept. 16th. Rested well until midnight ;
since then has suffere
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from diarrhoea—his discharges thin, watery and very offensive.—
Prescribed stimulating enema, followed by one of starch and laudanum

;

paregoric and pepper—mint every four hours. Diet.—Chicken, toast
bread and a little port wine. The stump doing well—suppurating very
finely—discharges from it not so offensive. The largest portion of the
wound seems to have healed by the first intention. The dressings
were all removed and reapplied.

Sept. 17th. Patient much better this morning—no fever—pulse 90
tongue improved—appetite better—only one passage last night

—

more consistent.—Prescribed Rhubarb 10 grs. Castile soap 16 grs*
Opium 2 grs. in 8 pills

;
2 night and morning. The stump looks well

;

flaps fit closely
; suppuration healthy

; stump not so painful as yester-
day.

Sept. 18th. Patient doing very well with the exception of diarrhoea

;

is much reduced—no fever
;
appetite not so good—stump improving.

Sept. 19th. Patient suffering very much with diarrhoea
;
discharges

very thin and white, and very offensive—no pain in the bowels

—

Pulv., Kino .30 grs. in 3 papers, one every 4 hours, with 2 teaspoonfuls
of paregoric, and at bed time, enema of starch and tinct. opii 50 gtt.

Sept. 20th. Still suffering ‘with diarrhoea
; discharges sometimes

involuntary—very weak—no fever—no thirst— ff. Opium 4 grs. Act.
Lead 8 grs. in papers

;
one every 3 hours. The stump still looks well—the suppuration healthy.

Sept. 21sl. Diarrhoea still incontrollable—passages involuntary

—

patient much exhausted. Continue the prescription.
Sept. 22nd. Patient some better—he has had as many as a dozen

passages during the night
;

last night however he had only two, and
these more consistent. He rested well under the influence of opium.
Give him nourishing diet—coffee

;
and a little Brandy toddy.

Sept. 23d. Patient much exhausted, emaciated, weak, pulse almost
imperceptible. Slept well during the night—no appetite

;
nor has he

had any for several days. Give Brandy toddy freely to day. The
stump not doing well : the healing process arrested—the absorbents
have carried away the cushion-like muscles, and the suppurating surfa-
ces look flabby and pale. Should the patient recover, of which I have
no hope, I fear that I shall have great difficulty in healing the stump
owing to the great debility.

Sept. 24th. Patient died last night.

Autopsy. Dissection of the amputated limb showed that the wound
in January had injured a branch of the profunda artery, and perhaps
the bone. A spiculum of bone an inch long and half an inchin diame-
ter was found growing from the inner side of the femur, under the cica-
trix of the old wound. Several strong tendinous sacs were connected
with this bony tumour. The principal one of which extended down the
femur about 2^ inches, and by its pressure had caused caries of the bone
an inch wide, and one eighth of an inch deep. The large aneurismal
sac on the outside of the thigh communicated vdth one of these small
tendinous sacs. This large sac was irregular in its figure, supported by
strong bands formed from the cellular tissue, resembling the chordee ten-
din(B of the heart. The main sac communicated with anumber of other
pouches both above and below by means of small apertures. The whole
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limb was much swollen, tho cellular tissue being filled with yellow

^''^Section after death exhibited extensive ulceration of the bowels,

confined to the rectum, descending colon, and a portion of

The ulcers were numerous in the sigmoid flexure of the colon . inany

of them more than one fourth of an inch in diameter, ^
dark purple ring. Others presented a dark purple spot, and by gently

scrapfngthe part with the handle of the scalpel, the slough was removed,

leavFng^the well defined edges of the ulcer.
.

1“

the indpient ulcer consisted of a red elevated pimple resembling a vario-

lous pustule of the fourth day.
, v., v j

The ligature upon the femoral artery (which was applied on the 10 h)

had come away, leaving that vessel beautifully closed with an organized

coi^ukm^e
profunda still remained. The coagulum in this

vessel had formed strong adhesions to the internal coat of the artery.

Remarks.—This case illustrates the importance of the timely use of

the knife, and the great importance of being certain from what artery

the aneurism proceeds. Had a ligature been placed «P®“

when I first discovered the case, the operation would probably have been

successful, notwithstanding the disease of the bone, which was pej’^aps

in a state of inflammation when the patient was refernng his pain to the

hip.joint. It is hardly probable that the result would have been favora-

ble at the time the operation was performed, had I placed the ligature

upon the femoral artery above, instead of below the profunda artery,

owing to the diseased condition of the bone and the extensive swelling

of the limb. I am satisfied that the amputation was justifiable, and when

the extensive disease of the bone was revealed by dissection, I wayinly

more firmly convinced of its propriety. But his constitution had sufiered

so much, and the lymphatic system was so completely charged uith

poisonous matter, that when the bowels began tothiw it 1 was

unable to save my patient ;
notwithstandmg all my effoits to restoie him.

Buena Vista,^ Mexico, >

October, 1847.

(We are much obliged to Dr. Love for the above exceedingly inter-

esting case, and would be glad to acknowledge many such ^vors from

our Army Surgeons, but we presume that their arduous duties do not

allow them opportunities to report. They doubtless have extensive an

valuable stores from which we hope to draw largely at some future

time. Dr. Love informs us that he attempted to send us this report

sometime since, by the hands of Sergeant Lott, « the Miss Rifles, but

that the messenger was unfortunately slam by the Mexicans o

route.

—

Edrs.)
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delivered introductory to the Course of Physiology and
Pathology, in the University of Louisiana, By John Harrison,
Professor of Physiology and Pathology.

The following correspondence will explain why the following
Lecture appears in this Journal.

New Orleans, Nov. 18th, 1847.
Sir :
—The undersigned Committee, on behalf of the Students, com-

posing the Medical Class of the University of Louisiana, would respect-
fully solicit a Copy of the introductory Lecture delivered by you before
the Class on Wednesday the 17th Nov. inst., for the purpose of Publica-
tion in the N. O. Medical and Surgical Journal.
The Committee would add their individual wish to that expressed by

the Class, and indulge the hope that you will readily assent to their
request, inasmuch as they believe it will contribute materially to in-
crease their zeal in the pursuit of that important branch of Medical
Science. ' JAMES SHEIL.

J. HORRY.
McILHENNY.
JAMES R. RHODES.
STEPHEN SMITH.
D. A. COHEN.
J. BROOKS.
R. s. McCracken,

Chairman of the Committee,

To JOHN Harrison, M. D., Professor of Physiology and
Pathology, Med, Dep, of the University of Louisiana,

New Orleans, Nov. 23d, 1847.
Gej^tlemen :

—Your letter requesting a copy of my introductory
lecture for publication in the N. O. Medical and Surgical Journal, has
been received by me. For the compliment conveyed in the request,
receive my thanks. The lecture is at your service, since, though no
one can feel better than myself how imperfect it is, I know not that I
have a right to withhold it from you. Your friend

J. HARRISON.
To Messrs. McCRACKEN.

SHEIL.
McILHENNY.
RHODES.
SMITH.
COHEN.
BROOKES.

Committee

Medical Class,

Gentlemen of the Class,
The branches of Medical Science allotted to this chair are Physio,

logy and Pathology.

To give a full course on each of these branches in the time allotted
to the lectures, is altogether out of the question. We will therefore
pursue in the course now commencing an eclectic method. We will
endeavour so to combine these different branches as to make them
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illustrative of each other.. By passing over points that are unim-

portant, or which you may easily unravel for yourselves either by

reflection, or by reference to books, we will try to compress mto ‘he

course, the largest amount of information on important subjects. We

will take up those subjects in detail, which contain within them the

general principles of all medical science ;
and impressing those prin-

ciples upon you and making you fully understand thern
;
we hope

thereby to throw light on the rest of your studies and enable you with

far less labor and perplexity to master the other collateral branches of

the profession you have chosen. ^ , j

The word ‘ Physiology’ is derived from two Greek words :

nature, and Xoyoj, a discourse. In its widest sense it would therefore

comprehend the philosophy of all nature—or, in other words, the philo-

sophy of all things. But in this general sense it is now seldom used—

the word has been restricted in its application to the philosophy of

living beings. Physiology then, in the sense now generally received,

is the ‘ Science of Life’—but as expressive of this, the word ‘ oiology,

which has been preferred by Treviranus, would certainly be more

proper and consistent with etymolog}^
t •

Physiology is the science of Life

!

But what is Life . This is a

question to which an answer is certainly not be attempted at the com-

mencement of cur studies. We must take a wide and accura^te survey

of many general phenomena ;
we must weigh, analyse and determine

the value of many separate facts, ere we can even approach the dis-

cussion of this question. Passing over then for the present, the essence

of their difference we will take the obvious fact, that on the earth we

inhabit, there are evidently two classes of beings, which display widely

different phenomena. To the most heedless and unobserving eye this

is apparent, and not only the philosopher, byt the most unlettm'ed

peasant has to some extent arranged and classified these beings. Ihe

first class we call ‘ dead or brute matter’—the inanimate creation, lo

the other, we give the name of living beings.—The science that treats

of the first class of beings, that records and generalises the phenomena

which they display—and by so doing establishes what are called gen-

eral laws, is Natural Philosophy. The science that treats of uy^ug

beings ;—in which are recorded the phenomena peculiar to them, and the

study of which is the investigation of these peculiar phenomena, is, as 1

have already told you. Physiology or Biology.
^ ^

But here arises important matter for consideration.^ When men ms

turned their attention to physiology—the physical sciences, or the his

class having been but imperfectly studied and of course either misunder-

stood or not comprehended at all, the discoveries made during the inves-

tigation of vital phenomena could in no way be accounted for, by the

principles brought forward and accepted in explanation of phenomena

that occurred in brute matter. Upon what principles, for instance, was

it possible to explain the beating of the heart from the embryo state to

death in old age 1 How was it possible to account for the healing ot a

wound or an ulcer ? It was ascertained that the juices of the stomach

dissolved vegetable and animal substances introduced into its cavity

;

—how explain this fact ? Was it by fermentation or putrefaction ! In-

vestigation seemed to prove that neither of these processes took place
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during digestion. Was it then a chemical solution that took place ? If

so, why was not the stomach itself dissolved by the juices it secreted ?

—

And to give weight to this latter argument it was discovered that, after

death, the stomach did undergo digestion—it was dissolved by the fluids

which it had secreted. Here then was positive proofto the earlier inves-

tigators, that living beings did not obey the same laws with brute matter

;

—the facts they saw were not explicable on the principles of physical

science.—According to custom,'then, hypotheses were invented to smooth
away these difficulties. Reason and observation were at fault—the

problems to these powers were insurmountable. But the mind of man is

not likely to rest easy under a conviction of ignorance—it will cheat
itself rather than make this submission

;
and, in fact, to stop when the

light of observation fails us
;
when we feel that we are on the limits of

truth, and that, to take another step will be to dash into shadowy realms
where all our toil and wanderings must be profitless, requires not only
the sagacity of a philosophic mind, but an innate strength fortified by
the warning and admonition of history. Finding then, vital phenomena
physically inexplicable, what was the recourse ? An obvious one—one
which has never been wanting in all similar exigencies. If reason could
not untie the knot, imagination was at hand to cut it. Hippocrates
brought forward his cpv (fig or nature—Aristotle his ‘moving principle’

Stahl, his ‘ anima’
;
Van Helmont, his ‘archoeus’

;
Hoffman, his ‘vis

medicatrix naturae’—Barthes, his ‘ vital principle’ and so on. Many of
these fantastic words, were the names of imaginary beings supposed to

reside in the living substance and to control and direct the phenomena
of life ;—of course, these were mere conjectures, and even as such, each
in its turn was overwhelmed and buried beneath the multitude of objec-

tions wherewith it was assailed. Bichat, protesting against all specula-
tions into the ultimate causes of vital phenomena, took another course
and seizing some inexplicable phenomena, he endowed the organs
which exhibited them, with properties:—thus the contraction of a
muscle is a phenomenon, and Bichat strangled the difficulty of explaining
it, by saying, ‘ that the muscle contracted because it was endowed with
the property of contractility, &c.

Physiologists of late days have consigned the properties of Bichat to

the common tomb, in which repose the errors of Genius. Of his five
‘ vital properties,’ two are recognized to be the creatures of his own
brain and to be altogether supposititious and fanciful. The other three
are phenomena, towards the explication of which, we gain nothing by
endowing the organs which display them, with the property of display,

ing them.

It is strange, that not one of these older physiologists seems ever to
have raised a question concerning the completeness and accuracy of the
principles into which he was unable to resolve vital phenomena. None
of them seems to have doubted that the principles of physical science
were full, inexorably fixed, and complete—not one of them appears to
have doubted, that in the attempt to account for vital phenomena by
physical laws, the widest possible observation had been taken on both
sides, and that no important element had been omitted in the calcula-
tion. Such however was not the fact. Since the days of Newton, the
physical sciences have made rapid and unprecedented progress

; and as
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they have advanced, so have they thrown light on the phenomena of

life. In fact, we have now attained an eminence, whence we can see

that all vital phenomena (with the exception of its pschycological

department) are the manifestations of those general laws which govern

every change in the condition of brute matter that the sole difference

lies in the difference of circumstances under which they are manifested,

and that if our knowledge concerning the detail of these phenomena is

imperfect, it is because the physical sciences, on which the explication

of them depend, are themselves imperfect.
^

The study of Physiology, then, will be the study of physics or natural

philosophy viewed under circumstances which modify the results, and

give us all those peculiarities which we designate by the epithet ‘vital.

If, therefore, you come unprepared to this study, you will find the task

an extremely difficult one; and in proportion as you have paid more

attention to the sciences of Chemistry, Mechanics, Hydrodynamics etc.,

will you outstrip your competitors in the study of physiology.
^

In philosophical studies, the method taken to arrive at truth, is this.

We observe a great number of phenomena, and according to the ana-

logies remarked among them, we classify
_

or arrange them together.

And this arrangement—this selection of paj'ticular phenomena from the

chaos of nature separating them from others to which they bear no

relation, and the forming of them into groups, showing thereby the

dependence of one fact upon another, is Science. In this manner have

the several departments of natural philosophy, such as chemistry, optics

etc. been divided off and arranged. In each of these departments we

observe as far as practicable all possible phenomena. We increase

our knowledge as much as lies in our power, by experiment. We

observe wherein facts agree and disagree, and classifying the points

of agreements we mount to general laws and ultimate facts, and by so

doing, we find that these general laws are few in number and that the

great diversity of natural phenomena arise entirely from the circum-

stances under which they appear. They are all merely different mani-

festations of the same general principles. To give you an illuskation

of this, let us take a fact from the history of astronomy. When Coper-

nicus revived the theory of Pythagoras, he was obliged to admit of three

motions in the earth—one around the sun,—another on its own axis,

and thirdly, of its poles to and from those of the ecliptic. At ttotime

it was impossible not to infer that each of these motions had a difterent

cause. But after Newton had written on gravitation and had inves-

tigated and established the laws of motion, it was placed beyond

doubt that these different motions of the earth were all dependent on

one single cause, viz—an impulse given to it in a direction passing

not through the centre of gravity. ‘

^

You will frequently hear of the “ laws of nature and you must know

what is meant by the phrase. The difference, between an ultimate

fact and a law of nature, is this : A fact is, from its very nature, par-

ticular—it is one thing and nothing else—but a law is a generalization

—an expression of many facts in one word. For instance—if we place

a bottle under an air pump, exhaust it and place it in this condition

over water, the fluid will rise in the vessel. Here is a phenomenon;

but if we continue our observation wc shall find that the pressure or
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weight of the atmosphere has forced the water up into the bottle we
then ask what pushes the atmosphere downwards, and we find that to
this question we can obtain no answer,—there is nothing beyond thatwe are aware of—-we have then reached an ultimate fact.—It is an
ultirnate fact, that the air tends towards the centre of the earth

—

why,
we don’t know. But examining other substances we find that they too
have the same tendency;—in fact, that all bodies, as far as we know,
tend towards the centre of the earth—Here, then, we have many ulti-
mate facts ;—and we express them all by saying that it is a law for all
bodies to tend to the earth ;—or in other words that gravitation is a law
of nature.

After having established a general law like this, we may extend
our observations and see how far circumstances modify the manifesta-
tion of It ;—and by generalizing again we may establish more particular
laws. Ihus, in the case already cited—after having found out that all
bodies tend to the earth, we may go further, and making a record and
analysis of all the circumstances, we generalize them and establish the
particular law, ‘ that bodies tend to the earth with a force directly pro-
portional to their mass and inversely as the squares of the distance

’

Here you see there is a generalization of the two circumstances—bulk
and distance. In the same manner have the laws of all other depart-
ments of science been established.

^

The laws of nature, then, being framed from a wide observation of
phenomena, it is plain that we may descend again from these generali-
zations and apply them to particular phenomena

; and in any hypothe-
tical case, in which all the circumstances are mentioned, we may pre-
diet the results that will occur

;
and it is plain moreover that if we

have taken all things into account in framing these laws, our pre-
dictions must be true

;
but if we have not taken ail circumstances

under review—if our generalizations have been partial, we must be
frequently involved in error. Astronomy and those other sciences in
which the principles of moving solids are involved, are almost perfect •

beca,use a complete and accurate record of the circumstances that
modify the general law of gravity, have been made out and reduced
to mathematical formulae. But the science of Chemistry and Hydro-
dynamics are imperfect, because no such generalizations have been
made. Put a hypothetical case to an astronomer, tellino- him the
relative positions of the earth to the other planets and the sun, and he
will predict most accurately the result

;
but ask a chemist what will be

the results, when three or four elementary substances are mixed
together for the first time, and it will be impossible for him to tell you •

yet this he should do and would do, were the laws of his science ac’
curately established.

In this severe method, i. e. by a close observation of facts and a sub
sequent generalization of them, have all the sciences, which have mademuch progress, been pursued. This is the Baconian method : and it ism fact the oidy truly phdosophical method. All our knowledge mustcome m the first place from observation. Of nature and her phenomena we know nothing intuitively. We must make observations
and by reflection, generalization and abstraction, we form a science
from the tacts wc gather. We can thus give to each phenomenon its

57
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pavticular cause and to each
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accordingly as we can resolve phenomena into them, do we unfold the
beauties ot nature and advance in knowledge. The universe presents
one wast series of cause and effect—a constant and perpetual change
is going on around us and within us and nature, like the subterra-
nean cities of Italy, is a hidden fabric which the intellect of man must
uncover and reveal. Upwards to these ultimate facts we can trace the
series of phenomena, but beyond them we cannot advance. Why,
when one body strikes another, the first imparts its motion to the second

;

why, an acid will leave one metal to conjoin with another
;
why, when

a body is left unsupported it will return to the earth, we know not ;

—

they are ultimate facts which we must take as we find them—we do not
know the efficient causes of anything. We can only record phenomena as
they are invariably connected. “ Hence,” says Mr. Hume, “ we may
discover the reason, why no philosopher, who is rational and modest,
has ever pretended to assign the ultimate cause of any natural operation,
or to show distinctly the action of that power, which produces any single
effect in the universe.- It is confessed, that the utmost effort of human
reason is, to reduce the principles productive of natural phenomena to a
greater simplicity, and to resolve the many particular effects into a few'
general causes, by means of reasonings from analogy, experience and
observation. But as to the causes of these general causes, we should in
vain attempt their discovery

;
nor shall we ever be able to satisfy our-

selves by any particular explication of them. These ultimate springs
and principles are totally shut up from human curiosity and inquiry.”

But as w'e have already said, the farther we can trace complicated
phenomena to general laws, the more we advance in knowledge, and
the more clearly do w'e understand the subject ;—so that science would
be perfect were it possible to resolve all phenomena into one single
general law. The study of natural philosophy has demonstrated the
applicability of a few general laws to many of the phenomena that occur
in brute matter, and in proportion as each department of natural science
has been thus unfolded and made to harmonize with the others, has the
whole become more clear and intelligible. In truth, we feel instinc-
tively that a science is imperfect in proportion to its number of inexpli-
cable and unconnected phenomena. It is the instinct of our understand-
ing to believe that some invisible link connects these apparently isola-
ted facts. Nor can we rest content, when, studying a science, we find
many phenomena which cannot be shown to depend on some more gen-
eral law. We cannot receive them as ultimate facts—for these we
know are few, simple and distinct. In an ultimate fact w'e feel con-
vinced that we have taken all the possible circumstances under consid-
eration. In the fall of a stone to the earth,—the earth, the stone left
unsupported at a distance from it, and the subsequent conjunction of the
tw'o, make up the entire phenomenon. We have never discovered any-
thing else either prior, intermediate or subsequent. Why should the
stone return to the earth? Why should it not as well remain stationary
in space occupying the spot where we have left it ? Or, why should it
not as readily fly upwards, or move to the right or to the left, or perform
any other motion ? We know not we find that it does return to the
earth we have the fact—a simple, ultimate, inexplicable fact. But it
IS otherwise with regard to those phenomena of which we now speak.—
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Here we feel convinced that all the circumstances of the phenomena

are not taken under review—we feel assured there is something hidden

from our observation ;—something, which, ifwe had possession of, would,

like a burst of sunrise through the fogs of morning, reveal the face of

nature.
^ i • r

Illustrations of these remarks might be drawn from the science ot

Chemistry and particularly from the subject of Galvanism, which is a

part of that science
;
but we may find examples as appropriate in our own

peculiar province. There are many physiologists, even of the present

day, who seem to think that nutrition, absorption, secretion, generation

—

the action of an organic muscle (as the heart) and the contraction of a vo-

luntary muscle, are as yet inexplicable phenomena. But even admitting

that they are, can we concur with Bichat and receive them as ultimate

facts. We cannot :—we feel when contemplating them that something

is concealed from us—some other facts are wanting which perhaps

would reveal the mystery and reconcile them all :—in other words we

feel that all the circumstances, that make up the gross phenomenon, are

not in our possession. A muscle contracts—and then returns to its

original condition,—the state of relaxation. If we pay attention to what

passes in ourselves, we find that a desire of performing some particular

motion has forerun the contraction. We will ;—the muscle contracts :

here are too distinct phenomena. Between them we see no connection,

save that a nerve communicates with the muscle and brain ;—the intel-

lectual organ. But the muscle may be some feet distant from the brain

;

and we know, that if we cut the nerve, no contraction of the muscle will

follow our volition. We are, therefore, forced to conclude that a change

of some kind has taken place in the nerve, which change is invariably

prior to the effect ;—in other words, causes the contraction. Of the

nature of these changes we are confessedly ignorant
;

they perhaps

occur among the ultimate atoms of matter, and if they do, we are likely

to remain in ignorance.—Knowing not what those changes may consist

in, it is plain, we do not know all the circumstances of the phenomenon

;

—it is not then an ultimate fact, but an inexplicable one.

And here let me tell you that in all those physiological phenomena

which we have just enumerated, the train of particular facts is yet unre

vealed to us. We are still ignorant of the precise sequence of changes

that occur from the beginning to the end, in any one of these phenomena.

But, we have accumulated so many facts of late both in physiology and

physics
;
so many analogies have been observed among these vital

phenomena, both with regard to themselves, and to the phenomena that

occur in brute matter, that we are assured they all depend on the same

general laws -and this inference of our reasoning faculties is confirmed

by the fact, that if we take the general laws of physics and apply theni

to physiology, we find that they are applicable to most of the facts and

explain in a satisfactory way all those general actions of which we have

spoken above. “ In good philosophy,” says d’Alembert, “ every inference

which is supported on facts or truths already known, is preferable to

that which is only upheld by hypotheses, however ingenious they may

be.” Such being the case, it is evident that if we can explain vital

phenomena on physical laws, known and established ;
it is bettei than

to have recourse to the ‘ vital principle’ ; for however respectable from
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its age this agent may be
;
and whatever influence it may have received

froni the great minds that have bowed to its authority
;

it is but an hypo-
thesis at the best an unknown something brought in, in order that facts,
which at the time were not explicable on the principles of physics, might
be referred to some common point.

But there is another and important benefit gained by referring vital
phenomena to physical laws. I have already told you that proportion-
ally as the train of phenomena was laid open and all the particular
facts shown to depend on a more general law and on each other, the
whole, subject of our study became more clear and intelligible. Now,
it is plain that if in any case we can do this, we must know how far any
one phenomenon differs from another

;
for if we do not, we most certainly

li

cannot refer them to a more general law. Let us suppose, then, we
have come to the conclusion, that nutrition, absorption, secretion, mus-
cular contraction, &c., must be referred to the ‘vital principle -is it
possible for any one to say in what one of these processes differs from

:-y“in truth, the very reference of these phenomena
;

to the vital 'principle is a confession of ignorance ;—it is saying that
these, functions are performed under the guidance of a certain some-
thing, of which we know nothing and the existence of which we are

I

only cognizant ofby the effects it produces. But on the contrary, if we
' succeed in referring these pTienomena to the general laws of physics,

I

we must have^ made up our minds as to w'^hat the difference among them

I

consists in. The very fact that we can so refer them, presupposes that
: we can show wherein one differs from another.

Let me repeat then, that if on these occult points we are not in pos-
i session of all that is desirable ifwe cannot go into detail and tell you

j

the precise series of cause and effect;—still we possess so many facts,

1

both m physiology and in physics the general nature of the phenomena
I are so well explained by applying to them the general laws of physics

;
! whilst on the other hand there are so many difficulties, obvious and
i insurmountable, to the hypothesis of a vital principle—that I cannot con-

ceive how any one who examines the subject, can hesitate one moment
which theory to prefer.

In these introductory remarks to our course, you may have observed,

I

gentlemen, that I have said nothing concerning the importance of Physi-
;

ology in regard to the practice of medicine.—The best method of convin-
i

cing you on this point is to teach you what physiology is. I doubt not
that you will soon perceive that ail correct treatment and all the im-
provements we are to hope for in our profession, depend on the advance-

:

ment of our knowledge concerning— Istly, the science of organization,
or in other words Anatomy—2dly, of those actions going on in the
organization, or in other words. Physiology,—in which word Pathology
IS included—for Pathology is the Physiology of the sick man—3dly, of
the special influences which external agents exert on the organism
Medicine, m time, will be nothing more than this knowledge systema-
tized and put in practice.
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IV. Address delivered before Ihe Physico-Medical Society of Nevi

Orleans, November 27th, 184G. By R. M. Graham, M. D.

—

Published by request.

This is the 25th Anniversary of the Physico-Medical Society of New
Orleans. It was ushered into existence under auspicious circumstances,

and for a period of time its progress was characterized by the most trium-

phant success. Its usefulness was visible to all in the honorable and

active emulation which it inspired amongst its members. In its temple,

the ardent cultivator of our science, was wont to offer up his daily sacri-

fice, with an assiduity, characteristic of the true love of Science. But

like similar institutions, in order to be permanent in its duration, and

useful in its results, it required the utmost harmony amongst its members.

By this it is not meant that all should blindly obey the dictates of a self-

' constitued leader or clique
;
on the contrary, its very genius not only

admitted, but elicited all the opinions of all its members, upon whatever

question might be legimately brought before it for discussion. As long

as this course was pursued, its march was onward and upward,—ras soon

as it deviated its decline was marked, and its downfall inevitable.

The harmony of which we speak, as essential to the success of all

associations, is that personal decorum which should mark the conduct

of every gentlemen, not less in his intercourse with the world at large,

than with those with whom he is associated. Much, too, of the success

of all societies depends upon the individual conduct of each member.

Certain events, gentlemen, have once or twice interrupted the har-

mony of this society, but, upon this the first Anniversary, that com-

memorates its resurrection, let us vow to each other most solemnly that

it shall be sustained—that no personal feeling, or differences of opinion

shall ever lessen our fidelity, or swerve us from our purpose to main-

tain the usefulness of the Physico-Medical Society. While this course

•^"as pursued, this society, in its early history, was prosperous, but so

,soon as it wavered audits members became disaffected, its downfall was

(Oertain.

To be useful therefore and respected, every member should be toler-

..ant, and respect, if he does not receive, the opinions of all; and to cany

to a successful issue the object of association, every individual membei

should divest himself of all prejudice upon all questions, and having no

^other object m view than the promotion of science, should emulate with-

'out malice those with whom he is associated.

This Hall is not an arena for the conflict of passion, or the display of

personal malevolence, and it is the paramount duty of every member to

religiously avoid anything that can mar its harmony or detract from its

usefulness.
^ ^

All societies which have a different object in view are based upon tne

idea that in “ union there is strength” a fact we see illustrated every

May in the rapid ma^ch of improvement in governments, and the arts and

sciences.

The progress of Medical Science is undoubtedly one of the most mo-

mentous subjects that can engage the minds of men
;
momentous because

that science which has so many direct and intimate relations with a

the varied and complicated affairs of human life—so close a connection
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I
with all that pertains to the well-being of man and the development of
humanity, cannot be otherwise than momentous. Health is man’s first

consideration
;

for without it he can do nothing. The most important

operations of human life depend upon it. The labours of the statesman
—the researches of the philosopher and the handiwork of the artist must
all cease in the absence of health. Hence the preservation of health,

and the prolongation of human life, become of the first importance, and
the Science of Medicine the most important of all sciences. If such,

then, is the importance of Medical science, the means of improvement
become a subject of the gravest consideration. The history of medicine
abundantly shows, that although the progress of medical science has
been slow, the most happy results have followed every improvement—

^

li

that human life has been prolonged, and human miseries largely dimin,

I

ished. To medicine, more than to any other science, are the world
indebted

;
for by it, more than by any other one thing, have the evils, to

which life is subject, been either alleviated or destroyed. Of all things

life is the dearest
;
and hence the deep solicitude felt by the world at

large for the progress of medicine ? I propose on the present occasion,

in the discharge of the duty this society has done me the honor to

impose on me, to offer some observations on the past and present state of
Medical Scietice, and the means of improving its condition. The present
is undoubtedly the most brilliant epoch in the history of medical science,

I

but although of all science that of medicine is probably the oldest, yet

;

it is a lamentable fact, that it is also the least perfect of all sciences.

I

With truth it may be said, that since the days of Galen, and even of

;
Hippocrates, until the present age, little or no progress was made in it,

I The medical learning of one age consisted only of the senseless jargon
and absurdities of the preceding

;
and from all the records now remain

ing, it cannot be discovered that medicine in the days of Galen, or even

;

a much later period, in the time of Leonardo da Vinci, had advanced
much beyond its condition in the time of Hippocrates. The Roman physi-

cians only repeated the practice of the schools of Rhodes. Cnidos and
Cos, and the “ Cnidian sentences,” and the works of Hippocrates, were
the only text-books in the Medical Schools of Crotona, Syrene and
Alexandria. '

Plato is said to have known the circulation of the blood. “ The
heart,” says he, “is the centre of the blood vessels, the spring of the
blood, whence it flows rapidly round

;
blood is the pabulum of the flesh,

in order to the nutriment of which the body is intersected by canals,

like those of gardens, to convey the blood like water from a fountain to

the remote parts “of the body.” From this it must be inferred, that he
had a tolerably correct idea of the circulation of the blood, though it is

probable he possessed no information regarding the matter, founded
upon actual experiment and anatomy. To show how little the ancients
did know of the anatomy of the human body and of physiology, it is

sufficient to remark, that until the time of Harvey the valves of the
veins were entirely unknown ‘and that it was taught by Galen and all
his successors until Harvey’s time, that the liver instead of the heart
was the great centre of the vascular system, the veins conveying the
blood from the liver to all the remote parts of the body. Hippocrates
did not know that the nerves convey sensation, or that any of them are
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connected with the brain. Motion he supposed to be caused by all the

tendinous white cords throughout the body without distinction. Of

anatomy he knew next to nothing, and still less of physiology. It was

a grave question among the anatomists of antiquity, and one which for

a long time occasioned great disputes, whether the fluids we drink

pass into the body through the trachea or oesophagus.

The “divine” Plato was a fine advocate of the oesophagus. Aristotle,

whose knowledge of anatomy was much superior to that of his pre-

decessors, believed that the brain was entirely unsupplied with blood

—

that the heart contained three ventricles, and that there were only eight

ribs on a side. Galen, the most celebrated, and at the same time the

most accurate and voluminous anatomist and physiologist of antiquity,

is supposed never to have dissected a human body, and recommends in

various parts of his works the dissection of asses, bears, goats and

other animals. From this we are not surprised to learn, that he did

not know the cause of the veins conveying a different kind of blood

from that of the arteries. In surgery the ancients were more advanced.

Hippocrates wrote ten treatises, which show that he was a skillful

surgeon and that surgery was in a state of perfection in his day truly

surprising. His works De Tracticiis and De Articulis exhibit great

scientific skill in reducing fractures and luxations, and in his work De
Capitis VuLneribus he gives minute directions about the line and mode

of using the trephine. The basso-relievos of the ceilings and walls of

the temples of Tentyra, Kornac, Luxor and other places sufficiently

attest the skill of the Egyptians in the amputations of limbs, and the

excavations at Pompeii afford us a large number of finely wrought

surgical instruments, showing clearly that the surgery of the ancients

was in a high state of perfection. Lithotomy was an operation well

known to them, as is manifest from the works of Hippocrates. Am-

monius, of Alexandria, about the time of Christ, performed the opera-

tion of lithotrity, and Celsus, in his work, gives a minute description of

this operation. Bronchotomy was performed by Asclepiades before the

time of Ammonius. Caelius Amelianus, who lived in the second cen-

tury, spoke of the operation of paracentesis as a cure for ascites. All

the major surgical operations were known to them and most of the

minor ones. They produced works on many branches of surgery,

some of which have continued to be consulted down to our own time.

Haller quotes with admiration the works of Hippocrates, and in many

respects perhaps these works have not been improved. In pathology

the ancients were not as far behind the moderns, as in anatomy and

physiology. Hippocrates wrote eight works on the subject and Galen

three. The humeral pathology, which referred all maladies to the four

cardinal humors, as they were called, namely, the blood, bile, mucus or

phlegm, was that of both Hippocrates und Galen, and the same absurd

theory has been advocated even in our own times. This humeral

pathology for ages bound the medical world and impeded the progrep

of enlightened opinion. Few dared to avow sentiments or opinions in

opposition to those inculcated by Galen, and fewer still were able to

invent any thing better. In very recent times, manifold pathological

theories have been started and for a time Love held sway oyer the

minds of the profession. And we have the Cullenian, Brunonian and
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Z ^oreaaiitT Z ‘’I*®
humoralists, the solidists.ne organists, and the chemical and mechanical doctrines- the

maira
Thomsonian, the Homoeopathic and the Hydropathic,

theorifs anrl^f^
discordant and heterogeneous mass oftheoiies and hypotheses that the world has ever seen. The doctrinesof the ancient medical sects, the Methodic!, the Hippocratic! theEmpirici, the Pneumatic!, Calcatici and the Essinguthafici were not

toThem^"“Much‘^thTf
thousand timlis more creditable

- , j
advanced on pathology by the modernsas consisted of pure conjecture and wild speculations, hav-ing no better

and Ga"l!r
" iXlTT ‘*>6 opinions offlippocrates

. Indeed, these ancient authors have not in many resnects

neration. In what are the doctrines of Cullen, Brown, Broussais

JncrntsT’
and others better than many of those of theancients ? In therapeutics it is doubtful whether there is as great ad flerence between the ancients and the moderns, as in the otherdepartments of medicine. There have been very few modest cure

H^nno
days of Hippocrates. From the manner in whichHippociates speaks of bloodletting, the use of cupping instruments

orntmen^t’ '"w’
emetics, external apphLtfons, such Ismntments, plasters, liniments and curative means of every class wemust infer, that h.s knowledge of them was extensive, and^his practkesuccessful. The writings of Celsus exhibit rules for the uL'^of Aearious curative means, differing in no essential particular from those

fl
adopted at the commencement of the present century. His

fssu2s°frnm k'’

offerer, and the different varieties which it

aT^ri® ^
the circumstances under which it takes place, are correctand judicious. The same may be said of the practice^ of Areteus and

suroTs^ed - mediae notsurpassed by any thing that existed among the physicians of antinuitv

nK“,
of anatomy, physiology and^atholo^.

p hy IS nothing but an old Roman system revived
; the Abracadabraof the ancients, was not more absurd than

"Vd®
a«d both Hippocrates and Gal^iiwould have laughed to scorn the steam doctors of the present daype writings of the ancients in therapeutics were very extensive andmny of them valuable Until the present century,^hey rJed “emedical world, and so little has been the improvement in medic nesince the days of Galen and Celsus, that it is buS IrTthaTa

kfluence^orevr® '

'f f Pathology attributed all maladies to the

aZr,rjI pretended to cure them with charms

alTthe
•

During the last century medicine has receSall the improvement that it has received since the days of Galen!Vesalius, of Brussels, about two hundred years ae-o wa« ttio
demonstrate the errors of Galen, until tlat'ir clnsidlreV nfa^no one daring to oppose him

; and how active the medical world havl’been dumg the ast twenty-three centuries, is manffest fron! tt
ago ZtlheW hundred and twenty-five years

the firsf fimi onhT of Hakey!first faiit of the Baconian system of philosophy formal a new era
58
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in the history of medicine, and since that time the science has assjejJ

an entirely new aspect. Anatomy is amongst the most perfect of all

sciences, Ld every department of medical science has received nev

"”Ther'^rof Sydenham, the modern Hippocrates, gave a new impetus

to therapeutics, and the appearance of Hunter forms a new epoch m

the history of anatomy. Since the Hunterian period, a host of brilliant

names hare illustrated anatomical science, among whom we may name

pX Gooch, Abernethy, the Bells,
^"Xuthrfe'TaTo’

Larrey, the Coopers, Scarpa, Lawrence, Liston, Guthiie, Mayo,

Brodie, Carmichael, Warren, Key, Travers, Holley, Bresche. yn
^

Green, Dieffenbach, Ciriale, Leroy, Barton, Cruveilh.er, P'O^at a^ a

long list of others not less distinguished for the invaluable contributions

thel have made. In pathology and therapeutics might be gw*'"^
of equally illustrious names, and France may be said to be y

in which dhe new impulse to medical inquiry began. Since ‘he vvoik

of Prost, in 1804, the work of observation and the collection of facts

has been cai-ried on by a multitude of inquiries. Brou^ssais succeeded

Prost in the work, and almost the entire domain of pathology and

Lrapeutics has been scanned by such men as Ltennec,

BouilLd, Petit, Senec, Rostan, Rochaux, Lallemand, Andial, Chomel,

Louis and others too numerous to mention. An

lish and American observers might be mentioned; and since the days

of Hippocrates such a series of contemporaneous

subiect and in every country, has not befoie appealed. So . >

varied and valuable^have been these labors, ^

thing in pathology, or scarcely any disease upon which they have no

thrown some new light. Many therapeutical

ffi-eatly improved ;
diagnosis rendered more easy and ceitain, and many

let meXs of dkgnotis introduced. France has undoubtedly taken

the lead in this effort to extend the bounds Medical Science, bu

England beginning with Sydenham can array a brilliant list of medica

observers. \nd our own America, too, during the last twenty years, has

nt been an idle recipient of French and English authors. Though vve

have no such distinguished names to offer as Loo‘» Lm""ec, or a^ J

very brilliant discoveries to record, yet we have produced many

and^important results. The writings of Caldwell, Rush, M''
Wat

GerhaiA Pennock, Hale of Boston, J. Harrison of New Orleans, War e

and a large number of others, have done honor to the P'"

Sion in this country, and have contributed many important
X'>

tedical science, advanced as it is, is nevertheless

tLic is not yet one single branch of it complete. We canno be said

to have moi/than laid the foundation of the science, 'f J^^eed vv^e can

sivL much. Few, if any of its laws, are definitely settled, and it vy.ll

vet require many years of long and laborious research ^
g*™ *

Lienee that precision, settled and positive character, that distingu

mZ Lher sciences. The great laws of pathology, of retiology ai^ of

TeZeXs arT yL to be nfore fully developed, and the entire natura

history of diseases is not yet made out and written. Our oDseiy

Ire yet to be more extended, and diagnosis, the essential

therapeutics, is far from being perfect. Many very important phys
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logical questions are yet to be answered, and our knowledge of, perhaps,

ItsterlsTT""','”*'’'
constitution, the nervoussystem, IS far from being complete. It is often asked, why is the pro-

fhere
Science so slow? The answer is easy

; it is because

of the fci"”
difficult. It is the nature and character

hs nL u
complexity, and extent of

prog^esr""'"'"'
make it so difficult and slow in its

we'^nlk'af.l'r^’i!®
‘5* 'te,«P. it i-ehind all other sciences. If

find them not
ij^®"°‘nena and relations even in a single disease, wefind them not only very extensive, but extremely complicated and diffi.

nfis
‘tt that point of"perfecLn, in the diag-nosis of diseases approaching at all to perfect certainty

; ' and thus we
uncpirinr •

‘‘t® ®tire of disease. Every

peutics lVthe‘^fl'*^t"“r^
contribute to the uncertainty of our thera-peutics. If the first step is uncertain, the second, dependi/^g on it, must

oeZZ 1

"'®^® befofe our th^a

Cst knoxraM tf
''®8^''‘^'"S a disease can be said to be complete, wemust know all the various phases that a disease may assume from dif.

thluhesf “"n ’
'''® i'’® modificationsthat these require in our therapeutics
; and as to our therapeutical knowl-

enSs which
“‘® different eLcts and influ-

of nrcrf • Tc substances and agencies in nature are capable

T-T" ’ n®^®*'®
"'®®®" ’’® ®®'d *‘"0W how to proceed withperfect certainty in all cases. We must know what effect will be pro-

inTn
different vegetable products of the earth,

tions in a I

i,
‘>‘® ®«®o‘ "f “11 the different mineral produc!tions in all their various chemical combinations; the changes produced

alfoTT pressure, various states of theltmLphere,

The
d®,,^?Srometric condition and its electric state

; we must know all

and hi” short
'S^‘lf?"d’ di'i-ok, exercise, condition of the mind,

h of all the
“'®fdoct upon 'disease and on every thing connected with

natuL
^“"derable and imponderable agencies and influences in

grermnidlvl
’

‘ m‘
^ ®®‘®"®® “ ®’'®®‘d not pro-gress rapidly? And do the world treat us xvell when they lauo-h at our

reiT^’.dud accuse medicine of impotence and blindness ? It is to berecollected, too, that even if we possessed all the knowledge required forperfect accuracy m medicine, we could not, from the very Mature of
^
R^!’

more than prolong life for a short period.

'

han Its inheient difficulties have retarded its progress. These causes

rfaClTfrhq**'*^ *’T
'’®®® and superstition and

diffh „
“®,‘’® ®‘^ philosophizing. In modern times, in our own day, causesdifferent, hut equally potent haye been intperation, and are now activem retarding the science. Men have been directing all thehTnerdlsrather to the building up of theories, than to the efreful investisafionand accumulation of facts. They have in almost every case gene fhzedtoo rapidly from too few facts. They have founded upon a few prlS

as ffiewL"s‘'esrhT't
^fSmatical theories, and taught them to The worldas theories established, as systems deduced from all the greater nhenomena of disease and medicines; when nothing is morfeerSinfe
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that there is not one single department of medical science in which our

observations are so complete as to furnish room for positive and final

deduction. We will venture to say that all time spent upon the mere

theories of the day, is time devoted to the retardation of medical science.

The last branch of my subject, to w'hich I would invite your attention,

regards the means of improving medical science.

In order to the advancement of the science of medicine, the tiist step

is to discard all theories, as positive guides, and proceed to the "’Ofk o

investigation—to the careful collection of facts, even the minutest. But

to do this successfully there should be more harmony m the medical

world than there is. Like the philosophers engaged in the pure physi-

cal sciences, the medical world should be united into greater Associa-

tions for the advancement of medical science, which associations should

be divided into sections embracing every department of medical science,

and the members of this section should be distributed throughout evei j

part of the civilized world. At the greater annual meetings of these

associations, the observations of the various sections should be Pfefen ed

and permanently recorded. These records wouli^, after a time, fuin sh

something certain and substantial for the work of deduction and at the

end of every ten or fifteen years, some real advance of medical sconce

could be observed. As things are now, small isolated societies, (often

at enmity with each other, and not at all agreed in anything but l-eepmg

separate) or single individuals with limited means of observation, do a

that is done for the advancement of the science It is thus not a a

surprising that it progresses so “ slowly.” At the present moment it is

a fact that the greater mass of the medical world, are not engag

all in the work of observing and recording facts. How niany emmen

grey headed members of the profession pass away without leaving a line

of what they have observed. ^
This is chiefly owing to the fact, that the medical world are not sutti-

ciently united. There is not in it, as in the scientific worid, any concen-

tration ofaction—any harmony of movement--any
‘

aether of facts—any annual publication of the facts thus brought to^ethe .

—All is left for the most part to individual exertion and enterprise ;
an

the result of this individual exertion in the form of medical books and

essays, is subject to all the influences that individual weakness must

ever be subject to. The independence of a large association can neve

be sought in the productions of an’individual ;
but the influence

or the character of public sectional feelings, ^ill
'^''i^^^d^^alTd retards

give a party character to such productions, which misleads and retains

‘’'lus contrary to tL nature of things to suppose
^

^

much progress when left to the labour of individuals alone. The p

gress ^of science depends upon observations, and this
,

L co-extensive with the objects to be observed.
stated

vers every where, acting simultaneously and bunging g

TerLds the result’s of their observations. There must also be un*.

mity of plan of observation and this can only arise from

It is as true in medical science, as in political, that strength, pro^

and certainty and permanency of results, all
meat

physical sciences men see this
;

but m the medical theie g
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universal union bent on ransacking every department of the science, and
in gathering facts from all parts of the world to serve us as food for de-
duction

;
and until this is the case no great progress will be made.

Thus far, in speaking of making observations we have supposed the
existence of an abundance of observers. But is this really the case ?

Is it not a fact, that the greater progress of other sciences is due, in no
small degree, to the great superiority of the observers, and to the great
nuniber of them ? Most undoubtedly this is the case. The medical pro-
fession of the present day, is greatly lacking in those qualifications, so
essential to progress. Those engaged in advancing other sciences are
all of them men of science—men of profound attainments—well trained
minds, classical scholars, and deeply versed in the pure mathematics.

—

They are thoroughly prepared to be investigators. But is it so in the
medical profession ? Is it not a fact that in most of our medical schools
no pieliminary education, beyond a common English one, is required ?

Is it not the constant practice of our medical schools to send forth into
the profession, men utterly destitute of education ? Is not the profession
overrun with such men ? And are these the ones to whom we are to
look for the collection of medical facts and the advancement of the sci-
ence of medicine ?

These remarks are true not only of this country but of England.
English writers complain loudly of this same deterioration of the profes-
sion. And is it with such observers as these that we are expecting
advancement ? One might suppose, that, considering the wholesale
manner in which medical schools are filling up the profession with unedu-
cated men, they expected to supply by numbers the lack of qualifica-
tion. As well might Astronomers expect to extend the field of their
observations, and penetrate farther into space, by simply multiplying their
telescopes without increasing the power of them. Increasing the num-
ber, without increasing the power, tends rather to strengthen old preju-
dice and theories, than to improve them. It is undoubtedly the best
policy of the medical world to make fewer observers with greater
powers of observation. How has the astronomer at last broke away
from our little solar system, and extended the bounds of astronomical
science to the distant nebulae? By what means is he now 'revelling
among ths stellar clusters, that former Astronomers regarded as quite out
of their reach ? Not by increasing the number of his telescopes, but by
increasing the power of them. ^

Just so it is with the medical profession. If we wish to advance, we
must increase the power of our instruments of observation,—multiplyfintr
them will not do. We must require that men be educated before they
enter the profession. And I will state, too, what I mean by education
1 do not mean a common English education. I mean a College and
University education

;
a thorough classical, philosophical and mathe-

matical education. Or plainer still, I mean that belbre one is allowed
to enter the profession, he be required to have received the deo’ree ofA
B. at least from some College or University.

^ *

Until this is the invariable regulation let us not call our’s a learned
profession

;
for it is as far from the truth, as it would be to call the pro

fession of a carpenter or black-smith a learned profession. If we wish
to see the science of medicine advance, we must qualify its members to
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^)liilosophise, to observe facts, and to know how to engage in legitimate

deduction. Extremely difficult as the science of medicine really is, is

it not the height of absurdity to expect progress from filling up the pro-

fession with unlettered men ? It is not only the height of absurdity
;

it

is more than that. It is a disgrace to the profession of medicine, and a

positive injury to society at large. I speak plainly on this subject, for

it is time to speak plainly. We all deprecate a quack. But what is a

quack ? Johnson, in his dictionary, defines him to be “ a vain pretender

to physic—a pretender to arts which he does not understand.” If such

be the true definition, then the majority of our medical graduates are

quacks
;

for who will pretend to say, that a young man understands the

science of medicine after having only two courses of lectures in a Medi-

cal College ?

The thing is a monstrous absurdity. So long as the present system

continues let us discontinue the use of “ learned profession” and “ quack”

and say nothing about the progress of medical science.

If we would elevate the profession and cause the science to advance,

we must have an educated profession. Our members must be learned

men, with minds fitted, by classical learning, and a long course of phil-

osophical studies for the work of observation and deduction. With such

men we may look for progress
;
without them we may expect to sink

lower in degradation, and to hear louder and longer the laugh of deri-

sion which is already raised against us.

We avail ourselves of this occasion to speak in just terms our high

admiration for the Medical College of Louisiana, the learned faculty of

which are all members of this society.

No medical school in this country has raised so high the standard

for professional preferment or advancement as this College. And

although it has struggled for years against a regularly organized opposi-

tion, no doubt can exist that it is firmly established. It now numbers

about 160 students, young gentlemen from various parts of the South-

west, and it may be said without any attempt at flattery, that they would

compare, in all the requisites of mental endowment and education with

any class in the United States.

In looking over this audience I see a large number of thern present,

and if I may be permitted to address but one word to them, it is with no

other object than that of disinterested and friendly admonition. The

influence that you will necessarily exert over our common profession is

manifest to all of you. Upon you devolves a heavy responsibility. It

will be in your power to do much either for or against the interests of

science
;

to suppose for a moment that you would neglect to faithfully

perform your duties to the profession you have adopted, would be to cast

unmerited suspicion and reproach upon those, who have given evidence

of their zeal in the cultivation of science
;
do not forget, that you ovye

a sacred duty, not only to those with whom you may be associated m
social life, but to your Alma Mater

:

and let me now solicit you to unite

with us in our exertions to extend the limits of our science, no matter

where your lots may be cast.
^

To the members of this society I would say, let us persevere. Our s

is an onerous responsibility. To us, in a measure, is entrusted the

important charge of not only the best interests of medical science in
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this city, but also its well being and health. Whatever opinions this

society may adopt must have ^a governing influence upon the
practice in the city. Error and superstition, no matter where they be,
or by whom sustained, must yield to the united opinions of the purest
and best men who compose the medical profession in New Orleans.

—

No society ever had a better organization than this, and if its plans are
carried out, the good that will be effected is incalculable.
The plan of monthly reports from standing committees upon the

various branches of medicine, places each member in possession of a
knowledge of all that is new or interesting, without the necessity of
reading all the works that are daily issued.

A free interchange of opinion in medical conversation, and reports of
prevailing diseases, with the best plan of treatment, is also a source of
great benefit to the members. The Faculty of the Medical College
have kindly tendered the Society^the use of their well selected library,
which is of great convenience for reference, so that the Society is in
possession of all the elements necessary to progress.

Let us then be united and harmonious, and nothing can prevent our
Society from at once taking a high and commanding position amono-st
its kindred institutions. J.et each member contribute his mite toIts
stock of knowledge, and a few brief years will impress upon it the seal
of immortality. Do not let us resemble those weak and feeble stream-
lets that wind their sickly course around every impediment that pre-
sents itself; no, let us rather resemble the mighty Ocean, the noblest
emblem of majestic decision, which in its calmest hours still heaves its

mighty rush of waters to the shore, filling the heavens night and day
with the echoes of its sublime declarations of independence, and
sporting and tossing on its bed with an imperial consciousness of
strength that laughs at opposition.

V .—A Case of Ovarian enlargement successfully treated with Iodine
and its preparations. By N. K. Leslie,' ‘M. D., of Jackson, La.

In June, 1845, I was requested to see Mrs. D. . . who, about 14 days
previous to my visit, had been delivered of her eightth child by an
ignorant midwife. I found Mrs. to be a lady aged about 35, of
a nervo-sanguineous temperament, and laboring under a severe
attack of spasmodic colic, accompanied with excessive uterine irritation.
Symptoms—skin cool and clammy, pulse feeble and frequent, tongue
saburral, features somewhat contracted, abdominal muscles contracted,
severe griping pains in abdomen, bearing-down pains severe, much
restlessness and jactitation &c. These symptoms were soon relieved
by proper treatment, but frequently recurring and her sufferings being
intolerable, she was induced to communicate the existence of a large
“ abdominal tumor,” as she termed it.

®

It was during a paroxysm of pain that I first examined this tumor. I
found, occupying the inferior portion of the lumbar region, a tumor as
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large as the head of an infant, at that time perfectly hard, and fixed in

one position. She however at the same time stated, that when she

was free from pain, this tumor caused her no inconvenience, that it was

soft and changeable in its position.

I was not able to detect any fluctuation.

History : About two years previous to date, soon after the birth of her

seventh child, Mrs. D. detected in the right iliac region a small tunoor,

soft, moveable and destitute of pain, which gradually increased in size,

till it occupied the greater part of the right iliac extending into the

Hypogastric and as high up as the inferior portion of the lumbar re-

gion.

Mrs. stated that up to the date of her last confinement this tumor

had never been at all painful, but that her mental suffering was severe,

supposing, as she did, that this would certainly be the cause of her

death. She also stated that the tumor would, when she was supine,

spread out like a pancake and not appear thicker than a “ saucer,”

that her monthly flows had been perfectly regular and her health in

other respects good. Mrs. was of a scrofulous diathesis.—M. M. She

was placed upon the use of a diet, light and easy of digestion, but

nourishing
5
exercise recommended, and as she was peculiarly melan-

cholic, the reading of interesting novels and good company were re-

commended.
She was recommended to use a pill.

^ Mass. Hg. gr. iij.

Ext. Hyosciami gr. iss.

Greta Prepar. gr. iij.

M Ft. Pill No. j, one every night or every other night, as cir-

cumstances might indicate.

Lugol’s solution of Iodine, strongest S. gtt. iij, in sweetened water,

three times a <^ay, locally an ointment.

Iodine 3 ss.

Iodide of Potass 3 i.

Adeps § i.

M Ft. Unguent.

A flannel roller was likewise applied to the abdomen.

Under this treatment health was restored in about two or three

months.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OP NEW WORKS.

-Hwto-y of Alahama. By P. H. Lewis, M. D., of

( Continued.) *

Dr. Lewis next proceeds to the consideration of that variety of con-S? brain appears to be the organ principally af-tected. There IS a variety of fever termed by physicians cerebro-
congestive, m which the brain is the organ principally implicated.* It
IS more common late in autumn, and so far as our observation extends
IS conhn^ed, with now and then an exception, to the blacks.” One ofour author s correspondents. Doctor Ames of Montgomery, has for-arded to him notes of five cases, of which he observes, that, “ theynot only convey an accurate and vivid picture of the disease, but are so
p rtect and complete as to be worthy of preservation as models.” We

i|

regret that we can spare room for but one of these cases.A stout and rather corpulent negro man, about twenty-four years

J dv A ^"'^^^ittent fever of the tertian type, inJuly 1844. I learned that during the exacerbations of fever, he was

I dmffa
h«/^as able to sit up, and walk about some

apyrexia, very little attention was paid to him, and he tookho medicine except some cathartic pills once. On the seventh day of

occasion, we spoke of, and compared such accounts of con-gestive fever as we were able to procure, as it “ has been described by me-
fnntojf ? r sections of theState,” with the form of disease

congestive fever, and as occurring in Montgomeryand Its vicinity, denied however to be such by Doctor Lewis. The^arielvnow under consideration, has been described, Ld several illustrativeTasesgiven, by Doctor Wm. J. Johnson, of Fort-Gaines, Georgia, in an a Lie “ on

1837'Tfh I
of the Chattahoochie,” published In ’the March No for,,1837, of the Southern Medical and Surgical Journal. As the Chattahoochie

Ito an extent, forms the dividing line between Alabama and Georgia, and as in-all probability som.e of Doctor Johnson’s cases occurred on the Alabama side of

to thrcircuL^stancT.
'' connection with the present subject, to allude

w subject of congestive fever, by Doctor J C
wZ u}

Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery for February 1847was also at the same time omitted, because the paper of Doctor Harris was

Medkariodetyr^ ^ ^ ‘he

5 !»
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his illness I found him in the following condition. Dorsal decubitus,

countenance natural, except that the eyes were a little

inn slow, heavy, irregular and stertorous, sweating, skin cold on he

feet and hands, and cool elsewhere, pupils greatly dilated and but little

sensible to light, pulse varying from to 120, sina l and yielding

to the least pressure, heart beating pretty firmly, but no throbb ng of ihe

carotid or temporal arteries, insensible to aiy common stimulant, bu

moans and struggles feebly when his nostrils arc closed, and he in-

snires the fumes of aqua ammonia;. He died on the next day.

We find the following general remarks, relative to this form ot level,

Quoted from the letter of Doctor Ames. “ The coolness ol the surlace

in these cases, is never the coldness of collapse, nor is there ever tlm

profuse sweating, jactitation and general restlestness of the abdomin.

Lnaestive remittent. Neither have I ever observed muttering delirium

or nickine- at the bed-clothes. Headache is never
_

spontaneously

spoken of,'\vhen the disease is fully deceloped, although it is a common

precursory symptom. The aspect of most ot the cases is that o. pio-

found sleep, an apoplectic state, without the stertor or pulse of apo-

'^'**“The anatomical characters of the cerebral congestive remitterit

fever, are little else than fullness of the bloodvessels of the brain, with

occasionally a coagulum of blood or a liquid effusion in P*''*
®

this organ. I am inclined to think that whatever lesions may^ be found

after death, these are all that belong properly to the disease. In one

case, in which the examination was made, about three hours aftei

death, “ the pia-mater was a good deal congested
;
about the base, i

bloodvessels were particularly full and dark; the brain showed an un-

usual large number of red points when cut; there was also about a

drachm of serum in the lateral ventricles, and the vessels on the sui-

face of the corpora striata, were very plainly defined.

In the special or particular sense in which Doctor Ames, as heie

Quoted by our author, uses the term “ anatomical characters, we can-

Lt but doubt the propriety, or strict correctness, of “

such, “ a coagulum of blood or a liquid effusion, seeing that

occur “occasionally,” and are by no means a necessary result ot the

Sse. nor yet neLsary to its existence, nor to that of the peculiai

symptoms characterizing it. The only one of the lesions

are disposed to think entitled to the term in this instance, is tne fu Iness

of the bloodvessels of the brain and its membranes ;
the “thers bei

but incidental ;
occasionally present only and not belonging piop )

“'That‘this''form of congestive fever,

the negroes in the South, is, we presume, owing to the fact that If y

are the^only class, who, in considerable numbers, as .

Loosed to the direct rays of the sun, while engapd in any lal^oiious

occupation. This circumstance it is we think that

freauently morbid action upon the brain, whenever then fen"'®

caLs, during the summer and autumn, have a tendency to assui .

malignant character. We have reason to believe, l>o''’ever, hat 'ahi g

into consideration the small proportion I’®*'®®"® '*

,h’

exposed to the same extent, and under similar circumstances
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di rect rays of (he suii, an equal of not a greater number are attacked
with the various shades of the comatose or “cerebral congestive
ever. VVe can at this niomtmt call to mind four cases of this form of
disease, which we have seen in white adults—and they were all of the
lahoring class. Two were ditchers, one a laborer on the rail-road,
ana the other a farmer, whose circumstances required that he should
imsell labor actively in the field

;
and I may observe, that they werea 1 attacked, while they were engaged at their various employments.

Indeed, that it has no preference for the negro, but occurs equally at
least among the whites under equal exposure, is rendered prob^le
jy e excellent descriptions we have of it, under the various titles of
soporose, comatose, apoplectic, lethargic, cephalic, and cerebral re-
mittent and intermittent fever, by Popken, Walhofi; Alibert, Mortonand many others, whose observations were derived from practice, in
malarious localities, where negroes were scarcely to be found, andwhere, ot course, the laboring classes were of the whites.

JJoctor Lewis himself makes allusion to the post mortem appear-ances m eleven cases of congestive fever, examined in the Mobile
Hospitals, but as he promises a more full detail of these, on some future
occasion, we deem it better to pass them over for the present.

n regard to the liability of persons of different ages and sexes to
congestive fever. Doctor Lewis observes : “ We have already pointed
out and sifted that testimony, which induces the belief, that with anequal exposure all ages and sexes of the white population are alike
susceptible. As for ourselves, we have, notwithstanding much ex-
•penence, met with no case, the subject of which was under twelve orover forty.five years of age

;
still, as the young and athletic are by habitand occupation more exposed than those in infancy and old age, andeing bound to yield what is due to the observation and experience ofothers, we cannot demur to the conclusion. The negroes, however,who are much more exposed than the young men of the white popula-

tion, are seldom attacked.” •

^ ^

Doctor Lewis, it seems, propounded interrogatories to his “cor-
respondents relative to the question of the identity of intermittent andremittent with congestive fever. A few of the answers which were inavor of the afhrmative, he presents before us, but disposes of them in

own^^way^^”'^^^
manner. The Doctor here, of course, has it all his

We give below an extract descriptive of an interesting form ofdisease, regarding which however we differ somewhat with our authorbeing rather disposed to view it as a form of congestive fever, inwhich the symptoms are modified by some cause, perhaps a decree

dfsease*^^^^^^”
stomach, greater than is usually present inihat

“ Occurring in the same localities, and at the same time with con-
gestive fever, is an occasional case of violent acute affection, the seat
of which would seem to be wholly and entirely in the stomach, Owinir
to the circumstances under which they appear, together with the sunkendgpid appearance of the patient, they are usually classed with con-

fieltPd
accordingly. Wo have from time to timetieated four patients laboring under this form of disease, every one of
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which presented in itself a case of pure idiopathic gastritis.
* * * The

following account of one of these cases will fairly represent the whole.

“ Baxly, a large muscular man, arrived in the city yesterday morn-

ing immediately from the prairie region, admitted into the Hospital

this morning; says he began feeling

hour, but did not give up until late at night, fhis morning (10th Sept.)

his condition is nearly as follows :—skin bluish, damp and cool, pu s

small, hard and sharp, great anxiety, restlessness and insatiable thirst,

countenance haggard and troubled. Complete prostration of muscular

power, the patient being unable to raise his hand, wishes his legs

flexed upon the body, but is too much exhausted to retain them m tha

position. Complains of great burning at the stomach ;
the vomiting is

incessant. As the disease progresses, (the notes go on to say) e

pulse becomes variable and slightly intermittent, continuing sma

hard, the tongue dry and very red, as also the whole internal surface ot

the mouth, the upper lip thinned and drawn up, the eyes ^
and suffused, epigastrium sore to the least touch or pressure, y

thing taken into the stomach is immediately rejected, swimming in an

abundant discharge of grass green fluid, this matter is

on the neck and chest, the patient being too much exhausted to turn

to either side. The breathing is apparently easy, but ^^^y qu cR,

slight enlargement of the abdomen takes place, bowels constipated

Night of the third, speaks incoherently, tongue very dry and red, he

only word he utters is water, water. The next morning (4th day)

coldness of the extremities increases, slight convulsive tremors sha

the frame, and he died at noon. Examination two hours after death.

Surface dark, pale or ash color (we caiinot make out ^ ,

color the surface was. Rev.) and exsanguineous.
^

®
,

surface of the stomach presents a dark red color ;
all the coats, wi

the exception of the serous, vascular, red, and to all appeara
^

thickened, the mucous coat softened, yielding under the least force ,

the balance of the digestive canal healthy,—-sp/een en arge

softened, liver engorged, and varying from a healthy to

i

color. Membranes of the brain vascular and congested, the bloodvessels

about the base much engorged and very dark ;
as much as t ree ounc

of serous fluid effused into the cavity of the cranium,

We cannot but think, that our author has been somewhat careless

here, in characterizing as “ a case of pure idiopathic acute gas|ritis,

o^as a disease, “the seat of which would appear to be wholly and

entirely in the stomach,” a case in which the morbid appearances

just named were discovered after death.
^

Doctor Lewis next takes up the subject of the “diseases of winter

and spring.” He commences.

“It has been observed by those scientific men who

their attention to the subject, that there is but little '"artation in the

average amount of rain from year to year, and that a« “

high thermometrical range during the summer, is

severity of cold during winter and spring.—Corresponding

ordinances of nature we find that if

have been comparatively exempt from disease, there y

excess of winter and spring affections.”—We confess that we are
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capable of perceiving the correspondence between the proposition con-

tained in the first part of the above quotation, and the statement made
in the last. We will also remark, that so far as our own experience

extends, it is directly at variance with the latter statement, and we
have been in the habit of accounting for the greater amount of sick-

ness, which we have generally observed during a winter and spring,

succeeding a sickly autumn, by supposing that the debility still con-

tinuing after autumnal attacks, leaves the system more liable to those

of winter
;
and also that in many instances, in those even in whom

autumnal disease has not been developed, the predisposition at least to

morbid action has been engendered by the prevailing miasm, and is

excited into active operation, by exposure and the vicissitudes of

winter. This latent predisposition would of course be extensive, in

proportion to the extent and concentration of the producing miasm,
and of this we may judge by the number of autumnal attacks. We are

not alone in this opinion, for we have heard remarks of a correspond-

ing character from a number of observing practitioners of Alabama.
It is the opinion of Doctor Lewis that the diseases of winter and

spring have not partaken, to as great an extent as those of summer
and autumn, of the “ grave and malignant character,” marking the

diseases of the present epoch.
“ It is to these two forms of disease, the thoracic and cutaneous,

that we should properly confine our attention
;

for those more common
to the North, as rheumatism, phthisis etc., are rare among us. * * * *

When the months of autumn are closed by copious rains, it is generally

noticed that thoracic diseases make their appearance
;

at first mani-
fested by catarrh, influenza and incipient bronchitis; advancing onward
till the lungs and pleura become seriously invaded. Those gentlemen
with whom we have corresponded, unite in the opinion, that both
pleurisy and pneumonia, either in a distincfor united form, are attended

with symptoms of a low grade, strongly resembling a typhoid condition

of the system, and that these symptoms attend the course of the disease.

Independent of such pathognomonic signs as cool skin, depressed pulse

and phlegmonous (?) tongue, we have confirmatory evidence of the true

character of these diseases in the treatment adopted by physicians
;

for instead of the lancet, antimony and contra stimulants, they are
forced to resort to those agents, that are known to sustain and nourish
the depressed system. It is true that in some particular localities

there is a tendency to active inflammation
;

but even here, in a large

mass of cases, we find in the early stages, as well as during the
oscillatory changes that ensue, a tendency to collapse.”

We presume that our own knowledge in regard to the diseases of
the State has been derived from an acquaintance only with those
“ localities” in which “ there is a tendency to active inflammation
for by a large portion of the medical men with whom we have had
intercourse, the principal remedies used in the treatment of the inflam-

matory affections of the thoracic viscera, are mild mercurials, local,

and occasionally general bleeding, blisters
;

and more especially

Tartar Emetic in pretty large doses, and Quinine. Very rarely a case
occurs, which in the advanced stages may be benefitted by the Bark
in substance, Serpentaria etc.
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Bilious or iyyhoid pneumonia, as presented to our notice, may
strictly speaking l)e separated into a distinct type.” Accordingly

Dr. Lewis speaks of a bilious and a typhoid pneumonia, and quotes

from a paper of Dr. C. A. Woodruff addressed to the Medical Society

on the subject. We will present a brief extract from the description

of each form.
“ So far as my observation has extended, bilious pneumonia is In-

A^ariably ushered in by a chill or rigor of indefinite duration, succeeded

by an intense heat of the skin extending over the whole surface of the

body
;
and during the febrile excitement the pulse is full, strong and

corded, with a slight remisssion at the interval of eighteen hours.”

“ Typhoid pneumonia is usually preceded by acute pain over the

frontal, temporal, and occipital regions of the head, and sharp lancinat-

ing pain in the chest
;

the eyes of a dull leaden hue, watery, with

great intolerance of light
;

the cheek usually suffused with a bright

scarlet glow, sometimes extending over the forehead, chin and neck.”

In regard to the prevalence of pleuritis, the observations of our

author will be found, we think, to correspond with the experience of

the profession generally, in South Alabama. He says :
“ Well

marked and uncomplicated pleuritis is a rare form of disease, to be met

with during this epoch, especially prevailing to any extent in any one

settlement.” All, we are sure, will also concur in opinion with him,

that the colored population suffer more severely from these affections

(diseases of the chest) than do the whites.”

Doctor Lewis next takes up the subject of typhoid fever as occurring

among the winter and spring diseases.

“ It is a generally received opinion among medical men in various

portions of the State, that typhoid fever, as described by Bartlett and

others, has been an annual disease, although not prevailing as an

epidemic, except from some local and strongly exciting causes. The

first information that is presented to our notice of its appearance in a

marked form, was in Dallas Co., in 1835. In this instance it was a

sequence of typhoid pneumonia, that had prevailed during the previous

winter, assuming at that time an irregular intermittent type.”

“ A planter in that county, for the purpose of procuring manure for

some worn out lands, had exposed to the weather several hundred

bushels of cotton seed, which during the latter part of December be-

came completely saturated with water. The heat retained in so large

a mass, soon set up very active decomposition. Some fifteen or twenty

negro houses were situated in a circuit immediately around the spot

where the seed were exposed. About the middle of January several

cases of pneumonia were developed among the negroes, which con-

tinued occasionally to attack them till the month of March. The spring

opening warm, the disease immediately assumed a new type, and con-

tinued to prevail till every negro above the age offive years had been

seized. The attack in these cases was insidious
;
the disease forming

very slowly; there was a slight remission every morning for five or

six days, after which it became continued, with clammy skin, quick

compressible pulse, diarrhoea, coma and sordes on the teeth. The

disease ran its course in from fifteen to twenty-five days
;
average

mortality about twenty per cent.” Another instance of a similar
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character is also recorded by our author, in which there were sixty

^
cases, all benetitted by the use of quinine.

“ These and other similar instances, which we have no space to

detail, are sufficient to induce the belief, that the decomposition of

cotton seed by process of fermentation produces a gas, probably the

ammoniacal (what will the ladies, so devoted to their hartshorn bottles,

say to this. Rev.) which affects a majority of those, who may be sub-
jected to its deleterious influence.”

“ Typhoid fever, as usually presented in this section of country, is

variable in its character, in many cases attended with grave and ma-
lignant symptoms, owing in a great measure to locality

;
as for instance

in our prairies and bottom lands
;
while on the other hand, there is

more vascular excitement and inflammatory action in the hilly region
of country.”

“In the former instance. Doctor Hogan, in his letter, says : “The
disease is usually ushered in by a chill, not untrequently a double
tertian

;
the fever being remittent, with partial perspiration, great

enteric irritation terminating in special congestion, with a species of
imralasys agitans or meningitis may supervene. There is more or less
pulmonary congestion, that is preceded by cerebral disturbance, some-
times in the form of delirium, and at others it may be attended with
stupor or coma. In brief, typhoid fever may invade by the brain, the
lungs, or the bowels, and in the grave cases all these organs are apt
to be involved, and your 'patient may die from exhaustioji in a physio-
logical condition.^'’

* * * “ The symptoms that mark this disease, are, in the upland
region, so very dissimilar in many respects from that of the low
country, that we do not hesitate to adopt the true pathological signs (?)
as furnished by Doctor Clark, a resident of Benton Co.”

Notwithstanding the statement of Doctor Lewis, “ that it is a gener-
ally received opinion among medical men, in various portions of the
State, that typhoid fever as described by Bartlett and others, has been
an annual disease,” there are many physicians ofour acquaintance, who
are much inclined to doubt whether the genuine typhoid fever has ever
appeared among us,—and are very positive in relation to this fact, as
regards their own particular neighborhoods, for such time at least as
they may have resided in them. Will these doubts be removed, by the
lengthened quotations we have here made, after comparing them with
the account ofTyphoid fever, as given by Doctor Bartlett ? The descrip-
tion however of the typhoid fever, “ in the upland region,”—for which
we regret that we cannot make room,—as given by Doctor Clark of
Benton county, and quoted by Doctor Lewis, seems less wide of the
mark

;
still, we are reminded of the fact, that this is the same gentle-

man, who,—as M^e have shown in a previous quotation,—says, that “ it

attacked indiscriminately all ages^ without regard to sex or color.”
All will admit, to a great extent at least, the truth of the foliowin o-

remark.
°

“Taking into view the rapid decline of severe autumnal fevers
together with the lessening mortality attending them, and the rapid in*
crease of those diseases just pointed out, the winter and spring diseases
may now bo regarded as the most fearful maladies within the borders
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of the State. To the negro, who bears the heat of summer with impu-

iiity, those diseases which come on the chilly blast, and are nourished

by cold and moisture, are peculiarly noxious and alarmingly fatal.”

Allusion is next made to the exantherneta.

“ The exanthematous affections, like those of the thoracic viscera, are

rapidly increasing, and if we are to judge by the effects generally pro-

duced by physical changes, the day is not far distant, when they will

become the prominent disorders of the State, and the affections of sum-

mer and Autumn gradually yield to an improved cultivation.”

We are somewhat at a loss, how to construe the above sentence.

—

Does Doctor Lewis really mean to say, that the exantherneta are in-

creasing in proportion as our autumnal diseases are disappearing—both

being the result of “physical changes,” and “an improved state of cul-

tivation ?” Or, merely, that without any proportionate increase, this

class of diseases will rise into importance, in consequence of the partial

disappearance of others, which have heretofore attracted our principal

attention, and by which they have been, as it were, overshadowed ?

—

However, we can conceive that even a proportionate increase in the

number of cases of the contagious exantherneta, would probably occur

ill a more closely settled, and as a general rule, therefore, more highly

cultivated section
;
not in consequence of an improved state of cultiva-

tion, per 56
,
but from the greater and more constant intercourse among

the inhabitants, facilitating the spread of diseases of this character.

The next subject of investigation with our author is the

“ Summer and Autumnal fevers of MohileJ^

Before entering upon their consideration separately, a few general

remarks are introduced, from which we make the following interesting

extracts. Speaking of the summer of 1819, in which the deaths are

supposed to have amounted to 400, being nearly one third of the popu-

lation of the place at that time,—Doctor Lewis observes :
“ During

this calamitous season, it would appear that every character of endemic

febrile poison was found in concentrated abundance upon the inhabi-

tants, each one being active in its peculiar way, in doing the work of

death. The whites invariably died on the fourth, fifth or sixth day, of

black vomit, whilst the negroes and quadroons, after protracted suffering

from bilious fever, resulting in frequent relapses, cold sweats and colli-

quative diarrhoea, shared the same fate. The equal prominence of bilious

and yellow fever makes this a remarkable epidemic—the diseases how-

ever were respectively confined to different classes of persons.”

“ Since the year 1819 bilious fever of a grave and fatal character' has

disappeared, and the mortality from febrile affections has been confined

to yellow fever.”

“ From an analasys of the epidemic of 1843, we will endeavor to

present such facts and circumstances as will bring to view the several

varieties of febrile diseases, and the striking phenomena they present as

connected with a Mobile epidemic.”

“ The epidemic may be computed at about 80 days, say from the 20th

of August to the 10th of November
;
the population of the city was at

that time about 14,000, and the number of patients treated 1,350,—as

follows :
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Simple iiitermittents and remittents,
Intermittent and remittent yellow fever,
Mild yellow fever of one paroxysm,
Grave cases of yellow fever.

500
iOO
350
400

Of the intermittent and remittent yellow fever 50 proved fatap’ of Oiegr^e cases of yellow fever 190
; making in all 240 deaths.”

The Doctor next takes up, somewhat in detail, the diiferent diseases
above named, commencing with “ simple iniermittent and remittent fever

N

under which head we find the following remarks relative to the difficiiltv
of diagnosis

;
and the fact clearly set forth, that where the cases were

not promifily arrested m their progress, black-vomit supervened.
So dilficult was It during the first paroxysm in many cases, to pro-nounce with any degree of certainty on the character of the disease,

that the most prudent were known to avoid committal by their hesitation
to express any positive diagnosis. After the first paroxysm passed off,
he physician was stil in doubt, in many cases, until the appLrance of
the second, after v^hich he would not hesitate to pronounce it intermit-
tent or remittent yellow fever, as the case or its specific symptoms mio-fit
warrant. ^ ^

“ In these doubtful cases the judicious practitioner seldom failed to
remark to the friends of the patient, that care should be observed, or it
might run into black-vomit. This difficulty of diagnosis so frequently
occuiTed as to make it obvious that the types of these intermittent and
remittent fevers are so blended with mild yellow fever in the first parox-
ysms, that the distinction cannot be drawn.”

^

' * “ These fevers usually yielded under proper treatment
alter the second paroxysm, but when the usual antiperiodic remedies
were unavailing, there were strong reasons to suspect,—notwithstand-
ing the apparent singleness of type,—that the morbid condition was one
of a complicated nature, and perhaps after a third or fourth paroxysm
ensues, the mask is thrown off, and the patient discovered to have passed
into the collapse or black-vomit stage.”

^

Next in order our author treats of

“ Intermittent and remittent yellowfeverN

autumn intermittent and remittent fevers prevailm the suburbs, whilst those living in the middle part of the city Lidomhave this character ofdisease, except in sickly years, and then the casesaie confined to those who are acclimated, while strangers unacclimated
sutler in the more violent form of yellow fever ” * ^ * * * * Wh
medical men wore treating what they supposed to be simple intermit"
tent, and vvere not apprised of the real nature of the disease until theywere startled by the appearance of black vomit, as was frequently timcase, they consoled themselves by stating that a simple case of chiHandfever had, under almexfheric tnilucnce, run into black-vomit ”

Instead of considering these as cases of pure yellow fever. Doctor
doctrine of the separateknd distinct cliamr.tei of yellovv fever, from remittent fever,—believes that the patientseie under the influence, at the same time of the poison of intermittent

60
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and remittent fever, and of yellow fever, and gives some symptoms by

which he supposes the presence oi the latter may be Qiscoveied. Rela-

Although th^ peculiar characteristics of chill and fever were very

prominent, so much as to conceal from the observation o. the incautious

physician the real nature of the disease, yet there were signs, by which

the^hidden demon could be traced out. During the apyroxia, there

were the peculiar pulse, some of the restlessness, and that peculiai ap.

pearance of the eye, or a glimmering of that unmistakable physiognoi

Lculiar to the yellow fever, which once seen, can never be forgotten.

^ Many, we are disposed to think, will be inclined to take a more sim-

ple view of these cases, and to us, we confess, they seem to bear stiongl)

in favor of the now waning doctrine,—of the identity,—except in degr ,

—of our other autumnal fevers and yellow fever ;
notwithstanding tha

they are presented by our author with quite a different impression and

intention in regard to them. Although Doctor Lewis speaks of the

e4cts produced by the poison of yellow fever in these cases, as distin^

from those product by that of our ordinary or milder autumnal fevers,

lea-dim the impression that they are concealed from the obseivation of

ho “ incautious” only,—and gives the symptoms, by which he supposes

lie presence of this poison may be early detected, we doubt wnether

these by others, will be considered reliable, or evincive of the piesen„e

of aether poison, separate from that by which the more prominent symp-

toms are developed ;
and more especially are we inclined to this opinion,

on reviewin')- the quotations which we have yust made, showing tl

crreat dificufty of diagnosis; bearing in mind that the most pmdent

fvere knmv^to^void committal”-and that “ the types of these intermit-

tent and remittent fevers are so connected with mild yellow fevei, in

the first paroxysms, that a distinction cannot he di awn.

We next come to what Doctor Lewis terms

“ Mild cases of epidemic Yellow fever.

“In these cases the pulse is more rapid, the skin hott^, and more

pain and restlessness, than in those
t'4

h“a S^'r^kydif-

S^ s .i -attn aZ't^ 'patient is enabled to take his nourishrnent,

Z return to his business in afew days. A moderate

tic to excite the liver and act on the bowels gently, the warm b^th, an

sZuMng ptisans are of service, but any nxcnss of nied,ernes is mo

often injurious and not requisite to a cure.” Most ceitainU no .

Grave or Malignant Yellow fever.

The following is a brief summary of the symptoms. “

slle-htest warning, probably while asleep, the patient is seized with a

hfll or pain in the head, with cold creeping sensations. In a few

^l:: fZr comes on, the skin is hot-p^lse 110 or 120 pam m he

?;t^stdrh4'rhZi:Ze=mois;^
IZhtly fmtd, pulse 4wn to 90 or 100 ,

full and bubbling, having lost

the hardtmss or tension a short time previous.
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This stage,—designated by Doctor Lewis the febrile,—lasts irorn 30
to 50 hours, and is succeeded by the “ calm or passive stage the
symptoms of which are :

“ the pulse sunk to the natural standard, the
secretions diminished, evacuations scanty, ash-colored and inodorous,
the eye muddy and yellow, the countenance gloomy, dejected or sottish.”****** This state continues for two or three days, when
another, the “ collapse” or critical stage, approaches. As this latter
period in the disease advances, the pulse sinks down to 60—-or 70, is
full but gaseous and compressible, the skin continues moist, but not so
warm. The patient speaks slowly, drawing out a syllable at a time, he
is evidently grown weaker, hangs his head on the side of the bed, hugs
the pillow closely. If he does not rally at this point he grows more
restless, he sighs, and groans, the secretions are ail stopped, tjie skin
becomes cold, his features are sharper, the upper lip thin and trembling,
black-vomit is thrown up and he soon dies.”

°

The folloAving fact must appear singular, to all who are not practically
familiar with yellow fever, or have not seen cases of congestive fever,
in which disease it will be recollected that the patient is capable of
walking about, at a time when his system is under the influence of the
most intense morbid action, and while ^the most profound pathological
alterations are in rapid progress, indeed, the circumstance might be
named amongst others, as shovring a close relationship between the two
diseases.

“ Now and then the physician meets with some patient who continues
on his feet up to the black-vomit stage

;
in fact we have frequently seen

them throw up this matter when walking in the street, or waitino- m the
office for medical aid. * * * * * The patient from exhaustion,
\viil lay down, but soon he is on his feet again, often getting up at mid-
night and going into the street, where he will walk for hours.”
We transcribe entire Doctor Lewis’s description of the physiognomy

of yellow fever.

“ The physiognomy of the disease, is striking and peculiar. With
many it throws a gloomy melancholy shade over the countenance

;
with

others the brow is furrowed, the lip compressed, and they frown defi-

ance on all around. At other times, it is so blended with a comic, lively
expression of countenance, as to give the patient a peculiar variable and
singular appearance. Once displayed, no eflbrt of the patient can dis-
pel it

;
he may rise from his bed, laugh and talk with his friends, become

exhilerated with wine, or joyous in the anticipation of coming pleasures,
but he cann(4 chase it away. There it sits enthroned upon the face like
the shadow of a monster, smiling in contempt upon the efforts of the
physician, mocking the assumed gaiety and levity of its victim. Nor is

the cradle exempt from its visitations. Its gloomy, cheerless mantle is
often placed on the infant brow, giving to it a sullen look not suited to
its tender age.”

From experiments instituted by Doctor Nott and himself, our author’s
opinion is settled in regard to the nature of black-vomit. He says of
it, that,—“it is blood decomposed or changed in color, mixed with the
secretions of the canal, just in proportion to the length of time the blood
remains in the stomach, or comes in contact with the secretions.”

In the experiments of Doctor Nott, “diluted muriatic acid so changed
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the blood as to make it resemble black-vomit,”—while it also appears

Iro^i numerous tests by the same accurate observer, that the black vomit

is ^lighly acid.

In regard to the post-mortem appearances of yellow fever. Doctor

Lewis informs us, that Doctor Nott, “ in sixteen dissections, found the

liver in fi of a pale ginger-bread-color, dry and pliable, 2 olive, 2 nor-

mal, and 6 darker than natural and much engorged.” He believes that

the appearance of the liver described by Louis,—and believed by some

as an anatomical characteristic of yellow fever,—to be dependent on

considerable haemorrhage, discharged either in the form of black-vomit

or unchanged blood. He also states that it is occasionally found in

those “who have died of long continued wasting swamp fevers.”

From the post-mortem appearances, the Doctor recurs to a subject

which we had supposed that he had dismissed some time since ;—to^

wit, the different degrees of susceptibility to the action of the poison ot

yellow lever, of different classes of persons —and tells us, that “ in late

epidemics a few mulattoes only have experienced attacks, and these

exceedingly mild, seldom arriving at the black-vomit stage.”

“ What is called sporadic yellow fever, occurring in healthy years, is

confined to strangers. During epidemics this class has also to bear

the malignancy and force of the disease. Many of the acclimated,

among whom are those who have had the disease in former years, expe-

rience mild ephemeral attacks. There can be no question that some

persons have the disease, the second, and some the third or fourth time.”

The Doctor gives several cases of congestive and remittent fever,

—

in which the patients either died of black-vomit, or presented some of

the other phenomena of yellow fever,—and in which, accordingly, he

supposes that the two poisons were at the same time present in the sys-

tem, “ each doing its work of destruction in its own peculiar way.”

We have next a recapitulation, from which,—for the purpose of keep-

ing fairly on the track of our author,—we will make a few brief extracts,

“ In the coal, granitic and hilly portions of the State, subjected to

great vicissitudes of weather, we tind the fevers to be of the continued

or remittent type.” * * *

“ In the prairie or middle part of the State, where the soil is peculiar,

abounding in animal matter, we have dwelt at some length on the char-

acter of disease, which there strikes the eye.” Here follows a resume

of the symptoms of congestive fever, but, as none are presented but

such as have been already named, and those which Doctor Lewis con-

siders “ pathognomonic of the disease” are no better desi^iated,— it is

unnecessary for us again to present them before the reader.

“In the vicinity of the deep, humid vegetable morasses, marshes and

swamps of the tertiary, or Southern portion of the State, * * * * the

fevers are remittent, intermittent or continued, lasting from 4 to 15

days.”
* * * *

“We pass on to the city of Mobile, and there discover, peculiar to

her trodden animalized streets, yet another character of disease.” * *

* * *

“Here are four varieties of acute disease, peculiar somewhat to cer-

tain terrestrial formations. Can any one possessed of candor and

ordinary reasoning powers, examine into their history, and fail to see
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the striking characteristic differences. The enslaved and even tasked
mind may reason that inasmuch a,s they are all fevers of the same sea-
son, appearing, blending, and mingling together, and often running into
each other, specific distinctions cannot be ma,de. To this kind of argu-
rnentation we may properly reply, that red, white, black and green are
all colors

;
they may be so mingled and blended, running into each other

y impeiceptible degrees, as to produce various shades, and associate
in the mind a most distinct and inseparable connection

;
yet, when they

aie displayed in their primitive natural character, how boldly and promi-
nently do they contrast. ”

Now at the risk ot being charged with want of candor and ordinary
reasoning powers,” and of an “ enslaved and overtasked mind,”—we
must acknowledge our want of ability to perceive where or in what
way Doctor Lewis has presented or pointed out, “ the striking and char-
acteristic differences,” and that the facts stated, “ that they are all fevers
ot the same season, appearing, blending, and mingling together, and
often running into each other,” will still appear to us reasons for con-
sideling them identical, until a stronger array of testimony than he has
collected favoring an opposite conclusion, shall be brought forward.

Ihere are but few, we think, who will not admit, that among the dis-
eases “to which flesh is heir,” there is a considerable number, of
which any two may exist at the same time in the system, and perhaps
modify somewhat the characters of each other

;
and also, that several

colo^is may be blended together, modifying each other’s shades, so as to
produce an intermediate one ;—but this latter it seems to us is merely
an analogical argument in favor of the possible probability of such an
occurrence as Doctor Lewis is advocating, and by no means proves the
reality ol its existence in any given case; and it would consequently
seem that tne “ black, white, red and green'' argument does not settle
the pomt at issue, as the author must have imagined would be the case
irom the confident manner in which it is presented

;
and, that to “this

kindolargmentation we may properly reply,” that the same diseasemay be presented under different degrees of morbid action, and, that of
any one color, there may be numerous shades.

In continuation of his arguments in favor of the radical difference
between congestive fever and remittent fever,—to which subject brief

made,—Doctor Lewis says : “Again, examine into
the character of the mild endemic remittent yellow lever of 1844 and
say it the connection which existed between the congestive fever and
intermittent fever of 1835 and 1836, which has been candidly portrayed

fever^’”^

^ which binds together intermittent and yellow

If we understand the^ meaning or aim of this sentence, it has for its
object the foundation of an argument in favor of the radical difference
between remittent and intermittent and congestive fever, on the grounds
that It has been shown, that there is not a greater difference between
the phenomena of these two diseases, than there is between mildendemic yellow fever, and intermittent and remittent fever. But tomake the argument of any value whatever,—admitting for the moment
that Doctor Lewis has succeeded in proving this to be the case,—itwould be necessary that no question or doubt should exist, as to the dis-
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tiiict and separate nature of intermittent and remittent, and yellow fever.

As to the' latter question, we will say nothing at this time,—as each

of the two we think should rest upon its own merits alone, but in

regard to the former, we must reiterate our belief, that Doctor Lewis

has entirely failed in pointing out one single diagnostic symptom, one

single particular, in which the two forms of disease differ, save ^n degiee.

We have not so far failed, nor shall we in the conclusion of our task,

fail to present to the reader anything in the paper, which may seem to

have a bearing in favor of the Doctor’s opinion, and if it shall be appa-

rent to one even of our readers that his position is made out, or its cor-

rectness rendered even probable, by the enumeration of “the symptoms

pathognomonic of congestive fever, or a connected chain of argument,

we will cheerfully submit to be ranked among tkose obnoxious to the

charge of an “ enslaved and overtasked mind.’’

We proceed,—and, as we have under consideration still the subject

of congestive fever,—pass over some interesting observations for the

present, for the purpose of quoting the next paragraph relative to it. It

is this :
“ On the other hand, history discloses the fact, that congestive

fever, with all its perilous depressing phenomena, unlike that of any

other, often displays, in a mild and harmless from, the same marked and

distinctive s3anptoms—all going to prove, considering it in connection

with bilious fever, that they are not different grades of violence merely.

Our experience differs in regard to this matter, somewhat, from what

Doctor Lewis says, that “ history discloses,” for we have never seen

“ congestive fever with all its perilous depressing phenomena,” display

“ in a mild and harmlessform the same marked distinctive symptoms,

and further, we have never seen a single case of fever, which in our

opinion deserved the term congestive, from which we did not consider

the subject in considerable danger
;
and the perilous depressing pheno-

mena we have always viev/ed as essential indications of the presence

of this element, (congestion) in the pathology of a case. But admit for

a moment, that “ history discloses the fact,” that the “ marked distme-

tive symptoms” of congestive fever are sometimes displayed in a “ mild

and harmless form,” and what would it prove Doctor Lewis admits

that intermittent and remittent fevers are identical, “ differing only in

degree.” Do not these in many instances present certain shades of dif-

ference ;
and preserve them too, not only in the milder, but in the more

violent grades ? .

Doctor Lewis, it will be recollected, advocates the doctrine that con-

gestive fever, remittent fever, yellow fever, &;c., are produced by dis-

tinct and separate causes
;
but in order to avoid the objection, which

might be opposed to such a position, by the more marked cases of one^

of these diseases or forms of disease, occasionally presenting some of

the prominent symptoms which are generally present in another has

recourse to the hypothesis, that the system is in such instances at the

same time under the influence of more than one of the producing agents,

and a disease of a mixed character the result. In support of this doc-

trine several instances like the following are adduced.

“Whilst residing in the interior, a young gentleman from Mobile

came into the neighborhood and was seized with the congestive fever
;

a few hours before he died, on the 4th day of his illness, he ejected from
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the stomach coffee ground black-vomit in large quantities.” Now, at a
nrst glance, cases of this kind, v/e acknowledge, <seem entitled to a cer-
tain degree of consideration, but still they cannot be looked upon as
decisive or conclusive, seeing that in the more violent epidemics of our
autumnal diseases, occurring in situations remote from any locality in
which yellow fever is at the time in existence, in its more marked and
generally recognized form, and in individuals who have visited no such
place, cases of black-vomit occasionally occur

;
or, at least, a matter is

occasionally thrown up from the stomach, corresponding so exactly with
the descriptions given of that matter, that a difference cannot be detected

;his symptom, in such instances, generally occuring too in connection
with an unusual yellowness of the skin. Cases of this character have
occasionally fallen within our own circle of observation.
As we have been governed almost entirely as to the order in whichwe have noticed the different matters contained in the essay, by the

order in which they appear in it,—and this we offer in explanation of
he desultory character of our notice,—we must now dismiss the subject
Oi congestive fever, of which our author makes no further mention, if weex^t perhaps a few remarks on its treatment.
We again, with Doctor Lewis, resume the subject of yellow fever.
e assures the Medical Society of Alabama, to whom the essay is

addressed, tnat, “ after a careful study of the foregoing history of the
yellow fever of Mobile, brief and imperfect as it is, no member of your
society will doubt the distinct individuality of its character, and that the
poison or agent of its production is not in common with other fevers,m also distinct and peculiar. The old argument founded in ignorance
0 a correci knowledge of all the facts, that yellow fever—is but a high
grade ol bilious fever, differing only in degree, is scarcely worthy of
notice,—for bilious fever often prevails with a malignity unto death,
without displaying any of the symptoms pathognomonic of the other.

—

Again, well marked cases of yellow fever are often lighter and more
slightest cases of bilious fever.”

ithout expressing any opinion of our own at this time, relative to
e important question involved in the above paragraph, we may ven-

ture to doubt the logical correctness of the process, by which our author
arrives at the conclusion. The old opinion, that bilious and yellow
fever are but different shades of one disease

;
which Doctor Lewis says

IS founded in ignorance of a correct knowledge of all the facts,” weknow IS still entertained by many judicious and ckreful observers, whose
opportunities of arriving at a correct knowledge of all the facts,” have
Deen of the very best known character, and on this account^ we Would
most certainly deem their opinion entitled to notice,—Wiough itmayulti-
mately prove to be eiToneous. We have read the essay of Doctor
ewis vvit less attention than we intended, if he has any where in-

oirne us in it what are the pathognomonic symptoms of yellow fever:
ye

, as 1 will be observed above, his remark as to the unworthiness of
the old opinmn of notice, is concluded thus for bilious fever often
pievai s with a malignity unto death, without displaying any of the symp-toms pa hognomonic of the other.” As we have before had occasion
severaf times to observe. Doctor Lewis considers bilious, or remittent

f in eimittent fever to be identical, differing only in degree. Now,
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does not intermittent fever at times prevail “ with a malignity unto

death ” preservino’ cei#iin shades of difference from the remittent foim,

even to the last\our? These shades of difierence we will not call

“ pathognomonic symptoms,” but are they not as well marked and pecu-

liar, as any that can be named as invariably occurring in and distin-

cruishing remittent from yellow fever ? Are not the shades of difierence

between remittent and yellow fever, according to Doctor Lewis s own

showino’,—(and it is from this only that we speak at present) as im-

perceptible, nay even more so, if possible, than between intermittent

and remittent fever? “ A^ain, (Doctor Lewis goes on to say),—well

marked cases of yellow fever are often lighter and more ephemeral than

even the slightest case of bilious fever.” We would ask our author

hei-e,—as he speaks of these cases being “ well marked,” to were

they well marked, and what were the 'pathognomonic symptoms by ^aich

he discovered that they were yellow fever, and not bilious fever ? More

relative to this, perhaps anon. But, are not cases of well marked remit-

tent fever often as light and ephemeral, as cases of intermittent fever .

It is singular how much we are inclined, after having adopted any

hypothesis,\nd embraced it with special favor, to press all facts and cir-

cumstances, connected with it even by the most remote analogy, into

its service and support—and often, too, with the judgment and foresight

so biassed and clouded by our inclinations, that to the disinterested and

unprejudiced observer, the testimony in this_ spirit adduced is found to

have an opposite bearing. We are led to this remark by the fact, that

Doctor Lewis, having assumed the distinct and separate character oi

congestive fever, presents,—we presume as the basis of analogical rea-

sons in support of this position,-the generally, of late, received opinion

of the non-identity of yellow fever and remittent fever, and announces

his belief in its truth,—though there is reason to doubt whether this

opinion has been long entertained by him.* However, to a change or

modiheation of opinion, it may be urged, that the Doctor has a perfect

right, and that persistence in a favorite idea, after what may appear

satisfactory testimony of its erroneousness is presented, argues more of

dogged obstinaev, than of a spirit of philosophy ;—but, what does seem

to us most extraordinary, is, that while Doctor Lewis comes out the

advocate of the distinctive character of yellow fever, from remittent fever,

^\\ I niay almost venture to say,—of his observations and researches

on’ the former disease in the essay before us, have a different tendency
;

are completely subversive, indeed, of the very foundation on which the

arguments in its favor have been based. Although we have never

come to any decided conclusion in our own mind, relative to this vexed

question, we acknowledge that heretofore we have rather inclined with

ffie popular current, in the affirmative
;
but since the perusal of the

paper of Doctor Lewis, the belief that the opinion is based upon insuffi-

cient data, is strongly impressed upon us
;
and, at any rate, we know of

no author, whose investigations go further than do his, to demonstrate

the identity of the two diseases.

Let us for a moment examine into the facts and circumstances upon

which the doctrine of their non-identity is principally based, and exam-

* New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal for July, 1844. Page 38.
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ine to what extent, these, consistently with the investigations of Doctor
l^ewis,—can be adduced in support of this opinion.
The first to be considered, and one of the principal grounds upon

which an opinion may be based, in regard to the radical difference ofany two diseases, is a marked and essential difference in their symp-
toms. But what does Doctor Lewis say on this subject ? “ So difficultwas It during the first paroxysm in many cases to pronounce with any
degree of certainty on the character of the disease, that the most prudentwere known to avoid committal, by their hesitation to express any posi-
ive diagnosis.” * * * * . In these doubtful cases, (speakingV the
simple intermittent and remittent fevers” of Mobile) the judiciL prac

remark to the friends of the patient, that care
stiould be observed, or it might run into black-vomit.” ******
“ These fevers usually yielded under proper treatment after the second
paioxysm, but when the usual antiperiodic remedies were unavailino-
there were strong reasons to suspect, notwithstanding the apparent sim
glene»s of type, that the morbid condition was one of a complicated

We turn over a page or two, to bring a circumstance there mentioned
our .author, m connection with the present subject.
“By passing into the dwellings you would find children horn of thesame parents, living under the same roof and nourished at the same table,

attacked near about the same time, with a complaint which for some hours
IS characterized by the same phenomena. In the sequel one portion of

to be simple bilious, and the other, grave malignant yellow

Now, what IS the most rational and natural interpretation of these
fact^ That two distinct poisons were at work at the same time in
subjects placed under such similar circumstances, productive of a serieso symptoms, identical, m the different cases, up to a given time

;
or,

that a single agent alone was in action, productive of symptoms of in-
creasing gravity, m the progress of the disease, with shades, dependent
on, however, or modified by the controlling effect of remedies used, theegree of constitutional resistance to the morbific cause, or individual
susceptibility to its influence ?

niuiviauai

^

“ When medical men were treating what they supposed to be sinwle
interrnUtent, and were not apprised of the real character of the disease
until the^ were startled by the appearance of black-vomit, as was fre^

and feT’
themselves by stating that a simple baseof chill and fevei had, under atmospheric influence, run into black-vomit.”Upon this Doctor Lewis observes : “ Now, what are the facts and

fs^s orchilU nd character.
prominent, so much as to conceal fromthe observation of the incautious phys\c,\^n the real nature of the disease

urin^ the apyiexia, there were the peculiar pulse, some of the rest-lessness, and that peculiar appearance of the eye, or a glimmering ofthat unmistakable physiognomy peculiar to the fellow fever, which onceseen, can never he forgotten,^’ and this, notwithstanding the difficulty offfiagnosis -acknowledged by Doctor Lewis,-was such, that ‘‘ ffitmost pi udent were known to avoid committal,”—and the avowal subse-
61
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quentlv made in treating of the “mild cases of endemic yellow fever”—

that, “ the 'peculiar physiognomy of the malignant cases cannot be trace

Surety here are very insufficient data given, upon which to base a

diagnosis. Is there a pulse peculiar to yellow fever J—and if ^o, what

are its characteristics 1 Is it hard ?—is it soft ]--is it large and haid
^

—is it small and hard 1-r^is it large and soft ?--(this we presume is the

“bubbling” pulse) is it small and soft?—or, with any of these chaiac-

ters,—is it quick or frequent, or slow? Is not any one of these, or any

possible combination of these characters occasional y, found in the pulse

in other diseases ?—and is not the moderately full and soft, pulse the

one most frequently found in the remissions of remittent fever ? Is

there invariably present a peculiar appearance of the eye in yellow

fever or, is it not a fact, that the description of the appearance of the

eye in this disease by one author, is in exact cori^espondence with that

of another, of the appearance of the same organ in remittent tevei .

We would ask, too, in what particular does the “ restlessness occurring

in the remissions of yellow fever, differ from the restlessness, occuijing

during the remissions of remittent fever, or in other diseases, that he

one should give evidence of the presence of a “hidden demon, and the

other not? ^N-ow it is most evident, we think, that the result of the case

in these instances was the only real ground of diagnosis. If, after having

advanced to a certain extent, the progress of the disease was arrested,

short of the occurrence of black-vomit,—recovery following,—the case

was set down as one of bilious fever ;
but if black-vomit supervened, or if

nature’s efforts or “the usual antiperiodic remedies were unavailing
,

it

was pronounced a case of yellow fever. No diagnostic symptoms then what-

ever; we think it will be admitted, are pointed out
;
for it is not pretended

by any, that the yellowness of the skin and black^mmit are pre^sen

even in all of the fatal cases of yellow fever
;
and Doctor Lewis him-

self says, that many cases terminated fatally m which this symptom,

(black-vomit) was not present,” and also,” that in some who die as

well as those who recover, the yellowness of skin is wanting.

Much stress has been laid upon the different degrees of susceptioi lity

of different classes of persons to the two diseases, as a basis ot cis-

tinction. We think that certain facts mentioned by Doctor Jiewis,

bearing upon this part of the question, by no means tend to support the

view he has taken. It becomes necessary for us to

“During this calamitous season (the autumn of 1819} it wouia

appear that every character of endemic febrile poison was poured in

concentrated abundance upon the inhabitants, each one being actne

in its peculiar way in doing the work of death. I he whites

died on the 4th, 5th or 6th day of black vomit whilst the negroes and

quadroons, after protracted suffering frem

frequent relapses, cold sweats and colliquative diarrhoea, ^^aied

same fate. The equal prominence of bilious and yellow fevei make

this a remarkable epidemic—f/je diseases however were respectivelj

confined to different classes of persons:^
. ^nidomic

Now is it not equally as reasonable to suppose, that in ep dem

there was but one poisonous agent of disease at

difference in the effects, on different classes of persons lesulting
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from, was owing to the modifying influence of constitutional peculiari-
ties, producing in the case of the negro a partial insusceptibility to the
action of the poison, by which that peculiar pathological change, what-
ever it be, resulting in black vomit, was prevented, as that there were
two distinct poisons in operation, one for the blacks, and another for
the whiles, and respectively confined to these different classes ?—What-
ever opinions may have been entertained, in regard to the insus-
ceptibility of the negro to the action of the poison of yellow fever, none
have ventured to assert that the white man cannot have bilious fever.
It IS not unreasonable then to suppose, that in this violent epidemic
the poison was of so concentrated a character, as to produce those
peculiar pathological changes, resulting in black vomit, “ invariably”
in those of the white population who were attacked, and that some-
tmng peculiar in the constitution of the negro protected him from the
efiects of the poison in so far as these changes were involved

;
while

It would be most irrational and absurd to assert, that an epidemic
lemittent fever could prevail extensively among the negroes of a place
witnout, in any instance, the poison, if distinct, affecting the whites

;admitted as it is universally, that the latter class of persons is more
liable to this disease also than the former. It may not be irrelevant
to state m connection with the present subject, too, that it accords with

experience of Doctor Lewis, that the remarkable exemption from
the yellow fever, which this race (the negro) enjoys, extends in a
gieat measure to all the malarious fevers of hot climates.”*

Eveiy summer and autumn intermittent and remittent fevers prevail
in these suburbs (those of Mobile), whilst those living in the middle
pait of the city, seldom have this character of disease, except in sickly
years, and then the cases are confined to those that are acclimated,
while strangers unacclimated suffer in the more violent form of yellow
jever ; and, further on we find, that, during epidemics, many of the
acclimated, among whom are those who have had the disease in former
years, expenence mild ephemeral attacks. If these statements of
Doctor Lewis were allowed to speak for themselves, what would be
their language ? something like this we are induced to believe : that
one poison only existed

;
that in healthy seasons, that is to say, when

this poison is generated only to a moderate extent, and in a less con-
centrated degree, it produced intermittents and remittents only; and
these confined^ to the principal foci of its production; but, that in
sickly years,” that is to say, when a greater portion of the poison is

generated, and in a more concentrated form, its ravages are extended
to the middle parts of the city, producing there among the acclimated,
including “ those who have had the disease in former years,” those
whose susceptibility to its action has been diminished by long and
gradual familiarity with it, intermittent and remittent fevers, and “ mild
ephemeral atUmks of yellow fever, which, we think, according to the
admission ot Doctor Lewis himself, cannot be distinguished or se-
parated from remittent fever, “ while strangers unacclimated suffer,
in the more violent form of yellow fever, from its action.
Doctor Lewis tells us, that “ negroes rarely have the disease.” * * *

* New Orleans Medical Journal for March 1845. Page 417.
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“In late epidemics a few mulattoes only have experienced attacks,

and these exceedingly mild, seldom arriving at the black vomit stage.

In regard to this fact, is it not a reasonable inference, that a constitu-

tional peculiarity exists, bestowing upon the negro an entire immunity

from that peculiar action of the poison resulting in black which

is diminished by the admixture of races in the mulatto! 1 he negro,

it seems, is not entirely exempt from the disease, though Doctor Lewis

gives no instance in which black vomit occurred in one ot the race
;

while in the mulatto, it is admitted that the black vomit does occur

;

the. disease seldom however arriving at this stage.

“We pass on to the city of Mobile, and there discover, peculiar to

her trodden anmalized streets, yet another character of disease.

This text leads us naturally to the consideration of the question, in

how far the non-identity of the two diseases or forms of disease, re-

mittent and yellow fever, is sustained, by a marked difference or

peculiarity, as is maintained by some to be the case, in the character

of the localities in which the latter is wont to occur. Although the

remark above quoted is intended, we presume, to convey the^ idea,

that yellow fever is peculiar to the “ trodden animalized streets ot a

city there are certain facts mentioned in the essay before us, the true

interpretation of which, we think, would lead to a different conclusion,

and others, not mentioned, in the present essay, but ot which, it will be

seen, that Doctor Lewis was aware, proving most unquestionably the

erroneousness of such a doctrine.
i t\ *

It is not pretended by any, we believe, certainly not by l^octor

Lewis, that remittent fever does not occur in those localities, which

seem more especially favorable to the development of yellow fever, and

even durino- the prevalance of the latter disease.

“In 1826 Mobile was healthy and the town of Montgomery very

sicJcly. In the month of August, two gentlemen came from the former

place, visited the latter, snd after remaining a few days, were seized

with remittent bilious fever, the disease of the place, and died on the

7th day of illness, of rW.”—This fact is presented by Doctor

Lewis with a very different intention from that with which it is

brouerht forward at present,—to wit,—to prove the existence of two

separate poisons, in action on the system at the same time.

Now, it will be recollected, that at the time named Mobile was

healthy. Yellow fever then of course was not prevalent t^re, and

consequently its producing agent had not been generated. How then

could the mere fact, of these two young men having been in Mobile

nroduce any modifying effects on a disease contracted m Montgomery,

different from what might have been produced by their prior presence

in any other healthy place 1 We anticipate the answer to this. It

may be said, that although the poison of yellow fever had not been

venerated to a sufficient extent to cause the development of that dis-

ease still there might have been a sufficiency of it received by these

two young men, to exert a modifying influence over a disease of a dit-

ferent character, when once excited. But, before admitting this ex-

planation, it is but reasonable that we should ask, whether al
,
or any

of the cases of bilious remittent fever, which occurred in Mobile during

this «.eason,—for we take it for granted that no summer, even the most
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healthy, since the settlement of the place, has ever passed in which
more or less of this disease has not existed there,—terminated in black
vomit, and if so, what were the diagnostic symptoms by which they
were recognized as cases of bilious fever, and not yellow fever?

Moreover, as these two cases proved fatal during the presence of
black vomit, an almost invariably fatal symptom of yellow fever, (ad-
mitting for the moment the non-identity of the poisons of yellow fever
and bilious fever, and that they were both in operation on the system
at the same time

;
remembering too the fact, that the latter is a much

less fatal disease than the former); is it not reasonable to infer that
the profound pathological changes preceding and resulting in this
symptom, were those determining a fatal termination, and also that the
symptoms resulting from the bilious fever poison would have been
masked completely by those resulting from the deeper and more pro-
found lesions of the yellow fever poison

;
in short, that the patients died

of yellow fever ?—Now, as Doctor Lewis merely tells us, that they
were taken “ with remittent bilious fever,” and died of black vomit,
without giving us the symptoms by which they were identified, as cases
of bilious fever, it is proper that we should remember the facts, to
which we have already alluded, mentioned by our author, showing the
exceeding difficulty of diagnosis in certain cases between yellow fever
and our other forms of autumnal disease.

But these ^cases, we think, are susceptible of a different interpreta-
tion. “ Mobile was healthy, and the town of Montgomery very sickly.''^
The gentlemen then, leaving a healthy, were suddenly thrown into a
very polluted atmosphere, and not possessing that partial immunity
from the effects of the poisonous agent of the prevalent disease, pro-
duced by acclimation, or gradual exposure to its operation, as would
naturally be 'expected, suffered the full extent of its influence, both as
regards the number and profundity of the changes resulting from its
action.

We may in the present connection mention a fact, quoted by Doctor
Lewis himself on another occasion,* showing the occurrence of yellow
fever in a locality very different from the “ trodden animalized streets”
of a city, but in passing, will refer also to the instance of its occurrence
in the “little village of Woodville,” with which, we are sure, he is
familiar. * * * “ Pdre Dutertre, a historian who resided in the West-
Indies in 1635 and who was a close observer, describes with great
fidelity the disease that we now call yellow fever, and says : “ Those
who were chiefiy attacked were employed in clearing the land, in
different islands, and were exposed to the poisonous vapours and ex-
halations.^^

As a distinguishing characteristic between remittent and yellow
fever, others who have adopted the view of their separate ^ature, have
advanced, as confirmatory evidence in favor of their opinion, that one
attack of the latter confers a complete immunity from it ever after, or
at least that the protection thus afforded, is about as certain as that
afforded by one attack of small-pox against any subsequent recurrence
of this disease, in the same individual, and that this is not the case in

New Orleans Medical Journal for July 1844. Page 43.
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regard to remittent fever
;

but, the experience of Doctor Lewis is en-

tirely subvei-sive of this proposition, for he distinctly says, that “there

can be no question that some persons have the disease the second, and

some the third or fourth timeT

in this mere j)artial imminiity, established by Doctor Lewis, afforded

by one attack of yellow fever, the observant practitioner, experienced

in the treatment of remittent fever, will not fail to perceive a fact,

strongly corroborative of the opinion of the identity of the two diseases,

and that the former is the result of the same poison, in more concen-

trated action, and modified in its effects by attendant circumstances, as

the latter
;

for, while it is well known that, though a patient may have

several attacks of mild remittent fever, even^ in the same season, a

recurrence of the disease very rarely succeeas a severe attack duiing

. the same year; in many not for several years, or until a renewed

susceptibility is induced by a temporary residence in a non-malarious

region, and in some never, though continuing to be exposed to the

same causes and circumstances, productive ot the disease in the first

instance
;
and it will generally be found, too, that the immunity thus

afforded will be proportionate to the violence of the previous attack.

One attack of yellow fever, then, it may be urged, exercises not a com-

plete protective influence, but one a shade more perfect only, than that

afforded by such attacks of remittent fever, as merely fail to reach the

grade called yellow fever.
^ -j • r

But perhaps of all the arguments in favor of the non-identity of

remittent and yellow fever, those based upon the supposition that each

of the diseases was characterized by certain morbid phenomena dis-

coverable after death, have been the most defective. Ihe account of

the supposed “ anatomical characteristic” of yellow fever, given by

Louis, after his examinations in Gibraltar in 1828, consisting in a

certain degree of dryness of the tissue of the liver, attended with dimi-

nished depth of color, reducing it to a shade resembling that of sole-

leather, mustard, straw etc., confirmed in the minds of many the

correctness of the opinion of the distinct character of the disease
;
and

the more recent oVjservations of Doctors Stewardson, Stille and Swett,

relative to certain appearances of the liver, found in the examination

of some cases of remittent fever, altogether ditierent from that de-

scribed by Louis, and assumed by these gentlemen as an “ anatomical

characteristic” of the latter disease, have tended greatly to extend and

strengthen this conclusion. The “ anatomical characteristic of re-

mittent fever, as described by Doctor Stewardson, consisted in most

instances, in a flabby state of the organ, with change of color
;

it being

externally of a bronze or olive, or a mixture of these colors, inteinally

of an olive color, with an entire extinction of the natural reddish

brown, and “the two substances so blended as to be scarcely dis-

tinguishable.”—Let us see how far the pathological researches given

us by Doctor Lewis are in accordance with the opinion that the two

diseases under consideration are marked respectively by a distinct and

peculiar anatomical characteristic ? ...
Speaking of the “ remittent, or according to a strict definition,^ con-

tinued bilious fever, * * * * commonly known as swamp fever, the

author says :
“ In the examination of four bodies in the Hospitals ot
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Mobile the liver was atrophied in one, being also dry and brittle like
those dying of yellow fever ; and oj a patg straw color.'' He gives
us also the results of sixteen examinations after death, from yellow
fever, made by Doctor J. C. Nott of Mobile. “ He found the livers in
six of a pale gingerbread color, dry and friable, two olive, two normal,
and six darker than natural and much engorged. This dry, brittle,
shoe-leather or straw colored liver, we have found in most of the cases
where the hemorrhage, either in the form of unchanged blood, or black
vomit, had been excessive. * * * * This lesion is considered by Louis
as diagnostic of yellow fever. But as it is occasionally found in old
drunkards, and ,those who have died of long continued wasting swamp
fevers, and is confined (from our observations) to those cases of yellow
fever which have such a termination, as we have designated, it cannot
in Mobile, be received as a reliable or constant morbid appearance in
the disease.”

Thus, it seems, that we have not only occasionally present in re-
mittent fever, the “ anatomical characteristic” of yellow fever, but
that, so far as description extends, in two of the cases of yellow’fever’
quoted from Doctor Nott, there was present the “anatomical cha’
racteristic” of remittent fever. We allude to the two cases in which
the liver was of an olive" color, and regret that the appearance of the
organ in other respects in these cases is not given.

'

The observation of Doctor Lewis, in regard to the coincidence of
this appearance of the liver in yellow fever, with hemorrhage or black
vomit, we look

^

upon, as of no little interest, and the explanation to
which it leads, in all probability correct.

Whichever view may be the correct one, and whatever the ultimate
decision in regard to the question of the distinct nature of yellow fever,
we think it has been conclusively shown, that the researches and
observations of Doctor Lewis tend to deprive it of all right to con-
sideration as such, in so far as the opinion has been based upon any
thing like a clearly marked distinction in symptoms, in locality, in the
character of persons attacked, in immunity from second attacks, and
in the post-mortem appearances; and these, it will not be denied,’have
formed the principal bases of argument in the affirmative. Never-
theless, in dismissing the subject of yellow fever, we must admit, that
though far from being conclusive, there is much ingenuity in the’argul
ments, and the arrangement of certain facts presented by our author in
favor of the occasional action of two separate poisons on the system at
once, producing a disease of a blended character.

Leaving the diseases peculiar to the “ trodden amimalized streets of
Mobile,” we will present verbatim the principal portion of the remarks
of Doctor Lewis, relative to intermittent fever

;
some of which, we

think, will be deemed both new and peculiar. ’

“ Ihe obstinate grade of fever, incident to the swamps and marshes
of the tertiary already described, we believe to be identical with inter
mittent fever, difiering only in degree. Aside from this and other dis"
orders which have been the burthen of our narrative, we now wish to
direct attention to the diseases of the mill-ponds, simple marshes
creeks and rivers of the poor unproductive portion of the country. In
the vicinity of these, we find a disease which throughout all time has
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occupied a conspicuous place in the catalogue of endemics, and is

easily distinguished from all others. It is intermittent fever, a deft-

nition of which is here unnecessary. In some portions of Alabama, in

many parts of Florida, and throughout Southern Georgia, it is the only

endemic disease. In many of these sections of country, especially

along Flint river, the natives do not experience violent, well marked

attadis
;

but the prominent ears, flat noses, tumid belly, large spleen,

slender limbs and waxen skin, tell too plainly to be mistaken, of the pow-

erful, though indirect eflect of ihxs febrile agent on the constitution. It

is only under circumstances of this kind, where the only supposed cause

is the decomposition of vegetable matter, that the disease is seen in its

simple genuine character ; in that form, it is the most inveterate, obsti-

nate, well marked epidemic, of which we have any knowledge. In many

instances it may be interrupted or changed in type, but cannot be cured ;

its victim may fly to Canada or London, but it will still be with him,

ready at an unguarded moment to re-inflict its sting.”

We pass next with Doctor Lewis to the

“ Therapeutics of the Third epoch. ”

From some interesting remarks, relalive to the different views enter-

' tained by physicians from different sections of the United States on their

first settlement in Alabama, and their subsequent modification, we extract

the following
: . , n j-

“ The advocates of these respective doctrines remained equally di-

vided only for a short time
;

for soon they found the diseases of Ala-

bama presented new features from those they were accustomed to wit-

ness in the older States, and want of success in practice compelled them

to abandon original theories, and to direct their thoughts in a new chan-

nel of speculation.”

There are but few now in Alabama, who doubt that the theory ot

disease propounded by Doctor Cook, and the^ practice based upon it,

both of which were at one time so generally received in the state,—have

been the cause of much mischief, though in all probability it may have

been otherwise in the sections in which the experience on which the

author based his views, was acquired.

Of D'octor Cook and his theory, our author uses the following Ian-

guage :
. . , . •

“In the far West a new theorist in the science had sprung into exis-

tence, and with pompous display promulgated his reseaches in patholo-

gical anatomy to the world
;
and his disciples, burning with ardent

zeal, infused the doctrines of their master into every hamlet, throughout

the populous valley of the Mississippi.”

“ Of all the doctrines of former or latter days that have elicited the

attention of mankind, none ever found the same favor, (in Alabama

we presume the author means. Rev.) with popular opinion, as did

that which was peculiar to this sect. The theory and practice ot

Doctor Rush had attained a wide spread reputation, yet there was too

much 'obscurity in his principles of practice for the common mind ;
but

this doctrine, fresh from the Western Temple of iEsculapius, was

within the comprehension of the most ordinary intellect, and the patho-

logical theory of Doctor Cook became at once the medical doctrine oi
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Alabama. The ploughman, the mechanic and the politician of tho
villap were ardent votaries at the shrine of this modern Proteus.” (?)in 1835 a new impetus was given to this absurd doctrine in rae-
amine, that had gradually began to decline in popular favor from want
ot success pendant on the practice, as is usually the result of all
visionaiy schemes after having run their allotted time with the suscep-

V
’?’P>'°''araent in pathology and practice had its

Svn ‘’f a certain Doctor E., who was well

nf 1 soa of"
^ Alabama, where he made his appearance in the winter

1

ofcommanding figure, extremely tall, prominentlymarked featurp, and although his long hair was whitened by seventy

the nrLf* J ‘i*®
activity that belongs to

bnidne h fl

*0 his imposing appearance, there was aboidpss pd flupcy of speech, that sways the multitude, and having atpe time bpn the student of Doctor Rush, and subsequently graduating
at the far famed University of Edinburgh, he failed not to impress hil

nnTih
practice on most of those who came in contact with him,

honoatu
had the rashness to oppose his opinions soon witheredbeneath the popular blast of an ignorant multitude.”

In appearing before the profession as the reviewer of “the Medical
s ory or Alabama, and therefore pretending to some degree of

acquaintance with the subject, perhaps we ought to blush, in the
acknowledgenient we are forced to make, that we have never before

1 or read of this Doctor E., nor have we now the most remote
conception of who he is, or was. Nor is this all. On enquiry of
several of our friends, of whose zeal in the cause of the profession and
accurate knowledge of every passing event of interest connected with
It, we havet bought we had just cause to be proud, we find with them also
the name ol Doctor E. unknown, if ever heard, and his labors have passed >

into oblivion. This seems curious and difficult to reconcile with the
conspicuous position assigned him in the “History,” and the extent to
which, according to Doctor Lewis, he influenced the medical doctrines
ana practice of Alabama. We can find but one at all plausible ex-
planation

; and that is, that “Doctor E.” in his time had the good fortune

1 u- ^
Prodigy of some retired village, to which we must

think his labors were CQiiflned, and where the wonder was, .

“ That one small head could carry all he knew,”

a grave discourser, subtle in argument, who, meeting with our authorm his earlier and more imaginative days, loomed then upon his fancy •

that now, distance (of time) “ lends enchantment to the view,” and a
picture somewhat magnified is the result. Indeed we think that the
very style and manner in which Doctor Lewis introduces and speaks
of him, would incline the reader to this belief. Thus,—from—we are
not told where,—at the age of seventy years,—with something of Lara,
li^ke mysteriousness, “ he made his appearance,'' at such a time : and
the very genius of romance itself seems to have been invoked to inspire
our author, and suggest the language, with which the personal appear-
ance of the medical Hero is described.

^

In reg^d to the use of calomel, and the pre-eminence at one time
assigned the liver in tropical diseases, we find tho following

:
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“ The uninstructed mind incapable of dispassionate reasoning, in

fancy’s fearful apprehension, was wont to behold at every sick bed-side,

no less an adversary than the champion of death, presid.ng in the form

of hepatic inflammations or congestion, in which all their attention was

absorbed, and with which they entered into a rash encounter, with

formidable weapons of potent agency, to master with a deadly blow the

grim monster. * * * * The unfortunate liver was here made the citadel

of attack against which enormous doses of calomel were discharged in

rapid succession, until the undermined frame gave way to repeated

bombardment. The voice of suffering humanity appealed in vain to

the doughty chieftain who carried on the warfare, to cease for a time

his operations, to raise the siege, and permit nature for a space to

recover her balance of power, but without the remotest chance of pa-

cification.* The calomel vial was again and again appealed to, to

stimulate this dormant function, until bile on bile, black as the demon

of darkness, was thrown forth, which in their ignorance of chemical

action was mistaken for the presence of the enemy, and the exhibitions

of forced excretions, instead of being received as a sign of subjection

to the power of medicine, was heard as the voice of menace, and the

warfare was continued with greater activity.

New, although our opinion accords with that of Doctor Lewis, that

much mischief has been the result of the doctrine assigning such pre-

eminence to the liver in the pathology of southern diseases, and the

free use of calomel, growing as it were, from it,— still we are aware

that it is but opinion, and that there are many intelligent practitioners

who entertain a different belief, and who yet may possibly be correct.

From the facts, that so little is absolutely fixed and settled in medicine,

and that the favorite theory and practice of one day, have so frequently

been the subjects of ridicule for the next, we are of opinion that a

lesson of modesty might be derived, and while condemning with un-

measured language the past, it would be well to recollect that another

generation is to succeed, through whose ordeal the labors of the pre-

sent have to pass. This sentiment is suggested by the seeming heed-

lessness of the language of Doctor Lewis, in regard to the once

popular hepatic doctrine, and mercurial treatment, respecting the ad-

vocates of which we find such passages as : the uninstructed mind

incapable of dispassionate reasoning,”—“ ignorance of chemical

action,”
—“ misguided men who had turned aside from the true path of

medical knowledge,”—as if indeed the author or any other had really

pointed out any true path of medical knowledge, which had been re-

ceived and acknowledged generally as such.— Surely the memory of

our own venerated Rush, and of the recently departed Johnson, should

have inspired (even in speaking of acknowledged and demonstrated

errors, of which they may have been among the chief propogators), a

more respectful consideration ;
and much more might this be claimed,

when mere opinions, the one as unsubstantiated as the other, form the

subject of discussion. The school -boy of to-morrow may have put at

his tongue’s end facts, of which the sage of to-day knows nought. Is

* See Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery for March 1847. Page

209. Rev.
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the assumption of superior and perfect knowledge therefore becoming
oimer, or the imputation of ignorance proper in its application

10 the latter I In a former quotation it is stated that the old opinion,
that yellow fever is but a high grade of bilious fever, is ibunded in
Ignorance of a correct knowledge of ail the facts/’ And yet this has

ana is the opinion of men, who possessed and possess excellent
opportunities of making themselves acquainted with the facts bearino-

ha?”
q’^estion

;
and whose capacity for observation and deductionha^e been admitted, to say the least, to be respectable. And here wemay again mention the name of Rush.

out of the record,” we think,—takesup Lie subject cf Thompsonianism, to which,—though M^e could fondlywish othervyise,—we fear he inclines with something of partiality. Hesays of jt, that, “ however false in theory, the practice was much more
appropriate to the type of disease of that period, than any other in

ihen
®’ triumphs over the equally false

fttaTm-! f-

‘'® '1“®®“'’“^ non est disputandum.” Rev.) and but too

* * * T*^*’®®
®' *^® ™'’eflectmg rmttmst of the regular profession.” *

it St.'ll t.

localities, where its triumphs were achieved,
it still holds its place in popular favor.”

as ‘’T ‘S"®™"®® regard to statements madeas lac.s by our author
; lor, as to the “ triumphs achieved,” by Thomn.

nZsl’.?"?’/t r®
“’‘''® lieretofore we have remained

uninstiucted, having had before us no evidence of their existence byany competent disinterested witness
;
and until Doctor Lewis volun.

rily piesemed himself upon the stand, they were heralded only and

women™*''^
but—garrulous and .silly oldmen, and sillier busy-bodies,” or amateur practitioners of theother sex. However, as to what may be the degree of intelligence ofthe people and their taste for Thompsonianism in “certain localities”we cannot answer

;
but so far as our own personal knowledge extends,

ll
'’®®" received with little favor; and we

g adly, therefore, embrace the opportunity, in so far at least, of removing
so toul a bar-sinister from the Slate’s escutcheon. In pursuance of
this, we will wander a moment from the “ Medical History of Ala-bama to the Medical History of one “locality” in the State,—Mont-gomery so far as connected with Thompsonianism. It is soon told

“learned Thebans”
settled in the place,—and though far superior in intelligence andeducation to the class generally to which he belonged, \nd evenlespectably connected in the State, to such a degree was popular indig.

Tn effil/'" ‘u®
pr'i®*'®®! ‘^at he was actually burntin emgy, and foiced to retire m disgrace.

About 1842, another tried his fortune, not with precisely the sameresults, for getting nothing to do, he was permitted to deparfunnoticed

self for~? h'®

far the last-two or three years after, preseld hTm

mnJl ®- ‘® He departed, not under themost favorable auspices, nor in the most respectable manner after afew months spent in idleness.
manner, alter a

timT!t"7
respectfully crave the reader’s pardon for occupying hi,ime at all, with this most hideous,eicrescence on medicine,^attd would
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not have done so, had not the position assigned it in the “Medical

History of the State” demanded for it a passing notice. We therefore

leave the disgusting and loathsome subject, and pass with pleasure to

our author’s “ incidental notice of the general plan of practice agreed

upon by most of our medical men in the treatment of some of the

maladies described in the foregoing pages”—and first, of congestive

fever.
. , ,

“ To equalize the circulation and call back the vital heat to the

surface, is the first indication, and with this view, revulsives arc applied

extensively on the external surface, strong cataplasms of mustard are

applied to the abdomen and extremities, and the more extensively the

better.”—In addition to the above. Doctor Lewis also suggests,—and

the practice, we have no doubt, is a good one,—the use of dry cupping

along the whole course of the spinal column.

“ Calomel, opium, quinine and piperine are the favorite remedies for

internal administration
;
they are used singly or variously conibined,

according to the condition of the patient, and the peculiar notions of

practitioners. If vomiting and purging exist, calomel and opium (five

grains to one) may be given every hour until quiet is restored.”

After reading the violent tirade of Doctor Lewis against the “ calomel

vial,” and the doctrines which led so strongly to its use, we were cer-

tainly not prepared for this. What
;

in congestive fever, if vomiting and

purging exists administer five grains of calomel every hour till quiet is

restored ? Now’, it will be recollected, that Doctor Lewis estimated,

that of the grave and more malignant cases, about one third prove fatal

between the second and third day,”—but many, we are assured, do not

terminate till a much later period. In a portion of the fatal cases at

least, if not in all, it is well known that quiet is not restored, till death
;

the vomiting and purging, and general restlessness, continuing to the

last hour. If then the patient live but 48 hours after the commence-

ment of treatment,—quiet not being restored in that time,—he will have

taken, by the termination of the case, no less than 240 grains of calomel.

Surely the most ultra Cookite, could desire but little more than this ;

and if perchance he ventured upon the use of larger portions, he would

scarcely dare, we think, to '‘^discharge them in such rapid succession^

We do not wish to be considered among those, who join in the “ hue

and cry” against calomel
;
but five grain doses, repeated every hour for

two or three days under the circumstances designated by our author, we

look upon, to say the least, as little short of an abuse of this valuable

and potent article.
n j i m •

In regard to venesection in congestive fever, we find the tollowing

singular and most strange paragraph.

,, In but few cases do even the most “bold and bloody,” use that

“ double-edged sword,” the lancet—that ignis fatuus theory has often

led the way to the chamber, but the murdered victim has as often risen

up in judgement.” * * * *

“ Quinine is not given in congestive fever as a stimulant to prornote

reaction. On the contrary, it is a popular and well founded impression,

that when given in adynamic diseases, in large doses, its effect is deci-

dedly sedative, and consequently prejudicial.
***** jt is there-

fore given in combination wdth stimulants.”
*****
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The author cites a case, given in a communication to him, from one
of his correspondents,—Doctor Ames,—showing the impunity with
which, under certain circumstances, large quantities of quinine may be
administered. “ I gave recently to a negro boy under twelve years of
age about fifty grains within twelve hours, without producing any deaf-
ness or ringing in his ears.” The case was one of cerebral congestive
fever, in which disease, it is the opinion of Doctor Ames that quinine is
“ tolerated as tartar-emetic is tolerated in inflammatory pneumonia, and
bleeding in encephalic inflammation.”
The following remarks relative to certain facts,—sustaining, seemingly

in a most incontrovertible manner, the doctrine of the sedative action of
quinine,—are also given from the letter of Doctor Ames. “ These
relate to cases of debility

;
either diseases of this kind, or exhaustion

from haemorrhage or protracted diseases in which the depressing effects
of bleeding or cathartics have been aided by long abstinence. In these,
quinine is always injurious, quickening the pulse and augmenting the
general debility.”

<= fa

Doctor Lewis makes some remarks relative to the early use of quinine,
and mentions the names of some gentlemen who were in the habit of
administering it in pretty decided doses, as far back as 1830. Several
Southern physicians however might be named, who made free use of it

several years anterior to this. But to whom in realiiy the credit is due,
would at the present day be a most difficult question to decide. Among
authors who practiced in malarious sections, shortly after the introduc-
tion of the Peruvian Bark into general use, we find it recommended in
doses, which would be equivalent to the doses of quinine, as given by
the judicious and guarded now

;
and in their venerable tomes also may-

be found precedents for the use of quinine, in recommendation of the for-
mer in fidl doses, in the same diseases, and under the same circumstan-
ces as those in which the latter is administered with such signal advan-
tage at the present day. “ It is questionable indeed, whether quinine is
even now more highly esteemed, than was the crude bark in times past—or its real properties better understood, than were those of the latter
by a few, more than a century ago.” Although a train of circumstan-’
ces,-—among which especially may be mentioned the exceeding popu-
larity of the doctrines of certain authors, whose views were not favora-
ble to the use of the Bark,—led for a time to its partial exclusion from prac-
tice

;
still it is but reasonable to suppose, that a number adhered to its

use, and that the practice was transmitted down from one to another, till
the discovery of the quinine, and that then the latter was adopted, by the
last few of the succession, in proportionate doses, and for similar pur-
poses, instead of the Bark.

^

The views of Doctor Lewis, we think, in regard to the action of qui-
nine, will be found somewhat peculiar ; but before remarking further on
these, we will copy some remarks relative to the treatment of pneumonia.

“ During the past two seasons ot winter and spring, we have treated
in the Marine Hospital 40 cases of pneumonia—the subjects were
mostly active robust young men, belonging to the volunteer service.—We studied the character and tendency and effect of remedies on this
disease, with no little interest. Twelve were of a remittent form—

5

pleuro-pneumonia, 10 bilious, and 13 typhoid pneumonia. In all those
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of the remittent, and a few of the bilious type, quinine was used at dif-

ferent times
;
but was beneficial, so far as we could discover, in only

three of the remittent, and very partial in these. In three of the bilious

variety the pulse was, corded and tense
;
general blood-letting was prac-

ticed in these. Cups were used in every case, but it was seldom that

the strength of the patient would permit the abstraction of blood, even

in this way. Tartar emetic was not tolerated in doses exceeding the

eighth ofa grain. Alteratives, such as calomel and Dover’s powder and

blue pill were occasionally given—expectorants were also used, and

purgatives were necessary in most of the cases. The reliable remedies

however were mustard cataplasms and poultices, after the manner
advised by Doctor Baldwin of Montgomery, and the carbonate of ammo-
nia. These were used more or less in every case, and throughout the

whole course of the disease. In 6 cases of the typhoid or continued

variety, we gave brandy in combination with ammonia, and with deci-

ded advantage. In many cases it is necessary to sustain and strengthen

the patient in his exhausting efforts at expectoration,—otherwise the im-

mense accumulation of pasty, dark colored matter, within the cavity of
the chest, would have suffocated him. Stimulants, when judiciously given,

instead of checking, materially aid expectoration, upon the ease and pro-

fuseness of which depend the life of the patient. This disease runs its

course in from eight to fourteen days, and it is dangerous to attempt to

cut it short.* Three of the forty only proved fatal.”

“ We are convinced beyond the shadow of a doubt, that had contra-

stimulants been freely used in the treatment of these cases, not one

would have recovered
;
had quinine then been given with the best

results, it should not on that account be classed among contra-stimulants

—if so, brandy, opium and ammonia are entitled to the same distinction.”

Let us, if possible,—or as near as possible,—present this in a logical

shape, and see how it will look.

Doctor Lewis thinks, (for in reality his being “ convinced” can

amount to no more than this,) that contra-stimulants used freely would

have killed all these patients. If quinine had been given with good

results, ergo, quinine is a stimulant.

Now, if the opinion of Doctor Lewis in regard to what would have

been the result of the administration of contra-stimulants in these cases,

amounted to a demonstration of the fact; and then had quinine been

used “ with the best results,” there would have been at least some ap-

pearance of legitimacy about his conclusions ;—But, to make deductions

from such shadowy premises as these, and expect them to be received ?

Why, as well might Doctor Lewis attempt to erect a towering, massive

edifice upon moon-shine, and to persuade the world that its basis had

the solidity of adamant.

Among those generally who believe that quinine is a contra-stimu-

lant, its use we think would be considered inadmissible,—or admissible

only with certain precautions and combinations,—even in “ what are

supposed to be inflammatory affections” of the thoracic viscera, in such

a prostrate condition of the system, that “ tartar emetic could not be

* Here, and in several other instances which we neglected to designate, the

italics are ours—Rev.
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tolerated in doses exceeding the eighth of a grain;” and where the
stiength of the patient would not permit the abstraction of blood with
cups. By the by, why did our author persist in cupping every one of
these forty cases, seeing that it was “ but seldom that the strength of the
patient would permit the abstraction of blood even in this way.”

* * * * “In the vicinity of the fever swamp there occasionally
occurs, in plethoric healthy emigrants, cases of continued bilious fever
attended with “ violent pain in the head and back, hot skin, and corded^
tense pulse.'''’ We have administered quinine in “ sedative doses,” in
many of these cases, and it never failed to augment all the imflammatorv
lebrile symptoms.”
Was there ever anything so wayward and perverse ? Truly Doctor

Lewis has just cause to complain of the results in his hand, in some
respects, of the use of the article under consideration. As if endowed
with the most vivid instincts, coupled with a settled mischievous perver-
sity towards him, and a determination to run counter to his inclinations
at all points

; chameleon like, taking its hue from surrounding objects,
and with Protean facility changing its character with changing circum-
stances, it “never failed to augment all the inflammatory febrile symp-
toms, in cases of a phlogistic character, where of course he would
have wished it to act as a sedative

;
while, where the action of a stimu-

lant might be desirable, “given in adynamic diseases, its effect is deci-
dedly sedative.” Will not the article have to be eventually excluded
from all rational practice, or absolutely expelled from the materia medica,
if It goes on behaving in this manner ?

“Doctor W. M. Boling has maintained ******* th^t it (qui-
nine) is contra-stimulant and highly serviceable in the treatment of
injlammatouy affections—inflammatory diseases, strictly so, are now
rare among us.” And yet Doctor Lewis has just told us, that “ during
th^e past two seasons ofwinter and spring”—in the course, it will be seen,
of not more than six months,—he had treated in pne small hospital no’
less than forty cases of pneumonia. But to proceed with our subject.“We have examined somewhat the notes of cases upon which Doctor
Boling predicates his opinions, complicated as they are, these cases can-
not be properly classed with the phlegipasiae. *********
We may be wrong and Doctor Boling right

;
be this as it may he has

too much liberality not to agree with us in the sentiment of the Poet,”

“ One man’s word is no man’s word,
Truth demands that all be heard.”

Well,—Doctor Lewis has been “ heard,” and “all” have decided
“ complicated as they are, these cases cannot be properly classed with
the phlegmasiae”—“ I am sir Oracle”

—

The subject, as regards the character of these cases, and as a conse-
quence also, any influence from them, is of course no longer open for
discussion. Doctor Lewis having set at rest and definitively settled the
question. Were it otherwise, however, we would then feel free to remark
that we had not only “ examined somewhat the notes of cases,

’’

but had scrutinized them most thoroughly, and that, though Doctor
Boling does not pretend that they all properly belong to the phlegma
siac,—(for he distinctly says in regard to them that “ some of the cases
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will be recognised as remittent fever, complicated with local affections,

while others will be recognized as local inflammations, on the conse-

quent febrile excitement of which, a malarious influence is manifested by

a periodical remittence,”*) still in every instance in which the separate

caption claims for the case an inflammatory character, we find both the

rational symptoms and physical signs of inflammation present.
^

Still we

will not say that they are “ inflammatory diseases, strictly so,” as this

would be merely placing assertion in opposition to assertion. Seiiously,

Doctor Lewis now and then seems to have a summary way of settling

matters concerning which he undertakes to treat : Another, in deciding

a question like the present, involving points of at least some practical

interest, would perhaps have given at the same time some of the reasons

upon which he based his decision. Not so our author, however, for

though, for ought we know, he may have had them “ plenty as black-

berries,”—he names not one.

We must now draw our notice of the paper before us to a close.

That we highly appreciate it, is apparent from the extent of our quota-

tions and comments, and the solicitude therein manifested to bring it

generally before the profession. We have, it is true, discovered a few

seemingly objectionable points in it, a portion of which we have pre-

sented to the reader. More might be named, and more might be said

upon them
;
but to the hypercritical, who may think we have been remiss

in the performance of our assumed duty, we would suggest that it is an

easier task in many instances to discover defects,—or what we may sup-

pose to be defects,—in the composition of another, than to produce a labor

more perfect. We can readily find an excuse for the presentation of the

paper before the society in the shape it bears, seeing that the prize was

to be awarded by a given time
;
but we must give expression to an

opinion formed, even in the perusal of the first pages.—that Doctor Lewis

has not only been guilty of great unjustice to himself, but has manifested

a want of respect to his brethren of the South,—who more especially

would be expected to feel an interest in his essay,—by thus forcing it

prematurely, “ deformed, unfinished” into the world, and presenting it

* We find the following marginal note some few pages back, ap^nded

through mistake apparently to the observations quoted from the letter of Doctor

Ames on cerebral-congestive fever,—in reference we presume to the series o

cases here alluded to, which were published in the American Journal of Medi-

cal Sciences for July, 1844—and in the Western Journal of Medicine and Sur-

gery, for September of the same year.

“ Doctor Lewis takes this method of informing his friend Doctor Boling, that

he (Doctor Lewis) would be as far from classing these diseases with the phleg-

masise, as Doctor B. would the “ unknown agent of yellow fever with reme-

dies.”* Now, the reader, who has accompanied us thus far, and has thereiore

discovered, what a way of his own has “ Doctor Lewis in some things, vve are

disposed to think, will scarcely expect that Doctor Boling would be greatly sur-

prised, even at the announcement that he (Doctor Lewis) would not class

pneumonia, pleuro-pneumonia, bronchitis, &c., among the phlegmasiae. s

the Doctor has “ changed all this,” perhaps he will tell us, where in the nosolo-

gical table he has placed diseases of this character.

* American Journal of Medical Sciences, for July, 1844. Page 44.
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before the profession, wanting shape, symmetry, and proportion. In

correrT rf"h’

•* History,” we most heartily wish, that,—

more e 1 '''J'T''®*'
!" respects,—it may form the nucleus of aore extended work on the diseases of the South, to which Doctor

Hve ih
P : and ^r the author himself, that he may

X^^on eaT.”"'"*'
longevity mark his pih

W. M. B.

<^“®nnis. Doctor in Medicineand Surgery, ^blic Professor of General and Opthalmic Surgery,
Director of the Chirurgical and Opthalmic Clinic in the UniversL ofHeidelberg, &c. &c. &c. Translated from the German, and accbm-panied with additional notes and observations. By John F South
late Professor ofSurgery to the Royal College ofSurgeons ofEngland!

PhVri
Surgeons to St. Thomas Hospital. In three volumes

Philadelphia. Lea & Blanchard. 1847.

of
''® regarded as embodying the principles and doctrinesof the German Surgeons of the present day

; and as the highest authorityon the several and multifarious subjects of which it treats.. As an evidence of the high estimation in which it is held both at home and abroadwe may state that it has already reached its sixth edition, although the
first was issued but yesterday. °

fo/Lk'l*
order,—careful arrangement and patient research

tor which our German contemporaries are so celebrated. To give some
-°P® uburacter of this work, we shall enumerate thedilmrent divistons and subdivision adopted by the author.

nder the 1st division, he treats of Inflammation in general—2nd ofsome pec^iar kinds of inflammation ;—as of erysipelas burns : frostbite boils and carbuncle. 3d, of inflammation in some special organsas inflammation of the tonsils,—of the parotid gland,—o[ the breasts—o( the urethra,—
of

the testicle,—of the muscles of the foms,—of the nai7.jmnts, of thejoints, of the synovial membranes—of the cartilages—of

anVso”on”'^'^*^*
^^^^W-joint—shoulder-joint—knee-joint.

Under the 3d devision he treats of those diseases which consist in adisturbance ofphysical connexion. 1st. Fresh solutions of continuilv—as wounds and jraclures. 2nd. Old solutions, which do not suppurate—as false joints,—hare lip,—deft in the soft palate,—old rupture of thlfemale perineum. Of those which do Jppiraie.Us uldi^lxi^^^
^ Particular,—as the atonic,

—

scorbutic,—scrofulousgoiUy-—tmpetigimous—venereal—bony ulcers or caries.
’

nJnli ;
salivary—biliary, feoscal, and artificial anus-anal fistula—urinary fistula.

3d. Solutions of continuity by changed position of parts: as disloca
ns^ ruptures—prolapses—distortions—^ih. Solutions of continuity by
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unnatural distention as in the arteries, aneurisms,—

m

the leins

varices,—in the capillary-vascular system, teleangiectasis.

3d Division—diseases dependent on the unnatural adhesion ofparts—

1, Anchrylosis oflbe joint-ends oi bones, 2, growing together andnarrouin^

of the ap^eiture of the nostrils; 3, unnatural adhesion

4 adhesion of the gums to the cheeks,—5, narrowing of the oesopliagus,

—6 closino- and narrowing of the rectum,—7, growing together and

™ing "of t prepucelB, narrowing and closing of the urethra,-

ditto of tho vao'ina and mouth ot the womb.
t .

4th Divisiol-Foreign Bodies-Ul, Foreignhodi^
3 fnio

nally into our organism—I, into the nose—2, into the

the gullet and intestinal- canal—4, into the wind-pipe 2nd, F g

bodies formed in our organism by the retention of natural

1st. Rentention in their proper cavities andreceptacles,—1, >a ula,

-2, retention of urine,-3, retention oi the fcetus m utero,—or in the

Extravasations external to the proper cavities or '’eceptacks--

1—as blood-swellings on the heads of new born children,—2, collec-

^'"‘ll^^Flretgnbldkl'resuU^^^ the accumulation of

ed Huids,-!, as lymphatic swellings,—3, dropsy ofjoints,—3, diopsy ot

the bursa mucosa,—4, water in the head—spma bifida,—o, watei m

the chest and empheyema,—b, dropsy ot the pericardium, ,
lopsy o

the bellVi—8, ditto of the ovaiy.
^ 4. j fi ' i r,

4th Foreign bodies producedfrom the concretion of secreted fluids.

4th Division—diseases which consist in the degeneration oj organic

parts, or in the production of new parts,—I, enlargement ot r

!!2 bronchoceie,-enlarged clitoris,-4, warts,—o, bunions,-6, horny

growths,—7, bony ditto.—8, fungus of the dura-mater,—J, fatty swe -

? —io, encysted swellings —11, cartilaginous bodies in joints,-12,

sareoma,—13, medullary fungus,—14, polyps,—15, cancer.

VrOivision-Los. of organic parts-1, organic replacement of

already lost parts, especially of the face, according to the layliacoziai

and Indian methods—2, Mechanical rep/acemeid—application of artifical

limbs and the like.
. ^

VII Division

—

Superfluity of organic parts,

VIII. Divisiou—Display of the elementary management of Surgical

‘’^Gclerai Surgical operations,—Bleeding,—cupping—application
of

issues—introduction of setons—amputations—resections,
&c.

The preceding arrangement is original m many lespec s
,

same tlL natural and full of suggestions to reader-No one,

an erudite German Surgeon could have arranged his subject with

order and in such strict accordance with surgical science.

Ve work comprehends three large volumes, mlh most copious m
and additions by Mr. South. Like all writers, whether in suit,eiy

the jlctice o/medicine, Mr. Chelius grapples first with >nflaminatio

afonce a perplexing and endless subject of discussion. He define,

infiaminatio^n to be “ that condition of an organized part in "'•''c'*

^
vital process and plasticily of the blood

ff'^"^^’^‘ielliit.’

is manifested by pain-redness-mcreasedtemperatuie and swelln.,.
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^helius at one step enters

ooinp witif f
since inflammation may and does exist,—we

.^.•n
of the phenomena enumerated in the preceding

ahn f'tV-
’ ^ *‘**^*® consequence whether We quarrel

2ree as m“tl
77‘°'"-f"oh such a phenomenon, provild we

thll La d
condition and alteration of the parts—the seat ofhis moibid process. Andral, with his usual originality and judgment,

OO ILl h
‘®™ "’dammation from pathological teLnol-

p, and substitute other terms more descriptive of the^ pathologicalch^ges which usually characterize certain morbid processes.
^

lo him we are indebted for an analysis of the complex phenomenawhich ordinarily mark the progress of inflammatory action.

dition oTLL'L®-'
'•'‘^rtained in regard to the true con-

ditrLenfwL . ,

l^oroughly understand the

exltencp we
may terminate. Further, we recognize its

andLLldL; a"d often check its progress
;

.p.oulX? so. pr.,«.d „old ,1.

tAeToirToncp «Pon Injlammatimi of
\uJhT’ •" TP"*'‘'‘''‘ cf disea^—Mr. Che-

subject ^HrLv’s'iLLr^’^ -client advice on thesubject. He says that the various parts of which the joints consist

“Ln:reL:fr‘L^®'“"®" theS:,rL"
tion We Leal’

g‘-®dually drawn into participa-^ »Peak ophe ligameiite and synovial membrane, the Lrtilaaes

mti uLrg? ‘'.t
.trucLSm:

Stitts, "“>"“‘1 »“ -o

-StS'Sr “I ‘o P'“l"ood too ™tio«. am,,
cause^-as Lon

the eflhcts of cold-fvom constitutional

cutaLous erfpLnf
‘'® -b'ocession of certain

^ ft'ceived too little attention from American

Ld nicelv
complex in structure, delicately organizedand nicely arranged, the joints are subject to a great variety of affection «

ZjoL:^ 'tw Tl®"®" ®"'^S in'tLLrtfLnLf
J . How often, in proof of this, do we see “ living and movinp-”

S™L f !l“^®''
to or neglect of the diseases of thejoints

, constantly we encounter in the streets a poor cripnle crutch in

looS'adraTc dima,. novp

'“i »

Si’.' : i“rrs ‘r; p4i.sss .» “i

thpfL ®i
‘be capsular membranes are closely allied in
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closed sack—secreting a serous fluid which serves to lubricate the

articulattng surfaces and favor the gliding of one ^ody “ver that of

another The fibrous structure of the joints is also the se

peculiar kind of inflammation usually called articular rheumatism. I

Ts as obstinate as painful and often assumes a chronic form, especially

“l‘n'acum inflammafmn of the ligaments of the articulations, we have

usually severe pain, especially on the slightest motion or pressure , it is

X atSd with heL and a sense of fatigue, almost amounting to

actual pain. Occasionally it is accompanied with considerable swed mg,

of an elastic feel, of a dark reddish hue, ^nd mtolerent ^ ^
Tn this state of the parts, the limb is usually flexed,—the pam extenus

to the flexof and eVnsor teudons,-attended with considerable febrile

excitementlfuired.tongue-head.ache and the usual concomitants of

fever If the inflammatory action be not arrested, it soon extends to he

svnovial sack and finally to the cancellated structure of the heads of the

hones themselves. Then the work of destruction sets m,—softening^

the cartilages—thickening and other alterations of the synovial tissue

with dSgration of the%piphyses of the bones-a state of things gen-

‘"'t'u'inThfltly stage of the affection that the treatment to be su^

lSlt7e\Ta"ln bfe'^of ^ paflenflAhV^nlal be

must be
depletion wit considerable purgation in

'^^mlcaselwill speedily prepare the parts for other modes of treatment.

^Nothtg Ist 7s a largely.blister over the entire jomt-

it should be larae enough to envelope both ends of the bones ;
and as

soon as one blfster heals, another should follow over the same spot-

and so on until all soreness and pain on motion of the joint

“'rTwe have reason to believe that the joint-inflammation is allied to or

connected with a scrofulous constitution—local depletion must b®

civ used • and blisters will prove, in a large number of cases, positii ely

WfuA the pain Lnd prolonging ‘b® inflammation

'“Kiir .li. .«on T''” rtviiiS
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We may, for this purpose, use Zittman’s decoction,—the hydriodate

potassa, and the usual anti-syphilitic class of medicines.

It will be utterly impossible to even glance at the great variety of mat-

ter contained in the three large volumes before us. Much that it con-

tains is already familiar to the reading American surgeons. The book

is German both in matter and manner—none the worse for all that.

—

Take it as a system of surgery, it is quite practical and equal to any of

the present day. Professor South, the English Translator, has added as

much as the original text contains. His notes consists partly in extracts

taken from the ablest authors of past and the present times, and partly

in personal experience and observation.

We shall conclude this brief and imperfectly written notice, by advis-

ing those who wish to learn the theoretical and practical part of surgery,

to buy and study Chelius. It treats of every variety of surgical disease,

and in a style at once clear and concise.

. A. H.

III.—Lectures on the Principles and Practice of Physic, delivered at

King^s College, London. By Thomas Watson, M. D., etc. etc. etc.

Third American, from the last London Edition, revised with additions.

By D. Francis Condie, M. D., Secretary to the College of Physu
dans. Author of a Treatise on Diseases of Children. Philadelphia.

Lee & Blanchard. 1847. /

We have received from the Publishers the third American edition of

Watson’s great work, on the Principles and Practice of Medicine. To
say that it is the very best work on the subject now extant, is but to echo

the sentiments of the medical press thoughout the country !

Until this work made its appearance, books on the practice of medi-

cine were little else than a prosy detail of the symptoms of disease,

backed by a half empirical and half rational practice.

Here, we have our knowledge of disease posted up to the latest dates
;

all the recent discoveries made in the different departments of our sci-

ence are applied with a master’s hand to the elucidation and cure of

disease. As this work has already been noticed at some length in a
former number of this Journal, we shall conclude our notice, by recom-

mending every practitioner and student throughout our country, to read

attentively Watson’s Lectures on the Principles Practice of MedU
cine.^^

A. H.
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EXCERPTA.

1—A Course of Lectures on the Physical Phenomena of Living Bodies. De-
livered in the university of Pisa. By Professor Matteucci, F. R. S.

(Translated for The Lancet, by S. J. Goodfellow, M. D., Lond., late Physician to

the Cumberland Infirmary.)

LECTURE I.

Gentlemen ;—I never before felt so diffident of my own powers as I do
now, when I am about to perform the duty which has been imposed on me, of
delivering a course of lectures upon the Physical Phenomena of Living
Bodies. But while I feel the difficulty of such an undertaking, I also hope that

my efforts may be rewarded by the advantages you may derive from them.
In fact, this is perhaps the first time that such a course of lectures has been in-

troduced into medical studies
;
there is no book which treats of this subject

:

the elementary principles are, indeed, scattered here and there, but they have
never been considered in that light which is the most favorable to their de-
velopment.

If, at the commencement of every course of instruction, the teacher endea-
vors to give an exact definition of the science under consideration, to show its

limits and its objeet
;
in one word, to trace a plai\ or programme, certainly the

necessity for these preliminaries was never more apparent than in the present
instance.

Living bodies possess the general properties of all natural substances. The
most extravagant vifalist has never dreamt of denying that living organized
matter is extended, impenetrable, divisible, and porous. How can we believe

that heat, electricity, light, and chemical affinity, act upon these bodies in a
manner entirely different to that in which they are observed to act upon other
natural bodies ?

In some highly esteemed works on physiology, you will find tables of the
difference, or rather of the opposing properties, supposed to exist between or-

ganized and inorganized bodies. I should find it a long and useless discussion

to demonstrate that many of these pretended differences are of little or no
value. Animals and vegetables increase by intussusception^ minerals by juxta-

position ;
or, in other words, in tha first, growth takes place by internal juxta-

position ;
in the latter, by external

;
and that^because organized bodies conceal

in their interior the dissolved elements of new formations, while, on the con-
trary, these elements are external to inorganized bodies.

During life there is a continual struggle between the physical and vital

forces, and death is the triumph of the former over the latter. But is this suf-

ficient to prove that vital and physical forces are essentially distinct and op-
posed in their mode of action ? Would it be correct to say that the different
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parts which, united, form one arch, are endowed with a force opposed to that

of gravity, merely because they do not fall ?

Organized living bodies, like all others in nature, are, as I have said, ex-

tended, impenetrable, divisible, porous. Plunge them into water, or any other

fluid, and they will imbibe, such, for instance, as pounded glass, porous bodies,

and those formed of capillary tubes. This property of living bodies is of the

greatest importance. In a great number of animals, life can be suspended for

a long time with impunity, but on the application of water, which they have
the ppwer of imbibing, they retrn to active life, and reacquire its move-
ments. Who is not acquainted with the beautiful experiments of our illus-

trious countryman, Spallanzani, upon the rotiferous animals ? Look at a
tendon, a membrane, which, as I show you, is hard and horny, appearing never
to have formed a part of an organized body ; yet if we plunge it into water,

you will perceive that, according to its imbibing power, it will become moist,

supple, elastic, and enabled to perform, in the living body, the functions which
belong to it.

All living bodies, as well as all others in nature, are endowed with elas-

ticity, For example : I can, at will, stretch or compress, more or less, apiece
of intestine or artery. If I open this cock attached to the trachea, you per-

ceive that the lung falls upon itself, whilst it swells and becomes dilated again,

if I force air into it. You cannot, therefore, believe that these different organs
can perform their respective functions, without the elasticity of the pulmonary
parenchyma, and that of the intestine and artery. Let it be destroyed, and the

functions will cease, or at least be altered.

Gravity acts upon the solid, liquid, and gaseous parts of living bodies, in the

same manner as upon all others which exist or are found in Nature. We can-
not explain the functions of respiration and absorption, if we do not consider
the physical properties of the solids, liquids, and gases of the economy, and
their conditions of equilibrium.

If you apply a sufficient degree of heat to an organized body, you will see
the gas disengaged, the vapor of water escape, and carbon and hydrogen burn
in the air, producing carbonic acid and water. If the first application of heat
often hardens organic substances, and shrivels them, instead of dilating and
liquefying them, as ordinarily happens to inorganic bodies, you certainly can-
not attribute this difference to vital action, since life has been long extinct when
these phenomena take place.

All these effects are caused by the particular structure and chemical prop-
erties of the elements of which these tissues are composed. In fact, organized
bodies, submitted to the action of heat, first lose the water which they contain

;

and this effect begins in the part exposed to the greatest heat. The substance
then rolls itself up in the form of a horn, like a sheet of paper moistened on
one side, in such a manner that the longest side occupies the convexity of its

new shape.

These organic bodies often contain albumen, which co-agulates by heat.

Their elements separate in the gaseous state, and form more simple combina-
tions, which are consequently more lasting.

I’he electricity of tension pervades organized bodies, and spreads through
them with more or less facility, according to their different degrees of humidity.
If the spark passes through them, it volatilizes, burns, and reduces them to
ashes. If the electric current passes through the fluids of living bodies, it de-
composes their salts—the acids are collected at one pole, the bases at the other.
Albumen coagulates at the positive pole, where are yielded the oxygen, and a
frothy liquid acid. Hydrogen goes to the negative pole, with a liquid alkali.

Every one knows that rays of light, traversing the humors of the eye, deviate
from a right line by diverging and converging, according to the different density
of the humors, and the form of the parts which contain them, in the same man-
ner as in an optical instrument. I would add, that the elements which com-
pose living bodies always obey the general laws of affinity. A chemist can
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detect and separate them by the ordinary method of analysis. Treat them

with chlorine, bromine, or iodine, and hydrogen will be the first element which

is separated, and combines with these metalloides to form hydracids. All

oxidizing action will convert organic matter into acids. Are we justified in

concluding from this that all the phenomena presented by living bodies can be

explained by the general properties which they exhibit in common with other

natural substances, merely by the action of the great physical forces—heat,

light, electricity, and attraction ? Such a conclusion would be as far from the

truth as that of those who deny these general properties to living bodices, and

who regard them as altogether beyond the influence of physical agents.

Examine these phenomena of living bodies, which, if I may use the expres-

sion, are the most physical or chemical, and you will see a considerable dif-

ference in the mode of action of physical and chemical agents, when acting up-

on organized matter
;
a difference which is inexplicable in the present state of

our knowledge of the laws which govern these forces. Do not even the phen-

omena of vision, which may be called entirely physical, present peculiarities

which have not hitherto been explained ? If the latest discoveries of science

enable us to explain the distinctness of vision at all instances, and the absence

of colored fringes, how can we explain by physical laws the perception of an

object as single and in its natural position, from a double and reversed image ?

Why can we not say that hearing and voice are simply the effects of particu-

lar vibrations of the air, propagated through solids, according to the general

laws of acoustics ? Science can give no completely satisfactory answer to

all these questions.

The chemical action of light which decomposes carbonic acid, carries the

carbon, under the form of new combinations, into the interior oi vegetables,

disengages the oxygen, and produces such combinations as the most powerful

chemical affinities are unable to effect, is certainly different from that which

decomposes certain oxides and metallic chlorides, which can be effected by the

weakest chemical action.

If you direct the electric current upon the nerves of any living animal, the

singularity of the phenomena exhibited will convince you of the immense dif-

ference which exists in the effects of the great forces of nature, upon living

and organized bodies and upon those which are inorganic and dead.

What is, then, the cause of these great differences in the mode of action of

physical agents upon living bodies and upon other natural bodies ? Here is a

question of primary importance, to which the present state of science does not

permit us to reply with certainty. Let us not, however, abandon the analogies

which are offered to us by physics. A ray of light which passes obliquely

through a piece of glass, or a body of water, leaves the right line
;

if, on the

contrary,, it meets with a crystal of carbonate of lime, it is divided into two

rays, each of which deviates in a different degree. The reason of the differ-

ence of these phenomena is the difference of physical structure which exists

between glass and crystalized carbonate of lime, and perhaps also between the

chemical nature of their molecules. But no doubt these modifications of the

ray of light are more owing to the diversity of structure, or to the peculiarity

of the molecules, than to the difference of chemical composition. We know

that glass acts differently upon the rays of light, when it is more or less com-

pressed on different sides, without any change in its chemical composition.

Who could confound an organized with an inorganic body ? In these groups

of closed vesicles, of different dimensions, united and disposed in an irregular

manner, there is certainly something essentially different to a mass of polyhe-

dral particles, united in a crystal. To say, with some microscopical observers,

that organization is crystalization effected in a liquid by which the first crystals

formed can be imbibed, is equivalent to admitting that the structure of a stalac-

tite is the same with that of the parenchyma of the lung and the liver.

Molecules, composed of not less than three elements, in each of which a

great number of elementary atoms enter, necessarily form chemical systems.
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the aainities of waicli duTer from those possessed by molecules composed tren-
eraily of two elements, and in which the number of elementary atoms is sn?all

;

and It ordinary chemical action shows us that combinations become more feeblem proportion as the number of elementary atoms is increased, it explains thetendency of organized bodies to resolve themselves into more simple combina-

rZVn Z furnishes many examples of this tendency in somecompound inorganic bodies, the composition of which bears a great analogywith .orne org-anic bodies
;
yet this must not induce us to admit that the laws

of lifb'^^W
sufficient to explain exactly the chemical phenomena

^ructurP^ 1

- '' ^ ^ organization and molecular

nhvfipT
occasion great modifications in the action of differentphysical and chemical agents.

‘lay increases the number of a particu-

he nlT
^ phenomena, the explanation of which cannot be given on

of contact, or to thW of acatal}tical na ure. In the greatest number of these actions, we remark that abody, ordinarily m very small quantity, causes, without undergoing any modi-heat,on itself, some considerable transformations, either of chLical cLpos -
tion or pii.vsical properties, in other combinations. In this cateirory of phrao-

berTf °r
fe'^ent^tion- We shall see that the^ num-ber of these catalytic actions m living bodies is immense. We can produce

biS nlali'"

lyoratoi-ies
; they are of the same nature as those which theblack platina powder exerts upon a mixture of hydrogen and oxyo-en, and sil-ver scattered on oxygenated water.

I should here notice a fact of some importance relative to our subiect andof which, by and by, I shall have to speak more at length. The cellule is cer-tainly the elementary organ, or the molecule of organic bodies. We can now
endosmose, (occasioned en-

iVhp
physical forces,) the mechanism of life of thislittle cell, and render an account of the manner in which the materials of itsnutrition can penetrate it, while others are eliminated. We constantly meet

exnlZ f physiological facts of which endosmose furnisLs theexplanation. We may also add, and are able fully to demonstrate it that

of ?h
’ ^^ectncity are produced in the interior of living bodies, by the

IZZi Z P^y®*co-chemical actions as those which take place in inor-

fhe aid^nf ?I1
attended with the same results. But can we hope, bythe aid of all these facts, and analogies, that we shall be permitted to arrive Itthe complete explanation of all the phenomena of living bodies ? At the nres

neL examine its\id-

th7t
physical force it can be explainedthat the blood which is carried to an organ forms bile and urine. How Ln we’m having resource to the play of chemical affinities, even modified as muclTrs

W the particular structure of organs, and even alSby the ac ions of contact- will not say comprehend-but even have a gHmpse

f

which the different organs effect the separation and tranfforma!
t on of the constituent parts of the blood, in which all the organic elementsare mixed, partly suspended, partly dissolved, and of which therl must be con-

of nerves, glneXnf
"

We must conclude from this,

—

S rtf:irt;,fnatr.’ or ov?r!

t„!;- I**®
agents-heat, light, electricity, molecular attractraction—act upon living as upon all other bodies in nature; and tha' their ac^n^must of necessity interfere in the production of functions peculiar to tho.se

64
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3 That these forces, when exerted upon organized matter, sometimes

modify their general mode of action ;
and that this modification is owing to a

difference of structure and chemical composition of organized bodies.

I That tore are, moreover, in living bodies, phenomena which are termed

vital* that these are numerous, and ot the highest importance , ,

p^lse’nt state of science, we cannot understand how the P 7
-“'

when modified in their action by the organism, can ^
tinn This is the reason why there exists a study, a science, which has tor

object the physico-chemical phenomena of living bodies; like as

Smental physiology. The intimate and necessary connexion is found m

the third class^of facts which wB have pointed out. The organization

lliraction of physical agents, and the ‘study of these modifications tefiuires he

combination of physical and experimental physiology. Let us not forg

we have formed^a fourth class ot phenomena of living bodies, which ^
limed vital. I have said vital phenomena, and not vital iorces, and in fact

that force which rules the wonderW

system of the celestial mechanics attraction, or attractive force, his name

viould long since have fallen into oblivion; but in

traction is exerted in a direct ratio to the masses, in an inverse latio to ttie

IquaTel of the distance, and revealing the eternal, the unchangeable laws ot

this force he has rendered his name immortal.
^

To “^peak of vital forces, to give their definition, to interpret phenomena y

their aSJtance and to be ign^nt of the laws which govern these supposed

forces is to say nothing, or, that which is worse, it is to satisfy the mmd to no
forces, IS to say noiuig,

,
^ th^ hver separates the

Kents oftfe means of tJvital force, is to -Y

than that the bile is formed in the liver. By this change o i 5

the end at which it seemed necessary

to arrive in the study of to phenomena of living bodies, which brings us back

Z to ks anllysis in the examination of the physico-chemical phenomena of

these todi“, of their organization, of the modifications which tins organiza-

tion exerts in the general action of physical agents, and last.y, the search afte

the laws of phenomena purely vital, which up to the

I hope I have succeeded in determining what are the
“"f*

f

to imnose upon ourselves in the vast extent of physiology, and what part ot

this we ought to study under the title of physico-chemical plienomena of living

bodies The oeneral principles I have just unfolded ought to be sufficient to

mate you estirnate th^r importance for understanding the function of living

bodies!^ In these lectures, I propose to myself another end no less iin^^^^^^^^^

it is to introduce in the exposition of physiological facts, and in tiie 11 v g

t o^ofS lLws, that precision of language, that exactness of expression

that rifforous method, which are too often set aside in the study of ph} siolo^y

Ind Stoe,“hich have hitherto been almost exc usively the distinctive
and meaicme, ana w

^ towards this object,

howUer trivial ^it may seem at first, will certainly prove ol p^eat
^

physiology. It will fead to a certain conquest, because it w 1
1 ^

o7a sSate acquaintance with the science of organization the basis of whidr

will be established and supported by the physical^
are almost complete, and every proposition of which has been iig y

monstrated.

LECTURE 11.

Molecular Attraction.— Capillary Attraction.—Imbibition.

Every one knows that a living body can only continue 1"“;

ducing new substances into its system. These substances, foi P
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solid, are transformed and reduced to a liquid state, by means of certain func-
tions ol the organism

; under this form, they penetrate into particular cavities,
Irom which, alter undergoing other transformations, they are afterwards ex-
peiied. We have seen, in the first lecture, that the porosity of the tissues of
living bodies allows them to be imbued and penetrated by the liquids with
\vhich they are m contact. We could not, then, give a satisfactory account of
tne pnenomena of absorption and exhalation, without regarding the influence
ot capillary attraction, imbibition, and endosmose—phenomena which we al-
ready hnow to be exercised by inorganic bodies.

The importance of studying these two functions is so great, that I intend to
devote the whole of this lecture to the examination of the purely physical
phenomena of capil ary attraction and imbibition, in order to make you ableto^dge what part they play in the functions of absorption and exhalation.

loconhne myself to a simple announcement of facts, I will introduce here,under the form of propifsitions, the principal conclusions from the observation
of capillary phenomena.

1st When a body is pknged into a liquid, the latter is either depressed or
elevated, and, according to the one or the other, it presents, at the point of con-
tact with the solid, a convex or a concave surface. In the first case, the body
IS said to be wet, as when glass is immersed in water

; and in the second, it isnot so, as when glass is placed in mercury.
2nd When two bodies are placed in a liquid, the latter is either raised or de-

pressed between them, according as they have been moistened or not by the
liquid, and It is necessary, for this, that the bodies should be so near to each
otnei, as that the two curved surlaces formed by the liquid should touch. The
eleva ion or depression of the liquid, above or below its level, is in an inverse
ratio to the distance between the two bodies.

3rd. If a glass tube, open at both ends, be plunged into a liquid, the latternses or falls, and this effect is the more considerable, the smaller the diameter
of the tuoe. If the elevation or depression which takes place in a cylindricaltube be compared with that between two slips of glass which are placed at adistance from each other, equal to the diameter of the tube, it will be seen that

tube is twice as great as that between the

ft ifdpnvp^
J'^heres to the glass, or wets it

; on the contrary,
It IS depieosed m the tube, if the liquid is not capable of wettino- it. In a tubeof one millimetre==^ in diameter, water rises thirty millimetres,“mercury is de-
pressed thirteen millimetres.

5 j

It will readily be admitted, that capillary action must exercise great influ-ence upon the functions of animal and vegetable tissues, if we reflect that thevacuities the interstices, and capillary tubes of these tissues, are from -_i_
^ millimetre in diameter. ^ “ 0

surface of the raised liquid, and the convexity of that

Wili^be wbich

5th. A drop of water introduced into a conical tube of glass, plainly resorts

largest paT'’
contrary, is carried to its

6th. The phenomena which have engaged our attention are entirely inde-pendent of the VO ume of the solid body which is plunged into the liquid con-sequently the thickness of the walls of the capillary tube exercises no ’influ-ence upon their action.
no innu-

7 th. These phenomena take place freely also in air at ordinary pressure or

s'fh
"
A'lfr H f'f "-e select

fufnth thi moistened,

* A millimetre is one-twenty-sixth of an English inch.
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9th For with the same liquid, and in the samotubo, tliG CiCvation or depres-

Bion of the column diminishes according to the temperature of the liquid

10th. The elevations and depressions are independent ot the density oi the

liquid.
’

Thus, if we represent by 100 the elevation of water in a tube, that ot

alcohol will be 40, that of the essence of lavender, 37, and that of a saturated

solution of sea salt, 88.
• ^ <

11th. Two bodies floating upon a liquid within a certain distance, are a -

tracted towards each other, and unite, provided that both are capable of being

moistened, or that both are not so. They appear to be repelled il only one be

moistened. It is according to this principle that we exp am the tendency ot

light bodies, which float on water, to be attracted towards the walls ot the ves-

sels which contain them.

12th. Whatever be the height to which a liquid is raised, it never escapes at

the upper aperture of the capillary tube. This is a necessary consequence ot

the result, which we have already stated. In fact, it^will be sufficient to re-

flect that the surface of the liquid column in the tube is always concave, and

this is why, if we add sufficent water in one of th§sp arms of a capillary tube

bent upon itself to make the surface of the column' at first horizontal, and then

convex, we And the surface of the liquid column in the other arm remaining

always concave, and at a level more elevated than the first. Whenever the

surface becomes contex, the force of capillary depression is exerted. You

must not believe that the water which flows from a wick of cotton, saturated

with this liquid, one end of which is held downwards, is occasioned by capil-

larity, because it is only necessary to suspend it horizontally, and the escape

^^Fcannot enlarge upon these phenomena so as to give the tlreory, which falls

entirely within the sphere of the highest mathematical analpis. The ’’^^ults

of the observations which I have already cited are sufficient to prove that

these phenomena depend upon that force which we term molecular attraction,

or the force which is exerted among molecules, and ceases to act as soon as

they are separated by the smallest distance.
,

To avoid all false application of capillary phenomena to the animal economy,

we must not forget that a space completely filled with liquid is incapable of

exertino- any capillary action
;
that the action of a tube upon liquid is owing,

less to the material of which the tube is composed than to the nature of the

liquid with which its internal surface is moistened ;
and lastly, that it is never

by the agency of capillary action that liquids escape at the superior opening

of the tubes in which they are raised.
. . , n r

The phenomena of imbibition, of hygroscopicity, &c., are generally of the

same nature as the preceding, and they depend upon the same force. A piece

of su^ar, a cotton wick, a tube of sand, cinders, or saw-dust, placed in contact

with water, or with any other liquid which wets them, quickly draws the

liquid throuuh all their mass—that is to say, becomes saturated with them.

This is also the case with certain tissues, cartilages, and tendons, which, if

dried, and then plunged in water, regain, in a short time, all the properties

which they possessed during life. This effect is produced by the water which

* they absorb. The same thing happens in the remarkable instance of the ro i-

ferous animalcule, which is restored to life and motion when placed m contact

with a drop of water. These phenomena of imbibition are also observed m

the filtration of liquids. When a liquid holds in suspension some so id part^

cles, we see them separate from it, and rest upon the filter, while the hq

poaks into its substance. When a drop of chocolate, or ink, falls upon cloth

or filterino- paper, it produces a dark spot, surrounded by a zone less deeply

colored ^The^same effect is observed when the blood is diffused m the cellular

tissue under the skin ;
the serum is carried to the margin of the stain, and

eeparated from the coloring matter.

Amono- the phenomena of imbibition, we must first consider the fo

heeion bSween the liquid and the surfaces of the solid particles, afterwards
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the action of capillarity, properly so called, seeing that in sugar, or a mass of
sand or ashes, and in organized tissues, there certainly exist extremely minute
cavities, which ramify in their interior more or less tortuously.
The phenomena of imbibition merit a more attentive study than they have

hitherto received. I will give you the results of some experiments which I

Imve made upon this subject with Protessor Cima. I should have wished to do
it at greater length. Some glass tubes, about two centimetres (about four-
fifths of an English inch) in diameter, were filled with white sand, which had
been passed through a very tine sieve. The extremity, which was plunged in
water, was closed by a piece of cloth tied round the tube. The precaution
was first taken ot drying the sand by means of a water-bath and then intro-
ducing it by the upper part of the tube, taking care not to shake it when full,

in order that the mass of sand should not be unequally compressed. Six tubes
thus prepared were plunoed at the same time into six different liquids, of the
temperature of 12® centigrade, (73® Fahr.) The action of imbibition con-
tinued to raise the liquids in the tubes for ten hours

;
it was rapid at first, bnt

always proceeded more slowly, according as it approached the limits at which
it ceased. Each tube was plunged about half a centimetre (quarter of an Eng-
lish inch) in the liquid, and care was taken to replace the fluid occasionally,
so as to preserve a uniform depth in each vessel.

Subjoined is a table, showing the highest elevation attained by the different
fluids. All the saline solutions were of the same density—IQo of the aerom-
eter of Baume.

.
Millimetres.

Solution of carbonate of soda 85
Solution of sulphate of copper
Serum

^

'

70
Solution of carbonate of ammonia ...... 62
Distilled water gO
Solution of marine salt

White of egg, mixed with an equal quantity of water . . 35

This table shows how imbibition takes place in different degrees in various
liquids. In thick solutions of gum, in boiled starch, or in oil, there is scarcely
any imbibition. It is also very small in concentrated saline solutions, and in
all those liquids which hold in suspension very minute solid particles. In the
last case, imbibition produced a kind of filtration. This phenomenon of im-
bibition in solutions which contain very small solid molecules, suspended in
the liquids, may be of great value for the purpose of appreciating the different
properties of blood according to its density. In certain maladies, its den-
sity and viscidity are much diminished

;
and in these cases, serous infiltrations

take place, such as are observed by the same causes from great losses of bloodWe shall presently find that alcohol, ether, water, and aqueous solutions, in-
troduced into the stomach of living animals, disappear, but after different iriter-
vals of time

;
oil remains there a very long period.

It will, perhaps, be of some importance to compare alcohol at 36o Baume
and distilled water, by means of tubes filled with sand, pounded glass and
saw-dust. Witness the elevations that I have obtained :

’

Tube with sand. Tube of pounded glass. Tube filled with saw-dust
Alcohol, 85mm. 175mm. 125mm.
Water, 175mm. 182mm, 60mm.
In examining these results, it is very evident that the alcohol is raised less

than the water m the sand and in the powdered glass. This ao-rees with
what took place in the capillary tube.

^

I also plunged into water two tubes, the first of which contained double asmuch pounded glass as the second, with the following results
In the first tube the water was raised 170mm.

; in'’ the second, 107mm It
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is not easy to give an explanation of tlie relative heights in the two tubes
;
anti

yet it is natural that the water should rise higlier in the tube which contained

the double quantity, if we reflect upon the greater extent of solid surface for

attracting the water, and to the much smaller diameter of the capillary cav-

ities.

This phenomenon of imbibition is constantly witnessed, and under a great

number of circumstances, in animal and vegetable tissues. These, being abun-

dantly furnished with minute spaces and caj)illary tubes, very readily imbibe

and absorb the solutions with which they are in contact. This is what takes

place in the cellular tissue, and in the parenchyma of the lungs : the opposite

elfect is observed in the e})idermis.

I have also made it a subject of investigation, whether any difference in the

phenomena of imbibition is produced by temperature. Two tubes prepared

with sand were equally plunged into water : the temperature of one was 55‘^

cent., of the other, 15'^ cent. The results obtained were as follows :

—

Elevation after TO seconds. Elevation after 11 minutes.

Tube at 55® cent. 10mm. 175mm.
Tube at 15° cent. 6mm. Timm.

The influence of temperature upon the degree of imbibition is, it will be

seen, very considerable. It is also known that in animals, absorption, either

by the skin, or in the internal structures, is more active in proportion to the

heat of the solution.

I am convinced that imbibition goes on with equal intensity when the sur-

rounding air is saturated with moisture, and when it is dry. Another result,

no less remarkable, is observed, that the imbibition of sand, ashes, and saw-

dust, goes on as well under the exhausted receiver of an air-pump as in the

open air. No difference was perceived in the height of a column of water at

the end of ten minutes; the only peculiarity observed was, that imbibition pro-

ceeded more rapidly in vacuo than in air, in the first few seconds.

It may be asked, whether by the action of imbibitinn a liquid may rise to

any height. It would appear, at first sight, that a column of sand, ashes, or

any other powder, plunged at one end into a liquid, the level of which was al-

ways maintained, would carry the liquid to any height by the force of imbibi-

tion, till the whole column were saturated. In fact, if we consider separately

the action of each of the layers which form the column, we may conceive that

after the imbibition of the first layer in contact with the liquid, the particles of

the layer immediately above it will take from the first part of its water, and

that the first will again take from the fluid mass as much as it has lost. By
repeating this reasoning for all the successive layers of the column, we may
conclude that each of them takes the same quantity of fluid as if it acted

alone ;
and thus if we suppose the level of the water constant, the column,

however long it be, ought to be entirely saturated. But experience does not

confirm this reasoning : flie fluid rises rapidly at first—then the motion slackens,

and after gaining a certain elevation, its stops. This effect cannot be attri-

buted to the evaporation which takes place in the higher layers of the column

;

for water rises in a column of sand to exactly the same height in an atmos-

phere saturated with aqueous vapor as in dry air. I am not able to account

for this limit of imbibition, except by admitting the existence of little canals

reaching along the whole length of the column of powder, and, in conse-

quence, capillary action will intervene, as well as the adhesion of the liquid

to the surface of the grain of sand. *

It is impossible not to perceive that imbibition plays a great part in the move-

ment of the juices of plants, and in the phenomena of the capillary circulation

of the blood of animals. In another lecture, we shall see that living plants

* Might not the force of gravity of the imbibed fluid counterbalance, in this case,

that of imbibition?

—

Translator.
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and animals having some one part plunged into a saline solution, the presence
of which is easily recognised by means of re-agents, are quickly penetrated
by it throughout. It will be sufficrent for me to mention the experiments of
Hales, and those more recently made by Boucherie

;
the latter has seen a pop-

lar, ninety-two feet high, absorb by the trunk, in six days, the enormous quan-
tity of sixty-six imperial gallons of a solution of pyro-lignite of iron.

I will here relate the experiments made by Hales to measure what he calls

the force of aspiration of powdered bodies, and stems of trees—phenomena in
which imbibition plays an important part. This experimenter furnished him-
self with a large tube of glass, closed at the upper end, and filled with ashes
or with minium, reduced to. a fine powder. A cork was fitted in the open end,
in the middle of which a narrow tube of glass was fixed, three or four feet in
length. This second tube was filled with water, and quickly inverted over
mercury. The mercury soon rose, and gained an elevation of several inches.
In one experiment, Hales saw it rise seven inches, which is equal to a column
of water of eight feet.

If the tube, full of ashes, is replaced by the stems of a tree, or, better still,

if the branch of a tree is tied to a glass tube, filled with water, and inverted
over mercury, the latter will rise, as in the proceeding experiments with the
powders. Hales regarded this phenomenon as depending upon a force which
he called the force of aspiration.

Here are some experiments which explain these facts in a simple and satis-
factory manner. It is easy to show that the ascent of the mercury equally
takes place in two tubes prepared like those of Hales, but yet differing from
them, in having one tube filled with ashes, open at the top, and the other
closed. And yet it must be observed, that this result will not be obtained if the
column of ashes be short, or if this were less filled. I have also made the fol-
lowing observations with a similar apparatus to that observed by Hales. I
fluted a tube of lead with clay, to that of glass containing the powder; by
means of this I could easily extract the air which was above the ashes. At
the moment when the column of mercury began to rise I made a vacuum, and
not orily did the mercury not go doum, but it even continued to rise. It is then,
indubitable, that the ashes form a partition above the column of water, which
exactly performs the office of the closed tube. In fact, Hale’s apparatus is a
barometer. In another experiment, at the moment when the mercury rose, I
covered the whole with the receiver, and made a vacuum

;
at that instant the

mercury fell again entirely. I have witnessed the same phenomena, by sub-
stituting, for the tube filled with ashes, a stem of a tree, having leaves attached
to it. If I introduce the superior part of this stem into a ball from which I
have withdrawn the air, the mercury continues to rise

;
but, on the contrary,

it immediately falls again if I form a vacuum on the vessel containing the
mercury. We must conclude from this, that that which Hales called the force
of aspiration, is merely the action of a barometer, that whether the column of
ashes, or the leaves and trunk of a tree, form the upper closed part of a ba-
rometer, the water penetrates the ashes of the vegetable tissue, by imbibition,
and the atmospheric pressure gradually forces up the liquid.

’

We must, however, remark a very curious fact which takes place when we
use the branch of the tree, as in all the other experiments of Hales, that the
column of water continues to ascend, which would lead to the conclusion, that
the vapor of water is exhaled by the leaves without these ceasing to act as the
closed tube of a barometer. It would appear that Magnus obtained the same
result in closing by a membrane the upper part of the tube

;
and as already

stated, the water continued to ascend
;
but it is probable that the phenomenon

becomes after a little time, less manifest, and ultimately ceases, in conse-
quence of the disorganization which takes place as well ‘in the membranes as
in the leaves.

I will not leave this subject without relating some experiments made for the
purpose of producing, by the simple play of the capillary forces, and of mole-
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cular attraction the effects of chemical affinity. If we reflect, that a liquid of

whatever kind it be, is constantly raised to the same height in a capillary tube

;

that during the imbibition there is more or Jess evolution of heat, as the experi-

ments of l^ouillet prove; and what is more, that there is, according to Bec-

querel, a disengagement of electricity
;
and lastly, that capillary attraction is

only exerted at very limited distances, and between the molecules of bodies,

—

we must admit that this force combines the nrincipal characters of chemical

affinity. We know the beautiful remark of Dobeirheiner, that when a mix-

ture of water and alcohol is enclosed in a vessel, and exposed to the air, the

water alone escapes. In this case the water is imbibed by the membrane more

readily than the alcohol, and is dissipated by evaporation. Another fact, more

conclusive, is that mentioned by Berzelius, that salt water, in its transit through

a long tube of sand, flows away, more or less completely deprived of its salt.

I have confirmed this experiment by means of a’tube filled with sand, of about

eight metres (twenty-six feet) in length, and I found that the density of the

water, introduced at the superior office of the tube, was to that of the liquid

flowing from it as 1:0.91 ;
but I should add, that this difference of density is

not constantly in this proportion, for after a "certain time the saline solution is

as dense at its exit from the tube as it was when introduced : which proves that

the decomposition of the solution takes place during the first action of contact

between it and the particles of sand. I obtained an opposite result by employ-

ing a solution of carbonate of soda, which I passed through a similar tube of

three metres (ten feet) in length. The density of the liquid, after having

traversed the layers of sand, was to that before its transit as 1 00.5: 1.^

These phenomena are very important, from their extensive application to

some of the functions of living bodies, which cannot be entirely explained by

the influence of capillary and molecular attraction.

LECTURE III.

Endosmose.

Having occupied your time, hitherto with the phenomena of capillarity and

imbibition, it becomes necessary for me, in order to enable you to apply the

knowledge of these facts to the functions of exhalation and absorption in living

bodies, to make you acquainted with another phenomenon, which, although

appearing under exclusive physical characters, does not the less appertain to

organized bodies, from the application which may be made of it to their func-

tions. I allude to the phenomena of endosmose, discovered by Dutrochet,

which, reduced to its simplest expression, is the reciprocal action which two

fluids exert upon one another when separated by a membrane.
_

Althongh the

theory of this phenomenon, and the physical principle to which it is due, are as

yet unknown, it is still of the highest importance.

I shall begin by showing the fundamental fact in all its simplicity. Here is

a glass tube, having its inferior extremity closed by a piece of bladder extended

in a rounded form. This instrument is called an endosmnmeter. If w^e pour

into this tube an aqueous solution of gum or sugar, for example, and then place

its closed extremity into pure water, we shall perceive the water continually

entering the tube through the membrane, even in opposition to the pressure of

the fluid. The fluid contained in the tube will also be raised so as even to flow

over its superior opening
;
at the same time, some of the fluid in the tube, but

necessarily less than the first, will transude through the membrane, and mix

with the pure water. Dutrochet has termed the first of these phenomena endos-

mosis the second exosmosis.
^ , t 4. o

Membranes are capable of producing endosmose, even when they are at tne

point ot putrefaction, but after this process has begun, it no longer takes pace,

and the fluid wdiich was raised in the tube, re-descends filtrates through the

membrane.
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iSot only are m'^nibranes endowed with this property, but layers of slate, or
better still baked clay, are capable of exerting the same phenomenon, though in
a less degree. Calcareous and siliceous layers, on the contrary, have not this

property, no endosmose taking place with them.
The nature of the fluid employed has a considerable influence upon the pheno-

menon. The endosmosis is the more evident as the density of the fluid in the
tube exceeds that of the external fluid. It would appear that the intensity of
the current is in proportion to the difference in density of the two liquids.

—

Nevertheless, alcohol, which is of less density than v/ater, introduced into the
tube, produces endosmosis upon water placed external to it.

kSaline solutions, while traversing the membranes, occasion very energetic
effects, which are, however, of short duration. Increase of temperature aug-
ments the velocity of the endosmic current. What is very curious in this
phenomenon is, that the slightest trace of sulphuric or hydrosulphuric acid is

sufficient to modify its production, even with those liquids which are the most
active

;
and that the other acids, as the hydrochloric, or nitric, have not this

effect.

All animal fluids produce endosmose with energy when in contact with water,
except those usually found in the large intestine, which is perhaps owing to
the hydrosulphuric acid which they contain. Dutrochet states that this gas is
so destructive to endosmose that it completely ceases to manifest itself if a mem-
brane be used which has been, even for a short time, in contact with it. He
endeavored to measure the velocity with v/hich, in virtue of endosmose, a fluid
can penetrate from the exterior to the interior of a tube. The results are as
follows :—If a tube of two millimetres in diameter be closed at its lower extre-
mity by a membrane forty millimetres in diameter, a solution of sugar, the
density of which is W,145, will rise thirty-four divisions in the space of an hour
and a half, each division being two millimetres. In another experiment with a
solution of sugar of the density of lo,228, the ascent in the same space of time
was fifty-three divisions. In a third experiment with a solution which had a
density of lo,083, the column rose 1 9^0, in the same space of time. The
velocity of endosmose is, therefore, in direct proportion to the excess of density
of the internal liquid over the water employed outside.

Dutrochet having taken solutions of dilFerent substances of the same density,
compared them v/ith water, from which they were separated by a bladder with
the following results :

—

Solution of gelatine

“ gum
“ sugar
“ albumen

3

5.17
11

12

It appears by this table, that of all organic substances soluble in water, albu-
men produces endosmose with the greatest force.

Among the most curious facts discovered by Dutrochet, in studying endos-
mose, must be mentioned that of a change of direction in the current between
certain acid solutions and water, according to their density and temperature •

the solution of hydrochloric acid especially presents this phenomenon. Thus*
with a solution of hydrochloric acid of the density of lo,02, endosmose takes
place from the water to the acid

;
while, at the density of lo,015, the current

is in the contrary direction—namely, from the acid to the water
; but with this

last solution, at a higher temperature than 20 endosmose again takes place
from the water to the acid.

^

It is important to know the force with which the liquid penetrates • or in
other words, the force of the current called endosmose. To this end Dutrochet
thought of employing the apparatus which Hales, and afterwards Mirbel and
Chevreul, used to measure the pressure of juices in vegetables. In this appa-
ratus the force is estimated by the height of a column of mercury sustained bv
the liquid. ^

65
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By studying cudosmose under this point of view, Dutrocliet has proved that,

all other things being ecpal except the density of the interior liquid, the force

of the current is proportional to the excess of density of the interior liquid over

water. It is for this reason that the force, as well as the rapidity of endosmose,

appears to be subject to the same law. Hence it results, if the law be correct

iii all cases, that syrup, at the density of 1,3, will produce a current capable ot

raising a column from 127 inches (three metres, forty-two centimetres) of mer-

cury f or, what is the same, will be equal to the enormous pressure of four

atmospheres and a halt.

Dutrochet has endeavored to give an explanation of the phenomena of endos-

mose, as have also Poisson and Becquerel. Thus one has attributed it to the

action of an electric current, developed by the contact of two ditlerent liquids

excitino- a movement of the water through the membrane, from the positive to

the negative pole, as in the well-known experiment of Porret. But to render

this hypothesis at all probable, it should first be proved that there is a develop-

ment of electricity upon the contact of water with alcohol, a solution of sugar,

&c., which has not yet been done. Poisson thought that the less dense fluid

penetrates the capillary tubes of the membrane, and that this capillary thread,

drawn down by the action of simple water, and upwards by the action of a

denser liquid, must rise by reason of the excess of molecular (capillary ?) attrac-

tion. But this explanation is equally inadmissible when we reflect, that alco-

hol, which is less dense than water, produces endosmose
;
that the smallest

quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen stops it
;
and that certain calcareous and

siliceous stones, used in the same manner as membranes and plates of clay, do

not produce the phenomenon. It must therefore be confessed, that we have no

sati^actory theory of endosmose, though we know that the general conditions

of the phenomena are, 1. That one or both of the fluids should have an affinity

for the substance interposed
;

2. That the two fluids should have an affinity for

each other, and be therefore missible. If one of these conditions be wanting,^

endosmose does not take place. As far as experiments show, the direction of

the current is neither determined by any difference in the density of the liquid,

nor by that which possesses the greatest force in ascending capillary tubes.

—

The current is generally towards that liquid which has the greatest affinity for

the substance interposed, and which it imbibes with the greatest rapidity.

What has been said of this phenomenon will be sufficient to convince you,

that it is perhaps the most important of physical facts, as regards its application

to the functions of living bodies. Microscopical observation lias put it beyond

doubt, that in all vegetable or animal tissues, and in tliose tiuids^ which are

generated by the changes in organized and living bodies, at a certain period of

their formation, microscopic corpuscles are constantly found, which have been

named cellular or elementary. These corpuscles consist of an excessively fine

membrane of a spherical form, enclosing a liquid, upon tlie inlernal walls of

which is found a small organized body, which is called the nucleus or cytoblast.

The cells have their origin at first in a fluid, to which Schwaan has given the

name of cyiohlasiema,?.n& they end by becoming compressed and nearly blended

together on the fluid becoming more or less dense. According to the different

tissues, the elementary cells more or less approximate
;
the cylohlastema, or

intercellular substance, is invariably the bond of union between the cells.-—

We shall recur more fully to this important subject, and have only glanced at

it here, for the purpose of rendering the importance of the phenomenon of en-

dosmose more evident. The life of the elementary cells certainly forms the

most essential part in the development and preservation of the tissues of living

bodies ;
and since these cells are found in favorable conditions for endosmose,

there is no reason why it should not take place. A vesicle containing a fluid,

and floating in another fluid, may imbibe the one that surrounds it, and part

with that which it contained in a way analogous to endosmose. It should,

however, be added, that but little has been done as yet in the application of

these phenomena to physiology, of which it appears susceptible. It was neces-
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sary for this purpose to vary the fluids between which endosmose takes place,
and choose the membranes in those conditions which oflhr analogies between
this phenomenon and those which take place in the interior of living bodies.

—

This Professor Cima and I endeavored to do. I will now describe to you our
experiments.

1 shall divide the membranes which we submitted for experiment into three
classes. In the first I shall place the skins of the frog, torpedo, and eel

;
in the

second, the stomachs of a lamb, cat, and dog, and the gizzard of a fowl ; and in
the third, the urinary bladders of the ox and pig.
We will not pause to give a description of the apparatus, which differed in

no respect from the endosmometers of Dutrochet. I may remark, however,
that in these experiments we kept two endosmometers in action at the same
time, the tubes of which, of equal bore, were both three millimetres in diameter,
and had attached to them a scale divided into millimetres. In a glass vessel,
sufficiently large to contain the two instruments, we placed a kind of support,
upon which we firmly fixed a metallic plate pierced with a great number of lit-

tle holes.
^

Upon this plate we placed the two endosmometers
;
and to prevent

the possibility of any change in their position, we fixed them by means of a
large plate of lead pierced with two holes, having each a diameter equal to that
of the neck of the instruments. In the course of the experiments, one endos-
inometer had the interposed membrane disposed inversely to that of the other—that is to say, supposing we were manipulating with skin w^e placed it in
such a manner that in one case its external face should be directed towards the
interior of the instrument, and in the other, on the contrary, towards its exterior.

All these experiments were conducted at a temperature of +12 o to +15 o

centig. In the greatest number or cases they lasted two hours, and were
repeated many times. We took care to employ for the two endosmometers des-
tined for these comparative experiments two portions of membrane of equal
thickness, both being taken' from the same animal and in two symmetrical
regions of its body, or of the organ employed. The fluids which we employed,
besides spring water, were the following, of which we give, once for all, the
density in degrees according to the aerometer of Baume : sugared water, 19 o

;
solution of white of egg, 4^

;
solution of gum Arabic, 5o

;
and alcohol, 34 o.

These fluids were usually kept in the interior of the instrument, while the
water was generally in the exterior.

Under some peculiar circumstances, which I shall allude to by and by, we
changed the disposition of the fluids and instruments, and used a separate ves-
sel for each endosmometer. We also made use of another instrument,* which
may be thus described :

—

B and C are two cylindrical brass receivers, jointed
together accurately by grinding their opposed surfaces. B has at a a plate of
brass, pierced with holes, upon which the membrane that is to be experimented
upon is placed. C has also a plate with holes, which, when the two cylinders
B C are joined together, as in the figure, closely applies itself to the membrane,
which is thus firmly fixed between the two plates. By this means the mem-
brane cannot yield to the greater pressure which may be exerted upon it by a
liquid more dense in the one portion of the cylinder than that contained in the
other, mn, op, are two tubes of equal calibre. The first communicates with the
receiver B; the other with the receiver C. When this instrument is used, we
begin by introducing the denser liquid into B, and filling the tube mn to a cer-
tain height. C is filled by plunging it into a tubful of water

;
and then the

two cylinders are joined together under water, and fixed by a screw, in order
that the liquid in C shall not escape by the fissure between the joints. The
instrument is then placed on a level, and the two liquids are made to stand at
00, in the scale S. With this instrument we at once obtain the measures of

* readers of this Journal will find a wood-cut of the instrument described af
page 232, vol. 2nd of this Journal.
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ascent and descent of the two liquids, which gives great precision and facility

in experimenting with it, as the results are shown, as it were, in two ways.

1 will now communicate the results obtained by employing the skins ot the

froff torpedo, and eel, with the solutions before alluded to. in our first trials,

we perceived very plainly the marked influence which the position ot the mem-

brane exerted upon the phenomena. It was this discovery that first led us to

study in this point of view the urinary bladder and stomach of dificrent animals.

With some care we obtained the skins uninjured, and deprived ol all their

subcutaneous cellular tissue. After having thus prepared them, and by cutting

off the parts which, in the torpedo and eel, are pierced with the cutaneous ap-

pendages, we succeeded in obtaining membranes well adapted for this kind of

When employing the skin of the torpedo, we directed its external surface irr

one endosmometer towards the interior of the instrument and in another

towards its exterior; and on filling the two with a solution of gum Arabic, we

observed that the solution in the first was raised thirty millimetres, and in the

second, at one time, eighteen, and at another only six._ In some instances, the

fluid was raised twenty millimetres, and even more, in the first tube, while it

was scarcely elevated at all in the second.

These differences were equally evident with syrup, which rose thir.y orevem

eie-hty millimetres when the external surface of the skin was turned towaros

the instrument, where the liquid was contained ;
hut winch, m the inverse posi-

tion of the membrane, did not, at the most, rise more than two. In one in-

stance, where it rose eighty millimetres, m the first of tne dispositions mentioned,

it could only be raised twenty millimetres when the second was adopted.—

With the solution of albumen, tlie elevation was twenty-six millimetres, when

the external face of the skin was in contact with it, and tnirteen only in the

^^The^-St?Xained wirh the skin of the frog agree, in general, with those

furnished by that of the torpedo. We remarked that the direction of the endos-

motic current was constantly from the water to the solutions of sugar, guni_

and albumen. We found also that the membrane possessed the property of

increasing or diminishing the velocity of the eiidosrnose, according to its re a-

tive position to the two liquids. In placing the

endosmometers in the usual manner, we obtained an elevation of thirty-s x

millimetres when its external face was in contact with the syrup, but oii y

twenty-four in the inverse disposition. In many cases, the first was exactly

^^There was an equally well-marked difference, and always in the same way,

when using the solutions of albumen and gum. With the first so ution, there

was an elevation of twenty -four millimetres, and \yith the second, thirty -two,

when file external surface of skin w^as m contact with tnem ;
but wlmn, on the

contrary, its external face was directed towards them, tne solution of albumen

rose only twelve millimetres, and the gum-water sixteen.
_

The difference wdiicli we previously observea m making use of the syrup,

when we employed the skin of the frog and the torpedo, were equally present

when usimr the skin of the eel : but what was singular m regard to this last

was, that this difference did not become manifest during the first moments of

the experiment. At the commencement, the ascent ot the liquid was equal in

the two instruments ;
but, in two hours, we found it

endosmometer, in which the external face of the skin was turned towards tne

syrup ;
and twenty millimetres in the other. With the solutions of albuinen

and gum, the differences were observed from the beginning of the experiment

as ordinarily took place ;
and wl.ile, at the end o

that the former was raised eight millimetres wnen the external ^'deof the skin

was directed towards it, and the latter, twenty, we perceived on

in the opposite position of the skin, that the hrst solution rose to four milhme

tres. and the second to seventeen.
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The state of freshness appeared more necessary for the skins of the eeJ, tlian

for those of the frog or torpedo, when we noted the diiference in the elevation
of the liquid in the two endosmometers. If the skin of the eel has been detach-
ed from the animal tw’o or three days, the difference in height ceases in the two
dispositions ot the membrane

; and the syrup and solutions of albumen and
gum were raised in the same space and time, to an equal height in the two in-

struments.

In employing water and alcohol, Dutrochet obtained a current in the direc-
tion from the former to the latter. This was, theieforp, an exception to all the
other tacts which he discovered, in which the current was directed from the
least dense to the denser fluid. The influence of the direction of the membrane
was very palpable in our experiments

;
but the disposition favorable for the cur-

rent constantly directed from the water to the alcohol, was not the same for the
three kinds of skin. Thus, in using thatot the Irog, the current from the water
to the alcohol is more rapid when its direction is from its external to its inter-
nal surface. In different experiments, often repeated, we observed a rise of
twenty, twenty-four, and forty millimetres, when the internal face of the skin
was turned towards the alcohol, while in the contrary disposition, the corres-
ponding elevations were only four, twelve, and twenty. In analogous circum-
stances, the disposition of the membrane being favoiable, the elevation was
twenty-eight millimetres

;
in the other, on the contrary, there was none.

—

With the skin of the eel, the contrary took place, the current being more rapid
frorn the internal to the external surface

;
and while the alcohol contained in

the instrument is raised to the height of twenty millimetres when it is in con-
tact with the external face of the skin, it only ascended ten in the contrary
case.

This difference of elevation always occurs in the same way, and is the same
in the skin of the torpedo as in that of the eel. The elevation has been fifty
millimetres in one instrument, and twenty in the other.
Some anomalies which we observed in our first experiments led us to study

with rnore precision the circumstances of the phenomenon of endosmose through
the skin of the torpedo between water and alcohol. We constantly found the
difference above stated, when the skin of the torpedo had been recently pre-
pared, and had not been used for other trials of the same kind

;
but it only per-

sisted during the first hour of the experiment, or a little after : the elevations
then followed a different law, and the ascent in the endosmometer, in which the
external surface of skin was in contact with the water, seemed first to diminish,
then to cease, and finally the direction of the current became changed.
Among the numerous experiments which we tried, we shall seTect the fol-

lowing, during which we noted the elevation, every hour. We shall mark the
endosmometer in which the internal face of the membrane was in contact with
the water A, and that in which it was directed towards the interior of the in-
strument B.

Mil. B. Mil.
Height duringo to

the 1st hour 23 Height during the 1st hour
XTl 1 i

,

17.
2nd “ 25 “ “ 2nd “

3
3d “ 25 “ “ 3d “ 0

u u 4th “ 25 lowered in the 4th “
3

We may conclude then,— 1st. Tliat provided the skin of the torpedo be
recent, endosmose takes place, as usual, from water to alcohol

;
with this dif

ference, however, that while in the case where the internal face of the skin is
in contact with the water, the elevation is as three

;
in the reverse case it is as

two. 2nd. That while in the first disposition of the membrane, (A) the force
of endosmose always continues some hours

;
in the second, (B,) this same force

seems always to diminish, and, ultimately, to cease entirely. 3d. That after a
certain time, the direction of the current changes, and takes place from the
alcohol to the water, when the internal surface of the skin is turned towards
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tlie alcohol, while it remains constant in the contrary position of the skin, ft

occurred to us tliat we should attribute the singularities observed when using

alcohol, to the chemical action which this liquid exerts upon the membrane,

and to the consequent alteration of the structure itself

.

The diminution of the intensity of the endosmose observed in the skin of the

torpedo, but only in unfavorable positions of the membrane, is verified in that

of the frog in every position; but it does not decrease in regular gradation, as

we see bv this table, in which A and B represent the same endosmometers as

in the preceding table.

A. Mil.

Height during the 1st hour 23
“ 2nd “ 40

» 3d “ 12
“ 4th « 22

5th Gth “ 56

B. MiL
Height during the 1st hour 30

“ 2nd “ 55
- 3d “ 15

“ “ 4th “ 35

5th & Gth “ 58

During the night the liquid overflowed out of the two endosmometers, but

there was no inversion of the current, as took place in the skin ot the torpedo.

Nor was this phenomenon witnessed with the skin of the eel, even when the

experiments were prolonged as much as five hours, but the elevations were

irregular, as in the skin of the frog.

irwas important to discover if the force of the endosmose varied according

as the skin bad been taken from difierent regions of the animal. The experi-

ments which we.tried with this view were not numerous. We can only say

that the endosmotic current did not vary in any manner
;
that we tried some

skin which, in the torpedo, covered the electrical organs, and some from the

back, and we did not observe anything further, whether we employed skin taken

from the belly or from the back of the frog.

We performed a long series of experiments in order to determine the respec-

tive force of the endosmose with dilferent liquids through the three skins above

mentioned. For this purpose, three endosmometers were simultancousjly pre-

pared
;
one with 4he skin of the torpedo, a second with that of the Irog, and a

third with that of the eel. In the three instruments the skins were arranged in

such a way that the external surface was directed towards the interior ot the

instrument, which contained at one time a solution of sugar or albumen, at

another gum-water or alcohol. The endosmometers were placed in a glass

vessel filled with spring water. This disposition aftbrded us the opportunity of

immediately recognizing the difference in height of these liquids through the

three kinds of skin. This table shows the intensity of the endosmose of each

of the liquids through the different skins ;

—

Solution of

suoar.

Mil.

Skin of torpedo 100

Skin of frog 25

Skin of eel 15

Solution of

albumen.
Mil.

30

15

8

Solution of

gum.
Mil.

120

22
6

Alcohol.

Mil.

35
80
55

It will thus be seen— 1st, that with the skin of the torpedo the endosmotic

current is strongest with the solutions of gum, sugar, and albumen ;
2nd, that

with the same liquid it is less strong through the skin of the eel than through

that of the frog ;
3d, that with the skin of the frog we have an endosmotic cur-

rent from the*^water to the alcohol, stronger than that with the eel, and still

more energetic than with the skin of the torpedo
;
4th, that the stronger cur-

rent, from file water to the alcohol, through the skin of the frog, persists even in

the more unfavorable positions of the skin, with regard to the liquids, for the

production of the phenomena
;
5th, that the intensity of the endosmose in the

same skin varies at each change of the liquid. It. follows, then, that wifii the

skin of the torpedo these liquids must be ranged in the following order, pro-
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wTaS^— strongest current t-o that wliicli gives the

soSn of albumen^
““ °‘' S"™- ^«§a'-> ^coliol,

With the skin of the frog; alcohol, solution of sugar, of gum, and albumenWith the skin of the eel
; alcohol, solution of sugar, albumen, and gum

hoHrf!
order in which Dutrochet arrano-ed these

th^em^anH
velocity of the endosmose which takes place” between

that it

regarded as true in all cases; we shall seethat It can only be considered as invariable in the single case of the urinarvblfdder, vvhich this skilful experimenter made use of.
^

Reserving for another time the general conclusions to be drawn from what
^ ‘'’® observations whicli we madewhen using the membranes coming under our second category—namelv tlie

'

stomach oi the lamb, dog, and cat, and tlie gizzard of the fot4
^ ^ ’

1 lu
experiments we always began by dissecting off, with the o-reatestcare, all the muscular fibres of these organs, before applying them to the endn^mometer, preserving only the mucous membrane, alie^grfater er of oi r'researches were made with stomachs taken from the aniiLls mU'd ate y aftel

In using the stomach of the Iamb, prepared as we have just stated and the

whh'>"
*be interior of the endosmometers, by placimr the memb-anewith Its internal or stomachal surface towards the instrument, the ascent of flip.quid was 66 millimetres in one case, and 54 in another. In t m .ever cd no

Th" °
I

® millimetres in the first, and 66 in the seconTThoso two experiments lasted only an hour and a ouartpr • iha onU/^c.
increased then by employing syrup, and by directing it from the internaTfrThcexternal surface of the stomach. But when the shntion of the white of e„,r

raled Is’ II fcV"
with the internal surface of the stomach, it was

oo^^’ii
millimetres. In the contrary case it only mounted 1120, and 22 millimetres in the space of two hours, as usual

’

^ elevation'in the two contrarydispositions of the membrane was sometimes nearly, and at others exactiv thesame, and only eight millimetres in each instrument In one casl out I Ln vexperiments, when the internal surface of the membrane was in’ contact withthe solution of gum, the ascent was twelve millimetres; and in another in fhecontrary disposition of the membrane, it was eight. The intensity of llie’end.,mose between the water and the gum soiution^as excelllvely [e 1 Xn itook place through the stomach of the lamb. It was necessa. v tiierefore toprolong the experiment more than usual to obtain any very Daln'i’lile ,.|l I
’ *

Those which I have just alluded to were obtained afte cavi vdno on li ! o
°“-

ment more than four hours. Besides this, it shonldt remllffd^^tot tl o enX'motic current through this membrane quickly ceased, wiicn we emnioved thesetwo liquids It often happened, in fact, that the gum solutiol a^, 1 Tnl

fveTmole.
‘’igl.er after the lapse of t;o hours, and

The favorable position for endosmose between water and svrun wldd,remarked in the case of the stomach of the lamb is nm i c
^ ^

of the dog and the cat. With the stomth oflhe fre eifrht'oVthom the tube was thirty of fifteen millimetres, according to whether the nteSface of the membrane was towards the interior nf
^ ‘nternal

rdtX^XlTeig^^'lliilXleV""-^
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of the iDombrane it is not more than foiirteen. This difference is only ob-

served ^vlmn the stomach is verv fresh. If it belonjr to an animal which has

been some time dead, we then percdve, in the first moments of the experi-

ment a sliffiit elevation, and sometimes an equality m the two mstrmnents.

At one time it is oreater, at another less, in the same endosmometer ;
but it

(uiickly redescends. By changino- the disposition of the liquids, by placing the

o-um solution outside, and the |)ure water within the instrument, this last

descends. These phenomena are also produced when we employ the stomach

VVe did not make any experiments with the stomach of the latter animat

immediately after death, nor did we employ the solution of albumen as the

internal liquid. Tliose, the results of which I shall now state, were made

many hours after the death of the animal. The albummous solution was

raised to an equal height in the two instruments, in four different experiments

In one of these this elevation was twenty millimetres m an hour, and it did not

vary during three hours longer in the endosmometer, when the internal surface

of the stomach was turned from the interior of the instrument ;
while m the

same interval of time it sunk to twenty-five millimetres ni the^ other, in

o-eneral, it rarely happened that the liquid column remained stationary m
either of them, in the greatest number of cases (we sull speak of the stomach

of the doo- that was not fresh) the liquid descended in the two instruments

after it Imd attained a greater or less elevation;

is double, and even treble in the endosmometer which pi esents the external

face of the membrane towards the solution of albumen. In changing the po-

sitioii of the liquids, by placing the solution of white of egg in the extenor o

the endosmometers, and the water in their interior, we hnd tliat the intern^

liquid descends equally in both. Tliese descents are occasioned by the cessa-

tik of the endosmose, in consequence of the alteration in the s.ructure oi the

membrane some time after death ; only the effect of the disposhion of the two

surfaces remains, to a certain degree, oven in the altered membrane In fact,

we have remarked that the descent of the albummous solution in the endos-

mometer is double, and even treble, when the external suriace of the mem-

brane is turned from the interior of the instrument.
_

Witli the mucous membrane of the gizzard of a fowl, using syrup and pure

water, endosmose takes place from the external to the internal suriace of the

membrane although generally the difference in elevation between the two

Ssrmbmfs, is” no! great."^ Thus, when the inside of the -^™bqne was

directed towards the interior of the instrument, the elevation is foity-eight

millimetres ;
while in the opposite direction it was forty-three millimetres,

is not unusual to see a certain elevakion-for instance, seventeen or tvventy

millimetres—when the membrane is in the first position ;
while when it

the second the liquid is immovable. It is worthy of remark, that the current

from the water to^the syrup, through the gizzard of a fowl, very quickly ceases.

Generally within two hours the liquid column becomes stationary in both the

‘“Endosmose between water and a solution of albumen, through this mem-

brane seems to go on equally, whatever may be the position of the surfaces

wT regard to the liquid^ We have verified this result m a grea nurnber of

cases ^n a single instance we found the liquid ascend fitteen millimetres i

the endosmometer, in which the internal surface of the membrane was turned

towards the interior of the instrument, while m the other it only rose five

"Tt^laL results are obtained in a solution of S™'
of the mucous membrane of a fowl the elevation of

even if the experiment be prolonged during the whole ‘"j

rare exceptions, a slight difference of, at most, one or two miUimetres is per

ceived, it fs always in that endosmometer in which the inside of the membrane

is in contact with the gum.
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To complete this account of the results obtained by employing the mem-branes belonging to our second category, it only remains for me to mentionsome phenomena observed in using alcohol for the interior liquid, by puttin^r
It *n (-ontact successively with each of the faces of these membranes.

S'tomachs ot a lamb, cat and clog, the endosmose was constantly

fn ^ alcohol, and it was most active from the internal

mn-
membrane. In fact, we have seen in the endos-mometer m which the external face of the mucous membrane of the stomach

thp
tf^wards the interior of the instrument which contained

onnos tP Hir
eighty-eight miliimetres and ten only in the

nfid mpfra ’• continued to rise forty

fe.i “haTm the s/cond.‘
^ven

the'''lubVH?.rir‘fh'’ "h*
ascended twenty-two millimetres inthe tube durmg he ordinary space of time—namely, two hours, when the

bm i^thr'’
" "'1® directed to the interior of the instrument

;

metres Fn ,h»“ f .1 ‘"'''''u®™''?'’,
"as not more than two milli-

twe*itv’to tvi'Pnt
portion of the membrane, it was sometimes even from

W ‘^l*''f^etres, and in the second it did not rise at all.
stomach of a dog, the rise of the alcohol was twenty-four milli-

iir irms^f 7^ disposed in the opposite direction. Six hours after, the

sefond In
777.7°'^® millimetres in the first case, and twenty-five only in the

tto first 130 In i r ,f
stated, the elevations were, in^

^ ur 1^’
I

^ second, six millimetres.

more' enerrt1I.'’'r"'’f,
employed, the endosmose was

was altaJ;? .i"™
‘ internal to the external face of the membrane, and

It is siir.la- 'th,r 7u‘fn Dntrochet used,

mole noil n'lano lu
membrane of the gizzard of a fowl, endos-

t ,

contrary, from the alcohol to the water, and even son every le.ation of the membranes to the two liquids. This exceptional fact

has ^hp^^
attributed to default of integrity of the membranes employed

during . ‘T
instances

;
at one time, by intro-

he iCTeUfXrV 'if i f n
instrument, when we saw

fhp u- t

^ ^ alcohol tall
;

at another, by placing it at the exterior, and then

mfmbrifreTM"T'’‘lf
'^''® '"'’"‘^"ne of tlie direction of the

fhfnhr,
rendered equally plain in this case. I shall begin by givimr the

ffizzf d waf f

*'3 internal surface of the mucous membrane of the

hm re f ,t f ff '1

1 f’®
'"'®'''®'' *'’® endosmoraeler, the diminution in

h? I „1 s, I
'‘’®

‘"f®
'"^’’’.V-four, twenty-eight. and even more, in

d reef m li a re"''''"’

"'7'*' “ f’’®
™'y ‘"elve in the opposite

wire! f foi
that I select from a great number, tlie pure

twf , n f
’’ ®‘^

'?
' ‘® "t 'lie instrument, tlie elevalion was thirty.

from fl,e"i‘,‘iff i" '"f If" "'f®''®
‘'‘® ®'“®''™' ''“® membrane was turne^dhom the interior of the endosiiiometer. and sixleen with the other, in the space

thereftre mff ’""f ' f
between the alcohol and the water was

"
VVe win '"f

"®
'"f.®""*'

.‘'!® external surface of the gizzard.

I
.

ptnceed, lastly, to the exposition of what we observed when em-

Kfd kl’onff^"
intermediate membrane, the mucous membrane of the urinary

had Lf wfb rel"
''®'’'-'''®‘' '""^e-iilar layers, as we

the^ svfm I the in7 "“r"'!.
employing this membrane, and introducing

tnbe'ref .
1 ,

m'erioi- Ilf the endosmometers, the liquids ascended in thi

t ie re- 1 ^ f
"" e™" ' 13 mdliraetres in the usual space of two hours, when

to sftf're
‘^® '"embrane was in contact with the syrup; but oniS

furfm rl .f
®®''®"p-‘".° i'J.the contrary direction. The velocity of the

face If thff,^ K®’'""
'"^''‘nce, from the external to the internalUce of the membrane. The contrary was the case with the gum solution,
06
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The elevation was eighteen, and sometimes even only seven millimetres, with

this solution, when the internal face of the membrane was directed towards the

interior of the instrument ;
while in the opposite direction it was fifty-two, and

in some caces twenty millimetres.
j j •

With the gum Arabic solution, the liquid sometimes at first descended m the

two tubes, and afterwards, after a certain time, ascended to nearly the same

altitudes as we observed with the syrup. In one case the liquid descended m
the two instruments seven millimetres during the first hour ot the experiment

;

it afterwards began to rise, and in three hours after, the elevation was twelve

millimetres in the endosmometer in which the internal face was in contoc

with the gum solution, and eight millimetres in the other instrument, where

this face was in contact with the water.

With the solution of albumen and pure water, the endosmose did not take

place through the mucous membrane at this time employed: the liquid le'l in

the two tubes, whether the solution was in the interior or in the exterior of the

instrument. It should, however, be observed, that when the internal face of

the membrane was in contact with the albumen solution, and was directed

towards the outside of the instrument, the diminution m height was leas than

when in the reverse position, and that the contrapr took place when this

solution was in contact with the external surface of the membrane, and within

Lastly^ with the alcohol and pure water, the endosmose was from the latter

to the former, as in most of the cases ;
but the elevation w^as at one time

twenty.four, and at another fifty-nine millimetres, when the external surface

of the membrane was in contact with the alcohol, and twenty-six or thirty-

seven in the contrary direction.
. r v u

Some differences, as evident as those observed when using fresh membranes,

disappeared totally or nearly so by employing them when dried or altered by

putre^tion more or less advanced. We will not vary much the

proper for determining the influence of the dried condition putrefactive

alteration of the membranes, but postponed this inquiry for other circum-

stances. It is certain, nevertheless, that by employing ordinary

and for the membranes interposed betw^een these and water, the dried bl

of the pig and ox, softened before the experiment, so that vve could attach

them to the endosmometer, there is either no difference in the ^ ^

®

liquids in the two tubes even after many hours, and whatever may be the dis-

plition of the faces of the bladder ;
or else, if there be one m all cases it is

very little, and exists at one time in that instrument in which the internal sur-

face of the bladder is towards its interior, and at another time in the other

apparatus, where the disposition of the membrane was different. By em-

ploying the same bladders, after being some hours in water, we sometimes

Lervid a certain regularity in the effects, as takes place with dned

bladders; but if we employed them in a very soft after keeping thern a

night in water, we could not perceive any elevation in the fluids of ’

raorneters, or that it was equal in the two tubes
. 'P

rt
eases, explain the anomalies presented by the bladders in this state ,

n c ,

we readily perceived in a softened bladder how its muscular ^^cicuh are

swelled, and that this increased the longer it remained m water. T^se

cular fasciculi required also a certain thickness approached one another, and

returned to some extent to a state resembling those in the fresh bladder But

we saw many times that endosmose did not take place with bladders,
^

lad stomachs in the fresh state, from which we had not previous y

the muscular layers. If the bladder be a little ^ffened, the muscular tascicuh

are, it is true, a little more dilated ;
but at all times there exists between

some interstices through which endosmose can certainly take p ,

inequality of these interstices, even m two symmetrical portions of the same

bladder, must give rise to vague and uncertain results.
.

For the purpose of discovering the influence of putrefaction m the pheno-
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mena of endosmose, we only employed the gizzard of the fowl. A great un-
certainty prevails in the results furnished by it in this state

; at one time the
fluid did not traverse it at all, and at another it attained an equal elevation in
the two instruments. Whatever fluids we employed, or the disposition of the
membrane, the endosmose was energetic, at one time in one way, at another
in another; in short, there was sometimes a descent of the fluid in the two
instruments. In speaking elsewhere of what we observed when usincr the
skin and stomachal mucous membrane of certain animals, we remarked how
the phenomenon of endosmose varied according as we employed these mem-
branes immediately after the death of the animal, or else some hours after.Ail these facts show clearly the close relationship which exists between thephenomenon of endosmose, and the physiological condition of the membranes.Ihe phenomenon of endosmose, like all those which are carried on in or-ganized tissues, does not present that constancy and regularity in its ap-
p ances, which are remarked in physical phenomenon carried on elsewhere.
It IS owing to this variable and accidental organic condition of fresh mem-
branes, that we must certainly attribute the singular phenomenon which wewitness in certain cases, with the same fluid, the same membrane, and thesame relative disposition, sometimes that the fluid rises to eighty millimetres
for examp e, and at others only to ten. And we must in the^same wTrefer’a constant anatomico-physiological state, and in relation to the function of

turn
difference of elevation which exists in the

£
positions of the membrane, whatever difference there may be in

important to study the phenomenon with a view toascertain the accidental eircumstances which occasion this variety in the en-
"membranes, such for example, as depriving an animal

ot nounshment, or the administration of certain substances before killing it

oniv
objects, we made one comparative experiment

only, which led us to admit that the endosmose through the skin of the

days^ouT'of watfr
animal that had been kept some

f
results, and their importance, must be my apologv

wrchwrded„"cedt'“'‘
are tlfe gLeSl

of

is, in general, with each membrane, a certain position inwhich endosmose is most active. The cases are very rare in which, with

wifr reg^rTtoTe two ruMT""
direction most favorable to endosmose through skins, is generallyfrom the internal to the external surface, with the exception of that of afrog, through which the endosmose between water and alcohol takes placemore vigorously from the external to the internal surface.

^

iirinlrW.!
favorable to endosmose through the stomach and

different
variable than through skin, according to the

6th.—The phenomenon of endosmose is closely connected with the nhv-siological state of the membranes. P ^
6th.—With membranes dried, or altered by putrefaction, there is either no

Ckdosmose, or if there be any, there is no difference in different positions of the

f the results of our experiments, and of the conclu-
'^^^"ced from them, it is necessary to consider exosmose in aanner differing from that in which it has hitherto been regarded. The in-crease of volume presented by the internal fluid, which is generally the moredense, is considered by Dutrochet as the result of the difference between therong current going in, and ihe weak one coming out. According to this view,
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that fluid which receives from the other more than it gives back, should in-

crease ill proportion to the excess, or rather to the dirteience between the

strong current and the weak one. All the fads that we have observed lead to

the conclusion that the diflerent membranes allow the waler to pass more

readilv towards the fluid contained in the endosmometers, it their surtaces are

directed after a certain manner, and according to the fluid contained in the

instrument. But a great number of difficulties, which we shail abstain trom

mentioning, because they will present themselves to every one who has lot-

lowed us m our relation of the facts we have observed, accompany this mode

of considering the phenomena. We shall only remark, that with a solution of

gum or of sucar in the interior of the endosmometer, endosmose alone cannot

account for Til the phenomena which are presented by the internal membrane

of the stomach of the lamb, and by the mucous membrane ot the urinary

bladder of the ox, and that these phenomena are susceptible of a more easy

and natural explanation, by admitting that by exosmose, the diflerent mem-

branes aive to the different fluid a more or less easy passage towards the

water, a^’ccording as they are in contact with one or the other surface ;
ahyays

supposing the constant passage of the water towards the denser fluid, in

obedience to the general law of endosmose. It was necessary, however to

have recourse to experiments, to determine whether this be the true solution

of the phenomena; we were obliged, not only to prove the existence of exos-

mose, as had been done by M. Dutrochet, but also to measure it in the same

wav as endosmose.
,

, ^

In these researches, we preferred using the skins of frogs and eels, and, tor

the denser fluid, salt water, or, in some cases, a solution ot sugar.
,

• • •

We beo-an by preparing two endosmometers as usual, placing the skin m

one with fts internal surface towards the interior of the instrument, and in the

other in the opposite manner. Equal quantities of salt water, ot known

density, were put into both endosmometers, and the instruments were plunged

into separate glass vessels, containing distilled water equal in volume to the

salt water. Affer some hours, the quantity of fluid contained in the endos-

moineters, as well as that of the distilled water remaining in the vessels, were

measured, and it was also observed which of the two fluids was highest in the

tubes It was found that endosmose from water to salt water tnrough these

skins’ goes on most freely from the internal to the external suriace. Un

examinimr the densities of the fluids contained in the two instruments, and ot

the water" contained in the vessels, it was found that in the endosmometer m
which the volume of salt water was most increased, its density had been better-

preserved than in the other ;
and, vice versa, it vyas seen that m the vessel

in which the distilled water had been more diminished, a smaller quantity ot

solution of salt was found to have been introduced by exosmose, than in the

other vessel in which a smaller quantity of the water had disappeared.

In the following table -are given the numbers furnished by Uvo of the nu-

merous experiments which led us to form these conclusions. The first column

shows in tenths of cubic centimetres, the volumes of liquid in the endosmo-

meters after the experiment ;
the second column the weight of a given volume

of the fluid ;
the third, the volume of distilled water found in the external

vessels; the fourth, the weight acquired during the experiment by a given

volume of water in the vessels. The weight of an equal volume ot salt wa er

before the experiment was 17 gr., 350; that of an equal volume o. distilled

water was 16 gr., 025.

I.

1 50 grs
,
0

149, 0

li grs., 5

5

ii.

17 grs.,

17,

17 grs.,

47,

Frog’s-skin

S 222
Eel’s-skin

In ?omG cases we precipitated the salt contained in the external vesgels by

835
680
145

130

ITT.

112 grs., 5

113, 5

200 grs., 0

205, 0

TV.

16 grs., 165

16, 405

16 grs., 170

16, 220
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nitrate of sih^r. The last column of the second table gives the quantity of
chloride of silver thus contained.

I. II. III. IV.

Frog’s-skin
172 grs,, 0

171, 0

17 g-rs., 190 160 grs., 0 0 grs., 190

17, 175 161, 0 0, 280

We obtained similar results with syrup and the skin of an eci
;
the weight of

a given volume of syrup before the experiment was 18 grs., 180.

193 grs., 0 18 grs., 035 181 grs., 0 16 grs., 045
191, 0 18, 010 183, 0 16, 050

Eel’s-skin

These facts cannot be explained by supposing that the elevation and increased
volume of the fluid in the two endo^mometeTs are only the difierence between
the current of endosniose ami that of exosmose. If it were so, the endosmome-
ter in whicli the volume ot salt water is most augmented, ought to contain a
liquid less dense than the other, in which it has increased less. On the con-
trary, it is completely explained by admitting that the endosmotic current is

equal, or nearly so, in the two positions of the membrane, and that the difference
arises entirely from the current of exosmose, which is more feeble in the endos-
mometer in which the elevation is the greateist, and more active in that where
the elevation is the least.

These results show the great importance of the action of the membrane inter-

posed between the fluids; in fact, merely by its peculiar nature and physiologi-
cal function we can explain more or less easily, the passage throuoh it of
different fluids of a certain density towards another which is less dense.
We acknowledge the necessity of further experiments to exhaust so important

a subject as the phenomena of endosmose, which operates through the ditferent
lining membranes, and principally as regards the comparison between ditferent
species of animals, particularly between the carnivorous and herbivorous. Yet
we can assert that the results wm have obtained by this series of experiments,
and our method of considering exosmose, lead to a more just application of the
phenomenon of endosmose to the functions of organized bodies.

The exosmose of solution of sugar, albumen, and gum, toward.? water, is

most active from the internal to the external surface ot all the skins that we
examined. It is precisely in the same direction that an abundant secretion of
mucus passes through the skins of the torpedo, the eel, the frog, and other
animals. Endosmose from the water to these solutions is less intense, from
the external to the internal suri'ace of the skin, than in the contrary direction.
Consequently, even if it be not admitted that this direction of the mucous
secretion, and this feeble absorption of the water in which these animals live
functions which, by a general law, must always bear a certain proportion to
each other—are not entirely due to the phenomena we have discovered, it

cannot, at least, be denied, that they are extremely favorable to it. Doubtless
this function of the skin could not be carried on, or would be very imperfect,
if, in animals which live entirely in water, this membrane acted by endosmose
in a direction opposed to that we have discovered.
We dismiss, for the present, what takes place with water and alcohol through

the skin of the frog. Alcohol is a liquid which lias no analogy to those which
are found in the bodies of animals

;
and the anomalies we observed when

employing it as an en.losmometric fluid, if they hold good with regard to human
skin, belong rather to the science of therapeutics than to physiolmry.
The direction constantly observed to be most favorable to endosmose and

exosmose through the skin is no longer found to be so when the mucous
membrane of the stomach of different animals is employed. But every one
knows that the function of the stomach is extremely complicated, and that all
the substances conveyed into this org^n are not absorbed there, or are so very
unequally. Besides, we repeat again, this subject ought to be elucidated by
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further study. When it is found, for examble, that the directions most favorable

to endosmose between water and syrup, is not the same in the stomach of a

ruminant as in that of a carnivorous animal, it is clearly demonstrated by this

fact, that the phenomenon of endosmose is intimately connected with those

essential modifications by which the digestive functions of these two orders of

animals are regulated.

I was anxious to relate in detail the experiments I made with Professor Cjma

on the subject of endosmose, being convinced of the great importance of this

phenomenon in the functions of lite. It is by endosmose that physiologists

now explain the nutrition of the ovules of mammiferous animals in the ovaries,

and how the sacs containing the germs of the cephalopodous mollusca (or

sperraatoferes) open as soon as they come in contact with water. The life of

the cellule, which is certainly the elementary organ of all the vegetable and

animal tissues, ought to include the action of endosmose. This shows how

these phenomena ought to be studied, in order to make all the applications of

which they are capable. I will not close without relating the recent experiments

of Poiseuille, in order to explain hy endosmose the purgative effect of certain

substances. He found that endosmose takes place through the animal tissues,

from the serum to the Seidlitz water, sulphate of soda, and sea salt. This is

precisely what happens when these medicines are used internally. The

excrements contain an unusual quantity of albumen ;
in this case it must be

admitted that endosmose has taken place from the serum of the blood to the

saline water, in the intestine, through its capillary vessels. But to place beyond

doubt the correctness of Poiseuille’s application, it is necessary to show, that

endosmose goes on when one of the fluids is in motion, and is continually

renewed. This has been recently done by Dr. Bacchetti, who has shown that

the rapidity of endosmose is considerably augmented when one ol the fluids is

continually flowing. This result also is in accordance with the principles of

the theory of endosmose. The changes of the fluids constantly going on

through the membrane certainly tend to check the action of endosmose
;

or, in

other words, the condition of this phenomenon are better preserved the longer

the fluids are kept without mixing. Poiseuille has also demonstrated, that

endosmose ceases through a membrane after it has gone on for a certain time;

but that this property may be restored to it after having used it with other fluids.

The most remarkable fact of those discovered by Poiseuille is that of the

influence of hydrochlorate of morphine. This substance, when added to saline

solutions, greatly diminishes the endosmose from the serum to the solution,

and at last changes the direction of the current. This fact has been corifirmed

by Dr. Bacchetti. How can this fact be entirely overlooked in explaining the

action of morphine and preparations of opium as remedies for diarrhoea, and

the constipation which they produce ?

LECTURE IV.

Absorption of Animals and Vegetables.

The preceeding lectures upon the phenomena of capillarity, imbibition, and

endosmose, were principally intented to prepare you for the study of absorption

and exhalation. It is not my place to give you a long history of the researches

made expressly for the purpose of deciding which of the different organic

apparatus is specially endowed with these functions : in the different treatises

on physiology, you will find them at one time assigned altogether to the veins,

and at another exclusively to the lymphatics.

It is difficult to account for so much discussion when we consider the

structure of the different tissues, and the necessity for absorption and exhalation

in a large series of inferior animals which do not possess lymphatics.

Absorption, considered as a function of living animals, does not consist in

the simple imbibition of fluid by a tissue, but also its transmission into the
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bloodvessels with which the tissue is in contact. It is into the blood that the

absorbed matter must ultimately come : this is the completion of the phenome-
non. We should, then, distinguish two things in the absorption—the passage
of a substance through the interstices of some organized tissue, and then its

introduction into the circulation.

It is easy to demonstrate the existence of the first part of this function.

Here is a frog, the inferior extremities of which have been immersed for some
hours in a solution of prussiate of potash. If we remove it from the liquid,

wash it carefully with distilled water, and cut it in pieces, you will readily

perceive that the solution has penetrated the whole body. Wherever we
touch the viscera or the tissues with a glass rod dipped in a solution of chloride

of iron, a blue stain, more or less deep, appears. 1 would also demonstrate in

this w’ay the reality of absorption, since it clearly shows the parts of which we
said the function consists. A living frog, after having its lower extremities
immersed for a short time in a solution of prussiate of potash, was killed

; and
on applying immediately the chloride of iron to the heart and lungs, the presence
of the prussiate was plainly detected, while scarcely a trace of it could be
discovered by the same means in the muscular mass of the legs and thighs.

In another experiment, precisely the same result was obtained; I immersed
another frog, which had been dead some moments, in the same solution, and
allowed it to remain the same time. When touched by the reagent, the heart
and lungs exhibited no more of the prussiate than every other part of the frog.

The solution was introduced into the body of the frog by simple imbibition
;
and

this phenomenon, which took place equally in the living as in the dead frog,

certainly cannot be considered as different from the imbibition which we have
studied, and which belongs both to the organic and inorganic bodies, and is the
consequence of their cellular or vascular structure, &c. But besides this, we
find, in the heart and lungs of the living frog, a much more considerable
quantity of the solution than in the other parts, although they may be nearer
to the point of immersion. These viscera are the centre of the whole circul-
atory system

;
in them the great lines of bloodvessels either commence or

terminate. The solution of prussiate of potash had therefore penetrated into
the bloodvessels, become mixed with the blood, and so arrived at the heart and
lungs.

It has long been a subject of discussion, whether the lymphatics alone
possess the power of absorption, or whether this function belongs only to the
veins

; or, to speak more clearly, whether a body can be directly introduced
into the bloodvessels by penetrating their walls

;
or whether, to reach them, it

must pass through the lymphatics. Since there is no portion of an organized
body that has not the property of imbibing water, saline solutions, and serum,
it is clear that the first part of absorption can take place as well in the walls of
the lymphatics as in those of the bloodvessels. Microscopic anatomy, by
revealing the manner in which the bloodvessels and lymphatics terminate, has
confirmed the proceeding conclusion. I am led here to cite the principal
results of the observation of our countryman Panizza.

There is not a single fact in nature which demonstrates the existence of
free extremities in the ramifications of the bloodvessels, which everywhere
present a very close and continuous reticulated texture. The arterial network
is always continued without interruption to the venous network, which in
general predominates over the former. The lymphatic system also never
terminates in independent extremities, but is always presented to us as a very
fine and close trellis-work. Anatomy, agreeing with experiment, leads us to
conclude that the first part of absorption can only be effected by the aid of
porosities peculiar to the structure of organized bodies. In this way absorbed
bodies become mixed with the blood, chyle, and lymph, and by their common
movement are distributed over all the body. I shall regard it now as nearly
superfluous to mention to you the experiments of Majendie, Segalas, and the
latest of Panizza, by means of which they have shown that absorption not only
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can. but that it dons, tak3 place, principally throug-h the agfency of the blood-

vessels ah-nc. Seethe manner in which tlie last ot these physiologist operated,

ile made an incision of ten inches in length in the belly ot a horse, and drew

out a fold of small intestine, in which several small veins had their origin,

whieh. after a short course terminated in one large mesenteric trunk without

any vein, proceeding from the glands, emptying itself into it.

This fold ot intestine being cut off by a double ligature in such a manner

that it could receive blood only by one artery, and that no blood could be re-

turned to the heart exce|)t by the venous trunk, a hole was made in the fold lor

the [uirpose of introducing a brass tube, which was fixed by means of a thread,

in such a manner that tiie substance introduced should not be brought in con-

tact with the bleeding edge of the opening. This being done, a ligature was

passed under the vein, which received the blood flowing back from the told.

The ligature was closed, and in order that the circulation should not be im-

peded, the vein was immediately opened to give exit to the blood returning trom

the intestine. Then, by means of a glass funnel and brass tube, a certain

fjuantity of concentrated hydrocyanic acid was introduced into the portion of

intestine, and the tube closed. On receiving the venous blood, vve immediately

found it charged with the hydrocyanic acid. Yet the animal did not give any

symptoms of poisoning, although the nervous ramilications, and the lymphatic

vessels were left untouched. In another experiment, instead of tying and

opening the venous trunk, Panizza simply compressed it at the moment that

he introduced the acid. There was no symfitorn of i3oisoning; but in a little

lime after the removal of the compression, the intoxication became manifest,

and on the vein being opened, the acid was detected in the blood. Lastly, in

a third experiment, Pannizza cut off quickly, and with care, all the lymphatics

and nerves from a portion of intestine, and the hydrocyanic acid poured upon

it was not slow in killing the animal, provided thal the vein was left uninjured.

Venous absorption is thus proved by the most careful experiments.

We find it stated in many works on physiology, that the presence of sub-

stances swail,owcd has been detected a few minutes after their introduction in-

to the stornacii, as a fact opposed to this opinion, that absorption takes place

by means of bloodvessels. But this objection soon vanishes, when we reflect

on the rapidity of the cTrculation of the blood.

On the other hand, that absorption can take place also by the lymphatic ves-

sels, is a fact well knowm, and too evident to render it necessary to demon-

strate. If we kill an animal two or three hours alter a meal, take out the in-

testines, and examine the mesentery with attention, we shall see that the lac-

teals are full of a milky fluid, analogous to that which flows abundantly from

the thoracic duct, which is the princijal recepiacle into which these vessels

empty themselves. This fluid is the chyle, which by the act of digestion, is

formed in the intestine, and absorbed from it by the lacteals. How many ex-

amples does pathological anatomy aflbrd in which these vessels have been

found full of pus from their proximity to an abscess! The lacteals and lym-

phatics, then, are endowed with the faculty of absorbing. In a word, absorp-

tion always take place under these conditions: 1, a vessel having organized

walls; 2, an external fluid, which the tissues of the vessel are capable of im-

bibing; and 3, an internal fluid, which is miscible with the external fluid, and

which circulates in the vessel more or less rapidly. Nothing, therefore, is

more physical than a phenomenon so constituted. I will show you, by an ex-

periment, the truth of tliis assertion.
^

. ..
Here is a considerable portion of a vein, taken from a L rge animal ;

it is

fixed by one extremity to a tube, which terminates in an opening made near

the bottom of agla^s receiver; the other extremity is lird to a small, curved,

glass tube, furnished with a cock. I fill the receiver with water, and con.-e-

.quently the vein also. I arrange them so that part of the venous trunk is im-

mersed in water acidulated with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid.
_

At first the

water in the receiver shows no trace of the acid, but alter a certain time it be-
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comes evident. If, instead of waiting some time, and leaving the fluids at
rest, I open the cock, and allow them to flow out, I soon discover signs of the
acid in the fluid which escapes

;
but in the receiver it is not yet discoverable.

What takes place with a portion of vein may also be seen by using an arterial
trunk, or a tube of clay, pasteboard, or wood

;
and if conversely, the acid so-

lution be contained in the vein, and some tincture of litmus be mixed with the
water in the basin in which it is immersed, the same phenomenon will take
place—that is to say, the acid will transude through the walls of the vein
with a facility proportional to the rapidity with which the water flows out of the
basin. The conditions of the phenomenon are always the same in two liquids
capable of mixing, separated by a membrane which can imbibe both, and the
movement of the internal or external liquid, as the case may be, which trans-
mits, in a given direction, that which has passed through the membrane. If
we were to suppose for a moment, that the circulation of the blood proceeded
in an opposite direction to that which it really does, but without any variation
in the structure and relative situation of the arteries and veins, we should not
say, in that case, that the veins absorbed, but rather, that absorption took place
by the arteries.* This is the very simple physical phenomenon of absorption.
I wish also to explain to you the laws of this function, which have been disco-
vered by experimental physiology, and you will easily perceive, that they are
a necessary consequence of the principles which I have announced.

“1st.—Substances are absorbed more or less readily, according to their so-
lubility, minute division, and disposition to combine with the organic juices,
and to become constituent parts of the blood.”

Notwithstanding the unscientific language in which this law is expressed,
I wished to communicate it to you as it is found in the most esteemed modern
works on physiology. This law is an evident consequence of the manner in
which we have seen the phenomenon of absorption take place. It would be
attended with great value if physiologists were to study accurately the diffe-
rent facilities with which organized tissues imbibe difierent liquids; this study
would certainly produce very important results in therapeutics.

I will now show you some facts which may pave the way for these resear-
ches. Here are two rabbits : into the stomach of one I introduce some water,
and some oil into that of the other. In two hours no trace of the liquid will
be visible in the stomach of the first

;
but all the oil will be found in that of

the second, and even for many hours after. If, instead of pure water, a mix-
ture of water and alcohol be used, the absorption would be still more rapid.
An acid or saline solution would also be absorbed, but less quickly than pure
water.

“ 2nd.—The rapidity with which absorption takes place in different organs
is principally determined by the number of their vessels, the flaccidity of their
tissue, and the conducting quality of the parts which cover them.”

I continue to repeat word for word what I find in works on phy'siology.
It is evident that by flaccidity of tissue and conducting quality ofthe parts which
cover the organs, nothing else can be understood than that the texture of the
solid organs is more or less suitable for imbibition. The greatest number of
vessels denotes nothing more than as affording the greatest number of points of
contact between the body which is to be absorbed, and the liquid with which it

is to be mixed and carried away. It is on account of this that the lungs, as

* The meaning of Professor Mateucci is not very clear in this passage. If the
Professor means that if the direction of the circulation were changed, it would be
proper to say that the arteries alone absorbed, and that the veins did not, it appears
to the translator inconsistent with the premises, and with the conditions of absorp-
tion, as expressed in the pages immediately preceding. In fact, taking into consi-
deration only the conditions necessary for absorption, there appears no reason why
the arteries and capillaries s-hould not absorb also, but, from the difference in struc-
ture of their walls, with of course different facility.

f}7
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wc hELVG BCGii. ATG tliG most l3,vor3.blG of^eins for nbsorption, juid drc Ibc firot

to manifGst the presence ot the absorbed body. In fact, anatomy teaches us

that the lungs, more than any other parts of the animal economy, possess a

structure suitable for imbibition, and a very highly developed vascular system.

The cellular tissue is also very permeable to liquids ;
but haying fewer blood-

vessels than the lungs, absorption takes place less rapidly in it. The skin, on

the contrary, beino" covered bv the epidermis, which is of a very compact tex-

ture, and without vessels, affords little facility for this function, but this be-

comes greater on removing the epidermis.
,

Absorption varies according to the quantity of liquid which exists in

an organ; it is in an inverse ratio to the plethoric condition of the animal.”

Bearincr in mind the phenomenon of imbibition, it will be easy for you to

comprehelid this law of the function. A mass of sand already saturated with

a liquid ceases to imbibe further ;
but, on the contrary, imbibes the more

readily the further it is from this state of saturation. Dutrochet left a plant

exposed to air until it had lost by evaporation about one-fifteenth of its weight,

and afterwards, by plunging it in water, he found that in each of the four first

hours of immersion, it absorbed twenty grains and lost eight; a little later it

did not absorb more than nine grains, and lost the same quantity by exhalation.

Edwards found that frogs absorbed the more rapidly according to the previous

loss of weight by evaporation. Magendie reports that a dog, from which he

had taken away a good deal of blood, died quickly from poisoning by strychnia,

yet in another, into whose veins he had introduced a considerable quantity of

water, poisoning did not take place.
_ . ^

4th.—Absorption varies within certain limits, in proportion to the tempera-

ture of the absorbing body, and that ot the body absorbed.

Every one knows that hot drinks act more rapidly than cold ones. We have

al«o seen that imbibition varies with the temperature. I told you that this va-

riation could only take place within certain limits, inasmuch as beyond these,

the structure of organized bodies becomes altered.

5th —According to Fodera, the electric current lavors absorption.
_ _ _

If we were w^illinf^ even to admit the experiments of this physiologists, it is

not easy to accountlbr it, tlie more especially, that, on applying the electric

current in imbibition, this influence is not remarked. The single fact adduced

by Porret, and which consisted in the transit of water from the positive to the

necrativc pole, may in some way explain the results of Fodera.
.

6th.—Lastly, absorption varies according to the rapidity with which the cir-

culation is carried on in the absorbing vessel.
, . .u * r

It is unnecessary to state liow this rapid circulation accelerates the transit of

the absorbed body more or less quickly to a given distance. It is equally easy

to comprehend that the molecules of the liquid contained in the vessel will be

renewed the more frequently, as the actions of affinity which promote the ab-

sorption of the body into the interior of the vessel are the more energetic. It

is nrobablv owing to this that absorption takes place more slowly by the lac-

teals and lymphatics than bv the veins.. This is w^hy many colored sub-

stances, alcoholic liquids, and saline solutions, introduced into the stomach, arc

found in the blood, without our being able to discover them in the lacteals and

thoracic duct. Frictions on the skin, the peristaltic movements Oi the intesti-

nal canal, assist absorption in this way,—by favoring the movement of the

function of exhalation is generally effected by the same mechanism, and

IS governed by the same laws as those which we have been studying. NVhere

the^ walls of a vessel possess the property of imbibing the contained liquid, a

portion of it is constantly exhaled from them. The portion w^hich escapes

will vary according to the nature of theliquid-that is according to the greater

or less facility which the walls of the vessel

ing as the walls of this vessel are more or less humid externally ,
so will the n-

terml liquid escape with greater or less difficulty. The exhalation will in-
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creaae if, on account of the greater mass of the contained liquid, the vessel has
to support a very strong pressure. All these peculiarities of exhalation, wiiich
result from that which we regard simply as a physical phenomenon, and de-
pendent on the same principles as 'absorption, are demonstrated by experimen-
tal physiology.

Edwards has proved that cutaneous exhalation is, in some cases, ten times
more considerable in dry air than in moist, and that it is doubled in passing
from 0^ to + 200. Transpiration increases also, if, in the place of being in
repose, the atmoshperic air be agitated around the body of the animal. These
results, obtained by Edwards upon cutaneous exhalation, are very natural con-
sequences of physical principles too well known to render it necessary for me
to mention them here.

phenomena of absorption and exhalation from living bodies are accom-
plished by the transformation of the absorbed or exhaled body. The liquid
which a membrane imbibes and exhales by its opposite surfaces is not identical
with that which has been placed in contact v/ith this absorbing membrane.

—

I his happens in most of the cases of exhalation, and principally in the secre-
tions.

^ ^ ^

We are far from expecting to find the explanation of the phenomenon of
secretion in the actual state of physico-chemical knowledge. It must be con-
fessed, that the secretions still form one of the most obscure objects of the ani-
mal economy. With regard to exhalation, we must not omit to mention, that
a phenomenon analogous to that of filtration must intervene. A liquid holding
insoluble particles in suspension is divided by filtration into two portions

;
the

liquid ‘s imbibed by the filter and passes through it
;
the solid part remains

upon tlm filter. Anatomists know that when veins or arteries are injected with
a solution of gelatine coloured with vermillion in very fine powder, the gelati-
nous solution becomes colourless when it passes througli the vascular walls.-—
Every contusion produces a stain, the centre of which is a bluish-black, and the
periphery green surrounded by yellow. In this case, the clot of extravasated
blood is separated from the serum, which is imbibed by the neighboring’ tissues.

Do not forget the fact which has been pointed out to you with regard to imbi-
bition

, salt water becomes fresh by passing through a bed of sand, but a solu-
tion of carbonate of soda, filtered in the same way, becomes more dense. Imbi-
bition, capillarity, the simple play of molecular attractions, can overcome affini-
ties

; there is therefore no reason for entirely disdaining the ancient opinion
that the secretory organs are merely filtering machines.

In another lecture we shall see how membranes, and all the organized tis-
sues, are fitted for the passage of gaseous bodies. Fodera first proved that sul-
phuretted hydrogen, enclosed in one part of the intestinal tube, spreads through
the whole body of the animal, and produces death.

VVe must also say a few words upon absorption in vegetables, in these
small glasses are a great number of plants, all plunged more or less into a very
weak aqueous solution of acetate of iron : in some of these are haricot beans,

beans. The leaves of some have been taken otT, those of
ot ers h3-ve been cut off, and thus immersed by the stem only; some have been
deprived of the extremity of the roots, of others the roots have withered before
they weu-e put into the liquid

; and, finally, some have been placed in it after
they had been completely dried up. If we use prussiateof potash, to determine
vvhether the lerruginous solution has really ascended in the interior of the plant
above the level of the liquid in which they are plunged we shall soon find that
It has done so, and that it has been imbibed, by a part more or less raised above
the liqind. It will be seen that in the living plant which retained its leaves and
roots, the liquid has ascended above the level; in that which was withered, andwhich had regained its freshness in the aqueous solution, the absorption hasbeen peater; and, lastly, that it is most abundant in those from which the rootsnave been removed. Whatever liquid be employed, it is always absorbed by
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the vegetable, except some acid, alkaline, or highly concentrated saline soln-

tions, which alter and destroy the structure of the plant.
_ ^ u * a

Almost all that is known upon this subject is contained in the celebrated

work of Saussure, “Chemical Researches on Vegetation.” This is an absract

of the results at which he arrived : 1. The roots ot plants absorb saline sub-

stances dissolved in water, but in a much smaller proportion than pure water.

2 The ablation of the roots, or altering them, or, generally, everythin^g whicn

weakens the veo-etable force, favors the introduction of salts into the plant.

3. A plant does" not absorb all the salts contained m a solution in the same

proportion. This last result is confirmed by the fact that certain salts are

constantly found in some plants. Professor Piria always found grains ot

manganese in the lupinus albus. _ . .

het us now examine whether the absorption of nutritive juices, which takes

place by means of the roots of a plant, and the movement of these juicp in the

plant, may be considered as simple phenomena of capillarity or imbibition.

^ At the beginning of spring, the sap rises from the roots to the leaves throu h

the central part of the trunk, and during this time, a liquid, of different com-

position to the sap, called the proper juice, moves in the contrary direc^

from the leave to the roots, through the cortical tissues. If a hole be made as

far as the centre of the trunk of a growing plant, a large quantity of sap
^

i 1

flow from it, which is more dense in proportion as it is obtained hig^r up ^

nearer to the leaves. If, on the contrary, a ligature is fixed

or if a circular layer of bark is taken off, the swelling, which will soon be seen

forming above the bandage or the ring on the side next the leaves, w 1 prove

the existence of a descending current of proper juice. Hales has Proved Jh

the quantity of liquid which a growing plant absorbs, mcreases in pjoport

^
to the superficies of its leaves—a fact which he explains by attributing it to the

evaporation carried on by their means.*
_ ^ r .. n • •

The double movement of the juices in the interior of vegetables is inexplicable

by the forces of capillarity and imbibition alone. There is something more

Every one has seen, that on cutting the stem of a vine in spring, an enormous

quantity of liquid flows from it. Hales applied to this section end c)f a

curved glass tube, which he left open at the opposite extremity into which he

poured mercury, and saw the liquid rise thirty-eight inches iii the open part ot

the tube, above the level of the liquid on the other sioe of the
^

proves what pressure supports the mercury at the other We
which can only be attributed to the liquid torced up by the plant. This foice

of impulsion, the escape of the liquid from the plant by an mcision, are facts

incompatible with the effects of capillarity and imbibition. A mountm

in a capillary tube, cannot flow from the tube by the same force

it. Dutrochet demonstrated by a very simple experiment
^ the

impulsion which occasions the ascent of the juice of a plant, has ^at in

ultimate extremities of its roots. By making successive cu ^mgs i

^

of a vine, towards its roots, this distinguished phy^ologist saw

continue, even from those parts sunk in the soil. One ot the smallest radicular

filaments placed in water, also permitted the escape of the sap. It is,

the spangiolesthat tliis force of impulsion resides. adds that he

discovered in the cells of the spangioles a liquid more dense ‘han water, and

coagulable by nitric acid. He therefore believes that he sees in

or, father, in its cells, filled with this fluid, heavier than the water with which

they are surrounded, a group of endosmometers The “h*®
ascOTt of the liquid in a plant is, then, an example of endosmose. I

that I should like to see the identity of these phenomena more clear y

than it is by the observations of Dutrochet. However it may be, the explana

tion of this author is, in the present state of science, the least improbable.

• This must depend also very much upon the structure of the leaves rvith regard

t-o the number of stomata which it contains. Trans.
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How does the sap rise in a plant from which the mots have been cut off, and
the lower extremity has been placed in water ? The great height to which a

liquid can ascend in the trunk of a tree is opposed to the explanation which w^e

may give of the phenomenon, by considering it as the effect of imbibition or

capillarity—phenomena which we know to be confined within much smaller

limits than those which are presented by the trunks of plants.

Hales, having perceived that the quantity of sap which rose in a plant w'as

proportional to the surface of its leaves, concluded that the liquid of the super-

ficial cells of the leaves being evaporated, these, by means of capillarity,

absorbed it from the inferior cells, and by these means the secretion went on
by degrees, though the extremity was cut off. By drying some mercurial
plants to different degrees, Dutrochet has proved that the absorption in plants

thus dried does not iiicrease in proportion to their dryness
;
.in fact, one of

these plants which had lost a third of its weight by evaporation, absorbed much
less than another w^hich had only lost one-tenth. Notwithstanding its greater
dryness, the absorption was less, although the plant had not been dried so as
to alter its texture. Evaporation or transpiration through the leaves is not,

then, the cause of the ascent of the liquid in the trunk of a plant plunged in

water, or, what is the same thing, it is not a vacuum in the superficial cells

which occasions the ascent of sap. This last does not take place unless there
be a certain quantity of water in the vegetable tissue, which perhaps acts by
adhesion upon the fresh water which is to rise, as a sponge is more rapidly
soaked with water when it is damp than when it is dry. Dutrochet also tried

to dry a plant, to make it reabsorb the water lost, and to plunge it afresh in the
water : he saw that the ascent did not take place unless the plant had regained
the state of turgescence natural to it. This turgescence of the cells of the
leaves is caused, according to Dutrochet, by the action of endosmose, by which
the liquid would be transpired by the leaves in an active manner, and very
different to that of a liquid evaporated in air. I may lastly state that Dutrochet
has shown that the influence of light upon the ascent of the sap in vegetables
is exercised in respiration, and in the fixation of oxygen in the vegetable
tissues.

The phenomenon of the ascent of liquids in vegetables is, therefore, not
owing to capillarity and imbibition alone : the cause is principally to be found
in the roots, and partly in the leaves. It is probable that an action of endos-
mose takes place in the extremity of the roots

;
and it is not foreign to suppose,

aso, that a similar cause produces the movement of the chyle and lymph in
the lymphatic aud lacteal vessels—a movement w'hich we know is continued
some time after death.
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On the Pathology and Treatment of Hysteria. By James Milman Coley,

M. D., Physician to the Western Dispensary, and Senior Physician to the

Royal Pimlico, Dispensary and Lying-in Institution.

The frequent occurrence and uncertain duration of this disease, and its ob-

stinate resistance to the remedies promiscuously employed for its relief, render

it one of the most unfortunate afflictions to which females are liable. The
term hysteria, which signifies some affection of the uterus, instead of pointing

out the* true pathology, or affording any explanation of the various symptoms of

the malady, has been a constant source of erroneous practice
; and the doctrine,

which attributes all involuntary muscular movements or convulsions to simple

irritation, without the intervention of vascular congestion or excitement, has

still farther diverted modern inquirers from the actual source of this disease,

and been a powerful means of encouraging empiricism. That the uterus has

little if any special concern in producing hysteria, is proved by this disease

beintr entirely absent during the progress of malignant and other organic affec-

tions of that organ, and by its occasional appearance in the male sex. And

with respect to the fatal convulsions which, sometimes occur during parturition,

and which are supposed by some to be dependent entirely on uterine irritation,

post-mortem examinations will discover in all such cases disorganization in one

of the nervous centres, corresponding with the nature and severity of the attack

;

and all those cases of paralysis which are connected with utero-gestation, as

amaurosis, hemiplegia, &-c., which disappear after vascular compression in the

cerebrum or cerebellum has been removed by the evacuation of the uterus,

evidently proceed from obstructed circulation, and not from special sympathy,

or imaginary nervous association with this organ.

Hysteria consists of a disturbance in the functions of one or more of the

three great nervous centres, namely, the brain, spinal marrow, and the abdom-

inal ganglionic system of nerves, which disturbance is manifested by symptoms

peculiar^to the respective seats of disease. Thus, when the brain is affected,

we find there is a suspension of the senses and of consciousness, or of the

perception, arising from external stimuli, manifested by stupor, temporary loss

of sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch ;
and this condition of the brain may

advance, and partake more or less of the nature of epilepsy or apoplexy ; that

is, it may be accompanied with convulsions, or stertorous breathing and coma,

and terminate in death, like ordinary cases of those diseases, either by asphyxia,
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or compression, extravasation in the brain. When death occurs from paralysis
of the pneumogastric nerves, or from asphyxia from any other cause>the ri^ght
cavities ot the heart are lound distended with black blood, and the pulmonary
capillaries in a state of congestion, while the left auricle and ventricle are empty.
On the contrary, when the patient dies from congestion in the arterial capilla-
ries ot the brain, the left cavities ot the heart and the principal arteries, which
conduct the aortal circulation, are gorged with blool An instance of fatal
termination of cerebral hysteria in apoplexy occurred to a patient of my friend
Mr. fnee, of Lower Grosvenor Place, a general practitioner possessing great
discrimination and sound judgment. The patient was a young lady who had
been subject to repeated attacks of hysteria, which at times resembled epilepsy.
At length one of the paroxisms terminated with symptoms of apoplexy, which
proved fatal. On examining the brain after death, Mr. Ince found a large co-
agulum of blood extravasated in one of the lateral ventricles. These, however,
are rare and extreme cases. In ordinary hysterical affections arising from
temporary obstruction in the cerebral circulation, the face and neck are flushed
with a sudden efflorescence, which sometimes extends to the extremities; and
in some females these flushings are the principal indications of the disease,
when they occur in combination with depression of the mental energies, or
slight mtermissions in the functions of the pneumogastric nerves. Cerebral
hysteria sometimes results from the transition of congestion, or subacute in-
flammation, from the mucus membrane of the bowels” or from some fibrous
structure, to the brain.

Case I.—A lady, who had been in great distress respecting the loss of her
husband, was attacked with dysentery. At the end of a week from the com-
mencement of the attack, the dysentery and concomitant fever entirely disap-
peared, in consequence of the sudden supervention of hysteria, which declared
itself by a slow interrupted pulse, absence of febrile heat, and by depression of
spirits, accompanied with frequent fits of crying, followed by a copious discharge
of lympid urine. This hysterical state continued three weeks, when it subsided
as suddenly as it commenced, and left the patient in perfect health.
Case II.—Another lady, who had been suffering three weeks with inflamma-

tory typhus, became suddenly afflicted with hysterical mania, produced by trans-
ition ot disease from the tendinous expansion of the occipitofrontalis muscle
to the serous membranes of the brain. She had been exposed to considerable
anxiety before her malady commenced. The maniacal paroxysms were always
terminated by fits of laughing and crying; and after continuing to recur for the
space of a week, during which time the pulse was slow, and all symptoms of
fever were absent, the patient became free from all disease.
The condition of the cerebral membrane in these cases appeared to be that

of congestion, otherwise the pulse would have been excited, and local heat de-
veloped, as we find in cases of mania proceeding from subacute arachnitis.
When the pulmonary ar aortal circulation is interrupted by hysteria, we shall

find the capillary vessels in the skin or subcutaneous cellular membrane en-
deavoring to relieve the temporary plethora, which may oppress the membranes
of the brain, or of the air or alimentary passages, by producing the sudden ef-
florescence before alluded to on some parts of the external surface, or elTusion
of serum in the cellular membrane of the hands or feet. A similar temporary
congestion or plethora in the minute vessels of the skin, and similar cedematous
swellings, which are its results, occur during the violent paroxysms of spasm
in the glottis, arising from interruption to the pulmonary circulation, and cor-
responding congestion in the lungs.* The hysterical cough is a modification of
disordered function in the laryngeal branch of the pneumogastric nerve, and
may be always traced to some mental emotion disturbing the circulation in the
brain

; and hysterical vomiting may also be referred to cerebral congestion act-
ing upon the stomach throug the medium of the pneumogastric nerves.

*See my Treaties on the Diseases of Children, Longman and Co., 1846, p. 248.
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Case III. April 22, 1846, I was requested in the middle of the night to

visit a lady,' who was attacked with vertigo, and unable to lie down m ^bed.

She had also extreme agitation and restlessness, involuntary contraction oi tlie

flexor muscles of the up[2er extremities, and every now and then gave utterance

to the most violent hysterical screams. Every time she attempted to lie down

the symptoms were increased, and she complained of loss of feeling in the

right arm and leg. attended with tingling in both hands, and fearof deaih. Her

countenance was pale and contracted. As soon as she was able to swallow I

prescribed a mustard emetic, which excited lull vomiting, and at the end ot two

hours all the symptoms of hysteria disappeared. In this case I was induced

to abstain from bleeding, on account ot the delicate emaciated state of the pa-

tient, and the exsanguine appearance of the countenance.

The symptoms of histeria proceeding from temporary congestion of the mem-

branes of the medulla spinalis are convulsions of the voluntary muscles, or re-

mitting neuralgia, or morbid perception, or temporary paralysis, or enervation

in the nerves of sensation. The latter symptoms are produced by vascular

excitement or compression acting upon the sentient fibrils, and the torrner by a

derangement produced in the same manner in the functions of the motor hla

ments of the spinal nerves ;
and the seat of the disease may be discovered by

an attentive observation of the phenomena. The true hysterical affection oi

the spinal nerves is seldom if ever unconnected with a corresponding disturb-

ance hi the functions of the cerebrum, or of the great sympathetic. 1 he exact

condition of the capillary vessels in the membranes of the spinal marrow, dur-

incr the hysterical paroxysms, is not known; but I have

the existence of congestion or inflammation in the arachnoid and pia mater, in

the vicinity of the pons Varolii, and effusion beneath those membranes after

fetal convulsions in cases complicated with paralysis of the voluntary muscles
,

which facts tend to prove that the nerves of sensation and voluntary motion

are excited by increased vascularity in their investing membranes, and paralyzed

by the compression occasioned by interrupted circulation, effusion, or extrava-

sation; and^ this appears to me to be a much more correct explanation of the

cause of convulsion and paralysis than simple irritation of the nervous fibrils

unconnected with the sanguineous circulation. Among the various symptoms

arising from hysterical excitement of the metor fibrils ot the sjinal nerves may

be mentioned the partial contractions of the intercostal and abdorninal muscles,

commonly described as cramps. These are generally disregarded by med-

ical attendant, and considered irremedial, the patient being left to endure pro-

tracted misery. The most common seats of these singular convulsions are the

recti abdominis muscles. Hard, large, round, incompressible tumors are form-

ed in them by the sudden involuntary contraction of the muscular fibie.s, pre

senting the appearance of solid indurations, and communicating to the superin-

cumbent hand a rotary and sometimes a pulsating motion, resembling that ot

IV In 1827 I was consulted bv a young unmarried lady, aet. 23,

who had been a severe sufferer from this disease. On examining the abdomen

during one of the hysterical paroxysms I discovered a hard round tumor, as

large as a child’s head, in the recti muscles, which communicated a rotary and

strong pulsating motion. At the end of a few seconds this tumor, vvhich was

s^ed in the upper part of the abdomen, subsided, and was succeeded imme-

diately afterwa?cL by a similar swelling immediately in [rout of the hypogastric

region, resembling the impregnated uterus at the sixth month of go^t^on-

This round, hard,%-ojecting, and circumscribed distension continued about half

a minute after which the abdomen was contracted in the most rigid manner

,

so that, after the tumor had disappeared, the whole [ront of that region became

rigid, uneven, and retracted as close as possible

concave contraction of the abdominal parietes continued about half a minute,

after which time the parts resumed their natural

Case V.—A lady, act. 37, mother of two children, had been many years tor
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merited with frequent attacks of hysteria in various forms. I was consulted
in 1835, when I had an opportunity of examining the surface of the abdomen
during a distressing paroxysm of what she called cramp. I found the abdomi-
nal muscles, especially tlie recti, drawn convulsively into hard tumors, which
afforded to the hand a sensation exactly resembling that of the rolling or
locornotion of a fcetus. She described it as if something were grasping her

In some of these cases the pulsations discovered in the abdominal region are
apt to mislead the medical attendant into a belief of the existence of aneurism
Morgagni relates a case in which this mistake was made in a young lady,
who was supposed to be laboring under aneurism in the abdominal aorta, until
It was ascertained that there was no correspondence between the extraordinary
pulsation in the abdomen and that in the left ventricle of the heart. 1 believe
th^e pulsations to proceed from a convulsive motion in the abdominal muscles.

Hysterical disturbance in the abdominal ganglionic nerves is manifested
by irregular action in some of the numerous organs, which they supply with
vitality. Hence we may notice extraordinary pulsations in the heart, a disor-
dered state of the peristaltic motion of the alimentary canal a derangement in
the secreting function of the kidneys, &c. The pulsation of the heart is some-
times found to be intermittent; at other times this organ is troubled with a
morbid irritability, which renders the contraction of the left auricle distinctly
perceptible, and the pulse in the cardiac region twice as frequent as that at the

The rumbling noise, occasioned by disordered function of the fibrous coat of
the bowels, so common in hysteria, whereby the gaseous contents of the colon
are forcibly rrioved in different directions, is not peculiar to that disease; as it
IS met with in those cases of epilepsy which are connected with melancholy
and dyspepsia

; and the globus hystericus, or the sensation of a ball ascending
the (Esophagus and producing dysphagia and a sense of suffocation, is also
neither peculiar to hysteria nor to women.
C^SE VI.—May 31, 183'1. a gentleman, aet. 45, consulted me respecting a

troublesome borborygmus, accompanied with extreme depression of spirits and
a sense of suffocation, which was much increased when he attempted to take
food, or even to swallow liquids. He complained also of palpitation of the
heart, and the choking sensation was so distressing, that he refused to attempt
to swallow any thing during two days. The tongue was coated with a thick
white fur, and he had other symptoms of gastric derangement excited by intem-
perance.

_

In some cases temporary tumors within the abdomen are produced by a par-
tial distension of the colon. In these in.stances the irregular muscular move-
ments. described as proceeding from convulsive contraction of the abdominal
muscles, are absent. In the sixth number of Guy’s Hospital Reports p 257
one of these hysterical tumcirsis described as having been mistaken for a cyst-
and the mistake was not discovered until an opening was made through the
panetes of the abdomen, for the purpose of its being removed.

°

rreatment.-^When hysteria is accompanied with epilepsy or temporary hemi-
plegia, or other symptoms of cerebral disease, ancTthe patient is plethoric
leeches should be applied to one of tfie temples, or blood should be removed bvcupping between the shoulders. This combination of epilepsy with hysteria is
not uncommon in young women of full hahit, when menstruation is delayedbeyond the usual period of its appearance

; and there is danger of the periodical
recurrence of the atta(^k as long as the temporary plethora is permitted to con-
tinue. In this condition, and in this form of hysteria, in which the cerebral
syrnptoms predominate, the exhibition of steel should be strictly prohibited ~
Unfortunately the custom of administering chalybeate medicines without medi
cal advice, and without proper discrimation of the cases adapted for their use
is^often followed by confirmed epilepsy, which sometimes continues through

68
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Task VII. A young lady was attacked with a most violent fit of epilepsy,

which followed a paroxysm of hysteria. She was about 17 years of age, of full

habit and had a florid complexion. I found on inquiry that she had never men-

struated and had been taking for a considerable time large doses of steel.
_

I

directed’twelve leeches to be immediately applied to the temples, a purging

medicine to be given, and the steel to be entirely discontinued. The cerebral

symptoms were^ this timely depletion removed and tne menstrual secretion

^°In these'cases of cerebral hysteria, partaking so decidedly of the nature of

epilepsy, when local bleeding is found ineffectual, much benefit may be derived

frC?thl exhibition of digitalis, in the dose ol two grams twice a day, and the

counter!irritation of a blilter applied to the nape of the neck. The digitalis m

these cases acts beneficially, as in epilepsy, by retarding the

Case VIII.—May 28th, 1847.—A young lady, ait. 16, had been afflicted,

almost daily, with hysteria in various forms during the preceding six

She was of a lymphatic temperament, and inclined to plethora, and presented

ffle appeamnceTf a person pi^edisposed to epilepsy. She wassubject to attacks

of sSL and vehement palpitation of the heart, during which the pulsations of

S at or^an perceptible to the hand placed over the cardiac region, were twice

as rapid as toe pulse at the wrist. Slie was also often seized with .mvolunta y

twitchng of the muscles of the upper eyelids, temporary
f'

hystericus, fits of laughing, crying, and sobbing, and

which continued some time after the paroxysm had subsided ,
the menstrual

to^rg^was regular. The head has not been observe to be ^awn to one

side bid the patient has olten made a moaning noise, and foamed at the mou ,

Ito an epileptic person, during the fit. She passes a quantity of pale urine

‘'^Mr‘'lncMhe medical gentleman who was attending the patient and favored

me with this history, requested me to visit her in consu tation with h ra.

I prescribed twelve leeches to the temples, and the following
^

Exto Belladonme, gr. v.; Ferri Oxydi, 3 iss. ;
Extr Gentian 9j.

xxiv. cap. iv. octavis horis, C. cochl. ii. largis mist. seq. , B Rhei Eulv. 9j.

,

TTinct Aurant. 3 ii ‘, Infus. Q,uass. § vj. M.
. n . • „

^
31 st —Mr. Ince informed me that the patient was rapidly improving.

line 4th.-She has had no return of the fits and the double » ^e

heart has ceased. ^ Extr. Belladon. gr. x. ;
Pulv. Lini gr. x. M. ft

.

,

off j
octavis horis cum cochl ii. largis seq_; B F®"‘ ’

"^'TotoiXlnt' b’etog'engig^d!fwaX"^ visit the patient in his

absence I found her suffering a severe attack of cerebral hysteria, which was

v!ppded bv rigors and partook more of the nature of epilepsy than hysteria.—

Neither the spfnal’nor the ganglionic nerves were affected, except the former

a slighUeCree, in cons^uLce of which, occasional gentle cnnvulsions

and the face was flushed, while the extremities were cold, the eyes were

“^rprLSdto: "f^lSrglelCril fre'ltoion of the leeches which

directed to be kept oiien.
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24tli.—The patient has not had hysteria in any form, except slight attacks of
cerebral congestion resembling epilepsy. The medicines last prescribed have
been regularly continued, but the pulse is not perceptibly under the influence
of the digitalis.

September 4th.—Has omitted the digitalis for some time, and, I find, has
seldom any attack, and when she has, it is trifling and transitory.

When the patient is feeble and emaciated, and the countenance pale and con-
tracted, instead of being flushed, as in the variety just described, the most safe
and efficient practice is to administer an emetic as soon as the patient has
recovered the faculty of deghitition. The depression of the heart’s action, and
the general perspiration produced by the emetic, have the effect of restoring the
balance of the circulation, and relieving the brain from the temporary compres-
sion produced by its congested vessels.

The convulsions in the voluntary muscles, which are the most troublesome
and alarming symptoms to the attendants, are speedily and effectually removed
by the exhibition of belladonna, which has also the effect of removing the disor-
dered function of the nerves of sensation. As this successful mode of treating
hysterical convulsions is, I believe, unknown to the profession, I will adduce
the following cases, which have occurred in my practice at the public institu-

tions which I attend, in corroboration of my recommendation of the remedy.

—

The proper dose of the extract of belladonna, which is the preparation I use, is

half a grain for an adult, which should be repeated once in eight or twelve
hours, according to the severity of the convulsions.
Case IX.—Mary Ann K., aet. 16, was admitted under my care a patient at

the Western Dispensary, on March 4th last, with cerebral hysteria
;
she had

never menstruated. As she had a pale and delicate appearance, I prescribed
steel, and afterwards digitalis, the attacks presenting a great resemblance to
those of epilepsy

;
but the frequency and violence of the convulsions in the

extremities and in the abdominal muscles increased under treatment; so that it

became necessary for several attendants to remain with her during every night
until May 7, when I commenced the exhibition of extract of belladonna, which
I prescribed in the dose of half a grain once in eight hours. When I saw the
patient again on the 10th, I found the pupils dilated, and that she had had no
return of hysteria after she had taken the first dose of the medicine. The bel-
ladonna was continued till the 20th, when it was omitted, no symptom of the
disease having returned.

Case X.—Ann B., aet. 14, was admitted under my care a patient at the
Western Dispensary, on May 17th last. She had hysteria more or less every
day, requiring the continued attention of her family. It appeared in the form
of general convulsions, preceded by globus hystericus and convulsive respira-
tion. As this was an unusually severe and troublesome case, I commenced the
exhibition of extract of belladonna in the dose of two-thirds of a grain once in
eight hours. On the 21st the belladonna was discontinued, all symptoms of
the disease having .subsided the day following the first exhibition of that medi-
cine.

Case XI.—Sarah B„ aet. 25, was admitted a patient at the Western Dispen-
sary, under my care, on May 13th. She was married, and regularly menstrua-
ted. She had been sufTering every day during the preceding month vjith hys-
terical globus and convulsions. I prescribed a pill, containing half a grain of
extract of belladonna, three times a day. On the 20th, finding she had had no
return of the disease, I ordered the medicine to be omitted.
Case XJI.—Sus. C., set. 14, was on May 18, admitted a patient at the Wes-

tern Dispensary. This was a complicated case of cerebral and spinal hysteria,
with which she had been afflicted daily during the last three years. The attack
began with hysterical coma, which was succeeded by convulsions, frequently
interrupted by laughing, crying, and sobbing. She had never menstruated, and
had an anaemic aspect. On this account, I began the treatment with sulphate
of iron, in conjunction with half a grain of extract of belladonna, twice a day.
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She had no return of convulsions after the second dose of the belladonna, and

the pupils in a few days became fully dilated from its use.

On the 14th of June, finding that the hysterical symptoms had subsided, and

that the attacks were such as I have denominated cerebral, I directed the steel

and belladonna to be omitted, and two grains of digitalis to be taken night and

morning. At the end of fourteen days from this time the patient was dis-

charged cured.

Case XIII.—Mary H., set. 18. was admitted a patient at the Western Dis-

pensary on May 27th. She had been attacked almost every day during a con-

siderable time with hysteria, complicated with epilepsy, denoted by corna, con-

vulsions, and foaming at the month, interrupted by frequent fits of crying and

sobbing. I prescribed a pill containing half a grain of extract of belladonna, to

be taken everv night and morning. On the 7th of June, the patient was per-

fectly free from hysteria and epilepsy, and on the 17th she was discharged cured.

Case XIV.—Emma R., ^t. 43, was admitted a patient at the Western Dis-

pensary on June 21st. She complained of globus hystericus, and convulsive

contractions in the abdominal muscles, which she called cramps. I prescribed

half a grain of extract of belladonna once in twelve hours On the 24th, the

hysterical globus and muscular cramps were removed, and on July the 19th the

patient was discharged cured.
• u- u

I am not prepared at present to explain satisfactorily the manner m which

belladonna acts on the nerves of sensation and voluntary motion proceeding

from the spinal column; but I apprehend that it is by producing partial enerva-

tion, or diminished supply of nervous fluid, and consequent temporary paralysis,

as in the iris.
^ , r •

Hysteria proceeding from disordered function in the abdominal ganglionic

nerves is frequently produced by constipation, which is permitted by some indo-

lent females in the middle and upper classes of society to proceed to such an

extent as to occasion an enormous accumulation in, and distension of, the colon.

The consequences of this preternatural condition of the bowel are, obstruction

to the return of venous blood from the intestines, and a general congestion in

the abdominal viscera. The most eflectual mode of removing this stagnant

collection of faeces consists in the exhibition of pills composed ol extract of

jalap, compound extract of colocynth, and compound rhubarb-pill, which should

be reoularly repeated every second day, until the contents of the colon have

been completely dislodged. In these cases saline purgatives will be found of

no avail, as they fail to produce that contraction in the large intestines which

is indispensable to insure their perfect evacuation.
^ ^ -n r u

When hvsteria is combined with pyrosis, the cure of the former will often be

found to succeed that of the latter, which is most successfu.ly treated by trisni-

trate of bismuth in conjunction with a bitter infusion.

A state of anaemia is another very common cause of this form of hysteria, as

well as of clavus hystericus, and other varieties of neuralgia and of morbid sen-

sibility in the nerves of sensation. This condition of the blood, with which

there are found a deficiency of red globules, and a corresponding enervation in

the vital organs, is that which induces hysteria in males; and, by depriving the

uterine vessels of their natural energy, is the cause of that specie^ of chlorosis

in females which is curable bv chalybeates. Whenever neuralgia is connected

with anaemia, it will be found that the latter has preceded the former, and that

the most successful treatment will consist in the exhibition of some preparation

of steel, which, by restoring the healthy proportions of the elements of the blood,

has the'efiect of removing that combination of anaemia and enervation which is

essential to the generation of this kind of nerve-ache. In some cases this sim-

ultaneous deficiency of red globules in the blood, and of nervous energy in the

vascular system, proceeds to such an extent as to produce passive congestion

in the viscera of the thorax and abdomen, and consequent eflrusion of serum in

the cellular membrane of the face and extremto.
^ ^

47, Chester Square, Sept. 13, 1847.
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II .—Poisoning hy Iodine.

At the last annua]_ meeting of the Suffolk branch of the Provincial Medical
and Surgical Association, Mr. Smith detailed some very interesting cases of
the bad e^cts resulting where iodine had been exhibited carelessly for a lencrth-
ened period, and he believed that this iodism was frequently the cause of very
serious and fatal results. In tliese cases there was headache, dizziness. &c.,
which were relieved by expelling the iodine by emetics, and giving brisk ape-
rients.—Prou. Med. and Sur. Journal.

NEW ORLEANS, JANUARY 1, 1848.

The dawn of a new year we deem a fit occasion to admonish our
friends that if they really wish a Medical Journal from the emporium
of the South, they must lend us more efficient aid than they have
hitherto done. They must write more, pay better and afford us a larger
subscription list. The press of engagements at this season has caused
a little delay in issuing the present number of the Journal, for which
we crave the indulgence of our readers, as it does not often happen.

HEALTH OF THE CITY.

Since our last date, our city has been as healthy as usual at the
season. The warm weather continued late and we did not have frost at
this place until the 26th November, when ice was to be seen. After
the 1st of November the people poured in from all quarters and resumed
their customary avocations; yet there was no increase of yellow fever.
A few cases continued to occur till late In December, but these were*
chiefly among the lower class of the people and such as exposed them,
selves to the sun.

^

The Epidemic seemed evidently to have exhausted
itself, without the intervention of frost or any remarkable vicissitude in
the weather. At the equinox we had rain and a pretty smart blow for
a single day, but it then cleared off warm and continued so, with but
slight deviation, for nearly two months. Who has not observed this
manner of cessation occasionally to occur in the country, when the
endemic fevers have prevailed to an extraordinary extent ? And does
it not constantly occur within the tropics, where frost is never seen ?We have yet to learn the laws which govern Pie rise, progress end
decline of summer and autumnal fevers. Frost certainly puts a check
to them, but they do decline without it

;
and that it does not extinguish

them, is verified by the fact thEit whenever and wherever they prevail
intemperate regions, cases may be seen until late in December. This
is certainly true as regards the yellow fever of New-Orleans. Noth with-
standing the severity and general prevalence of the late epidemic in this
city, many who remained here all the time escaped, whilst some had it who
had escaped other epidemics, and others again had it a second or third
time. All this depends upon the exposure to and operation of the
exciting causes. During the prevalence of an epidemic, nearly all are
more or less affected, but by prudence and care, many escape open
attacks. But this is not the place to enlarge upon the late epidemic •

let us rather confine our remarks to the state of health since we last
went to press.
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As usual, the months of November and December were healthy.

Notwithslanding the sudden vicissitudes of the weather, being sometimes

very cold and again very warm, the customary winter diseases have

only recently begun to prevail to any extent. We now have pnemnoma

catarrh, scarlatina, measles, typhoid peer <^c.

;

also a lew *

small pox. If it be true that typhoid or shtp fecer will spread by tnjec-

tion, wo should not be surprised to see it prevail to a great extent in ou

city durine the passing winter and approaching spring. e ia\e

several cLes in private practice and heard of others. An immense

number of European immigrants afflicted with this

here, and they are still pouring in. We shall be -
the northern cities, Montreal, Quebec, New-York and Pluladel^ia, f

we escape its ravages. No sort ol precautions are taken b) 0“^ '"U"'®'-

pal authorities. The immigrants are admitted at once into ‘he heart

ofthe city and our large Charity Hospita ,s now almost monopolised

hv them/ The main building is only caeuxated to entertain comfoitably

aLut 450 patients, whereas the number remaining on oi

January was 82S. They are so densely crowded as to all

possibility of com/ort, not to speak of jMs/tce to the sicr.
.

Lences must be fatal to many poor creatures who with proimi attention

Tgffl beTeLred to health aVd the ftlfiUment of the ond hopes which

caused them to relinquish their native land. Many of them aie almost

in a state of starvation when they arrive, and it may readily be conceived

how unsuitable an asylum for recuperating their energies, is a crowded

has fallen in the western country above us. We understand theie has

been an extraordinary overflow in the Ohio and its tributaries. The

Mississippi is at present high for the season and constantly rising.

YELLOW FEVER.

r The late Epidemic was probably the most extensive that evei pie-

vailed in this city. As to its severity and mortality, there may be dii-

feiLce of opinion. It is impossible to make a correct ?

the whole number of cases. Some have estimated it as high as twenty

or twentyjive thousand, but wo are inclined to think either of‘bese cal-

rulaUon above the truth. As to the mortality ihe reports bom the ce-

ni^eteries as well as they could be obtained by the Board of Health,

only make out something upwards of 2300 from Yellow Fever
;
bu^ this

ao-mn is thought by many to be far snort ofthe reality. It is m

b? regretted that we cannot obtain greater precision in such 'mpo^"

details. The fever raged as an epidemic about two months, and th

greatest mortality from it was in September, "'hen the number o^ea

renorted to the Board of Health, amounted to 1044. During the pi •

palence of yellow fever in this city, the most frightful and exaggerated

reports circulated abroad, but we shall really never get at the buffl n„

less greater efforts be made than any hitherto exercised. A caietn

collection of all the important facts connected ^ •„tere'’stin.r

and decline ofthe late epidemic, would form ^ j, ^ , ft

memoir, and we have it in contemplation to undertake the task, nut
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must necessarily require a good deal of time and labour. On the other
hand, it would seem to be almost useless to write any thing more on
the subject of yellow fever. We l ealiy believe that the archives of the
Profession already contain every thing that need be said on the subject

;

and yet the world is but little wiser in regard to it than it was half a
century ago. Every debateable question which was then discussed, in
relation to its cause, nature, propagation and treatment, still remains un-
decided; and, with the exception of a single point {black vomit,) there
seems to be as great a diversity of opinion at this moment, as at any
previous period. We believe the physicians ofNew-Orleans have com-
pletely settled the point, that black vomit is a hemorrhage from the sto^
mach

;
but doubtless there are some who do not even admit this. Me-

dical are very much like religious controversies : in either case, when
men have formed and expressed opinions, they seem to shut their eyes
against all farther light, and hold on to them with like pertinacity. Then
why write any thing more upon a subject which has been so fully and
so ably discussed as Yellow Fever ? It would certainly be vain to do
so, with a view to erilighten or change any who have formed and express
sed opinions. But is it not our duty to transmit our observations to
those who are to come after us? There is scarcely any point on which
some ofus are not probably right, and many wrong. With our assistonce,
our successors may fortunately discover the truth on all points

; but if
they have to begin their investigations de novo, the same controversies
must continue to arise and be endless. They are certainly entitled to
the benefit of our observations

;
and some masterly mind, yet unborn,

may analyze them thoroughly, winnow the grain from the chaff, and
establish the truth by facts and logic.

We have ourselves seen yellow fever onfive different years, to some
extent in all its phases, and have used our best endeavours to study it
with an unbiassed mind. We have finally been brought to conclusions,
by no means novel, yet at variance with many possessing far more
ability and who have had a much larger experience. When we pro-
claim our convictions, (ifwe ever venture to do so,) we shall be acquitted
of the charge of presumption, if it appear they only corroborate some
of the ablest authorities in the profession.

We will here simply state a few facts relating to the late Epidemic
which we think can be fully substantiated.

’

1.

In the spring of the year. Intermittent fever prevailed to a great
oxtoril]*

2. As the season advanced, frequent cases of mild Remittent Fever
were to be seen among the Intermittents.

3. Soon after the first of July, severe Remittents became common*
some of them terminating in hemorrhages and black vomit. Yellow
Fever was now announced.

4. The Yellow Fever raged in Vera Cruz in May and June
; the in-

tercourse between this city and that, at the time, was very great
; hun-

dreds ofdischarged soldiers were returning from Vera Cruz to this place
some of them convalescents from Yellow Fever, but hardly any labour
ing under it.

5. On the 22d of June a man, recently from Vera Cruz, died black
vomit, at a hotel in Lafayette. He occupied a large room with some
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ten or fifteen other persons. None of these are known to have been

sick soon afterwards.
j u * .u

6. The next death from black vomit in Lafayette, occurred about the

18th July
;

Ibur or five squares distant from the first.

7. The first death from black vomit in New-Orleans, was in an Li^sn

ditcher, at work in the rear of the city, near the Charity Hospital. This

occurred about the 1st of July.

8. 'fhe first death from the same that occurred at the Chanty Hospi-

tal, was on the 6th of July.
^

.

9. The next ten deaths at the same hospital were from different parts

of the city, showing no other connection between each other, except that

a man and his wife were sick in the same house.

10. August came—deaths with black vomit were frequent and yellow

fever was pronounced Epidemic.
. , i

11. At this time all the forms of summer fevers might ^een :

Infermiitents, mild Remittents, severe Remittents, Congestive and 1 elLow,

Remittent bilious and Yellow Fever were predominent.

12. All the milder attacks of intermittent and remittent lever, it

neo-lected or maltreated, assumed the appearance of what is called

Yellow ferer—especially if they terminated

13 bn the other hand, plain cases of yellow fever, if not promptly

cured, sometimes tapered off into intermittent fever, and then recovered.

We saw one instance ot this.

14 In the early stage of mild attacks of fever, no one would pronounce

a definite diagnosis : if promptly relieved, it was not yellowjever : if it

terminated fatally, all doubt was lemoved.

15. At this very time there were cases of what is called Congestive

fever, which terminated fatally in the first or second chill.

16. September came—and the Epidemic raged with its greatest vio-

lence affectin*^ to a greater or less extent all ages, sexes,
^

castes and

conditions, naUves and foreigners. Yet all

escaped who had never had the fever, and some who had never spent a

^^TT^^ManT ^crldes or natives had it, both white and colored, though

the disease was evidently milder with these and with unacclimated

number of persons had the fever for the second and third time,

and some had it who had escaped several previous epidenucs. One of

the worst cases we saw was an intelligent Irishman who said he had

nearly died of it in 1825, and had lived here ever since, excepting 17

montL spent in Mobile. He recovered, after having hemorrhage

from the mouth and turning very yellow.

19 Recent settlers in the city, especially the poorer class, evidently

suffered the most ;
above all, those who wei;e much exposed to the sun.

20 The fever prevailed throughout the intire limits of the city and

Lafayette, which lies on the river, immediately above
;
and to the

ereaLt extent, wherever were to be found the greatest number of poor

Ind unacclimated people. The extent and violence of the disease seemed

be governed more by the last mentioned fact, than by any thing else

nertaining to the different localities.

^21. Many persons who left the city late in the sunimer, were attacked
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on their journey
; and some who came in late were attacked within a

very short time after their arrival, especially if much exposed to the sun.
22. October came—and on its approach, what is called yellow fever

most rapidly declined
;
the monthly number of deaths having fallen from

1044 down to 198. The comparative number of Intermittents now
egan to increase again, and when neglected or maltreated, many of
lem ran into yellow fever

:

if promptly relieved, of course they were
but simple intermittents.

\
month of October the weather was mild, fair and

beautitub hardly approaching within 20 degrees offrost.
24. November came—and with it our travelling citizens, together

with the vast number of persons who annually come to New-Orleans

u u
/^smess in the winter season. The papers had announced that

the ij^pidemic had disappeared and every body returned to their homes
and avocations. But yellow fever was not yet extinct : sporadic cases
were to be seen in different parts of the city. The deaths from it
reported for this month were 12. The weather continued so warm for
the hrst half of the month as to render fires almost useless. The city
was so rapidly filled as to give rise to some apprehension that the
epidemic would be renewed

; but such was not the case. It had run
Its career and was gradually dying away.

2o. During this month European emigrants commenced pouring into
our city, bringing with them their fatal companion Typhoid or ship
jever. It was most curious to observe with what facility the subjects of
this fever assumed the characteristic symptoms of yellow fever after
enteiing the Mississippi river. Some who had escaped sickness during
the long voyage by sea, were attacked soon after entering the city and
going into hospital, in seven or eight days presented hemorrhage from
the gums and yellowness of the skin. One or two cases terminated
fatally with black-vomit. Through the politeness of Dr. Ker, we were
shown several of these cases at the Marine Hospital.

26. On the 25th of November the weather suddenly turned very cold,
and on the 26th and 27th there was ice in the gutters. On the 28th
white frost.

27. The last death from yellow fever was reported in the weekly
Report of the Board of Health for the 25th December. There were
ten deaths from Yellow fever in this month.

Af
prevailed this year at the following places, viz :

'u
Alexandria on Red river, Vicksburg and Rodney onme Mississippi river, all having constant communication with New

Oi leans. There were also some cases at Baton Rouge and Plaquemine •

whereas Natchez, Grand Gulf, and we believe, St. Francisville
escaped.

29. Quarantine was maintained at Natchez and Vicksburg. The
former escaped and the latter had the fever. Whereas, of the interme-
t late towns between those places, Rodney, next to Natchez, was severely
scourged, whilst Grand Gulf, next to Vicksburg—escaped. We have
addressed a circular to physicians residing in each of these places, and
hope to obtain from them some interesting intelligence relative to the
matter.

Such are some of the prominent facts concerning flic late epidemict
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Avhich we think can be fully substantiated ''J'

are many others of great importance which a minute history ot it w ould

dMarinreir proper light. The whole would give rise to deducUons

Wh?c/ would probably vary according to the diversity of intellect b)

which they w^ere examined.
p

MORTALITY IN THE CITY OF NEW ORLEANS
FOR THE YEAR 1847.

The Secretary of the Board of Health, Dr. Hester, has furnished the

following catalogue of interments and causes of death, tairen

books kept at the different cemetries by the Sextons A perusal of it

will show the want of improvement in the nomencl^ure of diseases

amongst our physicians. We fear the Report of the National Medical

Association on this subject has not met the eyes

Tear was unusually sickly and the mortality has been veiy gieat, nut

it must be recollected all these deaths did not occur among the inhabi-

tants of New Orleans. A very large number was furnished by soldieis

„oing to and returning from the Mexican war, and perhaps as many

by the immense influx of European Emigrants, many of whom b^e y

i-Lclied here in time to be hurried. Thus it is impossible to estimate

the mortality proper to the city. We give ‘he Report as it has been

handed to us. ^It includes the interments from all the Hospitals.

Lkl of Interments in the City of New Orleans fromJdth Dec. 1846

to the 18th Dec. 1847, being twelve months or 5- weeks.

Abortion 1, Abscess 2, Accidental 6, Accouchement 3, Anasarca 3,

Anemia 13, Aneurism 3, Angina Maligna 3, Angina Tonsi Ians 1,

Aorta. Aneurism of 1, Apoplexy 71, do. pulmonary 1, Arachnitis 1,

Ivihritis 1 Ascites 10, Asphyxia 4, Asthma 8, Atrophia 3, Bladdei,

fnflammatLi oft do., ^aral^Js of 1, Bowels, hemorrhage from 2 do.,

inflammation of 30, do., ulceration of 12, Brain, compression on 2, do.,

concussion of 6, do., congestion of 66, do., disease of 4, do.,

on 1, do., effusion on 5, do.,
!‘''7l"®cLcer^ I

carcinoma of 1, Bronchitis 39, do. chronic i. Bum 11, ‘-ancei 1,

Sh dl, do. chronic 8, do. pulmonary 10, Cerebml hemorrhage 3,

Si^s 57, Chlorosis 2, Cholera 1, do. infantum 31, do. morbus 4,
Cerebiit

’chorea 1 Colic 10, Colitis 15, Congestion 7, do. pul-

^^“!frv"2 Consumption’572, Contusion 8, Convulsions 168, Coxa^ia

o”Si^? Croup is" Cyimnche 6, do. Trachealis 6 Cj.tet s 1, De

bilffV 196, Delirium 2, dm Tremens 75, Di^ptharitis 1, Deiitition 96,

D arHima 114, do. acute 1, do. chronic 77, do. gastro-hepatitis 1, do.

r I 4 5 Dikphramnatis 1, Disease chronic 17, do. inflammatory 5,

ll'’fbinenteris 1, Dropsy 79, Drowned 89, Dysentery 349, do. acute 1,

J V, nic 90 do malig. 2, do. tubercular 1, Eclampsia 1, Emphy-

fSonarFir Endocarditis 1, Encephalitis 14, Enteritis (19, do.

*
.e 3 r chron c 31, Entero-Cephalitis 3, Entero-Colitis 4, do. do.

Wic 1 Entero-Gastritis 5, Epilepsy 8, Erysipelas 5-

of l,.Eever 36, do. Adynamic 2, do. Ataxic 1, do. Bilious lo, do.
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Bilious remittent 1, do. congestive 43, do. Idiopathic 1, do. Gastric 1,

do. Hectic 2, do. Icterodes 6, do. Interm. 26, do. Interm, pernicious 13,
do. Intestinal 1, do. Malignant 5, do. Malignant putrid 5, do. Nervous
27, do. Pernicious 22, do. Pernicious congestive 1, do. Puerperal 3, do.

Putrid 4, do. Remit. 17, do. Scarlet 12, do. Scarlet malig. 3, do.

Traumatic 1, do. Typhoid 226, do. Typhoid congest. 7, do. Typhus
152, do. Yellow 2306., Flaggelation excessive 1, Gangrene 14, do.

Senilis 1, Gastritis 19, do. Acute 1, do. Chronic 12, Gastro-Duodenitis

7, Gastro-Encephalitis 3, Gastro-Enteritis 103, do. Acute 1, do.

Chronic 15, Gastro-Enteralgia 1, Gastro-Hepatitis 11, do. Chronic 2,

Gastro-Pneumonitis 1, Head, injury of 6, Heart, aneurism of 3, do.,

disease of 14, do., hypertrophy of 18, do., wound of 1, Hemorrhagia 7,

Hemorrhage, gastro intestine from 1, do. Puerpera 1, Hepatic Abscess
2, do. Phthisis 2, Hepatitis 24, do. Acute 5, do. Chronic 6, Hepato-
Gastritis 2, Hematemesis 2, Hernia 1, Humerus, fracture of 1,

Hunger 1, Hydrocele 1, Hydrocephalus 20, do. Acute 1, do. Chronic 1,

Hydropsia 13, Hydro-Pericarditis 1, Hydro-Thorax 7, Hypertrophy 4,

Icterus 1, Inanition 1, Indigestion 2, Influenza 1, Intemperance 8, In.

testines, perforation of 1, do., chronic inflammation of 1, do., rupture
of 1, do., softening of 3, Jaundice 6, Laryngitis 8, do. oedematus 1,

Leg, amputation of 2, do., fracture of 1, Leucophlegmasia 1, Liver,

abscess in 7, do., cancer of 1, do., disease of 1, do., inflammation of 1,

Lungs, apoplexy of 1, do., congestive of 4, do., gangrene of 5, do.,

hemorrhage from 3, do., inflammation of 14, Marasmus 46, Measles 38,
Meningitis 45, do. Acute 1, do. Chronic 1, Mesenterica 2, Metorrhagia
2, Metro-Peritonitis 5, Myelitis 4, do. Chronic 1, Neck, abscess in 1,

QEdema 1, Old age* 35, Paralysis 5, Parturition 1. Pericarditis 1,

Peritonitis 14, do. Chronic 2, do. Puerperal 1, Purtussis 22, Phrenitis 4,

Pleuritis 16, Pleurodynia 1, Pleuro-Pneumonia 16, do. Chronic 2,
Pneumonia 64, do. Ataxic 1. do. Chronic 5, do. Intermittent 1, do.

Typhoid 12, Poisoned 4, Puerperal Mania 1, Purpura Hemorrhagica 1,

Rectum, cancer of 1, Rheumatism 8, do. inflammatory 1, Ribs, fracture

of 1, Scald 5, Scorbutis 4, Scrotum, gangrene of 2, Scrofula 12, Sinile

Catarrh 2, Skull, fracture of 18, Small Pox 27, Spasms 8, Spinal
Arachnitis 1, Spine, fracture of 4, Spinal Marrow, softening of 1, Spina
Bifida 1, Stomach, cancer of .3, Still Born 196, Stomach, congestion
of 1, do.. Cramp of 4, do., Schirrus of 2, Strangulation (hanging) 1,
Stricture 1, Sun Stroke 6, Syphilis 3, Syncope 1, Tetanus 69, do. Idio-

pathic 2, Tabes Mesenterica 2, Tibia, fracture of 1, Traumatic tetanus

3, Trismus Nascentium 78, Tumor abdominal 1, Typhus Icterodes 1,
Uncertain .577, Urethra, stricture of 1, Uterus, cancer of 2, do., disease
of 1, do., ulceration of 2, Verminous affection 12, Vertrebra, fracture of
1, do., injury of 1, Womb, cancer of 3, Wound, contused 1, do., Gun-
Shot 7, do. Incised 1, do. penetrating 9. Total 7499.

* One, an African, 112 years old. Three of 100 years old each. One
90 years old.
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Under 10 years of age. . 1750

Over “ “ “
. 5304

Age not specified, . 443
Whites, . 6274
Coloured, 1220

Mortality in each month-

From 19th December to 19th January, 408
(( a February, 367
u (( March, 292
ii n April, 327
u a May, . 427
u ti June, 626

(( July, 566
t( (( August, 1292
il a September, 1771
(( (( October, 590
a (( November, 396

u December, 426

HEALTH OF THE COUNTRY.

Our attentive correspondents at Montgomery and Pattersonville will

please accept our thanks for their letters, concerning the health of the

country. A correspondent at Mobile has sent us an interesting communic-

ation concerning the late Epidemic at that place, which we shall reserve

for our next number. So far as we have been able to learn, the lower

portions of the country suffered generally from sickness during the last

autumn, whilst the upper or hilly regions escaped. This in accor-

dance with general observation. We do not hear of much sickness

any where in the interior at present.

Montgomery, Ala., December 15th, 1847.

Gentlemen :—For the two months from the 10th of October to the

9th of December inclusive, our case books present the following list

:

Asthma, 1; Aptha, 2; Anus (prolapsus of) 1; ‘‘ (fistula of) 1 ;

“ (fissure of) 1 ;
abscess, 2 ;

bronchitis (acute) 4 ;
“ (chronic) 1

;

Bubo-( sympathetic) 1 ;
chorea, 1 ;

croup, 1 ;
cholera-rnorbus, 10 ;

“ infant. 1 ;
colic, 7 ;

cataract, 5 ;
chilblain, 1 ;

convulsions, infantile,

2 ;
dropsy, 3 ;

dyspepsia, 2 ;
diarrhoea, (acute) 14 ;

“ (chronic) 2 ;

difficult dentition, 1 ;
dysentery, 3 ;

delirium tremens, 4 ;
dysmenorrhoea,

3 ;
enteritis (acute) 3 ;

epilepsy, 1 ;
eczema, 2 ;

epistaxis, 1 ;
fracture

(simple of thigh) 1 ;
“ (of radius) 2 ;

“ (of leg) 1 ;
foreign body—in

ear, 1 ;
fever (intermittent) 104; “ (remit.) 41; “ “(pernicious) 3;

“ (infantile) 5 ;
gonorrhoea, 3 ;

gastritis (acute) 1 ;
gastro-enteritis, 1 ;

hemiplegia, 1 ;
hemorrhoids, 1 ;

haemoptysis, 1 ;
hernia, (strangulated

inguinal) 1 ;
hysteria, 3 ;

leucorrhoea, 1 ;
laryngitis, (acute) 1 ;

intoxica-

tion, 1 ;
influenza, 3

;
jaundice, 8 ;

mamma, (inflammation of) 1

;

meningitis, 1 ;
menorrhagia, 2 ;

neuralgia, 16 ;
otitis, 1 ;

opthalmia,4 ;

orchitis, 3 ;
paronychia, 1

;
phthisis pulmonalis, 1 ;

pneumonia, (acute)

8 ;
“ (chronic) 1 ;

parturition, (natural) 3 ;
“ (terious) 1 ;

Phymosis, 1

;

rheumatism, (acute) 2 ;
retroversion of uterus, 1 ;

suppression of men
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scs, 1 ;
stricture of urethra, 1; spinal irritation, 4; strabismus,!;

syphilis, (primary) 2; “ (secondary) 2; “ (tetiary) 1; sprain, 3 ;

spleen, (chronic engorgement of) 2 ; spematorrhcea, 1 ;
stomatitis, 1 ;

tonsilitis, 5 ;
trismus nascent, 1 ;

ulcers, 6 ;
urticaria, 1 ;

worms, 1 ;wounds, (lacerated) 1 ;
“ (contused) 4 ;

“ (incised) 5 ;
“ (punctured) 2 ;“ (gun-shot) 2.

V / , ,

There were, it will be seen, in all 361 cases—and 12 deaths : One
from cholera infantum

;
One from Infantile convulsions

;
One from

chronic Diarrhoea; One from Delirium Tremens
;
Two from acute

^nteritis
; One from acute gastritis; Two from acute Laryngitis

;

One fiom Meningitis, and two from acute pneumonia.

W. M. B.

Pattersonville, La., December 17, 1847 .

Gentlemen—Since my note to you of October 19th, the sickness in
this section has pretty steadily declined. With the exception of a few
chronic rnsceral diseases and some relapses of Intermittent Fever, the
health ofthis community is now, and has been for some time, almost
uninterruptedly good. I have had under treatment, since the winter setm, one case ot Pneumonia, and also several surgical cases. In one
the scalp was extensively torn and injured by being thrown from a cartand struck with one of its wheels while rapidly revolving

; another, inwhich the hand was caught with the cogs of the rollers of a smrarmilland mashed and lacerated
; and the third in which the hand and armwere entangled in the rollers of a sugar mill and crushed to pieces. Inthe second case I amputated the index and middle fingers with theirmatacarpal bones, and succeeded in saving the thumb and last two fin-gets—and in the third case, amputated the arm above the elbow, whichalso terminated favourably.

’

stn'i^r
j,®

''ery cold for this latitude; the thermometer hasstood (early in the morning) as low as 28 =
. We have had consider-

aiile ice, and the sugar crops are cut considerably short.

Respectfully,

R. H. n.

HOSPITAL REPORTS.

CHARITY HOSPITAL.
This Institution has been crowded with patients from the betrinnimrof the year to the end. The extraordinary number has been made noby Foreign Immigrants, United States soldiers and the epidemic of vel^low fever. The fo lowing is the annual amount of admissions dischar'ges and deaths. The list ofdiseases will be furnished in our next number!

Annual Reportfor 1847 .

Admitted

;

Discharged

:

MAIN BUILDING.

11,690.

9,369.

Died

:

Remaining on the Lst
January, 1848.

2,037.

828.
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Admitted :

Discharged :

Lir^'ATIC ASYLUM.

678 Died : . . • 8^

. 541 Remaining on the 1st

January, 1848. . 125

These are the largest figures ever seen on the books of the Charity

Hospital. No hospital should be permitted to take m double the num-

ber of patients it can entertain comfortably, for it cannot be done with

iustice to the sick. The wards of the Charity are now literally crammed.

\ row of beds extends all round the walls and another m the middle o

the floor. Many patients have to sit up all day and lie upon pallets at

nio-ht The whole house is infected with Typhoid fever, thus rendering

it dangerous for patients labouring under other diseases to go there.—

The house students, nurses and sisters of charity are suffering fiom the

disease. Diarrhoea and dysentery are also common and there ai^ seven

or eight cases of small-pox in the adjoining Lunatic Asylum. But one

thing is lacking to complete the catalogue of misenes-erysip, as ^11

probable break out before long, and then the cup will be full,

deem it our duty to record these melancholy facts to make up the medi-

cal history of the day. When evils become glaring and outrageous,

they enforce reform, and often not before.

Dr. Sims on Trismus Nascenthm,

Dr J. Marion Sims, of Montgomery, Alabama, haying recently

visited our city, was invited by the Physico-Medical Society to read a

paper on the above subiect. This he did at the Medical College,^ on

the^evenino- of the aOth December, before the members of the Society

and of the Metfical Class. It will be recollected that Dr. S.ms pub-

lished a paper on Trismus NasceMium in iU.American Journal oj the

Medical Sciences for April 1846, in which he maintained that

the disease was caused by a displacement of the os occipitis,

whereby compression was made upon the cerebellum, medulla

oblono-ata and the important nerves originating from it. 1 his dis-

placement hei believed, proceeded from the careless habit of suffering

young infants to lie too much upon their backs, and he suggested the

Ihnnfe remedy of placing them on their sides and letting them test

upon soft feather pillows. Since that time. Dr. S. has closely 8*“^^

the subiect, and although he has discovered the fallacy of some of the

‘dews ihich he then entertained, still he is satisfied that the leading

idea is correct, and the object of this paper is to substantiate 'b.

he does by numerous, carefully observed facts and most plausible de-

Suctions. One of the errors which Dr. S. says he once entertained

3 that the displacement was attributable to imperfect ossification ot

’
. 1 1- Lo is nnw r*nnvinr,ed th8,t it is more likelywas, that the aispiaceiiienL wao

^
j

iJUai,.

the occipital bone ;
whereas he is now convinced that «

to occur where ossification is unusually advanced. He s^ys, that

in intra.uterine life or before parturition, the os occipitis lies beneath the

parietal bones, but that immediately after birth the occiput should bug

OTit and its superior edge rest upon the border of the parietal ’’O"® •

UMesS this takes placef a more' or less dangerous compression upon
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the soft parts mentioned, will soon be produced. In most cases, if the
proper position of the infant be attended to, nature will correct the
evil

;
but it occasionally happens that surgical aid will be required to

liberate the confined and misplaced bone, as in the case mentioned by
Dr. Harrison in a previous number ol our Journal. Dr. Sim's has
elevated the depressed occiput with an instrument something like an
awd, upon one or two occasions, with success. He gave the details of
some exceedingly interesting cases M-hicli he had saved by his method
of treatment, and which strongly corroborate the views he entertains.

Cases of Trismus present difi'erent degrees of severity, some terminat-
ing fatally in a few hours, and others continuing for several weeks

;

but under all its varied forms, Dr. S. thinks he has discovered one in-

variable diagnostic symptom, viz. the inability to suck the breast. This
symptom he has never seen wanting in a single case, and it has often
served to determine the existence of the disease, where the other symp-
toms left room for much doubt as to the true nature of the case.
A more extended experience has convinced Dr. Sims that the disease

does not arise exclusively from a depression of the occiput
;
he has

seen cases, where it arose from a depression of the parietal hones.
The position of the child in this case should be different from the pre-
ceding. We confess our astonishment at the promptness with which,
according to Dr. Sims, relief is afforded in many cases, simply by
placing the child in the proper position. He has seen evident improve-
ment in half an hour or less, and complete relief afforded in the course
of a few hours. Ho says that nothing is necessary in cases of occi-
pital depression, but to place the child upon its side, so that the head
may rest fairly on the temporal bone. Not 'partially inclined, so that
the weight of the head will rest on the parietal protuberance, as is too
often done by mothers and others, who will assert that the child has
been constantly laid upon its side, but flat upon the side oj the head^
when there will naturally be a slight inclination downwards and for-

wards. Dr. Sims asserts that the cradles in ordinary use amoiitr
negroes and the poor are abominable contrivances—in fact, mere troughs
in which it is almost impossible to lay an infant properly during the first

days of its life. They are usually so deep and narrow, that if a child
should be placed in one of them with its head sufficiently inclined for-
wards, it would be suffocated. The pillow should be of soft feathers,
and beaten up so as to be thickest in the middle. In cases of parietal
depression, the child should be kej>t almost erect on the back, or held
over on the forehead. Dr. Sims recommends no medicine in the treat-
ment of the complaint. All the distressing symptoms, such as insomnia,
borborigmi, griping diarrhoea, tonic spasms etc., disappear as soon as
the punctum saliens, tbe brain, is relieved. He thinks that all the
recoveries from this usually fatal disease have been entirely accidental
-—in the management of them the child happened to be placed in the
right position, to allow nature to rectify the evil. He is convinced of
this in regard to the recommendation of Dr. Eberle, to apply a blister
to the nucha, for then the child must necessarily be placed on the side.
And as to a successful case mentioned by Dr’. Stone in his lecture to
the Medical Class, which followed the application of sweet oil all over
the body, at the request of an old woman, he is equally convinced that
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the good result is more fairly attributable to the change ot position^

accid^entally made, than to any virtue of the oil. Dr. Sims spoke of

certain infantile allections, which he calls Trlsmoid, because they

resemble true Irismus nasceniium in many particulars, but lack the

o-rand diagnostic symptom, the total inability to suck the breast. Dr.

Sims alluded to a certain peculiarity of Trismus, which he was pleased

to hear mentioned by Dr. Stone in his recent lecture to the class, viz.

a tendency to observe something like a hebdomidal periodicity. He

had witnessed this himself in several instances. If the disease did not

terminate soon after the attack, the crisis, either favorable or not, was

apt to occur on one of the succeeding 7th days.

As to the reputed frequency of the disease in Southern countries,

Dr. S. contends that we are in want of farther and more careful ob-

servations, as well to settle the existence of ike fad, as the malign in-

fluence of the climate. He thinks, it will be found on careful investiga-

tion, that its frequency depends more upon the improper management

of children, than on the climate or anything else. By reference to

“ Curling on Tetanus,” the best work extant on the subject, it will be

seen that the disease has prevailed to a great extent among children in

a northern latitude. As to the frequent occurrence of the disease in

certain localities, on particular plantations in the South, for instance.

Dr. S. thinks that more careful observation is demanded. He knows

of two large plantations m the same neighborhood, on one of which the

disease is very common, insomuch that within the last ten years, fifty

negro children have been lost from it
;
whilst on the other it is equally

rare. He is satisfied that in these instances, the different results de-

pend on the difi'erent degree of care and attention paid by the ovyners

to their nesro children. As to the comparative frequency ot this

disease in our Northern and Southern States, whatever difference may

exist, Dr. S. attributes to the character of the respective populations.

He is inclined to think, however, that it is far more common at the

North than is generally admitted. He believes that many of the deaths

in early infancy attributed so vaguely in their bills of mortality to con-

vulsions, spasms, infantile complaint etc., are really caused by the

disease under consideration. His paper will be published in the

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, and we hope it will attract

the special attention of northern physicians.

We have thus given an imperfect sketch of some of the leading

views of Dr. Sims on this interesting subject. His paper was listened

to with marked attention and called forth the encomiums of all who

heard it. He professed to give nothing but a scries of facts, with Jus

own (ledacliGns from them, and so striJSng were his facts and so reason-

ahle his deductions, that he made a decided impression upon the mmos

of many who had not thought so favorably of his first communication.

He is a physician of some twelve years’ experience, possessing fine

talents and a happv delivery. He stands high in Alabama as an opera-

tive surgeon, and the case of resection of the lower jaw, published in a

former number of our Journal, certainly affords good evidence ot his

merit. We look upon him as one of the most promising young phy-

sicians of the South, and sincerely hope he may be spared many years

to prosecute the objects of his laudable ambition.
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MOREHEAD’S ELECTRO-GALVANIC MAHCINE.

This is one of the most convenient apparatuses for the application of
the valuable remedial agent Electro-Galvanism that has ever been
invented. The remedy is one of the most useful we possess in many
neuralgic and other affections, and should be at the command of every
practising physician. It is contained in a small portable box and
requires nothing but a solution of sulphate of copper, which can be pre-
pared in a few minutes, to have it ready for use. Messrs. Guion & Co.,
corner of Canal and St. Charles Sts., keep them for sale at a moderate
price and will fill all orders at the shortest notice. We would recom-
mend our medical friends to purchase the article.

VACCINATION.

Dr. A. Mercier, 112 Customhouse St., requests us to say that he
keeps a constant supply of fresh and genuine vaccine matter, and that he
would be pleased to fill all orders from the interior. Dr. M. is one of
the most respectable physicians of our city and can be fully relied on.
We are very glad he has taken it in hand, as we have more or less of
small-pox here every winter, and it is not less important that the commu-
nity should avail themselves of this invaluable protective than to know
where they may obtain the genuine vaccine virus.

ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR 1847.

By D. T. LILLIE, at the City of New Orleans.

Latitude, 29 deg. 57 rain.
;

Longitude, 90 deg. 07 rain, west of Greenwich.

WEEKLY.
THERMOMETER. BAROMETER. COURSE

OF

WIND.

FORCE
OF

WIND,

Ratio
1 to 10.

Rainy

Days.
Q,uan-
tiiy of
Rain.

Inches.Max. Min. Range. Max. Min. Range.

4 •

Oct. - 30 70.6 56.0 14.5 30.38 30.00 0.38 N.W. 3 0 0.000
Nov. - 6 80.7 61.0 19.7 30.19 29.96 0.23 s. H 0 0.000

CC - 13 83.0 62.5 20.5 30.32 29.96 0.36 S.E. H 1 0.180
- 20 78.0 42.0 36.0 30.35 30.12 0.23 N.E. 3 1 1.600

u - 27 70.0 29.0 41.0 30.50 29.91 0.59 N.W. H 2 3.000
Dec. - 4 59.5 37.0 22.5 30.44 29.88 0.56 N.E. H 1 2.750

- 11 76.0 43.0 33.0 30.35 29.97 0.38 S.E. 2| 3 4.375
U - 19 74.5 36.0 38.5 30.41 29.99 0.42 N.W. H 1 1.250
a - 25 61.5 32.0 29.5 30.36 29.97 0.39 N.W. 3 1 3.750

1848.--Jan. 1 71.0 38.0 33.0 30.36 30.11 0.25 S.E. 3^ 2 2.881

Remarks.

—

The Thermometer used for these observations is not attached to
the Barometer, but is a self-registering one, and is placed in a fair exposure.
Regular hours of observation, 8 a.m., 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
The Barometer is located at an elevation of 19 feet above the level of the

ocean, and is suspended clear of the wall of the building.

The Rain Guage is graduated to the thousandth part of an inch, and the
receiver is elevated 40 feet from the ground.,
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OBITUARY.

It is with the most poignant regret that we have to announce the loss of ouf

late estimable confrh'e Ur. James B. Slade, of this city. In May last he

ioined the army in Mexico, as Surgeon to the I5th Regt. U. S. Infantry, and

after sharing the dangers of the bloody battles immediately preceding the

downfall of 'the Capitol, in which he acted a conspicuous part, and command-

ino- the gratitude and applause of all the officers and men who came under his

charge, he fell a victim to Typhoid Fever in the City of Mexico, on the 30th of

November, in the 45th year of his age. He was a native of North Carolina,

and practised his profession there a few years. In 1836 he emigrated to

Madison County, Mississippi, where he did an extensive practice and attained

a high standing. Wishing to find a field more congenial to his taste and

ambition than could be afforded by a country location, he settled himself in

this city in Dec. 1841. Whilst he lived here, his course was marked by such

uniform dignity, urbanity and devotion to his profession, that he commanded

the respect and esteem of all who knew him, and would doubtless have become

one of the first practitioners of this citv. In the Spring of 1846, when Loui<

siana was called upon to despatch Volunteers as quick as possible to the

rescue of Gen. Taylor, on the Rio Grande, Dr. Slade was among the first to

offer his services in a professional capacity. He was appointed Surgeon to

the 2nd Re^t. Louisiana Volunteers, under Col. Davis, with which he went

out and returned with much reluctance after the brief term of three months.

Havino- a natural fondness for military life, he eagerly embraced the first

opportunity that offered to enter the army again. His real worth was soon

discovered, as well by the officers and soldiers of the line, as by those of the

Medical Staff. We heard the Surgeon General, on his recent return from

the city of Mexico, pronounce him one of the best of all the new appointments.

We have other good evidence that he was considered one of the most efficient

surgeons in the army. In Major General Pillow’s Report of the action at

Contreras, Dr. Slade is signalized as having rendered most important services,

not only by the bold and prompt discharge of his official duties, but by encour-

ao-ino- the men to do theirs. His health was at that time quite bad, but such

w“as°his ambition, energy and devotion to the service, that nothing short ot

severe illness could prevent him from the discharge of his duty._ We heard

Gen. Pierce, Col. Trousdale and other officers, recently from Mexico, speak of

him in the hio-hest terms and express deep regret at his loss. He had treated

the wounds of the officers named. We understand he was sick wyffi typhoid

fever several weeks and was thought to be convalescent, when a sudden relapse

took him off in a few days. He was laid in a temporary resting place in the

City of Mexico with military honors, and his remains have been since ffir-

warded to this city, but have not yet arrived. Dr. S. was one of the Vice-

Presidents of the La. Medico-Chirurgical Society and a Surgeon elect to the

Charity Hospital, when he left here. In the death of Dr. Slade, our country

and the Medical Profession have alike sustained a heavy loss, for to the one he

was a faithful servant, and to the other an enthusiastic devotee.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Practical Illustrations of Uterine Disease, By H. J. Holmes,
M. D., of Hinds Co,, Mississippi,

Messrs. Editors .—Since my last communication upon diseases of the
uterus, published in the January number of your Journal, for 1846, six-

ty-one cases have been placed under my care to be treated for diseases
of the womb—viz : 32 of hard engorgement with ulceration, 17 of Dys-
menorrhoea, 11 of menorrhagia, and one of amenorrhoea

;
38 of which

have been permanently cured, 11 greatly relieved, 4 partially—and 9
still under treatment. Having been requested to report in your Journal
some of the cases that have fallen under my care—I have selected a few
which I trust will not prove uninteresting to your numerous readers.

Case 1.— iVIrs. G.
;
aged 42, of nervous temperament, the mother of

nine children, came to my Infirmary at Spring Bridge, Miss., on the
4th day of December, 1847, having travelled from Vilasco Texas, via
New Orleans, to Vicksburg, thence to Clinton by railroad, and by hack
to my residence. Being very feeble and emaciated—the last day of her
journey affected her very much, so as to bring on one of her usual hys-
terical paroxysms, which continued for two hours before reaction could
he brought on by the use of warm brandy-toddy, sinapisms, hot bricks,
bathing of feet, &c. The next day after her arrival I made an examina-
tion with the speculum, and by it, I detected a small ulcer around the
os tincae, embracing the canal and cavity, from which issued a yellow
tenacious discharge—the uterus very white and shining. By the touch
it was found to be very sensative and hard—producing an exquisite pain
in the right groin, with nausea and difficult breathing. The 4th, 5th,
6th, and 7th dorsal vertebrae were very sensitive—the pressure of the

71
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fingers upon them would cause her to scream aloud, and afterwards a

sense of suffocation and disposition to clear the throat continued for a

time pressure upon the lumbar vertebrie caused pain in the womb and

groin. To obtain a correct history of the case for some years previous

to her visiting me, I had to interrogate her daughter, a very intelligent

young lady who had assisted her father and a favorite servant giil to

nurse her, and from her I learned that she had had tor several years

regular and frequent hysterical paroxysms, which by the least noise

could be produced at any moment, and would yield very readily to stimu-

lants, sinapisms, &c.. leaving her very much prostrated after each

attack. So great was her apprehension of death from these repeated

attacks, that at no time would she retire to bed without having placed

by her side a few blue pills and i grain morphine—that she might reach

and take whenever she felt the least approach of one of her attacks. I

also learned that her nervous system had become so much impaiied that

the least noise from talking by others in the same room or by the ratt.

limr of a newspaper in the adjoining room would immediately pi oduce

one of her spells. To receive company, or to talk five minutes, oi to

sew, read, or five minutes walking, would subject her to a very severe

attack ;
that she was a great burthen to herself and family can be very

readily imagined by the reader from the constant and watchful attention

sCequired both day and night. The nature and seat of her disease

having^been ascertained, and a new plan of treatment being about to be

mlopted, I suggested the idea that we would dispense with the constant

use of the blue pill and morphine at night. This prod^uced some degree

^surprise, inasLch as she had heretofore believed her very existence

depended upon the use of both. By our treatment and the use ot ene-

mas, it required but a short time to convince her that

disnlmse with them but that she continued to improve without the aid of

W former panacea? The treatment was commenced the morning

after her arrival, by drawing blood from the uterus and continued daily

in proportion to her strength, for ten days. On the morning of the 16th

of^Dewmber, she informed me that she had rested badly, being veiy

nervous and restless the night before and that she was very certain her

p"was about approaching. The following mixture was prepared

Ld a tea-spoonful directed to be taken in water at intervals of three

hours. 1 z ••

^ Tinct. myrrh. 311 .

“ Guiacum, i i.

“ assafoetida, § iss.

“ Iodine, 3 i.

This mixture was continued daily for two months, with a decided im-

provement in the tone of the stomach and with a very happy effect when

17th. Remarked that she had during the night slight symptoms of a

paroxysm, which passed off by taking a smal quantity of brandy, qui-

nine and morphine-rested pretty weli the balance of the nigl .

18th. She received the visits of several ladies, and haying talked a few

minis, produced a severe paroxysm which continued in its worst form

for nearly one hour. By the use of brandy, quinine and sinapisms, reac-
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tion came on slowly ^—being unable to articulate more than a word or
two the balance of the day.

19th. Her period made its appearance—discharge very dark, thick
and foetid

;
small in quantity—intense pain in the right groin and hip-

cold extremities and difficult breathing—deep moaning and frequent
sighing—brandy, quinine and morphine given freely.

20th. Rested badly—catamenial discharge more free, with the same
color and consistence. Slight dyspnea with oppression of the chest,
pulse very feeble—very excitable and exceedingly nervous—brandy and
quinine continued

; took during the day ^ grain morphine twice.
21st. Rested much better—still very nervous, period the same as yes-

terday, pulse more full, skin warm and natural, does not complain of
pain, breathing easy, ordered quinine through the day, and use the assa-
fostida and myrrh, mixture.

22d. Rested well—very slight appearance of the catamenia—color
brighter with less foetor

;
slightly nervous

;
appetite pretty good, setting

up in bed, very feeble
;
continue quinine and anti-spasmodic mixture.

2.3d. Period ceased—exceedingly nervous with oppression of the chest
and dyspnea

; ordered an occasional drink of brandy, quinine and I grain
morphine.

24th. Dressed and setting—a little nervous, appetite very good.
Remarks to day that her period which has just passed off, was decidedly
better than usual, the paroxysms and nervous excitement being more
easily arrested and attended with less unpleasant feelings than any one
she has had for many months past

;
that at home it was with great diffi-

culty that life could be sustained by her attendants, and at each period
she could scarcely survive the effects of them from time to time.

25th and 26th. Very comfortable.
27th. Commenced iawing blood from the uterus, caustic applied to

the ulcer.

28th and 29th. Slight hemorrhage and sloughing from ulcer.
30th and 31st. Free discharge of yellow leucorrhoea.
January 1st. Drew blood and applied caustic Iodine to the neck of

the uterus
; complains of pain in the back and hip.

3d. Applied moxa tothe 4th and 6th dorsal vertebrae—produced deep
pain in the chest with difficult breathing, a slight sip of brandy affords
relief.

4th. Yellow discharge—commenced the nitric acid wash, | drachm
to 28 oz. water—syringe full three times a day.

5th. The ulcer presents the same appearance, drew blood, passed the
second and third size probe in the canal two inches, gave slight pain
symptoms of a paroxysm, a sip of brandy and quinine afforded relief in
one hour.

6th. Applied caustic to the ulcer and canal, Iodine to the neck with
the same effect.

7th. Great soreness of abdomen
;
pain in the back and groin, he-

morrhage and sloughing succeeds.
8th. Complains of her old deep seated pain in right groin with numb-

;
apply a large moxa over the seat of pain.

9th. Remarked that the moxa had afforded great relief; apply moxa
to the second lumbar vertebra.
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10th. Applied caustic to ulcer and canal—gave instant pain in the

back, right thigh and leg— nervous paroxysm succeeds dyspnea an

deep moaning, unable to articulate ;
brandy, quinine and hot bricks

affords relief after a time.

11th. Nervous through the night, slept but little
;
hemorihage and

sloughing—great soreness of the abdomen, apply a hot poultice with

^’^ISth. Hemorrhage continues with an occasional slough ;
slightly ner.

vous, complains of soreness of abdomen, quite feeble, gave one ot the

following pills three times a day.

R Ferro cyanate Quinine, 3i.

Ext. Valerian. 9 ss.

Make 20 pills.

13th. Slept pretty well, strength much better and less nenmus, setting

up and walks a little, appetite exceedingly good, continue the Piijs*

14th. Strength increasing—quite calm and composed ;
apply mox

to the 5th and 7th dorsal vertebrae, gave pain in the chest with d}spnea,

disposition to cough
;
a sip of brandy affords rebef.

^

15th. She is admonished of the approach of her periods b> the sjmp-

toms which usually pvecede it
;

viz : her nervous system unusua^

excitable, loss of appetite, pain in the back and groin, which continue

until the period sets in and during its continuance.

15th and IGth, same.
. i rive

17th. Period commences with slight oppression of the chest and j
-

pnea ;
frequent sighing and moaning through the day, cold extremities,

^pain in the back, hip fnd groin, discharge dark and ^^J^bles coffee

grounds, fetid and very thick, small in quantity, brandy toddy fiequently,

quinine and morphine twice through the day ;
in the evening quite calm

'^"l8th. Slept pretty well, discharge more profuse and better in color.

The assafoetida, myrrh, and guiacum mixture seems to control the ner-

vous paroxysm and makes her quite comfortable.^
, , v u

19th. Slept well, appetite very good, sitting up m bed, discharge much

better in appearance, more free in quantity.

20th. DiLharge ceased-last night very nervous, with dyspnea,

complains of pain in back and groin, drew blood from

creat relief, at bed time took i grain morphine and 2 grains of quinine.

^ 21st. Slept well, feels much better to day—delighted with the period

she has past, being decidedly better than she could have

23d. Applied caustic and Iodine to the ulcer and neck of the uterus

pains in the back and groin.

24th. Slight hemorrhage.
_

,

25th. CeLed ;
apply moxa to the right grom-vvalks across the yard

27th. Drew blood, passed the probe two inches along the canal, find

above the cavity of the neck very much contracted, used sufficient force

to penetrate with the smallest probe half an inch
; ^ "1

1

the^ groin, deep moaning, in a few minutes unable to articulate, slight

nervous paroxysm succeeds. Brandy.toddy to day freely, hot bricks to

the feet, halfhour afterwards much better, very nervous through the day

,

quinine and morphine given twice.

28th. Soreness of abdomen, pretty well m other respects.
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29th. Passed the smallest probe into the cavity, complains of exquisite

pain in the uterus and groin, severe nervous paroxysm succeeds
;
brandy

and quinine which arrest it in a short time.

30th, Doing pretty well.

31st. Ordered a strong drink of brandy half hour before being atten-

ded, passed second size probe nearly to the cavity, paroxysm succeeds.

Feb. 2d. Drew blood from the uterus, passed probe to the cavity

;

severe pain and spasm of the womb
;
nervous paroxysm

;
toddy and

morphine
;
hot bricks to the feet.

4th. Apply caustic to the ulcer and two inches of the canal.

5th. Hemorrhage and sloughing.

6th. One probing and treatment producing such intense pain and ner-

vous paroxysms that she is requested to take freely of brandy before
being attended

;
passed 2nd and 3d size probes to the cavity, deep moan-

ing and paroxysm.

iOth. Passed 3d and 4th size probe with the same effect.

12th. Carried caustic with the porte-caustique to the cavity; intense
pain in the back and groin

;
deep moaning and unable to talk

;
one of

her worst paroxysms succeeds, which is finally arrested by the usual
stimulants.

13th. Much soreness of the abdomen, warm fermentations and after-

wards hot poultices
;
considerable hemorrhage and sloughing.

14th. Slight hemorrhage, soreness nearly subsided.

15th. Premonitary symptoms of her periods
;
through the day ner-

vous, ordered one pill of the Ferro-cyanate quinine and valerian three
times a day.

16th. Rested badly— still nervous
;
continue the pills, expresses relief

from them.

17th. Period sets in—discharge much lighter and thinner—more free
in quantity; complains of being nervous; continue pills.

18th. Discharge sufficiently free and natui al
;

setting up in bed quite
composed.

19lh. Rested well last night—discharge natural and less free.

20th. Slept well—discharge ceased
;

feels well sitting up and received
company to day.

23d. Applied caustic to the ulcer, canal and cavity, very slight parox-
24th. Soreness of the abdomen—poultices, dec.

ysm
;
complains of pain in the hip, back and groin.

26th. Moxa to the 4th and 6th dorsal vertebrm
;
a little nervous.

28th. Repeat the caustic to the cavity, recovers from the effects of
this much sooner than before

;
slight hemorrhage only, with some pain.

^

March 1st. Apply two moxas to the lumbar vertebrae and one to the
right groin.

3d. Complains of much less numbness of the leg and can walk deci-
dedly better

;
repeat caustic to the ulcer and cavity with less effects than

usual.

5th. By touch, the uterus feels much smaller and softer.

8th. Visits and receives company; can talk for two hours at a time,
rests well every night, repeat the caustic

;
complains of this days treatl

ment of slight soreness of the abdomen only.

13th. Expecting her period
;
drew blood and painted the neck of the
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uterus with Iodine
5
apply inoxa to the 5th and 7th dorsal vertebrae she

remarks to day that after the moxas are applied she feels a decided bene-

fit from them, and insists upon their being applied regularly.

15th and 16th. A little nervous.

18lh. Period sets in
;
does not complain of pain in the back or groin,

discharge sufficiently free and healthy in color, sets up and walks about

during the period.

23d. Period ceased.

25th. Applied caustic to the cavity
;
complains of slight pain in the

back with some soreness of the abdomen—slight hemorrhage.

28th. Is now assisting to make a dress
;
can talk for any length of

time, sets up two thirds of the day without lying down ;
delighted at the

prospect of being restored to health.

30th. Repeat caustic.

April 3d. Apply two moxas to the lumbar vertebrae and groin.

4th. Suspects period from her feelings
;
a little nervous

;
takes a lit-

tle quinine and morphine, period sets in during the night.

5th. Rested pretty well—discharge sufficiently free and healthy, con-

tinues four days with but little inconvenience.

11th. Repeat caustic.

13th. Apply two moxas to dorsal vertebrae.

15th. Visits an acquaintance, distance ten miles
;
returns next day.

17th. Repeat caustic for the last time, blood is drawn regularly every

fourth day and Iodine to the neck of the uterus
;
Iodine wash used daily

up to the 4th of Maj^ at which time her period came on without any

premonitory symptoms, continuing sufficiently free and healthy for four

days. The next period came on the fourth day of June, without any

inconvenience whatever. It would be well to remark that when this

lady came to my infirmary she could not allow herself to talk, or be

talked to by others for any length of time. She was able to set up but

for a short time only and could not walk without a great effort, or the

assistance of some one
;
having lost in a very great measure the use of

her right leg and the effort to walk caused very great pain^ in the right

groin, with a degree of certainty, should she make the effort, it would

subject her to a very severe nervous paroxysm. I have endeavored to

abridge the history and treatment of this case as much as possible for

fear of wearying the reader
;

I could not do justice to the case however

without making it quite lengthy. The subjoined letters from Doctors

Gautier and Hort will give evidence of the cure and a previous history

of the case for twenty years past.

Brazoria, Texas, October 28th, 1847.

Dr. Holmes,
Dear Sir,—It gives me great pleasure to inform you of the restored

health of Mrs. G. As I wrote you before, for many weeks after her

return from Spring Ridge, she was reduced to a skeleton by a severe

attack of obstinate diarrhea contracted on her journey home and which

prevented me from appreciating the decided change which has taken

place in her general health and particularly in those uterine affections

which have embittered the longest part of her life. She comes home
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from your care, after trying a hundred physicians and resorting to
watering places, and every variety of remedy within my reach and
information for more than twenty years past—restored in health,
renovated in constitution and bidding fair, I hope, to realize an health-
ful old age. It is useless for me to attempt any description of her ma-
ladies and sufferings previous to her being placed under your care.
They assumed the Protean shape and were as many and as changeful
as the days in the year. Direct local applications under your novel
and successful treatment of the uterus, the main seat of her disease,
could alone have saved her from paralysis and cancer. She now walks
with ease, attending to her domestic avocations with less fatigue than
she has experienced for twenty years and is entirely free from any
uterine derangement. This state of things I never supposed possible
and am gratefully obliged to you for the priceless service you have
rendered me.

Medical men are becoming more and more convinced of the great
preponderance of uterine over all other female diseases, and your mode
of treatment and the success which has heretofore attended it, opens to
you a vast field for the amelioration of human suffering. I hope your
practice may be as lucrative as it is honorable to you.

Very respectfully,

PETER W. GAUTIER.

New Orleans, 27th Nov., 1847.
Dear Si?\—I have received your communication of the 21st inst.

and am happy to give you whatever information I may possess of
Mrs. G. s case, although I am afraid that it will not amount to much.
I had moved to Florida before her marriage took place and did not see
her until nearly two years after her first confinement.

During that time, I must infer from Peter’s letters, she was in a most
critical situation, and from the despair expressed in some of the letters
it is evident that her life was more than once despaired of. This long
continued derangement of health was attributed by Peter to mismana;/e-
ment in the first delivery—in short, injury done to the uterus by the
attending midwife. I have no doubt but that this was the case, and
that it was the commencement of the disease, which would probably
have ended her life in a year or two, if you had not fortunately suc-
ceeded in making a complete cure of the case. Before I saw her in
Florida the origin of the case must I presume have been forgotten, for
she told me on our first interview that all the physicians who had
visited her had endeavored to salivate her, but without success. The
change of climate, of scene, diet and regimen soon restored her to
health, at least in appearance. About twelve months after she arrived
in Florida her eldest daughter was born

;
the labor was easy and de-

livery accomplished in the course of a few hours without the occur-
rence of any untoward event, although her mind was much affected
with a presentiment of great trouble and even death. From that time
until I removed from Florida in December 1828, I was induced to
believe that time and the recuperative powers of nature had repaired
th» injury which the uterus had sustained on the occasion of the first
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delivery* Kut after a year or so I saw clearly from Peter’s letters that

her health had again become impaired. He was disposed to refer

every thing to a torpid state of the liver
;
but from the description of

symptoms, such as lassitude, depression of spirits, dull pains m the loins

and lower part of the abdomen, I apprehended a return of the diseas^ed

condition of the uterus. 1 saw her again in 1837 at St. Joseph s

when this opinion was confirmed; after their removal to lexas it

seems that the disease slowly but gradually gained ground until she

became almost as helpless as she was when she left Georgia to place

herself under my care in Florida. During two years previous to her

visit to you, I expressed my opinion of her case over and oyer again,

and urged Peter to send her to you. I saw her in this city on her

arrival from Texas, and again on her return from your domicil, and

felt satisfied that you had effected a complete cure.

Now that she is relieved from the diarrhea I see no reason to doubt

the anticipation of her husband, and sincerely hope that she will enjoy

twenty years of uninterrupted health to compensate for previous pro-

tracted sufferings and disease. You would do well to publish the cases

you speak of—they cannot fail to interest the readers of the Medical

Journal, and facts of such importance to the suffering female should be

promulgated in every possible way.
\ our sincere friend

Dr. H. J. Holmes.
,

WM. P. HORP.

Case 2.—Mrs. B., aged 35, of nervous, bilious temperament, mother

of three children, came to my Infirmary on the 20th Sept. 1844—had

disease of the uterus for twelve years—complained ol great weight ot the

uterus, tenderness of the abdomen, weak back—very feeble and ema-

ciated—skin yellow, dry and husky—constant leuccorrhea with ardor

uriii®—periods very irregular and attended with excruciating pain-

remarks that she is accustomed to frequent hysterical paroxysms. A he

uterus presented a large and deep fissured ulcer—neck indurated and

exceedingly sensitive to the touch—leuccorrhea yellow and protuse.

This lady while under my care had constant spasms, which would con-

tinue from one to two hours from the treatment—the probing and use

of the caustic was almost intolerable. Yet the situation in which she

was placed, (being dependant upon her friends for a support,) urged her

to bear the treatments with a degree of fortitude I have never witnessed

before ;
at the end of three months she was entirely relieved ot all ot

her unpleasant symptoms-—spasm &c. The ulcer had healed, no ap

pearance of leuccorrhea, uterus soft and pliable—with a very

improvement in her complexion—strength, vivacity of spirits &c. fehe

returned home and commenced washing, ironing and attending to the

duties of the house. This however produced a return of rnany ot her

former symptoms—spasms &c. In the summer of 1846 she returned

again and remained with me four months. The uterus at her return

presented some engorgement of the neck—mucous membrane o le

whole vao-ina very red and inflamed, slight transparent dischaige lorn

the os tincae, uterus free from ulceration. The caustic was again
tne os line®, uterus ueu iiuui

j vi j j

applied to the canal and cavity—Iodine to the neck—and blood drawn
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regularly from llie uterus—blisters to the dorsal and lurnljer verlebrre

until the irritation of the spine had entirely subsided. She leturned

home and now enjoys line health, as will be seen from the following

letter. She says

—

“1 can now attend to my daily labor, such as cook-

ing, washing die., without feeling any return of my old disease what-
ever. My friends say 1 look ten years younger than whenl first visited

you. My health 1 consider perfectly restored.”

Case 3.—Mrs. A., aged 25, of sanguine nervous temperament, came
to my Infirmary the 29th of x\pril. I learned from this lady that she
had had dysmenorrhea in its worst form for eight years past. For
three years preceding her visit to me she had with each period severe
spasms, which would commence in a few hours after her period set in

and continue with intervals the whole period, during which time coagula
varying in size from a pea to a large filbert would pass from the uterus.

Eminent physicians had been consulted and various remedies prescribed
with but little benefit. Seeing that but little hope {)resented itself in

being relieved by treating her case upon general principles, she was
induced by her family physician to consult me. The day after her
arrival 1 made an examination with the speculum—a small ulcer about
the size of a five cent piece was seen immediately around the os tincm
and could be seen extending up the canal a short distance—yellow
leuccorrhea—the mucous membrane of the vagina and neck of the
uterus highly injected and very red. By touch, the neck of the womb
very hai'd, sensitive and elongated—had for years complained of heavy
dragging sensation in walking and standing—tenderness of the ab-
domen—pain in the back—bowels very much inclined to constipation
periods very irregular, occurring at intervals of five, six and eight
weeks. This case was treated regularly by drawing blood in propor-
tion to her strength—Iodine to the neck. In using the probes I found
the canal veiy much contracted and required a great length of time to

overcome it, and at each efibrt it was attended with a good deal of pain
with several spasms. Caustic was then applied to the ulcer, canal and
cavity, until the ulcer was healed, leuccorrhea checked, the uterus soft

and pliable. She was treated for three months and a half, durim^-
which time her periods came on regularly, healthy, sufficiently fee and
without the least premonitory symptom or any unpleasant feeling durimi-
their continuance.

Her husband writes me since her return home that on their arrival
her friends scarcely knew her, so great was the change in her com-
plexion, general appearance &c. Her periods continue to be regular,
and tree of pain, and during their continuance she attends regularly to
her domestic matters. I would like to have given a full description of
this case from my note book and would have done so were I not afraid
I would have taxed the patience of the reader too much. I have simply
given the general outlines of the treatment

;
in doing so, I have omitted

many features of the case that would have made it more interestincr.

Case. 4.—Mrs. G., aged 19, of sanguine temperament, visaed me
on the 20th of January 1847, had been suffering for three y- a s with
dysmenorrhea, and for the last twelve months with pulmonar} aff ction,
during which time had the advice of the most eminent physicians of
Kentucky with very little relief

;
so hopeless had she become by lier
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nrotracted disease and the pulmonary symptoms having ass^umed such

an alarming state, that she was advised to come South with a vievr of

spending the winter. While in this neighborhood, she was advised to

consult me. I found her with a most distressing cough, free expectora-

tion of purulent matter, amounting in twenty-four hours to halt a pint or

more, pain in the chest, cadaverous appearance, face very rnuch

swollen, a dull sound over left lung, right more clear and natural—

a

deep and full inspiration produces pain in the chest. 1 he entire

dorsal vertebrae, with the exception ot the four last, exceedingly sen-

sitive and while making pressure, a sense of suffocation and disposition

to cough is produced by it. Uvula natural in size and length—the

uterus presented a small ulcer around the os tincae-mucous memibrane

of the vagina and uterus very red and inflamed—luccorrhea free and

yellow. By the touch the neck was found to be considerably e ongated

and very hard—could pass the second size probe two inches along the

canal very easy and without pain, above this the contraction was ^ry

small. Blood was drawn from the uterus regularly ;
the canal dilated

with the probes, and caustic used to the ulcer, canal and cavity, until

the ulceration was removed and leuccorrhea checked. Iodine applied

to the neck regularly. By this treatment her periods from being very-

scanty (scarcely a show), irregular and attended with a good deal ot

pain, became regular, healthy and sufficiently free and without pain-

blisters were applied to the dorsal vertebrm four times and twice to the

breast. Internally she drank daily a strong decoction of Cemiciiuga

Racemosa, four times a-day in wine glass doses. By this a slight

nausea w^as kept up
;

preparations of Iron and Colombo were given to

ZTon her strength,’ Ind a nourishing diet allowed. After a t me her

cough and expectoration ceased altogether—the swelling of the face

subsided—her complexion became clear and good.

five pounds while under treatment, and when she left on tlm 29th March

was^as free from disease as at any time of her life. The following

letter received since her return home will show positive proot ot the

efficacy of the treatment submitted to.

Oldham County, Kentucky, April 20th, 1847.

Dr. Holmes.

Dear Sir,—On our return home our friends were more than sur-

prised to see Mrs. G. restored to health, although they had received

frequent letters from us, asserting most positively that her health would

be restored. Yet they could not believe otherwise than that we were

flattering them with the vain hope of seeing her again in Kentucky

;

but such has been the good effects of your treatment, that not a symp-

tom of her former disease has returned either of the lungs or womb.
Very respectfully,

A. L. GUAR.

Case 5—Mrs. G., aged 35, of nervous temperarnent, the

six children, had been diseased for eight years. Visited her the 24th

Jiuvust 1843. This lady had had a most distressing cough with tree
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expectoration of purulent matter for five years previous to her visit to

my Infirmary. For many years she had* consulted many eminent
physicians of this State, who had time and again pronounced her’s a

genuine case of Phthisis pulmonalis. Besides her pulmonary disease

she had had symptoms of uterine derangement, and was induced by
some of my former patients to give me a trial as the only alternative.

Not being very familiar with the various sounds of the lungs by the use

of the stethoscope, I had to form my diagnosis from other circumstances.

Although very much emaciated and expectorating freely of pus daily

from the lungs, I inferred from the great tenderness of the entire dorsal

vertebrae, the length of time she had been troubled with her cough and
expectoration, had it have been, as supposed, a genuine case of con-

sumption, she could not have survived the disease as long as she had.

That there must be some other cause acting upon the lungs to produce
this state of things, and if this could be ascertained and remedied, a
favorable result might be expected. By making pressure upon the

affected vertebrae her cough and a deep seated pain in the chest and a
sense of suffijcation would immediately ensue. The uvula was natural

in size and length—the right tonsil very much enlarged and ulcerated

—

the left slightly swollen and hard. The uterus I found to be extensively

ulcerated, with a large flow of yellow leuccorrhea—catamenia irregular,

with a copious flow at each period. The treatment consisted in drawing
blood regularly from the uterus by leeches in proportion to her strength

—caustic applied to the ulcer and cavity at intervals of six and eight

days—washes of Iodine and nitric acid well diluted alternately—-four
narrow blisters applied to the nitric dorsal vertebree—three to the chest.

Internally she took Sarsaparilla and Hydriodate Potassa-—Tonics and
a decoction of Cemicifuga racemosa regularly—the nitrate of silver

and gargles were applied frequently to the tonsils—the right tonsil

afterwards removed. This lady remained with me near four months,
during which time her strength and flesh increased rapidly—cough and
expectoration ceased entirely—catamenia became regular and healthy—ulcer healed and no symptom of leuccorrhea whatever. The follow-

ing letter from her husband will show the great benefit from the treat-

ment.

Jackson, Oct. 10th, ld45.
Dr. H. J. Holmes.

Dear Sir,—On the 30th day of last month my lady was delivered of
a fine son weighing eight pounds and a half. This is more than I ever
could have expected, as she has not had a child for eight years before,
owing to her general bad health and more particularly a disease of the
womb, under which she suffered very much for six years previous to
her calling on you for medical assistance. Her general health is still

delicate, but very much improved, owing there is no doubt to the
valuable and effectual cure which you made of the disease of the womb,
and I take pleasure in saying that this is one of many instances of your
cures of this kind which has come under my knowledge, and although
it is rather a delicate matter I deem it my duty to authorize you to use
this letter, if you think it will serve you to do so. Respectfully

J. 8. G.
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This lady is now enceinte with the second child.—>Iy object in pre-

senting these two last cases is to draw the attention ot’the profession to

that stage of uterine diseases which, if not timely noticed and checked,

must inevitably terminate in consumption and cause a premature death.

It is now too much the fashion with our profession, when they find that

lesion of the lungs is present, to condemn the patient to inevital)le

death, hy adopting a mere palliative course of treatment, by which time

is lost and the patient glides into that stage in which she is at first pro-

nounced to be. We should look for other causes and be well convinced

that the uterus is not in tault, before we pronounce an opinion that it is

a genuine case of phthisis pulmonalis. ^Ihe situation ot these ladies

certainly juslitied the opinion that they were utterly hopeless, and ga\e

rise to many remarks that I was deceiving the lady and friends with

the idea of a cure, when the symptoms’ were so well aiarked.

Spring Ridge, Miss., Jan. 15, 1848.

II.

—

Repoj't of several Cases of Scarlet Fever. By F. Downer, M. D.,

of New Orleans.

Case 1.—Dec. 12th, called by appointment, at four o’clock, P. M. to

prescribe in a chronic case, for a member of a large family. Before

leaving, I was requested to look at their son, a boy ot seven years, who

for several days had been laboring under what appeared to be a bad

cold, but on this day he seemed so much worse, they began to feel

uneasy.

I found him with a high fever; great difficulty in swallowing; mind

confused and wandering
;
tongue dry, and loaded with a thick dark coat

;

teeth covered with sordes : with a slight eruption on the face and neck,

of a livid hue. I at once pronounced it to be malignant scarlet fever of

a typhoid type. Ordered cold effusions to the head and face
;

a gargle

of infusion of capsicum, alternated with one of sage tea, honey and

alum. Ten grs. calomel, with four of ipecac, in four powders, one to

be given every three hours till it operated
;

to be followed with flaxseed

tea, or barley water, acidulated with lemon juice.

13th. Skin hot and dry; oppressed breathing
;
countenance haggard

great restlessness, with delirium. Owing to the unmanageableness ot^

the natient. the directions had been but slightly fultilled : a part of two ot

the powders had !)een given: and brought away two discharges of very^

dark oflensive matter. Ordered one gr. tartar emetic to an ounce ot

water, a teaspoonful evnyy half hour till it acted as an emetic
;
with vola-

tile liniment to the throat. He vomited slightly, but so gf^at was the

difficulty of deglutition that but little more was done; delirium, with

frequent convulsions during the night, and on the morning of the 14th

he died from srdl’ocation.

* Case 2.

—

At daylight on the morning of the 17th, I was called to

visit an older brother of the deceased, aged nine years. He had ap-

peared well up to the day previous, when he was engaged the greater

part of the day in shopping with his mother. Came home late, and

very much fatigued, but ate an unusually hearty dinner ot vegetable
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soup, meat and potatoes, which in an hour or two he threw up, and
without making any complaint, soon after retiied to bed. When I saw
him, he was laboring under short, quick, and anxious breathing

;
pulse

rapid, and vibratory; increased heat of the head, whilst that the body
was but little abo'^e the natural standard. There was uneasiness of the
throat, with hoarseness and a slight enlargi^ment of the tonsils

;
great

intolerance of light, mind confused and wandering.
Gave an emetic of antimonial wine, which caused him to eject a largo

quantity of tenacious, ropy mucus, with decided relief. 8 o’clock. Ten
grs. calomel with five of ipecac to be followed with flaxseed lemonade,
cloths wrung out ol cold vinegar and water to be constantly applied to
the head.

12 o clock. The bowels moved
;

fceces of a light clay color, and
highly offensive. V\'arm sage tea, continue cold applications to the head.

At three o’clock. I was sent for in great haste, as the boy was believed
to be dying. On arriving, found him almost in a state of collapse

—

pulse weaker and quicker
;
had had two discharges since I saw him at

twelve o’clock, the last involuntary, and in the highest degree offensive.
Ordered weak brandy toddy, a starch injection with laudanum, and dis-
patched a messenger for my friend Dr. Harrison. The heat of the body
being greatly diminished, with the pulse at the wristquite imperceptible,
we applied sinapisms to the abdomen, ancles and wrist; gave sub-car-
bonate of ammonia alternately with the brandy toddy.

At 6 o’clock we again met
;

he was now insensible to surrounding
objects

;
great jactitation, constantly tossing his arms about, and moan-

ing. These symptoms seeming to indicate a high degree of gastric in-
flammation, the idea of poison suggested itself to the mind of Dr. H.

;

but on pressure of the abdomen and over the region of the stomach, not
the slightest evidence of tenderness or pain did he evince, nor had he
from the commencement, as I had frequently examined these parts, and
asked the question while he was able to answer. He now rapidly sank,
till death closed the scene, during a convulsion, at 8 o’clock, it being
but little over twelve hours since I was called to see him. An examina-
tion of the body was not permitted.

Case 3.—Dec. 23d. Was called at 7 o’clock, A. M., to see a daugh-
ter ot five years

;
found her with slight fever

;
frequent, but not very

full pulse
;
dry brown tongue

;
some swelling of the throat, with slight

redness of the tonsils and difficulty of breathing; bowels constipated.
Prescribed senna and manna, flaxseed lemonade; vol. liniment to the
throat, with a flaxseed poultice.

11 o clock. The bowels had been moved once freely, foeces light and
offensive with scybala and undigested food. Another discharge very
copious, same color, without scyliala or food. Ordered twelve leeches
applied to the throat, and to lake a teaspoonful of the following mixture
every two hours

—

Muriate ammonia, 3jjs.

Emetic tartar, 1 gr.

Ext. Glyc. 3j.

Aqua. Dist. B iv,

7 o’clock. Leeches had drawn well; had had another passage of the
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some kind; k.’ep up the mixture, xvith the same drinks and frequent

spoiiji Tiff nf the head- and face with vinegar and water.

2 Jtli. 8 o’clock, much better, would not take any more medicine, dur-

in »• the inorniiiff asked tor tea and dry toast which was granted.

25th. Much improved, the rash well developed
;
tongue clean, with

papilla very elevated, bowels costive; order senna and manna ;
to be

kept quiet. ,
From this time she improved rapidly.

While I reo-ret that a post-mortem examination was not allowed in the

second case, f am satislied, on a review of all the symptoms, that this

was a case of a regular congestive form, and that the head, and not the

stomach, was the part most affected. The tendency to assume the

typhoid type so early in the course of the disease, can only he accounted

for by tlie peculiar contagion to which he had been exposed
;
and this,

as Dr. Good remarks, “ under a depressed state of the living power,

whatever be its cause, whether a want of cheerful warmth, cheerful pas-

sions, cheerful food, or cheerful and regular habits, typhus is often more

likely to take place, than any other species of lever. But vvhen febrile

miasm, produced by a decomposition of effluvium from the living body,

exists in a co-operation with these, it is almost impossible for an mdi-

vidual to escape ;
as the miasm thus generated has a specific power

a power beyond all other febrile causes whatever, of lowering still farther

the vital energy as soon as it is leceived into the system, and thus of

confirming the tendency to this peculiar type.”

suffered much during the last hours, and after the death of his little play-

mate
;
he had slept in the same bed with him, until within two days of

the death of the latter was taken sick immediately after a long and fa-

ticruing walk
;

the hearty dinner he ate, assisting still more to depress the

exhausted vital powers. The weather foi two weeks preceding, had been

unseasonably warm and rainy; the thermometer, lor about ten days, had

ranged over seventy degrees, while the location was damp and low. All

these causes acting on an existing predisposition ;
hence the sudden over-

powering shock, under which the system gave way in so few hours, and

while the medicine was apparently doing its offices kmdly. Dr. Aim-

strong is the only author 1 know, who describes this form of scarl^atina.

He says, “the subjects of this modification are for the most part suddenly

attacked.” “ Sometimes they at once sink as if overcome by a sudden

shock, and lie in a state of confusion and oppression, without making

much complaint.” “The mind at first alarmed, confused or dejected,

soon becomes disordered with delirium, or an indifference o surround-

in^T objects, and a stupor succeeds under which patients finally expiie.

In two other very severe cases of Scarlatina Anginosa which 1 treated

a week before, both the parents suffered from severe sore throat, attended

with febrile symptoms, but no effloresence of the skffl ;

her of the first family labored under soreness and swelling of the tauce.,

unattended with febrile symptoms ;
thus showing tne protean n^tme o

the disease, and the degree of virulence it assumes according as it is met

by a predisposition, or otherwise. As regards my
"""u- ,Hhond !

fever ^is most to be dreaded of any of the diseases incident to ^^ddh^^

whether considered in its immediate consequences, or,

results. As Dr. Francis observes, it is one for which ^ P,®.

phylaclic ;
and in this climate delay in resorting to immediate remedia
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measures is so often fatal, that active treatment should be commenced
from the first suspicion of the complex form of the disease

;
and then, alas !

the bills of mortality tell with what success.

Ill* Yellow Fever contrasted with Bilious Fever— Beasons for believ-
ing it a disease sui generis—Its mode of Propagation—Remote
Cause^Prohable insect or aninialcular origin, <Yc. "Bv Josiah C.
Nott, M. D., Mobile, Alabama.

In the April number, 1845, of the American Journal I published an es-
say on the Pathology ofYellow Feveras presented to our notice in Mobile.
I now propose to give the results of my observations on the peculiar
habits, or what may be called the Natural History of this disease, and
my reasons for supposing its specific cause to exist in some form of In-
sect Life. Malaria, which, according to the received doctrine of the
day, is a gaseous or molecular emanation from the earth’s surface, is, in
my opinion, wholly inadequate to the explanation of the mode of propa-
gation of this disease, and I am therefore induced to offer a different so-
lution which is strongly supported by the phenomena attending it. The
whole doctrine of Malaria is but an hypothesis, and if we can substitute
another for it which is better sustained by reason and analogies, and
which conflicts with no known law of nature, it is the part of sound phi-
losophy to give it a preference, until a less objectionable one can be
found.

There is no novelty in the doctrine of Insect or Animalcular origin
of diseases. Many of the older writers, amongst whom are conspicu-
ous Linnaeus, Kircher and Nyander, have promulgated such an opinion,
and it has been vaguely presented from time to time to the notice of
the profession, but it is only since the publication of Ehrenberg’s great
work on Infusoria (1838) that its bearings can be fully appreciated.
The medical periodicals of late years have made occasional allusions to
the subject. Dr. Wood, of Philadelphia, Dr. Watson, of London, and
others make honorable mention of it, but the most elaborate and in-
genious article I have met with is that in Sir Henry Holland’s “ Medi-
cal Notes” “ On the Hypothesis of Insect Life as a cause of Disease.”

^

Sir Henry coyly approaches this mundus invisibilis as an “Hypothe-
sis,” and it is well that extreme caution should preside over our medi-
cal reasoning, and that undue weight should not be given to ingenious
speculations

;
but when medical science in its onward course arrives

at a point where an old “ hypothesis” is inadequate and contradicted by
established facts, another theory which is less exposed to these objec-
tions and well sustained by analogies may perhaps not improperly be
dignified by some appellation a little stronger than that of Hypothesis.
As far as doctrines are concerned the history of Medicine is little

more than a recital of successive delusions, and we have too much rea-
son to know, that it takes almost as much time to uproot a false medi!
cal doctrine as a false religion, when it has once seized upon the public'
mind. From the time of Hippocrates to that of Lancisi the doctrine of
Malaria had no existence, but at length the great revelation “ De noxiis
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oanudium elUwdis," cnme, and the world marvelled and was conreited.

Vfler a while, however, this great dogma began to he scrntimwd inore

clo^elv-donl.ts and difficnities sprang up and gathered strength as time

rolled' on—and finally some of the infidels, amongst whom is Ur, John

Bell of Philadelphia, (one of the best medical writers of our countty,)

have been bold enough to deny the very existence of Malaria in any

shape and have contended that Meteorolngioal changes, mdiating and

irhsorbiim qualities of soils and plants, dews, &c., are sufficient alone

to explafn the occurrence of tliose diseases commonly attributed to

^ Thonoh this subject has for many centuries enlisted no small share

of taler.T learning and industry, yet has little been done toxvards dis-

nellino the darkness which overshadows the morbific causes of

\ crude mass of facts has been collected, but so contradictory do they

seem that no attempt at systematizing them has yet succeeded—facts

however are immutable—the contradictions are probably only appa.

rent, and a careful investigation may show that the eriors lie not m

ffllsp facts, but in false hypotheses.

Malaria has been assumed to be a Unit, and Identity for all the fe-

vers of hot climates follows as a corollary. Intermi.tents, Romit ents

Toncrestive and Yellow Fevers arc all thrown into this Grand Gulf of

morbid Poison—cart nantes in gurgite vasto. Here arises a very gi ave

nuestion. If this doctrine of identity be wrong, it is clear that he

whole history of fevers has been vitiated by false assumptions, all th

Wic based on false premises: and our chance now for arriving at

Si' trgo back and ascertain what arc facts and malt^e our deduc

tions </e novo. A field is here laid open far too wide for the limits of a

Journal, and I must therefore confine myself to the illustration of

db- Sion Though I shall be compelled from the nature of the case, y

wav of illustration, to allude, en passant, to other types, I tt
Jo be

borL in mind that Yellow Fever is the subject before me. I rega.d

this as a disease sm generis, and though I hope to do more, the estab-

lishment of this point alone would be a very important step m th

°'°Mlccifiroch?who may be regarded as the ipse agmen of the Malaria

nnvVv reets the question fully and fairly in th. fol owing proposition.

Twhamver Malmia may be in its simple state, H is only as united to

the atmosphere that we know it, and we must therefore view it as an

»rifoL flL, as far as the question of its propagation is concerned. It

must be considered as the very atmosphere itself, when it exists;

tZeTo£Z by this it should be fairly tested.

^“whe^renTe Uve exLusted all the known laws which regulate

hre”fhr^te7lir^:lnr^^^^ i^forab^hStroTtir

Ta: emanZns oTvaTors and dews, and are still -able to accoi.nt for

r WtlaHarurlot tYa::dle^^ ‘0
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demies in that the morbific cause of Ycilow Fever is not ame-
iiabie to any of the laws of gases, vapors, ensanations, 6lc., but lias an
inheresit power of propagation, independent of the motions of the atmos-
phere, and which accords in many respects with the peculiar habi(s and
instincts of insects.

I must here anticipate the main discussion by laying down a few
leading facts in lelation to the manner in which Yellow Fever has been
propagated in Mobile on various occasions, as these facts form the

groundwork of much wliicJi follows, and must be frequently alluded to.

The town of Mobile, which contains ab at 15,000 inhabitants, is sit-

uated at the mouth of the Mobile River where it enters into the Bay,
It stands on a pdain composed of sand, here and there a little clay, with
vegetable matter and shells. The 'vhole formation is evidently allu-

vial, and from the numerous beds of untossilized grathodon and other
shells found in the vicinity, and other geological indications of compar-
atively recent change of level, there can be no dou!)t that the whole
platform ai'oinid the town has undergone a movement of upheaval at

some epoch not very tar removed from ours, dhhese beds of shells are
found of various eievaitions—some as much as 20 feet above the river,

and are composed of shells which belong to species 7iuiv found in our
waters, in a perfect state ol preservation. The soil hi and around the
town IS very porous, the water from the heaviest rains disappearing in

a few hours. The tides here do not rise more than from one to two
feet, and ehb and flow but once in the 21 hours. I'lieie is a marsh on
the north and another on the south which touch the suburbs. On the
west the land gradually rises some 40 or 50 feet for five miles, when it

breaks off abruptly into high pine lands.

though in previous years, when the town was comparatively small,
Epidemics were not uncommon, it is a remarkable fact that no Yellow
Fever occurred for eight years previous to 1837, except sporadically.
Since my removal to the city,

(
May, 1836,) there has been no year

Without sporadic cases, and not less than five Epidemics of greater or
less magnitude have prevailed, viz: in 1837—’39

—
’42—’43—’44. I

shall select, from the history of each, a few facts bearing on the points to
be examined.

The first Epidemic I witnessed was that of 1837, which was an-
nounced by a single case on the 10th of Septemher. Four more cases
occurred about the 20th, and it is remarkable that all these cases oc^
curved at points so remote from the shipping and so distant from each
other as to preclude the idea ot recent importation, or propagation by
contagion. They seemed to arise, each from an independent focus.
The next cases did not appear until about the 10th of October, or some
twenty days after the last mentioned cases, when it commenced spread-
ing rapidly in all directions as an Epidemic, and carried off about 350
persons before it was arrested by a “ killing trost.” There was nothing
in the character ol the weather to account for the slow progress durin‘*‘
the first thirty days, and it assumed the Epidemic character a tew days
after a very heavy southern gale which caused the water of the river to
overflow the low parts of the town on its margin.

The next Epidemic occui’red in 1839, and commenced during the first
days of August, where it should have been the least expected^viz : on

73
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the corner of Government and Kamiiton streets, half a mile from the

shipping, in a clean, well ventilated and fashionable pJirt of the town.

For a short time the disease spread slowly around this focus, but at

length it burst forth in every direction with ^extraordinary violence,

ravaging not only the town, but the environs for several miles.
^

was one of those great Epidemics, in which the disease, sliaxing on

complications, assumes its true and undisguised character, and usurping

the field, swallows up every thing else in the shape of Fever. ^ umber

of deaths 480. Almost all the seaports on the Gulf were visited by

Yellow Fever this season in severe form. There was nothing peculiar

in the weather, but on the contrary it had been pleasant, temperate and

showery. There was no imaginable cause why the dormant germ ot

Yellow"^ Fever should have been aroused to such extraordinary activity

at so many distant points at the same time.

In 1842 we again see the disease, commencing the 29th of August, in

Spanish Alley, a very filthy place near the docks, where it would natu-

rally be expected. From this point it spread with surprising delibera-

tion in a north westerly direction—travelling slowly from house to

house, and taking more than a month to reach and extend along Dau-

phin street, which runs the whole length of the town, dividing it into

two equal parts. Its course and progress could be traced step by step,

and its ravages were confined to one half of the town, leaving the other

almost untouched. Had frost kept off a few weeks longer, there is

every reason to believe it would have continued its course and march-

ed over the other half of the town. Another Epidemic appeared in

1843, commencing about the 19th of August in the opposUe or northern

extreme of the town, and pursuing a course the reverse of the preceding

year, viz : south east—taking about the same length ot time to extend

itself over the northern, that it had over the southern halt in 1842—

leaving the southern part almost untouched. IS umber of deaths 240,

and checked by a severe frost.

Such was the general course of the disease in the last two jeais,

though there were some trivial irregularities. In each of these years

persons by visiting the infected district contracted lellow Fever and

carried it home with them to other parts of the city, still the disease

was not in any instance communicated or propagated by them. It

travelled day by day for weeks, progressing from point to point like the

army worm through the cotton region.
^

In 1844 Yellow Fever made its last appearance m Mobile (except

sporadic cases,) but to so limited an extent as scarcely to deserve the

name of Epidemic; still the facts are curious and important in connec-

tion with our subject. The first cases occurred about the 1st of August,

and others continued to appear at irregular intervals tor about two

months, which were scattered here and there over the town in a veiy

extraordinary manner. The number of deaths was but 40, and they

could not have been more scattered, occurring on different squaies

with apparently as little connexion as, would the same number of labor

'^'^Treview of the Epidemics just detailed, will reveal some curious

and important habits of Yellow Fever, which have been

lookedV 'vriters on the subject
;
and so far from being peculiar to
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that disease in Mobile, its history in other places will show that they
belong to it every where. The progress of the disease, in Philadel-
phia and New York particularly, has been marked by the same pe-
culiarities. I beg leave to call attention especially to the Epidemics of
1842-3, as the mode of propagation in these years forms the basis of
all my reasoning. In these years the disease started from a single
focus at different extremes of the town, and after hanging about the
point of origin for a short time, took up its march and progressed stead-
ily and slowly for more than a month, until it overspread one half of
the town, without being stopped by variations of weather.
How is this slow progress to be accounted for ? Why did the dis-

ease, while the sea and the land breezes were sweeping the town dai-
ly in every direction, take a 7nojith to extend half a mile and then stop
in the heart of the town ? If the morbific cause exists in the form of
Malaria^ which ^^we only know as united to the atmosphere”—if it

can be influenced by currents of air, or propagated by contagion, its

course and conduct could not have been such as described. It was
literally and truly a migrating disease^ possessing an inherent power
of reproduction and progression irreconcilable with any known laws
of gases, emanations, vapors or dews. Even Liebig’s theory of /er-
mentaiion, which is the latest fashion, is equally insufficient, for a fer-
menting point of the air cannot stand still. Macculloch has discoursed
largely about the fantastic motions of the atmosphere

;
he tells us of

upward currents and downward currents—straight, curvilinear and ir-
regular currents—the curious distributions of dews, &c., &c., but all
falls short of the mark, however applicable such explanations may he
to the propagation of Intermittent Fevers. Yellow Fever, in 1842 and
’43, travelled from house to house for more than a month, as would a
tax collector, and was just about as much influenced by the weather

;

for neither the fever nor the tax collector like to travel in rain, though
they pay no regard to the direction of winds.
On the other hand, in the years 1837—’39 and ’44, the disease

started in succession from several or many foci, and diffusing itself
gradually or rapidly in the different years, seemed to lose all connection
with the points of departure or origin

;
cases occurred here and there

in every direction. These facts may at first glance seem to contradict
those before given

;
but a little reflection will satisfy the reader that

they are all perfectly reconcilable by the Insect theory, and no other.
Before entering on the “ Insect Hypothesis” in detail, it may be well

to gi' e a familiar illustration of it, based on facts well known to all
classes in the cotton region. The perfect analogy between the habits
of certain insects and Yellow Fever will thus be made apparent at
once.

It is a law of nature that every plant affords sustenance to several
parasitic insects, and the average number of each plant has been esti-
mated at half a dozen. The cotton plant like others is attacked by its
parasites, having their peculiar habits and instincts. One or several
of these insects may appear the same season, and true to their instincts
each attacks different parts or organs of the plant—as the leaves, bark,
woody fibre, roots, pods or bolls, flowers, &;c. Some years there may
be an entire exemption from one of these insects, or to use a medical
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P'lirase, there may bo a few sporadic cases. At another time a worm

may appear at a single point, and from this focus will spread s,ow y

over a portion of a iieid (as did the Yellow Fever m 1842 and

Icavino- the other portion almost untouched. In another year a worm

comes^like a great j'lpidemic, appearing at many points m rapid suc-

cession or simultaneously, and ravaging not only a single plantation

but layino- waste the cotton region for several hundred miles, borne ot

the insects appear on the hill-tops, others in the low places, boine at-

tack the vigorous plethoric plants, others the delicate and Iceble pmnts,

&c. One planter, a very sensible, accurate observer, informed me

that some very minute insect attacked his cotton field last summei m
concentric circles, causing a very singular appearance

;
the alternate

circles of healthy and diseased plants varying m elevation and resem-

bling the waves of the ocean.
, . , , ,

Tiie history of the great Army Worm which destroyed tne cotton

crop of the last year is very curious and instructive.

inbrmation I can procure, this worm appeared in 1820, m an

1847, lono- and irregular intervals. A writer in Inc Jmy iNo. ot ihe

New Orleans “ Coinmercial Review” has, I think, demonstrated some

instructive facts connected with its Natural History.
^

He shows that

there is no provision for its preservation during the winters ot our cii-

mate, and that it must perish so soon as its food, which is the cotton

plant alone, is exhausted. He states, also, that this worm commences

in the extreme south, and progresses invariably in a north we^erly

direction. This worm belongs, like the silk worm, to the Moth Tribe,

and there is a strong similarity in the habits of the two bisects. Ihere

is no natural provision here for the hybernation of tne silk woim ,
it is

a native of the tropical climate, and its generations fo bw each other

in rapid succession. It feeds exclusively upon the Mulberry tree, and

if the eggs were not preserved by artificial means they woiud all meyi-

tably perish. When the warm weather of the spring comes on, the

eggs require to lie kept in a cool, dark place, to piment t em

hatching before their food is ready tor them, viz: the leaf of le u-

berrv. If the worm is born before the leaf puts (orth, it perishes.

The*' case of the Army Worm is perfectly analogous—trom its known

peculiarities it must be, a native of a tropica! climate, where the co -

ton plant is perennial. The time required from birth to tull matin ity,

including all metamorphoses, is but ten days. We have numerous in-

stances of the emigration of butterflies and other insects across xyatei

to a great distance, and it is very easy to conceive how the moth, which

produces th& army worm, might (breeding with the rapidity it does)

find its way from Mexico or South America into the southern pait ot

the United States and gradually overrun our cotton region. It, as the

writer alluded to, asserts, the time of existence ot the Army W orm is

])ut ten days, and its food be exclusively the cotton p ant, the conclu-

sion is inevita,ble that it must come into existence ana die m the spring

long before their food is produced in our climate.
^ ,

I have been a little minute in these details, as I shall have occa-

sion to allude to them afterwards when speaking of the migrations and

other habits of Yellow Fever and some kindred diseases.
^

Even this little sketch is sufficient to show some striking analogies
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between the habits of insects and those of certain Epidemic diseases.
Some insects lie dormant for years, and then appear in several or innn-
raerable points, and varying in number from a few up to countless
myriads

;
others appear, but very vai iable in extent evejy year. I'he

reasons for their long repose, their irregular and sudden resurrection,
their varying numbers, the habitation and condition of their germs,
during these diderent periods, are inexplicable difficulties which re-
mind us strongly of the vagaries of Yellow Fever. I’iie different in-
sects, too, (like Epidemic diseases,) attack diffierent organs of plants

—

at one time very circumscribed in their operations, attacking one or a
fe^w spots

;
and at another, bursting foi th like a wide-spread Epidemic.

There are no appreciable, meteorological changes which can account
for “each change of many-colored life.”

Animal and vegetable decomposition are governed l)y laws which
are more uniform, more palpable and easily com[)rehended—whenever
animal or vegetable matter is subjected to the action of boat, air and
moisture, decomposition rapidly ensues

;
and there is no summer in our

climate during which a dead horse or a bale of hay will not rot in the
open air and in a few days throw off plentifully its offensive effluvia.
These effluvia too must abound every year, (though fevers are but
occasional) and as Macculloch remarks they become incorporated with
the atmosphere, and unlike the materies ?norbi of Yellow Fever, are
compelled to obey its motions.

^

Though my argument is intended particularly to illustrate Yellow
Fever, which I regard as a disease sui u:eneris, still I may be per-
mitted to remark that the present state of facts do not warrant us in
a^ssuming Identity for all the other forms of what are termed Marsh
Fevers, viz. Intermittent, Remittent, Bilious and Congestive Fevers.
The various and^ strongly contrasted types described^in the United
States—those of Flanders, of the different countries lying on the Medi-
terranean, and those of Africa and India, all of which have been de-
scribed, may well excite serious doubts on this point. I am by no
means sure that all these types may not be most rationally explained by
attributing them to various insect species, but laying aside this hypo-
thesis ana assuming the malariaf it would be a strange anomaly in
nature, should it be proven that but one moibific cause of fever is
generated over the broad surface of our variously compounded globe.
Fever should have its genus and its sjjecies, like other thiims in
nature.

Though chemistry has arrived at a wonderful perfection in analyzing
and separating into their primitive elements the various mineral
vegetable and animal substances which surround us, yet the laboratory
has not succeeded in bringing to light any gas or product of putrefaction
which can produce in the human frame a train of symptoms resembling
those of Periodic or Yellow Fever. Many of the products of the
laboratory will disturb health or produce death, but they create svmp
toms of their own. There are many known facts which make iVpro-’
bable that a multiplicity of Malarial poisons exist. It is ascertained
tbat different soils eliminate different gases, as Azote, Sulphuretted
Hydrogen, Hydrochloric acid, Hydrogen, Carburetted Hydrogen, Car-
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bonic acid gas &c., and yet we have no evidence that any of these

have any agency in producing Fevers*

Attain we have a vast number of Emanations, which are known to

exist” though beyond the reach of the chemist—for example the various

forms of animal matter
;

as flesh, fish <Ac.—the infinite variety of

plants, as well as soils, all give off peculiar emanations which are only

detected by the sense of smell. There are also other emanations of

which we should be wholly ignorant were it not for their effects on the

human system. Some of these are mineral, some vegetable and others

animal—such as those from Mercury, Lead, Arsenic &c. those n’om

the Mancineila tree, the Rhus Toxicodendron, the Lpas &c.—those

from the bodies of persons laboring under contagious diseases &c. &c.,

and there can be no question that the chapter on Emanations might be

greatly extended could we trace all diseases to their causes. But we

may well doubt from their peculiar mode of propagation, whether the

materies morbi of “ Marsh Fevers” exists in this form.

M. Chervil!, in one of his last works “ De VidentiM de nature des

Fi^vres Torigine paludeenne de differents types ^^c.” has given the

fullest and most labored argument I have met with m favor of the

Identity of Yellow and Marsh Fevers; and as it is indispensible to my

ar^rument that Yellow Fever should be as far as possible isolated, 1 will

inrroduce his resu 7n^ as a text for what I have to say on this point.

These conclusions will be found at the close of his essay under the

caption ;
“ Analogies enire les Fievres P^riodiques et la Fievre

JauneN

1st. “Yellow Fever has never prevailed epidemically out of the Tropics

except in summer or autumn, that is to say, in those seasons in which Inter-

mittent and Remittent Fevers prevail.”—Chervin.

This proposition may be admitted without hesitation, as it proves

nothing, if true.

2nd. “ Yellow Fever is never seen except in localities where Periodic

Fevers may be developed.”

If true, this proposition should deserve no more weight in settling the

point in dispute, than the last. The fact that two diseases are always

found in the same climates and localities no more proves identity for

them, than similar circumstances would prove identity for two jflants or

two animals. But we have good authority for disputing the jact laid

down. Yellow Fever does occur in localities where Intermittents are

extremely rare or wholly unhnown. Amongst other examples we may

cite the Island of Barbadoes, which is thoroughly drained—almost every

* Important discoveries might be suggested by the phenomena which occur

in sweetening a cup of tea as well as by the fall of an apple, ^^en a lump

of sugar is dropped into a cup of tea numerous bubbles of air, which had occu-

pied Its pores, are seen to rise to the surface; ard in riding in the suburbs of

Mobile a few weeks ago after very heavy rains T perceived large quantities ot

gas gurglino- through the newly formed small ponds, which was dis^aced Irom

the porous s°oil in the same way that the air was from the sugar. This gas is

easily collected after heavy rains, and it would be a curious subject ot inquiry

to ascertain its composition in different soils, and localities.
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foot of it ill a high state of cultivation and is according to the authorities
exempt from Intermittent hevers. Intermittents once prevailed here
extensively, but have been exterminated by drainage and cultivation.
The fact is notorious that invalids suffering fiom Periodic Fevers go
from the surrounding islands to Barbadoes to get cured of these dis-
seases, and yet Yellow Pever prevails nowhere with more malignity
than in Barbadoes.

3rd. When in the Equinoxial regions the Yellow Fever sweeps off the im-
acclimated population, Periodic Fevers prevail generally amongst the Creoles

1 and old residents.”

This opinion has often been advanced and although there is appa-
rently some foundation for it, I think a lalse interpretation has been
given to the facts on which it reposes. Periodic fevers do certainly often
occur, to a very limited extent in those localities where Yellow fever is
seen, and in the same season, but, as before stated, this proves nothing
as to their identity. The unacclimated population of Mobile, for exam-
ple, may be simultaneously attacked by the two diseases, whilst the accli-
mated residents, (who are exempt from Yfellow fever,) may, if its morbi-
fic cause is present, be attacked by Periodic fever, against which there
can be no acclimation. The extent however to which [ntermittents pre-
vail amongst the creoles during Yellow fever Epidemics has been great-
ly exaggerated by M. Chervin. In Barbadoes these Periodic fevers do
not accompany Yellow fever at all, and in Charleston, Mobile, andNew Orleans they are rare except in the outskirts bordering on the
marshes. The physicians of these cities must all sustain me in the

:
assertion that the creoles and other acclimated residents are healthy

;
during Yellow fever Epidemics. Periodic fevers certainly do not “ s^vis-

[

sent g^n^raJement contre les creoles et les anciens reside?is.'’

^

4th. “ The meteorological phenomena, which exercise so marked an influ-
ence oyer the march of Yellow fever, exert an analogous influence over that of
Periodic fevers.”

The physicians of our Southern Seaports are certainly not prepared
to receive this proposition as demonstrated, for according to our obser-
vations the origin of Yfellow fever at difldrent epochs is entirely inde'-
pendent of appreciable meteorological changes, though after it has once

1
started it progresses more rapidly in dry than very wet weather No
one can pretend to predict the occurrence of Yellow fever the day before
the first case appears, [n Mobile we are often taken by surprise as is

I

the case at the time I am writing (30th July, ’47)—a case occurred in

i

a Capt. Smith at the Mansion House, about the 18th of this month
I though the weather has been remarkably temperate and the rains have’

I

been falling in torrents for a month—cases have occurred in New
I

Orleans in June, under similar circumstances, and in both cities the dis.
I ease is a month in advance of its usual time of appearance. The dis'
I

ease does not with any regularity therefore appear in the hot years as

j

has been asserted, but just as often in the showery pleasant seasons*
[

cases have been occurring every day or two in New Orleans, for the
,

last 6 weeks in the midst of the unceasing rains, but the disease will
not probably extend rapidly until the rains cease—if the cause is animal-
cular wc can well imagine how rains may impede their march. But
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when this discas (3 once gets under way it is unimpeded by wines or

storms, and iiolhing short of a “ killing frost” can arrest it— repeated

iio-ht frosts maycom^, hut the disease continues til! arrested by Xhe.jreez-

in<r poifiL if'Yellow fever were caused by emanations froin decompo-

sing animal or vegetable matter, a single freezing night might suspend

the"’ elimination of these effluvia
;
but the influence must cease when

the cause is witlidrawii. We often have two or three weeks ct weather

after a killing frost, as warm as that which preceded it, and there is no

reason why the decomposition should notresume its operations ;
but not

so with the Yellow lever— like in insect life, when the ova are once

hatched, the propagation of this disease goes on till arrested by a killing

it can only be animated by another summer s sun, which ca it>

'from their slumbering places the various insect tribes.

5ih We know that the miasms which give birth to Periodic fevers may be

transported by the winds ;
so is it with those which produce Yellow lever;

only ill the latter case their deleterious action does not extend sojai.

Even M. Chervil!, then, is here forced to admit a distinction between

these diseases— viz : that Yellow is less injluencedhj winds ihanFerio-

die fevers. But here a question surrounded by feariul difficulties oppo-

ses o'lr proo-ress—to what extent are these different diseases influenced

by winds'?'^ The writers on Malaria present us a strange coniusion ot

facts on this point and time does not permit us to enter as fully into its

elucidation as we could wish. It seems to be a generally admitted fact

that the morbific cause of Intermittent fever may be watted several miles,

over land, whether the nialerics niorbi exists in a gaseous oi animalculai

form
;
but when we come to the propagation of Malaria across water

we become lost in a most extraordinary labyrinth ol contrauictions
.

^

Maccuiloch who has written the most elaborate and complete treatise

in our lan<mage on Malaria, makes no aliusion to the commonly received

omuxon oi ahsorjylion of malaria by water; and not only^ gives well

authenticated instances where it has been watted to vessels o or b miles

out at sea, but even goes so far as to attribute the spring Intermittents

on the West coast of Great Britain, during the prevalence of l^asterly

winds, to Malaria which has been Ijorne across the sea jroin Holland.

He says that clouds, fogs, swarms of insects, the pertume of cinnamon

groves and we might add clouds of dust may he transported by winds

foncT distances ;
and if so, why may not the malencs morbi of Intermit-

te.U fever ? The doctrine of Malaria supposes a gaseous poison which

rises from the earth and mingles with the atmosphere— it is clear theie-

fore, that in the case alluded to, if there he no local cause of malaria on

the coast of Great Britain, where these intermittents occur, the IVfMaiia

must come from Hnlland, as it cannot emanate from the sea. J hus,

Maccuiloch ai-gues, must stand the case, or the whMe doctrine of Wa'®'

ria be abandoned. These Intermittents come wiih the tast wind and

no other; audit cannot be maintained that an uncontaniinated wind,

Orom any point of the compass, can produce a specific disease. 1 he

East wind does not produce Intermittents in other parts oi Great Britain

or in other countries, and the Intermittents alluded to come only « ith

the East wind.
, . i i „

Opposed to these opinions of McCulloch, which are maintained by a
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preponderance of authorities, we find a great many of equal respecta-
bility contending that Malaria cannot 'be propagated, or transported by
winds across water, even a very short distance.

Sir John Pringle, Sir Gilbert Plane, Dr. Fergusson and others, give
instances where the most pestiferous fevers could not be transported a
few yards across water. Notorious examples of this kind have twice
occurred in the English Fleet at Walcheren, one of which is related by
Sir Gilbert Plane, though he gives an instance in another place of In-
termittents attacking vessels several miles from land.

^
As an example I will select, from many, the following remarks of

Sir .Tames Johnson on the fever of the famous Walcheren Expedition.
Nothing could more clearly prove the limited range of marsh efflu-

vium than the contrast between the health of the Navy and that of the
Army. Although the ships M^ere distributed along the shores of Wal-
cheren and Beveland, from Flushing to Batz, most of them within a
cable s length ot the banks, yet no sickness occurred except amongst
such parts of the crews as were employed on shore and remained there
during the nights. Most of the officers of the ships and many of the
men were in the habit of making excursions through all parts of the
islands by day with complete immunity from fever. The night was
here, as in sultry climates, the period of danger.” The entire width of
the channel between Walcheren and Beveland is about 6000 feet.
The history of fevers so abounds in similar facts that it would be need-
less to multiply them here.

How strongly do the two classes of facts, referred to by Macculloch
and Johnson, contradict each other

;
how irreconcileable do they seem,

and yet if human testimony be wmrth any thing, each is sustained by
such a chain of testimony as to place it beyond question. As before
remarked, the difficulty will probably be found to be in a false “ hy-
pothesis and not in false facts. May not these contradictions be
more rationally reconciled by supposing a plurality of morbific causes to
exist

.

One rising into, and mingling with the atmosphere and obeying
Its motions, and another propagating itself by different laws ? How
else are we to explain the facts that Intermittents are transported to
distant points and elevated to the height of a thousand or more feet;
while Yellow Fever as certainly creeps along upon or near the surface
oj the Qarih? Yellow Fever is certainly very often, if not always,
stopped m Its progress by water, but is not impeded by rows of trees,
houses, and other barriers, against Intermittents. There are numerous
instances recorded of vessels lying near the wharfs of infected towns,
or near other vessels, on board of which. Yellow Fever prevailed vio-
lently, without being contaminated. There are even perfectly authen-
Ucated instances where one side or end of a ship has suffered severely
from this disease, whilst the other was entirely free from it! We can
readily believe, that certain insects which are endowed with unac-
countable instincts and habits, might attack a part of a ship, of a tree
of a vvheat or cotton field

;
but we cannot imagine how a gas could be

turned loose on one side of the cabin of a vessel and not extend to the

J 1

emanations must be discovered
by the Malaria party before they can explain this mystery.

It would appear that Malaria embarrasses its friends very much, not
74
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only by the irregularities of its joiirneyings over water, but by those

over dry land. Dr. Robert Williams, the distinguished author of the

work on » Morbid Poisons,” says, “ different soils also act as attracting

or repelling causes which affect the transmission of the paludal pm-

son.” In addition to other similar facts, he tells us that Dr. Morton

mentions the following instance in the neighborhood of V\ eyrnoth.

The inhabitants of a dry district, immediately around, or on a level

with the marsh, being nearly exempted from the lever which greatly

prevails on the more distant hills. This same fact is also observed on

the hills of Sussex.” Dr. Williams adds instances of similar import

which we might easily multiply. He gives no evidence of tlns altrac.

tion of Malaria by the plain, and if he were at all practically familiar

with paludal Fevers in hot climates, he could not have advanced such

an idea- for it is a well known fact in our Southern States that the

morbific cause of Intermittent or Remittent Fevers will almost invaria-

bly pass over the. low lands, no matter what may he the character oj the

soil, to attack the neighboring heights in preference. The low land

rarely escapes entirely, but is less affected as a general rule than the

""Teavhi^^the plain, Dr. Williams next seeks further illustration of his

position on the high lands. “ The different force” (he says) “ by which

the paludal poison is attracted by difrerent surfaces, has been often ob-

served in the West Indies. Fort Hildane, at Porto Maria, (Jamaica), oc-

cupies the extreme point of a promontory, which projects considerably

from the main-land and divides the bay into two basin-like recesses.

This promontory, which is one hundred and fifty feet above the level of

the sea, and two hundred feet across, is so nearly perpendicular and so

nearly alike in all its faces, that it has the appearance of an artificial

structure, raised for the defence of the harbor. It is formed of pure

carbonate of lime, and on looking at it merely as a dry mass of chalk,

washed on three sides by the sea, we should imagine it to be one of

the healthiest situations in the West Indies. Two streams, however,

fall into the bay, one on each side of this headland at about a quarter of

a mile distant. They move slowly, and their banks are covered with

Mangrove, which it is presumed furnishes the more palpabde cause of

fever. But it is remarkable that the inhabitants of Porto Maria, wh^h

is situated on either side of one of these streams, do not appear to suffer

from their position, while at Fort Hildane, the returns of the sick have

shown it to be productive of a fever so deadly, that for some years past

the Fort has not been garrisoned.”
^ ^

He relates another parallel instance, viz: at Port Spam, the Capital

of Trinidad, where the town, on the marshy lowlands, is infinitely more

healthy than “the covering heights, which rise out of one extremity ot

the marsh, and which are composed of the dryest and most healthy ma-

terials, or pure lime stone.” * * * “ No portion of their diversified

surface, however elevated, sunken, or walled round, has been a secuiity

from the exhalations below.”
,, i ^ a r.c

Dr. Fergusson, in his ofl quoted paper on Malaria, m vol. 9 of h

-Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh f ^
thority to the support of these opinions. He says-- Another

PJ
oofthat

from the attraction above mentioned, it (Malaria) creeps along the
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ground, so as to concentrate and collect on the sides of the adjacent
hills, instead of floating directly upwards in the atmosphere, is the re.

markable fact that it is certainly absorbed by passing: over a small sur-
face of water.

Fergusson testifies also, as do writers on diseases of hot climates
generally, to the fact that Malaria is more concentrated near the
ground, and consequently a much larger proportion of persons are at-

tacked in a first than a second, and in a second than a third story;
thus proving that Malaria, in some of its forms at least, keeps itself near
the ground.

The “ altitudinal range’^ of Malaria is a point of endless confusion

;

fa,cts the most contradictory are presented to us in profusion by our
highest authorities. All fevers, however different their habitudes and
habitats, are thrown together, pell mell, and set down to one common
morbific cause.

How are these contradictions to be reconciled? From the facts giv-
en, and many others which are easily produced, it would seem that
Yellow Fever and Intermittent fevers are governed by very ditferent
laws in this respect. It must be admitted, for example, that if the ma-
ieries morbi of Yellow Fever does not (as Fergusson says) creep
along the ground'' like a worm, we have evidence of its existence only
very near the ground. We have numerous examples in the West In-
dies, of its attacking ground floors of barracks, while the third story
was almost exempt, and the truth ot the fact is familiar to the profes-
sion in our Southern towns. But can the same admission be made for
Intermittent hever? There can be no doubt that ground floors, from
their dampness, from various impure vapors and gases arising from the
earth s surface, as also from imperfect ventilation, are unwholesome

;

but I am by no means satisfied that the specific poison which produces
Intermittent, exists in greater force near the surface of the earth than
higher up. A patient, debilitated and disordered by the causes just
enumerated, might become moie susceptible to the impression of this,
as to other morbid poisons, and thus give support to the idea that the
poison really exists here in greater force. But there is another expla-
nation for the fact which is more satisfactory, viz : Intermittent is a
disease of the countiy and not of the towns, and the houses out of town
are almost always surrounded by trees which we are told obstruct the
progress of Malaria. They are usually of a height to protect upper
stories, while the winds blow without obstruction under the foliage, and
may thus conduct Malaria to the lower floors. My own observation,
in rfoutli Carolina and Alabama, which is by no means limited, satis-
fies me that lower stories have little advantage as regards Intermiltents,
though when very near the ground are insalubrious in and out of the
legion of pei iodic fevers. Macculloch and the other authors give us
numerous instances, where Intermittents have selected in j)reference
upper stories, while the lower ones were left exempt. The fact, too, is
notoiious that the summit of a hill, however precipitous, may be its
sides, even a lime rock 150 or 200 feet high, as at Fort Hildane and
Porto Maria, is more liable to Intermittents than the low land and
marshes, which it overlooks. By what unknown power can a rock
thus draw up this Malaria from a depth of 200 feet ? The simple af-
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finity of lime for moisture is inadequate to this effect, and still less when

we come to elevations of 1000 or more feet.

Fergusson furnishes us with the following curious and instructive

statement : n a •

“In the Island of Antigua, the same results were confirmed m a

striking manner. The autumn of 1816 became very sickly, and Yel-

low Fever broke out in all its low marshy quarters, while the mdder

Remittent pervaded the island generally. The British garrison

lish Harbor soon felt the influence of that unwholesome place. Ihey

were distributed on a range of fortified hills that surround the dock-yajd.

The principal of these, Monk’s Hill, at the boOom of the bay, rises

perpendicular above the marshes to the height ot ()00 feet. I he otner

garrisoned hill, which goes by the name of the Ridge, is about 100

feet lower, but instead of rising perpendicularly, it slopes backwards

from the swamps of English Harbor. It was the duty of the w ite

troops, in both these forts, to take the guards and duties of the dockvards

amongst the marshes below, and so pestiferous was their atmosp eie,

that it often occurred to a well seasoned soldier, mounting the ^

guard in perfect health, to be seized with furious delirium while^stand-

ing sentry, and when carried back to the barracks, on Monk s Hill, to

expire in all the horrors of Black Vomit within less than thirty hours

from the first attack
;
but during all this, not a single case of

^
Fever, nor fever of any kind, occurred to the inhabitants of Monk s

Hill; that is to say, the garrison staff, the superior officers, the women,

the drummers, <fec., all in tiict that were not obliged to sleep out of the

garrison, or take the duties below, remained in perfect health. I he

result on the Ridge was not quite the same, but it was equally curious

and instructive. The artillery soldiers (17 in number) never took any

of the night guards, but they occupied a barrack about 300 feet abo^e

the marshes, not perpendicular above them, like Monk s Hill, but a

little retired. Not a case of Yellow Fever or Black Vomit occuiie

amongst them, but every man, without a single exception, suffered an

attack of the ordinary Remittent, of which one of them died
;
and at

the barrack on the top of the Ridge, at the height of 500 feet, and still

farther retired from the marshes, there scarcely occurred any fever

worthy of notice.”

These and similar facts are brought forward by Fergusson and others

to prove the identity of these different types of Fever—they say that the

concentrated poison which produces Yellow fever below, in rising to the

hill, becomes so diluted as to produce only the milder forms of paludal

fever. This explanation is untenable, because it is a general law of

intermittent and remittent fevers that they every where affect, more the

hills than the lowland from which they emanate, not only in \ellow

fever localities, but in those regions where Yellow fever is imknown. I

have shown elsewhere that yellow fever is a disease of towns, andinter-

mittents of the country, and that yellow fever occurs, (as at Barbadoesj

where intermittents do not
;
and that if dilution of the poison had any^-

thing to do with the matter, the winds blowing over points infected with

yellow fever should strew intermittents belore them.
i i

•

Even Fergusson with all his talent, learning and industry, by taking a

false position, has involved himself in the same inconsistencies as other
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writers on Malaria. In the very article I have been quoting from, he
says: “ In selecting situations for ports and barracks, it had been
observed with surprise, that the border and even the centre of the marsh,
proved a less dangerous quarter than the neighboring heights of the
purest soil and healthiest temperature

;
and this has never been more

' strongly exemplified than in the instances I am going to relate.” He
then goes on to relate the instance already alluded to of Port Spain,
Trinidad—where the heights overlook the town. He says—“ no place
however elevated, or sunk, or sheltered, or walled in, gives security
against the exhalations from below, only it has been distinctly ascertained^
that these prevail with more or less malignity, exactly in proportion to the
elevation of the dwelling. The lower, consequently the nearer the
marsh, the better. The tops of the ridges are uninhabitable—on the
highest point, at an elevation of 400 feet, and farther removed from the
marsh than the town itself, a large martello tower was built to defend
the place. It possessed a fine temperature, but proved so dangerous
that it was obliged to be abandoned

;
not even a creole mulatto Spaniard

could sleep in it with impunity for a single night, after a course of dry
weather.”

In what an awful fog do these statements leave us ! At one moment
the poison gets weaker as it goes up

;
and the next, it becomes concen-

trated in the same ratio as you come down !

These strange and apparently whimsical habits of the morbific cause
of Paludal Fevers would seem to corroborate the opinion that it is not
governed by the motions of the atmosphere, and that it is more under
the control of some mysterious instinct. In 1842 and ’43, when yellow
fever was progressing literally at a snail’s pace, through the town which
was constantly swept by the sea or land breezes, I confidently advised
persons out of the infected distinct, to leave town, before the disease
reached them, and seek safety in the country. Those who took the
advice escaped, while those in their vicinity who remained, were reached
and many attacked by the yellow fever.

l)r. Williams, in his chapter on “the Paludal Poison,” after detailing
a number of curious facts illustrative of the Altitudinal and Horizontal
range of Malaria, says :

—“ The preceding facts are sufficient to show,
if the altitude to which the paludal poison ascends, greatly varies in dif.
ferent places, its horizontal spread also varies according to the surface
over which it passes, being strongly attracted by some bodies and alto-
gether i^vithout affinity for others. In attempting to assign the law
which may explain these varying, and often apparently opposite pheno-
mena, there is no hypothesis so satisfactoiy as that which supposes the
paludal poison to follow the same laws as those which govern the vapor
or dew, by which it is held either in a state of solution or suspension
and which may be generalized as follows, <Ac.”

’

He then branches off on the theory of dews—tells us of the radiatino-
reflecting, attracting and absorl)ing properties of different plants, soils
rocks, &c., accounts for the fevers on the hills at Porto Maria and Port
Spain by the affinity of the lime rocks for moisture—explains the influ-
ence of water over malaria by its power ol condensing the dews when
It IS colder than the air, and by its repelling the dews under the opposite
circumstances by throwing ofi‘ vapor from its surface. In short. Dr
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Williams and others have not only exhausted all the known laws of

dews in sustaining their hypothesis, but have resorted to many forced

constructions, and yet all fails far short of being satisfactory.

His recapitulation of the theory of dews is by no means well done,

and I therefore prefer giving the established facts in my own way. The

instructive little work of Griffiths on the “ Chemistry of the four Sea-

sons” presents us with some very clear illustrations of several of the

points, which may be quoted with advantage. “ It is an old saying that

the hills draw the wet, or “ hills draw the clouds;^ but they have no inhe-

rent or particular attraction in this respect
;
they are only surfaces of

the earth projecting above its common leveld’ In this he is unquestiona-

bly correct,—there can be no “ inherent 91’ particular attraction” in a

part of the same soil merely because it has been thrown up 50 or 500

feet above another portion—the difference of height is often too trivial

for any appreciable Barometrical change which could influence the eleva-

tion of vapors ;
and the appearance of marsh fevers on elevations can-

not be accounted for on the supposition of attraction of soils in moisture

(as the lime hills spoken of), because it is notorious in our Southern States

that the composition of the hill is immaterial ;—wherever the morbific

cause of intermittents is generated in the valley, the exposed hill which

overlooks it, is attacked whether it be sand, clay, lime, rich dark vege-

table mould, 6lc.
;
the color too, as white, black, red, gray, &c., makes

little if any diflerence.
. , i 1

Lime certainly has a greater affinity for moisture than clay or sand

;

and yet so far from its being true that hills of this composition precipi-

tate more moisture than the valley, the reverse will usually be found

true. It is well known that plants, as grass, grains, cotton, trees, &c.,

and the rich black soils of the sw^amps are the best radiators of heat and

consequently the best condensors of moisture. It is therefore in the

luxuriant valleys, and not on the light colored hill, that we should expect,

and really do find, the heavy dews.

“ If, says Mr. Griffith,” the thermometer be placed on agrass-plat, it

will very frequently indicate a temperature ot 15 or 20 degrees colder,

than one suspended over the grass at the height of 3 or 4 feet thus

proving that radiation is proceeding with extreme rapidity in the one

case ffom the comparatively solid vegetable and soil, but not from the

ambient air.” Accordingly, the portions of air in immediate contact

w'ith the grass, become much colder than those far above, and are com-

pelled to deposit dew ;
and if the air over a green locality remain trail-

quil for some hours, this phenomenon will solely ensue from the lower

and colder portions.”
_ ^ • j-

“ Small valleys and hollow ways, permit the air to remain undis-

turbed ;
and although they are apparently situations sheltered from cold,

yet they are frequently more subject to reduction of temperature than

higher situations, and accordingly, much to our surprise, we find delicate

plants chilled or even frost bitten in hollows, whilst others suffer no in-

jury upon the adjacent slopes.”

How common is it in autumn when we look out upon a meadow or

corn field, to see a dense white mist only a few feet in height directly

incumbent on the surface, wffiilst the air is clear and bright ^dh

the rays of the sun. Or we may even walk through the field with the
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lower part of the body enveloped in the mist, whilst the upper is free
from its humidity.

There would then seem to be no known law of dews, or any other
by which malaria can be transferred in a more concentrated form from
the valley to a great elevation. It is evident from the facts given that if
the poison be entangled with vapor, it should be most concentrated where
the dews are heaviest, viz : on the dark, rich soil of the valley, covered
with vegetation and not on the barren hill top. If, too, it be true that the
malaria is entangled with dew, itis difficult to imagine how it should be
so much more active at night—how does it rise up from the valley and
ascend to the mountain summit 1000 or more feet (of which we have
examples) at a time when the vapors not only cease to rise from the
earth, but are rapidly depositing on the cold surface of the lowland ?

It has been said that the malaria is active only at night-fall when the
dews first descend and in the morning when they again are called up bv
the sun. But this is not true for several good reasons— 1st. Malaria fs
often generated on a very small spot of ground, and the emanations which
arise from this like the smoke from the chimneys must necessarily be
borne off to the distance of several miles, and would not descend upon the
overhanging hill as at Port Spain, or Porto Maria—2nd. Instances are
common where persons have contracted fevers by going during the nio-ht
to the infected district—as in the cases mentioned of the sentries at Eng-
lish Harbor—those travelling through the Pontrine marshes at night,
&c. It is a familiar fact in Charleston, South Carolina, that it is hazar!
dousfor persons to leave the city and go into the neighboring marsh lands
at night

;
and the danger is greatly increased if they allow themelves to

fall asleep—instances might easily be multiplied. It is worthy of remark,
too, that when the cool nights of autumn arrive, the morbific cause seems
to attain its greatest virulence, though the valley from the increasing cold-
ness of its surface, greatly increases in its power of condensing moisture
and it need hardly be said that a surfice cannot condense and throw off
aqueous vapor at the same time. So marked is this phenomenon, that
we often see repeated light frosts in the valley and even thin sheets of
ice on the ground, while the thermometer a few feet above in the air
does not fall below 40 degrees of Fahrenheit—at the same time the hills

are entirely exempt from the frosts and their vegetation remains
untouched.

As far as we have any means of judging, all emanations are more
concentrated as we approach the focus whence they originate, and if
there is any analogy between these and Malaria, its greatest concentra-
tion should be in the valley. It is not on the hill, but in the marsh
that our olfactories are offended by its putrid odors

;
so is it with putrid

animal matter, and odors of every description. In the interior of South
Carolina, away from the influence of the sea breeze, the nights are
usually very calm and sultry—far more so than in the prairies of the
West

;
and we should here expect (according to the theory we are

combatting), that near the rivers and in small valleys where the fogs
lie near and on the surface undisturbed during the autumn, the poison
should produce its deadliest effects

;
but the hill here too suffers more

than the valley. The idea that the hill suffers most, because the cur-
rents of air cause the fogs to infringe on the hills is alike untenable

;
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a wind rolling along this heavy mass of fog over a wide plain, and

bearing it up to the top of a hill, could not certainly render it more

It would certainlv be quite as philosophical (as the Malarial theory)

to suppose that some insect or animalcule, hatched m the lowlands,

like the musquito, after passing through its metamorphoses, takes flight,

and either from preference for a different atmosphere, or impelled by

one of those extraordinary instincts which many are known to possess,

wino-s its wav to the hill top to fulfil its appointed destiny.

6th. “Experience has proved, that in cities where Yellow Fever prevails,

the places which are low, pent up, and badly ventilated, such as nai row streets,

alleys, cul de sacs, first and second stories, &c., are the places most danpr-

ous to inhabit—observation has shown that it is the same with intermittent

fevers.”

I must here join issue again with ?>I. Chervin, and feel confident that

everv physician of observation in these diseases, from Boston to .New

Orleans,‘will sustain me in a denial of this conclusion. All observation

and all facts contradict it. Y^ellow Fever is a disease of the towns and

Intermittents of the country. The City of Charlespn spuds m the

midst of a very pestiferous region, where all the grades of periodic fe-

vers prevail, but no Yellow Fever. Since the town was built a new

local atmosphere has been engendered which has expelled the periodic

fevers, and introduced the new disease, Yellow Fever. The pperience

of the whole world proves that whenever a large town is built Inter-

mittent is expelled from the soil, though it may still hang about the out-

skirts. Even in Rome, which is surrrounded by one of the most poi-

sonous miasmatic regions in Europe, Sir James Johnson, m his

“ Change of Air,” tells us, “ The low, crowded, and abominably mthy

quarter of the Jews, on the banks of the Tiber, near the foot of the

Capitol, may probably owe its acknowledged freedom from the^atal

Malaria, to Us sheltered site and inconceivably dense population.

An Epidemic of periodic fevers, in a large town, is a thing imheard

of.^ The bills of mortality of Charleston, Mobile, and ^ew Orleans

will show that when these cities escape Yellow Fever, they never have

Epidemics of other fevers.

7th “ It is a well known fact that the miasms which produce periodic fe-

vers, are infinitely more active in the night than the day. Those which give

birth to Yellow Fever possess likewise extraordinary power of action when

the sun is below the horizon.”

The concession, were we to yield this point, would be unimportpt

in establishing the identity of these diseases. At all events, much that

we have already said so far disproves the position as to make but a few

more \vords necessary, in reference to it. Though fully aware p the

opinions generally expressed to the contrary by writers, I am by no

means sure that a difference does not here e;^ist between the two dis-

eases. The Campagna, the Maremma and the Pontines we are told

may be traversed with impunity during the day, and many facts are

given of the same nature in relation to Yellow Fever; but I am satis-

led that persons often take Yellow Fever by coming into Mobile during

the day for an hour or two, though the risk is certainly much greater

at night.
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A strangely absurd reason is frequently assigned for the increased
activity ot the morbific cause of Yellow Fever at night. It is said that

the poison is volatilized by the heat of the sun during the day, and be-
ing entangled with aqueous vapor, is precipitated with the dews of eve-
ning in a condensed form. iS’ot a particle of proof is given to sustain
this assumption, which is contradicted by well known facts. In
Charleston, for example, where Y'ellow Fever occurs, while periodic
fevers prevail for many miles around, the facts would be reversed. The
town and country are almost incessantly swept by the land and sea
breezes, and at night the vapor from the marshes of the country should
fall on the town, and produce “ country fevers,” while the Yellow Fe-
ver emanations would fall at some distant point in the countiy. The
Yellow Fever sometimes is so circumscribed as to be confined to a
single alley or very small portion of the city.

All the attempts heretofore made to account for the greater activity
of the morbific cause of Yellow Fever at night have failed, and in my

|

humble opinion the fact may be much better explained by a reference
to habits of Insect Life. Many of the Infusoria, as well as insects
proper, are rendered inactive by too much light, heat, or dryness. They
remain quiet through the day, and do their work at night. This fact is

too familiar to require illustration. The moth tribe, the night musqui-
toes, many of the Aphides, &;c., are familiar examples.

8th. “ In the Equinoxial regions, Yellow Fever attacks in general, almost
exclusively, unacclimated persons

;
intermittent and remittent fevers attack

also in preference (though M. Gerardin has advanced the contrary opinion in
this assembly) those subjects who come from a healthy into marshy coun-
tries.”*

^

9th. “ Yellow Fever attacks particularly strong and vigorous men, who pass
from northern to southern climates

;
it is the same with intermittents and re-

mittents, as is abundantly proved by the successive occupations of Italy, Spain,
tiie Ionian Isles, Morea, and Algiers, by our troops.”

It is true that Yellow Fever attacks almost exclusively the un-
acclimated, and selects in preference the robust natives of cold regions,
but I have strong reasons for believing that M. Gerardin is correct in
denying the applicability of this rule to periodic fevers. Such persons,
in consequence of their sanguineous temperaments, are more apt when
attacked, to suffer severely than the natives of hot climates

;
but they

are not more liable, if so much, as the latter to take these diseases.
No population can ever be acclimated against periodic fevers, and the
fact is equally certain that every attack of Intermittent increases the
susceptibility to others. There is no place in the United States where
the population can become acclimated against “ marsh fevers.” While
the acclimated population of Charleston are living (as I have shown by
the bills of mortality) in greater health than that of any large town in
this country, the inhabitants of the surrounding country suffer from all
the horrors of miasmatic fevers, and present all the physical signs of
an enfeebled, degenerate race. Go to the Campagna, the Maremma,
the Pontines—even to the “ Eternal City itself—and ask for the de-

* The pamphlet from which I quote is a report of M. Chervin, read before
the Acadami® Royale de medicine in 1842—page 120.

75
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sccndants of the proud Romans, who, two thousand years ago, held the

world in bondage ! The ghastly picture of the poj)ulation drawn then

by Cicero and Horace, has only become more hideous with time.

The miserable inhabitants are now, even more than then, skulking

irom the fatal Malaria, and hiding themselves on the mountain tops and

in the crevices of the rocks
;
and the jaundiced skin, the bloated abdo-

men and withered limbs point to the physical degeneracy, of the race.

If there are apparent exceptions, in some parts of the world, to the

above facts, it is probably only because different forms of fever have

been unproperly attributed to one cause ;
but the face of the globe can-

not show an exception, where genuine Intermittent fever prevails.

We may refer in illustration of this point to Fergusson and the other

army and navy surgeons who have written on the diseases of the Pen-

insular War, and whose statements, in some particulars, seem to con-

flict with opinions advanced by me. They mention instances where

the troops suffered much more than the natives, a result reasonably to

have been expected, even if their susceptibilities were equal, when we

take into consideration the exposure—sleeping on the ground, and va-

rious hardships which they endured. The facts given below are suffi-

cient to excite strong doubts as to the identity of the diseases with

which the troops and natives suffered. Ail the descriptions of those

fevers I have seen are incomplete and unsatisfactory.

Mr. Fergusson, in his admirable paper on Marsh Poison, before al-

luded to, amongst other interesting particulars, give the following:

The English troops, after the battle ofTalevera, retreated into the “dry,

sandy, rocky plains” of Estramadura, “at a time when the country was

so dry and arid for want of rain that the Guadiana River itself and all

the smaller streams had in fact ceased to he streams, and were no more

than lines of detached pools in the courses that had formerly been liv-

ers
;
and there they suffered from Remittent fevers of such destruc-

tive^ malignity, that the enemy and all Europe believed that the Eng-

lish host was extirpated
;
and the superstitious natives, though sickly

themselves, unable to account for disease of such uncommon type

amonnst the strangers, declared they had all been poisoned by eating

the mushrooms which spring up after the autumnal rains, about the

time the Epidemic had attained its height. The aggravated cases of

the disease differed little or nothing from the worst Yellow Fever of the

West Indies.’’
.

The English army surgeons present us many other facts of similar

import, and the well known habits of the fevers of our Southern States

would lead to the conclusion that Fergusson, as in the Case of Antigua

before spoken of, confounds distinct diseases. A camp disease of

obscure origin was probably generated, different from the paludal fever

of the natives, who were from long residence in the climate proof

against this malady which “ differed little or nothing from the worst

Yellow Fever of the West Indies.” The same astonishment was pro-

bably expressed by the Aborigines of the West Indies when the

foreigners were first swept off before their eyes with Yellow Fever a

disease to them of “ uncommon type.”
.

Fergusson tells us, too, that the Estramadura fevers occurred in a

season and locality, where the extreme dryness of the sandy soil and
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the paucity of vegetable matter precluded all idea of vegetable matter
being a cause. Vegetable matter is certainly not a cause of Yellow
ever

;
and 1 do not see how any one who would travel through the

alluvial country ot Louisiana, where all the causes of Intermittents
exist in the highest possible degree without these diseases^ and then
follow through the chain ot facts in this paper, can have any settled
belief in vegetable decomposition as a cause of Periodic Fevers. When
I speak ot “all the causes of Intermittents” I mean those usually as-
signed as rich soil, vegetable matter, stagnant matter, both wild and
cultivated lands, hot ^climate &c.

;
all that the malarial “ hypothesis

”

could possibly ask, is here in profusion, but no fever

;

while the “ dry,
rocky, sandy ” desert of Estrarnadura is uninhabitable, at least to
foreigners, and the natives are also sickly.

^

10th. “ The individual who has contracted an Intermittent Fever in a marshy
piace, attenuates the etlect ol the poison and hastens his recovery by going to
reside in a healthy locality; the same thing happens with the Yellow Fever,
but in a less marked manner, because in this case the paludal “ intoxication ”
is more rapid and is carried to a higher degree.

Theie is certainly no parallelism between the cases here; but on the
contrary the most marked contrast. The poison of Intermittent Fever
is so adhesive that the I.iondori writers tell us, that persons returning to
that city (where Intermittent is unknown) with seeds of tKe disease con-
tracted in the West Indies, will continue to relapse for twenty years.
In spite, too, of travel, mineral waters and all other remedies, Periodic
Fevers wiii often leave enlargement of the spleen, disorders of the liver,
dyspepsia and other chronic atiections to haunt the victim for life!How difierent is it with Yellow Fever? Like Roderick Dhu, it scorns
all untair advantage and nobly “tries the quarrel hilt to hilt,” and
when the “ dubious strife” is over, if his antagonist has proved the. _

xr xxio lias pioveu me
Victor, he may “ falter thanks to heaven for life redeemed, and rise un-
molested by the ^fbeman^s Clan.'’

There are rarely sequelae to Yellow Fever, and strange as the as-
sertion may seem to those unacquainted with this disease, I have seen
more cases of dyspepsia cured by attacks of it than by all the doctors ofmy acquaintance.

The last part of the above quotation is equally erroneous ;—there is
no evdence that the poisoning in Yellow Fever “is more rapid and
carried to a higher degree ” than in other forms of what are termed
paludal fevers.

;
I he high grades of bilious and congestive fevers

are quite as rapid—as unmanageable and fatal as the most malignant
forms of Yellow Fever. In the interior of our South Western sTates,
wheie Yellow Fever is unknown, these fatal forms abound—often caus-
ing death in a few hours.

nth. “Finally all the difierent ial signs which are said to exist betweenYellow and Remittent Bilious Fevers of hot climates are absolutely withoutfoundation, such as the appearance of the eyes, naiure and seat of the pain in
skin, duration ol tlie disease, morbid

first attack!“f tteTt^ntlc!'
reniittent fever be compared with a very intense Yellow Fever weshall without doubt see very marked differences in the symptoms of the’two
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affections ;
but if we put beside a severe remUtent a mild case of Yellow Fever ,

we shall see none; for as remarks Doctor Repey: There is a point whe

these fe^mrs are so confounded, that they really become one and the same

disease,” the same affection under different forms and various degrees.

When a writer starts in a wrong direction, the farther he pes, the

farther does he vrander from the path of truth. Such I fear has been

the case with our “estimable ami ” Monsieur Chervin (with whom, by

the by, we had the pleasure of a personal acquaintance) and we must

say of him as he said of Rochoux :
“ il a observe la fievre jaune assez

long temps pour la bien connoitre, mais malheureusement il 1 a vue

avec une opinion preconque”-and I cannot help thinking he would

have come to very different conclusions had he, as I have done, sat

down quietly in one place and studied Y'ellow Fever through all its

grades and changes, instead of running incessantly from place to place

for eight years in search of facts. It would at first glance seern a

matter of surprise that one who has sacrificed so much time in the

cause, and who has written so well on the point of Contagion, should

have so erred on other points
;
but a moment s reflection should satisfy

us that by the course he adopted he necessarily had to take the testi-

mony of others (most of whom were not observers) instead of observing

f liinisGlf*

VvThave no space here to follow out the line of demarcation betvveen

the 'two diseases by comparing their Pathology and Symptomatolop,

and must rely nrincipally on the difi’erence of habits &c. already tieaied

of. Diagnosis, between two diseases, even the most opposite ^

causes and nature, is often embarrassing ;
but how much more difficult

is it to lay down conclusive diagnostic signs between diseases of the

same genus, though different species. It a physician

forming stage of a number of cases of Plague, Small Pox, Yellow

Fever, some forms of Typhus, and other diseases arising from Morbid

Poisons, as well as certain vegetable poisons, he would be much at a

loss how to distinguish them for two or three days ;
and in some o

those in which the characteristic signs are never developed (as Small

Pox without eruption &c.), a diagnosis never could be madm II shield

not be wondered at then, that difficulty of diagnosis should sometimes

occur between Bilious and Yellow Fevers, which belong to the same

family, the same season and same locality.
. . r , •

Another strong reason for this difficulty of diagnosis is fr.tind m the

fact that no two Epidemic or atmospheric diseases can possibly prevail

together without bLoming blended. When Yellow Fetjr prevails, as

I have seen it, in a milder form than what we term Epidemic, it is in-

variably seen more or less blended with the Intermittents and Re-

mittents of the environs—they are mingled in every possible giade.

Andral, in speaking of the influence of Epidemics over other diseases,

makes the following pertinent remarks. ....
“ But on all these diseases, differing in their seat, it impresses a

uniform modification
;

it brings them to an idcnlily of nature, and con-

sequently an identity of treatment. It is therelore much less^

in^erapeutics to know the seat even of a disease than the Epidemic

Constitution,” under which it has taken birth
;

for it is on this constitu-

"hat the treatment should be based.” He goes on to illustrate.
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by giving instances of the “Inflammatory Constitution,” the Bilious
Constitution, the Mucous or Catarrhal Constitution, the Putrid (kc.,
during which a Pneumonia or other inflammatory disease would require
“ the most opposite treatment.^'’

I, on a former occasion, explained more fully the nature of those
cases which are termed Intermittent and Remittent Yellow Fever. In
1844 many of these cases occurred in Mobile— in this year there were
only 40 deaths from Yellow Fever and no Epidemic Constitution of the
atmosphere was established—the two diseases struggling for mastery,
with nearly equal force, were blended in every conceivable degree in
different subjects—sometimes the Periodic and at others the true
Yellow Fever type predominating—the periodic type preponderating
particularly in the suburbs, near the marshes. The cases were
sprinkled over the whole town without being confined to any particular
focus.

No one at all familiar with the history of Epidemics could doubt this
tendency of diseases to amalgamation

;
if there should perchance be a

Sceptic, let him wade through the four volumes of Ozanam “ des rna-
ladies Epidemiques,” and the facts will bring him to the conclusion
which reason points to.

Suppose a Rattlesnake or a Tarantula were to bite a patient laboring
under Intermittent Fever, or he should swallow a large dose of vege-
table poison—what would probably follow ? The effects of the two
poisons would be blended, and the stronger would predominate over the
weaker—after the subsidence of the effect of the newly applied poison,
if the patient survive, should we be surprised to see the Intermittent
recur and resume its regular course? Ozanam tells us that when
Small Pox is prevailing in the East, the plague will sometimes come
and drive it from the field. After a certain time a few scattering cases
of the dormant Small Pox reappear, and this is looked upon as a sure
sign of disappearance of the Plague, and the Small Pox about to resume
Its course. Williams in his “ Morbid Poisons'' says—“The variolous
poison is capable of coexisting with many other poisons; also of in-
fluencing their actions and being reciprocally influenced by them.—
Dessessarz has seen Variolae coexist with Scarlatina and with hooping
cough; Cruikshanks, with Measles; Frank, with Psora; Dimsdale,
xvith Syphilis

;
and Heberden, with Intermittent Fever, who adds in

his commentaries a case of this latter complication lately occurred in
St. Thomas s Hospital. A patient was admitted laboring under tertian
fever, which was unusually intractable and resisted quinine. At lerjo-th
however, the variolae appeared and the fever subsided

;
but no sooner

had the eruption run its course, than the intermittent again appeared
and was now readily cured by the usual means. Ring even mentions
a case of triple disease coexisting, or of the Small Pox, the Measles
and the hooping cough, all of which ran their course together.”—It is
needless to multiply facts on this point as they may be found in the
works of Williams, Ozanam and other writers on Epidemic diseases.

In short, what is our whole system of Therapeutics based on, but the
modifying influence which one impression on the system exerts over
another. Why do we give mercury to cure Syphilis—quinine to cure -

Intermittent, &c., unless to counteract the action of one poison by that
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of another impression. Why are rve so cantio.is in selecting a proper

time for administering opium and otlier drugs. In a word, n is e'ldent

that the shill of the physician depends entirely upon a proper selection

of modifying agents and time for their adininistration.

The subiect of Morbid Potsons is one of incomprehensible difficulties.

Epidemic diseases, as Influenza, Measles, Scarlet Fever, Small-Pox,

Hooping-cough, &c., often prevail so together, or tollow each other m

such a mysterious manner, that some writers, as Holland and others,

have suggested a common morbific cause, variously modified by season,

climate,‘meteorological changes, temperaments, &c. &c. 1 his opinion

has not gained much favor with the profession ;
but the fact stands,

that diseases which are regarded as the most opposite in their causes,

symptoms, pathology and duration, are sometimes strangely allied.

^ A^singular instance has twice occurred in Mobile during the last few

years-viz : an amalgamation of Measles and Scarlet Fever- 1 have

seen in the same hotise (as have other pliysicians) a -rase of pure

measles, another of pure Scarlet fever, and a third in which he symp-

toms of the two were so commingled as to render it impossible to say

which predominated-these mi.xed cases commenced with all the symp-

toms of measles, as inflammation of the eyes, catarrhal symptoms, sneez-

ing, distinct measly rash, &c. ;
and in a few days a putrid sore throa ,

and scarlet fever tongue would appear, and if the patient suivired, all

the sequelte of Scarlet fever, as affections of the ears extensive desqua-

mation, dropsi-al effusions, &c. It is very remarUable that some of

these cases were still farther complicated by distinct chicken pox, thus

showincT a co-existence of three diseases generally resided as distinct.

When Yellow Fever shakes oft' its mild endemic form and assumes

that of a great Epidcnic, as it did here in 1839, U comes robed in

majesty and power—all febrile diseases disappear before it, or are com-

polled to wear its livery—the peculiar characteristics of the disease

rtand out boldly, and with few exceptions, all difticulty of diagnosis van-

ishes—patients are stricken down by hundreds with attacks varying

from the mildest to the most malignant and yet all wholly unliae peiio-

die fevers—in the same family and house, one will be so lightly attacked

as scarcely to lie down, while another is dying with all the horrors of

black-vomit; and what is particularly worthy of note, the light cases

pass off spontaneously in two or three days without a dose of quinine, and

uSorA protection against tlie disease in after years.
^

We are led to conclude from the mass of evidence on this point, tha

yellow fever varies much as to type in different localities—in extreme y

L climates for example, as in Asia and Africa, the excitement is more

intense, and the brain is more uniformly and violently affected,

well known that every morbid poison influences different individuals in

very different degrees—a familiar illustration may be seen in the deg'ees

of violence presented by Scarlet Fever, Small-pox, lyphus, &=•. vvhe «

persons have been equally exposed to the morbific causes Jlie same

variety is seen amongst the cases of ye low fever. One " ^
have already said, have it very mildly, whi e another '''>{!

speechless, as by appoplexy, and die in a few hours. Yet

as much uniformity in the symptoms of yellow fever

arising from morbid poisons. Leaving however w i }
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anomalous cases, the disease is every where in its pnre form, cliarac-
tenzed as a Jeoer ofone -paroxysm. The t;)!lowing is the ordinary type
of he disease in Mobile. The subject while in perfect health is seized
with a slight chilly sensation which occurs either during the dav in the
midst ot his avocations, or he is awakened by it at night during a pro-
found natural sleep—acceleration! of pulse to 100, to 110 or 115 beats
in a minutexsoon follows, accompanied by moderate thirst, and most ex-
cruciating pains in the head, back, and limbs—the acceleration of pulseand thi rst are not at all in proportion to the violence of the pains and
general anxiety—often the pulse during the fever does not exceed 90and the skin IS of natural temperature and perspiring all the while—

if/calm 11 d
patient is left in a state

ot calm, called by some a remission, during which there is frequentlysuch a complete absence of all external signs of disease, that a physi'-cian unaccustomed to yellow fever, would not hesitate to pronounc^e thepatient out of danger and convalescent. This calm lasfs another 40horns, and is followed by the stage of collapse in which there seems tobe a sudden and almostcoraplete exhaustion of the vital powers—durine

no'rmr
stimulants, such as brandy,

portei, &c., and it he does not sink with or wdthout black-vomit thedisease runs its course, and by the Gth or 7th day, he enters fairly intoconvalescence. There is no fever after the first paroxysm, unleL thelesion ot some organ again calls the heart into action—a second fever
is not a necessary part of the disease. .A.nother striking peculiarity ofyellow fever, mo, is the entire absence of bilious vomiting after/heparoxysm of fever has passed-if perchance you see a bluet green oryellow tinge in the clear fluid vomited, you may hail it as the harbin’o-er

wlib ,i

*'
rf'|f"'"= Contrast these symptomsw ith those of bihous fever,-each in its distinct uncomplicated Ibrm.and

1

of wliich M. Chervin speaks t
In 18.J9 Yellow Fever in Mobile assumed its highest Epidemic form

strenXfhki^l“'rri^'T-' il'”'
extraordinary

strength (1 ke the Cholera) it burst over its accustomed bounds and rlvaged the habitations around for several miles. There was somethingpresume, peculiarly favorable to the generation of its morbific cans®’

-““>0 towns on

Admitting, as has been argued, that genuine Yellow Fever does occasionally present the Intermittent type, with a succession of paroxysmsthe fact would deserve little weight in settling the question of idemitv’InlermiUence is an unexplained pathological fact when connected withany disease. Many diseases, in opposition to their ordiimT phr/omena. may assume the intermittent type-as Neuralgia, Opthalmia’Paialysis, etc. bven Pleurisies, Pneumonias and other inflammatorv

Whlfaie terZd
bilious remitting fern/What aie teimed Bilious Pneumonia and Bilious Pleurisy, are Phle/masiae projier, rnodihed by the morbinc cause (Malaria) ofPeriodic feve^r’It was not my p.aii to argue the Insect origin of Periodic fevers ithis paper, but the morbific causes of Fevers have been so long and Tinseparably united in the minds of the profession that it aF

““a so

possible to tear them asunder now.
‘ almost .m-
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All writers are agreed on the fact that a very imperfect barrier will

obstruct the progress of marsh miasmata—a row of houses or of trees,

etc., will often etfectally protect dwellings from the access of this fatal

poison. It is moreover asserted that these miasms are not only im-

peded, but attracted by trees, and this would seem to be the case from

the well known fact that the danger is greater from sleeping in a clus-

ter of trees, than in an open space.
r u- i

• j
I have been able, in my researches, to discover no tacts or this kina

in connection with Yellow Fever, and my personal observation repu-

diates them in toio. We never find Yellow fever as the Sportsman say

“ up a tree,” but on the contrary, the materies morbi, whatever it be,

creeps along the ground, regardless ofwirids, passing under and through

houses, trees, etc., and knowing no impediment but a sheet of water.

The Insect theory is perhaps as applicable to Periodic as Yellow

Fever. We can well understand how Insects wafted by the winds (as

happens with musquitoes, flying ants, many of the Aphides, etc.,) should

haul up on the first tree, house or other object in their course, onering

a resting place
;
but no one can imagine how a gas or emanation, en-

tangled or not with aqueous vapor, while sweeping along on the wings

of the wind, could be caught in this way
;
and we, on the contrary, of-

ten see fogs and clouds swept by winds through the forest. Another in-

superable difficulty, too, is found in the fact that the dews are deposited

as heavily on the one side as on the other of the protecting woods. 1

have very strongly impressed on my memory an instance of this kind :

at my father’s summer residence in South Carolina, our house stood

upon a hill which gradually declined for half a mile till it terminated m
the lowlands of the plantation

;
a row of trees, which were so scattered

as but imperfectly to obstruct the view of the fields below, stood about

midwav between the latter and the residence
;
though the fact was in-

explicable, this imperfect barrier did protect us, and our family lived

there for fourteen summers, with uninterrupted health. The trees pre-

sented scarcely any impediment to the force of the winds, and / never

saw heavier dews than those on the rich grass plat around the house.

After my father’s death, the old residence fell into the hands of my

brother-in law, and the protecting row of trees having been cut down,

it has become so subject to marsh fevers, that he has been compelled to

abandon it.
, , , u j

If these emanations are attracted by and attached to trees, how do

they get loose again and come down to attack persons in lower stories 1

They should remain on the trees until again evaporated by the mor-

ning’s sun—these miasms must have some power per se of migrating,

and clustering in trees, else these facts could not exist. It should be

borne in mind, too, that the very writers who thus run their Malaria up

trees, are those who tell us that its specific gravity is so great that it

lies on the ground !

!

* It is a curious fact that from 1829 to 1837 there was no Epidemic of Yel-

low Fever in Mobile, and during this time the streets were beautifully shelled ;

since ’37 we have had it five times, and the shelling was not continued. It

the Insect theory be correct, could the lime be an impediment to their progress

across streets ?
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CO^^TAGIOjV.

If by this term we understand that a morbid poison generated in one
living bodjr may by contact, cither mediate or immediate, reprodupe an
identical disease in another, then are we justified in denying that Yel-
low Fever is a contagious disease. But while without hesitation I take
this position, I am equally strong in the conviction that there exists no
conclusive evidence, that the germ or materies morhi mf^y not be trans-
ported fi’om one locality to another. There are many curious facts con-
nected with this question which require a passing notice.

The Insect theory here again comes to our aid, and may explain dif-
ficulties which have much perplexed writers on contagion. The early
history of Yellow fever is involved in great obscurity, and many of the
very highest European authorities believe that this disease was impor-
ted originally into the old world, and that it still may be transported
from one country to another. There is no time here for discussing
this point, and I will only say that the mass of authority in favor of this
opinion is such as to challenge our full respect

;
no reasonable man, iu

the present state of facts, can assert positively that Yellow Feyer may
not under peculiar circumstances be transported.

1 have shown that Yellow Fever often commences in a point from^
which it gradually extends from house to house for several weeks—now,
it is cleat, that in this case there must be a local, though invisible
cause it cannot exist in the atmos})here, as it could not, if thus diffused,
be confined to a point. Supposed the infected point and a few sur-
rounding acres ol ground were taken up in August and put down in the
centre of New-York or Philadelphia, is it not probable that the disease
xyould spread from this point as in Mobile ? If so, why may not the
morbific cause be carried and thrown out of a vessel with a cargo of
damaged coffee, potatoes, grain, sugar, meat, etc. ? The germ might
here find a hiding place, though I have no idea that the gaseous emana-
tions from these vegetable or animal substances could produce Yellow
Fever. We have no reason to believe that such emanations, differing
so widely in themselves, can produce one specific disease.
We hq,ve evidence around us almost constantly that the germs of In-

sects lie dormant lor indefinite periods and are then suddenly called
into activity and propagated with inconceivable rapidity. By what
physical causes these sleeping and waking states are governed, human
sagacity cannot yet divine.

Involved in equal mystery are the habits, mode of propagation, etc.,
of contagious diseases. Small Pox, for example, is a highly contagions
disease, and yet has its periods of activity and repose—at one time it

disappeiu’s entirely—at another a few sporadic cases are seen—again
we see it scattered irregularly here and there, and lastly it comes as a
great Epidemic sweeping over a whole nation.

Small^Pox, though known in China 2000 years earlier, was not car-
ried to Europe until somewhere about the beginning of the 8th century
A. p., and the fact is equally certain that it was not known in America
until brought here by Columbus. There are strong reasons for believ-
ing that Scarlatina and Measles were also imported from Asia yet
these diseases have become perfectly domesticated in this country, and

76
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preserve all their ancient habits. Every now and then we hear of

cases of Small Pox, occurring in localities removed from the thorough-

fares, where it has never been known before, and under circumstances

which render it impossible to trace its origin—still it must be carried

to such points, for the disease is only propagated by contagion, as it was

unknown in Europe or America till imported.

Small Pox, Scarlatina, Typhus, etc., are transported not only in their

mature form, but in the form of fomites. In the latter case the germ is

united in some way to clothes, furniture and other inanimate substances,

for indefinite periods, probably for years, and then from unknown causes

is roused into activity. Typhus is sometimes carried about and spread

in its most malignant form by persons who are not affected by the dis-

ea30—the memorable instance of the Black assizes, Old Bailey, in 1750,

when the Lord Mayor, two of the judges and other eminent persons,

took the disease from prisoners and died of it, is often alluded to.

“It is probable that Yellow fever is caused by an insect or animal-

cule bred on the ground, and in what manner it makes its impression

on the system, is but surmise—unless the animalcule is, like that of

Psora, bred in the system, we could no more expect it to be contagious,

than the bite of a serpent. We may therefore easily understand, that

it can at the same lime be transportable in the form of a germ, and yet

not contagious.”
_ • • r u t

Without wishing to take so broad a ground as insect origin tor ail, 1

must say that those diseases' arising from morbid poisons, present strong

analogies with insect life. The Itch is a contagious disease which may

be transported from place to place in all seasons and all climates, and

is unquestionably propagated by insects. Like other contagious and

epidemic diseases it prefers filthy places and persons of filthy habits.

Other cutaneous affections have their origin in animalculae, and M.

Donne, one of the best microscopic observers of the day, asserts that

the pus of Buboes contains animalcules, which account for the trans-

missibility of Syphilis.
^

.

Having no favorite hypothesis to sustain, and no other end in view

but truth, it is proper to state that I have never myself witnessed any

facts which would add much strength to the opinion that Yellow Fever

is transmissible. There is, however, a mass of facts collected by nu-

merous authorities on this point, which must be received at least with

respect. The appearance and spread of this disease has often been

mysteriously connected with the arrival of vessels from Yellow Fever

ports as in the case of the black assizes, a vessel might originate the

disease, though no case had occurred on board during or before a voy-

age. At the time I am writing, Yellow Fever has appeared in Mo-

bile and New Orleans a month earlier than it has been known for a

number of years, and in the midst ofheavy rains which had fallen every

day for a month preceding the disease. Vessels have been, for some

months, in consequence of the Mexican war, coming, in unprecedented

numbers, from Vera Cruz and other ports where Yellow Fever was pre-

vailing. Now although we cannot point to the chain of cause an^d et-

fect, the circumstances in connection with the strange habits of dis-

eases known to be transmissible, are sufficient to excite suspicion.

The remarkable manner in which Yellow Fever occurs m our north-
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ern cities, whei’e it does not dwell, and w'here the natives cannot be
acclimated against it, would seem to lend support to the idea of impor-
tation. I do not recollect any Epidemic of this disease in Boston since

1693. In Philadelphia it had not been seen for more that thirty years
previous to the memorable 1793, when it began to assume an activity

hitherto unknown at the north
;
and in the latter part of that century

and beginning of the present, it occurred frequently, not only in the

large but the small inland towns, as Catskiil, Winchester, Middletotvn,
and numerous other points in the Eastern and Middle States. Since
1823 the disease has not been known north of Charleston, I believe,

and it is difficult to assign reasons why it should have appeared so
often in rapid succession and then disappear for a long series of yearsi
If it depended on animal and vegetable putrefaction, such could not, I

think, be its course. It would seem more probable that the germ of the
disease, which is exotic, when transported to an uncongenial climate,
may exist for a few years, but finally becomes exhausted and perishes.
Let any one desirous of honestly investigating this subject read the
thirty years war between the New York and Philadelphia schools, and
he will find much material for sober reflection and doubt on the trans-
missibiiity of Yellow Fever.

Yellow Fever came at the north in 1793, and ravaged the towns al-

most without interruption, for a series of years, and no one can tell

why or whence it came, or for what reason it has not been seen in

New York and Philadelphia for more than twenty years. Nor can we
tell from whence came the Hessian Fly, that appeared first in 1776, on
Long Island, nor why it departed after laying waste the wheat fields

for a number of years. It was called the Hessian fly, but its true ori-

gin I believe is yet unknown. This fly travelled only about fifteen

miles a year until it passed from our land.

Dr. Rush makes the remark, that no practitioner in the United States
is likely to meet with Scarlet Fever oftener than once during his life-

time, so rare was this disease in his day, and yet no Epidemic affection
is now more common than this in our country. I never saw or heard
of it in South Carolina (my native State) until about fifteen years ago,
nor do I believe it ever occurred in the interior of that State before;
My old preceptor, who had been in practice forty years, then saw it

for the first time
;
and now it has been become domesticated there, and

sporadic cases (like Yellow Fever here) are seen every year.
Dr. Hulse, the distinguished surgeon of the Naval Hospital in Pensai

cola, informed me in 1841, that he had been in that town eighteen
years, and had never ^een there a case of Scarlet Fever. Rochoux
(a well known authority) mentions the singular fact that Scarlet Fever
is unknown in the Antilles, and that the natives of these Islands must
live in France eighteen months or two years before they can become so
acclimated as to become susceptible to this disease !

It is difficult to say where is the home of Yellow Fever, but even in
the West Indies it has its periods of repose and activity; sometimes ly-
ing dormant for ten years, ^.s was the case from 1828 to 1838 in some
of the islands. If it is a disease originally of one country, which has
been transported to others, its native place is probably that where it oc-
curs with most regularity.
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It has been observed of those great Epidemics which traverse the

globe (as Cholera, Influenza, &c.) that germs are left behind, which,

for several years, give rise to sporadic cases of identical character

;

and it would not surprise me at any time to see the Cholera again

spring up in an epidemic form in New Orleans. There are several

well authenticated instances where it has recurred at successive peri-

ods in the same vessel, showing that a germ is hTt. Like the seven-

teen year locust, it might take a Rip Van Winkle sleep, and again

awake to its work of destruction.

Those gentlemen who contend for the absolute non-transmissibility

of Yellow Fever w'ould do \veli to weigh these and all the facts of simi-

lar import, before they rudely condemn others of equal honesty and

ability, holding opposite opinions. The argument is utterly inconclu-

sive, though a thousand instances be proven that vessels or steamboats

with Yellow Fever on board have gone to distant ports, or ascended

the Alabama and Mississippi Rivers without spreading the disease.

Half a doz'en well authenticated facts to the contrary are amply suffi-

cient to overthrow it. Yellow Fever, like many other diseases, cannot

be propagated in certain localities vrhere the local circumstances are

uncongenial to it. You cannot carry it to the interior towns on the

Alabama River because some local condition is w^anting
;

still it would

seem that the germ of the disease lurks about steamboats, as in those

seasons when Yellow Fever prevails in Mobile, it appears almost inva-

riably in the old boats lying up and repairing on the Ray or Rivers

within ten or fifteen miles of the town. Small Pox is known to be one

of the most contagious of all diseases, and yet it has not extended in

our city for the last twelve years, though vessels are bringing in cases

every winter, and occasional sporadic cases are occurring which can-

not be accounted for. How often too do we see solitary cases of Scar-

let Fever occurring in families without contaminating other children,

and we have already mentioned the fact that this disease cannot be

propagated in the Antilles.

Can any one of the anti-contagionists explain why these contagious

diseases are not communicable at one time, and so deadly at another?

or why the Asiatic Cholera should suddenly assume an Epidemic form

and encircle the globe ?

In conclusion (on this point) I would remark, that admitting my Sug-

gestions to be true, they do not afford any ground for the vexatious and

ruinous quaiantine laws which have been enacted against Yellow Fe-

ver. A vessel wilh Yellow Fever on board should not be allowed to

lie near a town, but here the restrictions should cease. If Vellow Fe-

ver is transportable by vessels at all, the instances are so rare, as not

to justify very rigid quarantine regulations. Commerce is one of the

great necessities of society, and law-makers should take into considera-

tion the injuries as well as the benefits of their acts.

As, according to the theory wo are discussing, the Natural History

of Yellow Fever is closely allied to the Natui-al History of Insects, it is

proper that I should say a few words more on the latter. Ihe Infuso-

ria, or Microscopic animalcules particularly demand a passing notice, as

few of our readers have access to original sources on this curious sub-^

ject. It has, I think, been pretty clearly shown that the propagation of
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Yellow Fever cannot be explained by the Malarial theory, and it must
remain with the reader to determine whether the chain of analogies
offered, render the Insect theory more probable^

“Were a naturalist to announce to the world the discovery of an ani-

mal, which for the first five years of its life existed in the form of a ser-

pent
;
which then, penetrating into the earth, and weaving a shroud of

pure silk of the finest texture, contracted itself within this covering into

a body without external mouth or limbs, and resembling more than any
thing else an Egyptian mummy

;
and which, lastly, after remaining in

this state without food and motion for three years longer, should at the
end of that period burst its silken cerements, struggle through its earthy
covering, and start into day a Avinged bird—what think you would be
the sensation excited by this strange piece of intelligence V'—Kirhy
and Spence—Entomology.

Wonderful and incredible as this story would seem, it is but a faith-

ful picture of what occurs in the metamorphoses of the Insect world.
The beautiful butterfly that flits around us on a summer’s day has pass-
ed through all these miraculous changes. First crawling from the egg,
we see the larva (serpent)—next comes the pupa (mummy,) and lastly

the butterfly, that might with much more propriety be ranked with the
bird of Paradise than the disgusting catterpillar from which it sprung.
The microscopic wonders, revealed by Leeuwenhoek and other old

writers, which for a long time were regarded, at best, only as honest
delusions or creations of the imagination, have been thrown quite into

the shade by modern discoveries
;
but it is to the great work of Ehren-

berg that we are more particularly indebted for our greatly augmented
and more positive knowledge of Infusoria.

If a small portion of animal or vegetable matter (as a leaf or piece
of flesh) be immersed in pure distilled water, and allowed to remain
for a day or two, and a drop of the fluid be then placed under the focus
of a powerful microscope, it is seen to swarm with myriads of animal-
cules which ai-e termed Infusoria. A very faint idea may be conceiv-
ed of the infinite extent of these minute forms of insect life from the
simple fact stated by Ehrenberg, that live hundred millions (almost as
many as the aggregate of the human race) may exist in a single drop
of water !

The term Infusoria has been used as a generic one to embrace all

microscopic animalcula

;

there are, however, forms which should not
come under this head. Like the stars in the heavens, the number of
their species increases just in proportion as our artificial vision is per-
fected, and we have every reason to believe that countless species still

exist, too small to l)e reached by our most powerful rrucroscopes. The
infusoria proper, which are found in fluids, are of course more easily
seized and examined than tiiose minute microscopic beings that are
floating through the air.

Tfen years ago, Ehrenberg had described no less than 722 species of
Infusoria, and many new ones have been added since that time. Al-
ready has observation gone so far as to make it seem possible that
there is no form of matter which is not composed of living, dead, or
fossil animalcula. Every brCath of air we breathe, every particle of
fluid or solid we swallow, all the water of the land and of the sea, eve-
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ry solid of the earth we tread upon, is known to abound with them.

Many rocks, as the lime stone and cretaceous formations and Avhole

geological strata are composed almost entirely of fossil animalcula
;

even the solid gun flint is largely indebted to them. Ehrenberg has

described 76 species of fossil Infusoria, belonging to 15 genera. It

has even been asserted by a distinguished naturalist that the living

muscles are composed of animalcules.*

When we stand before the fossil remains of the Mastodon or the

monster Saurien of Alabama, we are lost in wonder at the magnitude

and grandeur of the structure; but far more wonderful and incompre-

hensible in reality is the animalcule whose length is but the 30,000th

part of an inch ! How is it possible, that a living animal, possessing

all the complicated machinery necessary to animal life, can be crowded

into a portion of space so infinitely small ? It has a head, with teeth—

a

body with an alimentary canal and complete digestive apparatus—

a

muscular system with the necessary organs of locomotion—organs of

generation—in short, all the appai'atus necessary for the existence of

an independent being, relying upon external relations.

It is a comnion impression that Infusoria are found only m stagnant

waters where putrefaction is going on, but this is a great mistake—it is

true that they are more abundant in such situations, but they abound also

in pure lakes, and in running streams, particularly around aquatic plants.

The broad ocean too abounds with them, and its beautiful phosphores-

cence, so often described, is attributable exclusively to myriads of these

minute beings. Backer has described 8 species of these phosphores-

cent animalcules.

We read of, red snow, the color of which is ascertained to arise from

animalcules—also of water of various colors—the colors sometimes

rising or falling, as the animalcules rise up or sink down. The filthy

scum on stagnant pools is but a mass of infusoria
;
and we are told that

extensive and fatal epidemics occur occasionally amongst fish which are

attributal)le to infusoria. Kirkby and Spence tells us that the “ showers

of blood” recorded by historians, are ascertained to be the excrement

of a species of butterfly—one of the Lepidoptera—these showers cover

every everything.

Though infusoria are most abundant in warm weather, they are also

found in winter, beneath the ice, in frozen streams. The researches of

Ehrenberg agree with those of Spalanzani, in showing that cold is dan-

gerous generally to infusoria and especially to the Rotatoria (which are

of the most perfect organization) and is more injurious to the living

animal than their eggs—both the animal and the eggs perish by sudden

heat, but sustain it better when gradually applied—some species support

greater heat than others. These facts are interesting in connexion with

certain experiments showing the disinfecting action of heat—contagious

and epidemic diseases have been expelled and are best expelled from

vessels, by closing them up and heating the confined air to a high tem-

perature

—

the germ of the disease is thus destroyed.

* The various facts given are mostly on the authority of Ehrenberg, Mandl,

Dujardin, Donne and Edwards—well known authorities.
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Light is favorable to the production of Infusoria, but not indispensa-
ble, as some species are found in the deepest mines. Too strong a light
is unfavoraljle to them and if our theory of Yellow Fever be correct,
this may be the reason why the morbific cause is most active at night.

Infusoria are^ variously acted on by poisonous substances soluble in
watei those ot fi esh water are instantly killed by a drop of salt water
though the latter has myriads ot its own. Strychnine and many other
substances kill them instantly—they swallow Rhubarb with impunity
calomel, corrosive sublimate and camphor do not kill them for some
hours. Wine and rum, as well as sugar, says M. Dujardin, kills a great
many of those animalcules found in potable water,—a fact, with regard
to which, the great mass of the population of Mobile would seem to
have as strong an instinct, as had Jack Falstaff of the Blood Royal, if
we are to judge by the immense amount of ingeniously contrived alco-
holic compounds swallowed daily in our pious city.

^

Infusoria are bred in different ways—some are oviparous—some ovo-
viviparous others viviparous

;
lastly, many are gemmiparous and they

propagate with inconceivable rapidity. Direct experiment has shown
that we may obtain from a single one of the Rotifers (Rotatoria,) a mil-
lion on the 10th

;
four millions on the 11th

;
and sixteen millions on the

16th day
;
and the progression is still more rapid in the Polygastric In-

fusoria. But perhaps the most prolific of all living things are some
species of Aphides (plant-louse.) The following curious extract isfrom
.Kirkby and Spence’s Entomology :

—“ As almost every animal has its

peculiar louse, so has almost every plant its ]ieQ,v\\\2iv j)lant-louse ; and,
next to locusts, these are the greatest enemies of the vegetable world,
and like them are sometimes so numerous as to darken the air. The
multiplication of these little creatures is infinite and almost incredible,.
Providence has endued them with privileges promoting fecundity, which
no other insects possess

;
at one time of the year they are viviparous,

at another oviparous
;

and what is most remarkable, and without
parallel, the sexual intercourse of one original pair serves for all the
generations which proceed from the female for a whole succeeding year,
Reaumur has proved that in five generations one Aphis may be the pro-
genitor of 5,904,900,000 (billions) descendants

;
and it is supposed that

in one year there may be 20 generations ! !
!”

With these few facts before us, how much more easily may we account
for the spread of yellow fever from a focus, by the insect, than by the

j

Malarial hypothesis—here is something tangible and comprehensible.
Not onlythe living, but dead animalcules may be a cause of disease

—

those who prefer this doctrine may, if they like, appropi iate them in a
putrifying mass to the support of their malarial notions.

^

In the May No. 1845, of the London Quarterly Journal of the Geolo-
gical Society, may be found an exceedingly interesting article (taken
from one by Ehrenberg in a Berlin Journal) “ on the muddy deposits of
the mouths of various Rivers, and the infusoria found in those deposits.”

Ehrenberg has discovered in the mud now depositing “ forms of
Microscopic life and Infusoria identical even in species with those found
in the fossil state in the oolitic and cretaceous ormations in every quar-
ter of the globe.”

'' ^

It has already been stated that the fresh water and marine animal-
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cules are cutiicly diflerent, and Professor Ehrenberg has established

the novel fact, that “ the microscopic animalcules found in the marsh

lands at the head of tide water in the Elbe (and so with other rivers) are

the same as those in the ocean—possessing silicious and calcareous

skeletons. These organic forms, which are Ijctter preserved at the

depth of several feet, than on the surface, existed in the arable land ol

the valley of the Elbe, which had been accumulating for thousands of

years, and in this way is explained the origin of this soil in a more satis-

factory manner than has hitherto been attempted.” The marine ani-

malcules have been carried up with the tide, killed by the fresh water,

and largely assisted in forming a deposit which heretofore has been

attribuhid to the rwer deposit alone. The examination of the river at

Gluckstadt and Hamburg has proved the existence there ol 58 different

species of marine animalcules.

Some idea may be formed of the extent of this putrifying mass, from

the fact stated by Ehrenberg, that one cubic loot of every 20 ol the

alluvial islands of the Elbe is composed of animalcular reaBams, chiefly

of marine origin. He states farther that the great buk of the deposit is

sand which under the microscope is lound to be the sihcious shells ol

extinct animalcules. From these facts it would seem that at leasst one

half of the whole deposit is living, dead, and fossile animalcula. lo

these facts is attributable the fertility of these islands and marsh lands.

Yellow fever has a mysterious connexion with the seaboard and eny

bouchures of rivers, but I will not pause to speculate on this

does occasionally wander a short distance from tide water and 1 have

under the head of contagion explained the manner in which this might

occur. , , 1

The habits and instincts of larger insects are obscured by nu^eious

impediments, but how much more perplexing must be the natural history

of those which can only be reached by powerful microscopes?
^

We

have learned much about the infusoria proper, but myriads oi minute

beings might inhabit the air and even congregate in such numbers as to

dim the li^-ht of the sun without our being able to seize and obseiwe

them. Denying animalcules the power of flight, which would be absuid,

there are still ample provisions for their transportation long oislances

either in the form of egg or perfect animal. We have already seen

how they are transported by water and by vessels, and there is reason

to believe that they may be taken up with aqueous vapor and carried off

bv the winds. Even the Gossamer spider will sail upon his litffe web

o-reat distances. A shower of them fell upon the English vessel Beagle,

[n her voyage round the world a few years ago, when bO miles irom

To illustrate the influence which currents of wind may have in ^eir

distribution, the following facts are taken from an article m the e

No. 1845, of the London Quarterly Journal Geolog. Sciences, 3y

the distinguished naturalist, Chas. Darwin, who made the voyage m e

M^any scattered accounts have appeared, concerning the dust which

has fallen in considerable quantities on vessels at sea, great cistances

from land. Mr. Darwin has collected the details of lo distinct in-

stances in some of which dust fell for several days. It has seyeral times
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falien on ressels when between 300 and 600 miles from the coast of
Africa,

; and it fell in May, 1840, on the Princess Louisa when 1030
miles liom Cape \erd, the nearest point of the continent.

Ihe instances related are given with such detail, and are so well
authenticated as to leave no room as to their accurary. The dust is
otien so abundant on the African coast as to cover every thing onboard the vessels, as we often see dust over our furniture during spells
of dry weather. Particles as large as the 1000th part of an inch havebeen blown to a considerable distance, on one occasion, 330 miles,and the atmosphere became hazy and the sun was dimmed. Mr. Dar-vym follows these facts by this remark—“ The fact of particles of this
size having been brought at least 330 miles from the land, is interest-mg as bearing on the distribution of the sporules of Cryptogamous plantsand the ovules of Infusoiia Again he says, “PiXsor Ehienberg
has examined the dust collected by Lieut. James and myself, and he

/.‘ofiA A ' composed of Infusoria, including no
less than different forms; the little packet of dust collected by my-

17^ms*^
'ea-spoon, and yet it contained

One of the most highly organized and the most interesting in con-
nection with our subject, is the Rotifer, (Rotatoria,) which is found not

ouMitv rf do- places. It possesses the remarkable
quality, first obseryed by Leeuwenhoek some 150 years ago, of remain,
ing in a dry and apparently lifeless state for an indefinite period andthen being again resuscitated by the application of moisture. It is
toiind not only in the parched sands of the plain, but in the dust of the
gutters on the house tops, exposed to the burning summer sun. The
ap^ication of moisture restores them immediately to life and activity

Here we have the proof that both the animalcule and its germ may
lie dormant, as is the habit of certain diseases, and then be brought
into activity when its appropriate stimulus is applied. M'e have theevidence, too, that they may be transported through the air to a distant
iminl, and there abide their time, as do the fomites which transport con.
dgious diseases. What are the causes, meteorological or other, which
call them into action, we are as ignorant as we are of those whichgovern larger insects, as the Aphides, the Hessian Fly, the CottonWorms, &c., or as we are of the causes which regulate the tempera.

diffe’ren! yeTrs!'‘^
“Atmosphere, in

It IS difficult to conceive that the various forms offerer describedshould arise from a common source, and as chemistry has failed to de-tect a gas or emanation which can produce any one of them, theircauses perhaps may be sought with more success in the different formsof Insect life. Works on Poisons have classified and thrown into sep!arate groups those substances which have general resemblances in the^rmodes of action
; and so closely do articles of the same group similateeach other ,n effects, that we are often much perplexed in distinguiA!

ffiffere^nT’l
Narcoffc poisons, for example, though derived fromdifferent plants, and differing in their analysis, will often produce

vShTn r f impossible for us to decide!^ underhich a patient is laboring. I he same confusion will be found in the
77
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poisonous effects of different snakes, spiders, &c. In like manner, fe-

vers, if arising from insects of the same gewus, might present some

general characteristics in common, and yet preserve Specijic dif-

fci'G ricG s«

Ehrenberg, Mandl and Dujardin inform us that different animalcules

are found in different localities. Stagnant waters on calcareous soils

contain Infusoria which may be sought in vain in those of Argillaceous

soils. The latter, ferruginous waters, those of turf, those of ditches

around habitations, all have their peculiar inhabitants. Again, we

may seek in vain for Infusoria in one season which are found in an-

other, and no reason can be assigned for their appearance or disap-

pearance. Here we have another analogy with the different types

and habits of fevers.
. . , j

The observations of Ehrenberg did not detect Infusoria in the dews,

and yet there are strong reasons for believing that they exist here. By

operatino- on moisture condensed from the atmosphere, Moschati, Guntz,

Brocchi'and Rigaudde Lisle, Vauquelin, Rigaud and Julia have shown

incontestibly the presence ofanimal matter in air, and it is highly proba-

ble that it exists in an organic form. Some very well conducted ex-

periments to the same effect have been made by Professor Riddell of

New Orleans, which may be found in the Medical Journal of that city.

Professor Jackson, of Philadelphia, in a paper published by him in

1824, (I think, but it is mislaid,) informs us that during the last Epi-

demic of Yellow Fever in that city, the microscope detected immense

numbers of animalcules in the Black Vomit, and none in the fluids

ejected from the stomachs of those laboring under other fevers in the

hospital at the same time.
, j v • i

We know that certain cutaneous diseases are produced by animal-

cules—that animalcules and little worms are very often found in the va-

rious fluids of the body, as the blood, urine, bile, &c.—also in the solids,

as the brain, liver, eye, &c. Linnaeus gives us a case of Dysentery,

clearly produced by what he calls the Acarus Dysenterica, M. Donne,

as before stated, has discovered in the pus of Buboes, animalcules

which are constantly present, and which he regards as the cause of the

transmissibility of Syphilis
;
and it is highly probable that the same dis-

covery will yet be made for Small Pox, Plague, Cholera and other dis-

eases. It is possible that Mercury and Iodine in Syphilis act as spe-

cifics, like sulphur does on Itch, by poisoning the animal cubs
;
and

there is no reason why specifics might not be discovered for Yellow

Fever and other diseases.

To one living on the Gulf of Mexico, it would look like a waste ot

time to speak of swarms and migrations of Insects. At the very m(>

ment I am writing I am annoyed by gnats, bugs, moths, &;c., in such

numbers that an inhabitant of a northern latitude could not conceive

how I can connect two sentences together, and I confess that some-

times they are so troublesome that I am thinking more of my persecu-

tors than the subject before me. Facts however that are before us

constantly, cease to excite reflection, and it may be well to give a tew

prominent examples touching the Migrations of Insects.

At the moment I am writing I see by the newspapers that a brown

fly of peculiar character, and which no one recollects to have seen be-
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fore, has appeared in and around Cincinnati in immense clouds, cover-
ing the country for miles. No conjecture can be formed respecting
their point of departure. Kirby and Spence give us the following ac-
count of gnats ;

“ We are told that in the year 1736, they were so numerous, that
vast columns of them were seen to rise in the air from Salisbury Ca-
thedral, which at a distance resembled columns of smoke, and occa-
sioned people to think that the Cathedral was on fire. A similar oc-
currence, in like manner giving rise to an alarm of the church being on
fire, took place in July, 1812, at Sagan, in Silesia. In the following
year, at Norwich, in May, at about six o’clock in the evening, the in-
habitants of the city were alarmed by the appearance of smoke issuing
from the upper window of the spire of the Cathedral, for which at the
time no satisfactory account could be given, but which was most proba-
bly produced by the same cause. And in the year 1776, in the month
of August, they appeared in such incredible numbers at Oxford as to
resemble a black cloud, darkening the air, and almost totally inter-
cepting the beams of the sun.” Even in “ Lapland their numbers are
so prodigious as to be compared to a flight of snow when the flakes
fall thickest or to the dust of the earth.”

The instincts by which insects are at certain times impelled to emu
gration, even to great distances, are very strange and unaccountable.
Sometimes flights of them are met far out at sea. “ De Geer has giv-
en an account of the larvae of certain gnats, (Tipulariae,) which assem-
ble in considerable numbers for this purpose, so as to form a band of a
finger’s breadth, and from one to two yards in length. And what is
remarkable while on their march, which is very slow, they adhere to
each other by a kind of glutinous secretion

;
but when disturbed, they

separate without difficulty. Kuhn mentions another of the same tribe,
the larvae of which live in society and emigrate in files like the cater-
pillar of the procession moth. First goes one, then follow two, then
three, &:c., so as to exhibit a serpentine appearance, probably from
their simultaneous undulating motion and the continuity of the files

;

whence the common people in Germany call them heerwurm^ and view
them with great dread, regarding them as ominous of war. But of the
Insect emigrants, none are more celebrated than the locusts, which,
when arrived at their perfect state, assemble, as before related, in such
numbers, as in their flight to intercept the sunbeams and to darken
whole countries

;
passing from one region to another, and laying waste

kingdom after kingdom,” &;c.

But it is needless to multiply instances of this kind, and if any one
should be at all incredulous, let him spend a night in a southern swamp.
I will add one very singular example of the instinct of insects

:

“ There are annually two generations of the Angoumois Moth, an in-
sect destructive to wheat. They first appear in May and June, and
lay their eggs upon the ears of wheat in the fields

;
the second appear

at the end of summer in autumn and lay their eggs upon wheat in the
granaries. These last pass the winter in the state of larvm from which
proceeds the first generation of moths. But what is extremely singu-
lar as a variation of instinct, those moths which are disclosed in May
and June in the granaries, quit them with a rapid flight at sunset and
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l>etake themselves to the yet unreaped fields, where they lay their

eggs
;
while the moths which are disclosed in the granaries alter har-

vest, stay there and never attempt to go out, but lay their eggs upon

the stored wheat. This is as extraordinary and inexplicable as if a

litter of rabits produced in the spring were impelled by instinct to eat

vegetables, while another produced in autumn should be as irresistibly

directed to choose flesh.”

The history of those great epidemics which sweep over the surface

of the globe affords very strong support to the Insect theory. The Cho-

lera, though not more remarkable than many other,‘may be selected for

illustration. This disease, which started in Bengal, after assuming the

epidemic form, travelled on until it arrived at the foot of the gigantic

range of mountains which separates Asia from Europe— it seemed for

several years unable to cross this immense barrier, but finally, like a

river which had been pent up, it burst over into Russia in the dead of

winter, when the mercury was almost freezing in the thermometer (and

no doubt quite on the ridge of the mountains) and ravaged Moscow

like a plague
;
and after 17 years of unceasing travel it completed the

circle of the globe. Its general course may be followed from first to

last, though there are many irregularities in the details—sometimes it

turned to the right, sometimes to the left—now leaping over several

hundred miles and passing on, or after a time retracing its steps and at-

tacking towns W'hich had congratulated themselves on an escape—usu-

ally preferring to follow great water courses and to prevail in summer,

but at other times travelling over hills and sandy plains, and in the cold-

est weather. Wherever it prevailed, too, a tendency to reproduction

remained for several years, as if germs were scattered in its track.

By what other than the Insect theory can these facts be explained ?

—

No gas—no emanation—no form, in short, of inorganic matter could

thus extend itself for 17 years around the globe, propagating as it tra-

velled and scattering the seeds of reproduction behind it. All the theo-

ries which have been started, are absurd.

Sir Henry Holland, in tracing the erratic habits of insects in connec-

tion with this disease, says ofthem : “such are their frequent, sudden

generation, at irregular and often distant periods, under certain circum-

stances of season and locality, or under other conditions less obvious to

apprehension. The diffusion ofswarms so generated and wdih rapidly

repeated propagation over wide tracts of country and often following

particular lines of movement,” etc.

“ Whatever is true as to the habits of insects obvious to our senses,

is likely to be more especially so in those whose minuteness removes

them farther from observation. Their generation may be presumed to

be more dependent on casualties of season and place
;

their movements

determined by causes of which we have less cognizance
;
and their

power of affecting the human body to be in some ratio to their multi-

tude and minuteness.”—“ Their direction to certain plants only—their

settlements upon these in clusters and detached localities—the frequent

suddenness of their change of place and disappearance, are all circum-

stances of curious analogy; as also the curiously abrupt limitation of

some of those swarms, showing itself in definite lines of direction, along

which their work of destruction is carried on.”
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Miasmatic fevers abound most in Southern latitudes and in marsh
lands

;
and the reason assigned is the greater amount of vegetable mat-

ter which is here subjected to rapid decomposition. But it should not
be forgotten that here, too, are to be found in great excess the various
forms of Insect life. Infusoria, etc., etc. Every plant not only has one
parasite, but it is estimated that there is an average of six to each plant.
Some idea may be formed of the immense number of insects in warm
climates when it is stated that naturalists have variously estimated the
number of species in the world at from 30u,000 to 600,000.

Kollar tells us “that the distribution of Insects is in exact proportion
to the diffusion of plants

;
the richer any country is in plants, the richer

it is also in insects. The polar regions which produce but few plants,
have but few species of insects

;
whereas the luxuriant vegetation of

the tropical countries feeds a numerous host.”
But it is high time that this long and rambling essay should be brought

to a close. No one is more fully sensible of its imperfections tiran
myself, but were I competent to do ample justice to the numerous to-
pics alluded to, far more extended limits would be required than can
here be permitted. The reader need not be told how endless and com-
plicated are the ramifications of the subject of Malaria. 1 have not at-
tempted to elaborate fully a single point, and my object has been simply
to attract attention to certain phenomena ol yellow fever which I think
have been too much overlooked, and to lay before the profession, in
connexion with them, some material which may serve for reflexion.

i^-—Rf^ply to Doctor W. M. Boling's review of Doctor Lewis' Aledical
History of Alabama^ with some new facts and remarks^ in relation to
the diagnosis and identity of the fevers of the State. By P R
Lewis, M. D., of Mobile.

“ The intellectual worth and dignity of man are measured not by the
truth he possesses or fancies he possesses, but by the sincere and
honest pains he has taken to discover truth.”
We regret our inability to make any acknowledgements to Doctor

Boling for the general expression of his opinion, that the essay entitled
the “ Medical History of Alabama ” will prove of great value for re-
ference, and that as a whole “ the paper possesses high merits.”
Praise from a pen so prolific of censure and affecting so much satire
IS doubtless intended to sooth and palliate the wounds, a self-satisfied
critic imagines he has inflicted

;
but as the Dr.’s blows have been too

feebly made to take effect, his commentations like his censures have
fallen short of their purpose.

Believing that a mere partisan controversy is not only unproductive
of good, but exhibits its actors in an unenviable light before the publicwe shall confine ourselves to a defence of the facts, and the conclusions
based upon them, which the essay contains. And if, in doing so itshould become apparent to the reader, that this reviewer, in dlvotiW
64 pages to a “deformed, unfinished essay, has been actuated by feel
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ings and motives, other than those which should influence the En-

lightened physician
;
be the fault with him and not with us.

VVe ask permission in this place to state, that essays on the subject

under discussion were to be presented by the. first of December, and

that such was the difficulty in collecting facts and incidents relating to

a new and difficult subject, that the essay was not begun in earnest

until the first of September. From this time until the first of December
the interruptions incident to Hospital and private practice were such,

that the author was unable to devote two consecutive hours to its pre-

paration. After the Society had approved the essay and ordered its

publication, it was the intention of the author to revise it for the press

—

but private matters of deep and absorbing interest prevented his doing

so. He was aware that it went into the world “deformed and un-

finished ” and vulnerable in many respects
;

for this he apologised and
in effect stated, that as the paper was presented to and accepted by the

Society not as an attempt at a Book or finished production, but merely

as the beginning of a Society record, which is intended to note the

shiftino: and changing features of disease within the bounds of the State,

he hoped a generous medical public, in consideration of the matter,

would excuse the manner and style in which it appeared.

Before entering upon any discussions of the character, identity and

complications of the diseases of the State, it is necessary to notice some
of the more unimportant objections which Dr. Boling has raised to the

medical history. * * * In reference to terrestrial emanations and the

influence of soils in modifying disease, the author remarks, that “ there

will be no further advance in the science of ..Etiology without the aid of

Chemistry and Geology.” The author here, as a matter of course, has

reference to this particular branch of medical inquiry. Dr. Boling ob-

jects to this conclusion and says, that few will be found to admit the

correctness of such an assertion. Now it so happens that Doctor

Boling has published a treatise on remittent fevers, upon the first page

of which he judiciously remarks, that the effects of malaria are suffi-

ciently striking a.nd 'peculiar as to produce confirmation (of its existence)

in the minds of most practical 'men who have lived in tropical regions.

On the same page the Doctor tells us, that the chemical and physical

properties of malaria “ remains yet to be satisfactorily explained.”

Doctor Boling here sanctions the general doctrine of malaria—we
believe, it is the general opinion of mankind that this malaria has its

source in organic remains or comminuted mineral substances. If

this be so, how are we to obtain a knowledge of its chemical and phy-

sical properties (of which Dr. Boling says, we are entirely ignorant)

without the aid of chemistry and geology ?—Can the Doctor give “ a

logical ” reply to this question, without sustaining “ the assertion ” of

the author ?—But as there is great want of stability and fixedness of

purpose pervading his writings, it is possible that the Doctor since he

wrote his essay upon fevers has changed his opinions, and now believes

in the planetary, vulcanic or animalcular origin of disease. But if he

will reffect upon these even, he must come to the conclusion, that in the

event any one of those hypothesis should be true, chemistry and geology,

or one of them at least, must play an important part in demonstrating

its certainty to the world.
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It is stated by the author, that in the territorial days of Alabama,
when the population was thin and spare, and a very limited portion of
the rich bottom lands had been brought into cultivation, the fevers were
of a remittent and intermittent type and strictly non-malignant

;
but

that these fevers not unfrequently glided into a continued irritative type,
attended with great nervousness, twitching of the muscles, general
emaciation continuing for many weeks, and constituting what in those
days was termed “nervous fever.” With a few exceptions, to which
the author called the reader’s attention, he states that these cases of
nervous fever were then the only ones of a serious or dangerous cha-
racter. He could not discover, that any malignant disease, running its
fatal course in a few days, existed anterior to 1817 and 1818—hence
the adoption of the word “ ataxic ” to designate the character of disease
belonging to that period. Doctor Boling considers the word “ indefinite
as characterizing a state of disease ” and grows witty over our applica-
tion of it in this sense. We have ventured the assertion that a single
author of distinction cannot be found, who does not consider the word
definite as “characterizing a state of disease our recollection, at
least, IS much at fault, if Cleghorn, Cullen, Philip, Pinel, Brown,
P orbes, Johnson, Chomel, Rush, Jackson and Bartlett do not use it in
this sense. As for the application of it in this instance, we have re-
cently discovered that every writer, on the early diseases of Pennsyl-
vania and Virginia, made under the same circumstances, the same
application of it that the author has. Our medical nomenclature may
be so defective in many instances as to require alteration or amend-
ment, but in this the term is so proper in its application and so firmly
fixed by time and usage, that not even the distinguished authority

before us is likely to effect it.

In relation to this ataxic or nervous fever Dr. Boling makes the
following remarks. “ It is no very uncommon thing in some parts of
the State to see cases of remittent fever, which at first perhaps were
rather of a mild character, by neglect or maltreatment assume the ap.
pearance here described, and in fact, the terms “nervous fever,”
“ typhus fever” and “ typhoid fever,” are not unfrequently applied to
them in this stage ;—though, on careful inquiry, the peculiar charac-
teristics of remittent fever may always be discovered to have marked
their early stages.

When br. Boling supposes that the medical men of Alabama do not
distinguish between the ataxic or nervous and the typhoid condition, he
underrates their judgment and practical discrimination very much.
Cases displaying the symptoms of one or the other are frequently met
with and are easily distinguished. In the nervous, for instance, the
tongue is covered with a white fur and always moist, the pulse is small,
hard and firm, bowels constipated, muscles tremulous, those about the
face and eyes frequently twitching, great watchfulness with soundness
and acuteness of intellect. Cases of this description are of common
occurrence among the wood-choppers about iVIobile. It is unnecessary
to describe here that condition recognised by medical men as “the
typhoid,” it IS so entirely different, requiring such opposite treatment
that they never fail to distinguish between the two.

'

In relation to this particular period, the author of the Medical history
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goes on to state, that the people lived in a state of rude simplicity and

enjoyed the most robust health. We believe that no one at all acquain-

ted with the subject, will fail to admit that the pioneers of all new coun-

tries are not only blessed with the most athletic frames and hardy con-

stitutions, but attain the greatest number of years allotted to man. The

history of New-England, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Kentucky and Ten-

nessee brings strongly to view the fact, that these woodsmen were

strangers to disease and physical infirmities, and that in many instances

20 and 50 years elapsed, before the settlements they had planted were

visited by malignant epidemics. Similar circumstances and results,

connected with the early settlement ofAlabama, being apparent to the

author of the Medical history, he concludes a sentence with the remark

that—“great longevity marked man’s pilgrimage on earth.” Dr. Bo-

ling, with more of the adroitness of the tricster than the ingenuity of a

critic, shows uj) the author, for placing the “ataxic period,” so propitious

to health and longivity, at 7 years, from 1811 to 1818 thus placing

him in the ridiculous position of measuring the lives of men by such an

inadequate rule. We believe it is apparent to those who have read

that part of the essay, that although the author could obtain no account

of the diseases ol the country, prior to 1812, yet the inference he ex-

pected would be drawn from his remarks, was, that the description of

persons to whom he alluded, had formed their habits and hardened their

constitutions before that time. Again, it will strike any man, that

though circumstances may arise, affecting a rising generation or new

population, still the one preceding will in a great measure retain their

early characteristics. In confirmation of this, we can here in Alabama

point Dr. Boling to hundreds of pioneers of the country, who now at the

age of 60 and upwards are treading with a firm and manly step upon

the graves of their own children. And again, if we understand Dr. Bo-

ling, he wishes to impress it upon the reader, that these hardy, robust

pioneers would be more liable to inflammatory diseases, than those liv-

ing upon luxuries, fermented liquors, and passing their time in idleness

and dissipation. The experience of all observers is so pregnant with

facts to the converse of such a conclusion, that we will not insult the

understanding bv recapitulating them.

In progressing with the history of the State, the author remarks, that

the fertile soil, beauty of scenery, and navigable streams of Alabama,

began about the year 1815 to attract the attention of people at a dis-

tance—that from that time immigration was unprecedented, that villa-

ges numbering but a few dozen, boasted in 3 or 4 years a population of

several thousand :—that wealthy planters from the adjoining states

brought into the country thousands of colored laborers, who soon reduced

the heavy timbered alluvial lands, which had escaped the feeble force

of the early settler, to a state of cultivation. Hand in hand mth agri-

cultural improvements, villages and towns sprung up in rapid succes-

gjon—the persons constituting the population of the latter, coming

mostly from the cities of the North and Europe and bringing along with

them luxuries, dissipation and pernicious habits. He (the author)

remarks, that among the secondary causes so active in the production of

disease, this change from the simple primitive habits of the people, to

thoss of luxury and dissipation, was one which could not be overlooked,
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that the effect of those habits M^as not only immediate and direct upon
those^ who induli^ed in them, but exerted a baneful influence upon the
constitutions of their oftspring. This is the true and only sense, or
meaning, which can be derived from the author’s remarks upon this sub-
ject. It is difficult here as in many other places, to ascertain the drift
of Dr. Bolings inuendos and cavilling objections

;
but if we do not mis-

understand him, he objects to the author’s conclusions, and insists that
the habits and mode of living introduced by this new population, could
have had no agency in producing, as the author states, “ that marked
change in the character ot disease so fully exhibited during this impor-
tant epoch.” Among the many causes assigned by the author, for the
development of malignant inflammatory disease at this striking period in
the history of the State, too much prominence may have been given to
this one. But we will hear what Dunglison says on the subject.
“ 1 he remarks already indulged will have shown how detrimental the
constant abuse ot spirituous liquors must be to the liver, and to the func-
tions of the stomach and intestines in general. There is hardly indeed
a faculty—mental or corporeal—but is made to totter under the stimula-
tion excited in it, by the pernicious habits of the dram-drinker.” To
the casual remark of the author that these pernicious habits had “ a ten-
dency to reduce the stalwart man to a state of decrepitude,” Dr. Boling
ha,s applied no ordinary degree of ridicule. When he perused those
witty passages the Doctor had certainly forgotten the authorship of an
extraordinary production, intended for the eye of gentlemen occupying
the sacred desk.^ We quote from Doct. Boling’s Essay on Diseases of
the Clergy— it is an elegant (not infated or bombastic) sentence ;

—

“ One ot the most important conceptions for the improvement of the moral
and physical condition of man—one which has been the means of res-
cuing thousands from, of preventing millions from falling into a state of
physical wretchedness and misery^ and of moral degradation, below even
that of the brute—the temperance cause, has it not mainly been carried
out by the exertions of the clergy?” Doct. Boling, in his review, after
giving to some of the author’s sentences, an interpretation to suit him-
self, says he is reminded by them of the “ cross readings” by which
editors amuse their readers.

-The above extract in connection with opinions advanced in the
review, places the Doctor in the awkward predicament, ofpandering on
one occasion, to the vanity and prejudices of the clergy, or on the other
of catering to the lowest of professional appetites—neither of which
objects are easily reconciled with the dignity of that position to which
his intelligence and acquirements have elevated him.

There is no part of the Medical History attacked which is not per-
fectly defensible, but to parry all the small thrusts of a reviewer, who
wiites as though fame consisted “ in filling a certain space on paper”
would be a waste of time and an unpardonable tax upon the patience
of the reader. We will therefore coniine our defence in future to ma-
terial and important portions of the history.

In referring to the character of disease of the second epoch. Doctor
Bolmg says : “Dr. Huestis, the most authoritative writer of his day
perhaps in Alabama, gives an account of an epidemic which occurred
in Cahawba in the autumn of 1831, which does not exactly sustain the

78
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author’s views relative to the highly inflammatory character of the

diseases of that day, nor in the epidemic spoken of, at least, do we find

him speaking in any thing like higii terms of the use of the lancet.”

Now, it is very evident, that Dr. Boling, by quoting the most authori-

tative writer of his day in x\labama, wishes to create the impression

that the author of the Medical History so far from being susiained, is

contradicted by this high authority. It is but reasonable to suppose

that Dr. Boling has examined every paragraph and sentence contained

ill the history—if so, he could not avoid seeing that the author had

made liberal extracts from the accounts given by Dr. Huestis of the

epidemics which prevailed in Cahawba from 1818 to 1830. In these

accounts Dr. Huestis dwells upon the state of high vascular action and

excitement, imperfect remissions, tendency to local inflammation, buffy

coat of the blood and inflamed condition of the membranes of the brain

and stomach, characterizing these diseases. And as to bleeding he

was the unqualified advocate of it, stating, that it was frequently ne-

cessary to draw blood three or four times during the course ot one

fever.—This is the authority by which Dr. Boling, by taking an ac-

count of a few cases occuring in one epidemic, and that epidemic

taking place between 1830 and 1834, years in wh ch the author of the

Medical History says “ inflammatory diseases of winter assumed^

rather a low typhoid type, whilst the fivers of summer displayed less of

that high toned vascularity than had been their wont?” would invali-

date the statements of the author. The reviewer who, by such partial

extracts, by the suppression of important relative events, and by unwar-

rantable inferences, will attempt to break up the connection ot genuine

history, not only places himself without the pale of polite controversy,

but weakens that confidence in himself, which should be reposed in the

representations of one writing upon scientific subjects.

In another part of the review. Dr. Boling again uses this epidemic of

1831 as true congestive fever, thereby leaving the inference that the

authoY of the Medical History is wrong, when he asserts that this dis-

ease did not ma.ke its appearance until 1834. Although we can satis-

factorily demonstrate the great dissimilarity between congestive fever and

the disease here described by Dr. Huestis, it is here^ unnecessary.—

Doct. Huestis we presume is good authority, at least in relation to the

diseases he had described and the conclusions to which he had arrived.

In an unfinished paper on typhoid and adynamic pneumonia, which has

been placed among the documents belonging to the Mobile Medical

Society, he uses the following language in relation to “congestive pneu-

monia “ Many cases of a similar character occurred during the pre-

valence of the Malignant Pneumonia at New Orleans in 1814, noticed

in my “Observations on the Diseases of Louisiana”—but since then I

have rarely met with a case, until after the appearance of congestive

fixer in 1834. Since then, cases of this description are not uncommon

on the Alabama River.” Before attempting to correct others in matters

of fact. Dr. Boling should inform himself properly, not only in relation

to their authenticity, but the succession in which they run—he should be

careful how he pushes his little shallop into waters he has never explored.

Before leaving this subject, we will state, that though the author of

the Medical History is freely sustained by Dr. Huestis, yet, he relied
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more especially upon other sources, for his information—such, for
instance, as Drs. Casey, Hogan, Johnson, Saxon, Watkins, Brown,
Shakelford, Bohanan, Meeker, Miller and othei’s not immediately con-
nected with the profession. Jdiat the diseases of that day were of an
open infiammatojy character, and that calomel, antimony, nitre, salts
and bloodletting were the agents in common use, not only in, but out of
the profession, we have never heard denied by any one who is a com-
petent witness.

I)oct. Boling introduces his strictures upon the third or adynamic
epoch, as follows :

“ Before entering upon the third or adynamic epoch, we will turn back
to make an extract from the first epoch.

After tracing disease from its mild incipient action of early days,
through the high toned phlegmasia of later times, until we arrive at the
low state of typhoid affection that maiks the character of all disorders at
the present day, it will be discovered that the above division, so far
from being the result of an hypothesis, is naturally and imperiously
demanded. We would ask what does Dr. Lewis mean here by “ ty-
phoid affection.” He cannot, of course, we must believe, have refer-
ence to the disease known under the names of the “ typhoid affection,”
“ typhoid fever,” “ dothinenteritis,” “follicular enteritis,” Arc., for no
one who is at all familiar with the diseases of Alabama, could be so far
led astray, even by a favorite hypothesis, as to discover among our
more prevalent diseases anything at all “ answering to the descriptioiy
of this^ affection.” With all of the Doctor’s pretended ignorance of the
author s meaning, it strikes us as being too plain to admit of a moment’s
doubt. We will here inquire, what is the general understanding not
only amo!ig men in Alabama, but throughout the world, in relation to
continued fevers of an intermediate grade, between pure synocha and
pure typhus, or between the periodical fevers of autumn and true typhoid
of winter. Ihey are called typhoid, adynamic, ataxic or inflammatory,
as the symptoms essential to one of these conditions may predominate
in the case before them. If, for instance, in Alabama, a case of perio-
dical fever, whether in the remittent or continued stage, is attended with
many of the phenomena belonging to typhoid fever, it is called typhoid

;

so also with many ot our diseases, especially pneumonia, in which this
element is frequently manifest. IfDr. Boling with an eye, unclouded

prejudice, will but look over the writings of even such rigid and
strict annalists as Louis and Bartlett, he will discover that they apply

'

typhoid state or typhoid condition to one of the varieties of many dis-
eases as typhoid scarlatina, typhoid yellow fever. Ate. &c. By which,
according to the construction of this new Daniel they mean. Typhoid
fever, dothinenteritis, &lc. In the same way, all writers, except Doct.
Boling, use the term adynamic, to denote a certain well known condi-
tion that frequently supervenes in most acute diseases, as adynamic
scarlatina, adynamic pneumonia and adynamic yellow fever but they
do not by this mean, that it is adynamic fever. With a certain and
fixed knowledge, that the diseases of the Third Epoch, in becoming
serious or dangerous, displayed in a prominent degree either the
Typhoid or Adynamic element or condition, the author used those
terms to designate their character.
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Doct. Boling, having started with an erroneous and most unwarran-

table assumption, proceeds as follows. “ We shall have to state, deriy-

ino' our impression from another part of the essay, that Doct. Lewds

has assumed the congestive fever as the type of the diseases of the

adynamic epoch.” Dr. Boling then proceeds to make such extracts

from the Medical History, as in his opinions, sustains his assertion, then

by bringing from a remote and different section of the history, the author s

words “ typhoid affection,” by which he has already so sagaciously

assumed that he (the author) means True Typhoid Fever, makes out his

case and remarks—“ hence Doct. Lewis must believe in the identity of

congestive and typhoid fever ;”—having out of this material erected an

airy fragile castle, unequal in strength to his pathological prowess, the

Doctor, Quixote like, proceeds with an extraordinary flourish of trumpets

to its demolition.

We are here under the painful necessity of convicting this reviewer

of a piece of garbling, which, for recklessness has no parallell. It is

the suppression, not of a distinct or connecting passage, but of one half

of a paragraph, which is inseparably connected with the part Doct.

Boling quotes, and is alone illustrative of the author’s real views and

conclusions relative to the general character of disease during the 3d

epoch. We will first reqiioie from the review that portion of the pas-

sage which this writer extracts for his purposes.

“ Causes of a prominent nature have been assigned for the change

which took place in the character and temper of disease about 1818.

—

Whether those causes were adequate to the production of these new

pathological features cannot be asserted with absolute certainty, yet such

a conclusion is plausible and sustained in part by events in the history

of other and older States. But for the change which we are now con-

templating, the mind cannot fix upon any tangible, or supposed cause,

with certainty or satisfaction. In many parts of Europe as well as

America, it was noticed, about this time, that disease assumed an adyna-

mic type. This change, though not so marked elsewhere as in Alabama,

was still sufficiently prominent to attract general^ attention. Watson

and other observers seem to hold the opinion that it was in some way

influenced by the epidemic cholera, which immediately preceded.”

So far, reference is made only to congestive fever, and here Doct.

Boling stops, in the middle of the paragraph :—We will now quote the

remainder of the suppression,, of which w^e complain.

“ Owing to the fact that many cases of congestive fever, (then a new

disease in Ala.,) resembled the cholera in some of its symptoms, the

same conjecture has been made here. But when it is kno\vn that the

cono-estive fever of Alabama is identical with a disease, designated by

the ^names “ cold plague,” “congestive typhus” and “ cold sickness,”

that has occasionally shewed itself in certain localities along the Mis-

sissippi and Apalachicola low lands, since 1820, it becomes obvious

that this particular form of disease is essentially indigenous to the coun-

try, and that its development in Alabama, w'as owing to local causes

rather than any {inexplicable) foreign atmospheric agency. But this

particular form of fever and all speculation on the subject aside, and it

becomes our duty, so far at least as unerring testimony can make it, to

state, that diseases of every form, season and locality in the hounds of the
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State became at this particidar time characterized by a low enfeebled state

of the circulation, opposite that which previously existed
;
and that even

the enlightened and observing surgeon, in cases of injury and violence,

had frequently to stimulate and nourish, where but a short time before

the most active depletion would have been required.”

Notwithstanding this full and unmistakable explanation of the views
of the author in relation to the diseases of this epoch, given indepen-
dently of congestive fever ;—connected too with the fact, that he has
divided the State into three geological districts—the Granitic, Prairie,

and Tertiary
;
describing different types of fever, as peculiar to each

—

only one of which, he calls congestive ;—and that in another place, he
emphatically says—that the diseases of winter changed about this

time, from an inflammatory to a typhoid character ;—Dr. Boling still

insists, that Dr. Lewis has assumed the congestive as the type of disease
for the third and present epoch. An inference not only baseless and
shadowless, but raised in the face of the strongest possible array of
opposing testimony.

Before dismissing this branch of the subject, we will inform Dr.
Boling, that by turning to the article “Fever” in the British Encyclo-
pedia of Practical Medicine, he will find that writers there, when desig-

nating a low condition of the vascular and nervous systems, opposite
that which distinguishes the true and well marked phlegmasia, fre-

quently use the words typhoid, adynamic, atonic and asthenic, as sy-

nonymous terms.

We will now pass on to that portion of the Medical History, which
is devoted to the autumnal and typhoid fevers of that section of the
State, known as the granitic or hilly region.

After a few remarks concerning the occasional cases of congestive

intermittents that are met with, the author proceeds as follow^s :
“ I'he

summer and autumnal fevers of this region are principally ijitermittent

and remittent, of a mild nature, attended with little fatality
;
the only-

severe or grave form of febrile affection, being of a continued or ty-

phoid character. Dr. Clark, in his esteemed letter, remarks, ‘in Aii-

gust, September and October of 1840, in Benton County, typhoid fever
prevailed as an epidemic, assuming frequently a malignant, obstinate
and unmanageable character. It attacked, indiscriminately, individu-

als of all ages, without regard to sex or color. During the prevalence
of this fever, we had also every grade and variety of intermittent and
remittent fever, throughout the summer months, but all the fatal cases
were of a typhoid character.’

Notwithstanding the occurrence of this and other partial epidemics,
idiopathic typhoid fever cannot by any means be regarded as the pre-
vailing disease of summer and autumn

;
it more properly belongs to the

winter and spring months: yet, as the general tendency of the remit-
tent is to the continued typhoid, taken in connection with those that are
essentially so, and that is the only type which is considered grave or dan-
gerous, we cannot err in stating that typhoid fever prevails in this section
ofthe State to some extent atleast.’' We presume that no one can mistake
the author, in the instances quoted. Speaking of his own observations,
he states, that he saw cases of continued fever, attended with bilious
vomiting, quick compressible pulse, moist yellow tongue, stupor or coma,
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&c,, &c., ill reference to which the following remark is made : “In

these forms of fever, the disease generally lasted from ten to fifteen

days and may lie comprehended under that variety described by Cho-

mel, as not being essential typhoid fever.” Dr. Boling here wishes to

know, if the author intends to convey the impression that Chomel pro-

nounces a disease typhoid fever, and then declares it not essential ty-

phoid fever

;

if so, says the Doctor, “ he should have referred us to

volume and page.” We have not the volume on our table, but will

give Bartlett’s version of Cbomel’s account of cases of this description.

Bartlett on Fevers of the U. S.—page 107 :
“ Chomel admits several

forms or varieties of typhoid fever, not dej-fending upon degrees of sever-

ity. These are the infaminatory^ the biliovs, the mucous, the ataxic, and

the adynamic. ***** The bilious variety is characterized by some

yellowness about the lips and nose
;
a thick, yellowish, or greenish coat

of the tongue
;
a bitter taste; nausea and bilious vomiting. Chomel

regards this form of typhoid fever, which occurs oftenesl, he thinks,

during the summer and autumn, and in particular localities, as identi-

cal with the bilious fevers of authors.” This corresponds precisely

with the variety of fever seen by , the author of the Medical history in

the up country. Chomel gives it as a variety of typhoid fever, not de-

pending upon degrees of severity. Touching any further infI;rmation

on the subject, we muk refer Dr. Boling to M. Chomel himself, our

only purpose being to show that this French writer gives to the author

all the latitude he has taken.

The author, from the notes and testimony before him, describes this

typhoid fever of the hilly portions of the State as follows :

“ Typhoid fever, whether remittent at the first, or continued from the

onset, is attended with extreme debility and great prostration of body,

nervousness, irritability, perversion ofthe senses, stupor, sometimes de-

lirium and pain in the head and limbs
;

thirst and heat of skin are

frequently the variable, although prominent symptoms. The pulse is

small and frequent, the bowels are slightly tympanitic and sore on

pressure. The tongue, is usually round and lengthened, dark in the

,
middle, the edges inclining to fade, and always dry, but when it be-

comes moist it is generally a sign of convalescence, which may occur

in 8 or 10 days, but the usual duration of the fever is from 15 to 25

days.”
“ In the treatment of the continued fevers of this section of country,

whether they are idiopathic, or supervening upon a remittent type,

local depletion cautiously practised, diaphoretics, sinapisms, emolient

poultices, diffusible stimulants, and mild alteratives, are the remedies

usually employed by judicious practitioners. Quinine has been used at

different periods, in every variety of dose and form, but always tending

to aggravate the disease, and increase that disposition to local inflam-

mation which usually exist in the cases of that region.”

The physicians throughout the Southern country are in the habit of

calling all cases of continued fever, the leading symptoms of which, re-

gardless of their anatomical characters, are those resembling the mor-

bid phenomena of typhus, Typhoid fever. Nor are they alone in this

understanding
;
they are sustained, analogically at least, by the most

eminent writers in the world. We quote from London Edition, Brit*
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ish Encyclopedia of Practical Medicine, page 175 :
“ There can be no

doubt ot the existence of every intermediate grade between the com-
mon forms offerer, synochus and typhus, so that it becomes a matter of
nicety to discriminate to which class a particular case, or number of
cases, properly belongs.” Watson, page 834; “There is no line of
genuine distinction between continued fevers tliat can be relied upon.”
Again at page 845 : “Although fever is, as I have stated, a specific dis-
ease^ it assumes divers forms

;
and so dissimilar are some of its phases

that they might seem to belong to totally different maladies.” Watson,
continuing his remarks upon the inflammatory and typhoid types of con-^
tinued fever, says—“ These forms I would have you bear in mind,
not that you are likely to meet with many instances of pure synocha
nor orpure typhus, but because they furnish standards of comparison,
towards which, in opposite directions, the fevers of different epidemics
approach.” The same writer also says—“ Most generally of all, the
disorder commences with inflammatory fever and ends with typhoid
symptoms.'' Take, now, the intermediate grades, between the period!-
cal fever of summer and the pure typhoid of winter, described by the
author of the Medical History, and who can say, in view of the con-
structions of writers and understanding among medical men, that he
has made a wrong diagnosis ?

We here beg leave to diverge from the main thread of our narrative
for the purpose of illustrating and enforcing the author’s views, in rela-
tion to the change which took place in the character of the diseases of
Alabama between 1630 and 1834. We quote from a writer, in fol-
following whom time is never thrown away. Watson, page 845 :“The difference is very striking between the'kind of fever that I wit.
nessed in London for ten

j ears before the arrival of the spasmodic chol-
era in this country, and the kind of fever that has since prevailed and is
now (1838) so rife around us. During the first of these periods, the
antiphlogistic regimen was indispensable in the outset of the disease •

in most instances, bleeding, either general or topical, was required, and
well borne. ihere was no eruption to be seen upon the skin

;
the

glands of Peyer, according to my own experience of the fatal cases
were almost invariably affected

;
and the mortality was very moderate!

This was an inflammatory phase. The present epidemic offers a mark!
ed contrast in all these^ points. A large per centage of those who con-
tract the fever die

;
after death we seldom detect any disease of the

agminated glands of the intestine. W’e are taught by experience to re-
frain as much as possible from blood-letting; and almost from the be!
ginning, or quite, we find it necessary to sustain our patients by a lib
eral allowance of strong animal broth. The typhoid is now the pre.
vaihng type. Moreover, all acute diseases have assumed, within the
last ten years, in this town at least, an unusually asthenic character ”
After summing up the facts collected, in relation to the diseases of 41a
bama, the author, in effect, states : That periodical fever is the com*
rnon endemic of the country at all times; that previous to 1830 it was*
inflammatory ; since then, and especially in 1834, it assumed a low tv
phoid type, in some localities and sections of the country, adynamic or
in the language of Watson, it became unusually asthenic, offerin/r o
strong contrast to the fevers of the preceding period. As Dr. Bolin* is
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so very critical, it may be necessary to state, that we do noi assume, in

this analogy, that continued and periodical fevers are identical.

We will now return to typhoid fever, or a disease known in Ala-

abama by that name. It is fearfully and rapidly increasing in the

South, and it is time there should be some understanding in relation to

its diagnosis and true character. Doctor Boling denies the existence

of true typhoid fever in Alabama. Let us examine the question.

From the general tenor of Dr. Boling’s remarks we infer that he be-

longs to that class of pathologists, who, with Chomel and Louis as their

leaders in France, and Bartlett and Gerhard in the United States, be-

lieve, and as we humbly think, have established on rational and condi-

tional grounds, that there is a distinct disease, which they call typhoid fe-

ver, arising from a specific poison, differing fundamentally from ty-

phus and all others. As the English are unable to trace out such a

distinction, in the continued fevers of that Island, it is probable that

such authorities as Watson, Tweedie, Connolly and Forbes, may not be

considered valid by Dr. Boling; be it so. We will test the question,

upon which he (Dr. B.) and the author of the Medical History are at

issue, by the light which Dr. Boling has set before us.

Doctor Bartlett, with a view to ascertain the geographical limits of

typhoid fever, addressed a letter through the New Orleans Medical

Journal to physicians of the South, on that subject. The following ex-

tract is from that letter. January No., 1847 :
“ Doct. Boling of Mont-

gomery, Alabama, in an elaborate and valuable article on remittent fe-

ver, published in the American Journal, speaks of protracted, cases, at-

tended with spontaneous diarrhea and tympanitic distension of the abdo-

men, and a feeling of pain or uneasiness between the umbilicus and right

iliac fossa. He also reports two protracted cases, in which he found

ulceration of Peyer’s glands after death. Now it seems to me hardly

possible to doubt, that these were, all of them, cases of true continued ty-

phoid feverN To this portion of Dr. Bartlett’s letter. Dr. Boling makes

an early and direct reply : it is to the point. We quote from a letter

written by Dr. Boling to the Editors of the N. Orleans Journal, March

No., 1847, page 685. “ By the way, to the remark of Professor Bart-

lett,^n the last No. of your Journal, page 552, ‘now it seems to me

hardly possible to doubt, that these, all of them, were cases of true con-

tinued typhoid fever,’ I must answer, that with me there is no doubt

whatever on the subject—emphatically they were not such.’’ The

want of courtesy distinguishing this reply, is thrown entirely into the

shade by the coolness and confidence with which it is made—“ em-

phatically they were not such”—is the indignant and conclusive dis-

claimer to Dr. Bartlett’s carefully formed and deliberate conviction,

that Dr. Boling had described, under the head of remittent, true typhoid

fever. And wlio is Dr. Bartlett? For many years the campanion of

Louis in pathological investigations ;
for a long time a practitioner ot

eminence in Lowell, where his [improved] opportunities for the study

of typhoid fever were unrivalled ;
since then, a lecturer on Morbid Anat-

omv and the Practice of Medicine, in various schools of high standing

;

and, finally, the author of a work on the fevers of the United States, the

most perfect, probably, of this age, and so long as American medical

science shall exist, will form one of its most conspicuous monuments.
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This is the pathologist, whose calm and well fortified opinion Dr. Bo-
ling sets aside with one dash of the pen—“ emphatically they were not
such.” But it appears that some further correspondence has taken
place between Drs. Bartlett and Boling, in reference to these cases.
At page 337, Bartlett’s new work on fevers, we find the following
note. “ Since writing the above, I have had a correspondence with
Dr. Boling in regard to the most striking of these t 7i‘o cases. His let-

ter to me contains nothing to induce me to change the opinion already
expressed, in regard to the true character of these cases.” So it ap-
pears that Dr. Boling has argued the case, but still, that eminent man
can find nothing to “ change his opinion.” As Dr. Boling has been
treating true typhoid fever, without a knowledge of its true character,
this, too, after describing in his own cases the characteristic lesion of
the disease, we might, with the utmost propriety, pass over his opin-
ions upon these subjects as being utterly worthless

;
but this would not

settle the question under examination.
The author of the Medical History, although satisfied that true ty~

phoid fever prevailed to some extent in the hilly region of country,
during the autumn, and that all cases of remittent fever that become
continued, were attended in this stage with symptoms of a typhoid
character, was unwilling to admit that it was the prevailing disease
during this season. When he comes, however, to comment on the
diseases of winter and spring, relying upon his own experience, cor-
roborated by the observations of Drs. Hogan and Clark, he does not
hesitate to state, that typhoid pneumonic, and typhoid fever, were the
most usual forms of fatal disease, met with during these seasons

;
and

this, too, in every section of the State,—these disorders being modified in
some localities. Notwithstanding the mass of evidence before him,
(for the reader is referred to the Medical History—diseases of winter
and spring) Dr. Boling still expresses doubts. After a few extracts,
made with his usual impartiality,* from that portion of the Medical
History, Dr. Boling remarks: ‘‘There are many physicians of our ac-
quaintance who are much inclined to doubt whether the genuine ty-

phoid fever has ever appeared among us. Will these doubts be re-
moved by the lengthened quotations we have made, after comparing
them with the account of typhoid fever as given by Bartlett?” Dr,
Boling, then, acknowledges Doctor Bartlett as authority

;
he is the

standard. After the occurrences just detailed, we should think this a
most painful admission on the part of Dr. Boling

;
but we commend his

humility, and consent, that Bartlett shall, in part at least, decide the
question. We quote from Bartlett’s new treatise on fevers, page 85.
“ Doctor Wooten, of Lowndesboro, Alabama, says—‘There are phy-
sicians in our State who contend that we have no fevers except those
of a remittent or intermittent type. But my experience justifies roe in
declaring this to be an error. Typhoid fever does exist here. It ap-
pears at all seasons of the year

;
but I think it is most common in

spring and early summer. Its occurrence is far more frequent of late
years than formerly. In 1836, I saw one case of it. In 1837, I had

* Dr. Clark’s observations, upon which the author placed much reliance,
are omitted by Dr. Boling.

79
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a very serious attack of it myself ;
I was seen by some half dozen ex-

perienced physicians, all of whom spoke of it as a very rare case. It

has gradually grown more and more prevalent, until it is now looked

upon as* a very common disease. It is unnecessary to describe the

symptoms of this fever. It is sufficient to say that they are described

by you under the head of Typhoid Fever, and that it is unquestionably

the disease for which you inquire.’
”

If Doctor Boling doubts the correctness of the diagnosis, made by

the author of the Medical History, what will he say to the following.

We.ao-ain quote from Dr. Boling’s standard authority. Bartlett on Fe-

vers, new edition, page 127 :
“ Typhoid fever, like all other continued

affections, is sometimes more or less mixed up with and influenced by

the pathological element of periodicity. This will happen most fre-

quently, and be most strongly marked in malarious regions, and during

the prevalence of remittent and intermittent fever. Dr. Wooten, of

Lowndesboro’, Alabama, in a letter to me says, “ I may remark that I

have often seen typhoid fever complicated with regular remittence—that

is, typhoid fever, and remittent fever existing together; and I have

cured the paroxysmal exacerbations, whilst the disease essential to ty-

phoid fever continued
;
and I have frequently found it necessary to do

this, before the more formidable disease could be influenced by reme-

dies. I have seen such cases in the practice of physicians, who sup-

posed them to be remittent or bilious fevers, in which the bowels had

become diseased as a consequence of fever. I think it is a very com-

mon error. The malarial influence, frequently, so preponderates m the

symptoms of inflammatory diseases in our dlimate, as to obscure the

real disease for many days
;
and in such cases it is easy to look upon

such as the cause of the structural lesion, whilst, in fact, the latter has

acted as the exciting cause to the manifestations of the former. Doctor

Wooten says that typhoid and remittent fever exist together, and Dr.

Bartlett, the most ultra of rigid and exact constructionists, sustains him.

We wish the reader to bear this in mind.

Since writing our essay on the Medical History of Alabama, our in-

formation relative to this affection, as it exists in the State, has been

more complete and satisfactory. In Shelby County it appeared in the

spring of 1846, affecting more or less every family, in a densely popu-

lated settlement. Doct. White, formerly a pupil of Doct. Bartlett, de-

scribes it as true typhoid fever, uncontrolled by quinine, and spreading,

as he believes, by contagion. We have received from Dr. J. C. Knox,

of Talladega, a letter of a late date, from which we make the following

extract :
“ I have seen a disease among the negroes on two plantations

in this county, and also a few scattering cases elsewhere in the county,

which was precisely such a disease as is described by writers as ty-

phoid fever. The disease of which I speak corresponded, not only in

its external symptoms, but also in its post mortem appearances. The

mesenteric glands were enlarged and injlamed. The mucous surjace oj

the small bowels was extensively inflamed, and in some cases ulcerated.

And so far as I could determine, there were no other lesions which

could be set down as characteristic of the disease, as the other organs

seemed to be in a healthy condition. It is useless for me to go into an

extended description of the various symptoms of the disease, as they
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were, in the main, just such as have been minutely described by Bart-
lett and others.” In the prairie region, as Sumpter and Marengo, ty-
phoid or continued fever has prevailed to considerable extent during the
past spring and summer, and in some localities with great malignity;
many of the youthful of both sexes having fallen victims to it. We re-
gret the impracticability of inserting here such a minute account of the
disease, as the notes furnished by medical friends would enable us to
give : sufficient to say, that many of the cases, especially in Sumpter,
the hot bed of congestive fever, were continued fevers of the adynamic
variety, terminated in 8 or 10 days, and were exceedingly violent and
unmanageable.

Dr. Clark, of Woodville, Marengo County, detailed to us many
cases. He and Doctor Langhorn made six autopsies. In these cases
the disease was from 20 to 40 days in running its course. There was
enlargement of the mesenteric glands, with extensive disease of the
ileum, in two of which, this intestine was perforated. They do not
mention any thing of the rose colored spots spoken of by others.
At this time in Mobile, there are many cases of protracted continued

fever
; Dr. Nott and myself are treating three cases in private practice,

two of which are certainly typhoid fever, the other coming more close-
ly up to the descriptions gfveii of Irish Typhus. The subjects are
whites, regular citizens of the city, and between 15 and 20 years of
age. In one of these cases, rose colored spots have been distinctly
traceable for the last four days. Doctor Knox, in the letter just quoted,
says, that in the cases he has treated in Talladega, there was a constant
desire to eat, which continues throughout the disease

;
the same desire

IS conspicuous in the majority of cases occurring in Mobile
;
nothing but

the strongest kind of food will satisfy their cravings.
On yesterday we examined the body of a young man, who died in the

Marine Hospital, after 28 days illness. The mucus coat of the ileum
was of a dark greyish or ash color; four of the elliptical plates, situ-
ated at the lower extremity of the intestine, w'^ere raised and thickened;m the lowest of these diseased patches there was a small gangrenous
ulcer, corresponding in size to the finger nail. The spleen was en-
larged and softened, the mesenteric ganglia but slightly altered. In
two cases of Ship Typhus examined also in the Hospital, the mucus
inembrane of the small intestines was of a dark red color, but no spe-
cial alterations could be discovered in the elliptical plates.
We could extend and enlarge upon this testimony, but it is wholly

unnecessary to our present purpose. Doctor Boling, and the physu
Clans oj his acquaintance, may still deny, if they like, the existence of
typhoid fever in Alabama

;
the medical public, we are confident, will

sustain the author of the Medical History
;
and possibly teach Dr. Bo-

ling that a mere opinion, dogmatically promulgated, will not rule the
minds of men, nor stay the hand of investigation.

Doctor Boling, at last, quotes a short passage from the Medical Histo-
ry, the truth of which he fully admits. As it is more than pleasant
even for a moment, to exchange kind civilities with an old friend, we
will also insert it. “ 4 aking into view the rapid decline of severe au-
tumnal fevers, together with the lessening mortality attending them and
the rapid increase of those diseases just pointed out, the winter and
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sorinff diseases may now be regarded as the most fearful maladies with-

in the borders of the State. To the negro, whose organization is such

as to endure the heat of summer with impunity, these diseases which

come on the chilly blast, and are nourished by cold and moisture, are

peculiarly noxious and alarmingly fatal.” The diseases alluded to

L'e Rubeola, Scarlatina, Pneumonia, and Typhoid Fever. Immediate-

ly followintr, he quotes another not so much to his liking
;

it is as tol-

lows • “ Ti^he exanthematous affections like those of thoracic viseca,

are rapidly increasing, and if we are to judge by the effects generally

produced by physical changes, the day is not far distant when they will

become the prominent disorders of the State, and the aflections of sum^-

mer and autumn gradually yield to an improved state of cultivation.

Upon this the Doctor remarks as follows :
“ W e are somewhat at a loss

how to construe the above sentence. Does Doctor Lewis really mean

to say, that the exanthemata are increasing in proportion as our au-

tumnal diseases are disappearing—both being the result of ‘physical

changes,’ and ‘ an improved state of cultivation V Or, merely, ffat

without any proportionate increase, this class of diseases will nse into

importance in consequence of the partial disappearance of others, which

have heretofore attracted our principal attention, and by which they

have been, as it were, overshadowed 1 However, we can conceive

that even a proportionate increase in the number ot cases ot the conta-

gious exanthemata, would probably occur in a more closely settled and

ts a general rule, therefore, more highly cultivated section
;
not m

consequence of an improved state of cultivation, per se, hut from the

greater and more constant intercourse among the inhabitants, tacili-

tating the spread of diseases of this character.
, . r i

It is a very difficult matter to give a complete and satisfactory reply

to Dr. Boling’s inquiry. We know, however, that in all countries,

even those of the extreme North, during the transition from its forest

state to a well improved and highly cultivated condition, periodical fe-

ver is the prevailing disease ;
and that, after “ physical changes have

wrought a revolution in the surface of the earth, so that the vegetable

remains have become completely exhausted, these diseases disappear.

In confirmation of this, it is only necessary to refer to such cities as

Rome, Marseilles, Philadelphia, Charleston, New Orleans and Mobile.

With the exception of the suburbs, a case of uncomplicated remittent

fever is very rare : whereas, at one time, this was the predominant

disease in these localities. Doctor Boling cannot be insensible to the

change, in this respect, now going on in Alabama. The fact that, as

a country is improved, periodical fevers are superseded by those of a

different type, has given rise among writers, at the North, to the opin-

ion that there is an “ antagonism between typhoid fever, on the one hand,

and intermittent fever and phthisis on the other.’’ Whilst at the

South it is the impression (of which we once partook) (hat yellow fever

drives remittents from our seaboard cities. After a laborious investiga-

tion of this subject, in connection with the malarial hypothesis of dis-

ease, we are driven to the conviction that these opinions are completely

overthrown by the facts, at least as they exist in Alabama. We have

reason to know that tubercular phthisis, in five instances terminating

in death, was complicated with intermittent fever. At no time, during
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the last 16 months of their existence were these unfortunate patients

exempt for eighteen consecutive days from regular paroxysms of in*

termittent. A reverend gentleman of distinction, now in low health in

Mobile, exposed himself whilst laboring under a slight attack of Laryn-
gitis, to the malaria of the Escumbia, and was seized with periodical

fever. We had occasion to visit him two years after
;
disease by this

time had made deep inroads upon the left lung,* the periodical affec-

tion still playing a prominent and pernicious part. It is well to men-
tion that with the exception of the latter, these subjects were natives of
the State. In like manner do we find this busy agent embracing every
malady that comes within its reach

;
even the yelIo\v fever cannot ap-

proach its haunts without being influenced by it
;
instead of an antago-

nism, it seems to have a great affinity for every disorder
;

to banish it

from a locality, you must destroy the source whence it originates.

Dr. Boling’s suggestion, that an increased prevalence of the Exan-
themata is owing to the contagious nature of these diseases, explains it

only in part, and so far merely as they are concerned. Facts and ob-
servation teach us how it is that intermittents disappear

;
but what con-

stitutes the producing cause of these new disorders which take their

place, is left to conjecture. We only know, that whilst the one disap-
pear before the march of improvement, the cultivation of the soil and
increase of population, the others spring into existence.

CONGESTIVE FEVER.

At the same time that it is impracticable to follow Dr. Boling, very
closely, in his winding and uncertain path, it is difficult to get a fair

and direct issue with him. We will endeavor, however, not to misre-
present him. In his comments on that portion of the Medical history,

devoted to the congestive fever of the prairies, he seems to find no posi-

tive objection to the general description given of that disease; but as-
serts, with that reckless and unreflecting confidence which distinguishes
his writings,—that he is unable, from these descriptions, to discover the
distinctive phenomena characterizing this disease. The physicians of
Alabama will doubtless be surprised to learn, that there is a medical
writer, a critic forsooth, living and practising in the South, who openly
declares that there are no “ symptoms pathognomonic of congestive fe-

ver”—a disease, which of all others is most peculiar and easily diag-
nosed. For this extraordinary conclusion it is difficult to account, and
the only way in which it can be done, is, by supposing that Dr. Boling
has mistaken some forms of remittent fever, where this congestive ele-
ment ofdisease was but partially displayed, for the genuine disorder.
If an observer is so defective of correct perception, as to mistake typhoid
fever, follicular enteritis, for remittent fever, it is possible he may have
mistaken modified remittent for true congestive fever :—hence his in-
ability to give to the observations and descriptions of others, that force
and effect to which they are entitled. Apropos—The author of the Me-

_

* In 60 cases of acute and chronic disease of the lungs, treated in the Ma-
rine Hospital, (two thirds of them being complicated with intermittent,) the
left lung in 45 seemed to be the one more especially involved.
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didical history, when attempting to place before the reader the fact, that

congestive fever was very partial to some localities, while it did not ap-

pear in others, uses the tbllowing language in relation to Montgomery,

Dr. Boling’s place of residence : A correspondent, residing for many
years in Montgomery, a town situated amidst diluvial elevations of the

prairie region, informs us, that he “ has net seen any case of congestive

fever, such as has been described by medical men living in other sec-

tions of the State—that he has seen cases of simple fever collapse or

become complicated, (under the influence of injudicious remedies) re-

sembling in that condition the congestive state.” From abundant tes-

timony it would appear, that this town is exempt from the disease in its

true characteristic form; take, for instance, the able paper of Dr. Bo-

ling on the fevers of that vicinity. He describes no case of febrile af-

fection, which physicians of certain localities, in Green, Marengo and

Dallas, would recognise as congestive fever.” When the author of the

History made this respectful reference to Dr. Boling’s work on remit-

tent fever, he little dreamed that he was treading on such dangerous

ground. As Dr. Boling’s descriptions of disease, coupled with the state-

ment at the close of his treatise, that all his observations in relation to

remittent fever “are made with reference to the disease as it prevails

here in Montgomery and in its immediate vicinity ”—did not impress

the author with the belief that he had seen true congestive fever, he na-

turally concluded that, for want of a practical knowledge, he avoided

any special attempt at description. But it appears from his indignant

rebukes at our bare intimation that he had not described the disease
;

that he comprehends in that essay an account of all the fevers common
to the State. Although we avoided any other than respectful and com-

plimentary allusion to Dr. Boling’s treatise on Fevers—notwithstanding

that it came within our province—and even now would be pleased to

avoid any notice of it, as descriptive of the prominent diseases of the

State
;

yet, as it is unceremoniously and indecorously thrust into our

face, it will become necessary, hye and bye, to examine its pretensions

to the character lately claimed for it.

Dr. Boling has assumed for us, that congestive fever is a disease sui

generis, differing radically from all others. We wish in this place to

have this question defined and understood. If Dr. Boling means that

we believe congestive fever to be as distinct from, and dissimilar, to re-

mittent fever, as small pox, for instance, is from remittent fever, then

we object to such a construction. The author of the Medical history

has been as explicit on this subject as his use of words would allow

him to be
;
and that the question, as raised by him, may be fairly sta-

ted and understandingly discussed, we will make some short extracts

from that paper :

“ In relation to disease as it is presented during this epoch, (from

1834 to 1847,) it has already been intimated that there was a display

of certain specific differences in various sections and localities of the

State which could not be reconciled in any other way than by sup-

posing that they were owing to some peculiarity attaching to the or-

ganic nature of each locality and region.

That the chemical character of the soil varies with the geolocical

systems or formations, and that the morbific agents are as varied as
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these, is so evident as to require no argument. In fact, it is upon this
hypothesis that the old and well established doctrine of malaria alone
can rest with security :—for ifdisease were uniformly the same in regions
distinguished by separate and peculiar physical characters, even in the
same latitude, then that theory which is based on the supposition that
these different formations would give out emanations that are identical,
would not be entitled to serious consideration. But we find in Alabama
that, although the diseases may belong to the same family, yet they are
distinguished by certain differences as apparent as are the physical char-
acteristics peculiar to the regions where they respectively prevail.”—

After giving such an account of the geological structure of the State
and chemical character of the soil, as his information would allow him
to make

;
together with a brief sketch of the character of disease, pe-

culiar somewhat to each division, the author concludes as follows ;

“The exanthematous fevers, as small-pox, chicken-pox, measles, and
scarlet fever, occupy^ amongst the groups of diseases what is called the
type family. In their mode of access, phenomena, changes, periods or
stages, duration, impossibility of interfering by art with their course
and perfect inimunity after attack, constitute a perfect resemblance; yet
a characteristic eruption stamps them as distinct diseases, caused by a
specific poison or contagion.

^

The family of autumnal fevers that have occupied our attention, do
not, in their mode of access, phenomena, changes, periods or stages
duration, impossibility of interfering with their course by art, &c.,
discover the same resemblance one with the other, as do the exanthe-’
matous fevers— still, their origin, history and great affinity, entitle them
to be classed as one of the families of disease that belong to our State.”

With these qualifications and unaltered conclusions, it now becomes
important to state, what we mean by congestive fever, as constituting,
in this family of diseases, one that should be classed as a separate and
distinct malady.

In looking over the books, we meet with the terms typhoid pneumo-
nia, typhoid yellow fever, etc., which means, that this pathological con-
dition, called typhoid, has been superadded, or has supervened upon a
distinct and separate disorder, as the case may be. Louis and Bartlett
both inform the reader that this element is not only very prominent in
disorders wholly different from typhoid fever, but also in morbid condi-
tions arising from injuries. Notwithstanding this, patient and rigid in-
vestigation has established the fact, that there is a distinct disease, a
disease sui generis, called typhoidfever;—2LX\di this, too, in a large fa-
mily or circle of diseases, resembling it very closely, and contended by
a majority of writers, to be identical. In like manner do we meet with
the terms adynamic pneumonia, adynamic typhoid fever, adynamic yel-
low fever, etc., by which is meant that this morbid element has been
superadded to the phenomena essential to these respective maladiesWe will now be able to get at the question Does this striking patho-
logical element or condition, called adynamic, ever exist alone, from
the access of disease, throughout its course and to its termination in
death or a healthful reaction? We are driven by personal observation
and experience to say that it does. If this then brings us to the con
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elusion, that congestive fever is a disease sui generis, differing radically

from, all others ;'"\vc most readily embrace it.

Dr. Bolino- says that this question is of importance to the medical

men ofthe South; let us examine it then free from prejudice or party

bias and in the language of a writer on typhus and typhoid fever—

“ whether the two diseases be or be not specifically and nosologically

unlike each other, it is equally important that the wide differences th3.t do

exist between them, should be pointed out and their real relations be

established.”
i .1 x c

To understand the true character of this disease, and the nature o

that connection which exists between it and remittent fever, we should

enquire what were the peculiarities, if any, attaching to it, in the primi-

tive davs of its existence in this country. If a naturalist, who wished

to ascertain the differences, anatomical and mental, between the Cauca-

Sian and African, were to confine his investigations to the quadroons o^

Mobile and New-Orleans, he would discover but few appreciable difie*

rences ;
but if he should take one of the primitive stock, the real Atri-

can, he will have no difficulty in discovering the well_ marked character-

istics distinguishing one race from the other. Thus it is (if we

mitted the simile) not only with congestive, but yellow fever
;

distinct

and peculiar at one time, or in some localities, we again find them so

changed and modified, by mixing with kindred affections, as to loose

much of their identity.
^

,

We will introduce some authentic information touching the early

history of this disease in the Southern country.* Surgeon Harnly, m
relation to the garrison at Baton Ronge, remarks that the sokliery

suffered in 1821, 1822, and 1823, with a disease called the coZcZ plague^

during which years the village was free from disease. He supposed

that the great mortality among the troops was occasioned by

posure, whilst getting timbers from the Mississippi swamp. Another

report made, it appears, by some other surgeon, from the same station,

motions among the deaths that occurred—twelve of Congestive

Twp/iMS doubtless the disease, then more comrnonly known as

cold plague. The following satisfactory account of this disease is

from a report made from Baton Rouge by burgeon Genl. Lawsoyn

1832 t “ By far the most fatal disease of Louisiana is the congestive

form ’offerer, or as it is called here the cold plague. It is an 'nsxj'ous

enemy, attacking most commonly the weak and enfeebled, and those

laboring under mental depression. In many instances the subject
y

the disease, before he himself or those around him are aware of it,

becomes cold in the extremities, and on the superjicies of the body

senerally, with the exception perhaps of the region of the chest ,
th

blood retires to the interior of the system, and the patient is at onra

prostrated. The vital organs being overwhelmed, the systern of itself

Lnnot react, and not unfrequently all the means of art are of no avml

in removing the load of oppression. There are other instances, ho -

ever in which the disease, though always insidious in its invasion and

never without danger, is less severe in its attack. In what particular

does this disease, described by Surgeon Genl. Lawson, resemble any

* Forry on the Climate of the U. S. f Forry.
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other in this country ? Without the knowledge of the patient, the ex-
tremities and superficies of the body become cold, the vital organs

^

being overwhelmed, the system of itself cannot react—in some in-
stances the attack is less severe, but never without danger. Where
pray, can be fouud in this description any thing approaching a regular
paroxysm of remittent fever, or even the initial chill of this disease ?

Whilst a student in the Orleans Charity Hospital, an incident ofsome interest, touching the resemblance between Asiatic Cholera and
cold plague, occurred. In July 1833 we received into the Institution
two cases of disease, which were announced to Dr. Ker, who visited
the Hospital shortly after, as two very bad cases of Cholera : after an
examination the Doctor pronounced them not Cholera but a disease
called cold plague or congestive fever, cases of which he had occa-
sionally seen for the last ten years, and it was more fatal even than
the Cholera. Several gentlemen present were disposed to doubt the
correctness of the Doctor’s diagnosis

;
but after he had pointed out the

dillerences between the two diseases, yielded their objections. The
man, who then should have called these cases remittent fever of anu
Jorm or variety, would have been laughed at. But to proceed.

In a sketch on the resources and climate of Cape Florida—-published
in the Gazette of that territory—Dr. Crews incidently remarks that in1824 a number of white laborers were engaged in making some im-
provements contiguous to the low lands of Apalachicola. A fatal
fosease made its appearance among these people in July, and the
Doctor being m the neighborhood officiated as their medical attendant.

embraces all he has to say on the subject.
1 his disease, though new to me, is of frequent occurrence on the

lower Mississippi and is called there the cold plague, probably con.
gestive typhus would be a more appropriate name for it. It w^as
ushered in by cold skin bedewed with a sweat equally so. ' In these
cases the coldness of the surface was far more intense, than in the
collapse stage of any other disease. There was much uneasiness
about the stomach and efforts to vomit were frequent. The pulse was
small and frequent, and in a majority of cases became imperceptible in
eight or ten hours. The bowels were hard to move, and when eva-
cuations were procured they consisted mostly of a little blood and
mucus, rhe difficult and labored breathing, great internal heat and
thirst in these cases constituted a degree of suffering and torture which
1 have never seen equalled. Five out of nine that I treated died.”Now mark the language of Dr. Crews. It is called cold plague, but
congestive typhus would be a more appropriate name and whenwe take into consideration the great loss and perversion of nervous

power, with the recession of blood from the surface, a name mom
completely comprehending this peculiar condition could not be foundWho from this description can trace the least resemblance or connect
lion between this strong disease and remittent fever ?We here introduce some passages from an exceedingly able treatiseon jl.'sease by Dr. G. W. Wright, at one time Editof of the West,ern Medical and Physical Journal, and, we believe, now a teacher inhe Cincinnati Medical School. We cannot discover from the paper’the particular locality where the Doctor made his observations, but it

80
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ful sensation to the hand
;
the stomach may remain undisturbed, but

most commonly there is nausea and a vomiting.

Doctor Johnson says, there is in some instances such a degree of

coldness as to produce shaking, but that the patient is not conscious of
coldness. We have noticed this shaking or tremulousness in a few in-

'

stances
;

in these it followed and seemed to be caused by great physi-

cal exertion on the part of the patient. We have noticed the same
phenomena, under like circumstances, in ataxic fever. We wish the

reader to notice, particularly, that line in Doctor Johnson’s description,

touching the action of the heart. Doctor Boling, we believe it is him,

says it is strong and loud. Doctor Johnson, with all the simplicity of

nature itself, says, and says truly, “the action of the heart is so feeble

as not to be felt with the hand on the chest.”

Doctor R. Johnson, formerly of Willcox, late of Munroe, wrote out a

reply to our interrogatory letter of June, 1846
;

it did not come to

hand, however, in time for insertion in the Medical History. From
1832 to 1840, the Doctor was actively engaged in the practice of his

profession—to practical tact he brought acuteness and strength of in-

tellect. His letter we copy, at least that portion of it which relates to

this particular subject. “ Your interrogatory in relation to the identi-

ty of remittent and congestive fever, I have no doubt will strike many
of our Doctors, especially those who have lately entered practice in the

South, as extraordinary and uncalled for
;
but to me, witnessing as I

did the awful effects of congestive fever on the Alabama River in 1834
and 1835, it creates no surprise. In those days I never heard it sug-

gested that the disease had any connection with remittent fever
;
so far

from it, that it was called, in 1834, the cold plague. It came on with

cold skin, cold sweat, sickness at stomach, oppression of the lungs and

great anxiety. There might have been, tn the course of the afternoon,

a slight return of warmth to the surface, with less difficulty of breath-

ing, and some drying up of the sweat
;
upon which the patient would

grow animated and cheerful : but the observing medical man, who had

been taught a few painful lessons, would, by a quick compressible pulse,

feeble action of the heart, and a want of a substantial natural warmth
of the skin, be apprised that the strong hand of disease was still upon

the sufferer. To be as short as possible, I regard congestive then, and

congestive now, one continued state of peculiar diseased action, from

the onset to death or recovery. In regard to its fatality, I think that

in 1834 and 1835, one half of those attacked died.* It was confined

* At the risk of burlesqueing the well grounded terror and alarm produced

by the appearance of this disease in Alabama, we append the following anec-

dote, as told by Mr. Hooper, the Longstreet of Alabama :

“ Tom Judge of Lowndes—I think it was Tom—was coming up the River

once, from Mobile, when a gentleman from some Northern State, going to set-

tle in Selma, walked up to him and inquired if there were any Alligators in

that stream. Tom took the dimensions of the customer with his e3'^e, looked

him in the eye, and ascertained that he was soft
;
and then dolorously sighing,

answered

—

Not now !

Spooney supposed that he had awakened unpleasant emotions, and com-
menced an apology.
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to the youthful, mostly young men. The grave-yards about Prairie

Bluff and Black’s Bend tell a melancholy tale of its malignity. In those

days it was more like the Cholera than any other disease. I believe

that it has been disappearing-—generally in the State—since 1836.”

Such are the opinions of one eminently qualified to judge.

Dr. Boling says, that the author of the Medical History has drawn
his impressions from cases of unusual violence and rare occurrence.

We will here insert the description and impressions of the author as de-

rived from his own experience, that the reader may see how far he is

sustained by the respectable authorities that have been quoted.

“In 1835, intermittents and remittents prevailed from the first ofMay
until the first of July

;
they then began to decline, and by the middle of

the month the country was exempt fi om disease of every kind. The
congestive fever made its appearance early in August, and continued its

ravages until the middle of October. The following case, condensed
from notes taken at the time, will best serve the purpose of description.

Mr. A., aged 24, native of the State, of robust constitution, came to

my office at 9 o’clock in the morning for advice. Says he has been
for the last week engaged in superintending ‘‘‘‘some icorld^ in an adjoining

prairie swamp
;
went to bed last night feeling well, awoke this morn-

ing at daylight, since when, he has been weak or languid, not particu-

larly sick, but is unable to shake off a restless, desponding and uneasy
feeling. Found his pulse not exceeding lOt), but small and deep seated,

skin cool and damp, which was attributed to exposure, the atmosphere
being warm and very damp. Says he is thirsty but does not feel chilly ;

his difficulty mainly consists, to use his own language, in an “ inability

to get my breath.” In two hours after he returned home, some two
miles from my office, he wrote and despatched the following note : “Come
and do something for me or I shall die.” Did not see him until 3
o’clock in the afternoon

;
his condition then, was nearly as follows—skin

cold, of a pale blueish color, muscles soft, unless put upon the stretch by
exertion, profuse perspiration over the entire surtace, standing in large

drops on the chest and forehead, tongue cold, pale and inclined to a
livid hue, pulse frequent, small and thready. Action of the heart

changed to a tremulous flutter, with now and then a violent pulsp,tion,

causing the patient to start, urine abundant and colorless, bowels torpid,

slight nausea, countenance haggard, expressing the deepest agony or

“ No matter,” replied Tom :
“ No matter. I was only thinking of my poor

friend, John Smith, who was taken suddenly from us in the summer of ’36.

I was reminded of him by the association of ideas—the same season all the
Alligators disappeared from the River.”

“ Was your friend drowned ?” inquired the green ’un.

“ No
;
he died of that most horrible of Southern diseases, the congestive

fever.''

After a pause. Spooney essayed again—“ What caused the disappearance of
the Alligators ?”

“ They died of the Sj^me disease,” replied Tom, looking the stranger

steadily in the face, with a sepulchral expression.

The young adventurer didn’t get out of the boat at Selma, nor until he
reached the head of navigation, where, it is probable, he took vehicular con-
veyance for more salubrious regions.
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fill sensation to the hand; the stomach may remain undisturbed, hut

most commonly there is nausea and a vomiting.

Doctor JohuLn says, there is in some instances such a degree of

coldness as to produce shaking, but that the patient is not conscious of
_

coldness. We have noticed this shaking or tremulousness in a few in-

stances- in these it followed and seemed to be caused by great physi-
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to the youthful, mostly young men. The grave-yards al3out Prairie

Bluff and Black’s Bend tell a melancholy tale of its malignity. In those

days it was more like the Cholera than any other disease. I believe

that it has been disappearing—generally in the State—since 1836.”

Such are the opinions of one eminently qualified to judge.

Dr. Boling says, that the author of the Medical History has drawn
his impressions from cases of unusual violence and rare occurrence.

We will here insert the description and impressions of the author as de-

rived from his own experience, that the reader may see how far he is

sustained by the respectable authorities that have been quoted.

“In 1835, intermittents and remittents prevailed from the first ofMay
until the first of July

;
they then began to decline, and by the middle of

the month the country was exempt from disease of every kind. The
congestive fever made its appeaiance early in August, and continued its

ravages until the middle of October. The following case, condensed

from notes taken at the time, will best serve the purpose of description,

Mr. A., aged 24, native of the State, of robust constitution, came to

my office at 9 o’clock in the morning for advice. Says he has been

for the last week engaged in superintending ‘‘'•some icork’’’’ in an adjoining

prairie swamp
;
went to bed last night feeling well, awoke this morn-

ing at daylight, since when, he has been weak or languid, not particu-

larly sick, but is unable to shake off a restless, desponding and uneasy

feeling. Found his pulse not exceeding 100, but small and deep seated,

skin cool and damp, which was attributed to exposure, the atmosphere

being warm and very damp. Says he is thirsty but does not feel chilly ;

his difficulty mainly consists, to use his own language, in an “inability

to get my breath.” In two hours after he returned home, some two
miles from my office, he wrote and despatched the following note : “Come
and do something for me or I shall die.” Did not see him until 3

o’clock in the afternoon
;

his condition then, was nearly as follows—skin

cold, of a pale blueish color, muscles soft, unless put upon the stretch by

exertion, profuse perspiration over the entire surface, standing in large

drops on the chest and forehead, tongue cold, pale and inclined to a

livid hue, pulse frequent, small and thready. Action of the heart

changed to a tremulous flutter, with novr and then a violent pulsp,tion,

causing the patient to start, urine abundant and colorless, bowels torpid,

slight nausea, countenance haggard, expressing the deepest agony or

“ No matter,” replied Tom :
“ No matter. I was only thinking of my poor

friend, John Smith, who was taken suddenly from us in the summer of ’36,

I was reminded of him by the association of ideas—the same season all the

Alligators disappeared from the River.”
“ Was your friend drowned ?” inquired the green ’un.

“ No
;
he died of that most horrible of Southern diseases, the congestive

jferer.”

After a pause. Spooney essayed again—“ What caused the disappearance of

the Alligators ?”

“ They died of the s^^me disease,” replied Tom, looking the stranger

steadily in the face, with a sepulchral expression.

The young adventurer didn’t get out of the boat at Selma, nor until he
reached the head of navigation, where, it is probable, he took vehicular conr-

veyance for more salubrious regions.
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physical trouble, very restless, walks rapidly over the floor for a moment,

then sinks exhausted, wayts an emetic to relieve his breathing, is

perfectly sensible. About lU o'clock at night the perspiration sensibly

diminished, pulse improved and the breathing became easier. This

partial improvement continued until 6 o’clock in the morning. At 10

o’clock in the morning found him much worse—pulse imperceptible at

the wrist, tongue and lips livid, skin icy cold, dependant portions wilted

and shrivelled
;
other symptoms aljout as yesterday. After a doubtful

struggle of 6 or 8 hours, during which time there is no complaint of

chilliness, but great heat and burning, the pulse again becomes per-

ceptible, a slight degree of warmth returns to the surface, and hope

again enlivens the household. The next morning, I was summoned
early. He began to grow worse at 2 o’clock, made several efforts to

vomit; had not been chilly; he now speaks in monosyllables, says he
“ is sensi!)le, but has no breath to talk.” Is extremely restless, skin

cold, blueish and mottled about the back—each expiration is attended

with a harsh distressed murmur, cannot bear any covering—finally, in

a paroxysm of wild dispair, rises from the bed, rushes to a window, and

whilst holding to the facing, is seized with a convulsion. He expired

in a few minutes, after being laid upon his couch
;
having been ilfbut

52 hours.”

In this case, notwithstanding the most active means were used, there

was no evacuation of faeces from the bowels. During efforts to vomit,

a little water mixed with mucus was occasionally ejected.

By reference to notes and the recollection of conversations had with

Drs. Gantt and Herbert, who did a leading practice in the county, the

foregoing case represents the general condition and symptoms of those

attacked—the difference in the cases, consisting in degree, or the vis-

cera more especially implicated. For instance, in the case described,

it appears that the first appreciable derangement of function, was that

of the respiratory apparatus
;
this grew more and more prominent, until

the lungs totally failed in their office. In many cases there was paiil

in the head, flushed face, watery injected eye, sensibility to light, and

an early supervention of delirium. In this variety, labored and difficult

respiration was not so prominent
;

this, together with the absence of

symptomic gastric complication, caused practitioners to refer to the

brain as the seat of mischief. Again, there were cases (and probably

a plurality were of this description) where early nausea, sinking at the

stomach, vomiting and frequent stools of sero-mucous matter, were the

most prominent and urgent symptoms of disease—here, the stomach and

intestines were pronounced to be the points most especially involved.

Although one or the other of these determinations may have existed in

one case, or they all may have been manifest in another, producing

death in 24 hours
;

yet, as a general rule, the assemblage of symptoms

characterizing the disease were very uniform.

With a majority of those attacked, there was in the course of 24 hours,

a return of warmth to the surface, and in fact a general improvement,

showing a strong effort or disposition on the part of nature to react

—

but if this reaction amounted only to a gentle glow of warmth on the

surface, the pulse continuing quick, and perspiration profuse, the ensu-
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ing morn witnessed, in a more aggravated form, the return of all the
perilous and depressing symptoms so peculiar to the disease.
The formation ot the true and healthful reaction could always be

distinguished from the false and ephemeral. In the first case, the
perspiration sensibly diminishes ; as the skin becomes dry, the capillaries
fill, and a deep general warmth ensues

;
the pulse, which a short time

since may have been extinct at the wiist, is now perceived, and as it

becomes raised more to the surface, it lessens in frequency and increases
in force. We did not see a case, where the skin became dry and
warm, that the patient did not recover, and that very rapidly. During
the improving stage, evacuations of a bottle green color, and about the
consistence of grape jelly, took place

;
often as much as a gallon passed

in 48 hours: this remarkable colluvies was inodorous, devoid of bile,
breaking into pieces like the coagula ot blood. Occasionally organic
or functional disorder followed the patient, but relapse or second attacks
did not occur.

Our attention thus far has been directed to the graver and more
malignant cases, about one third of which proved fatal between the 2nd
and 3d day. There were those of a much lighter and milder grade,
distinguished by the same phenomena—such as cool skin, continued
perspiration, thirst, quick thready pulse, interrupted respiration, uneasi-
ness and occasional sighing. These symptoms would deepen and be-
come more urgent in the morning, a partial reaction taking place in
the afternoon. In these as well as those previously described, there
was no marked remission or intermission

;
the patient continuing in a

pathological condition, until a dryness or permanent warmth of skin
announced a restoration of the functions of the body. In no description
or variety of case, could there be detected, even in the cold stage, that
shivering or sensation of coldness that causes the patient in intermittents
to seek the five, the sun, or warmth of clothing :—On the contrary, there
was an earnest cry or impatient demand for cold drinks, cold fresh air,
constant fanning and exposure of person. This was the congestive
fever which prevailed along the prairie, creeks and low humid swamps
of Willcox and Dallas counties in 1835 and ’30. The medical men at
that time, did not dream of classing it with the intermittents and remit-
tents of the country.

From the history of this disease, as presented in the foregoing pao-es,
we will now endeavor to sum up something like a

& o »

DEFINITIOxN.

CONGESTIVE FEVER,

Known at different times under the appellations of cold plague, con-
gestive typhus and cold sickness, made its appearance on the Missi^ippi
river and in some localities in Florida about the year 1821, and in
Alabama in 1834. Although its geographical limits embrace most of
the South-Western States, it is chiefly confined to the rich, mixed and
humid soils of creeks, sloughs, rivers and prairie marshes and swamps
It is an acute affection, occurring at all periods of life, but much more
frequently between the age of 15 and 35, attacking the native as fre
quently as the foreigner. It prevails most generally in the months of
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July, August and September, and never to any extent for more than

three years in one locality—usually following the upturning and ex-

posure of that description of soil, whence it seems to derive its source.

It may appear twice or oftener in the same subject, but second attacks

are usually modified or complicated. With the same degree of ex-

posure whites are far more liable to it than blacks. Its poison does

not seem to attain any great circumference or altitude. It commences

with languor, anxiety, oppression about the chest, quick and small

pulse and lowering of the temperature of the surface
;
these symptoms

may continue with more or less prominence from four hours to two

days before the subject is forced to take his bed. In other instances it

is insidious in its approach, so’ much so, that, at the first moment of

alarm, the patient will be found in a state of great depression, attended

with an alarming perversion and derangement of all the functions
;

those of the skin, lungs and heart being rnost conspicuous. The

disease having taken hold proceeds rapidly wfith its work. The pulse

becomes quick and thready, appears deep seated and often becomes ex-

tinct at the wrist. The muscles become flaccid and soft. The action

of the heart becomes feeble, intermittent, tremulous or fluttering, with

now and then a struggling pulsation. The coldness of the extremities

extends rapidly to the superficies of the body, the sternal portion of the

chest alone retaining its heat
;

this coldness is far more active and

intense in its character than that of any condition in other disorders.

Sweat is always present, sometimes very finely diffused over the sur-

face, but usually profuse, standing in large dew like drops on the chest

and forehead,—it is cold and inodorous. The skin is generally bronzed

or livid,—dependant portions shriveled and wilted. The tongue presents

various appearances, usually covered with a thin yellowish fur ;
in

violent cases it is cold and livid like the lips ;—we do not, with one

exception, recollect to have ever seen it dry. Sometimes there is full-

ness about the region of the stomach
;

in almost every case there is a

sinking sickness^ as the patient calls it, about the epigastric and peri-

cordial region
;

this character of distress is such in some cases that

the patient says he cannot describe it. Positive nausea is not veiy

usual, occasionally a grass green fluid, mucus, or the ordinary contents

of the stomach are vomited
;
retching to vomit, especially as connected

with efforts at inspiration is very frequent. The evacuations are some-

times thin, pink colored, containing a little mucus, but not very pro-

fuse most usually there is either suppression of all the excretions, or

frequent attemps to stool, a little blood and mucus only being voided.

Copious, pale or rice water discharges we have never seen, except m
cases where this peculiar element of disease (congestive) had super-

vened upon others. There is seldom positive pain in the head, back

or limbs. The function of respiration is very imperfectly carried on,

being labored and often interrupted ;
even in cases where it is not ob-

viously labored and difficult, the frequent sighing and great effort at in-

halation, with now and then a harsh prolonged expiratory sound, dis-

covers the defect of this function in all cases. The physiognomy is

anxious and painful
;

the sufferer will not permit clothing to be placed

upon him,—there is a horror of having the shutters close ,
e wan s

fresh air, requires to be fanned, says he is burning up, and demands
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war.or frcqunntly. In moments of ihrcateiied suffiication th (3 nervous
energy is railied, he i-ises from bed, walks the floor tbr a minute or so
and tails or throws himself on the bed

;
the exhaustion now is com-

plete, he lies in an unconscious state for a moment, and is a^rain
aroused to a sense of his suffering.~A more complete state of exhaus-
tion and prostration during the intervals of these painful struggles can-
not exist. There is such insmisibility of surface as usually to defy the
ettects of the^ most stimulating applications ;—cruel and mis-directed
applications oi positive heat has been known to char the muscles of the
leg without producing pain. The eye is clear and often protruded as
in asthma, ino intellectual faculties, in most cases, continue good
until the closing hour of life. The foregoing symptoms are, or most of
them, present in all cases

;
they may vary in prominence, some pre-

dominating in one case, and others in another ;

—

they differ greatly
IN DEGREES ^OF SEVERITY, but in number and Combination are uniformly
present, ihese symptoms, we believe, seldom or never, without the
interlerence of art, give place to a normal reaction of the powers and
functions which they involve. Death usually takes place between

'

‘24 and 60 hours, in some cases not before the fourth or fifth day.—In
many of those cases where the disease continues from day to day a
slight reaction takes place in the afternoon

;
the skin becomes partially

vvarm
;

the pulse rises, so as to be perceived at the wrist
; the luiif^s

give token of a freer action
;
the tortured features relax, and the patient

congratulates himself that the fearful ordeal has been passed. The
improvement, though great, is but comparatively so ;—the pulse is still
quick, small and compressible ; the hand, placed for a minute on the
suiface, discovers not only a want of substantial warmth, but a cold-
ness

; a^so great relaxation, or a want of ordinary firmness and con-
sistence m the capillary net work

; though smiling and cheerful, there
IS restlessness with an occasional sighing. A few hours more elapse,
and the disease, scattered only for a moment, gathers again with in-
creased terrors

;
nature’s efforts, unequal to the struggle, soon yield the

victory to this strong malady. Death takes place not as a consequence
of a series of disordered and diseased actions as in other affections,
but by tne dnrect and 'positive agency of that poison, which makes its
impression, we know iiot how ;—but produces phenomena unlike
any other, and destroys life in a manner peculiar to itself.—But naturewhen materially and powerfully aided by art, often reacts, and the
patient recovers. In these cases the indications of improvement are
clear and decided. The perspiration diminishes, the pulse, in becoming ^

perceptible, is not so very quick, appears to be nearer the surface, and
has considerable stamina

; the breathing becomes easy
;
as the surface

1

warm, and the shrivelled shrunken portions of the^un hil out; the reaction set up here is not ephemeral, but permanent,tiom this point, there is little danger, that the patient will fall back
into that condition from which he has just emerged local inflamma-
tion, fever, dysentery or diarrhea may follow as a sequence—but withgood management, recovery is very rapid.”
Can Dr. Boling find in the forgoing portraiture of this disease “ nosymptoms pathognomonic of congestive fever?”—Will he acknowledge

to the world, that he can find nothing here, distinguishing this disease
81

.
.
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from remittent fever ?~Let us call his attention for one moment to a

oaroxvsm of the last mentioned disease as described m his work on

the fevers of the time worn, pelbly hills of Montgomery. We ^shail

abbreviate. “ They (intermittent and remittent) arc varieties ol the

same disease and present corresponding pathological changes.

The development of the first exacerbation is generally preceded by a

slisht chill of shorter or longer duration, sometimes by a well marked

afue, and in others a sensation of coldness with shivering is telt,

esneciallv when the patient turns in bed, or in any way disturbs the

covering, for several hours ;
the entire surface, even the extreme ^portion

of the toes, feeling preternaturally hot to another person at the same

time * * * During the existence of the cold stage, whatever form it may

assume, the patient suffers much from pains in the loins, and indeed

in all the larger joints. * * * The pulse is small, the action of the heart

is laboring and strong, the sounds and impulses being incieased ,
with

the devel^pement offhe hot stage, they are still further augmen ed and

abate during the remission—during the height of the exacerbation the

pulse becomes moderately full at least, sometimes wrj/ large. After

Lme remarks on the tongue, state of the stomach, bowels, evacuab™s

&c., the Doctor says :
“ The symptoms as connected with the sktn,

as with all the other organs vary both with the period of the disease,

and the particular period of the exacerbation. In the forming stage

of the first exacerbation the extremities will generally feel cool or cold

to another, though this is not always the case, even when comppmts oj

suffering from cold are loudest on the part of the paUent. Soon

Z general temperature increases, and the whole surface becomes hot,

and a vivid flush makes its appearance not only on the face, but occa-

sionally over the body, in patients at all plethoric or of a sanguine tern-

neramLt. This continues for a longer or shorter period, dependant m

a great measure on the type the fever is going to assume ;
for it will

be shorter in the paroxysm of a quotidian than of a tertian ;
when

the heat and redness of the surface decline, perspirMton appears &c.

&c ” This completes the paroxysm.—Can there be two conditions

more opposite than those distinguishing congestive fexjr, as described

bv us and those distinguishing remittent, as described by Dr. Boling.

one (remittent) the skin may be warm and the pa lent feel

eold —in the other, the skin is cold and the patient complaints of great

Zat! In one the pulse, small at first, rises with the exacerbation,

becoming large ;
in the other it is thready and quick, and grow

finer until it becomes imperceptible. In one there are '

the joints ;
in the other we hear nothing of them. In one, the action

of the heart is loud and strong, augmenting in force as the disease pro-

grosses • in the other, it is weak, feeble and tremulous. In one,_ the

femperature of the surface is rapidly augmented ;
in the other it is as

Jfth, lowered In one, the remission is marked by diminished heaX

3 nLpbafion; in the other (if any), by increased heat and dimi-

theZ Sraiion. In one, the disease, if left to the curative powers

of nature w^ill generally yield
;
under the same circumstances the other

“bVMyfaU. In’one, death only occurs after a ser.es^of

varied pathological changes ;
in the other, it is induce y

and immediate agency of the morbid poison. These are on y
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the many characteristic symptoms distinguishing the two diseases
;

in
fact, there are very few in common to the two disorders.
We have now concluded what we have to say in relation to this

disease in its true and natural character, such as it presented in the
days when it first made its appearance in the State, and is still seen in
some localities. We believe the candid mind, willing at all times to
yield to the force of reason and truth, must admit, that the general
assemblage of symptoms characterising it, are unlike those of any
other

;
differing wholly and radically from them. Should we, however,

be mistaken, and the judgment of the profession is against our conclu-
sion, it will, at least, do us the justice of admitting, that we have ho-
nestly and faithfully pointed out “ the differences that do exist between
this and other diseases.

In view of any misrepresentations that may hereafter be made, we
wish to qualify somewhat our conclusion. Like pure typhus and
pure synochusf there may be comparatively but few cases of pure pe-
riodical and pure adynamic fever—but that they do exist cannot be
doubted.

A few remarks in relation to intermittent congestive fever, and we
will pass to other subjects.

After describing the congestive fever of 1834, 1835 and 1836,—the
author of the medical history states, that, as a general rule, this disease
has become modified since 1835, maintaining only in a few localities
its original marked violence he then proceeds to notice the com-
plicated varieties, as described by Drs. Mabry and Wooten, and are
now the common forms of the country. We know from experience,
that simple intermittent fever is often complicated with congestive
fever

;
in fact, this mixed form of disease is so general in some

sections of the country, as to give rise to the belief, that intermittence
is a necessary element to congestive fever. Several paroxysms with
the usual stages of intermittent fever may occur before this adynamic
element becomes manifest

;
probably very indistinct in one paroxysm,

and threatening the life of the patient in the next. Observation has,
however, impressed us with the belief, that if this morbid condition is
manifest during the paroxysm of intermittent, close observation cannot
fail to trace it out during the apyrexia. Dr. Mabry, for instance, tells
us, that during the intermission of congestive inlermittents, there is
restlessness, loss of appetite, and a painful apprehension of impending
evil. Doctor Wooten in his cases speaks of a sweating stage succeed-
ing the chill ; reaction, if any supervenes, being very imperfect ; he
also says that cool extremities and a clammy sweat continue until the
next paroxysm. Dr. Gale, in a practical paper, describes individual
cases of congestive intermittents, tertian variety, where during the
apyrexia the patient would walk about his grounds, believing he was
well, rhe Doctor at the same time was enabled, from unmistakeable
signs of disease, to warn him of his perilous situation. We have seen
similar caseS’ where it was difficult to convince the patient that he was
then laboring under this disease. Doctor Cook of Opelousas, La., says
that congestive fever is not so prevalent as public belief credits—theydo not bear to bilious fever a ratio of over two per cent. He says
that It is commonly intermittent,—at the same time he is carefil to
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stale, that in the second chiii the pulse is small and threadlike, and that

in this paroxysm there is rw reaction, at least, “ never the full condition

constituting fever.” The same excellent writer says, that cases are

not uncommon, in which this congestive condition “ is not precetfed by

increased heat of shin or febrile pulse.”

When asked, why it is that in congestive fever reaction or fever

does not succeed the chills
;

the reply is. that the chill is so severe and

so deep that the system cannot react. We would ask gentlemen, who

are ever so ready with this explanation, if they have ever compared

carefully the chili or the formation of that cold condition, characteristic

of adynamic fever, with the chill or ague that ushers in intermittent or

remittent fever. Turn to any book that describes the intermittent

fever, or go to those localities, designated by the author of the Medical

History, where intermittents prevail in a most aggravated form, and

note the phenomena of a chill. The sufferer feels cold, if it is an ague

or deep chill
;
he says :

“ I feel cold in my very bones ;” he desires

hre, covers himself deep in blankets, (no suffocation here) his suffering

instinctively causes him to call cut for any and every means calculated

to impart heat to the body. (And this too. Doctor Boling says, wdien

the surface is xvarm to another.) In the other case, whilst the surface

is cold as marble, the patient complains of heat and burning; To give

him heated air to breathe or to cover him, head and body, would be to

apply the most horrible of tortures. A fleeting sensation of coldness,

attended with a momentary tremulousness, may exist now and then,

but any number of the phenomena of a true chili or ague are never

present.

We wdll not say, whether this periodical element of disease, belongs

properly to congestive fever, or is merely mixed up with it as in other

disorders. A few facts, connected wdth diseases, that are knov.’n to be

wholly and fundamentally different from remittent fever, may throw' some

light upon this subject.

In that portion of this communication, relating to typhoid fever, W'e

have already show'n, from the very best authority, Bartlett and Wooten,

that remittent and typhoid fever are often complicated, in malarious

regions. We have also had occasion to state, that intermittent fever is

often engrafted upon pneumonia, phthisis, catarrhs, (fee. ;
Doct. Boling

has published an article in the May No. 1847, of the New Orleans

Medical and Surgical Journal, wdiich establishes the fact that remittent

fever is frequently complicated with tetanus. If intermittent and remit-

tent, then, have such an affnity for diseases that do not usually prevail

in the same season w ith it
;

it is but reasonable to suppose, that it

W'culd readily amalgamate with those, w’hich prevail in the same months,

and seem to be developed under the same meteorological influences.

In cur articles on yellow' fever, published in 1845, w'e niention par-

ticularly a great number of cases w hich we called intermittent and

remittent yellowfever

;

in these w'e had little difficulty in making a cor-

rect diagnosis, the pathological condition peculiar to yellow fever being

easily discovered during the apyrexia. Doct. Bartlett, after noticing this

form of disease, as described by us, remarks :
“ other diseases are fre-

quently mixed up with this periodical element in pathology ;
and not

only is there no reason « priori w'hv such should not sometimes be the
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case with yellow fever, but it would be a very singular circumstance if
this disease alone should be exempt from this complication,” It is well
known, that in Egypt and other places, the plague never prevails without
a marked increased prevalence of remittent fever, and that these dis-
eases are frequently complicated, and the resemblance between them
is so great for the first day or two, that physicians often fail in their
diagnosis. Tcpkin, in his work on the malignant epidemics ofGermany,
describes forms of disease, resembling somewhat congestive fever, and
others, still more closely the asiatic cholera, both of which were inter-
mittent

;
the patient going into a fatal collapse after the second or third

paroxysm. These diseases prevailed in that country, only for a very
limited number of years. Berserius and other writers describe the
same complications as connected with the cholera and remittents of
India.

It strikes us, that the suggestion, thrown out in the Medical History, in
lelation to the non-identity of malaria, will explain this connection
between congestive and remittent fever. In his geological sketch of
the State, the author shows that the chemical character of the soil dif-
fers materially in different localities.—If these give out emanations pecu-
liar to them,—as lead and mercury for instance—and fevers have their
origin in these emanations, it cannot be expected that they vrould be
identical. Upon such an hypothesis, we can imagine how it is, that the
same meteorological influence which causes to rise from the earth one
noxious agent, should start into being those of a different but kindred
nature. Thus united they may produce, in some seasons and localities,
a disease of a blended character;—and in others, the one agent may
alone exist, or its influence so completely preponderate as to impress its
separate and peculiar effects upon the constitution. We will here con-
elude this branch of our subject.

It appears that a writer by the name of Dr. Parish in “ strictures on
the use of the term congestive” states that this congestion is the ‘‘con-
sequence of diminished nervous power, and nothing more nor less than
that state which occurs in all cases ofsudden prostration. Doct. Bolino-,
who IS usually of the opposition, contends, that congestive is expressiv^J
ot this state in congestive fever, and that it may depend upon perverted
%nnerv(fion—f'‘ but certainly not diminished nervous power,”—(this is a
nice distinction truly.) To sustain his view of the matter Dr. Boling

action of the heart will be found strong, as indicated by
the loudness of its sounds, and the force of its impulse ;”—he also
remarks that muscular prostration is rather apparent than real, the
patient being able to jump out of bed and walk about while he is pulse-
less. With an eye to this passage in Dr. Boling’s treatise on fevers

;the author of the Medical llisiovy penned the following passage.
“ Notwithstanding the exhibitions in this disease of apparent strensth,

(legarded by many as real,) we are firmly convinced that great muscu-
lar prostration exists. The patient is capable of these surprising efforts
only at occasional intervals. In a moment of extreme agony, with his
lungs and heart oppressed with dark blood, like the victim of asthma he
exclaims, ‘‘ I cannot breathe, I am smothering,” and by an instinctive
s luggle his nervous energy is rallied for a moment—he starts up
rushes for the open door or window and falls powerless on the floor. It
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is said by some that the action of the heart is “ loud, strong and tumul-

tuous”—hence, they conclude there cannot be diminished nervous power.

True, it is “ loud and tumultuous,” and often beats violently against the

thoracic wall
;
but it is that tremulous irregular action (often seen from

depressing poisons) where the heart painfully labors to force on the

stream of blood which flows in too fast for its exhausted powers. 1 he

patient often complains of fullness and oppression, and one ear placed

over the heart, conveys to the mind the idea of a distended organ labor-

ing in vain to free itself. We have here nothing of the bold, distinct

measured pulsations which belong to the heart in many of the simple

phlegmasiffi.”
, -r. i

•

These remarks, which really lean more towards Dr. B. s conclusions

than the facts will warrant, have been commented upon by the Doctor

at considerable length. He compares favorably for himself, the strength

of one laboring under con^stive fever, to the great debility of those

who are in the last stages of typhoid fever and asthma. Although the

analogy, when we take into consideration the great difference in the

diseases, is not a legitimate or fair one
;

yet, even in typhoid fever or

asthma, “ during the hours of impending dissolution,” ifan}*thing occurs,

producing great alarm or emotion of any kind, the blood will be so

forced upon the heart as to make it beat violently for a while, and the

patient may even start from his couch. But as the whole of Dr. Bolings

theory of congestive fever, as given in contra-distinction to Doct. Parish,

is based on a simple fact, it is easily settled. The Doctor “ fli®

action of the heart will be found strong, as indicated by the loudness of

its sounds and the force of its impulse”—since he infers nervous power

cannot be diminished, &c. We have searched in vain for authority to

sustain Dr. Boling—his assertion, in this particular, stands contradicted

by all of the medical men of the South
;

at least, so far as they have

made their observations known. As for Doct. Parish’s statement, that

this congestion is nothing more than a prostrated condition, such as

occur in other diseases, it is unnecessary to say more than that he

could not very readily get more wide of the mark in any statement, than

he has in this ? the two conditions are wholly and entirely unlike, except

in general debility. Had these gentlemen not been so far misled as to

have entirely mistaken the facts
;
much ink and paper would have been

^^In^'relation to that unfortunate remark contained in the Medical His-

tory, “ Dr. Boling has not described any cases of fever which the physi-

cians of certain localities would not recognise as conge^ye fever, &c.,

we regret that our limits (having learned from the publisher that the

Journal is full) forbid making such extracts from his pamphlet, as are

necessary to do the Doctor full justice. His paper is before the public

and we must refer the reader to it. What Dr. Boling says in that paper,

iif relation to pernicious remittents or congestive fever, is mostly inpn-

eral terms like Wood, Bartlett and Clymer, he seems to have

received his impressions of the varieties of pernicious remittents, not so

much from a study of the congestive fever of Alabama “"d ^ss-pp^,

as from a thorough examination offoreign writers ;-whoiyc the way are

far more liberally noticed than those residing in this country. 1 here is a

variety of this disease, however, about which the Doctor speaks fiom
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personal observation
;
as it is one of common occurrence throughout the

country, and necessarily of interest, we will quote the Doctor’s descrip-

tion of it.

“ The term insidious is applied to pernicious remittents, in which the

first exacerbations, of a very mild character, are followed by a sudden
and unexpected explosion of disease. As a large majority of the cases
that I have seen deserving of this title have occurred in children under
nine or ten years of age, I shall confine my description to the appear-
ances presented in them. After having had one or two exacerbations
of fever, so slight as scarcely to attract attention—perhaps not confining

the patient to the bed or cradle more than an hour or two, which time
is generally spent in sleep, at the regular febrile period, perhaps tertian,

perhaps quotidian,—the most violent train of symptoms suddenly and
unexpectedly set in. The skin is of a pale purplish cast, at first hot
and dry, soon followed by profuse perspiration, warm in the beginning,
afterwards, especially where the paroxysm is about to terminate fatally,

cool and clammy. Stupor, strabismus, and frequent convulsions are
present. The tongue is most generally smooth, clean, moist and relaxed,

and the abdomen tumid. Just preceding each convulsion, there is fre-

quently a rumbling sound in the abdomen, produced by a change of
place of flatus and fecal matters, and during the period of their continu-

ance, evacuations are apt to take place from the bowels. These are
composed principally of undigested food which had been taken during
the previous remission. Portions of half ripe melons, including the
seed, various kinds of nuts imperfectly masticated, raisin ^kins, &c., are
the articles most generally found. This state of things is also frequently
aggravated by a large dose of calomel, or some other purgative forced
down the child at the moment of the first alarm, by the parents, simul-
taneously with sending for the physician. Many children die in the
first exacerbation of this kind.”

And this is the insidious form of congestive fever which the physi-
cians of this State have been treating for the last 14 years. We doubt
if the practical men of Alabama and Mississippi can restrain their mirth,
whilst reading the Doctor’s account of it. It occurs, says he, in persons
under nine and ten years of age, the skin “ at first hot and dry is soon
followed by perspiration.” The poor child, whilst convulsed, from gas-
tro-intestinal irritation, vomits half ripe melons, including the seeds, nuts,

and raisin shins. We believe, that we have at last discovered the
Doctor’s reasons for saying, that the aid of chemistry is not required in
Etiological investigations.

It is not only impracticable, but altogether unnecessary to follow Dr.
Boling in his comments on that portion of the medical history, devoted
to the yellow fever of Mobile. The Doctor says that he has never seen
yellow fever

;
and if we make his remarks on this occasion a criterion,

we would say, that he had never studied its literary history—at all

events, he has not touched the merits of the question which he affects to
examine. We will merely remark, that for a series of years, the medi-
cal world was divided upon the question, growing out of the supposed
contagious nature of this disease. The contagionist contended that it

was a specific disorder, a disease sui generis ; contagious and transmis-
sible. The non-contagionist contended that it was but a variety of
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bilious ibver. was controlicd by the same laws, and of course not con*

tap;ious. lii tiie violent and heated contest that ensued between these

parties, la'ason was put out of view, and we may probably say, that false-

hood usurped the place of truth. After the disease had ceased to exist

in Northern cities, the public mind calmed down, and a new generation

of medical men began the investigation of these questions, upon their

merits. As it was not necessary, that the question of the identity of

yellow and bilious fever should be connected with that of the contagious

character of the former, of course these were properly divided. With

a few honorable exceptions, the physicians entitled from observation and

experience to judge, have finally arrived at the conclusion, that yellow

fever is a disease sid generis, and that it is not contagious. We make

these assertions with the most perfect confidence in our ability to sus-

tain them.

The author of the Medical History in his remarks upon the diversity

of opinions in relation to the modus operandi of quinine makes the fob

lowing allusion to Dr. Boling :

“ Dr. W. M. Boling has maintained, in able and elaborate articles on

the use of quinine, that it is contra-stimulant and highly serviceable in

the treatment of inflammatory affections. Inflammatory diseases, strictly

so, are now rare among us
;
they belong, as we believe the preceding

pages will show, to a period long since gone by. We have examined

somewhat the notes of cases upon which Dr. Boling predicates his

opinions. Complicated as they are, these cases cannot be properly

classed with the phlegmasiae. With a gentleman who, like Dr. Boling,

has so materially contributed to the medical literature of the South, and

reflected so much honor on his adopted State, it is painful to differ
;
and

nothing but the obligations, resting upon an impartial chronicler, could

force us into such a position. We may be wrong and Dr. Boling right,

be this, however, as it may, he has too much liberality not to agree with

us in the sentiment of the poet,

“One man’s word is no man's word,

Truth demands that all be heard.”

From the fluttering betrayed by the Doctor, in his comments upon

this passage, it would appear, that he was wounded by it
;
the author

certainly did not intend that it should have any effect of that kind. The

Doctor complains of the author’s summary ^vay of settling matters ;

—

and says that the cases alluded to, do not “all properly belong to the

phlegmasim.” In this we agree with Dr. Boling
;
but as he seems to

derive his opinions from the leading case reported by him, and it was

from that case, that the author obtained, as he thought, a knowledge of

Dr. Boling’s conclusions in relation to the effect of quinine^ upon the

circulation in the phlegmasice—w^e will insert it here. Justice late is

better than never.

“As to the modus operand! of quinine, I have been able to form no

very satisfactory opinion
;
the observations of one day generally alter-

ing" or modifying the opinions predicated upon the experience of a
^

previous day. At one time I was disposed to look upon it as a sedative
*

or contra-stimulant
;
and as a general rule, this is its most manifest

effect ;
and 5xt I have seen a veryfetc cases in which it afyearea to
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act as a stimulant. Its most general effect, however, is that of a
seda ive; more certainly reducing and controlling the action of the
heart and arteries than any remedy with which I am acquainted. At
anot er time I was disposed to think, that this controlling influence
was only exerted in those labouring under the influence of malaria

;

but in the advanced stage ofa case ofendopericarditis, in which nothing
in the circumstances of the patient, or the character of the accompanv^
ing lever, indicated a malarious taint, I was able, by administering,
night and morning, an enema containing grs. xx. of quinine, to moder-
ate the rapid progress of the disease, and to reduce the pulse from 110
to 80, and to keep it at that standard, so long as the use of the quininewas persevered in. The influence of the quinine was satisfactorily
proved by the fact, that the omission ofan enema was invariably followed
during the next twelve hours, by a rise of the pulse to the original
standard One of the remedies used in this case, before the quinine,was digitalis, which had no effect whatever in controlling the pulse.
1 he case eventually proved fatal, in consequence of its becoming com-
plicated with gastro-enteritis, induced by a moderate, but for the safety
of the patient, too free a use of calomel and tartar-emetic. But to re-
turn

;
it would not be considered scieiitifie to call it a specific, and yet,m malarious diseases its effects seem almost antidotal. In almost every

case, whatever the nature of the disease, supposing the system at the
time to be labouring under the influence of malaria, either as the prin-
cipal curative agent, or as an important adjuvant, the best effects may
be anticipated from its effects.” As to Dr. Boling’s opinion in regard to
he modus operandi of quinine, he certainly leaves us no room for
doubts ;-~loi'in the preceding passage, after mentioning previous doubts,
e says, that its general effect is that of a sedative, reducing and con-

trolling the action of the heart and arteries with more certainty than any
other remedy. (In casting the mind*s eye for a moment over the materia
medica, this language of the Dr. sounds strong and strange.) It will
also be discovered from the quoted passage, that Dr. Boling distinctly
avers, that this action of quinine is not confined to diseases of a malari-
ous taint but those of a strictly inflammatory character, as the case in
point imports We would now enquire of the reader, as to the sufficiency
of the doubtful case, reported by the Doctor, to the strong and importantm erence which he draws from it. Notwithstanding quinine moderated
the rapid progress of the .disease, still the patient died : but, says the Dr.,

of Its becoming complicated with gastro-enteritis,
induced b) a moderate, but for the safety of the patient, a too free use of

‘hat this re-duct on of the pulse may have been induced by calomel and tartar

nmfl
administered, but keeps in the hack ground

until It becomes necessary to account for the death of the patient. It isbelieved hy some that tartar emetic will reduce the action of the heartand arteries.

There is another case reported by the Doctor, more in point than thegreat mass of those which he instances. We will admit that it is strictlyinflammatory and see how far it sustains the Doctor’s conclusions. We«I]1 give so much of the case only as relates to the treatment pursued

82
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The subject was a hog-drover from Tennessee and, of course, strong and

muscular ;
had been ill at spells for some weeks, before the Doctor is

called.

“He complains much of soreness and tightness around the chest, and

also of headache ;
tongue rather dry, rough and white

;
skin hot

;
pulse

100, and moderately full and sharp
;
respirations 30 ;

face Hushed and

livid : bowels costive
;
catches at imaginary objects during his sleep

;

owing to the severity of his cough, he has for some time rested badly,

more especially for the last three or four nights
;
he is quite thii^sty.

^

.

Ant. potass, tart., gr. ii
;
Tr. opii, gtt. xxiv

;
mucilage acac^, $ iv.

—-M.; a tablespoonful to be taken every second hour
;
and ^ . Calomel,

pulv. ipecac, c. aa gr. v.—M.; to be taken at bed-time.

2(iih. His situation remains much the same
;
pulse 100 ;

respiration

28 ;
skin hot

;
he has had one thin bilious evacuation. Continue the

antimonial mixture. Evening.—Same. Continue same.

2'7th, Still as he was. b- . Ant. potass, tart., gr. iv
;
Tr. opii, 3 gs ;

mucilage acac., ! iv.—M.; a tablespoonful every third hour. Under

a continuation of the same treatment his symptoms continued unabated

up to the evening of the 28th, with this difference only, that he had got

rid of the chilly sensation, and the consequent febrile paroxsyms, the

fever being continuous
;
yet judging from his own sensations he thought

himself decidedly worse. At 7 o’clock in the evening I gave him, as

an experiment, ten grains of quinine. At 10 o’clock I returned, and

found a very appreciable improvement in him. His pulse 94 ;
respira-

tion 26, and his skin a little moist, Quin, sulph., gr. xxiv; massm

hydrarg., gr. viii.—M.; fiant pilulse viii
;
two of them to be taken every

second hour.

29th. Pulse 86 ;
respiration 26 ;

skin and tongue moist
;
no thirst

;

cough less frequent; tinnitus aurium. Continue pills. Evening.—

Pulse 78 ;
respirations 26. Continue pills.

30i^. Through forgetfulness the pills were not procured for him last

night. The tinnitus aurium has abated
;
pulse 86 ;

respirations 28

;

cough more troublesome ;
skin dry. b . Quinim sulph., gr. iv

;
antim.

potass, tart., gr. i
;
massse hydrarg., gr. viii.—M. ft. massa in pilulas

viii dividenda ;
two of them every third hour. Evening.—Pulse 76 ;

respiration 26 ;
skin moist.

Slst. Pulse and respirations the same
;
coughs but little, and with

scarcely any expectoration. The sibilant rale is only heard occasionally

at distant points ;
the sonorous rale continues to be heard extensively

;

the crepitating rale is heard over a small spot below the nipple. Con-

tinue pills.

January 1st. Pulse 72 ;
respirations the same

;
skin and tongue

moist
;
cough and expectoration both diminished, and the small quanti-

ties of matter expectorated is a thin transparent mucus resembling that

of the first stage of bronchitis. Continue pills.

2d. Pulse 70 ;
respiration and other symptoms the same. Continue

pills.

3d. Pulse 68, soft
;
skin and tongue moist

;
no thirst; scarcely any

cough ;
no morbid sound in chest. Continue pills.
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Uh. Pulse 64 ; respirations 24 ; some appetite
;
gums a little sore.

He continued to take the quinine, gr. viii, three times a day for a short
time.

^

On the 7th he was able to sit up part of his time
;
he continued to

improve, and recovered his strength rapidly.”

Doctor Boling indirectly attributes the favorable influence exerted by
the treatment m the foregoing case, to the quinine which was adminis-
tered

; and of course infers from it that this salt reduces the action of
the heart and arteries, and exerts a favorable influence in the treatment
of the true phlegmasise. Now, as calomel and ipecac, or blue pill, nitre
and tartar emetic were given from the onset to the termination of the
case until the gums at least became sore, we imagine that they had some
agency in the favorable effects produced.—The treatment of this case
reminds us of an incident that occurred not long since in one of our
feouthern cities. A sick man was left by his medical attendant, with
directmns to give brandy and water very freely, which was done. Du-
ring this state of the case some of the friends brought in a Homeopathist
who put two drops of liquid in a tumbler of water and directed that a
tablespoonful should be given every two hours at the same time
telling the nurse to give the patient some brandy and water every half
hour to quench his thirst. The patient rallied from his collapse, and of
course th^e general inference was, that recovery was owing to the little
drops- Is not this the way Dr. Boling cures his patients. He gives
the little drops (quinine) but takes good care to thrpw in the brandy ('ca-
lomel, tartar emetic and opium) and water.

^

The other cases reported by Dr. Boling in that article* are, with one
or two exceptions, not strictly inflammatory; all of which he admits.
All that we contend for is, “that quinine will not reduce the pulse, nor
in any way exert a fevorable influence, when given in the true phleg-
masioB. It IS due to Dr. Boling to say, that in the article referred to, he
so modifies his opinion as to doubt, whether as a general rule quinine
iSoServiceable in any other cases than those of a malarious complica-

We could pursue this examination of the articles on quinine and re-
mittent fever to the still greater disadvantage of Dr. Boling

; but as we
are satisfied with our defence, we have no disposition to “ carry the

^ ‘S no man ina knowledge of French and English pathology, and that he is an ableand discriminating physician ;—but when he permits his pathological^im to becoine so deeply colored by the modified, mixed and uncer-
tain character of fevers that prevail in Montgomery, as to suppose they
represent the types of other localities, he does himself great injustice.
Had Doctor Boling studied the French and Italian authors less, and

the diseases of the State, as presented in different localities, more, hewould have produced a work more true to nature, and satisfactory to
physicians of the South than the one before the public.

^

In concluding, it is our desire to say, that if we have misrepresented

* Pha. Journal. July 1844.
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Dr. Boling, it is not intentional and should any harsh epithet have

found a place in our communication, it has not proceeded fr^i any

feeling 0/unkindness. We have occasionally thought, that the Doctor,

ir indulging a too prurient ambition for criticism, has sought to misre-

present or do us injustice resentments raised under feelings of this

kind passed away however, with the same rapidity, with which they

were formed.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF NEW WORKS.

[The large quantity oforiginal communications contained in the present

number, has almost entirely closed the second part of the Journal. We
have on hand a long and able communication from our correspondent
W. M. B., which we hope to publish entire in our next number.

—

Eds.]

I .—On PoisonSf in relation to Medical Jurisprudence and Medicine.

By Alfred S. Taylor, F. R. S., Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence

and Chemistry, in Guy^s Hospital, and author of “ Medical Juris-

prudence."*^ Edited with notes and additions by R. E. Griffith, M.
D., &;c. Philadelphia. Lea &; Blanchard. 1848. pp. 670.

We have bearly space to acknowledge the reception of this recent

work in our present number. In our next, we shall probably give an
extended notice of the book, as doubtless it contains a large amount of

new and valuable information. Dr. Taylor has already given proofs, in

his “ Medical Jurisprudence,” of his learning and practical turn ofmind.

The subject is interesting in itself and in the hands of “ Taylor,” it will,

we believe, excite much attention in this country.

II .—Introductory Lectures.

1st. By J. R. Micthell, M. D., Professor of the Practice of Medicine,

Jefferson Medical College, 1847.

2d. By Thos. D. MOtter, M. D.

3d. By John P. Harrison, M. D., Professor Practice Medicine, Ohio
Medical College, 1847.

4th. By Geo. R. Grant, M. D., Professor Practice of Medicine, Mem-
phis Medical College, 1847.

5th. By O. W. Holmes, M. D., Parkman Professor of Anatomy, and
Physiology, Massachusetts Medical College, 1847.

Cth. By S. Henry Dickson, M. D., Professor Practice of Medicine,

New York University, 1847.

Some of the above Lectures are conceived in good taste, and expressed

in a neat and concise style
;
others again are too laudatory of self and

confreres. This however may be pardoned in a novice who has just
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been elevated to a Professor’s seat, and suddenly finds himself meta-

morphosed into a Teacher ofthe great truths of medicine ! Most of the

Introductory Lectures which have fallen into our hands, seem to have

no definite object in view; they are too discursive, too erratic, aim

rather to excel Cicero than Hippocrates. In an introductory, the Pro-

fessor we think should aim to lay down the principles—give the out-

lines of his particular branch
;
he should strive to be eloquent in the

enunciation of the truths of medicine—inspire the student with an ardent

love for the science, and point out the course he should pursue, and place

before him objects and ends worthy of attainment.
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EXCERPTA.

1 .—A Course of Lectures on the Physical Phenomena of Living Bodies.
Delivered in the University of Pisa, by Professor Matteucci, F. R. §.

(Translated for The Lancet, By S. J. Goodfellow, M. D., London, late Physician
to the Cumberland Infirmary.

( Continued.)

LECTURE V.

Digestion.

The existence and preservation of an animal depend upon the introduction,
at regular intervals, into its body, of certain peculiar substances, termed alC
ments. These substances, for the most part solid, undergo, in the digestive
apparatus, a series of modifications, by means of vi^hich they are separated into
fecal matters, which are expelled, and into others, which are mixed with the
blood, into which they ultimately become transformed. The final end of
digestion is the preservation of the integrity of the organism, by restoring to
the blood the proximate principles of which it is constantly being deprived by
the act of nutrition. Reason leads us to believe that all the parts of the
organism are transformed and renewed more or less rapidly

;
and experimental

physiology furnishes us with a certain number of experiments leading to this
conclusion, which it would be very desirable to see varied and extended.
To divide and make soluble the alimentary substances, in order to facilitate

their absorption, summarily expresses what occurs during digestion. Nothing
more, therefore, is witnessed in this function, beyond that which is purely
physical, than the modification of the condition of the aliment.

Before entering upon the physico-chemical phenomena of digestion, I would
briefly state some generalities with regard to this function.

^

All alimentary substances may be arranged, so far as their chemical compo-
sition is considered, under three well characterized categories

;
in the first are

comprised, neutral azotised substances, as albumen, fibrine, and caseine
; in the

second, fatty matters
;
and under the third, gum, starch, and sugar, the compo-

sition of which may be represented by water and carbon. Experiment has
shown that alimentary substances coming under the two last heads, are insuf-
ficient for the alimentation of an animal, and that it is necessary that they
should always be joined to those belonging to the first.

^

We shall further see what share the alimentary substances comprised in
these several categories exercise respectively in the functions of the animal
economy.
With regard to the substances of the first class, I cannot pass over the im-

portant discoveries lately made by Mulder and Liebig—that albumen, fibrine
and caseine, are identical in their composition

;
in all three, the proportion of
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carbon to azote is as eight equivalents of the first to one of the second : they

seem to differ from each other only in the small quantities of phosphorus and

sulphur which accompany them
;
these taken away, there remains a principle

common to all, which Mulder has termed proteine, and the formula of which,

according to Liebig, is, H36 We must, then, consider these

substances, although endowed with physical properties so different, as isomeric,

and only as modifications of proteine. Another important fact, discovered by

Dumas and Liebig, is, that vegetable albumen and animal albumen are identical

;

also that in corn flour their exists a substance analogous to caseine, and that in

gluten there is found a resemblance to animal fibrine. There is not, then, any

essential difference between the aliments of herbivorous and carnivorous ani-

mals, except that the first take them from plant, and the second, from other

animals.

And since the composition of the blood, as well as that of the greatest number

of animal and vegetable tissues, is analogous to that ol the neutral organic

substances which I have mentioned, since they are found, when forming part of

the animal organism, without any change of chemical composition, and only

contract, during nutrition, a new form, it is natural and just to admit that, in

the act of digestion, the neutral azotised alimentary substances simply enter

the blood in the state of solution, and without undergoing any other alteration.

The isomerism of these substances is equally shown in the beautiful discov-

ery of Denis, that fibrine is converted into albumen when dissolved in a solution

of nitrate of potash. What is still more curious, with regard to this fact, is,

that this conversion can only be effected with the fibrine of venous blood, and

that that of arterial blood is neither dissolved in the nitre, nor transformed into

the albumen. Scherer exposed fibrine of venous blood to an atmosphere of

oxygen, and saw the oxygen converted into carbonic acid, and the fibrine lose

the property of being changed into albumen in a solution of nitre.

Some physiological experiments have long since proved that the digestion of

similar alimentary substances is a purely physical act, and that it is effected

independently of the living organism. Not one of you is ignorant of the cele-

brated experiments of our countryman Spallanzani, that flesh, gluten, and

coagulated albumen, introduced into the stomach in perforated metallic tubes,

become dissolved and digested as if they were free in the stomach. This

solution is effected, as we have seen, by one of those actions which we described

in the first lecture, termed catalytic, or actions of contact.

The recent experiments of Melsens, and particularly those of Bernard and

Barreswil, have shown that the gastric juice contains a free acid, which will

be the lactic, holding in the solution a peculiar substance, called pepsine,

which has been obtained tolerably pure. It is this substance which Payen has

recently investigated, and which “he has called gasterase. The acidity of this

gastric juice is more or less, according to the quality of the aliments
;
while

fastino', the acidity in the stomach is less strong. It increases by contact with

aliments, and is strongest when they are composed of fibrine, albumen, &c.

Here I have, in some glasses, an infusion of pepsine, to which I have added a

few drops of hydrochloric acid. In one of these little glasses I have put some

coagulated albumen
;
in another some fibrine. These, so prepared, have been

kept for ten or twelve hours in an atmosphere heated to 86® Fahr., and the

albumen and fibrine have already disappeared to a great extent; there remains

only some slight traces already transparent on the edges which will also

shortly disappear altogether. It I neutralize the acid,^ and evaporate the

solution, I can easily reproduce the albumen and fibrine, which have not

undergone any change in their nature, and have only been dissolved by their

contact with the acid infusion of pepsine. This substance acts, then, in dis-

solvincr fibrine and albumen as a body endowed with catalytic properties, and

it is by an action of contact that their solution is effected. It is only in the

stomach, or by certain glands which are situated in its mucous rnembrane,

that the acid solution of pepsine or the gastric juice is separated. I have kept
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some pieces of sm^ll and large intestine in a solution slightly acidulated with
hydrochloric acid

;
but it never acquired the solvent property

;
it only became

gastric juice by contact with the membrane of the stomach.
The property with which the pepsine is endowed constantly requires the

presence of a free mineral or organic acid. We have just seen how the
catalytic action of this substance is modified when dissolved in an alkaline
solution. I should here mention that pepsine loses its properties, and becomes
insoluble, if it be heated to 50® centigrade, (122o Fahr.)
The neutral azotised substances dissolved in the stomach by the liquid acid,

or by the catalytic action of the pepsine, penetrate into the blood, through the
walls ofthe capillary bloodvessels of the stomach, solely by imbibition. Water and
coloured alcoholic drinks, introduced into the stomach, are also absorbed. They do
not pass this viscus, and are not found in the chyle, and yet they find their way into
the blood. Bouchardat and Sandras fed some animals with fibrine, coloured with
saffron or cochineal, but could never discover the colouring matter in their chyle.
Again : animals that had been fed upon fibrine, and others that had been kept for
some time fasting, and then killed, always furnished an identical chyle. The
matter found in the intestines did not differ, except that in animals fed upon
fibrine a small quantity of that substance remained in the stomach only partially
dissolved. We know also, by the celebrated discoveries of Tiedmann and
Gmelin, that the quantity of fibrine found in the lymph and the chyle, after a
long fast, is not less than that which is contained in it immediately after
digestion. The results are the same when coagulated albumen, gluten, or
caseous matter, is used instead of fibrine. The digestion of these neutral azotised
substances consists, then, in their simple solution by an action of contact, and
the absorption of this solution, which takes place principally in the stomach.

Nothing is, therefore, more physical than this part of digestion. The
mastication of elements impregnated with a slightly alkaline and warm liquid
resembles that physical operation which is practised in our laboratories, for
reducing a body to powder in order to facilitate its solution. The gastric juice
which the stomach always secretes at the time'of digestion is an infusion of
pepsine in acidulated water; and when it acts upon coagulated albumen,
fibrine, or caseine, the solution of these substances takes place in the stomach,
as in any other receptacle suitably warmed.
The movement of the walls of the stomach favours the action of the infusion

of pepsine upon the substances to be dissolved, as all agitation assists the
reaction of two bodies partially dissolved, or the solution of a solid in a liquid.

This movement of the walls of the stomach is useful in another way, because,
by constantly renewing the points of contact between them and the matter
contained within the organ, the absorption of the liquid portion of this substance
is more easily effected. The influence of a section of the nerves of the eighth
pair, in disorders of digestion, may be partly attributed to the cessation of
these movements of the stomach, which are certainly due to the action of these
nerves. Their section, moreover, occasions great disturbance in some other
functions indispensable to the integrity of the animal economy.

I will now speak of the digestion of amylaceous matters, which has been
much elucidated by a beautiful experiment of Sandras and Bouchardat.

This experiment may be easily made. Some drops of pancreatic juice added
to a certain quantity of cooked flour or starch paste, at the temperature of 95o
or 1040 Fahr., quickly dissolves them; the liquid becomes transparent, and
ultimately all trace of starch disappears. 'J’he same effect takes place if,

instead of pancreated juice, we select some portion of the pancreas of a pigeon,
or of any other animal. I take the pancreas of a pigeon, bruise it, and
add the substance thus triturated to the starch, and heat it to 104® Fahr. The
starch becomes dissolved, and is converted into dextrine or sugar. It is into
this condition that amylaceous substances are brought previously to their
absorption. There exists, therefore, in the pancreatic juice, and perhaps as
Magendie affirms, also in the saliva, a substance which acts upon starch, like
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diastase. It is singular that this action requires the presence ot a free alkali.

If the pancreatic juice be made acid, it ceases to act upon the starch, and,

according to Bernard and Barreswil, acquires even the property ot acting upon

neutral azotised substances. Hence we conclude that one and the same organic

substance is endowed with the property of dissolving starch as well as the

neutral azotised substances, only that to act upon the first a free alkali is

necessary, and in the case of the second, a free acid. It still, hovvever, remains

to be proved whether the starch thus converted into dextrine and sugar by the

saliva and the pancreatic juice passes in this state into the blood, or whether it

be not first converted into lactic acid. It is only in the bxood ot some diabetic

persons that sugar has been found. The supposition that the conversion of

starch first into dextrine, then into sugar, and lastly into lactic acid, which

becomes absorbed and passes into the circulation, seems to be more in accord-

ance with facts.
, , n r *1 fx'

We must not forget the important discovery made by I remy, ot the propeity

which certain thin animal membranes acquire from a contact with water tor a

certain time, of converting large quantities of sugar into lactic acid.

Those azotised substances which in certain conditions are apt to excite the

lactic fermentation, assume another state, which I am disposed to consider as

a more advanced state of transformation, the nature of which »sa\yet unknown,

and which is not attended with the production ol more lactic acid by their action

on sugar; on the contrary, they assist in exciting the

bv convertino- it into carbonic acid and alcohol : besides, we know that a solution

of sugar inje'eted into the veins of an animal quickly becomes apparent in the

^^We may, then, conclude, by yielding our consent to the knowledge derived

from organic chemistry, and relying upon the well-known results of the sirnple

play of the actions of contact, that starch is convertible, m the intestines into

lactic acid, after passing, most probably, through the intermediate states of

^^It^will not be'^unreasonable, nor in opposition to actual knowledge, to suppose

that a portion of sugar into which starch has been converted, not only undergoes

the lactic fermentation in the intestines, but also another transformation analog

ous to that in the midst of which we now know infusory f
developed. The recent experiments of Gruby and Delafond have established

beyond doubt, that a great number of these animalcules are found in the

stomachs of herbivorous quadrupeds.
^ i i

I cannot here pass over the researenes which have oeen conducted for dis-

covering the cause and treatment of diabetes.
i j

Bouchardat first promulgated the opinion, which has been generally adopted

that in this malady the starch is converted into sugar m the intestines, and that

in this state it passes into the blood and urine ;
and a diabetic regimen has

therefore been prescribed, composed principally of the neutral azotised sub-

stances, of which amylaceous matters have formed no part. In some cases

restoration to health has followed this mode of treatment.

This opinion, however, has been very much shaken by the numerous experi-

ments of Dr. Capezzuoli, which tend to prove that the quantity of sugai in the

urine of diabeticVtients bears no relation to the quantity of starch in the diet

,

^d that, under the use of a strictly azotised diet as muck sugar was formed

as under one from which amylaceous substances had not been excluded.

It is true that this experimentalist found sugar m the contents of the intest-

ines of d?aLt!rpersons,^as also in the matters vomitecl by them, but only after

a meal composed of amylaceous substances. But this was not peculiar to

diabetic persons, for there was as much sugar found in the healthy man undei

thSf cir^cuS^^t^ as in the diabetic. This fact of the transformation of

starch into sugar, thus shown by experiment, is of great importance m connec-

tion with the theory of digestion.
klnnd and other

Dr. Capezzuoli, moreover, found traces of sugar in the blood and other
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contents of an abrcess, in a diabetic patient. This abundant production of
sugar in those maladies which are constantly accompanied by great emaciation
is as yet unexplained.

I shall now direct your attention to the digestion of the fatty matters which
are consumed in such large quantity by carnivorous animals, and which are
carried to the adipose tissues, without undergoing any modification in their
composition, and I shall avail myself of this opportunity of saying a few words
relative to the origin of fat in herbivorous animals. Liebig maintains that it

is produced by means of a transformation of the starch, which loses a portion
of its oxygen, which escapes from the organism in combination with carbon.
Dumas, Hoiissingault and Payen, on the contrary, are of opinion that the

„
quantity of fatty substances in hay, beetroot and straw was sufficient to
account for that found in animals fed on these aliments. Boussingault has
shown the truth of this assertion. He found that the milk of a cow, whose
food, during a certain time, contained 1614 grammes (fifty two ounces, two
pennyweights, thirteen grains, troy) of fatty matter, yielded 1413 grammes,

I
(forty-five ounces, twelve pennyweights, thirteen grains, troy)—thus leaving
an excess of fat in the food of 201 grammes (six ounces^ nine pennyweights,

^

nineteen grains, troy) over that furnished by the products of the animal. 'The
same chemist also found that a greater quantity of fat was produced in pigs
and geese then was contained in their aliments. Persoz arrived at the same
result.

It cannot, then, be denied, that the animal economy possesses the feculty of
transforming a part of the food into fat. Unfortunately, chemistry affords
us but little assistance in explaining this transformation.
On the other hand, it has been proved by physiological observations, that

. animals fed on fatty substances furnish a ch
3de more abundant and more milky

than usual, and that these matters may be again separated from it. Small fat
globules may also be perceived in it by the inicroscope.
The experiments of Sandras and Bouchardat have put this conclusion beyond

; doubt. By feeding animals upon oil of sweet almonds, these chemists found
oil in the chyle, and the same result was obtained by substituting suet. When
wax was given, only a small quantity of it was found; but it was much
increased by previously dissolving it in oil.

j

These chemists also examined the contents of the stonlach and intestines of
animals which had been fed exclusively on fat, and they detected in the former

I organ, when cold, a large portion of it in a solid state, surrounded by a very

;

acid liquid
;
and that in both the large and small intestines also, there was a

1
thick pap, from which they separated, by means of ether, a considerable

j

quantity.

From these facts, of the reality of which I have convinced myself, it follows

j

that these fatty substances do not undergo any change in the stomach, and that
; they are carried into the intestine simply liquefied, or nearly so, by the heat of
I that organ. Nor was any change effected by the action of gastric juice upon

fat out of the stomach. The alkali of the bile and pancreatic juice neutralizes
the acid of the gastric juice, which affords a new proof that its dissolving hction
upon azotised substances ceases in the intestines. It is difficult, by the aid
of analogies deduced from chemical facts, to distinguish What becomes of fatty

i substances after they leave the stomach. It is certain that they become
,

absorbed, and that the lacteals are almost the sole agents endowed with this
function.

.
I have endeavoured, by means of experiment, to clear up the obscurity which

prevails in this part of the digestive process. For this purpose I poured into a
: mattrass a solution of twenty-five grains of caustic potash in 300 grammes
!

(nine ounces, thirteen pennyweights, eighteen grains, troy) of distilled water,
i

This solution had not any perceptible alkaline taste, and acted but feebly on
;

turmeric paper. It is less alkaline than lymph or chyle. I heated this mattrass

j

in a sand-bath, to the temperature of 40° centigr., (9.5° to 104° Fahr.,)
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and then added some drops of olive oil, and after shaking it, instantly perceived

the liquid became milky, and assumed the appearance of milk, even to the

extent of being mistaken for it. The liquid so obtained, left to itself, preser\ed

its resemblance to milk, and separated into twolayers, the upper one being more

opaque, and in which there were evidently some little globules ot fatty matter,

while tiie lower was less opaque, although it always preserved its milky aspect.

I filled a piece of intestine with this emulsion, and plunged it into the aihalme

solution above described, keeping the temperature from 95 to 104 ba r.

After a certain lapse of time, it became turbid, and assumed the characteis ot

the internal emulsion, and it may certainly be believed that a portion of it passed

through the membrane, and escaped into the surrounding liquid.
\

Another experiment which I made appears still more conclusive. 1 nllet

an endosmometer with a weak alkaline solution, and placed it in the emulsion.

The membrane employed was, as usual, the urinarv bladder of an ox, and the

two liquids were, at the commencement of the experiment, at the temperature

of 30“ centor., (86 Fahr.) Endosmose then took place, and the emulsion

penetrated to the alkaline solution, and raised a liquid column thirty millimetres

(a little more than an English inch) in a very short time.

Look at the physical phenomena which, without resolving a.l the paiticu ars

of the digestion of fatty substances, contribute, nevertheless, to render it ess

obscure. The lacteals, terminating as they do in closed extremities, an

enveloped or covered by the intestinal mucous membrane, are, specially in

young animals, full of an alkaline liquid closely analogpus to lymph. Alter

dio-estion, particularly if the animal be fed on fatty substances the liquid in the

lacteal only differs from what it was before by the addition

which give it the milky appearance. It is reasonable to admit that this chen -

ical affinity between the alkaline solution and the oil which produces the milky

liquid, takes place equally through the walls of the lacteals, which can as

certainly permit the imbibition of the alkaline solution as the milk} liqi .

The phenomena of endosmose, of which I haye already spoken, may also be

included among the probable causes of lacteal absorption.

absorption cannot physically take place, if the internal walls of the inteAines

be not bathed with a liquid with which the fatty body has some affinit} . It s

easy to show by experiment how the alkaline condition of the intestinal walE

favours this absorption.
_ ,

Fill two funnels with sand, equally packed in each; pour pure \\ater upon

one, and an alkaline solution upon the other. The liquids having passed

through, gently pour an equal quantity of oil upon the tno h eis. -

will remain manv hours even on the surface of the sand A\ith the pu,e

water ;
but in the other, on the contrary, it will disappear rapidly b} the imbi

bing power of the sand, when moistened by the alkaline solution.

The neutral azotised substances which enter the blood, fer being dissolved

by the gastric juice, would rapidly destroy the neutral or slightly alkaline con-

dftion necessary for the preservation of the qualities of this liquid were it not

for the alkali of the chyle, as well as that of the lymph, bile, and pancreatic

^^*Ch}de^and Ilymph hold in suspension a great number of little grains, which

are from 1 to 2000th of a line in diameter, and which ^PP^^\^borm.d of a fatt}

^bstance enveloped in a membrane, all which lead.s to belief ffiat it com

sists of a body analogous to proteine. These granu es exist ^ tbe }
oik of the

egg in milk, chyle, lymph, and all the liquids exuded in the pathological ca.e. ,

:fd’eSined for new Lltions. These grannies have been seen to nn. e and

form a globule, or cell, analogous to those of the blood ,
and ffiis is e

regard them as the morphological elements of all the animal ti^su .

Ihf l" )earsDonn6 has observed, that when milk has.been .njected o

the veins the* globules disappeared at the end of a certain time, y

ered with an albuminous layer, as with a bladder, arid that they
f

to the state of the white globules of the blood, and lastly disappeared bv being
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transformed into the red globules, when the blood assamed the same appear-
ance as before the irijection was made.* '

The organic element, then, seems to be reduced to a vesicle constituted by a
layer of albuminous matter, which collects and becomes organized round a
nucleus, consisting chiefly of fatty matter. I will show you an important ex-
periment, first performed by Ascherson : by placing- an oily liquid in contact
with albumen, the latter immediately coagulates, as you see. If you mix both
together, and place a drop of the liquid under the microscope, you will see a
group of vesicles, each of which is formed of a grain of fat, enveloped by an
albuminous membrane, somewhat coagulated, and it will appear as if there
were real fat-cells upon the object-plate. This result may be more conveniently
seen by placing a drop of oil, and another of albumen, upon a plate of glass,
and gradually bringing them into contact. It is curious to observe in the
microscope the almost instantaneous formation of a very delicate, elastic mem-
brane, which is quickly covered with numerous folds. Ascherson has proved,
that this formation, effected by albumen and oil, is of a decidedly cellular nature,
for by adding to it a drop of water he saw the cellules swell, and little drops of
oil escape from them. By using diluted acetic acid, the cellules became so
large as to burst

;
when placed in oil, on the contrary, they became contracted

in size. These facts, which ought to be varied and extended, evidently belong
to the phenomenon of endosmose, and cannot be understood without admitting
the cellular formation. Here, then, is a physico-chemical operation, which
leads us to the discovery of the formation of elementary granulations. Fatty
substances and combinations of proteine are constantly introduced into the
organism

; they are found in all the animal fluids
;
the globules of tat which

enter the lacteal vessels, and are there also found in the midst of an albuminous
liquid, are not slow in becoming enveloped by similar membranes, and must,
for this reason, form vesicles like those discovered by the microscope in chyle
lymph and blood.

’

In concluding this lecture, I shall add a few words upon the gases of the
stomach and intestines, as inorganic substances, which more or less directly
form an integral part of the animal organism.

Observation has shown that oxygen is scarcely ever found in the gases of the
stomach, and especially of the intestines

;
but that in these cavities they are

chiefly composed of nitrogen, carbonic acid, and a certain quantity of carburet-
ted hydrogen, with sometimes a trace of sulphuretted hydrogen. A quantity of
atmospheric air is introduced into the stomach along with the food. The oxy-
gen of the air disappears in the stomach, perhaps by passing through the mem-
branes till it reaches the blood, or, more probably, by taking part in the trans-
formation of azotised albuminous substances into ferment. In this case, car-
bonic acid gas appears to be very abundantly developed, and it is said that enor-
mous volumes of this gas are disengaged by some ruminants which feed upon
fresh succulent herbs. It is curious to observe that the production and disap-
pearance of this large quantity of gas in the stomach and intestines take place
and succeed each other with such rapidity, that recourse may be had to chemi-
cal reaction to account for them. The presence of hydrogen has not hitherto
been accounted for by any of the physico-chemical changes which are known
to take •place in digestion.

I have shown, by experiment, that oxygen is not necessary for the solution of
fibrme and coagulated albumen by the gastric juice, as was supposed by Liebig.A portion of the stomach of a pig was placed, with some fibrineand coao-ulated
albumen, m slightly acidulated water

;
the water had been boiled many hours

and the prepared liquid was covered by a thick layer of oil. The fibrine and
albumen were dissolved in this bath quite as well as in a similar one which was
exposed to the air.

* It may be necessary here to remark, that I)onn6’s views arc questioned bv most
physiologists. ^
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Tlie inorganic substances which are found in the organism are evidently in-

troduced there, and form part of the food; tliey can only reach the blood by

heino- dissolved in water, and the gastric juice of the stomach. Everything

whidi is not reduced in this way is necessarily rejected with the excrements,

l^hysicians never forget this truth in the selection and preparation of medicines.

Experience has now provad that there is no reason to wonder that large doses

of some inorganic salts [iroduce no effect when introduced into the stomach ;

they are rejected as excremeiititious.

LECTURE VI.

Resj) ira lion.—Gaseo 1

1

s Endosmnse.

The action of the oxygen of atmospheric air upon the venous blood, the

chano-es which take place in the air introduced by respiration into the pulmo-

nary cells, the modifications which the blood undergoes in traversing the capil-

lary network in the thin walls of the bronchial vesicles,—-these are the princi-

pal phenomena of the function of respiration, and will form the subject of this

lecture.
, ^ ...

The life of every animal, however low in the scale of organization, is essen-

tially connected with those modifications by which the oxygen of the air is in-

troduced into its substance. The organs, by means of which this action is car-

ried on, are rnorp or less developed, according to the medium in which the ani-

mal generally lives, and have a form and an organization strictly corresponding

to it In fishes, for example, the organ of respiration is a mucous membrane

doubled several times upon itself, divided into filaments or thin plates, full of

blood-vessels ;
it is always in contact with the water, which is introduced

throuo-h the mouth, and passes out through the bronchial openings. Their

whol^ organization is arranged so as to give the greatest extent of surface for

the contimt of the water in which atmospheric air is dissolved, and the vascu-

lar walls of the gills. In the common ray the gills have a superficies of 2250

square inches, 'dn reptiles, birds, and mammifers, the respiratory organ consists

of an expansion of the bronchial tubes, which ramify like the branches of a

tree, and the most delicate extremities of which terminate in a great number of

spheroidal vesicles, placed back to back, and surfounded with small blood-ves*

The respiration of some reptiles, at least during the first period of their lives>

resembles that of fishes, as well as of mammiferous animals, and on this account

are provided with both gills and lungs.

The movements necessary to this function are partly voluntary and partly

involuntary, and have reference solely to the introduction of air into the lungs,

and its subsequent expulsion. All the air-passages are dilated during inspira-

tion, and contracted during expiration. The causes of the movements of the

respiratory function are, the combined action of the muscular force, the elas-

ticity of the osseous and cartilaginous parts of the thorax, and also tha,t which

peculiarly belongs to the walls of the air-vesicles, and lastly, the physical pro-

perties of the air. The whole thoracic cavity dilates during inspiration, and

the air rushes into the bronchial tubes ;
during expiration this cavity contracts,

the cells of the lungs, being elastic, resume their original size, and the air, thus

compressed, and having its elasticity increased by the heat communicated to it

in the lungs, is expelled. The action of a pair of bellows represents the whole

mechanism of the respiratory movements.

* The translator needs scarcely remind the readers of The Lancet, that the ana-

tomy of these organs, in the three’ great classes of animals named, is very imperfectly,

indeed erroneously expressed, for in neither of them, except perhaps in the mammife-

rous, do those organs bear even a remote resemblance to that to which the author

has likened them.
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In lishes this movement is carried on independently ol the ri'os
;

tlie bron-
chial arches open, the plates separate, the water comes in contact with tljcm

;

they then close, and the water escapes the bronchial fissure, which remains
open until the operculum falls. In the lower animals respiration is less ener-
getic, and the respiratory movements are almost involuntary. In annellides and
molusks the current of water in which the air is dissolved is increased by the
movements of the vibratile cilia, which are placed on the branchia3 of these
animals.

^

A man introduces into his lungs, in one inspiration, a little more than half a
pint of atmospheric air. The air expired contains from three to five parts in
100 of carbonic acid; and after a very deep expiration, from six to eight partsm 100 have been found. In the same time, the air inspired lost from four to
six parts in 100 of its oxygen.
The numbers I have mentioned are chosen in preference to many others, as

most worthy of confidence. These being assumed, it is easy to calculate the
quantity of oxygen which a man absorbs in respiration in a dav, supposing that
irom fifteen to twenty respirations are made in a minute. According to Lavoi-
sier and Seguin, the oxygen consumed in the respiration of an adult man is

thirty-live ounces, 402 grains, avoirdupois. The oxygen
which disappears in the respiration of man and birds is very nearly equal in
volume to the carbonic acid which is expelled. Some very scrupulous obser-
vers have found that the volume of oxygen absorbed in resp'iration is more con-
siderable than that ol the carbonic acid produced. This difference is particu-
larly seen in carnivorous animals, for Dulong found that the oxygen consumed
was sometimes double the volume of the carbonic acid formed.
By making an animal respire in a given quantity of air, Dulong and Des-

pretz have placed it beyond doubt that a considerable quantity of azote is always
produced, more than could be accounted for by the disappearance of the oxygen
consumed from the respired air. This fact shows that the azote thus inhaledm excess is derived from the food, and perhaps also from that azote which we
said was found in the stomach and intestines, as the residue of the air which is
introduced with the food. And if the quantity of azote contained in the air is
invariable, Boussingault has shown that this is derived from the quantity of
this gas which some plants absorb.
The changes which respiration produces in atmospheric air equally take

place in air held in solution in water. It is well known that in common w'ater
and sea-water a certain quantity of atmospheric air is held in solution, which
may be disengaged by boiling, or by placing the water in contact with other
gases than those which it holds in solution, or still better, by the use of the air-
pump. These physical phenomena are carried on according to the well-known
laws of the absorption of gases by liquids, which were discovered by Dalton

^

The experiments of Morren have made it equally clear that a certain quan-
tity of carbonic acid is also held in solution in these waters, which seems to
vary in an inverse ratio to the oxygen contained in it at the same time The
proportion of oxygen found in a given volume of air in solution in water is
greater than that in atmospheric air. Humboldt and Gay Lussac found thirty-
two parts of oxygen in 100 of air taken from soft water. Accordingto Morren
the quantity of oxygen in the sea varies at different hours of the day, being the
greatest at noon

;
the contrary is the case with carbonic acid.

Fish absorb a portion of this oxygen, and give back carbonic acid, which is
also absorbed in the water, and it is only by the continued solution of fresh por-
tions of atmospheric air that the respiration of these animals continues to go on
This IS the reason why fish soon die in water deprived of air by boiling orwhen covered with oil. I will here relate an experiment which is peculiarlymy own, and which I made a long time ago, upon the respiration of the torpedo •

One hundred parts of air dissolved in the water of the Adriatic, taken near an
estuary, was composed of carbonic acid, 11 parts; of nitrogen, 60.5; and of
oxygen, 29.5. A large torpedo was kept for forty-five minutes in about a gal-
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Ion of tins water. The torpedo was frequently excited, and we obtained many

shocks from it, and it soon died. The air in solution in the water did not con-

tain a trace of oxygen ; 100 parts of it were found to contain thirty-six ot car-

bonic acid, and the rest azote. Experiment has proved that these changes m
the atmospheric air in the contact of a living animal, takes pkce not only in

the lungs, but also that the whole surface of the animal can effect, in different

deorees, similar modifications. Frogs continued to live when Placed m a de-

terminate quantity of atmospheric air, even after we had removed their lungs,

or prevented their respiration in some other way ;
and we found, after a certain

time, that a portion of oxygen had disappeared, and been replaced by carbonic

acid. Humboldt and Proven9al have observed tenches to live without apparent

sufferino-, even when their heads and gills were out of water, and the body

alone submerged. Spallanzani and Edwards have also proved that the cuta-

neous respiration is indispensable in the batrachians, inasmuch that frogs live

many days without lungs, but, on the contrary, they perish after a few hours

when deprived of their skin, or if it be covered with varnish.

Sorg kept one of his arms in oxygen gas for four hours, after which he found

that about two-thirds of the gas had disappeared. Davy made an analysis of

the air infected into one of the pleural cavities of a dog, and found, after a Mtle

while, that it did not contain more than some slight traces of oxygen, i he

mechanism of respiration, and the chemical changes which_ accompany this

function, are similar in all animals. The oxygen disappears in the reBpiratory

oro-ans, and the carbonic acid is at the same time exhaled from them . is

an°excess of azote in the air expired over that which has been inspired ;
the

volume of carbonic acid exhaled is never greater than that of the oxygen ab-

sorbed, and in some animals it is even less ;
and, lastly, the air exhaled is satu-

rated with the vapor of water. -u j •

Whilst the respiratory act effects the changes which we have described m

the atmospheric air, what becomes of it in the organism ? You all know, that

in respiration, the venous blood propelled into the lungs loses its black color,

and assumes a beautiful vermillion tint, and becoming arterial, is returned to

the heart, from which it is sent into all parts of the body. Any interruption to

this transformation rapidly causes death.
. ^

I could adduce a great number of experiments, for the purpose of showing

that the chano-e from venous into arterial blood takes place m the lungs during

the respiratory act. Bichat divided the trachea and an artery of a dog and

immediately applied a cock to the opening of each of them ;
having closed the

cock of the trachea a little after an inspiration, the arterial blood began to turn

black, and in the space of a minute, had become completely venous The ex-

periment was repeated by closing the cock of the

Lpiration, and in a few seconds, the arterial blood which escaped was Wa^.

When the air was taken from the lung by a pump properly applied, the blood

that immediately issued from the artery was black ;
but if, on the contrary^ we

propelled a little air into it, the blood preserved its red color for a long time.

By carefully opening the cock of the trachea at regular intervals jets of red

and black blood appeared alternately. Here is a rabbit, with a cock fixed to its

trachea ;
if you observe its peritoneum, which has been exposed, you will per-

ceive that the red color of its vessels becomes dark when the cock h^as been

closed a few seconds, and that the natural color is I'estored on its being re-

opened. In asphyxiated animals, all the tissues ol the body, the kidneys, mus-

cles, tongue, and lips, assume a blackish color. If the Pneumogastric nerves

of any animal be divided, the respiratory movements will soon^ disturbed, and

at the same time the blood will preserve its black color, and the lips, nostr ,

and anus of the animal will lose their red color.

If, instead of introducing atmospheric air into the lungs of an animal, it is

made to breathe in nitrogen, carburetted hydrogen, pure hydrogen, oxide ot c -

bon, carbonic acid, deutoxide of nitrogen, or sulphuretted hydrogen, death

will take place more or less quickly, and in the whole body only blood of a
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Magnus;-
Obtained of Gas
Cubic Cubic

Centimetres-t Cent.

C 6.4 Carbonic acid.

Arterial blood of a horse, in 126 parts

| gib SSfgen.
C 8.8 Carbonic acid.

Venous blood of a horse, in 206 parts 12.2

1

2.3 Oxygen^

C 10.7 Carbonic acid.

Arterial blood of a horse, in 130 parts l«.3j 4.1 0^yg«n^

C 12.4 Carbonic acid.

Venous blood of a horse, in 170 parts 18.9
1

2.5 Oxygem

C 9.4 Carbonic acid.

Arterial blood of a calf, in 123 parts 14.5

1

3.5

f 7.0 Carbonic acid.

Arterial blood of a calf, in 108 parts 12.6

J

3.0 Oxyg.

C 10.2 Carbonic acid.

Venous blood of a calf, in 153 parts 13.3^
1.8 Oxygem

C 6.1 Carbonic acid.

Venous blood of a calf, in 140 parts 7.7

^

1.0 Oxygen^

Taking the mean of these numbers respectively, and reducing it to the pro-

portion of 100 parts of blood, we find

Cubic Centimetres Cubic

of gas. cent.

, f 6.4967 Carbonic acid.

I„ 100 parts of arterial blood
SS^^Si.

.

C 6.6041 Carbonic acid.

In 100 parts of venous blood 7.6825^ 1.1703 Oxygem

It is much to be desired that the experiments of Magn^us s^hould be repeated

and extented, in order to obtain the absolute quantity of different gases in the

blood.

the absolute quantity of carbonic acid extracted from arterial blood is as great as that

Sit^rd tom venoii blood, and in some inrtances greater.-TaxNsi.AToa.

+ A cubic centimetre is .061, or a Uttle less than one-sixteenth of an Engtoh

cubic inch.
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ation ^
conclusions are of no little importance in the theory of respir-

1. A larger quantity of gas is contained in arterial than in venous blood.
2. 1 he quantity of oxygen found in the arterial blood is double that of venous

blood.

3. The proportion of oxygen to the carbonic acid found in arterial blood is
trom one-third to nearly one-half

; while in venous blood, it is only one-quarter,
or even one-fifth.*

j 4 j

reflect, lastly, upon the means employed to extract the gases from
tne blood, such as hydrogen or a vacuum, it is plain that these gases are dis-
solved in it

; and we must therefore admit, that when disengaged from the
blood, they are set free by the presence of other gases, in obedience to the
physical laws regulating the changes which take place between gases dissolved
in liquids and those in a free state.
We have seen that the change of colour which venous blood undergoes,

prior to Its becoming arterial, owing to the oxygen, takes place even when the
oxygen is separated from the blood by a membrane. It is necessary to prove

phenomena (that is to say, the reciprocal action of the gases,
and the change of colour of the blood) can take place out of the body, throucrh
layers of these membranes, and in obedience to physical laws.
Any gas contained in a well-closed bladder, soon penetrates through its pores,

and, at the same time, the atmospheric air is introduced in its place. If the
external gas were of limited volume, with regard to that contained in the blad-
der, the exchange would soon cease, and a mixture of the two gases would be
foun^d both outside and inside the bladder. Place a bladder, filled with water
slightly acidulated by carbonic acid, under a bell full of hydrogen, oxygen or
nitrogen, and part of the carbonic acid will leave the water, and be found freem the bell. At the same time, a portion of the external gas will have supplied
Its place by becoming itself dissolved in the water. As a general rule, two
gases, one of which is free or dissolved in a liquid, and the other separated from
the first by an intermediate membrane, act upon each other, and mix in definite
proportions.

It would be very desirable if the laws of this phenomenon were settled by along ^riesof experiments, having regard to the reciprocal nature of the gases,
their density, and the kind of membrane interposed. Probably a phenomenon
analogous to endosmose takes place between gases. Here is an experiment,which shows how gases act through membranes, and proves that the changeWhich takes place IS similar to endosmose. I partially fill the lung of a lamb,
recently killed, with oxygen gas, after having carefully extracted the air, asmuch as possible, by suction. The trachea being tightly fastened, 1 introduce
the lung into a bell full of carbonic acid, inverted under water. In a few
seconds, the lung swells, and is as much distended as the size of the bell will

^"^^y^ed the gas after this experiment, and found that thecarbonic acid had penetrated into the pulmonary cells, and that the oxygen
disenpged. The exchange, however, had not taken place in equalvolumes

; for the carbonic acid introduced into the lung was more than theoxygen which left it. In a lung thus prepared, I found after four hours, thatthe gas contained in It was composed of two-thirds oxygen, and one-third

atmospheric air or hydrogen, made to fall into carbonic

in
^ phenomenon similar to that observed
®»2e, and it is curious, that when thusdilated they fall to the bottom of the vessel which contains the carbonic acid.

relative proportion of oxygen in venous blood to the

T^tor ’
" t^^esseven thanTneixthl
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The excess of carbonic acid which has penetrated the bubble is the cause of

the augmentation of volume and weight, and is able to counterbalance the

diminulion it suffers by the increase of volume ;
but at the same time, the layer

of water of the bubble certainly dissolves carbonic acid, and thus becomes

heavier.

T have endeavored to hold a bladder having very thin walls, and exactly

closed, when full of oxygen, in contact with carbonic acid, previously taking

the precaution that the bladder should not be wet. The enlargement did not

take place : nevertheless, after a certain time, an exchange was discovered

between the gases, but the carbonic acid introduced did not exceed the oxygen

which had eicaped. Lastly, I tried filling a lung entirely with carbonic acid,

and introducing it in this state into oxygen ; the lung contracted, the two pses

mixed but the volume of oxygen introduced was less than that of the carbonic

acid withdrawn. In all these instances, besides the reciprocal action of two

gases through a membrane, we must take account of the presen^ of the water

which bathes the membrane, in which carbonic acid is soluble. 1 he liquid acid

thus formed is presented on one side to a gas different to that which has there

been dissolved, and in regard to which the free gas acts as if m vacuo. We
must, therefore, account for the introduction of a larger quantity of car^nic ac^d

into the bubble or the lung, by attributing it either to a peculiar action ot the

two erases, which might be called gaseous endosmose, or to an effect ol a gas

first dissolved and then exhaled. To throw light on this question, it is neces-

sary to use gases which have no affinity for water. We must also recollect

the laws of the diffusion of gases in the air, discovered by Graham. The dittu-

sive powers of gases in the air, when they are separated from it by a membrane,

or by a layer of plaster, are in proportion to the square roots of their density.

Since the last researches of Valentin and Brunner this law has been verified

in the phenomenon of respiration.

Some facts of experimental physiology which I have still to mention will

give every possible evidence for our conclusions. Spallanzani, Nysten, JVIart-

tfftiy and Edwards, expelled the air from the lungs of some frogs by applying

pressure upon the chest and abdomen, with all the precaution exercised by

these scrupulous observers. In this state some of them were plunged into

hydrogen, and others into nitrogen. Dogs, rabbits, and a great many other

animsds, were subjected to these experiments when prepared for them, either

according to the method just described, or by artificial respiration. It was

always found that the hydrogen or azote was absorbed, and that in their place

carbonic acid and azote were exhaled ;
in pure nitrogen, only carbonic acid

was given out. By introducing a mixture containing more oxygen than exists

in atmospheric air, after having emptied the lung by means of a syringe, it was

found that the carbonic acid exhaled was in a larger proportion than that disen-

gaged while breathing the air. Frogs emitted carbonic acid m hydrogen and

azote, even after being deprived of their lungs.

After all that has been said, we cannot hesitate in coming to the following

conclusion that the respiratory function is a purely physico-chemical pheno-

menon; that the gases dissolved in the venous blood are set free by the

absorption of other gases
;
that a portion of the carbonic acid of the jenous

blood is exhaled by its absorption of the oxygen of the atmosphere ;
that the

carbonic acid expired—at least, the greatest part of it is not formed in the

lungs ;
that this gas exists dissolved in the venous blood, and is set free during

the act of respiration, in presence of the oxygen which is introduced m its

place in the same manner as it is with azote or hydrogen in the artificial

respiration of these gases
;
and lastly, that it is evident, from the experiments

of Magnus, that the quantity of carbonic acid gas contained in the five pou^nds

of blood which pass through the lungs in a minute is nearly double that which

is exhaled in the same space of time.
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LECTURE VII.

Sanguification.—Nutrition.—Animal Heat.

In the last lecture, I showed that during respiration a portion of the oxygen
of the inspired air disappears, and that in its place is formed an equal or
smaller quantity of carbonic acid

;
that the expired air is saturated with aqueous

vapour, and that at the same time that these changes are effected in the lungs,
the venous blood is converted into arterial. We have also seen that all these
phenomena take place as well out of the living body, and under the same con-
ditions, as when they are carried on within it. It remains to examine the
particulars of this change in the blood. Which of the organic elements of the
blood undergDes this change, and in what does it chemically consist ? If I
must give a direct answer to these questions, I must confess that, up to the
present time, the experiments tried in order to resolve them, have afforded but
little information, and among the immense number of attempts that have been
made, I can only choose those which appear to be on the whole the least
imperfect and contradictory. Microscopical observers of the present day define
the blood as a liquid chiefly composed of water, in which are dissolved different
salts, albumen, fibrine and oily particles, and which hold in suspension a great
number of red globules, of a regular form, and greater or less diameter, accord-
ing to the different species of animals, and resembling a kind of vesicle with a
coloured envelope soluble in acetic acid. I wish to show you a beautiful
experiment of Muller’s, which will give you a correct idea of this composition
of the blood.

I pierce the hearts of several frogs, and receive the blood that flows from them
upon a paper filter

; a yellowish liquid escapes through the filter, and the red
globules remain upon it. In a few seconds you will see the filtered liquid
coagulate, and the clot will be composed of fibrine. Thus we have, on the one
hand, the colouring matter, and on the other, the serum in which fibrine is
dissolved. If the blood had not been filtered, the fibrine would equally have
coagulated, but would have enclosed the globular matter

; and this is what
takes place in the blood out of the living body. According to circumstances
purely physical, as the temperature ofthe blood when drawn, the density of the
serum, the different proportions of globules and fibrine, so does the coagulation
of the blood take place more or less quickly, is more or less abundant, and
the coagulum formed offers greater or less resistance.
When we take only the coagulum which is formed in a mass of blood left to

itself, and treat it with oxygen, we see it assume a red colour. This coagulum
exposed to the air, and then cut, has a blackish colour inside, and a red colour
outside. The fresh surfaces formed by the incision, when exposed to the air,
soon become red. It is undoubtedly the globules of the blood which undergo
this change of colour by contact with the air. Baudrimont and Martin Saint-
Ange have lately shown, that during the period of incubation, the absorption of
oxygen and exhalation of carbonic acid are carried on through the calcareous
envelope of the egg

;
and they have proved that if these processes are prevented,

the red globules are not developed in the embryo. It still remains to be proved
whether the globules become red merely by absorbing oxygen, or by losing
carbonic acid during respiration

;
or if, on the contrary, the blood becomes

venous on account of the greater quantity of carbonic acid with which it is
charged, or by reason of the smaller quantity of oxygen which remains in it, or
if it be the effect of both these circumstances combined. Exact experiments
on this point are wanting. Magnus had proved that venous blood, by losing
the greatest possible quantity of carbonic acid, becomes less dark, but without
acquiring a vermillion colour. This fact would lead us to suppose that the two
causes simultaneously effect the change of colour which the blood undergoes
during respiration. I must add, that if all the serum be carefully separated
from the coagulum, and the latter be then waslied with distilled water, to take
away all trace of the serum, in this condition it will no longer assume that
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beautiful red colour which it acquires by contact with oxygen when it is im-

mersed in serum * Here is a saturated solution of bay salt, which I pour drop

by drop upon the coagulum of the blood. You see that the points upon which

it falls acquire a red colour, while the remainder of the surface does not change.

It would appear from this, that the salts of the serum are concerned in the

modification which the colour of the blood undergoes when oxygen is present.

It may therefore be said that the presence of serum influences the change of

colour in the blood, by becoming charged with a portion of carbonic acid, of

which it is afterwards deprived by the oxygen.

But in what does this change of colour of the bloodglobules chemically con-

sist ? With regard to this question. Science is still in the dark. The great

quantity of iron (five or six per cent) which always exists in the blood-globules,

and which is not found in so large a proportion in any other animal substarice,

has led to the supposition that this metal, which is sometimes found as peroxide,

and sometimes as a carbonate, cannot but influence the change of colour in the

blood. In fact, the oxygen expels the carbonic acid from the carbonate of iron,

and the carbonic acid, in its turn, replaces the oxygen of the peroxide, accord-

ing to the relative proportions of oxygen and carbonic acid which are at liberty

to act upon the oxide of iron.
. . a n

Mulder and Liebig seem to have embraced these opinions. All the ^st

supported clinical results seem to prove that the use of iron in certain maladies

in some degree revives the colour of the blood. Nevertheless, Scherer has

lately asserted thst he has obtained the colouring matter of the blood, entirely

devoid of iron. If this observation of Scherer’s be ultimately confirmed, and

if it be also proved that this colouring matter, deprived of iron, undergoes by

contact with oxygen and carbonic acid the changes that we have seen take

place in the blood-globules, we shall be obliged to renounce the opinion, that

iron is instrumental in changing the colour of the blood.

f

The arterial blood, propelled by the unceasing contractions of the heart, as

well as by the successive distensions and contractions of the arteries, owing to

their peculiar elasticity, reaches the smallest capillaries with this red colour.

Always circulating in them, it passes through all the tissues, loses its red

colour, and returns by the veins to the heart, to be again subjected to the action

of the luno-s. It is during this passage of the arterial blood through the capil-

laries, that nutrition is said by physiologists to take place. In this science, it

is admitted that all parts of the animal tissues are constantly renewed and

transformed, and that these phenomena vary in intensity, and are proportional

to the diflerent degrees of activity in the capillary system peculiar to the various

tissues. To speak the truth, the experimental proofs of this continual renova-

tion are wanting, and that which is afforded by the colouring of the bony parts

of animals fed upon coloured substances, and by their losing this colour on their

* This is a very unsatisfactory experiment ;
for, by washing coagulum with distilled

water, it would necessarily be deprived of a good deal of its colouring matter, and

nearly all the red particles would be destroyed, or more or less injured. It would be

quite as difficult to separate the serum from the red particles by this process of ablution,

as to prevent their separation from the fibrine of the clot.

t It may not be out of place here to allude to the views upon this subject lately

promulgated by Dr. G. O. Rees. According to this ingenious observer and able

chemist, the venous corpuscles contain a fatty matter, in combination with phosphorus,

which, on coming into contact with the oxygen of the atmosphere, during the respi-

ratory act, is consumed, and combining with that oxygen, forms carbonic acid and

water, which are expired, and also phosphoric acid, which, uniting with the

the liquor sanguinis, forms a tribasic phosphate of soda. This salt, it appears, bas fhe

property of acting upon heematosine, so as to produce the bright arterial tint. 1 Imt

this tint is probably owing to this salt in solution in the serum, is rendered bkely, by

the fact, that it is found in much greater quantity in the serum of arterial than in

that of venous blood.

—

Trans.
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food being changed, has always appeared to me insufficient. It must, however,
be confessed, that this renovation is proved by the accumulated evidence of
pl^siological facts. Were I to mention here all the experimental deductions
which are wanting, and which would be necessary to explain the act of nutri-
tion, I should occupy a much longer time than we can at present bestow on
this subject.

^

The blood-globules, not forming a part of any tissue, but still
being essential to nutrition, may be regarded, with some probability, as the
catalytic body, which excites or sets in action the transformation of tissues, and
their constant renovation. An analogy of this character of the globules is made
apparent in the necessity which exists for their being charged with oxygen in
order to acquire this property.

^ ’

^

It may also be remarked, that as in vegetables the diastase changes starch
into dextrine, which is again transformed into cellulose and lignine that is to
say, into isomeric substances, so, in the same way, may the blood-globules
convert albumen into fibrine, and this change certainly takes place in the
embryo. ^

I wish I could say that experiment had shown the reality of these changes
as in the case of starch. I have made many attempts with this end

; but the
results I have obtained still leave me in doubt. I kept some albumen of an

mixed with a small quantity of the blood-globules of a fowl, exposed to
oxygen for a month, at a constant temperature of 104 « Fahr. A receiver into
which flowed hot mineral water, aftorded a medium of an unvarying degree of
heat. I saw that the oxygen partly disappeared, that it was replaced by car-
bonic acid, and that a great number of reddish flakes were deposited at the
bottom of the receiver; yet the original liquid was limpid, and scarcely coloured.
Ihese flakes, when examined, did not appear to be identical with fibrine.
Nevertheless, I would not conclude from these negative results that the prin-
ciple on which my experiments were founded was false. This is a subiect
which requires longer and more varied researches.

To return however, to our original subject. During the act of nutrition, one
part ot the arterial blood disappears, and is replaced by an excess of carbonic
acid m the venous blood. The oxygen combines with the carbon in the capil-
lary vessels. It is certainly in them that this combination takes place • and
since we find that the volume of carbonic acid expired is not sufficient to
account for the oxygen which has disappeared during respiration, we must
admit that not only the carbon unites with the oxygen to form carbonic acid
but that the hydrogen, which forms a part of the organic elements of the bloodand tissues, also combines with the oxygen to form water. Here then is
another instance of combination besides that of carbon.

The acetates, tartrates, and oxalates, which enter the blood in a state of
^lution, are expelled by the urinary passages in the form of carbonates
Benzoic acid, introduced into the circulation, escapes, in the state of hippuric
acid, by the same passages. In concert with Professor Piria, I have tried
introducing a solution of salicine into the blood of a living animal. After some
time, a substance, derived from salicine, was discovered in the urine whichhad the property of forming a violet precipitate with salts of iron.

An important observation, recently made by Dessains, deserves our noticeBy boiling hippuric acid in a solution of hydrochloric acid, benzoic acid was
precipitated, and we obtained a solution of hydrochloric acid, combined with asweet azotised substance, which is the sugar of gelatine of Braconnot. It isknown that this substance is obtained by treating neutral azotised matters asproteme and gelatine, with acids. It is also known that hippuric acid inherbivorous ani^mals is the substitute for the urea in the carffivorous Wediscover from this that the sugar of gelatine is one of the first products* of thetransformation of those neutral azotised substances which are the materials nfour tissues. We may also understand how, by adding benzoicS whichcombines with those substances, hippuric acid is obtained.

’
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All these facts placed it beyond doubt, that the ^chief chernical action

observed in this circulation of the blood, and in nutrition, is a kind of com-

bustion ;
that it is a combination of oxygen with carbon and hydrogen.

Yet 1 repeat, there is even now great obscurity in our knowledge ot the

order of these phenomena. What is the difference, m chemical com^sition,

between arterial and venous blood? What is the nature of th^is difference

in the blood before and after its passage through the kidneys,the liver, and

the various tissues? These are some of the numerous questions which

ou<Tht to be resolved by exact experiments, and by researches, all agreeing

in "their results, before prosecuting our investigations upon the phenomena

of nutrition and secretion.

As we have seen, the aliments pass into the blood after having undergone

various modifications by the act of digestion. But many of these, in their

natural state, are identical with the organic elements of the animal tissues,

as, for example, the neutral azotised substances, and also fatty substances

which are found in the adipose tissues, scarcely, if at all altered. It would

be unreasonable and absurd to admit that urea, carbonic acid, and water,

which are the definite products of the transformations effected by nutrition,

are furnished from those organic elements which have been introduced into

the blood with the food. We must believe that these products result from

the transformation of the tissues themselves, and are replaced by new or-

ganic elements derived from the food. In fact, the production of urea takes

place in animals fed for a long time upon sugar, starch, or gum, just the

same as before the use of such a diet. The same thing has been remarked

in animals that have died from inanition.

For the sake of rendering this more apparent, I will cite to you some

examples from the^work of Liebig, on “Organic Chemistry applied to

^^^serpen^ kept^for some time without food, and then allowed to feed on

a goat, rabbit, or fowl, passes in its excrements the hair and bones ot the

animal devoured, exhales carbonic acid and water, and discharges by the

urinary passages only urate of ammonia. It afterwards regained its usual

weight and no trace remained of the animal it had devoured. Let us

analyze this simple case of nutrition. The urate of ammonia contains one

eauivalent of nitrogen to two of carbon ;
the muscles and blood of the

animal eaten contained eight equivalents of carbon to one of nitrogen, and

if to this we add the carbon of the fat and brain of the devoured animal,

it will be apparent that the serpent consumed more than eight equivalents

of carbon to one of nitrogen. In the excrements, only two equivalents of

carbon are found; the six equivalents which are wanting must have been

expelled in the form of carbonic acid. It is unnecessary for me to repeat

that the urate of ammonia and the carbonic acid are derived from the

transformed tissues, and their place supplied by organic elements^
imate principles) of the animal digested. It is universally that as

much carbon and azote are found in the products generated by the trans-

formation of the tissues from their contact with arterial blood, as the tissues

themselves derive from the blood or food. What I have just said Oi the

serpent equally applies to the lion and other carnivorous animals. In their

uriL there is^urea only, in which the proportion of nitrogen to carbon is

Is two to one ;
and, as in the food of these animals the nitrogen is to the

Lrbon as one is to eight, it follows that the excess of carbon introduced

with the food over that carried off by the urine, dis^pears in respiration,

is in fact, burnt and converted into carbonic acid. The respiration of the

lion is, however, much more active than that of the serpent.

The fifteen (232i grains) or twenty grammes (310 grains) of nitrogen

which a man loses every day in the urine, as well as the

which he expires, are furnished by the neutral azotised substances of his
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food, or, more directly, by the transformed tissues which are replaced by those
alimentary substances.

_

Boussinpult proved, by experiment, that the whole of the nitrogen contained
in a horse’s food is not found in his urine, and thus demonstrated that the excess
of nitrogen expired is also derived from the food.

It is impossible, in the present state of science, to say precisely through
what series of modifications and intermediate products the muscles, the carti-
lages, &-C., pass, in order to be converted into urine by the atrtion of the oxygen
of the blood-globules. By adding to the formula of proteine (which is also
that of albumen, caseine, fibrine, &c.,) as much oxygen as is necessary to
transform it into urea, and the- excess of hydrogen and carbon into water and
carbonic acid, much smaller quantities of the two latter are obtained than those
produced in respiration. Here is a numerical example taken from the experi-
ments of Boussmgault, which I relate for the purpose of establishing more fully,
that the carbon of azotised aliments converted into urea is much less than that
which animals emit in the state of carbonic acid. A horse continued in per-
fect health when fed upon one and a half kilogrammes (a little more than three
lbs. avoirdupois) of hay, and two and a quarter kilogrammes (about four and a
half lbs. avoirdupois) of oats a day. Analytical researches show that the
nitrogen in hay is 1.5, and in oats 2.2 per cent. Let us admit that all the
nitrogen of the food was reduced in the blood to the state of fibrine and albu-
men, it would make 140 grammes (four ounces, 418 grains avoirdupois) of
nitrogen introduced into the blood, and intended to take the place of the nitro-
gen which escapes with the constituents of the transformed tissues The
weight of carbon introduced at the same time with the nitrogen is 440 grammes
(fifteen ounces, 250 grains avoirdupois,) and 246 only of these can be con-
verted into carbonic acid during respiration, since the horse parts with ninetv-
three grammes, (three ounces, 127 grains) of carbon in the urea and 109
pamraes, (three ounces, 375 grains) in the form of hippuric acid. But a
horse, according to the experiments of this chemist, loses by respiration in the
course of a day, 2454 grammes* of carbon in the form of carbonic acid. It is
therefore clear, that the carbon of the azotised principles of the food is' only asmall part of that which is found in the expired carbonic acid. Hence arises
the necessity of other kinds of food, as starch, gum, or sugar, and fatty sub-
stances, to supply this insufficiency of carbon in the azotised elements. When-
ever there is a rapid increase or growth in the animal economy, as in younj
animals, nature has supplied a food in which the proportion of carbon and hy-dropn spent in respiration is augmented, by which the azotised materials des-
tined for the growth of the tissues are economised.

_

Dr. Cappezzuoli has recently discovered, by determining the weights respec-
tively of the fatty and neutral azotised substances in the egg of a fowl succes-
swely as incubation advances, and in the chick itself, after leaving ’the eo-p-
that about the seventeenth day of incubation—that is to say, a short time before
the separation-a dimmution in the quantity of both becomes perceptible, and
that fiom this period these substances go on gradually diminishing. Itannears
that fatty substances also are not employed altogether in respiration excentwhen the starch, sugar, and gum, are not sufficient; and when this is the ca«p
as in hybernating animals, and those which have remained long without food’
their fat IS seen to waste. The physiological destination of these substances
appears to be primarily for the formation of the cerebral and nervous substanceand to fill the interstices of the cellular tissue, which last is not without impor-
tance m the functions of life, as it there forms a magazine, or store-house forthe materials of respiration.

iiuu&t;, lor

1 will now mention the hypothesis of Liebig, with regard to the influence ofthe bile in respiration. Physiologists no longer consider the bile as an excic^

A gramme is 15.44 grains, or nearly fifteen grains and a
dupois is equal to 437.« grams.

ounce avoir-
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ment merely. This is evident when we reflect that Berzelius found but nine

narts only of a substance like it in 1000 parts of human excrement ;
that is to

sav that a man who secretes from 500 to 700 grammes of it per diem, only

loses one fiftieth or one-seventy-flfth with the excrements. On the other hand,

we cannot suppose that a substance containing so little nitrogen should be

serviceable in nutrition; and, lastly we have just seen that it takes little or no

nart in digestion. Liebig is of opinion that, when poured into the duodenum, it

forms a soluble compound witli soda, and that it is absorbed and converted into

carbonate of soda by yielding a part of its carbon to the oxygp. These views

require to be substantiated by experiment, the more so that it is only in some

pathological cases, and under the influence of certain atmospheric conditions,

that traces of biliary matter have been found in the blood.

Whether these hypotheses of nutrition be well founded or not, one thing is

certain, that an adult man absorbs about 1015 grammes of oxygen in a day.-—

The observations of Dumas, Andral, and Gavarret, and those more recently

made by Scharling, give as their result, in the mean, that a man exhales on®

dav 224 grammes of carbon, in the state of carbonic acid
;
that men exhale

more than women ;
and children more than men

;
and that a larger quantity is

extricated during a given time, when awake, than during sleep. A horse

eliminates 2465 grammes of carbon, in the form of carbonic acid, consuming,

for this purpose, 6504 grammes of oxygen. A milch cow exhales 2212

grammes of carbon, as carbonic acid, using 5833 grammes of oxygen. The

quantity of nourishment must therefore be in proportion to the oxygen respired,

and the carbonic acid exhaled. The activity of the respiratory movements, the

density of the air expired, and the quantity of carbon introduced with the food,

ouf^ht to be proportioned to each other, to preserve the materials of the animal

ecSnomy. Letellier has lately proved, with birds and guinea-pigs, that the

quantity of oxvgen consumed in respiration is less, the temperature of t e

air is higher. ‘The carbonic acid exhaled at O® was found, by Letellier, to be

double that produced at the temperature of from + 15 to 20 centig., (59 » to

680 Fahr.)
,

In animals whose respiratory movements are very active, their capillary

circulation rapid, and the quantity of blood-globules yer^y large, the fatty

of their tissues is very small. This is the case with birds, the hyena, and the

tiffer If the animals are allowed but little exercise, fat will accumulate m
their tissues. The experiments of Treviranus teach us that, when their weight

is equal, a cold-blooded animal consumes ten tirnes less oxygen than a mam-

miferous animal, and nineteen times less than a bird.

Lastlv I think it important to mention here the results of a great many

experiments made by Boussingault, to determine whether nitrogen is expired

by gramnivorous animals, from a comparison between their food and thei

eLrements. Bv taking the mean of his results, we find that a turtle dove

consumes 5.10 gr. of carbon, in twenty-four hours ;
in the same time it expels

18 70 gr. of carbonic acid— (that is to say, 9.441 lit) and 0.16 gr. ofni.rogen,

Ghat is 0.126 lit.) The nitrogen would be a hundredth of the volume of the

Lrbonic acid—a proportion smaller than that found by Dulong and Despretz.

The hydrogen consumed in a day is 0.07 gr. These numbers being granted

it results that a turtle-dove, which weighs 187 grammes, and which respires

freely at the temperature of + 8 to 10 centig., (46o.2 to 50o Fahr.,) by con-

suming 5.1 gr. of carbon, and 0.07 gr. of hydrogen in twenty-four hours, can

develop the heat necessary to maintain its body at the temperature of -f 41 to

420 centig., (105®.4 to 107.3 Fahr.,) and that when exhaling also about three

grammes of water by the lungs and skin.

It is, then, indisputable that an animal is a real apparatus of oombustion, m

which carbon is constantly burnt, and from which carbonic acid is regularly

disengaged. Such a calorific apparatus has been constituted as to produce a

nearly invariable excess of heat in comparison with the temperature of the
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surrounding medium. This excess varies according to the rapidity of combus-
tion in this anirnal calorific apparatus, and according to the constant temperature
of the medium in which it lives. One gramme of iron which is oxydized in the
air, and a gramme oxydized in oxygen, certainly develop the same quantity of
heat

;
but the latter is, perhaps, oxydized in a second, while the other requires

several hours. Hence the immense immediate difference in the heat exhibited
by each. Half a pound of grapes heaped together will produce considerable
heat in fermenting; the same quantity placed in a layer emits the same quan-
tity, yet it is not perceptible, because too much dispersed. It is thus that we
are enabled to understand the difference in this respect between warm and cold
blooded animals. We can entertain no doubt of the source of anirnal heat, ft
IS found in the chemical reactions of respiration carried on in the capillaries, in
the transfoi mation of the tissues, and, above all, in the combination of oxvffen
with carbon.

I feel it unnecessary to explain the other hvpothesis regarding the source of
animal heat. In consequence of the fall of tlie thermometer when placed in
contact with the tissues of an animal after division of the pneumogastric nerves
or the spinal cord, it was concluded that innervation was the direct cause of
animal heat

;
but it was overlooked that by this division of the nerves and

spinal cord, respiration and the circulation of the blood were retarded. Instead
of entering upon the discussion of similar hypotheses, it will be more useful to
examine more particularly those chemical actions which wo have considered
as the only source of animal heat.

Philosophers have endeavoured to show the truth of these hypotheses ; an
animal exhales, during a given time, a certain quantity of carbonic acid and
water, and at the same time develops a quantity of caloric, which can be
measured by the quantity of water it is capable of heating (to a certain degree)
during the same period. If the carbonic acid and water which the animal
exhales are the products of the combustion of carbon and hydrogen, the heat
developed by the animal ought, say philosophers, to be equal to that which the
same quantity of carbonic acid and hydrogen would produce when burnt in air
By recording the results furnished by a calorimeter, into which the animal *was put, noting the temperature acquired by the water, and measuring at the

same time the oxygen absorbed by the animal, or the products,—carbonic acid
and water,—Dulong, and afterwards Despretz, found, that of 100 parts of heat
produced by the animal, and ascertained by means of the calorimeter, eighty or
ninety only were represented by the combustion of the carbon and hydrogen fur-
nished by the carbonic acid and water emitted from the animal,

^

If we remember that the temperature of the animal placed in the calorimeter
is always higher than that of the water which surrounds it, and that conse-
quently the animal is growing cold during the experiment, this cooling may be
thought to afford a plausible explanation of the excess found and, in fact the
numerous experimets of Despretz have shown that the excess of heat indicated
by the calorimeter, beyond what is owing to respiratory combustion, is greater
in proportion as the animal is young, and its temperature high. Besides we
know, from the beautiful experiments of Edwards, that young animals coolmuch more rapidly than adults.

These considerations are sufficient to show that the excess indicated by the
calorimeter can be accounted for without having recourse to a special power—a vital property which engenders heat.

I ought to add, that after the death of the celebrated Dulong, an account of
'

various unpublished experiments was found among his papers, relative to the
heat developed by the combustion of hydrogen. This heat was much greater
than pviously found by Dulong himself, and Despretz. The number determ-
ined by the latest experiments of Dulong has since been confirmed by those of
l^abre and Silverman. Now, by adopting this new number, we no longer findan excess of heat indicated by the calorimeter over that developed by the com-
bustion of hydrogen and carbon, but, on the contrary, a deficiency.
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There is therefore no motive to seek for other sources of animal heat than tlie

chemical reaction of respiration and nutrition; but I think it would be wrong

to draw an exact parallel between the results of experiments on ordinary com-

bustion in a calorimeter, and that which takes place in an animal, and to admit

only one of the numerous chemical reactions which take place within the same

animal as the source of animal heat. And, in fact, the carbonic acid with

which venous blood is charged—which is certainly a product of the combination

of atmospheric oxygen with the carbon of the organic elements of the various

tissues which have undergone some modification—cannot arise from c^bon

existing in a free state in these tissues, but rather in combinations which we

are far from perfectly understanding.
j j ^ u j

The experiments of Dulong have now placed it beyond doubt, that a body,

when combined with another, does not produce the same quantity of caloric by

burning or uniting with oxygen, which it would emit if it were free. Ihe heat

produced by the combustion of bicarburetted hydrogen, the gas of morasses, or

the oil of turpentine, in oxygen, forming water and carbonic acid, does not

equal the caloric which the volumes of gas which compose them would have

furnished if burnt separately ;
it is generally less. The experiments of Hess

and Andrews, which were intended to show that in a given combination an ab-

solute quantity of heat is developed, whatever be the state of the two bodies in

union, have, hitherto, only been tried with successive combinations of the same

body, as in the case of sulphuric acid which combines with difierent atoms ot

^If we confine ourselves to the chemical action of carbon and hydrogen with

oxygen, to explain the production of animal heat, it will be difficult to account

for the results which have lately been arrived at by Andral and Gavarret in

their investigations upon the exhalation of carbonic acid during the act ot

human respiration. According to the very extensive, and apparently very

exact experiments of these two distinguished physiologists, the quantity of car-

bonic acid exhaled during respiration may vary much, according to the sex,

age, and some peculiar physiological dispositions.
_

The difference is comprised

between the numbers 5 and 14,4, equally expressing by these the quantities of

carbon (measured in grammes) which are necessary to form the carbonic acid

expired in the space of an hour. The first of these numbers was obtained from

a child of eight years old, and the other from a young man of twenty-six. It is

worthy of note, that in children the temperature is decidedly higher than in

adults, but in the latter, the heated mass being much larger, the loss of heat

which they undergo must be proportionally great.
... r u •

Andral and Gavarret have also found, that in women the quantity of carbonic

acid exhaled is not increased at the age of puberty, but that this exhalation

becomes more active when age or other causes put a stop to the phenomenon

of menstruation. ^ ^ i

In spite of this, no sensible difference of temperature is remarked m the

female body, either before or after, or during the time of menstruation, nor in

the state of pregnancy. And, without having recourse to the results of experi-

ment, it is sufficient to consider, that in some maladies there is a rapid decrease

of temperature ;
in others, on the contrary, a very great elevation throughout

the body, without our being able to observe a corresponding variation in the

function of respiration. . i

Let us then conclude, that, in the present state of our physico-chemical

knowledge, we may safely admit that the chemical actions which take place m
animals during the transformation of their tissues, under the influence of the

atmospheric oxygen, are the source of heat in animals ;
that among_ these, e

combustion of carbon and hydrogen ought to be considered as the principal but

not the only one; and that further experiments are necessary to discover the

exact relation between the heat produced by an animal, or which arises irom

chemical reactions which take place within it, and those which we are a e

produce with our apparatus.
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I will not leave this subject without mentioning, that in vegetables, also, the
heat developed by germination is a phenomenon of chemical action, occasioned
by the combination of oxygen with the carbon of the germinating grain. It is

known, that in germination there is an absorption of oxygen and a disengage-
ment of carbonic acid

; that the diastase converts the starch into dextrine and
sugar, which afterwards disappear as carbonic acid. It is curious, that in
plants, as in animals, it is starch and sugar which, by combustion, disengage
the heat peculiar to these bodies. It is also thus that we must explain the
heat which accompanies the fecundation of plants, and it is for this reason that
we see, in sugar-cane, beet-root, and carrot, the sugar disappear after flowerino-
and fructification.
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].—Injiuence of Electricity in the Production of Diseases. By M. Pallas,

Principal Physician in Algeria.

Dr. Pallas has addressed a note to the Academy of Medicine prior to publish-

ing a work he has undertaken upon the importance of electrical isolation in the

treatment of certain diseases. The subject, he states, is especially important

in relation to the etiology, nature and treatment of the diseases of hot climates ;

and may be summarily stated in the following propositions.

1. The greater number of diseases, and especially those which belong" to the

class of neuroses, are occasioned by the exaggerated influence of general elec-

tricity, of which clouds, storms, and marshy regions are the most fruitful sources.

2. Marshes, in their geographical constitution, and the effects which they pro-

duce upon the economy, present the greatest analogy with the galvanic pile.

Thus their action is so much the more baneful as they contain certain propor-

tions of water, and their activity is considerably increased when the water

contains organic or saline matters in a state of solution. This explains why

salt marshes and such as are near maritime rivers are the most insalubrious.

The drying up or submersion of marshes produces analogous conditions to those

of a galvanic pile deprived of humidity, or which is under \vater, and the effects

of which are then insigniffcant. 3. The researches of philosophers and physi-

ologists have shown that the electricity produced by our machines exerts a

special action upon the nervous system. Experience and rigorous observation

of facts prove that the diseases which are produced in a marshy atmosphere are

primarily nervous, and become inflammatory only by the re-action of the nervous

upon the vascular system, inducing consecutive local or general irritation.

4. The neuroses are occasioned, generally, by the effects of electricity, and

intermittent fevers have a similar origin, that is to say, they are due to the

electrical emanations of the marshy pile, which are very active in hot countries,

and not to miasmata, which have never been met with. 5. Electrical isolation

is a rational means of modifying this morbid influence, and is accomplished by

attaching to ordinary beds, sofas, or chairs, legs of glass or resin. A great

number of cases prove that the patients whom I have thus isolated, have been

cured or relieved, several of whom had resisted all the ordinary means of cure.

“6. Just as light and air are the essential agents of vision and respiration,

electricity is the functional agent of innervation, whose injurious action may
be modified by isolation

;
which is to electricity what a shadow is to the solar

light.—Bulletin de VAcademie, Tom. xii., p. 743.
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2.—Painful Crepitation of the Tendons. By M. Velpeau.

The man whom you have just seen is a dyer by trade, at. 49, and his case
deserves a moment s notice. A week since he endeavoured to raise a load,
having his left hand applied to his hip. He felt a violent pain in his arm, and
now we may perceive a slight swelling at the lower and external part of the
forearm, unaccompanied by any change of colour or fluctuation. Of a regular
and elongated shape, it is only painful during motion, while on applying the
hand over it we may perceive a fine, characteristic crepitation

;
and it is an

example of the painful crepitation of the tendons which was vaguely indicated
by Boyer and Desault, described by me first in 1825, and has since formed the
subject of the special writings of several authors. I first met with it in a
case in the hospital of Tours, where it was suspected to be a fracture of the
radius. The affection is especially observed among washerwomen, mowers,
blacksmiths, locksmiths, and joiners, and when it is seated in the foot, among
sold^iers, huntsmen, &c. Excessive friction is the condition necessary for its
production. In the forearm and wrist, where it is especially met with, its
recognition is very easy, the crepitation it gives rise to being quite pathognomic,
being neither like that felt in fractures, that of cartilage or emphysema : but
which has been compared to the crepitation of starch or of hoar-frost—such as
IS produced by walking on the snow. Its seat is evidently the sheath of the
tendons, and it is probably due to a slight inflammation, first causing too great
a dryness of the mucous membrane, and afterwards giving rise to effusion.
It it generally in no-wise serious, disappearing in a few days by rest alone

;
but

it must nol be absolutely neglected, for I have seen it in some cases give rise
to a fungous transformation of the sheaths

;
and indeed there is no reason why

all the changes which occur in diseases of the joints should not take place here.
If there is much pain we apply leeches and poultices, and the resolvent lotions
and compression : but rest is indispensable.— des Hopilaux, No. 82.

3.—On Abscess of the Breast, By M. Velpeau.

“ Subcutaneous inflammation of the Breast proceeds much as an ordinary
phlegmon. When the abscess is formed between the mamma and the chest,
the swelling is considerable, the breast raised up, but after an incision the cure
usually takes place rapidly. But when the phlegmasia invades the substance
of the breast itself, it is rare to find only a single abscess produced. We some-
times see 10, 20, 40 or 50 manifesting themselves in succession. An instant's
reflection will show that this result is a natural consequence of the anatomical
disposition of the inflamed tissue. The glandular parenchyma consists of dif-
ferent lobules, each of which constitutes a little organ having its own function,
and which may become heated and irritated under the influence of lactation!
Each lobule does not attain at the same time the same degree of irritation.
One first inflames, then suppurates, and constitutes a first abscess : a neigh-
boring lobule then becomes affected and, in its turn, forms an abscess

; and so
it may go on with all of them until we have as many successive abscesses as
there are lobules.

^

“ This distinction of abscesses of the breast into at least three orders is of the
highest importance

;
and if we do not adopt it, our ideas upon the subject will

be but very vague, and devoid of all precision as respects prognosis and treat-
ment. Parenchymatous abscesses may last four or six months, ora year even,
according to the rapidity of their succession and their number. The subcuta!
neous abscess lasts only as long as an ordinary phlegmon

; and (he submam-
mary abscess has not the long duration of the parenchymatous one.

“ Each of these has again its special treatment. We may endeavor to pro-
cure the resolution of subcutaneous abscess, and that by ordinary means

; and,
if suppuration occurs, we open it promptly, in order to avoid the burrowing of
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the pus among the tissues. Sub-mammary phlegmon should be treated especi-

ally by o-eneral measures, and leeches around the nipple. Topical applications

are of little use, as they are separated from the centre of inflammation by the

whole substance of the mammary gland. When an abscess is formed here, its

prompt evacuation is desirable : but the perception of fluctuation is difficult, for

the pus is surrounded by a large mass of tissues, and the thoracic parieteshave

not flxity enough to serve as a point of support. Nevertheless, you may recog-

nise the existence of pus by the following characters : 1. An acute phlegmon

rarely exists more than seven or eight days without suppuration taking place.

2. The breast is raised up like a sponge, and if we press upon it, it seems as if

it were lying on a bladder full of fluid. 3. We find the breast surrounded by

a kind of inflammatory cedema. Having recognised the pus, we should let it

out promptly, or we expose ourselves to seeing it traverse the gland and form

one of those abscesses I call shirt-buttons. These abscesses, moreover, have a

mischievous influence upon the chest, and may lead to a purulent pleurisy

They may, too, penetrate into the cellular tissue for a distance, and give rise

to a diffused phlegmon. The incision should be made into the most dependent

part, the place of election being below and at the outer side of the nipple, but,

in some cases, a projecting point of the abscess indicates the place at which

the opening should be made. It is always advantageous to make the incision

towards the circumference of the breast, because the gland itself is not touched,

and its weight tends to expel the pus. The bistoury should be directed almost

parallel with the thoracic parietes, so as to slide it in between these and the

mamma. The danger of such incisions is not great, there being no large arte-

ries to fear. Parenchymatous phlegmon requires an energetic and varied treat-

ment. Bleeding, purging, and the so-called anti-lactal rnedicines. When pus

forms, which is almost always the case, topical applications and incisions sel-

dom prevent the successive implication of the lobules. Nevertheless, there is

some advantage derived from the prompt opening the abscess, if the patient

aerrees to it; for you should recollect that, in practice, if you open one access

and others form, she never fails attributing these to your proceedings. Ihese

details will, I think, suffice to show you how important it is to distinguish the

different abscesses of the breast, and to explain to you the confusion which pre-

vails in the minds of some surgeons as regards the treatment. — hazette des

Hopitaux, No. 89.

4.__Ou the Nature of the Liquid secreted by the Mucous Membrane of the Intes-

tines in Cholera. By M. Andral.

M Andral recently read a note at the Academy of Medicine giving an

account of the researches he has been engaged in for the purpose of determin-

ino- the nature of the peculiar white matter, resembling a decoction of halt-

cooked rice, which is found in the digestive organs of patients attacked with

cholera, and which especially belongs to and characterizes that affection.—

From the facts detailed, he drew the following conclusions
:

^

» 1. The white matter which fills the intestines of cholera patients, is not, as

it has often been stated to be, a portion of the blood itself ;
for neither albumen

nor fibrine are found in it. 2. It is nothing else than mucus rapidly secreted

in large quantities, and for this reason modified in its qualities. 3. 1 he essen-

tial microscopic character of this matter is its containing a very considerable

number of cells, with nuclei perfectly resembling, as far as regards their appear-

ance, the cells found in pus, although this matter in no other respect bears any

resemblance to pus. 4. The examination of the blood of cholera patients

shows that the albumen of the serum is maintained in its normal proportions.

5. The theory which refers the symptoms of the stage of cyanosis in cholemto

the change which the blood has undergone by reason of a great and sudden loss

of serum, cannot be admitted.”— Gazette Medicate, No. 33.
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of Tijphoid or Entero-Mesenteric Fever, by the Black
Sulphurel of Mercury. By M. Serres.

M- Serres has recently read some papers upon this subject before the Aca-
demie des 8aences, and as they have exited much attention in Paris, a notice

read^s
P^'^iicipal points dwelt upon by him may prove acceptable to our

He believes that the symptoms, progress and anatomical lesions of this dis-
ease all show that it belongs to the exanthematous fevers, and this fact consti-
tutes the basis of the proposed treatment The histories of measles, scarlatina,
CTysipelas, but especially of variola and vaccinia, prove that the amount of fever
is proportionate to the amount of eruption

;
if this is discrete the fever is slight

;

It It is confluent the fever is intense
; it becomes confluent also by the change

that takes place in the composition of the blood, and the phenomena of re-action
developed throughout the system.” As long ago as 1812, the author,

together with M. Petit, endeavoured to demonstrate a like dependence of ty.
phoid fever upon the amount of entero-mesenteric changes which were de-
yeloped

; and 35 years additional opportunities of investigating the subject atLa Pitie and the School of Anatomie, where bodies are brought from all the
lospitals of Pans, have conferred upon the proposition all the certitude attain-
able in medicine.

“If, as now stated, every eruptive fever is compounded of two distinct ele-
which IS the dominating element, and of the fever,

which IS the dominated element, the therapeutical course is traced out in this
disease by this subordination of the phenomena. Reasoning indicates this, and
medical experience has demonstrated it. In the remarkably faithful picturedrawn by Nydenham of the progress and generation of symptoms in the small-pox (the passages are quoted, but they are or ought to be familiar to our read-
ers), we recognise that of the typhoid fever which was furnished by M. Petitand ourseiyes. If, m fact, in the comparison of the two diseases, we form an
abstraction of the eruption or fundamental portion of each, we find a perfect re-
semblance in the phenomena of the consecutive fever constituting them—thesame infection of the blood—the same permanence in the course of the infec-tion—the same saturation of the system with a deleterious principle. The
bases of their therapeutics should partake of and reflect this uniformity. But
tor the bases of therapeutics to assume such conformity, they must be able to

w?u foundation of these two diseases. And here is the difficulty.
With respect to srnall.pox the etiology has neyer been contested. All agre^e
that, beyond the affection of the skin, there is a general affection, haying its
vehicle in the mass of the blood. It is not the same with the etiology which
IS here given of typhoid or entero-mesenteric fever. Eminent observers, andwhose consummate experience might well serve as a guide in medicine, have
entertained an opposite opinion. They have seen in the disease only an ente-
ritis, or an inflammation of the intestine, different degrees of which might ex-
^ ® general and local symptoms by which it reveals itself.”

Ihe treatrrient I propose consists in the administration of the black siilphu-
inunction of the abdominal parietesby means of the mercurial ointment every morning. Four grains of the black

sulphuret are formed into a pill with tragacanth and syrup; and from four orsix of such are given every second day. The treatment may be continued forsix or eight days, provided no stomatitis occurs. If the mucous membrane ofthe mouth becomes inflamed the frictions are to be suspended and the sulphuret
diminished or discontinued, applying alum gargles or slices of lemon totne gums.

every one recognises that the gravity of the disease is dependentupon the amount of the intestinal eruption, no one has hitherto tried to treat

wimrTn*^-
‘lie first indication of treating thegeneral poisoning of the system; but it is the mercurial purgative which alone

86
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exerts a special topical action on the intestinal patches. We cannot give

proofs of this direct action
;
but from the effects which mercurials exert on

analoo-ical diseases, we are enabled to make an d posteriori induction upon the

subieS We know that the application of mercury procures the abortion of

variolous pustules. Mercurial frictions dissipate a.n erysipelas sprmging trom

internal causes—as they do the rose-coloured lenticular patches which appear

on the abdomen in typhoid. The diarrhoea and distension of the abdomen m
typhoid are certainly due to the irritation which the intestinal eruption deter-

mines upon the mucous membrane of the intestines ;
and both these symp oms

are relieved under the use of the black sulphuret (although ordinary purgatives

fail to relieve them), proving that this exerts a topical antion upon the intesti-

nal eruption, preventing or arresting its development. But it likewise exerts

a more generally beneficient effect upon the organism, seeming as if it reached

the cause of the disease itself the fever becomes less, the pulse diminishes

in number, and the delirium abates—and this in so decided a manner as to be

obviously the result of the medicine. By this method we do not abridge the

duration of the fever. It continues, as under other treatment, for 3 or 4 weeks ,

but generally, when seen early, it is conducted through its course without any

“ Although the lenticular and rose-coloured spots on t^ abdomen, which

constitute so characteristic a symptom of typhoid fever, differ essentially from

the variolous pustule, yet the septic nature of the two diseases, the concomi-

tant changes in the state of the blood, led me to the study of the action ofmer-

curv on these petechia. In the year 1845, this petechial cruptmn was r^^^^

markably abundant in most of these patients ;
but, under the application of the

mercurial ointment, they disappeared very rapidly-the
f

ism simultaneously diminishing. This double result led me to conclu e

only that the mercury operated beneficially upon the petechia, but also upon

the intestinal eruption, which constituted the foundation of the te^ej.

last conclusion were correct, it was reasonable to suppose that, could the mer-

cury be brouglit into direct action on the intestine, its effect would be still m^oie

prompt and efficacious ;
and, after an attentive examination of several phar-

maceutical preparations of this metal, the black sulphuret seemed the best

adapted to fulfil the desired indication.”

Some particulars of a few of the cases which have ffillen under M. Serres

notice are furnished, and he draws the followin^g oondusions:-!. The fever

and cephalalgia have been evidently influenced by the second or third day of

the medicine! 2. The pulse has fallen below the mean, and even become le-

markably slow. 3. No adynamic or ataxic accidents occurred; and, when

adynamia appeared at the commencement of the disease, it was soon removed.

4. ^The quantitv of ethiops employed to procure these results has not exceeded

50 grains, and several times but 30 have been administered. 5. Only a slight

stomatitis, of which the patients hardly complained, was produced.

valescence was fairly established from the 8th to the 1 5th day, return to health

always having been accomplished without relapse. 7. The patients left the

hospiUl entirely cured in between 30 and 50 days ;
although they were en-

courao-ed to stay in as long as possible for the purpose of observing any relapse

if such occurred .— Gazette Medicate, Nos. 33 and 34.

Q,— Treatment of Dropsy after Scarlatina. By Edward Charlton, M. D.,

Newcastle.

Dr. Charlton describes the dropsy which occurs as a sequela of scarlatina as

coming on in two different ways. In one. its invasion is intense a™ sadden,

the boty being distended with fluid in twenty-four hours, with highjever full

nulse and almost entire suppression of the urinary secretion. In sucti ca.es

free general blood-lettiiio- was found to be the most efficacious remedy ,
and

tUsS be, in the cases which occurred to Dr. Charlton m the epidemic
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described in his pamphlet, the more readily adopted, as the intense attacks of
dropsy usually supervened upon the mildest forms of the cutaneous affection.
In Illustration of this mode of treatment he subjoins an extract from a friend as
tollows : The treatment depended much on the nature of the case. If the
anasarca was great, with much oppression of the breathing, high fever, rapid

found one good general bleeding to be followed by the most
beneficial effects. This was succeeded by the administration of a mixture of
nitrate of potass, liq. ammon. acet., and ant. tart, in moderate doses every two
hours, with calomel and compound jalap powder at night, and the latter repeated
in large doses in the morning.”

cu

had recourse to the treatment recommended byDr. Golding Bini The patient was wrapped in flannel, hot baths were givenevery night, and he took the following mixture every four hours :

I^ . Vin. ant. potass, tart, m x,
Jalep. ammon. acet. f iij,

,

Syrup, papaveris, m x (?) t

and the following powder every night

:

11^. Pulv. ipecac, comp. grs. iiiss,

hyd. c. creta, grs. v. Ft. pulv.

Tn flfo'T
otheT drastic purgatives were also given with advantage.

tie Wer gradually, witlj^lit.

Ifni f

^ has recourse to similar treatment, with the exception of
venesection, which is omitted. When dangerous head or thoracic symptoms
supervened, as was some^mes the case, the free employment of dra^stic pur-gatives was foMd most efficacious. Of these, croton oil and elaterium were
preferred. Whether the fluid had accumulated in the pericardium, pleuraperitoneum, or general cellular tissue, elaterium, in dosL of l-12to^l.6thgram every three or four hours, produced the most rapid amendment. Stimu-

fnS'K tttst
Much benefit is, in some cases, derived from the exhibition of the iodide of

f
convalescence In patients who were left anemic and debili-

fn 1 r
^ tendency to the scrorulous deposit, the preparations of iron were use-

f^al, particularly the citrate and the iodide. Lastly, change of air is always
beneficial in restoring the patient.

^ ciiways

faith in diuretics, as they appear to increase the renal
congestion

; leeches over the region of the kidneys answered better.
Account of an Epidemic of Scarlatina at Neivcastle, 1847.

Treatment of the Typhus Fever. By I.

(Lancet, Aug. 14.)

exhalation of a specific poison from the bodiesof the sick, by which persons m health become infected with the disease as incases of smaLl-pox, measles, scarlet fever, &c.
’

ThLs poison may be destroyed by a temperature of 212 deg., whether bvboiling in water or by hot air
; it may also be diluted by washinc^ and ventila-tion, so as to be rendered inert.

ana veniiia-

The prevention of typhusfever consists

—

1. In separating the healthy, particularly the young, from the sick

pefson^oftrsicr""^'"'
and cloths from the

3. In boiling linen and cotton garments, blankets and rugs in water before
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6. In lighting fires in fire-places, and setting open windows and doors.

6. In keeping provisions away from the apartment of the si^.

But as this poison exerts a much more malignant and fatal effect upon persons

whose health is impaired by exposure to malarious influence, it is of great im-

porUnce that putrid effluvia from drains, dunghills, or privies should be carefully

^^The drains from houses should be covered in, cesspools and necessaries

should be emptied, stagnant ponds should be run off, and every cottage m the

country should be provided with a bricked cistern, covered wit^h a wooden flap-

lid, tothe reception of all solid and liquid manure, which should be emptied

and carried out on the land, as soon as it is full.
1

1

• j r „„„
If these precautions are taken, there is no need for chloride of lime or any

other disinfecting agents, which only correct putrid effluvia
;
they have no

power to destroy poison. They are worse than useless when they lead o a

false security and occasion the neglect of these more efficient means. hke

manner, driving to excess, especially ardent spirits, eating unwholesome food,

such as bad potatoes, decaying vegetables, half-rotten

unsound meat, stale fishj and drinking stagnant water, should be carefully

avoided. Great attention should be paid to personal and domestic cleanliness.

The house should be kept dry, warm, and well ventilated.

The treatment of typhus fever. This is better left to the medical P^cti loner m
the*locality, whois best able to judge as to the remedies most suitable for

The following are the principles which guide the practice in the typhus fever

1 To remove all offending matters from the stomach and bowels, an emetic

of salt water or ipecacuanha is administered ;
then a gram or two of calomel,

and fifteen grains of rhubarb, followed by castor oil if necessary.
_ , , ,,

2 After the operation of the emetic and purgative, the patient is washed all

over with soap and water and put into a clean warm bed, with a fire in the

room, and the window open.
. , r w

3 Five grains of the chlorate of potass in a wmegiassfull of camphor-mixture

is ordered every six hours. The chlorate of potass seems to aid the vital ener-

gies in expelling the poison, evinced in the improved colour of the skin, and

altered state of the secretions.
, ..i u • j r

The diet consists of bread and milk, or gruel, seasoned with salt instead of

sugar, light broth, and fresh, well-boiled vegetables ;
whey, sago-tea, or lime-

blossom tea, and oatmeal toast-water.
^ , j -i j +1, o

The body linen and flannel vest are cnanged daily, and the sheets once a

week ;
the dirty linen, cotton, and flannel are put at once into cold water, and

boiled before they are washed.

From this statement, it is evident that the cure of typhus fever can no more

be effected by medical treatment than the cure of small-pox, measles, or scarlet

feyer The disease, once set in, must run its course. It terminates, naturally,

on or about the fifteenth day. The object of medical treatment, therefore, is to

ayert its fatal tendency ;
or, in other words, to conduct the patient in saiety

through its different stages. If the disease do not admit of cure, much may be

done toward its prevention. 1. By separating the healthy from the sick. 2.

By destroying or diluting the poison. 3. By avoiding all those causes which

impair the health and weaken the powers of resistance.
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AMERICAN MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE.
Proceedings of the Medical Convention of the State of Alabama, held in Motile,

December, 1847.

^ Mobile, December 1st, 1847.
1 he bTATE Medical Convention assembled this morning at the Waverlv

House at 1 1 o’clock.

On motion of Dr. P. H. Lewis, the convention was organized by calling Dr.
A. Lopez, of Mobile, to the chair pro tern., and appointing Dr. G. S. Pollard,
of Montgomery, Secretary pro tern.

The gentlemen representing societies and counties came forward and enrol-
led their names as Delegates.

A List of the Delegates in attendance at the Convention :Wm. B. Johnson, M. D., Marion Medical Society, Perry Countv.
Richard Clark, M. D., “ “ ««

^

A. G. Mabry, M. D., Alabama Medical Society, Selma, Dallas County.
Wm. Morgan, M. D.j “ “ “ « «
Thomas W. Mason, M. D., Wetumpka, Coosa County.
Edmund P. Gaines, M. D., Washington County.
G. P. Barnes, M. D., Claiborne, Monroe County.
John H. Woodcock, M. D., Baldwin County.
Geo. S. Pollard, M. D., Montgomery Medical Society, Montgomery County.
A. Lopez, M. D., Mobile Medical Society, Mobile.
John F. Innerarity, M. D., “ “ “

F. A. Ross, M. D., “ “ «

K. Kovaleski, M. D., “ “ «

Geo. A. Ketchum, M. D., “ “ «

R. Miller, M. D., “ “ « '

W. B. Crawford, M. D., “ »

W. C. Hicklin, M. D., “ “ ««

A. B. C. Dorsey, M. D., Monroe County.
Richard Lee Fearn, M. D., Mobile Medical Society.
N. Walkly, M. D., “ “ «

Y. Wolf, M. D., Mobile.
T. E. Pearson, M. D., Pickens County. '

R. C. Ashe, M. D.
W. W. Adair, M. D., Perry County.
J. H. Lang, M. D., Mobile County.
G. Owen, M. D., Tuskaloosa.— Evans, M. D.
A. R. Rembert, M. D.
E. H. Kelly, M. D.
B. R. Hogan, Alabama Medical Society, Selma, Dallas County.
John M. Langhorn, M. D., Perry County.
By resolution of Dr. Mabry the following gentlemen were appointed a Com-

mitteee to propose permanent officers for the Convention

:

Drs. Fepn, Clark, Morgan, Mason, Woodcock, Barnes, and Gairies.On motion. Dr. Mabry was added to the Committee as Chairman.
On motion, the Convention adjourned until to-morrow at 11 o’clock.

mu /-• December 2d, 1847.
ihe Convention met pursuant to adjournment.
The Committee to propose permanent officers, reported the following •

For President—Wm. B. Johnson, M. D., Perry County.
* ^ *

For First Vice President—R. Lee Fearn, M. D., Mobile
Far Second Vice Presidmi—A. G. Mabky, M. D., Selma! Dallas Countv
ForSemtartes—G£o. F. Pollard, M. D., Montgomery

; Wm. B. CrawFORD, M. jj.. Mobile.
For Treasurer—Geo. A. Ketchum, M. D. Signed by the Committee,
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On motion, the Report was adopted.

The President appeared and took the chair, and after a few brief remarks,

declared the Convention organized and ready to proceed to business.

The following preamble and resolutions were proposed by Dr. A. Lopez :

Whereas, It has become a settled conviction with the Medical Faculty gene-

rally, throughout the United States, in which 'the State of Alabama especially

participates” that wide spread and formidable evils have attached themselves to

the profession from sources hitherto overlooked ;
and that a climax has at length

been reached, which, without a stern and undivided effort at once on our part,

must inevitably tend to the utter subversion of that high and important position

which it behooves us to sustain. And, whereas, recent demonstrations have

been made by the assembled wisdom and virtue of our professional brethren at

the late National Medical Convention held in Philadelphia, bearing immediately

upon the consummation so devoutly to be wished,
^

1st. Resolved, That this Convention hail the proceeding of the late National

Medical Convention as the harbinger that a new and irresistible momentum will

be given to the moral and intellectual perfectibility of our profession, and that

our sympathies are with them in the prosecution of the good work begun.

2d. Resolved, That in order to evince the sincerity of this declaration, we

most strenuously recommend to the different Medical Societies of the State to

appoint Delegates to the National Medical Association to be held in Balti-

more on the first Tuesday of May next, and we earnestly recommend to the

State Medical Association to be held in Selma in March next, the propriety of

appointing Delegates to represent the Association in the same Natignal Con-

vention.
. • I

3d. Resolved, That this Convention appoint a committee to examine the code

of Medical Ethics prepared and published by the late National Medical Conven-

tion, and if approved, recommend it to this Convention as a standard by

which the Faculty of the State of Alabama be hereafter governed.

On motion, adopted.

Committee appointed under third resolution, as follows : Dr. Lopez, Chair-

man ;
Drs. Fearn, Lewis, Mabry, Dorsey, Barnes and Clark.

A preamble and some resolutions were received from Dr. Woodcock, which,

after some debate, were laid on the table indefinitely.

The following resolution was proposed by Dr. Fearn :

Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed for the purpose of report-

ing to this Convention on the laws and regulations of the State of Alabama

affecting the practice of medicine, and the sale of drugs and medicines.

Adopted, and the following committee appointed :

Richard Lee Fearn, Chairman ;
Drs. Mabry, Clark, Lewis, Dorsey, Lopez

and Mason.
^ i a ^ t.

The following preamble and resolution was proposed by Dr. A. L. Mabry :

Whereas, It Ts a fact that few will attempt to controvert, that annually for

years past too manv young men have entered the medical profession in the

United States—a number far exceeding that which the wants of the country

required, and the result of which has been the drawing off from agriculture, the

mechanic arts, and other pursuits a large number of persons who were well

calculated to succeed in the prosecution of such pursuits, thereby becoming

useful members of society, and securing for themselves a^ comfortable support

for their declinino- years ;
but who being unprepared for the responsible duties

of practitioners of medicine by defective education, and the hasty process by

which they have been manufactured doctors, and allowed to assume these

duties, instead of becoming useful members of society, have, by an unwise

selection of a profession, the duties of which they were not propped to perform,

sacrificed their time; and by lives spent in idleness and profligacy, often, tar

too often, bring disgrace upon themselves and reproach upon their tamilies,

their friends, and the profession of which they have been permitted to become

members. This must be owing to the inducements which are held out to
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young men to enter upon the study of medicine, and these again to a considera-
ble extent ^to the great number of medical schools with which our country
abounds. These schools supposing that their fame and prosperity depend upon
the number of students which they are able to attract to their lecture rooms,
in order to increase their prosperity and secure the attendance of full classes,
held out such inducements as have generally, if not universally, accomplished
the object proposed, but have so reduced their fees, curtailed the time of study,
and abandoned one after another, those requirements which were all at one
time universally considered indispensably necessary to entitle an individual to
the honors and privileges which belong to a degree of Doctor in Medicine, that
so little is now required that almost every one who presents himself as a can-
didate receives these honors and privileges and is sent forth as a practitioner of
medicine. This state of things has long operated as an evil upon the best in-
terest of our country, and its correction is an event which we most cordially
desire to see consummated.
Be it therefore Resolved,

1st. That we earnestly recommend to the Medical Schools throughout the
United States to adopt the system of reform which was recommended by the
National Medical Convention which assembled at Philadelphia in May last.

2d. Ihat we and each of us do pledge ourselves to exert our influence in
favor of such schools as shall adopt such a system, or show a willingness to do
so, and withhold it from all such as shall fail to adopt it, or show a willingness
to do so.

°

3d. That Alabama has no medical schools within her limits and does not
desire one

;
but since she must receive doctors from the institutions of other

States, she claims the right to express her sentiments freely upon the subject.
4th. That the qualifications required by the different medical schools in the

United States of applicants for the degree of Doctor in Medicine are so limited
as to be attainable by individuals of limited pecuniary means and very ordinary
capacity. ^

5th. That hereafter no one should be permitted to assume the duties of prac-
titioner of medicine in the State of Alabama who has not obtained a diploma
from some respectable medical institution.

6th. That a heavy fine should be imposed by law upon all such as may fail
to comply with the requirement of the resolution next above.

7th. That we consider the vending of nostrums and patent medicine in the
State of Alabama an evil, and for the correction of which every vender should
be required by law to affix to the medicine which he sells a label in English,
showing the ingredients which it contains.

8th. That all persons who vend patent medicine and nostrums are governed
by motives of self-interest and as they receive aid and protection from the law,
they should be required to pay a tax proportionate to the amount of aid and
benefit thus received.

Received and referred to Dr. Fearn’s committee.
A preamble and resolutions on preliminary education was proposed by Dr.

A. Lopez, which was received and laid upon the table until to-morrow.
The following resolutions were proposed by Dr. Mason.
Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed by the President for the pur-

pose of preparing and presenting to the Legislature a memorial or petition,
praying a tax upon all nostrum and patent medicines sold within the limits of
the fetate.

2d. Resolved, That it be signed by the President and Secretary of this Con-
vention.

^

Received, and referred to Dr. Fearn’s committee.
The following resolution was proposed by Dr. Dorsey :

Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed by the Chair to report a
draft tor the organization of a State Medical Society.

Received, and committee appointed as follows : Dr. P. II Lewis, Chairman,
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(Dr. Dorsey declining,) Drs. Morgan, Barnes, Miller, Gaines, Ketchum and

Woodcock.
Dr. P. H. Lewis proposed the following resolution :

Resolved, that all matters requiring legislative action be referred to Dr.

Fearn’s committee. Adopted.

On motion, adjourned until to-morrw 10 o’clock.

December 3d, 1847.

The Convention met pursuant to adjournment.

The Minutes read and approved.

The reports of Committees called for.

The committee on the proceedings of the National Medical Convention, Dr.

A. Lopez, Chairman, submitted the following report

:

The Committee to whom was referred the preamble and resolutions intro^

duced on the 2d instant, calling upon this Convention to express their approval

of the proceedings of the late National Medical Convention assembled at Phila-

delphia, beg leave respectfully to
. j. .

REPOPi-T, That they unanimously approve of the Preamble, as indicating a

high sense of the obligation under which the Medical Faculty of the United

States have been laid by the zeal, industry and professional pride characterizing

the labors of the National Medical Convention on all subjects in which the dig-

nity and welfare of the Physicians of the Union are concerned.

Your Committee consider the first resolution following, as equally entitled to

adoption by this Convention, because it corroborates, by an expression of its

sympathy, the acknowledgment set forth in the_ preamble.
_

With reference to the second resolution, calling upon this Convention to no-

minate through the committee a number of Delegates to represent it at the

meeting of the National Medical Convention, to be held in Baltimore on the

first Tuesday of May next, your committee are induced by common consent so

to modify the original resolution so as to transfer this appointment unto the

hands of the “ State Medical Association ” about to be formed, because when

such Association is created, the existence of this Convention of necessity ter-

minates by its limitation, and of course cannot be represented. The committee

therefore beg leave to recommend to this Convention the adoption of the follow

ing amendments:
, , .

Resolved, That in order to evince the sincerity of this declaration, we most

strenuously recommend to the State Medical Association about to be formed,

and to all Medical Societies and Boards now in existence in this State, to ap-

point delegates to the National Medical Association to be convened at Balti-

more in May next.
u* u

Your committee are solemnly impressed with the overruling necessity which

demands a uniform and effective system of laws, whose moral obligations shall

be directed to the preservation of self respect, which may conduce to it among

the regular medical practitioners of this country, without reference to individual

or sectional distinctions. They believe that the spirit which is now abroad is

regenerating, and that there is “ healing on its wings,” and that it has laid its

foundation upon principles neither light nor transient. They foresee that if

this spirit be fostered, as it deserves to be, there must eventuate, beyond all

chances of failure, a broad platform upon which the medical profession of

this Union can meet, impelled by one common interest, and that interest the

dignity, honor and benefit for which the practitioner of medicine has so anxiously

sought. For this purpose your committee conceive no step so effectual as a

code of Medical Ethics, by which we shall be mutually bound to each other, to

preserve inviolable against all infraction, those moral tenets which, under all

circumstances, distinguish the individual whatever be the relation in life he may

be destined to represent. And, however direct and local may appear the need

of laws bv which this convention be governed, yet upon the subject under re-

view your committee consider there should be one cliain, whose links indisso-
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lanlf
convey the impression communicated to it throuo-hout thisland, and whose influence shall not only bind the physician by the ofiiffation it

Z'Side"^=”' respect o?th"e commu'nlt; inThIrhemay reside. To th s end, therefore, your committee, after mature deliberationhave unanimously decided that they could not provide for such purposes anv

Lv".L'"“n
of Medical Ethics ” adopted a'Jid poblisSby the National Medical Convention,” and would respectfully advise^that thisConvention commend by resolution, that the State Medical Association as soon

srasss’Ssindent and self-sacrificing magnanimity by which the Medical Department ofthe Univeisity of Pennsylvania has distinguished itself in becomino-the pioneer

PS? rf »1
"P'’" ‘

u®
‘i'^eshhold of the usages in this country, mgard-less of all consequences to themselves, and governed alone by an eye single tothe general good of the profession they so honorably represent.

Your Commit^e express to this Convention their approval of the preambleand resolution offered by Dr. Mabry on the 2d inst., so far as they refer to the

Sop"[om
National Medical Convention, and recommend them for

Your Committee, perhaps, have exceeded the duties rigidly defined bv theirap^mtment, but they rely upon this Convention to confideV sucrtresLs fifIt be one) as intended to facilitate and expedite the business of the ConrentiLby bringmg under one supervision all such subjects as have a common beaWrAll of which IS respectfully submitted. Signed
oearing.

P , ^
A- LOPEZ, Chairman.

. Rich d Lee Fearn, A. G. Mabry,
T. P Barnes, A. B. C. Dorsey,
P. H. Lewis, • Rich’d Clark.

Dr. Fearn’s Committee on the Laws relative to the practice of Medicine andSurgery, and also the vending of nostrums and patent medicines, and to whomwas referred various resolutions which had been offered, and all other JaS
HdJp which, after^uchdebate and proposed amendments, was adopted as reported, as follows :

Report of Committee.
The Committee appointed for the purpose of taking into consideration theexisting laws and regulations in this State connected with the practice ofmedicine, and the sale of drugs, medicines, &c., and also for the purpose of re-porting on several resolutions and suggestions which had been oflored to theConvention, appertaining to these subjects, beg leave to report the following as

lbk?therto

j
That all portions and parts of the laws prescribing the nowpr^

duties of the several Medical Boards in relation to the examfnation and Iteens^-ing applicants to practise Medicine and Surgery in the State be reneafed* nnd
that hereafter the resignation of the names of those who hTve presCte^^^mas from respectable Medical Schools, shall be evidence rarcai^s o^^^^^^^

o?justTce'’i“tte “^3
Second. That Apothecaries, and all other persons selling drugs and medici-nes of every description, be required to procure a license for that purposeThat the power of granting said license shall be placed in the MedicalBoards of the State, and that they be required, as a part of their regular dutSto examine all applicants for this purpose, under the same laws and^regulatknsas they formerly examined applicants for the practice of Medicine andlurgerTThat any licensed Apothecary or Druggist who prescribes any medicine for

87
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anv disease or affection, without the prescription or advice of a ^^ensed Phy-

Sn, shall be liable to all the fines and penalties imposed upon Pfiysicians for

‘’°^L\‘'airprsotwhrpSrSe^ Surgery, &c., or who sdl drugs

and medicines without license, shall be subjected to the same laws that now

exist and are especially applied to those who sell poisons to ignorant persons,

in oi al^^'cent toScounty, and that tl4 fees of office shal be so augmented

“^°ft“TLr7:%'irurry:v?dr -
'-ri

Clerk of the County Court, in a book especially appropriated to that subject.

Seventh That Physicians and Apothecaries, for attendance

=?il=Si|gH=
gsSsIliipM

manifested a disposition to aid in medical reform

may not find the time at tL present session to consider what we have already

recommended. Respectfully submitted,
.

KICK’D LEE FEARN, Chairman.

A. G. Mabry, Kick’d Clark,

P. H. Lewis, A. B. C. Dorsey,

A . Lopez, Thos. W. Mason.

Report of Committee to establish a State Medical Association received and

made the special order fe^
suggestion of the Committee on the

offered on the 2d inst., was altered as it is ^®^°^ded at prese .

conflicting with the resolutions of Drs. Fearn and Mabry.

fe3rrf,‘Thatwerdo“^

standard of Preliminary Educalion as a pre-reqnisite from every young ma
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desire to enter his office as a student of medicine
; and, being- so ex-

acted, to grant him a written certificate to that effect, specifying also the period
of his admission into the preceptor’s office, as a proper warrant and credential
tor the student when about to enter a Medical College.

Resolved, That a Committee of three be appointed by the Chair, to decide
upon this standard

; this Convention confiding to their judgment and liberality
e adoption of such an one as will not bear too rigorously upon the applicant,

and, at the same time, serve to exalt the future character of the profession,

and Sy Chairman, Drs. Rembert

Dr. Mason proposed the following resolution

:

Resolved, That this Convention will not countenance the common practice
of regular practitioners signing a certificate recommending any nostrums or
patent medicines. Adopted.

Resolution proposed by Dr. Fearn :

Resolved, each member of this Convention be required to hand to the
Treasurer the sum of Five Dollars

;
the same to be subject to the order of the

President for the ppenses of this Convention, and should there beany surplus
to be disposed of by the President as he may deem fit. Adopted

^

Dr. Fearn proposed the following resolution :

^

Resolved, That the Committee for memorializing the Legislature be author-
ized to appoint delegates to urge these claims before the Legislature. AdoptedUn motion, adjourned until to-morrow 10 o’clock.

rp. ^ n , ,
December 4th, 1847.

i he Convention met pursuant to adjournment.
Minutes read and approved.
The Report of Dr. Lewis respecting the formation of a State Medical Asso-

ciation was called up, and submitted to the Convention by sections, and afte’*
several alterations and amendments, was adopted, as follows :

’

The Committee appointed to take into consideration the propriety and exne-
diency of organizing a State Medical Association beg leave to submit the fol-lowing report

:

Believing that various reforms and measures which the interest and pros-
perity of the medical profession of Alabama demands, cannot be secured with-
out the united efforts of its members, and that this unity of purpose can best be
effected through the medium of a well organized institution. And, believina-
further, that whilst such an Association is elevating the profession and illus-
trating its usefulness to the public, it will be the means of stimulating medicalmen to a more rigid investigation of disease, and fostering and sustaining ahome medical literature, suited to the climate and the peculiar circumstances
surrounding us, we earnestly make the following recommendations :

Convention adjourns, the members present form a
fetate Medical Society, and that all unfinished business be transferred to that
society.

Second. That the title of the society be The Alabama Medical Association
lhat for the immediate management of the Association, and the prosecution

of business, the following regulations be adopted :

1st. That any regularly recognized practitioner of medicine in the State ofAlabama be entitled to enrol his name as a member.

j
the next meeting of the Association be held at Selma on Wednes-

day, the 8th of March, 1848.
3d. That the officers shall consist of a President, two Vice-Presidents two

Secretaries and a Treasurer.
’

officers of this Convention be adopted as the officers of theAlabama Medical Association until its next meeting.
5th. That a committee of five be appointed by the President of the Associa-
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tion to report at its next meeting a Constitution and By-Laws for its perma-

"‘'etkThara Committee of two be appointed by the President ^
address a circular to the Physicians throughout the State, urging them to unite

with this Association in advancing its objects

7th That some medical gentlemen from the different parts of the ^
appointed by the President of the Association to report at the next meeting,

subsequent to the meeting in March, 1848, on the characteT of the diseases

that may come under their observation up to the *

-pj Dorsev
Committee appointed by the President under the fifth section, Drs. Dorsey,

Kovaleski, Ross, Mabry and Mason.
. ta ^

Committee appointed under the sixth section, Drs Fearn and Rembert

The report of the Committee on Preliminary Education, Dr. A. Lopez,

Chairman, was received and adopted, as follows ;

The Committee to whom was referred the resolutions on Preliminary Educa-

tion with instruction to propose a standard of preparatory studies, which shall

be required of applicants to be received as students of medicine m the offices

of regular practitioners of medicine throughout the *

subject the consideration it merits, and beg leave respectfully to reporE

That they fully appreciate the necessity of the requisition, and mindful of the

appeal to olr libLaUty, they trust that in recommending what they confer

nrenaratorv course for young men who seek to enter among us as intellige

Ld honorable competitors they will not stand f^ IrohTbftion
hem in the applicant by such hard conditions as to amount to a prohibition.

fieU is wide mough. All that we ask, is, that the convention discharge

its duty to itself and to society, by providing that such place be occupied by

gLtonen, who will neither directly or indirectly reflect discredit upon the

"'SlnSetare already too prone to strike an unjust average whenever the

selection of the Physician is concerned. They say, (and
f5,"

of truth') that the line of discrimination is scarcely perceptible that divides tne

shrewd and observing man who launches forth upon his own responsibility,

irrespective of legalized right, and the alumni of the best schools, who the

college walls unfit to fulfil the arduous and solemn responsibilities of their calling.

Itfs our duty then to rectify this perversion of public opinion, and ^ ^ th®

belief of your committee that the remedy must be sought m the first mstent at

the portals of vour colleges. These avenues should not be opened to applicants

wZufF^^^^^ whfch shall be recognised as passports to their confidence,

and if our medical professors are desirous to promote the standard of our pro

fpssion they must receive the countersign from the outposts.

TheoetiUoner for Matriculation must present himself armed with such tes-

timoMals as wfl? alre the professors that all has been done in he premies

that is required, and this can only be accomplished by such a certificate as

ndvit^pd in the resolution upon which the committee now report.
^

We tlierefore consider and recommend that all regular practitioners of

'

dicine in the State of Alabama, should demand of those who desire to eii..er

their offices as students, that they come thus prepared :

First. That they possess a good English education, such as is taught at the

"tecrd'Ttat teTriuMy acquainted with the Latin language to

serve thL in comprUending the technical terms used in medicine, and

rpad and write prescriptions with facility and accuracy.

ThM. A certificate from the last teacher as to the progress made in the

nturSitt are aware that higher !>-fes have been^
and so recommended, but they do not coincide with these yews

that the knowledge of such departments of learning as well as many othe
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desirable in order to perfect the accomplished Physician. But the object of
your committee is to open the door to the meritorious and the talented, not to
proscribe beyond reason.
With these considerations, the Committee respectfully submit their report.

A. LOPEZ, Chairman.

.
A.R. REMBERT.

1 he following resolution was submitted and adopted :

Resolved, That the proceedings of this Convention be published in the New-
Urleans and Charleston medical journals.

motion, that this Convention adjourn sine die, resolving into the State
Association, with the same officers as this Convention. Carried.

1 hen. The ^port of the committee to appoint Delegates to the National
Convention in Baltimore in May, 1848, was received, and further consideration
postponed indefinitely.

On motion of Dr. Mabry, the President appointed H. A. Wooten, M. D. ofLowndes county, to prepare and deliver an address at the next meeting of the
Association. ^

On motion of Dr Ross, That in the event of Dr. Wooten not acceptinff theap^mtment, the President be empowered to appoint some one in his place.

n 0.0
Association adjourned to meet at Selma on the 8th ofMarch ,1848. ’

Geo. F. S. Pollard,
Wm. B. Crawford, Secretaries.

WM. B. JOHNSON, President.

NEW ORLEANS, MARCH 1, 1848.

WITHDRAWAL OF DR. FENNER.
To the Readers of the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal,
The undersigned, having withdrawn from the Editorial department of

this Journal, begs leave to say a few parting words to those who fos-
tered It in the beginning and who still extend to it their countenance
and support. Having been one of the original projectors of the work,
and laboured assiduously to maintain it for a period offour years, it may
readily be supposed that he would feel something like a parental regard
for Its success. Such is the fact

;
and his earnest desire is that it may

continue to prosper and increase in usefulness, until it shall realize the
laudable expectations which prompted its undertaking. When the un-
dersigned and his first colleague projected this work, there was not a
single medical journal published in the United States, south ofKen-
tucky. They had but recently settled themselves in New Orleans and
were but little known either to the citizens or the physicians of the
place. That an organ of intercommunication for the physicians of the
South was greatly needed, every body admitted

;
but it was not withoutmuch distrust in their abilities to supply such a want, that they entered

upon the task. Not being aware that any abler hands would undertake
It, they resolved to make the experiment; their chief reliance beW
upon an earnest desire to do good, and a firm determination to exert
themselves to the utmost. There is a solace in the hare effort to do soodeven though it should not be crowned with success. So far as the un’
dersigned is concerned, this has been almost his only reward for the
labor he has spent upon this work. Yet he would by no means under-
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value the amount of attendant success. It is gratifying to perceive that

the Journal is now established on a firm basis and occupies a respect,

able rank among the periodicals of the day. The reade^rs of this Jour-

nal will recollect that we have ever urged and entreated thern to write.

We did this from the conviction that if we could persuade them to at-

tempt to write, their amour propre would prompt them to study more, so

as to qualify them for writing well. No one knows what he can do, till

he tries. The Medical Profession of the South commands no inconsi-

derable portion of the finest talent of the Country, but it needs to b® sti-

mulated into active operation. There are now four Southern Medical

Journals, which we hope will exercise a most beneficial influence in

this way. With my parting words I call upon the physicians of the

South to foster and support their Medical journals, not only with their

pens, but with their purses also.

In relinquishing my Editorial position, which has thrown me in con-

tact with so many members of the Profession, I must ^press my ^ati-

tude for the uniform kindness with which my humble efforts have been

viewed, and for the great pleasure I have derived from my extended ac-

quaintance. I now join your ranks as a labourer in the common held

of medical science, and trust I may yet be able to contribute something

towards the elevation and improvement of our noble Profession. Adieu .

E. D. FENNER.

It will be seen from the above that one of the Editors of this Journal

has retired. It will be permitted to his colleagues to say, that in all

their intercourse he has ever borne himself as an enthusiastic lover ot

his profession, working willingly and zealously. We fear that his re-

tirement is but a prelude to that of others. The Journal is not suppor-

ted as it should be by the Medical Profession of the South and South-

west. Three volumes of the Journal have been published and neady

a fourth is ready, but it has been up-hill work with the Editors. Ot

pecuniary compensation there has been none on the contraiy, some

of them have expended sums for which they have received no reimburse-

ment. The Editors cannot be expected to do this -.—they cannot be

expected to work and pay for their work. The Profession must suppoi

the Journal not only with their subscriptions, but by their pens, or it

"^Tn taking leave of our friend we wish him all health, happm^s and

prosperity.

HEALTH OF THE CITY.

Since our last issue but little has transpired in the medical world to

interest either our city or country readers. The winter thus far has

been unusually mild, and the changes have been so gradual as to in-

duce but little seriou^ disease. As usual during the winter season our

city has been visited by sporadic cases of Scarlatina ;
in some in-

stances, it proved fatal in a few hours after the attack ;
again, jvas so

mild as to attract but little attention and required scarcely any medica-
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tion. Nevertheless in certain localities it proved to be quite unma-
nageable, and at one period excited considerable alarm among the
timid. ^

Recently the disease seems in the decline, and now>we hear but
little said on the subject. A few cases of variola have been reported
from time to time during the winter, and we learn that the cases are
increasing m different parts of the city. Vaccination, that invaluable
discovery, has, however, robbed this disease of more than half its
terrors. This preventive is too much neglected by the poor, and we
think It the duty of the city authorities to look to this matter—to com-
pel the careless and ignorant to submit to vaccination, and thus limit
the extension of this loathsome disease. Another disease has been in-
troduced into our city during the fall and winter, which has excited
^nsiderable apprehension in the public mind—we allude to the Ship
Typhoid or Typhus Feyer, (we give the reader choice of names) which
developes itself among the Irish immigrants during their voyage across
the Atlantic. Several British ships have recently arrived in the
Mississippi river with hundreds of poor immigrants on board in a de-
plorable condition. Those who escaped (and there were few) the
Ship Fever, suffered for want of proper food and good water, and when
they reached our Levee they were much reduced and many of them
utterly prostrated.

This disease, Ship Fever, is produced by crowding two or three
hundred steerage passengers into a small space, where filth and debris
of every kind—where the exhalations from these half-starved creatures
are allowed to accumulate, thus creating a focus of infection, from
which the poison extends to all who breathe an atmosphere thus con-
taminated

;
hence, the disease often assails even the cabin passengers

as we recently witnessed, although less crowded, better nourished and
better provided with all the comforts and conveniences for a sea
voyage.

We regard want of personal cleanliness together with a short allow-
ance of provisions, and of bad quality, two conditions highly favorable
for the generation of this disease. Hence removal into a pure at
mOTphere, cold ablutions, fresh provision, and but little medication will
suffice to restore the great majority of these cases to health.

So great has been the influx of immigrants this winter afflicted with
Ship r ever, that the Charity Hospital now contains over 1000 sick
about 800 of whom are afflicted with Ship or Typhoid Fever. In some
instances the disease has been communicated to the nurses, students
physicians and other attendants

; this has not been of very frequent
occurrence, and it seems to affect those only, who are rather predis
posed to low forms of fever, and who are long and frequently exposed
to the exciting causes of the disease. The crowded state of the Hos
pital, and the consequent deplorable condition of its inmates have atlength aroused the attention of both the Legislature now in session and
the city authorities. By the former body a Committee was recently
appointed to examine into and report upon the condition of the sick atthe Hospital. The report was made to that body, in which it wasadvised to establish a branch of the Hospital in the suburbs of the city.
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where the sick immigrant, in reaching our shores, should be received

^”\cdng npon this suggestion, his Honor A. D. Crossrnan. Mayor,

recommended the Councils of the three Municipalities, and the Board

of Health to appoint Committees, who should confer together upon the

subject, and devise some measures for the disposal and accommodation

out of the limits of the city of those arriving here afflicted with fehip

Fever or other infectious diseases. The result of this conference is not

^ We think the remedy for all these evils very simple. Let the city

authorities lease or construct cheap and commodious buildings in the

lower part of the third Municipality, nearly opposite Slaughter-hous^

point; compel all vessels with sick immigrants on board to anchor oft

this point, transport the sick to this temporary Hospital, and detain the

vessel, until she shall be cleansed, fumigated with some dismfectant,

and otherwise purified to the satisfaction of the boarding officer. This

building could at the same time receive many from the Charity Hos-

pital, and thus diminish materially the crowded state of that gieat m-

stitution. Charity to those already in the Hospital as well as to those,

who may be doo'med to apply there for relief, demands of the proper

authoritlL some such plan to ameliorate
^Tht

already suggested will be an important step m this mattei, and if this

or something similar is adopted, no fear need be entertained that the

Ship Fever will spread through the city and become an epidemic.

Remove these foci of infection, created by crowding a large number of

sick together, beyond the thoroughfares of the city, and our citizens

will remain exempt from fever.
^

The disease, as found in our Hospitals, is not malignant or pn-

manageable; in many cases cleanliness, pure a.r, an appropriate diet

with feneral attention to the hygienic condition of the patients, aie all

that is required to establish convalescence. ^

Since the memorable epidemic of 1847 our city authorities and

citizens generally, with a fractional part of the profession, have ad-

vocated tL necessity of adopting quarantine regulations foi the city of

New Orleans. With this view several bills have been presented to the

Legislature, asking for authority to enforce quarantine.

We can only say that these propositions have already K^ceivtd the

courteous attention of our representatives, and we doubt not that many

will advocate and vote for the measure.
^ .u* „ 4 ^.

4ware of the wishes of our citizens, and anxious to do every thing to

promote public health—a Committee from the Board of Health recently

petitioned the Legislature to grant power to that body to establish

Larantine regulations, whenever such should be deemed necessaiy for

tie public security by the Board. What will be the final acnon of our

Lemslature on this important subject it is impossible to predict.

^
ilthough somewhat sceptical in this subject, yet we are willing to

hare tL^uarantine system enforced until experience shall decide for

or airainst it. It will have more than one good effect—viz. it wiH m-

snire^ the public mind with confidence in the sanitary condition of he

city—encourage families to remain here the greater part of

deter captains of ships from bringing vessels into our ports, infected
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wtb disease and loaded with pestilence and death,—there are a fi-w of

<)uaraXe!'“

health or THE COUNTRY.
Montgomery, Ala., February 35th, 184S.

boS«V''rhri.'r*
cases,-(from the same ease-

9* offcb"„rr5 inT«si“:‘'"‘'

a"’ a’
1 ; Anus, Fistula of 2 ;

do. Fissure of 2 :

stbalion
Bronchitis, acute, B; do. chronic, 1; Con-

.?• Catarrh’ (f
‘he Itver,) 1 ; Cholera morbus, 24 ; Colic,

n!„ ,* •’
D'acrhoea, (acute) 7; do. (chronic) 2-

1 F"vZ’ela; f
,= Delirium Tremens, 2; Enteritis, (ai,«e)

fl’rr£;3 t
’4 ;

do. (Remittent) 21 ; do.(liiiutive) 1 ;
do. (Catarrhal) 6 ; do. (Typhoid) 1 ; do. (Ephemeral)

fflion 1 r.’,

("‘’‘“•earm) 1 ; Gastritis, 1 ; Gan-^lon, I
, Gonorrhoea, 3 ; Gleet, 1 ; Hernia, 3 ; Hemorrhoids 9 •

Hemiphlegta, 1 ; Hysteria, 2 ; Jaundice, 4 ; Ear ngitir amrte) 1
’

EeuOTrrhoea, 3 ; Menorrhagia, 2 ; Neuralgia, 4; Opt^lm’ia 1 • Pneu’

Pe"r"S’rditis"‘'l
^p’ ^ i /ei^oning (with Fr. opii. suicWe,) 1 ;I'ericaiditis, 1 , Parturition, 1; Paronychea, 1; Phymosis, 1- rLumatj^sm, acute) 2; Rubeola, 16; Splenilis, 1 ; Symblepha’ron 1

mfteakiesrr^ T
•’ 2 i

Spinal Irrilation^2
; Semi!nat weakness, 1 Prismus Nascent. 1 ; Tumour, (fatty) 1 ; Tonsilitis3; Ulcer, 1 ; Varicella, 1; Wounds, (incised) 5; do. (cintusX^

f .(Lacerated) 1.^ Making in all 240 cases -o^
tis-^^one o^^Trtm''^

’ of acute Pneumonia, one of Pericardi-

T* L 'A 17
^1 ascent.—one of chronic Diarrhoea, one of

Ktl^
F«''«‘-.-one ol Poisoning with F. opii.-a„d one asphyxiated

of Ifew davs"nf‘'“'®™ i" ‘ho apace^^a few days following a sudden change in the weather, from warm to

Very respectfully,

W. M. B.

Memphis, February 23th, 1848.

ten?h Semb^toir firenIh'ombruaT'"

BronchUis (acuTe^ E do'^tlhrodM^rR ' f'’p “7 Amaurosis 2,

fof* L'^relT CoL! ™ito’nu'::tcTc Ti Se";
.tn totbeL ’l 3, De"nT
(shoulder) 1, Dvspensia 4 Frv«‘ *1 * o

Dislocation

intussusception) 1 . Fever (InteTSt)
*
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(Trohoid^ 26, GonorrWa 3, Gastro-Enteritis 2, Fracture (Feinaris) G

(Tibia and Fibula) 1, (Ulna) 1, (Clavicle) 1, Hemoptysis 1, Heinia

nniminal) 1, Hysteria 1, Hemorrhoids 3, Jaundice 2, Leucoirhea ,

ribaiTia 7 Metritis 5. Opthalmia 3, Pleurisy 2, Pleurodynia 1,

Pn ulnir4, Pel1 n ^ 2, Pruritis Pudenda 1, Phlegmasia

DolenTt Parturition 10, Prolapsus Uteri
3- fr?

3, Orchitis 9, Rubeola 15, Syphilis 4, J /’; gji

Spinal irritation 2, Tabes-mesenterica 1, Urticaria 1, M ounds (incised)

2, (lacerated) 2, (contused) 2.
, r /.

Makin- 143 cases. Out of these cases 6 deaths occured-2 of Ce-

i-ebro.spinal meningitis-1 of Cancer-1
’

accompanied with obstruction of the bowels, and one of Typhoid teici,

upon which Pneumonia supervened, the third week ol the uisease.

The three cases of Cerebro-spinal meningitis were well marked.

Thev all occured in negroes recently brought here by traders. Ihe

two casesXat proved fatal occured in a camp near town in a very cold

spell of weathL- 1n December. On account of their exposure to the

cold air, a satisfactory course of treatment could not be carried out.

In one of the cases there was blindness on the second evening after

‘“'next mornine the blindness was partially relieved ;
but was

followed bv deafness! Death occured that night. She was 14 years-

‘'^b^aTrlc^ old.. He wasin a comfortable

slilt spasmodic action of the muscles-total absence of consciousness,

wUh a Lol surface, and a depressed state of the muscular system.

Rv the use of powerful external stimulants toxvard the close of this

nefiod more decid'ed reaction occured, when 16 to 20 ounces of blood

‘’“rfewc'’aseriia"fpresented themselves in Irish emigrants, xvho

^ d here s-ick or sickened immediately after their arrival. The
arrived heie mcxv, or

riicpase in them have been strikingly

,j.„pnas and
occurred among our citizens. The cases

winter I'ave been less protracted generally than they were in previ-

centesis was performed abo
^ras discharged. Some

quantity is expectorated.
nneratioii. The general health

It is now about tour weeks since the opeiaiion. xu t=
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ol tlie patienl is very much improved. The upper portion of the chest
Is sonorous. 1 he respiratory movement partially reestablished.

Very respectliillv,

L. S.

Admitted : Males,
“ Females,

Discharged : Males,

Females,

Males,

Females,

HOSPITAL R E P O R T S

CHARITY HOSPITAL.
January, 1848.

Died :

a

ox yxTxaiit oil in(

In the Lunatic Asylum.

Total.

Admitted ;

Discharged

:

Died :

-

936, i

- - 246,
-

811, ;

- - 181,^
- - 129, >
- . 31, i

ng in the Charity Hos
of February. . 862.

" - 125.

- . 987.

1182.

992.

160.

February.

1046.

1071,

134.

LUNATIC ASSYLUM.
Admitted

^

Discharged : ... " - 61.

Died
:

’
*

1st of March^^*^*^^^
Charity Hospital Main Building,

Lunatic Asylum
* ‘

‘

Total
809.

List of interments m the City of New Orleans from the ISthDecember, 1847, to the nth February, 1848, being eight
weeks or two months.

Abortion, 1 ; Accidental, 6 ; Adynamia, 1 ; Anasarca 1 • Anoui..

inflknf^'fft*’ r’
; Bowels, chronic inflam, kf 1 ; LwelJ’inflam. of 8 ; Bowels, ulceration of 4 ; Brain, dronsv of 2 • dk or.

***’

tion of 16 ; do. inflam. of 4 ; do. softening ’oF^rBrLc’hitTTchrome 1 ; Burn, 5 ; Catarrh, 12; do. chronic, 1 ; do. pulmonar; 2Cerebritis, 8 ; Consumption, 110
; Convulsions 18- Tr^mn q ^ ^ '

12; Debility 31 ; Del; Tremens, 11
; Sion^V^'StLa 1^.’

do. chrome, 14; Disease (chronic) 1 ; Dropsy, 16; Drowned
entery, 36; do. chronic, 25 ; Eclampsia, 1 ; Encephalitir i-
«». 4; do. chronic, 1; Epilepsy, 2 ^ ckysi^elas, 27 Fevki’

5^"
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Bilious, l;<lo. Congestive, 2 ;
do. Malignant, 2 ;

do. Pernicious, 1;

do. Putrid, 1 ;
do. Putrid Malig. 1 ;

do. Remit. 1 ;
do. Nervous, 1 ;

do.

Scarlet, 13 ;
do. Typhoid, 46 ;

do. Typhus, 65 ; do. Yellow, 1 ;
Gan-

cwL, 1; Gastro-enteritis, 12; do. chronic, 1; Head, injury of 1

,

Heart, disease of 3; do. hypertrophy of 7 ;

0 ;
do. chronic, 2 : Hydrocephalus, 1 ;

do. chronic, 1 ;
Hyd.o-thoiax,

1 Hysteria, 1 ;
Indigestion, 1 ;

Influenza, 1 ;
Intemperance, 5 ,

La-

ry’ngitfs, 1 ;
Liver, abscess of 3 dm disease o 1; do. mflam.^^^^^^^^

chronic, i
;

age, w,
' Pionr;ti« 3*

Peritonitis, 4; do. chronic, 1 ;
Pertussis, 4 ;

Phremtis, 1 > ’

Pleuro-Pneumonia, 4 ;
Pneumonia, 27 ;

do. chronic, 1 ;
do- Tjphoides,

9; Rheumatism, 6; Scrofula, 2; Scurvy, 1; of 3 r

Small-pox, 4; Still Born, 38 ;
Stomach, cancer of 1 .

l abes Mesen

terica, 1; Tetanus, 15; Trismus Nascentium, 6 ;
Uncertain, 83,

Verminose affection, 2 ;
Wound, gun-shot 1. Total 869.

Of these 232 were under ten years of age ;
677 were white, an

were colored. ,

,

(Extracted from the reports of the

ABSTR\CT of a meteorological journal for 1848.
^ ‘ Bv D.T. LILLIE, at the City of New Orleans.

Latitude, 29 deg. 57 rain.

weekly.

1848.

Jan. - 1

- 8
- 16
- 22
- 29
- 6
- 12

' - 19
- 26

March - 4

thermometer.

Max.

Feb.
u

71.0

73.0-

73.5

67.0

66.5

72.0

72.6

76.6

79.0

78.7

Min.

38.0

42.0

34.5

49.5

51.6

45.0

40.0

52.0

48.6

46.0

Range

BAROMETER.

Max. Min. Range

33.0

31.0

39.0

17.5

15.0

27.0

32.5

24.5

30.5

32.7

30.34

30.36

30.48

30.24

30.22

30.19

30.30

30.35

30.30

30.42

30.11

29.90

30.14

30.01

30.02

29.84

30.20

29.94

29.87

29.98

0.23

0.46

0.34

0.23

0.20

0.35

0.10

0.41

0.43

0.44

COURSE

OF

WIND.

FORCE
OF

WIND,

Ratio

1 to 10.

Rainy

Days.
Quan-
tity of

Rain.

Inches.

S.E. 3 2 2.881

S.E. 2^ 0 0.000

E. 3 0 0.000

N.E. 2| 0 0.000

N.E. H 4 12.625

S.E. H 4 4.500

N.W. 3 0 0.000

S. 3 0 0.000

N.W. 3^ 5 7.S90

N.W. 3 3 2.016

Remarks.—The Thermometer used for these observations is not d-tinoucu .v.

the Barometer, but is a self-registering one, and is placed in a fair exposure.

Regular hours of observation, 8 a.m., 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

The Barometer is located at an elevation of 19 feet above the level ot the

ocean, and is suspended clear of the wall of the building.
,

The Rain Guage is graduated to the thousandth part of an inch, ana i e

receiver is elevated 40 feet from the ground.
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Booth and Lewis Shanks.
Note. These articles have been left out of our last number, because received too

late. We request our Correspondents to send in their articles before the beginninff of
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We shall enter upon the new year with fresh zeal and a firm deter
mination to do all we can to advance the interest of the profession.

EpRS.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.

I.—A History of the Epidemic which prevailed in Vickshurs during the
Fall of 1847. By A. L. C. Magruder, M. D.

To the Editors of the New-Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.
Gentlemen :— During the months of September and October

last, our city was visited by a disease, with regard to the character and
nature of which, a great contrariety of opinion was entertained by the
medical faculty.

^

Some of its members, fully convinced in their own minds {ah initio),
called the disease yellow fever—in which opinion I fully concurred.’
Others appeared to be very unsettled and fluctuating in their opinions*.
A most esteemed and worthy physician, on visiting one of the first cases,*
exclaimed that no medical man, who had ever seen a case of yellow
fever, could, for a moment, doubt its identity in the one before him

; so
potent and unequivocal was the influence addressed to his olfactory
nerves

;
yet to show the Protean forms which the disease must have

assumed, or the tergiversations the physician’s mind must have under-
gone, the same gentleman, at a subsequent period of the epidemic, de-
clared emphatically that the disease was not yellow fever and that there
had not been a case of yellow fever in the city. One of the physicians
called it a “ mongrel disease saying that it possessed all the prominent
and characteristic symptoms of yellow fever, and that he would have
no hesitation in pronouncing it such, were it not for the fact that many
of the cases were attended with a cutaneous efflorescence which in-
duced him to believe that it must be a disease of a mixed character.
Some called it the “ dengu^f and others believing not even the den-

gue to be a sufficiently fanciful name, or that the terms were or oueht
89 ^
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to be synonymous, called is the “ devil fever Others discoursed very

learnedly, looked wise, but in the whole vocabulary of medical diseases

could find no suitable name.

One physician contended that there was no evidence of yellow fever,

but blachvomit ;—and another fully determined, that no such disease

should prevail, could not be convinced by the presence of the symptom

to which so much importance was attached. Others declared it was

impossible it could he yellow fever, for the reason that so few died^ in

proportion to the number attacked.

I have introduced the above remarks, not so much to condemn or

criticise the different views advanced, as by giving them, to present the

whole subject in its true light and thereby elicit useful information from

those whose position and locality have enabled them to investigate the

disease in every form and variety, from the mildest to the most malig-

nant type. In the first place, I assume the position, that the disease,

(call it by whatever name you may) was of endemic origin

;

in con-

firmation of which I will state the facts in the case. So soon as the

board of health declared yellow fever to be epidemic in New Orleans,

the city council of Vicksburg, in order to prevent the importation of the

disease, established a quarantine^ which went into operation forthwith,

and was rigidly enforced, from that time until long after the appearance

of the disease as an epidemic
;
although a the time of the establish-

ment of the cordon sanitaire, the city was unusually healthy. The first

well marked case that occurred, was a man who had been employed as

a labourer in digging and grading the streets in a part of the city re-

mote from any imported influence, and upon close investigation, it was

ascertained that he had had no communication with the river or boats

whatever. He was removed to the Hospital, where he died a post-

mortem examination was made by several of the most learned and ex-

perienced medical gentlemen of the place, at which I was invited to be

present. So indubitable were the evidences presented, that not a doubt

was expressed by any gentleman who witnessed it, and the merest tyro

in medicine, it seems to me, ought to have been ridiculed who would

have given it any other name than yellow fever—the stomach and ab-

domen were completely filled with black-vomit and eveiy maik of \io-

lent gastro-enteric inflammation—the tunica albuginea and skin were

very yellow, and the patient previous to his death had ejected large

quantities of a grumous, coffee-ground looking substance. Simul-

taneously with the case above, some eight or ten persons vvere attacked

on the same square, directly West of the market-house, in the upper

part of the city and far distant from the quarantine ground and steam-

boat landing. This square was composed almost entirely of old wooden

buildings in a decayed and dilapidated condition, and the putrid effluvia,

which was perceptible in every part of it, was almost intolerable—be-

sides which, a great deal of grading and filling up had been going on

for several weeks on all the streets around this square, which presented

an immense deposit of fresh earth, from which a constant, most ^un-

wholesome exhalation must have issued, produced by the inteiise heat

which prevailed at the time. The cases alluded to, assumed the most

malignant and unmanageable form, placing medical effort and skill at

defiance, and proving mortal almost without an exception. It may per-
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haps be said that these cases may have contracted the disease from the
boats, which however could not have been the case, as there had been
no such communication, and several of them were females, who had not
been absent from their habitations for weeks, and moreover, to this
period, there had not a case originated in the lower part of the city,
adjacent to the quarantine ground, although several acknowledged cases’
ot yellow fever had been received there, from the boats, and provided
or by the city authorities. At this stage ofthe epidemic, from the mor-
tality attending the first cases, the citizens, taking alarm, fled in every
direction to the country

;
there ,was also a sudden change in the weather,

the wind blowing fresh from the North
;

it became very cold, which
proved disastrous to those who were sick, but beneficial in modifying
and changing the subsequent character and type of the disease, present-
ing tor the future a mild and manageable form, still however retainino-

^

all the original, leading and prominent symptoms. I will now pro"!
ceed, in as brief and succinct a manner as possible, to give you a history
ot ^e leading features, and also of the treatment adopted.

^

The disease was ushered in, without the least premonitory symptomm many cases, by a cold shivering sensation, first passing down the
spinal region, thence radiating to every part of the body. This chilly
sensation, (I may say indescribable feeling of cold,) lasted from one or
two, to seven or eight hours, according to the violence of the attack, and
was followed Dy the most intense reaction hot skin, bounding pulse,
excruciating pain in the occipital and whole spinal region, the eyes red
pain in the eyeballs, the vessels of the conjunctivse very much enlarged
and swollen, cramp in the gastrocnemii muscles with an utter inability
to assume any attitude or position of the body from which one moment
of ease could be obtained. There was but one paroxysm of fever fol-
lowed by the sweating stage, when the pulse sank to about a natural
standard, and great prostration ensued in every case, whether the
paroxysm was long or short ;—hurried respiration—tenderness of the
epigastric region—excessive nausea and gastric irritability—the tongue
which at first was nearly natural or white, soon became covered with
a thick white, viscid, tenacious fur, which it was almost impossible to
expel from the fauces. Beneath this fur the tongue was found to be as

I red almost as scarlet, which gradually assumed a natural colour if the
case resulted favourably

;
if otherwise, it not only continued very red

(

but became dry and fissured, with a dark sordes adhering to the teeth’
: The bowels were usually found costive—some of the cases complained

j

of great pain in the right hypochondriac region. In the worst cases as
I the disease progressed, the gastric irritability increased, about the third
I or fourth day the skin and tunica albuginea became very yellow, and as
j

the disease went on to a fatal result, which in most cases occurred from
I

the fifth to the ninth day, (though in some instances protracted to a much
1 later period), the body would be found covered with petechi* resembling

I

a flea-bite, with hemorrhage from the gums and bowels and the sudden
I and forcible ejection of a coffee-ground looking substance from the sto-

I

mach. In the mild and modified form of the disease, in place of the
petechias, the skin was covered with a rash similar to prickly heat and
in some instances so much like rubeola as with difficulty to be'dis
tingmshed therefrom. So soon as this eruption made its appearance oia
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the skin, a speedy convalescence ensued. This was the symptom which

confused some of the medical gentlemen and led them to believe that it

could not be genuine, unmixed yellow fever—yet I find in the epidemics

which have prevailed in different parts of the world, as laid down by

many very learned authorities, such as Mosely, Warren, Blane, Chap-

man and others, that this very symptom, when corroborated by other

circumstances, was a certain diagnostic sign of yellow fever.

With regard to the treatment in the first cases that appeared, almost

every variety of practice was adopted with equally poor success, for the

result was the same, whether an heroic or a mild course was pursued, or

if the patient was left to the unassisted efforts of nature; some were treated

with the hot mustard bath—and venesection and mild purgative ene-

mata—others with local blood-letting by cups from the spine and epi-

gastric region, and where the gastric irritability was so great as to ren-

der medicine inadmissible by the mouth, they were introduced into the

system by the endermic method. Some were treated by sedative doses

of the sulphate of quinine—others were brought under a moderate in-

fluence of mercury as speedily as possible, and others were treated with

warm baths, warm teas, &c., without any medicine. The result was

the same, manage the case as you might
;
for, of the cases, that occurred

during the first week of the appearance of the epidemic, they all died.

Subsequently the disease presented a very mild and manageable type

—the course which I adopted, and which I found universally successful,

was the following : in the cold stage, as soon as called, I had the patient

immersed in a mustard bath as hot as the patient could bear it and

allowed to remain for fifteen or twenty minutes—where the bath could

not be obtained, which was sometimes the case, the hot pediluvium was

substituted—the patient was then rubbed perfectly dry, and wrapped up

warm in bed. Where reaction ensued and the violent pain in the head

and back came on with great gastric distress, I applied cups over the

epigastric region and down the whole spine, extracting a few ounces of

blood, which appeared to act almost like magic. Where the symptoms

were not so urgent, I found a mustard cataplasm extending from the nape

of the neck to the sacrum to answer a very good purpose.

The liver being a little torpid and the bowels inactive in most instan-

ces—I gave the following prescription :

^ . Hydrarg. chloridi Mitis, gr. v.

Pilulae Hydrarg. gr. x. M.
Make three pills

—

S.—Take at one dose.

If no operation was produced by this dose in the course of six or

eight hours, I ordered the following enema

:

Mucilag. Acac. Gum. Oj.

Olei Ricini, f 5 j.

Olei TerebinthinaB, f ^ ss. M. S.

Administer warm—and repeat if necessary in the course of an hour

or two until two or three evacuations are obtained.

If the pills alone acted too much, and seemed disposed to run off by

watery operations from the bowels, which sometimes was the case,
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owing to the excessive gastro-enteric irritability—to obviate this

culty I gave the following prescription which answered well and quieted
the uneasiness

—

Tinct. Opii camphoratae—q. s.

S.—Give a teaspoonful and repeat the dose in an hour, if neces-
sary.

During the fever, I allowed the free use of gum-water or cold lemon-
ade, and where the thirst was great, small pieces of ice to be held and
dissolved slowly in the mouth, which allayed the thirst and relieved the
nausea and heat of the stomach. As soon as the fever subsided, in cases
that would bear it, I found the cure expedited by the following prescrip-
tion.

Quinine Sulphatis, gr. xij.

Pulv. Acac. Gum., q. s.—M.
Make six pills.

S.—Give a pill every two hours.

As convalescence advanced, I allowed as a diet the free use of arrow
root well cooked—and as a tonic, good London porter, or the following
prescription :

^ . Tinct. Gentianae compos., q. s.

S.—Take a teaspoonful three or four times a day.

In some instances, quinine, tonics and stimulants of any kind proved
entirely inadmissible. Such cases I managed by using great prudence
and particularly in diet, mucilaginous drinks, and allowed the vis medu
catrix naturce to accomplish the cure—which, although a little tedious in
some cases, was nevertheless the only safe course to be adopted. I

regret that it is out of my power to furnish the thermometrical and baro-
metrical condition of the atmosphere which prevailed previous to the ap-
pearance of the epidemic, as I have no correct data convenient from
which to derive the information—suffice it to say, that for several weeks
anterior to its commencement, the weather was extremely hot, quiet and
sultry. Had the disease commenced two weeks sooner, and the fortunate
occurrence of the cold, together with the sudden dispersion of the inhabi-
tants to the country, been postponed two weeks later, no doubt that in
proportion to the population, the disease would have prevailed in this
city with equal malignity with the epidemic which ravaged New-Orleans.

I feel fully justified in my own mind from irresistible facts, not only to
draw the conclusion that the disease was yellow fever, but that it origina-
ted in Vicksburg without foreign aid—produced by the peculiar condi-
tion of the atmosphere which existed at the time, combined with local
causes, and that by the timely and early removal of those causes the
city might perhaps have escaped the epidemic entirely. It is not to be
wondered at, that such a difference of opinion should have prevailed with
regard to the disease. Though not present at the time, I have been
credibly informed that during the epidemic of 1841, which prevailed
with such malignity, there were physicians of eminent standing in this
city, who either from preconceived prejudices or hastily expressed opin-
ions—being unwilling to retire from their original position—maintained
to the very last moment, in defiance of facts and their own senses, when
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there were seven or eight deaths a day with black-vomit, that the dis-

ease was not yellow fever, and only a high grade of bilious remittent

fever.

In every community, there will always be found men, who, willing to

cater to popular will, can advocate any notion, or ridicule any idea

which conflicts with their own wishes
;
and others who, regardless of

human life, would “ sell their birth-right for a mess of pottage” or oppose

any thing, however correct, which came in contact with selfish or pecu-

niary considerations. In the views which I have advanced I do not

wish to be understood as conveying the impression, that yellow fever

may not be conveyed from one port to another—facts would not sustain

me in such a position.

When the atmosphere is in a condition for the reception of the dis-

ease, the introduction of infection at such a time will act as the explo-

sive principle to ignite the combustible material. On the other hand a

few cases of yellow fever introduced into a pure and healthful atmos-

phere will have no effect to spread the disease ;—again, let ths atmos-

pheric condition and local causes be of the proper kind to generate the

disease, and quarantine regulations will be found wholly inefficient.

But, by attention to cleanliness, the removal of all local causes, and the

rigid enforcement of a quarantine, epidemics may sometimes be averted,

which, without the use of such precautions, would prevail.

II .—Case of Urinary Fistula^ reported hy F. M. Fitzhugh, M. D., of

Madison County, Miss.

Messrs. Editors :—If you consider the following case worthy an inser-

tion in your Journal, it is at your disposal.

Negro man Isom, aged 60 years
;
tight stricture of the urethra, with

five fistulous openings, one of which, was anterior to the scrotum.

The foetid pus and urine, which passed constantly the openings—his

great emaciation and haggard appearance, made him an object truly

loathsome. Not more than a teaspoonful of urine passed the natural

way. The fistula anterior to the scrotum, he informed me, was pro-

duced by lancing an abscess, thrusting the instrument in too deeply, by

which an opening was made into the urethra.

When he urinated, which was very often, the pain produced was most

excruciating, shaking as one in the paroxysm of an ague. The caustic

bougie had been used to relieve the stricture, but as might have been

anticipated, only aggravated the case as the fistulous openings in the peri-

neum made their appearance after its use. A catheter had never been

introduced into his bladder, and in this miserable condition he wa§ aban-

doned.

I informed his owner that I was of the opinion the only chance would

be to introduce a sound down to the stricture, cut in upon it, in the peri-

neum, and pass the catheter into the bladder
;

as recommended by Dr.

Jameson of Baltimore, (Am. Med. Recorder, 1824.)

I came to this conclusion, believing that the talented Physician who
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had had him under treatment for sometime had exhausted every other
means.

Placing my patient as in the operation for Lithotomy, having a two
fold intention in view,—that if I could not pass the small sized silver
catheter recommended by Liston, to adopt Prof. Jameson’s plan.

Alter oiling and warming the catheter I proceeded to introduce it

—

with some considerable difficulty it passed to the fistulous opening in front
of the scrotum, at which place it met with much resistance

;
by slio-htly

withdrawing the instrument and then rotating it onward, this difficulty
was overcome

;
I now introduced the fore finger of the left hand into

the rectum, felt the end of the catheter, and also that the prostrate gland
was much enlarged

;
by placing my finger on the end of the instrument,

raising It over the enlarged gland and pressing it gently onward, had
th^e good fortune to pass it into the bladder. The time consumed was
about 40 minutes. The silver catheter was retained three days, when
it was withdrawn, and a larger sized gum-elastic one was introduced,
which passed with ease. Several of the latter kind of catheters were
used in the case; they were frequently retained from 6 to 8 days, and [am confident the retention for that length of time produced no bad con-
sequences, (the caution of authors upon the subject to the contrary not-
withstanding) but greatly expedited the healing of the fistulous openings
by preventing the escape of urine through them. The fistula in the
perineum healed in about six weeks

;
the one in front of the scrotum I

had to use the actual cautery three or four times ere it closed, which
remained open three months. His health now improved rapidly and
in 3 or 4 weeks was quite strong and hearty, experiences no difficulty
whatever in urinating, a pleasure he says he has not enjoyed in 20
years before. I was informed by his owner a short time since that his
health was excellent and that he had been an efficient hand durinx^
the past year. °

lll^Operation for Strangulated Hernia. By Alex. Ewing, M D
Dexter, Michigan.

’ •

To the Editors of the New-Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gentlem^ a young Surgeon of great promise residing at Dexter,
Washtenaw Co., Michigan, has just forwarded to me the following ac-
count of his operation for Strangulated Hernia—it is written in the
tarniliar style of epistolary correspondence and I transcribe it ver-
batim, &c.

I would respectfully submit it to your consideration, and should youdeem it worthy, I would present it to the medical profession through the
columns of your valuable Journal.

°

Very Respectfully, 6lc.

A. W. SEARS.

On the 4th December instant, I was called in consultation with Drs.
iUillman and Hollywood, to a patient who was in an adjoining town, ten
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miles from his residence, on (what he called by the expressive term) a

“ lark.”

Captain P., 57 years of age, of intemperate habits, has worn a truss

during 40 years of his life. Three days previous being “ on a frolic,”

his hernia came down—for 55 hours he vainly attempted to return it

himself. On the evening of the 3d he sent for Dr. Hollywood. • I saw

him on the 4th, when his intestine was down ,
to the size of a child’s

head or more—very hard and sensitive to the touch,—and of a deep red

colour. Dr. Millman, our senior, who is an English Surgeon of con-

siderable experience, was of opinion that it was entirely too late to save

the •patient, and that sudden death was his inevitable doom, with or

without the operation—venous congestion was evident to the most casual

observer, and had probably existed for many hours. We explained the

case to the old Colonel (who by the way is, “ game all over”) he was

willing to undergo the operation. Being fresh in my readings, they se-

lected me as operator. The patient was placed upon the table and the

operation commenced “ according, to Mott”-—keeping in view his

maxim that “ when an operation is well done it is done quickly enough

—making a free opening through the fascia transversalis.^ We com-

menced returning the contents of the sack with great caution, examin-

ing every portion of the intestine as it passed up through the opening——

the stench was intolerable, the gut presenting every appearance of ad-

vanced mortification. We then discovered portions which had entirely

lost their integrity, and would give way before the slightest touch ot the

lingers. What was now to be done ? We were of course too late in

the operation, and the intestine would burst as it passed up opposite the

opening—we emptied nearly a pint of the contents of the intestine into

a vessel.

I now carried the director once more up through the internal ring

and made a very free division of the stricture through the entire ring,

and yet there was about one half of the original contents of the sack

in the scrotum. I next passed the director into the scrotum and made a

free division of all the parts, pressing upon the intestine, over Poupart s

ligament. We here found old and firm adhesion along the whole floor ot

the inguinal canal, caused by previous inflammation and a bad truss.

I placed those portions of the intestine which were broken and further

advaAced in mortification opposite the wound, which was about 4^ inches

in length—brought the edges of the wound in contact with about live

sutures and adhesion straps—placed the man on his bed and left him to

die, believing that he would breathe his last within 24 hours.

Dec. 5th. No pain in the wound—jactitation of which he was very

much troubled before the operation, had entirely ceased—Pulse 128,

small and hard—slightly delirious—foeces oozing out the wound--ttie

patient possesses great determination and says he will be d——d it tie

will die—’twould be too great a gratification to his relations—they

might go to the Devil, he was determined to live long enough to spend

the few thousands he had left.

I gave him my most solemn warning upon his dangerous position,

and advised him to arrange his spiritual and temporal affairs without

delay—by the way a very disagreeable part of a surgeon s duty.
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ell and when I saw him yesterday he was pretty mellow—contents ofthe intestines still oozing from the wound, with some supnurldon-ordtred him an injection of soap-suds, which he would not aVw themadminister, considering such a performance as undignified and unhecoming a gentleman-but on being close pressed and^rmherTl,.o
^

render he called in an authoratativli tone "i and to Ae atnisT
dL fotr'^MfoId'^r'^

‘he natural channel.

„o H j '•emarkably well—appetite very

quite confident of his recovery!
^ g-'anulation shooting out and I fee!

90
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF NEW WORKS.

1 A Treatise on the Practice of Medicine. By George B. Wood,
’ M D ,

Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy m the University

of Pennsylvania ;
one of the Physicians to the Pennsylvania Hospital

;

one of the authors of the United States Dispensary, &c., &c., &c.

Although the Medical press of the United States is at the present

time teeming, as it were, in the most prolific manner, scarcely a ay

being permitted to pass without a corresponding announcement ot some

new work,—a large proportion of the issue can scarcely be considered

entirely legitimate, emanating as it does originally from other sources,

and presenting itself before us under the guardianship of American

sponsors merely, who take it upon themselves to adapt it to the new

circumstances under which it is placed
;
in other words, ‘ to render the

practice applicable to the climate of the United States,
^

guide

for American practitioners,”—or, “ to point out such modifications ot

treatment, as experience has shown to be best suited to the cure ot dis-

eases as they occur in this country.” The appearance of a new work

on the practice of medicine of native origin, therefore, especially one

proceeding from the pen of a gentleman, as a teacher and practitioner

so accomplished as Professor Wood, cannot, xve are sure, be otherwise

than gratifying to the profession. The work is, seemingly, ot a some-

what elaborate character, and considering that the two volumes con-

tain upwards of 1600 closely printed pages, it is but reasonable to sup-

pose that every topic of interest, properly pertaining to the practice ot

medicine, is treated of sufficiently in detail, for a book of immeffiate

nractical reference. Prepossessed as we are, from the reputation ot the

Author, in favor of the work, we feel but little inclined to enter upon a

formal analysis, or extended review
;
believing, that, m taking up and

noticino- its parts seriatim, but little else than a series complimentary

remark! would be the probable result. Without any very strict regard

to order then, we will make a few selections, giving the preference to

such parts as present the Author’s style in its happiest vein
;

to any im-

portant and not generally disseminated points of practice, more especially

such as are drawn from the Author’s “ own stores and also, should we

meet with such, to parts in which we may deem the opinions presented

of a questionable or debateable character.

The following we extract from the preface :— ^ _ a
“ Having been engaged for nearly thirty years in private and public

practice, and, during that time, devoted an almost exclusive attention to

the study of diseases and their remedies, he has accumulated tacts, an
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formed opinions, wl.ich have long been soliciting expression, with anurgency to which he has at length yielded, though unfeiguedly distrust-
ful of their sufficient value.” * * “The Author claims noindulgence on the score of haste. His leisure has for several years beendevoted to the preparation of the work, and there was no urgentnecessity for giving it prematurely to the world.”

^

Among the sources to which the Author acknowledges his indebted
ness, he refers in respectful terms to the late venerable Doctor Joseph
Darrish, and to Doctor Chapman, the present Professor of the Theoreand Practice of Medicine, in the University of Pennsylvania.

^

The work is divided into two parts
;

the first,—“ general pathologyand therapeutics, occupying a little over one eighth of it; and the second
special pathology and therapeutics,” the remainder. Each part, besides

IndtrtTcTe's
ii>to sections, subsections,

The first chapter of the first part is on the “ constituent forms of disease. —In the prefatory remarks, the Author observes
“ Efforts have been made to reach the elements of disease

; but notvery successfully because we have not yet learned the essential nature
of the healthy actions, and cannot therefore understand their derange-
ments. But, though we cannot push analysis satisfactorily to the elements, we are able to appreciate to a great extent their less comnlex
combinations, forming the proximate ingredients of those numerous as
sociations of morbid states or actions, usually called diseases. It mavbe admitted as a self-evident proposition, that all diseases have their seat
111 the fluids or solids of the body, or in both.”

In the first section, (on disease of the fluids) of the first chapter. Doc
tor Wood, judiciously evincing, we think, a non-adherence exclusively
to either the solid or humoral pathology of disease, remarks •

^

“In relation to the fluids of the body, our pathological knowledge isvery deficient. There can be no doubt that all of them occasionally
are very unhealthy in their condition

; and there can be as little doubt
that, in this condition, many of them may become the sources of
serious disease. But the question is, whether the vitiated state of the
fluids IS original with them, or whether it areses from some disease of
the solids by which they are generated. During the prevalence of theHumoral Pathology, it wascustomaiy to ascribe most complaints to a
morbid state of the liquids of the body

; and when this system wasoverthrown, medical sentiment turned with equal exclusiveness to the
solids. But at present an intermediate opinion is gaining ground • and
the truth probably is, that, while the greater number of diseases ’have
their origin m derangements, either of the functions or structure of the
organs, others consist essentially in a disordered state of the lim.id.
though even these usually find expression in complaints of the fixedstructures.

As all the fluids, with the exception of the lymph and chyle, are derivedfrom the blood, and as the two former enter directly into the constitution '

of the latter, and convey into it all the deleterious principles which theymay contain, the blood may be considered as the only fluid subieri
oripnal morbid changes, or at least the only one to which we are Z
look as the primary seat of disease requiring our attention.”
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Among the means by which the blood may become contaminated or

morbidly altered in quality, are mentioned the absorption of extraneous

poisonous substances, as of miasmatic and contagious effluvia,—the ab-

sorption of deleterious agents generated or produced in the body,—as

in some instances the long retained fetid contents of the intestines,—the

putrid results of the process of mortification,—pus,—the sanies from un-

healthy ulcers, bile and urine, or some of their characteristic principles,

which in a healthy state of the excertory functions are thrown off; as

for instance urea and the coloring principle of the bile. “ But it must

also be considered as in a morbid state, when any of its ordinary and

essential constitutents become greatly redundant or greatly deficient
”

as, for example, an increase in the quantity of the fibrine and red

globules, especially under the use of a rich diet, and a vigorous condi-

tion of the digestive organs, with a comparative deficiency of the

nutritive process,”—or, a deficiency of these principles, with an excess

of serum, under reversed circumstances, or after profuse losses of

blood, &c.
1 . 1 £

The second section is on disease of the solids, and m the first sub-

section mention is made of disease from mechanical or chemical causes,

as from external violence, gravitation, mechanical obstruction to the

course of the circulating fluids, to the escape of secreted fluids, the re-

sults of the application of the more powerful chemical agents, &c. A
line is of course properly drawn between the immediate results of these

causes, and the consequent vital derangements. “ It is only the imme-

diate effects of such causes that belong to this division. The seconda-

ry effects are consequent upon a disturbance of the functions, produced

by the injury already received. * * * Thus by external violence, the

flLh is lacerated or a bone broken in the living exactly as in the dead

body, and the resulting wound or fracture is a mere mechanical effect

:

but the inflammation and fever which follow the injury, are exclusively

vital phenomena, and obedient to vital laws.”

The second subsection is on disease from influences upon the vital

properties, and contains articles on irritation, inflammation, depression,

congestion, fever in a general sense, and peculiar morbid products.

Th °se all bear marks, in every line almost, of the most discriminating

judgment, and are models of correct composition ;
not a redundant

word appears, and nothing scarcely seems wanting to render each sub-

ject treated of, as explicit as its own intrinsic nature, or the present

lights of science will admit. We are perplexed in attempting to select

a part to present the reader, where all appears of such equal interest.

As with every thing else that has been published on the subject since

the days of Hunter, the article on inflammation owes somewhat of its

interek to the researches of this author
;
and we observe that the valu-

able monograph of Thompson has also been freely used in its compo-

sition.

With the exceptions of the state of pregnancy, and anaemia, the au-

thor considers the presence of the buffy coat as always indicative of

the existence of inflammation, though not a necessary evidence of it

;

for, he observes, that, “ though very generally presented by the blood of

patients laboring under this affection, it is in some instances wanting.”

We are strongly inclined to the belief, that this is much more frequent*
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ly the case than authors generally, since the Treatise of Anclral on the
blood appeared, seem to think

;
and that many are governed in opin-

ion, as to the non-existence of inflammation by the absence of the huffy
coat, to an extent which the facts and researches of this author by nomeans warrant. We give below a brief extract from Doctor Wood
bearing in favor of the opinion that inflammation may exist under cer^
tarn cmcumstances (exclusive of the exceptions already made) without
the bufly coat being present on the blood drawn.

“In cases of nidirect prostration, consequent on great intensity of in-
flatnmation, the blood first drawn may be without the huffy coat, though
It afterwards becomes sizy, when the pulse and the heat of the surface
rise, as they often do in such cases, under the use of the lancet ”

•
‘“O.- ‘hat the bufly coat, or quantity offebrine

in the blood, is by no means m strict proportion in ail cases, to the degree of inflammation present
;
a very slight attack of Rheumatism with

fever, being productive of a more fibrinous state of the blood, than themost violent and extensive gastro-enteritis perhaps.
We do not think the following observation, given on the authority ofAndral, but seemingly sanctioned by Doctor Wood, is entirely recon

cileable with the sentence just quoted. It is made in reference to thesymptomatic fever resulting from inflammation.
“It may in part also be ascribed to the changed condition of theblood

; and it has been observed that the excess of librine uniformly
appears, when the inflammation is sufficient to produce fever, and dis.appears when the fever ceases.

Indeed the alteration in the blood would seem to be rather a conse-quence than a cause of the fever.

_

Of the two themaes in regard to the condition of the capillary vesselsm inflammation, Doctor Wood is in favor of that of Van Helmont and

parfakcted
^ increased vital action of the

“The nature of the causes from which inflammation proceeds wouldappear to indicate its active character. These are almost always such
as, if applied m a moderate degree, produce merely a healthy excite-ment of the part, or an exaltation of its ordinary functions ******
We see various degrees of excitement in proportion to the amount ofthe cause applied, from the slightest increase of the healthy function un
to inflammation; nor is it possible to say where, in the ascending

tion^’’’

^ healthy excitement ends in irritation, or this in inflamma-

The objection to the theory of capillary excitement, based upon theretardation or stagnation of blood in a portion of the vessels of an inflamed part. Doctor Wood shows to be susceptible of removal by recent
microscopic researches. These, as enumerated, remind us forcibly ofthe theory of Boerhaave, in regard to viscidity of the blood, and error

u
of inflammation

;
his error consisting in mistaking a re-

sult of the primary cause—which however in the progress of the actionbecomes a cause of some of the attendant circumstances—for the nrimary cause itself.
®

“ The rapid development of the white fibrinous or lymphy olobule.m the vessels of the inflamed part, their slow movement and partial ad-
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licsion 10 the inner surface of the vessels and to one another, and their

accumiilation at last in such quantities as to arrest the movements of

ihe red corpuscles, fully account for the stagnatioii alluded to.

Wc give Ur. Wood’s definition of the term “ Depression as distm-

nuisliiir"- it from dehilily and diminished excitahihty.

“It must be borne in mind that action, the power to act, and the sus-

ceotibilitY to the influence of excitant agents, which is here denominated

excitability, are different conditions or qualities of the system, and may-

each be reduced without a necessary reduction of the others. A mor-

bid diminuticn of action is depression, a similar diminution ofpower is

debiliiv, and the term diminished excitabdily explains itselt.

or the articles named, as composing the second subsection, perhaps

the one on Consestion will be considered the least satisfactory, whether

from the inherent obscurity of the subject itself, or that the present ma-

tured judgment even of the author is still more or less influenced by

early imbibed views on the subject, we will n^ pretend to decide. The

reader, on comparison, will find the views of Dr. Wood on subjeO

very nearly identical, we think, with those published by Dr. Isaac Fai-

rish in the American Journal of Medical Sciences for April 1845. I he

hatter gentleman acknowledges his indebtedness to his fathei. Dr. Jo.

senhP^-ish, ofwhomDr. Wood, in his preface it will be recollected,

also makes mention as his preceptor, and among those to whom he is

more especially under obligations. It is but reasonable then to sup-

pose, that the opinions of Dr Wood on the subject were also deriyed

from the teachings of the elder Dr. Parrish.

Of the mere accumulation of blood. Dr. Wood very correctly remarks

that “it is always an eflect of some preexisting morbid state of action;

and it is a partial view, which is directed to this effect alone without

embracino- the other elements that enter into the complex phenomena

presentedV the part “ congested.” And again, in regard to the same

—“this is undoubtedly an important circumstance, and may be the

means through which much injury may be inflicted ;
but it is only a

circumstance, and the judicious practitioner will look beyond it to the

true oathological condition.”
^ • i

Two forms of Congestion are spoken of, to wit: active or arterial

Congestion-the result of irritation or inflammation-and passive or

venous Congestion—“resulting from depression or some pure physical

'‘^oThf depression giving rise to Congestion, may be general, or con-

fined to a particular organ. Nothing is more common than the occui-

rence of thU condition in diseases attended with sudden and great pros-

tration. The heart, participating in this prostration, is unable to trans-

mit the blood so rapidly, as it is conveyed towards it

action of the capillaries and by the forces which move the blood m the

veins. This fluid, therefore, necessarily accumulates in the

of the heart and the great venous trunks, and consequently in those or-

gans with which these trunks more immediately communicate, viz. in

fhe brain, liver, and through this latter organ in the abdominal viscera

in general. Instances of Congestion from this cause are constan ly oc-

cuiTincr. A blow upon the head, or any severe shock, P®'

ralizing the cerebral actions, certain mental emotions which tend to
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produce syncope, the chill of fevers, especially those of a typhous or
malignant character, and the prostration of violent internal and sto-
machic pains, all occasion internal Congestions consequent on depres-
sion in the movements of the heart.”

^

We are inclined to think that the author has here presented condi-
tions having but the most remote analogy, if any, to each other, and
some of them also to the state ofCongestion, of which they are adduced
apparently in illustration. Is there sufficient ground for the assertion
that the veins and capillaries do not participate in the prostration of
syncope to as great an extent as the heart and arteries ;—or, is it not
a meie assumption to say that the former act under these circumstances
with greater proportionate force than the latter. The movement of di-
latation of the heart, which is considered by some as one of the “forces
which move the blood in the veins ” is of course as much w eakened as
its contractile power. So with regard to another of the supposed forces
which move the blood in the veins—the suction power of the chest ;

this must also be diminished in a state of syncope, in consequence’ of
the feebleness of the respiratory movements* at such time. Thus, then,
as it would appear, certain of the powders moving the blood in the’ veins
are weakened ;—the condition, too, presenting such manifestations of a
general prostrate state of the system, both as regards the animal and
organic functions,—are we not warranted in the supposition, that the
less appreciable forces moving the blood in the veins, equally participate
in this prostration? We think there is reason to doubt, whether mor-
bid Congestion, at least, is a common attendant or result of syncope, and
feel satisfied that but few of those who are familiar with the condition
termed Congestion, as manifested in some of the pernicious fevers of
the South, will be able to discover any very close resemblance betwTen
it and a state of syncope, or the phenomena characterizing concussion
of the brain, from a blow on the head. Between it, however, and the
chills of malarious fevers, a more close analogy will be found to exist

;

but in the latter state, the action of the heart, it is our impression, is
not as a general rule proportionately weak with the pulse, as in syn-
cope. The one condition seems a state of temporary general prostra-
tion,—ofalmost entire suspension of innervation, and is consequently
attended with a general diminution of the action of the circulating appa-
ratus the other, a state of partial prostration, an irregular distribution
of nervous influence in other words, and is consequently attended with
an irregular action of the circulatory apparatus

;
the power of which in

one part seems increased in proportion to its diminution in another. In
several cases of intermittent fever we have recently examined, during
the period of the chill, the condition of the heart, and have seldom found
it acting otherwise than with more than healthy vigour, judging from
the sounds and impulse. It is probably, however, far otherwise in the
precursory chills of Typhus. We will not deny either, for we cannot
reasonably perceive why it should not be so, that the heart may parti-
cipate at times in the diminished nervous influence, as well as other
parts of the circulatory apparatus, in the chills of our autumnal fevers,
and more especially in certain of the more pernicious cases

; but undJr
such circumstances the phenomena presented, we are inclined to belie ve^
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would be those of a general state of prostration or collapse, rather than

of the condition recognised by practitioners as Cortge.siion.
^

In speakino- of the different theories of fever, the first distinct denial

of its essential nature is attributed to Clutterbuck, who viewed all fevers

which had hitherto been considered of this character, as dependent on

inflammation of the brain,—but the assertion of the absolute and inva-

riable connection of each variety of fever with local affection of some

particular organ, by the author of the “ nosographie philosophique we

are inclined to think entitles the latter to the credit, such as it may be

deemed, of priority in this particular. To Broussais, who considered

fever to be but the external manifestation of gastritis, or gastro-enteritis.

Doctor Wood seems to accord the credit of being the second to deny

the essential nature of fever, and to give it a local origin.
^

A claini

however to priority has been setup by Professor Giacomini, in favor ot

his distino-uished countryman Tommasini.* Thus it is asserted that in

a work denominated “ Pathological researches on the fever of Livorno,

the yellow fever, and other analogous diseases” published by lomma-

sini in 1805—“ were discussed and resolved the most important ques-

tions in relation to fever, and the true pathology of gastric and bilious

fevers, and the doctrine of the diffusion of local inflammation established.

He there signalized, too, the true material condition of continuous lever,

and liberated for the first time the numerous family of fevers from the

empire of the abstraction and the essential nature.

While this work was in the hands of all practitioners, and justly appre-

ciated by them, the celebrated Broussais was with the French Armies

in Italy, and sojourned for a long period with us. Returning to France,

this illustrious physician published in 1808 his first work, on the His-

tory of the chronic phlegmasice. This work is but the echo and copy ot

the doctrines of Tommasini concerning chronic inflammation and the

nature of gastric fever, and of fever in general
;
with this sole difference,

that while the great Italian physician placed the seat of fever, according

to the symptoms, in a phlogosis of this orthat viscus, and frequently even

in a diffused inflammation of the entire sanguineous system, (anticipating

from this, it would seem, Bouillaud, also in his Theory, Rev.) the cele^-

brated Frenchman located it exclusively in the gastro-mtestinal canal.

From this it would seem, that, should we deem the doctrine of the essen-

tial connection of each variety of fever, as promulgated by Pinel, as not

entitling him to priority of claim, as regards the local origin fever,\he

credit of originality is due to the Italian, rather than to Broussais oi

Clutterbuck.

Dr. Wood is not an advocate, it is proper to mention, of the doctrine

of the invariable dependance offerer on local lesion, but admits its

essential or idiopathic nature—and that it may occur “ without any

necessary dependance upon disease in one particular pait.

“ Theorists have failed in endeavoring to trace the complicated disor-

ders offerer to some common source, and to point out a particular suc-

cession, a particular and necessary line of march, in the of e

affection. The universal disorder of funclion which constitutes the dis-

* See Medico-Chururgical Review, for July, 1847.
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latter is strongly directed to a particular part of the body, there is a ten-
dency to its diminution elsewhere. This is absolutely necessary ofthe
blood, and is true to a great extent in relation to nervous action. Such
a direction is given by the application of irritants of any kind. Hence,
in order to relieve inflammation, any of the forms of vascular irritation,

indicated by pain or spasm, in any par-
ai part the body, we apply irritants, which under these circum-

stances are called revulsives to some other part.”
It IS important to recollect, however, in the establishment of a point

to dim n
that, though this will have a tendency

L d n
^ or nervous action generally, elsewhere, itS f 1 ''"f effect of increasing the dLrmination to

particular parts; to those, for instance, which are already the seat of

mhchi^f
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P^rgfives n the South, where, f/om slight causes, highirritation of the intestinal canal is so readily induced, fnd the practiceinculcated, we feel confident, is calculated to have a dangerous teLencvIndeed, alinost invariably, whenever anything like a copious secretion
IS excited Prom the bning membrane of the intestinal canal, by purgalives, in our f^nle and inflammatory diseases, if a high degre^ of In.flammation, sufficient of itself to prove dangerous, is not the^immediate
result, the intestinal irritation, at least, produced will be such as to in.lease the general excitement, and react thus upon any previously exist.

ti"cf sel'ic/^r^'
Southern practitioners, in the use of cathar.tics, select those articles only, and in such doses, as they think are cal.
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culated to quicken the peristaltic motions of the canal, and procure the

evacuation of its consistent contents merely ;
and look for mischief, moro

or less, as an almost invariable consequence oithin or watery discharges

from the bowels. Differ as they may on other points, but one senti-

ment seems to exist in regard to this.
. , ^

We do not recollect to have met heretofore with the term superses-

sion, as used in the work before us, and presume therefore that it is to

Dr. Wood we are indebted for its present application. It is peihaps

appropriate. ,

“ By this process is meant the displacement or prevention of one

affection, by the establishment of another in the seat of it.

^
a gen-

eral though not universal pathological law, that two powerful diseases

cannot exist in the whole system or any portion of it at the same time.

If, therefore, we can produce a new disease, in the exact position ot one

that may be existing or expected, we may possibly supersede the latter ;

and if the new disease subside spontaneously without injury, we cure

our patient. The operation of numerous remedial agents is explained

in this way. It is thus, for instance, that mercury is supposed to cure

syphilis. But we have better examples in the powerful influence ot

certain antiperiodic remedies, such as quinine and arsenic, in the cure

of intermittent diseases. They establish their own morbid impression

in the absence of the paroxysm; and the system, being thus occupied, at

the moment when the disease was to return, is incapable ot admitting it.

Whatever opinion may be formed of the principal position set forth,

we are inclined to think that the examples here given m illii^stration ot

the process, will be considered anything but apposite. It does seem,

that for such an explanation to be received as at all plausible or satis-

factory, the disease curing should bear some proportion in violence to

the disease cured. And yet the paroxysms of a most pernicious inter-

mittent or remittent,—a disease almost invariably fatal hen lett to

nature,—may be arrested by a remedy, which rnay give no other ex i-

dence xvhatever of its action on the system, than the removal of the dis-

ease ;
while an attack of so evident and dangerous a disease as small-

pox, supervening and producing during the absence of the paroxysm, a

poxverful impression of its oxvn on the system, xve have reason to believe

would have no such effect, aggravating, perhaps, rather than curing the

orio-inal affection. It xvould appear equally as reasonable to attribute

eve°ry cure, resulting from the action of any remedial agent xvhatever, to

the induction of a nexv disease by that agent, as the instances named ly

Dr Wood. Hence every remedial impression xvould have to be con-

sidm’ed a disease. A disposition to offer explanations of obscure pheno-

mena, by more obscure speculations or hypotheses, is not however an

error of ffequent repetition with Dr. Wood. Perhap m all such instan-

ces, it might be as xvell, to admit the imperfection of our knowledge.

We leave unnoticed portions of this section, finding nothing in them

of sufficient interest to require attention, and pass to an examination ot

the second part of the work.
_ i . n

From the prefatory remarks xve extract some observations, brie y

expressive of the author’s opinion in regard to systems of nosology—and

his own intention as to the arrangement or classification ot diseases.
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‘ A vast amount of time and industry have been expended in the for
mation ot systems of nosology. It is not the intention of the Author to
discuss their merits.

^
Impertect they all necessarily are

; because dis-
eases are not yet sufficiently understood to permit us to see clearly their
mutual relations

;
and systems founded on this basis must be constantly

ctianging with new discoveries and the adoption of new views. In this
uncertainty, that plan of arrangement appears to the Author to be best,
which IS most convenient, and which may tend to direct rather to what
IS positively known, than to the conjectures and peculiar opinions of
Authors. Such a plan IS the one based upon the seat of the disease, and
this it is here proposed to adopt.

Disease^s will be placed together, which are situated in the same
parts

;
and no other attention in the mere arrangement will be paid to

their mutual relations, than to form distinct groups, in each division, of
such as may have the closest analogy. Upon comparing diseases, we
find occasion to them into three great classes, having reference
to then seat, ihe first class includes those diseases which occupy thewhole system at the same time, and in which all the functions Lre si-
multaneously deranged. To the second belong constitutional affections,
which may display themselves m local disease in any part ofthe system,
but not in a 1 parts at the same time. The third class embraces all the
pioper local diseases, or those which essentially affect some particular
structure or function, and in which any general phenomena that may be
presented, are only secondary. This portion of the work will accordingly

tioned
divisions, corresponding with the classes men-

In his first class. Dr. Wood includes first. Irritative fever. Second
Miasmatic or Bilious fever, (embracing Intermittent, Remittent and
Peinicious fever)—third. Yellow fever,—fourth. Enteric or Typhoidfever,—fifth. Typhus fever,—sixth. Plague,—seventh. Variola,—ffightff
Vaccina, mnth, \ aricella,—tenth. Rubeola,—eleventh, Scarlatina,—
ana twelth. Erysipelas.

The second class, constitutional diseases, includes Rheumatism andGout only,—and in the third class ^yq mcluAed i\iQ heal diseases, ar-langed m anatomical order, m sections : as for instance. Section 1stDiseases of the digestive system,-Section 2d. Diseases of the absorbent
system,- SecUon 3d. Diseases of the respiratory system,—Section 4th.Diseases of the circulatory system,—Section 5th. Diseases of the organs of secretion,-and Section 6th. Diseases of the nervous systemIhese general divisions are again separated into subsections

:

and theseagain mio articles on the individual diseases. For instance, subsection
fust, of section first, treats of diseases of the mouth,—and then there

the mouth'
example. Article 1st. Inflammation ofthe mouth,—Article 2d. Inflammation of the tongue, &c., &c.

Dr. Wood discusses and condemns the practice of naming fevers fromthe foim, grade or type they may assume, or in consequence of a pre-dominance of disease in any particular part, from mere accidental com-pilation, urging ill regard to the former, that any one disease, underdiffeient circumstances, and in different cases, may present different cha

tTne^'int
instance in different individuals, being intype, intermittent or remittent,-and in grade Typhous, SynochusT or
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Inflammatory and in regard to the latter, that the same disease, merely

diversified by the occurrence of inflammation or irritation in one organ

rather than another, has been made into distinct fevers
;

as gastric,—

hepatic, &c.—implying some essential difference. He prefers, as the

basis of arrangement, the peculiarity of the cause
;

stating, that all will

admit, we think—that “ the cases produced by the same cause may very

properly be treated as belonging to the same disease
;
and any incidental

peculiarities of form, type, &c.—should serve only as the ground ot

varieties y’—and it appears to us, that, though not universally, it has

generally been in the latter sense, that the terms alluded to, have been

""^Undtr the article Irritative Fever are included a number of cases

which we have deemed of somewhat difficult classification, resulting

they do from causes of irritation having nothing in common, “ nothing

peculiar or specific in their mode of operation.” Among the causes,

the Author enumerates, principally, exposure to cold, especially in com-

bination with moisture,—exposure to intense heat,—over-exertion m
hot weather,—errors of diet,—teething, worms, <Ac.,—out he also con-

siders a pre-existing disposition to the febrile movement necessary to

the production of the disease. As will be inferred from the causes

named he includes under this head Infantile remitteif.
^ ^

Inrec-ard to treatmejit, we find nothing particularly requiring notice,

but mus't admit that our curiosity has been somewhat awakened to d^.

cover, what are the peculiar remedial virtues possessed by (xarlic, sutti-

cient to induce a gentleman of Dr. Woods good taste generally, to ad-

vise its use in poultices to the feet,—and, mixed with brandy,— in fric-

tions along the spine, in convulsions attending the Infantile cases, in

preference to mustard, cayenne and other articles of the kind, so much

less offensive to the olfactories. „ , ^ r r

The article on miasmatic fever includes, “ all the forms of fever re-

suiting from the influence of marsh miasmata.” They are arranged

under°three heads, to wit. Intermittent fever. Remittent fever, and Per-

nicious or congestive Intermittent and Remittent fever. Aotwithstand-

ino-the numerous Types and the differences of Grade, in miasmatic

asln other fevers. Dr. Wood considers them all, “ as much one disease,

as are the different varieties of small-pox, measles, or scarlet fever.

Yellow fever, it will be perceived, he does not consider one of the mias-

matic family.
. , ^ . rr • j ^

The followinor paragraph is not devoid of interest, onering as it does

a somewhat ingenious explanation of the occurrence of Dropsy after in-

termittents ;
and also from the fact, mentioned by the Author of the pre-

gence o'f albumen in the urine in such cases,—adding to our a ready

existint^ evidences that organic disease of the kidneys is probably not

a necessary condition, as was once supposed, to the secretion of this

substance,—seeing that “the Dropsy is in general easily and often per-

manently cured ;” which we believe is rarely the case when resulting

from the morbus Brightii.
. . . • j „

“A very frequent result of protracted intermittent is dropsy. 1ms

affection sometimes occurs during the continuance of the disease, and

as before stated, has been ascribed, in part, to a vicarious secretion in o

the cellular tissue and serous cavities. But it is more Trequent after th
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intermittent has been interrupted. Even in such cases^ it may possibly
be owing, in part, to the substitution of a serous discharge for the per-
spiration to which the system was accustomed. I have found the urine, in
these cases, so far as 1 have examined it, to be albuminous, and some-
times highly so, yet the dropsy is in general easily and permanently

I cured.”

The explanation, however, M^hich attributes the production of dropsy,
following interm ittents, to an impediment to the return of the blood, in
consequence of obstruction in certain of the abdominal viscera seems
sufficient

;
is the more plausible, and probably the true one, seeing, that,

in such cases, some of the viscera alluded to, may almost invariably be
discovered to be more or less enlarged or indurated.

Dr. Wood rather favors the opinion,—more current in times past, when
the saying was, that

“ An ague in the spring

Is Physic for a King,”

than in the present day,—that intermittents prove useful, by “ supersede
ing other diseases, and removing morbid tendencies which had before re-
sisted treatment.” Now, we are inclined to believe, that, where another
disease has been cured seemingly, by the supervention of or during the
progress of an intermittent, it has been rather in consequence of the
treatment instituted for the removal of the latter, than, as Dr. Wood sup-
poses, by^ substituting a “ safe and temporary for an unsafe or obstinate
affection.” The results of our own observation at least during a prac-
tice of several years in a highly malarious section, are in decided oppo-
sition to the doctrine

;
for not only have we never seen a case, in which

the occurrence of an intermittent during the progress of another
disease seemed of itself to prove beneficial to that disease; but, on the
contrary, we can call to mind at this time not a single instance, in which
it did not of itself seem to have a marked prejudicial effect on the origi-
nal disease, proportionate to its own violence and duration. Dr. Wood
himself, however, thinks that the opinion, that it has a counteracting in-
fluence, Mffiere a tendency to pulmonary consumption exists, is based up-
on insufficient grounds. That consumption may be a less common dis-
ease, as a general rule, in some malarious countries at least, than in cold-
er parts, it would seem might be explained by other influences, without
the necessity of invoking the aid of counteracting agency from the ma-
laria itself, or an antagonism between ague and consumption. It is not
true, that in malarious sections,—perhaps with more propriety we might
say in warm climates,—consumption, when fairly developed, is more rapid
in its progress than in cooler latitudes. But we are deviating somewhat
from our proper subject.

The proper anatomical character of intermittent fever, the author is
of opinion, has scarcely been ascertained.

Dr. Wood enters at some length into, the treatment of intermittent fe-
ver, considering in order the remedies proper during the three different
stages. He is opposed to bleeding iii the cold stage, not so much it
would seem because the general result of the testimony on the subject
is against it, as because “ it has always appeared to be opposed to a
sound pathology.” In other words, according to Dr. Wood’s theory of
congestion, a feeble action of the heart is necessary to a morbid accu-
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niulalion of blood in this organ and the larger vessels, which probably

takes place during the cold stage, and as it is difficult to understand how

the abstraction of blood can have the effect of correcting this enfeebled

action, he is on 'princi'ple opposed to it. It must be admitted that, ad-

mitting the state called congestion to be a mere accumulation of blood

in the larger veins,—the supposition of an enfeebled action of the heart

(trom whatever cause resulting) offers such a plausible and seemingly

satisfactory explanation of the production, that in the absence ot positive

observation to the contrary, it is difficult to resist the impression, that

such is really the case. Listen to Dr. Wood’s explanation.

“The blood, imperfectly transmitted through the vessels of the lungs,

and imperfectly forwarded by the heart, accumulates necessarily in the

venous system behind these points of obstruction. It is not the accu-

mulation of blood that produces the prostration, but this that causes the

accumulation.”

Now, xvhatever may be the immediate cause of the accumulation

(and we have no theory to offer at this time explanatory of the pheno-

menon) it cannot, we feel assured, with propriety be attributed to an en-

feebled action of the heart, in diseases at least of malarious origin
;

for,

in this respect, diftermg from some other diseases, as for instance Ty-

phus fever, generally in these, the force of the heart’s action will in al-

most every stage be found equal to that of health, and almost invariably

disproportionately strong, when considered in reference to the condition

of the system in other respects, and in reference to other diseases.
^

If

this were really the cause, should we not of course look xvith propriety

for the phenomena of congestion, in the most strongly marked shades,

in Typhus fever, in which, as we are informed by Dr. Stokes,* the im-

pulse of the heart is often imperceptible, frequently one ofthe sounds of

the organ entirely extinct and the other with difficulty heard, and that,

too, not only in cases of the worst character, or during the period of im-

pending dissolution, but in many in which recovery takes place.
^
Here

we have general prostration, in which the heart participates. Nothing

like this, we feel assured, will be observed as a common occurrence in

fevers of malarious origin, in which, in many instances up to the last

hour, in aiticulo mortis even, the impulse and sounds of the organ may

be felt and heard distinctly.

Under ordinary circumstances Dr. Wood advises that, in the inter-

missions, as soon after the bowels have been evacuated as possible, to

commence with the Peruvian bark or one of its preparations. From

twelve to twenty-four grains of quinine he considers about the proper

quantity, as a general rule to be given in an intermission
;
but has not

that dread of somewhat larger quantities entertained by many, and does

not hesitate to advise their administration, in cases in which the more

moderate doses have failed. Subsequently he gravely discusses the pro-

priety of its administration in intermittents complicated with local in-

tiammation, and arrives at the following conclusion, which we feel assu-

red cannot fail to elicit a smile from many of those whose opportunities

of practically testing the value of the two different methods of treatment

have perhaps been more numerous than have those of Dr. Wood.

* Ou the use of wine in Typhus fever.
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‘he intermission is quite complete, in other words when

IS quite exempt from fever, qumia may be given without hesitation, ifthe stomach w, 1 support it. If any existing inflammation is of so bw
^1

’.'‘‘’u""'
*'’• symptomatic fever, it will scarcely oppose an

m vitm®
^"“-periodic action of quinia, and will be much more likelyto yield after the paroxysms have ceased. Indeed such inflammation is

WhL*The“‘^-'^fl^^’
"‘'8''*'“® it the fever of the paroxysm—

It,
°

u .*n

teiittmmation is so severe or extensive as to induce fever
disease may have the paroxysmal form, yet it will presentla er the aspect of a remittent than an intermittent, as there will be

^
b W ^ th roughout the interval. In such cases, the use of quinia

th^p°“in1l^^

preceded by depletion and pother measures calculated to iLuce

tained^Z 1

®' i"'®‘™hssion has been ob-

dirremedy.”
resortingto the anti.perio-

Those only who have had numerous opportunities of observing the

Ciw^ffi if
of treatment in malarious diseases, a^rawarehow difficult It IS, and of the uncertainty of the attempt, to subdue localinflammation, existing in combination with miasmatic fever, by what ispnerally considered a pure antiphlogistic treatment. In spite of blee?mg, local and general, purgatives, antimonials, &c., so^long as theparoxysms of ferer are permitted to continue, with each exace^rbatiln

iTtir are tho
ttiflammation is produced. On the other hand, how

ittle aie those aware, whose practice, as regards the use of quinia isthe result of theoretical notions, based upon the more commonly^receiveddoctrines in relation to its modus operaiidi, how readily miasmJtic febrileexacerbations may be mooerated or broken up completely by it, evenduring the continuance of local inflammation, or how powerfW aii adh,vant lor the latter itself judiciously used, it proves.
Dr. Wood prefers the plan of administering it in small doses at shortintervals, so that the desired quantity maybe equally distributed throughthe apyrexia

; omitting as a general rule the time of sleep. The advan-tage of this method of administration is, accordin» to the author that a
better opportunity is given for the absorption of“tie nwdlc^^
as It^

'* ®P®re‘®®
’‘J entering into the circulationas,it can be detected m the urine by chemical test?.” Now, thoush we’

m ore
for believing, (we have not time to discuss themat present,) that the curative operation of quinia is in part effected

wiT^wh^h
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believe that its remedial influence is likewise measurably effected si^requent o its entrance into the circulating current, and tha^ this il necetsary for Its fu 1 and more perfect action, still we do not consider as «pein«!o be the opinion of Dr. Wood, that the mere fact of rdetect’ionmine by chemical tests, is of itself sufficient and conclusive nroof thni
Its entrance into the circulation is necessary to its curative operMionfor we see no reason why a remedy may not exert its curative mron

’

entirely on the nerves of the stomach, and yet subsequently come undelhe act on of the absorbents. Because a medicine may “ operam bv e.T

are also^rJu'^his wj.'"
92
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Among the meiins of prevention, to those

Tefsors,’ to a™rd™ri.?tfe Iwy
a much

I'rlXtothneasmertokeep tW system stoadiiy unde, ‘h® influence

kinds ofexposure, at all hours of the day and night. VV e aie acquamieu

V ,th a nXssioiml gentleman who has remained well during a residence

of some'^ten or twelfe years duration in a highly malanous locality un-

dero-oins all that time such exposure and fatigue by day ’

Necessarily result from a tolerably extensive pracUce, and who, neve -

rheTess haVN^er yet taken a single grain of quinia or Peruvian bark.

Dr. Wood calls flie attention of his readers
f

guishing characters of remittent fever 'ypho|d te « (‘h® °ne “

niitnmnal the other, the winter epidemic of oui counti})— as tne

diseases have been, and still are, not “XNhtn errm^of
titioners ” The only conditions, we conceive, undei which an eiroi or

htktoLould easily occur, would be in cases in which the cause or

causes of Tynhoid fever might be brought in action on patients pievi-

OTslv exposed to miasmatic influence, and the latter circumstance m-

presLg upon the disease something of a
’
^'diNgi o-

Ling one of the principal circumstances upon ^ 1

sis in the few cases of protracted remittent lever, m which, as m all other

febViledi5easesoflongduration,symptomsdenominated^^^

tent likely to be confounded with Typhoid
^

,

Uln nba few cases, however, instead ot f ®:t\hf12^
courses above indicated, the disease ®

sroften
' day takes on a new character, very much resembling

f
w4 in enteric fever AU .gulaiky in the

toT20rf— 'and sortimes reaching eleven exceeding 140

while hi small and ’rather feeble. Jlie skin is ry and either unive.
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sets in, the pulse sinks to nothing, the surface becomes cold, the coun-
enance assumes the Hippocratic expression, and death speedily closes
the scene. ^

We think the above description will be found applicable in its prin-
cipal features in many instances, to other febrile affections and diseases
ot a protracted character attended with fever, as well as to remittent fe-
ver, as descriptive in short of tlie condition to which protracted febrileand inflammatory diseases so frequently tend in their advanced stau-es.As certainly however identifying it as remittent fever. Dr. Wood^re-mar is, that “ even this form of the fever sometimes ends in intermittent,
and thus proves that it was not what it might otherwise be thought to
he, a pure case of enteric or Typhoid fever.”
The following is Dr. Wood’s account of Remittent fever occurring in

subjects previously exposed to the operation of causes calculated to de-
press the vital powers and to deprave the blood. The cases of this cha-meter probably more frequently arise, he observes, “from the co-opera-
tion ot an epidemic typhoid influence with miasmata.”

‘In such cases, connected with more or fewer of the characteristic
symptoms of bilious fever before enumerated, are, at a comparatively
early period in the disease, a dark and dryish tongue, with sordes upon
the teeth and gums

;
dark alvine evacuations, becomino- in the end in-

voluntary
;

flatulent distension of the abdomen
; irregularity of respira-

tion
; a pulse either frequent or slow, slender or full, regular or irreo-u-

lar, but always feeble and readily compressible, and sometimes almost
fluttering • a strong tendency to passive hemorrhage, as shown by oozing
ot blood from the gums, discharges of dark blood from the bowels, and
petechiae and vibices upon the skin

;
a dusky, livid or purplish hue of

the skin, often combined with the yellow of the bilious disease: irregu-
lar distribution of heat upon the surface, and the early occurrence oflow
delirium, stupor or coma, or, in their absence, of great restlesness, iac-
titation, anxiety and mental depression.”

Dr. Wood speaks of several modifications of remittent fever, most ofthem dependent apparently upon the organ principally affected. In all
of them he says, “there are evident, in some of the cases, certain
signs, either full blown or, as it were, embryotic, which mark the dis-
ease as miasmatic or bilious fever

;
more especially gastric irritation

yellowness of the skin and a tendency to the regular paroxysmal form.’’Among the symptoms of remittentfever enumerated by the author isone which we do not recollect to have heard named by others, and havelarely observed in our own circle of practice.
“ Sometimes the patient is troubled with uneasy sensations on theback part of the tongue or in the fauces, which causes an almost constanthawkin^g with the discharge of glairy mucus. The author well remem-

bers, that in an attack of this kind one of his most uncomfortable sensa-

loLVha^rTn rfaulel”

f
proportionately observed the above symptom in other

febiile affections, as in remittent fever, we have not considered it there-
but have considered it

fellies
"Toreased viscidity of the mucus oftlie mouth andfauces, and its consequent more difficult expulsion, arising from the de-
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ficient secretion attending generally a febrile state of the system from

whatever cause induced. It might, we conceive, have been omitted

very properly in the enumeration of the symptoms of a disease with so

many striking and peculiar features as the one under consideration.

“The average duration of bilious fever” (observes Dr. Wood) “m
all its forms, may be stated at about fourteen or fifteen days. It some-

times ends as early as the fifth or seventh, often about the ninth or elev-

enth day
;
and is sometimes greatly protracted, even to four weeks or

more.”

We are persuaded that the above estimate of the average duration of

remittent fever, as applied to many sections of our country at least, is in-

correct; unless, indeed, it has reference to the period to which the ca-

ses extend, or would extend, if uninterrupted by treatment. Somewhat,

of course, depends upon the epidemic, and much upon the practice pur-

sued. The average duration of 124 cases treated between the 1st of

June and the 20th of November, 1847, to the records of which we have

had access, was a fraction less than 7 days, including the day of the at-

tack and that of the discharge in the calculation ;
this period, too, being

very considerably augmented by a few complicated and protracted cases.

But 24 cases only of the number extended beyond the 7th day. The

average duration of treatment was about 3^ days, including the day of

its commencement and the day of the patient’s discharge ;
such perni-

cious cases as occurred as well as the more mild are included in the

calculation.

Among the fost mortem appearances Dr. Wood mentions inflamma-

tion of the mucous membrane of the stomach, as also of the bowels;

enlargement of the mucous glands of Brunner in the duodenum ;
signs

of inflammation of the membranes of the brain and congestion of that

organ; enlargement and softening of the spleen; enlargement and soft-

tenino-’of the liver ;—but, in regard to this organ, states that “the most

strikinc^ phenomenon revealed upon dissection ” is the alteration of

color, first distinctly described by Dr. Stewardson in the American Jour-

nal of Medical Sciences for April 1841. Of this. Dr. Wood remarks

that “ it may be regarded as one of the characteristics of the disease

and considers it the only post mortem “ peculiarity which has been

discovered ;” but, in another place observes, “ how far this may be

connected with the peculiar and distinctive pathology of the disease, it

would not be easy to determine.” Of the other lesions enumerated he

observes, that, they “are the same as those frequently met within

other febrile diseases.” The genuineness of those cases in which in-

flammation and ulceration of the elliptic patches of Peyer’s glands, such

as characterize the enteric or typhoid fever, is questioned by Dr. Wood.

The truth of the following statement is admitted by all, we believe, at

present, whose opportunities for observation in regard to the circum-

stance, have been at all considerable.

“ It is a singular fact, that the negro, though not entirely exempt from

miasmatic fever, is much less liable to it, and, when attacked, suffers

less from it, as a general rule, than the white. Hence the coast ot

Africa, which is so fatal to persons of our color, is favomble to the

negro ;
and the latter lives and works in the rice fields of Carolina, at
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seasons when a single night spent among them would be fatal to his
master.”

As bearing upon this singular fact, we make the following brief ex-
tracts from a valuable paper on the Medical History of Alabama, con-
taining much interesting information, recently published in this Journal,
by Dr. P. H. Lewis.

Speaking of Congestive fever, he observes, “the negroes, who are
much more exposed than were the young men of the white population
are seldom attacked. In 1835 and 1836, the writer’s circle of practice
embraced a population of 1500,—one thousand of whom were negroes,
and the balance whites. During the Autumn ofthese two years, he treat-
ed 88 cases of grave congestive fever

;
and among the whole number

there were but three cases occurring in neo’roes. * * ;f: %

During the warm weather, this class ofpersons enjoy the best of health
;

but after the approach of cold nights and mornings, such as we have in
October and November, disease, * * * jg among them.
Further—“ To the negro whose organization is such as to endure the
heat of summer with impunity, those diseases which come on the chilly
blast, and are nourished by cold and moisture, are peculiarly noxious
and alarmingly fatal.”

The of remittent fever is discussed briefly, and the view which
considers it merely owing to the superaddition of acute inflammation of
one or more of the organs, to intermittent fever, clearly refuted. The
opinion which referred all the phenomena of the disease to gastritis, as
it no longer meets with supporters, is not combatted.
An over production of bilious matter in the system—Dr. Wood con.

tant fever. * * * “ It is not in bilious fever as in jaundice, that
the liver does not act, and that the biliary principles being thus prevent-
ed irom escaping by their usual outlet, accumulate in the blood, and are
then thrown olf by the skin. On the contrary, though there may be
cases in which the liver is congested beyond the power of secretion, yet
in the great majority of cases, thaf organ acts even more vigorously
than in health, as is evinced by the bilious vomiting, bilious stools, and
and.abundance of bile found in the gall bladder after death. Whence
then proceeds the yellow color of the surface, and the jaundiced condi-
tion of the urine ? Undoubtedly from an excessive production of the
biliary principles in the blood. These principles have been detected in
the blood by chemical examination. They are produced in it probably
through the agency of the cause, and, being injurious in this excess,
seek an escape through all the emunctories, not the liver only, but the
skin, kidneys, and possibly also the mucous membranes. Still, the ex-
cess of bile in the blood is only one of the peculiarities of the disease.
It cannot be the only one

;
for such an excess frequently exists, without

producing remittent fever. Can the elimination of this excess of bilious
matter have anything to do with the cure or prevention of the disease
Can it be in this way that calomel acts ? Very often an attack of remit^
tent fever is preceded by symptoms of epigastric uneasiness, which in-
dicate portal congestion. There is some reason to think that a spon-
taneous attack of cholera morbus at this period, or the somewhat similar
operation of a full dose of calomel, occasionally prevents the develop-
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ment of the fever. Can it be by carrying out of the system the excess

of the biliary principles, which may have been accumulating in the

lilood, and which may have been stimulating the liver for a time beyond

the secreting point, that the agents alluded to produce the effects

ascribed to them ? ”
. n i • i

Dr. Wood, though generally cautious, occasionally, we think, on mere

speculative questions, too intent upon some particular or favorite notion,

loses sight of what would seem the most obvious objections to the es-

tablishment of his position.
^

\s shewin<i^ that an answer in the affirmative to the question just

propounded, would probably be incorrect, the fact may be mendoned,

that it very often happens, even after the full development of the disease,

that yellowness of the skin, (in the cases in which this does occur) is

not observed, till an excessive secretion of bile is produced. In many

instances then it is but reasonable to suppose that it is from excessive

action of the organ, rather than from an excessive production of the

principles of bile primarily in the blood, that the yellowness of

the skin is to be attributed as a result. Thus cases not unfrequently

occur, in which the disease may continue for many days, with a rnode-

rately augmented secretion of bile only, without the occurrence of jaun-

dice- but* let the liver be excited to excessive secretion, by the too free

administration of calomel, or other irritants of the gastro-duodenal mu-

cous membrane, and in all probability we will have jaundice immediately

Dr.^Wood tells us that the biliary principles have been detected in the

blood by chemical examination,—and according to his view, (if we do

not mistake it) that these already exist in the blood, and that they are

produced in it in excess, through the agency of the cause of remittent

fever, independent of the liver, the function of the latter is reduced to

one of mere mechanical separation or filtration, and not one of forma-

tion
;
and admitting this, it would be no unreasonable conclusion, we

think, that the bile, like the urine, is entirely excrementitious—serving

no useful purpose in the economy.
^

•

Undoubtedly some of the biliary principles, (as the biliphmm tor in-

stance) have been found in the blood in disease : but that the views of

Dr Wood in regard to the bile should be correct, (it may be that we

have misunderstood his remarks, for they are not characterized by his

usual clearness,) it would be necessary that these should all not only be

found in it in disease, but should also exist in it in health. According

to Simon,* in healthy blood we find neither bilin nor biliphmin, though

in icterus, biliphsein exists in the serum. He is not aware that bilin or

bilifellinic acid has ever been observed in the blood
;
and he remarks

that should the former constitute one-thousandth part of the blood, it

would be easily detected.
• • i

Should it be, however, that by others not only all the biliary principles,

but these united so as to form that fluid itself, have been detected in the

blood in disease, this would not preclude the idea of the formative ac-

tion of the liver, as their presence might be the result of absorption from

the intestinal canal. That jaundice frequently occurs in connection with

* Chemistry of man.
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a suspension of the biliary discharge, would seem to imply the existence—or favor the doctrine of the previous existence or formation of the bi-

‘liary principles in the blood itself
;
these being permitted to accumulate

in consequence of the cessation of the function, (as a mere organ of
separation,) of thel iver. But is it not possible that certain derange-
ments of the organ may exist, not incompatible with the secretion of bile

in the acini, but yet incompatible with its excretion through the finer

commencing ramifications of the ducts—and thus absorption of the fluid

take place fi'om the liver itself. Any impairment of the function of the
organ, from excessive irritation extended continuously from the duodenal
mucous membrane along the biliary ducts, would reach of course and
aflect the minute commeneing excretory ramifications—before reaching
the secretory portions of the organ. In these remarks of course vve do
not have reference to any palpable mechanical obstruction.
Where jaundice occurs in remittent fever, we think it will be found

invariably in connection, either with an excessive secretion of bile, or a
total suspension of the discharge. That explanation, which refers the
excessive secretion of bile, in miasmatic diseases, and sometimes in yel-
low fever, to excitement of the liver from sympathy with the irritated

gastro-duodenal raucous membrane, and the jaundice of such cases to

absorption from the intestines, has seemed to us the most satisfactory.
The suspension of the discharge of the secretion which sometimes takes
place, is probably the result of an excessive degree of sympathetic irri-

tation of the organ
;
a moderate”degree of stimulation, it being known,,

increasing the activity of the secretory organs, while excessive stimula-
tion has the effect of diminishing their activity or suspending entirely
their functions. Dr. Wood, we are inclined to think, did not bear this
principle in view, when he asks, can it be that calomel acts, “ by car-
rying out of the system the excess of the biliary principles, which may
have been accumulating in the blood, and ivhich inay have been slimu-
latfng the liver for a time beyond the secreting point ?” An additional
stimulant to excite to secretion an organ, already stimulated beyond the
secreting point ?

Is it really known that the “ epigastric uneasiness” alluded to in the
quotation, is indicative of “ portal congestion?”
We are surprised somewhat at the questions of Dr. Wood; “can the-

elimination of this excess of bilious matter have any thing to do with the
cure or prevention of the disease ? Can it be in this way that calomel
acts ?”—-presented as they are doubtingly, and as if containing sugges-
tions entirely new, when the practice of so many, and for so long a time,
has been based upon the assumption of the truth of both

;
when, in giv-

ing calomel to “ carry off the bile” has for so long consisted the popular
practice and theory of extensive sections of the country.

Within the last tenor twelve years a very material change has taken
place in certain sections, in the treatment of remittent fever

;
the more

general use and more liberal administration of quinia having taken the
place of, or rendered unnecessary to a considerable extent the repeated
administration of mercurials and other puigatives, and the irritatino-

nauseants,—diaphoretics as they are teimed,—which constituted so init
portant a part of the treatment in times past. Those practitioners, who
remember the results of the past practice in the sections alluded to, can-
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not but be struck with the comparatively rare occurrence ofjaundice, as

also the diminished quantity of bile generally discharged in remittent

fever, as treated at present. Indeed, under any circumstances this symp-

tom (jaundice) is rarely present in the early period of the disease
;
and

this, with the fact just named, M^e consider as bearing strongly against

the opinion of Dr. Wood, that the over production of bilious matter in

the system, is one of the direct and peculiar effects of the cause of remit-

tent fever
;
but would seem to favor the belief, that it is rather an indi-

rect effect,—the result of gastro-enteric irritation ;
seeing that generally

both the jaundice (when it occurs) and the quantity of bile elirninated,

bear a tolerably exact relation to the degree and period of continuance

of the gastro-intestinal irritation attending the disease, or, induced during

the treatment, and the quantity of purgatives and nauseants administered.

This relation, however, is destroyed in those cases in which, from exces-

sive gastro-duodenal irritation,—or whatever the cause, the dischaige

of bile is suspended.
^ i w j

In regard to ‘prognosis,, all must concur in opinion with Dr. Wood,

that “there is perhaps no disease in M^hich the resources of our profes-

sion are more happily displayed than in the worst forms of bilious fever.

Fearfully fatal under neglect or mismanagement, they may, in a great

majority of cases, be conducted by proper treatment to a favorable issue.

Dr. Wood considers in succession emetics, cathartics, venesection,

diaphoretics, cold water externally applied, mercury and quinia, in rela-

tion to treatment.

Emetics are limited to cases in which there are irritating substances

in the stomach.
“ The offending matters are undigested substances that may have been

swallowed, or acrid accumulations in the stomach from chemical change,

perverted secretion or regurgitation. The former may be supposed to

exist when the attack has come on very shortly after a full meal, or after

indulgence in unwholesome food or drink. The presence of the latter is

indicated by a feeling of oppression, severe nausea, and frequent but in-

effectual attempts to vomit, the patient now and then discharging a

mouthful of very sour or sharp colorless fluid, or of bitter and acrid bile.

\ Emetics are no doubt admissible and even beneficial in certain cases,

as for instance, where an attack has supervened soon after a meal,

which is not thrown off spontaneously, as is most generally the case,

however, at the commencement of the paroxysm, and remaining upon

the stomach, oppresses, and is itself the cause of additional irritation in

that organ. There can scarcely be a question, however, that in almost

every severe case of remittent fever there are produced in the stomach

depraved secretions, in consequence of the already existing irritatioii or

inflammation, and as emetics would rather tend to increase than to allay

this, they would in all probability add to the evil they were intended to

remove. The results of experience are strikingly confirmatory of this

opinion ;
for, how few are there, who have had opportunities of observ-

ing their effects, without condemning their administratiori
;
and, for the

reason, that the very symptoms named by Dr. Wood as indicating then

use, are invariably almost, aggravated by their operation.

the practitioner to be guided by the instructions of Dr. Wood on this

point, emetics would be remedies of every day administration instead
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tke state of the system, that bleeding very frequently cannot be pushed
to the point necessary for the eradication of the inflammation. * * * *

Whatever may be the explanation of its action, the fact ol its beneficial
influence rests upon experience.

,

When the disease is violent from the outset, does not
show a disposition to yield to the remedies employed—or, when it as-
sumes a dangerous aspect in its course, there will always be a proprietym administering it in reference to its constitutional effects. *****
The immense quantities in which it has been sometimes employed are
altogether unnecessary. Only a certain amount ofthe medicine can find
access into the system from the alimentary canal, and all the rest is
either inert or a source of irritation. ***** From half a grain to
two grains may be given every hour, two, or three hours, according
to the urgency of the symptoms, and the known susceptibility of the
patient. ***** When the stomach is very irritable, doses of only
one eighth of a grain, given every half hour or hour, and regularly per-
severed in, will often have a more decided constitutional effect, than
ntty times the quantity.”

The results of our own experience are in accordance with the ob-
servations of Dr. Wood ;—indeed we are of opinion, that in many in-
stances we have seen the best effects from the administration of small
doses, when larger ones have seemed to have a most mischievous ten-
dency

;
and one principal rule by which we are governed, in its use, is,

that the quantity should be diminished, in proportion as the gastro-in-
testinal irritation is increased

;
the increase ofthe irritation from the large

do^s, rendering its constitutional effect more difficult and uncertain.
Even in mild cases,—recollecting the tendency of malarious diseases

to assume suddenly and unexpectedly a pernicious character,—we pre-
fer the calomel in most instances as a laxative, where opening medi-
cines aie necessary, administered with the view, however, to its incipi-
ent constitutional effect, and of ultimately profiting by this, should the
case prove obstinate or protracted. It is true, however, that under a
judicious treatment, in a very great majority of instances, the disease
will be arrested before the constitutional effect of mercury can be in-
duced

;
but now and then we do meet with cases, in which the main or

only hope, is in the mercurial impression.
Dr. Woods opinion as to the condition of the system, necessary for

the sale administration of quinia,—principally influenced it would seem
by a disinclination to relinquish the old opinion, as to the excitant and
tonic action of the medicine,—is much the same, as that which has
been long taught, and even at present entertained by many, who highly
adorn the profession, but whose experience with its use, in most in-
stances, owing to the circumstance of position, has been necessarily
somewhat limited. He says— ^

* * * * ‘‘ ordinary cases it will often shorten the duration of
the disease, if given m the remission, after this has become very de-
cided, so as almost to amount to an intermission.”

^

It is its action upon the brain that he fears principally, “ because it
is upon that organ that it operates most powerfully ;” and under certain
circumstances, in which otherwise he would admit the urgent necessity
for its use

;
“ symptoms of cerebral inflammation, or strong determina-
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tion,*’ are viewed as positive contra-indications. Perhaps there are no

circumstances in which the beneficial influence of quiniais more strongly

manifested, or in which it is better borne in full doses, than in a cer-

tain class of cases in which there is often considerable determination to

the brain. Witness its almost talismanic influence over the violent and

pernicious cases, with coma, stupor, &c.; in some of which, at least, there

are the most reliable and certain evidences of determinations to this

organ present.

In those cases to which it is admitted to be applicable, from 18 to 24

grains, the author thinks, will generally be sufflcient for cases not fall-

ing under the title of malignant or pernicious. In a vast majority of

instances, more we think is unnecessary, but where the paroxysms oc-

cur at long intervals, as in the tertian type, it may be prudent to pre-

scribe a larger quantity.

“ The doses,” says the Author, “ must be regulated by the length of

the remission. If this be short, they must be very large, and if of a

few hours duration only, the whole quantity must be given in two or

three doses. If the remission be long, the medicine should be equally

distributed through it, care being taken, that the whole shall have been

administered two or three hours before the expected paroxysm.”

Bearing in mind the insidious character of miasmatic disease and

the tendency of the paroxysms to anticipate, more especially in the more

violent cases, we think a better plan is, to administer two or three preUy

full doses in quick succession in the early part of remission
;
and with

smaller quantities at longer intervals, retain the patient under influence

of the remedy the requisite period.

But there are circumstances, in bilious remittent fever, which render

quinia of the utmost value. When a paroxysm of great virulence has

occurred, from which the patient has been saved only by the most stren-

eous exertions, and there is every reason to fear that a similar one will

prove fatal, recourse should be had to the sulphate of quinia in the re-

mission, however imperfect or short it may be.”

In this recommendation we presume all will concur. The treatment

of miasmatic fevers, so far as the influence of medicine extends, is one

of prevention, in a measure, rather than of removal. How little the con-

trol that we are able to exert over a paroxysm already formed, and how

trifling the influence of medicine in its removal, pr in preventing its

disorganizing influences, compared with the power we possess of pre-

venting a recurrence ?

The conditions, it will be remembered, commonly urged as contra-in-

dicating the use of quinia, generally in remittent fever, and concurred

in by L)r. Wood,—by those w’ho oppose the practice, are the existence

of local lesions, and the continuance of considerable febrile excitement

during the remissions. Now, it will, we think, be admitted as a gene-

ral rule, liable to exceptions perhaps, that the remissions are less per-

fect, and the local lesions more profound and extensive, in proportion

to the violence of the previous paroxysm. With what consistency then

can those who so strenuously oppose the general practice of the ad-

ministration of quinia in the ordinary milder cases, or early in the dis-

ease, before the development of great violence in the paroxysms, mere-

ly because there may exist some slight local lesions, or that the remis-
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sions are not so decided as almost to amount to intermissions—advise it
tn the more violent cases, such as above referred to by Doctor Wood inwhich the remissions must be less perfect, and the 'local lesions moreprofound and extensive ? Could we reasonably expect else, consistent.

Iki’nhled'*
‘='‘''=‘<“s“‘nces named, than a re.doubled diligence merely in the administration of the effervescing

diaughts, diaphoretics, and other favorite antipUogistics, for the purposeof b-ingmg the remission to the requisite approach to an intermis-

We present briefly Doctor Wood’s remarks on the treatment of themore protracted cases.
“ It was stated in the description of the disease that, if a favorablechange did not take place from the ninth to the twelfth day, it was apt toalter its form, and assume many of the symptoms which characterize theadvanced stages of the common enteric or typhoid fever. In such casesthe tongue being dry, the skin dry, and the secretions generally delici.

(If he has, the symptoms enumerated, we think, will rarely presentt^hemselyes. Rev.) togive the mercurial pill, in the dose of a grain every

of itsTfTc/ ®^hibifsome signsof Its effec bhould diarrhoea exist at the same time, as often happenst^bout a sixth, or a quarter of a grain of opium, with the same quantity’of Ipecacuanha may be given with each pill. Should any tend^cy to

miiiSrrS''^
™ observed, the sulphate of quinia should be ad.

The oil of turpentine, which “acts as an alterative upon the inflamedand probably ulcerated mucous membrane of the bowels,” in the dose

whhTe n "th
** favourite remedywith the author, in these protracted cases; and he also suggests the use

stances" “ Should''"’
^

circum-

fel W t.

“ Profure upon the abdomen detect a tender spot, afew leeches may sometimes he applied advantageously
; and in alfcases

Tmtr
® tympanitic abdomen, this should be keptnstantly covered with a large emollient cataplasm to which a littlemustaid may be added, sufficient to sustain a slight feeling of warmth ”

When the system sinks into a very prostrate conffition, senientaria amnoma, wine whey, mulled wine, milk punch, <fec., with external stimn"

aVrp’pro'pi” mefc.'’“‘

avffi:^d,^hXintaL:;m“^^
which so often precedes the disease, is experiencedUnd afte“s fo

’

owing the purgative with quinia, in the quantity which would be necesary to prevent a paroxysm.” We are inclined to believe, hovvever fromsome observation in regard to the subject, that any pertiirbative’meTsures will as often cause the immediate development of the disease'where It might otherwise have been avoided, as pLent fts occuZeeIf the pi ophylactic course suggested by Dr. Wood, however could al'

nia might be administered prior to any febrile movement thi^W ^ j
effect would probably be gained. Entire abstffimZt’m Ld.'ffie
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avoidance of all exposure, cooling drinks, rest and quiet, where the

ni-emonitory symptoms are slightly felt, are the prophylactic measures,

upon which we are inclined to believe that reliance should chiefly be

’’'^Dr'^’Wood prefers the term pernicious, to that of malignant or con-

gestive, “ because not having been generally applied to other di^seases

it mav b6 received as designative of a particular morbid state of great

danger, to the exclusion of others, which may be equally dangerous, but

in a different way.” _ . ^ . *1 •

“ It may be asked why make a distinct affection of what is nothing

more than a modification of an ordinary disease? The answer simply

is, that its extreme danger, and yet often easy curability, when eai y re-

cocmised, render it desirable that the practitioner should have a vixud

impression of its character and importance, which may be hest given by

treating of it distinctly; while the danger of false pathological views

may be readily guarded against, by due explanation.

However inappropriate the term congestive, (and we see no objection

to it, used in connection with such explanations as are proper to show

that it is not intended to designate a •primary morbid condition, but a

state resulting from some previous derangement, obscure in its nature,

of the nervous system probably,) we do not think that the term perm-

ciuus can in strict propriety be substituted fo*'

there are many cases comprehended under this latter term, as used y

the writers of the continent of Europe, in which not one of the pheno-

mena characterizing, what in the South is uii^derstood as the state of

congestion, is present. For instance, many of the cases of the comatose

remittent are of this character; for though classed among the pern,,

cious fevers, instead of the pulse being small and frequent, a,s m con

gestion, it may be full and slow ;
instead of the extremities being

Shrunken, clammy and cold, they may be warm, dry, and tt‘e «ap^'"y

circulation active. So indeed with all the other symptoms. Di. Woo

himself says, in regard to these cases, that the pulse is full, and thoug

generally so^ewhal accelerated, is much less so than in other cases,

fnd occassionally is even slower than in health. It often to® ha®

siderable strength.” Again, “the organic functions are at first com-

paratively unaffected, the heart often continuing to act with eneigy, and

[he surfaL to retain its warmth, when the patient is quite insensible.

That the affection is chiefly nervous is to be inferred from >‘s

city. There may often be congestion ;
there may sometimes be inflam-

"’Tim pernidourmiasmatic fevers have been considered as

both the intermitting and remitting types, and in

noses the disease to be occasionally continued. Ihis latter is m an

probability an exceedingly rare form; B.nd strictly speaking, the formei

[s also, we are disposed to think, of much less frequent occurrence, than

is generally supposed. We have seen but few such cases, and indeed,

aftir the oLrrence of one pernicious paroxysm, it would seem improb-

able that there should occur, in the short space

time for a recurrence, such an entire restoration of he
^

healthy state, as to admit of that normal condition of the siiiface, pulse,

(Sic., constituting strictly an intermission.
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From the symptoms of pernicious fever, as given by Dr. Wooil, we
extract a few passages.

“The disease exhibits different phenomena, according to the direc-

tion of the morbid innervation. Thus, in some cases, the organic func-

tions are especially affected
;
in others, the animal. In the former, the

evidences of disease are presented chiefly in the organs of digestion,

respiration, calorification, circulation and secretion
;

in the latter, most
prominently in the brain.”

In the first, “ there is almost invariably a feeling of epigastric weight
and oppression, with tenderness upon strong pressure

;
and often of in-

tense internal heat, with excessive and unquenchable thirst. This
sense of burning heat and thirst is among the most striking symptoms,
when taken in connection with the positive reduction of temperature
over the greater portion of the surface, and sometimes even within, as
indicated by the tongue and breath.”

Our experience in some respects does not accord with that of Dr.
Wood. In a very considerable proportion at least, if not all the cases

of congestive fever which have fallen under our observation, we may ob-

serve, that, though the extremities have been exceedingly cold, clammy
and shrivelled, the surface of the chest and abdomen has generally been
very considerably above the healthy standard

;
sometimes exceedingly

hot. Indeed, in many instances we think it may be observed, that the

heat of the surface of the body and the complaint of internal heat and
thirst are in a measure proportionate to the coldness of the extremities.

It is difficult to separate the cold stage proper, in many instances, from

the period offebrile exacerbation, for it is during the latter, that the cold-

ness of the extremities is frequently the greatest
;
the development of

heat, often so excessive, being confined to the abdomen and chest. It is

during this time, too, that the sensation of internal heat and the thirst

are most distressing, and the action of the heart most forcible. The
period of remission, we are inclined to think, has by some writers been
mistaken for that of the exacerbation. In the remissions, as the cold-

ness of the extremities diminishes somewhat, the heat of the body alsa

diminishes in the same proportion
;
the sensation of internal heat

and thirst becomes less distressing, and the force of the heart’s action

abates. We do not recollect at this time to have observed, as a general

law, anything in the state of the tongue or breath, indicating a reduc-

tion of temperature internally, as stated by Dr. Wood to be the case,,

while we have had such evidence of the existence of great internal heat

during life, as its presence discovered in examinations a few hours after

death, may be supposed to give. That the patient does not complain of
coldness ofthe extremities, considering their real temperature, may seem
strange, but impressed, as we have heretofore been, with the belief that

a great degree of morbid internal heat existed, we have thought that

this, and the other distressing sensations, as thirst, nausea, epigastric

oppression, &c., have been so overpowering, and the attention so con-

centrated upon them, that the coldness of the extremities has merely not

been noted. We remember no case, in which the patient has actually

complained of heat of the extremities themselves, when they were cold.

We proceed with our quotations.
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“ The state of the respiration is often highly characteristic. The

breathing seems like a succession of deep sighs, and occasionally each

respiration is interrupted in its progress, and effected as if by a double

effort.
***** Occasionally, however, the respiration is panting,

hurried and irregular. The patient complains that he cannot get his

breath, and desires to be fanned, or longs for fresh air.”

The action of the heart, according to the experience of Dr. Wood, is

feeble
;
indeed, according to the mechanism of the formation of conges-

tion, as he has explained it, this would seem the necessary commence-

ment, the first step, so far as the mere accumulation of blood is concerned.

He says : “ generally the heart, though contracting very frequently, for

reasons explained elsewhere, has appeared to me to be feeble, rather

than energetic.” On turning to page 172, to which the author refers

us, for the reasons ivliy the action of the heart has appeared to be feeble

rather than energetic, we find the following remarks, to which we pre-

sume he alludes as embracing the “ reasons.”

“ In diseases ofdepression and debility, the pulse is sometimes slower

than natural
;
but very often it is more fi’equent. This generally arises

from the existence of some source of irritation, in the midst of the de-

pression or debility. Indeed, it often happens that debility is one cause

of extreme frequency of pulse. A certain supply of blood is demanded

by the functions, and the heart, being too feeble to act forcibly, is

driven to excessive frequency of contraction in order to compensate for

its want of strength.”

We may be mistaken in supposing the above paragraph to contain the

reasons why, in congestive fever, the action of the heart has seemed to he

feeble rather than energetic, to Dr. Wood, but we find nothing else on

the page to which he has referred, having any bearing seemingly on

the subject.

Perhaps the most satisfactory reasons which the author could have

given, would have been a mere statement, that in certain cases, which

he had carefully examined with reference to this question, such had act-

ually been the condition of the heart’s action. In that case, there would

have been no necessity for supporting his position by mere theoretical

reasoning, based upon what we must designate false analogies
;
and by

those who entertain a different opinion, it would remain only to question

the genuineness of the cases, or to admit that in congestive fever the

action of the heart may, at least in some instances, be feeble rather

than energetic.

Dr. Wood’s “ reasons ” which we have just copied, it will be ob-

served, imply the existence of real and considerable debility. But, do

the circumstances connected with, and the phenomena attendant on con-

gestive fever, indicate a state of general prostration, or is this consistent

with the fact, mentioned by Dr. Wood himself, that “the patient will

sometimes walk about his room, hours after the pulse has ceased to be

felt at the wrist,” or with the circumstance that the disease is one fre-

quently of sudden occurrence, in patients with whom no debilitating

treatment has been adopted, and in persons not previously exposed or

subjected to debilitating influences ? The author also remarks that “the

weakness of old age, or previous disease, does not appear to constitute

a predisposition, for” (he continues) “according to Dr. Parry, the
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i tery portions of th'e^lood to oTzeThrou^^^^^^
brane. Hence the profuse sweats The coldn’p^!Ti!^-

«^em-
languid circulation kud deficient change of bS ” the '

stated that, » the heart participating in this vlostniiJr
‘^'^''tation it is

blood so rapidly as it is conveyedSards transmit the

larks, &c. Page 290.
’ ^ continued action of thecapil-

94
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while the innervation of the extreme arteries and

of nervous energy, 7^“®. as the cases of congestive lever

capillaries may be defectne. '
’

j ^ „,ith the latter condition,

which we have observed have beenconnec
of others)

(we could show too that this '» n®
^ author viven us an expiana-

t would have been
^ola. orof ogives, ion, consistent

tion also, of the inechanisrn of 'h®
;-admitting tor our-

;ekel'’thtrr«t we have not been able to fashion out one in accord-

-^hidSS
fgard to the degree of foice ", *

supposition, that in different

fever, may perhaps ^ ^ served for the accounts

instances, very opposite
with cases of miasma-

given. AVe admit ot course '‘'’i "®
jf recol-

tic fever, in which Ae action o^

coLexion with a state of general pros-

lect aright, mvaiiabl)
fpebleness of constitution, various de-

tration of the systeni, f™'" =
’ evacuating and debilitating

bilitating causes, and e-P®c> I
,

j,
moderate

treatment, „i,enomena presented must ot course

severity. In
®"®V" l, ’c,erilo re state of congestion, as occur-

be different from '‘'5^®
n^^as U does, as is shown by the quo-

ring in congestive plethoric ;
considering too,

tatrons of Dr. Wood, generally the 3 oungandpl^^^^^^

that “the weakness ®‘ ^„‘'g®j ^ instance, the peculiar pheno-

constitute a
P!'®f of real prostration or debility, and

mena are mainly the result "??"'> ®*^,J; ^ state of approach-

may bear in *'®®'“y "®
^"®”i”ep are, it would seem, owing chiefly to the

ing syncope ;
m the other ine\

’

^rent. The one appears to be

concentrated action ot the ""®
, ^ f

=
j f nervous influence ;

the

a state of real prostration, a ge mia detect ot

other, a redundant si.pp y of neno>i influe^^
unqiieslionably, cases

and a proportionate detect to ow
present, in connection with

in which the phenomena of
prosti-rtion, but even in these in-

those of a stale o ‘o®'
j|j fppmj comparatively strong.

stances, the acUon of ‘''e “tea
mins of the particular cases ob-

Dr. W ood gives no detail of th -} P
i,part was feeble rather

served by ''imself, m
'^®^^ to the formation of a proper judge-

than energetic, and it is n
• should be minutely recorded,

ment, that the course an
^

P
in cases of fever, has

There is reason to belle^etlmtm p and Southwest

sometimes been mistaken
nrincipally dependent on the for-

termed congestive; and the impres-

mer, placed to the account
^

- estimate we are compel-

sion, nor yet its utterance, in
^Pf® ^^^ence of Dr. Wood, and the

led to place upon the attamrn = Pj^^
^iis position, inspire—that,

profound respect which these,Jo ethe ^.^P

notwithstanding the
*

^ di^^ease "’under consideration, his

the heart has appeared feeble
in so far as

opinions,
of ca^es of syncope and other m-

they are based upon the observation^f case, ot

stances of pure nervous prostration,—are reany
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Dr. Wood tells us that he. “ never saw a case in Philadelphia or the
neighboui hood, except in the hospitals, among sailors recently from the
Southern coast, or among medical students from the Southern and
feouthwestern States.’’—It is one of the peculiarities of the miasmatic
poison, that in many instances it remains dormant, as it were, in the sys-
tem for a length of time, and its effects become developed, perhaps,
some time subsequent to, and in situations remote from the place of its
reception. It will, however, v/e think, be considered highly improbable
by those generally most familiar with its effects, that in many of the
cases, m which the quantity and degree ofconcentration of the poison
received are sufficient for the production of well marked congestion, it
would remain dormant m the system the length of time implied above

;though, where merely sufficient for the production of ordinary intermit,
tents and the less pernicious remittents has been received, this might
reasonably be expected to be of more frequent occurrence. Now, if in
connection with this, the antiphlogistic and evacuating propensities of
our Northern con^eres generally, in regard to this disease, be borne
in mind

; their fondness for purgatives, antimonials and other debilitat-
ing measures, for the removal of local lesions (which are almost inva-
riably aggravated in each recurring paroxysm,) and to make the “re-
mission almost amount to an intermission,” and the consequent protrac-
tion of their cases, before venturing upon the administration of the anti-
periodic, we think it will be scarcely doubted, that the opportunities of
Vr. Wood, for the observation of cases of remittent fever, with general
collapse or prostration, have been much more numerous than for those
attended with decided congestion.

But this digression has become too much extended, and we return to
the symptoms for further extracts.

* * * “There are often great restlessness, general uneasiness
and jactitation. The patient, not aware of his extreme danger, and
sometimes wondering at the anxiety exhibited by his attendants, often
attempts to rise from his bed, and, if not prevented, will walk to the
window or door of the apartment. The direct cerebral functions, in-
cluding the action of the will upon the muscles, are singularly undis-
turbed, in the midst of the wreck of organic life. The patient will some-
times walk about the room hours after the pulse has ceased to be felt at
the wrist.”

After the detail of symptoms, from which the preceding extracts have
been made, marking the disease, the author notices “some of the more
prominent diversities,” in one of which particular allusion is made to a .
weakened state of the heart’s action, as especially characterising it

;

though from the general tenor of his previous remarks on the subject, it
will, we think, be the opinion of many, that this very state of the heart is
considered by him a sine qua non to the existence of congestion at all •

necessarily the first step in the mechanism of its production.
^

“It may be proper,” observes the author, “to notice some of the
more prominent diversities, in the variety of the disease above described;
that, to wit, m which the organic functions are chiefly concerned. Some-
times, the force of the disease appears to he directed especially to the
fwart, and the prominent phenomena are those of excessive prostration of
the circnlalinnN * * * * ^ ./
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In other cases, the coldness is the most prominent symptom, gradii-

ally deepening as the paroxysm advances, and at length
f

l^st the\vhoi; surface, without any primary extraordmary reducUon o

the pulse, and without disorder in the d'gest.ve functtons. The hear

at length gives way and the patient perishes m the fiist oi the secon

'’"Xhe following remarks are well calculated to impress

of the oractitioner the importance of a correct diagnosis. Ot course,

“an error'ofX kind mention'ed by Dr. Wood
^ut

the disease is of very rare occurrence, and under the care of o

very little accustomed to the treatment of miasniatic
,

ilt is of the utmost importance to be able
°"ulnt

ordinary forms of miasmatic fever ;
because, the ^ Pf

depends upon the adoption of prompt and vngorous

no? deemed necessary in other cases. When fully formed,J^he affection

can scarcely be mistaken if the practitioner be on his guard. Its po

sible occurrence in any instance of bilious fever should be borne i

mind. I have no doubt whatever, that death
„J^r^my

want of this caution. Cases of the kind have, indeed fa''®"

own observation. In the course of a bilious remittent, ‘^J'r'ptoms o

pernicious character appear, and yield, perhaps, a ter ^ ‘'"0’

Remedies employed, or in the regular course of the h'^oase. me

amendment is very naturally supposed to be the

valescence, and no extraordinary measures of ®faty aie i ported

But the apparent retreat of the disease is only the P‘«Pa‘a‘>on

more vfooious onset, and, when the onset comes, m an unguarded state

“'Vtttbidkp^llr^cts^mimioned by Dr. Wood, are givenfromthe

exLina"io„ of ffirteen cases, by M. Maillot We di^over nothmg o

special interest. The condition however of the In ei, it

to name, as the “ anatomical characteristic” of remittent feve. described

by Dr. Stewardson, does not appear to hav-e been present, or if so, no

„Ld “The liver was variously affected, being either red and soft

like the tissue of the spleen, or enlarged,
2/f“d“**^YmIdTo the tnsis-

of enormous ^ -S°X^:^a^h?’ We call attention to the ap-

pTartnce’’ Mluded to in the words which we have

probably the same as that noted by M. Louis, in the yellow let er

. The‘"marks of Dr. Wood generally relative " f
disease, are exceedingly interesting; and

explanations commonly are, or, as the obscurity of the subject will p

wtfis iS:1m?r?st remC^ctracter to pernicious fever 1

Can it be inflammation'? Is it possible f
P^^^s^canje^^

fhTgleral Sbility°t"ing exhausted'by ^vfokncejf ^he po^x^-

SkmSle "srm" unde'; U? foflu|cr But

ImacT wdth^fhethl’?;"^^^^^ brMmwith a perfectly sound
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intellect, and without headache or other uneasiness? Inflammation
may in a certain degree co-exist with the other phenomena

;
but it con-

stitutes in most cases no portion of the danger
;

for ail the difference
between death and a speedy restoration to health, lies in a few grains
ofquinia. Who has ever administered quinia in ordinary cases of gas-
tritis, or any other inflammation with similar results ?

It is in the peculiar state of the innervation, that we are to look for
the source at once of the symptoms and the danger. This does not con-
sist in a universal prostration of the nervous power. On the contrary,
while defective in relation to certain functions, it may be unimpaired in
others. Let us apply this view to the explanation of the symptoms. In
the first place, in relation to the cases of collapse, in which the organic
functions are especially concerned. This is prominently characterized
by a want of action in the capillaries and extreme arteries. Some sup-
pose that these vessels are spasmodically contracted. There is no evi-
dence whatever of the existence of such spasm. They collapse simply
because they contain no blood, just as they collapse in death. All parts
of the organism receive a certain supply of nervous influence which is

essential to the due performance of their functions. The extreme ves-
sels are probably not less under that influence than other parts. * * * *

In the pernicious fever the innervation of the extreme vessels fails, and
they cannot, therefore, perform their part effectually in the circulation.
The blood enters them with difficulty, in their enfeebled state, and is

carried through them very slowly.”
We decidedly concur in opinion with Dr. Wood, that it cannot be in-

flammation which stamps the peculiar character upon pernicious fever
;

though we believe, that there are few cases indeed, in which, in a
greater or less degree, it is not present in some one organ or other

;

but we are tempted almost to doubt, whether in any case deserving the
term pernicious, “ a healthy appetite” is ever present between the
paroxysms. Further,—we feel certain almost that the question, “who
has ever administered quinia in ordinary cases of gastritis, or any other
inflammation with like results ?” was written by the author in a fit of
momentary forgetfulness,— at least, ifby the expression “similar results”
is meant, a decided and marked curative influence

;
for, we cannot for

a moment suppose that Dr. Wood is not aware of the extensive appli-
cation of this remedy, which is made in the treatment of inflammations.
Has it not become a common remedy in the treatment of acute inflam-
matory rheumatism ? Indeed, is it not the remedy principally relied on
in this disease by some ? Innumerable instances of its successful appli-
cation, to the treatment of the common inflammatory diseases might be
cited. We will simply refer to two cases of meningitis successfully
treated, with it, mentioned in a valuable paper, “ on the poisonous pro-
perties of the sulphate of quinine,” published in the American Journal
of Medical Sciences for April, 1847, by Dr. W. O. Baldwin, of Mont-
gomery, Ala.

If fault can possibly be found with the author’s observations on the
treatment of congestive fever, it is in his recommendation of certain
remedies, which, many we are assured, of the most extended experiencem the management of the disease, will deem of very questionable utility
as for instance the acetate of lead, kino, oil of turpentine, &c.,—at a
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linif (for in all cases of congestive fever, this is generally the case)

when it is with the greatest difficulty that the really important remedies

can be retained on the stomach All this however is outweighed by

his recommendation of the liberal use of opium, and the following .

u \s soon as a remission or intermission has been obtained, there is

but one course of treatment, and that is all important. There should

be no delay for previous treatment ;
no waiting for a more perfect relief

from this, that, or the other symptom. Such dallying has but too often

been fatal. No matter whether the patient has been under treatment

or not clurino- the paroxysm, no matter how partial the remission, provi-

ded it be a i^mission, no matter at what period of the interval the prac-

titioner may have been called
;

his first, his last, almost his only though

should be sulphate of quinia.”
. ,

• • .y

Perhaps in consequence often of the brevity of the remissions, the

possibility of anticipation, and the difficulty now and then of detecting

the remissions, it might not be safe to make it an inyariable rule to wait

for a remission before commencing the administration of quinia.

The third article of the first class, is devoted to yellow fever of which

we haye an excellent account, corresponding pretty well,--a few points

excepted,—with the details giyen by many of our best and most expe-

'

“ It is an interesting fact” observes Dr. Wood, “that it does not occur

in all countries where the circumstances apparently fayorable to its pro-

duction, exist in an equal degree. Thus, while it is Singly com-

mon in the sea-port towns of intertropical America, and not unfrequently

in those of South-Western Europe, it is almost unknown in those o

Asia, Eastern Africa and South-Eastern Europe. e neyer hear of it

in Canton, Calcutta, Alexandria, Smyrna, or Constantinople, t^ile

eyery one is familiar with its ravages in \ era Cruz, Ha^ana, Ne^^

Orleans, Gibraltar and Barcelona.” „ j

“ It seldom or never shows itself as a prevailing disease in a scatteied

population, or at a distance from navigable waters, but is confined

almost exclusively to places where human beings congregate ;
as to

ships, crarrisoned forts, and towns upon the sea-coast, or upon stieams

emptying into the ocean. To these statements of the author, howevei,

inv the commencement of the attack, from that of several othei febrile

affections. They are chilliness, more or less marked ;
subsequently a

hot and dry skin, flushed face, thirst, nausea and voiniting, furred tongue,

oppression at the epigastrium, headache, and perhaps delmurn
;
and

Xrfpains in the back and limbs. The latter. Dr. Wood considers

“ amon^ the most characteristic symptoms of the incipient sta„e. In

a circumstance mentioned by the author, to wit: ‘h®

mencement of the attack in the night, it

miasmatic fevers
;
the latter, more frequently it is belle^ed, bein^ ush

^"^U^^quomat^som^length the symptoms given, as being present after

"^oCst with little or no remissmn

for a period varying from a few hours to three days, and sometimes even
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longer. The duration is shorter in the more violent cases, and longer
in the mild

;
and in the latter, is sometimes extended to lour or five

days, with a more decided tendency to remission. Having run its

course, the fever subsides, and a great apparent amelioration of the dis-

ease is experienced. The skin becomes cooler and softer, the pulse

nearly or quite natural, the respiration calm, and the stomach compara-
tively quiet. The headache and excruciating pains in the back, if not

previously relieved, disappear
;
and the patient, freed from the distress of

body and mind, becomes comparatively cheerful and hopeful, and not
unfrequently confident of recovery. It is not unusual to find him sitting

up, either in or out of bed, and to be told by him that he is quite well.

But this is a delusive calm. Sometimes, indeed, convalescence dates
from the subsidence of the fever in mild cases

;
but generally the great

struggle is yet to come. This apparent amelioration is not in any
respect comparable to the remission or intermission of miasmatic fever.

The disease still continues unabated. It is only that the febrile pheno-
mena have disappeared under the failing powers of the system. The
struggle againstthe noxious influence has ceased for a time. The con-
tinuance of the fever would be a favorable rather than an unfavorable
sign

;
as it would evince a greater ability of the system to cope with its

ferocious adversary.

There are phenomena even during this temporary calm, which evince
the existence of undiminished danger. Upon pressure in the epigas-
trium, the tenderness, instead of being diminished, is found to be greater
even than before. The redness of the conjunctiva, and the flush of the

face may be gone
;
but in their place is often a yellowish or orange

color, which gradually extends itself from the forehead and eyes to the

face, neck and chest, and ultimately in a greater or less degree over the

whole body. The urine also has a yellow tinge, which even though
the discharge may appear in mass of a dark brown color, may be de-
tected when it is in thin layers. The pulse is sometimes even slower
than in health, and has been known to descend to 40 in a minute. In
bad cases, there is sometimes a little heaviness or stupor. This period of
apparent abatement may continue but a few hours, or may be protracted
for twenty-four hours.

Another class of phenomena now ensue
;

those, namely, of debility

or prostration. In severe cases, the weakness is extreme. The pulse
is quick, irregular and feeble

;
the skin is yellow, orange, or of a bronzed

appearance
;
the blood appears to be often nearly stagnant in the capil-

laries, so that when removed by pressure with the finger from the por-
tion of the skin, the color returns very slowly

;
the dependent and ex-

treme parts of the body, as the fingers, toes, scrotum and back, become
of a dark purplish hue

;
the tongue is now often brown and dryish in the

centre, or smooth, red and chapped
;
and sordes occasionally collect

about the gums and teeth. The stomach resumes its former irritability

;

every thing swallowed is thrown up again, and a new matter is ejected,
consisting of brown or blackish flakes or particles, diffused in a color-
less liquid, which may be at first slightly tinged by them, but ultimately
becomes black and opaque. In very malignant cases, the condition of
system above described, may come even as early as the first day

; and
occasionally the extreme capillary prostration, with the purplish skin, and
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a pulse scarcely perceptible at the wrist ensues, v/hile the heart and large

vessels are still beating tumultuously. The urine, often scanty and high-

colored during the fever, is now sometimes nearly natural—sometimes

almoft or quite suppressed, and occasionally, though rarely, retained.

At tl is stage of the disease, hemorrhage occasionally takes place from

various parts of the body, especially from the mucous membranes. Blood

oozes from the gums, the fissures in the tongue, the fauces and the nos-

trils. It is sometimes also vomited or discharged by stool, or with the

urine
;
and petechiae and vibicesy arising from its extravasation, appear

upon the skin. The irritability and extreme distress of the febrile stage

are now replaced by an extraordinary apathy, and the countenance ex-

presses a quiet resignation or gloomy indifference. The pulse at length

almost ceases
;
the respiration becomes slow, sighing, and occasionally

interrupted by hiccough ^
the skin assumes a cold and clammy feel

^
the

bowels often give way and discharge large quantities of black matter,

similar to that ejected by the stomach ;
low delirium sets in

;
an offen-

sive odour sometimes exhales from the whole body
;
the eyes become

sunken and the countenance collapsed : and death takes place, often

quietly, but sometimes in the midst of convulsions. Black vomit, yel-

lowness of the skin and hemorrhage, have been mentioned as attend-

ants upon the last stage
;
but patients often die without them.

Instead of pursuing this fatal course, the system very often reacts

after the period of abatement, and a secondary fever sets in, which may

be of various grades of violence, but may always be regarded as a

salutary effort of nature, or at least a sign that the vital energies are

not vet exhausted.” * * * *

“"^From a review of the course of yellow fever as above described,

it will appear that it has usually three distinct stages. The first is that

of the primary febrile action, which continues from a few hours to seve-

ral days, on the average, perhaps, from thirty-six to sixty hours. The

second is that of subsidence or abatement, in which the exhaustion of

the excitability leaves the system in a state of temporary repose, and

which may continue, in a greater or less degree, from twelve to twenty-

four hours. The third stage is that of secondary fever or collapse, ac-

cording as the system has or has not the strength to rally under the de-

pressing influences to which it is subjected.”

“ When convalescence takes place from severe cases of yellow fever,

it is commonly tedious, in consequence of the amount of repair which

is necessary to restore the dilapidated organs.”

It may not be irrelevant here, to observe, that in the Medical History

of Alabama, a paper recently published by Dr. Lewis, of Mobile, who

has unquestionably seen much of yellow fever, we find it stated that,

“as a general rule recovery is very rapid, frequently resulting in a con-

dition of health greatly better than that which existed previous to at-

tack.” This is merely one of the innumerable discrepancies found be-

tween the statements of different authors who have treated of yellow

The preceding account is descriptive of the more common course of

the disease; certain “diversities” are enumerated of which we can

only spare room for one, which the author observes is “ in the fashion-

able language of the day, denominated congestive.”
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, 11. system is asthenic from the commencement:
t^he pulse being very frequent and feeble during the febrile excitement,

he general strength being inadequate to rally from beneath the force

^reot
^ beginning being those ofgieat piostiation, especially ot the whole capillary system. *****

Universal weakness, with obscure and, as it xvere, paralytic pains in the

L thelead'Tp"
^ of weight or stupefaction

xvithoutheaf’nn
perspiring, without tone andwithout heat, unless near the centre of the body; the pulse sometimesfiequent and sometimes full, but always feeble and occasionally almostwanting at the wrist, while the heart and carotids may be tb'obbing

aTp
purplish, with an expression of counteif-

either stolid or apathetic, or such as usually indicates a feeling ofhorror or intense agony.”
leenng 01

the^he^rt
i-econcile a tumultuous throbbing of

n the coni r'
f^ver, with his reason, why,

1 the congestive cases of miasmatic fever, the heart is feeble ratherhan eneigetic in its action
; seeing that the reasons, when examined

So Ws7h 'T, 'f'®’
heart’s action is, accoiX’

uL of congesUonf
‘he mecha-

The yellowness ofthe shin, in this disease, is attributed by Dr. Wood
‘““ibates its occurrence in re-

iiroH r
1° ehange in the blood, giving rise to an excessive

b k “ wLf ttr
pnnciple that imparts yellowness to the

c babirto s H
;*' Pje^enting a hue of bronze, it is “as-ct.bable 0 Its admixture with the dark red color of the stagnant blood.”

thir^state Tr' ‘he second or

1 I

® he matters ejected from the stomach are at first such as

he till Madder

^

P‘-°bably fromthe gall-bladder, and the vitiated secretions of the stomach itself.” ’* *

ini ftlnterntt ‘’''^hiary vomit-

thf natio
PP

f
S^sh foith apparently without effort on the part of

tot
consciousness j'^beingnot uiifrequently discharged upon the bedclothes. Sometimes it is

ulttctasituTM^'^^yn
sort of regurgitation, and portions of it comeup occa.sionally with hiccough.”

modift lilt n‘"ir" «P‘hc rtomach reallynodify the Wood m ns passage through them,” and that it is in thit

I r J
‘‘ P‘'“'^‘'C>W. That this matter is however

with It,

^ merely by the admixture of blood discharged into the stomachwith the acid secretions of this organ, we are alinost incliiitd

“
fonned bt dI Nmt ofM /-’r"

«*Pc'-''ments per-ined by ^i. JNott of Mobile
; an account of which anpearod in thpAmeiican Journal ol Medical Sciences for April 1845 . Tn these expe•iuients the matter was found to possess an add reaction, and his fact'had been also previously observed by others ---but l,v thp ndm' f r

o*„. ,Nwo,,„„.
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tertains a similar opinion, the result, it would seem, of somewhat similar

experiments. “In some cases,” he remarks, “

tinguished in nothing from blood in an uncoagulated dissohed s,ate.

* * * * “A fluid, so like it as to deceive the most experienced persons,

can be artificially formed by pouring a little hydro-chloric acid upon

blood
” * * * * “ I once,” he further observes, “ with Dr. Thomas

Hunt 'of this city, performed the following experiment. A man was

brought into the dead-house, while we were there. Upon examination,

there was no black vomit in the stomach, but a whitish, acid smelling

liquid, amounting to about half a pint. Into the stomach, containing

this liquid, some blood from the vena cava was poured. At firs ,
we

thought the experiment had failed, and returned to other investigations.

Upon examining the fluid, however, after the lapse

nutes, it was impossible to distinguish it from speciinens ofblack vomit,

with which it was contrasted.” It is further stated by the same gentle-

man, that by the black vomit, litmus paper is turned red, and tumeric

paper which has been changed by an alkali, is restored to Us

color. These facts, taken in connection, can leave scarcely a doubt,

we think, as to the nature and mode offormation of black vomit.

In regard to po.it mortem appearances, it may be observed, that many

of them are similar to those found in some other febrile afiections. It

was supposed, after the observations of Louis on the yellovv fever of

Gibraltar in 1828, that an appearance, anatomically chaiacteristic of

the disease, had been discovered, in the peculiar, anemic, dry condi-

tion and yellowish color of the liver, which he describes as being pre-

sent in all the cases which he examined. Subsequent examinations

however prove, that this appearance is far from being invariably present.

Dr Wood discusses, Lt some length, the long and warmly mooted

question of-the identity of yellow fever and remittent

tive of which, as the reader is already aware, he espouses and indeed

the weio-ht of testimony, resulting from the observation oftlm moie -

cent authors, decidedly inclines to this view of the matter. Disposed to

the samropinion, we%annot however consider the V “"y

means entirely and satisfactorily settled; and it must be admitted that

Tany of the arguments presented will by no means bear examination.
^

There is, perhaps, no disease respecting which, the accounts o au ois

are more diLrepant than of yellow fever ;
the statements of one xmtei

flatly contradicting frequently those of another ;
and symp ® '

tionL by one, as principally characterizing the disease, aie said by

others rarely to be present, or perhaps to be characteristic ofsome other

disease. Nor, is this discrepancy confined respectively to the close

book-maker and the experienced and practical observer, but may no

unfrequently be observed between the statements of writers of equal at-

tainments Ind of equal opportunities for observation, ^^y

it that diferent diseases have actually been described by o^ejent ob

servers! under the one name? or, is it that the modifications and shades

of one disease of varying features, have, on different occasions, supp

the outlines of the accounts given. .

“ A very prevalent hypothesis has been that the causes o ye o\

bilious klrs are identioal,-in other words that the former disease as

well as the latter, proceeds from marsh miasmata. 1 he chiet a g
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‘'’f
prevail in hot

Ivor h
^ ^ f*®”" y®®"-; ‘•'at, when the yellow

r.e; thatriLfe^^

ther 'sn f® countries and in hot wea-ther. So do cholera, dysentery and hepatitis
;
yet no onethese as identical with vellow fever Bnf thnnnh h ? •

^®”s*deis

seen Thu; ,h"e
where yellow fever is never

A=;o' f
’ w ‘*'*®=‘se IS not less prevalent nor less fatal in

igSigsliii
fh ^a toa'Jt'or 7e h ’’r*”'

considerable dilnceSe sea-coast, oi the borders of naviffable sfrpntna i < j*
is almost always confined (there are" however exceptions to his rTv)
the andgaUsons one ofthe most striking circumstances in relation to the former i« \hnt f

""^NowT^"'
neutralized by the atmosphere of cities.”

’ ' "

i\ow, by very much such reasoning as the above it mixrht xirp fu; j

IS
enceT Z,Tif ;

P”'?™''”® ‘‘got- and certain modifying influ.

extensively in certain' loTalitierard sealons',' utTa^dthrinSf
jy

or

ands,the pernicious form has been observed to pre4il7speeial^^^^^^^^the low grounds skirting the rivers. If the cause of remitteilf fevefhe

elTdZf- 7 “‘““f
*>®''c of cities, it is well known that the discase iteel/ IS vastly prevalent in some of them

;
and though vellow fevemost generally prevails in cities near the sea-ioast, asrema^fZauthoi, there are not wanting well authenticated accounts of J

^

lhr:ii;L'rTw‘"T!:f
““-k the eZdemL oV lV^z

plantations of thrcoltZal^ZZtit^p'r^

“i,
to a local cause on the plantation.''

traced

“One attack of bilious fever,”—proceeds the author—« so fnr rgwmg any future exemption, is well known to dispoZ^a second IttaTThe case is exactly the reverse with yellow fever TWs disease si7occurs more than once in the sameVrson. I, i, i^^MmictZ
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denied l.y see; but H appears ‘o - 'hat no

are probably less Muent than

"The:—
attacks ofthe two diseases, does not appea y

we think, with the rimi.te'nt fever

miasmatic disease;
, succession, it is a fact, that one

frequently follow each othei q a lono- immunity ;
and

violent attack of this
^^y^ood^must certainly^have been all on

the testimony examined by Dr.
,

’
• ^ “ secondary attacks of

„„e side, which ledhtm to beconcj-

yeilow fever P"'*^
^ ^w Orleans, in an article already allu-

pox.
p"' several who have been attacked a second

ded to, says he has kno
(Medical History of Alabama, page

time ;
while Dr. Lewis of

pekons have the dis-

58) says : “there can be no question P,
opportunities

ease the second, and some
uestion,Tave been

of these gentlemen for observation, * o gg^.en

we are assured, of the very
i„“Mobile!“while the

or eight years, has had
of thi^^^^^^^^^

opinions of tlm former ®
®

of which he was connected with the

city of New Orleans, during
, post-mortem examinations.t

Charity Hospital,-and of several hundi^ed pos^
It is in the type, we are inclined « ,o be found;

ference, between yellow fevei
invariably intermissions or per-

for, while in the latter Yreai. al^fJ”7oken of as being of a

ceptible remissions, the latter i
§ nnvthiiig like a regular periodi-

colitinued character,
°>7V'rowe™ fh:uher? is even °some discre-

city. It may be remarked ’“"
.o" fever, in regard to the

pancy among
himsilf alludes to milder cases ofyel-

tect the remissions.
^ Wood,—“ that the symp-

“It is not true,”—again
-Jlounh perfectly familiar with

toms of the two diseases are t^ s

g^fio^ fgver, I was at once

bilious fever, wpn I firs

never seen before. The feb-

struck with the latter as = .-p of small pox or mea-

rile stage of yellow fever ®/”'"‘3"f’g
, gg^ses, while bilious fever has

sles, fo? one, two, or three
f or every other day, to

r»‘d":?rsr
'•

fever ofthe higher grades, the ^ "Llent efforts to

I New Orleans Medical and Surgical .Tournal-September, 1845. Page 129.
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hour’s duration, without tho evacuation of one particle ofhile. Thouoh
the secretion of bile may in yellow fever also be diminished or sus-
pended in many cases, is this of sufficiently general occurrence, to be
deserving of any consideration in the diagnosis, or as establishino-

a

distinction between bilious fever and yellow fever ? On the contrarv,
there is frequently in yellow fever a profuse secretion of bile, so much
so, that it has actually been considered one of the distinguishing’ char-
acteristics of the disease. In the New-Orleans Medical and sJir^ical
Journal, for November 1845, we find it stated by Professor Harrfson,
that the passage of bilious stools, during the first days of yellow fever,
is_a common occurrence. In the same Journal, for July 1845, Dr.
Kilpatrick, in an account of the yellow fever which occurred in Wood-
ville in 1844, speaks of “ great quantities of bile ” being discharged

;and 111 the September number of the same Journal, in his account of the
same epidemic. Dr. C. H. Stone actually mentions “the profuse secre-
tionofbile” as one of the circumstances, in which the yellow fever
difters from our ordinary fevers

;
and further, in allusion to the yellow

fever, states, that it appears to him “to be the only truly bilious fever.
lie also mentions particularly the case of a patient who “discharged
immense quantities of bile from the bowels for a week.” We continue
Di. Wood s account of the chief points of difference between the two
diseases.

“ Though it is possible that the turbid conjunctiva and purplish flush
of the upper part of the face, so common in yellow fever, may occur in
some cases of the bilious fever, they are uncommon in the latter, and I
have never seen them in an equal degree.”

The fact, that in bilious fever, the symptoms just named are not pres-
ent, “ m an equal degree,” as in yellow fever, will be considered of
course very natural by those who have adopted the view of the identity
of the two diseases, seeing that with them the latter is looked upon as
merely a higher grade of 'disease than the former.

“ Gastric inflammation, though common to the two diseases, is much
more striking in the yellow fever.”

Let us examine the testimony on this point. Of eight cases of yellow
fever examined in 1843, remarks Doctor Nott, (American Journal of
Medical Sciences, April, 1845,) the stomach, “ in four, presented no ap.
preciable change.” “ Of eight cases, in 1844, the mucous coats of the
stomach m three were perfectly healthy.” “ Though,” observes Profes-
sor Harrison, (New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, September

majority of cases, the stomach is finely injected with
blood, * ^ “in some other cases, though these are far more
rare, the stomach, duodenum and other intestines, present us with an
almost entire absence of appreciable lesions.” Dr. P. H. Lewis
(Medical History of Alabama,) says, that he has not, “ with a few ex-
ceptions, met with such lesions as would warrant the conclusion, that
the stomach had been inflamed.” Now, we know of no author, who in
speaking of the condition of the stomach after death from bilm/s fever
says, that the evidences of inflammation of this organ have been wantingm a larger proportion than seven out of sixteen cases, which was the
proportion in the examinations of Dr. Nott. Indeed, there are in all, or
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nearly all of the more severe cases, during life, the most reliable eviden-

The Wack-vomit of this disease is entirely different from the black

discharges of bilious fever, which are homogeneous, and consist ot altered

bile, not altered blood/’
, ,, , • r „

This is a somewhat difficult point to handle ;
the ejection of

matter from the stomach, being, in most instances, of itself consider^

decisive as to the character of the disease. It is

,

Frequentlv, in bilious fever, matters of various shades, but evidentlj al-

tered bile,' are thrown up, and such, we are intormed by various authors,

is also now and then the case in yellow lever ;
but, in certain instance,

offerer, occurrins in places remote from situatmns where jel.ow fever

prevails, a matter”is occasionally thrown trom the stomach m the man-

Lr preciselv in which it is said the black-vomit ot yellow fever is ejec -

ed. in appearance corresponding eiactiy wUh

matter, as given bv the best writers on the subjectof yellow let er- Now

we know of no one who has actually ascertained that this is altered

bUe. instead of altered blood. It is but recently that in a remote coun-

trv place, we saw a patient in an attack ot fever, who had not
^

vear past been w ithin two hundred miles ofany locyu) where )e low

ieverL known to prevail, throw from the stomach before death about a

pint of matter, answering precisely to the description of black-vomit, and

r'he mfnner. too. in w hich it is said that this matter is generally ejected

iuvel’ow fever. There was no effort to vomit, seeming!} no nau^ea,

hut’ the fluid was suddenly forced up

carelesslv upon the bed, the patient lying indifierentl} on the side or

back during^the time. Hemorrhage from the bowels had also been

present in the progress of the case. e proceed.
_

‘
‘a'ncomplicated vellow fever never ends in regular imermittent

fever; whUe this is an exceedingly frequent termination rfbiliousfe er.

It has been said that the yellow fever is but an aggratated form of the

bilious but this is not so ; many cases of the former are a, mild a,

the mildest of the latter ;
and bilious fever is sometimes quite as malig-

nant as the worst form of the yellow; yet, in both instance,, the char-

^'S^tfrnoTbf :VgTdX,"h:t «tent fever and remittent

.
But

diseases seeino that the former is sometimes as malig-

nlmaTtheVorst form' of the latter ;
and t^hat the latter is in some in-

Ui^eciioi
, hiiiont; fever=!. The stomach is inflamed m

&"rMn?hJllr Sdom'lTf e*:;: c;ntains the true black-vomit.-

Th^livev in vellow fever is often bright, yellow, dry and ansmic ,

the bilious it presents wholly different phenomena
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occasion to refer, observes: “ There is no organ in the body whichpresents such various appearances as this,—at times being veiy dark •

inpp
presenting a pale yellow aspect.” This latter appear’

nallvto
be uninteresting to state, he seems to attribute pfinci-pally to loss of blood, and remarks that “in cases in which the lancet

generally find a pale yellow liver.” 1somewhat similar opinion has been expressed by Dr. Lewis of Mobilewho says, (Medical History of Alabama, page, .57,) that it is confined’to those cases of yellow fever, in which the hemorrhage, “eitLiin theshape of black-vomit, or unchanged blood, has been excessive.” How-po retuin to our subject. It may also be stated, that M. Chervin

Cif 1845 1 wh^““’ I!’

J™''"al of Medical Sciences, foi’

ki!) r u
^ post-mortem examinations of persons whohad died ofye low fever, states that this appearance of the liver is oS

in thL”diseat.”
“

This appearance then cannot, it would seem, with propriety be considei ed distinctive, as it is present only in a limited propcu-tion of casesyellow fever, and being present also at times in remittent lever, as wewill show, might with more propriety be presented as a circumstance infavor of the identity of the two diseases, rather than an argument against
It. Thus, It IS also stated by M. Chervin that the liver “shows nfj unfiequently a yellow color in the remittent and intermittent fevers of hotclimates- Dr. Lewis, (page 24, of his Medical History of Alabama 1found the liver in one of4 fatal cases of bilious fever, which he examS
colT” DrNnlt rl-'r'’®™'’’

““d of a pale straw
’

o-n X
^‘^•,^““;i^,™ei-ican Journal of Medical Sciences, April, 1845

p. 2i9,) speaks of finding this appearance of the liver in a pitient whohad died “ of protracted bilious fever.” In the post-mortem appearancesof pernicious fever, detailed by M. Maillot and quoted by Dr. Woodhjmself,-page 289,-we find it stated, that “the liver was varirsly
affected, being either red and soft like the tissue of the spleen,
larged, yellowish, dry and hriitle.'^^

i

gall bladder in the latter,”—(bilious fever,)—“is usually distended with bile
; in the former,”—(yellow fever,)—“ it is seldom distended and often contains less than in health. The spleen in biliousS

‘''’ff*''®‘‘on inclines us to the belief, that enlarge-ment of the spleen is seldom found in patients affected with remittentfevei for the first time, who have but recently settled in a malarious section, and that it is a consequence rather of a protracted and somewhatlatent action of malaria upon the system, than of an open attack offererBilious fever is not uncommon among the older residents of malarious’distMcts, in whom enlargement of the spleen already exists, while the

climated. This appearance of the spleen in bilious fever,—as in thefew cases of yellow fever in which it may be noted,-we are disposed tobelieve in most instances, if not in all, to be pre-existent.
^

gaU-hladder, the diversity of opinionamong authors is not less marked, than as to the condition of other^parts.
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r;;t;^Wse sec,.eU„lon.,eUich we ^
found to 'emuain bile, varying in quantity from half an ounce to four

“Tr! Wood thus sums up the diagnosis ;
admitting

the first day or two it is diflicult to establish, owing to the initial state

stomach and epigastric tenderness ;
the regulai continuan

^ ^

:;r::n:ro':fot;:i;oitss%f.relid^

"tte^htrltadroteTv'e’d, it is the type of the fever, we are in-

dined to think, in which consists the most cto>stant and marked tea

of difference between this disease and remittent ^
will not fail to observe, that the greater number

the
enumerated may with

^ehatteTd" TfLy Intion
most characteristic symptoms of the lattei

. 4llowness

fcvet, ill the oiViQhiy meaning ef that teim h'njh “"^
1 . Weed, tee

him in remittent fever, ot which we ha\e aiieauy

reader some of the more interesting portions. e
sulphate of

points of difference only, and these are
“'“Xf to the Tatter by Dr.

^quinia,we may observe, is

>'«"":5;,tn e to ito

Wood, as in remittent fever, with special le.cience

properties, though
«‘'7«>-!«t"'Zt1t‘wiT bfrerembered ’that in re.

system shows signs of sinking ,
bn it «il

mittent fever this remedy is prohibited by Di. \

* New Orleans Medical and Surgical Jouinal Vol. 1. i S ’ **
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tion of the excitement, so far that tlie remissions shall almost amount tointermusions, by which time, in most instances, in the latter under thegeneral treatment recommended by Dr. Wood, tonics also become ne-cessary, so that the circumstances, accordingly, under which its use becomes proper are in the end very much tlm same in the two diseases.
acetate of lead, too, we believe mentioned in the treatment of yellowe er, IS not spoken of in the treatment of remittent fever. As, however, in he former it is merely advised in consequence of the presence

‘he cure of this complication
; and as this fs one ofthe most frequent complications also ofremittent fever, it might ofcoursewith equal propriety be prescribed in the latter disease.^ Nitre andant inonials he considers less appropriate in this disease than in remit-^nt fever, because more apt to produce gastric irritation;” but when

svmnfom'^'^"^’
‘’''s one of the most troublesomesymptoms generally present, and that, with every care and precautionfor Its prevention, it frequently supervenes to an extent, beyond whichany augmentation is scarcely conceivable, the restrictions of their use’« must be admitted, would seem as appropriate to one as the other!

ith these exceptions, the remedies advised are precisely the same ashose recommended in remittent fever
; under the same indications, inthe same older and with the same restrictions. They are, it will beremembered,--emetics

;
the lancet

; mercurial cathartics, followed inthe course of the disease with saline and other laxatives
; mercury for

retfc?!. ii
applied

; various diapho-
reties, as Dovers powder, serpentaria, spirit of nitric ether and theeffervescing draft

; and blisters and stimulants. Indeed, without anyinjury that would probably result therefrom, that we can perceive, theposition of the entire remarks of the author on the treatment ofthe twodiseases might be reversed. This similarity, or rather identity, as re-gards the practice recommended, will probably suggest itself to those

thM^riTf
to this view of the question, as another circumstance

that might be urged in favor of the identity of the two diseases.
1 lie fourth article in the class under consideration is on tnphoid fever-to which term, however,—though sanctioned now by pretty general’usage,—the author objects, (because, as he states, “independently ofthe fact, that the complaint is not essentially typhoid, and that it very

ottiffl runs Its whole course without any symptoms analagous to thosewhich characterize typhus fever, there is the strong objection that anyother febrile disease may equally assume the typhoid form
; so that amere epithet, applicable to a common condition of disease, is thus an.

propriated to a distinct complaint and must inevitably lead to miscon!
ceptions

; and prefers the term enteric fever, which is merely intended
to express the fact, “that this fever is distinguished from all other idio-
pathic fevers, by the frequency and extent of intestinal disease. Other
fevers are attended occasionally with disease of the bowels • this almost always, if not essentially. The intestinal affection is as oharac!
leristic 01 this disease as the eruption is of small-pox.”
The progress and symptoms together, ofthe disease* are well describ-

ed, alter which, the more prominent phenomena, as, for instance, diarr-
hoea, tympanitis, the rose colored eruption, (fee., are seperately consid-ered, and the value of each in diagnoses discussed.

9(i
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We copy a few remarks, descriptive of a peculiar appearance of the

tongue which occurs in some cases, which, from a special treatment,

based principally upon it by the author, it is well to remember.

“ Instead of cleaning gradually from the edges, the tongue throws off

its fur in flakes, generally at first from the centre or towards the base,

leaving the surface smooth, red and somewhat shining, as if the papil-

lary structure had been partially destroyed. This state of the tongue

is sometimes preceded by soreness of the fauces
;
and the velum pendu-

lum and half arches will, if examined, be found covered with an exuda-

tion, which they are beginning to part with. This is usually a sign of

an approaching amelioration of the symptoms. If the tongue when

thus cleaned remain moist, convalescence may pretty confidently be ex-

pected, though it is always tedious. In some instances the tongue coats

itself over again, and again it becomes clean, and this change may take

place more than once. Occasionally, too, an apthous eruption appears

upon its surface. But still, if the moisture continue, the progress is ul-

timately favourable.

If, however at any time, during the above cleaning process, or even

after it has been completed, the tongue should become permanently dry,

the symptoms are again aggravated, and the patient again thrown into

danger, I have ascribed this result to an increase in the intestinal dis-

ease, which is a prominent feature in the complaint, and have found it

to yield most happily to a treatment addressed to that affection.”

Though in all cases in which “ the tongue remains dry and the ab-

dominal distension undiminished,” the author thinks the oil of turpen-

tine in the dose of from five to twenty drops, every hour or two, in an

emulsion of gum arabic and sugar, will prove an excellent remedy, he

has found it more especially beneficial in cases in which the tongue

presented the appearance just described. In no one instance hitherto in

which he has used it, has he known it to fail. “In the course of 24 or

at most 48 hours, some amelioration of the symptoms may be observed.

The tongue becomes gradually moister and covers itself with a whitish

fur
;
the tympanitic distension ceases to augment, and after a time di-

minishes
;
the pulse becomes less frequent, and the skin less dry and

harsh; and the patient enters slowly but regularly into convalescence,

often without any other remedy.”

In a few cases of acute disease, in which we have had reason to sus-

pect the existence of inflammation of the ilium, as a complication, the

tongue presenting the appearance above described, we have seen the

most prompt and decided benefit tollow the administration ofBals. Co-

pavia, in capsules, to the number of five or six in the course of twenty-

four hours.

diarrhoeaf observes the author, undoubtedly depends upon

the inflammation or irritation of the intestinal mucous membrane ;
but

has not been found to bear any fixed relation to the characteristic dis-

ease of the mucous follicles.”

Anatomical Characters. “There is scarcely a single organ of the

body, in which signs of inflammation are not sometimes found after

death, from enteric fever; for it is one of the peculiarities of this affec-

tion, or possibly of the febrile movement, which, in this affection, is of

unusual duration, to develope local diseases of an inflammatory natuie.
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But there are certain anatomical changes, which are especially charac-
teristic of enteric fever, and which are so seldom wanting that they may
be considered as almost essential. Such is the affection of the elliptic
patches of the aggregated mucous follicles in the ilium, denominated the
glands ofPeyer. This is quite as characteristic of the disease in ques-
tion, as the peculiar pustular eruption is of small pox. It has in fact
come to be regarded almost as a necessary post mortem test of the ex-
istence of the disease.”

“ Nothing precisely is known of the cause of enteric fever. The cir-
cumstances of its production are very diversified. It is often certainly
generated in situations where human beings are crowded together with
insufficient or unwholesome food, and in confined and vitiated air.
Hence it appears to originate especially in prisons, badly ventilated
hospitals, large cities and ships. Many of the patients brought every
year with this disease to the Pennsylvania Hospital, are poor emigrants
from on board ships. I have repeatedly known the disease to occur in
young men serving as resident physicians in hospitals. It is a well
known fact that young persons coming from the country into large cities
to reside, are very apt to be attacked with it.”

Though many strong facts, as w^e find it stated by the author himself
have been adduced in support of the doctrine of contagiousness of ente!
ric fever, he has never known an instance “in which it could be clearly-
shown to be the result of contagion,” and believes that, “ if contagious
at all, it must be so only feebly and under peculiar circumstances.”

It would appear from the observations of Louis, Chomel and others
that this disease rarely occurs in individuals above the age of forty or
under that of puberty. In regard to the latter statement, however, 'the
author observes that he has repeatedly seen it in children under ten
and accounts for the opinion by the supposition, that the observations
upon which it is based were made in hospitals, into which children are
not admitted. That it is seldom observed in the aged. Dr. Wood sup.
poses to^ be^ owing to this, (seeing that it is generally admitted not to
occur twice in the same person,) that, “those who are susceptible to
the disease, will be likely to have it before they have attained middle
life. This explanation, however, we cannot consider as entirely sa-
tisfactory, for we see numerous instances of other diseases, which at-
tack an individual but once, even those more generally confined to in-
fancy and youth, as for instance scarlatina and measles, attacking the
aged. In many sections, too, typhoid fever is almost entirely unknown *

and were the explanation of Dr. Wood correct, indeed, had not advan-
ced age a considerable influence in some way, in diminishing the sus-
ceptibility to the disease, is it not probable that it would frequently at!
tack those of mature age of such sections, when visiting or having re-
moved to the places of its more general prevalence?—as, for instance
from country places to cities.

’

Nature. That the disease is not, as has been supposed, a mere
gastro-enteritis, has been proved by dissection. “ Another opinion con-
siders the disease, though differing from ordinary enteritis, as consisting
essentially in the peculiar state of these glands

;
all the other pheno,

mena resulting from this affection, just as the fever in pleuritis results
from the inflammation of the pleura. But this is scarcely more tenable
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than the other. The general symptoms bear no certain relation in in-

tensity to the degree of the local affection. It has indeed never been

proved that this begins with the disease
;
and there is reason to believe

that, in many cases at least, it may not commence till several days after

the fever. Nor does there seem to be any necessary connection be-

tween the intestinal affection, and various other symptoms, such as the

frequent occurrence of epistaxis at the commencement, the great ten-

dency to stupor, the rose colored eruption, &c. ***** It is not

indeed certain that this follicular affection is absolutely essential. As

to the real nature of the fever, we are in the dark, as we are in fact in

relation to all the essential fevers.”

The fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh and twefth arti-

cles of the first class of Dr. Wood’s book, are respectively on typhus

fever, plague, small-pox, vaccine disease, chicken-pox, measles, scarlet

fever and erysipelas. Considering, however, the length to which our

notice has already been extended, and finding but little in the articles

named of sufficient interest, or rather sufficiently peculiar to the author

to arrest attention, we will pass them without comment. Though we

had marked off much interesting matter, with the intention of presenting

it to the reader, we are also compelled to omit any notice, or for the

present at least to defer a notice, of the other two classes, embracing

though they do much the larger portion of the volumes. In drawing our

notice of the work of Dr. Wood to a conclusion,—at least for the pres-

ent,—we would be doing injustice to the accomplished and industrious

author, were we to neglect an acknowledgment of the high gratifica-

tion, as well as instruction, which we have derived from its perusal. It

would perhaps, savor somewhat of presumption, were we to venture to

recommend it to the more industrious and reading portion of the elder

members of the profession
;
and for these, extended and elaborate mono-

graphs are indeed more appropriately adopted
;
but to the student, and

more especially to the American student, we unhesitatingly recommend

it as peculiarly suited, and as being the best epitome of what is valuable

in our knowledge on the subject of practical medicine now extant. The

style, which is simple, chaste, concise, to the point, and entirely devoid

of anything like an ostentatious display of words,—bears evidence of

the utmost clearness of thought on the part of the author. The work

really is, as is claimed for it in the' preface, something more than a

mere compilation. Much is given as the result of the author’s own ob-

servation and experience, and in the application even of the labors of

others to his use, there is a thorough revision, a perfect and yet concise

elaboration, an appropriateness of selection and nice adaptation of parts,

evincive of a degree of labor and care, far beyond that ordinarily be-

stowed on works of a similar character. In this respect, how favorably

does it contrast with some that have recently preceded it, which, instead

of giving the views and experience of the (soi disant) authors, to any

useful extent, are almost entirely composed of verbatim extracts from

standard works of the day, and from the various medical periodicals,

strung together until a sufficient mass has been accumulated to
^

book, the only original part of which is perhaps the title page, on which

appears conspicuous the name of one as author, whose share in the pro-

duction has been confined principally to an industrious use of the edito-
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rial scissors, and a carefid correction of the proof sheets. Perhaps in

found that the sources from whence the materials hare been obtained
acitnowledged by quotation marks, or by appending the namesof the authors borrowed from, to the parts .espectivdy forlhich eachhas been laid under contribution

; but to this even, there are exceptionsand It must be noted with regret, that the gatherers of themino-led hetero’^eneous masses to which we have now%„d then so far forgotteXrights of others, as to copy from their labors, page after page, whhou"acknowledpment m any shape whatever. That the unwarydeader toomay be deluded into the belief, that there is at least some origS^y fo tTe

cU
^ adopted, of modifvinffghtlj the phraseology ofsome ofthe borrowed paragraphs, by the substftution ofone word occasionally for another, or slightly^varying the arrange

TthifrJia^'-'T^M at ffult in"egfrd

would ref
any reader ask, “can such things be we

delphla in 1842 7^’ Pa^^lished in Phila-

end Th’
of Medicine, or a frealise on Special Pathologyand Therapeutics,” as an example, liable in no slight degrerto the

iectirn" which'we''

h

shew to whs, 7 ,7- necessary to

gathTrfoJ^fro n k"
is a mere hasty and unelaborLd

foi,vhTh®e7
““'.“."'cAs. for an instance of the second objection,

iXrs ofofhe'”'"''" iT' r™*
acknowledgment whatever of the

page 417 of the
‘he reader to the diagnosis of Iritis, on

Lfe by of Tavio "7h“ 7'^,“' '‘’® ^J^nplems of the same dis-ease by Ur. laylor, in the second volume of Twedie’s Library of Medicine, page 498
, from whence the spoliation is made. For examples oftho original material entering into the composition of the book, manufoe ured as we have already observed, by ^ transposition of semlces

fo^
occasional substitution of one wordfor another, we need not search

; open the book and let chance dltermine the pap, as we will now do, and lo ! they are present. Accident

iuncdva"’ln^d‘’t"‘’ "•11*7 ^‘'“7 "" inflammation of the con.

i7lM 7- h j
‘ ’® corresponding part of Twedie’s Libraryof Medicine, headed “ Purulent Opthalmia.”

‘ ^

i rom “ the Practice of Medicine, or
a Treatise on Special Pathology and
TherepeulicsP First Edition publish-
ed in 1842.

“ Purulent opthalmia occurs under
three forms,—the two first, however,
are in reality the same disease; and
the third is merely produced by a spe-
cific cause first, the purulent op-
thaJmia of the adult

; secondly, that of
the new born child

; and thirdly, the
gonnorrheeal.”

From Twedids Library of Medicine,
d^irst American Edition, published in
1840.

“ Purulent opthalmia occurs under
three different forms, which are yet es-
sentially the same disesse

; the two dis-
tinguished only by circumstances aris-

' ing out of the age of the patient, the

j

l^-st (gonorrhoeal opthalmia) presenting
:
some peculiarities, which are perhaps
referable to the specific nature of the
cause.
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Speaking of the Purulent Opthalinia of the adult,

In Twedie’s Library of Medicine

we tind :

—

“ The pain varies in degree accord-

ing to the textures which are involv-

ed
;

if the conjunctiva alone suffers it

is inconsiderable, but when the deeper

and firmer tissues are attached it be-

comes almost insupportable. It is felt

chiefly in the neighborhood of the or-

bit, and is of an aching pulsative cha-

racter, subject to remissions and exa-

cerbations of variable duration.” * * *

“ With local suffering of such seve-

rity, we find some degree of constitu-

tional spmpathy in the form of fever,

and the general health is at times

much impaired by the prolonged irrita-

tion.
. . .

A characteristic of the disease is its

tendency to relapse. * * ^ * Rupture

of the cornea, which sometimes occurs

during a paroxysm of pain, at variable

periods from the commencement of the

disease, may afford a temporary relief

to suffering, but this is not always the

case, as sometimes it does not put a

termination to the disease, and scarcely

even checks its progress. If resolu-

tion takes place the inflammation may

issue in the production of various mor-

bid conditions of the eye and its appen-

dages, as vascular thickening of the

palpebral conjunctiva vyith enlarge-

ment of the mucous papillai, common-

ly called “ granular conjunctiva,” opa-

city, ulceration, sloughing or staphy-

loma of the cornea, or prolapse of the

. iris.”

Turning over a page or two we come to Strunious Inflammation of

the Conjunctiva, from which in the appropriate columns we will place

a short paragraph from each book.

The author of “ the Practice of

Medicine,” &c., observes

“Whilst the inflammation is con-

fined to the conjunctiva, the pain may

not be great ;
but as soon as it invol-

ves the deeper seated parts, which do

not readily admit of distension, it is at

times excessive, generally it is felt

chiefly in the orbit, and is of an ach-

ing pulsative character, subject to oc-

casional e.xacerbations.”

“Under such severe irritation the

constitution sympathises greatly and

there is often much fever; if the dis-

ease.too, persists for any length of time,

the health often suffers. It is very li-

able to relapse,—and even if resolution

takes place the inflammation may give

occasion to various morbid conditions

of the eye and its appendages—as vas-

cular thickening of the conjunctiva

lining the eye lids, with enlargement

of its follicles, commonly called gmmi-

lar conjunctiva, opacity, sloughing,

staphyloma of the cornea or prolapse

of the iris, or suppuration and col-

lapse of the eyeball.

Rupture of the cornea sometimes

takes place during the violence of the

pain. This may occur at an uncer-

tain period from the commencement

and afford some relief; but at other

times it does not even seem to check

the progress of the disease.”

From “ the Practice of Medicine,

&c.

“ The degree of pain is not often

great whilst the eyes are shaded from

the light, but should the inflammatory

phenomena be considerable, it is fre-

quently urgent especially during the

night. The secretion from the eyes

in passing over the cheeks gives occa-

sion to redness of the integuments, and

the nostrils are often greatly irritated.

We turn to the next

next extracts.

From Twedie’s Library of Medi-

cine.

“ The degree of pain is generally

moderate while the eyes are shaded

from the light. When the inflamma-

tory symptoms are active it is consid-

erable, especially during the night.-—

The secretion from the eyes is evi-

dently of an acrid nature, from the

irritation it occasions in the nostrils

and upon the integuments of the face.

subject,—inflammation of the corea, for our
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From “ the Practice of Medicine,”
&c.

“ The disease generally commences
slowly, and insidiously, and the cornea
loses its natural brilliancy, and be-
comes dull, shaggy,—the surface ap-
pearing as if covered with fine dust,

or resembling glass that has been
breathed upon. *

The fine vessels of the conjunctiva
and sclerotica, which is the principal

seat of vascularity, being arranged in

radii round the cornea and presenting
a carmine hue.”

From Twedie’s Library of Medicine,

* * * “It generally commences
slowly and insidiously, the cornea loses
its brilliancy, and becomes dull and
hazy, its surface appearing as if cov-
ered with fine dust, or resembling glass
that has been breathed upon. *

The fine vessels of the conjunctiva and
sclerotica become injected with red
blood

;
those of the latter membrane,

which is the principal seat of increased
vascular action, are arranged in radii

round the cornea, and present a car-
mine hue.”

But why should we weary the reader by multiplying such examples
here, when a simple glance through the volumes will serve to show
most incontestibly, that there is scarcely a single chapter in the entire
work, in which specimens of what appear at least to be the most gross
and flagant plagiarism, such as we have presented, may not be found.
“ There is, it really would seem, in this wholesale, but varied method
of appropriating for ones own especial profit, the productions of other
men’s brains, a something, for which it is difficult to account. Is it in
consequence ofan “Auri ***** fames Most certainly,” authors
of books of the stamp of which we are speaking, cannot delude them-
selves into the belief that they are conferring a benefit on the members
of the profession, by giving them, under a new name, a crude and undi-
gested mass, collected from this source and that, the different parts of
which have already appeared before them in a less questionable shape,”
and served the purposes intended, in their proper position and connec-
tions

;
nor yet do we think it probable that they can so far deceive

themselves as to believe for a moment that they are acquiring, in the
way of reputation and character, by such means ,anything which the
good and wise would not look upon as most unenviable. There is in
a course like this, it does seem, we repeat, a double deviation from that
strict and rigid regard for the rights of others, by which some at least
would desire to be guided, in their intercourse with the world,— first, in
the ^seizing upon that which properly belongs to another, and using it to
one’s own profit, and consequently more or less to his detriment

; and
second, in inducing, by the fascination of a new name to the purchase
of that which may already be possessed in its original shape and place.
Does not the law recognize, as an offence against it, the obtaining of
money under “false pretences ?” And can there be a stronger exempli-
fication than is here presented ? We have glanced at the matter here
for illustration in a pecuniary vieM^, but it might be placed in other
lights.

For the purpose of obviating charges of a similar character hereafter,
we would with all due deference suggest to the author of “ the Practice
of Medicine, or a Treatise on General Pathology and Therapeutics,” a
slight modification in the title page, of any future editions of the work,
which might with propriety read thus :— ’
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“ Extracts from Twedie*s Library oj Medicine, and other Standard

Authorities, selected and arranged by Robley Dunglison, M. D., 4*c.”

But perhaps we have been over hasty, and have made an inconsiderate

use of the word “ plagiarism,” when all might be explained on the

score of mere coincidence
;
and, as an instance in point now occurs to

our mind, where an author satisfactorily exculpated himself from^ a simi-

lar insinuation on something like the grounds we have named, it is but

justice to Professor Dunglison, in the fear that we have done him wrong

to mention it, that he may have the benefit of the precedent. We
allude to the case Mr. Puff, author of a tragedy called “ the Spanish

Armada.^’ The reader will please remejnber that Messrs. Sneer and

Dangle are witnessing, with Mr. Puff, in front of the curtain, the first

rehearsal of his play.

“ Enter (on the stage) a Beefeater.”

Beefeater. “ Perdition catch my soul, but I do love thee.^^

Sneer. Hav’nt I heard that line before 1

,Puff. No, I fancy not—where pray?

Dangle. Yes, I think there is something like it in Othello.

Puff. Gad
;
now you put me in mind on’it, I believe there is, but

that’s of no consequence—all that can be said is, that two people hap-

pened to hit on the same thought—and Shakespear made use of itfirst—

that's all."

We know not whether it should be looked upon as,a fortunate ciicum-

stance, or a subject of regret, that in so many instances other writers hit

upon the thoughts of the author of “ The Practice of Medicine,” &c.,

and made use of them first. In one point of view, at least, the circum-

stance may be looked upon rather unpleasant,—or, would be so to most

men,—since it may lay him under the imputation of plagiarism ;
but

most fortunate for him at least, (having an eye to lucre,) if not for his

readers, if so it is, that previous publication, (as some perhaps iiiay

think to be the case,) alone could have incited him to the efforts of

authorship, and that otherwise all that he has accomplished would

have remained latent, still retaining its fluidity within the reservoir of

ink from whence the ideas flow. ^ ^

]^OTE. The foregoing able Review was sent in early for publication in our

last number, but owing to the demand upon the first part of that number, was

crowded out.—

E

ds.
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Disorders of the Cerebral Ch'culation ; and on the connection
between Affections of the Brain and Diseases of the Heart. By
George Burrows, M. D., Late Fellow of Coin’s College, Cam-
bridge

; Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, London
;
Phy-

sician and Lecturer on the Principles and Practice of Medicine, at
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. With Colored Plates. Lea and Blan*
chard. Philadelphia. 1848.

The anatomy of the brain and its diseases have recently excited a
great deal of attention. The science of Phrenology has pushed our in-
quiries into the most minute structure of this important organ. Were
this the only good that the science had produced, it would amply reward
those, who had laboured to build it up as a distinct science. With a
more thorough knowledge of the anatomy of the brain, we are now en-
abled to understand, and treat the various diseases of this organ with
greater certainty and success. It has been remarked, that in a culti-
vated and commercial community, when the mind is actively and intently
engaged from day to day, cerebral affections are of frequent occur-
rence and difficult to manage. As a primary disease, we are not pre-
pared to admit the truth of this remark

;
but we believe, that in the

summer diseases of our city, the brain participates sooner or later in
the morbid action going on in the system hence, delirium, stupor and
coma, usually characterize the last stages of our summer and autumnal
fevers.

With these introductory observations, we leave this interesting sub-
ject, and turn now to an analysis of Dr. Burrow’s instructive work,
on the disorders of the cerebral circulation^ &c.
The main object of Dr. Burrows in writing this book, seems to have

been to refute certain theoretical opinions, first advanced by Drs. Kellie
and Alex. Monro, and afterwards adopted and defended in extenso, by
Abercrombie and Clutterbuck.

Deceived and misled by some experiments well conceived, but bung-
lingly executed, Dr. Kellie was induced to believe, and boldly asserted
that the brain contained at all times and under all circumstances both
of health and disease, nearly or exactly the same amount of blood. We
shall not pause here to reproduce the experiments which led him to such
a conclusion

;
but we shall state the inferences he deduces from these

experiments.

1st. “ That a state of bloodlessness is not discovered in the brains of
animals which have died by hemorrhage

;
but on the contrary, very

commonly a state of venous cerebral congestion.
2d. That the quantity of blood in the cerebral vessels is not affected

by gravitation or posture of the head.

3d. That congestion of the cerebral vessels is not found in those in-
stances where it might be most expected

;
as in persons who die by

hanging, strangulation, suffocation, &c.
4th. That if there be repletion, or depletion, of one set of vessels

(arteries or veins) in the cranium, there will be an opposite condition of
the other set of vessels.”

With commendable zeal and industry Dr. Burrows instituted a series
of experiments upon inferior animals, in order to test the truth or de-

97
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inonstrate the fallacy of the conclusions drawn by Kellie, from his ex-

periments on the cerebral circulation.

We need scarcely say (for if the reader will follow us up,) he will

soon find that Dr. Burrow’s experiments triumphantly refute every pro-

position advanced by Dr. Kellie, and led him to adopt the very opposite

conclusions.
^

So great was the influence of Monro, Kellie, and Abercrombie, that

few, until the day of Burrows, were bold enough to question the opinions

of this great trio on the subject of the cerebral circulation. Happily for

humanity these false facts have had but little influence in the treatment

of cephalic disease on this side of the Atlantic
;

for since the days of

Rush, we have continued to abstract blood both locally and generally to

relieve certain cerebral affections.
u j ^

The three authors above mentioned, as well as those who adopted

their views on the circulation of the blood in the brain, maintained that

the cranium was a complete sphere of bone, which was completely

filled by its contents, thus excluding the influence of atmospheric pres-

sure, except what might be communicated through the blood-vessels that

penetrate the brain. In an organ thus situated, they asserted it to be

highly improbable that the quantity of circulating fluid could be materi-

ally augmented, unless a rupture of some vessel should take place and

thus make room for an additional quantity of blood. Ihey denied that

posture had any influence in producing cerebral congestion. Dr. Bur-

row’s experiments and daily post-mortem examinations, demonstrate the

contrary to be true. How does apoplexy produce paralysis, hemiple-

gia and death, if the brain does not admit more blood in its vessels than

they can contain ? It is matter of surprise that men of sound minds and

great research should embrace views so utterly opposed to common sense

and the experience of the profession. Admit the doctrine that the

amount of blood in the brain is invariably the same, and how meagre

would become our means of relieving apoplexies, phrenitis, hydioceph-

alus, cerebral congestion and all that class of encephalic affections, end-

ing or beginning in a state of hyperaemia. The author whilst on this

subject throws out a hint which we deem of so much practical import-

ance, that we shall quote it. He says, “the discovery, (made by his

experiments) of the operation made of this force (gravitation) on the

blood within the cranium after death, suggests a precaution very esseii-

tial to be followed when it is desired to ascertain the precise amount oi

cono-estion of the cerebral vessels at the time of death. In such cases,

he continues, a ligature should be placed around the throat of the corpse,

and drawn sufficiently tight to compress the cervical vessels and arrest

all flow of blood through them.” This precaution will be highly neces-

sary, when from the mode and manner which death has been brought

about, we have reason to believe the blood remains fluid in the great

vessels.

It has been remarked by able pathologists that we not unfrequently

find the sinuses of the brain and other reservoirs for the blood, compara-

tively empty in persons strangulated by hanging. It was this fact that

led Dr. Kellie and others to assert that the cerebral vessels were not

found in a state of congestion in those who perished on the gallows.

Dr. Burrows, however, explains this fact, by stating that inconsequence
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of the noil-compression of the cervical vessels by the cord, the bipod,
during the suspension of the body, recedes through thin vessels from
the brain, and thus leaves that organ comparatively free from conges-
tion.

besides these vessels, the “ vertebral sinuses and spinal plexus of
veins” serve likewise to drain the brain of its superflous blood.

It is the usual mode to elevate the head and place it on a block some
six or ten inches high in order to remove the calvarium

;
and whilst in

this position, who can doubt but that in many cases of cerebral conges-
tion, when, as is well known, the blood, or that portion of it which

fluid, gravitates from the brain and sinks into the great vessels
which aie connected directly with the heart. Hence another source of
error in post-mortem inspections of the encephalon.
To the reader, these views may appear common place, and so self-

evident as not to require even an explanation
;
but it must be remem-

bered that opinions adverse to these have been advanced and maintained
by some writers, eminent for learning and candour. And again, if the
brain under every condition of the system contains the same amount of
blood, how, we would ask, is syncope produced by copious blood-letting ?

It was but a few days since we ordered a robust and healthy male
child, aged about seven years, labouring under a violent attack of scar-
latina, to be bled from the arm, until incipient syncope manifested itself

;

when about six ounces of blood had been drawn he was seized with
convulsive spasms which excited some alarm among those who did not
know that these symptoms were produced by suddenly emptying the
overloaded vessels of the biain of their contents.
The recumbent posture, and a stimulating enema, soon restored the

equilibrium of the cerebral circulation, and the convulsions ceased.
Dr. Burrows, after having given his views on cerebral congestion in

his 1st. Section, proceeds, in his 2nd, to speak of vascular pressure
within the cranium, and its influence on thefunctions of the hrain.
The principle of pressure, he observes, is one of much importance,

both in sustaining and destroying the functions of the brain.
When we look at the influence, always reciprocal, which the heart

exercises over the functions of the brain, we may cease to wonder that
the latter should be subject to such frequent and so great a variety of
attaclts of diseases. Two causes may operate either separately or
together to increase the pressure upon the contents of the cranium;—
the one is an increase in the force and frequency of the heart’s action,
thus driving the blood through the arteries upon the brain faster than
the veins can return it to the right side of the heart. Hence constant
head-ache, and sometimes apoplexy, result from hypertrophy of the
Walls of the left ventricle of the heart.

There is a serous fluid, enclosed in the cerebro-spinal arachnoid
membrane which has attracted the attention of pathologists

;
it derives

its name from its seat, and is supposed to exert an important—a modify-
ing influence over the functions of the brain and the spinal marrow. It
occupies the ventricles of the brain and the entire tract of the spinal
canal, travelling freely from one point to another, according to the wantSy
so to speak, of these organs. May we not reasonably assume that the
pressure exerted upon the ccrebro-spinal axis, by the cephalo-rachidiau
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fluid, is antagonistic to that produced upon the same organs by the arte-

rial blood, propelled by the action of the heart ! If this hypothesis be

correct, any material loss of equilibrium between these antagonistic for-

ces may have much to do in producing various head-symptoms, such as

cephalalgia, transient delirium, and other nervous phenomena, difficult

to explain upon any other supposition.
, n -j

Dr. Burrows thinks this extra-vascular, or cerebro-spinal fluid or

serum, is supplemental to the other contents of the cranium
;
since it

may disappear by pressure or be removed, or taken up by absorption ;

giving place at one time, he believes, to an increased quantity of blood

in the cranium, and at another, supplying any deficit that may chance ta

exist in the vessels of the head.
^ ,

We regret that space forbids us following Dr. B. further in his inter-

esting observations upon the “ functions of the cerebro-spinal fluid.”

He has scrutinized the writings of every author who has commented on

the structure and functions of the brain, and his analytical mind clothes

the subject with more than ordinary interest.

Speaking of the effects of insufficient vascular pressure on the brain,

he observes, that syncope is caused by this want of pressure, and not

from the inadequate quantity of blood supplied to the brain and its ves-

sels, as is generally supposed. This seems to us like assuming the

effects for the cause, for the pressure must be in direct proportion to the

amount of fluids circulating through the brain.

We turn now to a still more interesting and practical part of Dr.

Burrows’ little work, when he speaks of the “ connection between^ affec-

tions of the brain and diseases of the heart.” He thinks, and he is cor-

rect, that the full extent of the influence of diseases of the heart in dis-

turbino’ the functions, or producing actual structural changes in other

organs^ and especially of the brain, has not been thoroughly estimated

by writers on the diseases of that organ. True, cardiac affections ha\e,

durino- the last fifteen or twenty years, been carefully studied and pretty

genesally understood, yet Dr. Burrows is almost the first writer who has

called the attention of the profession to the influence exerted by cardiac

affections upon the condition of the brain. The first organs which seem

most likely to suffer from organic disease of the heart, are the lungs
;

the next in order and importance, is the brain. Indeed, the nervous and

vascular connections existing between the brain and heart might lead us

to expect derangement of the latter to produce serious consequences in

modifying the functions of the former
;
such seems to be the case, if the

reasoning and facts adduced by our author are entitled to credit. In

cases of hypertrophy of the heart, we frequently observe violent head-

symptoms, such as cephalalgia, partial deafness, blindness, tinnitus

aurium, and other sjTnptoms—the result of the increased momentum of

the blood, urged onward through the arterial tubes, by the powertu

action of the heart. This increased power of the heart’s action some-

times overcomes the tone of the vascular system of the brain, thus pro-

ducing rupture, extravasation of blood, and death.
• j vu

Dr. Burrows asserts, that many cases of insanity, if examine

a stethoscope, with a view to ascertain the condition of the heait,
^

i

be found, when least expected, to be labouring under some organic is-

ease of the heart ;—^such an abnormal condition of the central oigan o
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the circulation must necessarily produce disastrous effects upon the
brain.

Unfortunately for the interests of this bi'anch of pathology, medical
men are usually content to examine the brain alone in cases of death
from insanity, neglecting entirely the inspection of the heart and the
great vessels directly connected with it.

Should we not be induced to push our post-mortem researches beyond
the brain, especially as the lesions, found in this organ after death, are
frequently too trifling to account for such an event 1

Dr. Burrows has after much labor and research compiled a table,
which embraces 132 cases of “ apoplexy and sudden hemiplegia, with
reference to the co-existence of cardiac disease. From this lable he
infers that in any given number of cases of “ apoplexy and sudden hemi-
plegia, no less than three-fifths will present unequivocal signs of cardiac
disease : either hypertrophy, dilatation, valvular disease, or some com-
bination ot these lesions. M. Bricheteau reports the particulars of
twelve cases of apoplexy, in which he found unequivocal evidence of
l^ pertrophy, either with, or without dilatation. These facts demonstrate
that the existence of these two diseases in the same subject, at the same
time, is too frequent to be co-incident, but rather bear the relation of
cause and effect to each other. But for the tortuous rout by which the
arterial blood reaches the brain, diseases of this organ would necessarily
increase, particularly in cases of cardiac affections

;
such as hypertro-

phy, (fee.

We regret that we cannot follow Dr. Burrows further in his valuable
and instructive remarks upon these interesting subjects. To our mind,
it is the ablest work we have read on any particular branch of medicine!
Itis simple in style, clear and concise in reasoning, and breathes, throuo-h-
out, a spirit ardent in the pursuit of truth and anxious to communicate it
to others, when found free from sophistry and mysticism.
The size of the book is another recommendation

; embracing but
little over 200 pages

;
vye feel sure that every one who has not read it

will be instructed and highly pleased with its perusal.

A. H.

lU.-^Adultera fions ofvarious substances used in Medicine and the Arts
wfh the means of detecting them

; intended as a Manualfor the Phy.
^cian, the Apothecary and the Artisan. By Lewis C. Beck, M. D.
Professor of Chemistry in Rutger’s College, New Jersey, and in the
Albany Medical College, &c., &c.. New York. Samuel S. and WWood. 1846. pp. 332.

1

of this work seems to have been, on the part of the author
laudable enough

;
yet we have scarcely the leisure to examine carefully

into Its merits. It was designed to exhibit the adulterations of the differ-
ent substances used in medicine and the arts, and to point out the modeby which they might be detected.

ft is candidly acknoivledged by Dr. Beck to be a compilation chieflyfrom the writings of J. Gamier and C. Haril
; the U.S. Dispensatory;
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Parcira’s Materia Medica
;
Neligan, Ure, Parnell, H. Rose, and Frese.

nius. As such, it may be useful to the chemist in ordinary, to the prac-

tical* apothecary and the artisan. For these practical purposes it seems

well adopted, as the medicines and the articles used in the arts, are all

arranged alphabetically. To make it still further available for extensive

practical purposes the author assures us, he has stript the subject as far

L possible of technicalities. Dr. Beck does not profess to give ac-

curate information in regard to the exact extent of these adulterations
;
he

simply strives to point out those substances most commonly employed

for the purpose of adulteration, and also the means of detecting them.

Few who are conversant with chemical science need consult this little

work, although it contains information that may be useful to the younger

part of the profession—and the pharmaceutics.

To give the reader some more distinct idea of the plan upon which

Dr. Beck proceeds, we will begin as he does, with acidum aceticum.

This fluid has a specific gravity of 1,063, it dissolves camphor and the

essential oils, and its behaviour is that of a powerful vegetable acid,&c.

As acetic acid is extensively used, so it is often adulterated; frequently

Dr. Beck tells us with sulphuric, muriatic, tartaric and sometimes with

nitric and oxalic acids, and occasionally with metallic salts.

He then details ,with sufficient minuteness, the process by which the

merest tyro in chemistry may detect each of these substances when

suspected. We have often thought too little attention was paid to this

subject
;
we have our tobacco, beef, lard, pork, flour, corn, hay, &;c.,

inspected by law, articles of the soundness and purity of which the ig-

norant as well as the learned can judge each for himself by using the

sense of taste and smell. But when we come to medicines, we swallow

it down, often grasping the nose and closing the eyes, as if fearful these

senses might, untaught, detect adulterations, too often through cupidity

practised upon the unsuspecting public.

Yet how much of human happiness is involved in this apparently

trifling matter ?

We have been informed that certain large manufacturing che-

mists, in Europe and this country, turn out inferior articles, often

adulterated, no doubt, in order to undersell or break down competition

;

and these articles too are thrown into the market
;
they pass from the

wholesale into the hands of the retail apothecary, and are here made

into portions, pills, electuaries, &c., and devoured by the unsuspecting

invalid.

What is the result ? The physician is disappointed, because he is re-

posing confidence in a spurious medicine, and often doubts the efficacy

of therapeutic agents
;
the sick expects results from the medicine which

do not take place, and he begins to question the skill of his choice
;

all

this grows out of the dishonesty of the manufacturer. This evil should

be arrested, and had we space, we think we could suggest a remedy,

but we leave this subject for the consideration of those more directly

interested.
A. H. .
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l^-—The History, Diagnosis and Treatment of the Fevers of the United
States. By Elisha Bartlett, M. D., Professor of the Theory and
Practice of Physic in the Medical Department of Transylvania"^ Uni-
versity, &c. Lea & Blanchard, Philadelphia, 1847. pp. 534.

We do not know that the “ American System ” has had any thing to
do with the making of books, but most certainly book-wrights have in-
creased of late to an amazing extent among us. It may be that books
multiply books, as we think is exemplified in the volume before us

;
for

what Dr. Bartlett has added to what was known before, we are at a
loss to discover. In other words, the book shews Dr. Bartlett to be a
reader of books, and but little more.
The work is a made-up affair, containing the observations of almost

every body that ever wrote, except those of the author himself to re-
view it, would be to review the opinions of some hundreds of different
writers.

We do not object to this in systematic treatises,—for such is their
purpose.

^

They present an historical sketch of the opinions of men
eminent in science, and are doubtless valuable to the student as con-
densations of such opinions.

The present work claims to be one of this class—“ a Systematic and
Methodical Treatise on the Fevers of the United States.”

So far well enough. But when an author writes, he is expected to
tell his readers something, and whether he can add to theii* stock of
knowledge or not, depends as much upon nature as upon his own in-
dustry. We do not think the author has laid us under heavy oldigations.

In tiuth, to write a valuable work on such a subject as the author has
chosen, demands a number of attributes as well as acquirements. There
is requisite a command of language—a power of description—a picto-
lial talent, in fine, which no mere book-reading can give, though the
natural gift may^ be improved by it. A talent for observing is also re-
quisite—for it is not every one who sees that in°other words
a talent for analysis. The two, conjoined, make the painter, as distin-
guished from the copyist.

^

The one pores over trivial things, with a
care as great, and attention as unremitted, as over the most essential.
Hence a confused intermingling of light and shade, of the small and the
gieat, of the valuable and the worthless. The other’s nice tact en-
ables him to discard the accidental and unimportant, and portray only
vvhat IS of value. In most of these qualifications we think the author
of the present work deficient.

In chapter ix, p. 134, we have his speculations on the Theory of
Fever. We give a portion of his remarks for what they are worth.
I hey remind us of the floundering of a seal in a tub

;
and constitute an

admirable attempt to theorize against theory :

“ The most positive thing that can be said, under this title is, that the materials
for a complete and philosophical theory offerer, or theory of an individual fever
using this phrase in its ordinary acceptation, do not exist. Such a theory nre-’
supposes and involves a knowledge of the intimate processes and relations ofthe living powers vvnich has not yet been attained. It is very questionable
even, whether such knowledge is attainable.

In order to see clearly the truth of these observations, and the extent of tln>
truth, let us inquire, for a moment, what some of the elements are, which must
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go to make up this knowledge ;
what their nature i^ and in what they consist,

Jn tlHrst place, we must know what the actual, efecient, of any given

fever, or form of fever, are. We must know what that agency, or combination

of ao-encies, is, which, being present, brings into existence, originates, sets in

Ition. that concatenation of disordered actions that complex combination of

morbid processes, which constitutes the fever. \\'e must know m what man

iier these agencies act
;
where they make their impression ;

and in ^^at the

modifications consist, which they work in the living P^'

perties. Of all these things, we are utterly and profoundl) ignorant. Jn

{he second place, we must &iow the seat and character of all these precedes

and modifications themselves; their pecniiarities ;

ence^^ which exist between them, m the several forms of febrile disease. W e

must know their relations to each other. We must know w. ich

primary and essential ;
which are secondary and accidental. e must know

tlie parts which they severally play in the production of the
f

Of these thintrs, also, as of the causes of feyer, and their mode of action, it is

not too much to say, that if we were not wholly and profoundly ignorant, we

are so to a great extent. They are but very partially and imperfectly knovvn

to us. The> are known to us, rather anabgically, it I ®P^V
comparison with other morbid processes, than absolutely and positivel}

. ^

ca7«ee wherein they differ, in many respects, from these other processes and

wherein they resemble them. With these

imrilied bv these remarks, there is no reason why w^e may not attempt to com

“Jnet tlii foundation ofa tUeonj offerer. But,

it can only be an attempt at a commencement. We ma\ endeavor to jnterpre

the connection and relationship, which
m^

certain phenomena, or groups oi phenomena. We can do nothing more.
^

Now let the reader observe what is coming forth m the following

extract. The italics are the author’s own

:

“ There is no such individual disease as that w hich has always been expressed,

and wS is stiU expressed by the term How then can there be any

toru offerer? There are many separate diseases, to wh.ch th.s generic

name is properly enough applied, on account of certain general an^^^S^s,

which exist b^etw’een them. But dm disordered actions and processes, which con-

Z of^e^e diseases, may differ essentially ;
and, as far - -

tain in most cases they do so differ, from those which constitute another of dmse

diseases The theory of one fever, then, must he wholly, (w to a grea. extent, inap

plicahle to another.^ The elements which enter into the
f

problem are not to be found in the other, or they are present m different p

portions. The word fever, when used, as it commonly is, to designate a

has no intelligible signification. It is wholly a
\\Zx then can

spring of a false generalization and ot a spurious philosophy. hat, then, can

its theory be, but the shadow of a shade ?
”

If such be the philosophy of the nineteenth century we have been in

profound ignorance of it. We were unaware that

intended that fever was an “ individual disease we thought that such

notions hadgoM by, with the old disputes of the Realists

ists. We thought, in fact, that the word “ Fever ’’ was used to d«.|n.

ate a generalization—in other words, conditions of the sy stem h

agree in certain things, but may differ widely in others These gene al

terms are necessary for the conveyance ‘hough ,
and they consti

most of our nouns substantive. Have we not

vers have we not varieties in each species and of these ^arletles,

have we not differences according to age, sex, temperamen ,
i losjn-

crasies and many other circumstances ? In short, have not a/f—but
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that is a broad word—have iiof a mcf v i

cated upon us the precepUhafthere can.^n^
«fmodern authors incul-

disease?-that we must trearthrlf i

^ "o specific treatment of any
such is the case, wHtree wi h th? T" abstraction ? If
an abstraction can butte “the shadow of a shaL“ "P”"

refute the ceTebrated^^Crambe^i^"^^^^^ Pam® ‘o

suDDosed an .^criblerus:- -“Martinsupposed an universal man to be"like^I knfglU o'f aThlre^
““Martin

of a corporation, that represented a xrrpaf m • i. -I
’ ^ burgess

asked him, if he could not frame the^idpn
individuals. His father

Martin told him that never having
“ universal Lord Mayor ?

of that Lord Mayor always returned to'^Ms m'
‘'*0

culty to abstract a Lord Mayor from his fu T„ ’ diflr.

that the horse he saw the Lord Mavnr r^r^
^ ^ chain

; nay,
his imagination. On the other rn7'LZbe T bmore penetrating genius, swore he coiiM

^ ^ kimself of a
Mayor, not onlyUhout hirhors' gow!r a" dTold ^rain^Pb?out Stature, feature, colour, hands^head

even with-

su^osed was the abstract of a Lord Mayor ”
’

The universal fever, which Dr Rarilpti ^
less as little real existence as theuniversal LoiAs a specimen of our author’s precision nfln

ofpoor Crambe.
thought, we select the following passage :

clearness of

^phoid fever, so far asThe sUdenSs of vio'lLtf^f the
of

tient to tix with any accuracy unon fhp’rt
® ^possible for the pa-

Neither, in many ortLs^'c^SfisT able
ed. He can only say that, for several days he has

sickness consist-
degree of health. He may have merely felt a sensatL

h's accustomed
languor, an indisposition, or an inabilitv to tf-L

^ mental and bodily
of mind or body. He may have had sfio-ht

'** cither
back and limbs, with a geLral feelimr of s

^ P®!-” “ head, or in the
time he may have experlS somne„satZT:,rcV
heat. There may have been akn rUmi f*

chilliness, alternating' with
rate thirst, with a dry or clammy state of thrmout^“TL'‘’’P"‘'‘®’countenance sometimes becomes listless and d.% tha 1

e^Pmssion of the
and the mind is either indifferentrap^hlS ThZderate diarrhma, with some pains in thZbdZer' Thi= i,

^

condition of ill health may continue for morT^han a
indefinite

two or three weeks even, with but slight chanfro f
'''cek, occasionally for

there is a slow but steadVTncreaseliftL seX^ Oftentimes
with a like gradual but regular appearance of oiler Imlsymptoms of the disease —thpsplpiior. . • “

,
characteristic

anotLr, a complete aZZilcclsZ detlomSofIh^^marked phenomena of the disease.”
^ peculiar and strongly

.?;".S~‘r;£Z2 •CS;:":"'' 7 Ji”""". .«
the state of the mind :-and wUh dirrrtma .IsT
following remarkable sentence “ oftentimes theie h'sincrease in the severity of these morbid sensaltns witri‘’rk’“‘but regular appearance of other ajid more charaheristic s]mXs“of
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i, j- latter coming out, (we admire the elegance of this

^ f,er'1h a;7 C/Way by da^, o7\f,er another, a complete and

iucces^ve developmmit of the peculiar and strongly marked phenomena

°*^With*regardlo Yellow Fever, Dr. Bartlett ‘e"®

noting about it. Hear a portion of what he terms his Preliminary

had no opportunities for direct and clinical study of the disease

undergone. In cases wheie t e aim
remark

:

eenerally find a pale yellow liver. I he autnor men g

.1 The interest of science not only

but they demand a single criticism.
disease are observed in a hospi-

these only in general
and busily occupied with their pri-

tal, by extensive practitioners constantly
^

me-
vate practice, and where ®

, Prrors^of diagnosis* That this error

vitably occur, and this not unfrequent y, no-one can for a moment
las sLetimes committed in the Oiar^ Hosp.gl,

-g fo

doubt who reads the .uje existed before death a loro aer-

some cases of a low typhoid iyps^
iporTtinn and at others hypertrophy and

«us*lir4 we found someumesu™
softening of Peyer’s glands * ihese weij^^

typhoid fever ;
such at any rate -

iustified in adopting ;
and if,

“ These were unquestionably cases "Z ” j^^ncy and assure

only reply to Dr. Bartlett, that "^mire his self-^^^

him that we have some acquaintance wi
, euld suppose yellow

fiirthermore, that in our opinion P^^^^^kTows a^littjabout
fever could be mistaken for typhoid, oi vice versa, Kn

the one, as the Doctor confessedly does about the other. ^

• New-Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, vol. n. p. 139.
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We call the reader’s attention to the gratuitous assumptions in the
extract last quoted. We tell this writer that our observations were
made with great care, and when we were House Surgeon of the Insti-
tution he mentions, not being permitted by the rules to practice out of
doors. The facts are not only known to us, but to many others who as-
sisted at the examinations. These occurred daily during the epidemics
of 18.33-34 and 35 ;

when Dr. H. resided within the walls of the Insti-
tution, and ill every succeeding epidemic up to 1842, during which time
he was one of the visiting physicians. We doubt if there be a physi-
cian in New Orleans of two years practice, who would confound typhoid
with yellow fever.

^

But when people take a monomania, reasoning with them is useless
until they are cured. It is doubtless true, that the plaques of Peyer are
generally affected in typhoid fever, but it is not true, that the fever and
the local lesion are invariably connected. Dr. Bartlett himself admits
that the lesion is secondary, or a consequence to the disease. But Dr.
B. sees typhoid fever wherever there is found ulceration of the plates!
Has he never met with a case of chronic dysentery ? We have seen
many in the Charity Hospital, going down to the grave month by month
and sometimes lasting for years, and after death, ulceration of Peyer’s
glands were found as well as those of Brunner. His pertinacity in this
respect reminds us of a scene in Moliere.

M. Tomis. Comment se porte son cocher?
Liseite. Fort bien. II est mort.
M. Tomds. Mort ?

Lisetie. Oui.

M. Tomis. Cela ne se pent.

^^sette. Je ne sais pas si cela se pent, mais je sait bien quo cela est-
m. I omds. II ne pent pas etre mort, vous dis-je.
Lisette. Et moi, je vous dis qu’il est mort et enterre.
M, Tomes. Vous vous trompez.
Lisette. Je I’ai vu.

M. Tom^s. Cela est impossible. Hippocrate dit que ces sortes de
maladies ne se terminent qu’au quatorze, ou au vingt-un

;
et il nV a

que six jours qu’il est tombe malade.
Lisette. Hippocrate dira ce qu’il lui plaira

;
mais le cocher est mort

M. Louis seems to be the Hippocrates of our author.
In his bibliographical notices, the author remarks of Dr. Harrison

that he “ praises, almost extravagantly, the sulphate of quinine.”
’

What Dr. H. said of quinine consists of two things
;

viz : 1st. Cer-
tain facts which he himself witnessed, and hundreds similar to which
are now \yell known to the physicians of New Orleans :—the last epi-
demic giving ample opportunity to acquire experience. 2ndly. Certain
opinions concerning the value of quinine in the treatment of yellow feverWe here copy those opinions and leave the reader to judge of the charge
of extravagance. ®

‘‘ From the above observations, concerning the effects of quinine it
will not, I hope, be understood, that I advocate its administration in all
cases what^ever. As I have before remarked, there can be no specific
treatment for yellow fever, or any other disease. M^hen, in the com
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mencement, there is great congestion of blood in the brain, or any other

important organ
;

or, where the fever supervenes upon chronic inflam-

matory diseases, I would most certainly resort to other means. Nor
would I be understood as speaking of quinine as an infallible remedy.

The practitioner to whom the disease is a new one, will soon discover

that in certain cases, particularly those of the congestive and ataxic

types, that quinine is as inefficacious as any other remedy. In cases,

in which the fever is well and fully developed, it will, unquestionably,

cut that fever short, and thus prevent the formation of those local con-

gestions which are produced by the febrile action. In this consists its

value, and assuredly, it is a great one.”

We fancy the value of quinine in yellow fever is confined within

somewhat narrow limits in the above paragraph
;
but if our author still ‘

thinks our opinions extravagant, he had better ask those of most of the

practitioners of any standing in this city. Most of them, we suspect,

will tell him that Dr. H. has not done justice to the virtues of quinine.

But, in fact, the paragraph was penned with caution, and after mature

consideration
;
and although another epidemic has occurred since the

passage quoted was written, we have met with nothing to change our

views, therein expressed.

A considerable portion of our author’s work is devoted to bibliogra-

phical notices. The spirit in which they are conceived, and the taste

with which they are executed, may be gathered from the following :

“ Results of an Investigation respecting Epidemic and Pestilential Diseases, etc.

By Charles Maclean, M. D. London, 1817. 2 vols.,pp. 1016.^ My only mo-

tive for including this work in my bibliography of yellow fever is to guard my
readers against buying or attempting to read it. In all medical literature, it

would be difficult finding a noisier, emptier, or more arrogant, egotistical, and

puppyish book than this.”

Now we know nothing of Dr. Maclean’s book, and all that is written

against it may be true, but it even so, we “ hold it not honesty to have

it thus set down.”

But we must bring our notice of this work to a close,—adding this

advice to the author, that when he next writes a book, to let us have

less of the thoughts of others, and more of his own.
J. H.

V.

—

Tracts on Generation, No. 1. Proof's that the Periodic Matura-

tion and Discharge of Ova, are in the Mammalia and the Human.

Female Independent of Coition, as afirst condition of their propaga-

tion. By T. L. G. Bischoff, M. D., Professor of Physiology, &c.,

Giessen. Translated from the German, by Professor Gilman and

Tellkampf, of New York.

We believe it was, until within the last few years, maintained by

physiologists that the ova were not matured and discharged without coi-

tion ; and furthermore, that the corpora lutea were invariably caused by
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a rupture of the Graafian vesicle, and the discharge of ova, leaving
behind cicatrices, designated the corpora lutea. Bischoffhas proved in
this tract, by direct experiments, that the ova may mature and be dis-
charged independent of coition. He has demonstrated that the ova are
formed, matured and discharged, from the female organism usually at
regular monthly periods, and this too totally independent of the presence
ot the male semen.
The menstrual evacuation is nothing but the discharge of these ma-

tured ova.

Every one knows that in fish, birds, and the amphibia, the discharge
of ova takes place without copulation; but until recent experiments
were instituted on this subject, no one imagined that the same thino-
took place in man and the mammalia. The formation of the germ wat
consiaered as resulting alone from copulation.

Dr. Bischoff has, by direct experiments, ascertained that the “malesemen comes in material—actual contact with the ovum, and found by
unquestionable observation that the semen penetrates through the ute-
rus and the tubes (fallopian,) to, and is found upon the ovary.” Hemoreover says that the fecundation of the ovum takes place on the ovarv
at various periods after coition in different animals.

Byhis experiments and observations, M. Bischoff was enabled to an-nounce the following law as governing generation in all organic beings :In mammalia, including the human species, the ova in the ovary advance
through regular stages of development to maturity, quite independent ofany agency of the male semen.

^

The period of menstruation in woman corresponds with the season ofheat m the lower animals, during which the ova are detached and dis-charged from the ovapr. It is during this period, the sexual appetite is
strongest both in the human female and the lower order of animals.

If, at this time, the semen of the male comes in contact, through cob
tion, with the ovum of the ovary, impregnation takes place

;
but if not,

the ovum is discharged and perishes in the tubes.
The process of development begins in the tubes, to be afterwards

ompleted in the uterus. M. Bischoff endeavors to prove “that in the

plb
period of heat ova are discharged from the ovary, and

V
tubes, whether coition takes place or not, and

them^or not ”
^ i"®^^^^^«entality the semen be brought in contact with

We must confess that our author has made some important additions

on biterp T f
branch of Physiology. He has, by direct experiments

rsch^rtr’
questions in relation to the matumtion anddischarge of ova from the ovary, which have puzzled philosophers from

mlchnff f century. Much credit is therefore due M.

this imeretllng inquir^'^
"

Writers on Medical Jurisprudence, until M. Bischoff wrote, regardedthe corpora lutea as unequivocal proofs of previous impregnation orfat

aid f"!t’
H's experiments have overthrown this theory

nnld
negative for all future time

; for whenquestions, growing out of the operations of nature, or organic life, are
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determined by an appeal to positive facts and observation, no authority

based upon speculation, however eloquently put forth, can avail.

In conclusion, we recommend this Tract to every individual who take*

an interest in the progress of physiological science.

VI—On the Theory and Practice of Midwifery. By Fleetwood

Churchill, M. D., M. R. J. A., Professor of Materia Medica and

general Therapeutics ;
Physician to the Western Lying-m-Hospital

;

Hon. member of the American National Institute and of the Philadel-

phia Medical Society. With notes and additions. By Robert M.

Huston, M. D., &c., &c., &c. Third American Edition, Revised

and improved by the Author. With one hundred and twenty-eight

illustrations. Philadelphia. Lea & Blanchard. 1848. pp. 525.

It has been said, (and we believe we can endorse it, without the fear

of a protest,) that the Dublin Accoucheurs are the most able in Europe.

They have assuredly written well and voluminously on the subject, and

their writings are highly esteemed on this side of the Atlantic. Amo^ng

the first obstetricians, may be mentioned the author of the 1 reatise be-

fore us.

This is the third American edition of his work on Obstetrics—no

trifling evidence of the high estimation in which it is held by the pro-

fession of this country.

As this is a branch of medicine for which, we confess, we have no great

partiality, we shall simply give Dr. Churchill’s classification of labor

and refer the reader to the text. It is as follows ?—

Class I. Natural labour.

Class II. Unnatural labour.

A. From abnormal condition of the expulsive Jorces.

Order 1. Tedious labour.

“ 2. Powerless labour.

B. From abnormal condition of the passages.

Order 3. Obstructed labour.

“ 4. Distortion of the pelvis.

C. From abnormal condition of the child.

Order 5. Malposition and Malpresentation.

“ 6. Plural births. Monsters.

Class HI. Complex labour.

Order 1. Prolapse of funis.

“ 2. Retention of placenta.

“ 3. Flooding.

“ 4. Convulsions.

“ 5. Laceration.

“ 6. Inversion of the uterus.

Such is the arrangement adopted by Churchill, in imitation of Merri-

ipan, in his treatise on parturition. He includes the presentations under

four different heads ;
but we think the number might be extended to

four times four, just as well.
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The plates with which the work is illustrated, are good and will

greatly assist the reader in understanding the mechanism of labour.

The use of Chloroform in mitigating the throes of the parturient fe-

male, will doubtless create an important era in obstetrical medicine.

By Dr. Simpson of Edinburg, it has already been successfully applied

in a great number of cases; and promises to remove, or at least to mi-

tigate the curse pronounced against the daughters of Eve !

Churchill’s “System of Midwifery” should occupy a place in the Li-

brary of every intelligent practitioner. The work is brought out in

superior style, for which the publishers are entitled to the thanks of the

profession.

A. H.



Ipart ®l)iv5

EXCERPTA.

I .—The Cholera,

The anticipated approach of this fatal pestilence has, as might be expected,
attracted the attention of the press and of the medical profession, and has in-

duced the recently-appointed Metropolitan Sanatary Commission to review the
history of its first attack in 1831-2, to reconsider the measures at that time
adopted to prevent its approach, and check its progress, to examine the predis-

posing causes which determined the places and class of persons attacked, and
to point out the course to be adopted, with a view, not to prevent its appearance
among us, (for that would appear to be a hopeless undertaking,) but should it

arrive in England, to disarm it, as far as may be, of its terrors. An abstract

of the important evidence collected by the commission, preceded by a brief re-

minder of the particulars of its first visit, and a short summary of its continen-

tal progress, up to the end of November of this year, cannot but prove accept-

able to the reader.*

The cholera af)pears to have been unknown in Europe prior to the year 1831.

It broke out near Calcutta, in the year 1817, when it not only committed fear-

ful ravages in India, but carried off 400,000 persons, in Java and Malacca. In

the succeeding year, China, the Birman Empire, the Malaccas and the Mauri-
tius suffered severely, and assuming a more northern course it passed through
Persia and Arabia in 1821

;
appearing, in 1823, at the foot of the Caucasus,

and the margin of the Caspian Sea; 1826 witnessed its advent in Siberia,

whence it advanced with hasty strides into the interior of Russia. Africa was
invaded in the next year, and the disease also was raging at the same time in

Egypt. Poland, Gallicia, Austria, Bohemia and Hungary suffered in their turn
;

it reached Prussia in 1831
;
thence it rapidly traversed the sea to England,

passed over to France, and was next seen in the New World. It also passed

from Asia Minor to the south of Europe. The number of cases in England
and Wales, during the years 1831-2, including London, amounted to 61.051,

and of these 40,473 recovered, and 20,578 died
; 33 per cent., therefore, or

about 1 case in 3, proved fatal. In the metropolis there were 11,020 cases, of

which 5,745 recovered, and no less than 5,275 deaths, being little short of 50
per cent.

The present epidemic, after raging with great violence for two years in Per-
sia, where it was propagated in a direction from S. E. to N. W., towards the

end of the summer of 1846 broke out at Tauris and Teheran, and during the

* For more full particulars in reference to the epidemic of 1831-2, and the course

of the present epidemic, the reader is referred to a paper by Dr. J. C. Hall, in the
Journal of Public Health, No. ii. p. 32, to which we are chiefly indebted for this ab-
stract.
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autumn advanced within a short distance of the Russian frontiers. On the 16th
of November, 1846, cases occurred at the village of Saliany, and also in the
vsame month at Leukoran, and it is worthy of remark, that these loere the places
J^'st attacked in 1830. The disease also appeared at Bakrou; and advanced in
December to Schemakha, Derbent, and in the month of February, 1847, to the
town of Kouba. Its appearance at Saliany and in the district of Talysch was
marked with great malignity. Selecting for its victims those who had but re-
cently recovered from the fever of the country, the cholera almost invariably
carried off every patient; nearly 9-lOths dying. After a few weeks, the cases
\yere less violent, and the number of deaths, as compared with that of the pa-
rents, was in the ratio of four to five. In the other localities of the Trans-
Caucasian provinces, the attacks became less violent, and, without the towns
the disease no longer presented a malignant type. Towards the end of Feb-
ruary all traces ot the disease were lost, and hopes began to be entertained
that the country was once more free. In the following month, however, it
broke out with increased violence, and in April, it began to spread with fear-
tul rapidity, traversing simultaneously three districts, passing to the north
along the shores of the Caspian 8ea

;
to the north-west, in the direction of the

mountains; and on the west, towards Tiflis, which it readied on the 17th ofMa}^ It appeared on the other side of the Caucasus, on the 24th of May at
Kizliar, \yhence, re-ascending the Terek, it penetrated to Mozdok

; afterwards,
at the end of June, to Piatigorsk and to Georgierk, and entered Stavropol in
the first week of July.

^

Frorn the 16th October, 1846, to the 14th of June, 1847. the Caucasus and
I rans-Caucasian provinces reckoned no less than 17,055 cases of cholera of
which 6318 died.

During the first week of July, the cholera made its appearance also in the
governrnent of Astrakan. The first patients were attacked on the 3d, in the
quarantine of Astrakan, situate about 100 wersts to the south of the city, on
an island named Birutchiakossa

;
on the 4th, cases occurred in the military dis-

trict, and on the next day, in the third quarter of the city, a Tartar was attack-
ed, and died on the 6th in the hospital. The malady now sensibly spread into
the city. Its progress was at first slow, and some difference of opinion seems
to have existed as to the true nature of the disease

;
the majority of the physi-

cians looking upon it as a severe form of the sporadic cholera that annually
prevails during the summer months. The number of cases reported from the
4th to the 13lh, was 23, and of these no less than 19 died. The majority of
those attacked belonged to the lower orders, and it made no distinction of age
oi sex : the males attacked, however, exceeded the females in the proportion

u
’ adults were more frequently affected than children, and in general,

the Mahometans suffered much less than the Russians, the former being much
more cleanly in their habits, and very sober and careful in their diet.

It appears that in Astrakan the disease was at first most' violent, death fre-
quently ending the sufferings of the victim in a very few hours

;
in many cases,

so rapid was the com.plaint, that no time for medical assistance was afforded •

the powers of life sinking from the first. During the first three days (from the
13th to the 16th or 17th of July) more than one-half died

; after this, the dis-
ease gradually assumed a more favourable aspect, and the recoveries were more
numerous. On the 19th of July, the number of deaths was 137, which, gra-
dually declining, were reduced on the 2d of August to 14.
From an official return of the number of deaths from cholera in Astrakan

Irom the 4th of July to the 2d of August, it appears that out of a total of 2071
cases, 1223 died, and 848 recovered. Towards the end of October, the cholera
reached Moscow, in which city, according to official accounts from St. Peters-
burgh, out of the first 140 cases, 40 had proved fatal

;
and between Oct. 25th

and Nov. 1st, 641 persons had been attacked, of whom 233 had died, beino- a
little more than one-third. The grand total up to Nov. Ist, was

1197 attacks, and 402 deaths. According to the latest accounts, which, how-
99
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ever, may require confirmation, cases had occurred in Vienna and Hamburgh,

and at Malta.
^ j a •

The Metropolitan Sanatary Commission have very properly made the Asiatic

cholera their first subject of inquiry.* To this course they were impelled by a

consideration of its high mortality when it made its attack in 1831-2, by itsas-

certained connection \vith the defective structural arrangements involved in

their investigations, by the probability of its again visiting these islands, and

bv information received from Sir William Pym, who, at an early stage of their

proceedings, attended from the Council Office, and informed them of the ad-

vices which had been received from the English Consuls, ot the steady progress

of this pestilence, precisely upon its lormer track in 1832.

They immediately called before them medical witnesses who had been in

practice in the metropolis when the disease prevailed there, and who vvere most

extensively engaged in attending on ihe sick, with the view of obtaining inior-

mation as to the past and present sanatary condition of the people, of the lo-

calities in which they reside, of their dwellings, and of other circumstances

which appeared to favour the spread of the disease ;
also as to the effects of

the measures both of prevention and alleviation which were then adopted, and

the modifications suggested by the experience then obtained.

Concurrently with these inquiries the Commission endeavoured to ascertain

the state of information and the practical skill and competence, as exemplified

in their works, of the authorities charged with the direction of what all previous

inquirers had agreed in representing as the chief meansof prevention; namely,

the works of draining and cleansing. With this view they examined the chief

paid officers of all the Commissions of Sewers, with the exception of that for

the city of London.

The first inquiry into which the Commissioners enter has reference tn the

measures which had been adopted to prevent the introduction and extension of

that disease in 1831.
. r r. • r-

The first act of the government was to appoint, by order ot the 1 rivy t>oun-

cil a Central Board of Health in London
;
and to issue an order in Council,

dated the 20th day of October, 1831, in which they proclaimed the presumed

efficacy of the measures of extreme precaution adopted for preventing the in-

troduction of the cholera morbus by a rigorous quarantine, but evincing a well-

grounded misgiving as to their ultimate success. This document then went on

to speak of strict regulations for ensuing non-intercourse of infected with healthy

districts, hinting at the possible necessity of military and police cordon sam-

taries, to order the setting apart one or more houses in each town or its neigh-

bourhood, as places to which every case of the disease, as soon as detected,

might wi;h consent of friends, be removed ;
and in a word, adopting most ot

the precautions so rigidly enforced during the prevalence of the plague.

In the meantime the removal of tilth of every description, extreme cleanli-

ness and free ventilation, burning of decayed articles, such as rags, cordage,

papers, old c’othes and hangings
;
and the purification of clothes and furniture

by copious efltusions of water, and boiling in a strong ley, were enjoined.

The Central Board of Health, however, had been in existence less than one

month when, in consequence of information transmitted to them relative to the

progress of the cholera in various parts of Europe, but rnore especially guided

by the conclusions to which Drs. Russell and Barry had arrived, after a five

months’ careful and laborious observation of the character of the disease in

those parts of Russia which they visited, issued a circular, dated l\ov. 14, lt<3l,

in which they strongly deprecate all measures of coercion for the purpose ot

ensuring non-intercourse, adding, ‘-that, under proper observations of cleanliness

* First Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire whether any and what

special means may be requisite for the improvement of the health of the metro-

polis.
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fivBt three were from the same district, that in which the suspected barks are

stationed This quarter is the easternmost of the whole city, the hist you

arHve at coming down the stream, and during the late and present perseverance

of easterly winds, the very spot from whence effluvia of any kind might be

irconvenienti; blown over the town.” They add -We are informed by

Dr Rehman that many have been taken ill on board the barks themselves ^
From the Report of Dr. Harnett on the cholera at Dantzic, it appears fflat the

Ivst tvio acknowledged cases of epidemic cholera occurred m the Harbour

CaLl, one German rnile from Dantzic, in two mud barges, that these were fol-

bwed by two others, apparently in the same locality, the next day, and that

these cases occurred previously to the first arrival of vessels from Russian

ports It is stated bv Dr. Becker, of Berlin, that the first cases of cholera m

that city occurred among the skippers in the boats lying on

which flows through the town, and in houses in the immediate

the river ;
and that the disease prevailed to a considerable extent in all those

streets which lie along the navigated branch of the river. In Moscow, the

place in which it principally prevailed, and was most mortal, was a low quar-

t^sur^o^nded by a bend of ihe river Moskwa. At Breslau, it first attacked

and principally ravaged that part of the town whicn is

which is the constant seat of intermittent lever. It is

marchi, that the condition of the houses in which cholera prevailed at Warsaw

was little better than that of sewers. r fi.ot

The Report of the Central Commission of Pans states that the disease firs

anpeared and subsequently spread, above all other places, in the greater num-

be^of the quartiers situated upon the borders of the Seme, that it was most

prevalent and most fatal in the low, close, undramed, Tf
In England the cholera first broke out in the port ot Sunderland, and

board of vessels which were supposed to have brought the disease

infected place on the Continent ;
but on a close examination of the ^

only could no evidence be adduced to justify this ? T

trJy, it is declared in the most positive manner that the suspected vessels had

neitLr come from diseased ports, nor had any cases of cholera on board.

In its subsequent progress through the country, it generally first

the neighborhood of rivers or marshes, and ^

localities particularly where these were also the outlets of filth. In Cailis e,

for example, it is stated that it first broke out - near a mill, and raged down the

damside, few cases occurring in any other part of the town.
.

Mr Roberton, in his Report on the sanatary condition of Manchester, atte

stating that cholera “ appears to have generally, in Europe, followed the track

of rivfrs and water-courses, and in cities and towns kept in a remarkable man-

ner to the neighborhood of sewer-mouths,” adds, - as far as my knowledge o

cholera extends, in our Lancanshire towns it manifested itself more than el e-

where, along the water courses (including docks,
f

flooded &.C.) and with peculiar virulence near the outlets oi diains. i

progress of the disease in Manchester, from first to last, furnishes a commen

on this remark. For example, in the New Bailey Prison, which stands within

a few yards of the Irwell, there were no fewer than 60 cases ;
in Allen s court,

situated between Long Mill gate and the Irk, and near the iflouth of a large“
out seizures, in four houses, 14 died ;

in Back Irk street, in which

a number of cases occurred, the only houses visited by the

by the main sewer, which there burst into day and f
same remark applies in reference to cases in Little Ireland, on the ^^^er "

lock. Where the cholera broke out (as often happened) in places from

the canals and streams, it was noticed thaUhis, m most ^Y the^’r

courts, and narrow streets, polluted by offensive cesspools pigst.^^^^^^^

sources of malaria, (some of which were too disgusting to be
J,

.open or obstructed sewers. In Warrington, where the Y
tiyeJy, it located itself principally in Bank street and other neighboring low
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streets running' into or near the Mersey—the whole quarter so notorious for its

lilthy sewers, as to receive the name of ‘ Sewer Island.’ In Bolton, the num-
ber of cases did not exceed 50 ;

but nearly all of them occurred in closes and
entries adjoining a stream, into which a number of offensive sewers discharged
themselves. Perhaps, however, the most striking illustration on record of the
influence of ill-contrived sewerage on the origination of cholera, supposing the
epidemic once prevailing, occurring in Liverpool. One morning it was dis-

covered that several men had been seized with cholera, during the preceding
night, on board a vessel lying in one of the docks. TJie men w'ere sent to hos"-

pital
;
and the vessel having been immediately warped into the river, another

ship with a healthy crew took up her station. 'The next morning all thehand.s
on board were ill of cholera. On examining the dock, it was found that a large
sewer discharged its contents under the spot where the vessel was placed. I
give this most instructive fact on the authority of Dr. Gaulter, an accomplished
physician (since deceased,) the author of a valuable work on the ‘ Origin and
Progress of Malignant Cholera in Manchester,’ published in 1833.”

In a Report on the sanatary condition of the laboring classes of Tain and
Easter-Ross, by Mr. James Cameron, it is stated that in 1832, cholera appeared
in Easter-Ross, during the Ashing season

;
that it was, with few exceptions,

conlined to the fishing villages
;
that in the remote village of Inver, situated on

the low sandy shore of the Tain Frith, and notorious for its malaria, its ravages
were fearfully ppid, having cut off* nearly one-half of the inhabitants; while
the town of Tain and most of the rural districts escaped.
To the same effect is the observation of Mr. George Sheward, in the west of

England, who states that he was parish surgeon at the time that cholera made
its appearance in Upton-upon-Severn

;
that this town is situated upon the bank

of a large navigable river, and is liable to a const-antly changing population, -

many of the lower orders depending on the river for support
;
that nearly three

per cent, of the gross population fell victims to the disease within the short
space of three weeks, but that its ravages were entirely confined to the lower
classes

; that every case fell under his notice; that the* most diligent inquiries
led him to believe that the disease takes generally the course of navigable
rivers, and that it was so in the present instance, though its march was erratic

;

one case breaking out near the river, another more in the town
;
but in almost

every one in the houses of persons who worked by the water.
Mr. Bowie, who appears to have had the first case of cholera that occurred in

the metropolis, gives evidence to the same effect. He “ was practising near
the river, in East Emithfield, when the cholera arrived in the metropolis in
1832. Thinks he had the first case of it. It was that of a seaman, named
Daniel Barber, mate of the ‘ Felicity,’ of Limerick, which had come to London
direct from that port, and had lain in the river three weeks prior to his being
attacked. There was no cholera in the place from whence this ship had sailed

;

there was nothing particular in the condition of the ship itself; she had lain in
the river three weeks before cholera broke out.” “ I am not quite certain.”
continues^ this witness, “ but I think the second case was a seaman named
Thomas Skow^kes, of the ‘ Evander’ of Aberdeen

;
and the third was the mate

of a Scotch vessel, lying likewise at the Hermitage.” He further states that
the cholera, having spread from Wapping along that side of the shore, including*
Limehouse, crossed to the opposite side of the river, namely, Rotherhithe and
Bermondsey

;
that it then attacked the lower parts of the borough of Lambeth

;

next, the lower parts of Westminster
;
then it extended along the Fleet ditch ;

and thence passed into the City.

Other witnesses confirm the correctness of these statements. Thus Mr.
Wagstaffe, who is practising in Bermondsey, Southwark, and Lambeth, and
vvho saw very much of cholera, observed its course to be along the side of the
river, and principally in low and damp situations.

This is entirely in accordance with the history of the origin and progres.s of
the cholera in the country which may be considered as its birth-place

;
for all
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accounts from India agree in stating that it first breaks out and principally pre-

vails in low and marstiy situations, and particularly near the banks of rivers
;

that w enever a village or military station lies upon or near low, marshy, or

(lamp o ound, the occupants softer in direct proportion to their proximity to such

a situai on
;
and that when a regiment has been encamped, one part on high

and dry land and the other part on a morass, or on the bank of a river, it is

consta'ij ly observed that the former has remained healthy, while the latter has

suftered severely from this disease.

The 1 istory of cholera in this respect seems to bear a close analogy to that

of fever. Thus Sir John Pringle, in his account of the diseases of the army

during the campaign in Flanders, states, that when the army were encamped

aiong"^a canal, or on damp and marshy ground, the effect was seen in the sud-

den seizure of the men with fever.

2. The second proposition of the Report is to the efifect, that “ there is no

evidence that cholera spreads by the communication of the infected with the

healthy.” This proposition is supported by the following evidence :

When cholera broke out in Cairo in 1831, two cordons sanitaires were estab-

lished between Cairo and Alexandria, but they did not prevent the disease from

extending to Alexandria. On the 21st of August, two or three of the soldiers

were seized wnth the disease ;
on the morning of the following day the cases

had increased to 22, and by the afternoon of that same day they amounted to

45. Among these, one which proved rapidly fatal, occurred in the palace of

the Pacha.
° Within the space of five days after the disease broke out in Cairo,

it had spread over the whole of Lower Egypt, making everywhere nearly equal

ravages, and nearly, at the same time, infecting Mansoora, Fua, Alexandria,

Rose°ta, Burlos, Damietta, and all the towms and villages of the Delta. Again,

it is stated bv the late Sir John Lefevre, physician to the English embassy at

St. Petersburgh, that within a few days of the cholera breaking out in that city,

it had s|.read so wudely and so generally as to preclude all idea of its propaga-

tion by infection, and this is confirmed by the reports of the English Commis-

sioner's, Drs. Russell and Barry. A similar account is given of the manner of

its spread in Dantzic. At Vienna the disease first broke out on the 13th of

September; on the 14th it had extended to six quarters of the city, and on the

following day it had spread through all the rest. In Paris it was rumored that

a case had occurred in the Rue des l.ombards as early as the middle of Feb-

ruary, but this w’as doubted. Four cases, how^ever. were observed in the inter-

val betw^een the 13th of February and the 26th of March, all of which occurred

in the neighborhood of the Seine, in the quarter de la Cite and in the quarter

de r Hotel de Ville. On the 27th, six persons were attacked simultaneously

;

on the 28th. 22 more were seized ;
on the 31st, the number had increased to

300 and out of the 48 quarters of Paris, the disease had invaded 35. In 18

days after the first invasion of this plague, namely, on the 14th of April, there

we're from 12.000 to 13,000 sick, and 7000 persons had already perished. At

this terrible period of the epidemic, 1000 persons sometimes perished in a single

day, and to be struck with the pestiience was, in general, to be dead in a few

^°The Report goes on to argue, that “ while the manner of the invasion and

extension of this disease thus precludes all thought of its propagation by the

communication of the infected with the healthy, there is another fact which is

altoirether irreconcilable with the notion of contagion, namely, that as no human

means have succeeded in excluding it from particular spots, so no extent of

communication with the sick has been able to carry it into other places.

In support of this proposition the Commissioners quote M. Londe, the author

of a French work on Hygiene, who says, In the North, while three lines of

troops have been unable to arrest its progress, it has often passed over arge

tracts without infecting any intermediate place, and without folmwing colMe-

ral lines. At other times it has been concentrated on a population which has

continued to keep up free communication witli the neighborhood without at all
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extending itself to that neighborhood. In France, for instance, where commu-
nication with the infected has been everywhere entirely free, there are depart-mento, parishes, towns, and even villages, which have never had a single case

localities have been sometimes inundated

ina rriVT
devastated by the disease. Thus, accord-mg to M. Monfalcon during the prevalence of cholera at Marseilles in 1835,L>ons alone received upvyards of 10,000 immigrants from that town, and Lyonshas never been attacked by cholera. Sometimes, also, portions of certain

an unrestrained communication with surround-

ivfs “pp??
by cholera, were never affected in the slightest degree.At St. Petorsburgh, one of the islands in the Neva enjoyed this complete exemp-Lon from the invasion of the disease, and this was also the case with the fau-bourg Leopoldstadt at Vienna. Hence the non-transmissibility of cholera inany manner whatsoever, appears to us to be a demonstrated fact

”

into
after refuting the notion that ii was imported

he orii-in o ^ /
shipping and stating that the strictest inquiries respectingtoe origin of the first cases, have failed to obtain the slightest evidence of theirhaving arisen from any infected source, insists upon “the broad fact which istotally ineconcilable with contagion, that numerous cases have occurred simul-taneously at distant points, where no communication could by possibility havetaken place

; and goes on to state, “ that when several memlLrs of one familyhave been attacked, it has usually been either so precisely or neX at thesame point of time ?ls to forbid the belief of one having communicated the dis-ease to another “ That in the hospitals at Newcastle and Gateshead, no caseLas occurred of illness arising from attendance on the sick, either in the per-sons of the nurses, the resident apothecaries, or the attending or numeroussuccession of visiting members of the medical profession;” a?d that “ thosemost exposed to contact with the dead, as medical men, in pursuino- post-rnor-
have not, in any instance, suifered.”

^

first appearance of the disease in Great Britain, Dr.Feiguson, Inspector-general ot Hospitals, observes,—“ Amateur physicians
^^^^y P^rt of the United Kingdom, eao-e? and keenfor cholera, and more numerous than the patients themselves, beset and sur-rounded the sick in Sunderland with all the fearless self-exposing zeal of themissionary character, yet no one could contrive, even in the foule.l dens of the.ea-port, to produce the disease in his own person, or to carrv it in his saturatedclothing to the healthier quarters of the town where he himself had his lodo-ina.”And he proceeds to point out the fact so strongly at variance with the idea^ofcontagion, that though the first appearance of cholera in England presented af^ir pnmafacie case of imported contagion, nevertheless, at the very period of

I S hus breaking out in Sunderland, “ a case equally as fital and sev^re XvvedItself in the upper part of Newcastle, ten miles off; another equally well markedin a healthy quarter in Edinburgh
; a third not long before in Rugby in thevery centre of the kingdom, and a fourth in Sunderland itself, as far^back asAugust, a^s well as many others in different parts of the country ”

In the two remarkable cases already stated, that of the isolated villae-e^of

Jppnrr
away Pearly one half of the inhabitants, not a single^ca«e^cc irred in the town of Tam, in the immediate neighbourhood

; and in^that of

to
^ be traced, either to con-ta^ with the living or dead body or wfith the clothimr.

top ff%'^to f in England oftoe fac. that cholera does not spread by contagion, was afforded by the^townBirmingham. In its near vicinity, Bilston. seven or eight miles distLrwith
go'ng on by the road and canal between the

Thp^ip ^
^bolera prevailed more virulently than in any town of the kingdom

too
^ ® Birmingham for coffiLthey could not be made fast enough in that town. The disease also nrovoi’i Im the townships around Bilston, bntin Birmingham, with its 160,000 ?nhS
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tants, there was scarcely a single case of cholera originating in the town ;
the

few cases that occurred there having been imported, especially along the canal,

from Bilston ;
the persons having been clearly attacked by the disease in those

localities, and then going to Birmingham, where the symptoms broke torth : but

we are informed that upon a close inquiry not a single instance could be loun

where the disease had spread from the-intected to the healthy.^

The Commissioners sum up this part of their report by stating

witness examined by them appears to have arrived at the most clear and decided

conviction from what was uniformly observed of its progress in the metropolis,

that it did not spread from the communication of the infected witn the healthy.

And thev add a verv remarkable fact, on the authority of Mr. Bowie, to the

effect th^t a crew of a vessel, all of whom had assisted in waiting upon a boy,

escaped the disease, while the captain, who showed extreme apprehension, but

had never gone near him. was attacked on shore.
.1 ^ u i

3. The third proposition established in the report is to the effect that * cholera

observes in its progress the laws of ordinary epidemics, being influenced by the

same physical conditions, and attacking similar classes ot persona.

These conditions may, according to the commissioners, be comprised m im-

pure and humid air, and unsuitable or insiiSlcient food and clothing, ill-con-

structed dwellings, and defective appliances for the regulation of warmth or pro-

tection against cold. The want of sufficient and proper food, it is argued with

iustice, is an agent of verv inferior power to the habitual respiration of impure

air; and it is justly affirmed, that “ in the present stateof most towns and ciiies,

the number of persons whose constitution is enfeebled by want of food, com-

pared with the number whose vital energy is depressed by want of pure air, is

found to be an exceedingly small minority,” an assertion which is borne out to

a certain extent at least, by the fact that the population contrives to spend

24,000,000?. per annum on ardent spirits, and nearly an equal amount on to-

bacco and fermented liquors.
,

,

The Commissioners proceed to state that typhus fever may be f^^^n a. the

tvpe of the entire class of epidemic disease that infest this country, that the

Ubilat of tvphus is that of the class
;
and that the conditions which f«o>ir Us

spread, and convert it into a pestilence, are equally favourable to all other p

tilences. Those conditions being in the metropolis, as m every town and cit)

,

defective house and street drainage and cleansing, involving a scanty and in-

sufficient supplv of water. The evidence that the tract ot typhus is every-

where, the domain of filth being taken for granted, the report proceeds to prove

that this was also everywhere the precise track of cholera.

It has been already seen that while cholera generally followed the track o.

rivers and water-courses, it had a marked preference for thoae por 'ons o

track which were at the same time the outlets of filth, being remarkably pr^

valent and fatal in the neighbourhood of sewer mouths Mr.

dence in reference to the large towns in Lancashire, already ci e

edlv to this eflect ; so also is.that of Mr. Bowie, who speaking of the first ca.e

of cholera on board the “Felicity,” says, “ The neighbourhood

occurred was one of the dirtiest along the river. \\ hat were cal ed the bone

vessels,’ vessels emploved to carry’ old bones for manure, usually lay there, and

some of them lay there at the time. The stench was exceedingly sickenin ,

and was perceptible at a great distance. Such was the rec e^ness

crews of these vessels, that I have frequently seen them

and cooking their provisions with them, the most offensive smoke p o?

meantime, into the houses along the shore. Putrid carcasses of

and other inferior animals, likewise the refuse from the shipping m
J

bourhood, thrown into the river, or left on the muddy beach by the ade,j ere

allowed to remain there, deteriorating the atmosphere. The whole 01 rne

coast, extending from St. Katharine Docks to M apping, was *

the exception of a few houses at and near the entrance of the London

Docks.”
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Ih "f
ne-'t cases of cholera, one of the suflerers

I

'®
f° •

P y morning and gone on deck
;
that the smell

thThe t.f'n? K®

® lying a-head was so bad that it made him feel sick, andmat ne nad never been well since.

thro
houses of the labouring population in this district,

?extre^riv Ld r m was> continues this witness!

which hf/ otf'
practice to pump the water out of the cellars,

^ up into the houses by infiltration from the river, or more fre-quent y flowing m through the house drains from the sewers when the tides
The stench from the waTer pumped out

m^lt ofThi^'^T
; so much so that I was accustomed to

norooLL m I
It. Cesspools were general, the contents of which

through the substratum, and the river water percolating throuoh thefcu^tratum carried with it the matter of the cesspools.’’
Ihis witness adds, that in his opinion “ cholera took the place of typhus

cifcfrsfancesT^
influenced by flie same class of

® the state of Rotherhithe :
‘‘ In thisdistrict, he says, open ditches received the contents of the privies the priviesh_ over the ditches

; the paths in front of the houses were mipaveyandfilthy, some of the dwellings Avere wretched hovels. Typhus fever is always

wprp
hlthy places, when in the neighbourhood at all

; ami

aTd flr^ y.^i? sth n'i:Vhbo" ^

Of Southwark, Mr. Leadam says :
“ This was certainly one of the districts

dtsTi ic^ we V‘'‘
P^^'-ailJd chiefly in the filthywhich we haye about us, m the close courts and alleys. The chole»-4track and the typhus track in this district were identical

.”

f fTP®*" district attended by him, the ma-jority of those attacked were the inhabitants of the narrow streets and the close

pu-e air Sof f'l ’’h"?,’
breathing a confined andira-

oorny^hr,,
^ habitations had not even cesspools

; the soil was seen

were fn a^pfv bad®
° Where tliere were cesspools theyweie in a very bad condition, seldom or never emptied. Within the dwellinos

iiiff on'^thir
*b® floors of many of the houses, the inmates sleep-

‘‘ Three Tuna c
^^7,,!’?^''“"?®- T 1 will mention,” continues this witnesl

nroblwv^W • h h>
»''® *bout 16 houses, and

The%^ hi 's^l ,

Tb«[e but one privy, and tliat without covering.1 he Huid soil is running down tlie court in front of all tlie houses. Several of

flonrT f ® ^ without windows or floors, that is, witliout boards on tlie

but still
®® bad a condition,

tbi 51 p
fl®Pr^ble. These are the constant abodes of typlius, and these were

rhilp pf r PT'''*''®fl- ’"®''’ "® °f tyPb"^ were observed

attacking the same description of persons, and prevailing in tlie same locali-

“ n*”'

“

*b'® ®'‘™® fl'strict,” says Mr. Doiibleday,

Plapp th
**®*Sbborhood of Broadwall, there are open sewers. At Brunswick

in
another. In these neighborhoods the cliolera was iniusually severe-

mispralaul"^ ‘b® ®®wa'-. bouses which are very
size, ventilation, and means of cleanliness, the mortalitywas excessive

; as many as five died in one house. When certain atmosphe'-

d isfrip?^ d%f
®™' ®'''®®®’ '* '® ‘‘'ways found much more in thesedis nets, and lie resul i., more fatal. If cholera should revisit the metr^S falal7"

‘ ^ ‘'‘® “®®® fl'®''® fl® "‘“'® namerous

which fif'f
beth,” says Mr. Wagstafle, “ in tlie streets, courts and alleys, inwhich cholera principally prevailed, tlie^ilraiiiagc was e.xtreniely had

; tlie privies
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were often in the cellars. I have myself passed through two feet of water to

get to the houses, being obliged to walk along planks. . . . Cesspools are

lenei-al in the district, and I have often seen the soi from these cesspools

swimming about in the water. Whenever typhus is prevalent m the metropolis,

it is invariably found in these localities, and common fever is very apt m these

places to assume a typhoid type. This is the case at the present time with

Lveral cases now under my care. Scarlet fever, measles, and small-pox also

are very apt to become malignant here under certain atmospheric conditions.

These localities, in which typhus is constantly present are the very localities in

which cholera chieflv ra^ed. 1 have at the present moment many cases ot

fever in the very places in which cholera was most preva ent. ihis autumn,

diarrhoea and dysentry have also been prevalent there, and some cases were so

similar to Asiatic cholera that I have asked some of my professional brethien

to go and see them; two of these cases were fatal. 1 hey had, in fact, all the

characteristic symptoms—vomiting, diarrhoea, with rice-colored evacuations,

cramps, suppression of urine, the particular sunken countenance, ^'vmg the

expression of age to the patient, with a livid or even blue color. cholera

were again to reappear, these would be the places j/hich it would first visit,

and in which it would be most prevalent and fatal.’’

Mr. Simpson, of Bloomsbury, being asked, with reference to ^t.

among what description of persons, and in wljat localities, were the chief

attacks of cholera? answers, “ Precisely the same description of ^
in the same localities where typhus, influenza and scarlatina, assume the

^'^TliVSer supply of these districts would appear from the evjdence of the

same gentleman, to be on a par with the drainage and cleansing. ’

“ pum%d into many of the houses from the parts of the river where the inost

abominable impurities abounded.” “ The filthy state of the water m the ;;ooms -
“exceedingly filthy water, which has been used over and over again, the odour

from which fs most offensive”—these are some of the expressions made use ot

’’^With'^feglrTto the existing state of these districts the uniform testimony of

the witnesses is to the effect “ tliat although some old open sewers have been

arched over, and some additional common sewers have been made, no real im-

proveLnt to any considerable extent has been effected in their respective dis-

tricts
;
and tha/ almost invariably the

structed, not beino- supplied with a quantity of water sufficient to carry off* them

contents, and keep them clean, they not only do not accomplish any sanatary

purpose, but, on the contrary, act as extended cesspools.

^ tV Commissioners then proceed to embody m a series of tables som . va

able reports from Sir William Pym, relative to the total number of cholera cases

L thrSpolS, reported to the Board of Health in 1832 ;
a return ofthe num-

ber of deaths from fever in 1838, and a return from the Fifth Annual Report

of the Poor Law Commissioners of the number of fever cases for the same

vear ('1838) among the pauper population of the same 20 districts of the me-

Lpolis, from whifh the ^deaths from fever for the whole of the population has

been taken. These tables establish to demonstration the general coincidence

of the cholera track with the track of typhus, as attested
"
^^ro

particular cases within their own observation. On

politan districts, the proportion of deaths to the population from fever and frmn

cholera, it appears that in the districts where the deaths from /^^^r

highest, as tSt George’s-in-the East, Bermondsey, Southwark, I'^^^eth Wh te

chipel. Stepney, and Bethnal Green, cholera was the most

In Lme of these places the deaths from fever and cfiolera were nearly equal,

as in Whitechapel. In ofliers, as in Bermondsey, Southvvark, and Lambe^^^^^

there was an excess on the side of cho era. But there were
P^^ff ^

the deaths from fever absolutely exceeded those from

where the deaths from fever were 1 m 227, whereas from cholera they were
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fh/LLf *
r

*'^y were still further in excess, the deaths in
1 in 933, and in Shore-

fn
of the population, so that

chn^Tn tlf
® ^7^'' ‘he deaths fromchdera, m the second case more than treble, and in the latter case nearly five-

OToiins of
“‘'‘'efhs from fever with thatfrom cholera, in the two

fr3s, the“?fS’
‘‘‘‘PPee'-ethnt m the ISdistricts in which the mortality was

""7® ^ "‘"t* eholera 1 in 253, whilstth. 15 districts of lowest mortality, from fever there were 1 in 494 and from

fererT in 3*] 0
®

'h T'®®®
‘'’® ^e districts bemg fromfever 1 in 319, and from cholera 1 m 296

; so that the whole difference betweenthe mortality produced by cholera and that produced by fever, is the differ-

from‘’cholera,a"nd 319,’ 'the“g;
With regard to the proportion which attacks oi fever bear to those of cholera

p pels 77,186
,
and that out of this number of paupers, 13,972 were attacked

witii fever
; whereas from the Cholera Return, it appeal tha ouTof a nomVbtion of 1,486,020, only 11,020 were the subjects "^o^f chorem, beingXTolal

ye^^rssl*^'^
registered cases of cholera occurring in the metropolis^during the

While the total number of attacks of fever is thus enormously in excess ofthe total number of attacks of cholera, the absolute mortality from^cholera is not

STfloITto Slh-*’
as already stated,

f If
® ?’ ® ‘ comparatne mortality of cholera is terrific

; nearlyone halt of those tta are attacked by this dreadful disease inevitably perishing

1 ^n sTan^lTn ’l^f
‘owostand highest mortality, being that between

epidemic in the metropolis, has for

T nn f
p"'®®

®®," e" *e increase. The admissions into theLondon Fever Hospital since April, have exceeded by several hundreds thoseof any corresponding period, and, as is clearly shown by a table has been increasing during 1845^846, and 1847, for corresponding periods of time in nJ”
^ numbers 28, 32, and^ 34 ; 24, 28, and 44 ;

From these startling facts the commissioners draw the very reasonable in-fei ence that tlie causes of epidemic disease continue to operate in the metro-
even with increased force at the present time;” andthat were cholera to revisit it at the present time, with the existing predisno-

exIensL?’
^ peculiarly favorable to its

I^eport which relates

1 M suggestions respecting the measures of alleviationwhich may be adopted in anticipation of those permanent works of drainage and

leaT^’
of preventing the advent and sprad^of the

Reverting to the recommendation of the Central Board of Health in 1832that a number of steady men, proportionate to the districts in which they afe^foact, should be appointed to lime-wash and purify, under the direction of mp4;cal authority, such apartments as may be pointed out by inspectors of tl,pT!? i'Boards, they give it as their opinion that, by some modfficXn
efficient agency might be formed for the thorough cleansino- both of nitr ’ f

”

ocahties and of individual houses
;
but of the nature

tional arrangements which may be necessary, they are unable to iud^they shall have received a sufficient number of returns to the circulars addrpto the medical officers and the Boards of Guardians of the metropolis.
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With rcTOrd, however, to the measure of alleviation chiefly relied on during

its last vishation, viz., the establishment of district cholera hospitals, they state

that experience is by no means favorable to their re-adoptionj e-xcept under

particular circumstances and moditications. The prostration of all the vital

powers in a severe attack of cholera is often so great, that the mere assumption

of the erect position for a few minutes appeared often to deprive the patient of

the slightest chance of recovery. “ The medical testimony is uniform in repre-

seiitinS the fatigue of removal as highly injurious in greatnumbers of "'stands.

It is often striWimly so in the advanced stage even ot typhus. It not unlre-

quently happens that when a patient is removed to the fever hospital in an ad-

vanced stage of this disease, on opening the door of the carriage

has been conveyed he is found dead ;
and still more frequently it occurs that

when he has not actually expired before he reaches the ward, and is placed in

bed, he is cold, pulseless, and insensible, and never rallies, notwitlistanding all

thaJ can be done to restore animation. In typhus thjs extreme d^bilj^^y does

not take place for many days; often not until the end of he or tin d

week ;
but in a severe attack of cholera it occurs m two or three hours, and is

sometimes present, in its highest degree, before there is time
^

attendant to reach the bedside of the patient. This circumstance P'^es t' e

extensive employment ot any remedy which I"™
^

motion, out of the question.” This statement is fully borne out by theev deuce

of the medical witnesses who have had the greatest experience on this subject,

which evidence is given at length at pp. 19 and 20 ol tlm Report.

Experience having thus shown that cholera hospitals failed in accomplishin

their object, the Commissioners recommend that the best provision practicable

should be made for rendering effectual assistance to the

need it at their own houses. This, in their opinion would

the selection of proper persons, who may be instructed as nurses, and engage

to devote their whole time to attendance on the sick at their own habitations,

under the direction of the medical officer. Prompt
j

given to the patient without subjecting him to any risk from
^

^

without anything being done calculated to excite apprehension oi alarm ,
at the

same time that the curative measures employed by the medical attendant w ould

be administered under circumstances peculiarly adapted

The adoption of the principle here indicated, that of

sons to attend the sick, under medical direction at their own abodes, would be

attended with tliis further advantage-that all the means f
ino- the interior of the house, and for maintaining the atmospheie o the sick

roSm in the highest attainable state of purity, might be most efficiently carried

^^Thoimffi^for^hrreJsons just assigned, tbe Commissioners deprecate the

removarof cholera patients to seperate cholera hospitals they recommended

that in cases of extreme destitution, the cholera patients should be sent to tne

lever wards of the new union-houses, after those establishments have

specterby officers speciffi^^ conversant with warming, ventilation, and other

'‘The ciSoTe'then state it as their opinion that there is but one safe-

iruard atrainst the cholera, as against other diseases of tne same class, viz.,

fuch sanatary arrangements as will secure the P>>Hty
fl’l^lXrefule and

ticularivbv the immediate and complete removal of all filth and letuse, ana

that nofoi'ily from the principal squares and thoroughfares, but also from the

streets, courts, and alleys of the lowest portion of the “V
The chief measures of prevention are cleansing and ventilation, carnea out

concurrently and skilfully performed ;
or if the

the ventilation of houses may be the very means of producing and aggra\ating

'^'^flm prevention, as far as may be of overcrowding is also insisted on as a

.sanatary measure, and the opinion of the Cholera Commission at Pans and the
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experience ot Breslau are cited in confirmation of this view. Tlie Commis-
sioners, liowever, in reference to this great evil, say, “ There appear to be no
av'ailable legal means for the immediate prevention of overcrowding*; all we
can do is to point it out, as a source of evil to be dealt with hereafter!^’

As an evidence of the preventive efficiency of cleanliness, it is stated that the
German colonists in Gallicia, who were distinguished by habits of regularity
and cleanliness from the Sclavonic population, were distinguished amidst that
population by an immunity from cholera.

The measures of prevention thus pointed out, if not w'arranted by the pres-
ence of cholera, would, as Mr. Bowie justly observes, exercise a most benefi-
cial influence in the prevention of typhus fever

;
and the same witness gives a

striking confirmation of his views in the case of the model lodging-house in
Glasshouse yard, where means have been adopted to secure cleanliness and
efi’ective ventilation, so that “ whilst fever has been prevailing to a very great
extent in Glasshouse street and its adjacent courts and alleys, and the verdict
of a coroner’s jury has been given that disease and death have been the conse-
quence of breathing impure air, there is not at present an individual under
medical treatment in the building, nor has there been a sinole case of fever
there for upwards of four months. The only deaths which ever occurred
among the lodgers were two children, labouring under hydrocephalus internus
^^ffien they were admitted, and an aged mutilated seaman, who had lono- been
affected with hydrothorax and disease of the heart.” Such facts as these cer-
tainly warrant Mr. Bowie in believing that typhus fever, “ might be as com-
pletely put an end to in houses, villages, and towns, as the ague has been in

country.” Mr. Liddle, another witness, the medical officer
of Whitechapel Union, who has already contributed one or two very striking
statements as to the efficacy of cleansing, drainage, and ventilation "in banish-
ing fever, and reducing the amount of disease, adds the following fact :

“ That
Hairbrain court consists of 13 houses

;
that in this court he has attended 22

cases of typhus within the last six months
;
that during the prevalence of fever

this place was without drainage, and without water, and very badly paved and
cleansed

; but that recently it has been drained into the new sewer in Blue
Anchor yard, and that since this was done not a single case of fever has
occurred in this court. In like manner in Cooper’s court, which consists of 12
houses, he has attended 29 cases of fever within the last six months

;
the con-

dition of this court was precisely similar to that of Hairbrain court, but Cooper’s
court having been drained, fever has taken its departure from this place also.”
The Commissioners suggest that the principle of flushing may be immedi-

ately applied to the draining of courts and alleys, and the rapid and safe remo-
val of decomposing refuse, hut that this can only be effectually done by a sin-
gip body, with which voluntary associations of district visitors or local boards,
might co-operate with effect in carrying out measures for the removal of nuis-
ances, and which might make early agreements with the several water compa-
nies for the necessary supplies of water

;
and the Commissioners state that they

have had detailed measures placed before them for the safe and prompt removal
by the fi*ee use of water, of the soil of cesspools and privies in the worst locali-
ties, and the collections of filth in their dirtiest courts and alleys.

The following are the general conclusions at which the Commissioners
arrive :

“ That amidst the town populations the cholera visits with most severity the
same classes of persons and the same places, and is governed nearly bv the
same circumstances as typhus.

“ That it has been proved by experience that those circumstances are gener-
ally removable by proper sanatary arrangements, and that typhus is to a great
extent preventible

; and we have every reason to believe that the spread of
cholera IS preveiitible by the like means, namely, by general and combined sana-
t ary arrangements.
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“ That these arrangements, instead of being incidental and collateral to other

measures, are paramount, and principal, and effective, not only against cholera,

but also against other epidemics.
“ That when cholera first appeared in this country the general belief was

that the disease spreads principally, if not entirely, by communication of the

infected with the healthy, and that therefore the main security of nations, cities,

and individuals consists in the isolation of the infected from the uninfected—

a

doctrine which naturally led to the enforcement of rigorous quarantine regula-

tions
;
the establishment of military and police cordons ;

the excitement of

panic
;
and the neglect and often the abandonment of the sick even by relations

and friends.

“ That since opportunities have been obtained of a closer observation of the

character of this disease, and of the mode in which it spreads through continents,

nations, cities, towns, and families, facts have been ascertained which are in-

compatible with the foregoing view of its mode of dissemination and of its pre-

vention.
“ That the disease is not, as it was then generally supposed to be, contagious,

and that the practical application of that doctrine did no good, but was fraught

with much evil.

“ That when it previously visited this country it vvas believed that the most

powerful predisposition to this disease is induced by improper or deficient food,

and that, for this season, its chief victims are found among the poor; but it is

now universally admitted that a far more powerful predisponent is the habitual

respiration of an impure atmosphere ;
that the highest degree of susceptibility

is produced where both these conditions are combined, that is, where people

live irregularly, or on unsuitable diet, and at the same time filthily ;
and that,

in places in which a great degree of cleanliness is maintained, the poor as well

as the rich enjoy exemption from this disease.

“ That on an examination of the actual state of the back streets, lanes, courts,

and alleys of the metropolis, it is found that in general little or no improvement

has taken place in their sanatary condition since the prevalence of cholera in

1832 ;
and that were this disease again to break out in the present state of

these localities, there is no reasonable ground to suppose that the pestilence

would not spread as extensively and prove as fatal as on its former visitation.

“ In regard to this disease, we fear that complete measures of prevention

must be eventual on the combination of works, which must be the subject of

further investigations ;
but in respect to the immediate and special measures

available for the prevention of the cholera, we find that such would be measures

of cleansing of whole lines of sewers, from their commencement, through the

several districts to the outfalls; the cleansing of cesspools (wheresoever it may

be affected into the sewers), and the removal of whatsoever may be removed m
suspension in water in the various modes of flushing by the use of additional

and abundant supplies of water, and we find

—

“ That it is expedient that a Commission for the entire drainage of the whole

of the metropolis should be appointed, with a special view to such measures,

and with aid to carry them out.
,

[Such a Commission, embracing all the districts, with the exception oi the

city of London, has been lately appointed, and is now actively engaged in carry-

ing out the recommendation of the Report.]

“ With respect to the measures of alleviation of cholera we find— ^

“That it is one of the peculiar characteristics of this disease, that it sets at

defiance, to a great degree, the resources of medical art and science, as is too

fully proved by fact that, under the most favourable circumstances, of those

whom it attacks there perish one out of three, or nearly one out of four, and

under the most unfavourable circumstances nine out of ten.

“ That still there can be no doubt that individuals are saved, who would other-

wise perish, that are early placed under favourable circumstances and judicious

medical treatment.
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“ That although the removal to cholera hospitals, unless at a very early period
of the attack, and unless the situation of the hospital happened to be highly
favourable, was proved by experience to be injurious rather than beneficial, yet
among the classes most subject to this disease, there must be individuals
in a state of such utter destitution as to render some provision absolutely
necessary.

“ That it is desirable that existing establishments for the reception and treat-
ment of the sick be immediately inspected by officers especially conversant with
warming, ventilation, and other structural arrangements, to advise on the altera-
tions and adaptations necessary to afford effectual aid to the individuals who
may require it.

“ That where there is at present adequate accommodation by proper hospitals
for fever cases, such accommodation will in general suffice for cholera, fever
not being prevalent when cholera is epidemic, and fever cases being in general
more numerous than those of cholera.”

The remainder of this valuable Report consists of an examination of the
practical working of the sewer commissioners of the metropolis. The general
conclusions are all that our limited space will enable us to notice. They are
as follows;

“ That unnecessary expense and inconvenience to the public is consequent
on the division of the natural drainage areas among several district authorities,
and that it is impossible that improved works of systematic drainage can be
carried out under arrangements that geographically divide the lines of water-
shed and the outfalls between seperate and conflicting authorities.

“ That the works which the present district commissioners execute, and pro-
pose to execute, are uncertain, erroneous, and defective in their general princi-
ples of construction, injurious in their actions, and unduly expensive.

^

“ That, after the authentic expositions which have been given of the prin-
ciples of construction and management of improved works, the extension of
sewers or drains, accumulative of decomposing refuse, are acts of injury to the
public health and of waste of the public money.

“ That the execution by the district courts of commissioners of large works
of drainage or sewerage, without reference to any general plan or survey, in-
volves great risk of erroneous and imperfect works and waste of the rates they
are empowered to levy,

^

“ For the prevention of disease and the saving of health and life, by early
carrying out efficient works of drainage, and diminishing the mass of atmos-
pheric impurities, by which the public health is depressed, and, for the preven-
tion of expenditure upon inefficient works, we feel it our duty to recommend an
imnaediate exercise of the powers of the Crown, and

“ That the several commissioners appointed under its authority, in the me-
tropolis, be recalled with the least possible delay.
“That the law of sewers, now administered by numerous persons in these

seperate districts, be confided to one body of commissioners for the whole of
the metropolis.

^

“ That to ensure executive dispatch, and obviate that weakening of respon-
sibility which arises from its present division amongst large bodies, the com-
missioners should be limited in number

;
and competent, through their known

aUention to sanatary improvement, to select and sustain the labors of paid
officers and the execution of works in the attainment of this their nroner
object.” ^ ^

This consolidation is suggested as a measure of immediate urgency to abate
epidemic disease and to stay waste, and as essentially preparatory to further
alterations which the Commissioners propose hereafter to submit for considera-
tion.

The Commissioners wisely anticipate that the first work of the consolidated
commission will be a general survey by the officers of the Royal Engineers,
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iinder tlie direction of the Board of Ordnance, as a measure of paramonnt^iid

most j)ressing importance.

The expediency of making this survey of the metropolis, in the first instance

is very properly urged, on the ground that the metropolis serves as an example
and guide to the provinces. “ The errors of the works of this class in the me-
tropolis are literally copied and exaggerated in the provincial towns, where it

is rare and accidental to meet xvith any improvements upon them. In the pro-

vincial towns, which had abundant sources of water-supply within reach, the

pernicious system of intermittent supplies have been copied from the metropo-

lis, to the injury of trading companies, the deterioration of the supplies, and

double expense of works to the consumers.”

The Commissioners, aware of the ignorant objection often advanced to the

creation of new bodies on the score of expense, cite the remarkable example of

consolidation afforded by the Metropolitan Road Commission for the manage-
ment of the roads formerly administered by a number of local trusts compre-

hending the suburban parishes in the metropolis. Under that commission the

roads have been improved, the tolls and the debts reduced, and the business of

100 miles of road transacted satisfactorily with less attendance and consumpt-

tion of time on the part of the honorary members of the board than was pre-

viously required, by the defective dispatch of business, by any one of the nu-

merous seperate boards under which important improvements were found to be

impracticable.

'riie commissioners have yet to report on the commission of sewers for the

City of London, on the water-supply, and surface cleansing and paving of the

metropolis, on the assessment and collection of rates, and on other important

matters. These labours of the commission will have to be noticed in a future

report. In the meantime the progress of the cholera on the Continent, and its

now confidently reported presence in London, lends to this first Report of the

Metropolitan Sanatary Commission an importance which will fully justify the

details into which we have entered, at the same time it must serve as an ex-

planation and excuse for the omission of much important and interesting matter

which would otherwise have found a place in this Report.
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rooDer requested Dr. Hughes to examine the patient, who found roughened

tracLal breathing, with wheezing on the right side, and to a
•

left but acknowledged the physical signs were unsatisfactory as to the pos

proof of a foreign body being still in the trachea, prooably in consequence of

the o-eneral irritation of the trachea and larger bronchial tubes.

On consultation, it was determined not to interfere at present,
^

more certain indications of the actual presence of the foreign body, to keep the

patient perfectly quiet, and to have him constantly watched.

In the evenino-, it was observed by Mr. Hilton that the left lung was nearly

inacfe! scarcely any murmur being audible. The breathing, however, was

not attended with any distress.
^

31st.-Pass<?d a comfortable night in asitting posture, w,th

hut without any violent dyspncea. The left lung remains m the same condition ,

tat, in the couL of tlie^day, after a slight fit of coughing, the respiration be-

came quite audible in it.

On Sunday, August 1st, he remained much in the same state. ....
On Monday, 2d, he was examined by Dr. Addison, who found diminis e

suddIv of air to the left lung; but as the boy had undergone much examination,

he^tCd wi?h 4-. Coopel as he was not suffering from urgent symptoms

that he should be kept perfectly quiet until the next day, when a more complete

exploratirmight be^nade, and the propriety of an operation determined on

S.-Dr. Ad^dison examined him to-day. Breathing had i-eturned

in the left lung, and was puerile there, but at the apex of the r.ght lung

more full, and Lcornpanied with a slight roughness. This the state of the

breathing found both at the anterior and posterior aspects
f ^

^

the lower part of the right lung the breathing urns pure and

cussion over the apex of the right lung was

When the patient coughed a movement was heard and felt as of a f „

impelled by the air at each operation.

Dr. Todd who happened to visit the hospital to-day, examined Patiemt wtb

Dr Addison and concurred with him, and indeed with Dr. Banovv and Ur.

in\e opinl that from the present signs aiM the previous his ory of

the'^case, no doubt could now exist of the presence of a foreign budy m the up

per branch of the riglit bronchus that impeded the passage of

?obe of the lung. The shifting of the impediment from the left to the right

side as first notfced by Mr. Hilton, was much in favour of this opinion. ^ ^on-

sultkion was now held, and it was resolved that the
pal

should immediately be performed, m order to allow of the inversion ol the p

tient with comparative safety.

The operation was performed in the usual way by Dr. Brans y oop .

free opening was made into the trachea, and four of its rings ivi }

v£t"

tlie trachea, and while in this poskion,

fell through the wound made in the trachea into Mr. Hilton s hand.
^

The outline of the pebble will show its size and form ;
its thickness may b

about four lines.
, . , j- * i .

Since the operation the boy has been free from
”on-

he breathes freely, no air passes through the vjmund, and he

sidered uite convalescent.—London Medioal Gazette.
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2. On a Function of the Red Corpuscles of the Blood, and on the Process of
Arteriahzation, By Geokge Owen Rees, M. D., F. R. S., &c.

The author states that he was first led to the new theory he has formed for
the explanation of the chemical phenomena of respiration, and more especially
ot the change in the color of the blood which occurs in that process by havini
observed that a garlic odour, similar to that evolved from phosphorus, was pro“
duced by agitating in distilled water the clot obtained from some specimen^ of
venous blood. His attention was consequently directed to the investigation of
the state in which the phosphorus exists in the blood

; and the result of
that investigation was the theory, of which the following is a succint out-
line. °

The venous corpuscles are known to contain fat in combination with phos-
phorus Ihis compound ingredient of the corpuscles on coming into contact
with atmospheric oxygen during the respiratory act, is consumed, and combining
with that oxvgen, forms the carbonic acid and water which are expired, and
also phosphoric acid, which, uniting with the alkali of the liquor sanguinis,
forms a tribasic phosphate of soda. This salt like many others, acts upon
h^matosine in such a manner as to produce the well-known bright arterial

The analyses which the author has performed in order to test the correctness
of this theory were made upon the blood, both of the veins and of the arteries
of the same animal

;
and also upon separated portions of the same venous blood,

one of which portions had been artificially arterialized by having been brouirht
into contact with air, while the other portions had not been so exposed These
comparative experiments showed that arterial blood, both when obtained from
the vessels, and when artificially produced, contains in its serum a larger pro-
portion of tnbasic phosphate of soda than that obtained from the veins Thevenous corpuscles, as they are contained in the clot, yield a fatty matter com-
bined with phosphorus

;
while those from arterial blood yield a fat, the ashes ofwhich manifest an alkaline reaction. Thus the venous corpuscles are shown

to be acted upon, both by respiration and by the artificial arterialization of the
blood in such a manner as to lead to the formation of tribasic phosphate of soda
at the expense of the phosphorus they contain.
No exact quantitative analyses were attempted by the author, the compara-

tive experiments having been performed on small portions only of serum (from25 to 40 grains)
; sufficiently large, however, to furnish satisfactory evidence

of the actual presence ofthe phosphate in arterial blood, and also in th4e portionsof venous blood which had been arterialized out of the body; while no such
obtained from similar portions.of the blood contained in the

At the^conclusion of the paper, the author notices the experiments of Ender-
1 n, in which no alkaline carbonate could be detected in the ashes of blood • andshows that this is the natural consequence of the phosphates of the clot bein^oxidized during combustion, and that supplying a quantity of phosphoric acidsufficient to decompose completely the alkaline carbonate^oducedV thefo-cineration of the lactate and albuminate of the serum. Most specimens of se

[ncTneTtPd"'^''^^T—
blood, yield an alkaline carbonate when

^ , and this is always the case with the serum of venous blood. The
himself warranted in regarding the conclusion founded

^ Enderlin s expernnents, that the blood contains no lactate, as being erroneous

Z.—On the Urine in Typhoid Fever. By M. Martin-Solon.

‘I’® Academic an intere«tin<rpaper upon the condition of the urine m typhoid fever, the principal point, irf
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which are thus summed up: 1. The urine in typhoid fever is less abundant,

higher coloured, aud generally more dense, than in health. 2. It is as acid as

in the normal state, and sometimes more so. 3. It is rarely alkaline, but in

consequence of its large proportion of urea, it rarely passes into the condition

of alkalescence. So abundant is the urea, that sometimes a nitrate may be at

once formed by the addition of nitric acid without any preliminary evaporation,

a density of from 1-030 to 1-036 indicating this condition. 4. Generally trans-

parent. the urine is sometimes clouded with mucus (the enacorema of the an-

cients,) or by an excess of too sparingly soluble salts, which give it a “y uTnen-

teux ” appearance, and which give rise to sediments, formed especially of uric

acid and the urates with colouring matter. 5. That critical signs deduced from

these appearances are not to be depended upon. 6. 1 hat in transparent urine,

nitric acid sometimes gives rise to no reaction, but in other cases produces a

cloudiness immediately. 7. The same thing is observed in “ jumentous ” urine,

when rendered clear by filtering. 8. That this cloud, of a peculiar tomentous

aspect, formed by a bi-urate of ammonia, but the nature of which is perhaps

not vet entirely known, is seen especially at the period of the resolution of ty-

phoid fever and acute diseases, which it precedes and announces
;
and according

to our clinical observations (in 54 cases) possesses a critical value which de-

serves attention. 9. That the bile undergoes a notable alteration during typhoid

fever, which is doubtless the cause of the appearance oihilixerdine in the urine.

10. That the urine sometimes becomes temporarily albuminous during the

course of acute diseases ;
but that the congestion of various organs, especially

partaken of by the kidneys, and the especial tenuity of the blood in typhoid

fever, render such temporary albuminuria far more common in this than in other

affections. 11. Temporary albuminuria is especially seen in severe cases of

typhoid, and generally gives rise to the most unfavorable prognosis.
_

12. Tem-

porary albuminuria may sometimes become continuous, and the kidneys then

exhibit the usual pathological characteristics of confirmed albuminuria. 13.

The inspection of the urine throws light upon the progress of a case of typhoid

fever, and may serve as a means for the direction of its treatment .—Bulletin de

V Academie, tom. xiii, p. 39S.—British and Foreign Medico- Chirurgical Review.

A,—On the Presence of Sugar of Milk in the Milk of the Carnivora.* By

Dr. A, Bensch.

In Dumas’ experiments upon the milk of a bitch, it was shown that the sugar

completely disappeared when’the food consisted solely of flesh, whilst it always

existed, and in considerable quantities, when the diet was vegetable. The fol-

lowing experiments, however, prove that this is not the case, and that the sugar

is alvvays present in the milk
;
also, that it frequently undergoes a change

owino- to the method of analysis, which prevents its crystallisation.

Tvvo large dogs, which had pupped four days before, were fed entirely upon

meat ;
the pups were separated from them six hours before the milk was drawn.

The rnilk reddened litmus-paper at the moment it left the teat. When heated

it coacTulated, forming a dense mass
;
on dilution with water it lost this pro-

pertv, and coagulated imperfectly. When diluted, and treated with a little

acetic acid, the casein readily separated on boiling
;
the fluid is easily filtered

when a sm-all quantity of a mixture of ether and alcohol is added to it. After

the evaporation of the ether and alcohol, the whey reduced persalts of copper

on the addition of potassa, which indicates the presence of sugar.

In analysing it, I adopted Haidlen’s method, increasing the quantity of sul-

phate of lime to half the weight of the milk, so as to obtain a residue capable

Liebig’s Annalen^ bd. Ixi., heft 2.
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of being completely dried. On drying the residue, unless esoecial care be taken,
It frequently occurs that it suddenly increases in weight, probably from a power-
tul oxidation ot the fatty matter; this amounted in one case to 30 milligrammes
in the space of six hours.

^

The milk of the first dog had a specific gravitv of
1-036, and was acid. It yielded on analysis—

W^ter,
liutter, 10-75
Sugar and soluble salts, - . . 3.47
Casein and insoluble salts, - - . 10-24

100-00
The solution ootained by exhausting with alcohol the residue left after ex-

tracting fatty matter with ether was evaporated, the residue treated with abso-
lute alcohol, the insoluble portion dissolved in water and set aside-
no crptals of sugar were formed, although oxide of copper was readily re’
duced when potassa was present. Another portion of the same milk was di-mmed with three parts water, a few drops of acetic acid were added, the mixture
heated arid filtered, the filtered liquor evaporated with carbonate of mao-nesia
and the dried mass exhausted with alcohol until the reaction of the ma”-nesia
discontinued

; the residue on the filter exhausted with hot water, and vvheTi thus
separated from the carbonate of magnesia, on the evaporation to consistence
ot a syrup yielded penect transparent and colorless crystals of sucrar of milk.
Iherefore it is certain that during the course of the first analysis the suo-ar hadundergone a change

;
that probably at the long-continued temperature of 212^

It had become converted, by the free acid (phosphoric acid) present, into grane-Bupr, and remained as such with the extractive matters in a syrupy form
^

In the milk of the same dog, examined after continuing diet of flesh for 12and 27 days, crystals of sugar of milk were also found in both cases. In thecase of t^he second dog, after five days’ animal diet, the alcoholic solution re-duced the oxide of copper with potassa, although it did not yield crvstals ofsugar. •'

‘hjit the acidity of the milk arises from the presence ofacid phosphate ofjime, which salt, with tiie phosphate of magnesia, constitutes

eoftfH
part 01 the ash of this fluid. He thinks it probable, as previously

Stated, that the inability to procure milk-sugar from the milk of doo-s fed exclu-sively upon animal diet arises from its conversion into grape-sugar by the acidphosphate of lime
; whilst in the milk of dogs fed upon vegetable food, whichhas a neutral or alkaline reaction, this transformation is prevented.

J^rom the above experiments, it is evident that even with loner-continued ex-clusively animal diet the sugar does not disappear from the milk
; consequently

the organism must possess the power of forming sugar of milk from the fattynitrogenous matters.— The Chemist—July^ 1847.
^

6.—New Test for Prussic Acid* By J. Liebig.

ehmt ex”mcfr-^^
immediately understood from the following

acid, which has been diluted with so muchwater that it no longer gives any certain reaction with salts of iron by the for-
when mixed with a drop of sulphuret of amiLnia andhea ed upon a watch-glass until the mixture has become colbrless, yields aliquid containing sulphocyanide of ammonium, which produces with fhe nersalts of iron a very deep blood-red color.”

P

lislfed bf Alfrpd T
^ confirmed, and the great value of the test firmly estab-

^ ^ Pi’oposes a modification of it similar to thatIready recommended by him in the use of the silver and Prussian-blue'test—

* Liebig’s Annalen.
~~ ~
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viz., e.vposing the hydrosulphuret of ammonia to the vapors of the acid, evapo-

ratino- the resulting sulphocyanide of ammonium to dryness, and then adding to

the residue a per-salt of iron. The test so applied is both prompt and delicate
;

it acts in a few seconds, and succeeds where both the nitrate of silver and the

Prussian-blue test fail. Thus, in a comparative experiment, with an acid of

the same strength, the Prussian-blue and nitrate of silver tests failed entirely to

detect the ^ grain in ten minims of water, while the new’ test detected

3 9
*

30 ^^ ^

The great advantages of this test, as modified by Mr. Taylor, are the poid-

ance of heat, and the'objections to which its employment gives rise, and its ap-

plicability to organic substances even in a state of putrefaction. The test was

also applied witli success to laurel water, bitter-almond water, essential oil of

bitter almonds, decomposed prussic acid, cyanide of potassium moistened \vith

water, cyanides of silver and mercury moistened with strong muriatic acid, fer-

rocyanide of potassium mixed with dilute sulphuric acid, and prussic acid mixed

with decomposed organic liquids. The result of all these experiments is that

the process is more delicate, more speedily and universally applicable, and more

certain and unobjectionable in its results, than any of those yet suggested for

the detection of this powerful poison.” So that Liebig has “ here done for prussic

acid what Reinsch has recently done for arsenic.” It is scarcely necessary to

state that the test will not act characteristically unless the hydrosulphuret of

ammonia, after exposure to the vapor of the acid, be evaporated to dryness, as

the uncoinbined hydrosulphuret gives a black precipitate with the persalt ot iron.

The red color of the sulphocyanide of iron is removed by a few drops of a solu-

tion of bichloride of mercury. Mr. Taylor recommends, as a simple way of

applyino- the Prussian-blue test, that we should precipitate the rnixed oxide

from the green sulphate in a gelatinous form, and expose them to the vapor ot

the acid in a watch-glass.— 7Vie Che7nisl— Oclober, 1847.

A M E R I C A N M E D I C A L I N T E L L I G E N C E .

Discovery and Application of the New Liquid Adhesive Plaster.

[A Communication addressed to John D. Fisher, M. D., ^
this City, and read

before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, March 27, ia48.J

Dear Sir,—Some time last summer, when you were at Dedham, you re-

auestedme, as you may recollect, to furnish you with some account of a liquid

Lhesive plaster, which I had been using in surgical operations, with permis-

sion for \^u to read it before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement.—

Althouo-h I had at that time made many experiments with the new adneswe

substance, and had formed a very favorable opinion of its properties, still I did

not feel willing to express this opinion in a paper to be read before the above

learned Society, until 1 had perfected the manufacture of the substance itself,

and emnloved it in surgical cases sufficiently numerous and various, to deter-

mine its true adhesive qualities and real importance to surgical and medical

science. Consequent! v time passed on, and 1 had really forgotten the request

you had made, until I was reminded of it by reading m some

two atro, the announcement that my friend and fellow student, Mr. Samuel L.

Bio-elow. had written a paper on the subject of the new adhesive material, and

that his paper was read before the Society for Medical Improvement by one of

its members at its last meeting. This circumstance has induced me to address

you this communication, incompliance with the suggestion you made to me

last summer, which communication I submit to your disposal.^ As J shall in

this letter speak of the nature and the history of the application of this new

adhesive fluid, it is verv possible that I may repeat some things that have
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already been said on the subject by Mr. Eigelow. Should this bo the case, mj
total ignorance of the contents of Mr. B.^s paper must be my apology.
While attending the medical lectures in Boston the winter before the last,

Mr. Bigelow showed me a liquid which he was using as a varnish, and informed
me, that it was made by dissolving “ gun-cotton” in sulphuric ether, and that
he obtained the directions for making it from Dr. Charles T. Jackson. Having
at this time occasion to use some varnish for a purpose to which the common
varnishes of the shops were found by experiment not to be applicable, and
noticing that this “ gun-cotton” varnish dried suddenly and became hard, trans-
parent and glossy, it occurred to me that it might answer the purpose I had in
view. I therefore requested Mr. Bigelow to furnish me with a small quantity
of the liquid. The quantity he kindly gave me. I made experiments with it

as a varnish, but soon discovered that it would not answer the object I had in
view.

^

For instead of improving and protecting the gilded surface, as I had
hoped it would, it destroyed it, probably by the action of the acid it contained.
While making this application of the varnish, my fingers became covered with
it, and I noticed that my index and middle fingers were so firmly glued together
by the varnish, that it required a considerable degree of force to separatelhem.

This accidental occurrence at once suggested 'to me the idea that this fluid',

as it suddenly became solid, and seemed to possess an adliesive tenacity une-
qualled by any known gum, might be made use of as an elegant and effective
substitute for the common adhesive plaster, and become an important agent in
surgery. Impressed with this idea, I made experiments with it on my own
person

; first, by spreading the fluid over the surfaces of two of my fingers
with a small brush, and allowing it to dry while the fingers were in contact

;

a.nd second, by moistening straps of cotton cloth and of sheep-skin with the
liquid, and applying them on the back of my hand. The fingers were soon
found to be glued together somewhat firmly, and the cotton and sheep-skin
straps to adhere strongly to the parts on which they were applied. These sim-
ple experiments convinced me, that the substance would answer as an adhesive
plaster in incised wounds, and I used it as such on a little neice of mine, who
had cut her finger, and then on my own hand which had been accidentally
wounded. In both of these instances it proved perfectly successful, keepini
the incised surfaces together until they healed. The fluid was used in these
-cases in the following manner:—It was spread by means of a brush over the
approximated edges of the wound, and also over the sound skin, on each side,
and a thin strap of cotton cloth was pressed upon it, which soon became firmly
united to the surface, by the evaporation of the ether, retaining the cut edges
immovably together. The wounds in these cases headed by the first intention,
and the straps were not removed until perfect and solid union had taken place!

These I believe to be the first surgical applications that were ever made with
•this new adhesive mixture. Feeling somewhat elated by the success of the
experiments, and by the idea that I had made a discovery that might prove of
value inoperative surgery, I informed Mr. Bigelow, that Iliad discovered a
new and important application for his “ gun-cotton varnish,” and related the
experiments I had made. Some time after this, he told me that he had made
use of his ^varnish, as I had previously done, in surgical operations and with
success. The experiments I had made exhausted the small quantity of the
varnish that had been given me, and to obtain more I was obliged to attempt
the manufacture of it by dissolving the gun-cotton in ether, according to the
formula furnished me by Mr. Bigelow. But on trial I found that gun-cotton
dissolved in ether would not produce the desired gum. Being in Dedham at
the time, I wrote a note to Mr. Bigelow, mentioning the failure of my attempts
to re-produce the article, and requested him to give me particular directions
how to make it. In answer to my note, Mr. B. stated that he, like myself, had
been unsuccesslul in his efforts to make “ gun-cotton” yield a gum such as he
had before used and given me. I now determined to make experiments with
the view of effecting the re-production of the adhesive solution. T accordingly
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obtained, from the city, a large quantity of acids, and commenced the prepara-

tion of the raw cotton, and after many trials and many failures I finally suc-

ceeded in preparing a cotton, which would dissolve in ether and form a gurn of

greater adhesive qualities than that I had been using.

In this connection 1 may observe that in attempting, at a subsequent period,

to make more of the article, I failed, having mislaid my notes specifying the

exact proportions of the acids previously used, and the length of time required

for them to act upon the raw cotton. Consequently I was compelled to repeat

my experiments in order to re-produce “ the ethereal solution of prepared cot-

ton.” I call the adhesive liquid by this name, rather than by that of solution

of gun-cotton, for the reason that I have never been able to produce the article

from gun-cotton. Pure gun-cotton will readily dissolve in ether, but the solu-

tion possesses no, or only very slight, adhesive properties.

Having now at command any desirable amount of this new adhesive prepara-

tion, I made it a business to investigate its usefulness in the healing art, by

employing it myself, and engaging others to experiment with it. Dr. Whitney,

of Dedham, was furnished with some of the solution soon after I had prepared

it
;
and Dr. Fisher of Boston, Dr. Warren of Waltham, Dr. Clarke of East

Cambridge, Dr. Comstock (now residing in Wrentham,) and a few others,

were supplied with it, some eight or ten months ago. In July or August last,

Dr, John C. Warren was informed of its nature and properties by Dr, Fisher,

and recently I gave some of it to Dr. J. Mason Warren, who used it in his pri-

vate practice, and afterwards in the Mass. Gen. Hospital. Previous to the

commencement of the last course of medical lectures in Boston, I had used it

and seen it used by my instructor, Dr. Whitney, in more than a hundred cases

of surgery, some of which were of a serious nature
;
and in these cases it was

most successfully employed, and was found to possess great advantages over

the common adhesive plaster of the shops. On a future occasion I intend to

draw up a detailed report of the cases in which the liquid adhesive plaster has

been used by Dr. Whitney, myself, and some other practitioners who have

employed it in their surgical and medical practice. To do this now, would

require more time than I have at command. 1 will, therefore, at present, merely

state that the preparation has been employed by Dr. Whitney and myself, with

the most gratifying results, in cases of incised wounds
;
in fractures of the

fintrers, in which it performed the office of an immovable bandage
;
in a case of

hernia occuring in a child
;

in cases of deep ulcers, in which it was desired to

approximate the surfaces of the sores for the purpose of hastening the process

of granulation
;

in four cases of amputation of fingers, accidentally caused by a

circular saw, and other cutting instruments
;

in cases of burns, attended by loss

of substance ;
in two cases of enlarged testicle, accompanied by an effusion

into the scrotum
;

in the case of an operation on the face of a young lady, for

the cure of a deformity resulting from a severe burn
;
in the case of a wound

in the scalp, made by extirpating a wen from the head. These are some of

the surgical cases in which I have witnessed the successful application of the

cotton plaster.
_ _ • j j

The mode in which it was used as a dressing in these cases, varied accord-

ing to the nature, size and and situation of the wound. In slight cuts, a mode-

rately thick coating of the solution laid over the incised parts was, on becom-

ing dry, sufficient to keep the lips of the wound in position till union ^took

place; but in most instances it was employed in conjunction with straps of cot-

tort and sheep-skin, and with raw cotton, forming with them strong, unyielding,

adhesive straps, bandages and encasements; and after many experiments, lam

convinced that this is the best and most effectual way in which it can be em-

ployed as an adhesive agent in surgery. The solution dries rapidly, and in a

few seconds, by the evaporation of the ether it contains, it becomes solid and

impermeable to water—and a strap moistened with it and glued to any pait of

the cutaneous surface, adheres to it with a tenacity that is truly surprising.

In proof of this, T will mention the follov/ing facts. A strap of sheep-skin.
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glued to the hand tjr a thin layer of the solution, nine lines long and one and a
sustained a weight of two pounds. A second strap, attached to the

^ substance, nine lines in length and three in width, sus-tain.d a weight of three pounds. A third strap, fixed to the hand by a layer of

wav
<l>e force often pounds without J^^vingway and a fourth strap of the leather, glued to the hand by a stratum of thfsolution, measuring one and three fourths of an inch in length and one in

These Ti
separated from its attachment by the gravity of tLnty pounds !

‘“’f'l'Wc; but they are founded on eiact and

mmS P'?’’*®™®'* c=‘perinients, and are true. No other known gum possesses

with. NoTdhpPpper'hiSu^^^^
* ' '• f"- •—

The wonderful adhesive properties which my experiments proved it to pos-sess, suggested the thought that it might answer the purpose of sutures in sur-
1^”

I

soon occurred to enable me to decide the fact that

ofTwen frim h
Whitney, for the removal

that an erysipelatous inflammation mightarise in the scalp, in case he united the divided parts by sutures, Dr. W. shavedthe hair from the raised scalp, and by means of the cotton solution he glued

Zr Phi
of sheep-skin on each flap, a short distance fromtneir edge, liiese straps were then drawn towards each other until the edgesof the wound were brought into close and exact union, and the free ends of thestraps were fastened together by sutures. In this case the needle and threadwere passed through inanimate leather instead of living flesh, causing no pain

interruption of the process of healing. The wouL heded
favorably, and without the usual accidents necessarily occasioned by the pres-ence of sutures in, and the operation for their removal from the parts Thenappy result of this case convinced me that a means was now discovered whichwould enable the surgeon to do away with sutures, pins and needles, in mostof the cases in which these are at present considered indispensable.
Although unauthorized to do so, I must take the liberty, in this place, to men-

*1^” interesting fact that Dr. Comstock, of Wrentham, has recently em-ployed this liquid as a dressing in a case of extensive laceration of the*^ peri-neum, with a success that he thinks never attended any other mode of man-agement. The dressings remained firmly attached and solid during the process
of healing, notwithstanding they were for a time almost constantly covered bynrme and mucus, and subject to being displaced by the movements of the
patient. Ihis case, I trust, will be communicated to the profession, as it sup-
ports the opinion I have advanced that this new adhesive solution will be used
as a substitute for sutures and needles.
From the succep that attended these two last-mentioned operations every

surgeon and practitioner will readily imagine how effectual and valuable thisnew dressing must be, in cases where there is great loss of substance in
operations for hare-lip, artificial nose, &c. But I will not attempt to predict
the cases in which this new adhesive substance may hereafter be successfully
employed. I prefer to speak of it only in connection with cases in which itsvalue has been tested. Future experiments must determine the applications
that can be made of it in surgery, and its true value to medical science. As ayarmsh, it may be useful in the arts—and has been found to afford protection
to the fingers and hands while engaged in dissections and autopsic examina-
tions. It was used for such a purpose last summer by Dr. Whitney and my-
selh 1 might also speak of the applications that have been made with it in
medical practice, as in cases of burns, of eruptive diseases, of sore nipples &c. •

but I must bring this long and hastily-written letter to a close. In it I have*
given you a true and faithful history of this new adhesive agent, so far as lam
connected with or have any knowledge of it.

102
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Had 1 not heard to-day, while visiting the Hospital, that I had m claim tv

the credit of having originally applied this new agent to surgery, I should have

signed my name to this letter without alluding to the subject. But since my

Dretensions are disputed, I will remark that the grounds on which I rest my

daim are the following 1st. That I used it in the first instance on my own

person—then on the body of another—again upon a wound on my own hand,

Ld that these cases were the first instances, as I ^l‘eve, in which it had been

surcrically applied. 2nd. 1 afterwards communicated the lact ol my having

surSicahy used it to my friend and fellow student, Samuel L. Bigelow, upon

whose veracity and memory I must depend for the corroboration of the state-

ment 3d Public announcement was made last summer, in the journals ot tne

day. 'that it had been applied most successfully in a surgical operation per-

formed by Dr. S. S. Whitney of Dedham, upon the face ot a female for the

cure of a horrible deformity caused by a burn in childhood. 4th. I have used

and superintended its use for more than a year, ^ over a hundred cases of sui-

gerv For proof of this I refer to Dr. Whitney of Dedham, Dr. Fisher of Bos-

ton Dr Ma^n of Lowell, and the patients who were the recipients of its bene-

fits.’ Notwithstanding all this, it will not be inconsistent with human nature

should many vost-faclo claims be set up for the credit of first applying a solu-

tion of cotton to surgical uses. If, however, any person can establish a clearer

right than I have to this credit, 1 shall be content. Yours, &c.

“ Dedham, March 18, 1848. Jno. P. Maynard-

2.^Chloroform an Anaesthetic Agent as a Substitute for Sulphuric Ether^

Dr. Simpson gives the following account of the chemical constitution of

Chloroform:
v , j

“Formyle is the hypothetical radical of formic acid. In tne red ant (For-

mica rufa) formic acid was first discovered, and hence its name. Gehlen pointed

it out as a peculiar acid
;
and it was afterwards first artificially prepared by

Doebereiner^. Chemists have now devised a variety of processes, by which

formic acid may be obtained from starch, sugar, and, indeed, most other vege-

A serieforchlorides of formyle are produced when cWorine and the hypo-

chlorites are brought to act on the chloride, oxide, and hydrated oxide of me-

thvle fpyroxvlic or wood spirit.) In the same way as formic acid may be arti-

ficially procured from substances which do not contain formyle ready foimed,

_so also are the chlorides of this radical capable of being procured from sub-

stances which do not originally contain it.
. t j j

Chloroform, chloroformyle, or the

obtained artificially by various processes,—as by making milk ol lime, or an

aqueous solution of caustic alkali act upon chloral,—by distilling alcohol, pyroxy-

lie spirit, or acetone, with chloride of lime,-by leading a st^am of ^^brine

iras mto a solution of caustic potass in spirit of wine, &c. The Preparation

which I have employed was made according to the following formula of Dumas .

^ Chloride of lime in powder.

Water, . - - -

Rectified spirit.

lbs. iv.

lbs. xii.

f. § xii.

Mix in a capacious retort or still, and distil as long as
^

sinks in the water with which it comes over, is produced. (Gray s t,upple

ment to the Pharmacopce \S46ia, p. 63^.)
nf rarhnn one of

The resulting perchloride of formyle consists of two atoms of ^ J

hydrogen, and three of chlorine. Its specific gravity is much greater than tha
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of water, being as high as 1.480. It boils at 141o. The density of its vapor
is 4.2. It is not inflammable, nor changed by distillation with potassium,
potash, sulphuric, or other acids.

It is now well ascertained that three compound chemical bodies possess,
when inhaled into the lungs, the power of superinducing a state of anaBsthesia,
or insensibility to pain in surgical operations, &c., namely, nitrous oxide, sul-
phuric ether, and perchloride of formyle. The following tabular view shows
that these agents are entirely different from each other in their chemical con-
stitution, and hence that their elementary composition affords no apparent clue,
to the explanation of their anassthetic properties :

—

Propor. of

Nitrogen.

Propor. of

Oxygen.
Propor. of

Carbon.
1

Propor. of

1 Hydrogen.
Propor. of

Chlorine.

Nitrous )

Oxide, (

Sulphuric /

Ether,
^

Chloroform, I

1 Atom. 1 Atom.

1 Atom.

1

j

4 Atoms,
j

2 Atoms,
j

5 Atoms.

1 Atom. 3 Atoms.

It is, perhaps, not unworthy of remark, that when Soubeiran, Liebig, and
Dumas engaged, a few years back, in those inquiries and experiments by which
the formation and composition of chloroform was first discovered, their sole and
only object was the investigation of a point in philosophical chemistry. They
labored for the pure love and extension of knowledge. They had no idea that
the substance to which they called the attention of their chemical brethren
could or would be turned to any practical purpose, or that it possessed any
physiological or therapeutic effects upon the animal economy. I mention this
to show, that the cui argument against philosophical investigations, on the
ground that there may be at first no apparent practical benefit to be derived from
them, has been amply refuted in this, as it has been in many other instances.
For 1 feel assured, that the use of chloroform will soon entirely supersede the
use of ether; and, from the facility and rapidity of its exhibition, it will be em-
ployed as an anaesthetic agent in many cases, and under many circumstances,
in which ether would never have been" had recourse to. Here then we have
a substance which, in the first instance, was merely interesting as a matter of
scientific curiosity and research, becoming rapidly an object of intense impor-
tance, as an agent by which human suffering and agony may be annulled and
abolished, under some of the most trying circumstances in which human nature
is ever placed.”

[In confirmation of the remark that the elementary constitution of the three
known anaesthetic agents affords no explanation of the theory of their action,
we may mention another circumstance, namely, that while it is currently
staled and we believe on good grounds, that the presence of a very small pro-
portion of alcohol in sulphuric ether occasions so much irritation as to render
it improper for inhalation, the choloric ether which consists of chloroform,
wfith above 80 per cent, of alcohol, produces little or no irritation, and was
originally preferred to sulphuric ether partly on this account.

As it is likely that chloroform will be extensively used, it is particularly
desirable that uniformity in its constitution should be observed. Time and
experience will probably bring it to a moderate cost, and insure to the pub-
lic the advantage of a uniform preparation. We have received a commu-
nication from Mr. Morson, and another from Mr. Hooper, each of which
contains a caution on this subject, pointing out the importance of distin-
guishing between chloroform and chloric ether. The great specific gravity
of chloroform, and its in.solubility in water, are mentioned as characteristic
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tests, to which we may add, that it is a body very difficult of ignition, which

will readily distinguish it from chloric ether.

—

Ed. Pharm. Journal.']

In a paper on the chlorides of hydro carbon, published in 1833, in the 4th vol. of

this Journal, its author, Daniel B. Smith, uses the following significant language

:

“ The action of this ether (chloroform) on the living system is interesting, and may
hereafter render it an object of importance in commerce. Its flavour is delicious, and

its intoxicating qualities equal to or surpassing those of alcohol. It is a strong, diffu-

sible stimulant, similar to the hydrated ether, but more grateful to the taste.”

Several of our manufacturers now furnish chloroform of good quality, and we shall,

ere long, have its powers fairly tested, as a strong interest is felt in reference to it by

the medical public.
W. P., Jr.

[COM3IUNICATED.]

New Orleans, January 20th, 1848.

To the Editors of the Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen :—In your November number, public attention is drawn

to the “ adulteration of medicines” and long Extracts from the New
York Journal of Medicine and Buffalo Medical Journal, denunciatory of

the practice, are furnished. Whether the parties nefariously engaged

in importing, or the domestic houses, who knowingly and dishonestly

vend spurious articles
;
or the public who appear indifferent to the

quality, provided the price be low, be most worthy of the reproach of

the faculty and the consequent odium, I will not now enquire, leaving

the matter as it stands a mooted question. My present purpose is

simply to show, that the chemicals manufactured by Mr. William Bailey,

Wolverhampton, are as pure, as handsome, and as much entitled to the

confidence and favor of the medical profession as the products of any

other chemist on this or the other side of the Atlantic. 1 have imported

his products for some years, and still import them, and at the present

moment am perfectly willing to submit such as I have on hand to the

most careful chemical analysis, and share with him all the responsibility

that attaches to unprincipled dealers in sophisticated preparations, should

any deception in quality be found to exist.

Mr. Bailey like every other large operative chemist in Europe and

America, will, of course, manufaciure on order to meet price, but in such

cases the article so made is never sold under his name or by his authority,

although his labels, like those of others, may be counterfeited, or sur-

reptitiously obtained
;

as well might Pelletier or other distinguished

names be held up to public execration, because in their vocation they

unwittingly become in the hands of unscruplous and dishonest men par-

ties to a most wicked, atrocious and inhuman deception.

Relying on your sense of justice for publication of this in your next

number, 1 am, gentlemen.

Respectfully, your obd’nt servant,

JOSEPH TICKELL.

Remarks :—Our correspondent seems quite indignant, because we

copied, with some comments, articles from some of our respectable

Northern cotemporaries, reflecting rather severely upon certain whole-

sale manufacturing druggists.
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In his attempt to vindicate the character of Mr. Bailey’s house from
such a charge, he is candid enough to admit, (strange enough !) that
Mr. B. like every other large operative chemist in Europe and
America,^ vvnl, of course, manufacture on order to meet price,'’ This is
pleading guilty

;
and he is a poor advocate, who advises his client topuUn such a plea, without the most positive and direct proof against

But, says our correspondent, “ Mr. Bailey does not affix his name to
these spurious and adulterated medicines

; this might afiect the reputa-
tion 01 his house, and damage his credit.”

^

This is realiy too bad; further comment on such conduct is unneces-
sary, as this admission bears directly on the point at issue.
Our correspondent in his efforts (honest no doubt,)to save Mr. Bailey

from the jaws of Charybdis, has stranded him upon the rocks iff
fecyJla.

—

Edtrs.

NEW ORLEANS, MAY 1, 1848.

HEALTH OF THE CITY.
This is the season of the year, when the diseases of winter and spring

are rapidly disappearing to give place to those of summer and fall.--Ihe ship.fever and the acute affections of the thoracic organs, with a
large class of exanthematous diseases, are yielding to gastro-enteric
affections and obstinate intermittents. Although the middle and latter
part ot April was characterized by unusually cool weather, yet it did
not add materially to the list of deaths, notwithstanding the prevalence of
slight cataiThal symptoms. The question is now almost daily asked us
shall we have the yellow fever this season ?” To answer this ques,

tion at this time, would be to untie the gordian knot,”
If the of Health, recently organized, under the State

Legislature and the different Municipal Councils, withl his Honor theMayor as President, possessed sufficient power to regulate the entireHygiene of the city, we believe that much might and would be done forthe health and prosperity of the city. We do not assert that any bodyof citizens hovvever intelligent and well-organized, could combat sue.
cessfully the elements, regulate the heat of the season, dictate to thewinds, or guide the storms, but they might modify or annul their influ-ence upon our population, by recommending a more effectual system ofdrainap,—by causing currents of water to flow through the" streetsfi^m the front o the rear of the city, and by the speedy Removal of alloffensive or deleterious matters from the public streets and private alleys

.
Mississippi might be made available inimproving the health, to say nothing of the comfort of the city: as it isa mitted that flovvmg water not only cleanses the gutters and sewersbut likewise Punfies the atmosphere, by keeping it in constant motion!Ihe present high stage of the Mississippi river holds out additionalinducements for the authorities, backed by the new Board of Health toenforce a more thorough and complete system of drainag ethroughout’allDarts of the city and suburbs.

• an
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We still anticipate that in the course of time, as the city extends, and

more attention is given to the condition of the streets, the yellow fever

may be banished from our midst, and thus destroy one of tl^ greatest

obstacles to the growth and prosperity of New Orleans. To accom-

plish an end so desirable, every good citizen should apply himselt with

diligence, because all will be mutually benefitted. Nothing ut e

epidemic can check the onward progress of our metropolis
;
and econo-

my as well as humanity, calls for large and liberal appropriations from

the city authorities, to stay the ravages of the dreaded yellow lever.

It is too late, when the disease is among us, to debate about the best

method of staying its course
;

it is only when we are m the enjoyment

of health that we can prepare to w^ard off the threatened pestilence.

We feel some interest in this subject, and had much to say, but we

have too little space to devote more attention to this important quesUon.

In our next, at a more advanced period of the season, we shall have

more to say.

AN ACT,

To Eaahlish a Board of Heallh in and for the Parish of Orleans.

Sect 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the State of Louisiana, in General Assembly convened; 1 hat a Board

oC Health shall be established in and for the^ Parish of Orleans ,
sa

Board shall consist of twelve members, and be

four to be appointed by each Municipal Council of he city of New

Orleans ;
of the four members so appointed, not more than two shal be

practising physicians. The Mayor of said city shall be President of

Lid Board—but shall not vote e-veept m case ol an equal division of the

members on any question.
^ , , n n .

Sect. 2. Be it further enacted iSpc.

:

That said Board shall

elect a Secretary, xvho shall receive a salary, to be affixed by said Boaid,

not to exceed one thousand Dollars; said Salary to be apportioned by

the General Council among the several Municipalities accoiding to

existing laws, and to be paid by them. Said Board shall P*'*'®':**

duties !( said Secretary. A majority of all the
f

may remove said Secretary for incompetency or neglect of duty.

Sect. 3. Be it further enacted ^-c.

:

That five members of said Board

shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. By-laws sha

be made by said Board for their own government.

Sect. 4. Be itfurther enacted dfC. i That it shall be the duty of said

Board to appointLnnually not less than two cihzens, to be known as

“ Health Wardens,” for each w^ard of each Municipaliiy of sai y

New Orleans. It shall be the duty of said Health hardens from time

to time to visit and inspect the condition of the houses
,

several wards, and should they discover therein
h

prove injurious to the public health, it shall be the duty of any Health
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Warden of the Ward in which said nuisance may be found, to order its

removal
;
and if within the time designated by such Health Warden for

said removal, the order be disobeyed, it shall be the duly of said Health
Warden to report the same to any two members of the Board of Health

;

and if said members approve the order made by the Health Warden,
they shall direct the immediate removal of said nuisance at the expense
of the tenant or owner of the property. If there be no tenant, the Muni-
cipal Council shall promptly advance the money for the removal of the
nuisance, and shall institute suit for the recovery of the same, before any
court of competent jurisdiction. Such suit shall be tried by preference
over all other causes.

Sect. 5. Beit jurther enacted <S^c.

:

That it shall be the duty of the
Board of Health to designate the hours when offal or other filth shall
be deposited in the streets, and the time when the same shall be re-
moved by the contractor for cleaning the streets. In case the regula-
tions of the Board of Health on this subject should be violated, it shall
be the duty of any Health Warden of the Ward in which said regula-
tion has been violated, to report the same promptly to the attorney or
assistant attorney of his Municipality

;
said attorney or assistant attor-

ney shall immediately institute suit in the name of his Municipality for
the penalty, which is hereby imposed, of not less than twenty, nor more
than one hundred Dollars, and in case said penalty be recovered, said
attorney shall be entitled to a tax fee of ten Dollars, to be paid by the
defendant and the penalty shall be for the use of the Municipality.

Sect. 6. Be itfurther enacted 4’c. ; That the Board of Health shall
have power to require the Sextons of the several cemeteries of the
Parish of Orleans to make returns to said Board of Health, in the man-
ner and form to be designated by said Board, and to impose penalties for
neglect or failure to make said returns.

Sect. 7. Be it further enacted Sfc.

:

That the regulations of the'
Board of Health shall be published in the official gazette of the Gene-
ral Council, and the expense of the same shall be apportioned arnonfrst
the several Municipalities, according to law. All the expenses of said
Board shall be paid in the same manner— but said expenses shall not
exceed five hundred Dollars, exclusive of the salary of the Secretary.

Sect. 8. And he itfurther enacted <S(‘c. : That it shall be the duty of
the Board of Health to make an annual report to the General Council,
as to the health of the city for the preceding year, and to suggest means
for improving the same.

(Signed,) PRESTON W. FARRAR,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

TRASIMON LANDRY,

Lieutenant Governor and President of the Senate.

' (Signed,)

Approved 16th of March, 1848.

ISAAC JOHNSON,

Governor of the State of Louisiana.
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
Conformably to the provisions of the act, establishing a Board oi

Health in and for the Parish of Orleans, the following gentlemen were

appointed from, and by the respective Municipal Councils of this city.

A. D. Crossman, Mayor and President of the Board of Health.

Dr. Warren Stone,

“ Y. R. Lemonnier,

Lay Members .—Preston W. Farrar
“ H. C. Carmack.

\ First Municipality.

'S

Dr. Geo. E. Harral,

“ D. J. Rogers,

Lay Members.—i

.

P. Freret,

“ J. W. Andrews.

Second Municipality.

Dr. J. J. Ker,
“ Isard,

Lay Members.—J. Beebe,
“ J. E. Holland.

• Third Municipality.

A. Hester, Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA—MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
We see by the last Legislature, an act was passed, appropriating

thirty-five thousand dollars to the University of Louisiana. A large

portion of this sum is to be expended in completing the Medical Depart-

ment.

This sum, although not as large an appropriation as the friends of the

University desired, yet it is sufficient to show a desire, on the part of

the State, tt) extend the segis of its fostering care and protecting power

over this infant institution.

We are informed that the medical department, constructed upon the

plan of that ot the University of Pennsylvania, will be completed in time

for the commencement of the lectures next fall.

The building is large, has all the necessary lecture rooms, apartments,

&;c. &c., for the comfort of the students and Professors
;
and stands

nearly in the centre of a large square, remote from the noise and bustle

of the streets. Its isolated situation, and the plan upon which it is con-

structed, will render it an admirable place for study, and easy of ventila-

tion
;
two important considerations for the health and advancement of

the students.

As a proof of the growing popularity of this institution, over one hun-

dred and sixty students matriculated during the last session, and but for

the report of the prevalence of yellow fever in our city, the. number

must have been much greater. We can assure students, however, that

at the commencement of the lectures, nothing is to be apprehended from

the epidemic, as the season is too far advanced to endanger the health

of strangers. We have been unable to obtain from the Dean of the

medical faculty, a list of the graduates for the last session, but we learn

that between twenty-five and thirty received the degree of Doctor in

Medicine.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS.
CHARITY HOSPITAL.

March 1848.
Admitted : Males,

“ Females,
Discharged : Males,

“ Females,
Died : Males,

“ Females,

April.
Admitted : Males,

“ Females,
Discharged : Males,

“ Females,
Died : Males,
“ Females,

571 ,;
173, J

537, >

175,^

744.

712.

104.

CHARITY HOSPITAL.
Board or Administrators.

194S fT of Administrators held on the first of April1848, the following gentlemen were elected to serve for the ensmnamonths:—Surgeons: Drs. Nott and Compton Physicians • Drs^

Borz’ano!”
’ Mc^ibbons, Rouannet^nd

.1... »rhi"Si“
nected With the hospital, have promised to communicate through the

dafioL npoTwhIch i^
f-'-re thlfoti

to lay before tht Prnf
“ “umber we shall be able

matter takrn from tfrT" '‘"f u
Pmo‘mal ““d interesting

effJctrftrtlost f^'I^HvcIHod'’,'' fp>'°

revers. Vi. Biickell promises to continue his reports.—Edrs.

Large Doses of the HydrMate Potassat in “ Secondary Syphilis."

Case 1.

103
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Complains of almost universal articular pain, being most acute, how-

ever in the knees, shoulders and lumbar region. Has some soreness

orthroat together with red, indurated swelling on either side of extenor

of neck, showing some tendency to suppuration. Has a small ulcei be-

tween the riiiht “ anterior and posterior palatine arches, u

niver experienced any inconvenience from it Says he had Syphilis in

January last—both “ chancres ” and “ bubo —that these healed up

enUrely about a month ago, when he. deemed himself well-, but from

tha date these pains commenced, and have continued to §>•«« worse

each day. Has\ad pain in his ancles, but does not think that nod^

have ever existed on the bones of either leg. Bowels are regular

appetite pretty good—sleeps very little.

“ Treat.”—Potass. lodid. grs. xv.

Liq. Morph. Sulph. f. ! ss.

Aq. Font. i.

Ft. Solut.

S. Take tablespoonful every 4 hours.

“ 24th, 9 A.3I.”—No change in symptoms as yet. “ Treat.”

Potass. lodid. to grs. x. three times daily, with same quantity of M

P^f25'h t^M.-Says he feels some better-rested more comfortably

“26a!! 9 iiii.-Rested well last night—pains by no means so intense—

appetite good.

“ Treat.”—Same continued.
, i, r

“27th 9 am.—

S

ays he feels better this morning than he has for

mon?hs-no pain whltever-merely a little stiffness m his jomts-ap-

petite very good.

U Treat ’’-Same continued-Also, lanced two small abscesses on his

neck which discharged a small quantity of thin ichorous fluid-ordered

poultice to neck.

“ 28th, 9 A.M.—Patient says he is improving rapidly.

“ Treat.”—Same continued.

“29th 9 A.M.—Still improving—abscesses on neck have ceased to

dischaile, and the indurations in their vicinity are disappearmg-ulcer

in his throat has disappeared entirely.

“ Treat.”—Same continued. n j

“ 30th, 9 A. M.-Discharged patient he being entirely well, and quite

desirous of returning to his ship.

Case 2.

see at present.
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Treat.”—-Blister to nape ofneck—purge of Magnes. Sulph.
“ 6 p. M.”—Visited rny wards in company with Drs. Fenner and

'

JV^ss—upon examining this patient again, we found that he had been
afflicted with “Syphilis,” some eight years since—also found that there
ejists at present a foetid discharge (slight) from the nostrils—bones of
the nose appear to be somewhat thickened—patient says that he some-
times has cansiderable swelling about the junction of the nasal and
trontal bones, with the most excruciating agony. Dr. F. pronounced it
a case of “ Secondary Syphilis,” in which opinion Dr. Moss and I
readily concurred.

“25th, 9 A. M.”—Patient has experienced very little benefit from the
remedies of yesterday—is pretty much “in statu quo.”

“ Treat.”—Ordered Potass. lodid. grs. xv. three times daily.

26th, 9 A. M.”-

—

Patient is pretty much the same.
“ Treat.”—Increased Potass. lodid, to grs. xx, three times daily, with

the addition of one fourth gr. Morph. Sulph. at each dose. Half diet
of the Hospital.

“ 27th, 9 A. M.”—Patient reports himself very much better—slept
pretty well last night—pain in head very much better—appetite improv-mg—discharge from nostrils somewhat increased, and quite foetid.

“ Treat.”—Same continued.

^

“28th, 9 A. M.”—Gradual improvement—complains of constant
inclination to sleep, the probable effects of the Morphia.

quantity of Potass. lodid. continued, suspending the

“29th, 9 a. m.”—Gradual improvement—comparatively little head-

petitJgood
annoying symptom to patient—ap-

“ Treat.”—Same continued.

“ 30tb, 9 a. M.”—Headache very slight—discharge from nose some-What diminished—complains of stiffness of the neck.
“ "Treat.”—Suspended Potass. lodid., and gave in stead Syrup. Sarz.comp. Ol. Ricin. ff i.

^

“ May 1st, 9 a. m.”—Still improving.

“ Treat.”—Same continued.

Large doses of Quinine in Fever,

Case 1.

. ^
set. 20, entered the Hospital labor-ing under inveterate Inter. Fever, has been sick several months parox-ysms occurred every other day for some time

;
but in the last month the

disease has assumed the “quotidian” type—paroxysm occurs every dayat 12 M.—chill IS very severe, and fever lasts four or five hours—
patient is pale and feeble—appetite tolerable—bowels in pretty good
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“Treat.”—Ordered grs. xxx. Quinine to be given at one dose just

an hour before the expected paroxysm—good diet.

“ Patient had no chill at the regular time yesterday—perspired very

freely about an hour after taking the quinine. Is perfectly cool this

morning, and says he feels better than he has done for two months-,-

appetite good.

“ Treat.” Ordered grs. xv. Quinine to be taken an hour before the

time for paroxysm—good diet.

“ Patient has had no more chills—did not retain the last dose qui-

nine however— it made him sick, and he vomited it up very shortly

after taking it—is perfectly cool and appears well this morning.

“ Treat.” Ordered Quinine, grs. xv. in pil. iij. to be taken as before.

it ’’—Patient is apparently well this m'orning—retained last

dose Quinine, and perspired freely for some time. Has good appetite,

and says he feels well—looks very much better. Discontinued the qui-

nine, and put him upon Port wine and full diet.

“ 16th, 9 A. M.”—Discharged this patient, he being perfectly well in

every respect.

Case 2.

“April 25th, 1848, 9 a. m.”—Charles Bee, sailor, set. 19, entered

ward 11 of Charity Hospital this morning. “Has had Inter. Fever

for five days past, “ quotidian” type—paroxysms occur at 7 p. M. ;
chill

is quite severe, and fever lasts nearly all night-patient is quite cool in

the morning-he has the general aspect of persons laboring under this

disease, is quite pale, eyes pale, spleen is quite large-appetite pretty

good, bowels regular.

“ Treat.”—Quin. Sulph. grs. xxx.

Pulv. Opii. grs. i.

Mix. take at 5| P. M.

“ 26th. 9 A. M.”—Patient had quite a severe chill last evening not-

withstanding he took the quinine and opium. Upon examination I find

hiiTlaboring under “ Hydropericardium” to a considerable extent—does

„o”co5aTn of any uneasiness on account of it whatever. He is quite

cool this morning, has good appetite.

“ Treat.” Repeated the quinine with two grs. opium, to be taken at

p. M. Port wine and “ full diet.”

“ 27th 9 A. M.”—Had no chill yesterday—took the medicine at 5 p.

M., perspired very freely afier two or three hours—slept well is per-

fectly cool this morning—tongue coated—appetite good.

“ Treat.”—Quin. Sulph. grs. xv.

Pulv. Opii grs. i. M.—tske at 5 p. m.

Port wine and full diet.

“ 28th, 9 A. M.”—Had no chill last evening—perspired very freely

for several hours after taking the medicine ;
skin quite cool this morn-

ing—tongue still coated white—appetite good.
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“ Treat.”—Ordered Quin. Sulph. grs. x.

Pulv. Opii. gr. i. M,—To be taken at 5 p. m.
Full diet.

“29th, 9 A. M.”—No recurrence of paroxysm—feels so well this

morning, that he insists on leaving the Hospital—discharged him.

Case 3.

“April 27th, 9 a. m.”—

S

ebastian Reichsle—aet. 38 years; native
of Germany, resided in this country quite robust, entered ward
13 of Charity Hospital yesterday afternoon. Has had Inter, fever for
three days—paroxysm occur every day at 12| p. m., has severe chill, and
hot fever after it, lasting altogether some 10 or 12 hours—no appetite,
bowels rather costive before coming in—took dose of oil yesterday after-

noon, which operated freely—is quite cool this morning, tongue slightly

coated.

“Treat.”—Quin. Sulph. grs. xxx.

Pulv. Opii. grs. ij. M.—Took before I left the ward.
“ Half diet.

“ 28th, 9 A. M.”—Paroxysm recurred yesterday at the usual hour
though very much mitigated, is quite cool this morning

;
tongue slightly

coated—appetite pretty good.

“ Treat.”—Quin. Sulph. grs. xxx.

Pulv. Opii. grs. ij. M.—To be taken at 10| a. m.
instead of 8^ as yesterday.

“ 29th, 9 A. M.”—No recurrence of paroxysm yesterday
: perspired

very freely for several hours after taking the medicine, is perfectly cool
this morning—tongue nearly clean—appetite good.

“Treat.”—Quin. Sulph. grs. xv.

Pulv. Opii. grs. i. M.—Take at 10^ a. m. Full diet.

“ 30th, 9 A. M.”—Had no chill yesterday : is quite cool this morning,
tongue clean, appetite good—'Says he feels as well as he ever did in his

life.

“Treat.”—Suspended the Quinine—ordered Port wine and full

diet.

“May 1st, 9 a. m.”—

D

ischarged him well in every respect.

HEALTH OF THE COUNTRY.

Lowndesboro’ Ala., April 1st, 1848.

Editors New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal,

Gentlemen :—As an amateur of “ Medical intelligence,” I send you
a brief sketch of the doings ofthe “ Alabama State Medical Association,”

which assembled at Selma, on the 8th March. I do not pretend to pre-

pare a report for publication, but merely state the facts which you can
dispose of as you think proper

;
room, convenience, and propriety being

considered.

A constitution and by-laws were adopted, and committees appointed
in different parts of the State to report to the next session,—to be held
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in Wctumpka, on the first Tuesday in March, 1849—a medical history

of the year for their respective localities. The following officers were

elected :

R. Lee Feaen of Mobile, President.

B. R. Hogan—Selma, 1

S. D. Holt—Montgomery, > Vice Presidents.

R. Clark—Woodville, ;

J. Marion Sims—Montgomery, Record. Secretary.

H. V. Wooten—Lowndesboro’, Corres. Secretary.

D. Fair—Selma, Treasurer.

A. G. Mabry, Selma, to deliver the next annual address.

The following delegates were elected to the American Medical Asso-

ciation at Baltimore.

P. H. Lewis,

A. Lopez,

B. A. Blakey,

W. B. Johnson,
B. R. Hogan,
D. H. Bythewood,
Edward Gante.

H. V. Wooten,
J. E. Prestridge,

F. A. Bates,

The annual address was delivered by myself.

These facts,—or any portion of them, which you may deem appro-

priate to your Journal—are at your disposal.

\^Gry rGspGctfiilly^

H. V. WOOTEN,
Cor. Sec. A. S. M. A.

Me3iphis, April 15th, 1848.

Editors New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen i—The following are the various cases of disease, and

the number of deaths that have occurred in my practice in the last two

months.
. . . . -

Aptha, 1 ;
Abortion, 1 ;

Bronchitis, 3 ;
Cerebro-spinal meningitis 1 ;

Colic, 4; Croup, 1; Cynanche-Tonsilluris, 1 ;
Dysentery, 2 ;

Diarrhoea,

24 • Erysipelas, 1 ;
Dysmenorrhoea, 2 ;

Empyema, 1 ;
Dispepsia, 3 ;

Fever, (catarrhal) 5; Fever, (Intermittent) 8; Fever, (Verminosa) 3; Fe-

ver, (remittent) 29; Fever, (typhoid) 19 ;
Gonorrhoea, 1 ;

Gastritis, 2

;

Hysteria, 4 ;
Hemorrhoids, 1 ;

Leucorrhea, 1 ;
Menorrhagia, 10 ;

Met-

ntis, 7; Neuralgia, 3 ;
Opthalmia, 4 ;

Pleurisy, 12 ;
Pneumonia, 3 ;

Purtusis, 4; Phthisis, 4 ;
Parturition, 10 ;

Twins, 1 ;
Prolapsus, uterine

1; Psora, 2; Parotitis, 4 ;
Orchitis, 3 ;

Rheumatism, 1; Puerperal-

Peritonitis, 1 ;
Pruritus Pudenda, 1 ;

Rubeola, 16 ;
Syphilis, 5 ;

Stric-

ture, 1 • Spinal irritation, 1 ;
Tubercular meningitis, 1 ;

Tinea-capitis,

1 ;
Teething, 3 ;

Urticaria, 2 ;
Wounds, (incised) 1 ;

Wounds, (contu-

sed) 2 ;
Varicella, 1*

Making 203 cases. Out of these there were 6 deaths 1 of Bron-

chitis, 1 of Cerebro-spinal Meningitis, 2 of Tj^phoid fever, 1 of Pneu-

monia, and 1 of Tubercular meningitis. L. S.
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Natchez, April 5th, 1848.

Editors New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.

Gentlemen :—Observing in the January number the statement that

“ Quarantine was maintained at Natchez and Vicksburgh, that the for-

mer escaped and the latter had the [yellow] fever, and that no correc-

tion of an error therein contained has appeared in the March number,
I desire you to publish in the May number that several cases of yellow
fever occurred here during the Fall of 1847.

These cases were of persons having had no intercourse with boats,

or with persons ill of, or convalescent from yellow fever—and who had
not received goods during the summer or fall—and were therefore

clearly from local cause, be that what it may.
In evidence that they were yellow fever cases, I am authorized to

cite, in addition to my own, the unhesitating opinions of Drs. Cart-
wright, Cochrane, Jones, Lyle, and McPheeters.
The Quarantine was established soon after the announcement of the

epidemic character of the fever in New Orleans, and maintained, with
unusual rigor, till the official declaration that it no longer existed as such
in your city. People were restrained from entrance into the city from 1

to 5 days
;
goods, if from Boston or New York, remained 24 hours at

quarantine ground—if from New Orleans, 48 hours—exposed to the
sun during 24 hours of this time—the above, I am informed, were the
rules with some few exceptions.

Your’s respectfully,

C. H. S.

ABSTRACT OF A METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR 1848.
By D. T. LILLIE, at the City of New Orleans.

Latitude, 29 deg. 57 min.
;

Longitude, 90 deg. 07 min. west of Greenwich.

WEEKLY.

'1S4.S.

THERMOMETER. BAROMETER. COURSE

OF

WIND.

FORCE
OF

WIND,

Ratio
1 to 10.

Rainy

Days.
Quan-
tuv of
Rain.

Inches.Max. Min. Range. Max. Min. Range

March - 11 66.0 43.0 23.0 30.49 29.95 0.54 N. H 2 0.675
18 75.7 52.5 23.2 30.40 30.05 0.35 s.s w. H 0 0.000
25 81.0 65.0 16.0* 30.28 30.00 0.28 s.w. H 1 0.015

April - 1 83.0 60.5 22.5 30.33 29.50 0.23 S.E. H 3 0.293
((

8 77.0 61.5 15.5 30.47 29.83 0.64 s. 4 3 1.375
15 82.5 64.0 18.5 30.20 29.94 0.26 s. 3 0 0.000
22 79.0 58.0 21.0 30.34 30.10 0.24 S.E. 3 1 3.750
29 84.5 61.5 23.0 30.33 29.73 0.60 S.E. 3^ 1 2.225

Remarks.

—

The Thermometer used for these observations is not attached to
the Barometer, but is a self-registering one, and is placed in a fair exposure.
Regular hours of observation, 8 a. m., 2 p. m. and 8 p. m.
The Barometer is located at an elevation of 19 feet above the level of the

ocean, and is suspended clear of the wall of the building.
The Rain Guage is graduated to the thousandth part of an inch, and the

receiver is elevated 40 feet from the ground.
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